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INTELLIGENCE '

. Operates .the Section message center.

Maintains'the Section correspondence
files.

Consolidates the Daily Logs df the
several Sub-sections, and incorporates,
them into .the Section log.

Coordinates thru G-1 all administra-
tive personnel actions affecting engi-
neer troops with the army, including
allotment of school quotas .

Coordinates thru the Headquarters
Commandant all details connected with
the local defense, movement, office
supply and operation of the office
establishment of the Engineer Section.

Coordinates thru the .Headquarters
Commandant all matters of military
discipline affecting enlisted person-
nel of the Engineer Section.

Coordinates thro the Adjutant Gen-
eral the distribution of

. 
Enineer

Technical publications..

Supervises the-use of tsanportation
allotted to the"Engineer.Section. .

Performs,. in addition to "the above,
all functions of-an administrative

$nature necessaryto the comfort and
orderly.conduct: of the Section.

asthrough G-2.for them.col-
engineer .intelligence from
ligence agencies.'.

,ns a referencelibrary of,.
'geographical.and geological

•

nent to present or prospec-

Maintains maps to reflect the cur-
rent status of the engineer intelli-
gence situation.,

Supervises and controls the oper-
ationsof Engineer Technical Intelli-
gence'Teais assigned to Army Head-
quarters.,..

Designs, in consultation with-
other Sub-section.Chiefs, .engineer.intelligence reporting*devices andprOCedures to insure-complete coverage,

.by reconnaissance hgencies.: of data
essential to:engineer operations, and
initiates their promulgation to units
concerned.

.,.OPERATIONS
AND

Outlines training objectives and
prescribes standards Of technical',
profibiency. to be attained by-all
Engineer troop units 'with the Army.

Prepares plans for the disposition
of .Army 'Engineer Troops, coordinating
with G-3. as such. plans, affect tactical
displacement, and. with G-4 as they
affect troop movements. .

Prescribes."the natureand scope,
and- supervises the conduct of training
undertaken by Ary Engineer troop
units.'

;Coordinates through the"Admini-:i
strative Officer the distribution of,
training publications.

" Conducts training inspections and
tests- of engineer troop units with.,
the Army.

.Keens the-Engineer informed of cur-
rent Eineer troop dispositions by
maintaining.the Engineer Troop Dis-
position Map.

Drafts.the engineer paragraphs f
and the engineer Annexes ,to Field
Orders..

SUPPL
_-Y _ _

Computes Class. II engineer requIre-
ments for the,.Army.'

Assembles,'evaluates, and consoli-
dates all engineersupply'require-..
ments, initiates their procurement,.
and follows up to insure their deliV-
ery in the, desired quantities,'at
the proper.places, on time.

Coordinates through G-4 the prepa-
ration of the engineer supply plan*
-and drafts engineer paragraphs and"
annexes to Administrative Orders,-'

'Takes all necessary action to.,
effectuate the Engineer Supply'Plan.

Maintains stock records"of engi-
neer'items of supply and keeps the,
Engineer currently informed of the
status of engineer supply.

.-Prepares the Engineer Equipment
Maintenance Plan for the Army and
coordinates-through'.the Engineer .
.Operations Officer the disposition of
Engineer.Maintenance'Companies with
the. Amy.

transmits them to the, upply Officer
and to'the Operations Officer,.res-
pectively, forprocurement.

Draws plans and specifications for

specific const. projects as directed
by the Army Engr.

:Develops plans for the.const.,,
repair, maintenance,.and operation of
utilities necessary to the fanctioning
of the Army.

Prescribes standards of const.,
-maintenance, and operation of comiuni-
cations (except signal). and utiltties.

Supervises the execution of const,
maintenance, and operational tasks
charged to agencies, other than Engi-
neer Troop Units, operating under
direct control of the.Army Engineer.

Inspects for technical proficiency,
the execution of Engineer'operational
tasks by Engineer Troop•Units with'the
Army, *

Collects detailed engineering data
and prepares engineering plns per-
taining to: Forttfications, minefields
and barriers; demolitions; assault of
fortified zones; camouflage; floating -
bridges; water supply.

Reconofiiitersathe availableroad net.
and recommends action necessary to
fully exploit its capacity with a, mini-
mum, of attendant maintenance.

Maintains schedules, progress charts,.and operations maps to reflect the cur-
rent'status of all const. ,maintenance
and utility operations under super-
vioion of the Sub-section,'Acts a s onqulting agency for Army

and supervi
oduction, st
of maps, m
phs, charts

Coordinates the survey activities"
of the Corps Topographic Companies
and the Army Topographic Battalion'
to the end that the survey require-
ments of the Army asa whole are best
satisfied.

Works in close liaison with the
Army Artillery-Officer in formulating.:
survey plans so that full utilization
will be made of the combined survey
means available to Army..

Prepares, subject to G-2 approval,
the Army Map Plan as an Appendix to
Field or Administrative Orders.

Supplies.the reproduction needs .of
Army Headquarters.

Maintains records affecting accur-
:acy of. maps and survey control in .cur-
rent use and takes activesteps.1to
-immediately disseminate corrections to
, affected unit headquarters. "

l



SEC.... RE: - •..,

CHAPTER 1
..PLANNINGIN. UNITED'KINGDOM

On 23 March the Engineer Section moved into the Forward Echelon
of Headquarters Third U.S. Army at CAMP PEOVER,.

'The Section, upon its arrival, consisted of twenty-eight officers,
one warrant officer, and forty-three- enlisted men, organized under T/0
5-200-1, dated"15 July 1942. Functional;chart of the organization is
-shown .on the .preceding page.. .

Here began a period of intensive planning covering troop pohasing
requirements, terrain. analyses, bridge requirements, river crossing
sites., road .studies, traffic circulation plans, computation of all
engineer supply requirements up to D plus 90, and survey .and mapping
plans.. Strategic terrain analyses, were prepared from a study of'all.
available data on the region of. Northwest France, north- of the LOIRE.
River and west of the SEINE River, and later extended to cover the.areq
south of the LOIRE (Annex 1);. A special study was also made of these..
same regions as to the-ir suitability for tank warfare. Each of these
studies was published by.A.:C. of S...-2 in a series of Target Area
Analyses.

In computing the bridging requirements for the operations contem-. .
plated by. Third. U.S. Armyan- arbitrary-roadnet of Class 70 and :Class.
40 roads was selected, in accordance with the policy established "in

."OVERLORD" for roads to be provided and, maintained within: the :combat
;zone. .This policy proposed the' following as normal road requirements
for planning purposes:

(a) One Class 40 road per front.line division.forward of
"Corps rear boundary.

(b).. One Class .70 road and one Class 40 road per Corps in
rear of-Corps, rear boundary.

(c) Lateral roads at 10 mile interval in rear of Corps rear.
boundary, alternately Class 70 and Class 40.

After selecting the most suitable.roadnet based on the above pol-
-icy, the bridging requirements were estimated on the assufption that
all bridges would be destroyed and would-require replacement. 'Where
data on.stream widths were not available, the probable bridge require-
ments were calculated from the size of the drainage areas above the
crossing sites. It was estimated that during the period Dplus 29 to
D 90, 150 Standard 130-foot double-double Bailey bridges would be re-..
quired.

AU major rivers were carefuliy studied to determine the most..
..suitable crossingsites. The widths of the river, depth of water, con-
dition of the river bed and nature of the banks, aa well as the ade-
quacy of the, roadnet leading to the crossing site., were taken into con-
sideration.

Road studies comprised such items.as road widths, surfacing,..
sharp curves,, and other critical restrictions. From these road
studies tentative traffic circulation plans were prepared, with-the
realization, that the final traffic circulation plans must be based
on actual ground reconnaissance.

Class TI supplies were calculated logistically, based upon the
troops to be assigned. Class IV supplies .were calculated from intel-
ligence data, map studies, and. capabilities of engineer troops tobe
assigned,. Requisitions were sent in to include supplies up to D plus.
90. Four light ponton companies were equipped with Bailey bridges
prior to embarkation and all qombat battalions were equipped with
D-7 tractors in addition to T/E.

In April the 1681st Engineer Survey Liaison Detachment was as-
signed 'to Headquarters Third U.S. Army and attached to .the.Engineer
Section. This detachment of five officers and nine enlisted men was
incorporated into the Engineer Section and was charged with the plan-
ning and supervision of map reproduction, supply and distribution;
and "surveys.

- A plan for the "recovery and extension of survey -control.by. com-
bined efforts of Survey Platoons and Field Artillery ObserVation Bat-.
taions during operations was adopted and published as an Operations
Memorandum (Annex 2).

Map. distribution on the Continent was covered by an Operations
Memorandum published U June (Annex 3), This memorandum outlined the
procedure for distribution of maps in' the United Kingdom to troops
leaving for the Continent, both build-up or in assault, as well as
for distribution on the Continent. 'This depot closed operations at,,
ALTRINCHAM on 3 July and opened bn t4e Continent in France afterthe-

arrivaI.of Headquarters Third U.S..Army.

Several relief models were constructed for study .of Western
France :and certain fortified .islands.. Third U.S. Army 'having no ,model.,-

'making.detachment .the.models were constructed by three enlisted men
..of the Army TopographicBattalion. Photographs were made of these
models and halftone reproductions made at a final scale of approxi-:
mate ly1 /500,0C0.- These models were. used extensively by staff sec- -
tions for planning and later in operations. -They were forwarded to
the War Department after operations extended beyond their area of
.coverage. The halftone "model mosaics," made from the originals were
:distributed down to and including regiments. They were •also later
used to supplement and.illustrate G-2 Order of Battle reports and .

the "OVERLORD" War Report.

At' about. the same time the terrain models were being constructed,
considerable.interest was. demonstrated in third.dimensional-Vecto-...
graphy.and, at the request of the A, C. of S. 0-2, an officer from:.
the Topo Subsection was assigned. the task of investigating facilities'',
for their; production. in large quantities..Visits to LONDON :and HIGH
WYCOMBE, England, revealed a plant in, the process of completion-cap-

.able of-producing 75,000 vectographs per month... These facilities were
:utilized by the -2 Section for several orders of considerable size1
and the results were received with enthusiasm. However, the eventual
fast pace of the campaign, coupled with the fact that vectographs.
could only be supplied from the United Kingdom, made their use.im-
practical.

1 Prior to leaving the United Kingdom it was realized that there
should.be a reproduction' unit. ith Army Headquarters to take care
of the many small rush jobs required. It was believed that there
would be many situations when the Engineer Topographic Battalion,
because of its space.'requirements and relative immobility, would be
located at a considerable distance from Army Headquarters, In form-
ing.this reproduction detachment, it was .decided to take a press
trailer'.ith a. Harris 20"! x 22" lithographic press, a camera van
and a 2-ton truck, together with the necessary personnel consisting
of one officer and nine enlisted men, all from the Army Topographic
Battalion. This 4etachment proved to be of imuense value in turning
out rush jobs' for Army Headquarters and in relieving the Army Topo-
graphic Battalion of many small jobs which might have interfered with:-

u the larger reproduction work of the .battalion.

During this entire planning phase the training of all Third U.S,
Army engineer units in the.United Kingdom was continuously checked
and coordinated. Periodic inspections :were made and.deficiencies in
training corrected as rapidly. as possible. Training activities were
largely concentrated .on Bailey bridging, construction and maintenance
of roads, mines and booby traps, including the use of the non-metal-
'lic mine detector, and waterproofing of"ehicles. Training Memo-
.randum No. 2, .issued. 17 April (Annex-4),'oobvered the objective .and
scope of engineer training during this period. The Engineer Bat-
talion of the. 2nd French Armored Division was trained in the use of
Bailey and U.S. Floating Bridging.

.Procurement directives covering, the acquisition of real estate,.,
billeting, (Annex 5) and hiring of civilian labor (Annex 6)'were .....
drawn up in Consultation with Headquarters European Theater of oper-

.. ations memorandum (Annex7)..

On 27 June the 2890th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team, con-
sisting of three officers an six enlisted .men, joined the Engineer
Section, being attached to thq Intelligence Subsecbion. The mission
of this team was to searc or and examine captured enemy materiel

.. and to sand to higher echelons for further examination and evaluation*.
samples of any new type equipment located. The team was also immed-
iatelv to disseminate to troops any information of value pertaining
to'new types of enemy engineer materiel.

After Headquarters Third U.S. Army moved to, a concentration area
near SOUTHAMPTON, the Engineer Section'moved to SOUTHAMPTON on 4 July.
and embarked for the Continent.

CHAPTER 2
PRE-OPERATIONAL:ON. CONTINENT

The Engineer Section landed on UTAH Beach in an LST the evening
r 6 July,-from which, beach the Section moved to -a-bivouac area near
98HOU(T-1998) .on 7 July.

The period from date of lanoing t6 the start of. operatior was
principally devoted to final stages of plaing. Reconnaisance of.
roads was made -in the major portionofthe captured region of France
to acquire actual dta for comparison with the road information sed
during preliminary planning stage in.England. .Although it:was: found
that the Germans.had not destroyed as many bridges as was contemplated
no major changes were ,made.. in the estimated bridging requirements.

Bridging and'other engineer material requirements .were estimated
for the period D plus '90 to D plus 120'during this .final planning
phase.

Shortly after arrival on the Continent, a reconnaissance of-
bivouac areas was made for. the concentration of engineer units. . The
arrival of-the units was'coordinated and arrangements. were made for
guiding, them from the beaches tO'bivouac in the concentration area
in the vicinity of BRICQUEBEC (0-1304)..During the period from 7
July to 1-August,. the following engineer units arrived:

UNITS . ARRIVAL UNITS .ARRi1VAL.
1092d.Engr Util Det :7 July 993d Engr Trdwy Br Co , 22July
1681St.Engr Surv. Ln. Det 7 July ,.664th Engr Top Co 22 July
293d Engr C Bn 13. July 2898th Engr TIT : 2 July
666th Engr Top Co l July 180th Engr Hv Por Bn 23 July
2896th Engr TIT 14 July 528th Engr L Pen Co '23 'July.
133d Engr C Bn 14. July 159thEngr C Bn- 24 July
652d Engr Top Bn 16-July 168th Engr C Bn : .24 July
3117th Engr .C Gp 16 July 994th Engr Trdwy Br Co 24 July
1101st Engr 'COp .16 July 88th Engr Hv .Pon'n 25 July
970th Engr.Maint Co 17 July 990th Engr Trdmy-Br .Co 25 JulY
509th Engr L Pon Co _18 July 1303d Engr GS.Regt 25 July,
513th.Engr L Pon Co. 18 July. 2897th Engr'TIT 26 July
1277th Engr C Bn " 18-July 997th Engr.Trdwy Br..Co 26 July_
998th Engr Trdvq Br Co .-.18 July 87th Engr Hv. Pon Bo 27 July
459th Engr Depot.Co ..18 July 1240th Engr FF Plat .27. July
l07th Engr C Op .19

• 
July 2890th Engr.TIT- " 27 July,

529th Engr L Pon Co 19 July 165th Engr.C Bn .28 July
608th Engr' LEquip Co .19 July 248th-Engr C Bn .28 July
15llth Engr WS Co '19 July 553d Engr Hv Pon Bn 30 July'
632d Engr L Equip Co 20 July

These units concentrated on training in mines and booby traps.
and. performing maintenance of equipimen The, Technical Intelligence
.Teams under Army and corps gave lectures-and demonstrations to al
engineer units on new.enemy mines and antipersonnel .devices .that
were being. encountered on the-front of the VIII Corps, which corps*
was in operations at'that time under First U.S. Arn.

After arriving on the Continent but before becoming operational,
the survey elemients of the Army and corps were ready for action..But
it appeared that the tactical situation would not require engineer
participation to augment the observation'battalions. However, plans'.
were accomplished to make their services immediately available if and,
when the occasion arose.,

The Army Map Depot opened on the Continent at BRICQUEBEC. (0-1304)
on 19 July for issuance .of operational maps in limited quantities
only,in that operational maps were not authorized Army prior to its
.becoming operational.

S On31 July-, Forward "A" Echelon of the Engineer Section moved

from the vicinity of ,NEHOU (T-1998) to an assembly area It miles.
northeast of MONTSURVENT '(T-2064) prior to becoming .operational' on
1 August.

CHAPTER 3
AUGUST OPERATIONS.

I -OPERATIONS

When Third U.S. Army became operational, the engineer mission
was to support the operation .through normal engineer functions. Divi-
son, corps and Army engineer troops were to be, responsible for all
,-engineer work within their respective areas; with the exception of
installation of bulk POL facilities, reconnaissance and reconatruction

..of rail and port facilities, which were responsibilities of engineer
troops of Communications Zone; and the construction of air fields,
which was the responsibility of the Air Force.

From the start the operations were characterized by rapid advances
and equally rapid changes in attachments of engineer troops to meet

.the changing, situation.

R; E T



Engineer Operational.Instruction No. ldefining .areas: of respon-
sibility. for :Aray engieertroops, was publ'shedas of 032000B August.

At.this time the disoosition of engineer troops was as follows:

VIII CORPS
n02d Engr C O.Gp -
llO7th Engr .CGp
44th Engr C Bn...
145th nigr C Bn.
159th Engr C Bni
S168th Engr C Bn
.202d Engr ..C Bn
509th Engr L Pon Co
511th Engr L Pon'Co
513th Engr L Pon Co
628th Engr L Equip Co
-969th Engr, Maint, Co
990th Fngr Trdwy Br.-Co.
993d .Engr Trdwy Br. Co.
665th Engr Top .Co
2893d.Engr Tech lot Team-,

XV CORPS
"iOlst Engr. C Gp
.13d Engr C Bn
165th Engr C Bn
1277th Engr C Bn
529th Engr L Pn Co
.970th Engr Maint Co.
998th Engr Trdwy Br.:Co
.666th Engr Top Co
608th. Engr L Equip Co
2896th Engr Tech Int, Team

XII. CORPS'
2897th Engr Tech nt Team.

664th Engr-Top Co.-
2898th Engr"Tech Int Team

ARMY
. lll7th-Engr C.Gp
248th Engr.C En
528th Engr L Pon Co
87th Engr Hv Pons Bn
88th: Engr. Hv Pon Bn
180th Engr Hv.Pon En

-553d-Engir HvPon Bn-"613th Engr L Equip Co
Co A,';603d E-ngr Cam En th

.

.293d Engr C Bn '/
1303d.Engr GS Regt. - .
764th.: Engr Dp lrk Co
652d Engr TopBn
459th .Engr Depot Co'.

,'994th Engr Trdwy-Br Co
632d Engr L Equip Co
l~llth EngrA S .Co*
1092d Engr Util Det-
1

6
81st Engr Surv Ln Dot

1240th Engr FF Plat. (Atchd
'3933d .M Gas Supply Co)
2890th.Engr Tech Int Team
997th Engr Trdwy Br Cq*.

'The 117th Engineer .ombat Groupvwas placed in support of the.
VIII Corps,' followedby the 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment

.in the Amy area..

On: 5 August the four Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalions Under the.
lll7th Engineer Combat Group were detached in order to perform essen-,
tial hauling 'of engineer Class IV supplies. The .764th Engineer Dump:
Truck Company was also detached from the lll7th Engineer Combat Group
and attached to the 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment to lend,
mobility and hauling facilities to-the regiment.

By 7 August the XV Corps had become operational and: the XX Corps.
was concentrating preparatory to becoming operational. Two-combat
groups, six combat battalions, three lightequipment..companies, one.,

.camouflage company, two dump truck companies, one light ponton company,
and one treadway bridge company were. assigned to Third, U.S..'Army from
First U.S. Army. On 7 August Engineer Operational Instruction No. 2
was issued with the 1103d Engineer Combat Group being attached, to XX
Corps and the ll09th Engineer Combat Group concentrating under Army.
The 1117th Engineer Combat Group was placed in support of XV Corps.
and the 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment in support of VIII
'Corps, both operating in the.Army area.

On 9 August Engineer Operational Instruction No. 3 was published.
At this time the 1301st Engineer General Service Regiment had concen-
trated on the Continent and was available for operations and was
placed behind the lll7th Engineer Combat Group shpporting XV Corps.
The 1303d Engineer General. Service Regiment remained in support of
VIII Corps and the 1306th Engineer General Service Regiment was con-
centrating to support operations. The ll09th Engineer Combat Group
was attached to XV Corps and the 1139th Engineer Combat Group was
attached to XX Corps.

On ll August Engineer Operational Instruction No. 4 was published,
placing the 1306th Engineer General Service Regiment.on the south,-
flank and-assigning the 1134th Engineer Combat Group,, with four heavy
ponton battalions, the mission of coordinating and effecting the move-
ment of engineer Class IV supplies.,

On 13 August Engineer Operational Instruction No. 5 was published,
'at which time the' lll7th Engineer Combat Group was attached: to XII
Corps'.-,The 1301st Engiheer General Service Regiment was assigned the

.mission of supporting the XV Corps, the 1306th Engineer General' Ser-,
vice'Regiment the XX Corps,. and the 1303dEngineer General Service
Regiment remained in support of VIII Corpo.

On 15 August Engineer Operational. Instruction-No. 6 was published.
At this time the VIII, XV, XX ,'and LII.Corps were all. in operation,
and the bulk of engineer troops assigned. Third"U.S. Army had arrived
on the Continent.

On 19 August. Engineer Operational -Instruction No. 7 was published,
effecting the.detachment of one combat battalion ifrom-VIII Corps and, '
two-combat battalions, one treadway bridge company and .one light. equip-
ment company fr6m the XV Corps 'and their attachmen to XII Corps,
ll34th Engineer Combat Group and the 1306th Engineer General 'Service
Regiment. Missions remainedunc hanged.

On 21 August :Engineer Operational Instruction No. 8 was published,
effecting t1e attachment of Hq & Hq Co, 1135th Engineer Combat GroUp''

-to XII Corps, one treadway bridge company to XV .Corps and :Hq &Hq Co,
1137th Engineer Combat Group to .Any. The 1137th.Engineer Combat
Groupwas given,,the mission of concentrating prepared to support either

. XII'or XX Corps. The'mission of.the ll34th Engineer Combat-Group,
130lsti 1303d, ,and 1306th EngineerGeneral -Service Regiments remained-
.unchanged.

A: On 24 Apgust Engineer. Operational Instruction No.. 9-was published.
At this time.XV Corps-reverted to First U.S. Anmy, together with- all
corps engineer.troops*. The l137thEngineer Combat Groupwas assigned,
the mission of performing all. engineer work in the zone of and sup-

. porting the 1306th Engineer General Service Regiment and the 1137th'
Engineer Combat Group, respectively. :

II - CONSTRUCTION

Roads and.Bridges. .

One of the most crit.icalproblems confronting the Engineer, Third
U.S. Army, at the start of operations on 1 August was the selection

...and maintenance of an adequate network of north-south roads through
a very narrow zone over which the entire Third U.S. Army and support-
ing supplies must pass. The zone of attion established for this Army
consisted of a narrow strip along the western coast of the COTEMNTN
Peninsula, varying in width from ten to twenty miles. This zone was
cut deeply on'the west by three tidal estuaries, one at the mouth of
the SIENNE River near COUTANCES (T-2457), and the other two at the.
mouths of the SEE and SELUNE Rivers near AVRANCHES. (T-2817). Only,
two principal north-south highways extend through this areal and-these
converge on and follow the same route through COUTANCES (T-2457).and
AVRANCH' (T-2817),

At COUTANCES (T-2,457) it was fouhd possible, by extensive bridg-
ing operations and, continuous maintenance of a secondary road on the
west .of COUTANCES (T-2457), to separate these two routes and elimi-
nate this first potentialbottleneck.

oInthe town of GRANVILLE (T-w3)the.existing hgway followed
narrow winding streets which were definitely unsuitable for military
traffic . This condition was corrected by selection and repair of the

two one-way by-pass routes immediately to the east of GRANVILLE
(T-1134).,

..The greatest restriction through which this Army was forced to
move all troops and supplies was at AVRANCHES (T-2817), .where the
zone narrowed to ten miles or less. All axial highways within this,
zone converged on. AVRANCHES (T-2817) and then followed only one prin-

Scipal route •south for five.miles to PONTAUBAULT (T-3010). The town
of .AVRANCHES (T-2817) itself was badly demolished from bombing and
the streets were full of debris, which engineer troops expeditiously
cleared from the principal streets. The bridge over the SEE River at
AVRANCHES (T-2817) was captured intact; however, the bridge at PONTS,
(T-2918) was demolished. This latter bridge was rapidly repaired to
'accommodate two-way Class .40 traffic by using aBailey bridge on one-
half of the roadway and sections of treads from. a treadway bridge
company on the other half of the partially dem6lished structure.
These treads were removed as soon as possible by constructing a Class
.70 fixed.timber trestle bridge alongside the partially demolished
structure..While this timber bridge was.under construction by the
1303d Engineer. General. Service. Regiment, one :soldier was killed and.
five injued resultOf enemy bombing.

The enemyttempted 'nightly to bomb these critical bridges, in-
cluding the bridge over.the SELUNE River near FONTAUBAULT (T-3010)..

'As a countermeasure to the possibility that one of these three vital,
structures might suffer a direct b6mb'hit, every possible crossing
'within the'rarrow zone of the Army was reconnoitered. The resulta
revealed four norh-south local gravel roads to the east of AVRANCHES
(T-9817) on which the bridges were found intact. These alternate

very narrow, winding andlrough; :but* were considered usable

found impracticable to' attempt to bridge these estuaries
L west of AVRANCHES'(T-2817) and west of Highway N 176 at
(T-3010), , dueto tfhe extreme width and the :.large tidal

Realizing that the success of accomplishing the mission of:Third
U. sO:'.Army-depended Upon the continued flow of troops and supplies
through this narrow funnel an- existing railroad bridge over the.SEE: -
River at AVRANCHES (T-2817

5
)was prepared to accommodate highway. traf-

fic. A treadway1bridge was, placed across the SELUNE River. about 300 .
yards upstream from the existing masonry.arch bridge near PONTAUBAULT
(T-3-10-)

As-soon as this defile was passed, the road net available to the".
Army extended to the wdst,,south and east, providing excellent routes-
of advance .in those directions.

Once the breakthrough was accomplished, the combat troops moved..
s o rapidly that enemy destruction of bridges was. only al small percen-:.
tage of that contemplated in the planning stage.. The town 'bf FOUGERES
(y-3879) had. been badly damaged by.bombing and artillery fire, but the
:idebris was -rapidly removed from the mare important thoroughfares, bomb-
traters filled and military traffic was kept rolling with a'minimum
of delay.. -FOLGERES (Y-3879), having eight principal highways radiat-
ing from the city similar to the spokes in a wheel and without suitable-
by-pass. routes, was-imediately recognized as a major traffic problem.
A study was- made of this city and a traffic circulation'plan devised
and submitted for approval. This plan was imnediately adopted anl its
execution materially improved the flow of traffic through this city.

The BRITTANY Peninsula and the area south to the LOIRE River was
exploited so rapidly that the majority of the bridges were captured-

i. intact and the roads were found in very good condition. Engineer road
and bridge work in this area consisted. principally of patrolling the
,roads with maintenance crews to check the condition .f the r6ads and.
to make immediate repairs to critical spots,-such as shell craters or
bombed bridges. Very little enemy action of this nature occurred
other than in the restricted.area around AVRANCHES (T-2817).

lo .executing the movement to the east and southeast, it was found..
that' the enemy-had destroyed all the bridges across the MAYENNE River

'with.the exception of.two bridges south of LAVAL (Y-6846), one at
HOUSSAY (J-7027), and the other at CHATEAU CONTIER (J-7219)0.Five
Class 40-Bailey bridges were immediately placed across the river., two
of which were in LAVAL (Y-6846), one at the crossing of GC 3 near
ENTRAMAES (Y-7638). one at CHAMBELLAY (J-7405), And one at LE LION'
(0-7197).: With the massof supplies flowing through LAVAL' (Y-6846),
it was decided to coistruct an additional Bailey. bridge at LAVAL
(Y-6846) of Class 70 to accommodate the Class 70 vehicles which were
used to transport ammunition from one Army dump to another. A Class
20 one-way trestle bridge was also constructed in LAVAL (Y-6846) to
.accommodate the civilian traffic, thus permitting the Bailey bridges
.to be used to the maximum extent by military vehicles 

only. Many of

the bridges over the SARTHE River were also destroyed or partially
destroyed by the enemy. At*LE MANS: (V-4062).all bridges, except one
two-way stone arch .bridge, was destroyed. One Class 40 Bailey bridge
was constructed in LE MANS (V-4062)to .provide for a more complete.
utilization of the highway net leading through LE MANS (V-4062). By-
p. ass' routes to the north and south of LE MANS (V-4062)'were aiso found
and used on which existing bridges had not been destroyed.

In the drive to the SEINE. River many of the major bridges were
found demolished, but were rapidly replaced by first constructing
Bailey bridges.

Because of the extended supply routes, every effort possible was
.made to replace the Bailey bridges with fixed timber bridges or steel
I-beam bridges of local materials in order to keep pushing the Bailey
bridges forward for.re-use by the Corps and Division Engineers.

The reconnaissance information was consolidated and traffic Cir-
culation diagramsprepared and submitted for approval and execution.
'Throughout the rapid advance of this Army it has been impracticable
to'obtain current road and bridge information through normal intelli-
gence channels. To. offset this handicap, each engineer combat group
andtigeneral, service regiment under Army control,,, but in support -of
corps, were instructed to push their reconnaissance agencies forward
though the zone of corps responsibility and. report their reconnais-
sance data direct to the Army.In addition to these sources of infor-
mation, three officers from Army engineer units were given the special
mission of projecting road and bridge reconnaissance as far forward
as enemy action would permit.

The normal bridging requirements were about two sixty-foot bridges



per daypercorps. The,. destruction in'the.zone, of advance was greatly
in excess of .three and probably averaged about ,four bridges .of..: this''
type per day.: But -by judicious'selection.of routes, it was found that.
replacement of bridges" n this sce fulfilled all tactical require-
ments.

_..Bailey. and treadway bridges were the only typeoperational bridges
use&dbythe division and corps engineers in support, of the moving sit-
• uation. Most of.these bridges were subsequently replaced by fixed tim-.
ber bridges,. using material procured locally, and the Bailey and :tread-
way'bridges were returned to depot stock by corps or Army engineers as
soon, as : the situation permitted it. About fifty per cent of.the time,
however, thesebridges were on the min supply, route of corps' and even-
tually Ans., and the need for an uninterrupted flow of traffic pre-
vented their .removal. ':This particular scheme worked very-well and
required, only a relatively small number of operational bridges as. com-
pared with. the total number pf bridges constructed.

All engineer troops were conversant with these typebridges and

normally spanned sixty-foot gaps in about three hours. The passage,
,howeVer, .of infantry and.their: equipment was seldom delayed atall, for
espedients such as by-passes or alternate routes were, as a rule, al-.
most immediately available.,

The problem of bridges. encountered in. the crossing of major: water. -
gapS. resolved itself into providing crossings over four rivers,ieach
200 feet or more wide.: These streams were the :MAYENNE,.SARTHE, SEINE,
and. YONNE.

'The. initial crossings of.the MAYENNE and SEINE were made by XV
Qorps units. Construction was accomplished 'expeditiously and followed
the typical stream crossing problem plan. of the text books. The cros-
.sing of the SEINE was particularly noteworthy in that it'was the' first

." crossing of the SEINE made by Allied troops.

Class 70 Double-Single Bailey Bridge constructed on
barges across the SEINE River at MANTES-GASSICOURT.
Built by the ll(9th Engineer Combat Group.

The crossing of the MAYENNES though less spectacular, ,being only'
200 .feet against

• 
650 feet on the SEINE, was nevertheless ah excellent

.-example of close team-work between all concerned and the.bridge was
handling traffic about five hours after the enemy had been pushedoff
the river bank.

The plan for crossing these major streams was based on the expec-
tation that all bridges would be blown and that the first crossing made

.would have to be.on a floating treadway bridge. This expectation was.
justified at all places. except at MAYENNE (Y-8i72) on the MAYENWE River

•andlE MANS (V-4062) on the SARTHE, where the rapidly moving advance
overran the existing bridges and saved them. At both places, however,
treadway bridges were constructed nonetheless to speed the flow of traf-
fic 'and to provide an alternate route in case the min bridge should be

'destroyed by bombings or by a delayed mine.

-The second step in the crossing. was to be the replacing of the
treadway by either a fixed Bailey bridge on piers or a floating heavy.
ponton ,or.floating Bailey., This was to be done so that, in most cases,
the treadway could be picked up by the unit. that built it withiu 'forty-
eight .hours, and then permit them to-continue the advance' with complete
loads-of eqaipvent, since treadway bridges were an extremely critical
item o?supply. This plan was followed and worked very well.

The bridges that had been demolished on the Mayenne fat AVAL
(Y-6846)'were speedily replaced by Bailey bridges and wthin twenty

drivrer, since there was only f our inches clearance on each side.

On the SARTIH. River,; an east-west route was needed north of.LE.:.
MANS (V-4O62). to avoid the congestion there; so a ford was constructed
at BEAUMONT (Z-3661) as'well as a Bailey bridge, which provided a suc-
cessful crossing pIace.

As'noted above,' the first crossing of the SEINE was made by XV.
Corps with a treadway bridge.. Iowever since. an additional. crossing
was. desired at ,a site..adapted to the use of. a floating Bailey bridge,.
-an improvised floating Baileywas made,.using.river boats for.flotation,
since.securing the 'floating Bailey equipment would'have caused consid-
erable delay.

Furher'crossings On the SEINE were made by XX. Corps, and.these'
constituted.a major: problem. The first: crossing, 500 feet. of treadway,, .
was made at TILLY (U-3248), and little opposition was encountered at
this point. ' However, when the corps reached the river in the .vicinity'
of FONTAINBLEAU (X-2819) and MONTEREAU (X-4687), very stiff opposition
from-small arms, artillery and air was encountered, first from, the west
bank, and finally from the opposite bank.L' A crossing, however, was
tCorced at VULAINES SUR SEINE (X-9468) with the infantry crossing in.
boats and onrafts-and the treadway-being put. in under: shell' fire. For-
tunately, the .shooting was poor and the bridge was completed satisfac-
torily.

The same situation existed in the .vicinity; of MONTEREAU (X-4687)Land: the infantry there, again made an. assault crossing in -boats and on
,rafts, which was followed by the: erection of a heavy ponton bridge by.
the 88th Engineers, since all the corps treadway was tiedL up. onLthe
other two bridges. :' .Here, too, artillery, .machine gun, and mortar fire
were encountered duringL.the bridges construction.

Heavy Ponton Bridge over the SEINE River at MCETEREAU.
Length 400 ft. Built by the 88th EngineerHeavy Pon-
ton BattaliOn on 25. August 1944.

As soon as a bridgehead had been established on the east bank of
the river, so that the bank from MONTEREAU (X-4687) to.MELUN,(S-2606)
was in XX Corps hands, work-was started on two long Bailey'bridges at
the demolished bridge sites at VULAINES (X-9468) and CHAMPAGNE SUR SEINE
(G-4009). These bridges were 310 feet and 380 feet long, respectively,
and were a major bridging task. Before work could start .on the CHAM- .
PAGNE (G-4000) site, however, the 206th Engineers cleared the far shore
and took ninety-three prisoners remaining there when they cleared a
pocket of resistance.

lass 49 Double-Single' 320 ft. (4 - 80 ft. Spans)
BLiley Bridge over the SEINE River at VULAINES SUR
S N, Built.25 - 26 Aug ust 1944 , by 13th Enginer
Com.bt Group,

Class 40 Double-Double Bailey Bridge across the. MANE
River at EPERNAY. Length 260., ft. Built by the-1306th
Engineer General Service Regiment 30 August 1944.

Since the 5th Division :planned to cross the,, YONNERiver south of
MONTEREAU (-4687), it-was necessary to have a suitable crossihg-over
this. stream, so a .railroad bridge just south of. MONTEREAU (X-4687.) was
planked and was used by the infantry and lighter 'vehicles and an old
civilian pile.bridge at MISY SUR YONNE (Y-5684) was strengthened to
carry heavier loads. This bridge was too weak for tank loads., and..
XX -Corps ;!;ordered the 88th Engineers to construct another heavy, ponton
bridge near this site.

In support of this bridging the Army had a heavy.ponton battalion.
and treadway-bridgeCompany' standing by in close proximity of the corps
.and these were available for instant use. During the first three days,
however, of their existence, the XX Corps bridge miraculously escaped

:.being damaged by bombing, floating. mine and shell fire, and the reserve
was held uncommitted.i

Other Construction.

Besides- road and bridge construction the only other:construction
of any importance was prisoner. of war enclosures.

On4 August a work order was issued to the 1303d.Engineer General
..Service Regiment to construct a prisoner of war enclosure in an area,
approximately one mile north of AVRANCHES (T-2817). The area selected
was. then being used to collect prisoners of war. When construction was
started, there were several thousand prisoners in the area, and it was
necessary to build the fence around the prisoners. The prisoner of war
enclosure consisted of- a triple concertina perimeter fence and-triple
concertina interior fences dividing the enclos.are.into six pens. The
entire area was about 200,000 square feet in size. Guard towers and a

• :..water .stand were constructed. Carbide-lights were furnished, which
• were. later changed to electric..Shortly after the instaliation,, how-
'ever, the lights attracted a bombing and strafing raid,, killing several
prisoners and wounding many prisoners and some guards. This raid
has established the general policy of furnishing lights for emergency,
use,. but the-lights are not used for standard, guard functions.. Con-
struction was completed on 5 August. Water was supplied by the 15llth
Engineer Water Supply Company by tanker..'

The next prisoner of war enclosure constructed was located 2.7
miles west of SES DE BRETAGNE (Y-1278). Construction.was assigned .
to the lll7th Engineer Combat Group on 4August, Reconnaissance was
Smade on 5 August and a site selected along a lake shore. The general
area was "L".shaped, approximately 620,000 square feet 'in size...Peris-
eter and interior fences were constructed of triple concertina wire.
Guard towers, water stand, and gates were constructed. The electric
generator was moved from the AVRANCHES (T-2817) site to this one, and
the'area wired for emergency lighting. Wire was strung to.the hospital
tent for night work. Work-was started by "C" ..Company of the 248th
Engineer Combat Battalion on. 6 August and completed on the same day.
"Water was furnished by a standard water point installed at the lake
shore.

Because of the rapid movement of all Third U.S. Army units during
this period, the prisoner of war enclosure at SENS DE BRETAGNE (Y-1278)
soon became so remote as to make prisoner evacuation difficult and
costly in the use of truck transportation. Therefore, a new site was
called for in the.vicinity of BRULON (Z-0833). Construction.wasas-
signed to the l;O6th Engineer General Service Regiment on ll August.-

During this phase of-the operations, VIII Corps turned west in the
BRITTANY Peninsula and moved so far west of the prisoner of, war .enclo-
sure-at• SENS DE. BRETAGNE (Y-1278) that another.prisoner of war enclo-
sure was required in the vicinity of MUR DE BRETAGNE (X-0469). Recon-
naissance was completed on,.13 Agust. The constructing unit completed-
work on 15 August.: This'site was'located along a creek and was small
in size, totaling not morethan 200,000 square feet.

By 16 August the necessity for a new.prisoner of war enclosure.
east of the BRULON (Z-0833) site was indicated. The-site was selected
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,andwas approximately 750,.OO .square .feet in-size.

On 22 August thenecessity for a newprisoner of war enclosure
.was indicated in the vicinity of NEMOURS .(X-2676).. Work was started
on 24 August'sod completed-on 26 August, • Because :of a lack of concer--tina.wire, the 1301st Engineer Gneral Service Re gimentwas.given the

task of dismantling and returnin-to the depot all wire contained in
the BRULON (Z-0833). site..

3. I -SUPPLY

:Class I 1and IV engineer supplies, for which pre-scheduled requi-
sition had been submitted, were arriving on the beaches by 1 August and.
were being.stock-piled by Advance Section Communications Zone. Requi.
sitions for Class II and IV supplies for depot stocks were submitted to
Advance Section and a representative of-the Supply.Subsection of that
headquarters assisted' in securing release of all available supplies.
The most serious problem which- presented-itself wasthe question of.
transporting these supplies from beach damps to the Army. depot,.-which
was to be located 'in the.vicinity of LE. REPAS (T-2030). ,The railroads..
as yet were not in operation. To Overcome this situation, .four Arnmy.
heavy ponton battalions were organized under.an engineer combat group
into a Provisional ,Transportation Group, and by this means supplies
were picked up at'beach dumps and transported to the ArmY depot. By''
the afternoon.of.2 August approximately 3,000 tons of engineer supplies
were stocked at the depot in LE.REPAS (T-2030). Two corps'dumps were
,established primarily for storing Bailey bridgingsand'a small amount
of other Class IV supplies. Heavy ponton transportation was used for
..hauling these supplies. No. 1 corps dump was located .at ST. AUBIN DE
TERREGATE (T-3103) and No. :2.in the-BRITTANY Peninsula-.in the vicinity
of ST. MALO (S-8014).

..The next movement of :,the A.rm depot was from LE REPAS (T-2030) to
LE MANS (V-4062) " This movement was accomplished by heavy ponton bat,
talions, which were at the same:7time continuing to pick up supplies at
the beach dumps.

On 25 August' he Armydepot was advanced to PUISEAUX.(X-1070).,
At this time Advance Section Communications Zone had:been able to se-:
cure the assignment of sufficient trucks, and rail facilities to trans-
port supplies .nto CHARTRES (R-3802), and in some cases even up to .
the Ary depot..

The 'average daily tonnage which was hauled by the four heavy pon-,
ton battalions was approximately, , 500 per day from'l August'. to 25

''August. One of the most serious problems encountered was securing
..replacements of treadway bridging. About 24 August Communications Zone
shipped into Army area ninety Brockway trucks loaded with M-1 and'M-2
treadway bridging. This bridging was short certain essential parts,.,
and it was necessary to dispatch trucks to beach dumps to secure these

:parts. Another serious shortage of mWerial was in water purification
equipment., The front line combat battalions were losing ,equipment due
to enemy action and replacements were very difficult to secure. By
the end of August this situation had been relieved slightly. Electric
lighting equipment was also short in the. early-stages. However, sev-
eral Cerman installations were found to be stocked with eleqtric equip-
ment and were taken over by the Supply Section, electric equipment..
being issued as required. Several large stock piles of lumber were.
also captured, which eliminated the necessity of transporting large.
quantities of lumber. In most cases, this captured lumber was in short
lengths, and it was-still necessary to bring in a certain amount re-
. uired for bridging in the .Army area.

IV MAPS

From 6 July to 1 August) when Third U.S. Army was non-operational,
the maps. covering France were all controlled by First U.S. Army. Com-
munications Zone had. two advance depots at "UTAH" and "OMAHA". beaches,
but these-were also under First U.S. Army control.

.The lack of access to these stocks by Third U.S. Army became at
once a serious hindrance. Staff planning requirements could only be
met by going to First U.S. Army, securing a release, then goi to both-.
of the depots for a pickup..

-During this time every effort was made through Third U.S. Army
G-2 and through .Ergineer and G-2 channels of Twelfth .O,S. Army Group
to secure the release of these maps in operational quantities. However,
no maps were released in'-opertional quantities until Third U. S. .,A rmy
became oeirational E' ap distribution on an operational basis itarted
at 2100, 1 Agut in theymiddle of a field located two miles northeast
of MONTSUEV41T (T-2064).

4 .. To expedite ,emergency ,mapping on the movement aputh in the vent.

In addition to receiving the above maps, as, planned, there arrived
from Communications, Zone in the field -referred to above eight truck
loads ofImaps, scale 1/50,000 and -/25,000, cvering the BRITTANY Pe-
ninsula from ST. MA .(S-8014) west. With thesemaps on hanc, t 
First Tank Destroyer Brigade .was mapped in operational quantities for
its initial ,mssion.I Approximately sixty per cent of these maps were
delivered to the unit's bivouac area at 0300, 2 August, and the remain-,
der at 1500 of the same day. Because of a change. of.mission, these
maps were returned the following day. It later developed that this

was but one of the many instances in'which it became necessary, because
of a change in the tactical situation, to remap the same unit.

During. the time "that-the above was. accomplished, the first 'Third
U.S. Army Map Depot was set up in a residence located at MONTSURVENT
(T-2064) under operational conditions.'

During .the month 'of August the following personnel were used to
augment the regular Third U.S. Army Map.Depot personnel:

Fout officers and two enlisted men fromthe 1681st. Eng ineer
Survey Liaison Detachment
One platoon :from the 293rd Engineer Combat Battalion from..
1 ,to 8 August
Sur vey :Platoor.of the 652nd Engineer Topographic Battalion
from :9

,
August to September

The following movemens were made by Third U.S. Army Map Depot:

From BRICQUEBEC (0-1304) .to MONTSURVENT (T-2064) - 2 to 4
August

From MONTSURVEB. (T-2064) to FOUGERE;S (Y-3879) - 7 to,8
August

From FOUGERES.(Y-3879)o toLE MANS, (V-4062) - 16 to 17'.
-August.
FromLE MANS (V-4062) to PUISEAUX (X-1070) - 23 to 24
, August

A reproduption project consisting .of ,twenty-six sheets, 1/25,0O00,
topographic maps i.n thevicinity obf O'UTIAtHCS ;(T-2 457)-AVRANCES :
(T-2817) commended 'on 22July,wascompletbd and... delivered to the
Army Map Depot on. ,5, August in. quantities ranging from I,000 .to 5,000
.,copies of each.sheet.

On 6 August-a reproduction project consisting of fifteen sheets,
1/25.,000 topographic maps in the vicinity of BAIN. D BRETAGNE. (X-9924),
commenced on 21 July and completed and delivered to the Army Map Depot:
in quantities of 1,200 copies of each sheet.

CHAPTER- 4
SEPTEMBER': OPERATIONS

I - OPERATIONS

On13September, the disposition-of Engineer troops "was.as listed
below,having .bee changed .by Eineer Operational Instruction No. 10
published at 292000B August, and theassignment of two treadway bridge
companies to First U.S. Army:

r C Gp
C Bn
CBn
C En:
C Bo

XX CORPS (contd)
509th"Engr L.Pon Co
537th-Engr-1L Pon Co...
989th Engr TrdwyBr Co.
991st Engr Trdwy Br Co,
664th Engr Top Co
2898th Engr TIT (C)
1st PJat, CoCA, 602d Engr

Gem Bn,

XII CORPS.
l137th: Engr C.Gp
13.35th Engr C Op
133d. Engr C Bn :
166th Engr .C:Bn..,
167th Engr C Bn
.248th Engrtc Bn,
.613th Engr L Equip Co
72d Engr L Pon Co.
513th Engr L Pon Co
995th Engr Trdwy.Br Co 
:997th Engr Trdwy Br Co.
673d Engr Top Co
2897th Engr TIT (C)
4th Plat, Co 4, 602d Engr.

Cam Bn . .

XX CORPS
11034 Engr COP
1139th Engr C Gp :

.135th Engr.C. Bn -
150th Engr CBn.'
1.60th Engr Bn
179th Engr C En
204th Engr C Bn.
206th Engr C Bn
623d Engr L Equip Co
961st Engr Maint Co.

4134th Engr C Gp
1137th Engr C, Op
l3Llst Engr. GS Regt
1303d Engr' OS Regt:
1306th Engr GS Regt : .

S61st Engr C Bn
.. t-145th EngrC Bn

188th Engr C Bn
n49thEng CEn

293d Engr CBn
..609th Engr L Equip Co
-632d Engr L Equip."Co

528th Engr L Pon Co,
976th Engr Maint Co

-998th Engr Trdwy Br Co.
.572dEngr Dp Trk Co
764t Engr Dp Trk Co
770th Engr Dp Trk Co
.87th. Engr. Hv Pen Bn....

.88th.EngriHv'Pon Bn
80th. Engr .lv- Por, Bn

551st EngrHv'?on En
553d Engr Hv Pon Bn
652d Engr .TopBn"
4059th Engr Depot Co
-2890th Engr TIT (R)'
.5Sllth Engr WS (o
3.512th Engr WS Co
.1239th Engr FF Pat
1240th Engr FF Plat
.1681st Engr .Surv Ln Det
. 092d Engr.Util Det ,
Co A, 602d Engr CamBn.
.(a) ,

XX and XII Corps, which-.were abreast facing northeast, were be-
ing supported by the 1306th Engineer General Service. Regiment 'and the
1137th Engineer Combat Group., respectively..Thesetwo units were, in
turn, supported by.the 1301st Engineer General Service Regiment and
the 1303d Engineer General Service.Regiment. The VIII Corps, which
was cleaning up the BRITTANY Peninsula, did not require the support
of Army engineer troops,

At 082000B September, Engineer Operational Instruction No.' ,11
was published, effecting the transfer of one combat battalion from-
XX Cor.bs to XII Corps, one treadway bridge company and one. heavy pon-

.ton battalion from Army to XII.Cbrps and. two heavy ponton battalions
from Amy to XX Corps. XV Corps, with supporting corps engineer
troops, had reverted back to Third U.S. Army, 'and the .301st Engineer
General Service Regiment was placed in support thereof. The. VIII
Corps, with all supporting.corps engineer troops, was transferred to.

Ninth. U.S, Army. The mission of the ll43th Engineer. Cnbat Group,•
ll37th Engineer Combat Group, 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment,
and, 1306th Engineer 'General Service Regiment remained unchanged.

At 212000A September, Engineer Operational Instruction No. 12

was published, effecting the .transfer of one treadway bridge company.
from XII Corps to XV Corps,, the attachment of one treadway bridge
company to XII Corps, and the transfer of one light ponton company
-and one heavy ponton" battalion from Army to XV Corps. Missions of
Army troops remained unchanged.

At 300800 September, Engineer Operational Instruction No. 13
was published. At this time the XV Corps, with all .supporting corps
engineer troops, had been transferred to Sixth Army Group,, effective.
290001A, and the 13Olst Engineer General Service Regiment, previously
ip support of XV. Corps, was placed in support of the 1306th Engineer
General Service Regiment. 'The missions of the remainder of the Army
Enginper troops remained unchanged.

II CONSTRUCTION-

Roads and Bridges

The terrain over which .Engineer units of Third U.S. Army were
responsible for road and bridge work during the month of September
was dissected by such major rivers as' the ANE, 'the MEUSE, and the
MDSELLE, together with numerous smaller'streams and canals. During
this period of operations enemy bridge demolitions continued to im-
prove both in quality and in the number of bridges destroyed. .This
was particularly true after Third U.S. Army, operations, because of
critical shortages of gasoline, were materially slowed down, allowing
the enemy more time to prepare and execute bridge demolitions. As a
result, practicall' every bridge over rivers, streams and canals were
cestroyed that would present an obstacle to our further advance. The



were.neavily mine. .,'ne road craters were expeoitious±y repaired Dy
ivisibn or corps engineers and further improved by Ansy Engineers.

Mines were removed by. Engineers from road surfaces, and thus caused
very little damage to the roads.

The .network.of asphalt'or tar surfaced roads available' for Third-,
SU.S. Army operations during September was entirely adequate._: The
-surfacing on some sections of these roads was badly raveled, but
was note of such a nature as to affect flow of military traffic. -Sur-
face- treatmentas a preventative maintenance would have beendesirable;
however, very little asphalt work was done other than to repair "chuck
holes" and to improve bridge ,approaches.

Bridge de
m

olitions were so intensive throughout the zone of ac-
tion that it became necessary for the Engineer Section closely to co-
ordinate all bridge construction within the Army area of responsi- '
bility.- Traffic circulation diagrams were prepared showing the essen---

.tial A y roadnet. These were approved by tlbe A.C. of S., G-4 and
published. with G-4 Section.Administrative Orders. Army Engineer units.
were instructed not to undertake any major bridge construction off
these approved routes without prior approval. wThis was done for the
nal purpose of conserving critical bridge materials and insuring
maximum military benefit from bridging efforts• expended.

SThe bridging operations during September continued at a rapid
rate..: During the month the following bridges were built:.

Tp Number Length in feet
Treadway .52 8,00

:.Heavy Ponton .6 1,155'
,Infantry Support 2. 50
Timber.Trestle. 170 . 19,000
Bailey Bridge (Fixed) 67 6,800

The general replacement plan inaugurated at the beginning of
operations was continued, and as a: result the stock of'tactical bridg-
ing was kept either mobile or in advanced depots ready for immediate.
use by the using troops. The replacement policy-was carried on by
either Army Combat Groups or General Service Regiments, which -foliowed
the corps troops so closely that many tactical bridges were in place-
for less than a week, This policy enabled a relatively small amount
of bridging to cover all operational needs and materially reduced the
amount-that-had to be carried in depot stock. However, the supply of
bridging, particularly Bailey, was substantially improved during the
month, since Communications Zone started delivering bridges in sub-
stantial quantities. This delivery was really of paramount importance,
since all but one of-the heavy ponton battalions that had been trans-
porting the equipment were needed for operational purposes and the,'
engineer transport facilities were thus reduced by 80 per cent.

At.the beginning of the moth work was in progress on both the
SEINE and MARNE Rivers. On the SEINE replacement bridges were being.
constructed to free tactical bridges at VULAINES (X-9469) MONTEREAl3
(X-4687), NOGENT (X-8797), ROMILLY (1-0499), MERY (Y-1697).and TROYF ,

,(Y-2873); and on the MARNE and MARNE Canal replacement bridges were
being constructed at EPERNAY (T-2456), CHALONS (T-5445), and VITRY
IN -FRANCOIS (T-6919). .

Class 70, 2-way Pile and Barge-Bridge over the SEINE
River at VULAINES SUR SEINE (X-9469), Water Gap 480
ft, total length 550 ft. Built by 1306th Engineer
General Service Regiment 27 August -'3 September 1944.,

e bridmine at CHI was of particular interest
^P .ha -ct +,.a .^ nA +.ht., a f, -eu,. +,.

e y hne

was not
thh exce

ment 3-

Bridge across the
: Length 220 ft.'-

neral Service Regi-

.of azshort treadway bridge just spanning the waterigaps; but 'the
problem'of providing a'.semi-permanent .crossing suitable for the heavy
supply traffic and troop movement .demanded + the constructioni+ of a.
bridge that would not be affected by a rise in the water level. The
rainy weather constantly threatened the water gap bridges. A further*.
threat was ,a dam about 300 yards upstream of the crossing, site, which,
though it had been-partially drained for safety, might be bombed out.
Immediate relievf was afforded by constructing a. bridge 'high enough to:
provide a reasonable factor of safety should the water rise, This
bridge carried Class 70 loads as well, since loaded tank recovery ve-
hicles were until then required to cross the river at EPFRNAY (T-2456).

As-a further improvement ,in the situation, 'since both CHALONS
(T-5445) and SOMMESous (T-4021).were slated to become railheads ,while
the Army dumps were to be located east of the river, it was decided''
to construct a*Class 40 Bailey bridge over the gap which the original'
bridge had spanned. This job was difficult, since piers thirty feet
high had to be constructed. The work was executed by the 1303d Eng'-
neer General Service Regiment, and within seventy-two hours off start-'
ing,.vehicles were using the bridge.

Class 40 Triple Single Bailey Bridge over the MARNE
River at CHALONS-SuR-MAJRE (T-5445). Built by the:
1303d Engineer General •Service. Regiment. The sup-
porting piers are built of standard Bailey part.
, Length 320 ft. Built 7,--12 September 1944.

Of CIALON4S (T-54), in the XII Corps
f even reater.mgnitede than any yet

oecome ne corps and Army main supply routes And ae. oa- routea
well.

The MEUSE River running along the front.from north to south was
the Lnext barrier encountered and, as before, .sll the bridges had been
destroyedi except, fortunately, the main highwaybridge through VERDUN_
(U02965)., The crossing'was expedited by the construction of treadway
bridges north and south of the city. However, once this line had been
reached, the shortage of gasoline limited any further advances.

In the XII Corps zone, again the destr'ction was very thorough on
the MEUSE, but the advance was pressed with determination despite the
nature of the terrains-made difficult by the many valleys traversed by
small streams over uhich long bridges had been constructed. to provide
for the high water existing during the flood season.

The entire Arm front was now in the region of famous namesof
W6rld War I, and bridges were put in at COMMERCY: (U-4320), ST. MIRIEL:
,(U-3935), and VERDUN (U-2965).

'When gasoline became availablesthe troops• surged forward again.
to the MOSELL, where the most bitter fighting yet enc ountered. took
place. It was in making crossings here that severe Engineer casual-
ties in personnel and equipment were suffered as they forced their.
way across the stream.

In XX Corps zone,. METZ (U-8758) on the MOSELLE River was the
immediate objective, but the delay for gasoline had permitted the
enemy to so strongly entrench that a direct approach was impossible.
Therefore, encircling, moves north and south were started in an attemptto outflank the city.: An adance. to the north was made and the OHRE
River crossed at several points.. But even after THIONVILLE (U-8686)

was in our hands, the possibility of forcing a crossing of the MOSELLE
at this point was not attempted, since the enemy':held the east bank in
great strength..

South -of METZ (U,8758) a crossingwas made at ARNAVILLE (u-7647).
.under direct enemy artillery fire from the hills east of the river,

which were really a greater tactical barrier than the river. The
initial waves of Infantry were put across.in assault boats. As soon
asan initial bridgehead was established, Infantry support rafts were
used to bring over vehicles; but, even some of these were hit by artil-
lery fire. In spite of the continued artillery fire, a ford was con-
structed during the 'first hours following the crossing,• since timed
artillery bursts were so frequent that no bridge could have remained.,
afloat. Tanks and tank destroyers crossed this ford to support. the
Infantry.

Smoke was used to cover, ttp rossing site, but unfortunately thelWind shif, opporu mment and revealed the whole'crossing
force te the enes#, who immediately answered with intense fire.

This area was also naturally defensible for the enemy, since
several high hills on the east bank of the river commanded the entire
valley and the corps decided to try crossings further south at PAGNY,
(U-5112) and VANDIERES (U-7541). These crossings were successf.l s u
despite heavy opposition, and it was then possible 'to move north up
the valley again and put inathe ARNAVILLE (0-7647) bridge., However,
even then it was necessary to screen off the entire north end of the
valley with smoke to prevent direct fire on the bridge. Despite this,
bridges put in by the 551st Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion and the
989th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company were hit and damaged by artil-
lery fire. The policy of replacing tactical bridges, in preparation
for the eventual movement, was begun by the 1306th Engineers, which
pushed deep into the corps zone and started replacing the ARNAVILLE
(U-7647). bridge. This job soon resolved itself into a matter of Engi-
neer determination against enemy artillery, for once again, after a
lull of several days, the enemy came back into action, injured some',,
personnel and damaged both the existing floating bridges and some of
the -equipment of the 1306th Engineers.

However, to maintain adequate routes of communication to the
troops east of the river who were then onl. a few miles away, it was
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necessary to leave in all. the bridges, since even a short .interruption
to comunications might have been critical at this time.

Southand west of NANCY (U-8611),.the XII Corps objective, eaqh-

of -the many arms of the MOSELLE presented an individual crossing pro-
blem and the initial. crossings had to be' made-by the Infantry in as-

sault boats or by wading.: The advances were made under direct artil-
lery and small arms. fire and as an indication of -the intensity. of the
fighting,-:about seventy assault boats were damaged or lost in this
area alone.

In the'northern section of the .corps area, a crossing was at-
tempted near PONT-A-MOUSSON (U-7735), but it.was unsuccessf4l Sub-
sequently, a successful crossing Wes made at DIEULOUARD (U-7828), '

where t e MOSEILL flows through a long, wide flat valley, commanded.
on all .sides by high. hills. Successful Infantry crossings were made

.here and the crossing was exploited by puttingin several floating.

bridges. After the bridges.were pushed over, the task of defending
the bridges wag thrust upon the small Infantry force, the heavy pon-.;

ton battalion, and some combat engineers. In this manner the bridge-.
,head was held .-or several days. until NANCY (U-8611) was finally cap,
tured and Infantryand Armored columns came, in and cleared the area.

. In NANCY-(U8611),- destruction of bridges was.complete,.Not a
single route over the canal and MEURTHE River was left intact, and in
all eleven bridges had to be constructed to provide adequate tiaffic
circulation.through the town.

Followingthe fall of NANCY (u-8611), the.project of .putting in
a bridge at"PONT-A-MOUSSON (U-7735)

: 
was again started, since it-was

planned to make this. a main axial highway and possibly the Armymain
supply route. However, the east bank was still held by the.-enemy
and. one of the officers'surveying the crossing was killed by a sniper.

.The area was finally cleared and an 800-foot bridge was.erected at
the town using existing piers. 'The bridge consisted of two Bailey-
bridges joined by a long stretch of I-beam bridging. An additional
obstacle to the building was the fact -that the vicinity of the bridge,

was heavily mined, and it was necessary to clear. the area before work
could begin. The. project was completed in sixty hours of continuous

.work by the 249th Engineers, and as can be seen in the photographs, it
was a major accomplishment.

Other Construction.

As during thm month ofAugust, the only other construction of any

'importance during September was prisoner of wareclosures.

On 1 September w.ork wasstafted by the 1303d Engineer General

Service .Regiment on a. prsoner ow arenclosure at REVIGNY (T-9829).

At this site.the standard prisoner of war: enclosure, 750 feet square,

was. constructed. This :standard was developed after experimentation as

to size and Arrangement of interior pens and was approved by the Provost,

.Marshal Section..

Because of the shortage of barbed wire, all salvagable wire was

-picked up and delivered to Engineer Dump No-.6 at CHALONS (T-5445).

On SSeptember the 1306th Engineer General Service flegiment waS

given a work order :to construct a standard prisoner of war. enclosure

:} in the vicinity of-FRESNES (U-4657), Reconnaissance was made ,on 9

September, construction started the following day, and 'work was com-

pleted ll September.

Because of the approach of inclement weather and the availability

of quarters, the, next prisoner of war enclosure was located in the

French artillery barracks in TOUL (U-6410)., Buildings we re-encircled

with wire of the triple concertina, with some exceptions, where four-

strand wire was constructed.- Box-type latrines were constructed over

W..holes: twenty-four inches in diameter by twelve feet deep.: Two water

tank platforms and four guard towers were constructed. This. workwas

performed by the. 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment. The work.

order was issued. on 18 September, reconnaissance was made on 19 Sdptem-.

ber, and work completed on.21 September.

II -SUPPLY

00 ft Bailey and Stel, I-Beam Bridge Constructed ,By
249th ngineer ombat Battalion at PONT-A-MOUSSCt4
(U7735)'aoross theM IOSNALS River

As of 1 September two Army Engineer supply. installations were
being Operated by the 459th Engineer Depot Company and two Zuartermas-

ilter Service Companies. These were Engineer Depot No. 5, located in
the vicinity of ?UISEAUX .(X,-1070),stocked with Engineer Class II, IV

; and V.. supplies and spare parts; and Advance Engineer Supply Point NO"..
.6, supporting XII, XX and XV .Corps, located in the vicinity of CHALONS

(T-5445),.and stocked with Class IV Engineer supplies, consisting main-

ly of Bailey bridging. Class II and Class IV Engineer supplies, with i
the exception of Bailey bridging', were transported to Army Engineer
depots by Advance.Section Communications Zone and Army transportation.
Bailey bridging was being brought into Army depots by Communications
.Zone truck transportation.'

Oh 7 September a new supply procedure was instituted by Communi-
cations Zone whereby supplies furnished each service of the Army were.
based on a daily tonnage allocation. The Engineers were ,allocated,-
forty-three. long tons daily for all classes of supplies. Daily requi-
sitions representing this tonnage were submitted to A.C. of S., G-4,
Army., who forwarded them to the 24th.Regulating Station. From there
they were routed to the.G-4 Section, Advance Section Communications
Zone. Such items as were available in Advance Section Communications

be Zonengieer depots were filled and the remaining items extracted,
to. Cossanications Zone. Supplies were forwarded to Army truckheads.

a d railheads.by Cosunications Zone transportation. Items on the
daily requisition which were filled by Advance Section Communications
Zone were forwarded to Army Engineer depots by Advance Section .Communi-
cationq Zone transportation, augmented, when necessary, by Army trans-
portation.'

Daily tonnage allocation to the. Engineers was increased to seventy-
three :tons on 12 September, since it was found that forty-three tons 3' .
were: not sufficient to supply.Third. U.S. Army. units with Engineer sup-
plies. A special allocation of 3,554 long tons for Bailey bridgngi was
obtained from ommunicattons Zone, This bridging was moved to the Army

eea by special bridge trains dispatched directly from the. NORMANDY

Bing Section,

Engineer Depot No. 7 at .FRESNES (U-4657)

'All inter-depotmovements of Engineer supplies continqed to be
perfonsed by the ll34th, Engineer. Combat. Groupand attached units,.: Be-
cause of the, rapid movement of. t he Army, this work .zequired the co:n-

stant use .of approximately 170 22-ton. trucks. .. At all .times priority
was given to the movement of bridges. At no. time was there:a shortage,
of bridging available to the corps. .

Inthe area.occupied by the Anny during 'this period, considerable
quantities of captured Engineer: materials were encountered. 'Asystem

Swas !established hereby all- captured suppliesiwould-be used to-the
maximu aextent, Units reporting captured, supplies -immediately placed

guardsand reported the location to the <Army Engineer.' In order to
relieve corps of much of this work, teams made up from the 293d Engi-.

neer Combat Battalion were assigned -to each corps. for the: purpose*"of.
making complete inventories and maintaining guards. Materials were..

issuedto all troops on the approval of corps or Amy Engineer,. One,

officer and' two enlisted men from Advance Section Communications Zone
were attached to the Engineer Supply Section for'the purpose of co-

ordireting the transfer of captured Engineer material from Army to

.Advance Section "Communications Zone,-which also assisted in guarding
captured dumps in the Army area. CapturedEngineer supplies,. partica-
larly lumber, electrical supplies, and explosives were. found to be
extremely useful during this period of operations..:

First rail shipments of Engineer supplies directly tothe Army.
area were received at VERDUN (U-2965) railhead on'19 September.

Army Engineer Depot No. 8 was ,opened at TOUL (U-6410) on 26 Sep-

tember..Inside storage was available for Class-.IIsupplies. Prior

to this time no inside storage had been used.. Railway facilities were

also available which enabled rail shipments to be received direct from

Communications Zone and Advance Section Communications ZQne.

In general, quantities of Engineer supplies received from Communi-

cations Zone and Advance.Section Communications Zome were adequate to
supply the Army. Principal shortages consisted of topographic supplies,

paint, spare prts, and bridge flooring. By the end of September there
was a decided shortage of bridge lumber because of the fact that most
Scaptured lumber dumps had been exhausted.' Efforts were startedto take
advantage of local saw mills for the production of bridge materials.

A shortage of second and •third echelon spare parts prevailed
throughout .the first two weeks in September. However, by 20 September
second and third echelon coverage on approximately twenty types of

Engineer equipment had been obtained. All spare parts were transported
by Army transportation from Advance Section Communications Zone Spare
Parts Depot at PARIS (s-0544). :Because of the comparatively small

demand for spare parts duringthe rapid advance of the Amy, the short-
age.of spare parts was not a major problem.'

Battle losses of equipment' were confined primarily to.river cros-

sing equipment, such as Brockway bridge' trucks, assault boats,' treadway
bridging and ponton bridging. This equipment was, replaced-from Ay
ad Comunicaticns Zone depot stocks.
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the month of September, the average stock on 'hand in a.l
installations by classes and by days of supplies was as
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IV -- MAPS

A reproduction..program was in progress duringall the.month of
September. ;First priority was.given to-the map projectof 1/25,000

series covering the SIEGFRIED Line, in front of Third U.S. Army.. The-
facilities of the 652nd Engineer Topographic Battalion, 666th Engi-

neer. Topographic Company and the 673d Engineer Topographic Company
were used. The project consisted of,254 quadrangles of 12,000•,copies.
.each. In addition, defense-overprints were.run on sixty-nine quad-
rangles, 2.,000 copies of each.. With the movement of the Armyless
rapid, it was necessary to print 1/50,000 mapS from the area• covered
by the SIEGFRIED project west to the position of the, Army; This con-
sisted of fifty-seven quadrangles. of 12,000 copies each. During'this
period the situation became such that large scale maps were needed in
the imaediate area of fighting and a :1/25,000 map project was started.
These consisted of thirty-one quadrangles of 8,000 copies each.

In addition tc the reproduction work of the Army units, reproduc-
tion of i/i00,000 and 1/250,000 maps was carrion on in PARIS (3-0544),
with facilities obtained by the Engineer, Third U.S. Army, and super-
vised by an officer from this section. This was necessary because
Third U.S..Army was rapidly approaching an area of which no coverage
of these series were on hand, and it was felt that precautions had to
be taken immediately to alleviate this condition. Several days after
this project was started, maps covering the criticalarea began to
arrive through noral channels and the PARIS (S-0544),plant was closed.

A planimetric map from air photos ,was made by the 652nd Engineer
'Topographic Battalion, as a test, in seventy-two hours.

A photomapping project of nineteen sheets covering the area around
METZ (U-8758)

: 
was undertaken and completed during the month. :Repro-

duction of these sheets amounted* to 6,000 copies each.

A model was requested by the Army. Commander covering the area east
of VERDUN (.U-2965). Work was undertaken by the 652nd Engineer Topo-
greaphic Battalion and the model delivered in eigh days.

To assist the Artillery, a project consisting of six 1/100,000
quadrangles was overprinted with trig data. The plotting and checking
werp.,done by Third U.S.-Army and the production, consisting of 1,000
prin~tseas doe by the Communications Zone plant in PARIS (S-0544).

A system for transposing German trig data to existing theater
grid was worked out by Third U.S. Army in conjunction with Twelfth
U.S. Army Group. Work en a graphic solution covering this transfor-
mation was carried on.

Several cdptured map and supply installations were visited during
the month. Eight 2.-ton truck loads of paper and topographic supplies
were sent to the Engineer depot.

Conferences were held in PARIS (S05144), REINS (T-3080), 'Twelfth
U.S. Army Group and at this Headquarters on map supply and distribution.
As a result of these contacts, map supply for Third U.S. Army for the
entire month was adequate and complete.. Maps were being received
through normal channels by the end of the month.

Contacts were made with divisions. At the 5th Infantry Division,
when the Commanding General desired 1/20,000 maps in an emergency,
these were obtained through Twelfth U.S. Army Group and reproduced
bylthe 652nd Engineer Topographic Battalion.

.A letter was sent out cautioning various groups against'the dse

of captured maps, calling their attention to the differences in grids
and the possible complications which might arise from their use,

- i s to include width of riversi velocity, typeof
river bed, ondition of banks, and those areas which were favorablefor
assault crossings, and those .ihich were not. The rivers of main inter-
est werethe MOSELLE, the MEURTHE,, the SAAR,.and .the BRIBE.

c. Bridges.
This was to include the location, type, length, width and

strength of each bridge, with water.gap and existing road net..

All such information available was-obtained, appraised,-compiled
and disseminated to all. ThirdU.S. Army, Engineer units. The source
of .such. information was two-fold . higher headquarters and Our .own.
resources, vhich inc'luded the Photo Center, Third U.S. Arty, and the;
2890th Engineer Technical:Intelligence Team.

The following intelligence data were distributed tovarious units
within this Army:••

a..Topography and Roads,.-
There were fifteen terrain studies of-various areas, in-

cluding I.S.T.D. Reports and Terrain area maps., issued.

b. Rivers.
There were eleven different: studies and reports issued.

c. Bridges.
:There were" three different bridge, reports issued. WitHl

reference'to bridge reports, itis to be noted that many of the river
reports also contained reports on bridges.*

• 
Bridge studies based on

recent photographywere issued on the SAAR and RHINE River bridges.

The 289Oth Engineer Technical Intelligence Team'prepared a mine
chart, displaying the various types of German teller mines with the
new non-removable igniter. Since this was based on the actual finding
and examination of the igniter, a wide distribution throughout the
Army was made. The unit was occupied also with the. examinationof
enemy. dumps

. 
at CHALONS-SUR-MARNE (T-5445), CONFLANS (U-6565), and.

THIONVILLE (U-8676). Items of exceptional interest which were exam-
ined were the German seven-inch rifle grenade and the German !J" Heavy.
Potion bridge.

VI.- WATER. SUPPLY

NineteenArmy wate'r points and three water distribution points,

.for Army troops. were-opened during the month of September.,

Operation of eleven Army water points and one water distribution
points four of which had been' opened in August-, was assumed by the
487th Engineer Water Supply Battalion of Advance Section Communications
Zone. Operation of an Army water supply mobile unit in the city of
ORLEANS (W-6540) was discontinued on 2 September.

The 1512th Engineer Water Supply Company, assisted by the 487th
Engineer Water Supply Battalion of Advance Section Communications Zone,
started on 25 September supplementing the water supply of the city of
ETAIN (U-4770) by hauling an average of 55,000 gallons of water per day
and delivering it to the water system. Approximately one-half million
gallons of water were added to the city supply.

The water supply system of the city of NANCY (U-8611) was inspected
and the water was declared unsuited for Army use for drinking and cook-
ing.

By the end of the month, five Army water points and two water
distribution Points were furnishing approximately 140,000 gallons
of water per day,. including that supplied to the city of ETAIN (U-4770).

Water supply points were located in the close proximity of Evac,
uation Hospitals, with the view of providing uninterrupted water supply,

to these units.. Convalescent hospitals, Medical air evacuatiOn holding
units, and prisoner of war enclosures were suppied by haulage to-their
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On 5 September, a German camouflage net factory at SENS' (X-6965)
was investigated, but because of lack of supervising persnnel, it was
not reopened.:

On 16 September the'second platoon reverted to company control
from VIII .Corps and was used in improving the camouflage of Rear Echelon
of Army Headquarters. Improvement in the camouflage of the-area: was
achieved by continuous inspection. It was found that inspection person-
nel achieved best results when they could show the personnel of units
inspected aerial photographs of their own area.

The Camouflage Coordinator, European Theater of Operations, U.S.
Army, inspected units of'XX Corps.

On 21 September the survey:of Army camouflage requirements was
completed and an estimate submitted indicating requirements for the
month and for a sixty-day period following. During the month the sup-
ply of camouflage nets-was greatly increased by shipments from Advance
Section Communications Zone, nets :being obtained through turn-in by
Advance Section Communications Zone and by increased supply from Eng-,
land and the United States.

Oh 23 September inspection of Rear Echelon of Army Headquarters
revealed improvement in camouflage practice, although inclement weather
had aused the area to become unduly marred and muddy.

On 30 September the 3rd platoon returned to company control after
attachment to XV Corps.

Under the conditions prevailing at the end of September, with'
units quartered in towns, a change' in camouflage policy and 'practice
was necessary, These changes were dealt with by individual contact
by inspection personnel, so that units inspected would learn the new
principles involved when camouflage was practiced in towns rather than
in wooded terrain.

VIII- FIRE DEFENSE

The Headquarters Sections and Type No. 2 units of both Engineer
Fire Fighting Sections remained attached to Ordnance Groups for pro-
tection of Class V depots. The six type No. I units assisted the
Quartermaster Gas Supply Companies, to which they were attached, in
setting up fire defense and remained with them for fire protection.

In addition to the fire protection furnished, the commanders of
the units inspected all ammunition supply points and asaisted, when
necessary, in setting up fire defense. Careful attention was given
to preventive measures and no fires occurred during the month.

V - ITELLIGENCE
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206th Engr C, Bn..
'623d Engr L Equip Co
961 5st Engr Maint CGo,
509th Enr.L Pon Co
537th EngrL Pon..Co
99lst Eng. Trdwy Br Co
996th Engr. Trdwy.Br Co
180th Engr Hv Pon:Bn
664th Engr Top Co'
,lst Plat, Co A, 602 Engr

Cam Bn
2898th Engr TT(o)

1512th Engr.W G Co.
oA (-), 6Omd ngr
Cam: Bn

2890th Engr TIT(R).
1239th Engr FF Flat
:12th Engr. FF Plat.1681st Engr Surv . uDet
1092d Engr .Util Doet

CHAPTER 5
OCTOBER OPERATIONS

I - OPERATIONS

There were.very few major changes in the disposition. of engineer.
.troops.throughout the month due to the .static .situationo. The:1306th'
Engineer General Service Regiment and the 1137th Engineer Combat Group
remained in direct. support of the XX andXII Corps- and. were, in -turn,
supported by. the :13Olst and 1303d Engineer General Service Regiments,
iespectively. The ll34th Engineer Combat Group continued its mission
of coordinating depot hauling activities.

On 2 October the 178th Engineer Combat Battalion arrived from the
NORMANDY Beach and was attached to"the ll37th Engineer Combat Group.:

On -5 October the 87th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion reverted.
from Seventh U.S..Army to the control, of Third U.S. Army and was at--
tached to the*1134th Engineer Combat Group.

On 8 October one platoon of the Light 'Equipment Company attached
to the,1306th Engineer General Service Regiment was detached therefr .om
and attached to the 1301st Engineer General Service Regiment to equal-
ize the equipment .available.

:At 1520.00A .October .Engineer Operational Instruction No. 14 was
published. At :this time major disposition of engineer troops remained
unchanged. The 528th Engineer Light Ponton Company, 998th Engineer
Treadway .Bridge Company and the 3d Platoon, Company A, 602d Engineer.
Camouflage Battalion reverted' from.Seventh U.S. Army to the control of
.Third U.S. Army, effective this date., and the .1354th Engineer Dump
,Truck Company had arrived from the NORMANDY Beach.

Effective 18 October, changes in the attachments of the four Engi-
neer Dump Truck Companies were effected to provide for the attachment.

'of one, Dump Truck.Company to each of the three Engineer General Service.
Regiments and the Engineer Combat Group under. Army.

-At 231800A October Fngineer Operational Instruction No. 15 was
published effecting the above.noted transfers and the .attachment to.
the XX Corps of the-996th Engineer Treadway-Bridge Company, Which unit
had been assigned Third U.S. Army from, First U.S. Army, effective 20
October.

'Starting 25 October, a three-day school in floating equipage to"
include construction of the Class"70 floating-Bailey bridge,"use of
storm boats, tandem M-2 assault boats (powered), rafts and ferries,
was commenced. A schedule was drawn up for all IArmy Engineer troops .
to attend, taking onebattalion, or the equivalent,, each three day
period..

Effective 27 October, the 551st Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion
was relieved from assignment to Third U.S. Army 'and assigned to Ninth
U.S. Army.

The disposition of Engineer troops at 312400k October was as
follows:

III, CORPS 'ARM
1ll7th Egr C Gp 11.. thEngr C Gp
l135th Engr C Gp. ll37th Engr. C Op
l33d Engr C Rn 1301st Engr GS Regt
150th Engr C Bn 1303d Engr GS.Reg
166th Engr C Bn 1306th Engr GS Regt.
167th Engr C Bn 145th Engr C Bn
248th Engr C Bn. 18th Engr C Bn
613th Engr L Equip Co 188thEngr-C Bn
72d nr LPon Co . 249thEngr C Bn
513th.Engr-L Pon Go 293d Engr C Bn
995th Engr Trdwy.Br Co 609th Engr L Equip.Co
997th Engr Trdvy Br Co 632d Engr L Equip Co
553d.Engr Hv Pon Bn 976th EngrMant Co
.673d Engr Top Co .528th Engr L Pon Co
4th Plat, Co A, 602d Engr 548th.Engr L Pon Co
Cam On 998th Engr Trdvy Br Co

,2897th Engr TIT (C) 572d Engr Dp Trk. Co,,-
764th.Engr Dp Trk Co

x CORPS 770thEngr Dp Trk Co'
UQ3'd Engr C Gp 1354th Engr Dp Trk 'Co

l9hngC,.Op 87thEngr Hv Pon Ba
135th Engr..C3n . 88th EnrHvPon n -B
160th Engr C Bn 6 2d ngr Top 

Bn

179th Engr 0 .. 459th Engr.Depot Co
2O Zagr CBn :1511th ftr WS Go.

bridging'. Of the bridges constructed over the MOSELLE, the pile bridge'
at ARNAVLE

' 
(U-7647) is perhaps the-most noteworthy. It. was an un-

iusual day when work could proceed without. interruption byartiller..
fire. directed at the site. Though accurate at first to the pointlof
: damaging some of-the unit's equipment, ,work could proceed .without•,
direct interference from shelling by re-establishing a smoke screen
across thevalley north of the bridge site.

:2 6)-WAY PIL.BRIDG ,E OVER THE MOSEIE AT A NAVILLE
(0-.7647) SHOWING SMOKE SCREW- IN THE BACKGROUN

l- CONSTRUCTION

The road zintenance work performed by engineer troops during
the month'consisted of cleaningout ditches to-improve drainage, re-
moving-mud from surface of-asphalt pavements, patching of raveled.
areas in these paved roads and the construction of access roads into
bivouac areas and supply installations.

Some sections of:'pavement on main supply routes.became.badly
raveled and ."chuck holes'.developed, which necessitated patching to
insure the: safe and continued smooth. flow of supply traffic over these.
vital arteries.

:,To accomplish this necessary extensive patching, two centralix
Sing plants were operated, one in the vicinity of ETAIN (U-4776) and
the other at TOUL (U-6410)-

.
; These two asphalt mixing plants produced

several-hundredtons of premix asphaltic patching material which was
used on road repairs within reasonable hauling distance from the
plants. Several German rolling kitchens•were utilized as melting

.pots,.for :asphalt and' tar and the aggregate mixed by hand with this
hot binder 'to supplement the production, of the central mixing plants..

After utilizing all available crushed aggregate at the TOUL
(U-6410) plant and in the absence of any available rock crus0 ar- an
experimental patching mixture was developed, using pit-run sand-gravel
and cement. The sand-gravel was excacated from a pit. adjacent to the
central mixing. plant at TOUL (U-6410) and contained about ,the correct.
amount of water to hydrate and cure the cement. The only action Ineces-
sary was to add cement to the pit-run sand-gravel and mix about.forty-
five seconds in the same rotary drum mixer as had previously been used
-for mixing asphalt and crushed gravel. Captured German cement.was used
for this purpose and proved successful ..asan expedient method of.patch-
ing."chuck holes" in asphalt pavements....

The continued rainy weather duringOctober necessitated a con-
siderable amount of work at the entrances to bivouac areas and supply
points, many of which.had been located along main supply routes. This
work was of two. kinds: First, the mud carried onto the main highways'.

,.had to be cleaned off continuously to .prevent-accidents resulting from
the slippery roads; secondly, the access roads leading off the main
paved highways had to be gravelled in order to prevent mud being car.
ried onto the main roads-and also to facilitate movement in and out of
the otherwise muddy area. This work was a continuing'task for all
units because of the continued moving of units and the lack of suf-.
ficient engineer equipment to .improve the situation at all points at.

once. In order to utilize the skills of. engineer troops in more es-
sential work, French civilianswere hired to shovel the mud off the
roads in most instances. Because of the vast amount of mud on the
roads, it was, also necessary to improvise plows'and drags to help keep
them clear. However, as the number of bridging projects was reduced,
toward. the end of the month, more equipment became available for this

.purpose and good results were. obtained by preparing access roads to
.areas ahead of occupancy.-

Other engineer work consisted of removing mines and booby trape
from roads and areas to be occupied by supply installations; also the
repair of buildings and-water systems of evacuation hospitals.

, During the.month, the following bridges were constructed by Army;
units:

• 2g :Number ... Total Length-Feet .
Bailey Bridges • 17 2,300
Treadway Bridges, . 13 . ' 650
Timber Bridges 1 . 9,000
Infantry Support Bridges, 1 200 .

Bridging operations in October required a relatively small amount
''of tactical bridging as compared with previous months, but a substan- .

tial amount of permanent bridging was constructed. The principal tac-,
tical bridges were the Bailey bridges constructed on the SEILLE River
by XII Corps units. Since, however, the front line was so close to
the MOSELLE River along the entire front, mostrof the bridges con-i .

structed to replace tactical bridging could well be called tactical

Eng
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When the forward .movement of .the Arny :temporarily stopped, the
bridging situation was surveyed and immediate steps taken to replace.,
.all tactical and temporary bridging with high level permanent bridging.
This .,work was the major task of all Army uits during the month. It
was well worthwhile, •since a short, period of high water, late in the.
month, indicated that the temporary low-level bridges would not have
..been capable of permitting an uninterrupted traffic flow. Ponton and
treadway bridging, however, were held available for any contingency.•

All the permanent type bridges were of pile bent construction and
each one represented a distinctly 'individual task in its construction,. •
first, because.the number of pile driyers available was relatively
small; secondly,. the policy was to'use all possible local materials,

such as I-beams, lumber,.etc.. This policy, though requiring some in-
genuity, worked out satisfactorily...

One casualty occurred during the month..An existing concrete
civilian bridge at POHPE! (U-821), to .which a.miiitary bridge had
been connected,, failed by the collapse of a concrete pier.brought','
about by the swift water during a rise. Debris from the demolished
section-of the original bridge which had fallen into the stream,
blocking' a substantial part of the water opening and therefore im-
posing an unusual and severe scouring action on the. already weak-
ened member, was. a contributing factor to its collapse., A completely
new pile bridge is being constructed at an adjacent site.

During the month three other projects were engaged in, namely,
the floating equipage school; the destruction of ETANGDE.LIN

D
RE Dam

(Q-2832); and the establishment 'of a flood warning system in the
MOSEILE watershed. The destruction of the ETANG DE LINDE Dam (Q-2832)
was done to prevent the enemy from creating a flood on the.SEIL=, River.
The destruction of the dam was so carried .out that a controlled flood
was created, thus not damaging any military installations. .A large,
measure of credit in providing this protection, is due to the l135th'
Engineer Combat Group, vhich unit tooka major' part-in controlling the
waters by judiciously, sandbagging critical spots.

Since the watershed of the MOSEL tRiveris..subject to serious.
flooding, a system of gaging stations mw esablished, to be used -fta
providing information needed both for planning of bridging and tactical.
requirements..

niI- SUPPLY

Third Army.Engineer Depot No. 8 at TOL (U0-6410) and Depot"No."7
.atFRESNES (U-4657)- continued in operation during the month. All
classes of engineer suppliesvwere stocked in Depot No..8,.but only
Bailey bridging in Depot No. 7.

Because of the static tactical situation and the nearness of the
Army Depot to the corps, forward army engneer-depots were not estab-
lished, Forward engineer supply points containing bridging material
were operated by both corps.
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Two.railheads,- one at RAMBUCCURT (U-5529).for bridging materials,.
:and one at TOUL (U-6410),for other Class IV and'Class :I engineer sup-.
plies were operated for .the receipt of rail shipments from Communi-.
caticons Zone..At the height of operations, '650 tons of bridging were
'processed throuh the 'RABUCOURT (U-5529)ra'ilhead daily. During the

month, the majority of engineer-supplies received from.the .rear were
transported by rail.

Issues from Army engineer depots consisted primarily of materials
..for fixed timber. bridges and replenishment of Class II engineer supplies
expended during .the .active campaign .just completed.

S:shortage-of bridge lumber. ontinued to exist in the Army.area. .

In order to build -up.a stock of lumber-for future operations, a total
of twenty-one-civilian. sawils were placed. under contract to saw lum-"
ber. On 14 October the J391st Engineer Forestry. Company was placed*in
operation in the -Army. area. This unit, .though assigned to Advance Sec-
tion Communcations Zone, is producing bridge lumber exclusively for
Third U.S.,Anmy.

HMe u. s. Aw XFOFZTRY OPERTIO8S

Luber was also stock-piled in two lumber dumps, one in the XII
Corps area and the other in the XX Corps area. The total output of
civilian and Ar mwills. was, 55,000 bosrcu feet par day. A rigid con-
trol of all.lumber was maintained by the Amy Engineer. In order t 
maintain maximum production from.civilian sawills, transportation
from the"ll34thEngineer Combat Group was- ued to supply.logs and to
pick up sawed lumber for stockpiling..

Expendable itesis of'Engineer Class II supplies continuedto be
,

short. A decided improvement in the supply of spare parts was noted.
:econd .echelon parts were available only in quantities sufficient to
Srepai deadlined equipment. The: supply of heavy, equipment continued
to be adequate. A shortage of commercial gases was experienced during,
the moDth, but local procurement of-gases prevented thisshortage from
becoming a critical one.

Third Army Egineer Depot No. 7 was closed on 30October. The
134th Engineer Combat Group, ith. attached' units, .was auedas the

trasportin agency for inter-depot movement of supplies, .veqment of

supplies from railheads to depots, emergency momnt of supplies fr.om
Communications Zone and Advance Section Communications Zone depots to
Army.Engineer depots',. and collection of captured materials-

Storage and issue, of engineer. explosives, .previously handled in,
engineer depots, were :changed to .Ordnance ammunition .supply points,
one point being designated for each corps. Two .enlisted man from the.
459th Engineer Depot Company were placed at each ammunition supply .
point to 'assist Ordnance in making issues of these explosives.

During the month 819 long tons-of Class II, 7,677-long tons ofClass IV,,and 510 long tons of Class V Engineer supplies were received
in., Army depots from Communicati6ns Zone and'Advance Section Coeuni-
cations 'Zone.

Average stock .of. engineer supplies -on hand in all Army supply
installations by classes during the month was as follows:

.. p Long... . .• . ,..o•ns.
• " ' .. . 620 n

• " ' '. Class II . .." . - : .. . " . . " - :

Class IV. 9,00
Clas V60

Total::10,7281

IV -MAPS.

The first 'week in.October was the beginning of several new pro-
Jects. A photomiap -project desired by 0-2 Air was started' on 1* October.
This project co.vered considerable portions of the 'SIGFRIED .Line on.. -
Third'U.S. Army front,, with 'initial area.' of compilation centering around
E,.WEIBRUCKEN (Q~-7372), Germany. This job was assigned to.-the 652nd Engi-
neer Topographic Battalion., 0-2 Air cancelled this-project on, 15 Octo-,
ber..

A more or less stable condition. on the Army front, Plus the en-
founterin of heavily fortified positions, brought numerous requests-

..for terrainmodels. Two sets of terrain m e.
- quested by the Army .Comnder, were placed*in thef WrRoom. 'A model,
scale 1/1,000, of the VERDUN, (U-2965) forts was constructed for the
5th Infantry Division .by the 65i nd Engineer Topographic Battalion.'
The Engineer, XX Corps,, requested constructhion of terIain modelo, scale
1/1,000, .covering fifteen forts in the METZ (o-8758)area. The model
covering FORTJEAE (U-7859) was constructed. by the Army Topographic
Battalion.and delivered on.19 October. The Topographic Branch, Engi-

,.neer Section, Twelfth U.S. Army Group, agreed to construct four models,

scale 1/1,0001, of the Forts LAISNE (0-8747 , LYSR (U-9048),,KOEI S
IfAoKER (0-9599), and L'ILLANGE (U-8782). Since in the timeavailable
it was impossible to c nmplete them, all requests foromodelconstruction
.with the exception of a 1/250,060 scale model, constructed by the Army
tpograhc DBattalion and delivered to theNar Room on 26 October, were
Tanelled ,Four terrain models, scsie 1/50',000,were secured from the
Office of the Chief Engineer,, Communications Zone, for theEngineerXl
Crps.

eIn conjunction with the. model construction program, a request for
detailed. topographic maps, scale /2,000, 'was made for the forts-to 'h
modeled.. This request evolved six.of the most importantforts andat
thehclose of the month the maps were being compiled and reproduced by

Army Topographic Battalion.

On 7 October a projept'was Initiated for. putting wtoodlines in
green on pographic maps,, compilation to be 'accomplished
from existing aerial photos, where available, and from existing mono-
chrome namps where aerial photos were not available. Compilation and
editing were completed on twenty-seven different sheets by the end of,
October.

A program for complete revision of certain areas in the 1/25,000
-series maps was coordinated through TwelfthU.S. Army Group and the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Communications Zone,to eliminate dupli-
cation of effort. Third U.S. Army was to revise only those fallng.
within itsProposed-area. The largest revision block was to be accom-
plished by the Office of the Chief Engineer, Commun.ications Zone.,

Two radar. sites were surveyed during the month, one for the Eighth
Air Force and the other for the Royal Air Force.

Four graphical conversion charts for ready .convers.ion of the Ger-.
man Gauss-Kruger rectangular grids to the Theatre Nerd de Guerre grids
were,'Prepared and published. 'Thesie.graphs were furnished to.Army sur-
vey uits, Artillery anita, and to. Twelfth US. Army Group for trans.
mission to adjacent armies.

A new map spolicy, consAidating the p erienelgained since be-
coming operational, was consolidated in Circularo e70,9--Headquarters,

Third ..S. Army aid published 19 October (Annex No. "8).This. cirlar
contained new map distribution tables .revised to acoeodate new and
special units.

Reprodiction activities during October consi'sted'mainliy of, print'.
ing 1/25,000 series.topographic maps in the Army area. A .total of 156
sheets .f the 1/25,000 series were run.. Sixteen of these sheets were
overprinted with new defense overprints..

The Army ap Depot handled approximately seventy tons of. maps
auring the-month. -During the month laison was constant with 'the topo-
graphic *'units of the" Army and with the Topographic Branch,"Engineer Sec-
tion, Twelfth U.S.,Arqy Group,.in order to -coordinate effectively the
topographic functions of Third.U.S. Army.

V. - INTELLENCE

As the situation remained stable during the month of October, the
fuotions of the subsection delved into'.greater detail than ,previously.
Demands were- for. specific -areas anda pin-points 'in our immediate. front,.rather thandeepInto.enemyterritorasthere.tofore experienced...

To-supply information-on the defenses of the MAGINOT Line,: nume-
rous Frenchdocuments were procured and aupplied the corps. In addi-
tion French officere were-secured-for the, corps to-.provide first-hiand
information., sincethey Actually were engaged in the construction of
the MuGINOT Line and also weie well versed ith the mbdcuments used*.

G-2 Auxiliary Agencies were called upon to supply personnel ith
knowledge on the ETANG DE LINDREne (Q-8 2932) .  Dam and various documents
describing its constrution -in order to arrive at a'deciion whethee
or not the dam should be blown. ..This agency was also responsible for
the procuremant of needed data on the flood warning system used on the
MOSELLE and.SAAR:Rivers.

Considerable effort was expended during, the month to compile do-.
siers on the RHINE River and specific bridge sites. This was accom-
plished and a completeindex prepared covering all materal on the
RHINE River then available to this Army. Valuable studies in the way.
of photo interpretations were providedr by the hird Army Photo Center
on individualbridges and crossing sites.

The Photo Center also furnished its first Special RoadStudy as
specified by this section, ciompleting Sheet V-, 1a ,000,0, which was

arnttedm oudb lwiTi appny rs oesonsibhe ren

a photoeinterpretationeof proposed ma l yrou tefm the pet
line to the RHINE River.

Normal and routine activities witnesdednthe issuane of Engineer.
Intelligence Bulleti n No. 6 and Engineer Intelligence Notes 'No. 77.to,
all Third Asry Engineerb units. The arrival of III Corpscalled tor a.
complete issue ofall intelligence publications needed for their area
and these were -furnished immediately.. The usual distribution 'of intel-.
ligence publications. as received. from higher headquarters was also car-
ried out to our corps and divisions.

During the middle of October the Technical I tel.lige.nce Team :lef.
THIONVILE y-8785)and joined this. Subsection.- Through coordination
with the Operations Subsection, they were made vailable and tarteda
trainiT program to be carried out with all Army Engineer units consstr..
ing of lectures and demonstrations ofminesiand booby traps. Sample.
sets ofI mines nd igniterh were also furnished engineer units. eso that
future training coald bedecentralized.

VI- WATER SUPPLY

The supply ofwater in the Army area during the month presented
problems that had not previously been encountered duringoperations. -
The continuous rains and consequent high water caused heavy pollution
i all rivers and'streams.i

Because of theinability of the portable units to produce more
than 12,000 gallons of water in twentyfour hours of continuous oper-

ato t ten-gallons par minute, and because it was impracticabl. in
many instances, to operate over twenty-fur hourperiods, authorization
was requested for additionel water supply equipmeant for each portable
unit. This additional equipment included two 3y gallon tanks, can
vas,, storage; one filter section, -purification unit and two pumps,
booster, fif ty-five gallons, per minute. For the mobile unit,, two 3,000
gallontanks, canvas, storageiA nd ne pamp, booster, 55gallons, pae.
minute, were requested. e

Twelve Army water pointsalnd ..four water distribution points or
Army troops were opened during thelmonth. -The 487th Engineer Watqr



Suppy Battalion,.ofAdvance .Section :C aunications Zoe, assumed.oper-atien of eos water.point dFirst." S. Aa' sumed. operation of a.-
" ithe yh end o .mthemnth, fou : mwater points and-tour wa.er

distributhng pointd *ere furnishing approxditely 95,000 gallons 'of*.P' , ' *te, 4

water or day. . These-.pointswer ,operated :by the.two Amy wter sup-
pIycmane.Mdialiairvac ustion holding units and prisoneor of

.w.ar.enclosureswereupplied by hauli .... t heir storage tanks .

Camouflage inspectionsduring themonth were continuous.. Failure
to use wired paths and roads was - "one: of the m o dfect.s. with
th result that -sow.areaswre badly treaded up. Most .units ,showed,

meed for additional garnishing in nets, and correctives measures were
taken; however, because of the. shortage. of -garlandss the ~process Was
slow.

Since most units other: than front 'line were billeted,# one of the,
priipl unctions Of camou.age, personnewsto. render iassistanse i

-c . . . . n

.,ackig ou and ..in ...rcat- of blackout disciple..

VIII - FIRE DEFUSE

The Bginerfiefihing section's--operations for the moth were

sailar to : rthose f provious '.monthe its remained'attahed to_. a .
• ,ermatr g-uply co mpani-s and Ordnance units operatingClass, III

points. .. crre Teyeassieds n

supply ons lass V supply depots,*and rajlheads. Te sitdi
setting. upfire defense at, all of these typesh. offgianstllas. tione s an0
stayed at the intellationis to ,Provide imsediate protection. .In ;kd--

•reof the, e.. . . .

tion to the. fitre protection furnished, the comande ofe son.
inspected al ammunition supl points anad assisted, when necessary, in,
setting up firedefens.e.

Advance Section Com unications Zone moved .the. 1232d fir Fighting
Section into NANCY (U-8501) for protection of military installa-tions
esalihdt duringthemonth. One: fire tiuck unit.and one trailer
unit wre installed in the-city, one on-the West side'of town and.ode
n the.east..ide.- The other two trAileruniteof this -section were
.. ...ated.in.OUL (U- 64.) mainly for orotection f.hospitals.

Arrangements were made fur the NANCY (U-8501) civilian. fire de-.
partpot -tofurnish assistance, if needed,$ in extinguishing fires in,
military installations. In.turn, the military fire fighting unit.ain

C .85) •were..e to assist the civilian.. fire departmt,, when pra..

ti:: ble -butv ould not assue m responsibility for a civilian fire ex-
oept insofar asit might affect a military operation orinstallation.,

Careful attention. having been given to preventive measures, no
fires .occurred i lary ,installations during t, month. Assistance

In extinguishing fireswas g"ven to three trucks which caught fire from
unnoun causes near Class III Supply Point No. 41, located four miles

southwest of NANC d(U-8501) on Highway N 74, and to one truck which
caught firewhile backing over smoldering trash at a trash dump located

two miles vest of TOMU (U-6410) cn. HighwaNr 4. Assistancewas. also
riven tri'extinguishing civilian fires consistinsr of A burning hay barn
a . ST. NCMASn W-94009 asix mile saouth ofuANCY (U-8501)ac, aimney.

:~~~~ iia ~a£tos n Nrntg, htaed ef t n Sin

fire in a civilian dwellingt in NACY -8501) and'a burning sahe in
ST. a (U-8913) just northeast of MANCY (U-4501).

CHAPTER 6
NOVEMBER OPERATIONS'

.On.15 November, Naval Unit N-2 -reported to AMy and was attached
to the 4113th Eigineer Combat Group ..the. following dy. "Atthis tie .
also the 633rd.Engineer Light :Equipment 'Company arrived from the NOR-
MANDY Beach and the Company., less one platoon, was attached to. the.",
lO3rd Engineer General Service :Regiment;. theplatoon was attached 'to-!;

,.the. 13lst Engineer General Service Reginent.'

During the latter part of this month, XX Corps .was:successfully
'reducing and atthe sane time by-passing the. METZ (U-8658) forts. The
1306th Engineer General Service Regiment was actively engaged in
bridgingoperations at. THIONVILLE (U-8785) and uETE (U-8658) on th4'

MOSEIAX To provide support for..theadvance of XX Corps to the east '-
,the 1301st Engineer General Service Regiment was by-passed "around the.

1306th Engineer General-Service Regiment and placed in support of the.-
XI Corps; the 1306th Engineer General Service Regiment meanwhile pre-
pared to take the line of the MOSELLE and to support- the .30lst En i+-

neer General: Service Regiment.: The. missions of the ll37th, Engineer
Combat Group and the 1303rd Engineer.General Service Regiment in 'the
:III Corps zone remained unchanged.

On 22,November, the 998th Engineer Treadway-Bridge Company.was
attached to the XII Corps and on 25,November, the 1QOOth Engineer,
Treadway Bridge Company was assigned to the.Ninth U.S. Army.':

Disposition of Engineer troops as of 302400A November was as
follows:'

X•II ,CORPS ARMY
117th Engr C Op l3th Engr C Gp.

s',ll35th Engr C. Op... l37th Engr. C Op.
133d EngrC.Bn :45thEngr C Bn
150th.EngrCO.Bn. l7thEngr C 9n
.166th Engr.C Bn •, 188th Engr C Bn
167th EngrC Bn .249th Engr C Bn
248th Engr C Bn .. 293d Engr' C. Bn
•613th Engr L Equip Co "13Olt Engr GS Regt
72d Engr L Pon Co . 1303d Engr GSRegt
'513th Engr L Pon Co 1306th Engr GS Regt
995th Engr TrdWy Br Co 609th Engr L Equip Co:
997th Engr Trdwy Br Co .,632d Engr L. Equip Co
998th Engr Trdw'Br Co" 633d Engr L Equip Co
673dEngr Top Co 548th Engr L Pen Co .
.981st Engr MaintCc 528th Engr L :PorCo
553d Engr Nv Pon Sn 976th .Engr maint Co
2897th Engr TIT (C) ' 572d Engr Dp Trk Co,

.4th Plat, Co'A, .602d Engr .764th Engr.Dp 'Trk Co
Cam Bn 770th Engr Dp Trk Co.

1354th.Engr Dp Trk Co
.II RS .. "1369thErigr Dp Trk Co

2942d Enr TT (C) 1370th. Engr Dp Trk Co.
87th Engr v Pon Bn

XX CORPS 652d.Engr.Top Bn
llO3d Engr C Op 459th Engr Depot Co
ll39th.Engr C "Pp .1511th Engr WS Co
135th EngrC Bn .. 1512th Engr S Co,
160th Engr C Bn .1239th Engr FE Plat.
179th Engr C.Bn ' 1240th Engr FF Plat,
204 th.'Engr C Bn 1092d Engr Util Det

206th' Enfgr C"Bn 1681at Engr Surv Ln Det
623d Engr L, Equip Co C A (-), 602d Engr.Cam Sn .

509th Engr'r Pen Co 2890th Engr TT (R).-.
537th Engr. L'Pun Co Naval Unit N-2
991st Engr Trdwy Br Co'
996th Engr Trdwy BrCo.
.664th Engr Top Co
961st Engr Maint Co
88th Engr Hv Pen Bn .
180th Engr Hv' Pen Sn.,

2898th Engr TIT (C)'
lst Plat, Co.A, 602dENgr

Can Sn'

Roads n '.Bridges ,*. ...
l.iriding. activities of Third U.S. Amy during Nov*Ah~r x#e*44 d

..those of any previous month. U..Unusualy heavy rainfall6 dr in
period twice flooded, the MOSELE V6aley, washingout.som.brideA.sW
inundating approaches.-This required the construction of12D SAi
bridges, Ill treadway bri dges, sixty-five timber s.pans and- t * .l y
ponton bridges;. Amy units also built thirty-four culvertj ..light
rafts' and feries, four Infantry support rafts and thiee.foot O b4d b,
a grand total of some four and one-half miles.

During the-first week of this month,-onlysem-permanent timber..
bridging-over the MOSELLE and MEURTHE Rivers. was required atWvarlou.
pointsbetween ARNAVf.LE (U-7647), FONT ST. VINCENT (U-7902). and
•AMUEVILLE (U-8908). "Bridges at VLAVIGNY (Z-8698), .TO.L (U-6410).
VANDIERES (0-7541) .PAGN (U-7544).. and AR¥AVI .(U-7647):*were e.
pleted, and an excellent network of crossingsws .avaiable throa
out the Army area. It was during the three following weeks t t.h

.bulk of the November. bridging activities took. plAce.

When the drives of. the XII and XX Corps were, launched, tactioaL .

bridging requirements were again. taxed heavily. .In the XII. Corp#-
sone, crossings were made over the SAAR and SEULLE Rivers, rctg
.normal methods for such operations; however, the retreating enem*:.
capitalizing on the unusual precipitation, blew craters and culvro- .

at such- low spots that actual bridging. wa necessary to span thes.
gaps. This .resulted in an unusual expenditure of Bailey bridging.,
and at ,one tine during. the month, 3,500 feet of crossings of-this'.

wtypeware in place in.the XII-Corps.:area alone.

In the XX Corps ara as part of the first 'phase of operatip~o*,
the 5th' Infntry: Div.sion was assigned the.mission .of encircling
METZ (U465) t fromthe.south. This involved crossing the SEI .md
MOSEL Rivers, and at- the. beginigof the operation, existi g s

ovelr*the.MOSELLEat- 49NAVILLE0-7647)1; PAGNY .(U-7544), r*VANDIE
(U-7541) and. (UNT-A-MOUSSDE (-7735) appeared adequate. Cotinui '

reins, however, caused other. rivers in the area to- rise to flood
heights, the greatest since 1920,-flooding the-entire plain acrees
the MOSELLE Valley, 'and washing: out all bridges "except the .oe 4.
PONT-A-MOUSSON (U-7735), a high level structure. Even this t A .-

.was temporarily out of use becauseof the .unusual. amount of raihal,
:but this interruption was of short duration and did not material,.T '
affect the accomlishment of the assigned mission.,

HIG WATER ON, APPROACH ROAD AT FONT-A-MOUSSOM



PCRT-A-MOUSSON BRIDGE DURING HMH WATER/

PILE BRIDGE AT TOUL TAKEN 0T71BY FLOOD

BRIDGE OVER UOSE.
'ICTURE TAKEN DURING

.PC ..PEY BRI,,E OPIED TO TRAFFIC 8 NOVERER. WITHSTO
ALL HEAVY FLOODS

the c
the

an attempt was made to put in an Infantry support bridge, but the cur-
rent.was so swift that it was swept away. -Soon thereafter, the water
rose to such a height at the bridge site that the approa.hes were sub
merged three feet, the river overflowing the country side as much. as
three miles in places.

MeanwhileL the .991st Engineers continued erecting a Treadway
Sbridge at MALLING (U-9593) in spite of rising .water. and intermittent,-
:well-placed artillery fire. With this bridge across and-its abutment
raised, trucks and supplies were loaded on trailers and towed across
by prie movers with freeboards in excess of fifty-four inches until
the water receded enough to allow normal passage of vehicles .over the
bridae.

VANDIMRE BRIDGE AFTER FLOOI
BAILEr BRIDGE HAD, BEENPULLE

RISING WATER PI MUDGE OVER THE MUSE WZERT

TFLOATIN BAILEY BRIDGE 'AT. CATTEOM WC .H REPLACE
THE TREADWAY BRI DGE

During this period, with the water too high to*permit use of
bridges, supply and the evacuation of the wounded were effected by
,,the use 'f storm, powered assault and utility boats, al of which
proved invalqable 'expedients.

At THIONVILLE (U-a785), meanwhile, construction was started by
the l.306th .Engineer General Service Regiment on a 200-foot double "
triple Bailey -bridge to span a gap on a destroyed highway bridge.
The small bridgehead here was, held chiefly by Engineer troops, but
with their organic weapons they could not drive back the German mor-
tars, long-range machine guns and artillery wich kept up harrassing
fire .for thirty-six hours, despite agood smoke screen. This bridge
-was completed before two final bridges at' MALLING (U-9593) and was
used to cross part.-of the 10th Armored Division. To augment. this
cr6ssing, and to provide a factor of safety, floating Bailey bridges
were constructed at both*THIONVILLE (U-8785) and at CATTERCI (U-9291).

At UCKANGE (U-8679), a heavy ponton bridge, Vas built by the 88th
Engineers to provide a crossing for the 95th Infantry"Division. This.
site was the object of eneW artillery fire and actual constructicn

,

was thus delayed for forty-eight hours.

After the fall of LETZ (U-658), he 180th Engineers built a
heavy ponton bridge and several floating Bailey bridges over the

4S'LLE afford Passage through the city,':.TREAD IAY BRIDGE AT HZLING



AT UCKMI.
SMOKE SCREWI

quate.

'11WQ THE DW0BIPZ,R BZLEZ! Y Dms
PROKECTIVI SMOKE SCEED AT THIPNOILTZ

a 1 of mud tracked onto.the surfaces of -main supply
vehicles leaving bivoqac areas, supply depots and pdrk-
he largest single. -item under road maintenance. Road-
,vised. drags of logs and .steel I-beam construction, were
is work. In some places,- however, manual labor was
rovel thin coats of mud from the road.

maintenance work on roads in the Army area consisted
,learing'mud from roads, repairing wearihg surfaces,
ocess roads and providing additional lateral and longi-
Lge :taxed the capabilities ,.of general service troops.

o wearing surfaces of roads in the -.Army.,network were
extensively.aS .the. weather and volume of traffic, would.
sively heavy traffic over most :of the roads caused numt
Sto - develop and many of the edges began to ravel and

etching was accomplished by the operation: of a 'pre-eix
iting of kettles improvised for .mixing and heating as-"
egate.i

ANOTEMt VIMOF THlE UCKAMKE. HUMG

ABOVE NDW KRAIWG O CCPaWC ,

S
AN -WIEAT

T F.(OTI MZs -MIIDG o CRUOTED AT MIEZCVILL-
OMVMS f MllE(TEJZ-CLASS40 -. 600 aw Lou

STARTIn

lumoer dups were operated oytne XI I orps and oa uorps in. tneir.res-
pective areas.

I rmy Engineer Depot :No. 9 was established on 27 Novesber in the
vicinity of REDLACE (Q-1754), to be used as an 'advance storage area
for Bailey bridging and Engineer. Class. IV' supplies._

Engineer depot stock was replenished from Communicatigns Zone lan
Advance Section Communications Zone Engineer depots by both rail aed,
Army truck transportation. *A total of 1,728 tons was transported by
-Communications Zone rail and 2,,429 tons by'Army truck.

- 
All rail ship-

ments were made to the TOUL (U-6410) railhead.,, Truck transportation
of Engineer-supplies was, coordinated by'the LU34th Engireer Cofibat
Group'with transportation from the following &gir*er inits:

87th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion
293d Engineer Combat Battalion -
548th Xngineer Light Ponton Company
528th Engineer Light ?onton Company
1369th Engineer Duimp Truck Company
1370th Engineer Dump Truck Company

On numerous :occasions it was found necessary, because of con-.
gested rail conditions west of PARIS (S-05,45), to dispatch Amy trans-
portation to Communications Zone depots in the NORMANDY Base Section..
This long distance hauling by truck was found to be unsatisfactor

and was suspended. The maximum economical hauling distance from. Com.
munications Zone and Advance Section Communications Zone depots to
Army depots was found to be from 10O to 150 miles. To expedite the.
release, shiping and loading of critical supplies in the Communication
Zone depots, it vas found necessary to send officers to Communications
Zone depots..

In addition to hauing suppLies forward from rear supply instal-
'lations, the .34th Engineer Combat Group was 'esponsible for the
movement of captured engineer. supplies:to collection points, the move-*

troops for more.(
extensively.



.. t. + or iumeir rom civilian sawmills to engineer depots, ,and the move-
Sment of bridging materials to corps damps.i-An estimated tonnage hauled,of these items is as show below:

.,ollectionof .captured material 844
Movement' of lumber from sawmills '534
Movement of bridge material .to corps dumps 2:100

The supply of bridge lumber remained eritical. Twenty-nine
civilian sawmills produced a total of 323,690 board feet measure ;of.
lumber for the. Army. The .1391st Engineer Fbrestry Company, operating
with two complete mill units,- delivered 382,443 board feet measure of
bridge.lumber to the Army, while a-total of 650,000 board' feet measure:
was received f rem Communications*Zone. This production was far below
"the requirekents for the Army, which was estimated"at '2,101,000 board
feet measure per month., Efforts were then.made to increase production:
of civil~an sawmills. The ll34th Engineer Combat Group was assignedthe mission of supervsing.all civilian mill operations. The1391st
Engineer .Forestry Company began operating on a ten-hour-per-day basis
to* meet the Army .requirements. Only meagersupplies of captured lui.-
ber had been encountered: during the month.,

Issues from Engineer depots during the month were. mainly items
of assault river crossing equipage. As the result 'of battle.losses,an acute, shortage. developed, in the supply of assault boats M-2, Infan-
try support rafts, foot bridges- wire ropa eand wire rope clips.

The supply of.spare parts and.Class II Engineer -items improved.
ccnsiderably. Spare.parts for Brockway bridge trucks ware still non-
existent.'. Arrangements were made to supply spare parts to.the .11
Air Force. One officer*and.ten enlisted men were attached to the..
Spare Paris Platoon of :the .459th Engineer Depot Company;to assist
,in the storage :and issue of additional spare parts.

RHINE River cwossing requirements were compiled and assembling.of equipment was begun.' Contractsfor the manufacture of the fpllow-
ing. special equipment was placed with civilian concerns:.

Bridge bolts
Steel pickets
Hook, spacing, treadway
Steel bearing plates
False bows, Bailey bridge, ponton
Drift pins and bolts
Metul signs
Saddles, treadway bridge, M-2,
Wedges, treadway bridge, M- 2.

The 976th:Nineer Maintenance Company, in addition t the norm
maintenance of Encineer equipment, manufactured the following equipment:

Assault boat pins
Traffic signs.
Brackets for Bailey pontons"
Snow plows
Pile-driver attachments, for 3/4 yard shovels

Theprincipal problem-of Engineer maintenance was that of.main-
taining generators inhospitals,. To teach preventative maintenance,
an inspction team was furnished by the 976th Engineer Maintenance
Company and assigned the task of making periodic.inspections.of hos
pital-generators.. maki. p i o ho...

Sufficient local. supplies, of steel"II beams and piling were en.
countered to satisfy all fixed bridging requirements in these materials,

The 1038th.Engineer Gas Generating unit, an' Advance Section Comm-
uncations Zone unit, was set up to generate oxygen and.acetylene gas at
-.E ineer Depot No. 8. This unit, together with civilian sources, sup-
pliedcomm ial gas to meet Third U.S. Army requirements and reduced
a. shortagewhich formerly existed.

Captured enjineer material during the month consisted of steel
C" beams, sheet. metal, utility* supplies, hardware, wire rope, plywood,
and-electrical supplies. Reconnaissance parties continued to operate
in corps and Arm area. All .usable. supplies were concentrated in cap-
tured material collection points :and placed under guard. One point wan
designated for each corps.

The. average stock of Engineer supplies on hand in, all Armyeni
neer supply ipatallations by olasusea during the'month of 'November was
as follois:

CLASSTONAGE (T)

IV 12*1396'
V 573

were prepared for submission. .
Group, for providing each Army
he one. set up under T/0E 5-500

the remaining fifty-three sheets. The addition of. the woodland to:
the 1/25000, GSGS 441. series,- in the Anny area was completed'dring
the month. This ,project was initiated in September, covered forty-.,
seven sheets, and involved a color separation of the wooded areas.

Compilation end reproduction of a special road map, scale
1/250,000., was initiated during, the month due to the lack of sucha
largescale road map in Germany.._This map.had many special features
and is based, upon the operational 1/250,000 GSGS 4346 series.

:Requests for terrain-models during the month were .limited to the
1/50,000 scale .pressed models secured through Twelfth Army Group. '

Four conversion graphs for rapid conversion of German.Gauss-
Krager- rectangular, coordinates to Theatre Nord de Guerre grid coordi-
nates were prepared and published.

-Total aps- received during the month approximated thirty-five
tons, or. 779CQO, sheets, while maps issued to Anmy. units. totaled fif-.
teen tons, or approxiately. 285,600 sheets.,

V -INTELLIGENCE

In mthe onth of November the maim concern was to obtain infor-
mation onIthe 'SAAR*'Region for .dissemination to all Army units-con-
cerned. Two original reports from the Office of the Chief Engineer,
European Theater of Operations, namely, "Selected Routes in SAAR
Territory" and "Special Reconaissance in SAAR Territory'were dis- !
tributed to An units. Another study, "Special Road Study, Sheet UlI
•NEUNKIRCHEN". was prepared and issued to Army units.. In addition, the,
ISTD Report No. 477, 'Crossings of the SAAR River,' was; received from
the Office of the Chief Engineer, European Theater of Operations, and
distributed.,

Since units in .the field were encountering more and more enemyminefields, distribution of various mine and boody trap-charts was
made.. Two. charts - on mines, one on the Tellermine and the other on,
the Anti-Tank Topfmine..were produced and issued.

.ftineetP Intelligence Notes Numbers 8 and 9, together, with Engi-I
neer.Intelligence Bulletin No. 7, were published and-issued to all:
AMY Engineer units.

In addition, for planning and future use, the section obtained
and bistributed various intelligence data and studies. Such studies
included the "RHINE River Hydrology Study,'. "Effects. of Snow on Roads
in Southwest Germany Study," "Report on Water Supply of METZ," and
"NL Ponton Gear Equipment Manual'.. Also, Technical Bulletin No. 132,
Office of the Chief of Engineers, "The Snake M-2" and Training Bul-
letin No. 23, "The Mark 2 Conger" were reproduced and issued to all
Engineer units.

The 2890th Engineer Technical Intell.gence Team dontinued to give
lectures and demonstrations on German mines .and booby traps to Third
U.S. Army.. units for the first two weeks during the month,. They them
followed behind the advance of field units to examine captured German
Engin6eP .dumps. Upon discovery of the new German Anti-Tank Topf Mine,they proceeded to examine this mine and aided in'the preparation of
.the Topf Mine Chart..

VI - WATER SUPPLY

,-r -i Ce o R paciy ,-A, 0dEgnneer. Camouflag ,Bat-talion engaged in various activities dauring the month. Headq orsplatoon -remained attached to -Army, the. first platoon waswith - Corps,the second :nd third with Army, while the fourth platoon was attachd.to the XII Corps.

During this period,. Headquartersrplatoon was engaged in re-gar-.nushing, repairing and replacing .camouflage nets belonging to Head-
quarters Third U.,S. Army, and continued. thisproject until all net$v.were brought.up to the.. desired standard.

The 'first platoon was engaged principallyin .inspecting Field
Artillery .units. This included recomsnwdations fQr :improvement of..
concealment and suggestions for obtaining nets, of which there was,found to be a shortage.

In addition to the above, the first platoon investigated the sue .
of Smoke, generated to screen engineer bridge building activities, Th'
Commanding Officer of the 206th Engineer Combat Battalion was inter- ./:viewed and his observations are .reported-here.

It was believed that-better use could have been made of saoke
screens than was possible with the limited .equipment on hand at that
time. ,Of eighteen smoke generators, twelve at a time were,.normally inoperation for periods of from eight to ten hours. This small .number
of units, coupled with periodic shortages of fuel, ,was sufficient. only!-"
t. cover a small area; with a wind velocity in excess of two miles per
:hour, the screen thus produced was .too thin to obscure observation.

The-second p]atoon engaged .i developing methods of snow-camou-
flage for the 64th FighterWing. *This method consisted of pattern
.,painting organic shrimp nets with whiteandolive drab paint. The i
WMing had several radar installations on snowy ridges and had become

definitely anow-camouflage-conscious.

The third platoon experimeted with.a two-piece hooded snow-camou-
flage suit of fabricated-white muslin. It was estimated that the Army
units would require 972 suits, based on one suit for each man of a
twelve-man patrol per.battalion.

The fourth platoon inspected. Field Artillery units princip"al,•checking especially on track-marks of organic vehicles. Nothin else
of an unusual.nture marked the activities of the unit during the
month.

VII FIRE EFENSE,

AMLy fire fighting units were attached to Quartermaster gas suppIcompanes and Ordnance units -operating Clas II Class V and railIbed
installations. They assisted in setting up fire deftemse at these 'type
of. installations end furnished yaroteetion to gesolime, amition. andother installations in the order of priority listed here.

The 1232nd Engineer Fire Fighting Platoon, assigned to Advance.
Section Communications Zone, furnished fire protection for NANCY.,
(U-8501) and vicinity. This platoon also assisted Army in providing:
protection for Class III installations when they were too numerous and
widely separated for immediate protection to be given completely by ,
Army units.

With a view to requirements for closer protection of Class III
and V.installations when they are located in Germany, arrangements were
made.with Advance Section Communications Zonp for them to assist in
furaishing protection for these installations as required in. uture
operatkons.

Seven fires occurred, none of which'resulted, in serious military
damage.

**
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CHAPTER7.
DECEMBER OPERATIONS

I - OPERATIONS

The major disposition:"of Engineer troops at the beginningof this
period.was ' essentiallythe same as in the pat, with the exception.
that the 3sOlst Engineer General Service Regiment completed by-passing
the 130th. Egineer General Serwice Regiment and was in support of IX
Corps and was, in tur, supported by the 1306th EngineerGeneral Ser-,
vice Roeimet. i the XII Corps zone the ll37th Engineer Combat Group.

:remained in support. of the XII Corps and.as, in turn, supported by
tho 1303rd.Engineer-General Service Regi ment. The ll34th Engineer Com-
bat Group continued its mission of coordinating

:
. depot haulage activi-

-ties *and experimenting with special river crossingequipment., Complete.
disposition of troops was as follows:

lll7th Engr C Gp
ll35th Engr C Gp
ll3rdEngr C- M.
150th Engr C Bcl

.166th.krgr C n
167thEngr C n"
248thWFngr C n .
613th.Engr L' Equip Co
72d EngrL ftc Co
513th EMa L Pn CO
995th Enr Trdwy Br Co
99 7 ngrTrdwy Br Co
998th Engr Trdwy Br Co.
673d Engr Top Co,
. lot Enr Mint Co
553.rd. Enr HPon Rn
2897th .Engr TIT (C)
4th tast, Co A, 602d Eagr.

Cam Rn

.13.03d ngr. CG. Op
l39th Engr C Gp
135th Engr C ,Rn
160th Efnr C Bn
179th Engr C Rn
204th Engr C Be
206th Engr C Rn,
623d Engr'L Equip Co
509th. Engr L fPnt Co
537th Engr L Pt Co
991st lgr Trdmy Br Co
996thEngr Trdvy.Br Co664th Mgr Top Co
.961st tgr Maint Co
88th &Engr BrElba Rn
180th Engr Hv fc Bn
2898th Engr-TIT (C)
let Flat, Co A, 602d Engr

cam Rn

2942d Enr*.TIT. (C)

l34th Egr C Op
ll37th Engr C Gp
145th Engr C Bn
188th'iEgr C Bn
178thBngr C

+ 
Bn

249th-Engr C Bn
'293d Ergr C n
.301st Eagr GB et
1303d E GS Reg9t
1306th Engr GS Reigt
609th Engr L Equip Co
632d1 Rng L Equip Co
633d Engr L EquipCo.
548th* Engr L ftc Co
528th Egr LPn CO
976th Engr Maint Co
5.72d Engr Dp Trk Co
-764th Bngr Dp Trk Co'
770th Rgr Dp Trk Co
1364th Engr Dp Trk.Co
1369th Engr Dp.Trk.Co

-1370th EMr Do Trk Co
87th Engr v PonBn
652d Engr Top Bn
459th Engr Depot Co

•.11th Engr 1S.Co
1512th Engr W Co
1239th E n FF Plat
1240th EngriF.Plat.
1092d Eg Util Gt
168ist E gr Sur Ln Gt
Co' A (),60MWEgrCam Rn
2890th.ngr T (R)'.
Naval Unit N-2

..On 3 December the advance of both the-XX and XII Corps..as pro-
ceeding satisfactorily to the northeast-andat 1806A that date Engi-
neer Operational Instruction No. 19 was published, establishing new
areas of responsibility for Army engineer troops. Missions remained.
unchanged.

On 5 December the III Corps became operational with the mission
of completing the reduction of the remaining forts at MET (U-8658).
In orderto provide Engineer assistance, the 1306th Engineer General
Serv'ce Regiment, which was supporting the 130lst Engineer General
Service Regiment, was given the additional mission'of supporting the.*
III Corps.

" On 9 December the push of the X and XII Corps to the northeast
continued and III Corps mission remained unchanged. Engineer Opera-
tional Instruction No. 20 was published onthis date at l800A est-ab-.
liehing new areas of responsiblity.for Amy engineer troops. Mision
remained unchanged.

On ll Decenber the 11304thEngineer Combat Group started two-day
echoos .for.22k horsepower outboard motor operators to provide a mini-
aum of 110 operators per letter company of. at least two battalions of
the ll37th Engineer Combat Group. Because of operational activities,
only one compan at a time*ould be sent to this school. The school

eoled 23 December after instruction had been provided to the lettered
Companies o. the 18th .nd 249th fineer. Combat. Battalions of the
22.37thEng ineer Combat Group,.

e
On 14 December the reduction.of METZ .(U-8658) had been completed,

and the III Corps was assigned a zonesof action in:thecenter of the-.
Army zone. On this dati at l8bOA-gineer OperationalInstruction No.
21 waspublished establishing new areas of responsbility and shifting -
thit 1306th Engineer General ServiceRegiment from support of the 1301st
Engineer General. Service Reglmnt to support the.III Corps and attach-.
ing. the 178th:Engineer Combat Battalion to the III Corps.

On. 15 December the 676th Engineer Light Equipment Companyarrived
from the beach and was attachid to the 1303rd .ngineer General Service
Re giment. The 633d Engineer.Light Equipment Company (less 2d platoon)
was detached from the 1303rd Enineer General Service Regiment and
attached tothe1301st Engineer General Service.Regimsnt.'

By 19 December the drive of the Germans in the .BASTOGNE (P-5558)
area.had split the First U.S. Army and reached such proportions that
the III Corps, which had not yet become actively naged on the SAAR

:River.front, was shifted to the north in the ARLON (P6122) area. To
provide engineer support for.its drive, the 1137th Engineer Combat
Group with the 145th, 188th.and 2 9th Engineer Combat Battalions, the

.. 770th Engineer Dump Truck Company, the 632d Engineer Light Equipment
Coimpany,- the 995th Engineer freadway ridge Company, and the 72d and
513thEngineer Light Ponton Companies from the XII Corps, were:all .

,attached to and moved-into the zone of the III Corps. The 1303rd Engi.-
-neer General Service Regiment was placed in support of the XII Corps.

The VIII Corps, had had been onthe south flank of the first U.S., Amy,
was cotoff and came under operational control of Third U.S. Army, to-
gether with \itscorps engineer troops of two Combat Group Headquarters,
four Combat Battalions, ,one Light Equipment Company, two Light Pontom

.Companies, one Topographic Company and one Technical Intelligence Team
(Combat).. Two of the VIII Corps Combat Battalions, the 168th and 44ths
were badly mauled, suffering fifty and seventy-two percent casualties,
respectively, and were no longer effective.

On. 20 December the 183rd Engineer Combat Battalion, which had
arrived from'the beach and had-been temporarily Attached to the 1303rd
Engineer General Service Regiment, was detached therefromand attached'
to II Corps.. The 553rd Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion and the 998th
fJtineer Treadvw Bridge Company were detached from II Corps and at-

.tached to the 1134th Engineer Combat Group.i

'On 20 December the German drive had reached break-through-propor-i
tions, and the-II Corps was shifted'from Ite aeastward drive and moved
to the UXEMURG (P.8413) areas'cing north. The Sixth U.S.. Army
Group took over the area vacated by the. III Corps,and the 1117th
Engineer Combat Group, with the 167th and 248th Engineer Combat Bat-
talione, passed to their control.

-On 21 December operational activities of the III Corps to the
north An the LUXEMBOURG (P-8413) area necessitated withdrawal from the'
X Corps., hich corps had the mission of holding the SAAR River line
_in their zone, of the 103rd. Engineer Combat Group, 160th Engineer Cok-

bat Battalion, 204th Engineer Combat Battalion, 509th and 537th-Engi-
neer Light Ponton Companies, and the 996th Engineer Treadway Bridge..
Company. and their attachment to the II Corps,.

On 21 December the 998th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company was
..,.relieved of attachment to the 1134th Engineer Combat Group and attached
.. to I Corps to support its oparations, To provide haulage facilities

-for engineer.Class II and IV supplies forward to the new area of opera-
tions, the 88th and Company "B". of the 180th Engineer Heavy. Ponton
Battalions were detached from-the XX Corps and attached to the 3134th
Engineer Coqbat Group.

On 24 December the 9lst Engineer Treadway Bridge Company (less
one platoon) was detached from XX Corps and-attached to the.134th
Engineer Combat Group for refitting and placed in Army reserve.,

On 25 December the situation had becomesomewhat'stabilised and
Engineer Operational Instruction No. 22 was published at 0900A effect-
ing the above noted changes. At this time the VIII, Ill, and XII

-
Corps

were abreast on the ARLON1 (P-6122)-LXMBODURG (P-8413) line facing.
north and the XX Corps was on the, right flank along the SAAR River
facing northeast. The 1303rd. Enineer General Service Regiment was in
support of the XIICorps, the 1306th. Engineer eneral. ServiceRegLmnt
was supporting both the VIII and III Corps and the 1301st Engineer
General Service Regiment was patrolling the majority of the Army area
with priority of work being to support the XX Corps barrier plan. The.
:202d Engineer Combat Battalion reverted to Third U.S. Army from First
U,S. Army and was attached to VIII Corps,.

On 26 December, the 974th Engineer Maintenance Company reverted
:from First U.S. Army to Third U.S. Army and was attached to VI Corps.

On 27 December, the 243d Engineer Combat Battalion arrived from
the port of ROUEN (M-1915) and was attached to the III Corps.

i On 28 December, the 991t Enineer Treadway Bridge Company. (lass HIGHAM BUMS ACROSS SAARtoIERAT AEAUTDM

SECRET

On 30 December, the 44th and..168th Engineer Combat Battlionswhich had been. badly mauled during-the initial break-through,.ware do-,
tached from VIII Corps and attached to the l34th Engineer Combat, Group
for reorganization and refitting. To ofset .this loss and furnish Eogi-
neerI support for projected opeirations,, the.24 3rd Engineer Combat Bast

-

talion was detached from III Corps and attached to VIII Corps.

on 30 December, the 996th Engineer Treadway, Bridge Coany andthel
995th. Engineer Treadway.Bridge Company were interchanged between the
XII and III Corps, respectively, in order to support an interchange
of Armored DivisLons.

On 31 DIcember, the light equipage platoon of the 72dEnEgine'er
-Light Ponton.Company was. detached from the III Corps and attached. to.,
the XII Corps to bulld up enginer means of the XII Corps for contem-.!..
plated operations.

11 - BRIDGES-AND ROADS

During December the amount of-bridging construoted .byThirdU.S.
Army engineerunits was in excess of.20,000Ofeet, despite the fact that
during the last fifteen daysof themonth very.few.bridges were pot in

S since the changed tactical siiation, existing after 15 December involved
mass troop movements principally over bridges-previouslyconstructed.
An analysis of the bridgng i as follow:s,

Bailey Brde(Fixed) 60
Heavy Pontom Bridge,. 2 700

Infantry Support Bridge, 4, 1900
Timber Bridge 122 7,810
Treadway Bridge.(Fixed)8 80 2,8

Treadmay Bridge: (Floating)1
Total 3 .21$

In-addition to this construction more than a-hundred culverts were
repaired,.over 1,0W feet of footbridges .were constructed, and twenty
or more rafts of various types were constructed and operated. Three,
floating bridges over the MOSELLE River constructed in.November ware

Calso maintained -during. this period.

The chief water obstacles encountered during the month ware the
i SAAR, RIN3D, and BLID Rivers and their tributaries. *.All of these
streams were more of an obstacle than would normally be expected,+ inas-.
much-as the inceassant rains had raised them to flood stage. The flood-.
ingXin II Corps zone was further aggravated by numerous small lakes
formed by the dams that had been constructed as part of the MAGINOT
Line. To alleviate the flooding from this cause, many of these dms
were destroyed when captured. The enemy utilized the high water by
extensivecratering of the roads and destruction of culverts on a scalle
greater than any previously encountered.

. The major assault river crossing operation of the month was that
engaged in by X Corps on the SAAR River.. ith the exception of the
extraordinarily fortunate seizure of the main highway bridge .at SAA -
IAUTERN (Q-280W4) sho*nIn photograph below,"every other attempt to.
cross or to-bridge the river was strongly contested.by the enemy.

U



mo traf fic could make the cros3sing.

To overcome. this restrictioni an -Infantry support 'bridge'and a
rootbidge were constructed at a nearby site, buth both of these were

iestroyed by direct artillery fire-before any vluecould be derived kt

ruom them.

Concurrently., crossings were atteapted at LISDORF (Q-2878) and
Infantry troswe successfully crommed., but toatsts to put in
a treadway bridge were repulsed by enemy artillery fire.

The only tactical bridge that remained in for any, appreciable time
was an Infantry support bridge at LINSDORF (Q-2879),which remained in
for thirty-six hours beforeit ws knocked-out by eneq artillery fire.

Similar bridging attsapts were made at SAARLOS (Q-2882), 9PACHTEN
(Q-2584),Mad DIILINGE (Q-2784); ,but all wereweqully. unsuccessfulBETRIGOE
because of the intensity 'and accuracy of the artiller fire. Losses ~BI)EOE ARRVRA ARUSMN

in personnel and equipment were extremely heavy at all these crossings.

During the entire operation, -from. the time the first troops were'
landed until the operation was suspended., because of the changed tac-
tical situation existing after 15,December., rafts anid boats, usually
operated at night,'served as the ony -suppl d rirnglink
across the river.

Of th tactical bridges constructed during'the.month, the lrgest

was the double-triple Bailey bridge at .NIEDALTDORF (Q-1783) shown in .
the photograph below.

-ttBRIDGE OVER THE SEWOIS RIVER AT FLORENVILLEPIEBTBRDEOR

The major part of new permanent'timber bridging was contained Since the river ws about"5C
gnrlyin the areas between the KOSELLE and SAAR Rvrtoughabrdewscntuedfo th

Smll amount of bridging was accomplished in the LUXEMBOURG0(4413)intefrgodatnaglo
area as the month drew toa close. brig to wch the Bailey iscon

:- ii ; : : " : - • : " . ." • ... : .:.; i :! . : : " .... .i . . : iI .stantia.l i amountstaofa lumber end p1e]d p
1.80FOOT :DOLBLE TRIPLE BAILE1 BRIDGE OVER NIED RIVtIn the following photographsare shn typical examples of the of bridging required was cut fo

AT NIEDALTDORF bridges constructqd:

At the end of the month, due to the changed tactical situation,
activity inXX Corps consisted ofmaintaining and.holding the bridge-

head at SAARL&UTERN (Q-2882) and DInGENm (Q-2784). 'No further. major
crossings were attempted.

:

:In XII Corps zone no single line proved to be so defensible as
the SAAR line in XI Corps, but the crossing of the SAAR- and .ISwere.
strongly contested at every point. :

The mot important bridge and the most difficult to build: was the
160-foot double single Bailey bridge at, SARREUSIING (Q-5454)2 shomm.. . . . .. . . f ... ...
in the photograph below. 'This bridge Was built under directarily
fire, and work had tobe stopped many times because of the intensity. II

of the fire.4

At SAARALBE (Q-4844) a heavy ponton bridge was initially con-
structed for the crossing of the 35th Infantry Division,, and a float-
ing treadway was put in over theBLIES River at REIGNEIM (Q-5959).,

About 22 December, the XII Corpswas 'shifted to a new area of

operations as a result of the changed tactical situation, and from.
this time until the end of the month bridging did not play an important-.

pert in.these operations.

- oactical bridging constructed by III and VIIICorps was inciden- .. .

tal to other operations and did not Involve any major tasks:daring TIMM TREST.BRIDGEO

R SEILLE RIVER IN METE

[OS RIVERAT THICKY:

) feet. wide at this psi
emiain of 'an existingt
rer to the remains of:th
mected. This solution
Lig,:- since by doing thi
R 400 feet to 200 feet.,
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from Communications Zone for twomillion board feet of lumber from
Southern Line of, Cosaunications for the month of December.: An Engineer."
platoon was dispatched the latter part of th e month to. load out by,
-rail, ad shipments against this release were started. Another release
for three million board feet of lumber was received for. January. .TWo
corps dumps were taken over by Army, using depot personnel. These
dumps were- stocked.with Bailey bridging and lumber.

As the result of the enemy penetration on 17 December, the axis
of supply for Third U.S. Army. was altered by approximately ninety de-
grees. This resulted in large quantities of supplies being shipped

:by rail and truck in order to meet the situation. A.Class IV dump.swas
selected Lin the, vicinity of 5CH (P-7301) and a Class I and IV depot
site was selected at ARSN (P-122). - Supplies were generally movedL.
in sufficient quantities and in time to satisfy the troops. Large.
demands for. explosives and fortification materials were made. It ins
estimated, that 400 tons of explosives Were -issued daring this period,
Several large stocks of captured fortification materials were avai-- ! :
able for immediate-issue.,

L Large demands were received for snow suits.and white, camouflage
paint. Production of suits by civilian mills was initiated, using
the supervision of. Company -"A",. 602d Fngineer. Camouflage Battalion..
Carbide lag was found to be suitablefor use as white paint is

-'slag is being supplied to al runits from local sources.L

IV-MAPS

During the month approximately Sixty tons of maps were received.
Approximately fifty-seve tons:were. issued to Ay and corps uits

L L Sixty-three sheets of revised editions of the GMGS44.14 *series,
scale-1/25L,000O, were declared operational by Third U.S. Army during the.
month.

Because .of the sudden breakthrough of enemy forces on the left.
flank of .Third U.S. Army and the resulting -change in the Army boundaryr,
the following corps and divisions war e mapped during the period 18
December to 28 December for an area previously north of Army boundary;
TIII V1III, and X31 Corps; 4th, 5th, 26th, 28th, 35th, 80 th, 'and 87thL
Infantry Divisions; 4th, 6th, 10th and llth Armored Divisions; 17th

ad101st Airborne Divisione.

On 19 December, III Corps, opened their map depot at ARSON (P-6122)
,with instructions from Army to temporarily service all units in'the'
area,, even though they were not under corps control..

On 20 December arrangements ware made: ith Twelfth U.S. Army
Group, temp orarily to use the C ommunications Zone Advance Map Depot

he month. O(constructec

raters.

are derer cr

.9 Mi.. ,
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at VEDDU (1U-2865) for servicing directly Third U.S. Army troope., A
atadin operating. prooedare was established on 22 December for opera-
ting under this teiporary arrangement without losing control of the.
critical stock available in the new Amy area.

On 25 December the advance Third. U.S. Amy map depot was opened atWH r: (P-o595) to ,service Tbrd US. Amy troops in the usual.manner.
The temporary arrangments for servcing Army units wade with the .II
.Corps apdepot at ARLON (P-6122) and the €oeuniationi Zone Advance
Depot at VERDUN (U-2865) were. disontned ' Although the .Amy Map
Depot at-NANCY (U-8611) was closed as a-distributingpoint on 29 -Decem--
!ber, it was retained as a temporary storage point for maps that.ware
not,of i mediate interest to Army

The recent change in Third .S. Army-operational area necessi:-
tated a considerable enlargement of the current reproduction program..
No 1/25,000 map stocks were available..in the new area, which meAa that'enitire Army. reproduction facilities had to be thrown into the task or
providing Immediately the sheetsi needed for the new. operation. Diffi-

cutywa econered during the first. few days .in obtaining complete'
set ofkoaliesfor sheets immeitlyrqIred, and it was found-

neceasary to reproduce some of them in monochromeI only. -In ~no case
.were these sheets'printed with a green. woodlipe, inasmuch as First
U.S. Army did not make that color separation. To date, sixty-six,,
sheets of this new area have been printed and distributed.. Quantities
printed ranged from 10,000 to 18,000 ~copies of each sheet.

During the month several requesats for papier mache pressed models,
scale 1/50j,000,.ware received and filledh An order for thres terrain
models, scale 1/25,000, covering thte RHINE River from BINGE (M-2252)
to. MAKNHM (R-5398) wae placed with the Engineer, Twelfth. U.S. Army
Group.. The first model of this serieswas. received and laterturned
overTe Sixth U.S. Army Group hecaUe of changes in the tatiua l boun-
dries.

V - INTLIGENCE,

For the -major portion of the month thissection wasable to concen-
:trate on engineer intelligence data on enemy equipment new to troops

of ThirdU.S.Army. This new data..took the form of enmy engineer
equipmntd such asthe "J-eder 504" (Tine Delay Igniter),German Anti-
Lifting Device (Natlastungazunder) and "Tarnkohle" (Explostive Coal)...The fi w o oiteme wereencounteredin the area of the Seventh Uso
Army. Charts were prodaced and distributed to all Army units on these.
three Items, while further details were given in Engineer intelligence
no1tesiand bulletins published by this section.

..In the course of the rapid change of the tactical situation, in-
foration was obtained and disseminated to cover the Amy's nw ares
Of responsibility. A road end bridge study,, scale 1/500,000,, covering
eastern, elgiuno Luxembourg and Western Germany to the, RHINE River was
also prepared and distributed.

To aid the corps engineers and commanding officers of Army Engi-
n e Combat Groups in proparing for the-crossing of the RHINE River,
the section obtained end distributed such-studies as "RHINE.River.Study
(MI 10)"sRHINE River Hydrology Study (Office of the Chief Engineer,
E uropean Theter of Operations and a "Study of Wind Characteristics
Along the RHINERiver." In addition,I n conjunction iththe Third
U.S. Army Photo Interpretation Detachment, a dossier of cortain bridge
sites on the RHINE River was completed. This dossier included photo
interpretations, traces, stereopairs and other data taken from French
documents for each bridge site. This study was distributed to each
corps engineer and commanding officer of the Army Engineer Cobat
Groups.

During the moth Engineer Intelligence Notes Ho. 10 and Engineer
Intelligence Bulletins Moe. 8, 9, and 10 were produced and distributed
to Army engineer units.

The 2890th Engineer Technical Intelligence rea (Research) con-
cerned itself mainly with experimenting with equipment to detect the
18J-Feder 504.0 In turn, it also gave lectures, prepared and distrei-
buted posters end charts to front line troops who were oeountern
these devices. Reports of these experiments were furnished the A. C.
of S5, r0-2, ThirdU.S. Army, and to higher headquarters. Other items.

ofeeyegineer eup ntwth which the team concerned Itself were
theThrkoha (xplsive Coal)., the adapters used with hr.h Light

Anti-Tank MineIniers, and the.Artillery Shell Mine.

V.- ATER SUPL.

DuringW the moath Army troops operated twenty waterpots Th
total Water treated was approximately 4,000,000galons. Operation

of- thre Ar m aterpointsn ws assumed byAdvane section Comnica-
tiona Zone. -Deliveries of water to. ArWhospitalsand prisoner or
war enclosures wesade. by the 1511th and 1512th Engineer Water.Sup-
'ply Companies. 'Supplying of water to the city of METZ (U-8658) was
continued.

ver. sine arriving. on. the Continent, it ha been realized that
the .standard method of treatment of water outlined in .exsting field
snuzls was not satisfactory on the Continent. Because. of the danger
-of the presence of cysts 'of endamosba histolytica in the witer supply:sources which were-not completely removed in ordinary methods of
treatment of water by. the use of the Army water supplyr set, a modi-.fication of the*

'
sets and general treatment methodwere adopted. After

considerable time and experimentation, this new method of treatment
was adopted by the entire European Theater of Operations andis covered
in Headquarters .European Theater.of Operations Technic.] Train ing Bul-
letin No. 30, dated.1 January 1945.

In this treatment, the first precautionary measuretaken is to
allow one hour for the coagulation, settlement and prechlorination of
the raw water. Another precautionary step is the reduction of'the'.
output of the water purification units. The portable. unit isoperated
at a rate of not more than ten gallons per minute, mile the mobileunit may be operated at a rate-of not more than sixty gallons per
minute.. The method oftreatment of water, uing the table of equip-
,ment portable unit,-is-as follows:

(1) Raw water is drawn from:the source by the pump and passed
throug 

- 
the purification section, where it is chlorinated to at least

two parts per million and placed in a floc tank, a 3,000 gallon canvas
tank, where floc_ is forms by the addition of .alua nd soda ash.

(2) The d.lcc tank Is allowed to stand for .one hour and thenthe water is drawn off through the filter by a booster pump at a. rate
not to exceed ten gallons per minute If one filter.is used, or.twenty
.gallons per minute if two filtersare used. + . -

(3) The water is stored in a second tank for dispensation to
units.:, The water being dispensed has a residual chlorine content.. of

,1/4 parts per million or greater. The water being dispensed has a .
chlorine content of two plus parts per million... Rechlorination is
perfonaed at the clear tank if -it is necessary in order to keep the
.content up to the requixled level.

'(4), All rates of flow are meAsured by watch and container,
as the pressure gages, on the filter cannot be relied upon for accu-
racy. The sand in the filter unit is inspected at frequent intervals
to insure the presence of the proper amount of sand. The filter is -+
,backvashed with water from the clear tank at a rate of fifteen to
twenty gallons per minute.One filter unit has a maximum output of
12,000 gallons .per day for twenty hours operation.

(5) With the use of an additional floc tank, it is possibleto settle one batch of water for an hour in one tank while the othqr
is being drawn through the filter,

(6) If greater demand is placed on the water point, two units
are used in parallel.

(7)The optiam pH of the water Is determined by the "jar test"
and is used for determining the coagulation treatment required and to
test for the presence of chemical warfare agents.

(8) Samples of treated water are submitted to Medical Labora-
tories for analysis monthly or at least at each change of source of',
water supply.

(9) Records of amount of water produced and the resichal chlor-
ine content at dispensing points are kept on an hourly basis. Mobile
units are capable of producing 72,000 gallons in a twenty-hour period.

VII - CAMUFLAGE

The two primary missions of the Camouflage Company during the
month :were pattern -painting of vehicles and production and distributiox
of snow suits.

Pattern painting of vehicles for snow camouflage wasaccomplished
with the use of the residue from the generation of acetylene gas, a
lime-like substance found in dump piles in a dry state which, when

ixed with water and applied with brushes as a thick paste and allowed
to dry, provides a white coat which is not injurious.to metal or tent-
Age. The material washes off with waterL and chips off to a certain
extent, but is entirely satisfactory for the purpose.- Three sources
of supply were available: One operated by the let, platoon, located

with the 664th Engineer Topographic Company. at THIOVILL (U-87M5);one operated by the 4th p3aitoon, located with in Corps at LU B G
(P4413);and one at .ngineer Depot No,. 13. Sufficient material was.
available at these sources to satisfy army requirements. .

A two-piece now camouflage suit with hood and ties around. the
.- waist, wrists and ankles was designed, .to be manufactured in two sizes

in -order to satisfy size requirements -fo the majority of. men. Mater-
ial was secured from civilian sources in Belgium, in addition to Army
sources. Five civilian factories were employed; three located in.
NEUVES-MAISOS (U-7903).produced aproximately 1,000 suits per day;
one located at HAYANQE (U-7883)-produced approximately 100 suits per
day and was operated by XX.Corps; and one located in LU MOURG (-4413).and operatedby XII Corps furni3shed 1,000 suits per day. In addition,
three Quartermaiter salvage companies were producing suits, together...."with two Chemical Warfare Maintenance units. Approxdmately 800,000.z
msters .of material wers obtainedenogh: to produce 130,000 suits. 'Bythe end of the month 7,847 suits.had been produced, and 1240 suits-..
were' received from the Quartermaster which were considered satisfactory
for.isue..In addition, Xn Corps had produced approximately 3.,400,.
suits for their own use in the LUXEMBOURG (P48413) factory, from.which
Army received 50% of the output.

At the end of. the month, the 1st platoon was attached: to XX Corpsthe 2nd platoon was split into two groups, one on.duty with V13I Corps
and one assisting in the camouflage of the 563d Signal Aircraft Warn-
ing Battal4on; the. 3rd platoon was split,oe group with, III Corps,:

. and one group inspecting and assisting in camouflage of the LAXEUBOU:RG
(P-413),area; and the4th platoon was attached to XII Corps.

VIII - FIRE DEFENSE

Army Fire Fighting units were attached to 4uartermaster gas suppl.y
companies operating Class I installations to provide inmeediate pro-
t action. They also assisted in setting up fire defense at Class V
and railheadinstallations..

The 1232d Engineer Fire Fighting.Platoon (Advance Section Communi- •
cations Zone). fUrnished fire protection for NANCY (U-8501) and vicinity.
This platoonalso assisted Army in providing imaediate protection for.-Class III installations hen they were too numerous and-widely sepa-
rated for immediate protection by Army units. Advance Section Coemuni-
cations Zone also assisted Army in giving immediate protection to some
Class V installations.

Fire protection ,for LJXZWURG .(P-8413) and vicinity was furnished
by. the. LU EBOURG (P-8413) City Fire Department, which is very.capable
and cooperative, and by the fire truck unit attached to the 1092d Engi-
neer Utilities Detachment of this headquarters. g

One. major fire occurred when enemy aircraft strafed decanting
point, o. 43B, located at MANCIEULLES,(U-6678), France on.22 December..
Approximately 100,000 gallons.of gasoline were destroyed out, of
800,000 gallons at the dump. -Twenty minutes after strafing the.dump,planes. returned and strafed men flhting the fire.,
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CHAPTER 8
JANUARY -OPERATIONS

I -OPERATIONS

The major disposition of Engineer troops at .the beginning of this
period remained unchanged.. The 1306th Engineer General Service Regi-
mt remained"in support' of the VIII .and III Crps,the 1303d Engineer'
General Service Regiient in support of the XII Corps, the 1301st Engi-,

4 -

neer General Service Regiment in support of the XX Corps and the ll34th
Engineer Combat Group.continued its mission of coordinating depot haul-
n activities and experimenting with special river crossing equipment.

On 2 January the 282d Engineer .Combat Battalion arrived from the
port of ROUEN (M-1916),and the. 93d Engineer Treadway Bridge. Company:
reverted from Sixth U.S. Army Group and both: units ,were attached-to XII-
Corps to support its contemplated northward drive. .

Effective 3 January the 961st Engineer Maintenance Company was
detached from XX Corps and attached to III Corps to provide maintenance
facilities for that .corps. On.the same date Company. "B" .of the 180th.
Engineer Heavy Ponton BattaAon was detached-from the l134th Engineer .
Combat Group and attached to XX Corps to provide necessary heavy bridg-
ing. The l123rd Enineer Combat.Group arrived from the port of ROUEN.
(M.1916) and was attached to III Corps.

Engineer Operationalw Instruction No. 23waspublished on 5 January.

establishing new areas of responsibility,.

The 280th Engineer Combat Battalion arrived from the port of ROUEN
.(M-1916) and was attached to III. Corps effective 7 January.- The 187th

Engineer, Combat Battalion and the 281st Engineer Combat Battalion ar-.
rived from the port of ROUEN (M-1916) on 8 January and were' attached
toX Corps effective 10 January to. rebuild engineer means in that
corps for the establishment of barrier zones.

The 152d Engineer Combat Group arrived from the port of ROU
(.-1916). on 10 January-and was attached to XX Corps. In. order.to pro-
vide. necessary bridging support for a shift in: armored divisions, the

.993d Engineer Treadway Bridge Company was detached from XII Corps and..,
'was attached to XX Corps effective 12 January, and the 1st. Platoon
of .the 991st Engineer. Treadway Bridge Company was detached from XX
Corps and attached to VIII Corps,' In addition, the 998th Engineer
Treadway:Bridge Company wasdetached from:III Corps and placed in Army
reserve under the ll34th Engineer Combat Group on 13 January.

On 13 January the Light Equipage :Platoon of the 72d. Engineer
Light Ponton Company was detached from XII Corps and returned to its.
parent unit under III Corps, since the contemplated operation of. the
XIICorps failed to materialize.

Engineer Operational Instruction No. 24 was published on 15 Jan-
uary. The 245th Engineer Combat Battalion arrived from the port of; ROUE S -1916) and'was attached to XX Corps on 16 January..In order
to provide maintenance facilities for XX Corps, the 2d Maintenance
Platoon of the 961st Engineer Maintenance Company was temporarily at-
tached to U. Corps.

Because of renewed operational activities of the XII Corps, the
Light Equipage Platoon of the 72d Engineer-Light Ponton Company was
released to XII Corps on 16 January on a temporary basis. In order
to provide bridging support for the 4th Armored Division, which was.
released to XII Corps on 16 January, the 995th Engineer Treadway Bridge
Company passed from the control of.Third U.S. Army and was assigned to

•the Sixth U.S. ArmyGroup on 19 January.

By 21 January the 44th and 168th Engineer Combat Battalions had
refitted and reorganized to the extent that they were once again op-
erational and were reattached to VIII Corps. The "bulge" was being
effectively reduced and VIII and III Corps .were pivoting to the east,
with the XII Corps driving to the north. .-An inter-Army boundary be-
tween First and Third U.S. Armies on the north and inter-Group boundary.
between Twelfth and Sixth U.S. Army Groups were established effective-
22 January. Engineer Operational Instruction No. 25 was. published on
the same date establishing new areas of responsibility.

On 22 January the 548th Engineer Light Ponton Company, which had
been performing hauling, was detached from the ll34th Engineer Combat
Battalion and attached to the XX Corps for tactical-operations. To
offset this loss of hauling facilities, the 72d Engineer Light Ponton
Company was detached from III Corps and attached to the ll34th Engi-.
neer Combat Group. Engineer Operational Instruction No. 26 was pub-
lished on 27 January.

II,-ROADS AND BRIDGES

By far the largest single item of engineer road work performed
the maintenance required to. keepthe roads in the Army area. open.

terous, although.-light, falls :of snow kept the road network covered
-the entire month.:: Prompt and efficient snow removal from the:main.

)ply. routes by Engineer units, -using snow plows, :drags, and borrowed
ilian rotary plows,assured an uninterrupted circulation of traffic.
*s was of.vital importance, since during the month there was a very
geamount,.of-regrouping and relocation of tactical units.

In addition to this, roads .ere maintained, cleared and.sanded--
many times on a.twenty-four-hour-basis .of operation :for Armysupply:
points, air strips, hospitals, and amminition depots.

A. total of 1,100 miles of road was thus maintained. Concurrently,
with this snow and kce removal program,smany road craters were:filled,:
stretches of newly captured roads were swept for mines, and .anti-t"nk

:ditches.filled.,

The amount of semi-permanent timber bridging erected during the
month was considerably less than in December. A compilation of the,
totalazmunt of all bridging. is as,4follows

TYPE OF BRIDGE' NME TOTAL, LENGTH,3IN FEET
Fixed Bailey BridgeM 50 3,770
floating Bailey Bridges 2 960
Fixed Treadway Bridges -37 ,412
Floating.Treadway Bridges. 2 280.
Timber.Bridges 53. 2,721.
fHeavy Ponton ,Bridges 1 160
Infantry SupportBridges 12..1-

One of the. most important timber bridges built was the one con-
structed by the 1306th Engineer General Service Regiment on Route H-51,
north of FLOREVILLE (P-2525) over the SINOIS River near MSNIL (P-3824),
-This was a- U1S-foot, one-way, Class .70 . two-way, Class -40 bridge that

-opened additional, main supply routes. for both-III, and VIII Corps.

.R-4- Caterpillar on'Arsdorf-B~Ade Road Clearing Snow Drifts

Bridge Site Route N-51 Vicinity of Manil

R 4 Caterpillar Tractor Clearing Snow on Arsdorf-Bculade Road:

Sub-freezing temperatures were experienced throughout practically,
'all of January." This necessitated constant and continued sanding of
.those stretches of road where icing conditions were most likely to
prevail. Most of this sanding was done in the manner shown in the
photograph below, where the sand was spread manually over the surface
of the road by men walking behind the upraised body. of slow-moving
duptrucks.

Completed 1ridge Route .N-51 Vicinity of Mesnil

Application of Band to Road Just North of Rodt Lea EUR
Luxembourg

Other timber bridges were built in the area to the east of METZ
(U-8658) :in BOUZONEVILLE (.4-1378), and KEDANGE (U-9879), permitting
the release of Bailey bridging. Two eight-foot Bailey bridges on the
main supply route through ET E BRUCK (P-8240) were replaced by one-
way, Class 70 - two-way, Class 40 timber spans by the 1303rd Engineer
General Service Regismnt.

Under construction at that time was a timber bridge to replace
two Bailey bridges over the MOSELLE River in METZ (U-8658),. and a
timber trestle overpass on Route N-418 on the railroad tracks inTHION-
VI= (U-8685).
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*cause of the static condition of the front, an appreciab!..
ir amount of tactical bridging .was placedin the"X Corps area

thia month .thin.duing the previous month. The only bridge of
)preciable. sie erected in this *ector was the floating Bailey
I constructed at UCKANCE (U-8679)to replace the heavy ponton
rat this point. The remainder of the bridges consisted mainly
rt Bailey and treadway bridges of from twenty to fifty feet,
over.road craters and.- blownculverts."

rhe bulk of tactical bridging of any. outstanding size was accom-
3d, by the XII Corps engineer.units in their sector of the AR-
salient. These bridges were constructed principally over the
and. SURE-Rivers and their tributaries in the vicinity of DIE-
(P-8742) and ETTELBRUCK (P-8240) to support the assault cros-
of these rivers by. elements of the 5th and 80th Infantry Divi-,

SEvery bridge in ETTELBRUCK (P-8240).. was destroyed by the re-
ing enew-, necessitating the construction, of four Bailey bridges.

This system of bridges consisted of 'two eighty-foot,, double- .
s Bailey bridges, one ninety-foot, triple-single Bailey bridge,
ne 130-foot, double-double Bailey bridge.,

-Foot Double Single Bailey Bridge-Soutt
on Route N-26

5telbruck Eighty-Foot Double-Single Bailey Bridge at Each Sur

try Sul

Sure River

ngle Bailey Bridge at Lutzl

ring the month XII Corps engineer troops constructed a
s, 40 floating Bailey bridge at SCHENEN (Q40198),over
River to replace the ferry that had been in operation at

Treadway Bridge South of Diekirch over
r Artillery Fire - Built by l135th Engin

LI further east additional tactical bri
or at MOASTPOFF (P-92942) to supplement
re a' forty-foot, double-single Bailey br
Dot, triple-single Bailey bridge and en
Ion to the aforementioned bridges, nume
oted over blown culverts and craters.,

ing w

iii 3 SUPPLY

The supply of engineer equipment to the Army dUring the month of
January consisted primarily of field fortification materials, replac-"
ing of combat losses and snow removal equipment. Approximately 275
tons of explosives were used to prepare bridges for demolition in.
forming a barrier in the face of the enemy breakthrough. Large quan-
ttiles cf barbed wire and concertina were issued for flank protection.
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An the result of battle losses, it was n eary to re-equip two

divisions,, four Engineer combat battalions., .one Engineer light equip-,

ent comny, tvo. Engineer light ponton coepanies and a number of
FeldArtillery units.

Large demands were made on the Armydepots. for battle replace--ments for ClsaTI Enginmer supplies, particularly Engineer sets.,a -of these requirements were filled with material ecuated from

Advance Section.ConaunicatioqeZone Engineer Depot. E-513 at LIBRAMONT
(P-3149) at the' time that this depot was in danger of. being overrun
during the-enemy winter ofensive. -Without -the supplies thus obtained,
serious table of.. equipmant shortages in combat units. would have rie-
maindunfilled at a critical time in the%,tactical situation.'

Good quantities of heavy equipment were released from Advance
Section Cmmunications Zone depots during the latter part-of the
.month. After being issued to troops, this equipment-practically co.n-
:plted the reorganisation.of all combat battalions in the Armiy.

Lumber requirementsa-.nd productive capacity of all Armies were
discussed at a meeting held by Communications Zone. The purpose'of
the meeting TAs to coordinate the supply of lumber between Armies.. It
was decided that Third U.S., Army should cootinue to receive lumber from
Southern Lines of Communication to augment other sources.: The first.

shipments of previously allocated lumber, from Southern Lines of Com-
munication were received at Army depots during the last half of Jan-

uary.

Because of limited bridge building activities early in the month,
depot stocks of tactical lumber increased to over a million board feet.
Hoever, toward the end of the month, heavy issues sharply reduced this

stock.'

Average stocks of engineer supplies o hand in all Army dep otsi
during the month. were:

ClassI.-1625.long tons..
Class IV -13,500 long tons
Clasas V- 720 long -tons.

Class II:and ClassjIV were issued from Depot No. 14 at A=ION
(P6122), while bridging and tactical lumber were issued-from Depot
Ho. 3 'at. ESCH (P-7301). An advanced dump, supporting III and VIII
Corps and stocking bridging and lumber, was bpened at BOURCY (P-6264).
For the first time during operations, civilian labor ems employed in
Army Engineer depots. A total of sixty men were continuously employed
:at Depots Noe. 13 and 14.

All Engineer supplies except heavy equipment-were delivered to
Army Engineer depots by rail. Heavy equipment was moved formard mostly
by Army truck. In a few instances, movement of supplies was made by
Advance Section Communications Zone truck, Inter-depot movement of;supplies and delivery of lumber from sawmills to depots continued to
be handled by the l34th Engineer Combat Group, to which unit the fol-
lowing organizations were attached:

87th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion
• 553d Engineer Heavy Pbnton Battalion
293d Engineer Combat Battalion
58 8th Engineer Light Ponton Company
528th Engineer Light Ponton Company
1369th Engineer Dump Truck, Company
"370th Engineer Dump Truck Company.

Approximately 1,630 tons of Engineer supplies were moved to Army
Egineer depots from Communications Zone during the month. Army. trucks
transported 1,860 tons of Engineer. supplies to Army Engineer depots,
excluding inter-depot movements.

During the month the amount of maintenance required on Engineer.
equipment was gradually increasing. This was attributed tonormal wear

and tear resulting from continuous use of the equipment. At.a meeting
of 41 commanding officers of Engineer maintenance companies of Third'
U.S. Army, a standard procedure was established whereby Engineer main-
tenance companies would act in the capacity of sub-depots for second
echelon spare parts for units which they serve. With the exception
of certain components of second echelon spare parts and tools for re-
pair sets, the supply of spare partS was adequate.

During the month, a total of fifty-nine contracts were processed.
The majority of these were in cohnection with items necessary for camou-
fge, modification of bridges and RHINE River requirements. Contracts
which involved the fabrication of any items were complicated by the
fact "that' most contractors, were lacking stockor raw materials,.

"In the fabrication of the M-2 treadway saddles
0 twenty-two sep-

arate contracts had to be processed in -order to procure the materials

necessary for their construction. All of this material had to be hauled
byArmy transportation and :delivered to ,the contractor.. In addition. to
this, the contractor 'had to be. supplied with coal for the ,forges, car-
bide for the Production of acetylene., and welding rod. To procure- these.
items, it wis necessary. to process additional contracts with, civilian
firms, using- Army transportation for deliVery'to the contractor.

::The fabrication of treadway supporting spacers involved additional
problems. Since the production of these, required overtime work, it.,.
was necessary to secure the approval of the French labor officials..
Authority for the consumption of additidnal electric power for the con-
tractors also had to be arranged for through French officials.

The production of oxygen, acetylene, nitrogen and carbon dioxide,
were less complicated, but still involved the procuring of raw materials.
and use of Army transportation. : Either coke or carbide was required-by
the contractors -for. the ,prodction of.:these gases. The residual from
the production of acetylene mas found to be satisfactory for camouflag-
ing of vehicles.

Materials f or snow suits were procured-frum contractors in PARIS
(6-0544)v EPINAL (V-0413).anid BRUSSELS (J-4255),tgehe with.:some
local, firms.

IV: - MAXPS.

No new mapping ems undertaken during Janu.ary. Work consisted pri-
marily of revision of existing maps.

A color-separation project of the GSGS 44.14series of maps in the
Third U.S. Army zone of advance was undertaken. 'It consisted of seventy-
nine. sheets and involved the separation of woodlands. Eighteen sheets
of this project were completed and prepared. for reproduction.

Five sheets of, the GSGS4414 series were revised, color was sep-
arated, and the maps prepared for reproduction. TheArmy Topographic
Battalion was plotting defense overprints from photographs annotated
by the. Army' Photo Center.. The plotting of this data with respect to
the basic map was accomplished by means of reflecting projectors..

A map distribution table for an armored division was prepared on
the basis of Third U.S. -Army map allowances to facilitate distribution
to divisional units by the division map depot.

:
.The :reproduction program consisted primarily of 1/25,000 scale

ma. A total of 114.sheets were reproduced in quantities: ranging from
10,000 to 18,000 each, a total, of approximately 1,r487,000 copies.

Ninety-four gelatin reproduction jobs were turned:out for a total
of 5#,375 copies.

Terrain model requests were limited to the 1/50,000 scale pressed:
papier-mache type. These.models were secured from the Office of the...
Chief Engineer, Headquarters Communications Zone,

...:The Army Survey Center perfomed several miscellansous survey
missions, including a telephone pole line and radar sites. The river
gauges at TOUL (U.641O) and METZ(U-8658) were re-established on the
.normal null elevations.

V -INTELLIGENCE

The task of obtaining new data on bridges and bridge sites on a..
different sector of theRHINE.River wasIcommenced. This.Information
was to be maintained in the ~form of a dossier with stereopairs' of the
bridge and bridge sites, photo interpretations and traces to include

bthe road net on both the east and West banks'of the river..

Various studies uch as 'Leveling System on or near the RHINE
HRiver,,""Hosd end Bridge Study,, East of theRINE River,," "Climate of-
Southern Germany," were distributed to interested units. Engineer
3htelligence Notes.No. 1 and Engineer intelligence Bulletins Nos.1,
.2, and 3 were'produced and distributed to Army Engineer units.

The 2890th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team (Research) con-
tinued to search f or and examine German engineer equipment. Such
equipment as the new type magnetic shape charge, three. kilogram demo-
lition charge.,"Brettatuckaine,'l and portable flamethrower were ex-
amined. The teamialso gave lectures and demonstrations on mines and
booby.t ral Engineer units..

VI- WATER SUPPLY

During the month Army troops operated fourteen water points and

S E C

.five water distributing points., Arm water points produced approxi-
• mately 3,650,00 gallons .'of water during this period. The l5lth and
1512th Engineer Water SupplY. Companies. delivered water-t prisoner of.
war enclosures and Ar hospitals., Supplying of water to the city of
METZ (U-8658) for .civilian consumption. ws :discontinued after the city.
system had been repaired.

VUI -CAMOUFAGE

Pattern painting of vehicles for snow camouflage was continued,
and by the end of the month approximately-ninety percent of all ar-
moed vehicles had been painted.

The productionof snow camouflage suits was speeded up asmuch
as possible so that by the end of the month approximately 50,000 snow
suits had been issued,.

The problem of camouflaging radar installations was difficult;
because such installations were of necessity-situated in open fields
on high ground. The .best that could be hopedi forwas to:make the site.
less conspicuous by paying particular attention to track discipline.-
In a typical case of camouflaging a Signal Aircraft Warning Battalion,
the entire installation, except the sounding devices, 'was covered with
:a steel net, well garnished and spray painted white. The result was
,an inconspicuous white mound which gave ample room for movement, thus
concealing tracks in the area. The'sounding devices which rotated con-

,.tinuously and a few scattered sheds were painted white. Tracks lead-.
ing to the area were kept to a minimum and vehicles were-parked in the
nearbywoods. Additional snowfall was advantageous, because the snow
piled up on the mound to add to the Illusion.

Inspections were carried out continuously and reports .submitted
periodically. The units inspected showa marked interest in winter
camouflaging and. did their beat to act upon all.recommendations made.

STo effect camouflage in their areas, pattern painting, dispersion and
strict track discipline were practiced.

VIII - FIRE DEFSE

Army 'fire fighting units were attached to Quartermaster gas supply
,companies operating Class III installations to provide immediate pro-
tection.. Theyalso assisted in setting up fire defense at-Class V and
railhead installations and were-available on call to give assistance
throughout the Army area.

Advance Section Comunications Zone provided only.avery mall
amount of immediate protection to Army installations, since units for-.
merly employed in-the Army area were required for their own use during
the German counterattack.,

Fire protection for LUXEMBOURG (P-8413) and vicinity continued to
be furnished by the LUXEMBOURG .(P-81.3) City Fire Department' and the
fire truck unit attached to:the 1092d Engineer Utilities Detachment .

of this Headquarters.
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.W ~W . G 468 Mb -V6 .tioe And experimenting with special rivercrossing equipment.

n 2 February, .the 280th, r202d 187th Engineer Combat Battalions,
'10thEngineerNteavy tontes Battalion, 633d Engineer Light Equipment-
Campazn and the 1370th Engineer Dump Truck Company were relieved of .

assignment to Third U.S. Arny and assigned to Ninth U.S..ArmV.

On 3 February one equipment platoon of the 676th Engineer Light
Equipment Company was detached from the 1303rd Engineer General Service
Regiment and attached to the 1301st Engineer General Service Regiment

• to offset the loss of the 633d Engineer Light Equipment Company, which
ad been. attached to. the latter regiment.

On 4 February, the light equipage platoon of the 513th Engineer.
Light Ponton Company was temporarly detached from.III Corps and attached
to InI Corps to support its tactical operations. Shortly-thereafter
III Corps operations increased and turned to the east, and it was neces-
sary tO replace this light equipage platoon with that from the 511th
Engineer"Light Penton Companyunder VIII Corps.

Effective 5 Fabruary, the 179th Engineer Combat Battalion was da-
tached..fromthe X .Corps and attached to XII Corps to support its, con-
tinuing northward drive.

Engineer Operational 'Instruction No. 27 was published on 5:Febru-
a establishing new areas of responsibility. On 9'February the 72d
Eineer Light Pbnton ComPany was relieved of assignment to Third .U.S.
Army:and assigned First U.S..Army.

On 9 February the ll24th Engineer Combat Group arrived and was
attached to XI Corps. Effective 11 February, the III Corps was re-
lieved of assignment to Third U.S. Army and all engineer supporting
units with- the. exception of the 2942d Engineer Technical Intelligence

Team were relieved of attachment to that corps and attached to VIII
Corps.

Enineer Operational Instruction No. 28 was published on 12 Febru-
ary. On this date also the 18th, 284th and 1255th Engineer Combat
Battalions, 'which had been employed in an Infantry role, were trans-
forred to First U.S. Army.

On 16 February the II Corps river crossing .operations had been
Completed and the light equipage platoon of the 513th .Engineer Light
Ponton Compary was returned to its parent organization.

The 1366th and 1367th Engineer Dump Truck Companies arrived on
20 February and were attached to the 1134th ngineer Combat Group .and
V1II Corps, respectively,. The 87th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion.
was detached from the 134th Engineer Combat Group on 22 February, and
ti 160th Engneer.Combat Battalion was detached from the XII Corps and
attached to XX Corps at the same time.

Effective 24 February the 1324th Engineer Combat Group was relieved
of assignment to Third U.S. Arm and assigned to Ninth U.S, Army. Engi-
neer Operational- Instruction No. 29 was pdblished on 26 February etab-,lishg +new areas of responsibility. On 27 February the 632d Enginear
ight tEquipment C"pany end thel=3d. Enineer Combat Group were attached

to Ninth U.S. Army. To ofset the lose of the 11034,Engineer CombatGrou p in the XI Corps, the 2137th Engineer Combat Group.wa transferred
from VIII Corps to III Corps effective the same date.

h dipoitin of engineer troops on 28 Febrar was s follows:
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water. -In addition -to the natural hazards encountered, the ene.mwa
strongly-emplaced on the far shore in pillboxes and natural rock. for-
mations, with the result that many of the boats which, did cross succes-
sfully -were.lcet to enemy fire before a.-return.trip could be made.-.

The bridges constructed initially to support, these three divisions..
that is, Infantry: support bridges, were knocked out. by enemy artillery
or by. floating objects in the water before they could be secured by.
guide lines. Twelve Infantry and expedient foot bridges were lost and,
two of the. three rafts, tried-were washed away after one, night-of-.use.
.A footbridge and ferry were finally established across the SURE River -
at ECHTERNACH (L-0535).

Durig the period 5 .February to 10 February all supply, reinforce-

z+ent and evacuation across the SURE River were carried on by boat-under.
extremely. hazardous conditions. Every means of getting boats..across
the river was tried--paddling, pulling by rope, outboard motors, and
towing and guiding with cables. .At best, however, it was a dangerous
..operation.;

Five days after the initial crossing, sufficient Infantry had'been
crossed to clear enemy observation, of the river and treadway bridge.s
were constructed and maintained, despite occasional damage to the floats
by artillery fire,. The treadway bridge at ECHTERCH (L 0535)is -shown
below.

Engr Surv Ln Dot
Ingr Util Det-
Engr TIT (R)
Unit N-2
329th Harbor :Craf
Engr Mobile Sit T,

9 -COSTRUCTION

Brides.4and Roads

During this month tactical river crossing operations exceeded
thoseeof any previous similar periods of time, inasmuch as the terrain
encountered in-the MOSELLE Valley-and adjacent areas was. dissected by
numerous streams, all of which flow into the MOSELLE River, so that
the advances made astride the river required a continuous series of
crossings of the contiguous streams and several crossings of the MOSELLE
itself to provide lateral coemunications, To support the operations,
the following bridging was accomplished:

Bailey bridg -ffixed) .8#965--feet -
Bailey bridges (floating) 4 1,503 feet
Treadway bridges (floating) 11 2,652 feet
Treadway bridges (fixed) 49 1,650 feet
Heavy Ponton. bridges 3 940 feet
Infantry support bridges 5 6.2 feet
Footbridges 19 3,000 feet
Timber trestle bridges Total=feet

Total 25 302feet

Successful assault crossings were ode, s al against strong enemy
Opposition,. over theOUR, SAUER, NIMS and FRIN Rivers on the north sec-
tor of'the front and of the SAAR and MOSELL= Rivers on the south sec-
tor.

interesting axiom as a basis for future supply planning was
determtned.as a result of these operations; that is, that calculations
for streamorossing0 equipment.should nutbe baeed on a single river

240-Foot Floating Treadway Bridge Across Sure River
At Echternach

However, once these bridges were in and armor was able tocross,
the river valley was opened up and despite sporadic artillery-fire, it
was possible to construct Bailey bridges which secured the'.crossing.

Bailey bridges were quickly constructed at WEILEACH (L-0338),
DILLMGM (P-9839), BEPRNDORF (P-9143), WALLENDORF (P-9642), ECTER-
NACH (L-0535), VIANDIE (P-9049) and MOTH (P-9148),

ot Bailey Bridge Across Sure iAver at Weailerbach



at Echternach

Our River

3ailey Bridge Across Sure fiver at Betters

200-Foot Bailey Bridge Across Our River at Roth

Bailey Bridge Across Prum River at Peffingen

-advancing column of the Fourth Armored Divis
a bridge across the NIIS River-at RITTERSDORF

250-Foot Bailey Bridge Across Sure River at W

300-Foot Baey Bridge Across Sure River at Schte

120-Foot Bailey Bridge Across Our River South of Roth

lowing this crossing, the advance vas pushed eastward 1
Ly rugged country with steep-sided rocky cliffs toward I
The advance in this area was impeded by numerous cratej
ftore as many. as sixfixed treadway or Bailey bridges M
ted -in a single-mile.

Bridge Across Nim River at Rittersdorf

end of the montb .the advance to the east ha(
kd strong advances were being made' astride the
ivers toward the .south. A heavy ponton bridg4
MOSSILE River at WORMELDANE (1-0413)'as a lal
Corps &nd XX Corps.



'idge Across Our River at.Oberhausen

ton Bridge Across Moselle River at Wormeldange

tof the Third U.S. Army.front, VIII Corps' dire
Lso ran o*rendicular to the courseof the OURa

Timber I

Third Bailey Bridge. Across Our River at Aael

the'HOfEUE iver.- XX E.roe -- which k.ha ben i

;his croa
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Floating Treadway Bridge Across .Saar River at Reich

t Bailey B

Bailey Bridge Across Our
an early hour.

at Auel

Bailey Bridge Across Our River at Bisenbach Igo Acr( TreAdway.Bridge Acros a, Saar River at Taben



Another treadway-bridge was constructed at SMRIG (L-1609) and
this bridge was successfully miatained intact In spite of enexV. fire.

Treadway Bridge Across Saar River at Serrig

Farther north in the'vicinity. of SAARBIRG (L-1$13) And OCKFU
(L-1614)9 another assault crossing-"was executed. When the, bridgeheaid
had bssn expended sufficiently,, two'heavry ponton bridges were can-,
structed there.e

285-Foot Timber Trestle.River over Sauer River:at Boflendorf

A 230-foot timber trestle bridge was constructed across the SAUER
River at RESDORF. (P-9442), in five days, the bridge being opened to all
types of military traffic on 20.-February.

At ECHTERNACH, even before the Bailey bridge was completed, a two-
way pile bent bridge:was started on 21 February. When completed, this'
was a 670-foot bridge.

Timber Trestle Bridge at Uckange

One Way.T ..aff•o
Heavy Ponton Bridges Across Seer River at Saurburg

lAzardous bridging experiences during the month were the removing
and salvaging of four floating Bailey bridges from the MOSS= River,
Because of the sudden breakup of the, ice on the river, high tlee
qtrqtchiqgc *petely across the. stream swept down and damaged several

, ofthe foats.

Roads

Road maintenance, repair and reconstruction work during the month
was a much greater engineering task than that of, any previous comparable
period. Frost action during the early part of the month rendered many
miles of roads impassable, particularly in the VIII Corps sector and
the vital supply routes in support of this corpe.

All available engineer troops were used on road maintenance and.
reconstruction work. In addition,, approxmately 3,000 civilian. laborers
and.550 prisoners of war were employed with hand tools to open drainage
ditches and to assist in repair of road failures...

General Construction

General construction included building and-maintaining liaison,
air stripe and laying landing mats thereon; construction of prefabri-
cated shelters and command posts for Infantry troops; onstructing gun

sing. Battle losses in assault boats and power utility'boats contri-
buted most in.reducing the reserve.

As the result of the deterioration of main supply routes-in for-.
ward .areas, demands were made on depots for road materials,... graders,
rock crushers, road , rollers and sheepfoot rollers. With.,the exception
of rock crushers, most equipment-was obtainable from Army. aiid :Advance'
iSection .Ciunications Zone... The shortage of rock crushers was gener-

.ally offset by the production of crushed rock from civilian crushers.

Materials and equipment for the RHINE River crossing continued to
.

be assembled. "Shortages still existed, but indications were that the
majority of equipment.would,'be .available in sufficient.time for*the,',
operation.•

S iAs in the previous month, large quantities of heavy equipment were,
.received from Advance Section C Eanicatioms Zone depots and issued to
troops.- Sufficient shops, motorized, general purpose, were received to
1complsiet the eouipping ofa l1Engineer Combat Battalions, including
Armored Battalions.

Four heavy cranes ranging in capacity from 1 to 2 cubic yards..
arrived andwere issued to General Service Regiments, They were pri-,..

marily intended for use in the RHINE River crossing operatAon; however,
they proved very'helpful. in the erection of fixed bridges currently.
under construction, in addition to giving the crews of these regiments
a chance.to become familiar with the operation .of thse cranes.

Heavy equipment notavailable in quantities required included rock. 1"
crushers, sasll cranes, tar.kettles and road. graders, both towed and..
self-propelled. Requirements for these Iteme were particularlyhigh
because: of road deterioration.'

Anothereffect of the bad road condition was a tremendous demand
for picks, and. shovels used by civilians to supplement labor on the.road
,program. Depot stocks of these items were soon exhausted; however,
quantities sufficient to handle the situation were acquired by borrow-
ing from Ordnance and by emergency pick-ups from Advance Section Com-
munications Zone and Communications Zone depots.

To meet the requirements for crushed rock, three civilian crushers
were operated at .full capacity. These crushers all utilized-blast fur-Inace slag which was crushed and loaded in ra il cars for shipment to for-
ward ralheads. Daily capacities of these plants were:

Plant No. 1 270 tons
Plant No. 2 460 tons
Plant No. 3 440 tons

Depot: stocks of small Class .I iteme, such as hammers, batchets,
.files, welding. and cutting sets and small tools in generals, reached a
.dangerously low level. This condition-was largely the result of the
non-receipt of items requisitioned from Communications Zone. Toward the
end of the month. increasing quantities of supplies were .being delivered
from Advance Section Communications Zone Depot E-513T and Depot No,.
-3-514. This materially relieved the Class II shortage.

Quantities of lumber received and issued during the month were as

Acquired from local civilian sills 534,792 ERR
Supplied by 1391st Engineer Forestry Coepany 216,547 BI7
Received from Southern Lines of Comunications 102,350 B .
Consumed'in bridge construction -80,567 BIE

An increased demand for heavy I-beams (15" to 24" in depth with
lengths up to 52 feet) was noted during the month. It was possible,
however,"to supply all, requirements.

S"E.CRET
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The majority of engineer supplies. were delivered, to Army depots
by rail. Rail facilities were available at Egineer Depot No..,13 for
bridg and lumer and.at.Engineer Depot No. 14 for Class II supplies.

e 031 tone of engineer supplies were. received .by rail,
from Advance Section Communications Zone and Comunications Zone Depots.

Considerable ArmWy rail transportation was utilized for the move-/mnt of engineer supplieos, consistingmainly of lumber, steel I-beams
and road -materials. fro* Army epots to Advance engineer'depots sBerving

Approximately 11, tons of engineer supplies were moved by the
1134th Engineer Combat-Group, usingtransportation: of the -foliowing
engineer:Unite:,

553d Engiineer Heavy Pont on:Battalion
88th" ineer Heavy Pnton Battalion
509th Engineer.Light Equipment Company
293d Engineer Combat Battalion
1366th Engineer Dump TruckCo-pany-.

Transportationof supplies conqiated of hauling logs to civilian.
saw mills, moving lumber from saaills to'engineer depots, transporting
heavy engineer eouipment from Advance SectionCommunications to-Army
depots, and moving supplies forward to advanceengineer supply points.

The amount of maintenance reouired on.engineer heavy equipment
continued ta increase, resulting in a large number of dead-lined mach-
ines. This situation was relieved considerably with the location of an
engineer base shop company of Cimunications Zone approximately forty
miles in therear of theArmWdepot. Prior to this timeithad been
necessary to send equipmnt needing fourth and fifth echelon repairs..
approximately 200 miles to the rear. An adequate supply of spare parts.
and table of equipment replacement equipment were available to the Army.

During the month a total of sixty-one contracts were.processed by
the. Purhasing andContracting Section. The majority of these con-
tracts were for RHINE River project material and modification of pro-
:sent bridging equipment. Contracts for a total of 11,000 treadway sup-
porting spacer bare were placed with civilian firms. By the end of the,
month 2,500 had. been delivered to engineer depots.

Contracts for the modification of seven Bailey bridges were placed
with civilian firts. Two bridges were completed during'the month. A
total of 43,000 tone of crushed slag .was contracted for. Approximately
10,000 tons 'were.shipped to forward areas by rail.

A. list of m'ajor items under contract at the end of the, month fol-.

QUANTiT
Anchors 2 93
Brackets, outboard, assault boat, M-2 100
Brackets, outboard, treadway ferry 50
Guard, finger, Bailey bridge 250
Modification'of Bailey bridge parts:

Clampsl 294
Rasp, button 55
Ramps, plain 84
Swey Brace Extension 190
Transom 200

Parts for Balley bridges:
Bolt, chord 1,000
Pin, panel l1,000

Shoes, pile, cast steel 1,0

Supporting spacer bars, Treadway M-" 7,000
Transom.packing blocks for Baley.bridge 100

No new mapping was undertaken during the month. All miapping conp-
sisted primrily of revision of existing mapa.

The color separation project, 0808 14114, was coepleted during the_
month, Third U.S. Am units now bad -available three-color maps through-
out the entire Army rea at a scale-of 1/25,000 Two sheets were re-
vised and prepared for. reproduction during the math,

In theAlrmy area east of the RHINE River1 a project consisting of
the selection of operational. editions was assigned to the Army Topo-
graphic Battalion. The project consisted of forty-two sheets, GSGS
4414.

Corps photomaptog facilitie produced wn ueaphotomap A4nd
uarge scale. tactical msape.

ad the stock on hand at the encl of t e montn was approxi -
...

ations were received from the army and corpstopolaphic
ges in existing tables of organization andequipment, .
were sutmitted to higher headquarters, together with 'the :
a of the Engineer Section. If approved, these changes
adequate facilities for map distribution and survey with-

models will be made by, the, Engineer Model-Making Detacluent of the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Co=municaticns Zone..

The Arq Survey Center performed several .survy missions,.incud-
ing radar sites. In LLaddition, they supplied the Ml Corps Art"iller
with-level data and. rotated survey squads With the ]L Corps .engineer
survey.elements..

The reproduction program during the month consisted maiyof
1/25,000 and 1/50,000 scale maps. .'Seventy-five sheet of. the 1/25,000
-scale maps were reproduced for a total of.approximately,1,041,000 copies.L

An additional thirty-four sheets were overprintedwtadditional colors.
Ten sheets of the 1/50,000 scale CSGS 4507 series ware reproduced in
quantities averaging 7,500 copies each for a total of approximately..
75,000 copis

-During the month information on the topography and rivers of the
IF IRegion ms gathered and disseminated, Also,information on the
OUR-, SAUER, PRI, K=L and LISER-BACH' Rivere as sent to interestedunits.

'Engineer Intelligence Notes No. 2 and Enginser Intelligence Bul-
1tin No. 4 were produced. and distributed to Army engineerunits. In
addition, 10,000 booklets on German sines and booby traps were sent to
Army'unitsa.

.The 2890th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team continued the
policy of examining enemy engineer equipwnt, such as the 3 kg ball
charge; the large Schu mine; adaptor for the "o mine igniter;- demo-

.lition conversion kit;. Italian friction Lgniter, and a new type ele-
tric igniter. Samples of each of thesedevices were sent to the Office,

-of the Chief, Engineer, Communications. Ze. A new methed ofminefield
laying by the Germans was .also discovered and information on this method
was disseminated to all Units. The team also continued to give lectures
and demonstrations on booby traps to units-of the Army .

VI - WATS SUPPLY.

During the month Army troops opeated thirteen water points d;
ix water distributing points. These water points produced approxi-

mtely 3,560,000 gallons of water Lduring this period.' The'l5llth, and
1512th Engineer Water Suppl Companies delivered water to prisoner .of
war enclosures and AM hespitals.

L With the advent of warmer weather and-the melting of snow., the
painting of armored vehicles for snow terrain was diecontinued.. TheL
deactivated carbide residue used on the vehicles as removed by the
as. of water and brushes.

The manufacture of snow suits was discontinued toward the end of
the monthl, all fabric previously out having been processed, and the
suite delivered.

Camouflage of the radar unit of-the 563rd Signal Aircraft Waring
Battalion was re-convertLed to summer typel using drapes and nete.

L Posters, designed to awaken interest in end toL promote conscious-'
nne of the need of camouflage,:were produced and distributed. 'Cafm-
flage face paint in green and brown of a theatrical grease, paint type
was. distributed to troops,

One trailer-pomp unit pumped oaer from the OUR River over a 300-
foot cliff to a regiment of the 76th Infantry Dtvision for fivedays
.to reieve hand-carrying of water by the regimant.

..-. C. .O. .TICK .

The following letter. was receiv.ed from the #W.Co.dan.dfor-

warded to all third U.S. Amy Engineers:,

"UiADQUAMER
THIRD UNITED STATES AWH

f fice of the ComaningGneral
APO:,403

5, February 1945

SUBJECT: Comndation,

TO The Army Engineer, Officer, Third Army.,

1. Please accept for yourelf and pass on to the officers and.
men. of- your units 'the -sincere appreciation and, atairation iof all the
other elements of the Third.Army for the workyucavoay awml ishd

2.. Over countless rivers and tank ditches In flooded Lorraine
you 'constructed and mintained innumerable bridges. You cleared -and.
reconditioned thousands of miles of road.

3.Your work in the recent operation in Belgium and Luxmbourg
has bean equally outstanding and has been accomlished under still
mpoeintolerable condtions of weather and terrain.

Ii. Without the stimulus of combat, Yet suffering ]Los*es from
eemyfre, you have built-the bridges lacking which the German Pene-

tration. could not have been. obliterated.

5. Ech and every officer and man of the Third'Army Engineer Units
is hereby hightly coeended for the superior manner in which his tasks
.have been performed.

:6. You will apprie all units concerned of the contants of this

letteyr. t te+icr p to n dlain f l h

s/t/ C. S,. PAMA , JR.,
Liu.General, U.'S. Ar

Coesanding.'

**
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...CHAPTERI,
MARCH.OPERATIONS

I -'OPERATIONS,

The major-disposition of: engineer 'troops at the. beginning of this&
period.,remAined unchanged. The. 16th.Engineer .GeneralServiceRegi
ment -remained in. upport o the VIIICorps -the 1303d Engineer. General
Service Regimt in support of theXII Corps, the lb3OgstnEngr CS Regi-

bment in support-of the UX Corps and the ll34th Engineer Combat Group
continued its mission of coordinatingdepot haulage activities and.
experimenting with special river crossing equipment.

In order to provide flexibility of Army support to the 'Corps the
1123d Engineer Combat Group, including the 145th,183d, 188th and.
249th Engineer. Combat Battalions and the 770th Engineer Dump Truck
Company,.was detached from VIII Corps and placed in support thereof
under Army control, effective 2 March. To provide equipment for this
group, one platoon of the 609th Engineer Light Equipment Company was:
detached 1306th Engineer General Service Regiment and attached thereto.-

On 2 March the 87th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion was detached,
from XX Corps and attached to l34th .Engineer Combat Group to be re-..
loaded.and.held in Army reserve.

On 2 March the 285th Engineer Combat Battalion, which had been
operating in an Infantry role in the XII Corps, reverted to-Engineer.
control and remained attached XII Corps.

At 031800A March Engineer Operational Instruction No* 30 was pub-,
olished effecting. the above noted transfers and assigning new areas of
responsibility. -By this time the push of the-VIII.Corps to the east
was proceeding satisfactorily and the 1123d Engineer Combat Group was
in support thereof and in. turn supported by the 1306th Engineer Gene-
ral Service Regiment. The missions of the 1303d and 1301st Engineer
General Service Regiments and the ll34th Engineer Combat Group re-
mained unchanged.

Effective 3 March the 961st Engineer Maintenance Company, less
ist maintenance platoon., was detached .VIII Corps and attached XX Corps
to:provide maintenance facilities to that Corps.

Effective:4 March the"513th Engineer Light Ponton.Company was
detached VIII Corps and attached to. XX Corps, which corps was pushing.
steadily to the east.

-Effective 7 March, the 2d platoon of the 996th Engineer Treadway
Bridge Company was detached VIII Corps aod attached XII Corps to sup-port its operation which was progressing rapidly to the east, north
of the MOSELLE River.

.The 2d platoon, 729th Engineer Depot Company arrived on 071200A.
March and was attached to 459th Engineer Depot Company.

Effective 9 March the light equipage platoon of the 509th Engi-
neer Light Ponton Company from the ll34th Engineer Combat Group and
the-remainder of the. 996th. Engineer Treadway Bridge Company from VIII
Corps were attached.to XII Corps to support its planned assault of the
MOSELLe River.

On 10: March the 658th Engineer Light Equipment Company arrived
from the LE HAVRE (L-4828) area. This company was not employed opera-.
tionally as it was attached to Seventh U.S. Army by Twelfth U.S. Army

.Group to be moved by 15 March. The unit moved out of Third U.S. Arm'
area on .15 March.

On 10 March, Company A, 87th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion,
and on 14 March the remainder of the battalion, were detached ll34th..
SEngineer Combat Group and attached to XII Corps.

At 101800A March, Engineer Operational Instruction No. 31 was
published effecting the above noted transfers and establishing new
areas of responsibility. By this time the VIII Corps was being pinched
out on the north and the II Corps was-moving rapidly to the east. In
order to support the XII Corps operation the 1306th Engineer General
Service Regiment was pulled Out from behind the l123d Engineer Combat
Group and placed, in support of the 1303d Engineer General Service,
Regiment to permit them to push up into the XII Corps area. The mis-
sions of the l3Olst Engineer General Service Regiment and 1134th Engi-
neer Combat Group remained unchanged.

On 10 Marchthe 178th. Enineer Combat Battalion was detached
VIII Corps and attached XX Corps effective 11 March.

• By 12 March. the drive of the XII Corps had reached break-through..
proporion9, and.it accordinglywas given the mission of -turning south.
across the IMSELLE to out-flank-the German forces in firont of the-A
.orps, south of theMOSELLE. Once again ThirdU.S. Army engineers
faced the task of, providing engineer means to force the .M3SEI .- River.,,.
At 1800A March 12 Engineer Operational Instruction No. 32 was pub-,
lished assigning new areas of .responsibility and pushing the 1303d "
Engineer General Service Regiment well forward into the XII Corps.
area,. Missions of all- Arm troops remained unchanged*,.

On 14 March the 1367th Engineer Dump Truck Company was detached''
VIII Corps and attached ll34th..Engineer Combat Group to support its
haulage activities,

Effective 16 March the let maintenance platoon of thet96 at
Engineer Maintenance Company was detached VIII Corps"and attached
XX Corps, to complete the transfer of this company,.

On16 March the 1258th Engineer Combat Battalion, which had been
'

operating in an infantry role.in XX Corps, reverted to Engineer, con-."
'trol and remained attached to XX Corps.

At.1618OOA March Engineer Operational Instruction No. 33 (Annex
No. 9) was published assigning new areas of responsibility. By this
time XII Corps had successfully crossed the MOSELLE Riverand'was
pushing aggressively to the south just west of the RHINE River. Engi-
neer missions remained unchanged.-

The l700th ,Engineer Combat Battalion arrived from the LE HAVRE
(L4828). area on 17 March and was attached to the .1134th Engineer Com-
bat .Group.to assist in the salvage of tactical bridging- and its return
to depot stock.

Effective 18 March the 88th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion, less
Copany-B-was-relieved from attachment to XII Corps and attached to
ll34th Engineer Combat Group in order to pick up tactical bridging
in place and complete basic bridge load from depot stock.

On 18 March the-10Oth Engineer Treadway:Bridge Company arrived
from the LE, HAVRE (L-4828) area and was attached to the XX Corps to.
supportits operations.

Effective 20 March, the 5llth Engineer. Light Ponton Company was,
detached VIII Corps and attached XII Corps.

By 20 March, the 88th.Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion had com-
'pleted loading .and. it was detached l134th Engineer Combat Group and
-attached to XIICorps effective that date to provide additional bridg-
ogi over the. OSEIL. "

.Effective 20 March, the 770th Engineer'Dump TruckCompany was de-
tached l23dEngineer Combat Group. and attached to. ll34th Engineer Com-
bat Group to provide increased depot haulage facilities to meet the
moving situation..

By the night of .10 March the plans of the II Corps for assault,
of the RHINE were being completed and the. 13Olst Engineer General Ser-
vice Regiment was alerted to move up necessary materials and erection.
crews for one anti-personhel boom over the RHINE River. On 20 March
the Regiment .was instructed to move up the remaining anti-personnel
and anti-barge materials which had been assembled at AESP No. B to pro-
vide a total of four each,.

By 20 March, the drive of the XII Corps had again reached break-
" through proportions and the l123d Engineer Combat Group including the

183d, 145th and 249th Engineer Combat Battalions was attached thereto
to provide adequate engineer support. The 2d platoon of the 609th,, .
Engineer Light Equipment Company was relieved of attachment from the
1123d Engineer Combat Group and attached to the 1306th Engineer General
Service Regiment. effective the same date.

The plans of the XX Corps for assault of the RHINE River were also
being completed and the 188th Engineer Combat Battalion was detached
1123d Engineer Combat Group and attached to XX Corps effective 20 March,
to provide additional engineer support. , •

The.light equipage platoon of the 509th Engineer Light Ponton
'Company was detached XII Corps and attached X Corps effective 21
March.

On 21 March the 1535th Engineer Dump TrUck Company arrived from
the. LHAVRE (L-4828) area and was attached to the. l34th Engineer Com-
bat Group.to support its haulage activities.

On 22 March the 264th.Engineer Combat Battalion. and the 1270th Engi-
neer Combat Battalion arrived from the 13 HAVRE (L-4828)area and
were attached to the 1126th Engineer Combat Group, the dvenced detach-.
ment of which had closed into the Army area 18 March with the main body,

of the l126th: Engineer Combat Group closing in on 26.March. The -26thEngineer Combat Group was placed in support of the VIII:1 Corps.'

The 1154th Engineer Combat Group arrived from the .LE HARE, (L-4828)
area on 22.March and was attached to the UX Corps effective that date.

At 221800A March, Engineer Operational .Instruction.No 34 wa s
published establishing new areas of' responsibility and-placing the
.1126th Engineer Combat Group in support'of VIII-Corps. By this time.
the VIII. Corps on the north had been'given the mission of: crossing
the RHINE in the vicinity of BOPPARD (L-81e), the XII Corps, had com- -
pleted its plan for assault of the RHINE in the OPPINHEIM (M-4439)
area and jumped off at 222200A. March and the X Corps had been pinched
out on.the south by shift of inter-group boundary. Consequently, the
•178th and-188th Engineer Combat Battalions were detached effective,,
.22 March from X .Corps and attached VIII Corps to support its RHINE
operations. The lOlOth Engineer Treadway Bridge Company. was Ldetached
XXCorps and attached to U34th Engineer Combat Group as Army reserve
and to complete reloading from depot.stock. On 24 March' this compa
was: attached• VIII COrps.

On 23. March the 2727th and 2728th.Engineer Light Equipment, Com-
panies arrived from the LE HAVRE (L-4828) area and were attached to
the 1126th Engineer Combat Group and 1301st Engineer General Service
Regiment respectively. Effective upon release by the 2728th Engineer
Light Equipment Company, the 2d platoon of the 676th Engineer Light
.Equipment Company was detached 13Olst Engineer General Service Regi-.

ment. and attached 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment..

On 23 March the 1012th.Engineer Treadway-Bridge Company closed
into the:Army area from the.LE HAVRE (L-428) area, and was attached
to the VIII Corps to support its operations on the RHINE River.

Effective 24 March, the 2d platoon of the 997th Engineer Tread-
1 way Bridge Company was detached U Corps and attachedXII Corps to
support its RHINE and MAIN River operations.

Effective 24 March, the 548th Engineer"Light Ponton Company,less"
light equipage platoon, was detached XX Corps and attached VIII Corps-
to support its RHINE River operations.

Effective 24 March, the 87th Engineer Heavy Pontun Battalion was,-
detached XII Corps and attached to the 3134th Engineer Combat Group'
for-the purpose of hauling floating Bailey bridges from AESP No.: 8
to, the RHINE River.

Effective 4 March, the 287th Engineer Combat Battalion was
attached to 1125th Engineer Combat Group, which group closed into the
Anm area from LE HAVRE (L-4828) on 25 March. The 287th Engineer
Combat Battalion closed into the Army area on 26 March.

On 26 March the 181st Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion arrived
fromlFirst U.S. Ary and was attached to the 1134th Engineer Combat.
Group for the purpose of hauling floating Bailey bridging'from AEP'

.No. 8.

On 26 March, the 1266th Engineer Combat Battalion arrived from,
the LE HAVRE*(L-4828) area and was attached to the 125th Engineer
Combat-Group, which had.been given a task mission of picking up rear
area tactical bridging ,no longer needed 'for operations and hauling
"it forward.

By 26.March theXX Corps was given the mission of crossing over
the XII Corps and crossing the RHINE in the vicinity ofMAINZ (M-3856).
To support its operations the 997th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company
,was detached XII Corps and attached X Corps effective 26 March..

By. 26 March the XII Corps had successfully crossed the-RHINE
..and was pushing rapidly to the north and east. To provide for con-
struction of three floating Bailey bridges over the RHINE at MAINZ
(M-3856), OPPENIIM (M-4439), and BINGEN (M-1252), the 1123d Engineer
Combat Group with the 145th, 183d and 249th Engineer Combat Battalions
were detached XII Corps and reverted to Amry control for this mission.

At 282400A March Engineer Operational Instruction No. 35 was
published effecting the above noted transfers and. assigning new areas
of responsibility and missions as follows:

a. 123d Engineer Combat Group: Construct Class 40 floating
Bailey bridges at MAINZ (M-3856), OPPUNHEIM (M-439) and BINGEN
.M-1252) and maintain all bridges upon completion over RHINE River
.in zone.

b. 1125th Engineer Combat Group: Perform all engineer work
in zone and support 1126th Engineer Combat Group.

c. 1126th Engineer Combat Group: Perform all engineer work
in zone. and support VIII Corps..

C RET



a. 34th Engineer cnat Group: .Continue coordination .or
depot haulage activities and coordinate and control the delivery end
aperation-of NavalLCVP' s and LOU's in the RHINE River operations.

e. 130st Engineer General Service Regiment: Perform All
engineer work in aone, support Xl Corps, construct all anti-personnel-
-and anti-barge boms in RHINE.River inArW soneand construct fixed.
bridge over RHINE River at OPPIHE3M (11-4439).'

fL 1303d Engineer General Service Regiment: Perform all
:engineer work in zone, support .XII Corps, continue assistance to Naval
:Unit N-2 and construct fixed bridge over RHINE River at MAINZ (-3856).

. :1306th Engineer General Service Regiment:- Perform all
engineer .work. in sone, construct barge bridge over RHINE River and be
prepared to support '1303dEpgineer General Service Regiment...

..:h, Separate Army Units: _No change._

Effective 27. March the _8th Engineer Combat Battalion was de-
tached VIII Corps and attached ll23d Engineer Combat Group. .

On 29 March, the 13Oth Engineer Combat Group. closed-into the
Army area.. This group headquarters was not employed operationally,
,as it was relieved of assignment to Third U.S. ArmWy,:31 March, and.
assigned Fifteenth U.S. Ar.y.

By 29 March, VIII Corps'had successfully crossed the RHINE and
the. 102th Engineer Treadway Bridge.Company was. detached therefrom
and reverted to the ll34th Engineer dombat Group as Army reserve.

By 31•March the needs of the -VIII-and XII Corps permitted the
re-grouping-of the light ponton .companies. Accordingly, the 548th
(-) Engineer Light Ponton Company was detached VIII Corps and attached
Xl Corps, the light equipage platoon of the 509th was detached VIII
Corps-and reverted to Arms reserve with its parent, organization and
the 511th was-detached XII Corps and attached.VIII Corps. .

As of 31 March the disposition of engineer troops was as follows:

VIII CORPS XX CORPS (contd)
1112d fgr C Gp 245th Engr C0Bn
1107th EngrC.:Gp :281st Engr C Bn
3%thEngr CBn l258th Engr C B
44th: ngrC Bn 513th Zngr.LPon Co.
159th Engr C Bn 548th Engr L PenCo
168th EngrC B e 623dEnr Lquip Co.
lS8th Engr CBn : 664th gr Top C
243d Engr C Bn 961st Engr Maint Co
1252dEngr CBe . " 993dEngr Trdwy.Br-Co

.527th Engr L.Pon Co 997th. Engr Trdwy Br Co'.
5llth ngfr L en :Co. 2898th Engr TIT (C)
628th Engr L Equip Co 1st Plat, Co A, 602d Engr
665th Engr Top Co CamBn
1369th En Pp Trk Co
974th Engr Maint CO .AffMY
991st Engr Trdwy Br Co 123dEngr C.Gp
0lth Engr Trd.ay Br Co 1125thZtngr C Gp

2893d Engr.TlT (C) l126th Engr.C Gp
411th Ernr C Gp

XII ORS .. 13Olst Engr GS Regt
1135th EngrC Gp 1303d Egr GS Regt
l137th Engr C Gp . 1306thEngr CSAegt
133dEngr CB :. .l4th EngrCBn..
lOthEngr C Bn1 "78th Engr.C Bn
166th Engr C Bn 183d Engr C Bn
204th Engr CB : . 249th&ngrCBn.
282d Engr C Be264thEhar C Bn285th Engr C Bn .287th EngrP Bn.
88th Eagr Hv Poen Bn 293dEngrC Bn (-)
52g8th 'Engr ,L PoenCo 1266thEngr C Bn.
537thSngr L PonCo1 27Oth EngrC Bn,
613th Engr Equip Co-0 l0th EnGr C Bn
673d lagr Top Co .87th Engr Hv Poe Bn
98ist.Engr Maint Co . 553d Engr Hv Pon Be
995th Enr Trdve Br Co .09th Engr L Pon Co
996th Engr Trdwy Br Co ,609th-Engr L-Equip,Co
2949th Engr TIT (C) 676th Engr L Equip Co
4th Flat, Co'A, 602d Ingr 2727th Engr L Equip Co

Cmi Bn 2728th Egr L Equip Co
652dEngr TopBn

X• GE R 5724 Egr Dp Trk'Co
l3.9th Engr C Gp .. 764th Engr Dp %r Co'
1152d ngr C Op 770th'Engr Op Trk Co
-154 th E gr C Op 1354th Engr Op TrkCo.
135th En grPG e366th Engr Dp.Trk .o
W6th JEngr CqE1136th Egr op Trk Co

l79th C,,rft. l535th Engr Dp rk o
2 th nr C BeD76t Enr Maint Co

in the history of warfare. In addition, to the crossings of such streams
as theSAAR and the ]GSELLE, .the RHINE itself-the mightiest of:Europe's
rivers--was crossed byassault for the. first time in modern history.

The RHINE was crossed not.,only once but four times in. a succession
of assault crossings that completely overwhelmed and smashed. the eneny..

.As an anticlimax to these crossings, the MAIN River, a river com-
.parable to the MOSELLE, was :crossed in a series of, operations which,.
had it not been for the fact that the RHINE.overshadowed all others.
would have been looked upon as. a, major. crossing operation."

The-amount of bridging completed during the month. was ,asfollows:

TYPE OF BRIDGIG NUBER TOTAL LENGTH
Bailey bridge (fixed) 99 10,130.
Baley brdge (floating)8 3,840.
Heavy:Ponton bridge 6 '3,170
Infantry Support bridge 3 200
1M-2 Treadway bridge (floating) 25 , 574
M-2 Treadway bridge (fixed)3 4 96 3,7
Fixed•bridges 101L . 1.415

Total 341 44,073

Further means of crossing were provided by *the use of rafts,Naval
craft (LUVP's and LPM'1s) andamphibous tanks on.a.scale never beforeus ed .:" . . . i . . • ' :: : ' • . ...

The initial crossings during the month.were those made over the,
PRUK: and KILL Rivers by VIII and XII Corps, respectively, and-of the,
SAR and )SELLE by ]a Corps.

The crossings of the PRUM and KYLL were hard-fought, bitter battles
over relatively .minor streams. Since, however, they were strongly de-
fended and were tied in with the Siegfried. defenses, the relative in-
portance of the crossings was high. These rivers bisected the path to.
I the RHI4E and it was through the .bridgeheads established over them that
the armored drive to the RHINE passed. Once these bridgeheads were es-
tablished,and the 4th Armored Division started rolling eastward, bridg-
ing in the area to the north and east of KYLLBtRG (L-1761) became rela-
tively unimportant, since most of the. bridges and overpasses from there
to the RHINS were captured intact. Southwest of KYLLBURG (L-1761) to
the MOSELLE River, a number, of smaller bridges and overpasses were
destroyed over the LISER and SALU Rivers. However, since the advance
proceeded at a slower tempo because of the firce resistance encountered,.
•these demolitions were not serious obstacles.

Simultaneously with .the crossings of the PRUM and KrLL, the 10th
Armored Division of XX Corps passed across the SAAR River over bridge-
heads at SRRIG (L-1609), SAARBURG (L-1414), and OCKFN (L-1715)and
.so swiftly overran TRIER (L-2129) that a fine 1,100-foot existing high-
way bridge was captured intact. They then continued on along the north

: bank of the MOSELLE, where a crossing of the KILRiver was forced.,

'These operations concluded the first of four phases of. the stream
crossing operations of the month and found Third. U.S. Army in complete
control of the north bank of the MQ$SELLE River, as well :as the area: to
the east and south of it as far east as the. RUWER River.

At this time the XII Corps turned to the south and in. a beauti-
fully executed river crossing operatigA smashed across the M1088 River
between TRSIS:(-6976) and HATZ PORT (L-7782). This crossing was

knder Construct
zenport on Mo:

over of Smoke

Initial crossitigs were.made secretly at.night in paddled assault boats
and reinforcements were. then poured over in storm boats, Infantry sup-
port rafts and treadway rafts. The commanding points of the. terrain
set-up as"targets for the Infantry to seize and to prevent enemy obser-
vation of'the crossing sites were taken at an early hour in: the first
day, and by 1900 of the day the assault started, two Class 40bridges
had-been-constructed and ready for use,, and still a third bridge was
completed shortly thereafter. ,Through this, bridgehead the 4th Armored
Division again roared to the south, racing to BAD KREUZNACH (1-09.).
onthe NAHE River where, though the bridges had-been destroyed, a cros-
sing was made on a railroad bridge.

Bailey Bridge over Nahe River at Bad Kreuznach

In this dash, most bridges and overasses onthe way were captured
intact and those that were destroyed were quickly spanned with either..
fixed treadway or Bailey bridges.

As the bridgehead..over the MOSEE was expanded.to the west, still
another crossing.was made in, the vicinity of BULLAY (L-5563), where a
heavy ponton bridge was constructed, and over which the llth Armored
Division stormed to run.along the flank of the 4th Armored Division.
Then the 4th Armored, after cosolidating, started again and practically
cleaned the west bank of the RHINE as far south as WORMS (M-4a15), with
the exception of pockets at GEIISEIM. (11-5428) and MAINZ (M-3856).
Simulteneously with these pushes, XX Corps troops forced a way down
the east bank of-the SAAR and rolled up the Siegfried Line in this sec-
tor. To support these operationsg*floating bridges were constructed
over the.SAAR at MREIC (4a-9295) and METTLACH (L-1701). The bridging
east of here to the RHINE did not present any further unusual diffi-
culties, since the advances were so fast that bridges and overpasses
were either captured intact, or, since the CN, SIMMER and NAHE stream
were either narrowor fordable in these reaches, no real delay was pro-
duced.



in Action near Nierstein

Dmpanies, two light ponton companies, pJ.u:seven battalions, were attached:as well..
Naval Unit No. 2,.consisting-of twelve IC
attached and pioneeredthie use of Navalc
ing operations.

Bank of Rhine at Nierstein-no work was required
as to use it)

" Floating Bailey Bridge over Moselle River near Kobern

This ended the second phase of the river crossings for the month

and found Third U.S.. Amy holding the entire west bank of the RHINE
from KOBLENZ (L-9096) to LUDWIGSHAFEN (R-5298),. The crossing of the

RHINE presented the next problem for the month, and there began for

Third U.S. ArmyEngineers the task of the greatest technical and suply•
problems so far engaged in.

As early as August 1944, when it became apparent that the crossing

of the. RHINE might take place in the not too distant future, the Engi-

neer Section established a special staff section to plan for the opera-

tion. By September preliminary estimates of equipment and materiel

needed had been calculated and ordered, and a preliminary plan of action

drawn up, based on the troops then available and the stretch of. the

river lying within the Army zone of advance. Later, when it was learned

from conferences with higher headquarters that certain troops and equip-

ment "cbi2be expected to be available, a plan of action providing cros-

sings with FRAMFURT (M-6668) and DAIUSTADT (M-6642) as the targets,.

was drawl up- Included in the plan was an-analysis of all troop and
equipment requirements which served as a guide for training specific
troops to execute certain missions.

TO crossings were-to be made initially by XII and XX Corps, but.

XI Corps aloeefinally'vas committed to the task, and executed a cros-

sing of such superior merit that it could well serve as a model for all

future crossings-. The plan called for a crossing in. the vicinity of

NH STEIN. (M-342) at a site-selected mny months before. Here a good
netwrkof r" s intersected from the north., east, south and west, and
. V,-, , A .. I,& k e1, 4, nter setion and several ferry sites were

Infantrymen Board WLVP'at Nierstein

Ambulance Debarks from LCVP on East Bank, of Rhine at Nierstein,(Note beach)

Board ICVF at Nierstein on West Side of thete Ferry Landing from which Boats Operate)

Bridge over Hosel
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'Heavy Ponton Bridge Under Construction at Nierstein.

Floating Bailey Bridge. at Oppenheim

allocatedby the corps to-takepart in tiis opera-
tually committed! Until about twelve hours after the
ince the advisability of using them at all was being,
especially since if they had been knocked out -on

he only approach road might have been blocked, by them
"however, they performed excellently as ferries and

umbers of men, light vehicles and equipment, as.well
wounded. Once these were in the water, .the need for
t boats and storm boats which had-been used,,up to
d. Itiis estimated that 5,000 men and 400 vehicles
e Navy alone.

Loaded Under-Smoke Screen on ,LCVP's ring
sing of Rhine

'
River at Boppard

Traffic Rolls Over Heavy Ponton Bridge atNierstein

equipment and material werelbeing assembled byt
General Service Regiment for the construction of

Through this bridgehead of the. 5th Infantry Division, the:4th
Armored Division raced off so swiftly to the east that HANAU (M-8571),
thirty .miles away, was reached in one day. To speed the traffic .at.
still a faster rate, still another treadway bridge was ordered to .i

put in and mork was started on 24 March and the bridge .shown above
,was opened-at noon on 25 March.

-At the same time, in addition to the crossing of the XII Corps,
plans were readied .to .,support a crossing of the VIII Corpse in the .
great gorge which runs. from .BINGE (M-1252) to OBERLAHNSTEIN (L-9189)...
This stretch of the river presented difficult crossing-problems and
the problem of putting in a bridge caused some.concern. Once ground
reconnaissance had been made, however, the river did not seem so bad
..as studies had indicated.

.-The same base of supplyas was.used for XII Corps crossing opera-
tions was used -here.. The hundreds of boats and motors required hadt6.
make the long run over even.more tortous terrai--the HUNSRUCK Moun-
tains-to put the supplies .in the corps.depot. Also, twelve of the
twenty-four LCVP's of the Ars,*had been allocated to the corps for the
operation. Since they had been routed to the vicinity of ALZEY (M-2726

Infantry Assault Troops Board an IOVP at Boppari
on the Rhine River

0
.Treadway Brdge at Oppenheim

Infantry'support rafts and U-2 treadway rafts had been a
structed earlier in the day and these were used- to carry over
vehicles and tanks respectively.

An M.-2 treadway bridge was started by 0800 on the mornin
assault crossing was made, and.by 0930.of the following day ,i
pleted.-pte in Assauzlt Crosw
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Infantry Crossing in"ICM at Mainz

Tanks Cross.Treadway Bridge at St,, Goar'on the
Rhine River

Assault Troops Crossing Rhine River at St. Goar

This crossing was strongly resisted, however, and since only neg-
ligible resistance had been encountered at OBERWESEL (1-9967), the main

:crossing forces were shifted to OBERWESEL (L-9967), where they crossed
and outflanked ST. GOAR (L-9873). When finally captured, it was found
that ST. GOAR (L-9873) had been held by a relatively small force, but
it was well equipped with automatic weapons that were well placed and
skilfullyconcealed in the steep cliffs iwhich line the stream.

At CBERWESEL (L-9967), the crossing was made with relatively light
, .

resistance, though sporadic artillery fire fell intermittently in the
area, The initial crossings here, too, were made by paddled assault
boats, followed by powered craft. Here, however, though the Naval
craft were available, because of the difficult approach roads, they
were not put into action until the afternoon. In the meantime, a fleet
of ten DUKW'e did a heroic job of transporting troops and supplies and
inall made 236 crossings .

However, as soon as six LCVP's and six L t ahad been put into the water,
the entire complexion of the picture changed, for they passed troops and
equipment over the river at. such 'a rate that within forty-eight hours
nearly an entire division with all its 'vehicles and equipment had been
.arried over.

Armored Car Debarks from LCM at Mainz

This operation was slow, but the, swift. current and the poor anchorage
made it a most difficult job.' T9 assist in anchoring a bridge and as
in construction as well, a one-inch steel aerial anchor line was em-
placed and the bridge initially fastened to this. Subsequently, the
anchorage was supplemented by heavy barge anchore.

The fourth crossing was executed ,b7 XX Corps at MAINZ (M-3856)
in a difficolt and strongly resisted operation. The iniial waves of

Troops and Vehicles Disembark from LCM at Mainz

Sthe nine uorge

Supply Vehicles Boarding an LCM at Mainz
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ompletion of the bridge, :the Naval craft were still
to carry. empty vehicles .and. evacuate the injured, since
.dge was used exclusively for one-way *.traffic heading

The treadway bridge at MAINZ (Mu3856). was.a monumental structure,
being 1,896 feet long and probably the longest tactical bridge evar.
constructed.

The crossing at MAINZ (M-3856) was coordinated with a simultaneous
crossing of the MAIN River, just east of the confluence. of- the MAIN- and
the-RHINE at MAINZ (M-3856) by other--elements of the division. The
assault waves on the MAIN crossed in paddled assault boats.with a t uild-
up. following in powered assault and storm boats andon Infantry support:
and U-2 treadway rafts which were.able to be constructed-at an early
hour, since the enemy wasquickly overwhelmed by the crossing forces,

This crossing was not so strongly opposed as. that at MAINZ (M-3856)
end an 1-2 treadway bridge was started at 0700 of the day the assault.
started and wes completed by 1900 that evening. It was 624feet long.

time may be lost waiting for- loads.

e. The standard. por utility boats were' not. powerfIal enough,
efficiently0to.serve.asgeneral work boats in a streamas swift ,as the
RHINE, though two of them, aided by two outboard motors, can readi
nagatev i a five-ponton raft with M-2 pneumatic or heavy ponton. Because

.of their lack of power and to supplement -the number, which was available,
.both LCVP.s and LCM's were used to aid in the :construction of. the
bridges

Imediately following the assault phase, construction of the
floating Baileybridges to release the tactical bridging for use farther_-
forward was begun. As, previously noted, a floating Bailey bridge had.

.been constructed at OPPiNHEIU (4439) by 31 March and at.the sametime
.the general service regiment scheduled to construct a permanent type,
fixed bridge -at OPPMHEIM (M-439).started work at the site, even though

the assault crossing had been made only seven days previous and the
comd ies employed had to complete projects on .the SAAE River-some
eighty miles to the rear-on hich they had beenunable to start until
19L March, when the breakthrough was made.

Similarly at MAINZ (9-3856) a floating Bailey bridge was started
on29 March, the day after the assault crossing. This bridge was com-

pleted, but because of the extremely swift current-6.
6 

feet .per .second
.flowing.at the site-its capacity.was .initialy limited to Class.35, .
until extra pontons could be placed .in each bay in the swift water
Ssections and false bows povided for all the boats. This swift waterSeto .ad as ospro. ... ..

was not the normal rate of flow.at MAINZ (1-3856),-but it was caused
when the three center spans of road bridge were dropped into the stream,.
causing a partial damming. This caused the -water gap to be restricted
and consequently the water about 100 yards from each shore about one-
half mile downstream of'the wrecked bridge flowed at a substantially
faster rate than usual. However, because of the road network, this
particular, stretch was the most suitable for traffic flow and there-
fore both floating bridges were constructed at this point.: Once. ad-
ditional anchorages had been provided,.the bridges Offered no unusual,
prOblems of maintenance other than could be expected on.bridges ofL

..such length.

Partially Destroyed .;Highway, Bridge at lainz

Lon to the bridges described above, another floating
was constructed at BI"GEN (M-1252) an "still another one
LORCH (M-0561) to be used as a corps tactical bridge,, but
ras subsequently halted when the advance of' the: forces
far beyond the river. that it lost .it, original, impor-

Bailey Bridge over Rhine !TRver at Bingen

Floating Bailey Bridge.on Rhine River at Mainz

seer General
steel strir

This ended the assault phase of the Rhine operations. At thia.
time, Third U.S. Armyheld theentire west bank of the RHINE River and
the. east bank as well from OPRHNEIM, (M-4439) to.KOBLENZ (1-9096) with
the exception of a pocket onte eastaide i h, though little
activity had been noted, had not been physically cleared.

The following item were perinent toa
i
l.the crossings:

a. The seme pattern of executing the crossing and prbviding defen-
sive masures described for the XII Corps crossing was,ingeneral,
.followed at the-other sites with minor modifications, as determined by
the individual characteristics of the site..

b. All- crossings were made secretly without artillery preparation.

tion for the bridge. This site, was, selected primarilyL because it was
felt, that a bridge could,be built. here in about one-third.of the time
that would be required to construct 'an entirely new bridge, particular-
ly since the length of-an entre-ly new bridge would be cloe to 2,000

.feet, whereas the gap in the damaged bridge was only 1,050 feet. Time
was the deciding factor -in.this decision,•

• 
since at any time :after 1

May the start .-ofLthe summer highwater could be expected, and it was
decided -that a permanent structure should be finished by this date,
since the usual accupation of debris accompanying the flood would.
probably make t. impossible- to maintain -foating bridges.

Floating Bailey Bridge under Construction at Lorch

.eviously, XII Corps plunged on. acrmits armor in the space of a few da)
River at HANAU (1-8771) and near FRJ
es floating treadway bridges were or
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rhe TREIS (L-6976) bridge across the MOSELL River 'constructed
e1303rd Engineer General' Service Regiment, consisted of the con-
tion of a 500-foot tisber trestle 'bridge. The MOSELLE River at

.. .
.

point haa a maximum depth of nineteen feet with a rock bottomprecluded the use of pile bents. Rock-filled cribs were par-
F constructed on land, pushed into the water and floated to the

As they were sunk, they were built up to the necessary height.
ribs were then filled with rock on which double timber bents were.,
ructed to a height of twelve feet. Work on this project began 18
and was completed 23 March,

rhe SAUER River bridges at KONZ-KARTHAUS (L-1622) and at ,SAARBURG
LI) were 600 feet and 416 -feet in length, respectively, and both
onstructed by the 131Olst Engineer General Service Regiment. The
KARTHAUS (L-1622) bridge' was a pile,-e'bent bridge and the SAARBURI.."
L) bridge a timber trestle placed dir.ctly on thegravel and rock
n at the SAAR River.,Treadway Bridge at Gras Auheim

The MERZIG (Q-.9295) bridge, acro.s the SAABRiver was .constructed
by the 1301st Fagineer General Service Regiment, ..This bridge, 704 feel
in length',was constructed in ten days.

The SAUER River bridge worthy of note was constructed at WASSIE-
BILLIG (L-1125) at: the mouth of the river and was 285 feet in length.
One pier consisting of crib filled with rock had to be constructed in
unusually deep-and swift water. On top of this a. double timber bent,
thirty feet in height, was constructed. This bridge was constructed
by the 1303rd Engineer General Service Regiment.

The construction of two major fixed timber bridges across the
RHINE River began this month. On 30 March the 1301st Engineer General
Service Regiment began the construction of a 1,050 foot steel. stringer
pile bent bridge at OPPENHEI (M-439).

-The capture of. the stonearch bridge in good condition across theMOSELLE River in TRIER. (L-2129) provided an immediate access for heavysupply traffic into the area.:southeast of the I)SELLE
,
River.
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road maps of Germany was-undertaken and cbmpleted. Specifications
were outlined by the-Office of the .Chief Engineer, Communications Zone,
This project was I given top priority, 'in order that the maps might be
codplated in time to be of use.to field unitse.

Eighty sheets, GSGS 4414 series, 1/25,000. scale maps were checked
against available. aerial photographs to determine their operational
efficiency prior to reproduction. The photography was: of such a small
scale that only :majortopographic features could be accurately checked..
No serious errors were noted.

The photomapping facilities of the Corps: Topographic Com pnies
were not utilized by the Army. Special maps and map substitutes and -
.upplements were prepared under.the directioni of the Corps Engineer .

The Army Survey Center was assigiedthe mission :of supplemnting
...existing trig in the area north and east of BILTBURE:(L-1353). ,However,
this area was imiediately left in the rear by the rapid advance of Third
U.S.Arm andthe project cancelled before completion." Enough control
was established to substantially strengthen the trig in this area before
the project was terminated.

During the month the Army SurveyCenter established geodetic control
for five radar stations. One of these missions consisted of accurate
location of targets on a bombing range for the XIXTactical Control Group
(Provisional).

Five survey technical targets were investigated. Only one of these,
a captured German map'depot at MAINZ (M-3856, Germany, yielded any data..
of importance,

A field check of sheet6402, GSGS 4414series, scale 1/25',000 map
was undertaken. Results of this field check have not been compiled.

A survey party from the Army Survey Center, assigned the mission of
furnishing astronomical azimuth for the XII Corps artillery, was main-
tained during the entire month.

A total of eighty-eight tons (approximately 2,047,000 sheets)
of maps were received during the month. Over four tons (approximately
95,238 sheets) were issued to Army units and ninety-three tons (approxi-
mately 2,118,064 sheets) issued to corps units.

During the middle of the month, when Third U.S. Army was making
rapid advances, corps and diVisions changed areas of operations on
short notice. Units had to be mapped well in advance of their immediate

.,objectives with wide areas of coverage.I The result was. a daily consum-
ption of.maps greater than forany other operation sihce Third U.S. Army
became operational.

Te rapid advance of adjacent armies made liaison with adjoining
Armies' Topographic Sections a matter requiring-careful coordination in
the exchange of kodalines, color pulls and printed stoks. 'In.order
to satisfy the enermous consumption of maps .used during the month, it
was necessaryto. utilize to the utmost all available reproduction faci-
lities. Corps topographic companies used approximately '50% of their
reproduction facilities to augment that of the Army Topographic Battalion
in the reproduction of operational maps.

An additional phase in the reproduction program consisted' in the
initial printing of Third U.S., Army After Action Report. Since opera-
tional demands upon Army reproduction fadilities did not permit full
scale diversion to this report, it was necessary to farm out.a portion
of the work to two outside units.

INTELLIGENCE

le ,mon ical fr

New:engineer units
data and also booklets.,

The 2890th Enginee:

was' th untposto. i n . t oe 1' J As .s of three w n each-exYp.O or
Point the unit brokeiup into small parties of thre'e men each to"expore.
installations and enemy dumps in and around that city., No new items of
enemy engineer equipment were found; however, some quantities of equip-
ment which were in short supply for training purposes were located and
,sent to the rear areas. Among these were Topfmine igniters, Riegel
mines, Sdhumines and light panzer mines.

VI - WATER SUPPLY

During the month Army troops operated thirty-one water points and
four water distributing points, in addition to corps and divisional
water points. These water points produced approximately 4,218,000 gal-
lons of water during this period. Seven mobile- units and eighteen port-
able units were used for producing water.. Twenty-eight 700-gallon
tankers and four 1,500 gallon trailers were used for hauling water to
installations and six 1,500 gallon trailers were used for storage
at installations. The ever-increasing number of prisoners of war and
displaced persons greatly increased the amount of water hauled. Action
was taken in getting municipal water systems to operate in sections of
cities .in which Army installations were located. This not only pro-
vided sufficient water for sanitary purposes but also reduced the amount
of water to' be hauled.

VII CAMOUFLAGE

During the month the second in a series of camouflage posters,
designed to awaken an interest in, and 'consciousness of, the need for
camouflage, was distributed,

The first platoon inspected the bridge crossing over the RHINE
at MAINZ (M-3856) during its early period of operation. Smoke screens
were effectively used to conceal the bridge and concentration of approach-
ing traffic. Additional operations of this platoon included the dis-
covery in ALSFRLD (H-040), Germany of approximately:7,500 rolls of
German camouflage grass-garnished chicken wire, colored in dark green
and brown- The rolls were approximately three feet wide and thirty feet:
long, and are not considered useful, as the material is of the type that
is normally used to conceal permanent installations and there is a suf-
ficient supply of American materials on hand. The platoon further:
assisted units of XX Corps in inspection and assistance in camouflage
problems.

VIII - FIRE DETIMSE

Army units remained attached.to Quartermaster gas sapply companies
operating 'Class II installations-to provide immediate protection. In
addition, they assisted insetting up fire defense at.Class V and rail-
head installations and hospitals, and were available on call to give
assistance throughout the Ansy area.

Advance Section Comunications Zone did not furnish any immediate
protection for Army installations during the month.
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Service Regiment was in.. support of.XII Corps, and the 1134th Engineer-Combat .Group continued coordinating hauling activities .and delivery
andoperation of Naval ,LCVP's and LCM's inthe ,RHINE River operations.

i Agreement was made with Avance Section Communications Zone for
their tropps to take over designated routes of communications west of
the line MAYEN (L-6392)-SIMME R (L-8555)-OBERSTEIN (L-7123):effective
3 April. Engineer Operational Instruction No... 36 was published on
1 April establishing new areas of responsibility to be effective 3
April and placing the 1125th Engineer Combat Group in .support of-the'
1301st Engineer General Service Regiment and the 1306th $ngineer Gen- "
eral Service Regiment in support of the 1303d Engineer General Service
Regiment.,

On 3 April the 658th Engineer Light Equipment Company reverted
to Third U.S. Army from Seventh U.S. Army. and was attached to the
.ll25th Engineer Combat Group. Effective the same date the 1258th Engi-
neer Combat Battalion was detached from XX Corps and attached to the
ll25th Engineer Combat Group and the 1252d Engineer Combat Battalion
was detached from VIII Corps and attached to the 1126th Engineer Combat
Group.

Effective 4 April the 995th and lOlOth Engineer Treadway Bridge
Companies were interchanged between the VIII and'XII Corps., Naval
Unit N-2 was detached from the ll34th Engineer Combat Group and was
attached to: the 123d Engineer Combat Group. Engineer Gperational
Instruction No. 37 was published on the same date.

On: 7 April the lO12th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company was de-
tached from the ll34th Engineer Combat Group and was attached to the
ll23d Engineer Combat Group to support its mission of maintenance of
the'RHINE River bridges. The 509th Engineer Light Ponton Company was
detached from the ll34th Engineer Combat Group and attached to the XX
Corps.

Effective 9 April the 995th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company end
the 997th Engineer Tr~adway Bridge Company were intercanged between
the VIII and XX Corps. Engineer Operational Instruction No. 38 was
published on 9 April. The 1125th Engineer Combat Group was placed
behind YA Corps, relieving the 1126th Engineer Combat Group of the
dual mission of supporting both XX and VIII Corps and the 1306th Engi-
neer General Service Regiment was placed in support of the 1126th Engi-
neer Combat Group.

On 14 April the 183d Engineer Combat Battalion was detached from
the. ll23d Engineer Combat Group and attached to the 1126th Engineer
Combat Group in support of the VIII Corps. On 16 April the 1369th
Engineer Dump Truck Company and the 991st Engineer Treadway Bridge
Company were detached from VIII Corps and attached to the 1134th Engi-
neer Combat Group to assist in hauling.

On 17 April Third U.S. Army was assigned a new zone of action,
necessitating regrouping of troops. The VIII Corps and supporting
troops reverted to First U.S. Army effective 22 .April and took over
the area of the XX Corps. The XX Corps was crossed over both VIII
and XII Corps and turned south, and the III Corps and supporting troops
reverted from First U.S. Army to Third U.S. Army and placed on the
right flank. Engineer troops supporting VIII Corps, consisting of the
llC2d and llO7th Engineer Combat Groups, the 35th, 44th, 159th, 168th,
188th and 243d Engineer Combat Battalions, the 511th and 527th Engi-
neer Light Ponton Companies, the 628th Engineer Light Equipment Company,
the 997th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company, the 665th Engineer Topo-
graphic Company and the 2893rd Engineer Technical Intelligence Team
(Combat) reverted to First U.S. Army and Engineer troops supporting
III Corps, consisting of the llllth and 1159th Engineer Combat Groups,
Mst, 284th, 291st, 29th, 300th and 1262d Engineer Cobat Battalions,
72d and 548th Engineer-Light Ponton Companies, 629th Engineer Light
Equipment Company, 998th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company. 672d Engi-
near Topographic Company and 2942d Engineer Technical IntelligenceTeam (Combat) reverted from First U.S. Army to Third U.S. Army. The
249th Engineer Combat Battalion was detached from the ll23d Enginmer
Combat Group and assigned the mission of maintaining the RHINE River
bridges and removing tactical. RHINE River bridges. Engineer 0pera-
tional Instruction No. 39 was published on 17 April effecting the
transfers, referred to above.

On 19 April Naval Unit N-2 was detached from-the 1123d igneer
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Bridge -ompany wascedoacned from the .LA4tfngineer Combat Groujattached to .III Corps to suppcot its operations. On22 April-th4
Engineer aintenace Company was detached from VIII (orps and
hed. III* Corps.

Effective 24 April. the 678th Fngineer Light Equipment Company
rted from Ninth U.S., 'An and was attached to: the 1123d-Engineer.
kt Group., Four Views of Fixed Bridge Taken during Constructicn on

'Site of Deolished Highway Bridge at, IDZ (JA-56). This
Bridge, was Completed in Twenty Days.
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Treadway Bridge over Danub sburg

Treadway Bridge over"Elster River at Zeits, Gemany

Bailey Bridge'ove:

Bailey Bridge over Elster River at Zeitz View of Autobahn Bridge Eastof*Bayreuth showing
Roadway of Completed Bridge

Treadway Bridge over Danube River at Ingolstadt

Camouflaged Bridge on Autobahn over the Sule River

mid April, when the axis of advance was changed and t
to the southeast into a region of greater rivers, majox
gs were again encountered.

e first of these larger rivers, the Danube, was succesa
ed by both the III and XX Corps in finely executed ope:
, so swiftly were the crossings exploited that the next
n their path, the ISAR, 30 miles to the south, was reat
before the Germans could-bring any effective resistane
defense.

the following photographs are shown some of the princ
ridges on these streams: Treadway Bridge over Isar River at Plattling

View of Autobahn Bridge East of Bayreuth Sh
Bailey Bridge Panel -Stringers.,

w of Autobahn Bridge East of Bayreuth Showing
Bailey Bridge Panel Stringers
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View of -FixedTimber Bridge Being Constnkcted under
'Bailey Bridge .at Kulmbach .

'View of Fixed Timber Bridge across Main River near
Lichtenfels.

View of. Fixed Timber Bridge under Construction Across
the Werra River at Wartha

View of Completed
at

across the Wi

Picture Showing'Method of Strengthening Damaged Autobahn
.-Bridge with Cribs

With improved weather conditions and the.rapidly moving .tactical
situatibn, road maintenance became an item of secondary importance dur-
ing this period." The roads in the FRANKFURT (M-6868)-JERA (J-7066)
axis area were generally in very good condition. The autobahn highway
paralleling the army axis consisted of two twenty-eight foot concrete
lanes, by-passing. alltowns and villages. The few major bridges, that
were demolished on this highway were by-passed by constructing detours,,,
.This arterial-highway carried over eighty percent of the Army traffic.

Roads in the new area on the change of direction of attack were
generally narrow with. many traffic restrictions in the villages. Rbad.
maintenance consisted principally of filling craters, constructing by-
passes.around iajor. demolished bridges, and eliminating.traffic restric-
tions, such as narrow archways and buildings.

MI - SUPPLY

' The enormous job of moving Engineer bridging materialsforward
for the RHINE River bridges was completed by 5 April. Because of ade-
quate quantities of fixed bridging materials being available locally,
,.it was not necessary to move this material from the rear. However, the
supply problem ras byno means solved, since the Army moved out rapidly:
from the RHINE bridgehead. Thus, it required large quantities of both
Bailey and treadway bridging to be moved 'forward'to Engineer depots ser-

icing the corps. The majority of this material was obtained from dis-.
mantled RHINE River floating bridges which had been replaced with fixed
bridges.

A sudden shift of the Army axis from east to southeast-.disrupted.
the smooth flow of supply to the corps. :However, bridging was immed-
iately diverted to the new Army Depot No. 39, in the vicinity of NURN-
BERG (0-4200) and, With the services of additional-truck trahsportation,
.uninterrupted supply of bridging was furnished thq corps. -In addition
to Bailey and treadway bridges, it became necessary again to assemble_
large quantities of assault river crossing materials for the-crossing
of the.DANUBE, ISAR, and INN :Rivers. Immediate steps were taken to move
forward light floating equipage from rear dumps onithe RHINE River and
from railhqads by trucks.

Truck-mounted cranes and bridge construction trucks remained in
short supply throughout the month. Crane requirements remained high
because of the tremendous quantity of bridging being handled and also
because many Third U.S. Army cranes had seen more than a year's 4ontin-
uous service and had to be evacuated to base shops for complete overhaul.
Bridge construction truck requirements exceeded available supply for the
same. reason and also because rapid armored dvances .always caused high,
treadway bridge truck losses. At the end of the month, the total T/E
shortages of these trucks had reached forty-two.

Because of the rapid advance of the.Army, and urgent need to use
all highway transportation to move tactical bridging, the bulk of Engi-
neer Class I depot supplies remained on rail cars throughout the month.
This did not delay the advance in any way because many captured enemy
supplies were available to the troops all along the line of. advance.
.Several emergency shipments of. water supply chemicals were made by Ad-
vance.Section Communications Zone in time to avert a shortage of these
important Items.

The only tactical lumber issued"from the Army depot during -the,
month was .used in the'construction of a fixed.bridge across the .RHINE
River at MAINZ (1- 3856) and amounted to 300,000 board. feet. An addi-
tional: 2,860,000 board feet, used in the construction of all other
fixed bridging, Was obtained locally from captured stocks.

Captured enemy dumps, reported were. turned over to.the ll34th'Engi-
-neer Combat. Group. A general inventory was made and if. the material
was. of any use! to Army, guards were posted until, all of the supplies
were issued to Army units.or removed to the Engineer depot. The dump,,
was then turned over to :Advance Section Communications Zone 'for further
disposition. .The following captured Engineer supplies were.found to be

.of extreme value to the Army during the month:

Tactical lumber, BFN 2,86,000 W
i.Steel I-beams,,all sizes (tons) 5,3211
-Generators, 3 to 15 KW (each) 150
RHope, manila.(ft) 50,00'Rope, steel .(ft) .75,000
Liectrical supplies:

Lamps (each) -5,000
Sockets and plugs (each) - "3,000
Wire, copper (ft) 30,000

Rail shipments of engineer supplies from Communications Zone and
Advance Section Communications Zone to Third U.S.- Army and inter-dept ot
shipments were held at railheads in the vicinity of THIONVILLE (U-8786),France due to higher priority for movement of Class I, III, and Vsup-

plies.'By the end of the month, this backlog had been moved up to the-
i railhead a't MAINZ (M-3856). First shipments were received at the rail-
head at. WURZBURG (M-5935), Germany on 25 April.. This point was used'
as a transfer point from rail to truck. Bridging was given first prior-
ity in moveent. forward by rail.

, Practically allmovement of-supplies within the Army srea during
the month was.by truck, using the facilities of the following units,
attached to the 1134th Engineer Combat Group:

87th Engineer Heavy PontonBattalion
'553d Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion
.l700th Engineer Combat Battalion "
293d Engineer Combat Battalion
548th Engineer Light Fonton Company
770th Engineer Dump Truck Company
1367th Engineer Dump Truck Company
1369th Engineer Dump Truck Company
1366th Engineer Dump Truck Company
1535th Engineer Dump Truck Company.
3909th Quartermaster Truck Company
.3399th Quartermaster Truck Company
: 3988th Quartermaster Truck Company

During the month these units transported 15,14C tons of engiLneer
supplies.

Engineer maintenance was featured this month by the large number of
cranes and shovels requiring third and fourth echelon maintenance. Seve-
ral cranes were evacuated to base shops. The supply of spare parts was
adequate. The rapid displacement of units and maintenance facilities
forward hindered, to a certain extent, smooth maintenance operation.

The 976th Engineer Maintenance Company .fabricated a heavy machine
shop, .made from captured pieces of machinery. This equipment was found
very useful in making critically short equipment parts.

During the month all contracts in France and Luxembourg were com-
pleted. Arrangements were made with several of the firms to store fabri-
cated material in their plants. This material could not be carried. for-

ward because of transportation difficulties. A list of this material
was to be forwarded to Advance Section Communications Zone along with a
request that they pick them up.

Pr ocurement in Germany was limited. To date only four requisition
receipts were processed.
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-The remaining forty-five sheets of the 1/25,000 scale topographic
maps in the color separation project were completed. This separation
included the forestry and drainage,

Emergency road maps were prepared from captured German road maps
at a scale of 1/300,000. Roads were numbered-and:marginal information
changed to conform with existing policies in utilizing.-these maps.
This project consisted of six sheets.

The Army, Survey Center investigated approximately twenty reported
survey targets, Assistance was furnished to the Houghteam in exploiting
the .targets which contained trig and map data. A system of cooperation
,was worked out between the Army Survey Center, the OSS Survey Target
Team and the Houghteam, so that duplication of effort was eliminated.

Some valuable photomapping instruments were discovered'and exploit-.
ed,' .-One officer from this unit spent four days getting this equipment
.ready for shipment to the United States.

'Consumption of maps continued at a high rate. ArmY reproduction
* facilities were augmented by the Corps Topographic Companies who used
approximately 50% of their. facilities. Reproduction was further'aug-
mented by the Topographic Battalion assigned to Fifteenth U.S. Army,"
. .which unit ran nine 1/50,000 scale maps, for a total of 62,000 copies.

Approximately 300 different sheets of the 1/25,000 scale maps were
reproduced for a total of 1,553,000 copies. Nine sheets of the emer-
gency road map were reproduced for a total- of 304,000 copies. Seventy-
eight sheets of the 1/50,000 scale maps were run for a total of approxi-
mately 947,000 copies.

Total maps received, during the month were 4.,815,275; is sued to Army
units, 210,995; to corps units,, 2,219,525; stock in depot at end of:
month, 2,838,400 sheets.

On 5,April*.a new pogram was outlined. for the reproduction of the
-1/50,000 Bavarian series for pending operations to the 'southeast. Dur-
ing the month, map cdep ots were moved as fo llows;

Third U.S. Army Map Depot from MAINZ. (M-3856) to .GOTHA, (J-1865)
on 18 April and from GOTNA (J-1865),to BAMBERG (0-2549).0on122

e Nap Depot from.TRIWR (L-2129) to

on the rivers in Western Czechosloakia and'rivers and bridges inAus-,
tria was supplied to Corps Engineers.

in addition to the above-mentioned 'studies, a combined road and
river study, ."Southeastern Germany," was prepared. and given a wide
distribution throughout the Army.

Such. miscellaneous studies as the ",Topography of the Redoubt Area,",
and "Rapid. Airfield Construction in western Czechoslovakia-and Austria,"
were also distributed.

During the month Engineer Intelligence.Notes No. 4 and Engineer.

Intelligence Bulletin-No. 7 were produced and issued to corps, divisions
an eng.neer units.

The. 2890th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team continued its nor-
mal operational activities of reporting on new types-of enemy engineer
equipment encountered duringthe-period, and the examination of per-tinent. enemy installations, including dumps, assembly plantsL factories,
etc.

Two new items of-great interest were picked up. by corps teams and
forwarded to theeteam for .research and dissemination, one'being the
newTopfmine"B" and the other a completely new type of delay igniter.
This igniter is a five-mLnute delay igniter which can be set-to detonate
from one to five minutes after the ?in has ben removed.

Mmerous:-factories were investigated and reports were subsequently
made to the Chief Engineer, European Theater ofOperations. This mit
also attempted -to keep all head-juarters informed as to the location of.

usableengineer supplies.Many.large4.(. antities were Lencountered and

reported,

VI-- 'ATER SUPPLY

Potable water was delivered to camps and enclosures containing, many
thousands of Allied prisoners of war, displaced persons.'nd enersy pris-
oners of oar, in addition to other installations. This additional load
on, water production and transportation, together with equipment tied
up temporarily in other Army areas occasioned by the shifting zones of
action, resulted in all-available water production and equipment being
utilized to the fullest extent. Sufficient mobile production units
were not available; therefore, portable units using two filters or two
portable units with one unit using two filters were used at a water
point to meet the demand and operate within the allowable filter rate
of 10. gallons per minute for portable unit filters. Fifty 350 gallon
water tanis were located and placed in Allied prisoner of war camps and
prisoner of war enclosures for storage. .

1
atforms were constructed and

3,000 gallon canvas tanKs placed thereon were also used for storage
facilities in these installations.

During the month Army troops operated forty-five water points and
ten water distributing )oints. These water points produced approxi-
mately 5,676,000 gallons of water during tt month. A total of eight
mobile units and twenty-six portable units were used for producing
!water. Thirty-nihe 700 gallon tankers and fourteen 1,500 gallon, trail-

Three Views ot Water Supply to Prisoner of War Enclosures

VII - CAMOUFLAGE

The mission .of the .Army Camouflage Company was to support the
operation through the assistance, technical advice, and execution of
camouflage missions in the Third U.S.. Army sector. The first, second,
ano 'fourth platoons continued-in suppbrt of the corps to which they,
were ,attached. The chief concern was supply, which suffered greatly
because of the rapid movement and long .supply lines. Camouflage mater-

ials were relocated at Engineer Depot No. 39, where two enlisted men
continued to handle records and stocks of camouflage supplies. Mater-
ials remained in short supply, large quantities being in transit from
rear dumps.-

Two German camouflage installations were inspected. 04 5 April
a former partially concealed airport approximately five miles west of
FRANKFURT (M-6868)was inspected, and on 12 aril a dummyairf ield near
WALTERHAUSN (J-0560) was inspected. This installation was A. very good,
example of German camouflage., It was located in a steeplechase grounds
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in the vicinity of WALTERHAUESA (J.-0560). .Itwas constructed to draw
the attention, and fire of Allied planes and possibly to divert them
f.rom a rteal-field nearby.-

The oval track area as a a f the air because.of

its shape and pcsition near the highway. -Inside the track was an area
that looked suitable for landing planes. To accentuate this dummy field
two dummy bombers and three dummy, ME 109's were placed along.the edges.,
and out in -full view. One bomber with a wing missing was on the-edge'of the wrood, s. In .the hangar area. a great ',variety of dummy effects
wre constructed.., To create a-realistic "effect, there ..were several'.
dumy, 20am AA guns and one real bomb shelter or dugout. .Also, thereWere nine ME 1O9's and-three bombers, giving the illusion tha'they-,
were being.repaired,.

Piles.of 500-pound bombs lay partiallyin the open and camou-.
flaged along the hedges , but enough inview to be, seen..- Sowe of these
b" . s were still crated.. They sounded hollow, but-may have contai -d-
'charges or incendiaries.- There were-two areas of shallow pits dug.
There were also many.piles of'brush'coated with tar that might appear-
from theair:as trucks, carts or more piles of ammunition.,

The hangars weremerely outlined by lines of brash placed upright
about six feet high. Near each angle in the outline was placed a box
containing an incendiary which was wired on a circuit and could fire
the hangar by remote control at the right moment, .Several of the bombs "
were wired 'n non the same:circuits. There were.also-several light
reflectors :which may have served to help the'effect at night..'

-The third in a series. .of camouflage posters, designed to awaken
an interest in and a consciousness of the need for camouflage, was dis-i
tributed on.15 April. The posters were distributed to include companies.

VIII-FIRE DEFENSE
Army units remained attahed to .4uartermaster gas supplycompanes

operating Class III installations to provide immediate protection. In
addition, they assisted in:: setting up fire defense-at Class V and rail-...
*head installations-and hospitals, and were available 'on call to give
assistance throughout: the Army area..

Advance Section Communications Zone furnished protection to rear
:

-
Army Class III installations' as. forward' Class III installations re-
quired forward. movement of Army firs fighting units.

Fire protection for the Army forward command post was furnished
by the firs truck unit attached to the 1092d Utilities-Detachment of ;
this headquarters and protection for the rear. command post was furnished.
with a captured .Geman fire truck .kept with the 1239th and 1240th Fire
Fighting. Platoon .Headquarters, swhich units remained in the vicinity of .
Army. rear command -post.

One major fire occurred during the month when a vehicle collided
'with filled gasoline cans onj1April at Class IIIsupply-point.No. 106,
lUcated in the vicinity ofEMMELHAUSAN(L-8773). Approximatelyf 20,000
gallons of gasoline were lost out of-about 200,00gallons at the instal-
lation.

CHAPTER-12
MAY.OPERATIONS,

I_- OPERATIONS

At, the -begioning of this, the final period of the War with Ger-
Moy, the major disposition of engineer t.j roops remainedlunchanged withthe .23rd :gineer. Combat Group in support of III Corps and, in turn
supported b) the 1301st Engineer Gneral Service Regiment; the 1125th-
Engineer Combat Group in-support of XX Corps and, in turn, supported
by* the'1306th Engineer General Seirvice Regiment; the 1303d Engineer.
General Servie. Regiment insupport of XII Corps and, in turn,sup-
ported by the 1152d Engineer Combat Group;. end the ll34th Eng ineer
Cat'Groupontinuing its coordination of hauling activities, sal-

aging of tactical bridging and special tasks.' III Corps on the rijit
flank was Pushing rapidly to the'south., with XX Corps in the center.
pushing to the southeast, confronted'with the TSAR and WNN ivers in*
its ikmdiate zone, end tho.'XII Corps on the left flank pushing east-
ward into Austria.

Effective 1 May the 1024th EngLneer Treadway.Bridge Company closed
into Third U.S. Army from First U.S. Afmy. To support the contemplatad
crossing of-the DANUBE River at PASSAU (4-2213) by the XII Corps, this
unit .was attached to XII Corps. :In addition one engineer combatbat-
talion of the l52d Engineer Combat Group was placed in direct support,
the 123d Engineer CombatGroup furnished one hundred 22 horse-power
outboard motor operators and the lOlst,.Engineer General Service Regi-
ment furnished one officer and trained personnel to provide technical
assistance in donstroction of booms to: assist in the XII. Corps opera-
tion. Qn the. same date, Naval Unit N-2 was detached ftom the 249th -
Engineer.Combat Battalion and reverted to the control of Twelfth Fleet,
Ports and Bases, Fiance,

On 2May the 551st Engineer Heavy Ponton:Battalion was.attached.
to XX Corps and the lOl2th Engineer.readway Bridge Company was tem-.
porarily attached to the same corps to support its operations 'on the.
TSAR River,.

Oni3 May the 86th Engineer Heavy PontdnBattalion, wih had closed
into Third U.S. Amy area from.First U.S. • Army on 2 May,:was also 'at-
tached to XX Corps to support its operations.

'Effective 5 May the 551st Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion and'the
lO12th Engineer :Treadway Bridge Company were detached from. the XX Corps
and attached to the 1134th Engineer Combat Group to support its depot

-

hauling activities. On the--same date V Corps came under control of*
Third U.S. Arf with its supporting corps engineer troops consisting.
of the ll2lst ahd ll7lst Engineer Combat Groups, the 20th,ll2th, 146th,
254th and 1340th Engineer. Combat-Battalions, the 501st and 502d Engi-"'.
neer Light Ponton Companies, the 610th Engineer Light Equipment Company,:
the 990th :and 994th Engineer Treadway Bridge. Companies, the 668th Engi-,
neer'.Topographic Company and the 2891st Engineer Technical Intelligence
Team (Combat).

On. 6may the ll52d EngineerCombat Group was relieved of support

to.the 1303d Engineer General"Service Regiment and was placed in sup-'
port of V Corps withinits zone of operation. The l123d Engineer Combat
Group and the 1125th Engineer Combat Group were relieved of their mis-"

"' sion of .supporting the III' Corps and the XXCorps, respectively, and
wereassigned the mission of reconnaissance for the construction of
prisoner of war enclosures and housing within their zones. The-13Olt

13and 06th Engineer General Service Regiments, supporting these two
groups, took overthe work projects of the 1123d Engineer Combat Group
and the 1125th Engineer Combat. Group.

SEffective7 May the 249th Engineer Combat Battalion was attached
to the 1125th Engineer Combat Group.: The 24th Engineer. C6mbat Bt-
.:talion continued its mission of maintenanme of the RHINE River bridges
with one company.

Complete dispogition of troops as of 082400B May was as follows:

I CORPS XII CORPS
llllth Egr C Op: l35th ngr C Op
159th ngrC'Gp 1437th Engr C Gp
51t Engr C. 33dEngrCBn
284thEngr CBn . 150thEngr CBn
291stEngr.CEn . 166th.Engr C Bn
299th Engr C Bn 204th Engr C B
.300th Engr C Bn 285th Engr 0 Bn
1262dEngrCBn. • #88th Engr Hv PonBn
72dEngr,L LPonCo .52thEngr L Pon Co..
525th Engr L Pon Co 537th Engr L Pon Co
629th Engr L Equip Co 613th Engr L Equip Co
991st Engr Trdwy Br Co .996thEngrTrdwyBrCo

.998th Engr Trdwy BrCo l.' Olth Engr Trdwy Br Co
974th Engr Maint .Co 1024th.Egr TrdwyBrCol
672d Engr Top Co -981.st Engr Maint Co
2d lat, Co A, 602d Engr 673d Engr Top Co
Cam .th Plat, Co A,,. 602dnr. .

.2942d Engr. TIT (C) , ca n.
.2949th Fngr TIT (C):

V CORPS 'X CO.RPSll2 st Engr C. Gp "26th Engr C Gp
ll7lstEngr C .Gp ll39th:EngrCGp
: 0th.Engr CBn 1 54Cth EgrCGp
ll2thEngrC Bn . 135th Engr C Bn
146th Engr C En, 160th Engr C En
254th Engr C Bn 179th Engr C En
1340th Engr'CE. Bn 206th Engr C Bn
5Olst ngr L.PonCo ,245th. Engr 0 En
502d Engr L Pon Co', 281st Engr C Bn
610th Engr L Equip. Co 86th Engr Hv Pon Bn
. OthEngr TrdwyBro 509thEngrLPon..Co . :

994th Engr Trdwy Br:Co ': 5 hrEr L Pon Co668th Engr Top Co 1623 Engr L :qip Co
2891st EngTIT (C) 993d Engr Trdsr Br Co

XX CORPS (contd)
.-995th Engr TrdwylBr Co

961st Engr Maint Co
466th Engr Top.Co.

lst Flat, Co A , 602d Engr
CamEn.

2898th Engr IT (C)

AIMY
1120d Engr C- Op
1125th Engr C Gp.
ll31th Engr C GO:

1152d..Engr C'Gp
1301st Engr GE:Regt
1303d Engr GE Regt
1306th nr GS Regt
145th Engr CBn .

a78th.Engr CBn
.249th Engr C Bn
.264th Engr C Bn
287th Engr. C Bn .
293d Engr C n, .
1252d Egr C Bn
1258th-Engr C Bn
1266th En:;!,r CBn
1270th Engr C Bn .
1700th Engr .CBn
87th Engr Hv Pon En
551st Egr HvPon Bn
553d Engr.Hv obn Bn.548th En L Poe Co
609th Engr•:L Equip Co

ARMY (contd)
658thEng Lquip Com..
676th.Enr L Equip Co

E678thEngr LEquip Co
2727th .Egr L Equip Co
2728th Engr L Equip Co
527th Engr Dp Trk Co,-

764th' Engr Op Trk C o
770th Engr Dp Trk Co
1354th ngr Dp Trk Co.:.
1366th Engr Dp Trk: Co.
1367th, ngr Dp TrkCo

1369thEngr Dp Trk:Co
1535th Engr Op Trk Co.
1Ol2th:Engr Trdwy Br Co.
976th EngrMaintt Co.

1482d Engr Maint" Co. .
652d Exgr TopB n
459th Engr DepotCo
2d. Plat, -729th Engr Depot Co
lllth Engr S SCo
1512th Engr WS Co
Co A (-), 602d Engr Cam.En
1239th Engr FF Plat
1240th angr FF Plat
2890th Fngr TIT (R)
:1092d Engr Util Det
1681st Engr SurvIn Team
1407th Engr Slt: Maint Det

# st ,lat, Co A, attached'
XX ,corps

II -CONSTRUCTION

During the'last eight historic days of hostilities with Germany,
tactical bridging operations by, Third U.S. ArmW eginsers. continued -
at an extremely hih rate. Although the assault: crossingsend tactcal
bridging operations were not resisted with the :intense opposition that,
marked the crossings.of'the MOSEIJE and the SAAR, the number and mag- ,nitude of% the last crossings were as great as those during any compara-
ble period. The.enemy,' in a last, futile, unavailing effort:to stop
a force that had smashed -him back across a' hundred previous :rivers con-;..tinued to destroy bridges, to the last.,

During the period 1 through 8 May, the following bridging was
accomplished:

Number
-

Length
Fixed Bailey Bridges .322.0
Heavy Ponton Bridges 2 1,185
Fixed Treadway Bridges . .. 391•" 404
Floating Treadway. Bridges 5. 1,968
Timber Bridges

Total l10 . 10

The situation at the beginning of the month found both III and
XX Corps partially across the ISAR River in southern Bavaria.,.To fur-
ther support this advance, additional bridges were nonstructed at.
DINGOLFINZ (U-5114), LANDAU (U-6521),. and MDOSBURO (Z-1194), as show
in.the following photomeohe: ".

Treadway Bridge over the TISAIC River at Dingolfins

ET



Highway Bridge over the Danube River at Linz

,.Treadway Bridge across Isar River at Landau.

Rowev
sages
being

Treadway Bridge over Isar River. at MoosOurg.
.

ter,'with one more bigriver to cross, .the III
hed on to theIDN .River, a formidable river 40
ich plans for a major assault crossing were ma
er,. the, speed of the advance had. demoralized :r
were possible over existing structures in eact
captured by III Corps and two dams by the XX
quickly put in at PASSAU (Q-2213), SCHARDING

377) and the march to the south continued by. X
rps had reached its final river to cross.:.

Ponton Bridg,

ting nignwrured intact.
across the
on N- ,-a
G (Q-2100).

Danube.River at Pass
Bridge across Danube River at Deggendorf underconstruction

construction included bridges across the
* Fixed timber bridges .were Under con-
River on the Autobahn highway, at INGOL-
'OHBUND (T-8526), on N-8 and 15. at REGENS-
(U-8339), and on N-12 at PASSAU .(4-2213).
across the DANUBE River at LINZ"(V-8787)
uction was also begun on fixed timber.
r at PLATTLING (U-7733) on N-8, at LANDSHUT
G (Z-1194), and across the INN River at

,Bridge across the Danube.,iver at Passau underconstruction

Heavy Ponton Bridge over Inn River at Passau

XX Corps pressed rapidly toward LINZ (V-8787), Austria, capturing
of the bridges over the TRAUN River intact on the way. At LINZ
787)the existing highway bridge over the DANUBE shown in the photo-
h below was captured, though credit for this went to XII Corps.
h, abreast of XX Corps, hadraced down the east bank of the DANUBE
3r to arrive at LINZ (V-8787) just before XX Corps. Also, while.
the way, ,the heavy ponton bridge shows in the photograph below was
in over the DANUBE River at PASSAU (Q-2213) by XII Corps. Bridge over Panube River in Linz Captured Intact

W.ring this period.a A200-footfixed timber bridge was completed
on the Autobahnohighway south of .NURNBER (0-4300). %Piers on this
two-way bridge averaged

• 
fifty feet in height.

Road maintenance, which included asphalt patching, leveling and
surfacing craters, and drainage. improvemt, was inaugurated to pre-
serve the existing surfaced arterial highways. Prior to this time
the movement of the Arns7was so rapid that very little attention could
be devoted to this work,, since the major task was constructing fixed..
timber bridges to improve traffic circulation and relieve.tactical
bridging for operations ahead.



sing throngs of-prisoners, of war surrendering,
unications Zone to remove them from the. Army
, because of. the long-distances to. be covered
risoners to be transported, .the problem of
-prisoners of war becama a "must" mission of

Accordingly, Army engineer and corps engineer troops were called
upon to construct enclosures to hold about 300,000 prisoners. -- Thoughthe prisoners themselves were used'to a maximum on the work, the me-
chanics .of .getting materials from local sou'ces and-providing water,
lights and provisions for sanitary facilities required a considerable
smount of engineer work and troops.

.By this time it became known that, Army and corps would eventually
have several hundred thousand-possibly a million or more--prisoners
of war on. hand; consequently, a planning board to coordinate the setting.up of permaent. camps was'established by the Engineer Section so that by
.8 May PhaseIIIof World War II, involving the Occupation ofGermany.and
the provision for housing and'making-use of prisoners of war, was under
way from the standpoint of the Engineers.

II1 -. SUPPLY

Supplyingforward bridge dumps with tactical bridging and assault
equipage, and building up depot stocks of Class II, IV and bridging at
Depot No. 39 were the majorfunctions of the Supply'Subsection during.
•this period.

Ten new truck-mounted cranes were received from Advance Section Com-
munications Zone in time. to alleviate the critical shortage of this item.

.Total Table of Equipment shortage of Brockway bridge construction trucks
remained at approximately forty vehicles.

Depot stocks of Bailey bridge, :treadway.bridge, and assault equip-
ment, although low,. were adequate to support the advance. There were no
demands on the Army depot for tactical lumbeir.

Listed below is pertinent information on Army depots 'in operation.
during 1 May through 8 May:.

Depot No. Location Type Supplies Averaie Tonnage
39 Furth, Germany II, IV and Bridging 5,000
43 Amberg, Germany. IV and Bridging 3001
44" " Chamu,-Germany IV and Bridging 350

5 .. Greding, Germany IV and Bridging 200
46 Straubing, Germany IV and Bridging 200
47 Mooseburg, Germany IV and Bridging 200

Guards were posted on New Congress Hall, NURNBERGAO-4300), and an
inventory taken on engineer supplies. Units under Army were guarding
and inventoring dumps throughout the area.

The engineer railhead was moved from WURZBURG (N-5935) to FURTH
(0-3602), here rail cars could be unloaded directly in the 4rmy depot.
Initial receipts were light, but increased materially as soon as require-
ments for higher priority materials had been met.. Movement of supplies
into forward dumps was handled by the 1134th Engineer Combat Group and
attached units.

Engineer maintenance facilities were greatly increased by the ad-
dition of the 1482d.Engineer Maintenance .Company. This unit operated
close, to the Army depot and performed third and fourth echelon work,'
in addition to servicing captured enemy equipment, such as generators.
Spare parts supply remained adequate.

IV - MAPS

The Army Survey Center investigated seven reported survey targets,
A few of these targets yielded information :on maps and survey data which
were all turned over to the Houghteam. Two targets contained photogram-
metric and survey instruments which were hauled to the rear through map
distribution channels and. turned over to the Houghteam;

Control,was furnished for three different radar stations. As there
were no existing trig lists for these areas based on the theater grid,.
it was necessary to use captured German data and convert the rectangular
coordinates froa German Gauss-Kruge to Nord de Guerre coordinates.

'A revision program consisting of twenty-six sheets of the Bavarian
1/50 ,000 scale maps wasassigpedto Third U.S, Amy'by Twelfth Army
Group. Photographs were secured and work waebegen on this project,

Total maps received du

Scale
1/5000
1/100,000.
1/o0,oo -

Miscellaneous"

Issued to Corpi

1/lO,00
100,00 s

1/2009000
Mi-scellaneous

V - INTELLIGENCE

Studies on the Topography of Bavaria and Austria, Roads of Austria
and Bridges-of Austria-were:distributed. to interested-units.

Engineer Intelligence-Bulletin: No. 8 was produced-and issued to
Corps,.Divisions and all Engineer units.

The 2890th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team continued- to exam-
ine enemy engineer uamps and •factories. or the recovery of material
necessary-for technical research. An enemV Goliath Demolition tank
was examined and a report rendered to higher headquarters.

-VI -WATER SUPPLY'

Because of the enormous numbers of displaced persons and prisoners
of war.in the Army area, it became necessary to supplement. the water
haulage facilities of the two :water supply companies with improvised.
equipment. For this purpose, 21-ton trucks were mounted-with captured
German tanks and fitted with pumps. All available water production
equipment was utilized to its fullest. extent during this period. Plat-
forms with 3,000-gallon canvas, storage tanks .were placed in-prisoner
of war enclosares.

0.0
9.6
9.7
2.9

al23.7



to assure the complete utilization of the capacity otype of floating bridge...

The Heavy Ponton bridge has a slightly higher traffi
pacity than the treadway bridge, but because of the
portation, required,, the lower load capacity and its
ty to'take-heavy loads in swift currents, it is defi
not :the equal of "the treadway bridge.'.

The, floating Bailey bridge has a higher traffic and

brlg.

up Headquarters
er Combat Battalions
Light Equipment Company
'.Dump Truck Company

General Service, Regiment

ur Engineer Heavy Ponton .Battalion,

e Company of Engineer'Camouflage ,B

ur Engineer Fire Fighting Platoons.

e Engineer Utilities Detachment.

e Engineer Survey Liaison*Team.

urgent need .was found for an Engi,
ich, can handle and coordinate Army
.ansportation.

e Engineer Forestry Company.

e Gas Generating Unit.

rainy se
eam of c

tersstock
dumpsas well as .for subsequent usage.

Supply of assault and bridging material is the most crit-

•Ical factor in all .crossing operations. Because of the

bulkof histy-eequipmenft; emoving-of-it-s-ectme-
consumi task,, and it is imperative that, once a river
crossing becomes imminent, every, effort.be immediately

started to move the required -equipment to the vicinity
ofthe proposed crossing.. Supplies shmuld be'based on
providing a 100% reserve in assault boats and other items
of assault equipment. Reserves of bridging can be smal-
ler, but on strongly resisted crossings, losses up to*50%
can be expected. The number .of crossings made per stream
is variable, but.for planning, materiel to support a di-
vision crossing every ten miles of stream length should
be provided.

in executing assault crossings, secret crossings, i.e.,
thosemade without artillery preparation, were, in general,
mere successful'than those made with-preparations.

.Paddledassaut boats, even in swift rivers, are the most
suitable craft for crossing the assault troops. The noise
of the motors in powered craft attracts the attention of
theenemy and nearly always draws fire. Powered craft have
.been used successfully for feints, and can be used once
small arms fire has beentcleared from the crossing site;
they gre extremely valuable-for evacuating wounded and
for supply,

Naval craft LCVP's andLWM's are invaluable as a crossing
means.on major rivers 600or more feet wide, The volume
of. troops and supplies that can be transported by them
is far greater than that ,khich can be supplied by any
other practical means until a bridge is built. However,.
unless very close coordination is established between
them and the traffic control authorities in charge of the
c.rossing, much valuable transport time will be wasted

Supply ,activities required the augmentation of theEqgineer: supply
LJlations, with an -Engineer Combat Group to coordinate depot haulage.
s. also necessary to utilize .the hauling.facilities of two or three.
-er Heavy Ponton Battalions and several Dump Truck and -ight Pon-
ompanies. To obviate utilizing combat engineer units on service
ions , an .Engineer service organization is urgently needed.. Such'
ganization should consist of an EngineerService Group Headquar-
with .attached transportation units equipped to haul Engineer depot
s, and Engineer Service.Companies for the operation of railheads,.
, etc.,

The present Depot Company T/O& E should be revised to include one
-depot-platoon-and-at-least--ten-crane-operat-ing-teams*

-Experience gained in operations on the Continent has proved thatmap supply and distribution can'be adequately and efficiently accom-
plished withinArmy for either a fluid or static situation through the
medium of an Army Map Depot, one Corps Map Depot for each Corps, and
one Division Map Depot for each Division. 'To properly operate the
Army Map Depot, it is recommended that the Map Storage and Distribution
Section of the Headquarters and Service Company for an Engineer Topo-
graphic Battalion (Army) be increased. It is likewise recommended that
a Map Storage and Distribution Section be added to the Engineer Topo-
graphic Company (Corps). Adequate personnel are available in the Engi-
neer Combat Battalion of the Division to operate the Division Map Depot.
By having the Army and Corps Map Depot personnel as pqrt of the res-
pective Army or Corps Topographic unit, overhead personnel for admini-
stration and messing can be absorbed by the parent unit. Furthermore,
the parent unit provides a reserve of personnel and transportation dur-

ing peak activities so characteristic of mapping during the more rapid
advances of mobile warfare. Normally, all technical branches of the
topographic units, survey, photomapping and reproduction, are not ope-
rating full capacity at all times.

*



ANNEX NO.: TO1-ECE
AUTH6 CG, -TUSA

" TOP'SECRET INIT: DNT
AT:5Jn44

STRATEGIC.TERRAIN ANALYSIS

1. PURPOSE AND OTHER.LIMITING CONSIDERATIONS
"
:

11 This ret.rt.'is an.extension of the Strategic;TerrainAnalysis -

N.W.' France previously prepared and inc luded as Section I in Target':
Area Analysis No. 1, Headquarters Third U.S. Army, dated 23 April 1944.
The additional area of France included in this study (see sketch No. 1)-
is bounded on the north by.the LOIRE River from NANTES, 0554 to ORLEANSi",
6823, and'then' by a line, from ORLEANS, 6823, to PARIS, 0443. The !:
southern-boundary of-the area is a line from LA ROCHELLE, 3134, to VICHY
8425, .thence to CHALON SUR SAON,. 9202. .The upper SEINE ,River south of-
"PARIS, 0443, provides the eastern. boundary for the area. (Principal.
sources of information: STRATEGIC ENGINEERING STUDY NO. 87- FRANCE
TERRAIN :INTELLIGENCE by U.S. Geological Survey and STRATEGIC ENGINEER-
ING STUDY NO. 71 - INIAND WATERWAYS OF FRANCE by Office, Corps of Engi-'
neers.)

2., GENERAL, TOPOGRAPHY OF THE AREA:

a. Drainage System. (See Sketch Ne.-.1).

Practically the entire area is.,drained by the LOIRE River and
its southern tributaries. The only exceptions being the area just.
southeast of PARIS, which is drained-by the SEINE River and its trib-
utaries, and the narrow coastallstrip on the west which is drained*into
the Atlantic Ocean by several small and relatively short rivers.

Themajor rivers in the area are the LOIRE and the SEINE; how-
e. ver, aI number of the tributaries of both these rivers are consideredimportant strea

ms 
with a mean discharge of over 800 second feet and are

probably not fordable except in very dry seasons. Among these are the
VIENNE, CREUSE and CHER Rivers, tributaries of the LOIRE River, and
the YONNE 'and LOING River, tributaries of the SEINE. All of the tribu-,
taries generally flow in north or northwest direction and several are
canalized or bordered by canal. (See Sketch No. :2). The LOIRE is
consider ed-nav-igable -ford-f lat bottom-(-60 -to 80-toncapacity)-b&rges
from NANTES, 0554, through ORLEANS,.6823,' to BRIARS, 3094, and is then
bordered by a navigable canal from BRIARE, 3094, to ROANNE, 3418. The
VIENNE River is navigable from itsconfluence with the LOIRE River to
CHATELL ULT, 6303, a distance of 51 miles.' .The CHER River, a portion
of which has been canalized, is navigable from VIENTON VILLE, 7947, to
its confluence with the LOIRE," a distance of 95 miles. The ALLIERS
River is navigable fros' FONTANNES, 8533, to the LOIRE River, a distance
of 153 miles. However, the navigation on this stream is relatively
unimportant as the average depth is only ,3 feet.

The 'SEINE- River is navigable from its 0outlet at LA HARE to
MI YSURISEINE, 1697, a distance of 350 miles. The YONNE River,-a_
tributary to.,the.. SEINE River, is navigable from MONTEEAU, 1818, on
tie SEINNE River ,to AUXERRE, 9312. The YONNE River also forms.a con-
nection- for the NIVERNOIS and BOURGOGNE canals with the SEINE River.
The principal canal connecting the SEINE and LOIRE Rivers .extehds !in _
a north-south

. 
direction from ST. MANDES, 3688, on the SEINE River-to

BRIARE, 3094, on the LOIRE River, a distance of 65 miles.: The CENTER
Canal, extending from DIGOIN, 2766, to CHALON SUR SOANE, 9202, connects

'-'the lateral canal of the LOIRE with the navigable SOANE River which'
flpws southward into the Mediterranean Sea. This canal crosses the.
divide between the SOANE and LOIE Rivers and is 72 miles in length.
The only other canal of importance-in this' area is the BOURGOGNE canal
which extends from

•
LABOCHE, 1293, .on the YONNE River southeasterly

through.DIJON, 0 ,561 to ST. JEAN DE'LOSNE, '2638, on the SOANE .River.
This canal provides a navigable waterway through the middle of Francel.
from the English Channel to the Meditterahean Sea.

Most of the streams in the area flow in levelnarrow bottom
lands bordered by steep bluffs 30 to 200 feet high. The areasouthf iof :
ORLEANS,-6823, and the area west of CHATEAUROUX, 5201, are. dotted with
lakes and swamps which are partly drained by ditches.

b. Ridge System (See Sketch No. 3).

Within the area under consideration there is no distinct or
predominant ridge line pattern. The terrain is generally comprised of
broad plains and plateaus, interrupted in places by valleys and rough
hilly areas. The low dissected plains of the LOIRE basin 'rise gradually
.in.the south to merge with the central plateau. This plateau is dis-
sected by the upper courses of the LOIRE tributaries to form broad flat-
topped knobs and ridges trending toward the north and northwest. The
strams have cut more deeply into the plains surrounding POITIERS, 4779,
forming steep sided valleys 30 to 200 feet in height. The relatively
high plateau country merges into rough and hilly country in the vicinity

• .of MONTLUCON, 2049. •Broken and hilly terrain also exists east of NEV-
ERR, 6321, in the extreme southeast portion of this area.

c. General Nature of the Terrain
There-is-no-rugge ountaino-ucountrywithl ea-under

consideration." The altitude increases from about..50. feet in the valley'
bottom below TOURS, 7667, to about 800 feet in.the extreme southeastern
part. The terrain generally consists of low dissected plains'extending
from the LOIRE River Valley, southward approximately 60 miles where
they merge into a high plateau area in the southeast, Exceptions to
-this general topographic pattern are the low marshy areas, south of
ORLEANS, 6823, west of. CHATEAUROUX, 5201, and along the river valleys
south of. NEVERS,. 6321. The coastal strip on the west contains several
long beaches but most of these are backed by a lowrswampy area and are

. generally forested. All the beaches are exposed to prevailing westerly
winds, Atlantic swells and a maximum tide
of 17 feet. Principal ports are ST. NAZ-
'AIRE, 5762, and NANTES, 4554,, both of
which are situated on the estuary of the
LOIRE River. In the LOIRE Basin, which
-omprises the central portion of the area,
the soil is fertile and is cultivated ex-
tensively in most parts. The swampy area
south of ORLEANS is about half covered by
forests and is used principally as pas-
ture land. The dry Chamopagne Country.

S . southeast of PARIS is relatively barren
except for scattered forests and is used
principally as pasture land. "Principal
cities are NANTES, 4554,, with a popula-

"t " " . tic.of..195,000, ORLEANS, 6823, and TOURS,

7667, each with a population in excess of.
70,000 and PARIS, 0443, the. largest city
in France and the center of economic, life.

cm . All the above naiedcities are located
either on the LOIRE or SEINE Rivers, the
extreme *north boundary of the area under
consideration... There are several other
-relatively important cities scattered
throughout the area ranging in population
from 20,000 to 40,000. Among these are

NI:. T, 8451, POQITIER, 4779CHATEAUR0,
5201 BOUN O ,0432 , MOITLUCON, 2049,.
CtheY, 8425, andpNEVERS, 6321. Each of
thse, cities, is a" focal'-point for several

.of the principal highways.

3. MILITARY ASPECTS OF THE TERRAIN:

There is a closely knit, intricate network of roads covering the,
entire area as.shown in Sketch No. 44,-attached. Excellent, wide hard
surfaced highways, connect principal towns, while numerous hard-sur-

i faced secondary roads offer possible. alternate routes. Towns are
!rarely by-passed and are serious obstacles to ithrough traffic because
:of narrow, irregular streets and closely spaced buildings of stone
and masonry. Road blocks are not very effective as there is generally
Sadequate space for detours and many alternate routes. Canalized rivers
and canals are easily bridged by ponton and other types of temporary
bridges. Tributary..streams can be forded in/many places during dry
seasons, these are also easily bridged. LOIRE River is unfordable
during highwater, but can be forded in a number of places during dry
seasons.'Cross :country movement of mechanized-equipment 'is generally
unrestricted except south of ORLEANS, 6823, where .marshy ground and.-extensive forest confine movement to roads and a few open areas. In
the high plateau area along the southern boundary large forests afford.
.ample concealment for parked vehicles. In addition to the excellent
communication facilities afforded by the intricate network of good
roads as indicated on Sketch No'. 4, attached, there is also an exten-.
sive network of railroads throughout the area. Considerable destraction
to these lines is anticipated. However, rehabilitation of several -of

.,these lines may be accomplished in t'ine to permit their ase in support
of operations undertaken in thisarea.

4. CRITICAL TERRAIN FEATURES:

Principal terrain features are the marshy areas, the LOIRE River
.and itsl north-south system of tributaries. Some -of these tributaries*
flow through narrow bottomlands bordered by steep bluffs from 30 to
200 feet high. The hedge and field line pattern in-the agricultural
region, the scattered forests throughout the area and the numerous
small towns with narrow streets are additional critical terrain fea-.;:
tures.-
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F',Operations moqm" rdu Number 28, "Artillery and

dated 25 -A l' 144.

NCIES. INVOLVED;-

Topographic Section (Engineer Section.,.H .,,third A

Army, SurveyCenter (Su4rvey: PlA~oon, Enaineer Topogr

Skrvey Information: Center (Field Artil.lery, Observal

C Corps Suvey Platoon, whenattached),'-,', "

PONSIBIIITIES

(2) Will furnish Corps with points-with which-to, sta-rt-
lower order nets."W() Wll establish azimuth, and furnish to Corps the angles
.pf declination between trued.-azimu--th-and grid-arim&- h
as required.

(4) Will act, as a reserveto help 'Coips SIC .Whennecessary
. (5) -Will tiein Corp"s nets where differences exist..

(6) Will: supply ontrol to.Artillery-units etalnd'
under Army control. This may or may not. e

, 
acoom--'

plishe'd ':together with a FA observation battalion.
IC i:u'rvey .1riormation Oexite "6 " ' .'*.

(l),Will'extend lower order: survey, from the major net.'
: fu'rnished by Ary SUrvey Center, to Corps,, Division-'-,

and'Battalionareas
'
.

(2. The SICwill be ,in"charge of the CO of the' Field '"
'rtiller:r:Observation Battalion..The Engineer Survey,
Platoon. (Corps) will',be attached to the,SIC :only ag

.needed. '"I* will be' the responsibility'of the Corps
, Engineer. to see that 'Its functions.are pertormd in

- accordance with 'the -general scheme of, this plan. , .
will be 'the responsibility of the G0, FiOld Artillery .'
Obs6rVatich Battalion, that the talent of tho Sgrvey 

' r

.:-Platoon;,be utilized in the ,mission st trth'in p pa,..
S 0graph 3c(M):, aboveand.not used a1s ,a. check ,onwork ,.
doeby Artillery personnel.

'TEONNIQUE. *

a. "Th6: ethods.)ussd•by:'-the, Amn.Surv eyC ter' will cnfo " .'
arda'pztice Tor' 5000, accurasy or better. ' "

() Azmuths, should.-be ',based on star ebservatlons, which
-"will, bemade during daylight when4ver.,pdssibl .

K ",",, ' ,(2) , Co puta;tio . by, machine' or logs w i be made in the

ccusances.
Th6. order 'of traverse should be toan aac'srac y of
1:'5000. This can be.accomplished by double reading
of the angles, single chaining with stadia checks,
and star observations. fr Iazimuth.

(3) Withproper training, survey of thisorder canbe.
obta-0ined. with- a--Minimuj.p-ersonnel._
)Points'.where.accuracy is below 15000 sho notb
urnshed to units of DivisiOn or ier. Howevr,

this will.'not be . 6nstrued ,to mean that points
.
of

slightly lessaccurAcy'will 'bewithheld from Unit's
when there is .corwbat ne6dfor them.

(5) For work from Division to Battalions, control'shohld'be held to an accuracy of 1:3000 or better, and
usually will consist of lines of transit traverse
w .t i o ith 

-'
e ;, i i star. ors"un a zimuths' 

. 
. .

Computations should ,be sufficietly, accurate to main-
tain instrument accuracy.

-(6) In the event that time-,pemits,.theestablish ng of .
i mes from Battalio'ns ' to gun psitionq, these can
be run with-a transit,.wi':th:di'itances -byistadia, or
by graph4c plane table iethods. ia,
'The accuracy to be held to 1:750 or higherland compu-
tatIon.made by logs or slide rule.

-By command of Lieutenant General PATTON:

'Maj r J GAFFEY,-V

jo, oerel, l. 'S. Arqr,
Chifp Sf.

MA8DOI, ii:. : :,', : :.. i u , ,Q . ,,~ i : '
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1.: MAP TABLES, "Initial 'Issue Tables for Operational Maps, in-
closed herewith5 lists the selection and quantities of operational maps
and auxiliary material for initial issue in forthcoming operations.
The quantities 're,based, in general, on map: allowance tables in letter,-
Headquarters Third U.S. Army, 19 May 1944:,. file AG- 061-GNMCR, subject:
"Map'Supply Policy". - The inclosed table will be the basis for all

::future map requisitions required in operations to D plus 90, inclusive,.
Auxiliary mapping material listed in columns 14-17, inclusive, will be
is ed by the Army Engineer as soon as available direct to Corps Head-

,

quarters, Divisions, and Army and Corps separate units. , All other maps
and mapping material ,will be issued in accordance with instructions'.
below.

.. ,DISTRIBUTION IN UK FOR BUILD-UP TROOPS. TUSA troops not land-.
ing in assault-will be issued at-a place and time after D-Day specified
by the Army Commander all maps shown in columns 2, 3, 4,- 5, 6, and 13
of inclosed ,tables, in addition to those maps listed in column 7 forCorps headquarters and divisions., These maps will be issued in the-
followingmanner:

a. Under supervision of the Army Engineer, personnel of the
map storage, and distribution platoon of the Army Topographic-Battalion
will. draw bulk maps .from ianETOUSA map depot for Army Headquarters and
Army separate units, break down bulk stock to unit loads, .and distri-

'bute ."over the counter" to all Army separate units. To accomplish this,:
the IArmyEngineer will.

(1) Submit to ETOUSA requisitions covering above bulk
order forwarding copy to the Army Topographic Battalion. ".:

(2): Furnish the Army Topographic Battalion thenecessary
information for breaking down bulk stocks to unit loads.

(3)" Notify all Army separate unitcommanders when and
where to draw their bulk maps.

b.Undersuervision of theCors .Engineer, Corps map depot
Spersonnel will draw bulk 'maps from.an ETOUSA map depot for Corps:,Head-
'quarters and Corps' separate units (toinclude Army separate units at-
-tached to XX and XII Corps for movement to continent), break down balk
stocks to unit loads: and distribute "over the counter" to all Corps' sep-

.. arate units. To accomplish this, the Army.Engineer will -

(1) Submit to ETOUSA requisitions covering above b lk
order forwarding copy to the Corps Engineer,.

(2) Notify the Corps Engineer when-and where to draw his
bulk, maps,.

co Under supervision of the Division Engineer, theDivision
map depot personnel will draw bulk maps from an ETOUSA-map depot for "
•Division.Headquarters and Divisional. units, break dowr bulk stocks to
unit loads, and distribute "over the counter" to all divisional'- unite.
To accomplish this, theArmy Engineer will.-

(1) Submit to..ETOUSA requisitions covering above bulk
order forwarding copy through the: Corps Engineer to"the Division.' Engi-

,neer.

(2) :Notify the Corps Engineer when and whee 'the Division
Engineer is to draw his bulk maps. :

3. DISTRIBUTION IN UK FOR ASSAULT TROOPS. TUSA troops landing in
assault willbe issued at- a place and time7 after D-Day as :specified in
the order moving. the

. 
unit to the concentration area -all Maps shown in."

inclosed table necessary for the assault.,. This will noelly'include-
those rmpe listed in colus 2-10,' inclusilve, 12, i1, and any special
maps6 that may be available.7

his AG identification 'card and a copy of the unit's requisition,:.Lack-
:ing details .'from higher headquarters, the unit loads for Army and Corps
separate units and Divisional units will be classified Top Secret-Bigot
and handled as suchi. Security responsibility is charged to commanders :
responsible for the unit breakdowns. No unit bundle will be broken
for organizational use -until the unit is.in an area- under rigid secur- "
ity control through which these maps and the. information they contain
cannot :leak. .The Marshalling Area or a-ship from which NO debarkation
will take place except in a similarly controlled area are cited as
exemples. In. addition to the security precaution outlined ..above, the
map rolls will not be opened and rearranged until briefing is about
.to take place.

5. DISTRIBUTION'OF MAPS-IN CONTINWTALEUROPE.

a. Army separate units will requisitiondirect to the Amy
map depot for "over the counter" delivery.

b. Corps separate units will requisition direct.to the Corps.
map depot for "over the counter" .delivery.

ca. Division Engineer .will submit consolldated requisitions
to the Corps Engineer. These-maps will- be delivered. in bulk by the
Corps depot personnel to the Division depot.-

d. Units• mapped-in the-UK as build-up troops .upon arrival on
the continent will receive their initial issue of.topographic maps,
scae-l/10OOOandl1-/50OOO,-without--requisiti-onby"over the counter" •
delivery from their respective Army or. Corps map depot. Army Engineer
and Corps Engineer will informtheir respective depots in advance .sheet
nubers of these -maps required by newly arrived. divisions and-separate
.units for "over the counter" delivery..

e. Special issue maps,, columns 9, 10, 11, and 12, will be
issued to build-up troops upon arrival: on the continent in accordance
with procedure outlined in paragraphs 5a, b, and 6.

f, Corps depot will be made operational on the continent upon
arrival of the first organic Corps unit unless arriving in assault.
Pending establishment of Army map depot, the Communications: Zone advance
map depot for Third'U.S. Army will be functioning as an Army map depot,.

6. LATE ARRIVAL ARMY UNITS. Army units arriving in the UK after
Headquarters Third U.S. Army closes in the UK and opens in the conti-
nent, will be mapped in the UK in accordance, with this Operations Memo-

.randum b the Corps to which the unit is attached for'movement to the*

By comsand o Lieutenant General PATTON:

ET

THIRD

17'April 1944

TRAINIM MEMORANDUM:

NUMBER 2:

TRAINIMD OF ENGINEER UNITS,

1. PURPOSE:, The pupose ofthis directive is to -fuish a guide
to Engineer units .so that the maximum .utilization.,of the.. remaining time
will be made fortraining.

2. OBJECTIVE: The objective of the ,-training in the UK is to,
bring the. units up to the .standards which will- enable them to perform

Ptheir rimary missions in an efficient manner.

3. SCOPE: a. Engineer unitshave completed basic, unit, and
.in most cases combined training in. the United States. Further train-.
ing should perfect, the unit performances of the company,. battalion and
group in the various engineer operations.

. All engineer units will attain the proficiency require-
mants as indicated in Training Bulletin No.-12. Hq ETO OCE,.15 February
1944.

c. Priority 'f proficiency requirements of divisional or corps
engineers will be prescribed by the appropriate .commander.

d. Armycombat battalions will attain highest proficiency in
subjects in the following priority:

S Roads: Training in construction and maintenance of
roads.normal to missions of army engineer units will.
include: : repair and maintenance of all types of,
existing hard surfaced.roads, the construction of..,
- beach exit roads,by-passes,; and thewidening of
roads. Training will stress maximum use of mech-'
anical equipment and utilization of captured equip-.
ment and materials. Basis of training standards will
be Chapter 1, FM 5-10.

'(2' Military Bridges: Training will consist of actual
construction of the various types of bridges in
the following priority: (a), Fixed Bailey (b) Float-
ing Bailey (c) Treadway (d) 25-ton Pontoon (e) Fixed'
Timber (f) M-3 Pneumatic Pontoon. All officers will
be trained to estimate bridge capacities using the.
British .Classification System. See ETOUSA Operations
Memorandum No. 7,. dated ,'5 March-1943, as amended by
Cl, 14 May 1943 and' C2, 27 May 1943.

(3) ine Warfare: Training will be in compliance with
. . No.9, Hq ETOUSA, 28 March 1944'.'

., Army engineer units other than combat Battalions will be-
come proficient in the specialty peculiar to the unit. Training will

Eng
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(5) Al;locate, school quotas which will become available
.,.to the group.

(6) Conduct training inspections and tests.,

b.: The Group Commander will establishnecessary facilities
and/or schools for the training of all communicatioA personnel of the
group and subordinate units.

5.- SCHOOLS: a. Schools will be used to the fullest extent to
train instructors within units and to provide :qualified personnel for

;key positions. Officers and men who have graduated as instructors will
be used to conduct training within their own units so that the great-
est advantage will be obtained from the instruction that has been given
to them., Special effort will be made to provide alternate personnel
capable of filling keypositions.

b. Corps, divisions and separate army units down to include
Sbattalions will provide their own unit schools as far as possible when

a need for such instruction exists. If there are no competent' instruc-
tors available within units, this headquarters will be notified so that.
the necessary instructors may be trained at existing schools. If the
need .for a school is acute and no instructors are available within the
unit

' 
concerned, this headquarters will endeavor to assign instructors

necessary to conduct the school.

6 . TRAINING TESTS 'AND INSPECTIONS: a. At the conclusion of
various phases of taining, tests wlbe conducted by the unit cora-
mender for, the purpose of determining, proficiency,

() .Practical Work: A report will be rendered through
engieer channels showing performance of the unit,
in the training. as to type, quantity, rate, and qual-

NO.5

as used herein, includes lanc
officeeandstorage space, riE
any interests which may bea:
hpersonal property, as is tak
I property on:•which personal

(6) If a Purchasing and Contracting Officer is present,
have him prepare and certify a local procurement
voucher (FD ETO No. 1) and attach a .copyof the

,

billeting. distribution list to the original and
duplicate of the procurement voucher. The Mayor or
local head of government should be :paid for all bil-,
lets., Payment should not be made directly to the
inhabitants

. 
of alocality except when there.is no

recognized head of local government acting.

(7) Obtain paymeni of the local procurement voucher hy
any authorized disbursing officer in.the vicinity,
:or forward to the Engineer, Third Army, if there ,is
no disbursing officer in the vicinity.

(8) if anPurchasing and Contracting Officer is not pres-
ent, send the certified billeting distribution lists,.in triplicate, to the Engineer, Third:Army.

(9) When made available, prescribed billeting rates will
be incorporated in subsequent Procurement' Directives
published by-this headquarters.

4.REAL ESTATE,
a. Under the provisions of paragraph 4i ETO - SOP No. 37, it

is the policy of this command to acquire the use of real'estate by.
requisitioning except in the case of real estate owned by an enemy
state and real estate in the combat zone which haasbeen vacated.on
account 'of existing or imminent combat, which will be seized without
formality beyond actual seizure, occupation or use within the, limita-
tions prescribed by ETO Procurement Regulations and Procurement Direc-
tive No. 3, this headqurtrs.-

b. C.Cosunding Officers desiring the use of real estate will
apply therefor to the Town Major or, if there is no Town Major, to the
Division, Corps or Army Engineer having authority in the area.

c. Where immediate use of real estate is necessary and there
.is no Town Major or other Engineer representative available, the Com-
mending Officer of the troops or service concerned may requisition its
use, provided such action has first been a~proved by a General Ofticer
in immediate command of such troops or service in the field or his
authorized representative or by higher authority. Where possession is
necessary and there is no opportunity for securing approval by a Gen-
oral Officer or his authorized representative, the Commnding Officer



d may act on his 'own
e report of his actic
Army ngineer havinj

Engineer bin the area le, the'payment
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d. (1) Requisition receipt, GPA ETO Form No. 6 will be used
for requisitioning,: .

. (2) The :original of the.'receipt will, be sent to the Engi-
neer.. Third Army.

(3) Th~e duplicate- of' the receipt will be given to the
owner.

(4). The triplicate of the receipt will be retained by the
requisitioning officer.

e. .. The requisitioning.-officer will cause a survey of the
premises ,to be made upon entrythereon, ,,and -.have' the survey signed in
ddplicate.by' the owner or his-representative, or by the Mayor.or other
public'official, and by the officer making the survey. A copy of the
survey willbe given the owner or his representative and a copy will
be forwarded to the Engineer, Third Army, with the original of the
requisition receipt.

f. iWhen. the premises are surrendered, a similar inspection
.of premises will be made and forwarded to the Engineer, Third Army,
.unless the:owner shall in writing acknowledge return of the.premises
without. damage. Such acknowledge, if given, will be forwarded to the
Enineer, Third Army.

5. PROCEDURE FOR PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING OFFICERS.

It is desired that each headquarters appointing Purchasingi,
and Contracting Officers consolidate reports and'records called for in
Section: VII of SOP No. 37 and forward them to the Engineer, Third Army.

By cornand of Lieutenant General PATTON:

DISTRIBUTION:
"A" "F"

R W. HARTMAN,
Lt. Col.,A.G. D ,
Asst. Adj. Gen.*
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ANNEX NO. 6
RESTRICTED

HEADQUARERS,
THIRD UNITED STATES ARMY

APO 403

24 Ju'ne 1944.

PROCUREMENT DIRECT.IVE

NUMBER 6

HIRING OF CIVILAN LABOR

1s DEF IN ITION.

Civilian labor as used herein will mean any. civilian residents

of occupied or liberated countries employed by U.S. Forces.

2. POLICY.

a. Local civilian labor will'be utilized tothe greatest eX-
tent possible consis4ent with security for such tasks aswill be appro-
priate.

b. In the c6mbat zone, under the jurisdiction of Third U.S.
Amy, civilians -will normally, be employed on an. emrgency basis under
authority granted in ETO-SOP No.: 29 dated 26 May 1944.

4. EMPLOYMEmTS--HOW"-MADE.

Civilians may be procured by anyunit from any,available
source in-the area under control of Third :U.S. Army . lo p ctiveem-
ployees- Will be:- offered work at the established rates of pay and. told-
the !hours :they will be expected to work :and other conditions of employ-
ment. Those who accept employment under these conditions will be put
'to work. Those who refuse employment will not be forced to work. No
.-written employment agreement is required. However, should a local em-

ploymeht office be available in the area, all employments will be made-,
through this office, ,if

'
practicable. Labor will not be procured by

:

.contract with a civil agent -or labor cOntractor, or on the-basis of ,a,
isub-contract, unless specifically authorized by this headquarters.
Wages will be paid dirbctly to .the. individual laborer.

5." HOURS.OF SERVICE AND RATES OF PAY.

a. Upon entry into France and until firm off-icial-wages are
published by this headquarters, it is the responsibility of units pro-
curing and using labor to ascertain from existing local indigenous .
Sauthorities the local wage rates paid by French (not German) employers
immediately prior to entry into the country, and this -rate will be the
rate paid to all civilian labor in that vicinity. In case it is im-
practicable to obtain the local wage rates paid by the French issed-
iately prior to our entry into the country, the rates-shown in, inclo-
sure #1will-be used.

b. An eight-hour day shall constitute a full day's''work and
forty-eight hours a full week's workAll time over eight hours in a
day or forty-eight hours in a seven-day week shall be considered over- :

-time. Time allowed'f or meals and time required going-to and returning
..from work shall not be counted as time orked. Recourse to-overtime
work should be avoided except where considered -necessary.

c. Labor my be given one supplementary meal per working day
atthe place of employment. In establishing basic pay where this meal.,
is given, deduction of 10 francs per meal is to be made. For example,
if the wage rate. is 8 francs per hour and: one meal is furnished, the..
rate per hour will be reduced .to 6.75 francs per hour,, so that the
worker will be paid, 54 francs per eight-hour day, plus one meal,.

6. ADMINISTRATION.

a. The officer or. non-comaissioned officer charged with the
supervision of the civilian employees will 'enter each. employee's name ..
in.a timebook Any kind of pocket note book may be used for that pur-.
pose. A book having columns for names, classifications, rates, dates
and-total earned is preferable. It is*anticipated that each laborer
will have. his individual work book and. identification with him. If so,
his correct name will be taken from that record. In many cases the
kind of work for which an employee is qualified can be determined from
his work book. If requested by the employee, his services with the
U.S.. Forces should be entered in his work book. In doing this, names
or numbers of military units should be omitted for security reasons.
The date and hour an employee starts work should be entered on the time
book., Employees on the job should be checked at least twice during
each shift to see that all are present and working. At the end of each
shift, the hours i'orked by each employee will be entered in-the time
book opposite the employee's name..

b. At the end of each pay period, which will not: exceed two
.weeks, the hours worked by each employee will be totaled on the time
book, multiplied by the rate per hour and the total amount earned en-
tered on the time book. Time books should be retained by the unit or
installation as permanent records. Payrolls will be made up from the
time books, in quadruplicate, on Standard Form 1013. The hiring unit
will retain one copy, one copy will be forwarded to the Army Engineer,
*!and the original and one copy will be presented to the Agent Finance
Officer who pays the labor (See par 6c). Except as covered in para-

..graph 6,.below, these will be the only records kepti On the original
copy of the payroll the signature of the individual employee will appear
to indicate receipt of payment. Any employee unable to write will sign
the payroll by his mark, which must be witnessed by a comissioned or
warrant officer other than the Agent Finance Officer. No advance of
pay will be made in any circumstances.,

co Unless other payment arrangements have been made :with
local Finance Officer, using units will designate an agent officer
r whose responsibility it will be to procure and disburse funds fir ithe

er ,or
)ffi-

7

which has been employed under emergency conditions end w . Le- isupport of the voucher, such evidence 9f employment whenever possiblei
In the absence of any identification slip bearing the signature of the
individual, the officer will, state on the voucher the.means of identi -
fication adopted by him. Similarly, in the case of the payment of,*,,

-

other labor, when conditions are such that the signature of all of the
laborers cannot be obtained, an officer or warrant officer witnessing
the payment, other. than the paying officer, may sign the payroll as
witnes in place of .the-signature of the laborer. In lieu of thein-
dividual signatures on Standard Form 1013, there may be annexed 'to the
payroll improvised receipts of any kind so long as they are signed by
..the payee or a witnessing officer. , Isolated individual paymedt may be
evidenced by individual Local Procurement Vouchers, in which case the • .
agent officer will return to his parent disbursing officer the original
and duplicate copies, signed by the employee in the two places marked

:7. INJURIES.'

a. The word ,injury" '.whenever used-below shall mean the dis-
ability :or death of an employee resultingIfrom personil injuries sus-
tained while in the performance of-his duties, but no compensation shall
•be paid if the injury or death is caused by the wilful misconduct of the
,:employee or by the employee's intention to bring about the injury .or
death of himself or another, or-if intoxication of the injured employee
is-a proximate cause of the injury or death. Compensation claims will
not be/denied solely by reason of the fact that the injury or death re-
•sulted from enemy action.

b. "Injury Payroll". The. term injury pyol en
special payroll to be made out in the-same manner as the regular civ-
ilian employee payrolls on Standard: Form: 1013. It 'will only be used
in the acne of the Army prior to the establishment of a rear boundary,
of the Army. Its9 purpose is to provide compensation for ,injuries
prior to the time claim service is established. It will be; plainly,
marked at the top in all capital letters with the words "INJURY PAYROLL"
This injury payroll will be used exclusively.for paying civilian em-
ployees during the period that they are incapacitated for work by rea-
son of, an injury. No individual on it will e epaid more than a sum..
equal .to $16.67 per month, nor for a period of beyond 180 days., un-
less special written instructions are received in the individual's..
case from Division or higher Headquarters. Compensation rates paid
will generally be the rates of the country where the employee was
hired, oas determined from records of indigenous authorities., In gen-
eral, the compensation rate should be about 50% of the wage rate.

c. ETO Compensation Form 124, "Report of Injury and Claim
for Compensation,.is 'a qm6ination report of an injury claim, medical
officer's report,.and statement of facts. Requisitions for Form 124
will be sent to Engineer, Headquarters Third U.S., Army. It is tobe
employed for all injuries sustained by civilian employees. This form
will be made out in triplicate and held pending the establishment of
the rear boundary of the Army, at which time it Will be turned over
to the Advance Section or Base Secticn Claims Officer. Thenceforth,
no injury payroll will be used; but all injuries will be reported at
once to the Advance Section or Base Section Claims Office on Form 124.

d. In all cases of injaries to civilian employees requiring
more than first aid treatment, medical care or hospitalization will be
furnished by the commanding officer. Local doctors or hospitals will
be utilized when available in preference to ,Arm facilities.

e. Bills for doctors and hospital services incurred as a
result of civilian employee's injuries will be forwarded, together with
Form 124 covering the case, to the nearest U.S. Glaims Service Office..
If Form 124 has previously been forwarded, notation to that effect will
be made on the bill. Authorization will be granted only to doctors of
hospitals for treatment, not extending beyond a period of ten days. In
a case where treatment is required beyond a period of ten days, it wil
be necessary for the commanding officer who hired the civilian to give
a new authorization for additional treatment. If the commanding offi-
cer originally authorizing treatment has moved from the locality where
the injured man is being treated, this authorization may be secured
from the commanding officer near the locality, to whom the responsi-
bility of the case had been transferred. The employee's cosmnder

will continue to discharge his responsibility in regard to an injured
employee regardless of his movements, either by carrying on such res-
Sponsibilities at' his new station or by accomplishing the transfer of
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FIREDUE .SE CCNTROL

a. In case of fire, the senior
resent will control all availab)
)f the compAny commander, fire ira
rho will then assume command,

FIRE 'REPORTN

-a, Any fire which has resilted or may result in' aff
aton wil be reported isoiediately. to higher.echeloni
,id available means, giving unit area, location.end'b
iand extent of the fire*.

b. Reports will be made to the following in order

(l) Engineer, Third United States Array,
PAD Control _enterThird.United States Air

Q All other .fires.w ll be reported to the officerg
kparagraph ,,b",above. Reports will include the caus'
ge in addltion to information indicated in paragraph

• ocmnties of less than *20,O00 p
Towns and cities of more than 20,
less-tlhn 100,000 persons,

- +All citles of i00,000 persons. nd
(except PAWIS).

- Metropolitan. PARIS area.

RESTRI. 'mCTED) '•+ ;

01AsT V frre fightin

ply. dump and depots,

7, FIRS E~.~UAT NS

1. Shipment of Packaged Petrol. Petrol should always be shipped,
in vessels designed- o- cnvrtec foP the purpose-. Where_ packagedpet,!-.
rol has "to be shipped as part.of a mixed cargo, the fire hazard is ex-
tremely: high. Leakage is inevitable, end All possible- precutions
must-be :taken to prevent fires, and explosions. The storage, ofpetrol.

•

with supplies of a combustible nature, must be avoided.

.2. Loading and Discharging ;Petrol. When loading. or discharging
petrol, fire fighting appliances slould be. ready for immediate action
d4ring the whole-period of the operation. "No Smoking, or "Naked
'Light" regulations on ships and docks must be rigorously enforced..

3. Jettisoning Fuel.. Should the jettisoningof fuel becoaeimperative, no lights, fires or other means of ignition should be
allowect within a quarter of amile or more downstream or leeward
and 200 to 900 yards to windward, when low flash fuels are jettisoned.
Tidal streams and currents should Also be -taken into consideration.
Jettisonlng bunker and diesul oil present no particular fire hazard,
provided there is no admixture, of vaporising oil.

4':.44 Petrol Carried on Vehicles. Spare cans of petrol Shoild be .
carried in ,carriers, - Where: cans ,have to be carried within the vehicle,
they should-be-placed so that they can be easily removed should the
vehicle or its load-catch fire.

5, Filling and Decanting, Carelessness in handling cans when
filling petrol tanks must be eliminated. Petrol will not be allowed
to spill. Only one can should be opened at a time, the remainder
being kept at a safe distance from the filling point. When' decanting
or draining tanks, each container should be removed to a safe distance
from the filling point, When decanting or draining tanks, each con-
tainer should be removed to a safe distance as soon as it is full,

SITINGCAMPS , DMPS AND DEPOTS.

1. The major problem confronting a Fire Defense Organization,
is the supply of sufficient water for 'fire fighting. Those respon-
sible for the reconnaissance of sites for camps, depots and!dumps
can ease this problem considerably if the water need is kept in mind.

2, Other conditions permitting, dumps and buildings.of a.com-
bustlble nature should. be sited as near available water supply as
possible.

S3, The importance of dispersal, both of buildings end SUpply

dumps,. as a fire prevention measure must always be borne inmind when
the. selection of a site is being convidered.

CONFINTIAL.
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Cl) No issue in excess of these all

without the approval of theAm

(2) Actualmaps issued will'depend

LAtter, this Headquarters, dated 19 aIy,1944, fileIct, "Map Supply Policy" and Operations .emorandum
Ldqua ers, dated 5 June 19443,are-rescinded.

I. DISTRIBUTIOB .

a.: Agencies of :Distribution.- A
ps, and..one for each Division will

+(1)

(2).

(3

Corns separate units will requisition direct to the
Corps map depot for "over the counter" delivery.

The-Division. aineer will submit consolidated requi-
sition to the Corps: Engineer for divisional and at-
tached units. The attached units included will be
liated on the requisition for editing purposes I.. The,,
maps will be delivered in bulk by the Corps map depot
to the Division map depot.;

The_ Cors Enngieer will submit, in triplicate, con-
solidated requisition to the.Army En. gineer. for. re-
plenishing Corps map depot stock. , These maps will
'be delivered in bulk by the Army map depot to the.
Corps map depot*. Consolidated divisional requisi-
tions, as approved by the.Corps Engineer, may be for-*,
warded to the Army Engineer for processing.: Maps
will-be stocked. in Corps, map depot primar4y for
"over the counter" issue to Corps separateunits.
'Requisitions for "over the counter" deliver. by Corps
and Army map depots will be signed by anIofficerand.
.submitted in-duplicate direct to the issuing depot.

matic Issue. Maps will normally be issued automati-
quisition, to the Corps may, depot in staff planning
ant ities, whichever may be 'applicable,, for: -

Distribution of new maps initially received by Army
map depot.

Initial issue covering new operational areas.

Mappink a newly assined Division which is not re-
lieving another Division. (SUe paragraph 4c below).

2) copies thrDugh, engineer .channels tc
US -Army,. APO 403, US Amy.

(5) copies. direct to Ehgineerl TwslftJ
IAPO .655, .US Army., coPy.of letter of
o lbe forwarded to Engineer, Third US
2) ,n~ ?an &anaoni.;~pm

etter c
Third

f each c
)r nulls

Wigginr, same addr
,tal to be forwards,

corrective or, supplementary map information will be
k engineer .channels to the Engineer,. Third US ArmV.

pt for local. sketches all. map reproduction will be--
the Engineer, Third-US Army.:

iunications involving change of map policy, procure-
otography, or issue of non-standard map material for
ae studies will be sent through. G-2 channels ,to AC or

By, coman oLiuenGeel
i

+.
By command/of .Lieutenantieneral PATT .M ,.

'(1) Aw MapDpot. Personnel of. thm map storage and
distribution platoon of the Army Topographic Bat-talion, under the supervision of the. Amy Engin er,.+
will operate the Army map depot..The duties of per-
sonnel of the Amy map depot are as follow s:

(a) Draw bulk stocks of mape from the Communications
Zone advance map depot.

(b) Break dowi bulk stocks to Corps loads and
deliver to Corpe map depots.

(c) Operate map depot for "over the. counter". deltv-
ery of maps to Army separate units.

(2) Corns Man Depot. Personnel of-the. Corps map storag
and dstributton detachment, attached to the Corps.Topo.grahic Compar. and supervised by the Corp .Fngi-
neer will, operate the Corps map depot. The duties
of personnel of the Corps map depot are as follows:

(a) Break down bulk stocks received from the Army
map depot to Division loads and deliver to Divi-.
sion map depot.

(b),Operate map depot for "over the counter" deliv-
ery of mape to Corps separate units.

4. USE AND DISPOSITION OF MAPS. The supply oftmaterials required
for map reproduction is critical and the reproduction, facilities are at
present overtaxed in the preparation of operational maps. Therefore,..unit .commanders are enjoined against viewing the problem of map supply
:complacently. ,It is their responsibility that maps issued to their
units are used efficiently and that maps not immediately required are
safely. stored.

a. Maps issued to units in operational quantities will be
.limited to their immediate operational area,.

b. When a unit has no further ,need for a certain series of
maps, these maps will be sorted, packed, and returned with an itemized
transmittal direct to the source of supply for that unit.

c. Any Division being replaced by another Division will trans.
far maps, no longer required, to the replacing unit, pursuant to in-
structions issued by the Corps Commander.

d. Maps worn beyond serviceability will be burned and the
resulting ashes thoroughly pulverized.

id or local maps or reproduced
be issued to troops foryope-'
en only with the approval of

1 - "Initial

.DISTRIBUTION:
."A" & "C"

Inf onation copies to

CG, s 2th A Op
CG.,9E U MUS, Amy
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.0 C j,0*L
UNIT 0z'm 0 -1-- 90 ~ ~1-
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DIVISIONS... . .: ' "" .-. ,. " "_ : .:
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IANTI-AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY : ._' I
" Hq.&Hq. Btry.,AAA Brigade 0 .0 1I1 3 15 __6 20 1I0i 4 0 4 1 0 3 - 5 -CoHq.i&Hq.BCry.AAAp' '02 0011452107 0 15010 3103 .102 10202
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AAALunBnMbl 0 0120 143527 5 0 512 0 1 0 2
A AA2un4BnSe 0 042 4 03525 1 5 0 560 0 2

nAAASIL0Bn.,Sem." 001202503150 9080035 250505120 10 2
• AAA OperaionsDeRt3hmenl 0 0 7 2 03 0 53 4 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1I2 "

ARMOREDHq.&Hq..Dtr.T kGp.(M) _ 0 0 21 1 15 '26 0412 6 2 6 2 0 2 0 2
Hq.&Hq.CoArmd.Gp. 0 0 21 15 126 0 12 6 2 6 21 0 2 0 2-
TankBn.,(L) . 0 0 127 0025O51"0271 ] 6010 12 1 0 0 2
TanEBn.,(CDL) . 0 016003550 03010 010 16 0 0 20 0 167 0 37 55 0 32 10 0 10 16

SP. JI.

:cAvALRY: . .. . -Hq.&HqTr.Cav.Gp. 0 0 15 1 15 23 0 15 3 1 0 1 0 2 0 2
CAvalrylBroadeHorn e 0 0 400 4 170266 0 160 15 0 0 40 0 8 0 2
CavAlryRegL,Mez. 0 0 4211 75 111 0 75 10 0 0 47 0 3 0 2
CAvalryMeOz.Rcn.Sq. 0 0 0 243 0 40 15 0 45 5 0 0 24 0 1 i 0 2
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cHEMICAL WAR FARE

Chemical Mtz. Bn. (Sop) 00161 0520 1254:0 0 60 01O6 I12.002Cheil1Decon.Co. 0 0 22 0 0 .0 6 6 0 000410012

SChemicalDepoCo. 001200L0 6 0 00041 00
ChencatLab. Co. : ,0 03 16 03090000 10 10 1

HChemicalMan.oCo. 0
.

0 1 0 0 0 0 5
1
0 0

01
0 j 3 1 0 0 1

ChemlcalSmokeen.Co _ 00370 0 04501..0-0 0 1l3 10 012
C L -----------I .I -- 00CT"
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ENGINEER .-
Gen.Sv.Regt. .00'91601 13 0 80 0.0 015160 2 0 2Hq.&Hq.Co,Engr.C.Op. 010 131702411 5 20 2 0 2

Engr.AirborneBn. - 0 2 34 0- 5 0 40 '20 7-1 0 7 3 0 1 0 2
Engr. C.,Bn. 0 90 0 5 .0 48 201::12 0 12 :.9 0 .I 0 2
Engr. Bn.(Sep.) - 0 0 70 0- 5 0 47. 22 12 0. 12 7 0- 1 0 2Engr. CarouflogBn;- .. 0 0 55 0 .:l 0*145 20 1 0 0 :1& 6 0 1Ii 0 i 2 . ;:
Engr.Cam.oulan. _ . 1 0 2
Eng.HvPon.Bn ... 0 0 118 0 5 0 33 15 6 0 5 11 0 1 0 2

.Engr.Top.Bn.(Army) - 0 0 59 0 5 :430 15 7 0 7 5 0 1I10 2
Engr.C.Co.(Sep.) "0 0 21 000 6 4 1 0 1 2 1 0 .0
Engr. DepotCo.. " 01 0 17 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 1 1. 0 0 1.
Engr.Dp.Trk Co. 0 0 51 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 .1 0 0 .1
Engr.L.Equip.Co. 0 0 56 000 6 5 3 1 0 15 -.0 0 1

Enqr..LPon. Co. 0 076 0 0 0 7 5 1 0 1 61 I 0 0 1

Engr. MaInt Co. 0047.00 0 7000041 010
Engr.Top.Co.,(Corps)' _ 0 0 17 0 .0 1 5 4 1 0 1 1 0 1 10 1
Engr. Treadway Bridge Co. ,0 0 67 0 0 0 5 3 1 .0 1 6 1 01 0 1- .

Engr.WaterSupplyCo. 0 0 T9 0 0 0 7 4. 2 0 2 1 1 . 0 1 .
Engr, UtltyDeL 0. 0 .0 6 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

FIELD ARTILLERY .._

Hq.&Hq.Btry,.CorpsArty.(Mt 0 5 22 3 15 0 39 15 8 0 8 2 0, 3 2. 6Hq&Hq,Btry. F.A. Brigade _20 5 20 4 To 0 30 lb 5 0 .2 0 2 -

Hq.&Hq.Btry.,F.A.Gp.(Mtz.). 0 5 19 1 7 0 26 12 6 0 6 2 0 2 2 2
F.A. Obs. Bn. 0 0 98 0 5 0 39 -21 5 0 . 5 .... 0 1 20 .--2
105.MM How. Bn.(S.P.) 0 4 106 0 5 0 48 29 5 0 10 10 0 1 2 2

105 MM'How. Bn.(Trk.) __ 0 4 86 0 5 0 47 28 5 0 10 8 0 1 2 2

155MMGunBn.(S.P.) _ 0476 0'5 0142.235 010 710 1 2 2
155 MMGun Bn.(Troc.) 0 4 76.0 5 0 42 23 5 0 10 7 0 1 2 2

155 MM How. Bn. (Trac.) " 0 4 85 0 5 0 45 26 5 0 .10 8 0 1 2 2
240MMHow.Bn.(Trac.) 1 014.79-0 b 0 42 23 5 0 10 70 2 2

4.5" GunBn. (Trac,) _ 04.85 0 5 .0 4526 .5 0 101801 21" 21
8"GunBn.(Trac.) . 0 4 79 .0 5 0 42 23 : 5 0 10 7 0 1 2 2

8" How. Bn. (Trac.) 0 .4 79 0 6 0 42 23 5 0 .10 7 0 1 2 2

INFANTRY
In.RegtL(Sep.) -... 0 0 178 16 -0 190 106 50 0 50 .17, 0 2 0 2

Inf. Bn..(Sep.) " 0 .0 26 0 3 0 50 25 10 0 10 2 0 2 0 2

MEDICAL '

Hq.&Hq. Det,Med.,Gp. _ 0 0 6 1 7 16 0 .0 0 0 0 1 1. 0 .0 2

Aux.Surg,.Gp. 01 0 019 7 64, .0 0 0 0 0 .1 1 0 0 2
Hq.& Hq.DeL, Med.Bn. 0 0 9 1 5 16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2

MedicalLab.(Army) 1 00 9 1 3 3 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 ''011
Medical GsTreatmentBn. _ 0055'0 5 36 00 1 0, 0 .5 1 0 0 2
MedfcolAmb.CoMz.(Sep) 0 0 3600 5 0 0 00 0 31 00 1
MedicalClearingCo.(Sep) 0 011 0 0 8 0000 0 0 1 . 0 0 1
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INITIALISSUETABLES FOR OPERATIONAL MAPS
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M.R.U. Type "Z" 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 1
Postal Regulation Sect. 0 0 2 0 0 t 0 4 0 .0
RepI, Bn. (w/4_Cos.) 0 0 10 0 5 0 38 0 0
S pecial Service C o.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
M. Li Spec. Unit o 0 I. 8 1 0 065"01 0

IIF 01 0
.-IL i.,T

•01 I1 0

2 2

2

0 0 00 1 "0 1 0 0 2
00 1 00
00 1 0. 0 1
, 0 1 00 1

0- 1 -0 1 0 2
0 4 . , 0 , I10 7 2 0 02

547 001

*Notes: 1. When either one of the two maps is not available, the other will be. issued on basis of
the combined allowance of the two.

2. These maps are primarily for special use by the Artillery, Infantry and Engineer units
andwill be issued on request from a unit, when a positive need for them exists.

3. Will be Issued anabove basis upon request from a unit when a positive need for, this
map exists.

4.. Issued in these, quantities only when a unit is operating on a special airborne mission.
When operating on: the ground, distribution for these maps, will be the same as for the Infantry
Division.

5. Hydrographic charts and defense overprints will be issued on request as made available

for special missions.
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S E :C R:E T

ANNEX. NO.9.

HEADQUARTERS
THIRD UNITED STATES ARMf

Office ofthe Engineer
APO-403

161800A March 1945,

1INER. OPERATIONAL
INSTRUCTION NO. 33

*MAPS:.: Series GSGS. 404, Scale 1:250.,000,Sheets 6 & 9
Series. GSGS 4346, Scale 1:250,000, Sheets K49, K50 & K51

.: Engineer boundaries (see overlay).
2., No change.

VIII CORPS
:11024 EnrC Gp
117th Enr C Gp
:35th. Engr C Bn
44th Engr C Bn
159th Engr C En:
168th Engr q Rn
243d Egr C R,Bn. :
1252d Engr C En
628th fgr L Equip Co,
974thEngr Moi nt Co
991st Engr Trdwy Br Co
511th Engr .L Pn. Co
527th Engr L Pan Co.
1369th Engr Dp Trk.Co
665th'Enr Top Co
28934,Engr TIT.(C)

III CORPS
135th Engr C p

1137th Eangr C Gp
1334 Engr C En
150th Engr C En
166th E n .C ,n

'204th Engr CEn
282d Engr C Bn
285th Engr C En
613th Engr L Equip Co
981st Engr Maint Co
995th Engr Trdwy Br Co
996th EngrTrdy Br Co
997th Engr Trdwy r Co

-DISPOSITION OF TROOPS-

XTI CORPS (Contd)
(t) LE Plat, 509th Engr L Pan Co

528th Engr L Pon Co
537th Engr.L Pon Co
87th, Engr flv PaBn 
673d Engr TopCo
4th Plat,"Go As602dEngr

CamBn
2949th Engr TI. (C).

1139th Engr C Gp
11524 Engr C Op
135th Engr C EBn -
160th Engr C En
178th Enr C n
179th Engr C En
206th Engr.C En
.245th Enr CBn
281st Engr C Bn
1258th Engr C Bn
6234 Engr L Equip Co,
961st Engr Maint Co
2d Plat, .997th Engr Trdmy."
Br Co.

993 Engr Trd y B Co
513th Engr L Pan Co,
548th Engr L Pan Co
664th Engr Top Co
1st Plat, Co As, 602d Engr
Cam En

() 2898th Engr TIT (C)

'For thepurpose of showing. an overlay, maps
1:500,000 are used in this Annex.

11234EgrC O P.
1-34thEngrC Gp
1301st Engr GS.Regt
13034 Engr GS Regt
1306th Engr GS Regt
145th.Engr C Bn
183d Engr C Bn
188th Engr CBn

'249th Engr 0Bn
293d Engr C Bn (-)
609th.Engr L Equip Co
676th Engr L Equip Co
976th Engr Maint Co
509th Engr L Pon Co (-)
572d Engr D Trk Co

.764thEngr Dp Trk Co
770th Engr Op Trk Co
.1354th Engr. Op.TrkCo
1366th Engr Dp Trk Co"
1367th Engr Dp Trk Co
88th Engr Hv Pon.Bn
553d Engr.1iv Pon Bn
652d Engr Top Bn
459th Engr Depot Co
2d Plat 729th Engr Depot Co
Co A (-5, 602d g CamBn
15.1th Engr WS Co .
1512thEngr 'S Co..
1239th Engr FF Plat
1240th Engr PP Plat
1681st Engr Surv iLn Team
1092d Engr Util Det
2890th Engr TIT (R)
Naval Unit N-2
Det B, 329th Harbor Craft Co
1407th Engr Mobile Slt Team
(t). Temporary attachment,"

3. a.-1123d Engr C Op: No change.
b.: 1134th Engr C'Gp:

-. Addition9l Attachments: 88th Engr Hv Pan Bn (less CoB) and 1367th
E ng Op Trk Co.

Detachment: 87th Engr Hv Pan Bn (less"Co A)'.*
Mission - No change.

. 1301st Engr S Regtz No change.
d. 1303d Egr OS Regt: No change,
e. 1306th Engr GS Regt: No change.
f. Serate Amy Units: No change,.
X. (I Area assignments effective 170800A March 1945.,

2 No change..
4.a No change.(4) No change;' .. . .' .

4, a. AMP No. 10 - MO EN S on GC 58 (Q0434) Class IV and Bridging - XX Corps troops.
AESP No. 13 - BELVAL 1 mi W ESCH. (P7102) Class IV and Bridging - All troops,
AESP No. 14- ARLON (P612) 'Class I and IV Supplies - All troops.
-A"eP No. .18 - (L1049) WSSERICH -Class IV and Bridging - Closed 16 Mar 45.
AESP No. 19 -_(10680) PRUK -.Class IV and Bridging - VIII Corps troops.
AMEP No. 20 -(L7383) MUSTMIV D- Class IV and Bridging - XII Corps troops.
' AESP No. 21 - (L7599) PLAIDT - Class IV and Bridging - VIII Corps troops.
A J Map Depot (P5704) LONGY - AU ltroops,
See Administrative Order No. 29 (not to accompany any Fo)*12200A March
1945 Hq Tird U S Arm.

1b.Ho change.
5. No cha.ge.

CONKLIN

S:ECE
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S"ECRE T

Eng'ineer°Operational Instruction No. 33, shown on the preceding.
page, is an exact reproddction of the order as-published with the ex-
ception of the overlay.which has been superimposed on a 1:500,000 map..
In order to provide coherence and present the complete instruction, the
paragraphs headed 'no change". are extricted from previous instructions.
and quoted below:'

Paragraph 2. -. The'engineer .mission is to support.the operations through
normal engineer functions.

Paragraph 3. a. - Perfom all eigineer work in zone (overlay)*and sup--.
port VIII Corps.

Paragraph 3. b.- Coordination of engineer depot halage activities.

Paragraph 3.- '.- Perform.,all.engineer, work in zone (overlay) and sup-
port XX.Corps-.

Paragraph 3. di - Perform l engineer work in zone (overl4> -andsu
R
-

port XII Corps..Establish and report forward boundary.

.Paragraph 3. .- Perform all engineer work. inzone'. (overlay) and sup-i

port 1303d Engr GS Regt.

i Paragraph 3. f.-Support operations through normal functions,..

Paragraph"3. :x e(2) (a) - Engineer boundaries between Corps and sup-.
.porting Army.units will be as.mutually.
agreed upon by Corps Enineers andsup-
portin- Army units.- Such boundaries will
be definitely delineated and will be re-
ported promptly to the Army Engineer.

(b).-. Eigineer boundari£es between mutually sup-
porting Army.units will be changedlonly.
upon approval of the Army .Egineer.

Paragraph 3. x. (3)- -.,Priority of .routes for maintenance- see TRAF-
FIC- Section of current Administrative Order.
and accompanying Tiaffic Circulation. -iagram. .
Twoway.Class 70.routes parallel totheaxis
of movement will, be of first priority. All
other 'routes. will be of second priority.

.Paragraph 3 .x- (4) (a)-
+ 
Reference is made to letter, this head-
quarters, dated 7:November1944,, subject:
'Protection of the Lineo-f Communications."
The following delineation of responsibil-
ity between Army Engineer and Corps troops
will:be followed:

.. Army Engineer troops, will be respon- .

sible,, within their areas of respon-
sibility, for the- tactical guarding
of such, bridges. in,. the Army area as
' ay be designated.by the Army Engi-
neer.

2. Corps will.be responsible for the.tac-
tical guarding of bridges forward+ of
the Corps rear tactical:boundary. Ex-
ceptions involving the use of"Army
Engineer troopswill be made only on_
specific instruction of the Army Eni-.
neer.

Paragmph 4., b.- -. 976th' Engr Maint Co (P-6023) 1 mi W of ARDN - Main--,,
tenance of engineer equip:ment.

.Paragraph . iChangesnlocations.:of headquarters charged with sub-
imission of Engineer-Situation Reports: (See Operations Memo 'No.. 25, 27

June 1944,-HqThird U.S. Army) will be reported to the Army Engineer
by: the most'expeditious meansavailable..

Eng
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f INANCE. OF FICER..

FILING BRANCH: PAY BA.LLOWANC0ES
BRANCH.

ADMINISTRATIVE.
F ISOAL 'OFFICER

DUTIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE FISCAL SUBSECTION.

Administrative and Fiscal.Officer: ,
1. Supervises operation of Administrative.and Fiscal Section.
2. Verifies Fiscal Reports.
3. Supervises suballotment of funds.
4 . Supervises distribution of Finance information.
5. Supervises preparation and .flow ,of correspondence,.
6. Supervises consolidation of disbursing and .personnel data.

.Chief Clerk:
S1., Effects flow of correspondence.
2. Supervises filing and. reference system.
3. Checks all outgoing and incomingcorrespondence.

-Principal Clerk:
1. Supervises sub-branches. .

,2.. Audits Fiscal Reports.

MISSION

1. Advise Co0mandin& General. on fiscal and finance matters.

2. Supervise fiscal.and finance activities within the Army,.

3. Supervise payment .of Army. troops and conmercial accounts.

4. Suballot funds to lower units;.

rosters of Flnnce Offioere
of finance inormtion

ited files.
re and regulationse
Re reams 'records and roster

forwmrds all administrative 1
records.
yiaca~l reports.ballotment of ivailable, fund

DUTIES OF DISBURSING SUBSECTION

Disbursing Officer:
S u. Spervises operation of Disbursing Subsection,
2.'2 Verifies cashier and depository transactions.
30 . Verifies accounting reports and records.
4. Inspects a'll vouchers paid.
5 . Signs checks.

Deputy Disbursing Officer:
S1. Acts as Deputy to Disbursing Officer.
2. Audits cashier's accounts daily.
3. Post-audits all vouchers..
4- Audits all accounting reports and, records*

Principal Clerk:

1. Supervises branches.
2. Audits all vouchers before payments.

3-. Informs personnel as to changes in regulations.
Cashier:

1. Assists in making eash collections.
2. Makes cash disbursements.

3. Exchanges funds.
4. Prepares daily Cashier's Report...

Accounting Branch
1
o 

Maintains accounting records. .
:2. Prepares accounting reports.
3. Prepares checks.

Par and Allowances Branch:

1. Computes enlisted men's pay and allowances vouchers.
Computes officers' pay and allowances vouchers,.

3. Prepares pay vouchers of headquarters officers.
Con ercial Accounts Branch: • . . •.

1. Comptes cosmercial accounts vouchers.
2. Maintains Purchasing and Contracting Officers' ledger.

dtji

'OFFICER.

PRINCIPAL. CLERK
ADMINISTRATIET

FISCAL SUBSECTIO0N

PRINCIPAL 'CLERK'.
DISBURSING

SUBSECTION-.
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Corps and divisions were provided with organic finance sections.
Non-divisional troops, however, had no organic finance units;-conbe
quently, to effect payment of army and corps troops, recommendations
were made for the attachment 0of, fourteen Communications Zone Finance

Disbursing Sections, on-s-basis of one section psr 15,000 troops. Sec-

tions were attached as follows:

7 Sections to Army -

I Section to VIII Corps
2 Sections to XII Corps
2 Sections to XV Corps
2 Sections to XX Corps

The finance plan for mounting and for continental operations was
preparaed and published in Third U. S. Army Administrative Orders. The
complete •plan is included as Annex No. 1.

In order to determine the operational efficiency and the.adequacy
of personnel and equipment, inspections were made of Corps, Division,
and Finance Disbursing Sections prior to movement to the Continent. A
month's supply of franc currency was distributed, to each Disbursing
Officer prior to his departure from

• 
the United Kingdom; and authority

was granted him to keep $500,000.00 cash on hand.s

For the cross-channel operation Finance Disbursing Sections were
phased so that service could be maintained on the Continent. aceording to
troop strength. Since Finance, .Disbursing Sections-had no organic trans-
portation or messing-facilities, it was necessary %to phase the -sections
with other units to assure the availability of such facilities. Section
equipment was shipped from home stations .to the Continent by Communi-
cations Zone.

During theirstay in the. United EXingdom, Corps, Divisions and, Fi-
nanoe. Disbursing Sections performed 'regular finance functions. A sum!
mary report of operations for all Finance Officep of Third U. S. Arny
is presented as Annex No. 2. ,

ThIe montnay oonso-iateo ooligation reports were submitted to the Fisoal
Director, Conmzunications Zone, European Theater of Operations, U. S.
Army. Funds obligated by Third U.. S. Army Units are shown in Annex Num-,
ber 3.

In view of continental operations an inorease of $160,OOo in con-
tingency of the Army funds for Military 'Intelligence purpoeeswas re-
quested and received. Corps Military Intelligence fumds'were increaeed
to $10,000 end Divisions to $5000.

Disbursing.-- The Disbursing subsection consisted of fourteen men.
It was ,organized into Accounting, :Pay and Allowances, and Commercial
Accounts Branches.

Inasmuch as the section equipmentwas not available until several
weeks after the arrival of the personnel in the United Kingdom, the Fis-
cal Officer, Western Base Section: provided finance service for Head-
quarters, Third U. S. Army through a Class 

5
B' Agent Office consisting

of one warrant officer and two enlisted men from the-71st Finance Dis-
bursing Section.

In order to obtain actual experience in problems and policies of
European Theater of Operations, two officers and thirteen enlisted men
were placed on temporary duty with Base.Section Finance DIsbursing Sec-
tions., in addition three. enlisted men were sentfor a short period to
the Accounts-Branch, Office of the Fiscal'Director to learn its require-
ments regarding the preparation of vouchers, dtaily reports and capital'
papers.

Prior to the opening of the Army Disbursing Account, it was neces-
sary to take care of certain technical matters pertaining to the ac-
count. These were as follows:

1. Obtained all necessary finance instructions per-
taining to disbureing in the European Theater of Operations;
these instructions were contained primarily in Finance Circu-
lar Letters issued by the Fiscal Director, European Theater :of
Operations, U. S. Army.

2. Reported total accountability to.the Accounts Branch,
Office of the Fiscal Director, European Theater of Operations,
U. S. Army.

3. Forwarded signature cards. of Disbursing Officer and
Deputy Disbursing Officer to Fiscal, Director, European Theater
of Operations,. U. S. Army, for transmittal :to the Guaranty
Trust ,Company, of New York,, London Branch, a general deposi-
tory of the Treasurer of. the United States, and to Barclays
Bank, Ltd., local depository, to be usedin verifying indorse-
ments on deposits..T

4. Reduced balance with the Treasurer of the' United
States to $5,000.

5. Forwarded'surplus Treasury Checks to Acooufts'Branch,'
Office of the Fiscal Director', European, Theater Of Operations,
U. S. Army, fo r storage.4

6. Secured the Appointment of Deputy Disbursing Officer 
-

as Sterling Deputy.
,

7. Obtained sufficient sterling funds for one months
disbursements from Fiscal Direotor,. European'Theaterof Oper-
ations, U. S. Army,

8.9 Opened checking account with Barclays, Bank,.Ltd, and .
obtained supply o1 .heqk..

"

The Disbursing Account was openep4 in the European,,Theater o Oper-
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distributed, in sealed boxes, each box
inca as follows:

Denomination N o. of Notes Franc Valu4

5 francs 1,000 5,000
100 francs35 35,000

Total 40,000

To.facilitate the: computation of exchange :on'the Continent, con-

-version tables were campiled based on therate of exchange set by Su-

preme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force*, These tables showed the"

conversion of Dollars andSterling to Francs.

.Inasmuch as Forward Echelon of Headquarters was scheduled to pro-
cede the Rear Echelon by two weeks, an Agent Finance Officer and three.

enlisted men from the Finance' Section were designated to accompany the

Forward Echelon. The mission of this, group was to. pay Headquarters per-

sonnel and convert personal funds to francs.

Before actual departure for the' Continent American and-British:
Funds .on hand were. deposited, and the treasury balance and Barclay's, :

balance were transferred to the. Central DisbursingOfficer in London.

.Surplus Treasury checks were forwarded to the-Accounts Branch, Office of
the Fiscal Director for safekeeping,. and Barclay's checks were returned
to the local depository.

Military personnel retained only a small portion of the pay:and al-
lowances., they received while in the United Kingdom, most of it being re-
turned to the' United States in the form of .allotments, personal transfer
accounts or war bond purchases-.- The disposition ofpay and allowances
received by military personnel is shown in AnnexNo. 4.

CHAPTER,2
PRE-OPERATIONAL ON CONTINENT.

As Finance Disbursing Sections arrived on the Continent, they were
bivouaced according to troop density. A study was made of the .tactical
:plan-of operations in order that sections could, follow up the main

- attack.

Upon receipt of final obligation reports for the fiscal year.1943-.

194, 1944-45 funds were suballotted in amounts equal to the unobligated
balances reported for 1943-4, Instructions were issued to Corps and

Divisions to include obligations of purchasing and contracting officers

in future monthly obligation reports. Funds obligated during July. 19%4
by units of Third U..S. Army are shown in Annex No. 5..

For the month of July approximately 1200 officers and 22,000 en-
.listed men were paid .by the disbursing subsection assisted by the llth

Finance Disbursing Section. Of over $700,000 cash disbursements, more
' than $300,000 was, returned in cash collections. A sunmary report of

operations for July, 19L4 of all Finance Offices of Third U. S. Army
i.s presented in Amnex o 6; and the Disposaton of Pay and Allowances

of- Third U. S. Army ,Military Personnel is shown in Annex No. 7.
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With the. ,breakthrough of Third: U. S. Army .. below, Avranches, no.
trucks were available to. move finance sections. In an effort to solve
the transportation problem. Army. Disbursing Sections were attached to
other units with organic transportation as shosm below:

Disbursing Section. Unit-To Which Attached

llth Finance Disbursing Section - Headquarters Third U S Army,
58th Finance Disbursing Section "-101st Evacuation Hos.ipital
71st Finance :Disbursing Section'- 48th Replacement Battalion
75th Finance Disbursing Section -: 104th Evacuation Hospital
78th Finance Disbursing Section - Headquarters. Third U S Army
81stFinance Disbursing Section_- 103rd Evacuation Hospital
.88th Finance Disbursing Section. lo6th Evacuation Hospital'
:94th Finance Disbursing Section - 53rd :Replacement Battalion

-Rapid movement. over a. large .area made comnunications .between, this
Soffice and Finance sections, .and between Finance sections and the units
-they were serving, extremely difficult. Keeping the units advised-of
the movement of Finance Disbursing Sections .was solved by publishing lo-
cations in Administrative Orders.- Maintaining '.service for corps troops
.was-relatively simpler because Finance Disbursing Sections attached to
Corps remained with, or near, the Corps Rear Echelons. Authority was
obtained to issue one captured vehicle to each.section in order to alle-
viate the transportation problem.

The amount of funds obligated by- units of Thirdt U., S. Army during
August 1944-is.shown in Annex No. 8; and a summary report of operations
for the month for all, Finance Offices of Thisrd :U. S. Army is given in
AnnexNo. 9. "

Third U.-S." Army personnel retained only 1 ,per cent of their pay
during the month of August, the balance being returned to the United
States. Annex No. 10 shows the disposition 'of pay and allowances :of;
military personnel.

CHAPTER 4
_SEPTEMBER OPERATIONS

The number of Finance Disbursing -Sections servicing Army and Corps
troops was.reduced to two sections for Army troops and two sections for
.each Corps. All other Disbursing Sections originally attached to Third
U. S& Army reverted to the control, of Advance Section, Communications
Zone, .but continued to assist: in servicing Army and Corps troops. ,.-The
locations of Finance Disbursing Sections were published periodically in
Administrative Orders.

As a means of increasing mobility,. each Corps Finance Disbursing
Section was allocated one weapons qarrier. Advance Section, Communi-
cations Zone Disbursing Sections operating, in Army.area were furnished
two personnel carriers with'trailers.

Allied Military Marks. totalling 165,296,000 were distributed among
Disbursing Officers. :Each Disbursing' Officer received one set of the
following composition:

Number of
Boxes Denomination Notes Per Set Mark Value

1 10 marks 32,000 ,200,000
1 .. 50 marks 32,000. 1,600,000
S20marks -32,000 640,000
1 10- miks 40,000 400,00
1 " 5 marks 64,000 320,000

1 A mark .64,000 6,0oo
1... . ark2 64,0 32,000

TOTAL 7 6,256,Q00

Original specific suballotments of-Military Intelligence and Enter-
tainment funds were issued to each new division and corps; :they.were
designated also as a-procurement agency to. use all other..overseas appro--
priations. Monthly Obligation Reports were received, consolidated, and

forw-arded to thb Fiscal Director, European Theater of.Operations. Funds:
obligated-by units of Third U S. Army are shown in. Annex No. 12.

The .per cent of pay retained by.Third U. S. Army, personnel during
the month of September was only 6.3 per cent, which partially accounts
-for the fact.that the aggregate cash collections of all Finance Officers
of Third.U. S.-Army exceeded the total amount disbursed.. . susary re-

prt of operations 'ofall -Finance .Officers of Third.U. S. Army is in-
eluded as Appendix No. 13; and_' the disposition of pay and allowances of

military personnel is shown in Annex No.* 14.'

CHAPTER 5
OCTOBER OPERATIONS

A ,supply point was established in Third U. S. Army area for supply:-
ing ourrency and finance fordks and for acoepting sterling, dollars, ne-.
.gotiable instruments and surplus marks and francs, This supply point::

was located at. TOUL .(U6410: -Northwest Europe 1:250,000)and was oper-
ated by the 88th Finance Disbursing Section.

The 92nd Finance Disbursing Sction was- attached ,to Army and fur-
ther attached -to Iti Corps Headquarters." The Finance officers of both
unitsoonferred with' the Army Finance. Officer regarding technical pro-
cedures and administration, Two weapons carriers were secured and is-
sued to the 92nd Finance ' Disbursing Section for transportation unpro-
vided in the Table of Organization for such a unit.

Instructions were-issued to Finance Officers that until suchtime
as erman-issued "Reichsmarks" and "Rentenmarks" were placed in general
circulation by Disbursing Officers, German-issued marks would not be
accepted in denominations of 100 marks ,or greater; and. German-issued
marks that gave a date of issue prior to 1 September 1924 were not ao-
.eptable currency. :No restrictions were placed on the use of Allied.,
Military Authority Mark Notes.

Finance Officers serving ThirdU., S . Army troops in Luxembourg were
advised.of the program announced by Luxembourg authorities to. withdraw
German marks as legal tender and substitute therefor new Belgium francs
and Luxembourg francs at the rate of one mark for 4.38 Belgium or Luxem-
bourg francs. A special rate of exchange was provided for those mili-
tary personnel who had received German marks as:change in commercial
transactions when the.mark was legal tender and enjoyed a high rate'of
exchange. This special rate was one mark for 12.5 Belgian franc or
Luxembourg franc; however, only a maximum of 50 marks per person could,
be exchanged at this rate.

In order to afford military personnel a means of safeguarding their
funds during eriods, of duty in combat zone "Spearhead Deposits" were"
..made available. "Spearhead Deposits" were temporary deposits made by"
military Personnel with Finance Officers and repayable by any Finance
officer upon presentation of a proper voucher, These deposits were-non-
interest bearing.

During the month several reassigned corps and divisions reported
military Intelligence and entertainment funds for withdrawal and the:
balances were withdrawn and reissued to new units as ,necessary, In-
structions were issued stating that upon reassignment of a corps or di-
visioncumulative totals of obligations and expenditures under general
suballotments Finance Department General Allotment 60 fundswould be re-
ported to the. new suballotting agenoy .and a final report to this office
was unnecessary,

-e
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CHAPTER 6
NOVEMBER OPERATIONS

Finance officers were advised of the progran 'of the.Freneh govern-
-:ment to :withdraw all German marks ,in the Department of Moselle: inwes-

term France and to substitute therefor.Frenoh francs. For .this exchange.
a special rate of 15 francs for I1mark was.established. Authority was

'granted to Finance Officers to redeem" at this special rate German marks
received as change by military personnel n the .Department of Moselle.
The .amount that could be redeemed,, however,..was limited to 50 marks per
individual,.

Sign-up sheets for.Soldiers, Deposit, purchase of War Bonds, and
Personal Tre.nsfer of Funds .were . distributed -'to .Arnk.troops. This was
done- in order to provide, military- personnel. an added opportunity for
savings and in order to faoilitate the reductton of. cash funds available
for expenditure.

Before Third U. S. Army troops entered Germany proper, instructions
were issued regarding German' currency and exchange procedure for German
marks. It was assured that an adequate supply -,of German marks were in
the hands-of,-all Third U. s., Army Finance Officers before the start.of
the German campaign*

Description of the. new. Belgium and Luxembourg currency and in-
structions regarding Netherland.florins were issued to all Finance Offi-
oeres.. The exohne.nge rate' .for the Swissl franc was-set at 4.29 Swis's
francs for $1.00.

In order to eliminate duplication of work and to more effioientl3,
service.Army troops, personnel of the Headquarters DisbUrsing Sub-
section, the lth FinanceDisbursing Section, and the 78th Finance .Dis-
bursing Section were organized into. one finance disbursing unit. All
Payments were processed through the disbursing account of one Finance:
:Officer.

CHAPTERT8
JANUARY, OPERATIONS:.x 19 gives A summary

s of.. Third' U.S. Army for thn
of pay and allowances of -mU
in Annex No., 2O; .

Grmavy were authoized.
thp :currency ,of. the-,ad-sired the latter :currency

and: not German indiego

All Third U. S. ArmyNumberedFinance is
.organized, inaccordance with .Table of :Orga
1"4-500, dated2 April 1944.. After reorganizat
Sections consisted of the following elements:

- Element:-.

1 Section ieadquart.rs .(Type2)-
1 Pay and Allowance .nit (Type 6)
1 Commercial AccountsUnit (Type

SAccounting Unit (type )
Total

re, re-:
nt No.
u rsing:

Authorilzed strength
Off WO EM

2 1 14

.. .
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. An estimate of the War -Department Forms and Standard FOrmS i requred
by Division, Corps, and Army.Troops Was Submitted to the ThirdU. S.
ArmyQuartermaster, in orderto assure that an adequate supply of forms
would be available at Third U. S.Army. supply depots.. These forms were
to supplement those issued byFunding officers,

Numerous instatices of counterfeit supplemental Fr ench Francs of 500and 1000.denominations were reported; consequently, all Finance Officers
were ordered to, replace their supply of supplemenal 500 and 1000 FrenchFranc notes with Fank of France noes, of:the same denomination, Ex-
.h1ange was made at the nearest branch of 'the Bank of France.

The-. 88th Finance Disbursing Section, the 'funding off ice for-Third
,U. S., ArMy was moved to NARCY, France (U8521), so that it would be more
centrally locatdd to the finance offices Itwas serving.,Deter as:the-zone of operations of Third U. , Army shifted toward the countries of
Luxembourg.and Belgium, the 46th Finance Disbursing Section in the City
of LiUXEMBOURG (P1414) was used as a funding office.,

Arrangements were made to provide all Finance Officers with'an ads-,quate supply of Belgium and Luxembourg. Franas, inasmuch as the zone of
operations shifted.to melgium and Luxembourg. French francs and German
marks in the hands of personrel going to these couniries was exchanged
prior to departure.

The l1th FinAnce Disbursing Section was relieved from attahment
to Feadquarters, .Third . S. Army and was replaced by the 144th Finance:DI shVurQng Secion. The latter seotion, together with the 78th Finance
DisburSi~t~ otion, -provided Finance service. for all Army troops. For
efficient operation both sections were consolidated into one section,
and disbursed from one disbursing account,

A uniform procedure for reportlig obligationssg 6 nder specific and
general guballotments was adopted. for divisions and corps upon transfer
to another Army.T In accordance ,with .Theater. directive, corps and di.
visions trda'sfered. from jurisdic-tion of the Army to another, were re-
quired .to submit final obligation reports closing heir old. account, and
to open a new account with theArmy to which transferred.

Three additional.Finano Disbursing Sections were.attached to Third
U.

i
S. Army in.order to assist with.the increased financeeload. One, dis-

.bursing section was further attached to III Corps to assist in paying
..Corps troops, while the other two sections were.used toservice Army
troops.

The '11th Finance'Disbursing Section and the.78th Finance Disbursing
Section were awarded the Meritorious Service Unit Plaque. The award was
based on the superior performance of duty and the high standard of dis-
Oipline achieved and maintained by these Disbursing Sections.

In order to fill the need for finance trained commissioned person-
nel s.everal qualified.Warrant Officers and 'enlisted men onduty with
the various Finance Sections of Third U. S. Army were recommended to the'
Fiscal .Director, European Theater of Operations for direct commission as
Second Lieutenants in.the Finance Department. ,After being en isioned
these men were to activate Finance Disbursing Sections for duty with
Statilon Hospitals.

Military Intelligence funds and ETO open allotment funds were sub-
allotted to new divisions assi~ned to Third U. S. Army with instructions
asto utilization. Monthly Reports and Analysis of Disbursements and
Collections were consolidated an4 forwarded to Fiscal Director, European
Theater of Operations. Technical Finance Information was :distributed 'to
all Finance Officers. :Procurement regulations and forms were distrib-uted to Purchasing,, and Contracting Officers. Reports of Survey were
processed, reviewed, ..or approved and proper disposition made,

Funds obligated during the month by units of Third U.S. Army are
shown in Annex No. 24. A summary .report, of operations .for all Finance
Offices is presented in Annex No e25; and the disposition of. pay and
allowances of Third-U., S. Army military -personnel for the month of
January is shown in' Annex No. 26•.

DING. OF ,MERITORIOUS SE~IVIQE'
TO 78TH FINANCE. D1513UASING
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...CHAPTER 9
FEBRUARYOPERATIONS'

'The 153rd FinanceDisbursing Section opened at the 6th ConvalescentHospital at.METZ.(.U658) for, the -purpose, of. servicingArmy troopsin

that area. As the 153rd Finance Disbursing Section had +arrived recently
on the Continent and was unfamiliar with Continental Disbursing,an
officer and an onlisted mn from the Headquarters Finance Section were
attached for temporary duty with the section In.order to assist it in

.the aotivation of its aocoupt,

Thelimitation against exchanging Continental .currenciesused by
the Third U. S. Army for sterling and. -dollar currency by porsonnel:
leaving the Continent was: removed. . revised, directive on German money
and exchange procedure 'as i ssued. The information contained in this
directive is shown in Annex.No. 27-.

Old issue Belgium notes -in denomination.. of 100 francs and above
were fdund to be in the possession .of some Finance Officers, These.
.notes were no longer negotiable, as they had been withdrawn fro cirou-..i

lation by tbh Belgium -authorities in October, 194 Consequently, it
was neoessary to arrange a redsmption prooedure for these noteswith the
National Bank of Belgium.

S Finance Officers were ordered to accept old issue Belgian notev in
denomination of 100 francs and above only upon presentation of a cer-_
tiflate from the- individual :stating that the notes were acquired
through the souoe .of pay and allowances received on or before 30 Novem-
ber 1914. This .precaution was necessary, because .reports had been re-

ceived that largo quantities of- old issue Belgian notes were in the
possession of Germans captured during the recent German Offensive in-.
Belgium and Luxembourg.

A11lFinance Officers were informed that'counterfeit Belgian Five
.Franc coins :were in circulation. Instructions as. to the means of dif-
ferentiating .betwen the counterfeit.and .the real coins were issued.

The distribution of procurement directives and forms for requisi-
tion and purchase through civilian. channels, were turned over to the
Third U. S. Army Adjutant General. Only the procurement forms involving
cash payments wars retained by the Third U. S. Aray Finance Office:for.
:distribution to+ Purchasing and Contracting Officers requiring them.

Military Intelligence funds and ETO open allotment funds were sub-

allotted to new divisions assigned to , Third U. S. Army. Funds were
withdrawn from divisions and corps relieved from assignment to Third U.
S. Army.

Mothly Reports and Analysis of Disbursements and Collections were
consolidated and forwarded to the Fiwcal Director, European Theater of

Operations,U.S. Army. Technical Finance information was distributed
to all Finance Officers. Reports of Survey were processed, reviewed, or
approved and proper disposition made in accordance with new Theater di-
rectives.

Annex No. 28 shows the amount of funds obligated by units of Third
. S. Army. A report of the operations of-all Finance Officers is sum-
marilsed in Annex-No. 29. The disposition of pay and allowances of Third
U. S. Army Military Personnel is given in Anno No. 30.

CHAPTER 10MARCH OPERATIONS

Finance Officers of Third U. S. Army were informed of the program'
of the French Ministry of Finance to exchange all holdings of Reichs-

marks in the Departments of Haut Rhin and Bac Rhin in eastern France at

the rate of 15 French Francs for 1 Reichsnark, Finance Officers were
authorized to exchange at this favorable rate Reiohsarks acquired by

military personnel as change in these Departments; however, the amount

that could be exchanged by military personnel was limited to 50 Reich$-
marks per individual.

An estimate of the quantity and kind of Finance forms required by
Third U. S. Army units was submitted to the Fisoal.Director, Advance
Section, Communioations Zone, in order that an adequate supply'of forms
would be available at all times* The 46th Finance Disbursing .Section.
located at !AUXEMBOURG, Luxembourg ,(P81313) cont inued to be the- supply

point for Finance forms, as well as, the funding office, for the Third
U. So Army Zone.

Finance, procurement forms were distributed to Purchasing and-Contracting...
Officers as needed. Thebe list of ArmyPurchasing and ContractingOffi-
cers *aa brought up todiateandthe General Purchasing Agent, European
Thekter of Operations, U. S. Army,.notified.

The -shift of corps ann divisionsi to and' from Third Army comeand in-
creased considerably the withdrawals and suballotmentsof funds during

the month. Insome oases divisions were reassigned before the funds
could be used* This fluidity.of units made the procedure requiring fi-
nal oblIigation reports upon reassignment on open allotmente of Finance

Department GeneralAllotment Funds impracticable in. many instances. For
maximum:utilization of funds withdrawals were executed before finalre-
'ports were reoeived and proper adjustment made later upon receipt of the

obligations incurred. A suimary of the. consolidated obligation report,
of. April for the entire Army is shown as Annex No. .36

MonthlyReporte end Analysis of Disbursements, and Collections for
April were rendered to the Fiscal Director, European Theater of.Oper-.

ations. A s Iry report of operations for all Finance Officers of
Third U. S. Army, is presented in Annex 1. e37. The disposition.of pay,
and allowances of Third U. S Army military personnel is given in Annex

'No. 38

CHAPTER 12
MAY OPERATIONS

A revised currency policy for Ger
wa
y was formulated. .This policy

iprovided. that troop in Ge y would be paid in Allied Military Author-
ity.arks only.. All currencies other than Allied Military Marks held by
.troops' stationed in Germany were to be exchanged for Allied Military

Authority Marks not' later than 25 May 1945. After the deadline-date,
Finance Officers were to exchange other currencies only upon presen-
tation of official orders which legitimatized possession of-such cur-
r- enciesI.or by a full explanation by a unit commander of field grade of
the special circumstances which made .the exchange necessary and proper.

A shipment-of L6,320,000 Schillings of Allied Military Austrian

Currency was received for funding the Finance Officer paying Third U. S.
Ar troops stationed in Austria, The, Austrian Currency was distributed
to Finance Officers in sets of eight boxes of the followingcompoition:

Third U. S. Army Finance Officers were ordered.:-to ray troops serv-:

ing in Germany in Allied ilitary- Marks. only -andito -,exchan-e all cur-
rencies, other 'than marks. in the possession., of troops in Germany for

Allied Military Marks. This was done .in 'order". to prevent the illegal

acquisition and return through military and civilian channels.of cur-

rencies illegaly obtained and to prevent.: black -market activities nin

currencies.

Desoriptions of additional valid Netherlands Banknotes were issued.

The exchange rate 'foi the Swedish, Krona was set at 4.19375 Swedish Kra-

nors-equal 41,.00.

Change :Li st' Guides for pay rolls -computed in German marks were pre-

.pared and issued t.o ali Finance Officers for optional use. Technical

finance informat i on wa-s distributed to all finance units.

Reports of funds obligated by units' of Third U. S. Army.were pre-

pared\ and forwarded to the. +.Fiscal, Director. A summary report of 'unds

obligated is given in Appendix-No. 31..

Operations __of all Finance ofrfles of Thi rd U. S. Army for. the month

are summarized in' Appendix No.32. The disposition :. of pay andallow-

ancesof Third U. S. Army military personnel i s presented in Annex No.,

33.

CHAPTER 11
APRIL OPERATIONS

.,The advance of the Third Uo S. Army- through Germany was so rapid.

and so extensive that contact with the...Funding Office of Advance:Sec-

tion, Comunications Zone was impracticable. It became necessary, con-,

sequently, for the Headquarters Finance Section to take. over the funding

,of all! Finance Officers assigned• to Third U. S. Army. It also was

necessary to maintain an emergency supply of blank finance forms on hand

for Finance Officers inasmuch as the usual Advance Section. Communi-

cations Zone-supply point was inaccessible. .

Conversion into, Allied Military Marks of all approved currencies

other than Marks was made for military personnel in Germany. All accu-

mulated surplus currencies of allied countries .were returned to the

Funding Officer for return to the various governments of liberated coun-

tries.
In order to provide Belgium civilians employed in Germany by the

United States forces an opportunity to transmit to their families funds.

received as wages, an agreement was reached with the Belgium Government

whereby the wages of the Belgium nationals could be credited to a per-

sonal account or remitted to their families by the Belgian Government.,

The part of their pay that was to be retained by the civilian employees

was to be paid by the using service. Similar agreements were being ne-
gotiated with the French, Luxembourg. and Netherland Governments.

Five tons of'Allied Military Austrian Shillings were requisitioned

..for the payment of the Third U. S. Army troops who had fought thefr way

into Austria. The rate of exchange was set at ten Austrian Shillings

for one U. S, Dollar.

A conference of Corps Finance Officers was held for the purpose of

discussing the finance plan to be inaugurated in the ThirdT U. S. Army,

Zcne of Occupation in Germany.

plans for the payment of repatriated Unied States and-British

Prisoners of War were formulated. Several tons of currency, personal,

effete. and records belonging to United States and Allied Prisoners of

.Warwere captured in overrun Prisoner of War Camps* The currency.,

records and personal effects were forwarded to Supreme Headquarters,

Allied Expeditionary Force for processing and return to their rightful
.owner. • •i' • . , . . .

An investigation was made of the pay status of enlistedipersonnel

,of the Third U. S." Army. This survey covered the extent of pay de-

linquenoy, the reasons therefor, and the possibilities of eliminating

pay delinquwncy. The report is presented in Annex No. 34

The 14th, 153rd. and 154th Finance Disbursing Sections were re-

organized under Table of Organization and Equipment No. 14-500, dated

2,April19h4. The new Table of ..Organization provided for 2 officers.

1 warrant officer, and 17.enlisted men and resulted in a 'net loss of 2

enlisted men from each section. The surplus enlisted men were assigned

to other Finance Disbursing Sections.

Finance instructions for Third U. S. Amy .troops! were revied and--

pblished.. These-instructions- are-shown -innex No. 35.

Action reports submitted by Purchasing and Contracting officers re-

vealed that procurement by cash was pratically non-existent since

•operations were almost entirely in Germany where all necessary unissued

it•ms were 'procured through requisition or seizure. Cash payments,

however, were mde to civilian employees for labor performed. Proper

Noe of Not8-, sPer Box Schillings Value

30,000 3,000,000.
0,000 .2,000,000'

ow,00800,000
50,000 500,0050.000 :25oo.oo

60,090010,060,o00 . 60000

60,000. 30,00069760,000-

Fiscal procedures. for Redeployment and Readjustment after the cos-sation of hostilities in the European Theater-of Operations were forsu-
lated. A copy of the basic plan is included as Annex No. 40.

The stabilization of the Third U9.o Army Area made it.necessary to
-reassign the finance disbursing sections for better geographical troop
coverage. The three sections situated at Third U. So Army Rear Echelon
and working as one unit opened their respective disbursing acoounts and
were attached to III Corps. They were located as follows:

78th Finance Disbursing.Section at ERLANGEN (0-3627), Ge m .
14th Finance Disbursing Section at BAMLBERG (0-2749), .Germany
.154th Finance Disbursing Section at WEISSENBURG (T-3653). *Germany

In addition, the-153rd Finance Disbursing Section was relieved from
attachment to the 6th Convalescent Hospital, attached to XII Corps, and
located at AMBERG (0-9901), Germany...It was found advisable for so-
.curity reasons to. place these installations in bank buildings near other
troops. The 78th Finance Disbursing Section dispensed with disbursing
duties and acted solely as a funding agent for Finance Officers in the
Third U. S..Army Zone. The Army Headquarters Finance Section ceased
funding and resumed disbursing duties, paying headquarters personnel and
units attached as special troops.

In order to facilitate Finance service, 1 truck, 3/l-ton (Weapons
Carrier) was authorized the 11th. 153rd, and 154th Finance Disbursing
Sections. The 78th Finance Disbursing Section because of its special-
ised funding activity wwe authorized two trucks, 3/s-ton (Weapons
Carrier).

Due to the rapid reassignment -of:-divisions a considerable number -- ---------------------.......

of suballotments and withdrawals of funds were effected.

An additional report of unliquidated obligations under Finance Ge-
partmnt General Allotment funds as of 30 April 1945 was submitted in
.compliance with a request from the Fiscal Director. A survey of all

Purchasing and Contracting Officers within the Army revealed no out-
standin obligations under these funds.

Fin

Boxes _Denomination

1 100 $chillings
1 50 Schillings1 20 Schillings

1 10.Schilliegs

1 .5 Schillinga.1 2 Schillings
1 1. Schilling
1 50 Groschen

,Total 8

I
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CHAPTER 13
~ ~;LESSONS LEARNED & COINCLUSIONS.

S1. The Finance Disbursing Sections assigned to the Third U. S.
Army were 'organized und~er:. Table' of Organi~zation anid Equipm~ent No., 14-
500. During field operations these organizsations were found to have
.-ertain, limitations which-eri listed below.

a. No cashiere eare povided in the Table of Organization, al-
though in combat eli bueiziesa is in cash and three or four cashiers are

. , required at all timee. .

b. Finance Disbursing Sections are not eelf sufficient for
M63 a m nd transportation; consequently it was necessary to attach the
,sections to other units with organic mesa and transportation.

c. Table of Equipment provides only one-i-ton truck. This was
foundl insufficient to transport large volumes of cash to and from the
Funding Office.

2.- One Finance Disbursing Section is required in close support of
'each Army to act as a Funding Office (clearing, house)' for Ithe Armyr,

C' orps end Division disbursing offices. Although I-t ,his service was pro-
vided by Advance'Section, Communications Zone., often tines. the Funding

. Office was so far to the rear' that there was an unnecessary waste of .. , . .. -.
Stime, transportation and gasoline. It would be acre efficient to have

a Funding Office assigned to each Ars ,

3., One Finance Disbursing Se *ction should be attached to each Corps
Headquarters for the purpose of rendering' disbursing service to all
Corps troops. The size of the section: should be determined by the num-
ber of Corps troops to be served.

4. In order that Finance Disbursing Sections may be located easily
by the units being served, they should ,be in the vicinity of Rear Eche-
lone of Army and Corps Headquarters when the Army is operational. In
a static situation, they should be located according to troop density.

5. In the invasion of Europe four different, typos of invasion
currencies were used; naay, Frnch, German, Austrian, and Italian
Allied Military Notes. This required the cotversion and, reconversioncC
funds in the hands of troops each Ltime, .that'theyj entered, or left an
European country. Most Of this exchange could.have ben elianated if
one type of invasion currency had been issued' for nuse. in all of. the
countries. The equivalent of the currency of the invaded countries

Swould have to be stated on each invasion note; for example, there would
be stated on a One Dollar ($1.00) Invasion Note that it was worth 50
French Francs, 10 German Markas, 10 Austrian Schillings or 100 Italian
Lire. The Invasion Note would circulate a pewihthcurnyoS

.6.' The subllotment of fundstoops Divisionswasa fuction
of the Finance Section of fraW Headquarters. i long as Corps and Di-
visions were static the system worked wll, but the nunerous inter-
changea of Corps and Divisions during combat made 6ontact with sub-
allottees and control of funds from frmy level iispractioable.Thr
was a continual process of suba~lotting, mi wihrawing,'-end ,resuballot-
ting to 1 ho same Corps an~d Divisions as, they were shifted bck -ndforth
between Armies. Considerable psper, work and confusion would be elini"
nated, if 41al funide were suballotted by one central off'ice in the
Theater of Operations.
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2. Mounting Operations*'

a. Disposition of, S.

(1) •Unit cosman.

rs will be is
nt will be
ering the

s Funds.

(1) Personnel officers will prepare partial payment pay-
rolls (WD Forms 366a) by organizations in sufficient
co .copies to provide an. original and two copies for each
part of his organization called forward from the con-
centration area .or home station. Such payrolls will
include the namesof ,all officers and enlisted men,
attached and assigned, and one copy for each part of

.:.the organization, will be properly signed before
leaving the concentration area. The amount to be paid
each man will be $1t.03.

(2),,One signed and two copies of payroll will be furnished
the officer or non-commissioned officer in charge of
each part of the organization which departs from the
concentration area or home station or which will be
detached from the organization prior to briefing. ,The.
names of all personnel not included in that part will
be red-lined.

(3) On the triplicate,. or retained oopy,.of the payroll,
the amounts turned in for conversion-will be entered
opposite each name ----.under the. column general heading

. "Collections" or "Analysis of Collections" changed-to
read "Personal Funds"

.  
Separate column will be used*

for pounds and shillings, and-dollars (if any) and the
last collection colum will be left blank for use by.
the Finance Officer in entering therein the converted
amounts.

All-3 copies of the payroll, together with the per-
sn onal funds collected. for exchange will be entrusted
to the officer or non-commissioned officer in charge
of each detached party, who will deliver payrolls and
total cash to be exchangedl to the. Finance Officer
assigned to his camp in 'the marshalling area, as soon
as the camps are sealed. The Finance Officer will
turnover to the .unit or detachNent coiander, our-
rency/In' proper. dnominations .to cover the partial
payments and a separate amount to cover the exchange

cade ---by any Disbursing Officer upon
receipt (WD FD Form 38)' or check.

a registered bank accounts in the
1 dnot "be withdrawn prior to embar-
D1 completion of the movement,, the
nds will present a Sterling Check:
ae of the registered bank account to

or, other Disbursing Officer who
ent in the appropriate 'currency.

3 . Continental Operations.

a. Technical Finance Operating Procedure. Tehnical Finance:

Operating Procedure will be in- accordance with "ETO-SOP No.'ll -.Fi-

nance", Hq ETOUSA, dated 20 April 1914, as :amended. Disbursing Officers

should consult the SOP concerning their duties in regard to the follow-

ing subparagraphs. Disbursing Officers should carry sufficient supplies
to operate for sixty (60) days.

b."Currency Supply. Initial' re-supply of currency for all
troops on the Continent will be through the Fiscal Offtcer,. Advance. Sec-

tion, Communications Zone, When Forward Echelon, Communications. Zone

becomes operational, supply, of currency for all troops on the Continent

will be through the Fiscal Director, Communications Zone.

. . Army.Exchange Funds. Army. Exchange Officers will deposit

receipts from ales at Army Exchanges with DisbursingOfficers. "

d. Postal Funds. 'Postal Officers will turn in funds derived.

from sale of postal ,money orders and stamps- to Disbursing Officers.

e. Special Service Funds. Stars and Stripes Routemen (en-

listed menwho are authorized to sell Stare and Stripes) and officers

will turn in funds received from sale of Stars and Stripes and Yank, to
Disbursing Officers.

f, Fiscal Procedure. See Annex No, 5 (Procurement Directive
No. 1).

g . Procurement. Procedure. See Annex No. 5 (Procurement Direc,,:

tive No. 1).*

h. Enemy Funds...Any funds captured ,or received belonging to

the enemy government or any of. its departments or agencies which comes
into the possession of -military personnel will be promptly remitted

without deduction to the nearest Disbursing Officer with full intor-'

m tion as to the source from which the funds were received.

I* Funds of U.S military personnel officially reported dead,

killed in.action, missing in action, missing, interned or captpred by

the enemy, and funds of deceased
° 

Allied personnel will be *turned in to

the nearest Disbursing Officer, with. full information as to name. rank,
serial number, status (KIA, ,MIA, etc.), organization and amount pertain-.
ing to each indidu al

j. Repatriated. Prisoners of War. Payment of repatriated

Prisoners of War will be 'in conformity. with directive to.be issued by'

• . Advances of Funds to Civil Affairs Officers. Civil Affaire

Officers in need of funds during the early states of the ,operation and

later in emergency situations, may secure such funds from Disbursing

Officers.

. 1, Finance Service for duly accredited US War Correspondents
and British War Correspondents attached to American u'nits.

(1) Disbursing ffioers are authorized to cash US Post

Ofioe oney Orders or Travelers ' Checks for all duly
ac.redited US War Correspondents.

(2) The-privileteoOf' Personal. Transmission-Accounts new
foddzeitary personnel will be extended to duly

aoredited USWar Correspondents,.

uchers covering travel :and allowanoes to Allied person-
g Officers will not.make payment of :vouchers covering al-
ave1, subsistence or.quarters, .presented by personel of
s. Suohvouohers, should be subitted through proper
force concerned*

oops departing from,-' the .continent.-_.No ehange of cur-
iade for. troops , ,or. oivilian personnelI when.leaving the
exchange of currency for the appropriate currency of the,

roops or civilian personnel are :to-enter will b c.ads.on
port of debarkation.-

.... .- . Kuh#n iyLJ4 U U MS -YL4 : ../..

mrh April

Collections. $ 1,469 $ 925,982 $ ,913 ,169
Disbursements $3,,83o,373:: $4,455352 $10,336,431
Vouchers Processed 6,641 7:,926 21,193

Personnel P.id* * 245,391:
Finance Personnel on Duty" 19

OOfficers " ' .
Warrant Officers 7 8 21
Enlisted Personnel 161,3 196 2

*Data not available

ANNEX NO.. 3-1
FUNDS OBLIGATED

BY UNIT'S OF THIRD U0. S. ARMY
MARCH, 1914TO JUNE, 191 .

Fund .Symbol Amount

ontingenciesof the.Army 212/40102 $2,851.15
Special Field Exercises, Army 212/O0310 192.24
Supplies and Transportation, Army. 212/55021 3,707.09
Signal Services of the Army . 212/0605 lP".140.51

..Medical and Hospital Department, Army 212/24.805 5.65
Engineer Services, Army 212/10905 354.14
Ordnance Service and Supplies,' Army. 212/141005 20.L2.

Total $7,271.20.

ANNEX NO. 4

DISPOSITION OF PAY AND ALLOWANCES
OF THIRD U. S. ARMY MILITARY PERSONNEL

MARCH0 1914 TO JUNE, 19L4

March April may June

Total Pay 4 Al1wances $7,619,'150 $9,014,926 $20,9 0, 7$ 18,787.*403
Disposition ,(in percent)

Family & Individual
Allotments 37.2% 38.9% 39,3% IP- .%

Government Insurance 7.2 7.1 7.0 6.7
...War Bonds 5.6 5.1 6.4 6.9
Soldiers' Deposits .9 .7 1.3 1.2

Personal Transfers 8. 793 1403 14.7,
Other Collections 1.8 1.. - . 2.3
Retained 8. 294 2

Total100 ,1000% Q.. 0% 100,o



issue- it

of currency by any member of the Armed Forces is prohibited.

alFinanoe oeratin Procedure. Technical. Finance Operating
II be in -accordance with "ETO-SOP No. 11I- Fiscal Pro-
olume I, Headquarters.ETO, dated 31 August l1.

service. The Disbursing Officer, Headquarters Third U. S.
a a nding officer for.Corps, Divisions and separate Die-
ioers,. This., service willinclude (1) supply:of.currency.
noe of. sterling and dollar currency, (3) supply of blank
Checks and postal money orders will be accepted for trans.

the Central Disbursing Officer;Iprovided "Invoice of Funds
WD Form 326, is made out to Lt. Colonel C. C. Neely, FD,

er 210-930. Similar funding service is also maintained by
Officer, Advance Section,:Communioations Zone, for those Dis-
ioers located'closer to Advance Section,. Communications. Zone.

chan'e Funds. ArmyExoknge Officers will deposit receipts
at Army Exchanges with Disbursing Officers.

Funds, Postal Officers will turn in funds derived from sale
rnaey ordersand-stamps to isbursing Officer*.

NO. 14

lot
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-NE NO.. 15N'''ONNEX 
-c

- ~ ~ - . . FUNDS OBLIGATD*)FUNDSBIAE 
-- ~ - - .F!D OBLIGATED - -BY UTS OF THIRD U. So ARMY -,BY UNITSBOF THIRD UIS RY-

- OCTOBER2. 194 NOEBR - 1 4 - - -DCME. 9i
Fund -Symbol - 'Amounit -Fund,-<ybl -- Mut - - - udSmo on

Contingencies of ,the Army 212/50102 - *9,747.00 - - contingencies of the Army21502$5270-Cnigeie ofteAry.---2/012 *92.0
Specil Fied Exeojees212 5310 - 1100 Finance Servige Army, Pay Civilian - - -- FnneSrieAmPyCvla

Ficance Service Army, pay Civilian -- - Employees- 1251511600 -- Epoes--- 1/0L53,L.0
Employees 1212/50~5- 3680 Quartermaster Service, Army21/ 52l3.0 -' - Qatr serSviAmy - 1/002 - ,3.0

Quartermaster Service, Army 212/50502 1 628.00 -Signal Service of the Army 225652,0Sga evcAm -22oo, - -10
Signal--Service of the Army -212/50605 4700 eia n optlDprmnAm 1/0 ~ 1.0- - Mdc
Engineer Service, Army -. 212/ 55 32,719.00 -Engineer- Service,- Army '~~-- 1 00 n optlDprmnAm 1 85110OdacSevcanSupisAry 212A/55 261500Odac'dSle nierSrie*Am 1~00.....h9o~~~~.0Ordnance Servie and SuppliesAm .~p . Army *

0  
rnceSviead up ie, rA 22105 -- 580Total $5094165.00 -- Total -$,6.0Ttl$6050

ANNEX NO. 16 - ANNEX, NO.9C-ANE O2

SUMMARY REPORT OF OPERATIONS -SULRY REPORT OF IPRT0Sj~~ EPR FOEAIN
OF ALL- FINANCE OFFICES OF THIRD U. S. ARMY -OF ALL FINANCE OFFICES OF TIDU FL IAC FIE FTIDU .AM

-OCTOBER, 194 NOVEMBER, 1!6 EEME,16

Collectiones 8,079,936 Cletne*77416ollections-$9,552
isbureemente ~~~isbursements1,0,34sbrent-Dibuseens10,153,843

Vouchers Processed - -4,406 Vochers Processed-----------0-1-----------------------h -- l87,7
-- - Personnel Paid 22,68ersonnel Paid 2058ronlpi 8,0

miane Personnel on Duty .377 masF esnelo ~y31inance Personnel on Duty49
Officers 72officers Ofcr
warrant officers - - 17, Warrantc Officers 1 arn fies2
Enlisted Personnel 318 Enlisted Personnel -32Enitd ernn147

-- - - - -; - , ~ - -~-- -ANNEX NO~ 17- -ANE NO2 -A NXN .3

---- - - - - -DSOSTIN F A~AD-L4wQg------------------------------ - D8OSTINO PY NALOWWOS I~'ANNEXO PYAN ALN(NE



The exohange procedure for. Third United States Army tri
Owes

a. Eaoh ompany, and detachment will.prepare a duplioa
t

names of each 'member of the organization. The amount coc.
oh. individual will be shownopposite his name,* leaving. sufl
or entry of the mark.. value, of. the money turned in., Thi
ed and'onecopy of -•the list '.will. be.turned in to the I
normally-: paying the unit. The Finance, Officer sill
o the organization representative In

. 
the correot amount

dividual.

Allied Military Authority marks. in all respecte. equiva
orman-issue marks, are paper money printed in the f

O
ll

O
w

tons,

i mark' (50 pfencig)
1 mark
5 marks
10 marks
20 marks
50:marks

.100 marks
1000 marks

Military Authority marks bear the words "Allierte Mill
and'."In.Uilauf Gesetzt" in Deutschland"*. The value .is ax
an: words and figures..

Valid Reichamarks are+ issued by the Reiohabank in denomi
Do 20, 0, 100 and 1000. They bear..the wordL."Reichabaclkn1o
us in German words and figures.

Valid Rentenmarks are. issued by the Renteubank-in denomi
and 5. They bear the word "Rentenbankocheine".-and the-v

words and figures*.

-The following bank note. are known to be invalid, andw
pted by finance and postal installations

ae, Mark notes bearing decree ..date prior to 30 AuguS

by either the Reichabank or the private banks.

b. Reichsmark notes issued.by.the private banks.

a. Rentenbank notes of Rentenmark 10 and upwards.

do. Reichskreditkassenscheine and Verrechoungsschei n
.omi.ationsd

es, Germanpaper c urrency in denominations larger th

Army



..-ANNEX NO.31
PUNDS.OBLIGATED BY

UNITS OF THIRD U.-S. ARMY
jIMAC, 1945

Fund Symol

Contingencies of the:Army 212AO102:
IFinance Service. Army, Pay Cvla
Emloyees Military Headquarters 2.12/ 0.25

Quartermaster Service, Army 2 21/ 02
E11ngineer Service,Army 212/'95
Ordwoe ssro'e and Supplies, Army 212/51005

.Transporttion Service, Army 21.5209r

Total

Amount

$1,203.00

2,-170.00± ,o6o.oo
3 0, 00 o326. 00

4560.0
20.00

$5,.235.00

ANNEX NO.32
.SWUMARY REPORT OF OPERATIONS

OF• Au F C . OFFICE1 OFTHIRD V . s. AR Y
11MRB,1945

Collections a 8,284,3 6.00
Disbursements 11,573653.00
Vouehers Prooessed 21,472
personel Paid "6..416
Finance Personsel onDuty 474

Officers.
.Warrant Officers- 20

Enlisted Fersommel 15

ANNEXNO.33
DISPOSITION .F PAY AND

'
ALLOWANCES

OF. THIRD.U&.Si".ARMY MILITARY PERSONNEL

MiARCH, 1945

Total Pay and:Allowances $31,798,679-00
Disposition (in percent)

Family &'Individual.Allotments "4-5%
Government Insurance 7.2

War Bonds 6.6
Soldiers'Deposits '2.1
Personal Transfers 22.7
Other Collections 4.6
Retained 12.3

Total 100.0% .

ANNEX NO. 34' . .
PAY STATUS OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL
OF THE THIRD: U. S. ARMY AS OF

28 FEBRUARY 1945

1. This report presents an analysis. of the pay status ofenlisted
personnel in combat and service units of divisions, corps troops and

Army troops assigned to the Third U. S. Army. It analyzes the pay
status as of 28 February 1945 of 269,470 enlisted men, approximately
95% of the total assigned enlisted strength of the Third U. S. Army, It
discusses the reasons for delinquency in pay and submits suggestions for
the elimination of pay delinquency. The information upon which this re-
port is based was obtained from 413 organizations assigned to the Third
U. S. Army.

2. Approximately 87 percent of all Third U. S. Army enlisted per-
sonnel were paid in fullon the 28 February 1945. The enlisted men not
paid at the end of February were practically all combat troops who could
not be paid on the last day of the month 'because of the tactical situ"
ation: however, they did receive pay asIsoon as the tactical situation
permitted. Among units who did not undergo front. lins conditions the
percentage of troops not paid as less then 1,percent,

halfOf March. .In: most cases or non-payment a cospe e settlement of
the enlisted mans account was not feasible, becauseexcessive indebted-:

P ness ad courts-martial fines made settlement impossible; consequently,
only a partial payment could be given. .Many enlisted !men in this cats-
gory, however, refused even partial payments because they preferred to
settle their accounts completely as early as possible. The following
arethe reasons advanced by the various units included in this survey
for nonpayment of enlisted men on the last day. of the month:

" Tactical situation.
Insufficient funds to cover indebtedness
Hospitalization of enlisted man

Enlisted man transferred into unit afterpay roll prepared
Enlisted man not present on pay day-
Personnel records-not received
Enlisted manin confinement or awaiting.trial

. . listbd manreduced in grade after- pay -roll prepared
Enlisted man did not desire to. sign pay.: roll

..Service Record'Incomplete
Enlisted man's allotment in process of adjustment

Enlisted man AWOL
Clerical errors
Pay roll erroneously signed

40 The Finance Department was.not held at fault for the non-pay-
ment of troops. Iln only two instances was the failure to pay enlisted
men .attributed to errors on the part of the-Finance Department.

5. The personnel system: was. considered ,as one of the principal
causes of non-payment of enlisted men. The haphazard way records of
enlisted men were kept was severely condumned, There were many cases of

poorly kept service records with incomplete. and questionable- entries
which made the enlisted man's pay status questionable and whch necessi-
tated.time and correspondence in clearing such accounts.

6. The. personnel policy, in -effect at Reinforcement and Hospital

Uints wascriticised, .because these organizations werp paying enlisted
men partial payments in amounts larger than the enlisted men ware-en-
titled. The result was that when these men were given.an assignment or
...were returned to duty, their organization found them overpaid;: and their'

insolvency often lasted through two pay periods.

7. Various proposals were offered for the elimination of payde-
linquincy. The suggestions listed below arequoted remarks from Corps
.and Division reports and represent an adequate cross section of the pro-
posals offered by all units,

a. "More cooperation from Reinforcement Depots in promptly

furnishing Service Records of men transferred promptly.

"More complete financial data on Service Records or tempo'
rary service records of men transferred from Reinforcement Depots.

"Consideration should -be given to having Service Records
or temporary Service Records accompany men upon transfer or return from
hospitalization.0--XI Corps.

b. "A better system of obtaining records Reinforcements
who are assigned to organizations with. only affidavits for service re-
cords * It often requires two oi three months before said records are
located,.

"Partial payments should be kept toea minimum and should
not be made without some information regarding pay status of indi-
vidual."--90Oth Infantry Division.

a. "More emphasis on proper entries in Service Records of en-

listed men at staging areas in the United States. and while in-the re-

placement system would aid- materially in effecting prompt payment of

enlisted men after they arrive at new organizations.

L . "Personnel officers and disbursing officers of mobile units
are overburdened at critical times because the equipment issued to such
sections is not designed for mobile operation, with the result that such

sections become inoperative for a considerable number of hours before
each move, during each move, and after each move. These inoperativs
periods are usually .the very periods during-- which their services are
needed most because the administrative processes that must be accom-
plished in connection with movements and payments, or concurrently with

movements, keep increasing. Frequently this results in accomplishment
of only the most urgent processes, and paymentL of troops is generally

notas urgent as some other mattere, Delay in payment could be mini-

mised by any of the followings

office .records .and equipment without 'wasting spaceand which fitcom-
paotly in standardtype vehicles, .

(3) "Provision for'trolling, offices in specially de-
signed truck bodies or trailers, or both, for personnel sqotions and
other offices.

(4) "Rot .reco nded. at' this '.time, but recommended for
consideration after termination of the -present wars is a system pro-
viding for'partial payments only to be made outside the ,United States
upon signature of .a .cash receipt in the amount the individual desires
to draw, with all other payments, including settlements of pay Iaccounts
in full when desired, to be made by acentral pay office in the United

IStates 'at which a-pay card on- each individual in the 'Arm would be
.maintained."--6th Armored Division.'

d. ."A more efficient' system of. paying men while.absent: from
their unitsand a*more thorough check made ,on all records passing
through each Port of Embarkation and Replacement, Depot, as otherwise..
the Personnel Officer has. to write .for pertinent-information* required..
after the man has been assigned, causing delay in making promptpay----
ment."-_th Infantry Division.

o "Discontinuance by the Reinforcement Command of their.com-
,pulsory partial payment policy. Most casuals have temporary records
when returning to their parent unit and a true picture cannot be ascer-
tained of their financial status.. Cases have been reported. of Enlisted.'.*
Men being made to take partial payments at 3 or 4 Depote or Battalions...

.as part of their processing' before being allowed to. continue further on
.heir way back to the division."--4th Armored Division.'

f.' "Adequate supply and distribution of pay roll, forms at all
times to fioilitate preparation of rolls and thus take'advantage of
short breaks in tactical-operations.

"Prompt transmittal of permanent Service Records by hos-.
pitals:and reinforcement Depots."--4th Infantry Division..

gW. "To refrain from paying enlisted men at reinforcement de-
pots unless-soldiers original service record is awailable. If service
record is not available, make a partial payment to the soldier.,

"To require hospitals and reinforcement depots to adhere
to TM 12-230 as pertains to financial status and entries in service

.record.' (A common practice is to omit transferring to financial page
record of courts-martial fines collected). Forwarding indorsements
made too frequent reference to "see. previous indorsements" which in-
variably give.little or no information. It is not uncommon to receive
notice from ,two .disbursing officers. that an enlisted man has been paid
by both officers for the same period or portion thereof. This necossi-
tates inquiry as to exact -periods .covered and deductions made in each
case. In these oases considerable difficulty is encountered when
making- inquiry in that APO number of disbursing officer is not indi-

:"Closer supervision of enlisted men when they make affi-
davits in lieu . of service record. Date of last payment and amount of
allotments carried are often io.--rrect.

"Closer supervision by reinforcement depots and'hospitals
.as to total partial payments made in a given period. Many enlisted men
receive.so many partial payments that--they are overpaid and not due for.

::payment until this indebtedness is settled.

"Stress the importance of all allotment applications
aecompanying service record at all tines so that financial status can
be determined.

"St .ss the importance of the original Service Record ac-
companying the enlisted man upon transfer, especially when-throuh re-
inforoement channels*"--80th Infantry Division.

h.."Reinforcement depots should secure permanent records from
unit to which the enlisted man was last assigned or attached and for-.
ward them promp

4
ly.

"Reinforcement depots and ,hospitals should not give, par.
:tial payments in excess of accrued pay. WD AGOFormR8 should be
checked for allotments before partial payment is ,made.

"Reinforcement depots should. record accurate information
as-to pay status on the Service Record indorsement as required by para-
graph68H, TM 12-230. instead of using stock entry,."See Remarke Fi-
nanotal""--26th Infantry Division.
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BLY: AREA.

ander for .military. pere

France (including-Aleace, Lorraine and Moselle)
- French francs
Belgium - Belgian francs,
Luxembourg - Luxembourg or Belgian francs

(3): As soon, as practicable -after entry, into Germany, ap-.
proved currencies, other than marks, possessed-by personnel will be ex-
chenged for Allied Military Marks.

ao Financial Transactions

(1) Except as permitted. under' regulations issued byauthority of the Comanding General, Theat7 g ral Europea&n o operations,

(in Ge .any.by specific. instructions from Supreme Hedqrters) foreign
fianial and foreign trade' transactions, and exports and imports of
ourreoy by any mber of the Armed Forces is prohibited.

(2) Commanders of all echelons will take continuing and
vigorous steps to prevent the seourin of funds by military personnel

.. from unlawful sources, inoluding captured, enem currency, barter with
prisoners of war, black market operations and similar methods.

d. Teonioal Finance operating Procedure, Technical Finance
operating ProoedureNwill be in accordance with "ET0-SOP No. 11 - Fiscal
Procedures, Headquarters European Theater of Operations2 dated 23 Marsh

a . Arny Exohen a Fundst, Army -Exohange Officers will deposit
receipts from salesa Army Exohangee with disbursing officers,

f. Postal ,unds sPostal Offioers. will turn.tin funds derived
from sale of postal money orders and stamps to disbursing officers.

sentation or neir individual. p

(2) i oerts a
show complete and ourrenftnfor

W, pay Civilian

Symbol

212/30502-

212/1005

ANNEX NO..37
SUM ARYREORT OF OPMATIONS

OF ALL FINANCE' OFFICES OF THIRD U. S.t*ARMY
APRIL, 1945

rooessed

paid
rsonnel on Duty

Officers
d Personnel

.$10,425,54,oo0
14,763,784.00"

25,683
344*399.

59
2-4

504

seised from the enemy whinh comes
r attached allied/forces will be
uo to'the nearest Finance Officer,
i from which-such currency was re-

W handling of funds that are the
mr is set-forth inI Par, 30 (4) (d),
ing and Handling of Prisoners of

tments

mation.

md upon proper identification.

.(.D AGO Form 77) willlikewise

(3) All military personnel will be" paid.in full throurh
the last day of the month preceding- their- departure from the assemily
area. In the. absence of the service or pay records,9 personnel offiers
will not omit enlisted personnel from payrolls, but will accept their
affidavit for payment as prescribed in AR 345-1558.4..January l9I5.

(4). All necessary partial payments will be made in the
assembly area as no such payments will be made in the staging areas.

b. Reduction of funds. All military personnel in the assembly
area will be encouraged to .spose of all excess funds.by the purchase
of or investment in war bonds, soldiers' deposits, spear-head deposits,
allotmen ts, National Servioe Life Insurance,. or personal transmission
acoountis No such service .will be available in staging-areas, except.
for the purchase of war bonds through the static finance office.

o. Unit funds (Non-appropriated funds). Unit funds will. be
dinposed of in the assembly area in accordance with AR 210-50, 20 Jams-
ar 1945. and current theater directives. Units departing this thea-
ter my. deposit their funds as spearhead deposits or exohange themfor
postal money orders for safekeeping during the movements Money ord4r
fees may be deducted from unit funds as anauthorised expenditure.
Government bonds owned by and in the possession of departing units
should be forwarded by registered mail and deposited with the U. .-
Treasury Department for safekeeping. Where a unit is demobilised with-
in the theater, a postal money order will be secured for the transmis-
sion of the unit funds to the ETOUSA Central Welfare Fund.

3. PROCEDURES IN STAGING AREAS.

a. Currency conversions. Currency conversions for troops will
be accomplished in the staging areas from rostere prepared by unit and
group commanders prior to departure from the assembly area. Each unit
and reception station group commander will prepare a list in duplicate
of the individuals under his control and will inkude the nmens of offi-
cers and enlisted men. Spaces should be allowed opposite .each name for
two colunms headed respectively, "local currency collected" and "dollar
equivalent". Such lists will be turned in with the local currency col-
lected from individuals to the Finance officers at the staging areas
for conversion, and the (blue or) yellow seal currency will be delivered
to such commanding officers , for payment to the persons concerned to-
gether with a copy of the roster on which the conversions are shown.

(1) Military personnel departing direct to another the-
tsr will be required to exchange all local currency in their posesi0n
fOr United States yellow seal currency. This will be accomplished in
staging areas. Upon arrival at destination, yellow seal currency will.
be exchanged through disbursing officers for lool currency of the
country concerned.

(2) Military personnel departing to the United States will
be required to exchange all local currency in their possession with die-
bursin officers for regular blue seal U. S. Currency. Thiswill be
aomo~plished in staging areas.

Z Dim c4rq .
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ANNEX NO. 41

I NA CE F I ELfD. OPE A

FINANCE BIVOUAC: "Open for Business" CSIR "1nigOt B IAC FIES CekYu ah iZ
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POUNDLEBANESE LIVRE'
LITARY-AUTHORITY POUND LITHUANIA LITAS

.RUZEIRO MALTESE POUND
LEV MEXICAN PESCO
ST AFRICAN POUND . MOROCCAN FRANC
OLLAR,- NEWt ZELAND POUNI
RAVA KRONEN NORWEGIAN KRONE
'E PALEST INE POUN
A.N PERS IAN R IAL

NA -POLISH ZLOTY'
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FORT SAM 'HOUSTON, .Texas under fhe commanO, o Lieutenant Genera ,COURTESY
H. HODGES, Was alerted for movement through the NEW YORK port of Embar-:
kation to the European Theater of Operationse .

An advance party consisting of thirteen officers and. twenty-six .en-
listed men left FORT SAM HOUSTON on 12 January. I Upon docking near GLAS-
GW, " Scotland it was. met aboard shipby .the newly designatedArmy Com-
meder, Lieutenant General GEORGES. PATTON, JR.*, azd entrained imaed-
iately for PEOVER CAMP, about three .miles from KNUTSFORD, Cheshire, Eng-
land, (sixteen miles south of MANCHESTER) where it arrived on 29 January.
and began preparing PROVER CAMP and TOFT CAMP, about two miles:"distant,
for the-recepti'on of the main body. . During .the, next few'weeks* a. number

-of staff officers, most of whomhad served with the Seventh U. S.; A Army,
joined the Headquarters.

.Headquarters .and Headquarters Detachment, Headquarters Special-Tro-:
ops, Headquarters Company, and Medical Detachment Special Troops, Third
U. S. Army (less the advance party), after being relieved of com and re-,
sponsibilities by Headquarters Fourth. U. S. Army, entrained at FORT SAN
HOUSTON, Texas on 15 February and arrived at CAMP SHARKS, New York, 19
: Febray. on 12 March the Headquarters boarded the ILE DE FRANCE at a
Manhattan pier and sailed without esoort.the following day. The vessel
anchored inthe.FIRTH OF.CLYDE opposite the port of GREENOCK, Scotland,
on,21:March.: .The troops debarked 22 March, entrained immediately, and
reached the KNUTSFORD area on 22 and 23 March.

ORGANIZATION OF THE HEADQUARTERS FOR COMBAT

when the Headquarters arrived in the United Kingdom, it was' at the
exact strength prescribed in'Tables of Organization 200-1, 200-2, and
1200-3. Additional attachments were made by higher Headquarters comen-
cing the early part of April and continuing for many weeks. This' and
the nature of the forthcoming operations, necessitated the enlargement
of Headquarters Special Troops, Headquarters Company and many of the.
General and Special Staff Sections.,

'The dual function of the Headquarters Comandant and provost Mar-
shal set forth in T/o1.200-3 was eliminated by. appointing an Army .Provost
Marshal in the grade of colonel and creating for him a'special staff
section.

. The G-5 Section wasconstituted (Civil Affairs)..

# The 0-6 Section was constituted (Publicity andpsychological war-,
fare).

An Army Exchange Officer was appointed to operate under the Special
Service Section.

An American Red Cross Field .Direotor joined the Headquarters to,
operate in conjunction with the Special Servic Section.

within the G-3 Section, the Aocomodations Sub-section was consti-
tuted. Its mission was .to receive and billet incoming Army troops,.
working in conjunction with the British authoritie5 and with the Western
"Base Section, United States Army. It became the G-3 Liaison Sub-section
-when its former mission ceased upon arrival on the continent.

within the G-4 Section, the Transportation Sub-section was consti-.
tuted. Its mission was to coordinate and control transportation and
motor routings within the Army area.

By 1 :July the following teams and units., by attachment, had become
an integral part of the Headquarters:

G-2 Attachments,

of War. Te

my '(Not
wtes Ar

eral Attachmnts :

:hine Records Unit

Engineer Attachments:

1681st Engineer I
Detachment, 652nd
2890th ,Engineer

Finance Attachments,

71st Finance Disl

al I

Provost Marshal Attachments,.. .

Headquarters .and Headquarters Detachment, 511th Military..:
police'Battalion (Note: 13th-Military police Crimin-
al Investigating Section attached'17 August 1944)

Signal Attachments:

: ZY Detachment, 21st Weather Squadron, and ZY Detachment,
40th Mobile Cosmunications Squadron

i 166th Signal photo Company
(Note: Enemy Equipment Identification Servie .Team. No. 8

attached during late July)

Medical Detachment, Special Troops Attachments,

Medical. Detachment, 511th Military Police Battalion

-ORGANIZATION OF SPECIAL.TROOPS FOR CCMBAT UNDER
THE COMMAND OF'THE HEADQUARTERS, CCNMANDANT

Table of Organization 200-2 (Headquarters Company. Army) proved to
be inadequate for. service in the. field. The need for utility engineers,
carpenters, masons, plumbers, sign painters and electricians was met by
attaching to Headquarters Company, Third U. S. Army, the1092nd Engineer
Utility Detachment. The number of generators assigned was insufficient
for 24-hour operations in the field, and a considerable number of addit-
ional generators was obtained.

To insure mobility to the. Headquarters, two Quartermaster. Truck
Companies (3597th and-3805th) were attached to Headquarters Special.
Troops, as was the 502nd Quartermaster Car Company. In addition, Head-
quarters Company was provided with three additional 3/24-ton Ccomand and
Reconnaissance Trucks and fifty addftiqnal 1/4-ton 4 x 4 Trucks. Fif-
teen of the latter were needed for the G-3 Air Liaison. Sub-section
alone. Three 2.1/2-ton 6 x 6 K-60 van type Trucks were secured and
fitted Up as quarters for the General officers, and an M-20 Armored car
was obtained for the use of the Army Commander. It was found advisable
to provtde trailers, either 1/4-ton or 1-ton, for practicall, all ve-

e hicles.l" ..

To service this motor transportation, the 3457th Ordnanoe Medium
Automotive Maintenance Company was attached to Headquarters Special
Troops.,

The 6%th Cavalry Band (later redesignated blst ArMY.Groud Forces
Bod) was attached to HeadquartersL Special Troops to serve as the Head-
quarters Band.

displace forwardwith each move made.

OTHER.TROOPS

The following Troops habitually served the Headquarters:

# 301st Signal .Operations Battalion
# 33rd SignalConstruction Battalion

# ,34th Signal Construction Battalion
# 503rd, Military Police Battalion

(Note: After arrival on the continent, 'the following Troops were
added, tothe above):

# 5 46th Antiaircraft Automatic .Weapons Battalion
.
(Mobile)

# 293 rd Engineer Combat Battalion (lesstwo companies)
# Headquarters, ,6th Cavalry Group (with varying detachments

from .th Cavalry Squadron. and 43rd Cavalry Squadron to
provide security in the field)

#unit had its own Mess.

DISPOSITION OF THE HEADQUARTERS

Early-in April a Third U. S. Army -Liaison Office was established in,
Bryanston Square, .LONDON. It consisted of the Deputy Chief of Staff and
a group of.,approximately eleven officers and eight enlisted men.. Itsi
missionwas to maintain contact with Supreme Headquarters Allied Exped-'
itionary Forces, Headquarters European Theater of.Operations, .United,,.
States Army, and Headquartes First Army Group. The Liaison Office. re-
joined.the Headquarters in the SOUTHAMPTON area.

an 1 May the Headquarters Cosmandant was directed to plan for the'.
establishment of the Headquarters in three echelons as follows:.

a. An advance comnand group, consisting of. representatives ofthose sections of the general and special staff.which would be indispen-
sable .in combat operations, together with the necessary.troops to pro-
vide for their security and housekeeping. This group, known as "Forward
Echelon, Group A,"would be entirely mobile, and be capable of prooeed-
ing ahead of the regular forward echelon to conduct operations.

b. "Forward.Echelon, Group B," that portion of the forward
echelon remaining after the departure of "Forward Echelon, Group A."..

a. ..The Rear Echelon.

I---- was planned to move the Headquarters to -the continent over -the
beaches, in the event no major port was available. Therefore loading
lists for all three echelons were published on 23 and.31 May to facili-

tate loading the Headquarters on landing craft.

on 22 May the BUCO (Build Up.Control Organization) Section of the
'Headquarters, consisting of four officers, four enlisted'men and two ve-
hicles departed for PORTSMOUTH, where it operated under. BUCO West, sup-
ervising the priorities and loading of Third U. S.. Army units moving to
the continent. (Note: This section rejoined the Headquarters in early
August in the BEAUCHAMP (T 23) area).

Shortly after D Day, two liaison groups left to take station as
follows,

a, With.Headquarters VIII Corps: Representatives- from G-2,
0-3, Provost Marshal, Quartermaster and Signal Sections-- eight .of-
ficers, nine enlisted men and five vehicles,.

b. With Headquarters Advance Section, Comaunications.ZoneI
:Representatives from G-1, G-2, G-3, o-4,-Engineer, Medical and Quarter.
master Sections -. eight officers, four enlisted sien and three vehicles.

The Forward Echelon was phased in to be lifted to the continent on
D plus 29 days; the Rear Echelon, on about D plus 44 days. on. 10 Jne

,I•(D plus 4 days) it became apparent that there was a possibility the For-
ward Echelon might become operational while the Rear -Echelon was still
in the United. Kingdom. Furthermore, on D plus 29 the great bulk of the
troops assigned to the Army woul still be stationed in. the United King-
dom- indeed, many were still to arrive from the United States. Their
equipping and preparation for combat was a task of considerable magni-
tude. Accordingly, the following decisions were made:
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a, The Cmsaoding General, XII Corps, was designated as Dep- "
uty Army Commander. to assume camand of Third U. S. Army troops in the.
Uaited Kingdom upon the departure .of the Army commander for the. contin- '
ent.e

b. The normal Forward Echelon. of the Headqurters to be pro-
vided with operational groups from the following sections normally in
the Rear Echelon:. G-5, Adjutant General, .Chaplain,.Finance, Inspector
General.. Judge Advocate, Medical, ordnance and Quartermaster.,

This .new grouping of the staf was lkown as Forward Echelon, Group.

0# The Rear Echelon of -the Headquarters to be provided .with'
operational groups from .the following sections normally in the Forwardl'
Echelon: .0_1 attached G-2 teams, G-4, Artillery, and attached Engineer
teams :This grouping was known as Rear Echelon,. Group "Y".

d. To reinforce the staff of the XII corps so .it could per-
form the Army mission given it, in addition to. its own responsibil- .
ities, another group of. personnel, designated as Group "e", was formed
cocnisting of twenty-four officers and twenty-nine enlisted men, .with
three vehicles and a number of impressed British. civilian sedans, Sec-.
tions represented were .G-1, -2, G-3, G-4, G-5, G-6, Adjutant General,
:Artillery, chemical Warfare Service, Engineer, Inspector General .Med- .
ical, ordnance, Quartermaster and Signal Sections. It was planned to
have Group. ", rejoin the Headquarters when the XII Corps arrived on the
continent. Actually, while most of.them did so, a few of the officers
and men remained in the United Kingddn.dealing with problems of person-:

nel and supply long after the XII Corps had been committed to action.
Loadin . -:i.:::Lists for -Groups .,"r and: : -1 o 20

LoadingLists for Groups CXC and ," were published on 19 and U
June, 1944.

'On 3 July theHeadquarters was organized for combat .operations, and
was disposed-as.followe:..

.Forward Echelon, Group "X" in the SOUTHAMPTON area.
Rear Echelon, Group."Y": and: Group "Z" in the KNUTSFORD (MAN-

"CHESTER) area.
The BUCO SectionI at PORTSMOU.TH.
Liaison group with Headquarters, Advance Section, Cmmica-,.

tions zone, on the continent.
Liaison group with Headquarters., VIII Corps, on the continent.

CHAPTER 1
PLANNING IN UNITED KINGDOM

On 25 March all officers and enlisted men of the Headquarters were
massedlon the grounds of PEOVER HALL, the Armry Commnander's residence,
and addressed by'hin. The Headquarters became operational a few days
later, and was established as follows: At PEovER HALL and PEOVER CAMP,
the Army Comander, the Comsand GroupadteorrdEhln at TOFT
CAMP. the Rear Echelon.

Both.PEOVER and TOFT camps wereBritish cemps containing semi-per-
manent and temporary buildings.. officers of field grade were billeted
inKNUTSFOBD and vicinity. Even with the erection of a great many ad-
ditional buildings-for staff section offices, officers quarters, messes,
lairineis and bath houses, it Was necessary to quarter. the majority of
the•enlisted men under canvas. .Some units were billeted in KHUTsFOB:
the-5 Section. was housed at. THE HERITAGE, a large manor house. several
miles distant; the truck companies And Utilities DetachmentIc amped on
the Heath in drTSFODa

.,This was a period of intense activity.- Organization: of-the Army,planning its part in the coming invasion, receiving advance parties of

.all Army-troops arriving in the united Kingdom,-visits. of distinguished
visitors,- schools for officers, conferences, and.visits to higher head-.
quarters consumed much time, A few. ceremonies were held for the purpose
of awarding decorations, and,. on Flag Day,. 14 June, for the blessing of
the Army Colors by the Chaplain..*

w with the"advent of- Day on. 6 June, all activities were intens-.
ified., On 15 May the Headquarters Cc"a.dant.had been directed to re-
connoiter south of the line LONDON-BRISTOL for suitdbls accommodations
for the Headquarters. c in oder to be nearer the' designated embarkation
area and to the bulk of the troops assigned to the Army., Several trips,,
were-made and the area within a 10-mile radius of BRAEMORE HALL (vU 53.).
Hampshire .(west of SOUTHAMPTON) was finally selected..

PEOVER HALL

on !4 and. 15 June advance detachments proceeded to BRAEMORE .HALL to
prepare for the reception of. Forward Echelon,. Group "X". on 24 June the
.,Chief of Staff directed Group X". to move-by motor' to the new area and
designated the Army Provost Marshal as the Comeander of the columns.
The march was made on 29 June; distance traveled ws 218 miles.

on 2 july, Forward Echelon "X" was ordered to be prepared to embark
at SOUTHAMPTON on 5 Julys destination, UTAH BEACH, NORMANDY, France,
All vehicles were to be prepared to land in four feet of water, and the
waterproofing of thevehicles was rushed day and night,.

On 031200 July, loading lists and Ship Sheets were received indi-
cating that .two military transports.. (Liberty Ships) and six LET's were
to be-used to transport the Headquarters. The Chief of Staff arranged
with the Commanding General,' Southern Base Section, to have the.301st
Signal Operations Battalion and one company of the Military Police lif-
ted with the Headquarters on LST's.

On 4 July Forward Echelon, Group "X", the 301st Signal Operations.
Battalion, the 33rd Signal Construction Battalion and the 503,rd.Military
Police .Battalion closed messes at 1300, entruoked starting 1800,. and.

.moved .to SOUTHAMPTON, a distance of twenty miles, during e4 and 5 July.
T,-Embarkation was aocomplished during the 5 and 6 July.

Meanwhile, the advance detachment .of Rear Echelon, Group "r ar-
.rived at BRARORE HALL 041500 July. on 7 July Rear Echelon "y5 moved by
motor to NINE YEN (BRARMORE area). PEOVER and TOFT CAMPS were turned
over to Western Base Section by 9 July. Group "Y" began to move to
SOUTHAMPTON on 14 July. By this time, the waterproofing of vehicles Ihad
been discontinued. The Group was loaded on three military transports
and one IST.

Group "Z" moved to the BRAMORE area with.Group "ye and Joined
Headquarters, XII Corps, which moved into BRAEOARE HALL as soon as For-
:ward Echelon "Y" cleared the area on 4 July.

CHAPTER 2 -
PRE-OPERATIONAL ON CONTINENT

During theperiod-5-7 July, .Forward Echelon, Group "X": sailed from
SOUTIAPTON for UTAH BEACH, .covering a distance of approxinately 150

.miles .in '-convoy; average time for transit was fourteen hours. •-The mili-
tary transports -were anchored offshore and .their loads transferred to...
.small landing craft and. amphibious .trucks for unloading .on the. beach, ....
The LST's were, beached at high tide;.left dry.when the tide ebbed, de-
barkationwas carried out and all vehicles moved inland about eight,'
miles to a transient area, where vehicles were initially. de-waterproofed
(after coming ashore on dry.land) and each convoy proceeded a-distance:
of twenty-eight miles to the Headquarters Bivouac Area near NEHOU (0 19)
-fifteen miles south of CHERBOLRG and eight miles from-the front lines of'
the VIII .Corps. The Commanding General and Chief of Staff flew to,.,
France and joined the Headquarters,.which was set up: entirely under can-
vas in the,* orchards and fields. of.Normandy,. lined by the now --famous
hedgerows, .Two officers' messes and two enlisted messes, in addition to
the Army Commander's mess, were established, and the first hot. meal ,was.
served the evening of 7 July. Overnight visitors were. accommodated in
pyramidal.tents supplied with cots and blankets,

Canvas immediately became a critical item of supply; tables of
Basic Allowances proved to be entirely inadequate, and the Headquarters
Supply:Officer exerted every effort. during the, next'six: weeks to procure

a sufficient stock of. heavy tentage." Passenger vehicles,notably: l/
ton 4 x 4 Trucks were also insufficient in.number and more were pro-
cured,

The. Army was .not..yet operational, but on 10 July it established two,
control points, one on UTAH BEACH and. the other on CKARA BEACH .to re--,
.:ceive and direct to assembly areas. all arriving troops assigned to Third
U. S. Army.* This proved to be a task of considerable magnitude .during
-the remainder of the month.

By 19 July, Rear Echelon "Y" closed with the Forward Echelon "X" in
,the NEHOU area.

During the remainder of July, the Headquarters continued receiving,
and organizing Army troops and preparing for the forthcoming, operations.

CHAPTER 3
AUGUST OPERATIONS.

Headquarters Third U. . Army became operational for combat for the
first tine at noon on 1 August 1944, under the Twelfth U. S. Army Group.

The subsequent displacements forward of the Forward and Rear Ech-
elon. .are .covered below. In general the Forward .chelon moved. forward
by bounds of from thirty to seventy miles; tbhe Rear Echelon moved less
frequently, l.ocat.ing in the vicinity of the Forward Echelonaboutvery.
second move the latter made. The rapidity of the Army's advance neces-.
sitated'frequent and long displacements.

At 0030 on 7 August the Headquarters, then in the BEAUCHAMPS area,
was bombed and strafed, one stick of bombs fell .into a Headquarters
Company area but caused neither casualties-nor damage.*
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Group L, merican Red Cross Clubmobile Service (thirty-two womenCHPE 4
end nineteen vehicles) joined the Headquarters 25 August to serve dough-
nuts and hot coffee to troops within a twenty-five mile radius of the
Rear Echelon.

At the sod of August, the strength of the Headquarters end of the'o etne h 57hed50t uremse rc opne
units which habitually displaced with it end messed end bivouaced in its
immediate vicinity (exclusive of liaison officers end drivers) was 79eerlee0ro tahett eaqatr pca TopTidU
off icers., .6171. ,enlisted men end 82 civilians, These figures are not ~S ry
all-inclusive, for several group headquarters end meny attached service o etme h ato h esne fGopU5jie h
troops, such as medical, ordnence end quartermaster units, were usuallyHedurrs
located within a five-mile radius of the Headquarters end chenged lo-
cation with it.

In occupying sites for the command post, consideration had to beThmotofSpebrswheHaqresmv;frtefit
given to the Forward Echelon of the XIX Tactical Air Commend which had(U4)atonwhanrmlpuainof20.Heaenasetp
ean average strength,,with attached units, of 123 officers end 1063 en- h owr ceo fteXXTcia i omn.TeRa ceo

listepated,

DISPACEMIENTS OF THE HEADQUARTERS hrenmlses fHN.TeRa ceo a t( 5 ORY
The initial location of the Headquarters, occupied by the Forwgardu-LGSeihmlssotofITVER.ubqenmvswrea

Echelon, Group "X" on 5-7 July and by the Rear Echelon, Group "Y'" on 17-
19 July was (0 19) near NEHOU, fifteen miles south of CHERBOURG. Sub- FRADEHLNERECLO-
sequent displacements were as follows,

FORWARD ECHELON HEAR ECHELONI tDseneDtae

Distance New Distne Aisp 6 9m Sp ih~dc 5m
Date New Location 'Traveled Date Location Traveled NRO,8m

31 July- T-26 25 mi.srNAJ
1 Aug leLBIGNARD, 19 mi

W7 of ST LO 5Sp 66 i 1 etVeRDHS 0m

.2-3 Aug T 23 3
6 
mi 3 Aug with 59 miEofVRU

BEAUCHAMPS,. 11 mi Fwd
N of AVRANCHES Ech2-8 U475m

8 Aug Y 39 32 mi 10-11 with 32 niofERU
PO ILLEY, 8 mii Aug Fevd
ETT; of FOUGERES Echon2SetmethcheofSafdrcethHequtesC-

12 Aug Y 65 35 mi edn orcnotrNRY( 1,act ihanra ouaino
ST QUEN-des TOITSea LoaeintectattitiewrHeduresXICpth
7mi NW of LVAL edmn nt fCrstop n iiinsrietop.

14-15 Aug z 34 67 mi 17-18 with 102 mi 5(158 DAME AT NANCY Op
la BAZOGE, 10 mi Aug FwdABleigSbscino h eaqatr cmnatsOfc a

20 Aug w 18, 73 miprceetoNNYo27SpebrAbatloentwcmeis.f
BROU, 22 mi obtEgnestgte ihlredtiso rsnr fwr ea
SW of CHARTRESclaigtedbienrearnthfaiiisithCAEEBLDI,

25 Aug W 95 
6
6 mi 27 With 139 miThscaens(aggrusostebrac)wrerinly

COURCY-aux-LOGES, Aug Fwd bitedocpe yteFec eua ry emntop a c
8 mii S of PITHIVIERS Ech cpe hmsne14.Te eedngdb u iebmesedb

30 Aug X 87 80Omi sbeun tetfgtn hnortop atrdtectbtb h
la CHAUH4E, 13 miseodweofOtbrhdbemaerayfrccpneyteHa-

NE ofECRET
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b. Roof Repairs This work, accomplished by civilian and

military personnel , terials were on the site.

c. Plumbingl Repairs to plumbing in place and installation
of two toilet bowls complete;:, 13 toilet seats; 85 faucets; lOl feet of
galvanized pipe; and miscellaneous tees, unions, elbows, etc., was com-
pleted by military personnel assisted by two civilian French plumbers.

d. Blackout Curtains: Approximately 750windows provided
with blackout snaces, requiring acquisition of. materials,:framing of
several sizes, covering and hanging by troop labor.

e. Window Panes Six thousand window panes requiring so-
quisition of mat

e
rials, cean-up old frames, glass-cutting andinstal-

lation completed almost entirely by troops.

f. Building Clean-ups Before plumbers, carpenters, or olec-.
tricians could start work all. buildings, .thoroughly sabotages by Germans
upon evacuation, were cleared of debris and rubbish; toilets,.latrines
and plumbing fixtures cleared of obstructions; and.damaged furnishings
and:rubble removed from premises.

g. Clearing_ Grounds. WreckedGerman vehicles, radar equip-
met. bedding, garbage remove'd by troop labor, bulldozers and wreckers.

'h. Map Removal s Approximately 350 tons or 100 truck loads
of German maps removedarom premises.

2., Mkn-hours of personnel required amounted to approximately
25,000 troop; 12,000PE; .50 civilian ,plumber;.72 civilian electrician;-
250 civilian carpenter; and 80 interior decorator and painter."

On 5 October the Rear Echelon moved from ROURS (U 146) to:NANCY
.(U 81). a distance of sixty miles, occupying office and barracks space
in CASERNE LANDREMONT. The Supply Group of the Forward. Echelon moved
from ETAIN (U 47) into CASERNE MOLITOR on.11 October, followed by the
Coumand Group, as well as by the Forward Echelon of the ZX Tactical Air
Comend, on the folloiing day*

It is interesting to note that on 12, October, the Forward Echelon
had been operational ftor seventy-three days. It had traveled from the,
COENTIN PENINSU to NANCY. forty miles from the .German frontier, cov-
ering a distance-of k648miles, and had ocupied thirteen different,

sites. The Rear:Eohelo. hadoccupied eight different sites in the same
length of time over ,the same distance.

CHAPTER 7
DECEMBER OPERATIONS

Earlyinee rtheChiefof Staff directedtheHeadquarters Com-
mandant.toprepare ST AVOD (Q 25) for occupancy by the Forward Echelon.

'On 11 'Decoember, the advance party of the Headquarters Comandantes
Section. with accompanying signal, engineer and service ,troops proceeded
thereto and comnenced repairs on all installations. However, following
the German attack in the ARDENNES comnencing in 16 December, the Chief
of Staff directed on 19 December that this work cease and all troops re-
turn to NANCY. On 20 December the Mobile Command Group (see-Chapter 6)
proceeded to the city of LUXWBOURG (P 81).* During the next week many
officers and men of the Forward Schelon proceeded to LUZ OURG, and on
28 December the remainder of this echelon closed. Distance traveled was
ninety miles.

The Headquarters was comfortably located in one large modern bull-
ding housing all staff sections.

Masses were established vs follows#

The Ar Comander's Mess.
Two Officers' Masses (239 embers).
One Enlisted Mas n(750,meabers).

Bemuse of the shift north,.reoonnaissanos for a location for the
Rear. oholon were made, starting 21 December. in the towns of MEZE
(U 85), THIONVILLE -(U 88), LNOY(P:50), and 15GB our ALEETT (P 70).
The latter place was selected by the Chief of Staff on 29 December mOd.
the advanoe party proceeded thereto immediatelyo The actual move of the
RoarEcholon to '3CH was. initiated-on 7 Jaaary, 1945.
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Thedistanoe .covered'was 65 miles.

was/necessary to establish-the Headquarters. in three large.
schools (using two aore as barracks), a 5-story office building, and
numerous stores and apartments.. One small hotel was used for overnight
guests. .Officers were billeted with private families after city and..
steel plant officials had conducted a door-to-door survey for available
rooms. Motor Parks wareall in open lots due to lack of garage, space.
OneOfficers' Mess (245 members)and one enlisted mess (850 members).
were established in the Supply Group building.

By 19 January the Purchasing and .Contracting Officer completed the
bulk of the turn-in of covered accommodations in NANCY (U 81) and -the
return of requisitioned furniture; the last .turn-ins were made ten days
later. This proved to be a large task, and prior to the vacating of the
city, the Inspector General had inspected each installation that had
been occupied by. the Headquarters to insure that it was in proper con-
:dition to return it to the Town Major.

On 28 January, following the Chief of.Staff's instructions, the
advance party of the Rear Echelon Headquarters Comandant'a Office moved
to LUXEMBOURG (P 81) to prepare to move the Rear Echelon thereto. The
movementactually took place on 6-7 February. .

CHAPTER 9.
FEBRUARY OPERATiONS

During 6-7 February, the Rear Echelon .moved a distance of twelve
miles to join the Forward Echelon in the City of LUXWBOURG (P 81), o0-.
cupying two office buildings, three schools, several residences and
stores, and five hotels. By 10 February, messes were established' as
follows (for the combined Headquarters),

The Army Comander's Mess.

.,.Four Officers' Messes, each in a separate hotel,

Two Enlisted Messes. •

A bus line was chartered to transport officers from offices to bil-
lets and mess,

By 19 February the Purchasing and Contracting Officer completed the
turn-in of covered accommodations and requisitioned furniture in E08
war ASEETTE,

At the end .ofthe month, there were 250 civilians employed by the
Headquarters Commandant, principally as hotel tsfs, waiters, cooks,
firemen, and laborers,

CHAPTER 10'
MARCH OPERATIONS

Ear ly in the month theHsadquarters Commandant.reconoitered the
cities of TRIER, GERMANY (.122) and.ECETEROACH, UXEMBOURG (13)-for pos-
sible sites for the Forward Echelon,

On 1.1 March, at 0220 hours, a German shell, estimated to be 2B8sss
struok and exploded within ten yards of the building hous ing the Forward
Echelon in JXEMBOURG CITY, killing twoenlisted men and. caus.... on i-
derable .damage to the building.

The Headquarters Commandant's working party, reinforced by .two en-

gineer companies and 300 prisoners ofwar, left for TRIER (L22) on 16
March and comnenced work on a large Kaserne. on the eastern end of the
city.- However, dueto the rapid progress of the Army's attack in the
SAAR - PAIATINATE area, further reconnaissanoes were-made on.21 and 22
Ma rch of 'ST. IYEHOEL (Q59), KIJSEL (L70), WO'LFSTEIH (190), KAISERSIAUTERH
(N09) and I'DAR OBERSTEIN (L72). On 23 March the last named place was
designated as -the next site, and the working partyproceeded therto from
TRIER, leaving the. latter area under guard pending reaching a decision
aboutlocating the Rear Echelon.

On 26 Mar
o

h the working party from the Rear Echelon moved to TRIER.

On 27 and 28 March the Forward Echelon moved to"IDAR OBERSTEIN, oc-
cupying the KLOTZBERG KASERNE, a large. modern German establishnent.
Officers were quartered in barracks, The distance traveled was eighty

miles through very hilly country. A nearby kaserne was occupied by the.
Forward Echelon, XIX Tactical Air Command.

On 29-30 March the.Rear Echelon moved to TRIER. On the same two
days, the Headquarters Commandant reconnoitered the.cities of HANAU
(M87), OFFENBACH (M76) and FRANKFURT am iAiR (M66).- The latter city was
designated as the new location and on 31 March the working party of the
Forward Echelon, reinforced by two companies of engineers and i00 pr i-
soners of war, began toprepare the barracks for occupancy. On the same,
daythe reconnaissance party of the Rear Echelon moved to FRANKFURT am
MAIN: (M66) to survey another Icaserne for its-needs.

The month of March saw the initial establishnent of Army Headqurt-
ers in hostile territory, and succeeding.monthe were to witness a nomber.of moves to other cities. The measures adopted to make the headquarters
adequate were in. general:

1.The Headquarters Commandant's advance working party con-sisted of the following .

a. The Headquarters Commandant, ith one assistant. The
Commandant selected and laid out the entire:area, and allocated office
and worling space to each section. and unit."

b . The Billeting Officerof the. :Commandant's Office, who
procured .and 'laid, out offioers quarters, evic ted civilans-,where neces-.
sary throngh.the Office ofMilitary Gover aent, secured and distributedfurniture for the quarters, and. cleaned the quarters.

c An officer from Headquarters Company, who planned the
establisluenc of messes, quartering of the enlisted men of %Headquarters,Company and Detachnent, the lodation of the Aid Station, Barber Shop,
etc.'

do. A representative from the G-3 Accommodations Section,
who usually took with him a Tom Major for duty in the city into which
the -Headquarters was to move. He. assigned all covered accommodations in
the area .

LOCATOR 5HIGHS IN OH' Al
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Lties.

A Military Police OffiGer,
the working party.

sentative of the Army 'Surgeon, who :ins.pected
eooopied..for any evidence ofcontagious di-

entative. of the Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-2,
Sseourity plan to insure the safety of the

rhioh acoompanied the group were usually as

'or .the.-off icers..

letail. from, Headquarters Company, and. a small.

o. Detaohents from the 301st Signal operations Batt aion.

d.: One or more oompanies from Engineer Combat Battalions,
or Engineer General, Service Regiments, and a detail from :the icd Engi- .

near Utilities Detachment.

a. A detail of about fifteen Military Police,

'The tasks were usually the same in each new city. 'They included
:the repair of facilities to bring water, electricity, and. sometimes gas
into the area; the checking for booly traps, mines and demolitionchar-
gas; the clearing of buildings and grounds of unimaginable amounts of.
f urniture, bunks, wardrobes, .olothing .wrecked vehicles, and debris and
trash of every description.totalling as*much as 1500 truck, loads; the .
repair of buildings, including replacing hundreds of panes of glass and
blackouts; the placing of concertinas of barbed wire around the head-
quarters; the establishment-of a traffic circulation plan and facilities
for parking (under cover wherever possible) of threeto four hundred've-
hicles;,the posting, of all exterior and interior signs; the publication
of .plans of the area, and floor plans and directories of each building;
the preparation of the plan for unloading the Headquarters without traf-
fio congestion; the distribution of individual billet assignments for.
officers and enlisted men; the eviction of civilians from areas, either
because of security reasons or because further accommodations were re-
quired; the guarding of the Headquarters and of the civilian areas which
had been selected; the guarding and messing of prisoner of war details,

The magnitude of the task, applied to only the Forward.Echelon, can
be appreoiated when it is realised that a large Signal enter, 150 of-
fice rooms, quarters and messes for 220 officers and 600 enlisted men,
transients' quarters, garage space, and the like were required. The
.Rear Echelon's task was larger because of its greater strength; however,
it was destined to make fewer displacements than the Forward Echelon,

•The other troop units wich habitually moved with the Headquarters
were ordinarily billeted in close proximity to the Command Post. These
Included Antiaircraft batteries, Military Police Companies, a company
of Engineers (Combat), a Tank Destroyer Battalion,. an Ordnance Medim
Automotive Mainteneaoe platoon, and the Signal Troops who provided the
oomUnioations.

In nearly. every instance the areas to be occupied had been damaged
by air bombardment or combat, and were occupied by large numbers of dis-
placed persons - German civilians who had been bombed out of their for-
mer homes, escaped allied prisoners of war, or. allied oivilians, both
male and female, whom the Germane had used as laborers, all of whom had
.to be evicted from the barracks which the Headquarters Was toI ooupye

In general, the average sized .aserne which was prepared for ooou-
pancy could be. made ready in from sixty to seve ty hours after .the:work-
ing party comenoed Its tasks

0
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The Forward Echelon moved to the new location on 22 April, occupy-
ing the VILLERS BRETONNEAUX KASERNE,-a former German Panzer establish-
mentp plux various private residences and the former quarters of German
officers and non-comissiohed offioers This move was the longest one
the Forward Echelon ever made under combat conditions - 150 miles.

The Rear Echelon started to displace to ERLAGEU (035) on 24 April,
closin thereat two days later.

The Forward Echelon of the XIX Tactical Air Cosmand also moved to
EANGE (035), occupying office and factory buildings in theoity i-t-
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and
INSPECTOR - GENERAL

;esponsible for the '-work of .the Section and
era processed thrughthe Section.,,
ws all reports of investigations and inspection

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Assists the Army Inspector General in his duties.
Conducts investigations and inspections.
Supervises administration oftheSeion.

: INVESTIGATIONS ,-SUB

Conducts investigations and prepw
plete reports.

thoroughand .corn-

ADMINISTRATIVE SUB-SECTION
Executes. all reports issued by the Army Inspector Gen-

eral and sub-sections.
Maintalns. complete indexed Army egulations, War De-

partmentI and 1TO Circulars,.filing of records Andreports.
and administration of the Section.

INSPECTION SUB-SECTION
Inspeets all types of ArmW: units and any or all phases

of their activities as ordered, and. prepares reports showing
deficiencies and irregularities noted.

CHAPTER 1
PLANNING IN UNITED.KINGDOM

The Inspector General's Section arrived .in England 23.March with

the main body, Headquarters Third U.S. Army, and was'quartered at KNUTS-

PONRD until 17 July.

During this period the Sectionmade "Alert Inspections" and "Con-

tact Visits." "Contact Visits" were-made to insure 'that Army units were

receiving publications issued by Headquarters Eropean zTheater of Opera-

tions .and complying with Theater policies. Speoial attention was given

to the matter of "Indoctrination" of troops. "Alert Inspections" were

conducted in compliance with "Prepration for Overseas' Movement," Short

and LongSea Voyage. This Section worked closely with other sections in

,the.Headquarters to determine supply shortages existing in the unite

alerted for continental operationse, Based on Priority. Schedules pub-

lished by the0Q-4 Section, units were contacted and checked for ftbles

of Oranization and Equipment shortages. eReporte were. submittedto the

Chief! of staffndappropriate'action, taken.

On 5 July the Chief.of Section left SOUTHAMPTON, England, and. em-

barked for the Continent. Hewas acoOmpanied by two officers,, one. war-

rant offioer, and four enlisted men. On 17, July the seoond ontingent,

oonsisting of three-officers and four enlisted men, left SOUTHAMPTON,

England, and embarked for the Continent. Effeotive the same day (17

J uly)-one cifioer and. two enlisted men'.were attached'to XII Corps and

remained in England to assist in prooessing Army units to the Continent.

This oenoluded the first phase of operations.

CHAPTER 2
PRE-OPERATIONAL ON* CONTINENT

8 July the Seotion was reunited.and oomplete,except for

emined in England attaohed to XII Corps . TheSection

d at HEH . , o Pranoe (019).

e n bivouac (awaiting arrival of units) the Section ma

of Third:U S. Arm Supply Distributing Points whl hwere

riod a study was us

iting regulations,

CHAPTER 3 .
AUGUSTOPERATIONS

Visits wore made by the Army Inspector Gene.ra to the Headquarter

each Corps to discuss personnel and procedure in preparation fo

ive operations.

The Section was stationed in its entirety in the Army Rear Rohelo

m which visits were made tothe Forward Echelon and.other Army is

lIations and units, and to ,establiishments outside the Army area,.

essary

.nizati-onc

I ..I
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Inspection* made duringthis period were as! follows

1. One Speoial Inspeotion directed by the Ar Imy-,Connander.

2. Ton Special'Inspeotions an Nalntenanos of'Personnel Rec

(Section -II, Circular 99. European Theater ofOperaitions, U.S.j

1914i) and'Conseirvation at Suppli es.

CH TE 53. six Inspeotions of Army Postal units and-Army Post OfftOCTOBER OPERATIONS
Investigations ocaipleted during this period were as followo

1.Severn Formall tIvestigatiosG."

2. Twsnty..eight Formal investigations were conducted on Di

ised Federal Ballots directed by the Theater. Commander.

3. Three Informal Investigations..oth the.Section perforreed regularly assigned~duties as
This Section provided three officers for three. different Ccrmny Commander.

Martial of the Army'Headquarters.
period Special Inspections 'were made as follows,:

During the period ocovered by' this repert. the: Section ado)eotions of Armyj Postal Units and Army Post Offices,
tratively handled the following umaber action papers, referred'?eotion of area vacated by Army Headquarters upon chiange
reoonendation:In - 268, Ot -317.

ons.

%ial Inspections directed by the Army Commander.

ns, completed during this period were as follows,:

rmal Invostigations.

)rmal Investigation.*

rial Investigation,

fphasis was placed on Soldier Voting. Seventy-f our Army~

ted and cohecked on.Soldier Votin.



speotor

he Inftoral .Investigati

ve PrOtrial Investigatt

seotion pro*ided three .

the Arm Headquarters.

of Section was appoints

a of making reoamendatl

icers were appointed on two separate Boards of

nvestigations as required by AR 42o-5.

the period covered by this report the Seotion

seed the following number aotion papers referr

a, and 87th Infantry Division.

speotions made during this 'period were as follo

Four Speoial Inspeotions direoted by the Amy

,,Messes of three Army Hospitals were inspeoted

if of Staff with partioular attention to the pr

quality, and quantity 'of food.-
, -nspeati'ons of aoommodations"vacated .by Real

irters, and seven subordinate wilts upon, ohnge

Ivestigations oompleted, during this period, were

.i Formal nvestigations.

Five Informal Investigations., , ,

Three Pretrial Investigations.

2a officer frem this 'Section: served as. a member

laia appointed b this headquarters.

m, officer and one enlisted man were provided tc

miodetions. ocoupied ,by the Forward Echelo., ti

city of. ..XEMSQJRG(VU.8513).

ls Chief of Seation served astPresident of, ~ari
purpose -of maxing Feqpmendati-opst heAm



LSters, and 9 ,subordinate units upon change of location

)no competed during this period were as follows:CHPE

*mal Investigations. MAY OPERA'
reel Investigation.

etrial Investigations.

of this Setion served as President of a General Courts

?inted by' this headqurtors.

period Covered by this report this Section administrat- The Section performed regularly ssil

the following number of action papers referred for ron- the Army Cosmnander during this period.

-121; out- 126. Inspectiozn madeduring. this period

1. Inspeotions of accousodations vn

-Army Headquarters, upon caneof -1oat

CHAPTER 11 GERKwY and thirteou-subordinate units.,

APRIL OPERATIONS 2. Thee Speal Inspections.

3. Afdmni strative records of Headqei

the 474th Infantry Regiment: (Sop) .Were In
performed regularly assigned dutiesasma cireeoted by -tf moesu Nme 2 hshead* a

or during the month of April 1945. Investigaftions onalpi t ed during this

made during this period were aa foQllows:1. woFra netains
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Prior to leaving the United States the enlisted personnel of t

udge Advocate Section had been selected with a view to their copter

is court reporters As well as other matters. While, this Headoparte

as stataoned in the United Kingdom the training in court reportir

)reviously begun'by the enlisted persomel, was continued.

During the tine the Headuarters wee in the United. Kingdom,

effort was made to increase the officer strength of. tbe Section, as"

perience of other armies had shown the inadequacies of the offi

strength (three) prescribed by the Table of Organization. As a res

of the endeavors made, two officers of the Judge Advocate:General'e

partnet were placed on detached service with this Section shortly

forethe rear echelon lf t the United Kingdom.

In anticipation of such. problems arising duvIng operatis, t

Section began in the UnitedStates an intesive study of the laws

ges were prepared in a number of cases.,

19 July -1:Augwt: From the time the rear elemient of the Se

ed the forward element, 19 July until l.August; ten general c

lal cases were tried at the Headquarters. Since the regular

.es of the other officers of the Headquarters and army units pre

he expeditious handling of the charges, officers of this Se

i detailed as Trial Judge Advocate and Defense Counsel. This p

promoted the fair, professional presentation of the serious ch

rred to the general courts-martial. In all cases the procee

I August- 10 .August: Five general court-martial trials involv-
eight accused were tried at the Headquarters during this period.

proceedings were reported by enlisted men of this Section and in all

one case both the Prosecution and the Defense were presented by off-

-a of the Section.

Two enlisted men were attached and another vehicle was secured in

r to facilitate the task of finding and assembling witnesses from

various, rapidly-moving units and to give the regularly asigued en-

ed man more time for reporting and transcribing court proceedings

for other stenographic duties. The'smaller units ordinarily having

elephone, personal visits were found t be the most practical and

aditious means of interviewing witnesses and accused during this

Lod when the area held by units of the Third U. S. AiW wa small.

10 August - 17 Augusts Seven general. court-martial trials were

d at this Headquarters during this period, all being reported by en-

ted Man of this Section. Officers of this Seation represented the



Prosecution in all cases and presented the-Defense in all but two cases.

ince the. officers appointed as. Assistant Tria Judge Advocate-and As-

sistant Defense Counsel-wereorialyuben addition to their

regular duties, to. assemble the witnesses and produce the accused for

trial with'sufficient expedition, those tasks were, performed.by the

Trial Judge. Advocate and Defense Counsel. Also, in the. interests of

tecnIical accuracy of procedure and to insure the quick punishment of

.those. comaitting crimes of violence, such as rape, murder, and. aggrava-

tad assaults, against French civilians,-this.Section, in this end later

p eriods, prepared the charges.and arranged for the formal pre-trial in-

vestigation in such cases. As an example of the expedition achieved,

two soldiers were on 1% August tried and convicted of a serious offense

comitted on 9 August..

Since the then existing officer strength. of the Section(five of-,

:ficers and one warrant officer) was Insufficient .to handle the extra-

ordinary volume-and variety of -work, another officer was placed on tem-

porary duty with the Section. Additional tentage was requested, but.

pending receipt thereof the courts sat;' during the good weathqr'pre-

viling in this and the next period, :in the open air in the bivouac area

of this Section.

17 August- 27 August: Ten general-court-martial cases were held,

at this Headquarters. Personnel of this Section participated inall

these trials-, the-officers acting as Tria Judge Advocate, Defense.

Counsel and Law Member and.the enlisted men serving as court reporters.

.Of.the ten trials, three involved aggravated assaults .or other offenses

against civilians by five soldiers. In order to relieve .the Trial Judge

Advocate and -Defense Counsel, so far. as possible, of the burden of as-

sembling witnesses and producing the accused, now that units of the

Third U. S. Army were operating over such large areas of France, radio

messages were sent to the accused's unit requesting the commanding of-.

ficer thereof to produce the accused and necessary military witnesses for

trial at earliest practicable date. The'attendance of civilian witnes-

ses and interpreter continued to be secured by personal contact. com-

pletion of trial preparations.were made upon arrival of the accused and

the witnesses and the cases were then tried.

n the 'interests of expeitionand'in Accordance with the Theater
policL that crimes against

'
civilians should be tried near the scene of

L

the offese and the residence of the witnesses, three other sets of ser-

.is 'charges relating six;accused ndtecases involving arave-

teid assats uo French civilians were proceseduigts period:'
•pnseddrn

During this:period, also, a letter was: prepared for the signature

of the Comanding, eneral informing all troops under his command of the

extreme, punishment which had been and would-be imposed upon those coM-

mitting crimes of violence against French civilians. .

Another officer and another enlisted man, previously requested r&

ported for duty with this Section during this periodi.

27Ast - 31 August': During this four day period, the. person-

nel of this Section arranged for and otherwise participated in six 'gen-

eral court-imtial trials.Q Another' officer .reported .for duty with the,

Section,

1 August -31 August: In addition to serving as Trial Judge Ad-

vocate, Defense Counsel, and reporter in nearly all the general court-

martial cases: tried at. thisHeadquarters during the month of August, as

law member of the court in many, cases and as investigating-officer in.

•,. some,. personnel of this Section wrote reviews of fifteen general court-

martial proceedings. The regular flow of work relating to military

affairs, laws of warfare, legal assistance to .military personnel, re-

view of""proceedings of inferior courts, and similar matters wes also

handled.

CHAPTER 4
SEPTEMBER OPERATIONS.

1 - 61September: Six cases were tried at the Headquarters by gener-,

al court-martial. Officers. of this Section participated in the Prosecu-

tionand Defense of all six cases, and an officer of this Section sat as

Law Member in three of the cases. The enlisted men of. this Sectim

acted as court reporter in three of the six proceedings. .

Two new officers, captains of infantry, .reported for detached ser-

vice with this Section during this period.

6 - IS September: Sixteen general court-martial cases were triedat

the Headquarters. Officers of this Section represented the Prosecution

in all cases and participated in the Defense of all but two. In a num-

ber of-instances the Law Member of the court was furnished by this Sec-

tion; and in a majorit of the cases the proceedings were reported by

the. enlisted men of the Section.

The military justice activities of the Section during this- period

also included. the preparation.of a procedural-guide for the, 'unary

court officers appointedby the Headquarters Commadant for the-trial of

traffic, uniformand other minor -offenses occurrin within the opera

tional area of the 'ThirdU. S. Amy. These sumary cowt tried 535*.

cases fromo10-30 September.'

During'this period two additional officerrs st letnnsof

infantry, reported for t r duty with this Section. An incr6asein

the enlisted strength of the Section to ten was also authorised during

this period. Two enlisted men reported for temporary duty,,with the Sec-

.tion. at this:time, both of whom were subeequently .assigned to the Sec-

tion.

18-30 September: Thirteen general* court-atial cases were tried.

at the Headquarters before, the end of the-month., One of the cases in.

..volved'a common trial of twenty-three soldier s ac cus ed of riotin6. One

case concerned civilians'residing in or near PARIS,, and. in accordance

with Theater policy.,thi testimony was given before a court sitting

in PARIS, the military witnesses being heard before the court sitting

.at the Headquarters. Officers of the Section participated in the pro-

secution and defense of all the cases and in some instances the Section,

furnished the Law Member for the court.. nlisted. men of the Section

acted as court reporter in the riot case and mst of the more difficulit

cases tried during this period.

one officer, lieutenant colonel, infantry, reported for duty with

this Section during this period while one officer, a major in the Judge

Advocate General's Department,* left to assume his new duties as Assis-

tant Judge. Advocate of XI Corps.

1 -. 30 September: In addition to the military justice activities

above set forth, personnel of this Section wrote reviews Of twenty-one

general court-miartial proceedings, reviewed the proceedings of many

inferior Courts-martial,, for .mally investigated numerous charges, and,

made recomendations with respect to the trial of many charges. Con-

currently with these. matters of military justice,, the Section, dealt

with various questions of military affairs, rules of land warfare, mil-

tary government, and legal assistance. to military personnel. Personal

liaison and contact was established with the officers of the Coamumios-

tion Zone with respect to matters of military justice, military affairs

and allied matters.

of the total cases tried by general court during the month of

.S 1 eptemberaonl one,charges of robbery and larce, involved an ,offen-e

against civilians.

0+I



nposed upon four accused, including the spies, during Octob

)uring this month two general courts-mar i l were in se

wie time on several occasions. .In a number of cases inte

ench, German or Polish were used.

Numerous questions were submitted to the Section for ac

unmary court officers appointed for the trial of traffic

violations within -the territorial limits Of Third U. So

Headquarters Cmsandant and for which this Section had pi

red a procedural guide. Eight hundred sixty-seven cases we

ese courts during October.

In addition to the activities recounted above, personni

On performed the following work:

1. Wrote twenty-three general court-martial and one militi

mission reviews.

2. Reviewed several hundred special and suummary cour'

and adaontions.

Investigations.

for trial by gec

refeitures and confinement at hard labor for three years, the res

the trial being published in the French press. The publicity g

t. trial- served as a. dramatic demonstration of American coopers

.th the French in the protection of the French econoqr against ir

on*

An examination of eighty general court-martial orders and four

tions under Article of War 46 covering general courts-martial oniv

-,tion had been taken by the Coemnnding General between 1 August

id 18 November 19,44 disclosed that the following personnel were

arned:

Lrty-.two general court-martial. caaes were tried at this Head-

90 Officers of the Section participated in the prosecution and

of 'all but one of them and contributed the court's law member in

three of the cases. In several instances, an additional member

court was furnished by this Section. All but one of the proceed-

re reported by enlisted men of the Section@.

0 second trial of spies.in the Third U. S. Army was held before'

ary Wocsission at this Headcuarters. The trial judge advocate,

ber of the commission end the reporters were furnished by this

Both defense counsel were attorneys and the accused were aided

out every stege of the propeedings by individual interpreters of

White. . . ... ,.-61

Colored.. . . ...... ... 60

oportions are to be interpreted in light

respecting the total number of colored and

ontrol of this Headquarters as shown below:

Colored D & Officers Ubl

Igust. 19144 . . 10,991

sptember 194. • 9,965

Otober 1944... • 2,66

68,746



tions reporting o general" couri

inch Office during the month of Hovet

respecting the military justice operE

Armies operating in the theater:

Ho. Accused Tried Ho. Cases

14, 13

. e5, pared 54 reviesof trials by general court-martial, and

view of a trial by a militsry commission, the most reviewspre-,

by this Section in any single month,

:6. :Handled the correspondence necessary to effectuate the

a or evacuation of all general, iprisoners in the hands of the Pro-

.arshal, Third U. S..Army.

7. Prepared a :circular letter respecting the place of non-

Ssioned officers in the enforcement ofmilitary discipline. A copy

e circular is attached as Annex 2.

8. Caused the distribution for divisi onal and special troops

e Third U. S. Army of Soldier's Handbook of The Rules of Lad War-

prepared by the Chief of this Section. A copy of the pamphlet
oned is attached as Annex 4.

9. Investigated thereport of a number of'.related violations

eGeneva Convention and processed various 'other reports of violas.

10. Reviewed for legal accuracy a guide prepared for military

sment legal officers operating under the jurisdiction of .the Third

Any, its Corps and.Divisions.

ll.. Reviewed for legal sufficiency meaoranda prepared in other

ons pertaining to the exchange ofcurrencies, the process0ing o

* soldiers captured in civilian clothing and other saminitrative

r. , volving. questions of idnternational law,

12, Rendered legal advice, in A number of, casqs,;a pertaining to

numerous claims.

distributiton 'Of

CHAPTER 7
DECEMBER. OPERATIONS'

Thirty-two general court-martial cases ware tried at ..this Head-

quaiters. Officers of this Section represented the prosecution and the

defense in all but seven of .the general court-martial cases'and contri-,

buted the -court's law member in all but one of the cases. nIn several

instances an additional member of the court was furnishedby this Sec-

tion.* All these proceedings were reported by enlisted men. from this

Section, and an enlisted man from this Section acted as interpreter. in

two of the cases.

Of the 32 general court-martial cases tried in December only two

involved crimes against French civilians. The attendance of .civilian

witnesses was secured by personal- contit, 'and transportation was_

supplied by this Section.

'Four murder cases, .'rnons of -which involved. civilians, .:were-tried

dring this period, whereas none was tried during -the'previous -month and

bnily three since the start of.the,year. In -one of the cases, the

Offender*was sntenced to be hanged'and in two - others the offenders were

sentenced to life tiprisonment. The fourth case resulted in anI acquit-

tal. Four officers werek tried, thre of them beint sentenced _to-, dismis-

6al and confinement and one to dismissal only.

For the first time since arrival on the Continent, several cases in-

volving long absences without leave
we

re tried. Previous cases under the

'6lat Article ofWar had consisted of absences of brief duration tried In

aconjunption with' otheirmore serious'offenses,.

eneral of the-Twelfth U. S. Am Group, There were no trials

ry Comissil .du ing the month of Decemb6r, but study.of war

as intensified and the groundwork has been lad"for the

trial of war. criminals and violators of the Geneva Convention.

,en officers from the 2nd. European Civil Affairs, Regiment, who

.ting assignment in Germany, were appointed members of a general

,tial. This court was so constituted in order to reduce to a

he disruption inherent in calling officers away from important

i other sections of the Headquarters and in subordinate units

the sane time. .giving court.-martial experienceto officers of

uropean Civil Affairs Regiment-ata: time. when their regular

1. Wrote .five reprimands.and admo

2. Referred nine pre-trial inves

were referred to officers from this Section.

3. Referred forty-five sets of c

court-martial.

4. Referred nineteensets of ch

courts.

trizl by

5. Wrote sixteen letters directing redrafting.or withdrawal

of charges.

6. Revieawed 53 records of trial by summary :courts-martial,

and :123 records. of trial by Special courts-martial, takingnecessary

corrective action..

7. Handled. the correspondence necessary to effectuate-the

release or evacuation of all general prisoners in the hands of the Pro-

vost Marshal, Third U. S. Army.

8. A circular letter, previously prepared by this Section

respecting relations with the German people, was. signed and distributed.

A copy of this letter is attached as Annex 3.

9. Processed numerous matters, concerning accidents and

claims

10. Prepared thirty reviews of trials by generalcourt-

martial.

l. Numerous miscellaneous legal ,opinions were given to other.

sections in the Headquarters.

12. Furnished legal assistance- to military ersonnel in

approximately 70 cases.

court Officers dpointed for

minor offenses. vihinthe te

tihe Headquarters Commandant

r prepared a Procedural Gui,

durln-November ..

n addition to the activities

n performed, the following won

1. Wrote nine reprimands

2. Referred' thirty-one s(



,Fifty-five general.: court-martial cases::were tried at this Head-

quarters. , Officers of this Section represented the prosecution in 148of

the cases and the defense in the vast maJority,.- This Section contribu-

ted the court's law member in 51 of these cases, and in .severalins:e

an addtional member of.the court was also furnished. All these prcmeed-

4ings were reported by enlisted men of this Section,, in courts held con-

temporaneously at both NANCY (U8512) France, and ESCH. (P7301) Luxeslsrg.,

An enlisted man from thisSection acted as, French: interpreter in fourof

the cases,

The number of cases tried this month exceeded by more:than 60 per

cent the number tried by this Headquarters during any previous month,

end placed a .coniderable strain on all the personnel of the Section.

Of the '5 general court-martial cases tried, only six involved commis-

sinned officers, two of which resulted in an acquittal, whereas one of-

ficer was sentenced to dismissal and confinement for 10years for sellkg

.captured liquor for: his personal gain, and another officer:was sentenced.

to dismissal and confinement for five years for being drunk in public

and. absent without leave for a total of 30 hours.. Of, all the cases.

tried, there'were only six acquittals. The one case of rape brought a

sentence of life imprisonment, while two soldiers convicted of assault

.with intent to rape were sentenced to 20 years. There were two murder

cases tried during the month, one of vhich resulted in life imprisonment

and the other in imprisonment for 25 years. There were severe sentences

imposed in several cases which involved black-market operations. In all

,cases, where required,. the attendance of witnesses was secured by per-

sonal contact, and transportation'was supplied by this Section.

Although no trials of war criminal were held in this Headquar-

ters, a circularj,previously prepared, was distributed -to Interrogation-

Of Prisoners of War andCotmerI ntelligence TeAms, advising them of:

teprocedure to he followed at prisoners of war enclosures to de-

tectwa criminals end to bring them to justice.,

A memorenu on discipline was ]prepared, listing-the results of*

significant. courts-martial ocases tried in the European Theater of Opera-

tiens during the watba and dftstributed for publicity throughout the

States to fill an existing vacancy, In the Section.. A candidate for the

Judge Advocate.Officer Candidate School was attached to this Section for

about two:weeks so that his'qualifications.could be determined.

When the. Headquarters moved to-its n position at ESCH (P7301),

Luxembourg, this: Section..occupied.10rooms on two floors of. a. arge.

'office building.. In addition, there were.two large court-rooas with ad-

joining witness roos. This improvement in the physical set-up permit-.

ted increased efficiency in.hmdling the mounting volume of cases.

In addition to the activities mentioned above, personnel ofthis

,Section performed the following work:

S . Received, reviewed, and passed on 33 general courts-martial

cases*

20 Reaeivedj, reviewed, and passed-on 485 cases tried by summasry

courts-martial.

3. Receivedreviewed., and passed on 147 cases tried by special

courts-martial.

4.'Referred 23 charges to jurisdictions not under the Third Uni-

ted States Amy.e

50. Referred 25 sets of charges to trial by general courts-mar-

tial.

6. Referred 16 sets. of charges to inferior courts

7..Wrote 24 letters regarding irregularities in trials by al

and sunmiary courts-martial.

.8o Handled the correspondence necessar -to effectuate the-release

or evacuation of all general .prisoners in the hands of the Provost Mar-

shal, Third United.States Army.

9. Wrote 85 letters requesting confinement and transfer of pria-

oners.

10. Wrote 8 reprimands and ad inistrative .restrictions.

. . 3 letters were written, regarding accidents andcladm.

12. 17 letters were written on ,various matters concerning Y61a-

tione of the Geneva'Convention.

13. 21 miscellaneous legal opinion were given to. other sections

in'the Headquarters.

11W Legal assistance was furnished to ml3itary P ersonnel ip ap-

proximately 85 cases.

1,5eIn addition, 256 miscellaneous letter's,indoremmes tsassk

slips were prepared*,

affairs detachments who were aiting. assignsent to active operations-in

Germany.. This policy was begu in December, :1944, for the use of these

officers had the advantages of permitting staff officers at-this Head-

qats to devote a maximum amount of their .tim to mitters of an opes.

ational nature, and-also gave the civil affairsofficers practical tral.-

ing in disciplinary problems which would be encountered in their workin

Gerany

Forty-four general court-martial cases were tried at this.Head-

quarters, and officers of this Section represented the prosecution in 33-7

.ofthe cases and the defense in .13 of them. A member of this Section

sat:as Law:Member in 32 of the cases, and all but: five of the, cases were

reported by enlisted men of this Section.

The three murder cases. tried during the.month resulted in two,..

death sentences and one sentence to life imprisonment. -One mtiny case,

.involving 7 accused, resulted in acquittal of two of. the accused and a

sentence of 15 years for each .of the other five. Two enlisted men were

sentenced to imprisonment for 30 years for sleeping on post and leaving

post before being:properly relieved, respectively, and a lieutenant col-

onel was fined a total of one thousand dollars for violating censorship

regulations. Forty-seven enlisted.men and three officers were tried

-- during:the-month.

The nucleus of a War Crimes Branch was enlarged within the Sedid n

and investigation of reported war crimes continued. The object in.each

case was to obtain sufficient evidence, as soon after the violation as

practicable, to establish a prima facie case against the malefactora

Persons, regardless of nationality, who had personal knowledge of viola-

tions of the Geneva Convention and the Laws and Usages of War were inter-

vitwed, in their native. tongue., by officers through enlisted interpre-

ters, from the Section, and their sworn statemnts were taken. Among

the cases investigated during February wr the torturous mur-der of a

wounded American avaiator by enraged German women, the inhuman treatment

of civilians by Gestapo and SS troopa, and the murder of French children

by a retreating Panzer Division. Though crimes against all allied na-

tionals were examined, the main emphasis was placed upon offenses cam-

aitted againt U.So troops end U. S. nationals, anda growing portio

of the, work of the office was concerned with crimea osmitted by the



Two officere weetransferred.*fromi the Section to aaeume respon-

sible assig in other Setio of this Heaquarters here their

training heretofore acquired wee utilized, and A chief warrant officerO

who was a lawer in civilian life, was brought into the Judge Advocate

,,Section fram.a combat unit where he had rendered outatanding service for

the past several years, for-seasoning and training in Judge Advocate

work. Inaddition, three enliatedmen., two lawyers and a court reporter

were attached to the Section on temporazy duty for training, giving the

section 6 officers, 1warrant officer, 10 enlisted men, and attached

enlisted'men, ai cmpared to the -5 officers, 1 warrant officers, and 5
enlisted.men who comprised the Section.when it arrived on the continent.

The following work. waslso performed by personnel of this-Sec-

6. Wrote 29 letters regarding irregularities in records of trial

by summary and special courtmartial.

7 .Handled the correspondence to effect release, or evacuation of

all prisoners in the hands of the Provost Marshal,.Third sUS. A w

8. Wrote 90 letters.requesting release from confinement or trans-

far of general prisoners0----. , .

9. Wrote 6 reprimande or punishent under the 104th Article of

War*

100. 57 letters were written regarding accidents, or claims.

1. Several investigations were made by officers of this Section

regarding violations of the Geneva Convention and'reports thereon were

suimitted to higher headquarters. 25 letters were written rega .ing

such violations.

12. Acircularlett r ingcourt-martial action against al

military personnel who sustain self-inflicted wounds was prepared for

distribution through the comnand.:

13. Numerous legal opinions ware given to other sections of the

HeadquArters.

l16. egal assistance was furnished to military personnel in A p.

proximateJ 80 cases.

1.54 In addition, 1.75 miscellaneous, letters, indorsements, and

bucl sllyps were prepared.o

d, reviewed. and passed on 35 general

ad, reviewed and passed m 803 cases

bulizec ann an increasing empasis was placed upon crimes .committed by

.the eney in violation" of the Geneva Convention and the Iam. and Usages.

of War. There were 47 general courts-martial cases tried by this Head.

quarters during this period, end .al but 2 of them resulted in a convic.-

tion. Forty-four enlisted men and three officers were tried. The one,

mrder case resulted in a sentence to life imprisoment.and the one-rape

case 'brought the. death penalty. Seven soldiers 'were tried for looting

and severe penalties wereimposed.

The WarCrimes' Branch was faced with reports of 42 violations of

the Geneva Convention. An immediate 'problem was the procurement of

trained pers.onnel whowere capble of coping with the language difficul-

ties tht would be involved in a thorough investigation of these cases.

.Two interpreters of the Dutch ArnV were assigned to this Headquars on

temporary dut. -One enlisted man who had a knowledge of French. German

and Russian was assigned to this Section. Teams consisting of an offi.-

cer, an interpreter and a driver were dispatched-from this Headquarters

to the scene of the various crimes and a thorough. investigation was made.

Man. of the offenses involved the murder of .Allied pilots. Wherever

possible, the bodies were disinterred, and after being identified, were

removed to an American cemetery for proper burial. Evidence was taken

of crimes committed against any Allied nationals, and reports were pre-

prdwhich would, establish the prim facie cas e against t-he malefactms

Sworn statements, in the witnesses' own handriting, were taken and all

the details were included. One of the problems of the office was liai-

son with other sections of the Headquarters. G-2 and 0-3 were very help-

ful in providing information to identity the German units :which were pre-.

sent at a particular place where a war crime occurred. The Signal Sec-

tion furnished photographers to take pictures wherever .they were necee--

sary as evidence. Graves Registration neiped in the identification of

unkao victims and disinterred the bodies. CIC, Psychological Warfare

and Military Intelligence sent in many clues to show a violation of the

Laws, of War, and, the Provost Marshal took custody of all the German ci-

vilian prisoners apprehended. Most of the; crimes investigated during

this period took place in Belgium, France, Luxembourg and the western

part of Germany. The offenees covered mistreatment of Allied prisoners

of war and the murder of individual Allied soldiers by members of the SS

end Gestapo. It was expected that with the advance of Allied armies in.

to Germanya greater varietyend mumber of cases would be encountered"

k 3. Received, reviewed and passed on 156 cases tried by special

courts-martial.

h.Reviewed 26 charges, jurisdiction not under the Third thited

States *1W .

5. Referred 62 sets of charges to inferior courts.

6. Wrote .2? letters regarding irregulsritiea in records of trial

by specialand s ay courts-martial.

.7. Wrote 91 letters, requestingrelease, confinement or transfer

of prisoners.

8. .rote..manyreprimands. and notifications of punishment under

Article'.ofWar0lC0.

9. 9 Fify-five letters were writtenregarding accidents andolaism.

10 . Seventy letters were written expediting final dispositonio-f

cases'being held for investigation as self-inflIed wounds.,

.1, umerous legal opinions were given to other sectionsof this

Headquarters and legal assistance was rendered in about 100 cases..

12. A circular letter, regarding looting, pilfering and pilling

was prepared for distribution throughout the cammand (Annex 1). "

13. .In addition, about 300 miscellaneous letters, indorsements ama

buck sUp were prepared.

0f

CHAPTER 11
.APRIL. OPERATIONS

'The Military Justice .work of the Judge Advocate Section continued

to set. new records in the volume handled, while the War Crimes Branch.

reached its peak in intensity and volume of investigations* There were

38 general court-martial cases tried by this Headquarters during April

and all but 2 resulted in convictions. In addition, there was a total

of 890 records of trial by special and summary court which were reviewed

for legal sufficiency. The War Crimes Branch has to this date investiga.

ted or are in process of investigating a total of 129 cases involving

violations of the Geneva Convention and/or Rules of Land Warfare-by

Snay Forces and/or nealg Nationals. M a large prisoner enclosures in

whch American and other Allied Prisoners of War wre maintainedand, a

0... i



intensive investigations: by War Crimes teams which werec

ant out from this office. Included in these camps were th

med (Weimar) GermarW,, Arnstadt Concentration Camp, Ohrdru

Ition Camp, and the extermination camp at Mauthausen, PAustr1

i 
,

gating teams were composed of varying umbOrs of-Officers#

• 8. typists and photographers needed to cover the-particular

n question. Moing pictures and still pictue were tae

Lat the conditions at each establishment might be recorded

eft by the ene-G. Almost' ever type and f6ra of cruel and

ent wee discovered to have been comitted upon the prisonex

dies were disinterred in order that photographs :and autopsi

16 todAtermine cause of death and to show the evidence of z

A umber of arrests 'were made of war criminals foliowin

Agation to insure their presence -in court at the proper t:

The fblowing
l
work was also performed by personel of ti

•

3-marbiaL.

14 weerred %l charge

bates Arq.

%. Referred 62 sets

- 6.:" Referred 28 sets of. chages- to inferior :cours. .

7e. -- 1rote 1J14 letters: regarding irregulsrities in trials by spe-

cial and summary courts-martial.

8. Handled the correspondence jecessaryto effectuate the re-

lease or evacuation of all general prisoners in the .hands of the Provost

Marshal, Third United States Aray.

9. Wrote 138 letters regarding confinement and transfer of"

10. Wrote 15, reprimands and

ll. Sixty letters were, writt

12. Twenty-three letters we

ng violations of the Geneva Co

3. fSeventeen miscellaneous

Lone in the Hadquaters.

14. Legal eseistence wee f=g

3.. In a ddtion, apprwovt

tive .restrictions.

ag accidents and cl

onl=. viosmatte

were

7l Peronnli

officers as the accused, while the, remaining eight pertained to enlisted

men as accused". One officer was sentenced to dismissal. fromthe .service

and the other officer case resulted in asentence by the court to for-

feit from his pay $o.OO per month for six monthe. In all the cases,

the civilian-itnesses were ,securedby personal contabt and transporta.

tion was furnished by the Section .

The War Crimes continued to require much administrative and in-

vestigativeattention. Fifteen new cases of.War Crimes were reported

•during the period, and at the cessation of hostilities,, this Section had

six investigating teams' operating in the field. These cases involved

the investigation of mass atrocities and "murders committed at liberated

concentration and extermination camps, as well as cases involving mis-

treatment and murder of individual Allied Prisoners of War and Allied

Nationals, One of the cases investigated during this period involved an

offense against the Geneva Convention in the illegal use by the enemy of

the red-cross emblem by ,displaying it on barges in which were stored

poisonous gas materials.

Fourteen officers and twenty-mine enlisted -men are engaged in

the War Crimes Branch of the Judge Advocate Section in the capacities of
Investigating officers, interpreters of German, French, Russian, Polish,

Italian, Dutch and Cechoslovaklian languages, stenographers, typists,

photographers, and drivers, In. addition eleven officers and eighteen

enlisted mendevote their full time to the Military Justice Branch of

the Judge Advocate Section. eThis total of twenty-five officers and fws.

ty seven enlisted men represents a substantial growth in the Section

as it was, costituted, whenembarkng, overseas o r 13"oh h .n1944 o,,.At

that time je, heSetonwa OMPOsedof three officers, one warr.ant. o*.

vention and Rules of Land Warfare.

12. Rendered. six. writtan .legal op

Headquarters."-

3. Furmished. legal, assistance te

,,ately 2 -cases.

14. Prepared. 95 miscellaneous

slips*_

1. Court reporters are almost as essential in the trial of general

y tia cases as the court itself. Experienced court reporters

rare3y available in the Ary. Court reporters are consequently de-

ped and trained from the most alert and efficient stenographers.

2. In an active campaign, the front-line soldier should koow the

important Rules of Land'Warfare and the main points covered by the

va Convention. The Judge Advocate Section prepared a booklet on

subject and approximately 35,000 copies were distributed to units

he Third Arm.during the campaign.

invc



3.Sklled interpreters are often needed'in 666ka~i1 ass

particularly. where there are civiliani witnesses appearing before- the

court' This Section hias'learned daring the'.Euwopean camupaign the inm-

Sportance of having immediately at hand interpreters' among enlisted men .,

of the Section.

I.The necessity of the Judge Advocate Section workcing closely - .-

' with Sections of the forwrad echelon of' the Headquar'ters and supporting,,

troops and services, caused considerable loss of, efficiency durinig those ,

periods when the forward and rear echelons of the Headquarters have been ' --

separated by preat distances. At tines the rear ec'he3lor was so far be-

hind the units that unit caurisoders and other personnel were required to

make long trips to the rear in connectionwiith Judge Advocate activities.'

CONCIDSION1S

1. Court reporters are essential to the Judge 'Advocate Section

during an active campaign end the tables of organization of the Arnoj

Haadquarters should be increased so as to provide'sight court reporters.

The present enlisted strength authorized akes .no provision .for court

reporters.

2, AU.J soldiers in the field during en active campaign should know

the principal Rules of Lend Warfare and the main points covered by the

Geneva Convention for their prot 6ctionvsnd gudance.

3.Skilled interpreters should be procured and included among the

enlisted personnel of the Judge Advocate Section prior to an active ceam-

paign in a foreign country.

I.The Judge Advocate Section shoul.d be included in the- for..-

S ward echelon ef the Headquarters. - -



willin

The comsinding officer of each unit

y of compliance with'the foregoing.

Commanders will maintain a careful req

uin the units and organizations of

record will be carefully considered
the. r

be respected. All German inhabitants will be required to .fulfill

sitions duly made upon them for military purposes, but anyone with-

is conmknd who takes food, occupies billets or makes any demands

roperty, public or private, without proper authority, who engages

oting, or who commits any othe.r offense against the persons or pro-

-of German inhabitants will be punished. Immediate action, appro-

ato the circumstances, will. be taken against German civilians who

fully commit hostile acts against us.. Those who aretaken prisoner

be tried by military courts.

4. Each unit commander at a special formation held as soon as

icable after the receipt of this communication will personally

es upon all mmbers of his comend this information. Should mili-

circumstances make a formation of an entire unit at one time tim-

icablev, a number of formations of smaller groups may be utilized,

Lded all members of the unit are .included in one such formation,

Is/ G S. Patton. r°
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ANNEX -NO'. 4

S OLDIE R'S.HA NDBOO K.
ON

.LANDWARFARE

By
CHARLES E. CHEEVER

Colonel, Yudge. Advocate General's Department1,
United 'States Army

TiUcombat .soldier very often kn ows little, if, anything, 'of the
rules which even in war not only control what may :be done
against an ehemy, but Also. set up certain rights which the.

.enemy must respect. This pamphlet does not contain- an- exten-
sive treatment of these. rules.- It is intended to provide a general
kth.e s ant ones, ithout attempting.
to decide the great number-of specific or doubtful questions
which will come up in the field and be decided. on, the.,basis
of orders and interpretations of superior authority.

BASIS "OF RULES
The rules for carrying on war: on land. are called the. Rules of

Land Warfare. These rules are: found both in agreements bet-
weennations. and in so-called unwritten rules which'areso.
established by custom,, although perhaps 'not included in a
written -agreement, that they are generally followed. The rules
which are considered. as binding upon United States forces in
the field have been published in, War Department Field Manual
27-i0,'dated i October, 1940.

The rules. of land warf are are based on the principles of-.mili-
tary. necessity,. humanity, and chivalry. Generally, it may be
said that it is proper. to. use any amount and kind of force to
compel the complete surrender of the enemy at the smallest
possible cost of time,.life, and money, provided that violence.
not actually necessary is not used. and. dishonorable means or.
conduct are not involved.

S ome rules-re binding only on the nationwhchaesgd
the agreements in which they are included., However, in general,

th -neyssoldiers and people are expected to lv pt h
same- rules as the'Allied soldiers and population.. If they do not,
the severe penalties which the laws of war permit may be
imposed upon them.

DIVISIONS OF ENEMY POPULATION
The laws of warfare divide the population of a country at war.

into its armed forces and its civil or peaceful population., Ordi-.
.narily soldiers do not attack 'civilians unle ss. the civilians have
attacked them. However,, it is' not necessary..to avoid firing
at 'enemy troops only because -civilians will be unavoidably
injured by such fire. In turn, enemy civilians are not permitted
to attack soldiers. except' in very limited cases. If' a soldier
violates: this rule he 'would not have the right to be treated
as a prisoner o war by the. enemy in the event he were captured,
and he might also give the enemy grounds for not complying
with the. rules of 'war. Naturally he would also provide ammu-
nition- for propaganda to counteract the enemy's own violations.
The enemy civilian 'who improperly' attacks a 'member -of 'the
armed forces can of course be counter-attacked, and-,.if cap-
tured, may be tried as a war criminal and perhaps put to death.,
He also. might provide, grounds for action against tht enemy
population in reprisal' which otherwise would not have been

properSoemmes.fteame.ocs.ariual.mdclprSO l chplIE, ar ettldtospcalpOtetOn n r
no. ujc.t.takasln .sthyaedin .hi peiljb

an ontatvl ih.Hweei natc ncma
sodesinietly.il.rwonsmdca.odes.raca

pliniti.no.a.ofeceagint.h rule owa ..

TYPES OF WEAPONS....
There is no-unwritten rule definitely. forbidding the use of

poisonous gas. ,The United..States is:not a party to any agree-
ment now in force- Which forbids its use. The'. possibility of theuse of gas by the enemy must'always be keptin mind since the

failure to";sse it duing the pre'sent war is not bec-use there is a
rule against it. The use of alltypes of mines is common and
ordinarily not illegal. Poisoning of a water supply or of abandon-
ed food is considered .as.a violation of the rules of war..
Water supplies can be made'unfit fo ruse, however; by means
which can be seen, such as placing dead animals in the water.

AERIAL BOMBARDMENT
The rules with respect to bombing from the air had not been

fully developed before the present war. Probably the heavy
bombings of this war are making new rules as well as history.
Civilians, of course, are not proper targets for bombs. However,
the presence :of civilians will-not protect a proper military
objective. Nor is there a ground for complaint because 'civilians'
are killed or injured unavoidably as the 'result of an attack
upon military objectives. The same is true as to civilian pro-
perty. The enemy, as well as the Allied forces, have regarded
such privately owned property as shipyards and -plants produc,
ing war materials as proper. military. objectives.

ARTILLERY BOMBARDMENT
Shelling, of undefended towns, villages, or dwellings is forb-

idden. A city protected by combat troops,: by forts, or similar.
means, is not undefended. Very often the question of whether
a town or city is defended or undefended is doubtful. These,

.cases are decided by the proper officer or commander, or even
by. the commander-in-chief, depending on the circumstances.
involved anda after considering all the facts and obtaining legal
advice if necessary.

Private as well as public property may be destroyed in the
shelling .of a defended place. Churches, museums, libraries,
hospitals, and historic monuments should not be fired upon
deliberately, assuming, of course, they are not being used for
military purposes by the enemy. Damage to such buildings,
accidentally or because they are near proper targets, is not a
violation of the rules of war. It is the policy of the Allied forces
to take all measures consistent with military necessity to avoid
damage to all.structures, objects, or documents of religious,
cultural, architectural, archaelogical, or historical value. Pre-
sident Roosevelt himself said some time ago, speaking of thewar in Italy, that : "We have tried scrupulously-often at
considerable sacrifice-to spare religious and cultural monu-
ments, and we shall continue to do so."

TREACHERY AND QUARTER
All is not fair even in war. It is unfair and illegal for'a soldier

who throws down his rifle and holds up -his hands in surrender to
pick up his weapon and shoot the soldier who has just spared his
life. A soldier, however, cannot rely on the law to protect him
against a trick. Even though it is forbidden to play dead or
wounded in order to surprise a careless enemy, some soldiers
who seem to be dead or wounded may not be. The rules of
war are not always followed by everyone. They: do not-do
away with the combat lessons which soldiers have been taught
Soldiers cannot take chances on the basis that the enemy
will always do what the rules of War say he should. A soldier
must be practical and obey the orders which will be given on
the basis of the situation at the time. A soldier must not shoot
an enemy who has laid down his arms and surrendered, but
he can keep a very cdoae watch on him. It is forbidden to kill
an enemy soldier who is disabled or wounded and has stopped
fighting or to mutilate a body by gunfire or in any other way.
This does not forbid, however, making certain that the enemy
soldier who seems to be dead or wounded is not playing a trick.
. When a soldier or a group of soldiers offers to surrender and
stop fighting, which is sometimes called asking for quarter, the
offer should ordinarily be accepted. Sometimes it is impracti-
cable, however, to give quarter when some of the, enemy
continue to fight and then it is proper to deny quarter. Refusal
of quarter may be authorized if the eneumy has previously
refused to give quarter. ." • ' • .

-RUSES AND STRATAGEMS.
SA battle is a contest of wits as well as of force and violence,

but tricks which involve treachery: or bad faith are :forbidden,

The following quotation. from paragraph 4 of .United States
War, Department Field Manual 27-10 shows in general the.
means which can be. used to fool the enemy.:

"Among legitimate ruses may be counted surprises, am-
bushes, feigning attacks, retreats, or flights, simulating
quiet and inactivity, giving large outposts or a strong.
advance guard to a small force, constructing works, brid-
ges, etc., which it is not intended to use, transmitting false
or misleading signalsanid telegraph messages, and sending
false dispatches and newspapers, with a view to their being
intercepted by the enemy, lighting campfires where there
are no troops,' making use of the enemy's signals, bugle and
trumpet calls, watch words, and words of ,.command,
pretending to communicate with troops or reinforcements
which have no existence, moving landmarks, putting: up

dummy guns or laying dummy mines, removing badges
:from uniforms, clothing the men of a single unit in the
uniform of several different units so that prisoners and*.
dead may give the idea of a large force."

The use of the enemy's flag, insignia, and unforms is per-
mitted under some circumstances. They are not tobe used
during actual fighting, and if used in order to approach the.
enemy without drawing fire should be'thrown away or removed
as soon as fighting begins.. It is definitely a war crime to use -
a flag of truce or the Red Cross emblem improperly.

Spies, that is, persons who disguise-themselves for the purpose
of obtaining information, may be sentenced to death if captured.:

-However, a soldier acting as a spy is not a war criminal'. He
may be put to death not because le has violated a'rule of law
but in order to discourage the enemy's use of.spies.

ENEMY..PROPERTY.
'The.rules of land warfare forbid pillage, 'that:is',taking pro -

perty both private and public from the field of battle or occu-
pied areas. Taking property such as watches and money from
the enemy sick or dead, or articles for personal use from enemy...
civilians, or from civilians of a free country temporarily held
by the enemy, is forbidden.

Military equipment left on the battlefield may not be taken.,
for the personal use of individual soldiers. Such property ordi-
narily goes to the soldier's government. The United States

.Articles of War in Article 79 declare that all public property
taken from the enemy is the property of the United States and
shall be secured for the service of the United States, and directs
punishment of persons subject to military law who wrongfully
take such property. The right to seize or destroy private pro-
perty on enemy territory depends on the military needs of the
Army. Destruction. simply for the sake of destruction isforb-
idden, but buildings may be used for shelter, or wood cut for
fuel or to clear a field of fire. The proper military authorities
will decide what may be done.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE ENEMY
There are times when communication with: the enemy:is

necessary. For example, the enemy may wish to arrange a
surrender or to ask for a truce in order to bury the'dead. Such
communication is permitted under certain conditions, A white.
flag may show merely a wish to arrange for a surrender or for,
a meeting. It does not necessarily mean a surrender. The force
which sends a messenger with a white flag should stop firing.
If it' does not stop firing it is not safe to believe that the eneiy
commander has authorized the use of the white, flag and the
messenger may be simply an individual soldier trying to surren-
der. If.the 'enemy, stops firing as the white flag advances and
there are no suspicious circumstances, a group of not more than
four people approaching in daylight with the white flag should
not be shot at. Ordinarily communication in this way at night
should not be permitted. It is entirely proper. to insist that a
messenger approach in such a way that any surprise or trick
can be prevented.

SICK, WOUNDED AND DEAD
•After a battle, the force in possession of the field is required tof -:(

make a search for the sick and wounded and to take care of the 
'

sick and wounded of the enemy as well as they take care of their
own men. Sick and wounded soldiers in the enemy's hands, aside
from their right to care and protection, are generally subject
to the same treatment as other prisoners. When sick and woun-
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ded must. be left behind,. medical soldiers should be left with
them if at all possible.

MEDICAL UNITS-AND CHAPLAINS
It has already been mentioned that medical soldiers and

chaplains must not be attacked if they are not taking part in
actual fighting. They also: have the right to: be returned to
their own forces as soon as practicable, if they are captured,
instead of being held as prisoners of war. While waiting to be
returned, medical soldiers may be used to take care of the sick
and wounded with preference being given to members of their
own forces. The proper military authorities: decide when th6.
return of medical soldiers or chaplains can be permitted with-
out danger of their taking back valuable information. The
authorities will also decide when the military stuatioi makes
such a return possible.

The equipment of a mobile hospital unit iuch as its ambu-
lances, litters,.surgical.instruments and hospital equipment, if
captured, will be returned at the same time as those who belong
to the unit. The building and material of a more or less.perma-
nent hospital may under some circumstances be used for other
purposes if captured, but only after arrangements have been:
made to take care of the sick and wounded being treated in that
kind of hospital.

PRISONERS OF WAR
Prisoners of war had no rights until fairly recently in the

history of war. They could be killed and were often made slaves.
The rights of prisoners of war in the present.war: are found
principally in the Geneva Convention of 1929,, an agreement
which is binding upon most qf the nations in the war.

An Allied soldier who is captured is entitled to be: treated as a
prisoner of war unless he has lost the right to be so treated by
violating one of the rules of war. This means, among other
things, that he has the right to be treated decently and protected
against violence, insults and public curiosity. He must not be
confined as a criminal except in punishment for a crime. He
cannot be forced to give information other than his true names
aiid rank, or else his serial number, and it is unlawful for the
enemy to use force, refusal of privileges, or any other means to
makea prisoner of war give any other information. Of course, a
prisoner :of war can be questioned about anything, but he
cannot be made to answer. He may keep personal things, such
as his gas mask, uniform, toilet articles, and jewelry such as a
watch. His money may be taken from him if a receipt is given.
All weapons, ammunition and military equipment and papers,
personal or not, may be taken from him.

The names of captured soldiers are exchanged through neu-
.tral nations, such as Switzerland. Generally, prisoners of war
are removed from combat zones as soon as possible. They are
not confined in jails or cells like common criminals, but are
usually placed in enclosed and guarded areas. They are entitled
to adequate and healthy camps,. proper heat, ventilation and
bedding, and air space and food equal to that of troops at base
camps of the nation which' holds the prisoners. Piisoners of
war are entitled to freedom of religion and to send and receive
mail and parcels. :Of course, mail is limited and censored. Sick
and wounded prisoners must be cared for in the same way as
troops of the army which has captured them.

Prisoners of war, with theexception of officers and persons
entitled to be treated as officers, such as war correspondents,
may be required to do sonie work. The management, cleaning,
and upkeep of camps and farm labor ar6 included in the type
of work permitted. Work which is degrading, unhealthy or
dangerous or directly related to war operations is improper.
A prisoner of war cannot be legally required to do work for
which he is not physically fit. Noncommissioned officers can be
required to do only supervisory work.

Prisoners of war are not paid for work in connection with the
maintenance, administration, and management of the camps.
They usually receive for other work the same pay as is received
for similar work by soldiers in the army of the government by
which they are held, or if there is no such rate of pay they arepaid according to the work they do. Where work is done for: a
private employer, such as a farmer, the government may keep
amonts :Which the private employer pays over the amount
which it would pay the prisoner for similar work. A prisoner
is not entitled to receive all of the money he earns as he earns
i:t. Some of it can be held beck to be given to the prisoner when
he is released, , ! .

Officers usually are held in separate camps or at leastseparate
quarters. They cannot be forced to work, but are entitled, unless'
there are other agreements, to be paid an amount equal to an
officer of similar rank in the army by which they were captured,
but not above the amount they are paid by their, own country.

Certain neutral nations have been ajpinted as: ',protecting
,powers" to enforce the rights of prisoners of war. Their agents
are entitled to visit and inspect camps and prisoners and to
receive complaints and requests. Prisoners of war may also
complain-to the nation holding them, individually, or throughan officer or agent whom they have selected, if such selection
is permitted by the authorities in charge of the prisoners. A
prisoner of war cannot be punished for making a complaint
even if there-is no basis for it.. If improper treatment of priso-
ners of war is found, protests are made, as has been done in the

case of American prisoners held by the Japanese; and everyth-
ing possible is done to obtain the treatment to which prisoners
of war are entitled.

Prisoners of war aresubject to the same laws andregulations
as the soldiers in the army of the country by which they are'held. They are subject to the same punishment for crimes,
except that bodily punishment and cruel treatment are forb-
idden. The military rank of a prisoner of war cannot be taken.,away or a number of men punished for the action of one man.
Prisoners of war must salute officers of the army by which they
are held. : Officer prisoners imust salute enemy officers of a
higher, rank. Punishment'for minor offensesby prisoners of
war may not be for a period of more than 3o days. Such punish-
ment is like company punishment and as to prisoners' held
by the United States would usually be given under Article of
War 104. Serious offenses are tried by military courts. A num-
ber of things have been done to make sure that a prisoner of
war receives a fair trial in such cases, including a notice of the
trial to the nation which is acting as the "protecting power".
Death sentences can be imposed.

A prisoner of war who attempts to escape is guilty only of
violating disciplinary regulations and his punishment cannot
be for a period of more than 30 days. However, a prisoner of
war who committed another offense while attempting to escape,
such as killing a-guard, would be subject to trial and punish-
ment for that offense. A prisoner may: be confined temporarily
to prevent his escape.

The armistice or treaty ending a war usually controls the
release of persons of both sides held as prisoners of war. The
rule in.general is that prisoners of war will be returned to their
own countries. However, the return of prisoners of war does
not always begin as soon as combat has ended. For example,
many French soldiers are still being held as prisoners by the.
Germans, and Italian prisoners of war were not released as soon
as the armistice between the Allied forces and the Badoglio
government was made in Italy. Prisoners of war serving sen-
tences for violations of the laws of war, for ordinary crimes,
such as murder, or awaiting trial for ordinary crimes, are not
always returned. The release and return of prisoners of war
in the present war will no doubt be fully: provided for in the
armistices and final treaties of peace.

Prisoners of war may be released under some circumstances
even before the war has ended. Return of sick and wounded
prisoners who are not likely to be able to take part in further
fighting has already taken place: The types of wounded or
sick prisoners who are entitled to be returned- are set out in
detail in the Geneva Convention. Of course, nations at war
may make special agreements for the exchange of prisoners at
any time.

PAROLE.
A parole is a promise made by a prisoner of war. in return for

his release. As a rule, the prisoner will be required to agree not
to take part for a certain time, or not at all, in further fighting
against the enemy. Soldiers in the United States Army are
generally not permitted to give parole and cannot be forced to
do so by the enemy. The giving of a parole for limited purposes
only, such as medical treatment, is permitted in the United
SStates forces. Enlisted men will, if possible, givetheir parole
through an officer and .an officer will not give his parole without
the permission of a military superior if one is present. A soldier
or officer who without authority promises not to take part in
ifurther fighting against the enemy in exchange for his release
may be sent back: to combat. If he is captured by the enemy,

::he :may be punished for breaking his: promise, since it is nto

T

excuse to the enemy-that his promiseis notrecognized by his
own army.

ARMISTICES
An armistice suspends the fighting for a particular time and at

a particular place. It may be general, such as the armistice
which ended the fighting in World War I, or it may be local,
affecting only some of'the forces engaged in the war. The kind
most often used in the. field'is that known as a suspension of
arms, which is a truce entered into for local military purposes,.-
such as the bringing in of the wounded and burying of the dead.
All troops concerned will be notified of the terms of the armis-
tice. Violation of these terms must be avoided. because the
soldier who commits the, violation will be subject to punish-.
ment by the enemy if he is captured and the violation. may
also give the enemy an. excuse to break the armistice.

MILITARY OCCUPATION-
The military occupation of enemy territory: or friendly terri-.

tory regained from the enemy is a complicated matter which
Will be handled by the special forces assigned to that task.
Generally, the lives, religious convictions and practices, familyhonor and private property of the inhabitants will be respected.The relationship of the armed forces to the. people of occupied

..territory and the requirements which will be made. of these
people will no doubt be fully set out by the proper authorities.

PENALTIES FOR THE -VIOLATION OF THE.
LAWS OF WAR

Penalties for violations of the laws of war are severe. They
may. affect not only the ,person guilty of the violation,: but
many others as well. The nation agtinst which the violation
was committed may, punish the individual if he is captured,
protest to the ene my, and demand the punishment of the indi-
vidual offender, publish the' facts to. influence public opinion
or make reprisals. The penalty-of death is provided for many
violations. It should also be remembered that offenses against
laws of war by a soldier may also result. in a trial under the
articles of war provided for United States forces or similar
articles in other forces.

As has already been indicated, the orders of superior officers
are to be obeyed at all times in combat with the enemy. It is
declared to be the rule in paragraph 347, Field Manual 27-10,
provided for the armed forces of the United States, that indi-
vidual members of the armed forces guilty of a violation ofthe
rules of land warfare will not be punished for these offenses in
case they are committed under the orders or sanction of their
government or commanders. Those ordering the act have the
responsibility and will be subject to punishment if it is illegal.

Reprisals are the most, seripus results of violations of the
rules of land warfare. They are actions taken against the enemy
to prevent him from gaining an advantage from his offenses
and to cause him to stop his wrongdoings. Reprisals include
acts such as taking hostages and burning towns or houses under
some circumstances, which except as a reprisal would not be
permitted.

Reprisals are not a matter for the individual soldier. In gene-
ral the highest available military .authority must be consulted
before a reprisal is made. Revenge is not the reason for reprisals
and they must not be out of proportion to the acts of the enemy,
although they need not be the same as the act of the enemy.

COURTS'AND TRIBUNALS
All persons accused of violations of the rules of land warfare

are entitled to trial. Executions without trial are not permitted.
Usually these trials are before courts-martial, military com-
missions, provost courts or similar courts. In the Army of the
United States, courts-martial are most often used for the trial
of soldiers and other persons subject to the military law of the
United States, while-others are tried by military commissions,
provost courts or specially established courts of similar juris-
diction.

• : :THIS PAMPHLET IS NOT A
i" ;-. i.OFFICIAL PUBLICATiON AND :
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ANNEX NO. 5.

C ~ ONFIDENT I AL

HEA.DQUARTRS,
THRDUITD STATES AMf1Y

14 0rc4034

OGNMCJ

SUJBJECT: Looting, Pilfering and ft13.aging. , ,-

TO t A3_ Corps, Divisional and Separate Unit Comanders.

1. a m much displeased with the nmerous reports which have --

reached thisHeadquarters of acts of looting, pilfering and pillaging by
American so~lders in France, Luxem~bourg, Belgium and Oermazny. -Even if
committed in ueem countries* looting and pilfering are reprehensible
cries., indicative o~f a relaxation of necessary standlards of discipline --

m the part'of our troops. Condonation of such violations, wvherever con-
iitted, will tend to destroyr the discipline and morale of our soldiers -

aswell s the good reputation of the American Ar~e.

2. All couzundera uwl immedi.ately, institute and maintain~ the acat

forceful measures to stop these derelictions and breaches of discipline.
Particular attention will be-paid'to the guarding of areas and buildings,,
in which there is alielioo that looting may occur., as well as to the
censoring oougi pkages*

3. All military personnel will be warned that offenses of this
character ill not be tolerated and will be strictly dealt with and that
failure on the part of any-officers regar'dless of rank, to take the
strongest measures necessary to prevent these crimes will result in his
trial by courts-mrtial*

/5/ G. S. Patton, Jr.
G. S., PATTON, J.fl.

Lieutenant.Generals U. S. ArmW,
~ ~, ?Commasnding*

DISM~BMTON:

C0NFIDENT IAL
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Corps Officers
of .Sub-saction

.CTION
2

cer 1
* 13

FUNCTIONS

fion Message Center.
of Medical Section files.
for classified doqmeents.
for form of all outgoing
Lenoe.
with G-1 and other staff
regarding transfers, tempo-
and all other matters re-
Medical Department person-
ading promotions of offi-

ibordinate medical units
to personnel and adminis-
atters.
for personnel and admin-
within the Medical See-

PREVENTIVE
..MEDICINE SUB'SECTIO
Medical: Corps Officers.

Medical Inspector'
.Venereal Disease Control Officer
Sanitary Corps Officer
Sanitary Inspector

Med Adm Corps Officer
Statistical Officer

Enlisted Men

FUNCTIONS

d control of diseaee and
ugh:
gation and reoommenda-egarding all epidemio-

croblems. "
odatione on potability of
er surulies for Army. in-

N.

of

lan

Lon

OPERATIONS &
TRAINING SUB-SECTION
Medical Corps Officers7
.Chief of Sub-section
Evacuation Officer
Nospitlization Officer
Air Evacuation Officer
Aasistants (3)

Med Adm Corps Officer
Administrative Assistant

Enlisted Men 8

FUNCTIONS

Operational olanning for Army Medical
Service.

Evacuation within Army Zone, including
air evacuation and coordination of
evacuation from Army to Coin Zone in-
stallations.

J0oenitalization within Army.
Training of medical units and other

unite of Army in medical subjects.
Tnepeotion of medical unite in the
Army Zone including medical detach-
ments, with regard to personnel,
their teohnical knowledge, station
set up, care of ..notients, sanitatton
and medical service rendered and ile
calved.

Initiation of reenforcement and/or re-
placement of medical services where
needed, including Corps and Divl-
alone.

Maintenance of operations map and ad-
ministrative records in connection
with hosnitalixation, evacuation,
location of medicalunits and othe
onerational matt er,

SUPPLY
FINANCESUB-SECTION.
Med Aim Corps Officers 2
Medical Supply Officer
Assistant

Enlisted Men 3

FUNCTIONS

Responsible for all matters relative
to policies concerning Finance and
.Medical Supply within Army. "
Constant liaison with combat troops,
Regulating .Stations, Con Zone Depots
and Civil Affairs agencies, in order
to determine status and aerviceabill
ty of medical supplies available.

Technical superviloh of two Army Med-
ical Depot Companies.

Purchasing and Contracting Officer
(Medical) for purchase of medical
supplies from local sources.

Inspection of, captured enemy medical
equipment and supplies to determine
advisability of reissue.

IEdts requisitions for controlled
items of medical supplies. and re-
questsfor. equipment in excess of
Tables of Enuiypent,

CONSULTANT,
SUB- SECTION

medical Oouc Officers
Surgical Consultant .
Medical Consultant
Neuropychiatric Cons.utant

Army Nurse Corps Officer'.
Nursing Consultant

Enlisted Men

FUNCTIONS

nted principles ofp

d supervision of nur
recommendations for
rng standardization
; of nursing service
well asall matters
eneral welfare and
nurses (female)wl

n and promulgation or measureseatment of civilians with con-
i dieses.
tion of evacuation, care and
entof chemical:warfare casu-
within Army.

. SUB-SLLIION
Dental Cao e Offieerc N

Dental -Surgeon
Assistant

Enlisted Men

FUNCTIONS

All matters relative to technical
training, qualifications, capabill-
ties, performance and distribution
of nersonnel assigned or attached
to Army Dental Service.

inspection and supervision of dental
service in order .to assure:
1. That all dental technique In-

volved is in accordance with
modern accepted principles of
practice.

?. Proper use and disposition of
all dental teames.

3. Comllenoe with correct denta
administration procedures and
submission of required dental
records.:

Preparation of consolidated monthly
dental records.

Mlintenance of information relative
to status of dental care of all
units.

VETERINARY:
SUB- SECTO

Veterlnnry Corps'Officers 2
Veterinarian
Assistant

Enlisted Men.1

FUNCTIONS

Inspection of food at, end sanitary
..supervision of, all Class I rail
truckheade and other ration break-
down poots within entire Army.

Snitary inspection, instruction and
supervilsion of all unit messes of
Army and Corps units (and Divisions)
to include cleanliness of personnel
and utensils, reception and storage
of rations, preparation and serving
of food and proper kitchen waste
disposal.

Instruotion and supervision of all
units in the preparation of de-
hydrated foods and special Army
rations."

-j
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CHAPTER: 1
PLANNING IN UNITED KINGDOM.

section - rganization o f he, Meolca. Section,

Upon its arrivallin the United Kingdom, the Medical Section was
composed of the following number of officers, by branchi: ._-. .

14 -.Medical.Corps Officers
2 - Dental Corps Officers
2 Veterinary CorpsOfficers
1 - Sanitary Corpe Officer
6*- Medical Administrative Corps'

Officers
In additiontesciniludoe warrant officer. andi thirty-five
enlisted-men.

Headed by the.. Aary Surgeon and the Executive -Officer, the Hedical
Section is broken down.into seven sub-sections. To these sub-sections
were delegated specific duties involved in discharging the responsi-
bilities of the Army Surgeon. A description of. the .functions of each
sub-section will be found in the accompanying organizational.and func-
tional chart. "The Liaison Sub-Section, shown in the-chart,, was added.
on:.the Continent,. but for purposes of completeness is included here.

As the result of efforts to reduce the number of personnel in all
staff sectionsto an absolute

• 
minimum in April, the Medical Section was

reduced to an allotment of thirty-four enlisted men instead of the
thirty-i ve.. lled. or under Table of Organization 200-1. This enlisted
man was taken from the Personnel and Administrative Sub-Section and is.
not accounted for in the personnel'shown in the chart as assigned to, :
that sub-section.

A further change inthe organizational setup of the. Medical Section
.occurred during t.he latter part of May.when the Medical Consultant as-
sumed duties as Assistant Fxecutive Officer of the Medical Section.
This change was due to pressure of work throughout the Medical Section
in t he.consunmation of plans for operations on the Continent and was due
also to the comparative scarcity of purely medical problems, as. distinct
from surgical, which were being encountered. The Medical Consultant,
however,. was held available at all times in his advisory capacity should
major medical problems arise within the command.

Top Secret.Control Procedure

Due to anecessity for t he maximua amount of secrecy concerning.
planned operations a "Top Secret" room was set-aside .in one of the
buildingsoccupied by the Medical Section, to which rooms entrance was
denied to all except classified officers and enlisted men. In this
room. all "Top Secret" papers were kept in a locked safe, and access to
this safe was possible to classified officers only after clearance with
the Executive Officer of the section. Suitable furnishings were avail-:.

.able in this room to allow study of all "Top Secret" documents within
the room itself. No "Top Secret" documents or extracts from same were
allowed to be carried from this'room.

Nine officers of the Medical Section were "Complete Knowledge"-
officers, and seven additional officers had "Limited Knowledge" of the
impending. Operation "OVERLORD". The warrant officer of the section, as
well as .Six enlisted men, were classified as "Top Secret Security
Clerks" in order to assist with preparation of details concerning the
'operation itself.'

Though the above entailed considerable lack of knowledge on the
part. of the remaining officers and enlisted, men of the Medical Section

..during the planning phase, it was felt that the secrecy required justi-
fied such a procedure.

Section 2- Operations

1.Training

During. the. entire period, spent in the United Kingdom no Army medi-
Cal units actually functioned as -such with. the exception of a few.which
were. placed in operation under, SouthernBase Section shortly prior to
and after D-Day. -This period was therefore devoted primarily to in-

spcinfmedical units, to the'training of same and to the prepa-
ration of plans for operation of these units on the Continent.

As of 23 March there were forty-qne medical units assigned to Third
14. S. Army which had just previously been under the control of Head-
quarters VIII Corps prior to the arrival of this Headquarters in the
United Kingdom. Numbers of units by types assigned at this time and
totals to be assigned were. as follows:

Q--4 4 ' I .. ..... . . .• i

*Units Total'to be
.Assigned Assigned

Medical 4 .1ecti p C any  " 9
Ambulance:Company, Mtr 7 21
Clearing Company 6 10.
.Hq &'Hq Detachment, Med Bn . 7 17
lq &Hq Detachment, Med Gp 3 '
Medical Gas Treatment Bn 1 3
EvacHoop (750bed) 1 1
Evac Hosp,(SM (400 bed). 5 14
,Field.Hospital 0 8
Convalescent Hospital: 2 3
Medical Depot Company 0 3
Medical Laboratory, 0: 1
Medical Auxiliary Surg Gp . 0

41 05

Appraisal of all units was necessary. This was done immediately in:
the case of those medical units already in the United Kingdom, and the
process was continued with regard toall other medical units as they.
arrived. The inspections were conducted by one or more officers. prima-
rily .with a view to :ascertaining the training status of these- units, but'-
in addition, each inspection included appraisal of related matters such:*
.as-personnel, supply, mess, motor maintenance and administration.

After several inspections it was noted that certain deficiencies,
in training were common to the: majority of units. The most prevalent.
of these were lack of training in.bomb disposal, mine detection and air-.
plane identification. To correct these deficiencies."and-to include in
:one document all Theater training directives, a brieftraining memoran-
dum.for medical.units was published. (See Training .Memorandum Nunber
i7, Headquarters Third U. S. Arv, Subject: "Training in Medical,Units," dated 30 April 1944, attached hereto as Annex I) Master train.

,ing schedules submitted to this Headquarters by allArmy medical units .
were an additionl. means of maintaining close .supervision of the train-
ing of the various units.. When a unit was rated"unsatisfactory," it,
was reinspected withinten days. At all times high standards were re-.
quired.

Training inspections of Army medical .units, including division.
medical service, was a continuous process during the stay in England. "
These, combined .with many personal. visits by the Surgeon, kept the Sur-
geon constantly informed of the efficiency and capabilities of.medical .uniis.

All training of hospitals in' the United States, including Third.
U. S. Army maneuvers, had stressed wide dispersion of tents and camou-
Sflage. All reports indicated that the German Army observed the pro-
visions of the Geneva Convention with respect to-medical units. This
necessitated a change in the physical setup of hospitals. After. consul-.
tation with Third U. S. Army hospital commanders and with commanders of.
hospitals which had been in combat in the Mediterranean Theater, a. basic
,hospital setup was devised. The 34th Evacuation Hospital (SM) demon-
strated this to all hospital commanders and their staffs. Tents were
placed imediately adjacent to one another wfth several ward tents laced
together for greatest funbtional value.. At a later date, a demonstra-.tion .setup for convalescent and field hospitals was conducted for com-
manders concerned.

Medical battalions and medical companies were attached to medical
groups on the basis of former command attachments in the United States,
where possible, and on geographical location in England. ' This did not. .
make the medical group a balanced unit. It was realized that this would
have to wait until arrival on the Continent. Medical groups and medical.
battalions were active in supervising the functions and training of
their sometimes widely dispersed companies.

One week after arrival in England the Medical Section sent a liai,!-son officer to LONDON to-work closely with'First 1J. So Army .Group in,
planning the fort'hcoming operations. Constant interchange of informa-
tion aided greatly in all phases of the planning. Medical units.-were .
phased in with combat troops in the correct proportion to support them.
Many changes occurred before theITroop Priority list was published.in,*
final, unalterable form. The Medical Plan (Annex No. 16 to Third U. S.
Army Plan.. for Operation "OVERLORD") was published 11 May,

At the request of the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Opera-.
tions, certain medical units were selected for use in the Southern Base
Section before and after D-Day., These units included Headquarters &
Neadquarters Detachments of medical battalions, medical collecting M-
panies, arnbulance companies (Mtr), clearing conpanies, one 400-bed evac-
uation hospit'al and one 750-bed evacuation hospital. These unitsob-
tained valuable experience in the handling of actual battle casualties
as they came ba kfrom the Continent on Landing Ships, Tank,. The two
evacuation:hospitals handled a total of 2,40 casualties during the,
eighteen days they were in operation under Southern Base Section. Ex-

amination of patients returning from the Continent deaonstrated that
even during the first few days. of the invasion, the medical care had
been excellent.

Twelve general surgical teams,-less nurses, were loaned to First
U. S. Army to-secure experience relative to the handling of battle casu-
alties,.as well as to provide additional surgical service for that
Army' a operations subsequent to D-Day...To augment naval medical person-
nel on.Landing Ships, Tank, forty-five general surgeons and ninety sur-
gical technicians from Third.U. S. Arqy-medical units were loaned to

if oeaTheater,.ofOperations before. D-Day for use until approximately
D p.. 3 plue 2. The majoity ofthe general surgeons was-furnished by hospi-.
tal'units, as .were the surgical technicians. This also constituted im-
portant training for the personnel involved. Four of this number became
-casualties.

A number of courses were offered atthe American School Center at
- SHRIVEHAM E nglandwhich were calculated to enhance.the value of-field
services. rendered by officers of the'Medical Department. Approximately
one hundred Medical Corps officers attended Medical Field Service. Sphool-
at this location, as well as a more. specialized course .in the treatment
of gas casualties..

The Office of the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations,
rlikewise povided facilities for field training for ArmyNurses at the

15th Medical Center, CIRENCESTER, England. Approximately 250 nurees.attended this course, commencing in the latter part of May, Due to the
advent of D-Day and the alerting of many hospital units, this course did
not-run the entire thirty days originally plannedforit.

To. supplement. courses available in this..particular field at the
... American School Center and in order to provide intensified instruction

to as many personnel as possible, a two-day course in the treatment of
gas casualties was organized to be conducted by members of a company of
the 92d Medical Gas Treatment Battalion: Practical demonstrations were
-given to practically all Medical.Department personnel as well as to
line units on the principles and techniques involved in the handling of--gas casualties. Every effort was made in this connection to drive home
the need for early treatment of all such cases, thereby eliminating thenecessity for mass evacuation of such casualties. All divisions re-
ceived this training.

After liaison had been established with medical personnel of the
Ninth U. S. Air Force, special attention was given to the training of
personnel in the medical groups' in the 'technique of loading patients on

... airplanes for evacuation by this means*. Fine cooperation on the part of
the Air Force made possible the actual use of airplanes for demonstra-
tion and application of this important phase of training. .

2. Evacuation

This problem was, not, faced from an, actual operational standpointduring the planning phase in the United Kingdom. Those medical units
which were loaned to Southern Base Section for use in operations.immedi,-

.-ately subsequent to D-Day performed under the control of Southern Base.'Section. However, preparation of plans for evacuation-on the Continent
consumed a considerable prtion of time. A brief description of these
plans follows.

It was planned that medical groups woald be assigned to certain
definite sectors from front to rear in the Army area. In the particu-
lar sector assigned the medical group commander would be in charge of
all evacuation.. In addition to furnishing evacuation facilities for
division and corps clearing stations by Army, the groups.would also be
concerned with furnishing medical service to. Army troops in the Army
area.

Specifically,. it.was planned that Army medical groups, in so far aspracticable, be reconstituted with "normal" medical battalions to con-
sist of two medical collecting companies, one ambulance company and one
clearing company as t he units arrived on the far s hore. Medical. groups,after being assigned to'sectors from front to rear, would be responsible
for their respective sectors for:

a. Evacuation of division and corps clearing stations and field
hospital platoons to evacuation hospitals.

b. Evacuation from evacuation hospitals or field hospitals to air
fields, entraining points or beaches.

c. Providing reinforcements for corps and division medical service
..requested by the Army Surgeon.

d. Providing holding units at air fields.

a. Augenting litter bearers at evacuation hospitals, air fields,
and train'loading points, when required.
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f. Furnishing prophylactic teams,-.when required.

. Providing the Army Surgeon with operational information.

h. Providing courier service for transmission of periodc reprts
..,on request of:the Army.Surgeon. of iod i r

i. Providing.medical service for Army prisoner of war enclosures,

J. Providing clearing stations and dispensary service, where
needed., for Army troops .

k...Delivering reports of status of division and corps clearing
stations to the Army Surgeon6by phone or courier, daily, as of

2400, indicating:

(1) Number of patients in clearing stations.___(2) Number of patients capable, of. bei evacuated.
(3) Number of patients in active field hospital platoons.
(4) Number of patients transportable in field hospital pla-

toons.
:(5) Potential bottlenecks in any installation serviced.

1. Reporting ambulance losses- number destroyed; nmber dead-
lined and approximate time when reavailable.

Since it was, felt 'that the Communications Zone would have only a.,
limited amount of transportation at its disposal, it was considered
likely that, Third U. S.-Army would have to furnish its own evacuation
transportation, possibly directly back to the ports or beaches. It was
stressed throughout this planning that constant contact and liaison be-
tween Army Headquarters all the way to divisions, as established and
maintained by medical groups, was the keynote to the solution of all
evacuation problems that .might arise.

It was planned that the entire evacuation system should be made as
flexible as possible. It was contemplated that collecting companies,
.for instance, might be attached to evacuation hospitals, thereby making
available evacuation by ambulance, as well as the physical presence of
personnel of the litter bearer platoons for intra-station and inter-
station transportation. Possible use of clearing platoons or of an en-
tire clearing company as holding units at air evacuation strips was also
foreseen, as well as the need for at least one ambulance section at each
such .holding unit.

'Flexibility was the guiding principle in all planning concerning
evacuation of casualties on the Continent. The medical groups setup
was relatively untried in military history, and it was for this reason
that their function and use was stressed durihg the all too brief period
of training allotted in the United Kingdom..

3. Hospitalization,

The 400-bed Evacuation Hospital and 750-bed Evacuation:Hospital
loaned to Southern Base Section for use in the Southern Base Section
.before and after D-Day were not under Third U. S. :Army control at the
time. No other hospital units were in operation prior to their embar-

+

kation for the Continent.

4. Additional Temporary Medical Service

Upon its arrival in England, each new unit of Third U. S.: Army was
• informed of the location of the nearest station hospital; it was also.
provided with dispensary service from a nearby unit, if none existed
within its command.

Medical service, in some instances, was furnished to units not pro-
vided organically with such service by Tables of Organization and Equip-
ment. This was particularly true of such separate companies as Signal
Radio Intelligence Companies, the nature of whose duties involved some
degree of isolation from other units in the United.Kingdom. In Such
.cases "medical detachments", consisting of one or more medical officers
together with enlisted technicians and necessary equipment, were placed
on temporary duty with these units.

To evaluate the professional staff of each of the units, question-
naires .were sent-to all officers. and record made in this Headquarters
of their experience and professional qualifications. Through these,
questionnaires and through personal interviews it was determined that.
in some staffs there was a shortage in particular specialties, and that
in other staffs there were duplications of personnel qualified in simi
lar specialties. Through transfers among Third U. S. Army medical units
it was possible to balance many of the hospital staffs. When this
source of qualified talent was exhausted, help from the European Theater
Medical Staff was requested. Help was particularly needed from the,
Theater in the specialties of x-ray, anesthesia and neurosurgery. '

'In addition to constant effort toward rearrangement of the profes-
sional staffs of the various hospital units assigned to this Army, an
effort was made to train hospital units to establish compact practical
physical setups in the field in contrast to the dispersion and camou-
flage which had been practiced by these units on maneuvers in the United
States. Demonstrations were arranged, put on by units with combat ex-

-

perience, for the benefit of Third U, S. Armyhospital units in thisS
connection.

In order to provide a maximum amount of background to personnelperformirngduties in the surgical and medical specialties of Army hos-
pitals, a seven-day conference was held at KNUTSFORD, England, to which
were invited Medical Corps, Dental Corps, and Army Nurse Corps person-
nel of the various hospital units assigned to this Army. At these con-
ferences the Chief Consultant of the European Theater'of Operations in
each specialty (i.e.: surgery, medicine, neuropsychiatry and the like),
as well as other professional speakers with combat experience, addressedthe medical commissioned personnel interested in the particular subjects
discussed on a givenday., It was felt that much benefit accrued as a
result of these conferences, :and that a proper background was providedon which medical comMissioned personnel could base further study of the
difficulties which they. were about to face in operations on the Con-'L.
tinent.

During this planning phase, also, a comprehensive directive cover-
ing Medical PoliciesL for Planned Tactical Operations was prepared and
distributed to all Third U. S. Army medical units. This directiveL con-
stituted a downgraded extract of pertinent material which may be found
in Annex 16 (Medical Annex) to Operation "OVERLORD".

During-the planning phase there was opportunity to train a large
number of medical officers and nurses in a variety of professional sub-.
jects. All existing facilities in the Army, as well as in EuropeanTheater of Operations installations were used for this purpose. Among

.-those offered were courses in anesthesia, neuropsychiatry, orthopedic
surgery, laboratory technique ( especially darkfield interpretation),.
x-ray, treatment of gas casualties, and combat exhaustion.

The course attended by the largest number of medical officers was
Sthe instruction offered at the 312th Station Hospital by European Thea-
ter of Operations in the early recognition and management of combat ex-
7haustion. This course was attended by approximately 27.5 medical of-
ficers of hospital and line units assigned to Third U. S. Army.

A course for the ArmyNurse Corps, designed specifically for the
.training of Chief Nurses and other key nurses, was conducted at the
American School Center, SHRIVENHAM, England. Instruction in shock and
transfusion at the British Blood Supply Depot, BRISTOL, was also avail--
able for a small number of medical officers.

By arrangement with the Office of the Chief Surgeon, European Thea-
ter of Operations a four-day course in anesthesia for medical officers

:,and nurses and a one-day course in plaster technique was conducted at
the 10th Station Hospital, in the 1MANCHESTER area. These courses were
designed to precede a thirty-day period of temporary duty in those
specialties in station and general hospitals.

a 111any difficulties were encountered as the date for Continental.
operations approached. However, it was possible during a three months'.
period to train approximately 1,000 officers and300 nurses in a number
of.professional and military subjects.

2. Surgery.

For details of surgical procedures planned for use in operations,
see Annex 16 (Medical Annex) to Operation "OVERLMO".

3. Neuropsychiatry

The field of neuropsychiatry is relatively new and untried in mili-
tary experience and will, therefore, bear some discussion in the body of'
this chapter.

The policy of this Headquarters in regard to the handling, treat-
ment and disposition of neuropsychiatric casualties was based on the

concept that the essential functions of medical officers are to. pre-."

serve thehealth of the command, to conserve manpoweriand to keep as
many men at the fighting front as possible. Emphasis was therefore
placed on preventive neuropsychiatry. Since virtually all preventive
measures are command functions, the division neuropsychiatrists, by
virtue of their assignments, were in a position to disseminate pertinent
information to officers of the line. Especial importance was placed on
the necessity for differentiation between cases of physical fatigue and
neuropsychiatric casualties. Provision was made to handle these in unit
rest areas at the regiment or battalion level to prevent their being.,
placed in 'medical evacuation channels. The Army policy included the
statement "no such case will be evacuated unless he has unmistakable
symptoms which are neither mild nor transient., The decision (to evacu-
ate) is essentially one of command unless themedical aspects are clear
and pronounced." Levels of therapy- were to be placed, in echelon, at:

a. The line.
__b. The unit 'rest area.
c. The battalion aid station.

..d. The clearing company, from which point the division psy-
chiatrist'was to work.

e.. The ievacuation hospital.
f. The convalescent hospital.

The avoidance of indiscriminate evacuation and the proper setcln
for treatment on the. spot-were considered to be imperative. Formal
neuropsychiatric diagnosis leaves in the mind of the soldier the firm
conviction that he will never again perform combat service. It was di-
rected, therefore, that no diagnosis other than "exhaustion": would be
placed on the Emergency Medical Tag except in the case of the obviously

.,psychotic.

Each evacuation hospital and each division had its assigned neuro-
psychiatrist. This group of men had an average of five years' formal
training and. experience in neuropsychiatry. All were sent to the Thea-
tey course in combat neuroses. Division medical officers were system-
atically sent to this highly practical course at the rate of twenty per
.week.. Each evacuation hospital neuropsychiatrist chose and trained two
nurses and six enlisted men as'narcotherapy teams.

Because of the tactical necessity for relatively short periods of
therapy in the evacuation hospitals (due to their expected admission
rates and' probable rapid moves) it was anticipated that many neuropsy-
chiatric casualties who might otherwise be returned to full combat duty
would be lost to the Army. The convalescent hospital was equipped with
a clinical section and a comprehensive, intensive and graded rehabili-
tation program. It seemed ideally adapted for handling this particular
group of casualties. Therefore, each convalescent hospital was assigned
one neuropsychiatrist and six enlisted medical technicians who had been
trained as a narcotherapy team.

. Dental

On 21 April a dental directive was published which, among other.
matters, ordered that upon arrival of troops in the United Kingdom an
immediate dental survey should be made and that routine dental work be
accomplished as soon as possible.

Plans were also formulated during this period for adequate dental
service to be furnished on the Continent, including emergency dental
work, routine treatment wherever possible, repair and replacement of
dentures which might be lost or broken in combat and the propertreat-
ment of maxillo-facial injuries prior to evacuation of such casualties
to the Comaunications Zone.

In many instances separate companies were too far removed from A
unit having assigned dental personnel to make practical their treatment
by dental personnel of such a unit. Dental service was furnished by
placing a dental officer and an enlisted assistant from either a medi-
cal battalion or field hospital on temporary duty for a period of from
fourteen to twenty-one days with the separate company requiring dental
service.

Dental laboratory trucks for the 4th Auxiliary Surgical Group
prosthetic teams did not arrive until l June. During the interim per-
mission was obtained from the Dental Surgeon, European Theater-of Op-
erations, to place the nine technicians comprising a part of these
prosthetic teams on temporary duty with Centrsl Dental Laboratory Num-
ber 1 in LONDON for duty and training in that laboratory. During the
first week of June three dental laboratory trucks arrived and the pros-
thetic teams to operate them were assigned to the XII, XV and XX Corps
to be placed at the disposal of the corps surgeons in furnishing pros-
thetic treatment, where necessary, to the respective corps units.

Two more dental laboratory trucks were shortly thereafter made
available for an indefinite length of time to Third U. S. Army; the
personnel to operate these two trucks to be furnished by this Army.

Med
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Tne iourthn ruck with its dental prosthetic team was dispatched to,:VIII
Corps on 15 June to remain with them until they left for the Continent.
The fifth dental laboratory truck was assigned on 1 July to duties at
PACKINGTON CAIP (northeast of BIRI'MGHAM, r-England) at which there was a:considerable concentration of units assigned to this Army._

A consolidated report
. 
of dental service furnished to Third U. S.Army during the period March 1944 to.June 1944 is shown below::

Mar. . It June
Strength (Reported) 64939 149074 171762 163152
Admissions Routine. 3683 8053 12l19 10068
Admissions Emergency. 4 1307 1 1763 1498
Sittings 6944 1796 .21816 17564
Officer Personnel 117 : 242 266 239
Enlisted Personnel , 1151- 239 263 238.Restorations 2947 11427 155l 14270
Dentures .4129 7 3520 594.
Gingivitis 319 ,9 905 1397 1087
Gingivitis Treatment i . 624 1803 3019 2188
Stomatitis , Vincent's l.. 113 448 485, 521
Stomtitis, Vincent's .
.Treatment 315 1434 1595 1330

5.. Veterinary'

With the establishment of four messes in Headquarters Third U. S.
Army the Headquarters Counandant requested the veterinary services of
the Medical1Section to supervise their sanitation and cleanliness. They
were inspected daily until departure from the-United Kingdom of this
Headquarters,

On 29 March inspection of Class I distributing points was inaugu-
rated. These inspections were largely confined to the supply points
located at WIINSFORD and ALTRINCHAII :(southwest of ANCESTER). L Even'
though these supply.points were under.Western Base Section control, the
veterinary: serviceof this Headquarters was authorized by the Depot
Quartermaster to point out deficiencies when noted, and to offercon-
structive advice to railhead personnel. Most cor.mon deficiencies noted
were:

1. The failure to issue individual pieces of meat and cheese with

protective covering.
2. Insanitary dividing of meat and cheese.,
3. 1 Issue of bread without any Protective covering.

Lack-of an adequate number of bread sacks was common throughout the en-'.
:tire period of stay in the United Kingdom.

From 5 April until departure from the United Kingdom, over"200
Third.U. S. Armytroop messes were inspected i

a
ny of these were

joint-messes and therefore represented many more troops than would have
been the case if each mess had been operated separately. The mess;problem was largely of a sanitary and mechanical nature.

Personnel of many messes werer not properly informed regarding the
use of lemon crystals. This matter was.,discussed at each ness inspec-
.tion and instructional material.was published as a Third U. S. Army di-,
rective.

6. ..Personnel

AS new medical units: arrived in the United Kingdom from the Zone
of the Interior, they were not completely at Table of Organization
strength.: This.was true particularly in regard to.edical Corps. off i-cers.. A shortage of Medical Corps officers, therefore, graduallyde-
veloped, and as of the end of June the following shortages existed
throughout the Third U. S. Army:

IMedical Corps - 25
M-edical.Admi nistrative Corps - 18
Dental Corps - 7
Army Nurse Corps 5

By means of continqous shifting of medical personnel, all ,units.
had embarked for the Continent prior to the end of June with full Table
•.of .Orgaization strength. The above, shortagea were only partly filledin medical.anits phased in later, prior to their departure for the Con-
tinent.

Shqrtues of gomisioned officers qualified in the specialties,
particularly x-.ray, neurourgery, .and anesthesia, existed throughout
this perid. Through cotant survey of the professional qualifica-
tions .of all medical personnel, together with reslting .transfers, the-

.shortages. in-thesespecialties weremnimized ,to. some extent.,.

initial T/E and

.. -Preparation or a medical supply plan for operations on the.
Continent.

The provision of T/E ,and TjAA equipment for* medical units was acontinuous -process from the time this Headquarters reached the United
--Kingdom until approximately the-end of August, two and a-half: months
after.D-Day. Over100Army -medical units were so equipped prior to
their embarkation for the Continent. In addition, T/E and T/BA medical
equipment was procured for line, units, including major commands, such
as divisions.

...Three general depots, under the control of-estern Base. Sectioni,
were primarily utilized as sources for Third U. S. Army medical equip-
ment. These depot s were located in the general area between BRISTOL.
and ,'ACIHRTER. The modus operandi included close coordination with
• the 104 Section of this Headquarters, AC of 5 0-4 of First U. S. Army
Group, AC of S 0-4 of; Headquarters. European- Theater of Operations, the
i Office of the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, and the
Various general depots concerned.

To increase the facility with 'which medical items could be handled
and distributed to Third U. S.. Army medical units, provision was made,
in. the middle of April, for the use ofArmy medical depots as* distribu-
-ting points for equipping and supplying these units., The two depot'
companies set up distributing pOints, in the LIVERPOOL area. At ap-
proximately the same time, the Army Medical Supply Officer was appointed
Purchasing and Contracting Officer for all types of medical supplies for
Third U. S. Army.

Requisitions for pre-scheduled medical supply-requirements were.
submitted to Headquarters European Theater of Operations for approxi-milately 300 tons. Pre-scheduled medical supply requirements for Civil.
Affairs units' for Third U. S. Army were also computed and submitted, at
this time.

Among items which proved difficult to procuke for medical units
were tentage of all types and pioneer tool sets for vehicles. , The
shortages in tentage alone resulted in a requisition,on 3 May, for
1,504 pyramidal tents and 477 hospital ward tents. .Essential expendable
medical supplies such as aspirin, ammonia chloride troches, terpin hy-
.drate and other drugs used in the treatment of upper respiratory dis-
..eases, were comparatively non-available.

.Particular difficulty was experienced in equippin the.8th Conva-
• lescent Hospital and the 79th Infantry Division. As of the end of
-April, the 8th Convalescent Hospital had still received none of its
equipment. , It was learned that no equipment for a convalescent hospital
was, at.that time, in the United Kingdom. It was therefore necessary
that a radiogram be sent to the United States to-have complete equip-

...ment for this unit, placed on the next available transport. The equip-
ment arrived just prior.to the scheduled departure of that unit for the
Continent.

Due tola sudden change in the priority of the 79th Infantry Divi-
sion. early in June, it became necessary to equip this:unit immediately.
The major shortage of this division was lack of assault' medical pack
equipment in accordance with recent changes in Tables of Equipment. The
only source in the United Kingdom for this equipment proved to be in the
28th Infantry Division. Trucks from one of the Army medical depot com-
panies were dispatched immediately to the 28th Infantry Division to pick
up this equipment and transport it to the docks where it'was turned over
to the 79th Infantry Division just prior to its departure, Shortly
thereafter the priorities of the 5th and 8th Infantry Divisions were .
also raised and it was necessary to institute Considerable transfer of
medical supplies between the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland for the
purpose of completely equipping these units intime. .

It was learned early in June that the Office of the Chief quarter-
master, European Theater of Operations, had not been able to furnish
Red Cross ground markers for Third U. S. Army medical units, and alsoSthat sufficient flies, for marking them properly, would ndt be avail-
able as substitutes. It was thusnecessary to secure 60,000 square
yards of canvas, and contract was initiated with a local firm in LIVE-
POOL to sqw548 fly-type markers and forty-eight, fifty-foot-square
ground markers on which'to paint the Red Cross.

Since certain medical units were phased in under VIII Corps, which
.was attached to First U. S. Army in its assault wave on the Continent,
it- was necessary that. certain medical units be provided with means of
ampfibious packing of medical supplies. In this connection, 400 65-m
shell, cases :were secured from an ordnance ammunition company and one of
the Army medical depot .companies was! given the assignment of changing
.the markings of these cases, and packing and sealing them so as to be
watertight. In addition, 5,00 British-made .packing boxes were .secured
.for use by hospital units in packing equipment for movement to the Con-
tinent.

In:addition to procurement of T/E and T/BA equipment for medical
units assigned to Third U. S. Army, PROCO (Project for .Continental Oper-.
ations) units were secured for use by the 4th Auxiliary Surgical Group
under PROCO Project No. 1 and PROCO Project No, 2..

Under PROCO Project No. lsone PROCO unit consisted of three lj
ton 6x6 trucks, cargo, complete with special surgical equipment-and one,
+250-gallon water trailer. Ten such units were procured for the 4th.

Auxiliary Surgical Group.

Under PROCO. Project No. 2, one PROCO.:unit consisted of one 2J ton
truck.. speciallyfitted with x-ray equipment, Three of these units were
ultimately receivedby the 4th Auxiliary Surgical Group.

A.Blood.Bank Detachment consisting of eight 21 ton trucks, for use.
in transporting blood was also secured and attached to one of the, Army
medical depot companies..

In connection with the procurement of complete unit assemblies for
hospital. units,. adequate storage facilitieswere not' always available
at locations occupied by the various units.. In instances, such as these,
efforts were made to obtain tentage, or in. the event that that.faiied,
recommendations were made to move the unit to a new location or to ob-
tain local storage facilities.,

4 Preparation of a medical supply plan for operations on the Contin- .
ent was submitted to Headquarters First U. S. Army Group, earlyin
April, and was subsequently approved. Details of this plan will be
-found in Annex 16 to Operation "OV5RLPa,.. .

Under Operation ."OVERLORD
'
, an advance platoon of the'32d Medical.Depot.Company was attached to First U. S..Army for operation on the

01AHA BEACH. Advance Section No. 2, of the 33d Medical Depot Comany
was attached to VIII Corps for initial operation on the UTAH BEACH.
Initial planning in regard to Third U.,S. Army.operations included the
furnishing of the two medical depot companies at an early stage.

-Section Pre ventive Medcine
.

1. General

Upon arrival of Headquarters Third U. S. Army, in the United King-
dom, it was evident that five major problems were to be considered from
the standpoint of Preventive Medicine.

S a. Venereal disease control..
b.. Communicable diseases.
c 

I
edical reports and records.

d. Non-battle injuries.
e. Sanitation.

As a basis for all plans in this particular field, considerable
.

•data was assembled and studied from experiences of troops on maneuvers
in the United States, other.troops based in Iceland and in the United
Kingdom, results accruing from the North African, Sicilian and Italian:
campaigns, and information secured from United States Army Air Force
.operations in the European Theater of Operations. It became obvious,
early in the planning phase, that much of the above data would not applyin the case of proposed Continental operationsi . During the plannin
period, constant coordination was in effect with observers from'Supreme
H Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, North African Theater of Oper-
ations, First U. S. Army Group, and First U. S. Army. As a result of
tbiis constant study and coordination, repeated changes were made in
policies and procedures as the planning period progressed. All avail-
able medical intelligence reports !from"the .above mentioned headquarters
were carefully studied and evaluated in the light of their applicability
to the needs of this Army.

The details of all plans and policies-promulgated in the'field of
.Preventive Medicine will be foundin Annex 16(Medical Annex) to Opera-
tion "OVERORD.,, Pertinent extracts from this Plan were downgraded'and
published in the form of directives, for use in the medical service ofthis Arm y.". :..,
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ase Control.

operations would be a definite military problem. With this in mind,'aL
Venereal Disease Control Officer was designated as such, on a full time
basis, on 1 May.

A comprehensive venereal disease program was instituted while
troops were still located in the United Kingdom, this .program becoming
a basis for similar. control on the, Continent.

During this period also, preparations were made for "the operation
of venereal prophylactilcr stations in towns and ! cities on -the, Continent

.'by institution of training whereby medical collecting and clearing com-
panies would become qualified to. operate such stations .

The control of venereal diseases during the stay of Third U. S.

Army troops. in the United Kingdom, at no time constituteda serious
problem. The various base sections had established venereal disease .
prophylactic stations in all large cities in the United Kingdom. Most
venereal disease'cases occurring among Third U. S. Army troupe origi-
natedcIfrom contacts in LONDCN, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER, and.LIVERPOOL.
A summary of the statistics-shown in Annex II to the Medical Section
report, for the period 24 March to 7 July, reveals that for an average
strength of 138,36. officers and 'men, a weekly average of sixty-eight.

new cases were reported, this being a rate of 16.49 per 1,000 per annum.
A complete breakdown by weekly periods .will be found in the above -re-
ferredto Annex.L.

3. Communicable Diseases :

:LIn general, communicable diseases presented no problem to Third U.L

S.-Army troops during their stay in the United Kingdom; upper respira-.
tory diseases were widespread, but mild in nature. Predisposing to
this type of infection was the cold, -damp, foggy English weather, as
wellas heating and housing facilities to which United States. troops•
-were undccustomed,.

Figures shown in-Annex II to the Medical.Section report, reveal
that during the period. 24 March to-'7 July, on an. average total strength
ofL 138,364 officers and men, 1,023 cases of commun iable'diseases oc- .

curred weekly, or an average weekly rate of 384 per 1,000 per annum,.
Weekly breakdown of figures on which this summary is .bsed will be
found in Annex II.

Common respiratory diseases revealed high seasonal-rates daring,'
April and May and a few cases. of'pneumonia were reported. .

Diarrheal diseases were few and sporadic, .with the exception of a

small. outbreak during the weeks of 7 April and 16 June.

The incidence of influenza was low throughout the entire period..

Both measles and mumps were fairly prevalent during the first eight.
weeks' of the period. Scarlet- fever cases were extremely low, one small
outbreak occurring in-a medical unit on 30 May. The total personnel
affected in this -outbreak consisted of ten cases.

Sporadic cases of recurrent malaria, epidemic hepatitis and menin-
gOcoccic meningitis, were seen.

The daily non-effective rate gradually decreased from 18.04 per

1,000 per annum, at the beginning of the period, to 6.68 per 1,000 per
annum at the conclusion of this phase.

4. Medical Reports and Records

The projection of medical pollcies and plans and thp attainment of
results in thefield of preventive medicine, are largely dependent upon

the assembly and analysis of an enormous number of statistical reports.
,Therefore, interwoven with every aspect of the Medical Section's ac-
tivities during the planning phase.in the United Kingdom, was the-ne-
cessity for the settingLUp of asystem of accurate'medical reports and
records, 'whereby conclusions could be properly drawn and plans promul-L
gated and effected.. The. etails of the system evolved will be found in
Anex 16 (Medical Annex), to Operation "OVERLORD, and amendments there-/
to.

July, inclusive, an average
occurred among an averamge st

driving visibility, and .the necessity for driving on the left hand side.

of the road.

6. Army'Medical Laboratory-Service

The 7th Medical Laboratory.arrived in the United" Kingdom on 16: M.-ay.
It was the only medical laboratory assignedto ThirdU. S. Army. No
actual laboratory work was perf.ormed duringthe period of its stay inthe United Kingdom. Professional training of the .personnel of the unit,
together with orientation courses calculated-to better its.. performance L.
of its mission .n the Continent, procurement of necessary equipment,-and
study of the operations of. other Army medical laboratories in the North.
African Theater of Operations, and in the Pacific Theater,.occupied the
unit during .this-entire-phase.

7. Sanitation

U. S. Army troops were housed in the United Kingdom undera wide.
-variety of conditions, varying in degree from field bivouac areas to L
shelter in requisitioned buildings. In many, respects, standards of
sanitation wereL quite different from those to-which our troops had been
accustomed in the United States. This called for the use of some tempo-
raky expedients, compromises, and in some instances, changes in stand-,
ards, to meet local conditions.

Water supplies for troops in the United Kingdom were obtained
largely from municipal sources, practically all of which provided some-degree of artificial treatment, including chlorination. The capacity
for which English water systems were designed, was approximately one
quarter that.. of American practice for a comparable number of people.
In addition, the presence of a large number of Allied troops throughout
the entire United Kingdom necessitated conservation measures in order to
prevent the overtaxing of local systems and the occurrence of: serious
shortages,. '. • : . .. :

Due to the overcrowded conditions throughout the United Kingdom,, it
was frequently expedient to utilize halls and large buildings on es-.
tates, for the housing of various troops. These estates were provided
with a private-water supply in most instances and a policy was followed..of artificial chlorination of such water.

The disposal of sewage and human wastes varied from fairly satis-
factory flush-toilet installations, almost invariably connected to
sewer systems having sewage facilities., to the less. satisfactory "lbuck-
Set-latrine"'method commoniy used in many British camps.

Disposal of garbage and other waste materials -presented few prob-
* lems. Local collection and use of -garbage for stock feeding was reascn-
ably satisfactory, depending on the capability and care exercised by the
individual collector.

Insect control was greatly facilitated by climatic conditions.Cool weatiler precluded any appreciable or serious developlment of flies- .
or mosquitoes, Routine local control measures were effective inmost
instances.,

A review of reports and authoritative accounts 'of experiences in
othertheaters of operations, indicated that sanitation could become a
major military problem unless commands were thoroughly instructed in the.
difficulties which might be encountered and methods of handling 

them.

Expected conditions on the Continent, as made available through medical
intelligence .and related channels, were taken into account in the prepa-
ration of directives relating to sanitation. The principles involved in
these directives. will be found in Annex 16 (Medical Annex) to Operation
11OVERIcRDe

'' O D .'' CHAPTER 2 II '

:i, CHAPTER 2, -
PRE-OPERATIONAL ON CONTINENT

Section 1- Organization of the Medical Section

of the Medical Section accompanied the moVe-
of this Headquarters to the Continent, .pre-
Medical Sectiot,:

nief Or oSu-section
Hospitalization Officer

'Air.Evacuation' Officer..
Administrative Assistant,

Venereal Disease Control Officer
Chief of. Finance and Supply Sub-section
Assistant, Veterinarian.
Assistant, Personnel & Administrative'Sub-section

Nine enlisted men also accompanied this movement.

Upon arrival of the main body of this Headquarters on the Conti-
nent,.the organization of the Medical Section remained essentially en-
changed. However, two officers, and two enlisted men of- the Medical
Sect-ion.remained behind in the United Kingdom as representatives of thi s
section, with Headquarters XII Corps, .Medical Section. Of this person-
nel, one :officer was from the Finance and Supply Sub-section, one offi-
cer was from the Operations and Training Sub-section, and one enlisted
man each, was -from thOse Pespective sub-sections.

An additional 1st Lieutenant, Medical Administrative Corps, was
placed on temporary duty with Headquarters"XII Corps, to aid the repre-sentative of .the Finance and Supply Sub-section, Medical Section, this
Headquarters, in equipping, medical units still in the United Kingdom*.

A t Lieutenant, Medical Administrative Corps, was also placed on

temporary duty with the' Finance and Supply Sub-section, on the Conti-
nent, 1due to the necessity for locating equipment of .various medical
units as they arrived on the Continent, which often arrived separately/
from the -personnel .:of the units'. .. .. :

Sectiom 2a- Operations

1. Training,

.As of 6 July, all Third U. S.;Army medicalaunits Already on the
Continent were attached to. Headquarters VIII Corps. -which was-in oper-
ation under the control of First U. S. Army. These units were:

Hq.& Hq Det, 167th Medical Battalion
Hq"& Hq. Det, 169th Medical Battalion
429th Medical Collecting Company
465th Medical Collecting Company
635th Clearing Company
16th Field Hospital
34th Evacuation Hospital (SM)
35th Evacuation Hospital (SM),
33d Medical Depot Company

In addition,: the Advance Depot Platoon of the 32d Medical Depot Company
was in operation for First U. S. Army on the .OMAHA BEACH.

Due to the fact that Third U. S. Army did not become operational
for some time and it was found that hospitalization facilities would be
required by First U. S. Army in excess of that.possessed by hospitals
already in operation under that Army, Twelfth U. S. Army Group directed
that all evacuation' hospitals upon their arrival on the Continent would
be. attached to First U. S. Army. These hospitals were to be moved and,
operated by that Army as the need arose, :until Third U. S. Army beceme

:-operational. A total of eleven evacuation hospitals assigned to Third
U. S. Army operated for varying lengths of-time under First U. 3. Army
during the period 6 July to 31 July. At the end of this period all
evacuation hospitals except the 106th Evacuation-Hospital and the 109th.
Evacuation Hospital were retunrned.to Third U. S. Army control, the lat-.
ter two being relieved of their attachment at alater.date.

One field hospital was used during this period by First U. S. Army.
On 19 July the 54th Field Hospital moved to the vicinity of LA HAYE DU
PUITS (T-18) to'support the 8th and 79th Infantry Divisions. The units'
of this hospital remained in this vicinity during the period 19 to 31
July.

In addition to the above-mentioned medical units, occasional need
:arose .for operation of other units by First U. S. Army. For example,
the 438th Medical Collecting Company was utilized to augment the 34th
Evacuation Hospital which was receiving a large volume of casualties in
the CARENTAN (T-98) area. There was especially a need for the-litter
bearer platoon and less urgent necessity for the station platoon. The
ambulance platoon was used to supplement evacuation of the hospital. A.
need for another unit arose when the 83d Infantry Division arrived in
France with only one platoon of its clearing company. The other pla-4



toon.had become sephated in t he marshalling area in Engla
n
d and did not

rejoin the unit until three weeks after the division reached the Conti-
nent. .The 664th Clearing Company was attached to the 83d Infantry Di-

vision to supplement the one platoon. It operated with the division
until about 25 July.

The majority of Army medical units, as they arrived in sporadic
groups, were concentrated in bivouac in an area several miles north of
BARNEVILIE (T-09). From one to seven units would arrive in a day's
-time. As 'the units! arrived on the beach, they were directed to a tran-
sit area and from there guided to BRICQUEBEC (0-10). or to ST SAUVEUR LE.
VICOMTE (T-19) by a Military Police escort..The AC of SG-4, of this
S Headquarters, was notified in advance of the units scheduled to debark:
on the beach-andI in turn notified the Medical Section. An officer guide
from the Medical Section was then dispatched to the designated town to
meet the unit and guide it to the concentration area. As.more units
arrived, officers were designated from units in the concentration area

to lead in the new arrivals. Difficulties were encountered. Most of
-- 'Ithe units arrived in more than one serial, some in four or five. At

times only one vehicle of a unit would arrive. breover, because of the
large .volume of units arriving on the beach and the relatively limited
comunication facilities, the notification of a unit's arrival often .
cane after the: unit had already reached the rendezvous point. Never-
theless, with reasonable facility eighty-two of 105 medical units as-
signed to Third U. S. Army arrived on 'the Continent during the pre-
operational period 9-31 July. The principal units which had not ar-
rived were:

12th Evacuation Hospital
108thtEvacuation Hospital (SM)
10th Evacuation Hospital (SM)
59th Field Hospital
7th Convale'scent Hospital

8th Convalescent Hospital
92d Medical'Gas Treatment Battalion .
94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion
95th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion

2, Evacuation

During the pro-operational period of ThirdU. St. Army on the Conti-
nent, definite plans were made for t he. tactical employment 'of medical
units. In brief, they were as follows:

a. Each corps-was assigned a corps battalion consisting of one
battalion headquarters, one clearing company,, two collecting companies
and one ambulance company.: The corps battalion was to be under the con-
trol of the corps surgeon with the mission of providing corps medical
service.

b. Each medical group was to evacuate a corps zone from division
clearing stations to an Army installation. Groups were organized to
consist of two medical battalions similar in so far as possible, to the
corps medical battalion. Advance Section Communications Zone was to..,
evacuate as many evacuation hospitals as possible.

c. From the division clearing stations, where triage of patients
was performed, non-transportable patients were tobe sent to an adjacent
platoon of a field hospital. The transportable patients requiring fur-
ther evacuation were to be sent to an evacuation hospital.

3. Hospitalization

Hospitalization facilities were needed forthe'care of Third U. S.
Army troops during t-he pre-operational phaseon the Continent. :The

.lOlst Evacuation Hospital was therefore opened on 13 July at a location
S two miles northwest of ST SAUVEUR LE VICOMTE (T-19), and authority was
obtained for Third U. S. Army to retain contrbl of this hospital during

..the entire pre-operational period.

The following plans were made covering the use .of hospital units
when Third U. S. Army became operational:

a. Evacuation Hospitals: Evacuation hospitals were to be used:in
the accepted orthodox manner.

b. Field Hospitals: By attaching field hospitals to the various
corps, the corps surgeon was further enabled ,to attach one hospitali-::
zation unit (one platoon of a field Ihospital) to each division clearing
station. Platoons of field hospit4ls were to be used, in addition, as
holding units at air strips, augmented by one or more clearing com-
panies' of a medical gas tre tment battalion,

c. Convalescent Hositls: Convalescent hospitals were to be
. used for those tients not requirig more than a,fifteen-iday conva-
lescent period.

toons of same).were to be attaqhed to the evacuation hospitals to pro-
vide medical service for the less.seriously wounded, and also to act as
holding units for non-transportable patients when evacuation hospitals
displaced, forward.

e . Army Collecting Companies: It was also planned to attach one,
Army collecting company to each evacuation hospitalwith the exception
of the ambulance platoons of those companies, It-was felt that sUch An

.attachment to an evacuation hospital would aid in the transporting of
patients within the hospital area and free the personnel of the evacu-
ation hospital for more intensive medical care of the patients. .

4.: Additional Temporary Medical Service

A few Signal and Ordnance companies, as well'as a number of Quar-
termaster companies, located in.the vicinity of.ST MAURICE (T-09), were
without medical service. -An Army collecting company was therefore given 
the responsibility of establishing and maintaining a roving dispensary
and ambulance service for these companies from the middle to the end of
July.

SSection 3 Professional Services

1o General

The prem-operatiomal phase-of Headquarters Third U. S. Army on the
Continent, in so far as the professional services of the Mfedical Section
were concerned, was one primarily of orientation and study of results
already obtained in, First U. S, Army,

2. Surgery

In the. field of surgery, through Constant contact wvith First-.U,.S....
Army, it was noted that frequent transfers of auxiliary surgical teams

.from one hospital unit to another were the rule rather than the ex-
ception; such transfers depending almost exclusively upon the tactical.-
situation and the surgical backlog of the hospitals concerned. This
problem was watched very closely in as much as it was felt that Third.
.U. S. Army hospitals would be faced with fundaentally the same circum-
stances upon becoming operational. Several surgical teams from the 4th
Auxiliary Surgical Group (a Third U. S. Army unit), attached to First
U. S. Army hospital units to supplement their surgical services, bene-
fited considerably from their experience.

3. Neuroschiatry

'A high percentage of the neuropsychiatrists in Third U. S.Army
units had intensive experience in the combat zone during a month or more
prior. to Third U. S. Army becoming operational, through work with First
U. S. Army.

The Third U.S. Army divisions'attached to First U. S. Army experi-
enced a variabl rate of neuropsychiatric casualties. From the stand-
point of predictability con6erning such casualties when Third' U. S. Army
became operational, a consideration of the factors' involved led to the
'conclusions that:

a. A high percentage of replacements.would have already taken
place in officers and men in these divisions. A higher incidence of-
neuropsychiatric casualties might be expected in this group of'replace-.
Sments than had occurred in the various divisions' original assigned
strength.

b., The remaining troops (including replacements) would be.sea-
soned, but tired. .

c. Many seasOned troops would enter 'combat under officers who had.'
little or no battle experience.

d. To offset the above considerations remained the fact, that men
who should never have originally been sent to foreign service,. would,
t agreat extent, already have been weeded out in actual.combat.

4. Dental

During the month of Jujy, 'of the. five dental laboratory trucks.
available to Third U. S. Army, two were attached to First U. S. Army for
duty with the 4th Convalescent Hospital, and two were attached to the
10lat Evacuation Hospital, which was the only evacuation hobpital ser-.
vicing Third U. S. Army .troops during the pre-operational period. The
rejaining dental laboratory truck was attached to Headquarters Third
U. S Army to perform necessary prosthetic work among personnel of the:

the latter to be held in this hospital until treatment was completed..
Necessary equipment was requested to be ready for issue at' such time as
the 6th Convalescent Hospital became functional. ..

A consolidated report of dental service rendered to Third U. S.
Army troops during the month of July is shown below:

Strength (Reported).02569
Admissions Routine 5950
Admissions Emergency .994
Sittings 15751C
Officer Personnel 226
Enlisted Personnel. 224.
Restorations 6681,
Dentures .255
Gingivitis. 726
Gingivitis Treatment_ 1469

-_. Stomatitis, Vincent's -520
Stomatitis, Vincent's.Treatment : .'935

5. Veterinary

It was the function of the veterinary service to advise, concerning
.possible.purchases of local excess foodstuffs to augment Army*' rations
and to inspect Class I supply points.

During this early period on the Continent it was felt that the pur.-
chase of local.oods should be ohibitedparticularly butter, because
of:

a. Failure of the 1ocal products to met. saitary requre nts of
the Army.

b. The impracticability involved in attempts, by a fast moving
:forceto procure and inspect large.quantities of foodstuffs and to dis-
tribute same to the troops.

This position was later compromised by agreement that certain food-
'stuffs could be purchased locally and served to the troops, provided
that a germicidal rinse had been used to wash same prior to consumption. :

Between 16 July and 1 August, a total of three Class I supply,
points were placed in operation for Third U. S. Army units. These were
inspected regularly, particular attention being paid to the handling of
perishable rations and the avoidance, of waste. It was directed that all
ration trucks be made spotlessly clean before rations were loaded., The
initial supply of "C" and Ten-in-Onerations were continually inspected,'
this being in addition to the inspection of .B" rations, and perishable
substitutes,.

Each of the three bakeries of these supply points were also in-
spected during this period. Bread prepared by Quartermaster mobile

-bakeries, in general, -was handled ina satisfactory maner.. Bread'sacks
.were usually available and it was found that care was necessary in
stacking the bread at the supply points to avoid crushing.

6. Personnel

Shortages in.,Medical Department commissioned personnel continued
to exist throughout themonth of July. As of the end of that month, the
following deficiencies existed:

Medical Corps 35.
Medical Administrative Corps. 20
Dental Corps 5

Shortages were due partially to casualties which had occurred in'Third
SSU.. Army units while attached to First IT* S. Army, and partially to
the inability of replacements to report physically to our units. The
previous shortage of nurses, mentioned in Chapter 1, had been adjuted
by theend of July.

Shortage of qualified personnel in the specialties, particularly
that of anesthesia, continued to exist, both in regard to Medical Corps
officers and Army Nurse Corps. Constant survey of qualifications pos.
sessed by comissioned personnel in all medical units.were made, in an
attempt to reduce the extent of this deficiency.



med in

1. Completion of. equipping medical units still in l the UntedK i-
dom, prior to their departure for the Continent.

2. Coordination.of the arrival df medical units in. a bivouac area
'with the arrival of their equipment, which in many instances
had.been shipped separately from the United Kingdom.

3. Deployment of the two medical depot companies in the most ad-
vantageous manner for actual use-in impending operations by
Third U. S. Army..

Medical units still-in the United Kingdom were equipped'through
the efforts of a Medical AdministratiVe Corps-.officerand.an*enlisted
man left on temporary duty.with Headquarters XII Corps, by the Medical
Section of this Headquarters.

..Upon departure of the 32d and 33d Medical Depot Companies, for the
Continent, Company "C" of the 92d Medical Gas Treatment Battalion was
set up to operate a supply point for Army medical units- at ASHBOURNE,
England. This company functioned as such until the completion. of the.
equipping of all medical units of .Third U. S. Army.

When this Headquarters arrived on theContinent, the advance pla-

:toon-of the 32d Medical Depot Company, attached to First U.s ,sArmy,'
was in operation with the lt Medical Depot Company on the OMAHA BEACH.
The advance section, 33d Medical:Depot Company (attached to VIII Corps)
was operating with the advance platoon, '1st Medical Depot Company, .on,.
the UTAH BEACH.

Problems were encountered in finding organizational equipment of
units which arrived on the Continent separately from the personnel:A.
plan was set up with the Medical Supply Officer, Advance Section, Com-munications Zone, to have an officer assigned to the specific

checking each ship as it arrived at either beach, to determine whether
or:not the equipment was unloaded, and when it would be ready to pickup.

On 18 July, Third U.S. Army was notified by the Advance Section,
Communications Zone, that medical depot companies assigned to the lat-
ter, had not yet arrived on the Continent; that they did not have the
necessary personnel to operate-a depot at CHEF DU PONT (T-39), which.'
was to relieve the UTAH BEACH medical dump. It was agreed that the 33d
Medical Depot Company (assigned to Third U. S. Army) could well beat-
tached for this purpose., Over 900 tons of.medical supplies were han-
dled and processed swiftly and efficiently.

On-18 July, the 32d Medical Depot Company was moved into BRICQLEBBC
.(-10), immediately upon its arrival, in order to supply Third U. S. -
Army medical units, which were then arriving on the Continent in in-
creasing numbers and going into operation for First U. S. Army..

As the VIII Corps started its drive toward COUTANCFS (T-25).,the
advance section of the 33d Medical Depot Company moved in to directly
support the troops at LA HAYE DU PUITS (T-18). The depot was estab-
lished two and one half miles from the front line.

Due to imminent operations by the Third U. S..Army, the 33d Medi-
cal Depot Company was moved by shuttle to BESNEVILLE (T-19),-having been
relieved- of its assignment at CHEF DU PONT (T-39)..by the arrival of an
Advance Section, Communications Zone medical depot company., BESNEVILIE
was selected as being the southernmost point within the Army boundary
that could' support the Ary% when it became operational.

In view of the fact that the Advance Section, Communications-Zone,
had been unable 'to fill the requisitions-to stock Third U. S. Army medi-
cal depots, it was agreed by the.Third U. S. Army. and the Advance Sam-'
tion, Communications Zone, to place ten medical maintenance units in
the 33d Medical Depot Company at BESNEVILLE. This-provided medical

: supplies for 200,000 men for fifteen days.*.

The experience of First U. S. Army, and known planned operations of
. Third U. S. Ary, made- it apparent that the mininm of supplies in a

medical maintenance unit would not meet the demands of Third U. 5, 'Army
hospitals. Therefore, Advance Section, Communications Zone, was- re-
quested to release immediately all. supplies"arriving on the Continent
bearing markings for Third U. S. Army units. Advance Section, Communi"cations Zone, agreed tothis, thereby providing a ten percent reserve

proidig. . . ....cntresrvof TA and. T/ A .non-expendableI tems.*

Section ~-.Preventive :Medicine

After the establishment of this Headquarters.in France, all the'
various phases of Preventive Medicine were again gone over in detail.
with unit medical officers* in' all Third U. S. Army .units. Many of. the,
anticipated problems did not materialize and liaison was constantly
maintained-with various corps and division surgeons, Civil Affairs, and..',

,-with the First U. - S. Army, as. many 6f our troops were fighting under its

command.

2. Venereal Disease Control

The problem of venereal disease control was at its minimum. Troops
were being moved from the United Kingdom to the Continent, and the ve-
nereal disease rates among troops still in the United CKingdom remained
low.

On••the Continent the incidence of venereal disease among troops was
alsouiate low. This was primarily due -to the fact that ali towns,
cities and homes were-placed "off limits", and these restrictions were
rigidly enforced. In addition, most troops were- committed to action
under: First: U. S.Army, soon after arrival.

3. Communicable Diseases

Noreal problems or epidemics were encountered during this period
despite intimate contact. withFrench civilians in the NORMANDY sector.:
One small, outbreak of gastro-enteritis occurred during'the week ending
21 July. Allother cases of communicable disease were small in number
and Sporadic in nature. (See Annex. III to the Medical Section report).

4. Medical Records and Reports

.These continued to be! an administrative problem, due 'to .'the rapidmovement of all units over the beach from'the United Kingdom and due to
the frequent changes of assignment and attachment of these units. Re-.
peated conferences were held with unit and medical officers,!: with a view
to attaining accuracy and efficiency in'the handling of these reports.

5. Non-Battle Injuries

Such injuries were reduced by fifty per .cent, with. the establish_-
ment of various unit headquarters in France and with the reduction of'.
movement-over the beaches by large convoys and large numbers of troops.
(See Amex III to the.Medical Section report).

m6. Ary Medical Laboratory Service -

The 7th Medical Laboratory, with partial equipment, reachedFrance
on .16 July and went into bivouac.. The rest of the. period was devoted
to unpacking equipment and setting up the necessary supplies and equip-
ment fpr an operational mobile section. The bulk of t he essential
equipment failed to arrive in France before Third U. S. Army became
operational, but this one small section had sufficient equipment and
supplies to go into immediate operation.

.7. Sanitation

.Experience on the Continent during this phase showed that, although
some of the anticipated and possible sanitary problems did not.material-
ize, previous planning was justified. Only in relation to water supply
control was any modification deemed desirable. In as much as water from
Engineer water supply points would be the only water approved generally,
for the use of troops, greater reliance was placed on chlorine residual
tests to determine potability at the point of consumption..

Greater emphasis was found necessary on mess and field' sanitation,
.-with a view primarily to putting into routine practice stanoard pro-
cedures set forth in current operational directives.
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Section- 1 - Organization 0o tnewedica± Sectioin

arly in August 'the Medical Section Was split into a Forward anda
helon.' Originally the Forard Echelon consisted of five officers

ding .the. Army Surgeon) and nine, enlisted men... However, due to the

of advancement of Third U, S. Army, It was found necessary to move

the Executive Officer andthe. ntire Operations and Training Sub-section:.
..the-Forward Echelon. -Approximately one week later, :the Finance and

Supply Sub-section was also moved to the Forward Echelon. This left the
followingsub-sections in the.Rear -Echelon:

Personnel and Administrative Sub-section
I

Consultant Sub-section (less Surgical: Consultant)
Preventive'Medicine Sub-section .
Dental Sub-section
Veterinary Sub-section'

The Medical Consultant was appointed Surgeon of the Rear Echelon'. The
Surgical Consultant was the only consultant in the Forward Echelon.

Due to the rapidity with which events moved, it was found necessary
to bring. in -a lst lieutenant, Medical.Administrative Corps, on'temporary'
,duty with the Operations and Training Sub-section to perform statist.cal
duties* connected with the bed.status*of various hospital units and the:placement-ofi hospital surgical teams with these units.-

It was also found advantageous to place a major, Medical Corps, on-temporary duty with this Section, as Liaison Officer-with the Twelfth
U. ,S." -Army Group. This was a fuli time job and it was: not considered.
possible to spare an officer already assigned to the Section for this
duty..

During this period, also, the Chief of the Operations and Training •;Sub-section, Medical Section, Headquarters Ninth U. S..Army, was on
temporary duty with the Forward Echelon of the Medical Section, this
Headquarters, for .purposes. of orientation.

Late in the month the Army Veterinarian was transferred to the Com-'
munications Zone, at:the request of that headquarters. From that time,.and during the ensuing month the Medical. Section .had: only one Veteri-
nary Corps officer assigned.

Section 2"- Operations.

1.Training.

Practical application of months of training now ensued. As in
other departments of the: Army,"this type of training is t he most bene-

, ficial in its results.
,2. Evacuation,

Soon after the Third U. S. Army becameoperational it became evi-,. dent .that evacuation was to become the most serious, problem faced by the
Medical Service during the month of August. Prior to the onset. of oper-
ations, attachment of subordinate units to Medical Groups had been ac-
complished and Corps Zone responsibilities had been assigned in accord-
ance with projected plans made in the ,United Kingdom and. during the pre-
operational phase on the Continent previously discussed in this history
in Chapters land 2.

The Corps Zone responsibilities were-assigned as follows:

.64th Medical Group to support the VIII Corps
" 65th Medical Group to support the XV Corps
66th Medical Group to support the XXCorps
67th Medical'Group to-support the XII Corps

The group commanders were given the responsibility of preparing medical
plans of evacuation. For this purpose fifteen ambulance companies and•
eighteen collecting company ambulance platoons were available.

The. 69th Medical Group was given the mission-of evacuating allArmy,
evacuation hospitals, until such time as Advance Section, CommunicationsZone,.. could take over this function.

.Constant leapfrogging of the evacuation hospitals during the first
ten days was inadequate to keep hospital units close to the front lines.
Long ambulance hauls were therefore necessary. Excellent care ih the
,forward area was very effective in counteracting possible deleterious
effect of these hauls.

Daily ,contact was maintained with t)le co mianding officers of the
medical groups, and a station list showing the location of all Armymedical units was published as of 0600 daily. W.de distribution of thispublication through medical channels eliminated undue delay which might
otherwise have been caused through rapJd changes in location of evacu-
ation hospitals and consequent inability of ambulance drivers to locate
them . .

The. success of the evacuation system during this period was due in.

..- P 4-
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no. small measure to the activities and initiative exerted by the medical
.groups. Theirs was.the problem of evacuating division clearing sta-,
tions, which-might move two and three times a day; theirs also was the
problem of constant liaison with this .and subordinate headquarters in
order to obtain up-to-date information with regard to locations ofI medi-*
cal installations and advice concerning, the over-all picture.

Fortunately the long ambulance.hauls did not disturb the basic
availability of ambulances for evacuation purposes. During the rapid
advance of the Third U. S. Army a very low casualty rate was experi-
enced.. Seldom, .therefore, was there a.lack of sufficient ambulances,.

Air evacuation constituted a:-major problem. During the first ten
days of the month the only means of evacuation available to this Army
from its hospital units was by its own ambulances to the Advance Sec-
tion, Communications Zone :air evacuation holding unit located 'at
BINIVILLE (T-29).

.. On 12 -August an air strip at-GAEL(x-65)-was-made available to
this Army for a period of. two days. One platoon 'of an Army clearin •
company was dispatched to serve as..a.holding unitat this air stripun-
til relieved by. an Army medical" gas treatment battalion,.. On this date
242.: patients, were evacuated.7from the air strip at GAEL.(X-65):. In. all,
twenty-four planes reported to the field.

...On-the following day seventy patients were evacuated from GAEL.
(X-65)'. Information had been received that no0C-47 planes would ar-'
rive at GAEL .(X-65). The holding unit was advised to hold all patients

.until 131200 August, at which time evacuation by'ambulance should-com-
mence to an air strip at COURTILS (T-21)., operated by Advance- Section,
Communications Zone. Some planes did arrive in the afternoon, but 125
patients had already been evacuated from GAEL to COURTILS by ambulance.

The above, .it was -considered, ,constituted the birth pains of air.
-evacuation in so. far as Third U.: S. Army was concerned. 'The. same dif-
ficulties 'continued to exist to a lesser degree as-time progressed, .and
in addition was added the problem of weather. Evacuation by plane.was.
comparatively light until ..19 August. when an air evacuation holding unit
was set upby .Third U..S, Army at an air strip in. the vicinity of BEILIE
(V-66).' In this instance only one plane of the many that arrived with
cargo carried medical personnel-to care. for casualties. Through aug-
mentation .of this team by a nurse and medical officer who.were ambula-
tory patients, two planes carrying fifty patients actually took off. On
the following day 496 patients were evacuated by air in spite of the ex-
tremely'muddy condition of the strip.

Because of the fluid situation, it.became normal for Army to. set up
its own air evacuation holding units,-as air strips became available,.
These Army holding units would Operate only until they qould be replaced
by units of A~vance Section, Communications Zone. The Army holding unit
would then be moved forward toa new air strip and the procedure re-
:peated.

Air evacuations continued at the BEILIE (V-66)-air strip through
24 August, alt which time an air evacuation holding, unit .of Advance Sec-
tion, Communications Zone took over operation of that strip. On the
following date Third U. S. Army set up an air evacuation holding unit at
BRICY (W-51), approximately seventy-two miles nearer the front lines.
During the last five days of the month an air evacuation holding unit,
was operated at MORLAIX (R-41), on the BRITTANY PENINSULA, in support of
the VIII Corps.

A total of 6,397 patients were evacuated by air from Third U. S.
Army to the Communications Zone. In the same period 7,825 were evacu-
ated by ambulance and 644 by boat, for a grand total of.14,866..Of this
grand total3,367 were prisoners of war and 106.were civilians,.

A reproduction of a sketch showing locations-of medical groups and
of. air evacuation holding units during the month of Auguat will be found
in Annex IV to the Medical Section report.

3. Hospitalization

As. Third U. S. Army became operational,.ten 400-bed evacuation
hospitals were available for immediate use and deployed as follows:

32d Lvac Hosp (SM), vim ST SAUVE!JR LENDELIN (T-26) - open.
34th Evac Hosp (SM), vim CARENTAN (T-48)- prepared to move south

on order.
35th yac Hosp" (SM) , vim CARTNTAN (T-48) - open.

.39th Evac Hosp (SX), vim ST SAUVEUR IENDLIN (T-26) - open.
100th Evac Hosp (SM), vim ST SAIVEC LE VICOHTE (T-19) - open.
10lst Evac Hosp (SM), vic ST SAVEURV IE VICOMTS (T-19) - open.

(This hospital had been used as a station hospltal for Third
U. S. Army troops while concentrating prior to 1 August 1944
and was to continue to operate as such until all troops had.
moved south).

. d .Evac"Heap (SM), vim LeISAY (T-17)- in bivouac, prepared to.

move.south on order...
. 03d Evac Hosp (SM), vim CARITAN. (T-48) -open.
104th Evac Hosp (SM), vim LESSAY (T-17) - in bivouacs prepared to

move-south on order.
17th: Evac Hosp (SM), vim.ST SAUVEURJ IE VICOMTE (T-19)- prepared

to move south on order.,

The further use of the. 106th Evacuatiqn Hospital and 109th Evacu- "
4tion Hospital was desired by First U. S. .Army. This was authorized by.
Twelfth U. S. Army Group. The 12th Evacuation Hospital, the only 750-
bed evacuation hospital assigned to the Third U. S. Army,was in bivouac
atUTAH BEACH, its equipment <not having yet arrived. The 108th EvacM-
ation* Hospital had also just arrived from the United Kingdom, lacking
three truckloads of equipment. However, it was ready to go into oper-

'

ation if absolutely necessary .

..Seven .field hospitals were on the Continent, of which two were.
actually available for use. The 54th Field .Hospital was in operation.

_north, of LA HAYE DU.PUITS (T-18) in support. of VIII.Corps, which corps.
had previously been in operation under First. U S., Army. The commanding.
officer, of that unit was ordered to transfer all patients to one .platoon
and to be. ready to. move-the rest of the unit. the following day. The 53d
SField Hospital was. in bivouac.north of BARNEVILIR (T-09) prepared to
move south on order. The .30th, 48th, 59th and 60th Field Hospitals were
in bivouac north of BARNEVILLE (T-09) awaiting arrival of their equip-
ment on the Continent. The 16th Field Hospital .was being employed by
FirstU., S. Army, providing medical service for patients.with: self-in-
flicted wounds..

The 6thConvalescent Hospital was the only.convalescent hospital
:on the Continent available to Third U. S. Army. Its unit equipment hadnot completely arrived, but its immediate use had not been contemplated,.

As can be seen from the above, there were two evacuation hospitals
open. at ST. SAUVEIUR LENDELJN :(T-26),. Of these the 39th Evacuation Hos-
pital accumulated a large surgical backlog early on the second day. It
was therefore necessary to arrange .with the 32d Evacuation.Hospital in
the same vicinity to-alternate loads of ambulances in order to more
evenly and. more adequately distribute the incoming.casualties. In ad-.
dition, a clearing company was. attached to the 39th Evacuation Hospital
and set up to perform minor surgical and medical care. On the other " "
hand, evacUation hospitals located farther north in the COTENTIN PEHIN-

" SULA had very few admissions.

Originally, all military patients who could not. be returned-to duty
within ten days were to be evacuated further to the Communications Zone..

During these early stages German casualties predominated on the ad-
mission list together with a largenunber of French civilians. Disposal

Sof French civilian casualties was often a problem, inasmuch as many
French. hospitals had been destroyed and those that recuined did not have
facilities for extensive treatrient.. All French civilians were held-un-
til convalescent. It .became normal procedure to locate a French civil-
ian hospital as quickly as possible in orderto take the burden away
from Army hospital units.'

A difficult situation was posed by the narrow bottleneck in the
vicinity of AVRANCI S (T-21). However, the-rapid expansion of Third
U. S. Army to the west necessitated the forward displacement of as many
hospital units as possible in order,* (1) to eliminate long ambulance
hauls, and (2) to provide- adequate skilled surgical care as far forward
as possible.. By 4.August two evacuation hospitals had moved.south of
this bottleneck, and by the end of. another ten days ten evacuation hos-
pitals were.supporting the large movement to the west.and the east of
the base of the BRITTANY PENINSULA.

Shortly after the breakthrough at AVRA1CHES (T-21) approximately
600 Allied patients were reported to be in aFrench civilian hospital at

REONES (Y-05), 100 of whom needed evacuation at once. An ambulance com-
:pany was ordered to move to this location and in the meantime nine am-
bulances were sent to BEF 0ES (Y-05.) to start the evacuation until the
the above ambulance company arrived. Upon investigation, 585 Allied
patients were found in the hospital, which had been operated by the CGer-
mans. Of .these', 385 were American, the remaining being British, Cana-
dian, and others. -Some of the casualties had been in the hospital since
D-Day. The hospital was found to be an unsatisfactory installation in
which to continue treatment. The. pedical staff consisted-of two British
medical officers and a few .French doctors who had been prisoners of the
Germans for about four years. Many of the patients had septic wounds
and about 100 fractures needed immediate application of casts and the
administration of penicillin before they could be moved. No penicillinhad been available and' practically no sulfa drugs had been used. Laterreports indicated that common medicihe must have been available and a
reasonably good diet, but cigarettes and toilet articles were practic-i
allynonexistent.. One of the two evaduation hospitals which moved -southf ,AVRANCHM (T-21) on 4 August-was sent on to RENNES (Y-05) to.open
there as soon as possible, equipped with penicillin and. other badlySu . D this oed .th evacuationneedked sup lies. During ti move that eauto hospitawssu...

An Evacuation Hospital Operates in-the Field

jected to eneny air. activity, but no damage to personnel or vehicles re-
-sulted. It moved into RENtS (Y-05) on the same day that that citywas
taken..

The main obstacle encountered in the use of.evacuation hospitals
during the month of August was their maintenance within good supporting
distance of the front line. During the first ten days of the month, as.might be anticipated, the situation was most. difficult. Lack of trans-.
portation contributed to this obstacle. ,At first the aid of Quarter-,
master Truck Companies was utilized in the movement of hospitals. In
many instances this method proved ineffective due to the time element
involved and the fact that these truck companies could not always be ob-
tained when requested. The practice was therefore resorted to of bor-
rowing transportation from one or more evacuation hospitals to effect .
the movement of a particular evacuation hospital.' In the latter part of'
the month even greater flexibility was obtained through the use-of or-
ganic transportation of medical gas treatment battalions,

Fourteen evacuation hospitals were ultimately available during the
month of August, including one of 750-bed capacity. These evacuation,
hospitals averaged approximately five moves each during the month, the
distances varying from.ten miles to as much as one hundred miles per
move. The 750-bed evacuation hospital did not receive its equipment un-
til 23'August, Lat :which time it .was. located at BONEVAL (N-27). On this
date also the 100th, 102d, 107th, and 108th Evacuation Hospitals were
all attached to VIII Corps, the employment 'of these units becoring the
responsibility of that corps. The remaining evacuation hospitals, as
well as the 6th Convalescent Hospital, were retained under Army control.

Of the seven field hospitals on the Continent, the 16th Field Hos-
pital became available for use by the Third U. S. Army on 8 August 1944.,
The 30th Field Hospital had received its equipment early in the month

-but remained in bivouac northeast of BARNEVILLE (T-09) until 12 August.
All other field. hospitals, with the exception of the 48th Field Hospital,
received their equipment before the end of t he t hird week in August.
They were employed in accordance with previous projected plans, .namely,
by attachment of platoons in support of division clearing stations and
as air evacuation holding units. In no case was an entire field hospi,
tal employed as a unit while under Third U. S. Army operation.

The 7th and 8th Convalescent Hospitals did not function under this
•.

Army, but were attached to Communications Zone. The 6th.Convalescent,
Hospital had opened at.VITRE (Y-35), and on 25 August it was de to

ET



make reconnaissance in the vicinity of MONTEREAU (Xm-48) f or the purpose
of operating this unit in two echelons. On the following day a change
ineacuation policy was effected in accordance with the following mes-

sage sent to all evacuation hospitals and medical groups:

'lPatients requirin moe than fifteen days' hospi

talization before return to duty will be sent to the BRICY
..(W-51) air evacuation holding unit. Patient's who require
further hospitalization,, but who can be returned to duty
'within fifteen days will be sent to the 12th Evacuation ''
Hospital north of BONNEVAL (W-27). Convalescent patientb,

days' care before return to duty will be sent to th -e 12th

Evacuation Hospital until the 6th Convalescent Hospital
opens at MONTEREAU,(X-48). In estimating the fifteen days'
time do not count time before transfer or evacuation froni
the evacuation hospital where the patient was originallyY

___ ~~admitted."________ ____

A reproduction of a sketch showing details of respective locations
of evacuation hospitals and the convalescent hospital during the month
of August will be found in Annex V to the Medical Section report. A re-
production of the situation map showing the locations of Third 11. S.
Army hospitals as of 22 August, in relation to the G-3 Section situation
map as of that date, is shown in Anex VI to the Medical Section report.

A detailed analysis of wounded in hosoi-tals during the month of
August is shown below:

a. Number of wounded admitted "direct" (i.e., not by transfer).

Designation Number
(1) U . S. Army Troops 9198
(2) British Army Troops. 218
(3) French Army Troops73
(4) U. S. Navy and Marine Corps,
(5) British and French Navy2
(6) Enemy forces personnel 3670
(7) Civilians47
(8) Others - specifically F.F.I. 19__

Note: All of the following in b through f pertains to U1. S. Army
Troops only.

b. General classification of wounds:

(1) Serious 4894
(2) Slight 4304

c. Anatomical classification of wounds:of FedH iaPltoMksOuthDiyRprtmPten.
(Patients with multiple wounds are classified according to niostACheNus a P
extensive wounds).

(1) Wounds other than burns Admissions Deaths
(a) Abdominal 344 68 (7) Others (NBMC and unclassifeWonsflwrexemts-

(a)Abdminl_34_ 6 missiles).58 1 adgeaeHmltccii

(b) Thoracic 8'60 71HE8lwreteiesGsgnee 1
(c) MAaxillo-facial 67 9 Total919 30PeWFCrihhurs1
(d) Neurologic 712- 80 CuhWlf hg

Head (7)f. Number of deaths by prinary adscnaycue:0WPnW1
Spine Vehicle accient7
Nerve MY- _ PrimarySeodrDowacenl1

(e) Extremities ___ ocsin(ie
Upper 2526. 11, FCC-left femur Trmoi reil 1Fatr kl
Lower 3021 37 Amputation left foot traumatic1:WcetHmrhg hc

(f), Buttocks 422 8 Concussion cerebralShc30WPe ces2
(g) Other 388 1; Pen W buttocksHeorae208Pfabmn3

Sub-total 894 6 300. Perf.-W occipital region 1M ih hgL ohlg
(2) Burnis - all locaLtions 252 .6otsd.had1.8(E er boe

Total- 9198 . .. Chest, aru and thgh 2 3W Pen 1 abdoen-
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Although the type of warfare accounts in great part f or the low in- their enlisted technicians on labor detalacnieal ecnae3dMdDpCJhsdpthdo idoi h tm

cidence of neuropsychiatric casualties, the results of therapy reflect of time, particularly in a fast novine itutopioeso a ee(RCUE)(- feupetwihwr rnpre

the training of the neuropsychiatrists in their reapective echelons. f urnished to each, evacuationm hos~pital fIrueo ao eaL I h rmteUie igo
hetgrining these were furnished on the h~I5otwnypinesfwa

4. Dental per evacuiation hospital. Later in the-mnhti ubrwsicemd3dMdDpC
to forty per evacuation hospital (SM).ffybigfrhdt heoe(E II)T1) Atta ftr eia neac

During te-firstweek ofAugust telfive ental posthits wereri on0e handta aeuialn tohy oth t
acre attached as follows: -filt that this 1Laaor assistarice was of cnieal datg nta tmeia upisfr2000cofr-

released the traimned peri ommel of, the hItluitfocaemfteitendy)wchadusbei -

oeecto101st Evacuation Hospital sick amid woamided a maximmwui aoant of t
102d Evacuation Hospital
104th Evacation Hospital

- - ~~107th Evcuation HospitalAvSi 3 e el a Ti eo a n adol re

- -- 35th Eacuation Hospital(LHAESPUT(Ii) dysoko eiclsplewth-

Altter was distributed to all anits advising thema of these attach- prtmaheVICos--
ments so that all personnel-would knowa where prosthetic treatmient was

___ available._

A dental clinic was set -up at thie 6th tonvalesrent, Hospital through
the attachment of six additional dental officems and arm equal number if-1Wraui'andstbtonfmeclsplesndqimn.
enlisted technsicians together sith the following equipmemnt: --

-- 3 NO chestaS,'o 61
3 MD chests, Ho62- 3-Rcaainadhnlnofctudmeiaeqiet -

Ward tentncsiaestepaeet fndcs

-~~~~~~~~ - 750-watt. generatorThraiadncoftermy
1 Motor polishimng lathe - sple sfr-owr spsil.Tefc htoeain fti
Other prosthetic equipment Am rcee sssada h RTAYPNNUA n atadsnl

- - ~The above was auigmented with captured supplies and impruvised emgslipment
as the need for themi developed. During the famint h of August time pros--tecifolanrmwordrinheviiyofARCHa(T2)ne

W - -- - ~~~thetic clinic was in operation for approxi-ately ten days, ond durin-g--caiae.4iillafogn ftee eosatlsc iea h~

- -- -- this time fifty-two cases were processed.-cud epoel ipsdo h lns n a oe oteaaiy-- --

Of the reports received approximately seven amid ttree-tenths per-
cent of battle injuries admitted to Third U. S. Armym hospitals duning . trnprtto tia bee obaie ..- .
the month of August were maillo facial injuries, The death rite was -- s-- ~ fSbeunl h eo eelctda OG~O( 7 n IB
a little aver one percent of those admitted with maxillo-facial in - -( 5,wt navneacino n ftee eosrmiiga
juies.

A consolidated report of dental services remidered throughout Third
U.S. Army during time month of August is shown belaowI:L ote etT ej h lte prtos oavnc e-

Strength (Rprtd 245036tinoth33MecaDeo(ulmalywsetbsedtRB NN

Admrissions Routine 7434

Admissions F-ergency -1,-i4
6
4 h eisl

- -- -Sittings - - - - - 15025 -

- - - - - - Officer Personmnel -- -377 ---- -R~tusn aiiisefcieydsssd itwtot-aeut
-Enlisted Personnel -- 37 1 - -

Restorations 28 - H77 - --- mcin;Qmsmnctos~ni a alstbihdta hr a

Dentures 7H88 iin uimte m h epciedjo omais tp eetee
Gingivitis 976foetenttrmpotdrclfrmtmbecalneialspis
Gingivitis Treatmoent 1732
Stomatitis, Vincent's 549 hthdbe hsdi o hr . .Am ntesieue euii
Stomatitis, Vincent's Treatment 1036 cud e e eto I rIB tm feiimnnwihwr en

5. VeterinmaryfoThrih.. rmtoueisontsnurttndhermoetopo

During the omonth of Augumst a total of twenty-nine Class I s upp ly - - --- edt h um n am hees pistoisdjas

peints were operated for varying periods of time. These supply poimits ------ Riilavne otees at eesiytedslcmn oh
were inspected as oftenm ss time amid circuuistamices permttedm i total of (-3)othdetcmpnatFUHE(-7)iunghesod
thirty inispections were adue during the month. By payimng elase atters- -- mci fAgit h uvnescino hsdio osayrmiiga

tion to the handling pf foodstuffs, even reconmenduing' increased issue-DICY(30,tcoiueisinspsieutlsustmeathb
----- of cetsi-n perishable items, the bulk of time food received was issued,.ftesukcud emvdfrad

-The amaunt of fo Qd csindemmined was negligible.- -It wis clearly obvious -

-- that regular, detailed inspectionms of the Class I suojlv points reduced -Drn h hr iko hsmnh iesoklvlo h dac
--- waste to a niimu eto o.2 3 eia eotCmpn tRlRN. H7 prtn

Anpin an fo 10,0 men Iit was nee4ar insmc asti+apswudb
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Days of
Unit l.odcation .uplyTonnage

.2d.( )M DepCo .. LE"MANS (Z-33) 10 400tons
S33d(--)Med Dep:Co ' ORANS (F-62) 5 200 tons,,
AdvSecx, 32d Med Dep 09 DREUX (R-33) 3: 120tons
Adv Sec, 33d MedDep.Co ROSTRENEN (W-77) 7 100 tons (for VIII

Corpsonly)

The :above figures represent maximum requirements. It was considered
that at the then present rate of casualties and demands for medical sup-
plies, there was sufficient stock within .Third U. S. Ar'my supply instal-
lations to make the Army self-sufficient for twenty to thirty days...

Further disposition of medical depots during August, resulted in
establishment of depots at FONTAINMIEAU (W-29) and TROYES (Y-27) with
pla" , completed for the movement.of one of the depots to VERDUN (U-26)..

Transportation of medical supplies, as ,well as of depot companies
themeelves, constituted a major problem .during the entire month of Au-
.gust.: .Considerable ingenuity was required in many instances in order
to get critical items to their point of consumption.' During the second
week of-August it was found that Army medical supply depots were con- .
stantly running short of certain Class.III iteme of medical supply. :These items consisted mostly of sutures, needles, intravenous solutions
and sheet wadding. Since a shortage of such items was considered criti-
cal, arrangements 'were made with the Chief. of.the Supply Division, Of-
fice of the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, whereby the
items were made available .at an airport in the United Kingo. A pilot:
of. the Ninth U.,S. Air Force made a special trip to the United Kingdom,
•.upon the-recommendation of the Air Liaison Evacuation Officer attached
..to Third-U. S. Army. -While -this -procedure by-passed all channels ,of
supply, the action enabled Third U. S. Army to meet all demands of hos-
pitals for these items.

When Twelfth U. S. Army Group became operational, it functioned-to

allocate critical items on a priority basis,. Status reports on all
critical items were submitted to Twelfth U. S. Army Group, as well as a
daily report on- the amount of whole blood received, on hand, and re-
quired.

During the third week of August, 200 tons of medical supplies were.actually backlogged in Communications. Zone medical depots. In order to
supplement the efforts of.the Communications Zone in this regard, fifty
trucks were made available from Third U. S. Army hospitals to haul these
supplies from Communications Zone depots at CHEF .DU PONT -(T-39) and near
LONMUEVILLE (T-68),. involving a roundtrip of several hundred miles. The
situation was further alleviated by the simultaneous arrival of cargo
trucks, weapons carriers, and ambulances from Communications Zone depots,
as fell as twenty ambulance loads, of medical supplies loaded in the
United Kingdom and shipped direct to Army medical depots.

A notable achievement in the history.ofi air transportation occurrod
on 26 August when 407 C-64 planes landed at the BRICY (W-5i) air strip
with cargoes including eighty tons of medical supplies such as blankets
litters, plasma, and surgical supplies. These planes were unloaded in
less than ten hours.

Use of trucks from Army medical gas treatment battalions for move-
ment of medical depot companies was frequent. Due to higher priorities
exercised on Quartermaster truck Companies that might otherwise have
been available, the latter source for movement was not advantageous in
view of time elements involved in the entire operations.

During the month of August, a large quantity of German medical sup-
plies and equipment was captured. Wherever possible, these- supplies
were turned over to Army medical depot companies and reclaimed for use
by this Army. • However, in certain instances, it was impossible to carry
all of the equipment captured., and in such instances, medical units were
notified of the location of the captured supplies and instructed to help
themeelves.. Following is a list of captured medical equipment and sup-
plies:

6 August 4 - locationRENS (Y-05);-estimated amount, Valued at
$1,000,000.00.

10 August 44 - location ST MALO (S-1); estimated amount, 10 tons,
32 August 44 - location LAVAL (Y-4); estimated amount, 4 tons.15 August, 44 - location ALENCON (Z-38); estimated amount. 10 tons.
22 August 44 - location ORLEANS (F-62); "estimated amount:15 tons.
25 August.44 - location DREUX (R-33)- estimated amount, 15 tons.
25 August 44 - location FONTAINEBLEAU (W-29); estimated amount,

20 tons.
26August 44 location SENS (X-66); estimated amount, 15 tons.
26 August 44 location BTAMPES (W-89); estimated amount, 20 tons.
28 August 44 location east of SENS (X-76); estimated amount,

12 tons.
31 August 44- location SCSMESSOT (T-42-);, estimated amount, "

10 tons,

In instances where captured equipment was of no psrticular value
to Army.hospital units, such supplies were-released to Civil Affairs
personnel for distribution to French hospitals, since Civil Affairs re-
ported an urgent need for all medical items in .this category.

..A sketch will be found in Annex VII of: the Medical Section report
of the various locations of Third U. S. Army medical depots during the
month of August.

Section5 F Preventive Medicine.

1. General

Due to the speed with which operations of the Third U. S. Army
progressed. during the.month of August, ,Preventive Medicine measures be-came secondary to the more important phases of medical- carfo wounded i

troops.

.2.. Venereal Disease Control

..Incidence of venereal disease during the month of August is shown
in Annex VIII .to the MedicalSection report.. An analysis of these... figures reveals that with an average mean strength of 248,196 officers
and men, .an average of twenty-four cases per week occurred, being an
average weekly rate of 5.89 per. l,000 per annum.

During this month, almost all towns and cities remained "off
limits". Due.to the.large and rapidly expanding area occupied by ThirdU. S. Army troops, it was difficult to enforce these off limits restric-
tions. The low venereal disease rate, therefore, was largely due to the
fact that most troops were in'direct contact with the enemy during this
month.

3. Communicable Disease,

All communicable diseases (including venereal disease) and daily
non-effective rates for the month of August revealed an unprecedented.
low for Third U. S.. Army. (Figures supporting this statement will be..found in Annex VIII to the Medical Section report). These figures re-"'veal that for an average mean strength of 248,196 officers and men,. a
daily non-effective rate from all diseases of 1.15 per 1,000 per ann Um
occurred.

4. Medical Reports and Records

.The speed of advance and the tempo of the warfare carried on during
the month of August, posed serious. problems and barriers to the ability.
to keep meAical reports and records current..Due to. the fact that chan-
nels of commmication were strained to the limit,, and forward :combat'elements and rear administrative elements were continuously changing lo-
cations, many instances occurred in which it was almost impossible toprepare the required reports. Continuous front-line liaison by repre-
sentatives of the Medical Section was necessary to provide such in4or-
mation. Due to constantly changing attachments and assignment. of units,there was a considerable tendency towards confusion, inadequacy and un-
reliability of all medical reports. Every effort was made by unit medi-
cal officers of all levels (Division, Corps, and Army) to remedy this*
situation, and during the last week of August, it became somewhat less
confused. As an indication of the volume attained by the medical re-
ports and records referred to, following is a brief summary of the re.
:ports handled during this month:

ND Form 51. 303
MD Form 52:series. 16,331
MD Form 86ab 507
ETO U S Army, MD Form 310 . 310
ETO U S.Army, MD Form 323 937
Monthly Venereal Disease Reports 99
Monthly'Sartary Reports 200
Miscellaneous. 1,5001.

Total 20,187
5. Non-battle Injuries

-Concurrent with the lightning-like advance of this Army, and the
mass movement of armor and all types of supply and liaison vehicles,,
there was a marked increase in all non-battle injuries incurred during
this month. -The average rate per 1,000 per annum was 110 ,(details can
be found in Annex VIII to this report). The increase in non-battle
casualties was undoubtedly due to the presence of heavy traffic on the
roads, together with long hours of driving and maximum efforts to keep
essential supplies flowing forward to the fighting troops.
6. Army Medical Laboratory Service

An advance section of the.'7th Medical Laboratory.set up in VITRE.
.(Y-35)on 9 August.- Complete equipment for this laboratory did ntar

rive until two days following, so that the base section did not. -begin'operation until11 August. One-mobile section was dispatched to in-
vestigate an outbreak of diarrhea in the- Rear Echelon of VIII Corps, on,
14 August, returning to the organization two weeks later. Minor sani-Stary deficiencies were corrected and the outbreak controlled.

.:.A venereal disease diagnostic section was established at the 6th
Convalescent Hospital'on 16 August, consisting of one Medical officer
and. two enlisted men. The'section was established for diagnosis of
-primary syphilis and treatment of primary syphilis, chancroid, rand com-

.plicated gonorrhea. The section also acted as a-collecting point for
laboratory specimens. From the omimencement of its operation to the end
of. the month,, this. section performed twenty dark field examinations,
eighteen .urethral smears, and consulted in fifteen cases of venereal
disease.

The highly mobile naturd of the tactical operations made it neces-
sary to divide the base laboratory into two sections performing similar.functions, except-where duplicate equipsent or trained personnelwere

.not avaiabl
e 

(e.g. pathology and complement fixation). Requisitions
were submitted to obtain the necessary additional equipment to provide'.
.for this inadequacy.

Observations showed that the use of copper sulfate kits or solu-
tions which had been distributed to evacuation and field hospitals was"

not. completely understood by these units. : An officer from the 7th Medi-
cal Laboratory was therefore assigned to cooperate with the surgical
staff of one of the evacuation hospitals in evaluating this method as a
guide to diagnosis and treatment of shock hemorrhage.

A breakdown of laboratory tests completed by the 7th Medical Labo-ratory during the. month of August, is given below, the breakdow being
by the. section of the laboratory performing these tests.

SECTION NO. OF TESTS PERCENTAGE.OF TOTAL
Serology .477 67.6
Bacteriology,(Including water

analysis), 15 1..20.6
Pathology (Including Dark Fields) 50 7.1
Chemistry 25 3.6

..Parasitology 6 0.8Hematology .2.705 100

It' must be pointed out, that procedures in'bacteriology and pathology.
consume a great deal more time and material than in serology and can not.be evaluated on test-unit basis. Moreover, the chemistry section in ad-
dition to its technical work was charged with the function of supplying
solutions .and reagents to. other sections of this laboratory and to all
field units.

A breakdown of the same tests, bytype of unit requesting same, is
shown below:'

TYPE OF UNIT
Evacuation Hospitals
Convalescent Hospitals.
Engineer Units (Water Points)
Other Medical Installations
Tactical Organizations,.

NO. OF UNITS
,.13 "

15
22
56

PERCENTAGENO. OFTESTS . ALL TESTS
442 62.7

93 . 13.2
62 8.8
14 2.0.
94 133

7. Sanitation

With .the frequent nd-sometimes daily movement of water points,
further revision of water supply control was found necessary. It became
impractical to attempt submission of samples for bacteriological exami-
nation from each water point in accordance with principles set forth inAnnex16 to Operation "OVERLORD." Accordingly, 'a directive was issuedrequiring inspection and submission of samples from each engineer water
point at least monthly and whenever, in the judgment of Army, corps, and

+

division surgeons such samples were deemed necessary to. insure a proper
supply of potable water.

As a result of bacteriological analyses of eighty-five water sam-plea performed by the Army medical laboratory during the month of August,it was found that twenty-six of these samples were raw, untreated water,and therefore non-potable. Of the forty-nine remaining samples exami-ned (treated), sixteen (thirty-three percent) were found to be non-
potable due to fecal contamination; eight (sixteen percent) were foundto be questionable; and twenty-five (fifty-one percent) were found to be"potable. Though no serious outbreak of disease had occurred due to con-sumption of non-potable water, it was felt that the above analyses wereindicative of a situation which might develop at some time to serious
p r o p o r t i o n s . .o s'r. o ..
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Insect control required no more than minimum attention. A large-1"
number of hornets were constantly present at all msses throughout the
Third U. S. Army area, but. this constituted a nuisance problem rather'
than one of health. Absence of flies was noted in the presence of hor-
nets and bees.

Other sanitary problems,: such as sewage and waste disposal, were
negligible, inasmuch ,as prior static conditions of the troops were now
changed to rapid kdvance on all fronts.

CHAPTER 4
SEPTEMBER OPERATIONS

Section 1 - Organization of the.Medical Section

The organization of the Medical Section remained essentially un-
changed from that set up during the previous month.

An additional. Medical Administrative Corps officer, however .was

ordered to this Headquarters on temporary. duty with the Preventive Medi-• cine Sub-Section to assist in the handling of the voluminous statistiial
details of that Sub-Section.

..There was only one Veterinary Corps officer on duty with the Medi-
cal Section during the month of September, due to the fact that replace-ment for the. Army Veterinarian, .transferred to the Commumications Zone
in August, had not arrived. ,

Section 2 -.Operations.

.rainingR

Enlisted Medical Department replacements were not consistently
available in the replacement system. There were,.however, numerous
basics present in .the replacement battalions, who had had no Medical
Department .training. Under the supervision of the Surgeon's Office, XII
Corps, a school was established in the replacenent battalion attached to
that corps, for the purpose of training these basics as medical and sur-
gical technicians. Several divisions also provided similar courses for
Medial Department replacements as they arrived in the division areas.

2. Evacuation

The basic plan for medical service in use since Third U.'S. Army.
became operational remained .essentially the same for the month of Sep-.
tember. The 65th, 66th and 67thMedical Groups continued throughout the
month to evacuate the divisions. and corps clearing stations in their re-
spective corps zones. The 69th Medical Group retained the mission of
evacuation of Army hospitals to Army air or rail holding units and to
Communications Zone installations. As the. month progressed, additionalevacuation facilities were made available by Advance Section, Communi-
cations Zone, to aid the 69th Medical Group.

As of 5 September 1944, the following type uits responsible for'

evacuation were transferred from this Army to- Ninth U. S. Army.::

1 - Hq & Hq Det, Medical Group
3 -Hq & Hq Det, Medical Battalion
4 - Ambulance Companies, Motor
4 4- Medical Collecting Companies
3 -Clearing Companies

M. -edical Gas Treatment Battalion

In :addition, four ambulance companies, motor, were transferred to First
•U.,S. Army as of 9 September ...

With the exception of the four additional ambulance companies men-
tioned, all of the above units had been previously attached to VIII
Corps on the BRITTANY'PENINSULA, where Ninth U. S* Army began operation.
The additional four ambulance companies transferred to First U. S. Army
were actually committed by Third U. S. Army and were evacuating units of
this Army. It was, therefore, necessary to relieve them immediately and
rearrange units within the medical groups in such a way as to prevent*
any break in the medical service as a result of this loss.

By the end of- the first week in September. the gasoline situation
had become so. acute that it was necessary to: assign first priority on
gasoline to units of the Army medical service, This priority was neces-
sary particularly in regard to the medical groups 'evacuating Army hospi-.
tals to air strips.in view of the. distances involved. Evacuation of.
divisions was comparatively unaffected by the gasoline shortage inasmuch
as. Third U. S. Army hospitalswere invery close support of the divi-
'sions.

In the early part of the month a policy-was established whereby Ad-
vance Section, Communications Zone, would take over the evacuation of
the Army evacuation hospitals located in the rear of the Army frea; they
were also to continue to evacuate the clsaring platoon attached to each
of:these hospitals as a holding unit for non-transportable patients when
the hospital displaced forward..

The constant forward movement of evacuation hospitals resulted in
almost daily changes in the. evacuation plan. Advance Section,- Communi-'
cations Zone, would be evacuating five hospitals on one day, and per-
haps ,a single hospital on the next, with. only the holding units re-maining to be evacuated by Advance Section, Coonunications Zone, at the
sites of the. other four.

Shortly afterward, with the hospitals lining up along the 1EUSE'River, the 12th Evacuation Hospital (behind XX Corps) and the iOlst E-
:

vacuation Hospital (behind XII Corps),took over the holding' function for,
the Army area, and Advance Section, Communications Zone, began evacu-
.ating these two hospitals..

Air evacuation continued to play a major role as a means of evacu-
ation of Third U. S. Army hospitals. At the .beginning.of t he monthThird U. S. Army was not operating an air evacuation holding unit..The,
94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion was bivouacked at VIILEUVE -
REDNEVILIE - CHEVIGNY (T-34), for the purpose of setting up an air e-
vacuation holding unit in the event that an air field became available
.at that point. 'At this time Army was evacuating all of its own hospi-
tals to an air evacuation holding unit in the vicinity of CRJIANS. (W-64)
operated by Advance Section, Communications Zone.

On 5 September 1944, the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion'•opened an air evacuation holding unit at VILIENEUVE - RMENEVILLE -
CHEVIGNY (T-34). This unit was moved five days later to an air field
at ETAIN (U-57) after accomplishing the evacuation of 569 patients. At
this time a decision was made by higher headquarters to hospitalize the
French military patients at Val de Grace Hospital, PARIS. This infor-
mation came in time to be incorporated in the triage of patients at the
Third U. S. Army air evacuation holding unit at ETAIN. The opening of
an air evacuation holding unit at this latter location represented a
forward movement of air evacuation facilities of approximately seventy-
five miles. This location was also ten to fifteen miles ahead of the
general line of evacuation hospitals. The previous use of holding hos-
pitals in the rear was therefore obviated, and all evacuation proceeded:
directly to the forward air evacuation holding unit.

Coincident with opening of the airfield at ETAIN the medical of-
ficer attached to this Headquarters as Air Liaison Officer from TroopCarrier Command was called away on official business. Since the
presence of an. Air Corps Flight Surgeon was necessary before planes
could leave the ground with .patients, the immediate result was that
patients could not be evacuated by air from ETAIN. Fortunately, a-.Flight Surgeon accompanied the first planes 'that arrived at that field
with medical personnel, and his services were utilized until he was re-
lieved.

On 13 September word was received that few or no C-7 aircraft-
would be available for air evacuation for an indefinite period. At-
tempts were made by AC of S G-4 of this Headquarters to secure a number
of planes daily for air evacuation. A few planes were loaded each day,
but the census in the holding unit continued to rise. No planes arrived
on 15 and 16 September.

'On 18 September the 94th Medical Cas. Treatment Battalion opened a
"--Third

: 
U.,S. Army air evacuation holding unit at TOUL(U-61), :the holin

unit at -TAIN having been taken over-by an air evacuation holding unit
of Advance Section, Communications Zone, on 16 September. The estab-
lishment of this new unit greatly shortened the lines of evacuation from
hospitals supporting XII Corps on the south. It-now became possible to
evacuate a northern group of hospitals behind XX Corps to the air strip
at ETAIN and the southern group behind XII Corps to the air strip at.
TOUL.

Weather and lack of planes prevented any air. evacuation. The air
'evacuation holding units therefore soon reached their.capacity and itwas necessary to divert patients to the 750-bed Army evacuation hospi-
.tal and an evacuation hospital of Advance Section, Communications Zone,
established in the rear of the Army area, The arrival.of a hospital
train-on 18 September at VERDUN (0-26) eased the crisis'to a slight ex-

ent;,however, by 23 September the hospitals and holding units .hadreached capacity. Through gradual augmentation of the air evacuation
holding unitat TOUL (U-61) .this unit-now consisted of:

1 -Medical Gas Treatment Battalion.
2 - Field Hospitals (less one platoon each)
1 -Ambulance Company, M.otor
- Litter Bearer Platoon.(ReFinforced)

At this critical juncture fifteen C-47 planes arrived at TOUL and evacu-
ated 374 patients,. A hospital train also arrived and evacuated 358
patients. Air evacuation on 25 September further relieved the Third
SS Army air evacuation holding unit at TOUL of 506 patients, eabling
that unit to reopen-that unit having closed at 1900 onr22 September.

After the arrival of the hospital train at VEDUN on 18 September,

A Reeiving Tint of am Evauation.Hospital

a train continued to return to VERDUN every few-days. By the'end of the
month a hospital train was stabled at that location for usein emer-
ecies when air evacuation holding units reached capacity with no air

:evacuation 'available. By the end of the month, also, rail evacuation
had been established at TOUL for use in similar emergencies.

The evacuation of Army during the month included a constantly
_.shifting employment of -all -agencies of evacuation--road,--rail and air,.-
There 'was no evacuation to Communications Zone general hospitals by am-
bulances.' Essentially the evacuation was by air with some rail assis-
tw$e, and each emergency was met by expansion of holding facilities,
use of hospital trains or diversion of the casualty flow to an Advance
Section, Communications Zone evacuating hospital supporting the area.

Also during the month two patients were evacuated to PARIS by C-64
planes from the ETAIN (U-57) air field as emergency cases. This was the
first time that C-64 planes had been used for air evacuation in Third
U. S. Army. Both patients were poliomyelitis cases in respiratory dis-
tress.

For graphic illustration of the locations of evacuation facilitiesthroughout the Arqy area during the month of September, see Annex IX tO
the Medical Section report,.
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Hospitalization

Field hospitals cortinued to be employed in accordance wi
lea established during the previous month. -.The 30th Field
h Field Hospital, and 60th Field Hospital supported the div
XX, .X, and XII Corps respectively. In addition, the firs
the 16th Field Hospital was attached to XII Corps, and the
toon of the 59th FieldHospital was attached to XX Corps.,
ning of the period the second platoon of the 16th Field Hos
reserve but was later attached to the 94th Medical Gas Trea
balion, .together with the third.platoon, to augment the air
)n holding Iunit that this battalion was operating at TOOL, 0
first and second platoons of the 59th Field Hospital remai
Lye until 19 September, at which time they were attached to
cal Gas Treatment Battalion to further augment that unit al

The Third U. S. Army- transferred three field hospitals du
th. The 48th Field Hsnuitlwa sc.c as o. + . TT.. o A-

The field hospitals, or platoons thereof, attached to various corps
were moved on corps order with the transportation furnished by corps. ordivision. In the early part of the month these units experienced dif-
ficulty in operating in close support of the division clearing stations.
This was due in part to lack of-gasoline and transportation, and in par
to immobilization of some of the platoons by reception of non-trans-
portable patients, often just .before the division clearing station
.moved. To offset the latter difficulty, one field hospital platoon was
attached to each corps, as reserve, to be conmitted in such circum-
stances. Toward the end of the montnthis arrangement was working very
well and each division was closely supported..

hospitals during this month were accomplished by use of the transporta-tion of medical units only. At times it was necessary for a unit toL
,move by shuttle with its own organic transportation. 'hen possible,
however,the Vehicles of the nearest evacuation hospital, or medical gas
treatment battalion were. made available to t he unit requiring them. By
maintaining strict control of this pool of approximately 210 two and
one-,half ton trucks and 150 one-ton trailers, the Army Surgeon was able
to make the most economical use' of the vehicles Lavailable. The critical
shortage of gasoline affected the movement of hospital units only in-direct-lyinasnsuch as the less- rapid--and-shorter-advancesl oft'he 6mb-at
elements required fewer movements of hospital units. In two instances,
hospitals were required to delay their moves twenty-four to forty-eight
hours .as a result of the gasoline shortage. As in the past, the move-
ment 'of the 750-bed evacuation hospital and the 6th Convalescent Hospi-
tal placed the greatest strain on transportation facilities.

In order to expedite further the movement of evacuation hospitals, :
which were in all instances seeking new locations in one of the res-,'.
pective corpsm zones, the cosmnding officer of the hospital involved.:dealt directly with the corps surgeon and corps G-4 under instructions
from Army as to the approximate site desired to be used. This resultedin the saving of twenty-four to forty-eight hours, in many instances,

By the end of the first week of September all evacuation hospitals,
'with one exception, were generally along the line VERDUN-COMMFECY and'

*

The advent of inclement weather was foreseen and reconnaissancefor suitable buildings was begun. The 34th Evacuation HOspital was the

first .of the hospitals to utilize a building and opened for operation in
the military hospital at VFMDUN (U26) on 9 September. Further use of'buildings was made towards the end of the month, In view of the tacti-'
cal -situation, with expectation of limited advances, hospitals would beable to remain in buildings for a sufficient time to make their utili-
zation profitable. The 35th Evacuation Hospital and the 101st Evacu-ation Hospital were therefore moved respectively from their locations
east of NANCY to HQpital Vilemin in HACY (U-81) and to the Seminary in
VI nS,-LES-NANCY (U-81) southwest .of NANCY. The 12th Evacuation Ho4-
pital meanwhile moved from its location west .of. VERDUN to Hopital lili-
taire in NANCY. At the close of the month, the 35th Evacuation Hospital

ias open and the other two hospitals were prepared to open. In ad-
,dition, the 39th Evaciation Hospital began, on 30 September, to mov-
fiom. southwest of -COI R CY (U'22)0-t o -the -Hopital-Gama, -- in- TOOL (U6l).

For a short period during'September, elements of the 6th Conva- "
lescent Hospital were in three locations, namely VITRE (Y--451, MONTEREAU
(X-48) and 'in the vicinity of ST MIHIEL 0-44) on 8 September, and the
entire unit was finaliy assembled .there*on 23. September.. The chief ob-
stacle to moving the rear echelon at VITRE was the lack of transporta-
ition required to return patients back to duty. For example, on 5 Sep-
tember there were 690 returnees to duty in the hospital with no trans-

,portation available to move them. However, the rear echelon was finally
emptied and movement completed.

A reproduction of a sketch showing the locations of all evacuation
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Section 3 ,Professional Services :

1. General

The wisdom of keeping: hospitals as close as possible•to the: combat
troops has been proven repeatedly.

During, the month ,of., August, as aby-product of the rapid advances
of Third U.,S. ,Army troops, the length of time frominjury until:admis-
Sio. to. hospital.averaged between three and ten hours. However, ini.
September, with the line hecoming more. constant, along the OSELIE River,
the. hospitals were movedas close to the troops.as-clearance. could.be. .
obtained :from the various corps 

•
involved.

' 
During.this month the length

of time from injury until admission to the hospital was cut to from one
and one-half to three.hours,. '

2. Surgery

71ith the fighting becoming more static,it was noted that there was
a marked increase in September in.the casualties ,from high explosive,
missiles., with the number of gunshot cases remaining fairly constant.
In August there were 3,013 gunshot Wounds as compared with 3,009 in
Sept ember;but.in August there were only 4,593 casualties from high ex-
plosives as compared with 6,368 for September.. In spite of an over-alli
increase in the number of battle casualties: the mortalityrate was.
furthr reduced from,'two and one-tenth percent to one and .eight-tenths
percent in. September.

The high standards of. surgery performed among, Third 11 . .Arm y
medical units is reflected not only in the low mortality rate but.also
in. the handling of Wounds of:the extremities. During September there
were 6,:630 wounds of the arms and legS, may of.thee

lating. : Among this number of cases only 213 amputations were performed,
for ali causes.

,Anesthesia has always constituted a major problem in the :handling
of-a large number of battle casualties. In addition, a continuous
shortage. of trained anesthetists has been a definite cause of concern.
both in pre-operational.planning and subsequently during operations of.
Third U. S. Army. In spite.of these difficulties, the results obtained
in this field during the month of .September reflected definite progress
..toward 2 solution of the problem, through judicious choice of methods and
anesthetic agents. There were 7,811 anesthetics admihistered during the
month. Of these, 3,292 were regional or local'blocks, 3,190 were intra-
venous and the remaining 1,329 were inhalation or a combination of in-
halation with.one of the two previous methods. The complications re-
ported'were two deaths.in which pentothal was the anesthetic agent, four
cases of postoperative.pneumonia and six cases of atelectasis.

3..Neuropsychiatry

The month of September opened-a new'type of. warfare for the.Third
U. S. Army. From 1 September to. 7- September, inclusive, ,the tactical
siiuation was* fairly static.: There were relatively few casualties of
al types, and the incidence of neuropsychiatric casualties was extra-
ordinarily low.

On 8 September a .drive was madeto cross the MOSELLE River. The
enemy had had an opportunity to reorganize and dig in to resist this
assault, As a result there was a very marked increase inalltypes of
casualties admitted to division clearing stations. The highest casualty
rates occurred in the 10th,, lth, and 2d Infantry Regiments of the 5th,
Infantry Division. O 1OSeptember the qleaning company of this divi-

,sion admitted 558 casualties ofall types and the following day admitted
468. Due to the difference in type of warfare, the types of objectives,
strong enem.yopposition, the beginning of cold weather and the onset of
S heavy rains, there was also a proportionate increase in neuropsychiatric
casualties in all divisions., Those divisions which had made every ef-.
fort toward handling physical exhaustion and-combat exhaustion cases in
battalion and regimental areas, such as the 35th Infantry Division, 79th
Infantry Division and 90th. Infantry Division, continued to have a rela-
tively low incidence of neuropsychiatric casualties. The 5th Infantry:
Division which had little or no .provision for treatment of: neuropsy-
chiatric casualties at aid station level, and the 80th Infantry Division
which had emphasized treatment of these cases at clearing station level
showed a marked increase in neuropsychiatric casualties during this
phase. In the 80th Infantry Division, neuropsychiatric casualties rep-.
resented fifteen-and eight-tenthe percent of total admissions to the
clearing station, and in the 5th Infantry Division twenty-four and four-
tenths percent of all clearing station admissions for the month of.Sep-
tember. The 80th Infantry Division created a convalescent station at
clearing station level to prevent this influx of patients, including the
lightly wounded, from leaving the division area so that they would not,
be lost to the division. In the 5th Infantry Division the division e-
vacuation system and the clearing station were swamped with patients,
which resulted in large numbers of patients being evacuated to evacu-.
ation hospital level. This resulted in overloading the Army evacuation
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A Laboratory Technician at Work

system and in an inundation of the evacuation hospitale supporting t+.his.
division.

On 1.2 September, one platoon of the.92d Medical Gas Treatment
Battalion was placed by Army at the clearing station, 5th Inf antry'Divi-,
sion level. This unit had tentage and litters to accomodate 150 cases
of combat exhaustion and was equipped with bath and laundry facilities,.
The additional personnel and physical equipment working under the super-
vision of the division neuropsychiatrist resulted in the return of*274
neuropsychiatric patients to combat duty. Toward the end of the month
the necessity for treating such patients at Aid station level was demon -
strated to this division. Increasing efforts were made by the division.
to treat neuropsychiatric casualties in forward areas with a resultant
drop in the number of soldiers lost to the, division from this so urce, an
increasing number returned to fuli combat duty and a decreasing number
admiitted to the clearing station.

Although the situation was comparatively static throughout. the
mionth of September, there were approximately 4,000 more casualties'than.'
in the.month of August. HNeuropeychiatric casualties increased from.
s even and four-tenths percent to ten and five-tenths ,percent of all ad -
-Misions to division clearing stations.+ On the other hand, a higher
percentage'+of neuropsychiatric casualties was returned to duty from both

claigstation and -hospital: levels.

There were 2,950 neuropeychiatric casualties admitted to division
clearing'stations and Army, hospital installations.:,A total of 2,,183
were returned to duty,,during the month. The latterfigure constitutes
seventy-four percent of a'l neuropsychiatric casualties for September.

4. Dental

At the beginning-of t he mont h the five dental prosthetic teams each
remained attached to an'evacuation hospital. 'During the first week,
however, orders were received from, highrheduarters to* return to
1.inth U. S. Army the two dental prosthetic trucks, loaned to Third U., .
Army in ,June, As a result three dental prosthetic teams remained avail-
able to this Army.

in the Clihnisal Laboratory of" an Evacuation Hospital

.'The dental clinic established in August,: at t he 6th Convalescent.
Hospital, Was% enlarged during September, due to an obvious need for an.
increase in these facilities.By the end of the month the dental clinic
.consisted of ten dental .officers and twelve enlisted technicians, to- .

gether with the. following equipment:,

3 - 1 chests No.' 61
MD 3 1 chests No. 62.

3 - Ward tents
. .- 2 KV generator
2 -.. Motor polishing lathes

In ;addition, to the above,.captured supplies and dental laboratory equip-
me nt were used.

During September the dental clinic processed ninety-,seven pros-
thetic cases and performed 436 restorations. This compared.with fifty-
two prosthetic cases handled during the last ten days of August and 256
restorations performed during the entire previous month. The lack of an
even greater increase in the number of cases treated during. September
was due partially to the fact that the 6th Convalescent Hospital was
splitduring this month until 23 September, at which time 'the hospital
was again assembled in one location. Prior to 23 September, therefore,
the dental clinic was faced with the necessity of traveling around to
the respective echelons of the. hospital. In addition, the fact that
medical unitswere: being transferred rapidly from one Army to another
resulted in the-necessity for replacement in the dental clinic of some
of the dental officers placed there on temporary duty.

Due to the fact that the 6th Convalescent Hospital was normally
located in the rear of an .Army area, it became evident that other fac-
ilities would have to be provided as many nits were over one hundred
miles from this clinic. It. had been. estimated that approximately
twenty percent. of the military personnel of this Army wear some type of
dental prosthetic appliances. It was found that, during combat, many
dentures were lost and broken, making necessary their repair or re-
placement; others were distorted and some adjustrent was necessary. The
adjustments could usually be accomplished.by the dental officer of the
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patient's ownunit. Those broken or lost, however,'required more
skilled cre snd equipment then was feasible orgsicanlyin. f dorwsard
u;ns. At theend of September an additional 'dental clinic was-estab-

.

lihed at the 32d Medical Depot Company fo th e' purposeo f providinVg
prosthetic treatment in a location more accessible to alarge number of-
troops-then that: normally afforded by the i!6th: Convalescent Hospital. It

.was possible. to :send ithese troops to the medical depot on trucks pro-
ceeding.there for medical supplies.

:On 8 September an additional dental prosthetic team reported to
this Headquarters.and was immediately placed on temporary duty with the
4th Armored Division, which was badly in need of assistance in repairing
and replacing the dentures which had been broken and lost since that'
division arrived on. the Continent,

Also during this month. one f the three rem ing dental prost c
teams was transferred from its location at an evacuation .hospital and
attached to the 6th Armored Division,

:The consolidated monthly :report for September, shown below, indi-
cated a considerable increase in S eptember in the treatments rendered
over the previous month.

Strength (Reported) 2 5747,
Admissions Routine! 9709
Admissions Emergency: 2979
Sittings 16610
Officer Personnel'.- .-306
Enlisted Personnel 301
Restorations "1082
Dentures 982
Gingivitis 911
Gingivitis Treatment 1443
Stomatitis, Vincent's 451
Stomatitis, Vincent's Treatment 1770

S f t-he reports received, approximately five and fou-tenthe per-

-cent of battle casualties admitted, to Third U. S. Army hospital 'during-
the month of.September were maxillo-facial injuries. •Thedeath rate was*
approximately eight-tenths of one percent of those admitted with
maxillo-facial injuries.

56 Veterinary

• .During the month of September thirty-five inspections were made of
a total of fourteen Class I Supply Points, which were operated for
varying periods of time during the month. The most common.deficiency
.found was the failure to thoroughly police the areas of ration dumps
This was complicated by, the arrival and departure of convoys at all
hours of the day or night and' by frequent rains. Government owned food-
stuffs continued to arrive in a highly satisfactory condition. Onlyin
the case of oranges and.shell eggs wasit necessary to recommend an in-
Screased basis of issue to avoid-loss through spoilage..

Early in the month, approximately 1,200 metric tons (2,600,000 .
.pounds) of German frozen carcass beef and -174,000 cans of roast beef
(each weighing 850 grems), were found at a large., modern refrigeration
and meat packing plant at HOMECOURT (U-72). Through contact with the
owner of the plant, it was established that this food had been shipped
from Germany toIescape bomb damage end that the beef had been processed
in the plant for the German Army. There was no evidence of sabotage.

During the month of September, in excess of 1,400,000 pounds of
this captured beef was approved by the Army Surgeon nd made available
for issue to Third.U. S. Army personnel. Large quantities of this meat.
were consumed by combat troops and provision was also made for distribu-
tion of generous quantities to medical installations handling patients.
Distribution of the remainder of this*meat.was made to U. S. Army troops
during the following month.,

6. Personnel

During September the substitution of Medical Administrative Corps.
officers as assistant battalion surgeons, under the provisions of War
Department Circular Ho. 99, 1944, was completed. Although it had been
-contemplated that substitution would result in the 'existence of a sur-
plus'of Medical Corps officers, such a surplus did not in fact' result,
After transfers of Medical Corps officers from units under Third 11. S.
Army with surpluses to units with shortages, it was found that the en-
tire Third U. S, Army was almost exactly at an even Table of Organiza-

.ricn strength with regard to Medical Corps officers. This was due to
thel absorption of the originally contemplated surplus by battle and non-
battle dasualties among Medical Corps officers.

.eliminary reports from. division surgeons,, concerng the ef-
fiqiency and:usefulness of the Medical Administrative Corps officers

furnished as assistant battalion. sugeons, were highly favorable. only
in isolated instances was- it found that t-hese-officers were unequipped
for the duties assigned to ihem.

Preliminary plans were made toward a rotation of Mledical Corps of-!
ficers. The plans were designed to effect permanent.transfers of.Medi-
cal officers with combat units to hospital units and vice versa. Due to
the. nature of: the contemplated operations of Third U. S. Army, the rota-
tion was mplanned to affect only themost deserving cases. '

Section 4 - Medical Supply

C oincident. with the decrease in forward movement of the combat
elements of Third U. S. Army during the month of September was a lack of
necessityfor" frequent movements of the two medical depot companies as- i
signed to this Army.. Asof the end of August the 32d Medical Depot Coi-
pany was located at FONTAINEBIEAU (X-29) and the 33d Medical Depot .Com-:
pany..at t OYFS (Y-27). During the first week of September an advance

.. section of the 32d Medical Depot Company moved forward to VERDUN (U-,26)
to support corps and Army troops in that area. Immediately subsequent
to this movement, steps were taken to move the entire depot consisting
of approximately 350 long. tons of medical supplies into this location,.."
The entire depot opened in VERDUN at 081800 September..

At 201800 September, . the 33d Medical Depot opened.at. TOUL (,-61),
-the movenent having been accomplished by rail transportation consisting
of thirty-five boxcars supplemented by two passenger cars.

The two depot companies remained at the above locations during the
..remainder of the month of September.

'Iith the locations of the depots comparatively static a major ef-
fort was devoted to the actual procurement and distribution of medical
supplies of all types. The Communications Zone had allocated a-specific
tonnage of supplies of all types-which were to be transported to this

-Army by Communications Zone vehicles. As part of this total tonnage
approval was secured for the allocation of eighteen long tons daily-;f
medical supplies. This allocation did not include supplies transported
by Army transportation or supplies delivered by air.' The railhead for

.. Army medical supplies was designated by Communications Zone as SEZANNE
(T-05). The modus operandi for reception of medical supplies was as
follows:

Ar y requisitions were accepted by the Regulating Group who in turn
forwarded them to Advance Section, Communications Zone. Requisitions
-reaching Advance Section, Communications Zone were sent'out on daily
telegram to the Communications Zone. Requisitions were filled by Co.m-
munications Zone and forwarded to the Army railhead by Red Ball Express.

:The following tonnages were received from the Communications Zone by
this method on the dates indicated:

13 September 1944 - 15 tons
14 September 1944 -. 10 tons

! By the middle of the month it became evident that the daily requi-,
. ;sition for eighteen long tons of medipal supplies for:Army was not
working out satisfactorily. Arrangements were therefore made to discon-:
tinue this procedure and requisition a ninety long ton maximum each ten
days.

Delivery of medical supplies to the Army railhead, now located at
SOHESOU (T-42) improved considerably during this period. Medical sup-
plies inthe amount of 128 tons were-received on 16 September, ten tons
on 18 .September and 361 tons. on 19 September.

Among items on which particular effort was necessary for procure-
ment during this month were blankets and litters. These had become
critical, largely due to losses sustained regarding such items in the
process of air evacuation of patients. After it became apparent that
emergency requisitions for these two items were becoming far too fre-
quent, steps were taken to set a definite figure on the number of each
item to be kept in reserve at each air strip. The figures arrived at
were 4',00 blankets and 1,500 litters. All litters and blankets above
these amounts were to be stocked in Army medical depots. A policy was

.. also established with the Chief of the Supply Division, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, whereby blankets and
litters used in air evacuation would be replaced daily on the basis of

-the number of patients evacuated and the number of blankets and litters
needed to replace those lost. The Army Surgeon was to report this in-
formation each day by telephone, to Gommunications Zone, and Communica-
tions Zone, in turn, was to make arrangements to have replacements flown
to the Army air strips.

In order to prepare the medical service for proper operation in
winter, requirements were estimated and requested involving 28,400 .

blankets, 10,150 woolen pajamas and 800 stoves, tent..

Due to the fact that hospital messes, in general, were expanded to.
sizes not contemplated by Tables of Organization and Tables of Equip-'.
Sment, it was necessary that additional immersion water heaters be'fur-
nished for proper handling of the messes. Information. was secured that
these items .were not available in this theater in quantities sufficient.
to warrant issuesin excess of Tables of Equipment allowances. It. was
further stated, however, that efforts were being made to procure them
and that hospital units would receive first priority when sufficient
stocks were receive..

,During the latter part of:the month it was also learned-that
practically all biologicals.were now stocked on the Continsnt. A list
was therefore procured of depots where stocks were maintained,.:anid i~
Iwas estimated that the movement, of these biological to the points o*

consumption would now be greatly facilitated. .0

Sack' of spare parts also became -amajor supply problemduring tids_
period. )Maintenance sections of Army medical depots were unable to make
some repairs-on certain items due to this- shortage. The difficulty was
solved through agreement with the .Communications .Zone whereby a repre-.
sentative from Communications Zone medical depots, well qualified in
maintenance and repair of medical equipment, was sent to the Army medi-.
cal depots with .a stock of maintenance equipment and spare parts, This
"aided materially in the program of repair and. conservation of items of
medical equipment.

Captured German-Imedical supplies were: found in: the following. loca-,
tions:

Location Tpe of Haterial and Equipment.
M6tTEREAU (X-48). 11Ton of miscellaneous .medical

supplies

VERDUN (U-26) .20,000 pairs of pajama
trousers

CnO)AURv (Un-22)

Disposition
Stocked in 32d Medi-

cal Depot- Company.

Stocked in 32d Medi-
cal Depot Company

..,for reissue to
hospital units.

e.and vicinity.: 20Tons miscellaneous Medical 1-1/2 tons stocked
supplies .in 33d Medical

Depot Company, re-
mainderto Comas-
nications Zone.

HANCY,(1-81) 4:Tons miscellaneous Medical Stocked in 33d Medi-
supplies"cal Depot Company.

In addition to the above, twenty-two 15-KVA generators captured at TOUL
(U-61) were taken over: by the 32d Medical Depot Company for reissue to
hospital units. Also approximately 150 tons of coal-captured at TROYES
(Y-27)' and BOUY (T-54), and fifteen tons of coal Captured at NANCY were,.
made available to hospital units.,

The locations of Third U. S. Army medical depots duringthe month
of September will be found in Annex.VII to the Medical Section report.

Section 5 - Preventive.Iqedicine

1. Genera

Due to the fact that the month of September was 'characterized by a
slowing down of tactical operations, preventive medicine problems ap-
proached equal importance with those posed by the care of actual battle
casualties.

2. Venereal Disease Control

"Off Limits" restrictions ,on troope entering towns and cities were
lifted on 1 September. The presence of brothels, street walkers, and
casual "pickups" in these towns and cities, therefore, resulted in an
increase in the number of venereal disease contacts made by troops. A
rise in the venereal disease rate was therefore to be expected. The
rate rose from 8.82 per 1,000 per annum in the first week of the imonth
to 32.56 per 1,0O00 per annum during the last week .of the month.

During September, Army prophylactic stations were established at
RIEANS (W-64), CHATEAUDUN (W-45), PITHIVIERS (W-21), FONTAINEBILEAU

(X-29)9 ST DIZI R (U-12), BAR SE DUC (U-13), VERDUN (U-26) and Co ECY
(11-22). Approximately 5,000 prophylactic treatments were given in these
stations during this month. In addition, prophylactic stations were es-
tablished by corps surgeons in the larger towns in their respective
areas.

Med
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Venereal disease contact reports were received on 354 individuals
during the month. In most cases these reports did not give sufficient
information for the location and treatment of female contacts. Those
reports which gave sufficient informatibn were turned over to the Civil.
Affairs Public Health Officer=for• ph*sical examination of- contacts and
treatment, if necessary..Forty-six percent of these cases claimed that
contacts were made outside of the Army area, indicating PARIS as the
location, in most cases. .

Letters directing that more adequate venereal disease cotrol
measures be put into effect were .sent to all units with venereal disease,
rates above fifty"per 1,000per annum.-I

Incidence of venereal disease during the month of September will be-
found in Annex XI to the.;Medi-cal Section report.

Communicable Diseases

For an average mean strength of 269,310 officers and men during the
four-week period, a daily non-effective rate of 0.79 per 1,000 per an-
num-from all diseases, occurred. This:.figure is well under the figure
of 1.15 per 1,000 per annum resulting in the .month of August, which in
itself was an unprecedented low.. The number of cases, continued to be
few in number with the exception of.upper respiratory infections, which,
showed a seasonal increase.

.For a detailed breakdown of statistics on comnunicable diseases for

this month, see Annex XI to the Medical Section report..

4. Medical Reports and Records.

Continuous efforts gauged toward the attainment of a 'high standard
of accuracy and promptness-with regard to the submission of-all medical
department reports showed definite results during September. The re-.
ports, in general, were more .adequately prepared and were. submitted more
promptly. A twenty-five percent increase in the, total number received
was noted, there being a total of 26,997 processed as compared to a'
figure of 20,187 during the previous month,. The volume of work and the
man hours required in handling and processing these reports increased'
proportionately.

+5. Non-Battle Injuries

The average rate'per 1,000 per approximatelythe
same as during the previous month--the •rate being .108 per 1,000 per an-
num for a weekly average strength of 269,310 officers and men.

Details. regarding non-battle injuries may be found in Annex XI to,
the Medical Section report.

. ArmyMedical Laboratory Service,

The two sections into which the base laboratory of the 7th edical
Laboratory had been divided dqfring the previous month operated in the ,
following locations during the month of September:

Section ].
PROVINS (S-73) - 1 September to 12 September'

.
..-.

ST MIIEL (U-39) -13 September to 17 September
SAMPIONY (U-36) - 18 September to 30 September:

Sqction 2
SUIPPES (T-67) -I September to 21 September,
NANCY (U-5) - 22 September to 30 September

There were.3,238 tests performed during this month as compared with
705 in the month of August, an increase of approximately 460 percent.
Thi.s is divided into groups as follows:

BASE LABORATORY SECTIONS NO. OF TESTS PIECENTAGE OF TOTAL
Serology 1846 , 57;0
Bacteriology. 447 138
Chemistry ,91 2.8
Pathology. 67, 2.0
Hematology 18 0.6
Parasitology 7 0.2
Subutotal .'47 76,4

MOBILE LMCATORY SECTIONS NO. OFTETS PECENTAMG OF TOTAL
.Venee lDisease sctioa.
(6th Convalescent Hospital) 592 1803

Compared with. the month* of August the significant rises. were -in the
amount of work done for the convalescent hospital where' 'chronic' oases.'-
accumulated. ,Another was the use made by the tactical units (569 re-
quests for tests), which shows that there is a definite need for labo-
ratory work by the forward areas if the services can be brought suf-
ficiently close. This relieves the out-patient burden on the evacu-
ation hospitals, which are occupied .with the more serious cases.

7 . Sanitation

Few sanitary problems were encountered during the month of Sep-
tember. Inspection and sampling at water points was continued by repre-
sentatives of the Army, corps, and division surgeon's' offices in ac-
cordance with current directives. Some improvement :was noted. Bacteri-
ological analysis of ninety-six water samples from Army, corps, and
division-Engineer water points revealed that sixty-nine of these. samples
._(or seventy-to percent) were 1potable. Twenty-one (or twenty-two per-
cent) were non-potable, and six (or six percent) were questionable.

During this, month, plans were made by the Army Surgeon andArmy
Engineer to set up an experimental water purification 'unit to demon-
strate the possibility' and practicability of producing. potable water by
a modified operating technique,.

An investigation ofthe water supply of the city of NANCY showed
'thatthe water was not potable. Raw MOSELLE River water was being used
in the mains throughout the city. Lack of power prevented operation, of
the'treatment plant consisting 'of sedimentation, filtration, and ozona-
tion. Even with power.available, the water was not considered safe for.
human consumption because of lack of chlorination. Proper directives
were .recommended accordingly.

The need for insect control remained -insignificant. In some Areas
flies were more. numerous than during the month of August, but in general
there were fewer insectproblems. The bee or yellow hornet nuisance of
the previous month practically disappeared. •

Cooler weather and an increase in rainfall resulted in an accentu-
ation of muddy areas and a pressing need for overshoes, winter clothing,
and bedding. During the latter part of the month requisitions were
being partially filled and aditional supplies were en route.

The effect of unfavorable weather conditions on the health of the
command was comparatively slight.- The limited increase in rates of up-
per respiratory infections that occurred, would have been considered:
seasonal even under normal living conditions.

(Aoe) -. Litter Carry.Over Hedgerow Near ST LO, France
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.The relatively statio situation of Third U. S. Army during the
month-of October tas refleoted in the lowest number of battle oasuali-
ties since the oomenoement of operations. The fact that there were
only four movement s of Army hospitals was a further Indication of a
comparative lull.

A-month such as this was of definite benefit to the medical ser-
Svice.It afforded well-earned rest.in some instanoes,'and in all. oases

it was possible to allot time for actual study of "the.results of the
.:previous two months of action. Most advances in medicine and surgery
are attained through proper evaluation ofrmethods. This, then, was
SMajor* effort during October. Due to.the small number, of casualties,

-- it :waspossible without .any-interference with- the primary mission of

the medical service.,

Due to unseasonal cold and heavy rains,"attempts were
• 
made to util-

ize buildings for-evacuation hospitails. By the eandof the month aI
except two were so situated. The oonvalescent hospital remained under'
canvas, .due to difficulty in finding. proper accommodations for its
3,000 bed'

o
apacity.

.

A sharp seasonal increase inupper respiratory infections anda.
.smaller increase in- diarrheal diseases were of minor militar'y impor-
tance, due to the factthat -the troops ,as a whole were not actively
engaged with the enemy. -However, and. partioularly with regard to the
latter factor, definite measures-were taken to eliminate the causes .
by adoption of a new and modified mqthod of water .treatment, made neces-
sary by the turbidity of the swollen streams..

Section 1 - Organization iof the. Medical Section

The Medical .Section continued to be divided into Forward and Rear,
Echelons..The speolfio setup is shown:belows

Forward Echelon Rear Eohel on.

Army Surgeon. Personnel ,and Administrative Sub-
Executive Officer section .
•Surgical Consultant Cosultant Sub-section (l'ess Su-
'Operations and Training Sub-section gical Consultant)

Finance and:Supply Sub-section - Preventive Medicine Sub-section

Dental Sub-section
Veterinary Sub-section

By the middle of the month, only the distance of a city block separated

the two echelons.

The Medical Seotion continued to operate with the riaes:of one
Veterinary Corps officer.. A replacement for the Army Veterinarian, who

..had been transferred to the Communications Zone in August, did .not
,arrive during,.this month.

An additional Medical Administrative Corps officer was placed on
temporary.duty with the Finance and Supply Sub-section for the' purposes
of special investigations of matters relating to Army, Corps, and Divi-
sion medical supply.

The additional Medical Administrative Corps officers ontemporary
.duty with the Medioal Section now included the following,

Operations and Training Sub-section -One (placed on"TD in August)
Preventive Medlcine Sub-section - One (placed.on.TO in September)
Finance and Supply Sub-section -- One (placed on TD in November)

..The continued availability of an extra Medical Corps officer on
temporary duty as Liaison Officer between the Army Surgeon and the Sur-

geon,, Twelfth Army Group,. brought the total of, officers on temporary
duty with the Medical Section to four.

Section: 2 - O erations 
r

uation • " ,: : . i-

faoillities for :medioal evacuation rem
during the ,previous month, As of 1 Oc
re available .in the Army area s

4 - hqi hq :det, medical grc
:11 -,.hq &hq dot, medical bat
8 - medical colleoting compe

13 -.: ambulanoe companies, mot

5 - clearing companies

aase of the olearing companies, the pl
actuality split up.as medical holding*

In addition to the* above, one'medical battalion, each, remained
attached to:XI. -and XX Corps, conslsting ofs

- hq & hq det, medical battalion
2.- medical.colleoting companies
: - clearing company;

These functioned as corps medical battalions..

One ambulanoe company, motor, was relieved of assignment to Third
U. S. Army during the month. This was the only medical.evaouation unit
lost to the Army :during the month of October -On the other hand, six
medical colleeting companies and one clearing oompany were assigned to.
.Third U. S. Army. However, .noneI. of these arrived in the Army area,
before the end of the month.

The plan for evacuation of division clearing stations andfield.,
hospital platoons, normally attached to divisions, remained unchangedi.
Since this Army had only twocorps in operation, .the ser vioes of two
medical groups were sufficient for medical evaouation of the respectivecorps..The 66th Medioal Group supported the divisions of XX Corps and.
the 67th Medical Group provided medical evacuation fordivisions of
XII Corps.

Medical Solders, Loading Wounded American Ona
Jeep .After His Half-track Has Seen Knocked Out.

ith Medical Group ,was empIloyed f or at two-week period In the
S .Army . with a two-flold function,.. Until relieved on
It evacuated the divisions of XV.Corps(a ..Seventh U. S.to the 103d .va.uation Hospital loca

ikewise evacuzated the IONd Evacuation Hospital to a seventh
air evacuation holding unit,- On 14,.Otober the 65th Medical;
elieved of its double mission by Sevrenth:U, .4, Army medical,

)th Evaouat ion Hospit
were relieved by the ray

; The evacuation of Third U. S. Army evacisation hospitals continued
to'bea joint responsibility of-the 69th Medical Group.and medical.,
units of the Advance-SectionCommunications Zone. The latter remained
S responsible for evacuation of the hospitals located inI:the rear of-the
Army area nd evacuated no more than- four evaouation hospitals at. any
S.oe time during the month of'October, .The remainder of the hospitals
were evacuated by the bo9th Medical Group. Due to the fact that few.
-units moved .during the, month,. there was- little change: in evaouation.

Air evaouation became a day to day proposition, From the..begin.
ning ofnthe month it was apparent that.the air field at.TOUL (-61)
would not remain available indefinitely for supply and.evacuation.: :The
field was finally.olosed for air. evacuation on 22.October. However,
Third U. S..Army continued to operate a medical holding unit at this-point for rail evacuation,-" During the greater part of the month this
medical holding unit consisted.of .the followings....

94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion
16th Field Hospital' (lessfirst platoon)
First Platoon,. 59th Field Hospital

In addition, an Advance Section, Communications Zone field hospital was
nearby for use as needed.. As the-month progressed. the.medical holding
unit at TOUL (U-,l) was reduoed to the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Bat-
.talion and the first platoon of the 59th Field Hospital, attached. The

.,entire. unit functioned under the 69th Medical .Group. Trains were. avail-
able at TOUL (U-61) as needed throughout, the entire month, but rail...
evacqution increased proportionately when the airfield was closed for.
supply and evacuation toward the end of'the month.

Availability of air evacuation at ETAIN (U-47) continued to exist
.during the first three weeks of October.: At this location, the Advance
Section, Communications Zone was operating an air evaouation holding •
unit, generally in support of XX 'Corps.. On 22 October this.airfield.
wa closed for supply and evacuation, but it was reopened for these
purposes on 29 October.

-Early in the month it was determined that smoother operation in
evacuation of casualties from the Army zone could be attained through,
centralization of .tnis. responsibility in the Commanding Officer, 24th'
Regulating Station (an Advance Section, Communioations Zone unit).
Heretofore, the Surgeon, Third U. S. Army, had been dealing with, num-
erous individuals almost daily in making the arrangements for air evac-
uation, with :resulting duplioation of work and expenditure of time.
Centralization of this responsibility was accomplished through an
agreement worked out between the.Surgeon and AC of. , G-4, Twelfth Army
Group, the Surgeon and AC of 3, G-4, Third U. S. Army and the corres-
ponding personnel of Advance Section, Communications Zone..Thereafter,
all necessary arrangements for air and/or raillevaoiution from both the
Third'U. S. Army.medical holding unit at.TOU (U.61) and the.Advance
Section, Communications Zone medical holding unit at ETAIN (U-47) be-
came the responsibility of the Commanding Officer, 24th Regulating,
Station.7

A total or 5,017 patients were evacaated from the Army area during
October. Of these. 2,649 were evacuated byair from-the medical hold-
ing unit operated by Third U. S. Army at.TL (0. .) 2,329 were by
road and 3,039 by.rail.

The locations of evacuation facilities in the Third U. S. Army
during the month of October wili be foundin Annex XII to the Medical'
:Section report.

3. Hositliation

As .ofl October, four .feld hospitals were available-for use by
this Army. The.60th Field Hospital was attached to XII. Corps, together
with the first platoon of the l6th Field Hospital. This arrangement
afforded one field hospital platoon for each of the four divisions
assigned to XII Corps. The 3(th Field Hospital. together with the
tnira platoon or the 59th Fteld Hospital was attached to XX Corps.
Fo.r field hospital platoons were, therefore., available for the three
divisions of that corps.

During the mouth a plan similar to that previously in existene
for the use of field hospitals remained -in force, Field hospitals con-
tinued to be attached to corps as shown above and platoons of the field

5svers
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O() ,.S.Army 16
(2) Other.. 2

k. :Number of Woundedtvaouated to Other Hospitals ;

(1). . .go..Army' 1 .462
(2) Other 432

I4. Additional T"porary Medical ServiceI

No additional service in the form of attached medical detachments
was necessary during the month to units not organically provided with
medical, service. Naturally,+ hospitals and other medioal installations
often furnished ldispensary service .to troops in areas adjacent to them.

The 92d Medical Gas Treatment Battalion (less the second .platoon
of Company 55 ) was held In mobile reserve for use in the event of
employment of chemical warfare by the enemy.

.Seotionj3.- Professional Services

1.' General

During the relatively static situation on the Third U.. S.Army
front during October, withation more or less limited to offensivepatrolling, there was.a:sharp decreape in the number.of battle ocasual-
.ties. The total number decreased from 10,671 in September to. 3,584 in
October. These figures refleot.only 

o
asualties ,involving-wounds and

burns due to enemy action and are exclusive of accident injuries and
diseases-.

Based on total. dispositions from all causes in Third U. S. Army
medical installations, there was a mortality rate of eight tenths of
,one percent during the month of October. This was a decrease of one
percent from the mortality-rate in. September, and when considered in
connection with the mortality, rates for. both August and September,.
pointed to the faot that the-medical service of this .Army was well on
its way to establishing the lowest mortality rate in military:history.

The period'of lessened activity was well utilized in Third U. S.
Army hospital units inasmuch as it provided an opportunity for rest Iof
.surgical personnel, many of whom had been working -long hours almost.
continuously, in some instances since D-Day. It also gave the hospital,
units needed time to evaluate results of the work they had been accom-
plishing and to'make minor changes in surgical procedures based on re-
sultsowhich were making themselves apparent' in the general hospitals,
to the rear.

During October a meeting of representatives of the medical staffs
.of all Allied.Armies.was hold in PARIS (4-44) to discuss the care of
battle oasualties. It was disclosed at this meeting that the surgeons
in the rear areswere well satisfied vith the condition of patients
arriving 

7 
at their general hospitals from the Army area. There were

only minor criticisms of the improper application of oasts in a few
instanoes.

Anesthesia During Operation.,

I oughly disoussed, with an interchange of ideas effeoted between the
speocalists in this field.

On 13 October adirective was issued to all hosoital units incor-
porating some changes in. surgical procedures'which had: been covered
only'generally in Annex 16 (Medical Annex)ti "OperatiOn OVERLORD'.
(Pertinent extracts from Annex 16 concerning surgical procedures had
been downgraded and.published in.the. form of .direct Ives, --,.early. in May).A sumry of the new directive will be found in Annex XIV to the Medical
Section report.

Battle casualties admitt ed ..to ,the Third U. S. Army units during
October.-amounted to 3,584 ,-of which (917 were seriously wounded and 2,667" had slight wounds.

3. Neuropsychiatry

During .the month-of" October .the :tatical situatiun remained rela-
.tively static:; the weather. on the whole oontinued to be cold and. wet.

The total of non-fatal casualties dropped from 26578 in Septum-
ber. to16.779in October. With the drop .in total casualties there was,
also a proportionate decrease in.the neuropsychiatrio casualties.

'The 6th Arnored.Division was almost wholly pulled out of the line
on 9:October:.and: the proportion of neuropsychiatric: casualties to total
non-fatal 'casualties immediately deoreased to fourteen and four-tenths ...
percent in that division, a drop 'of eleven and eight-tenths perCent
from that which occurred in September.

The 4th Arnored Division was gradually relieved by the 26th In-
fantry:Division, resulting in a'gradual decline in total non-fatal cas-..
ualties and a correspondlng drop in neuropsychiatric casualties. To-.ward. the end

.
of this period, the 4th Armored Division evacuatedthrough

redical neuropsychiatric channels a number'of men who had reached the
..point where the division considered that they were inoapable of further
combat service, but were capable and anXious to do non-combatant duty.

- Evacuation of-thisgroup of patients, who had been in combat for more
than three months, caused a proportionate increase toward the end of the
month.

Infantry :divisions which had emphasized treatment at battalion
aid station level, continued to exhibit extraordinarily low instances. -o neuropsychiatric casualties. For example, during the month of 0O-.
tober the incidence in the 90th InfantryDivision was three and. five- "tenths percent and in the 35th Infantry Division, two and nine-tenths.'
..peroent of total non-fatal casualties.. Of these, approximately forty-
five..percent were returned to duty from clearing station level., The.5th Infantry Division had strongly emphasized the care of such casual-
ties in forward areas with a resultant graphic drop in neuropsyohiatric."
oasualties, although the total non-fatal oasualty'rate remained fairly
high during this month.. At the. end of the month this division was
temporarily relieved from oombat for rest and recreation. 'The 80th
Infantry -Division continued to follow a polioy :of caring for neuro- "
psychiatric casualties at clearin :station rather than at battalion aid.
station level. For the month of-October, neuropsychiatri coasualties
represented sixteen and'nine-tenths percent of the total non-fatal oas-
ualties in this division. The results of experience gained in this
field by the 5th Infantry Division and the 80th Infantry Division has13'
demonstrated that a policy of handling neuropsyshiatric casualties in
the rear of the division leads to an unnecessary inundation of the rear
installations and that the majority of such cases can be handled more
effectively in forward areas.

The above statement is supported by similar experiences in the
79th, 35th, and-90th Infantry Divisions, where the polioy was insti-
tuted of handling these patients at aid station level. It was found'
that a higher percentage were returned to duty'and an'actual deorease
occurred in the number of men handled for neuropsyohlatric causes even
at aid station level..

Many of the Army infantry divisions-had been in combat almost.since D.Day,, Division surgeons and line* off cers, alike, expressed the
feeling that many.soldiers who had been. in combat since the divisions
were committed, amounting in'some instances to 120 days, had been "wornout" foroombat service,..even as equipment may be worn-out 'and be ofno further servioe. Throughout ,the mouth.%.qf October, there was An

During .October,. divisions were rested in wholej or inpart, by'being drawn c.ompletely out of the line or by resting companies withinthe division area.. In. addition, a polioy- was -instituted of sendingfive percent'of each command into oities and towns for brief rests, aswell as .to. areas where baths, clean clothing, and entertainment, couldbe provided. A small percentage of each command was sent to PARIS ..
(S_04) for similar purposes@.

The neuropsyohiatric rate, compared to total non-fatal battle:. :casualties, dropped only five-tenths of one percent below that for themonth of September, principally because of the group evacuated during
the monthas "used-up". There were 1,718 neuropsychiatric casualties.
admitted to division clearing- station and Army. hospital installations
,during the, month.- Of these,.1.4 were returned to duty, the latter'..figure. representing seventy-four peret tof all neuropsyohiatrio' cas-
ualties for October.

4 . Dental

As of 1 October, two of the dental prosthetic teams were-attached.,to evacuation hospitals and one to an-armored division.: .In .addition
the dental prosthetio team loaned. by the Communications Zone to ThirdUG. S.,Army was attached .to the. 4th Armored Division for neoessary pros-'thetic work. Since experience proved that there was need of prosthetic...work as far forward as possible, the two dental prosthetic teams at-
taohed to. the evacuation hospitals were brought forward.and attached
to the 5th. Infantry Division and to the 80th Infantry Division duringthe month.

On 19 October,' a dental prosthetic- team •consisting. of one dental
officer and five enlisted. technicians was:placed on detached service:
with this Army by Headquarters 6uropean Theather of Operations. This:team operated in an English type bus, which was unable to leave hard •surface roads because of-its low construction. Due to this handioap+:and in view of a large amount of prosthetio.treatment needed in. the
NANCY (U-81) area, this team was attached to the 12th Evacuation Hos-
pital at that location., Since this particular prosthetic team was
larger than the other teams., it was oapable of processing approximately
ten cases per day, or twice as many as the average prosthetic team.,.,

During the month specific efforts were directed toward enlarging
the out-patient services of all hospital dental clinios. The results
of these efforts are reflected in the figures shown toward theiend of
this section of .the report.

The success of the prosthetic dental clinic established at the 32d
Medical Depot Company during September led, in October, to. the.forma-
tion of a similar clinio at the 33d Medical Depot Company. This was in
line with the effort to make+ prosthetio faoilities available to as many,
forward combat troops as possible.

In addition to the large expansion of prosthetic faoilities of
this Army, there were a greater number of admissions, sittings, restor-
ations, and .other treatments, than had been reported in any like'period
since the arrival of Third U. S, Army in the.United Kingdom. The num-
ber of restorations during October was approximately double the number
inserted during September. and the number of dentures processed showed
.a like increase. The increase in the number of restorations could be
attributed to the relatively static military situation and to improved.working conditions, while the rise in number of prosthetic cases oould
be attributed .to the same cause, as well as to the increased facilities
for this work made available during the month.

-The consolidated monthly dental report for October,"upon which'.
the above oomments are based, is shown-below5

*;.Strength (Reported) -236554
i. Admissions Routine. 16319

Admissions cergenoy 5209

sittings289Officer Personnel . '4
Enlisted Personnel.% 3
Restorations 19006 '
Dentures 13Gingivitis .1113
'Gingivitis Treatment 2164
stomatitis, Vincent's 479
stomatitis, Vincent's (Trmt) 2118

of the reports received, approximately seven percent of battle
oasu lties.admitted to Third U. S. Army hospitals during the month of
October were maxillo-faoial injuries. The death rate was approximately
oneI and 'one-half percent of those admitted with maxillo-faoial injuries..
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Atotal of twenty-even inspeoctons ,were made. of Class I supplypoints during the month* . Food stuffsa oontinued to -arrive at the dis-
trbuting pointsIn e

xc
oellent condition. the most important problem

.was the prevention of damage and. wasto oncasioned by inclement weather..
This was largely prevente6 through adequate use of dunnage.

The inspection and issue of the oaptured German beef in storage
'at EOMECOURT (U-72), FRANCE, was oapleted during the month. A total
of 22,150 pounds was condemned.

6.1. Personnel

Early in the month a- directive was. issued by this headquters to
. omanders of evacuation hospitals, the convalescent hospitaland the
two medical depot oompanies, clarifying the usesto which prisoners: of
war labor were to-be put., Their attention was called to the fact that
-they must be maintained under strict military disolpline, that routine
inspections of prisoners of war and their quarters were to be conducted
and that all like matters involving military discipline should be rigid-
ly enforced. Conversations between American or Allied military person-
nel and prisoners were forbidden except in line of official duty.. Sp-
arate messing hours, separate details and all similar oountermeasures
were 'tobe taken, in order to avoid fraternization of any sort whats-o-
ever.

The-numbers of prisoners ofwar present .in hospitals remained.approximately the same as during the month ofSeptember. However,dur-
ing October the medical depot companies were authorized to utilize
fifty prisoners of war. each, for labor details.

During August and September, considerable difficulty had been ex-,
perienoed in the. filling of"requisitions by this Army for nurses. Since

the tables of organization of evacuation and field hospitals had out.
the. number of nurses allotted to a minimum, it.was vital that..when.a
nurse was lost to a unit, she be replaced immediately. On 17 Otober,
therefore, ten nurses were assigned by Headquarters European Theater of
Operations to Third U, S. Army for use as a pool, to fill present and
.future requisitions. These ten nurses were assigned for duty by this
headquarters to various evaouation and field hospitals. In the event
that requisitioUs for nurses were received, the requisitions could-be,
filled rapidly from this pool. Under the plan, as the available pool
of nurses diminished, they were to be reinforcod by the further assign-
•ment of sufficient nurses to maintain the pool at a constant number of
ten nurses.

It was tentatively planned that Third U. S. Army would make avail-
able five. medical officers weekly for permanent transfer to Communioa-
tions Zone general hospitals under a rotation polioy being projeoted.
by the Chief durgeon, European Theater of Operatios, U. S. Army , Under
the plan, preference would be given by this Army to medical offioers
Over forty years of: age who have had the longest service in line units
under combat conditions., The Co munications Zone would furnish replace-.
meats under thirty-five years of age, of company grade and fit for gen-
oral 'service.

Shortages which accrued during this ,month due to battle and non..
battle casualties among Medical Department Commissioned personnel were
as follows,

Medical Corps 11
Medical Administrative Corps 19.'

Commissioned reinforcements of both oategories continued to be diffi-,
oult to obtain.

In order to aid in the ability to select proper assignment's for
patients of the Army medical installations being returned to. duty, a
directive was issued on 1 October, placing in effect the following
,classifications of duty status of patients being ,released from hospi-..
tals to reinforcement installationsI

Class I- Full duty
Class II Limited duty, but meeting the minimum

requirements of M1 1-9,. as amended.,
Class III - Limited duty, but below theminimum

standards as prescribed by MR 1-9,
as amended..

Sectionu - Medical Supply

Due to the relative, inactivity of combat troops during October, it
was not necessary to move either of the two medical depot companies.
The ,d Medical Depot Company remained at VERDUN (U-26)•and the 33d,
Medial Depot Company remained at TOUL. (V-61).The .3d Medical Depot
Compan y continued to be minus its Advance Section whjchO had been at-

tached to.NinthU. S..Army in Sertember.

A system.was set up: whereby one copy of torsrage allocation requis -
Itions was furnished by-courier dire to the*Supply:Division, Chief.
Surgeon's Office,. Eurc.pean Theater of Operationt. where immediate ac- .
tion could be7 init!ated. ,...It swa felt that such 'a prooedurewould all-
eviate oocasional slowness in processing .relulsitlons through normal

supply channels.

DurLng the mont..the following deliveries :of supplies were received
from" the Comunicationa Zone

2 Uctober 20 ,oLong Tons. ,
5 October 5 Long Tons
8 October (by air) 3 -Long ons.
83 .1Otober '(.10 Long Tons-
9 October

. 
(.by air L 2I ong Tons

10 October i : Long Tons
11 October "-7- 23 L0ng Tons . -
13. October -. 0. Long Tons
14 O ctober : .371- Lon one
15 October , :Long Toa. .
1 October 5 Long.Tons
17 October Long Ton.
18 October . LongTons
19 l October -. Long Tons
22 October &. Long Tons
2'3. October 6 LongTons
25 -October 11 ,Long'Tons
26 October .5 Long Tons
27 October l4-,' Long TOne.
30 October 3;Long Tons

Total 23% Long Tons

In order that complete knowledge of the status of medical supplies
would be available, Army medical depot ompanies were direoted to sub-
mit , .semi-monthly physical ,inventories to the Army Surgeon. These in-
ventories were to show maximum and minimum levels of supply.-

During this month, a requisition was placed on the Communications
Zone for 100,000 ons of typhoid vaoine, in order to meet requirements
of courrent directives in the Theater, that all personnel resive boos-
ter shots.

Of the soarce items which had existed during the months of August
and September, it was learned that brassards,. Geneva Convention, and
terpin hydrate would be made available in the near future, the latter
being an important ingredient of a cough mixture made up. by Army phar-
macists in oonnection with the treatment of upper respiratory diseases.

Major efforts were direoted toward provision of Army medical unitswith supplies necessary for winterization. All hospital, units were.
authorized to increase.the number of blankets per bed. to five; the
requisition covering this increase was to be based on total bed caps.
city. This-authorization was ultimately, extended to all medical units
throughout the 'my. In addition, 10,000 winter pajm as were requist.
tioned from the Iommunioatioas Zone. Stoves and extra tentage were
also. authorized for use by the few hospitals still remaining under
canvas and. by other medical units. It was necessary to provide"125
additional ward tents in view of the.approach of winter.

The lObth and 109th Evacuation Hospitals, still undercanvas, were
given lumber for experimental purposes to floor one ward tent each. "
Due to the problem of transporting the flooring, complete equipping of .
•these hospitals was considered impractioal at this time.

During October a pharmaoy .was established at each Army medical
depot company for the preparation of pharmaceutical items to be issued .to unitsnot authorized the personnel or equipment to preparethese
types of medioinal products.

Also during this month, transfusion sets, direct, were made avail-*
able to Army hospitals on the basis of forty per evaouation' hospital
and thirty-six per field hospital.

Captured medical supplies during the mouth included approximately'
thirty tons captured at LUXMi.SU1G CITY (P-81), and NANCY (U-81). Equip-
+,ment.deemed of value to the Army was removed and placed in depot stock
and the remainder, approximately fifteen tons, was released to the Com-
munications Zone for further use and study.

Due to difficulties which had oonstantly occurred in medical units,
in respect to generators,it was decided durlg Ootober. that procure-
ment, storage, issue, maintenance, and repair of this item would hence-
forth be accomplished by engineer units rather than by the repair and
maintenance sections of the two Army medical depots.

Section 5 - Preventive Medicine

1. General

The month o. October was.characteried by a moderate .amount.of .
rest and. rehabilitation of combat- units. During-this porlod local con-
tact witn the enemy was maintained, but comparatively.little hard
fighting or sustained progress was made. As a result, battle casual-
ties decreased and preventive medicine problems increased. -

The month was characterized. by heavy and frequent rains,'and um-
seasonal cold, including snow and sleet. The rains were the heaviest
in many years, causing the M3SELLE River and its tributaries to flood,
the lowlands. This increase in rain and cold made preventive' medicine
standards, difficult to maintain, The subject will be discussed in more:
.detail in paragraph 7, below.

2.- Vener eal Dis ease C ontrol

During October, many line troops .were given rest periods and the
opportunity to visit some of the larger towns. This fact and the fact,-.
that many service troops were billeted in or near towns, were impor-
tant factors in the rise of the venereal disease rate.

Army prophylactic stations were established in ST MINISL (U-4z),
BAR-LE-DUC (U-12), NANCY (U-81), COgMnCY (U-42), and TROYRS (Y-27).
Stations set up during' September in TOUL (!T-61) and NMUCHATEAU (Z-7)
continued in operation throughout October. During this month, 9755.prophylaotic- treatments were given.

.The supply of meofnanical prophylactics was adequate. Two units
reported aninadequate supply of individual onemical prophylaotic units.
An investigation revealed that there-were no individual chemical pro-
•phylactio kits on hand for issue ouring the last week of October.*

Individual venereal disease -contact reports were received ,in,46
.instues during the months. Only in rare oases was the information
on these reports adequate for the specific location of fmale contacts.
Those reports having the necessary information were turned over to the
Civil Affairs Public Health Officer'for necessary action-with the.local
authorities. The reports indicated a very low incidence of venereal
disease among troops taking station prephylaotics.

As during previous months, letters were sent to all units with.
venereal disease rate above 100 per 1,000 per annum, calling the atten-
tion of the unit commcanders to the fact that the control of venereal
disease ii a command responsibility.

During the four-week period ending 27 October, the average Vener-.
ealL disease rate was 31.65 per 1,000 per annum, based on an average
mean strength of241 ,L09 officers and men.

The incidence of venereal disease during the month of October will
be found in Annex XV to the kedical Section report.

, ConmunicableIDiseases

Communicable diseases continued to beL relatively:few In number with,
the exception of upper respiratory diseases, which showed a slight .in-
crease, and venereal diseases which rose sharply.

During the third and fourth week of the period, approximately
fifty percent of Third U. S. Arm troops of all echelons had a mild
form of baoillary dysentery and/or gastro-enteritisawhich was appar-
ently due to oonsumption of non-potable water. This outbreak was not
serious, very few cases requiring hospitalization, and all responded
quickly to proper sanitary measures and the use of sulfadiazine thera-
peutically. The extent of the outbreak and number of cases involved
are not accurately reflected'in Annex XV to the Medical Section report,.
inasmuch as over ninety-five percent of the cases were treated on a
duty status. One division (the 80th. Infantry Division)" suffered the
most oases, of bacillary .dysentery, and Third U. S. Army Headquarters
was the hardest hit with gastro-enteritis.

There were 568 cases of bacillary dysentery found in the 80th In-
fantry Division.during the period 1 October to ,L1 October, exclusive.
•Since the observation was somewhat limited, this does not refleot the
total number of cases. The organisms recovered in nineteen percent of
the cases. (expected recovery, fifteen to twenty-five percent).were of
.the Shigella paradysentery group. Water consumed by the troops was
non-potablesupon analysis and showed evidence of fecal contamination.

The outbreak of gastro-enteritis in Headquarters Third U. S. Army
represented a percentage incidence of forty-seven and five-tenths per-
cent of.the personnel,. Investigation of this outbreak by the 7th Med-
ical Laboratory resulted in. the conclusion that it was also water borne ,

0
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'For a detailed breakdown, of statIetiOson c ommunioable diseases-
-during October, seeAnnex XV'to the Medical Section report.

4. Medical Records

A total of 27,623 Medical Department reports were procesed •-during
the month, •representing a substantial increase over the two previous

.months.. As the result of continued efforts along these lines, the qual-
ity of these reports and, the promptness ofUtheir renditio continued to
improve.,

5. Non-battle Injuries

'A slight reduction in the inoidence of non-battle injuries .ocurred
during this month, the rate, being 101 per. 1000. per, annum, based on. a
weekly average strength of"241,409:officers and men.

:- Detailed statistics regarding-non-battle injuries may be found in
Annex XV to the Medical Section. report .. . .

6. Army Medical Laboratory Service

The base laboratory continued to be divided into:two sections for"operational purposes. Section I remained at SAMPIGNY(U. ) and Section
TI remained at NANCY (U-81)during the entire month. There were 8,S526
tests performed during this month ompared to the 3.238 during the..
previous month, an increase of approximately two hundred and .sixty.
three percent. Since the capacity of an-Army medical laboratory is..
estimated at 6,000.tests per month, this :represented an operational
load of forty-two percent over its estimated capacity.

.The total work is broken down for comparision with the previous'
month, as follows.

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER'BASE LABORATORY NO. O (.P CECTAGEV N. 0 
- -  

PERCENTAGE,
SECTIONS :.TESTS OF TOTAL TESTS OF TOTAL
Serology. - 1846 57.0 537 :6104.

.Bacteriology :447 13.8 1. 0 . 616.0
Chemistry 91 - 2.8 369 4.2
.Pathology. . 67 , 2.0 174 .0
Hematology 18 .6 65 0.8
Parasitology 7 0o2 .2 70 0.9
Sub-total M7 F 71157

MOBILE SECTIONSs
Venereal :Disease
Section (6th Con-
valesoent Bsp 592 .. 18.3 1023 12.0
Shook Section
39th Evac Hoep 170 5.3228 2o.

ub-total . 7, . . . .

GRAND TOTAL. 3238 100.0" 85,26.- 100.0

The signifioant changes are shown in the Venereal Disease Section where'
the volume of work doubled and in the Serology Section where the work
practically tripled over that of the previous month. The increase inwork in other sections reflected the.relatively static phase of l the
Third U. S. Army, with consequent demand for more detailed medical ser-
vice. The three-fold-increase in bacteriology, however, was the result
of watsr-borne dysentery, which Is seasonal 'in oharaoter due to heavy
pollution of streams. It is noteworthy that precipitation in the Army
area for the month of Ootober wa thirty pereont above the average.

A breakdowa of the above tests by type of unit requesting them
during the month of October is shown belows.

PERCENTAGE..TYPE OFUNIT NO. OF UNITS NO. OF TESTS 'OF ALL TESTSEvacuation Hospitals 13 32. . ' 76 38'.6.

Convalesoent Hospital 1 .6 29.•Other Medioal Installations 24 731 08.65
Tactical Organizations 142 202 23.7

-Total 180. . 100

7. Sanitation

The comparatively static tactical situation during the month, to..gether with unseasonal weather,, accentuated problems in sanitationand
environment faotors among the troops. Rain and oold weather, with
ocoasional snow and sleet predominated, resulting directly or indirect.
ly in problems affecting the health and well-being of the command. Rainfll in the Army area on twenty-eight of the thirty-one days of *he
month.

personnel were suocessfully oombatted by proper housekeeping Iand the
use ofDDT.Powd.er,

:as well as a kerosene DDT spray.

Insects other than bedbugs did not oonstitu
4
'a problem.: Flies,

reported in a few instances during the first part the month, prao-
..tically disappeared with the advent of oolder weather.

The disposalof wastes, includinggarbage and refuse, beoame a
nuisanoe problem in someinstanoes due to the limited number of sites
available for this use,. .It beoame neoessary to establish a few addi-
tional approved sites, with constant regulation :and maintenance by
military personnel, in. the vicinity of troop concentrations..- Instruo-
tions were issued in-Administrative. Orders of this headquarters for-
bidding the establishing of dumps within the Army area without the
approval of the Army Surgeon.

A continued shortage of overshoes increased the health hazards to
the' troops from water and .mud throughout :the area. Efforts of theAry
Quartermaster were, continued unremittingly and-toward the end of the,month receipts of this.item were Increasing, 'and the shortage was alle-
viated.

The outbreaks of diarrhea, gastro-enteritis, and/or baillary.dys.
entery, disoussed in a previous section of. this. roport, were concludedto be, to a large extent, water-borne. In this connection, work had

-beenl in progress for sometime to change the standard military method
of treatment of water beoause of conditions present in water sources*,
throughout this Theater. Water-on the Continent had been found tobe
more turbid. and more contaminated with organic matter than that found
under similar oonditions.in the United States. Efforts were being made

'to provide a method of water treatment which would include a one-hour
period for coagulation, settling and pre-ohlorination, followed by,
filtration at reduced rates in order to insure the availability :of water
more closely approaching medical standards. The change .in procedure
recommended was calculated to give greater assurance of the removal
of the.oysts of endamoeba'histolytioa where the ater source weso
contaminated..-The results obtained by.the now method of treatment led'',

...evantually to adoption of this method throughout the entire Theater.

it was felt that the increasing incidence of diarrheal diseases was
by no means entirely due to heretofore imperfect.. methods of water treat-
ment. In view of this fact, a directive wa also issued toward the end
of October emphasising again the oconstant need for water discipline
among the troops, to the end that water for drinking and oulinary'pur-
poses would be obtained only from an engineer.water point or :distrib-."
uting point and from no other source, unless adequately treated and
approved by competent medical authorities. Disinfection and steriliza-
tion of all water .oontainers was also directed.

A. summary of analyses of water collected from engineer water points
during Ootober continued to show marked improvement in the qualities
of the water processed and non-potable samples dropped from twenty-one
percent in September .to twelve percent in October. With adoption of
the recommended new method of operating the engineer: water unite, fur-
ther improvementwas confidently expected.

Evaouation Hospital Ocoupying a Prenoh Military
Hospital in NANCY (U-81). .
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CHAPTER 6'.
.:NOVEMBER.OPERATIONS

November was. a welcome month for Third U. . Army, and the Medial
Departmentwas no exception in this regard. The attitude of this Army
Shasbeen oheraoterized by retleseness since its first commitment•in
action, and progress in some direction is its onl cure. On 8 November,
amid ose of the most violent storms and floods that had raged'for over
three decades in the sotor assigned to Third U. S, Army,.it began the,-
arduous push from the MOSELLE*River to the SAAR and the German Border.

The encirclement of METE (U-85)by XX Corps on the northern flank-'
and progression by the XII Corps toward the SAAR. on the southern flank• necessitated river crossings..of the MOSELLE and smaller rivers, under
flood conditions' of an unprooedented-nature. Under such conditionstiroops were often exposed to water, snow and sleet for days at a time.
All preocautions possible frcm a taotioal standpoint were taken, but Inspite of those, Third U. S. Army'had its first cases of trench foqt Insignificant numbers. etraordinary-measures taken will-be desoribed-
elsewhere in this report...

The enemy-had had time to dig In, and the results are refleoted
in the fact that battle oasualties quadrupled over those of the previ-: .
cue and relatively static month.

The locations. ofArmy modical units, particularly of hospitals,had been established so far forwrd by the. end of October that onlyfive additional moves of evacuation hospitals were required during
November to support our advance.

November was a welcome month,. but a hard me.

Section 1 Organi ation of the Medical Section.

Although the Medical Section oontinued to operate with a Forward
and Rear Echelon in the same manner as during the three previous months,

:in November these rehelons were located within approximately -a ity
block of eah other.

On 9 November a now Army Veterinarian joined the Medical Section,
.having been transferred fro Headquarters Ninth U;. S. Army.. This offi-, ,
cer replaced the previous Army Veterinarian who wea transferredin
August to Headquarters European Theater of Operations.

section 2 -'Operations

S . Traiing

Impetus was givento extensive training' in means and methods of
prevention of trench foot. This was definitely considered to be a
aomnd function, and energetic and primary effort was directed toward
proper eduoation of personnel with comnd responsibilities.

..An officer from the Medical Section-attended the course on Infe4r-
mation and Eduoation

5 
offered by Headquarters European Theater of Oper-

ations,

2. Evacuation

There was no ohange in the general. plan for evacuation. The 66th
and 67th Medical Groups continued to evacuate the divisions ofXX and
"XII Corps respectively.- Plans were made for evacuation of III Corps by.
the 65th Medical Group. However. this oorps did not commence opera-
tions, during the month of November., The 65th Medical Group was there-
fore held in reserve and many of its units reattached to other medical
groups during the month. On 30 November the 67th Medial Group was
relieved of assignment to Third U. S. Army and its mission.was given
at that time to the 65th Medical Group.

The 69th Medical. Group continued to evacuate the majority of Army
hospitals. Advance Section, Communioations Zoneambulance companies
did not evaouate more than three Army hospitals at any one time during.
] November. They did, however, provide ambulance srvioo at the Army
air/rail medical evacuation holding unit at TOUL (U-61) as well as at
air and rail .medioal evacuation holding units operated by Advance Se-
tion, Communications 4one in support of the Army area.

Many. now medical units, including six medical collecting ompan-
i@*o and two clearing companies, had been assigned to Third U. 5. ArMy
during the previous month. Two of the collecting companies arrived in
the Army area by the end of November.,

Med.
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The use of facilities for evacuation by road from Army hospitals
increased markedly. More than. two-thirds of a.total of -18, 587 patients
were evacuated by road, with *5,413 being evacuated .by rail and only
504 by air. The change in these statistics was largely a technicality.
During.November general hospitalswere opened in much closer support of
the ArM, and by the end of the month all medical holding:units for:
purposes of evacuation from Army areas were being operated by Advance

.Section, Cmmunioations Zone units* Since statistics-on evacuation
from -Armyare based on the type of' conveyance used from the Army in-

stallation to the supporting 
P

servioe" installation, it was only natur-
al that With general hospitals in such close support the majority .of
the evacuation from the Army area should be.+ by road. As a matter.of

-general information,, it must be pointed out that many of the patients.
included in the total for road evacuation were further transported .by
rail or air from the Advanoo Sootie' Communications Zone medical hold-
.Ing unit in the Army area.

At the beginning of the month of November, -:the .air/rail- medical-
evaouation :holding:unit operated by. the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Bat-
talion remained .adjacent.to the air field at TOOL (U-61)..Air .vacua-
tion was actually available at this field on only four days during the,month. Repeated efforts were made to increase air evacuation from this
field, but the Use of the field by taotioal fighter units, coupled with:many days of poor weather, hampered all such attempts. ItVwas impos8-
sible on most'days for planes based in the United Kingdom to make a
round trip inthe few hours of good flying weather. The policy of
higher headquarters prohibited the use of Continental based planes and
also the evaouation of patients to the PARIS (s-o4) area by air. Evao-
uation of patients to PARIS (S-O4) by air was also not. feasible because.of the fact that the unloading personnel and- capacity of the medical

-
"

holding unit there. were not adequate to handle inoming .traffic in
'

addition to the large volume of patients beiag evacuated by air from.the general hospitals- in. the PARIS (S-04) area.

On 21 November, •the air/rail medical evacuation holding unit at
TOUL (U-61) closed. During the remainder of the month, Advance Section,
Communioations Zone operated the three medical holding units at NANCY
(U-81), TOUL' (U-61), and ETAIN (U-47). At the latter location both air
and rail evacuation were available. throughout November..At NANCY (U-81).
and.at TOUL (U-61) the medical holding units operated by AdvanceNec-
tio, Communications Zone were purely for purposes of rail evacuation.

Minor alterations in evacuation polioy were made as needs arose,
espeoially following the offensive begun by Third U. S. Army on 8 Nov-
ember. During the week 8to 14 November, facilities were seriously

,taxed. A peak was reached of more than 2,100 patients evacuated from
,division clearing stations to evacuation hospitals in one day.

Slightly wounded casualties were burdening the hospitals, and
arraugements .were made to send these patients directly from the ambu-
lance regulating post operated in NANCY (U-81) by the 67th Mediol.
•Group to the air/rail medical evacuation holding uniti at TOUL (U-61)
still operated at that time by the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion,
More than 800 slightly wounded patients were admitted directly to this
holding unit without being treated or processed at an evacuation ho-

. pital. Wounded prisoner of war casualties were evacuated in-the same
manner, and in addition, .many prisoner of war. casualties who had been

...treated at Army evacuation hospitals were sent from those units direct
to the 58th General Hospital (an Advance Section, Communications Zone
unit) at COGMERCY (U-42), ;y-passing the holding unit at TOUL (U-.61)
Daily quotas were given to each Army hospital for evacuation back to.
the Communications Zone and to the 6th Convalescent Hospital. This
was necessary to regulate the flow from the. Army area and to prevent
flooding of rear installations.

-The locations of evacuation facilities in the Third U. S. Army
during the entire month will be found in Annex XVI to the. Medioal Sec-
tion report.

3*. Hospitalization

The use of field hospitals remained much the same as in the past:
but was given greater floxibilty through greater use 'of auxiliary
. un its.. . • " " . " . . . • .

.. Each corps had available a field hospital platoon for each of Its
divisions and an additional- platoon for .corps reserve. The XII Corps
employed the 16th and 60th Field Hospitals and the XX Corps employed
the 30th and 59th Field Hospitals (less the first platoon). The First
Platoon, 59th. Field Hospital .remained attached to the 94th Medical Gas
Treatment Battalion, augmenting the medical holding unit operated by
that battalion at TOUL (U61).. The facilities of field hospital pla-
toons in support of divisions were augmented by several means. Both
corps used some type of noiding unlo ++to take over the non-transportable
patients from the field hospital platoon when it displaced forwpd. .
This prevented undue, immobilisation of the Platoons due to the presence
of post-operative patients requiring several days' care before they,

would beoome transportable. The holding units were f.'ormed in XII Corps
fromthe two medical collecting o-ompanies of the corps medical bat--
talion. The XX Corpspersonnel were obtained from the two clearing 
platoons attaohed to the corps* In each instance the field hospital
::platoon augmented'the holding unit withsurgical and nursing personnel
according to the number of patiente left behind when it moved forward.

In addition tothe use of holding unite, it was possible for XII
Corps to leapfrog field hospital platoons. The fact that an armored

-division and an infantry division were frequently operating in the.

name sector made it possible to permit only onefield hospital platoon
in support of both divisions, holding the rejaining platoon in readi-.
ness for movement.

Transportation for movement of field hospital platoons was fur-.

nished in many instances byArmy medical units. In -- other cases, it
was obtained from corps medical units. A few divisions, however, .were

able to utilize division transportation to effect the movement of the
field hospital platoon attaohed to them. In every case the socurc.of
.transportation depended on other operational considerations. Most
movements .were planned at least twenty-four hours in advanoe, and tran-
sportation from some source could,then be more easily arranged*.

As of. 1 November, Third U.S. Armyhad assigned to it the same.
evacuation hospitalsas' on 1October with the exception that the 110th
Evaouation Hospital had been relieved of assignment-and transferred to.

First U. S. Army.

All, evaouktion hospitals operated in buildings during this month,
'with the exception of the 109th Evaouation Hospital which rem ined un-
der tents throughout the month. . The use .of, buildings by hospitals was
considered essential for the welfare of the patients, and. hospitals

were given priority inthe choice and selection of available buildings,
wherever possible.

It was found that the operation of ahospital in .buildings was
..less-eoonomiaal in the .use of personnel than when funotioning in.the
field, As previously, the hospitals were augmented by.oollecting end/
Ior olearing company personnel. The usual attachment.toan evacuation
hospital consisted of a litter bearer platoon of a medical collecting
company and one platoon, where possible, ofa clearing company.' Quar-
termasterservice troops were attached to seven of the hospitals and..
civilian help was likewise employed .where necessary.. -Prisoner of war
labor was used only in those hospitals.which remained located more
than twelve miles from organized enemy resistance.

'During the period immediately following 8 November surgical baok-
logos as highas 200 were encountered in some hospitals. A total of
'four surgioal-and eight shook teams were obtained on temporary duty
from the 58th General Hospital in. COMERCY (U-42) and the 90th, 95th,
and 100th General Hospitals in BAR-LE-DUC (U-12),,through arrangement
with the Surgeon, Advance Section, Communications Zone, Likewise,
thirty-four .additional nurses from Communications Zone hospitals were
attached to Army hospitals for a short period of temporary duty. When
their parent hospitals opened later in the month these teams and nurses
were returned and a group. of four surgical and four shook teams and
thirty-five nurses was obtained from the 50th General .Hospital in CON-
MERCY (U-42)whioh was not yet operational.

The peak hospital census was reached on 18 November when all Third
U. S.,Army hospitals, including the 6th Convalescent Hospital, had a
total of 6,752 patients. At that time the hospitals had an expanded
capacity of 8.921,. although their normal capacity without additional
personnel would have been 7,350. One evacuation hospital expanded on
17 November to 857, more than twice its normal capacity.

There was no difficulty encountered in the movement of hospitals
since the ten evacuation hospitals occupied only fifteen locations dur-
ing the. month. However, the location of suitable new sites presented
some difficulty. In accordance with the policy of using covered acom-.
modations, reconnaissance for new sites was done with a view to finding
suitable buildings. In XX Corps tone of advance such buildings were
scarce. .In XII Corps zone there were a number of towns with barracks
which could be converted to accommodate evacuation hospitals. Although
hospitals were given priority over. other service units, the availability
of some buildings was delayed due to occupation by tactical units. On
other occasions, change in plans was necessitated. Where buildings
were not immediately available, consideration was given to moving a
hospital to the field in order to maintain close support. •However,
representatives of the Engineer •Section who accompanied redonnaissance
parties strongly advised against this because of the poor terrain which
would' require considerable road construction and maintenance. Fortun-
ately, with fewd.elays, buildings were found in all new locations.

Transportation for movement of evacuation hospitals was obtained
exclusively from Army medical units* The gradual accumulation of more
personnel and more equipment by all hospitals continually raised the

transportation requirements. For xample, the 34th Emcuation Hospital
which moved from VERDUN (U-26) to METZ (U-85) transported ninety two-
and-one-half-ton truckloadseand eighty one-ton trailer loads of equip-ment and personnel. Besides this, some personnel were moved by ambu-
lance. In all, the hospital hauled about four and one-half times the
amount .that could be carried on its organic vehicles.

The 6th Convalescent Hospital remained in operation-in the vicinity
of ST MIHIEL.(U-44) until.27 -November. Reconnaissance was made for a
new site and a large group of barracks was found-at ZINKING (Q-I5).
Movement to the now site was not made during the month., Meanwhile,
.though officially closed, the convalescent hospital continued-to receive
patients with venereal diseases.

Locations of hospitals during November are lshown in AnnexXVII
•tothe Medioal. Seotion-report.. .

An analysis of wounded personnel by: -types.hospita lisedduringthe

.,month of November is shown below,
a Number of wounded admitted "direot* (i e., n transfer),

Designation, Number

i(.1) U. S.Ary Troops 13406
(2) British Army Troops
(3) French Army Troops _. _ '__
(4) U.- S. Navy and. Marine Corps
(5) British and French Navy 0 .
(6) .Enemy Forces Personnel : 1409
(7) Civilians-. (8) Others-_ (Russians 3, FF1 r5) I  ___

Notes Al l of theAfollowin in b through f pertains to U.S . Army.• :•troops only. . " . ." ' .-- ' • • +: : ::" .- . :.+

b. eealCasfiainof Wounds s

(1) Serious'•8
(2): Slight 141

c.Anatomical Classification of Woundess :. . : : :. ::: n i Cs i o Wounds (Patients with multiple wounds are classified according-to

most
. 
extensive wounds).-

(1) Wounds other than burnas Admissions, Deaths

(Abdominal68
(b) Thoracic1117
(c) Maxillo-facial 7
.(d) Neurologic

Head ..5160
Spine II3L
Nerve.

(e) Extremities
SUpper... i ..

Lower I -39
(f): Buttocks53
(g) Others '..14

Sub-total "M , 76

(2) Burns -all.locations
I ".

Total 13406

-6, Number of Patients with multiple
wounds. o6 77

e. Classification of wounds by causative+ - " agentes, ." • • + ' + • i. +

(1) Gunshot wounds (rifle, pistol,
or machine gun) 37102 " . 02.

(2) Shell wounds (NE,- flak, mortar,
or cannon) 7779 190

(3) Bomb wounds (aerial, grenade, 7
booby trap, or mine)• 51 16

()Blast Injuries (bomb, shell,'
or mine)

5) Wounds from secondary missiles • I
6) Burns (petrol, flash, flame-

thrower, phosphorus, etce.) 82
(7) Others

Total.

fe.Number of deaths by-primary and secondary causess

Lao V (HE) Lung and liver
"
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Seotion 3 - Professional Servioes

With the resumption of the offensive beginning on 8, November. there
was an expeoted inorease in total battleoaImfaltise. The number in-
oreased from 3,5% in Ootober to 13, 0 in November. However, in.addi-
tion to this total for November. whioh involves aotual wounds and/or
burns, there were during the month 4.587 oases of trnoh'foot, almost
all of whom were evaouated to the Communioations Zone.

SThe peroent of deaths to total dispositions from all oauses in.
Third U. S. Armymedioal installations during this month vas one per-
oent, representing a very slight inorease over the previous month.
2. S r ..

Of the 13,406 battle oasualtis admitted during the month the num-
ber of serious injuries totalled 2,928 and slightly injured 10,478 men.

The addition of 4,587 oases of trenoh foot to the total number of
battle casualties did notrefloot an aoourate "total of'all battle Gas-
ualties inasmuoh as many.oases with battle wounds developed this oom-.
plioation beoause of theocold and rain and the fact that because- of
these oonditions it was at times difficult to evacuate oasualties early

•from the battlefteld. With-a oampaign to stress the oamond responsi-
bility in the proper oars of the feet and the prevention of trench
foot, ithe number ,of oasualties from this sourcs was reduoed. It was
tound in regard.to trenoh foot that surglol measures were not of any
grot value and paravertebral blook was found tobe of little use in
those oases where the oondition was *ll established.

I smeo seotions of the front, large+mine fields were enoountered
and this fact was refleoted in em norease in Injuries to the lowerr-extrmitioe, with a higher umber of amputatos bing nosearythan

in O y previous liko perlod. There were 160 amputations of the loweI
ex•trestiel required as against forty-six during the previous month9

A higher
-
inoideno of gas gangrene also ooourred, there being six..

, Hemat,



teenloas e in Otober and forty-eight in November. The majority of
asuch case were present in wounds of the extremities, and the, increase

was .undoubtedly a result of the combination of, factors involving un-
favorable weather and consequent slower evacuation. .

3. Neuropsyohiatry

The incidence of neuropsyohiatriccasualties in ThirdU. S. Army
during the month of November was influenced by several.•factors.. This
Army,' which had swept across France and engaged in prolonged .and static
warfare along the MOSELLE River and before METZ (U-85), now began the,
slow and arduous push from the MOSELLE River to the SAAR and the Ger-
man border. :The weather had become extremely. cold with sleet, snow,,.
and ice. Water crossings were necessary, and the Third U. S. Army had
been unable to obtain enough overshoes to equip it completely. Many
divisions had been in' combat since D-Dayj others since the Third U. S.

.Army became operational on 1 August 194. Each division had instituted
rest areas at the battalion bivouac areas, regimental trainareas, 'or
the division rear, to which tired men were sent for one to three days
to rest and.reequip themselves, AThird U. 8. Army restcenter in
NANCY (U-81) was functioning in a.more than adequate manner for units
of the XII Corps. Soldiers of the line. divisional officers, and nur-
see were being sent for three-day rest periods in PARIS (SwO0) at the,
rate of 50 per month from the Army. Every effort was being made from
the.standpoint of command.to combat cold and fatigue. The combat sol-
dier was supplied with one hot meal or some hot elements with one meal
daily wherever humanly .possible, which resulted in hot foods being
broght to his position after dark. The10th Armored Division was
.placed in the line ready for its first combat. The entire 90th and all

..or'a part of .the 4th and 6th Armored Divisions were placed in reserve
between 1 November and 9 November..

On 8 November and 9 November, Third U. S. Army attacked on a front.
extending from SIERC (Q-09) to a point half-way between NANCY (U-81)
and CHARMES (Z-97). Enemy..opposition was fierce along the entire line,

'.and particularly in-the never-conquered city, of:METZ (U-85) • Casualty
rates pyramided as of 8 November, and by the end of the month of Novem-
bar, the total nonfatal casualties (including diseases) amounted to
36,492., which was an all-time monthly high for this Army.

The incidence of neuropsyohiatric casualties compared to the total.
non-fatal casualties have been for: four months as followes

August 7.4 Percent
September. 10.5 "

• Otober .10.3
November 9.1

-The influx of more than 3b,000 patients in a period of,.thirty days
resulted in shorter .periods of care.at aid stations, clearing stations,
evacuation. hospitals, and the convalescent hospital. Of the 3,338
oeuropsyohiatric casualties, 911 were returned to duty at division
clearing station level, this being somewhat-fewer than'were returned
from the .same level in previous months, This was due to the fact that
clearing companies were highly mobile, frequently moved, and fewer pa-
tients could be held at that level. Evacuation hospitals each received
from 1,100 to 5,900 patients, and the convalescent hospital was, in
many instances, filled to capacity. As a result, only 2,220, or sixty-.
six and five-tenths percent of the neuropsychiatrio casualties were
returned to duty.' The divisions sustained from 2.000 to 4,800 non-
fatal casualtiess however, the neuropsychiatric rate was lower than it
:had been since August.

4e Dental

The three prosthetic dental teams assigned to the 4th Auxiliary
Surgical Group. as well as an additional prosthetic team loaned to'this
Army by the Communications Zone in October, were used throughout Xovem-
.ber in division areas. During this month it was also demonstrated that
.he mobility of these trucks was of a high order and that little work-
Ing time was lost due to movements of division units.

The English. bus-type dental laboratory truck placed on detashec
.service in October with this Army continued to work at the location of
the 1lth Evacuation Hospital in. NANCY (U-81).•

The deptal clinio previously established at the6th Convalescentls
Hospital now consisted of a total of seven dental officers, together
with appropriate .enlisted assistants, Although the .clinic was closed
for an entire week, it processed 156.prosthetic cases, and 461 restor,:

ions were inserted during the month of November, in addition torou".
tine examinations and other treatmets,

During the first week of the month an investigation was made intoI a new anti-oonoussion device being made for personnel in a 155.mm field,
artillery gun battAlion by a dental officer of that unit. Approxi-
mately thirty of these devises had been made and were being tried under

actual firing conditions. Praise for them was: unanimous by ,al indi-viduals whoused them* The devices were being made of dental-y
acrylic, and through a process of suoceessive molds with a dental mater-
ilal were construoted to fit the individual ear.

Facilities were provided in the 32d Medical. Depot Company to co-m-
plete these devices for the. entire field artillery battalion'in order
that a more comprehensive survey could be made concerning the results
that accrued. In order to economize on the time of the men assigned
to the field artillery battalion the impressions of the ears were made
in the battalion, area, were processed in the medical .depot company
laboratory, and the devices were then brought back to the battalion
where they were individually fitted. It was found that when the men
were made readily available in the battalion area it was possible for
the dental officer and his two-assistants to take impressions of the
ears of approximately 100 men in one day. 'Laboratory work necessary
for processing that many.devices required approximately five days. w
Thus it was possible to complete anti-concussion devices for 100 men.~
in six to seven days. or approximately two-weeks for a battalion.

-Dentalclinics at the two medical dopot companies operated for
approximately three weeks duripg the month. One-clinic treated ninety-
five prosthetic cases, and the other clinic 107 prosthetic cases, aom-
pleting the.laboratory work on sixty-two additional cases._--

Approximately five and three-tenths percent of battle casualty.
admissions to hospitals during the .month were maxillo-faial' injuries,
there being a total of 731 such cases. Among these oases there were
seven deaths, or ninety-eight one-hundredths of one percent of the
maxillo-faoial oases admitted.

Following is a Ohart showing the number of dental treatments ac-
complished throughout the Army during the month of Novembers

Strength Reported: 236117
Admissions Routine 11268
Admissions Emergency 2802

.. .sitlings 22091 i "3
Officer Personnel 302
Enlisted Personnel 321
Restorations 12562
Dentures 1479
Gingivitis 806
Gingivitis Treatment '1052 :
Stomatitis,.Vincent's 374
Stomatitis, Vincent's Treatment 7467

5. Voterna,

Inspections were made of forty-four Class I supply points,' five
division ration breakdown areas..five messes and two quartermaster
bakeries.during November. It was again.noted that food usually arrived
at the railhead in.good' condition and that major efforts must be to-
ward the prevention of waste and deterioration after arrival. Inolem-.
ot weather and the sanitary conditions which result, continued to be
the major problem. Dunnage and pauline were the chief means employed
to avoid damage.

Subsequent to the fall of METZ (U-85), approximately 100 %ons of.
carcass fresh beef and twenty 'tons of carcass fresh pork were dis-
covered frozen in the city abattoir which belonged to the civilians.
Getman garrison stores consisted of canned beef. canned corned beef,

.cheese and sardines..This supply was issued to Third U. S. Army troops
after being .carefully inspected. In addition to meat, there was flour$
canned .plums and dehydrated vegetables.

6. Personnel

In response to a letter from the Chief Surgeon, European Theater-,
,of Operations, U. S. Army, recommendations were made to the Chief of
Staff, through the ACof S, G-l, this headquarters, regarding a pro-
posed policy for rotation of Medical Department officers between Com-

munications Zone installations and Army installations. .It was recom-
mended that.five Medical Department officers weekly be recommended for
permanent rotation from this Army based on the.age of the officer, his

:.length of time in his parent unit, length of service in combat, prof-
essional and military qualifications. These officers were to be re-
placed by the Communications &one with officers under thirty-five years
of age and fit for general military service. Emphasis was to be.placed.
on the permanent rotation of Imedical officers from combat units such
as divisions. It was further recommended that two medical officers
.from each 400-bed evacuation hospital, three from the 750-bed evacua.
tion hospital, and six from the auxiliarysurgical group be made avail-
able for temporary rotation to Communications Zone hospitals for a
,sixty-day period onlyi these officers to be replaced temporarily by
medical officers of like professional-qualifications during each sixty.
:a d.period. The above recommendations were incorporated later, in the:

month in an indorsement to the 'letter fomthe Chief Surgeon, European
Theater of Operations, U. S.-Army.

Due to a high rate. of casualties in this Army as a result 'of its
,off ensive commenced on 8 November, it w*s necessary to secure the addi-

_tional .surgical and shook teems-as well as nurses on temporary duty
from general hospitals, mentioned previously in this report.

-Shortages in .edical Corps officers increased from eleven during
the previous month to seventeen by the end of November. Shortages also
Scontinued to exist in Medical ..Administrative .Corps officers, in which
.there was a shortage of'twenty-one at the conclusion of the month.Sine the establishrent of. a pool of ten. nurses assigned to this Army
in October, to be kept at a constant level, tables of organization
shortages did not exist in the Army Nurse Corps. However" as will be
noted from.the above,tables of organization no longer provide adequate
nursing personnel during a period of extended military operation.

During this month a directive was issued to the effect thatiall-
medical units would turn back-all prisoners of war being used as labor
to Advance Section, Communications Zone prisoner of war inclosures
prior to entering Germany. Several hospitals had already turned in
,prisoners of war due to the fact that they were operating close to the
front lines and to the German border. Two quartermaster service com-
panies were placed at the disposal of the Army Surgeon in lieu of pris-
oner of war labor and.their use in hospitals was projected duringthis
month.

Section 4.- Medical Supply

Movements of the Army medical depot companies *were again at a
minimum. On 7 November Advance Section Number 1 -of the 32d Medical
Depot Company opened.in AUMETZ (U-79) to support more closely the troops.
of XX Corps..No other.movements of medical depots occurred.

Delivery of medical supplies by Communications Zone had fallen off
shortly after the middle of October. On 10 November, a'survey was made
and it was-discovered that of 106 tons requisitioned since 13 October
only twenty-two and one-half tons had been received, This was resulting
in a critically short supply of many back-ordered items. During the "
month a total of 238 long tons of medical supplies was actually.deliver-
ed to Army medical depots. However, the majority Of: thesO supplies was
secured by sending Army transportation to the Communications Zone, depots
which involved long trips by forward transportation.

In the middle of the month, 250,000 ccs of typhus vaccine were
secured from Communications ,one medical depots to be. used in typhus
inoculations throughout Third U. S. Army.

Amongother unusual items which were procured were 215 sets of
litter brackets to b used in making litter attachments on jeeps within
Third U. S. Army divisions. These brackets were distributed to medical
detachments of forward elements of divisions, to engineer battalions,
and to other similar units. The Army Engineer made available 300 rolls
of captured *Hessian" matting and these were placed in stock at the 33d
Medical Depot Company for issue to hospitals and air/rail medical evac-
uation holding units for use as flooring. Action was also initiated-
during this month to increase the allowance of pajama suits, winter,
to 1,000 per. evacuation hospital. Also, 4 400 copper sulfate pads were
made Available to each division. These were issued to individual sol-
diers for their protection against white phosphorous burns.

Disproportionate exchanges of blankets were being effected at air
evacuation holding units, Steps were taken during the last week of
November to remedy this situation .and a proper method of exchange we
finally consummated early in the following month through the timely
cooperation of the Supply Division, Office of the 6hief Surgeon, Euro,
pean Theater of Operations. U. S. Army.

'During the month anew plan for delivery of blood to hospitals was
instituted. Under this plan, two blood trucks serviced each corps aone
daily, one of these carrying blood for evaouation hospitals only,and
one for field hospital platoons only. The truck destined for field
hospital platoons would report to the corps medical battalion, a repre-
• sentative of which would accompany and guide the truck to its destina-
tion.. In addition, each corps medical battalion was to keep on hand
thirty or forty pints of blood and several hundred units of penicillin.
Necessary refrigerators for this purpose were authorized to the corps.
medical battalions.

A small quantity of captured medical supplies was found in two
military hospitals and the police hospital in METZ (U-85) toward the
close of the month. A small percentage of this was placed in stock in.
Army medical depots and the rest released to Civil Affairs and Advance

.Section, Communications Eone. A representative of the Medical Intelli.
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2. Venereal Disease Control

The venereal disease rate-reemined high for the first two weeks-:
of-November. However, with: the onset Of heavy fighting beginning- on
8 November a moderate deorease in.the, inoidenoe-of- -venereal: diseasowas
notioeable. During the period the weekly rates varied between 31.61
and 181 per 1.000 per annum. T e average for the periodw8as 24.67

.per 1,000 per annum, based on an average mean strength of 240,288 offi.

. oers mand men.o

Prophylactic stationswere established-in TOUL (U-61), ST NICHOLAS
(U-90), and ESCH (P-70). During the month 13,830 prophylactic treat-
ments were given in Army operated prophylactic stations. The supply
of mechanioal and individual ohemioal-prophylactic units was adequate.

Venereal disease contaut reports were received on 5121 individuals.
The reports showed an increase in the number of oases, of syphilis.
Those reports whioh contained the necessary information for identifi-
nation of the contact were turned over to Civil Affairs and the Provost
Marshal for neoessary aotion.

The praotioe of sending letters to oommanders of units with rates
above 100 per 1,000 per annum was continued.

For a weekly breakdown of figures showing the inoideno .of vener-
.eal disease during the monthof November see Annex XVIII to the Medioal
Seotion report.

. Communinable Diseases

Comunioable diseases continued to nonstitute a minor problem.
Upper respiratory Infeotions showed a sharp seasonal increase.

Diarrheal diseases rose moderately during the fourth and-fifth
,weeks of the period. No single factor was responsible and there was
no olinical or baoteriologioal evidenoe of a new disease entity such as
"virus diarrhea" as was reported by the First and Ninth U. S. Armies.
Investigations V(ohemioal and laboratory) revealed that most of the
oases were of bacillary origin or due to food poisoning. It was felt
that lowered sanitation standards under diffioult nonditions .of active
combat and onusumption of unauthorized food, drink and water were re-
sponsible for the Inorease. No speoifio outbreaks ooourred, the oases
being uniformly spread throughout Third U. S. Army.

A detailed breakdown of statistics on communicable diseases in
November will be found in Annex XVIII of the Medical Section report.

4-. Medical oords

Toe totalnumber of reoords and reports processed during the month,
reached a. new high of i4.45O. Their quality and promptness of rendi-
tion ,continued to Improve.

5Non-battlInjuies

Th.erate. in this emtsvor'w-Inceased to -4!5 oar I".000.ue anm

Wy. infections and tren

Total

Differences -between the figures given above and those shown in
Annex XVIII to.the Medical Section report are due tO the fact that the
latter are based on reports from the respective organizations in which
the oases ooourred. cLater hanges in diagnoses acounts for the. fact-
that the above figures reflect a greater number of oases, being based
on reports from evacuation agencles.

6. Army Medical Laboratory Service

The 7th Medical Laboratory continued to operate throughout the
month in two sections as follows$

Seotion. I - SAMPIGNY (U-32)
Section II.- NANCY (u81)

There were 8,177 tests'performed during the month, or 349 les
than the tests performed in October. This represented only a five.percent drop from the peak load and was surprisingly small considering
the mobile state. of the. tactioal situation. The total remained well
over the estimated capacity of an Army Medical Laboratory of 6,000
tests per month.

The above total of tests, by section performing them is broken
down belows

USE LASORATORY'SECTIONS NO. OF TESTS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL

Serology 5226
Bateriologv 11 10 13#.

Problems from insects and rodents were at a minimum during the
month.-Only a few instances of bedbug infestation were encountered
and .jrompt correction was effected through the use of DDT preparationse

Garbage and refuse disposal presented few problems. Authorized.
military dumps were established in areas having a concentration of
troops.

-A shortage of overshoes which was acute during the month of Octo-
ber was corrected during November to a great extent.

During the month there were sporadic cases of. diarrhea, but a def-
inite total reduction over the previous month. In no instance could
the cases be proven-attributable to a specific cause. In two instances
frozen fowl was suspected, and in one instanoe discrepancies in water
discipline and mess sanitation were indicated. Steps were taken in
every instance to reemphasize sanitation in all its'phases. The sum-
mary of analyses of water samples from engineer water points showed
further gratifying improvement in the potability of the water produced,
Hon-potable samples dropped from twelve percent in October to six per-
cent of those examined in November. General applications of the modi-
fied method of operating water purification units projected in October
was in actual effeot in Army, Corps and Division engineer units during
November.

Representatives of the Office of the Chief Surgeon and the Office
of the Chief Engineer, European Theater-of Operations, visited the area
to investigate the modified water treatment policy in effect throughout

Third Uo S. Army. The methods employed were favorably considered -for
adoption throughout .the Europea Theater of Operations.

CHAPTER 7
DECEMBER OPERATIONS

J. S. Army;in an easterly direction
and constant preparation for a major

Oa onsequent disposition of medical
Relentleeif. efforts in regard to the
,ot and frostbite) on the part of the
Lits results and decreases in this type

for the first time, Third U. S. Army overrac Germin
contained a mixture of Allied prisoners of war and
personnel. The medioal care of these abandoned per-
siok or wounded becme the responsibility .of the Medi-
Sinoe there was a high percentago of morbidity among
1 Department assumed responsibility for a large proper-
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Late in the month, the movement of. medical units to the north., in
order to-support the attaok of the Third U, S. Army on the southern
f lank of the-ARDENNES bulge, .was achieved with a speed as inoredible
as the shift of-the combat elements involved.

The details' of all of the above circumstances will be found below
in this chapter.

.Section 1' Organization of the Medical Section.

There was no change in the physical organizational setup of the
,,Medical..Section dring this month.

Shortly after the breakthrough of the Germans in the ARDENNES area__
an officerL from this section.was placed on temporary' duty with Head-
quarters III Corps, and one with Headquarters VIII Corps-for liaison .

purposes. This action was necessitated by the fact that operations
were somewhat nebulous during the first few days, and were also init-
ially being carried on at a considerable distance from the location of
this headquarters.

Four enlisted men from Lthe Modioal-Section were furnished'for
training as riflemen. These men were not'replaced in the section.

Section 2 - prtin

1. Training.

One officer, each, from :the 65th and 66th Medical Groups attended
the-course on *Information and Education! offered by Headquarters Euro-
pean. Theater of Operations at Cite Universitaire, PARIS (S-04). Re-
quests were also submitted during the month to the AC of S, G-3 for
•allotment.to medical units of a proportionate share of future quotas
for attendance at other courses to be held at the Army Information-
EducationStaff School.

officers and nurses of the 65th LField Hospital wereplacedon
.temporary duty with various hospitals for orientation purposes The
65th Medical Group, was given the responsibility of training this unit.

2. LEvacuation

Yffhen the III Corps became operational on 6 December with the mis-
sion of mopping up in METZ (U-85), the 66th Medical Group assumed the
responsibility for medical evacuation of this corps, in addition
to its responsibility for evacuation of XX Corps. This was possible
due to the fact that the latter corps was assigned a front on the SAAR
River, stretching roughly from SAARBUEG (L-11) to SAARBRUCKEN (Q-47)9
although the former had not yet been approached closely. The sector
surrounding METZ (U-85),covered by III Corps was geographically in
the rear of this area; and the 66th Medical Group, which was located
in METZ (U-85) was in an admirable position to *combine evacuation of
both corps. By 15 December. the reduction of all isolated forts at
METZ (U-85) had been'completed, and III Corps'was assigned a sector
on the SASR.River front to the south of XX Corps, and responsibility.
for its evacuation was at that time takenover by the 65th Medical
Group, located at MXIHSNGE (Q-23). A corps medical battalion had
been attached to III Corps prior to its commencement of operations,
consisting of Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment. 182d Medical
Battalion, 414th Medical Collecting Company, and the 606th Clearing
Company. This battalion was later augmented by the attachment of the
467th Medical Collecting Company. On 22'December, the 606th Clearing
Company was relieved by the 624th Clearing Company..

Exciting days prevailed for this Army beginning 20 December, when
it was given the mission of bringing pressure on thq southern flank
of the Gerrmn bulge in the ARDENNES area to crush the German counter-
offensive. The III Corps moved north to the vioinity of ARLON (P.62),.
and became operational in the area north of that point on 20 December.
XII Corps followed two days later, moving to the vicinity of LUXEM-
BOURG CITY. (P-81). The 65th Medical Group continued to support both
of these corps during the movement of the corps and their ,units, as-
tablishing its own headquarters at ESCH (P-70). .

' VIII Corps was established west of III Corps, and was being evac-
uated by the 64th Medical Group. This corps was assigned to Third
U. S. Army, effective 21 December. The 64th Medical Group was not
actually assigned by order until 26 December, but continued to evac-
uate this corps, except that it was relieved of the responsibility
of evacuating the evacuation hospitals in its area. The latter func-
tion was assumed by the 69th Medical Group, which moved north to ESCH
(P-70). Close cooperation between the 64th and 65th Medical droups
during this period resulted in smooth evacuation in situations where

the'division of responsibility was not always clear.
.Units attached to the 64th Medical Group,, in s of..II... •ia support of VIII "

Corps, included the followings

Eq& Hq Dt, 170th Med Sn 595th Amb Co, Mtr
Hq&Hq-Det, 240thMed

B
n 623d. Clearing Compa-y

580th Amb Co, Mtr .. ,dFieldHospital,
581st Amb Co, Mtr 107th Evac Hosp"(SM)
590th AmbCo, .Mtr l1Oth Evac Hosp (SM)

An.unusual problem developedas .a result of the isolation-at B&S-
TOGNE.(P-55) of thelOlst Airborne Division and elements of the.9th
and 10th Armored Divisions.: Evacuation.of casualties from these for-
ces was not possible for a period of about six days; and, asa result
of the-capture of the medical company of the lOlst Airborne Division,
the units isolated were supported essentially by first echelon medical
personnel, only. 'Intensive liaison activity by representatives of the
Army Surgeon and of the. II.I and VIII Corps Surgeons, under particularly
difficult conditions, early established the fact that approximately
.1,000 casualties were present in BASTOGNE (P-515), who would require
third echelon medical care when the breakthrough to that: town was com-
pleted. As an initial step, medical supplies were dropped to the be-:
sieged forces on 23, :24, and 25. December. ' Meanwhile, alternate plans
were developed for the provision of third echelon medical care, as well
as evacuation in the event that the breakthrough by the 4th Armored
Division and the 80th InfantryLDivision occurred on:any given day.
The former aspect will be discussed below under the heading, 0SurgerY".The brewkthrough actually occurred on 26 DecemberL and on the following
day, 652 of the 1,150 casualties

•
in the town were evacuated by units of.the 64th Medical Group.""

To support the*101st Airborne.Division and its attached units, a
provisional medical battalion was formed. It included the Headquartersand Headquarters Detachment, 436th Medical Battalion, the 49th Medi-
Cal Collecting Company,. and Company 1A, 92d Medical Gas Treatment Bat-
talion. These units were gathered from their various and distant loca-
tions and dispatched to the vicinity of BASTOGNE (P-55) on 27 December.
The first two units mentioned were relieved of this .attachment on 31
December, and Company "A of the 92d Medical Gas Treatment Battalion
continued-.its mission of operating a clearing company for the relieved
forces until transfer of that division, early in Janury, to the Sev-
enth U.S. Army. 

"

To regulatecasualty flow to hospitals supporting VIII, III, and
XII .Corps the 64th Medical Group established an ambulanoe regulating
post at VIRTON (P-4-1), and the 65th Medical Group establi-shed -similar
posts 'at ARLON (P-61) and.at LUXEMBOURG CITY (0"81).

'The 69th Medical:Group, assisted by ambulance -companies of the.
Advance.Section, Comunications Zone,continued its mission of evaoua-
ting Army hospitals. Advance Section, Communications Zone..gradually.
assumed responsibility for evacuation of a total of five evacuation. .

hospitals, as well as the provisional hospital operated by the 92d.
Medical .Gas Treatment. Battalion at THIONVILLE (U-88). In addition,:
Advance Section, Communications Zone, furnished ambulance service to
all medical holding units supporting this Armye.L

The movement of Army medical troops to the southern flank of the
.bulge constituted a transportation achievement comparable to that of
the mass movement of armor and infantry units to.the same. point. Move-
ment was acoomplished by infiltration, and generous credit is due to'the respective Sections of G-. and G-4 of this headquarters, without
whose cooperation the achievement would not have been attained.

Four new medical collecting companies (the 413th, 460th,467 th,
and 487th) and two new clearing companies (the 606th and 64th) arrived
in the Army area during the month. At the end of this period, there
.were still four medical collecting companies and one clearing company
assigned by order to Third U. S.-Army which had not yet arrived..

On. 26 December, the.606th Clearing Company was attached to the
64th Medical Group, which had its headquarters at SEDAN (P-25). The
platoons of this clearing company were subsequently employed to oper-
ate two Army clearing stations west of the MEUSE River in support of
.tactical units, which included the 17th Airborne Division then pro-
tecting that. river. This constituted the first orthodox use of an
Army clearing company'since Third U.S..Army became operational. Pa.
tients from these clearing platoons were evacuated directly to the
178th General Hospital (a Communications Zone unit) located at REIMS
(V-O). Prior to the assignmept of this mission to the 606th Clearing
Company, the evacuation df the 17th Airborne Division and the lth
Armored Division in this area had been provided by tywo provisional
clearing companies formed from a Communications Zone hospital located
in REIMS (V-05). e

The Army air/rail medical evacuation holding unit, operated by

SERE

the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion,-was located throughout themonth at TRIONVILLE (U-88). The unit openedat this location o 6
-December, and two days- later railroad facilities, &s well as air evac-
uation, became available at that point. During the month, 1,71 pa-

.• tiOnts were evacuated from this unit by air. This represented-a min-
ority of those evacuated, but wasa considerable increase over the
month of November. It was also accomplished' during a- period marked
by snows and murky weather* .When the axis of the Army turned north,-he ar/rail medical evacuation holding unit was still in an excellent

position to support the hospitals.

Advance Section, Communitations Zone continued to operate an air/
rail evacuation holding unit at ETAIN (U-47) and NANCY (U-81). The-
latterunit, # however, had only rail evacuation facilities available.
An additional field hospital' of Advance Section, Comunications Zone.
moved to NANCY (0-81) early in December, and operated-an auxiliary-
rail evacuation-holding unit until the end of the month when it was
closed and prepared for movement to the north.

A total of24,092 patients wereevacuated from Third U.U S. Army

during the month. In addition to the 1,741 evacuated by air, 12,8
were evacuated by road to Advance Section', Communications Zone medical
holding units, or to general hospitals, and 9,16 were evacuated by

rail..

The locations of evacuation faoilitieethroughout themonth are,
shown in Annex XIX to the Medical Section report.

3-. HositaliZation

The attachment of field hospitals and their platoonsremained.
rather stable until art 1 Decembers The 65th FieldHospital arrived
in the Army area early in the month, and was attached to the 65th Med-
ical Group for orientation purposes.

:The Mass movement of divisions which occurred after the third
week of the month resulted in considerable changes in the.attachment
of field hospital platoons. Some of the platoons accompanied thediv-
isions to which they were attached on all. movements, but others re-
• mained behind. to support new divisions. One platoon, the 3d Platoon,
of the 60th Field Hospital, completed the following odyssey of attach-
ments during Decembers XII Corps, III Corps, XX Corps, XII Corps and*.
III Corps., At the end of the month, the following attachments of field
hospitals were in effectS

III Corps XX Corps

16th Fld Hosp 1st Plat. L30th Fld 
H o

sp 2d Plat,30th Fld Hosp-:

2d Platt 59th Fld Heep* L3d Plat, 30th Fld.Hosp 3d Plat, 59th Fld Hosp
3d Plat, 60th Fld Hosp 2d Plat, L2d Fld:Hosp .L"L

2d Plat, 60th Fld Hasp

64th Medical•Group 65th Medical Group 69th Medical Group

let Plat,-42d Fld Hosp .65th Fld Hosp 1st Plat,59th Fld Hoap
3d Plat, '2d Fld Hosp.
lst Flat, 60th Fld Heap.

The Ld Field Hospital was assigned to Third U'. S. Army concurrent-
ly.with the assignment of VIII Corps, and its various units.. It had-
been attached to the 64th Medical Group, and was supporting the divi-L

sions of VIII Corps at the time of the German Lounteroffensive. The
first platoon was in support of the 28th Infantry Division at WILTZ
(P-75) with twenty-two non-transportable patients on hand. 'On 18 Dec-
ember, trunks were obtained and the bulk of the equipment and .personnel
of this platoon was removed to BASTOGNE (P-55)L. However, two officers,
including the platoon comnder, and sixteen enlisted men of the pIa-
toon, plus one general surgioal team (minus nurses) from the I3d Aux-
iliary Surgical Group remained with the non-transportable patients.
All of these personnel were captured. On the following day. the re-'.
maining personnel were removed from BASTOGNE (P-55), but it was nec-
oessary to leave the equipment behind. The third platoon of this hos-
pital was in support of the 106th Infantry Division at ST VITH (P-8)."
On 17 December, the majority of the personnel withdrew, and on the
following day all patients and remaining personnel, except two enliated
men, left to guard the equipment, withdrew from ST VITH (P88). The
equipment and two enlisted men were also presumed to have been captured.

In general, field hospital platoons were employed in accordance
with past procedure. Through the use of holding units, consisting of
a headquarters and station platoon of a medical collecting company, it
was possible to free these platoons for ear'ier movement in support
of division clearing stations when the latter displaced forward.

An innovation in the use of a field hospital in•Third U. S. Army
was the employment in the latter part of the month of the 6 th Field
Hospital. as a single units This hospital actually opened on 31 Dece.m

Med,
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Two additional evacuation-hospitals became Third U. S. Army units
durin the moth. The 107th Evacuation Hospital, located. in the vioin-
ity of CLERVAUX (P-86) on 16 December was closed and prepared to move.
The 110th Evacuation Hospital was. open at ESCH (P-70) .and remained
there:throughout.themonth. The 107th Evaouation Hospital uwas required
in a period of seven. days to make threeretrorade movements and was
located during this period at LIBIN (P-25), CARLSBOURG (P-04) and at
SEDAN (P-25). This hospital, in. an eighty-two-hour period at LIBIN
(P-25) admitted 784 patients and performed 326 surgical operations.
There were.400 patients in the hospital when the next move became 'nec-
essary., In a space of :three hours, 300 patients were loaded in ambu-
lances for evacuation to the 130th General Hospital at CINEY (P-19)..
Several timesl during. this period the hospital was directly in the line
of advance of theenemy forces and hasty departures were in order.., .On
the move from LIBIN (P-25). it was necessary to leave. a volunteer de-
taoment of five cfticers and fifty enlisted men with the remaining

patients and equipment.+ However,: all the personnel and the greater
part of the equipment were recovered later.

The.6th Convalescent Hospital was reopened early in Deoember at.
ST MIwIEL(U-44) With a capacity of 1,500 beds. 'It opened in ZINNING
(Q-15) on 15 December. Due to subsequent changes in.the tactical sit-
uation after 16 December, .the location at ZIMMING (Q-15) became- far
from ideal, and a new site was selected at MOULINS-LES-MTZ (U-85) in
the vicinity of METZ (U-85). By the end of the month, the unit 'com-
pleted its movement to the new location, but had not yet opened.

An analysis of wounded hospitalized in the month Of December is

shown belows

a.. Number of wounded admitted "direct" (i.e.,, not by transfr)s

(1) Uo.S. Army Troops 11495
(2) British Army Troops7--
(3) French. Army Troops
(4) -, U. S. Navy and Marine Corps I
(5) Sritish and.FrenchNavy0

s(6) Enemy Foroes Personnel . W7
(7) Civilians
(8)Others

.Notes; Allofthe following in b through f pertains to U. So.Army

ication of wounds.

soifi cation of wounds s

burnss

ToUl

deaths by priary,

nd Abdomen
Lumbar .Vertebrae
:8 and .Chest

FCC (Shell)-Skull
FCC (Shell) Skull
Pen (Shell) Left Arm
Pen WH (Shell) Chest
Conoussion (HS) Cerebral,
FCC Skull
FCC Right Illun
Pen W-Nock
Pen i .Chest through. Diaphragn
Pen W Buttook
Pen W LowerAbdomen
Pen W Abdomen
GSW FCC. Skull
Pert WiAbdomen
Pert 051 Abdomen
Pen-m (HE) Abdomen

+Pen T GSW Abdomen
Pen W (H) Thigh,
Pert GSW Chest

-Pert GSW Chest.

Lao T (mine) Buttooks
Burn lst & 2d .Degree Generalised
Lo. Ti Abdomn and-Liver
Perf GSW Left Thigh

.FCC Right Femur
Pen. TAbdomen and Both Legs.
Pen YH Abdomen. Pert or Jejunum.

Colon and Bladder
Pert Chest..
Pen vi Skull .

Pen W Butt.ocks:
pen 'vIBrain.

Pen VW Brain..

rhage
~oiis,. .
onia . .

and I
and E
and I
and

and I

and I

oia

Hemorrhage :3
Hemorrhage 1I
Hemorrhage: 2:
Hemorrhage 2
oracis' I.+
alysisRerve 1
1 Cord
Hemorrhage 1

Hemorrhage- 1.
Hemorrhage ,3

1

Hemorrhage 2
y Failure and-l 1

de and Rem.- 8

and' Shock .1

Perf TWight Buttocks PO uaorum IPerf. W.Arm. and-Head, FCC. Skull
.Traumatic -Amp Left Leg

oPen W-.(HE) Lower Extremities"-
FCC GSW Skull
FCC (HE) Mandible
Pen W (H) Nook and Shoulder
Pen TW.(HE) Arm and Thi gh

Pen iW. (HE) Lower Extremity
Perf. W G S Abdomen
FC UWS (MG) Skull
FCC Crushing (Vehicle) Skull
Perft& Pen K (HE) Lower Extrem-

Itles., Chest and Fane
Pen and Perf W..(S Mine) Lower

Extremities
PenW GW, Abdomen, Lao Kidney,
Pen . (HE) Upper and Lower

Extremities
Pen Ti FCC Skull
Perf W Abdomen, Colon, and
Kidney

Pen IT. Buttooks, Avulsive Type
Perftvi Forearm, FCC-Radius and

Ulna,
Traumatic Amp Hand, FCC Humerus
Pen W MW Chest (Suoking)

' Pen I MExtremities with
FCC Femur

Prt fvLoin through Abdomen
and Kidney

Pen.W Chest Lao Spinal Cord
and FCC Dorsal Spine

Pen i Chest, Spinal'Injury,
Complete Paralysis and
Anesthesia

Perf-W Nook with Cord Lesion
Pert Ti Nook with Transeotion

.Spinal Cord
Asphyxia, due to Aspiration of

Vomitus .
Pen W (HE) Chest

Peni:W (HE) Abdomen, Lao of
Spleen Diaphragm-

Pen Ti Lower Lumbar
Perf "* Arm, -Pen W Chest
FCC Skull, Occipital Region
Pen W, Chest. and Bank
Pen W, Abdomen, Contused U
Foot

P orft Upper Arm, Pen Ti Thig
and Abdomen

Pert . Stomach and Bank

't Hand,

Pulmuaiepatic.

Pulmonary Edema
Hemorrhage and

.umremia
Pulmonary Edem

Shook
Shook
Shook and Hemorrhage

Pulmonary Embolism
Shook and Hemorrhage,
Shook and Hemorrhage

:Progreesive Anoria and SI

Paraplegia-

-Shook and Hemorrhage

Myl itis8

Hemorrhage and -Shock 1Peritonitis and Shook

Sub-hepatio Aboess, Poeumo a. 1

2

Shook .
Anuria and Uremia 1

Anuria.and Urela

Anuria and Uremia 1
Shook 1
Gas Gangrene 1
Surgioal.Shook 1

r PeritonitisShook
Shock
Shook

Shock
-Shock
PSlmonary Ed

Shock+
•Shock .



Pen W (Shell) Traumatic Amp Shook1
Right.Leg

(Shell)Lower..Extremities: Hemorrhage and Shook:. 6
10. (Shell) Chest .Pneumonia and Peritonitis i .1
Pen N (Shell) Head; Shook .7
Perf W (Shell) Thigh Acute.Dilation of Heart I
Perf W (Shell) Lower . Extremi- Pulmonary Embolsm . 1

ties
Perf GSW Chest Meningitis, Pneunoooocio 1
Traumatio Amp (Shell) .Left Leg Pulmonary Edema 1
Pert -GS Chest Pulmonary Edema- 3
Pen W (Shell)Head Cerebral Edem 1
Traumatio Amp (Shell) Right Leg.Shook1 1
M (Shell) Upper -and Lower Ex- Shook2
tremities

..Extensive.W: (Shell) Left Thigh 'Shook 1
Pen W (Shell) Head Pneumonia I
Pen W (Shell):Chest Pulmonary EdemaI
Pen W.(Shell) Lower Extremi- Pulmonary Embolism 3

ties
MR GSW Lumbar. Spine Meningitis AouteGeneralized 1
Perf: GSW-Chest Pulmonary Edma.
GSU Lower Leg Gas-Gangrene.-. 1
Pen V(Shell) Abdomen Pulmonary 2
Pen w (Shell) Traumastis Amp of:
Both Legs

Pen GSU Abdomen Pulmonary Infarot 1
Pen -(Shell) FC Skull. Cardiao Failure
MR Pen (Bomb) Chest,
Pen W Chest and Abdomen.- Hemothorax ,
FCC Uppergemur, Pen WAbdomen Shook.and Uremia 1
Perf w Right Epigastrium, Lao 1

Liver and Spleen
Pen U Abdomen, Large Perfof Hemorrhage and Peritonitis 5
,:Asoending Colon
Perf W Head, FCC .Skull 6
FCC, Skull, Herniation of BrainL"
Pen .HChest Massive Pulmonary Hemorrhage 6'
M Pon Abdomen,.Intraperiton- Shook 5

:Pen WChest (Sucking), Respiratory Failure 2
Pen 'W Neek, Lam of Carotid Hemorrhage 1
Artery

g. Number of transfusionsof.

(1) Fresh 'Whole Blood
(2) Stored Blood
(3), Dry Plasma I
() Other Blood Substitutes

he' Number of units of Penioillin Administereds 3,986,221,000

i.. Number of Amputations,

(1) Upper Extremity 115
(2) Lower Extremity . . . .

j l umber of.,oases showing clinical evidenoe of Gas Gangrenes
(1). U. S..Army

(2) Others

k. -Number of woundeA evaounted to other hospitals.

(1) U. S..Army 8595
(2) Others

Looations of hospitals during Deoember:will befound in Annex XX

to'the Medioal Seotion report.

,.4 Additional Temporary Medical Servioe

The 69th'Medical Group provided medical oareand evacuation for
three groups of Allied military prisoners reoovered during the month at-

..(Qo16), CUTAL (Q-26) and SAMOGEMINES (Q-55)- On 13
December, the Commandig Offioer, 69th Medioal Groqp assumed oommand of
the amp at DENTING ... There were approximately 800 Russian and
Italian prisoners at CREUTIWALD (Q-26), about 110 being, bedridden,.eighty.fiv.percent of these w ithnutritional deficiencies. At SARRE-
.GUSMIX3S(Q-55) there were 100 prisoner patients who required immed-

iate.evanuation .because the prisoner of war enolosure was under enemy.
artillery fire.. Arangemuents were made to evacuate these patients tothe th uton spital atMET (U-5), the 94th Medical Ga
Treatment Battaliop at THIONVILLS (U-86).. The bedridden patients at

.UTZAD (Q.. ....wret.a.erre. to the osmp at DETING (Q.,1
6

) hioh
ans: being operated*asamedioal inetallatloq Arrangements. were .one-

arrlved safely.

lients were, therefore, reti
1 medical evacuation holdil
Lsalties.:•:- ::

Section 3 - Professional Servioes

1.

.frostbite- admitted to all division, corps, and Army clearing sitations .
during this month. Approximately 600 qases were returned to duty at

.learing station level, and an additional estimated 300 oases'returned
to duty from hospitals.

Based on total dispositions from all causes.in Third .U. S.-Army
.medical installations,-there was a:moriality rate: of. one. percent dur-
ing this month.'

.2. Surer

As will be seen from the above figures, the surgical services of
Army hospital units were extremely busy in'Deoember. The :fact.that
only 314 deaths occurred among the total battleocasualties mentioned
.above refleots a high degree of experience and skill attained by the
entire Army Medical'Servioe.

A study 7of the detailed statistics presented in the paragraph
deotdto

5
ospitalization!'in Section 2 of thisa report reveals an

interesting breakdown of these figures according to regions of the
,body aiff eoted e The largest group comprises wonds ,of the extremities
and involves 6,625 cases, or approximately sixty percent of the total
battle casualties. Of. these cases, LOnly fif ty, died, and the great-
majority of the remaining cases will eventually return to duty. It is
in this salvage role that the Army evacuation hospital Is doing Its
greates3t service in the present war. However,Lthe. low mortality rate
in the entire Army is a great acompihet adi #eul facm
bination ,of the efforts of all medical personnel, from the battalion
Aid station on back to the rearmost hospital.

mortality rates were as low %a any in'mlitary history., The *fig..
urswihsupport this conclusion are shown belows.

MORTALITY
TYPE OF WOUND NUMBER NUMBER OF DEATHS RATE

Wounds of the Abdomen 55982l,
Chest Injurie s . 1129 70 .

Head Injuries 787- 7710
Gunshot. Wounds Of the Spine 213 6 2,89
Wiounds of the* Buttooks 561 11l 2%
Burns 137 1 .7%

One of the epics of this war was the MRanificent stand of th
1steAirborneivision, together with Ione combat corand each of the
9teand 10th ArmoredDivisions,eat BASTOGNE (P-55).where they were
out off for approximtely ten days, until the 4th Armored Divisionand
the 80th Infantry Division brokeinto the pocket to relieve them. When
thes divisions were cut off,, they were completely without surgioal
personnel. The only medical personnel available to them were, o .in the
various medical detachments of the divisionusconcerned. These medical'
oficers were equipped neither with experience'nor instruments for
major surgical prooscures.

Outside of the pocket a field hospital platoon, withsurgical
team attached, was held in readiness to rush into the besieged town
as soon as a corridor was establisohed, In addition, another field
hospitalplatoon with its surgioal teams was a set ujust outside the
encircling ring to cars for those casualties which could be transported
out after relief of the forces.. Other measures taken are described in
Section 2 of -the Medical Section repor tunder'the sub-section devoted
to "Evacuation'.

With the relief of the forces not yet established, a general sur-
geon flew Into BASTOGNE (P-55) by liaison, plaus on 25 December. ,Oni

tefollowing day three more general surgeons, An orthopedic surgeon,
4A Anesthetist, and t our enlisted technicians were flown in by gl$der.
I" both cases, enemy fire was encountered, but all personnel au..their

rone, .trrivLL.cw ils mo icaiUrL ,.were completely exhausted. The
general surgeon who had flown. in by :liaison plane had set' up an: opr-
ating room in thesmall adjoining room. All easualties other- than the
most seriously -wounded were soattered throughout the town in nellars,
basements, and other buildings.' In the garage there was no heat, and.
there was* only one light in the larger room.

.::.The: supply of blood was very low, as most 'of the oontainers hadbeen broken when dropped by paraohute on the previous daye However,
the supply of plasma was plentifulo. The garage had apparently been
thesits of.a field hospital that had hastily withdrawn prior to en-.
oiroiement.' Part of the hospital equipment had been left.behindo.An
,operating lainp and an autoolave were available. The surgical teams
whioh.had flown in hadon handallthe.surgioal Instruments necessary.
to go into immediate operation.

Within one and one-htlf hours,all the patients in the.garage were
carefullytriaged by the-surgloal teams. Those oases that required'immediate surgery wereaelected, and priority for surgery was thereby
established. Four operating tables were set up in the small room by
planing litters on tables..Two.anesthetists, one of-whom had accom-
panied the surgical teams, and the other-of whom wasa battalion aid
station surgeon with the lOth Armored Division, alternated between
the .operating tables. The medical officers from the 101st Airborne
Division medical detaohments provided medioal'oare for those patients
in the large room..Operations were begun by 261830, and oontinued
throughout the night until the following noon..

Concurrent with. the arrival of relief on 27 December, which in-celuded-twenty-three ambulanoes of-the 64th Medical Group,,atruckload.
of blood also arrived early in the afternoon..After a few hours' rest,
the surgeons were back at work. With the evacuation of-part of the
casualties, the situation was-greatly alleviated. The hospital was
'then organised into a pre-operative andpost-operative section with a
consequent improvement.-in the post-operative oare. The surgeons again
operated throughout the entire night until the following afternoon
(28.Deoember), when all patients were evacuated and a field hospital
platoon (lst Platoon, 6th Field Hospital) went into operation in the
area. In all, fifty major operations were performed, with only three.
post-operative deaths oocurring.

..During this.period, bombing and shelling of the hospital.area8was
intermittent..On the night of 27 December, a bomb landed near the
hospital and blew in the door of thehospital room,.and considerable
plaster fell from.the ceiling.:For a time,.operations had to be con-
tinued by flash light.

The services of three Belgian women.were secured to assist in the
care of the wounded..Mo drapes or gowns were available, and steriletowels were used about the wounds. The woUnds of the patients were
.from two to eight days old,.with the average case about three days old.

Mortality rates were gratifyingly lowin spite.of.the handicaps
.enoountered. It is noteworthy that casualties in'the BASTOGNE (P-55)
area-are included in the figures quoted in the beginning of this sec-
tion.

3. Neuropsyohiatry

During the first week of December,,slow but :steady advances were
continued until Third U. S. Army-was disposedfalong the.SAAR River and
within the boundries of Germany alongthat river ona front of sixty
miles. SAARLAUTESE (Q-28) and SARREGU INES (Q-55) were taken.. •

Enemy resistance was, at all times, stiff, and our casualties
high. It had been the experience of this Army that a taotioal situa-.
tion which included severe artillery fire from the enemy, resulting;in.
more or less pinning down our own'troops, usually resulted ina higher
.neuropsyohiatric rate. A-slight increase'during the first two weeks..
of December was therefore to. be expeoted. By the end of the second
week the situation again became somewhat static, and at the end of the
third week, Third U. S. Army divisions were drawn from-their positions
and moved rapidly northward.. The number of neuropsyohiatric cases,therefore, evened itself off and resulted, for the entire month, in a
percentage less than that which oocurred during the previous month.

The figures0for the month of December revealed that there were
33,222 non-fatal casualties, which was a reduction over those suffered
in November. Of-these. 2,587 were neuropsychiatric cases, or. seven
an seven-tenths percent of the total non-battle oasualties. Seventy,
five percent of.these were returned to duty from either division clear-
ing station or hospital level.
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A survey revealed that from 1 August to 31 December, there had.-

been 139,893 total admissions. to medical installations from all causeS.

Eight and niae-tenths percent of these, or 12,512, were admitted for
neuropsychiatricreasons. No other Allied Army reports a neuropsyohi-
atric inoidence as low over-a similar. period. of the 12,512 neuro-
.psychiatric .cases,. 8,811. were returned to duty, either from a division
or similar clearing :station level, or from Army hospitals. Of the-

3,701 cases which were not returned to duty, but were-evacuated from.
the Army area, psyohoses, epilepsy,. constitutional psyehopathicostates,
mental deficiencies, and chronic progressive neurological diseases

.constituted the primary causes.

4.Dental

-The dental service for the month of December followed much.the

same,:course :as it did in November.. In spite "of difficulties attending
the movement of troops as they advanced into the SAAR region during
the first, two weeks, and the subsequent.major movements of unit& north-

wd -into LUXEMBOURG to the southern flank -of the ARDENNES bulge during

the latter part of the month, more dental treatments were accomplished. ,

:than during the month of November. :A chart showing the breakdown of
:these.treatments follows, ..

Strength (Reported)- ---- 280670
Admissions, Routine'- 5.993 "
Admissions, Emergency--,.-- 3604
Sittings Given------- --- -27975
Officer Personnel -------------'391
Enlisted"Personnel------------404
Restorations------------"--18721'
Dentures--------------------1701
Gingivitis --------------- 1164
Gingivitis Treatments------ i614 .
Stomatitis V-------- -------- 329
Stomatitis Treatments----- 8.01

!The .processing of acrylic anti-concussion devices had been fur-.
ther refined so that they were ,morecomfortable and more effective
than before. Previously, the thickness and size.of these devices had
resulted in their bumping against the helmet during strenuous exertion
by the wearer. Another ohange.in the device consisted of shortening
the part which fits in the meatus of the ear. This improvement allow-
eda longer column of air between the device and the eardrum, and
offered greater protection against the shook wave produced by the blast
effect of heavy artillery, which normally causes damage to the inner
ear. With improvements also made in the design of flasks and presses
used-in the.processing of the devices, together with the production of
a smaller size, it. was possible to speed up theprocessing to the
..point where the production could be completed for the firing-personnel
of an entire battalion, consisting of approximately 175 officers and
enlisted men, within ten days..

The percentage of maxillo-faoial injuries to the total casualties
admitted to hospitals during the month was six and nine-tenths percent,
there being a total of'803 such cases. Three deaths occurred as the,
result of maxillo-faoial injuries, constituting thirty-seven one-hun-
dredths of one percent of all maxillo-facial cases admitted during
December*

,5. Veterinary

Inspections were made of twenty-one Class I supply points, four
division ration breakdown areas, ten messes, and one quartermaster
bakery, Some improvement was noted-in the proper utilization of dun-
nage. Sanitary conditions were also better, due. to the advent of
freezing weather, with a consequent diminis4ing in the mud. The prob-
lem of fresh supplies freezing, however, arose during. December and
caused some difficulty.

On 10 December 2,500 pounds of fresh beef was inspected, which
•had been captured by liberating troops. This beef was found to be in
good condition, and was turned over to Civil Affairs representatives.

6. Personnel

..The names of five Medical Corps officers were submitted to the
Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations. for permanent rotation
to general hospitals in the Communications Zone.,All of these officers.
had been in-combat units for over two years, and had served in actual
combat with these units 'since D-Day.

The names of twenty-seven Medical- Corps specialists from evacua-
tion hospitals, the convalescent hospital, and the auxiliary surgical
group were also submitted to the Chief Surgeon for temporary rotation
of sixty days to CommunicationsZone hospitals for educational pur-
poses.

Due toI the battle' casualties in this Army.,.as well'as: to shortages
occasioned by the assignment .of VIII Corps :and its units to Third U. S
Army. on 21 December, which units had suffered losses in the German
counteroffensive, a total 'shortage of Medical Corps officers existed
,as of that date of approximately fifty. This shortage was a serious
one, but was alleviated somewhat by the arrival of fifteen-Medical

.Corps officers :furnished by the Communicatious Zone. To expedite
.their arrival in the Army area, Headquarters European Theater. of Oper-
ations directed general hospitals to out orders placing these officers
on temporary duty for a period of seven days with Headquarters Third-
•U. S. Army. Upon their. arrival, further orders were immediately is-
sued by this headquarters placing them on temporary dutywith the
divisions in which the most serious shortages existed. Transportation
was furnished largely by the Medical Section of this headquarters down.
'to the corps level, where corps either furnished subsequent transpor-
tation,, or had. division transportation call for them at that point.'..
Subsequent orders by Headquarters European Theater of Operations as-
signed these officers to this headquarters, and additional orders were

:then out assigning them to the division in which they had previously
been placed on temporary-duty. Approximately fifteen additional Med-
ioal Corps officers were placed .on temporary duty with divisionsfrom
Army medical units, pending the arrival .of further reinforcements...

Simultaneously, there also existed a shortage of twenty-five Med-
iceal Administrative Corps officers. Approximately sixty applications
for appointment as-Second Lieutenant, Medioal* Administrative Corps, had
been. forwarded from this .Army to Headquarters European Theater, of Oper-
ations.

Due to a high rate of casualties in Third.U. S. Army, which had
begun in November and continued during the first two weeks.of December,
the nrsing service of the Army was extremely hard pressed. Fifty
nurses were secured on temporary duty from a Communications Zone gen-
eral hospital, and were distributed .among Third U. S. Army hospitals,
to the best advantage, thereby augmenting our-own organic nurses. These
nurses replaced-thirty-five nurses secured previously in a similar man-
nor who were returned to their parent unit on the same date.

On 6 December, 311.Medical Department enlisted reinforcements.,
.arrived at the reinforcement depot supporting this Army.

• 
This.was the

first group of Medical.Department enlisted men received by Third
.
U. S.

Army'since the opening of the offensive on 8 November, though constant
efforts had been made to secure them.

Also-during this month ten additional shook teams were borrowed
from Advance Section, Communications Zone medical•units. These teams"
were of inestimable value in handling the large flow of casualties
which was being received in Army hospitals, and properly preparing
these casualties for surgery.

Section•4- Medical Su.pl

'There were more movements of the'depot companies during the month.
of December than there had been since the month of September. During
the first week, Advance Section Number One of the 32d Medical Depot
Company moved from AUMETZ (U-79) to METZ (U-85) to join its parent unit,.
After several days of reconnaissance, on 17 December the 33d Medical
Depot Company moved from TOUL (U-b1) and became operational in CHATEAU-.
.SALINS (Q-02), prepared to support Third U. S. Army's expected push to
the East.

Due to the German breakthrough in the ARDENNES area, and the sub-
sequent absorption by Third U. S..Army of VIII Corps, provision .was
.made for the return to this Army of the Advance Section, 33d Medical
Depot Company, which had been transferred to Ninth U. S. Army in Sep-
tember. This Advance Section became operational at LONGUYON (U49)."
on 26 December. The remainder of the 33d Medical Depot Company moved-
from CHATEAU-SALINS (Q-C2) to LONGUYON (U-49) and became operational''..
there on 30 December.

• ith the .32d Medical Depot Company located throughout'the month
atMETZ (U-865), the two depot companies were disposed toward the close
of the month in the most'advantageous positions to support both flanks,
as well as the center, of this Army.

A sketch, showing the disposition of the medical depot companies
throughout the months of October, November, and December, will be found
in Annex.XXI of the Medical Section report.

Difficulties continued to exist in the way of actual reception
of medical, supplies at the Army medical depot companies. During the
first two weeks of -December, approximately a dozen trips were neces-
smry on the part of Army transportation to Communications Zone depots
toQbtain items that were in great demand. There were fifty or sixty
of these items in critical shorltage. The majority were Class I and

Class III items. This condition was to some extent alleviated by the'
:end of the month. In cases where -transportation was sent to Covasuni-

ations: Zone depots from Army, coordination was effected between the
Surgeon's Office andAC of S, G-14 of this headquarters.

-During this month, the allowance of anesthesia apparatuso portable,
was increased from two to three per evacuation hospital, and field
hospitals were authorized an additional:three apparatus, suction, foot
pump, vacuum type, Item NSB-3. :

The 65th Field Hospital arrived in the Army area short a consid-
erable percentage of its-T/E equipment._ Itess that wer.e not available
at.Army medical depot companies. were: extracted to the Chief Surgeon's
Office, Comunications Zone by telephone for purposes of expediency.

Losses among VIII Corps units. incident to. the German counter-
offensive --shortly after the middle of. the month included the followings

12d FieldHospital,---------All equipment of let and 3d
Platoons was lost.

.101st Airborne.Division------,,All equipment of the medical
company was lost.

28th InfamtryDivision-----------All equipment of one platoon of
theolearing Company was. lost;
in addition, all medical equip-.
ment for one complete infantry
regiment and one artillery bat-'
talion was lost.

107th Evacuation Hospital-- -Miscellaneous Class I, III,.and
IX items were lost, but no, major
items of medical equipment were
lost. The majority of the tent-
age and quartermaster equipment,
however, was lost.

Replacoement-of.a majority of the above equipment was attained in
an expeditious manner largely through arrangements by this Army to
proceed to. Commulnications Zone medical depots for purposes of pioking
;up the equipment and speeding up delivery of same. In the case of
medical equipment for the 101st Airborne Division medical.company, it
was flown into the Army area by-air, and transported to the 32d Med-
ical Depot Company where it was picked up by division transportation.

Arrangements were also made with the 64th Medical Group and the
107th Evacuation Hospital, while operating in the VIII:Corps Zone,
to set. up a provisional medical depot for VIII Corps units, to fill
-emergency requisitions from those units. Eight truckloads of such
supplies were dispatched from the 32d Medical Depot Company to the
107th Evacuation Hospital for further distribution.

The displaced Allied,.personnel found in concentration camps, and
referred to under Section 2, Sub-section 4 of the Medical Section re-
port for. December, required considerable amounts of supplies for-their
care, Blankets, heaters, .cots, and stoves were issued to the 69th
Medical Group, which was in.charge of those personnel who needed treat-
ment. Arrangements were also made with the Army. Quartermaster for
additional mess equipment and fire-units. German medical supolies in
the Army medical depot companies were set aside and issued to the 69th
Medical Group for this project. Difficulty was experienced in secur-
ing DDT Powder for delousing purposes, but within forty-eight hours, "
2,000 two-ounce •cans were located in a Communications Zone depot and
shipped to the 33d Medical Depot Company for "immediate issue to the
69th Medical Group. Two days later, a release was obtained for 1,400
pounds of DDT Powder for the same purpose..

Though discussion is made elsewhere in this report of events inoci
dent to the relief of the besieged forces in BASTOGNE (P-55) on 26
December, it is pertinent to mention here that supplies were in fact
furnished to these forces by air on 23, 24, and 25 December. These
..supplies included whole blood, blood plasma, Carlisle dressings, and
morphine syrettes, among other items.

Also toward the close of the month, it was arranged in conjunction
with Advance Section, Communications Zone, that-VIII Corps units might
draw their medical supplies from either Depot M-408 (Communications
Zone), at REIMS (V-05), from the 33d Medloal Depot Company at LONGUYON
(U-4-9), from the Advance Section, 32d Medical Depot Company at AUMETZ
(U-79); or, for those for which it might be closer, from First U. S.
Army .depots.

Captured enemy medical supplies during the month were Inspected*
at METZ (U-85). These approximated ten tons of miscellaneous supplies,
about half of which were deemed of value to this Army and placed in
depot stock. The. remainder was turned over to Communications Zone

e
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2. Venereal Disease Control

The fact that the latter half of December w

massmovement of many troops resulted in the disc

privileges, for many, and was the main factor in 1

disease rate for the month.

Army prophylactic stations were established

(u-73), VILLERUPT (U-69), and in the rest oenter

addition to these three, eight otherArmy prophy

operation. During December, these stations gave

All units reported an adequate supply :ofindividual. chemical and
mechanical prophylactics.

Individual venereal-disease contact reports were received in 428

instances. During.the periodp 25 November to:29 Deoember, inclusive,

an.analysis of these reports shows some decrease in the number of cases

of syphilis in comparison to the month of November.

Special letters continued to be sent to commanders.-of.units with

venereal disease rates over 100 per thousand: per annum, directing their

attention to the excessive rates within their units and.calling for

more stringent action on their part.

Weekly statistics on venereal disease incidence during the'month

of December may be found in Annex XXII to the Medical Section report.

3. Communioable Diseases

Communicable diseases continued to be relatively, few in number;

and, in fact, a slight decrease occurred from the total number'reported

in November. Upper respiratory diseases also showed a low incidence

during this period. Diarrheal diseases showed a slight increase. A

few scattered cases of .infectious hepatitis were reported.

Other than the minor changes reflected above, no significant out-
break occurred during the period.

A detailed breakdown of statistics on communicable diseasesoccur-

ring during the month of December will be .found in Annex XXII of.the

Medical Section report.

4. Medical Records

Due to the assignment of an additional corps to this Army during.

the latter part of the month, the number. of.reports and records pro-
cessed increased over those of the previous month., There were 45,972:.L
processed during December.

5. Non-battle Injuries.

..The conditions making up this type of injury remained approxi-
mately the same as during the month of November. A slight increase

Annex
of no;

Le month. of.December, as wel as for wee month or

if the Medoal Section report affords a detailed i
e injuries during the month.,

Laboratory Service

Routh of Deoember, the 7th Medioal Laboratory eon
7two base sections as follows;

Set I ---------- MT (..85)

;anoes, it was possible and :practical to permit modi-andard treatment method to include only chlornatlion,
m. of the source, as follows$

water was obtained from a protected ground water.
Lnoluding shallow dug wells or unprotected springs)
some few municipalities. -

water was consistently coagulated and filtered in-a
satment plant.j-'

;the

Sub-total

GRAND TOTA

TOTALS

emperature s aboutvered terrain impr
varied elements, t
ed.
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Only a few insect problems were noted during the month, and those
were primarily concerned with other thaniUnited States military per-
sonnel.- A few oases of louse infestation were treated in accordance

with current directives.

,No garbage or refuse disposal problems were encountered. Rapid

and fairly constant movement of units-and colder weather during the

month precluded any difficulty in disposing, of such wastes*

There were only four minor incidents of diarrhea reported during

the first part of the month. The incidence reached a peak during the

last week in November and dropped rapidly in December, reaching a min-

imum during the continued freezing weather.

The standard of water supplies furnished troops reached a new

high during the month. Over ninety-five percent of all water tested

met Army standards in December, compared with fifty-one percent in

August, which had increased to eighty-nine percent during November.

Some diffioulties were experienced due to freezing of the tanks,

filters, valves, and hose lines during the extremes of
. 
cold weather.

Such, difficulties were not insurmountable and were ameliorated by one

or more of the following.methods •

Installation of the filter and pumping equipment :ina pyramidal

tent heated.by a.Sibley stove or other heating units.

Draining of the filter, hose lines, and pumps when not actually

in use,

Reciroulation of the water in the settling tank and olearing well

of an immersion type heating unit in the settling

•ajor difficultieswas th0freesing of



ST VITH ( Pu on tne north to the vicinityof mAAIAUTIN Q.-38).on
the south..Changes in medical evacuation and hospital. units were made
to support the new direction..

Freezing weather, snow and ice, and extremely bitter-fighting pre-
• vailed throughout the month.-The combination of these factors resulted

in the largest number of casualties yet suffered by this Army since the
comeencement of its operations. The largecasualty .figure, however,
.can be tempered by the fact that the Third U. S.. Army was employing :a

-
,

larger number of divisions .than during any previous month.

The problems of trench foot and frostbite, with which this Army:
had been so much-concerned since early November, were further allevi-..
ated, from a medical standpoint, by the use of a provisional hospitalin.
the Army area, which had as its goal the return to duty of these cases,
,:on a-fifteen day policy for that hospital. The problem,: from a command
standpoint, remained one of definite concern. An increase in frostbite
.cases counterbalanced a decrease in trench foot, an overall increase in
.cold type injuries accruing thereby.

Because of the cold and. inclement weather, icy road surfaces and
short daylight hours, this was a particularly.difficult month for all
elements of the medical service, as well as -for all other-arms and'
services. In spite of these handicaps the mortality rate among U'. S.
Army, personnel in medical installations was one percent-of all those
admitted.

Section 1 - Oranization of the Medical SectiOn

With the accomplishment. of t he move of the Medical Section: from
NANCY (U 81) -to ESCH (P 70) on 7 January 1945, the Medical Section was
consolidated for the first time since 31 July,1944. The. Surgical Con-

:sultant, as well as one captain,. Medical Corps,. and two enlisted men
continued liaison duties with the forward echelon of this headquarters
in.LUXMBOURG CITY (P 81).

Also during the first week of January, the Medical Corps officers
previously placed on temporary duty for liaison purposes with Head-
quarterr III Corps and Headquarters VIII Corps, respectively, rejoined
the Medical Section at XECH (P 70).

On, 30 January 1945, the most notable change occurred in the organ-
ization of the Medical Section since the conencement of operations on
1 August 1944 As of this date, at the direction of the Chief of Staff,
the following were returned from temporary duty withthe Medical Section
to duty with their own organizations:

1 Lt. Colonel, Medical Corps (Heretofore: performing liaison duties
betwmn this headquartere and Twelfth Army Group)

1 let Lieutenant, Medical Administrative Corps (Heretofore on
..temporary duty with the Finance and Supply Sub-section)

1 et .Lieutenant, Medical Administrative Corps (Heretofore on.
temporary duty with the. Preventive Medicine Sub-section)

11t Lieutenant, Medical Administrative .Corps (Hretofore on
temporary duty with the Operations and Training Sub-section)..

In addition, orders were initiated-transferring one captain, Medi-
cal Corps, from the Operations and Traning Sub-section and one captain.,
Veterinary Corps, fro, the Veterinary Sub-section to nits of Third U.

2. Evacuation

January was marked by a gradwal,.: steady reduction of the enemy
salient into BEILIUM and. LUXEBOURG. There-were no sudden or spectacu-
lar changes in the tactical situation, -and no radical changes in evacu-
ation policies were required. However, as the month progressed, a num-
her of medical units were transferred from Third U. S. Army with a con-
sequent reduction in the number of evacuation agencies available. The
64th Medical Group, 170th Medical Battalion, and the 240th Medical Bat-~
talion were assigned to First .U. S.. Army on 10 January. :.Their. missions
were assumed by elements of the 65th'Medical Group., On21 January, the,:
573d Ambulance Company, Motor, wasassigned to Sixth Army Group. In
addition, on 28 January, a temporary attachment to Sixth Army Group of
the:following units was effected:

416th Medical Collecting Company,
460th Medical Collecting Co-my
587th Ambulance Company,.*otor
606th Clearing Company

Some of the units previously assigned or attached to Th ird U. S.
Army by order of higher headquarters had not arrived by 15-January.on
that date the 475th Medical Collecting Company, the ,76th MedicalCol-
lecting Company, and the 661st. Clearing Company were assigned to
Fifteenth U. S. Army. On 23 January the 64th Field Hospital, which-had
not yet arrived, was relieved of its attachment to Third U. S. Army,.

..Exclusive of Corps medical battalions, there were assigned and in
.operation with'Third U. S.: Army, eleven medical 'collecting companies,
twelve ambulance companies, and six clearing companies when the month
ended.: The medical.collecting companies. continued to :perform a number
of vital functions, furnishing litter-bearer platoons for evacuation
hospitals, providing holding units for field hospital platoons and aug-
mendting ambulance facilities. Platoons of the clearing companies were.
augmenting evacuation hospitals as in previous months, Ambulance com-.
panies were, employed in the orthodox manner with one exception. The
101st Airborne Division and 17th Airborne Division had inadequate fa-
cilities organically for evacuation, and Army ambulance platoons were
attached-for purposes of second echelon evacuation in these divis an,
during the latters: deployment as infantry divisions.

The. 64th Medical Group supported the VIII Corpe until 10 January.
The 65th Medical Group supported VIII and XII Corps untilI 10 January,
and thereafter supported VIII and III Corpe. The 66th Medical-Group
supported XX Corps until 10 January and the XIIend, XX Corpe thereafter.

The above was in accordance with the Army Commander's
all sections of this headquarers conform to Staff Memran
this headquarters, dated 16 December 1944.
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At the beginning of the month, the 69th Medical Goup was evacuating,
seven evacuation hospitals and the 65th Field Hospital. Advance Sec-
tion, Commucations Zone'units were evacuating.five evacuation hospi-
tals and the. provisional hospital being operated by the 92d Medical Gas
Treatment Battalion. During the month, Advance Section, Communications
Zone units gradually took over the evacuation of all. but three evacu-
ation hospitals. Third U. S. Army was responsible for supply and .'e-
vacuation of a maximum of eighteen divisions during January.,

The air/rail medical evacuation holding unit operated by the 94th
Medical Gas Treatment Battalion and attached units remained at TRION-
VILLE (U.88) during ,the entire month,. The limitation Imposed on air-.,
operations by poor weather, restricted the numaber of patients'evacuated.
by this medium during, the month to 2,,650, which,, however, constituted
an Increase over -the'previous. month., Using hospital trains, rail a-

vacatin eacuted18,,873 Patients.' Ambulance evacuation, including..
the utilization of Advance*Section, Comunications Zone ambulances, was
responsibls for 7,330 patients being moved to the rear ofr the.Army_
Zone. The total number evacuated. during the month of January thas
Itotalled 28, 853 patients. An air/rail medical evacuation holding unit

.was also operated by the 7th Field Hospital (Advance Section, Comuni-
cations.Zone) at ETAIN (U 47) in support of Third U. . Army,.

Reproduction of a sketch showing the locations of evacuation fa-
cilities. in Third U. "S. Army durving the month of January" will be found
JIn, Annex XXIII to, the Medical Section report.

3. Hospitalization

The use of field hospitals continued along lines previously in-
stitutedI in Third U. S. Army. Although some effort had been made to-.
ward placing all three platoons of-a field hospital in one corps (or,
failing that, with'units that were geographically adjacent), some pla-.!
toons were still widely separated from their parent organization.. This
was peritted in order to preserve the harmonious arrangement between a:
field hospital platoon and the division which it supported. The use of.

,the field hospital was generally in accordance with previously estab-.,
lished Third U. S. Army policy. -Occasionally, exception was made in
order to-meet the exigency of some special requirement.

The 65th Field Hospital, reinforced with surgical teame, continued
to function as an evacuation hospital in.ARLQI (PR62), providing 200
beds during a period when they were urgently needed for support of
units eradicating the bulge.

The firet and third platoons of the 42d Field:Hospital were re-.
fitted while attached to the 64th Medical Group., Ten trucks-were used
to transport equipment of this unit from BASTOGNE (P 55), where it had
been abandoned due to lack of vehicles when the unit made a retrograde
movement. to avoid capture during the counteroffensive.. The remainder
of ecesary equipment was requisitioned and supplied through normal,
supply channels.

At the end of the month, the attachments of field hospitals were
as follows:

III Cors- VI1I Corps

2d lat, 16th Fld Hsp 2d, lat,. 4UdFin Hosp:
3d Plat,. 16th Fld, Hosp -3d Plat, 42d Fld Hosp.

lst Plat, 59th Fld Hosp
2d Plat, 59th Fld Hooep
3d lat, 60th Fld Hosp

nII Corps XX Corps

lst, lato, 16th 'Fld Roop 2d lat, 30th FinRoomp,
lst.lat, 30th Fld Hosp 3d lat, 30th FldHosp
let lat, 60th Fld..Hosp .3d lat, 59th Fld Hoop
2d lat, .60th Fld Hoop

65th ed Op

lst Flats, 42d Fld Hsp,
65th .Fin Hoop

The month of January saw the efforts of Third U. S._Army directed
toward .the reduction of the bulge and restoration of. the lines -in ef-
fect 1before the German counteroffensive. At the start of the-month, all
Third U. So Army evacuation was in a southerly direction. The 12th
Evacution Hospital closed at its site In NANCY (U 81) and moved to the
Casernes Volontaires in LUXEMOURG CITY,(F 81). With the arrival of
this unit, three evacuation hospitals were located in LUXEMBOURG CITY
(P 81) _- the 104th, .35th, and 12th., As the reduction of the bulge
progressed, the drive of the combat troops was in a north-northeast
direction. It was apparent that the previously favorable-positions of
the evacuation-hospitals on the southern flank were rapidly lengthening
ambulance hauls over roads that became almost Impassable due to the

damage by armored vehicles, snow.and ice. With this in mind, :several
":of the. hospitals, were moved to new sites. The 107th Evacuation Hospi-
tal movedfrom SEDAN (P 25)tos HACHY (P52)..

.. In January the First U. S. Army. reverted to the command of Twelfth
4Army Group., When this was accomplished, the boundary line between the
• First and Third U. S. Armies was also reestablished. :The VIII Corps
was on the northern flank of Third U. S. Army. Inorder to :minimize
the problems of evacuation previously mentioned, it was necessary to
move two evacuation hospitals to support the units in.VIII Corps. The
39th.Evacuation Hospital closed at.VIRTON (P 41) and moved to ST HUBERT
(P 36)., Likewise, the 109th Evacuation Hospital closed at MCTMEDY•
(P 20) and opened in the vicinity of LAVACHERIE (P 46).

An evacuation hospital was requested by.Sixth Army Group for.
temporary attachment to .the Seventh U. S. Army. The 103d Evacuation
Hospital. closed at LWGUYN (U. 49) and was moved to a bivouac site in...
NANCY (U81) by Third U. S. Army transportation for this purpose.

During January the enemy succeeded in projecting rocket shells into
the city of LUXEROUROG (P 81).:These shells. evidently were designed
for anti-personel use. Although the overall dispersion was erratic
.and the -.arrival was sporadic, the 104th .Evacuation Hospital was hit by
:several of these during the night. of 13 January. The blast effect and
-flying fragments broke many windows. There were no casualties among
the hospital personnel,.-but several membere of the quartermaster laundry

.,platoon attached to the hospital sustained injuries from the flying
fragments and one soldier was maimed to an extent requiring-amputation
of his right arm. The 12th Evacuation Hospital also suffered some
damage, .but no personnel casualties resulted..

The 6th Convalescent Hospital opened at its new site in MOULINS-
IFS-METE (U 85), west of. METZ (U 85) and remained there during the en-
tire month. Despite the fact that a maximum capacity.of about 2,800
beds was utilized, there still were more patients ready for evacuation
to the convalescent hospital each day than could be accommodated,. This
necessitated a revival of the daily quota system for each evacuation.
hospital, which had been used previously and had proved satisfactory.
The allocation of daily quotas to various Third U. S. Army hospitals
was made by telephone by the Operations and Training Sub-section of the
Medical Section.

For locations of hospitals during the morth of January, see Annex
XXIV to the Medical Section report,

:n'1 analysis of wounded hospitalized in Third U. S. Army hospitals
during the month of January is shown -below:

a. " Number of wounded .admitted '"direct" (i.e., not by transfer).

Designation Number
(1) U. S. Army Troops 16035

.(2) British Army Troops
(3) French Army Troops 48
(4) U. S. Navy and Marine.Corps
(5)' British and French Navy
(6) Enemy forces personnel

.(7) Civiliane .is
(8))Others - specify

Note: Allofsthe following in bthrough f pertains to'U. .
trops onl.

b.General classification of wounds:

()Serious 4140
(2) Slight

ce Anatomical classification of wounds:
(patients with mltiple wounds are classified according to
most extensive wounds).

(1) Wounds other than burns Admissione Deathe

(a) Abdominal
(b), Thoracic
(c) Maxillo-facial
(d) Neurologic

Read
Spine
Nerve

(e) Extremities
Upper
Lower.

f) Butto ks
others

sub-tot

?45 103

1216

- - 5

1525 43433

(2) Burn.-.!4ll:locations .l 0
Total16M 46

d. Rumber: of patients with ml.ipls-wounds: .2L.. .. ...

S . Classification of wounds by-causative agents:.

(1) Gunshot Wounds (rifle, pistol orS.a..machine sun) -3199 88
(2)

-
Shell Wounds (HI, flak, motar-or

o.COn) 9793 317
(3) BobWounds (aerial, grenade, booby

trap or cannon) .578 .4
(4) Blast Injuries (bombshell,-or mine)1
(5)W ounds from-Secondary .Missiles 15 .

:(6) 'Bums (petrol, flash, flam thrower,
phosphorus, etc.)616 3

(7) thers (pecify) "-T737J- '
T.tal .. .

Adjustment of Dr4a Tube in Battle Casulty RecoverG from

Abdominal Wounds
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W ShlJ) nead

spinal column

edema

edema

!),right thi,

d tibia.

At leg (HE)

lac 1 occiput amd FCC skull Aspiration'of-liquid
(gavav) feeding

PerfrW (Sucking) chest
PenW right arm, both buttcks,

lower extremities and scrotum
Perf left arm,FCC radius & ulna
Perf abdomn, thigh, and back . Uremia, nphrosis
Traumatic amp (Shell) left leg Shock
Traumatic amp (Shen) both legs Shock
Blast injury Shock
Peon W (Shen) chest Shock
Perf W(Shell) chest Shock
08W Pon W chest Shock
Pen w (Shell) abdomen Shock.
0SW Perf W abdomen ShockPerf W avuleion, right calf Shock .
Pen W'chest Shock
FCC skull Petechial hemorrhage
FCC skull Eviscreation of brain
F C. skull Herniation of brain
Alcohol poisoning,
IN (is) C.skull Hemorrhage
Pen W, (19) skull
Peon W (Shen) FCCrightthigh Shock
Pen V (Shel )chest Circulatory collapse
Pon w (Shell) Mwface and .eye Meningitis
Pen . (Shell) FCClumbarvertebra

'Pen W (Shell) chest Shock
P.:e W (Shel) skull Respiratory failur
Pen abdomen' Shock

Ath legs

thigh

thigh FCC

and F left
=ke :

erus:

p log and arm '
tk, urethra, thigh

clavicle,. tibia,'

lung, back, kidneys

cks, rectum, bladder
cks, rectum, neural.

FCC spinal column, transection cord
Pen W(Shell) spine
Perf W. SANchest
Pen.W IN (Shell) chest

-PenW NIN (Shell) buttocks
.Pen W Schest
Pen-W (Shell) chest
Perf W head
Perf N -OSI chest
Pen W, (Shell) lower extremi tiqs.
Pen.and Perf W M Fractures
Lac W and.Fractures, vertebras.

Internal injuries, Fracture pelvis
Pen W(HE) ektremties
Pen W (HE)lower extremities..

FCC (HE) skull

Hemopritoneum , crushi:
Pe. W (HE) chest and at

Pen I(Grenade) chest &
FC armslegs and ribs
•en I chest •"
Pen W chest
HE skull.: testicles & t
Pen W.. abdomen
FCL (HE) skull
GOW Thoraco-abdominal
Pen w abdominal (HE)
PeWW (HE) extremities
Pen I (HE) upper and Ix
. extremities .

0SW FC skull
Perf W 08W buttocks an,
PerfW (HE) Thoraco-ab
.Pef (Bomb) abdomen
Pwt (Mine) upper &
.. extremities

OSI Thoraco-abdominal
0SW Chest
Perf w (HE) maxillo-fa

w (HE)axilo-fa

W (Mine)lower.ex
W: (.HE) uper& low
tremities' ...

FAbolus
Pulmory edem,
Sho..

ney ed omen

ig. inj ury
domen

k abdomen

extremities

Hemorrhage & shock•Shock •:. : -

..Hemorrhage
Anuria and uremia

Meningitis, perebr
spinal

I Shock
Pulmonar y edema
Hemathorax
emathorax

Shock
Pneumonia
Hemorrhage.
Cerebral edema
Shock
Shock
Shock
Transfusion reicti

shock.
Hemorrhage & shock
Shock.
Pulmonaryh ematom.

shock'

dp, frostbite, hands.

and shoulder.
Ig at knees

f both thighe
Lft leg, PertN upper,

iAndnss with exposure
d X3d degree

thighs
1) skual,
chest
chest & abdomen

abdomen, FCC femur
abdomen, Lac of: stomach
omn, Lac of kidney
S1
abdomen, Lac of stomach
lung, diaphragm, liver'
e ami arm..

Pen N abdomen
)men with. eviscreation•
It leg, FC femur
rght sidet
ting) chest

Arm
buttocks
(H) head

dom
:ailure
r edema
r edema.

'Respiratory failure..
Respiratory failure:

& pubic Chemical peritonitis
ower

Pulmonary edema and..
' .. ureaa.

Hemorrhage
d back Shock
dominal Shock & hemorrhage

Shock & hemorrhage
lower

Shock & hemorrhage
Shock
Shock & hemorrhage

cial Esnbolus of right
internal carotid
artery extending.
into middle

cial Obstruction of
respiratory tract

ttremity Asphyxia (vomitus)er.

Shock & circulatory
failure

Abscess brain
Shock
-Peritonitis acute
Shock..

ed fragmets Shock,
Hemorrhage-& shock

n Hemorrhage & shock
via & mea Shock

PerfW legs and feet
FCC skull
M PenW".(Sucking) chest
Traumatic amp left leg
Pen W back .Lac .of stomach,
Pen and Perf W abdomen
08W Pen W abdomen
OSI Pen.W chest
0SW -M 5th vertebra.

1

I

Shock
Physicl exhau
Shock
Shock.
Shock
Hemorrhage-
Hemorrhage end
Bronchial-asth

cardiac faili
SPulmonary edemPulmonary edes

Shock
Hemorrhage &-
Pulmonaryede
Shock -
Pulmonary ate]
Peritonitis
Sheokh
Hemorrhage

Pulmonary

Shock
Shock
Shock

Shock
Pne•munia$ lobar
Shock.
Hemorrhage
Hemorrhage & shock

Heorae& shock
Hemorrhage & shock
Hemorrhage & shock
Hemorrhage & shock
Hemorrhage & shock
Shock
Hemorrhage & shock

,spleen emi a• h
s Hemorrhage & shock,

Hemorrhage & shock
He :" lmorrhage & shock
Shock
Hemorrhage & neuro-

logIcal damage

g. Number. of transfusions of: .

(1) Fresh whole blood
-(2) Stored blood
(3) Dry plasma
(4). Other blood substitutes '(specify),(do not

include crystalloids) . 0

h. Number of units of penicillin administered: 512L2 6L000"

i. Number of amputations:

()Upper extremity 2
(2) lower extremity ,7.W

J. Nuber of cases showing clinical evidence. of gas gangrene:

U.S.Army 0 Other

k. Number of mounded evacuated to atherhospitale:.

UV,ArMW 1133 Other AOL

0

Aies
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4. Additional.Tfmporary Medical Service

In anattempt to salvage esarof the, valuable trainedpersonnel. of
the Army who were afflicted with trench foot, the 92Medcal Gas -.
Treatment Battalion established a provisional-hospital for the treat-
ment of this 'condition in TH]OHVILLE (U 88). This hospital, which
previously had. been established to care for minor medical and surgical
cases, now devoted its entire facilities to caring for cases of trench

...foot. The policy was to treat them for fifteen days. Those who could
return to duty at the expiration of an additional fifteen days were.
sent to the 6th Convalescent Hospital, The remainder were evacuated to
the Communications Zone, The original capacity of 200 was found to be
inadequate and was increased to 440 patients.

Company "A",.,92d Medical.Gas Treatment Battplion, remained a-ttach d
to Lthe 101st Airborne Division to replace the medical company of that
unit which was captured by the enemy when the Proud Eagle Division was
encircled at BASTOGNE (P 55). It was relieved from this attachment
when the 101st .irborne Division was relieved from Third U. S. Army on
19 January, and the company reverted to its battalion at that time.

Section 3 Professional Services

1. Ganeral

A combination of bitter fighting, veryrough terrain,, and sub-
freezing temperature, which kept snow on.the ground.throughut the
period, produced the highest number ofbattle casualties in a single
-month -since the commencement of operations of Third U. S. Army.

There were 16,035 battle casualties (wounds and/or burns) treated
in Third U. S.,Army hospitals in January. Of these patients, 436 died.

Based on total dispositions from all causes in Third U. S. Armymedical installations, there was a mortality rate of one percent among
U. S. Army personnel.:.

+.2. Surgery

it isAnteresting to note that 332 of the 436 deaths among battlecasualties, were dos to high explosive shelling, only ehty-eight
were caused by small arms fire.. It is obvious from these figures that
close-in fighting was not the rule, as the majority of deaths from long
range fire constituted a ratio of almost four to one.

Cold.injuries caused much concern, and it was necessary for all
mdical installations to be on the alert for combinations such as
frostbitten feet or hands occurring in patients brought in for battle

'wounds. When the wounded could not, for-tactical reasons, be almost.
immediately evacuated from the battlefield, frostbitten feet or hands.
were likely cobinations.

There were eight deaths during January from anuria. Thesepatients had responded 'well after surgery, but the kidney. omplications
caused death in three to five days. All of these cases had serious
wounds which were multiple in type, and were associated with rather '
severe shock. They all received multiple blood transfusions. Alkali-
Snization was attempted in all instances to no avail. A team from the'
Army medical laboratory was given the problem of investigating the

! 
pos-

sible causes of such complications, and initiated rather extensive
studies in this connection, including laboratory work and post-mortem
on all deaths in which anuria was associated.'

3.: Neuroo chiatry

The previous five months of varying types of combat had demon-.
strated that good leadership is a prime factor in the prevention of
neuropsychlatric casualties.. The incidence of such casualties is also
Influenced by such factors as operational conditions, including the.
type of operation, terrain, climatic conditions, and the ability from
a tactical standpoint to rotate combat troops. Morale is particularly
important. The type of leadership and type of operation have a great
bearing on morale.

During the month of January, the bulge produced by the German
breakthrough in the ARDENNES area was reduced to the German border.
This battle resulted in the greatest number of total non-fatal casu-

ies yet sustained by Third U. S. Army. During this period, there
were 47,409 admissions to hospitals of Third U. S. Amy from all causes.
Five and five-tenths percent of these were neuropsyhiatric casualties.
There were 3,672 actual neuropsychiatric eases admitted to division
clearing stations end/or hospitals in January. Of these, 2,836 or
seventy-seven percent were returned to duty, 929 being effected at
clearing station level and the remainder at hosptal level.

Although Third U. S .Army had consistently had the lowestmi-

•dence of neuropyhiatric casualties of any. Uied ArzW, the incidence
in January was the lowest of any of its six .months of combat.- Out-
standing leadership, plus the fact that Third U. S.Army. was again "on
the.move", and the awareness ofevery soldierlthat, Oerne were losing,this battle and! being forced back into Germany contributed to the ex-
ceptionally high level of morale throughout the Army.

4. Dental

-The amount of dental work accomplished continued to increase over
that of .previous months. Following is a chart showing the breakdown of
dental treatments for the month of JanUary:

Strength (reported) 298280
Admissions (routine) .'20772
Admissions (emergency) 4584
Sittings 35569
Officer Personnel 417
Enlisted Personnel 433 -
Restorations .25641

'Dentures 2342
Gingivitis 1436
-Gingivitis Treatment 24 13
Stomatit isp, Vincent'sI54
Stomatitie, Vincent's (Treatment) ll38

By this time, it had been proved that the anti-concussion devices
being constructed from dental acrylic had definite merit, and the Ar-.
tilery Section of this headquarters was anxious to obtain devices for
the gun-crews of all field artillery battalions using the 155 milli-
mater gun. Through slight revision in ithods and provision of ad-
ditional equipment, it was possible to process 200 pairs of these de-
vices in approximately a week.-.

The dental clinic established at the 6th Convalescent Hospital now
included six assigned officers and ten dental tecmnicians. In addition,
two dental officers and four enlisted technicians were on detached
service with the clinic during the month of January. Each patient of
the hospital was examined by a dental officer upon his transfer from
the clinical section of the hospital to a convalescent company. During
themonth of January, 6,740 patients were examined, of which 70 re-
ceived dental treatment. All patients were placed in dental Class IV
before they were discharged from a convalescent company to duty. During
the month, 927 restorations were accomplished, together with 122 new
prosthetic cases and eighty-one dentures repaired.

During the same period, the 32d Medical'Depot Company dental clinic
processed 180 denture cases. Of these, sevty were new cases, and the
others were repairs, rebases, and reconstructions. In the same dental
laboratory, the processing of 485 pairs of acrylic anti-concussion de-vices was completed. This laboratory was instrumental in caring for
the prosthetic cases of one division which was in a rest area near the
depot company location. In addition to this work, the clinic furnished
.dental treatment necessary for the smaller units in the.same area.

The number of maxillo-facial cases reported for the month de-
creased slightly from those admitted during the previous month. Third
U. S. Army medical installations had 763 admissions with sadllo-facial
injuries, with eight deaths resulting from these wounds. The percent-
age of admissions with maxillo-facial injuries was four and seventy-
five one-hundredths percent of the total battle casualties admitted

,during January. Of these, one and four-tenths percent died.

5. Veterinary

Nineteen inspections of Class I supply points were made during the
month. Owing to the prevailing freezing weather, many problems usually
encountered were eliminated. The need for duhnage was not acute, and
the danger of spoilage in fresh meat products by defrosting was at a
minimum* The greatest difficulty encountered was the freezing of vege-
tables. The problem was finally solved by erecting ward tents where
buildings were not available, and by covering the products with straw.
In -some instances, stoves were used. In spite of all precautions, con-
siderable loss through freezing of these products occurred.

Might bakeries were inspected during the month, which provided
bread for the supply points mentioned above, Six civilian establish-
ments processing food, such as bakeries and ice cream manufacturing
plants, were also inspected.

6. Personnel

the names of nineteen additional Medical Corps officers were sub-
mitted to the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, U. S.
Army, for permanent rotation to general hospitals in the Communications
Zone. Daring January, permanent rotation was actually effected on four
Medical Corps officers to Communications Zone units. This was the first

permanent rotation effected between Army and Comuications Zone:.

During the month, thirty-five Medical Corps officers were received
as reinforcements. It helped to absorb an original shortage of fifty
Medical Corps officers existing on 31 December 1944. Additional casu-
alties and the arrival in Third U. S. Army area of new divisions which
were short Medical Corps officers, resulted in a continuing shortage ofapproximately twenty-five Medical Corps officers.

The shortageo wny-five Medical Administrative Corps officerswas not rectified during January, Twelve of these officers were re-
ceived fromthe Reinforcement System during the month, but only six
second lieutenants, Medical Administrative Corps, were appointed out of
approximately sixty applications sent toIthe Office of the.Chief Sur-
geon with recommendations. for their appointment.. Every offort, was- made
to have these appointments made immediately, in order to absorb the
serious shortage in Medical Administrative Corps officers in Third U. S.'
Army."

Approximately 1,000 Medical Department enlisted men were received
from the Reinforcement System during:the month, The shortage at the
conclusion of the month, however, remained well over 500, and constant
efforts were made to expedite the reception of additional Medical De-
partment enlisted men through the Reinforcement System.

Approximately fifty nurses were on detached service with Third U...
S. Army hospitals.during the month, on loan from general hospitals
which were-not in operation. Similarly, a number of surgical and shock

',teams were also on detached service with Arm hospitals during the
month. These teams rendered invaluable assistance in handling the high
flow of casualties which took place during the month.

Section 4 - Medical Supply

'At the beginning of the month, the 32d Medical Depot Company,
(minus one advance section) continued in its location at METZ (U 85).
The.Advance.Section, 32d Medical Depot Company was at AUMTZ (U 79), ..
The 33d Medical Depot Company was also continuing in iti location at
WNGUTCN (U 49).

No movement of the medical depots occurred during the month, with
the exception .of the setting up on 29 January of an advance section of
the 33d Medical Depot Company at BASTOGNE (P 55).

At the beginning of the new year,, the overall medical supply situ-
ation was satisfactory. Medical depot stocks were balanced, and ap-
proximately a sixteen-day supply of medical supplies was on hand.
During the first two weeks, the supply picture continued to improve,
and shipments were received regularly. A constant and vigorous follow-
up policy was maintained on items which were on requisition andnot yet
received. The reequipping of units whose equipment had been lost due
to enemy action during the ARDENNES breakthrough in December was. com-*
pletely completed by the middle of the month.

Where shipments of medical supplies were received by rail, con-
siderable difficulty had previously been experienced in identifying
particular shipments in subsequent dealings with Communications Zone
which might pertain to them. During this month

.
, therefore, the MedicalSection initiated a report to be submitted to this section by the Army

medical depot companies subsequent to the receipt of each shipment.
This report contained the following information:

1. Rail car or truck number.
2. Consignor.
3. Waybill number.
4. Requisitionnumber, against which it 'was shipped.
5. Time and date received.
6. Date unloaded.
7. Tonnage.,
8. Discrepancies in markings and documentation,

These reports proved invaluable in proper identification in the. case ofany contingency which might arise with reference to a particular ship
ment. .. . ..

Approximately 635 long tons of medical supplies were received from
the Communications Zone in Third U. S. Army medical depots during this
month. Shipments were being received in a more satisfactory manner
Sthan at any time during the previous months. In an effort to expedite
the shipment of medical supplies, a new system was initiated in the
middle of the month. Under this plan, carload shipments were to be
attached to hospital trains at PARIS (S 04) and destined for THIONVILIX.
(U 88) for the 32d Medical Depot Company, and PETANGE (P 60) for the
'33d Medical Depot Company. Lass than carload shipments were to be
placed in hospital train litter care and delivered to the above places.

SECRET
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DivisiOn ----- -------- 24 quarts per week
Medical Deahet ----- 4 quarts per week
Army nd Corps Cl r Con (non-diisional)- 4 quarts per week

Later in the month, eand after a survey had been made among the divi- .
sions, it. was decided that the above -allowance of twenty-four/quats
per ,wek was not sufficient. The allowance was therefore increased: to
a maximum of forty-eight.quarts per week.

The Medical Section was notified by the .Office of the Chief Surgeon
European Theater of Operations, U. S. Army, that stocks of Medical Do-
pertinent blankets and ltters were becoming exceptionally low and were
rapidly disappearing from continental reserves, Conservatory measures-
were therefore undertaken by this Army, and the fact that these item-
were in critical shortage was emphasised.to all medical units under this
comaand. A letter was prepared directing that all Medical Department
blankets and litters not actually: required. be returned'to the nearest.

.Army medical depot, and that necessary action, be taken to prevent loss
and wastage of these items.

A total of 2,000 vials of diphtheria antitoxin and 1,000 vials of
smallpox vaccine, on which the expiration date had passed, were turned
over to Civil Affairs personnel for their use.

In the middle of the month, the problem of deadlined ambulances.
first arose. It was found that, as of 16 January, thirty-seven ambu-
lances were in Ordnance. for repair, and eleven others had been captured
or destroyed and required replacement. The Ordnance Section of this-,
.headquarters was contacted, and arrangements were made to give firstpriority to ambulances inthe shop for repair. In addition, informaton
wasreceived that approximately forty ambulances could be expected by
the end of the month,: or shortly thereafter.

Approximately 16,000 packets, first aid, parachute, modified by-the
addition of one tube of boric acid ointment, were :received from the Com-
munications Zone during this month. These packets were issued to al
armored divisions onea basis of 2,000 per division. This item had been
issued to troops of armored units prior to D-Day, and had been used
successfully in early invasion days. The tubes of boric acid ointment

iwere included in place of tourniquets.

Around the middle of the month two maintenance teams were formed,
each consisting of one Medical Administrative Corps officer and two en-
listed men, for the purpose of checking the maintenance of equipment
id status of medical supply in Army medical laboratories, in Arny hos-
Pital units, and Army medical gas treatment battalcons. One of these
teams was attached to each of the two medical depot companies, and
operated from those locations. These teams, in addition to inspecting
equipment, were responsible for making repairs of a minor nature andinstructing unit maintenance men in proper methods of- aintenance d
repair. Reports on each unit inspected were submitted to the Medical
Section of this headquarters.

Toward the close of the month, the Army Quartermaster informed the -
Army Surgeon that stoves, tent, -1941 were now available, and thata
limited quantity of burner., oil, stove, tent, M-1941 would be available
in the near future. All Army medical units were therefore requested to
submit a report to the edical Section, showing the amounts authorised.
on.hand, and required of these items.

As of 31 January, it was determined by a survey that there were
approximately 160,200 Medical Department blankets and 20,000 litters on.
hand in units and medical depots of Third U. S. Army. This information

•was forwarded to Headquarters European Theater of Operations.

Section 5 tPeventive Medicine

i consisted of the production of potable
pe injuries to the Ifeet and an incres

Plshed in IOXNY (P 5O),
70) end XEMPUR pCITY

•tions gave ll,072 prophlac-

received n'374..
cent were contacts..

•3 Communicable Diseases

These diseases showed a slight increase over the previous monthly
period. A marked increase was experiencedin*.upperrespiratory dis-
eases, with the rate of diarrheal diseases remaining approxinitely the
same as during the previous month.

.The incidence of epidemic hepatitis increased from approximatelyfour cases per week during. December to sixteen cases per weak in Janu-
ary.

-No outbreaks of significant proportions were encountered.

_A detailed breakdown of statistics on communicable diseases occur-
ring during the month of January will be :found in Annex -=V to the
Medical Section report.

4. Medical Records

A new high for these reports was reached in January. A total of
55,483 were processed, representing an increase of approximately 10,000
over: those processed in December. The quality continued to be good.

5. Non-Battle' Injuries

The rate of these injuries increased from:165 to 194 per thousand
peir annum.. The increase was mainly attributable to the icy, dangerous

-condition of roads and poor visibility throughout the Army area.

Non-battle injuries represented fifteen percent of the total direct
admissions as compared with twelve percent for December.

Cold type injuries, especially of the feet, increased from 128 to.
264 per thousand per annum. A number of factors contributed to thin
tremendous increase, especially of frostbite (128 per thousand per ,
annum). These factors included constant exposure to bitter cold, heavy

.snow, the. emergency of the tactical situation, and the fact that practi--
cally'all combat troops were committed continuously during the period.:

6. Army Medical Laboratory Service

In January, the two base sections of the 7th Medical Laboratory
operated throughout the month in the following locations:

-Section I - METZ (U 85)
Section II - UXEMBOURG CITY .(P 81),

The combined sections performed 9,535 testsan increase of ap-
proximately 2,000 tests over those performed during December. This was
the heaviest month of operations, in so far as the 7th Medical Labora-tory was concerned.

The total work for the month of January is broken down as follows:

BASE LASORATORY NO OF PlCENTAGE
SECTIONS TESTS • O TOTAL

Serology 5678 59.5
Bateriology 1532 16.1
Chemistry 485 51
Pathology .246 " 2.6Hematology 87 : 0.9

Parasitology. 96 1.0
:Sub-total 8124 85.2i

MOBILE LABCRATORY SECTIONS NO OF 
1

PERCENTAGE
TESTS CF TOTAL;

Venereal Disease Section 14ll' 148
(6th Cony Hosp)

Sub-total. 11 .14.

GRAND TOTAL , 9535. 10.0

M .. w f etestsbytype.funitrequsting them
during Januya.y is shownbelw

7. Sanitation

With continued cold and a snow-covered terrain throughout the
month, environmental sanitary. conditions remALd satisfactoryI. The
health of the commarndwas generally satisfactory during the month.Sanitary problems due to insects, rodents, garbage and refuse dis-
posal were practically non-existent during the period.

Difficulties in operation of water uits .continued during the ex-
treme cold weather As indicated in the December report , many improvi-
sations were necessary to combat freesingwof the tanks, filters, pumps,:valves and hose lines. Treatment results were, however, better than'in
any previous month.

;.Requests for approval of modified and simplified operating pro-
cedure for water treatment units because of the cold weather conditions
were approved in only three instances after determination that the
water supply was being obtained from protected ground water sources,.

The suary of the results of 164 bacteriological analyses of
treated water from engineer water points showed an all time high for
potable water samples. Less than two percent (1.83%).of the samples
were non-potable as compared with forty-nine percent questionable or
unsafe for human consumption during August, 1944.

Following is the summary of improvement during the past six-month
period, exprossed in percentage of samples:

5g Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan
Potable. 51% -72%. 85% 89% 95%, 98%

Non-potable 49% 28% 15% 11%. 5% 2%,

Change to the recommended new method of operation of water treat-
ment units was effected during the latter part of October and the month
of Novembor throughout the Third U. S. Army.

During the month a new-directive was issued from the Office of the
Chief Engineer, European Theater of Operations, U. S. Amy, embodying
the Third U. S. Army method.of water treatment for adoption throughout.:,the Theater.

CHAPTER 9..
FEBRU ARY. OPER ATIONS

Highlights of the month included the presence of roads which, as a,
result of spring-like thaws, became alaost impassable. Medical evacu-
ation was difficult under such circumstances. Heavy snow in the earl

part of the month posed similar difficulties. Unorthodox methods ef
!evacuation, plus the fact that- a lower number of casualties was being
experienced, eased the situation to some. extent.

Difficulty was encountered in the location of suitable covered
accommodations for hospitals. Changes in Army boundaries had left Third
U S. Army with an area containing fewer suitable sites.

An innovation.in February was the setting up of a provisional hos.
pital to care exclusively for patients with self-inflicted wounds. ,

Unusual procedures in the field of internal medicine were inoti..
tuted and are covered in a now. eub-sectien to Section 3 ,of this report.
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. Evacuation

By-1 February, the concentrated'efforts of the Allied Armies had-
-reduced the ."German Bulge" to its former proportions, and they ,were
ready for an offensive of their own. TheFirst and Ninth U. S. Armes
and the Armies of the British Twenty-First Army Group were to furnish
the impetus for the proposed push.. Third U. S. Army was'designated to
confine its activities, at least up to a certain point, to limited ob-
jectives. By the middle of the month, however, with the SAAR-MOSELLE
triangle clearlof the enemy, the VIII and XII Corps continued to push.
forward in a north,I northeasterly direction, over terrain which was
next- to impassable. Road conditions were due partially to the heavy
.traffic which was brought about by the see-saw battles preceding this
offensive, and partially to the melting snow which left the roadbeds a
mass of mud and slush..

-Withroads which were too soft and slippery to accommodate fast .traffic,
. 
evacuation of casualties became one of the major problems of

the offensive "Movement of. ambulances was extremely.slow, and the ma-
jority of the .evacuation hospitals were located too far to the rear to
permit expeditious delivery of patients by road.: On 14 February the
110th Evacuation Hospital was opened at CLERF (P-87) to partially al-
leviate the situation. However, due to the .condition of the roads,.it.
was decided to try a new plan of evacuating patients by transporting
them from SIERCK-LES-BAINS (Q-09) 'to THIONVILLE (U-88) in boxcars. The-
172d Medical Battalion,. -4,, XX Corps,.. and the Railway Operations Bat-
talion of that sector formulated the plans for this venture. Faster
transportation of patients developed, and it required only about one
hour and fifteen minutes, or one-half the time which it had taken to
move these patients by road, This schemewas continued for three days'
(21-23 February), and a total of 182 casualties were evacuated by such
means.. Of these, 104 were ambulatory patients, and .seventy-eight
litter patients. On 23 February, the 94th Infantry Division uncovered .
a more suitable road. net leading into LUXEMBOURG, and rail evacuation
.from SIERCK-IES-BAINS (Q-09) was discontinued on that date.

During February several units were transferred from Third U.S.
,Army. The"417th and 588th Ambulance Companies were assigned to Ninth
,:.U. S. Army, the 587th Ambulance Company and the 606th ClearingCompany
.were assigned to Sixth Army Group, and the 460th Medical Collecting-:
.Company continued in its status of attachment to Sixth Army Group. The
'416th Medical Collecting Company was relieved from its temporary at-
tachment to Sixth Army Group and returned to Third 11. S. Army. There
were assigned to and operating with Third U. S. Army eleven ambulance
companies.

.When IIICorps was assigned to First' U. So Army on 13 February, the
units of the corps medical battalion, consisting of one battalion head-
quarters, two medical collecting companies, and one clearing company
remained with Third U., S. Army. Exclusive of units attached to corps
medical battalions, this brought the total number of collecting compa- i
nies to thirteen and the clearing companies to. six. Ambulance and col,-
lecting companies were employed as in the. past, except in the case of
ten ambulances of the 419th Medical Collecting Company, These remained
attached to the 17th Airborne Division for second echelon medical
service until 10 February, at which time that division was relieved of
attachment to Third U. S. Army and returned to the First Allied Air-

of this station for the evacuation of patients was discontinued because
of the fact, that the number of patients did not justify its operation
for such a purpose. Likewise, the saU number of. casualties requiring
evacuation prompted the ; closing .on 23 February of the 58th Field Hospi-
tal which had been operating "sa holding unit for ThirdU. S. Army at

PETANGE (P-61). It was the original plan to employ the 7th Field Hos-
pital (also an Advance Section, Conmunications Zone-unit) as a holding
unit 1for Third U. S. Army at BASTOGNE .(P-55). but this plan was thwarted
when fire destroyed the buildings which. the unit was to occupy.and by.
certain rail traffic difficulties,..

The seriousness of the problems which confronted the-Army Medical.
Service with respect to the evacuation .of patients is amply reflected.

by the fact that, because of heavy snow and practically impassable-
roads, extreme measures were initiated to continue the normal flow of
casualties within the division -areas. Regardless.of the comparatively
small number of casualties during February, the fact remained that
satisfactory evacuation was extremely difficult, To illustrate the.

urgency of a-suitable means of carrying out proper. evacuation of, pa-
tients in the division areas, it is only necessary to, review some of.
the methods employed in an attempt to overcome the obstacles brought
about by the elements. After a trial with litters on sleds and track-

M laying cargo carriers (weasels), it was decided that the use of dog
teams would prove more .desirable in the evacuation of casualties within
the diVision echelons. .Hence, it was determined to order thirteen dog
teams of the Air Rescue Service from Labrador. The final contingent of
a total of 130 dogs, fourteen enlisted men, and thirteen officers ar-
rived at THIONVILIE (U-88) on 13 February. Duringthe ensuing

' 
period

between the request and. the delivery, however, the snow had melted, and
the teams were never employed.

Total evacuations for the month follow:

Air --- ---- - 2,473
Rail ------------- 3,061
Road----- 10,105

Total 15,639

For locations of evacuation facilities during the month, see Medi-
cal Annex XXVI.
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"Wasel
5

arryijng Two Ltter and- Three Abltory Patients

.borne Army. Station and"litter bearer platoons of collecting companies.
and clearing companies were employed to augment the staffs of thee-
vacuation hospitals. Holding units were also organized from head-
quarters and station platoon of collecting companies to care for non-i
transportable post-operative patients when field hospital-platoons
moved forward.

Until the assignment of III Corps.to First U. S. Army, the-65th
:Medical Group was .supporting it and the VIII Corps; the 66th Medical
Group supported XII and XX Corps; and the 69th Medical Group evacuated
the 35th, 12th, and 106th Evacuation Hospitals, Advance Section, Corm-
munications- Zone was responsible.for the evacuation of the remaining
hospitals.

... The 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion .continued to operate the
air/rail medical evacuation holding unit at THIONVILIE (U-88)for the
entire month, though this unit was forced to operate under weather con-.
ditions which seriously hampered potential air evacuation. The number
of casualties evacuated by air was limited to 2,473, as compared to a
total of 3,061 evacuated by rail.

It was during this month that the first hospital train to use'"
LUXEMBOURG CITY (P-81) was loaded with patients directly from Third U.
S, Army hospitals. On 17 February, 238 litter and .sixty-four ambu-
latory patients were evacuated by rail from the 12th, 34th, 35th,-and
104th Evacuation Hospitals in LUXEMBOIRG CITY (P-81), the 1a1st Evacu-
ation Hospital at BERG. (P-83), and the 58th Field Hospital (an Advance-~
Section, Cormunications Zone unit) at PETANGE (P-61).to the Hospital
Center at BAR-LE-DUC (U-12). As operations proceeded, however, the use

"Weasel" Carrying Three Litter Patients

Med
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Advantags of this ample support was taken to close the 35th and
104th Evacuation Hosptale at different times, in order to rest the
personnel, who had been furnishing medical support from the beginning
of the reduction of the bulge.

The 103d Evacuation Hospital, which had been temporarily attached
to Sixth Army Group, was assigned to First U. S. Army on 26 February.

During the month of February, extensive use was made of civilian
labor for the essential duties of housekeeping in Army-hospitals. As
in previous months, this. aid was secured through civilian agencies on a
revese lend-lease basis.

The 6thConvalescent Hospital remained at its location in MOULINS-
IRS-METZ (U-5)duin the entiremonth. The large number of upper
respiratory infections, brought on during the month by exposure to
freezing temperatures, placed a tremendous strain on the convalescent
hospital. The daily quota system continued tobe employed. In order to
relieve the burden on.the 6th Convalescent HoApitalq, a pravisional.,hos-

.pitajl was formed by the -436th Medical..Battalion and put, in operation at
VMDCRF-IES-BAIN (P-90)_to care for convalescent. medical cases which
would otherwise go to the 6th Convalescent Hospital.

location of Third U. S. Army
Mdal ei xnnex XXlI.

sin the famous Spa pro
oper. Four ore hotels, and
-as •acommodattons for or-
beautiful parks and sur-
or 'convalescent patients,
ted the setup.

ala during February will be.:

Third-U. S.. Army

d. Number of patients with multiple wounds:. 3500

e. Classification of wounds by causative agents:

(1) Gunshot Wounds (rifle, pistol or-,'
machine gun) 2440

(2) Shell Wounds (HE, flak, mortar'or
cannon) 6302

(3) Bomb Wounds (aerial, grenade, booby
trap or cannon) 721

(4) Blast Injuries .(bomb, shell or mine),-_.4+55
(5) Wounds from secondary missiles
(6) Burns (ptrol, flash, flanme throwerx

phosphorus, etc.) 81
(7) others

Total 10631

f. Number of deaths by primary and secondary causes:

Pen W abdomen Hemorrhage
PerftW chest HOorrhage
Perf W chest Lao W Ulver and.

ascending colon
PenW abdomen Malt lac of'ascending

colon
Pen N abdomen Mult lac stomach & col
Pen W chest Hemorrhage cerebral

concussion
Pen W scalp .Intracranial & abdomin

injuries.
Pert W-abdomen ultlac of ileum&

sigmoid colon
Pen.W chest . lt lao of lung, dia-

phragm spleen, & cl
Pn" chestMult lacofsmall in-

testine & bladder
Pn W ,chest Hmthorax-severa0ce

spinal cord at 0-6
Pen W chest, FCC-thigh right
Pen W chest ILo of, liver and supe:

pole kid ney.rright
Pen W abdomen *Pulnary edema
Pen chest Pert W abdomen with il

Pan W shell (HE)abdomen.with Shock & pulmary edema
lac cocum intestinal OIS-

ceratian, multintestinal.
perforation, •.. ----.. " -
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Pen:I W W.abdomen Shock severe, trauma+&

hemorrhage
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Pe GSW abdomen Pulmonary edema
Pen W, SF! abdomen Shock severe, trauma &

hemorrhage
Pen W (mine) abdomen Shock severe, trauma &

hemorrhage
Amputation, traumatic, in- Shock severe, trauma &

complete, ankle right hemorrhage
•Aputation, traumatic, com- Shock severe, trauma
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Perft ,SF!W(H) head Shock severe, trauma
Pen .W, SF . (HE) chest left Pulmonary odsma
Perf W SW chest left Shock severe, trauma &
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lung .involving large bronchus
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monary artery
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SFW, Pert severe neck Shock
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left lung, lower lobe
SF!, severe lac left shoulder & Acute pulmonary edema

chest
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forearm
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Concussion cerebral
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land mine
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Pulmonary edea
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Shock, pulmonary edema
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the offensive -then in progress. Tne intensity of ,ne offensive Is ei-
nitely factual, as not once was this Army actually on the defensive.
With our lines always being pushed.forward, it was possible to maintain

very closemedical support. During the half-yesar period, 64, 389battle

casualties were admitted to' our medical installations.

Of these casualties,. 16,885 or twenty-six percent were caused by.
.small.arm fire, i.e. rifle, machine gun, or pistol; and. 46,735 or

seventy-three percent wre wounded with fragments of high explosive
shTlls, mortars, mines, or. bombs. Only 769 or one percent were burn
•casualties. -It is interesting to note that only one out of-every four

wounds resulted from small arm fire. Some. thirty percent or 19,847

battle casualties had multiple wounds.

The evaluation of the results obtained in the treatment of the

-Wounds of the chest totaled 5,677, or about ten.percent, while ab-
donial wounds accounted, for an additional 2,907 cases or five percent,
Many of these cases were operated upon in the field hospital platoons
by trained surgical.teams. These units functioned at the same level as
the division clearing stations, where they treated all non-transport-
able casualties. Through this arrangement, shock therapy was admini-
stered and surgery accomplished within a few hours of the time of in-
Jury. Following operation, these cases were held. in the field hospital
for. a week or ten days to allow recovery from surgery before. being
transported to the rear. As a result of this type of care, the mor-
tality in chest wounds was approximately eight percent and in abdominal
wounds fifteen and five-tenths percent.

The hghest percentage of wounds .involved the.extremities. There
-were 16,327 patients or twenty-five percent of the total battle casu-
alties with injuries of the upper extremities and thirty-five percent
or 23,273 patients with injuries of the lower extremities. The mor-
talty rate was only threq percent of the former and one percent of the
latter group. Wounds of the buttocks accounted for 3,745 of the casu-
alties or six percent with-a mortality of two percent, and wounds of..
the genitalia and other-parts of the body not listed abovw.accounted.
for 3,615 or six percent with a mortality of one and four-tenths per-
cent.

The chart shown inMedical Annex XXVIII to this report graphically

illustrates the'above discussion.

2a. Medical Services

Prior to the mooth of February, policies of-medical, as distinct

authority.
Tpeter of

Hospital (a

in selected cases which required small dosage, and in which treatment
could be 'completed in a matter of a few days. This would obviate re-
turning a considerable number of cases to rearward installationa and
thereby conserve their services within the Army area. One restriction
was placed on the use of this superficial x-ray therapy. It was not

• 
to

be used on plantar warts, and would be administered only by the-single
officer designated, and not by the 12th Evacuation Hospital as a unit..

Socondiy, the Venereal Disease Center which had been set up acme
months previously at the 6th Convalescent Hospital was implemented by
the addition to that staff of a qualified urologist. All cases of
L gonorrhea which failed to respond to two courses of penicillin and/or
sulfonamides, or which were diagnosed as chronic, with or without stric-
tre, were to be channeled from other Third U. S. Army hospitals, to
this designated Center for treatment. The enlargement of the Center.
through the addition .of the urologist was specifically directed toward
successful treatment of all cases of chronic and penicillin and/or sul-.
fonamide resistant gonorrhea. It was estimated that between fifty and
200 men could be returned to full duty from the Army level each month,
who ight otherwise be lost to Communications Zone medical instal-
lations..

The month was characterised by a gradual decline in the overall in-
cidence of medical, as distinct from 'surgical, conditions. There was a
ditinct decline in cold type injurie, as .well. asin upper respiratory
infections. The general medical .picture tended to approach appaexi-
mately .twenty-five percent. of all admissions, as contrasted to fifty
percent to fifty-five percent in the preceding three menths.

There were no diseases of epidemic importance, the closest approach.
beingL n oubreakL of epidemic hepatitis in the 26th Infantry Division.
During the month, there were approximately 05 cases of this disease
scattered thro.ghout the division. The majority of these cases were
miLd, and moat of them were returned to duty within eleven to.twenty.,
one days, with very few being evacuoted from the Army area. The Inel-
demos was equally distributed among the combat and administrative per-
sonnel of the divisione Although these cases represented a rise above
the normal to be expected within a single nt t was not considere
that the incidence in ny way approached epidemic proportions.
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3. Neurooisyhiaty

With the ARDENNES bulge eliminated during the month of Januar, the
Third..U. S..Army confined its efforts in February to what might be

...called an aggressive defensive. The enemy's counteroffensiveI extending
"into January, which resulted in a record number of casualties within
Third U. S. Army for any one month, was replaced by a type of warfare
somewhat similar to that employed by this Army; that is, primarily a
holding operation. The result was that Third U. S,- Army's total non-
fatal casualty admissions for the month of February dropped to approxi-
mtely 15,000 less than those .for the previous month. Five and seven-
tenths percent of the total of 32,189 non-fatal casualties admitted
during February were neuropsychiatric, and seventy-three percent of the
1,847 cases of this type were returned to duty as.compared to seventy-,
seven percent returned to duty during the previous month. The percent-
ag:e of.neuropsychiatric casualties to .the total admissions showed a
two-tenths percent increase over the five and five-tentha recorded
during January. A comparison of the two months' percentages and ratios
.shows no marked variation with relation to neuropsychiatric casualties.

i The fact that proper rotation of troope to division rest areas is
a command function was stressed as.heretofore, and continuous emphasis.
was placed upon the fact that this rotation is very definitely a con--tributing factor to the reduction.of neuropsychiatric conditions."

44. Dental

During February, five prosthetic dental detachments were' activated 

by Headquarters Thiod U. S. Army upon authority received from Head-
quarters European Theater of -Operations,. These detachments, based upon
the. T/O andEin column BH, 8-500, consisted of one captain, Dental
Corps, and three enlisted dental: technicians..The organization pro-
vided for each-detachment to operate from a dental prosthetic truck.

-Since only three trucks would ultimately be available, one detachment "
L.. each was attached to the two Army Medical Depot .Companies. The urgeons

of each of the three corps requested that a detachment be assigned to.
them for operation with the clearing, company attached to the corps
headquarters. These assignments were made since the prosthetic treat-.
ment available to Army troops would thus be distributed where the
greatest numbers of troops could beet be served.

It was believed that the addition of theL five prosthetic detach-
ments wouldsupplement the already excellent denture service available L
in Third U. S. Army to the point where all echelons could receive at-

tention with a. minimum of time.:lost from duty.

'Officer and enlisted personnel were drawn from experienced, well
qualified groups so little time would be lost in establishing a well-

rounded and smoothly-functioning detachment. The headquarters of the
4th Auiliary Surgical Group was chosen to administer the five detach-
ments and serve as their: headquarters.

The Army Dental Surgeon's inspections of dental installations re-
vealed that evacuation hospitals were receiving many maxillo-facial
cases which were being well-handled prior to evacuation. All clinics'
were devoting much of their time to the treatment .of routine operative

cases who were being placedin Class IV without delay. The latter
cases were receiving the necessary prosthetic attention upon completion
of the-required operative and sargical' procedures.

Although there were a fewer admissions for routine dental treat-
ment during the month of February, a greater number of restorations
: were Completed than during any month since October, 1944, The inci-
dence ofVincent's infection was lower than it had been since March,
1944.

AL chart. is shown below giving the breakdown of dental treatments

for the month of February:

Strength (Reported)------ ---. 374493
Admissions Routine---------------22303
Admissions Zmergency,-------- 4065
Sittings. - ---- _ 32698
Officer Personnel-------..-. . 343
Enlisted Personnel--------.----- 369 '
Restorations------ - 25626
Dentures --------- 2128
Gingiviti- --- -- -- -- -- -- ----- 1364
Gingivitis Treatent------------. 2076
Stomatitis Vincent's Treatment--- 469

5.0 Veterinar

Seventeen inspections were made of Class I supply points. Thawing
weather and rain, together with rapid movement of the Army, made it
difficult to find proper sites for supply points. Constant check wasnecessa r to prevent lea from moisture. ..s

'Five bakeries supplying the abovepoints were'inspected and found
to be satisfactory.

.

6. Personnel

Names. of Medical Department Officers and enlisted men were sub-mitted:,to the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, U. S. Army,
for. permanent rotation to general hospitals in the Communications Zone,
in the following numbers:

Medical Corps officers---6-.-,------ -6
-Dental Corps officers------4------, _ -------- 4 "iMedical Administrative. Corps officers----2
Enlisted men-------- ----- 25

PerTment rotation was actually effected in Febr uary of eleven Medical
Corps officers. In addition, rotation was. offered within Army on a muchlarger scale than heretofore, in an attempt to salvage the services of'-Me edical-Department personnel, particularly.in division areas. NineMedical Corps officers were so rotated. Division Surgeons were apprisedof the fact that rotation was available to Army units of Medical Depart-ment officers, on.forty-eight hours' notice,

During the month, ten Medical Corps officers were received as re-inforcements. Shortages among Medical Department conissioned person-neal, as of the end of the-month, were as follows.

Medical Corp-----,...------------
Dental Corps--.---.------------------9
Medical Administrative Corps_---- -- 40

.Consistent efforts were continued to obtain proper reinforcements.fromn
the Communiations Zone. However, Theater shortages, particularly in
regard to Medical Corps officers, continued to exist and made difficult
the obtainment by Third- U. S. Arm of sufficient reinforcements in this
category to bring it up. to T/O strength. There were still sufficient
applications for appointments as second lieutenants, Medical Admini-
strative Corps,. which had been approved by this headquarters and for-warded to Headquarters European Theater of Operations during January,
to make up the deficit existing within Third U& S. Army in that branch.
Appointments, however, were slow in coming through.

Shortages in enlisted men continued to approximate a consistenttotal of more than 500. Constant efforts were made to secure such anumber in a block from Communications Zone general hospitals, with thethought in mind that this would even out the shortage curve toa point
closely approaching zero. Reinforcements of Medical Department en-listed men were being sent to Third U. S. Army in sufficient numbers tocounteract current casualties and losses,.

.Approximately fifty nurses remained on detached service with Third

U. S. Army hospitals during the month. These nurses were.on loan from
general hospitals which were not in operation. As the general hospi-
tals to which the particular nurses were assigned went into operation,.
.exchange was effected for a similar number of nurses from other general
hospitals, not yet in operation.

A number of surgical and shock team: were also on detached service
with Army hospitals during the month, on loan from general hospitals..

Section 4- Medical Supply

Few changes occurred in the locations of the medical depot com-
panies during February. The 32d Medical Depot Company (minus one ad-
vance section) continued in its locations at MTZ (U-85). The advance
section of this company remained .at. AUETZ (U-79) throughout the month.
The 33d Medical Depot Company also continued in its location at LONIUYON
(U-49). At the close of the month, however, the 33dMedical Depot Com-
pany closed at that location in preparation for a .movement to ETTEL-.
BRUCK (P-84). An advance section of the 33d*Meical Depot Company 're-
mained at BASTOGNE (P-55) until 26 February. It became operational on
27 February at ITTEIBRUCK (P-84).

Therewas little change in the overall medical .supply situation.
Through extraordinary shipments.of medical supplies from Communications
Zone in January, an adequate stock of medical supplies had been accumu-
lated.. During February,*shipments were received regularly, and a tot4l
of 380 long tons of medical supplies were actually received from Com-
municationa Zone during this month. The major difficulty encountered
.was the continued inability of hospital trains to make sn even property
exchange on blankets. This problem had been ,a bothersome one for sever-
al months, and further corrective action was initiated.

Due to the poor condition of roads to the rear in .the vicinity of
REIWS (T-37), caused by February thawe, restrictions were placed by

appropriate authorities in the Communications Zone, barring these roads,
from travel by two-and one-half ton trucks, or heavier vehicles, As a
result, an excessive amount of salvage"material accumulated atboth ArmW
medical depots. On 10.February, two highways to REIMS (T-37) were
opened, and twelve trucks were obtained from the 24th Regulating Sta-
tion (an Advance Section, Communications Zone unit) to carry salvage
materiel from the Army medical depotsto, Depot M-*408 at REIMS (T-37).

Also during the early part of..he month, Twelfth Army Group re-quested the Army Surgeon to. prepare a list of medical items to be. used
for an emergency air drop, in the, quantity required to support,1,000
men-for one day. This list consisted of fourteenitems and weighed
.approximately 18,377 pounds, occupying a space of approximately 10,798
cubic feet.-

In the middle. of the month, information was recived that th ai

field Y-33 at THI(XVILIE (U-88) was closed for cargo and that all ship-
ments of supplies by 'air would be sent to A-82-C at -ETAIN (.47) until
further notice..

Approximately 200 cases of captured liquors were released by AC of5.S, 0-G-4, for issue to Army medical units for medicinal purposes. Dis-
tribution was made to the units on a strength basis from one of the Army
medical depot companies.:

Among unusual iteme received during the month were 20,000 bags,patients, effects. Basis of issue from the Army level included one for
every two beds in units other than divisions and for divisions, not to
exceed an estimated seven-days'I consumption.. Sufficient. quantities of
tray, food,: six compartment, were received from theCommunications Zone
to allow each evacuation hospital 300 of this item. Limited quantities
of markers, Red Cross, nine feet, six inches by twenty-one feet, six
inches, and burners, oil, stove, tent, were available. Distribution was
made. on the oil burners on the following basis: ,

50 per Evacuation Hospital and Medical Gas
Treatment Battalion

60 per Field Hospital.
100 per Convalescent Hospital

Four-additional stoves, two-burner, gasoline, were authorized each
division for use in battalion aid stations.

Due to previous difficulties involving the use of Army-transporta-
tion to pick up emergency supplies from Communications Zone depots, ad
well as to deliver salvage material to those depots, corrective measures
were instituted. Arrangements were made with the 24th Regulating Sta-
tion (Advance Section, Communications Zone unit) whereby that station
would furnish trucks to the Army medical depot companies for the pur-
poses :outlined.

During the last week ofrthe month, an extract of -Medical Departmt
Supply Catalogue -"1944, listing only item stocked in Army medical.
depot companies was sent to all divisions and to separate battalions of
corps, as well as to Army medical units. The extract was reproducede
printed through the efforts of the Army Surgeon's Office.

Section 5 - Preventive Medicine

1. General

February was marked by continued hard fighting, with the addition-
al problem of successfully executing several river crossings in.pre-
vailing temperatures which, though somewhat elevated in comparison with
those of the previous month, were contributing factors toward the .con-
tinuing prevalence of cold type -injuries (trench foot and frostbite) and
upper respiratory diseases. At the same time, temperatures rose to a
sufficient level to permit the ice and snow to melt, thereby creating
sanitary problems resulting in an increase in diarrheal diseases and In-
factious hepatitis. Water pollution again demanded serious attention..

2. Venereal Disease Control

There was a alight increase in the venereal disease .rate over, the
month of January, despite the fact that heavy fighting continued. Ordi-
nar.l, this increase would not be expected; however, the policy of
issuing passes to cities outside the Army area was credited with the
venereal disease increase.. New Army prophylactic stations were estab-
lished in ARLON (P-52), BELGIUM, CCKFLAS (U-66), FRANCE, andESCH
(P-70), LUXEMBOURG. There were 4,734 prophylactic treatments given by

,Army prophylactic stations during the month.

The supply of new type individual chemical and. mechanical prophy-.
lactic units was adequate.
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4. Medical Records

A.total of 48,072 reports were processed during the 'nooth' a de-
crease over the.previousmot. Tthis decrease ,was expectedin view of
the fact that in Februaz. a number of units were transferred fro.m the'
Third. S. Army. .

5. Non-battle Injuries

The melting of the ice andsowwhich resulted in.less slippry-,
roads was responsible.for a decrease in non-battle injuries during the
month. During the firstweek, the rate was 228 per 1,000 per annum,.:with a subsequent progressive-decrease te 137 for the last-week of the
month. Non-battle injuries represent fifteen percent of the total
direct admissions for the month. Although there was a slight increase
in the trench foot rate, due to the mud following the thaw, the frost-.
bite rate drdpped 'so sharply that the total cold injury rate per 1,000
per annum decreased to approximately fifty percent of. that for the -
month of January.

6.. ArMyMedical Laboratory Service

. gDri the month of February the 7th Medical Laboratory continued
to operate in two sections as follows:

Section I -MTZ (U-85)
Section II LUXEMOURG CITY (P-91)

The.combined sections performed 9,829 tests during the period, which
representeda slight increase over the 9,535 tests performed duringJanuary, and established an all-time high for any.one month since the
comencement of operations.

The total work for the ,month'uf February is broken downas follow:

BASE IABCRATEYT NOI oPrIC ETT A -
SETOSTESTS CFTOTAL

Serolog*. 6113 -62
Bacteriology 1:08 1..4
Chemistry 454 4,6
Pathology "218 2.2
a, emtology 122 . 2

Parasitology 129 1*.3
Sub-total 8544 87.0

MOBILE LABORATRY.

Venereal Disease Section
(6th Conv Hosittal) "120 11.3

Shook Section
(30th ield .Ncep# letPlot) 165 1.7

Grand Total 9829 100,0
A briakdown of the above tests-by type of unit reqesting then

during February is shown below:

Tips E t CF uT jFNT NO CO TESTS PERCETAGEOFALL TESTS

Evacuat on Hospitals 12 2821 28.7Conra1IIcent Hosptal 1 2918 9.
Fiexct fHositals .10 620'6.
Misc Medical

Istallationa. :62$ 6.3

i from animal and human-wastes was extensive .
s. There were:twelve reported instances ,'of a.
I undoubtedly there were many which escaped re-
watively mild and: short-lived nature of-the

ys, continued generally throughout .the month
icy. The source or cause of the diarrhea was
k.-investigations were carried out in several

The operation of water treatment units when treating- grossly .pol-
luted sources by the new method of treatment received a thorough test.
Out of a record of 201 samples of treated water analyses, only three
were found polluted during the month, which is considered exceptionally
low-in view of the stream conditions at that time.

A new directive on water supply was received from the European
Theater of Operations :(Section II, Circular No 17, dated 10 February,
1945)-incorporating Third U. S. Army's policy on water treatment and'-
sampling.

CHAPTER'.10
MARCH OPERATIONS

The Assistant to the Army Dental Surgeon, a captain, Dental Corps,
who had been with Headquarters Third U. S. Army since before its .em-
barkation for ENGLAND, was transferred to an evacuation hospital. A.
replacement reported to the Medical Section.,

No other changes occurred during themonth in the organization of
the Medical Section.

Section 2 - operations

nded the Information.

InstructorTraining.:School inPARIS (5-06).::

evacuation in Marbh provided a repetition, more or
lties faced in the sweep across FRANCE in August,
ilbreakthrough on the SIEGFRIED LNE .east of the
IBOURG, Third U. S. Army's rapid advance was broken
ds by. the natural obstacles offered by terrain and
ied :the tactical problem of establishing bridge-
ivers - the MOSELLE, the RHINE, and the MAIN. How-
Vretarding effect of-these river assaults, the ad-Pe The speed with which the advances were executed,
)laced a heavy burden upon evacuation facilities,
m be hauled longer distances than normal speeds ofa. Forunately rhoweveri more favorible weat her
Lted in inproved roads which permitted meore success.'

oulance Company, motor, was relieved from First U. S. Army andassigned
:this Army.

The 65th MedicalGroup supported the VIII and XII Corps, and the

66th Medical°Group.supported the XX:Corpe, The 69th Medical Group,with the additional aid ovf ambulances from Advance Section, Communica-
tions Zone, provided evacuation' for ThirdU.S. Army hospitals.

-. A grand total of 23 192 patients were evacuated from the Army area
during (arch. Of this number, seventy-five percent were evacuated by
road, :due to the fact that Third U. S. Army was not operating an air
medical evacuation holding unit after 13,March. Nevertheless, 5,698
-patients were, evacuated-by air, and 2,081 were evacuated by rail from,
the Third. U. S. Army medical holding unit during- the month,

.The .94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion operated the Third U. S.
Army air/rail medical evacuation holding-unit at THIONVILIE (U-88)
during the first half of the month. That unit was then alerted to pre-
pare itself for the role of furnishing medical support in the event of
chemical attack by the enemy. Both rail and air facilities were utili-
zed durin its operational period, .The 28th Field Hospital (an Advance
Section, Communications Zone unit) replaced the 94th Medical Gas Treat-
ment Battalion at THIONVILIE (U-88)when the latter unit closed on 13
March.! The 28th Field Hospital. was then closed on 23 March, and one of
its platoons was moved to ST WENDEL (Q-59.) to care forAllied prisoners
of war recovered from the camp at BAUMHOLDER (L-71).

The 7th and 58th Field Hospitals (both Advance Section, Communica-
tions Zone units) also operated air/rail medical evacuation holding
units in support of Third U. S. Army. .The 7th Field Hospital moved to
Airfield Y-62 at NIEDERMENDIG (L-69) on 14 March. However, the field,could not be used for air medical evacuation until 27 March because of
the fact that the field was under observation of the enemy, who was de-:ployed on the east bank of the RHINE River prior to that time, The
58th Field Hospital opened a .rail medical evacuation holding, unit at
ETTEIBRUCK (P-S4) on 12 March, where it remained for five days.. The!
unit then moved to TRIER (L12).to operate an air/rail medical evacu- .ation holding unit for the remainder of the month..

Locations of evacuation agencies of Third U. S. Army during March
will be found in Annex XXX to the Medical Section report.

36 Hospitalization

-The field hospitals continued to operate in the support of division
clearing stations as they had in the past. The 65th Field Hospital was
the only exception; this unit functioned as an evacuation hoapital. Atthe end of the month, the attachments of the field hospitals were as
follows:"

VIII Coros XII Corps XX Corps

:3d Plat, ,42d Fld Hoap 1st Plat, 16th Fld Hosp 2d Plat, 30th Fld 'Isp
2d Plat, 59th Fld Hoap 2d Plat, 16th Fld Hoap 3d Plat, 59th Fld Hosp
lst Plat,. 6Oth Fld Meap 3d Flat, 16th Fld Nop 2d Plat, 60th Fld Hosp'

lst Plat, 30th Fld Hesp 3d Plat, 60th FldHosp
3d Plat, 30th Fld Hump 2d Plat, 42d Fld Heap
st Plat, 59th Fld HOSp .

Third U. S. Army completed its penetration of the SIEGFRIED LINE;
,and by the middle of the month had advanced to the RHINE River in that
part of its sector north of the MOSELLE River.' This rapid advance left
the hospitals a considerable distance to the rear of front line opera-
tions. To correct this undesirable situation, the 101st and 107th
Evacuation Hospitals were established in the vicinity of MAYEN (L-69),
where they could give excellent support to both the VIII Corps, opera-
ting in the vicinity of KOBLENZ (L-89) and XII Corps, which was changing
direction to cross the MOSELIE River for a drive south.. At the same
time, the 104th and 109th Evacuation Hospitals had moved to TRIER (L-12)
to support XX Corps, which was launching an attack toward the East in
the sector south of the*MOSELLE River. The 65th Field Hospital, func-
tioning as an evacuation hospital, was brought up to SIMERN '(L.85) to
support the southward drive of XII'Corps; and, subsequently, the 110th,
39th, and 121st Evacuation Hospitals were moved to BAD KREUZNACH (M-03)
%in rapid succession. This marked the initial operational opening of the
1216t Evacuation Hospital, which had become a unit of this Army on:9.
March. Meanwhile, the 106th Evacuation Hospital followed up the advance
of XX Corps, and moved to ST WENDEL (Q-59). Shortly thereafter, the
,32d Evacuation Hospital moved to ALZEY (M.22).

Hospitals were limited to buildings in their choices of new sites

until after Third U. S. Army crossed the RHINE River. The assault ofthe RHINE River by Third U. So Army was carried.out without serious op-
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ft chest.

secondary missile,

ized peritonitis

•For several weeks prior-to the first of.March,.the 6th Convalescent
Hospital had been operating.at capacity. To alleviate this situation,
and prevent patients from leaving the Army area, due to capacity having
been reached at the 6th Convalescent Hospital, a provisional conva-
lescent hospital was organized. The Headquarters.and Headquarters De 

.

tachment, 436th Medical Battalion, was charged with the operation of the
provisional convalescent hospital. Attached to it were: Headquarters.
and Headquarters Detachment, 182d Medical Battalion; 2d Platoon,. 623d
Clearing Company; and the 624th Clearing Company, The hospital was set
up .at MONDORF-TES-BAINS. (P-90) and opened on'3 March to care for am-
bulatory convalescent medical cases less neuropsychiatric cases. This
unit operated for nineteen days and was closed on 22 March.'

For one week during the'last half of the month, t here were no con-
valescent hospital facilities available, and convalescent patients-were.
evacuated to Communications Zone. Though this was disadvantageous, it,
was deemed necessary to empty the,6th Convalescent Hospital and the
6.thMedical Battalion (provisional convalescent hospital) which were

falling far. behind, due to rapid advances of the Army. The latter was
able to moveand was establishedat GFSEHEIM (*-35):on 29 March.

The 34th Medical Battalion (provisionalhospital) continued to
+

operate at ESCH, (P-?O), providing care for self-inflicted wound cases
who were being retained in the Army area awaiting investigation and/or
courts-martial. 'This unit closed on 28.March in preparation for a move
6etward.

Locations "ofThird U. S. Army hospitals during the onth .of March
will be found in Annex XXXI to the Medical Section report.

An analysis of wounded hospitalized in March is given below:

a. Number of wounded admitted to medical: installations:

(1) US. . Army Troops .1072
(2) British Army Troupe
(3) French Armyv Troops,
(4) U. S. Navy and Marine. Corpe
(5) British and-French Navy
(6) Enemy Forces Personnel
(7) Civilians 64
(8) Others 2

Nte: A ll of the following -in b through f pertains to U. S. Army
trooms only.I

b. eneral classification of wounds:

(1) Serious2

(2) light

c.- Anatomical classification of wounds.:._
(Patients. with multiple wounds are classified according *to most
extensive. wounds).

(1) Wounmds other thanburn:a .Admisions Deathe

(a) Abdominal,5

. ,.) Maxillo-facial
(d) Neeo1od

Spine
Nerve

(e) Extremiti~es
tpper, 4

Lower
'fButtocks(g. ubttl

• . . + . . .. .. . . . .. , . . . ...96 8

Pen W, SFII(HE) abdomen

Pen W, SW (HE) buttocks

Pen F, 5FF (NE) chest

Pen W, SN F (Mine) abdomen

Pen W, GSW abdomen

Pen W, SN (NE) chest
CrushingW, chest (crushed

by-truck)
:Pen W,' buttock with entrance

into abdomen, lac W's at
jejunum and ileum, severe

Perf W It anterior chest
Perf W, abdomen severe:

Lac F, aid buttock, herniation
of rectum

Pen W, sucking, back rt side
PerfW, It thorax

.Pen W, left upper abdomen,
Pen W, lt chestsucking

Pen, F,.rt, upper abdomen

Perf. W, abdominal wall, severe

Perf W, thorax rt severe

Mult puncture W's of the
thighs, perineum &'anal.
region.

:Pen F, buttock.with ab-
dominal penetration

Ruptured spleen, severe, lac
W -. . Wof rectum due to fall

Extensive Perf W' .t :shoulder
blast injury, lungs,, bi-'
lateral severe

FCC rt humerus, hemathorax, rt
side & peralysis spine
complete at D2

FCC vault of skull, occipital
region, :severe

Perf F neck through lt arm
upper hirdperf spinal cordat level of, about D2 & 3

FCC skull, orbital & occOpita

Pulmonary embolism 1
DOA 5
Shock severe, trauma &

hemorrhage 4
Perforation of ventral &
caud-hemorrhage 2

Shock severe, trauma&
hemorrhage ,2

Shock severe, sucking
Swound, hemorrhage 6

Eviscerations small
intestine,+hemorrhage 2

Shock severe, trauma &
hemorrhage .16

Shock.severe, hemorrhage 6
Shock severe, contusion .

severe 1
Shock profound,
'irreversible 3.

Shock severe, irreversible 10
Shock profound,

irreversible 5
Shock severe, irreversible 1

Shock severe, irreversible 1
Shock severe, irreversible. 2-
Shock severe,, irreversible 1
Pulmonary collapse, consol-
idation, toxicity due to
liver"damage . 4

Shock severe, 17
irreversible

Shock severe,.
irreversible1
Soksevere,

irreversible.1
Shock severe, .
irreversible 2

Shock severe,
irrevereible 2

Shock profound,,
irreversible 1

Shock-severe, - -
irreversible 1

Shock severe,1

Shock

Shock & hemirt

FE) tighelegs Pulmonary. congestion
edema...Dilation of
ventricle-of. heart1 Shock.

Shock.
) spine Shock11) rt arm 

Shock
1)_bo0th * l.egs Sho Ick

Burns (at shell) face.
Perf W, chest with sucking W

rt: chest, lac lower lobe,
rlung, rt diaphragm

Pen.W, ltthigh, FCC femur,.
Pen.Wlt leg

Pen W, upper lt abdomen &
lower lt chest . "

Pen W, abdomen,, division com-
plete jejunum, lac &'con-
tusion sigioid colon.

DOA Pen , ilt leg, FCC 1t.
tibia & fibula, Pen.W chest

DOA Perf W xyphoid process-of
sternum

INjejunal complete with
generalized peritonitis

Evisceration abdomen
Pen W of back
3d degree white phosphorus

burns face, chest, hands &
arms DOA

Pen W (NM)abdomen with lac
colon

FCC rt lower leg with impair-
-ment blood supply .

: Mult Pen W shell (HE) hea,

.. chest, upper and lower ex-,
tremities

GsW Pen W .it abdomen
SF Pen W rt abdomen
FCC rt tibia, GSW. lt upper

abdomen & thorax
GSW Pen W lt upper abdomen &

kidney lac .:
Perf.W (GSW) abdomen
GSW Pen W abdomen
Shrap N Pen N chest
Shrap F Pen N abdomen
Shrap W Perf F abdomen
Shrap W Perf F chest.
.Shrap W Perf F flank*
Shrap N Perf Fabdomen
Strap WFCC tibia, fibula
Pen W shell, head
Perf W shell head
Traumatic amputation, .mine,
-both legs

Pen . (shell) spine
Pen W .(shell) chin
Pen W GSW rt chest
Traumatic amputation, mine,
S rt foot

Pen WI shell FCC both legs
Pen W (shell) FCC rt leg 35
Pen W shell chest 3M

•GSW W pen both thighs,, FCC
Pen, Fshell,.'head MN
Pen W shell, head FC
Pen- Fshell rt leg, FC

-Pen W shell, spine IM
Amputation, traumatic thigh

hagei

Shock
Circulatory collape

shock

Shock, hemorrhage &
traumatic secondary to
,injuries

Circulatory collapse
secondary to shock,
hemorrhage:

Shock-

Shock, hemorrhogic

Shock
Congestive 'heart failure
Hemorrhage & shock,'-,

Hemorrhage & shock

Shock, &.cerebral edema

Surgical shock
Peritonitis

.Surgical shock

Lobar pneumonia. .
Shock
Shock,

.Shock
Shock
Shock
Pulmonary embolism.
Uremia
Shock'
Cerebral edema .
Subdural'hemorrhage
Secondary shock severe

Broncho pneumonia
'Shock, severe DOA
Hemothorax, rt
Acute dilation of heart

Cardiac failure
Irreversible shock.
Severe asphyxia
Shock
Irreversible shock
Respiratory failure

Meningitis, secondary
Gangrene, gas

open east or
vas since th
opened the ne
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..came under Third U., S. Army control. During the latter:.part of
the medical group supporting the particular sector in which a-

al was. uncovered assumed control and became:responsible for super-
and supply of the installation. It soon became apparent thatore such installations were to be found, and it was deemed ad-

,e to place the responsibility for supervising:all German military
als, on a single medical group.- Plans to that end were being made :
month ended.

4. Additional TeMcorar Medical Service'

During the early part of the 'month, ,there *were reports of the poe-
sible use of chemical agents by the enemy. To be adequately prepared,,
the 92d and 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalions were alerted for sup-
port of the Army in the event of such attack. The'92d Medical Gas....
Treatment Battalion closed its provisional hospital for cold injury. .
casesat THI(KVILIE (U-88) and the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion
ceased its function as an air and rail evacuation holding unit.,'

For the remainder of March, these battalions were mobilized in
close support of the divisions and conducted refresher training for all
personnel, as well as checking all equipment for serviceability. Radio
equipment was furnished each battalion and the 65th and 66th Medical
Groups to facilitate communication. Fortunately, these battalions were

.

not required .to perform their primary mission during this period.

As the Army progressed through Germany, more and more German hoe..

Section- Professional Services

There were .LIJT battle casualties during March. Base
dispositions from all .causes among Third U. S. Army personne
was a mortality rate of one and two-tenths percent,.

2. Surgery

Surgical units were kept close up behind the rapid adva
Third U. S. Army columosduring.the month. The problem was.
difficult by a number of major river crossings. However, tb
.use of surgical trucks and PROCO.units attached to the field
the armored columns were well supported. The distances to
hospitals were greater than had been the rule, but no harmm
the non-transportable cases were cared for well forward, Tb

proper use of-PROCO units, it was felt.that the problem of handling -the
casualties of ,armored divisions was solved. The armor of the Third U..'
S. sArWmy moved fast and over great distances, and the comaanders of the
divisions were well satisfied with the surgical support they were given.
The method by which these results were accomplished is as follows:

A field hospital platoon was attached.to the armored division. The
organic personnel of this platoon was reinforced with two general sur-

.

gical teamsand two shock teams. These surgical teams were furnished
with two two-and-one-half-ton trucks with sufficient tentage, instru-
ments, and supplies to function in conjunction with the clearing compsny:
of the division. The trucks also carried the surgical personnel; and,
,as .the division moved forward, they went with it. They .set up with the
clearing station and did the non-transportable cases encountered. The •
field hospital platoon later moved up and established itself at the.
same level and took over the job of nursing and caring for these casu-
.alties.. The PROCO unit was then free to move forward again. The field
hospital.platoon, in turn, was relieved by a holding unit made up from
collecting company personnel. The hospital platoon could move up very
quickly to. again join the surgical teams. Such moves were possible
every few days, and great distances were covered, thus shortening the
ambulance haul and lowering the mortality.

In addition to the 11,072 battle casualties from .our own troops,
there were eighty-two Allied wounded and 5,425 of the enemy who received*
surgical care in Third U, S. Army .medical units. In spite of this rela-
.tively high number of casualties and the distances involved, the sur-:

,gical standards of the Army were maintained at their usual high level.ougn tin

I



declined over the. preceding month. -There was a mild seasonal increase .:. i : - : "
• I •. -  

, :: -i ." , <..--_in the incidence of mumps, .most .of .which was mild-in nature: and neces-. ..:."i'~ /i-:: i-.- •i"/i .. Operates at enAr
sitated little or no evacuation from the.-Army area. With the libera- i ..'.. :.-. ::'".- . "::- ::..i"

-in the "incidence of nutritional disease appeared .in .the: Army hospitals;- .. -.... :- -.. : i• 
'  

:•:,:.:" . -.. . .
this being due to admissicnS .in the. above mentioned category. ::i..--.i :. : "-.::.;: .-. .:.o.: :i

3.- Neurop y hiatry " " : ....;.. .. " -... . .: " 
•  :  •  

/i::. :i -:i

"-Casualties continued to be comparatively' light during the ~month: of :i "i.:- '. .... ..
.March, while great .tactical strides were being made, .which .included the ' . -. _.:.-..,-" . i-! : ,!--., - -_
cleaning out of the RHNfl MO~ESE AAR-triangle and the" crossing by"• .•. .. :-'-.._... .. . ..- , .. .

.Third U. S. Army troop. of the RHINE River, Crossing of this largest " .. •: i:.:: .

of.European rivers was, expected-to: prove one of the costliest assign-..: : .. ?::i "•.... ,.•.--...
ments of the war; but;. as things turned out, .this feat :caused an insig- :: . .i" ".... ;!-.! ':". .i: : :
nificant-number of casualties. The rapid progress of the troop and -::".' . - : -i .. .:,-... _.. .
• the capturing 'of-vast numbers of enemy prisoners of war :were factors "- •/ -- - .
which no doubt contributed to the high morale which prevailed among the - "
off icers and men of the various divisicns.* The incidence of neuro-.. ... . .: -i-.
psychiatric casualties had been..less than six percent: of the total non- .": . .::i:":. "!i:•i .. ,

•fatal-casualties since the first of the year.. Of the 32,066 non-fatal' - : .. :.- .".. ... // ."
casualties for the month of March,.1,779, or .five and five-tenths per- i.' ,::: :... :.,/ :'.
cent were neuropsychiatric. Of these, 1,508, or eighty-four and seven-.: :i.i!: :": .":-: .: / : :

tenthe percent were returned to duty. The exceptionally large number •; .-.. ...-.. '\ .:.
returned to duty was accounted for by the fact that the number of ad- . *-"':i.- i... ....
missions was low; and, therefore, the psychiatrists .in each instal,-. .... - • - .--- :.

lation .had ample time for therapy.." . . '"•.- ..-. "• "" "_.. "" - " !: " 
-

:, Toward. the end of the month, there was: a moderate increase in: . .: :i_:" i_

Schronic, alcoholism and of hospital admissions. for psychiatric opinion. -
priOr to .administrative action in disciplinary cases. .. : ..

4. Dental . . .. : : • •

Dental installations in Third U. S,
• 
Army were augmented by. the ad- .. :. i~.

dition .of six mobile prosthetic detachments. •Five of these :were acti-
vated .and equipped within the Army, and the sixth (Advance Section, • ..
Comunications Zone Dental Team Number 471) was assigned for operation .
within the Army .area. Each detachment, was commanded by a captain, Den- "."'

tal Corps, who was particularly well, qualified for prosthetic work,. To • '
assist .him were three enlisted technicians

. 
who composed the balance of

the personnel. Prosthetic trucks were obtained for only three of the - : . i.

five detachments activated within Third U, S. Army, and these teame : .:
spent the first five days of the month preparing their equipeent for...
mobile operation. The two remaining teams .were assigned to the two - ".' ..
Armyr medical depot companies for duty in the laboratories which had al- ••i.:..
ready been in operation, but which had been reduced in strength through. ... .. , '

the assigrssent of-their technicians to duty with. other prosthetic, de- .. : ...
tachments, By 7 March, the detachments were in. operation at the fol-
lowing assignsents: . .. ..

.-: i " - 456th -. 32d Medical Depot Company ". . .. '....
" " ...... 457th.- 33d Medical Depot Company . "- • "" "

. " - ::, ' 458th -. 664th Clearing Company "" "'. -. ...- :" .

• ./_ .. ' .... .. 459th - 635th Clearing Company . . •- " "
• :! :'i .. : 460th,- 613th Claring Compamy .. ...

. .. Comuncations Zone Team Number 471 was assigned to duty with the ". - / . .:
reserve medical company of the' llth Armored Division where prosthetic :

Sassistance: was greatly needed. ." "•- ""." ..... :
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ing supply lines and shortage of transportation
March, inspections of ClassI Supply Points con-
ely low in number,. However, no difficulty was en-
ct to sanitary conditions. .The. comanding officers
I Supply Points were instructed .toreplace old-:

especially was this policy stressed in the-case of

Thirteen m esses and one quartermaster bakery were visited during
Arch, and corrective action recomnended where indicated,

Two divisions were .visited for the purpose of investigating the
ethod of food handling in the Division Class I Dumps..

* Personnel

Shortages continued to exist in the approximate numbere of pre-
ious monthsin Medical Corps, Dental Corps, and Medical Administrative
orpe. officers. Though constant efforts were made to obtain u....L%;ILW&
einforcements tq .bring Third U. S. Army units up to T/O strength,,.
heater shortages continued to prevent attainment of this ends. Ap-
roximately fifteen Medical Administrative Corps officers were ap-
ointed from the ranks in March. These appointments were authorized
La the result of applications forwarded to Headquarters ETO, U. S. Army
n January. Further efforts were maintained to secure approval of a

ufficient number of these applications to afford appointments of,
recond lieutenants, Medical Administrative Corps, in the number calcu-
£ated to relieve the entire shortages of Third U. S, Army:in this cate-

ory..

Approximately fifty nurses and a number of surgical and shock
eams continued on detached service with Third U. S. Army hospitals
luring the month, on loan from general hospitals.

Section 4 - Medical Supply

The ample support which the two advance sections were' rendering
the forward elements within the Army also allowed simultaneous moves. on
the part .of koth main depot companies--the first time this had occurred
since Third 0J. -, Army became operational. The end of the month found
the 32d Medical Depot Company at ST S,"NDEL (Q-59) and the 33d Medical
Depot Company at KASTELIAUN (L-76). The advance sections made two
moves each, and at the close of the month, the Advance Section, 32d
Medical Depot Company was located at WCSTADT (M-23), and the Advance
Sections 33d Medical Depot Company was at MAYM (L-69). Shortage of
transportation prompted the simultaneous moves of the two main depot
companies, and when three truck companies (one from Communications
Zone and two from Army G-4) became available, the decision was made to
take advantage of the opportunity to move these units.

Two newly-arrived infantry divisions (the 65th and 89th) were as-
signed Third U. S. Army during the month, neither of which reported any
major shortage of medical equipment. In addition, the 121st Evacuation
Hospital was assigned, and the few shortages of medical equipment which
existed in that unit were filled from Army medical depots.

There was a decided increase in air evacuation during the month,.
and it was necessary to call upon Communications Zone for an additional
10C000 blankets-and 1,500 litters. Prompt delivery was effected by
air, and the 94th Medical.Gas Treatment Battalion was the recipient.

.As a result of the "gas alert", all units were ordered to check
their respective medical gas casualty equipment and submit requ4sitions
immediately for replacements of all shortages of this equipment. In
addition, a specialrequisition was submitted to the Chief Surgeon's
Office for additional gas casualty equipment. The requisition received
an immediate response, and delivery was expedited by air transportatin.



2. Venereal Disease Control

SAs a result of the advance of large numbers..of combat troops into
GERMAT, where the rules of non-fraternization applied, the rate.of
venereal disease contacts dropped among this type of troops; thereby
bringing about an overall reduction in the Army rate, despite the con-,
tinuing abundance of.contact reports issuing from PARIS. (S-04) and other
areas outside the Army Zone. Out of 419 individual venereal disease
reports received, 132 of them originated in PARIS (S-04), and more than
one-half of the total number received for the month showed locations

-outside the Army area as the points of origin. In connection with the
subject of venereal disease, an analysis of the reports for March re-
vealed a relative decrease in the incidence of syphilis. A statistic-
cal brakdown by weeks on venereal disease is shown in Annex =XIII to
the Medical Section report.

3. Communicable Diseases

"Exclusive of the increase in infectious hepatitis,:therewas a de-

crease in all .communicable diseases. Diarrheal disease cases dropped
from February's rate of thirty-eight per thousandt per annum to seven-.
teen, and.upper respiratory diseases showed an incidence of ,ninety-two
per thousand per annum, as. compared to February's 152 cases,

4. )rds

9,168 marks a-decrease by seve
for the, two previous month.

Improved environmental conditions brought about by clearing weatherresulted in fewer instances of diseases associated with poor sanitation.
Insects did not present a problem during the month. :Reports of louse

,infestation were numerically insignificaht, as they represented less
than.thirty cases throughout the entire Army. Bedbugs were. frequently
reported but effectively dealt with through the prompt and proper use.of
DDT Powder, the means which also was utilized in the eradication of lice.-
Liberal issues of DDT .Powder were effected for the protection and. dis-
infestation of American and Allied prisoners of war, displaced persons,
political prisoners, and prisoners of war found in the many camps which
had been overrun or established during .the month.

With the advent of improved sanitation, a noteworthy decrease was
registered in the incidence of diarrhea. There were only two outbreaks
duringthe..entire month, as compared with the twelve occurring during
''the month of February.

The saummary of water analyses for -the thirty-one-day period showed
no ono-potable samples out of a record total of 237 samples analyzed.
This compares. with three non-potable samples found in the previous
months total of 201.,

MedIcal-Personnel HeInst Awarded the Silver utar Roaal
Aw..A-A +1, 04'1,.mV% -Q4--'Svt WAAMI,IB__.M J i.--



CHAPTER11
APRI L .OPERATIONS

InApril, themedical picture. hanged from one largely concerned.
with treatment of battle casualties among our can forces to one of
control over captured German hospitals, displaced persons camps, Al-
lied prisoner of war encampments, and the like. In no instance was

there time to devote the desired oomplement of attention to the all-
most indescribable things which were uncovered. In all instances there
was the desire to accomplish better the tasks which-unfolded.

There was. confusion., Third U.. S. Army, as. well as other. Armies,
iwas burdened-with the two-fold task of carrying on its tactical oper-

ations and, at the same time, giving semblance.to some of its oocupa-
tional duties. People were homeless; people were sick. Operations
proceeded with such rapidity that it was reminisoent of August, 1914,-.,
.occupational problems were like hundreds of huge disasters-rolled into
one. The scope of governmental problems, including much needed treat-,
menit of the sick, both Allied and enemy, were .the most complex that

.have been faced, perhaps, in all history; the operational end of the
war was a dire necedssity. Each problem.was huge in itself. The dual
role into which this and other Allied Armies were forced was unimagin-.
able.

i Setion 1 - Organization of the MedicalSection "

.Two.Ndical Corps officers from the. Operations and Training Sub-

section were transferred to units under this cossoand... This constitu-
ted a reduction in personnel for the Medical Section, in conformity.
with Staff Memorandum.number 73,.this headquarters, dated 16 December
194..

The Army Surgeon was promoted from the rank of Colonel to Brigadier
General.- The Army Surgeon was. evacuated through medical channels, dur-
ing the month to the Zone of the Interior.' Colonel Thomas J. Hartford,
Medical Corps, reported for duty as the Army Surgeon.

Also during April, under-a directive from Twelfth Army Group, pub-
lic health activities-were placed directly under the Army. Surgeon. .
One Medical Corps officer, one French medical officer, and one enlis-
ted msn, formerly with the G-5 Section, were transferred physically to
the Medical Section, with a view to attaining a closer degree of coor-
dination and control of such matters.

Seotion 2 Operations.

1. Training.

The training of offi-cers from Army.medical units in the fundamen-
tale of the 'Army Education Program - Post Hostilities" was given more
emphasis, in view of the apparent certainty that the end of hostilities
was approaching. Eight officers attended the Information-Education
Course, and one officer.attended the Instructor Training Course at the
Army Information-Education Staff School in PARIS (S-Oh).

2.. Evacuation

The disintegration of the German defenses was quite evident in
April; the advances of the Army were extended and were accomplished..
at maximum speed. As in the past under similar tactical, situations,
there was a great strain placed on the evacuation facilities as. a .
result of long ambulance hauls. This handicap, however, was offset
to some extent by the Simultaneous reduction in the number of casual-
ties,.Longer hauls of fewer patients has been the general rule during
all fast-moving situations.

By the middle of the month, Third U. S. Army had advanced as far
east as it was permitted to go under the then existing tactical plan.
Because of past experiences under like conditions, a complete change
in the Army's mission and direction came as no great surprise.The
new plan called for an attack toward the South and the reputed German
Redoubt. Though a certain disruption of carefully-laid evacuation and
hospitalization, plans was unavoidable, the change was accomplished.
without a great deal of difficulty.

Several evacuation problems arose during the month. Three new
armored divisions (the 13th,l4th, and 16th) were assigned to .Third
U. B. Army. All were short at least sixty percent (60%) Of their
authorized number of ambulances, and te '65th Medical Group was re-
quired to furmish ambulances to these divisions for intra-division.
evacuation. Since the 65th Medical Group was now evacuating all divi-

sions. of the Army, its ambulances-were scattered .througliout 7 the entire
Army area with a minimum effective strenth: at all- points.

Road. evacuation accounted for most of thm total of 15,312 patients.

who were sent'out of the Army area during the month. Of this number,

4,978.went by ambulance.to Advance Section, CoMMunications Zone units.

The Advance Section, Communications Zone units which operated evacua-

tion holding units for Third U.:S. Army-were the same as in previous

months. They were the 7th, 28th; and 58th Field Hospitals.

Air and rail medical evacuation holding units functionedin the "
orthodox manner with one exception. Consequent to the overrunning of

largeareas of Germany, many Allied military personnel were recovered

from German prison camps, a great number of whom were sick. The Amer'-

icansj-British, and.French required- evacuation through normal medical'.-

.,channels. In. addition, however, large numbers were not sick, but

suffered only from malnutrition. These, too, required evacuation. In

two areas,'they were evacuated through the Third U. S. Army air medi-

.calevacuation holding unit operated by the 94th Medical Gas Treatment

Battalion. Located at Airfield Y-67 -in ROTHENBERGEN (14-97) this unit
evacuated 5,956American and British non-patient military personnel.

At R-29-in HERZOGENAURACH. (0-21) several more thousands-of- this type:

persomel werv evacuated by air from that unit. In addition, the 94th

iedical Gas Treatment Battalion cleared 2,998 U. S.'Army patients

through its.holding unit..

Third U. S. Army and Advance Section, Comunications Zone holding

.-units were located at five airfields during the month. At the end

of the month, the 7th Field Hospital was located at R-26, BAYREUTH

(0-75), the 28th Field Hospital was.at R-, kRZOGENAURACH (0-21),

and the 58th Field Hospital was closed at R-26,. BAYREUTH (0-75), await-

ing a :move forward.,

There was no rail evacuation from. Third. U. S.Army holding units

during .the month.of.April. However, 319 patients were evacuated from

the 34th Medical Battalion (provisional hospital'for self-inflicted

wound oases) at ESCH (P-70) to the 193d General Hospital in VERDUN

(U-26). Seventeen other patients were evacuated directly to a train

.,from the 104th Evacuation Hospital in TRIER (L-12).

The locations of evacuation facilities during the month-of April.

will'.be found in Annex XXXIV to the Medical Section report.

3. Hospitalization

During this period, the field hospitals continued to operate in

support of division clearing stations ,wi the. exception of the 65th

Field Hospital. This unit was relieved from attachment to the 65th

Medical Group and attached to the 66th.Medical Group to provide assis.-

tanoe to the latter group in giving necessary care to German military

hospitals and Allied prisoner of war hospitals and camps.

Oan 1 April, a report was received that the First Platoon, 16thl. .

Field Hospital, attached to the 4th. Armored Division, was ambushed

by troops of the .. ieinrich Heydrich Division. Two members of the

platoon were wounded, the remainder captured intact. The Commanding

officer, 106th Evacuation Hospital and his Chief of Surgery vere accom-

•panying this platoon while on reconnaissance for a new site for the

106th Evacuation Hospital. The Chief of Surgery was killed during

the initial shooting. The captured personnel and equipment were re-

moved from thescene at ALSENSODT (M.-88) to ENOETHAL (0-60). In that

area were about twenty wounded* soldiers from the 6th Armored Division.

The platoon was placed in operation at that location by the Germans,

On 2 April, the 'platoon was recaptured by American troops. While

in German hands, the unit had cared for fifty-nine patients, of whom

thirty-three were American and twenty-six were German. Losses in

equipment included the x-ray truck and equipment, one jeep and most

.of the personal clothing and equipment.

At the end of the month, the attachments of the field hospitals

were as follows ..

III Corps XII Corps

lst Plat, 30th Fld Heap 2d Plat, 16th Fld Hop

2d: FPat,#42d Fld Hosp 3d .Pt, 16th Fld Hoop

3 ld Pat, 42d Fld Hosp let plat, 59th Fld Hosp

.8d P1at, 59th Fld Hosp 3d Plat, 59th Fld :Heap

XX.Corps 66th Medical Group

2d Plt, 30th Fld.Hop 65th Fld Heap
3d Plat, 30th Fld Hoep
let Plat, 60th Fld. Hosp
2d Plat, 60th Fld osp

3dPlat, 60th fld 'Hoep

As Third U. S. Army cOntinued its advance into.-GERMAB.the month
of April.wee characterized byrapid movements of the evacuation hospi .

tale., As always in a rapidly-ohanging situation, hospitals" had d ff-,

outy in.. keeping pace with the advancing troops, thereby necessitating

longer. ambulance hauls for evaouation,. Light casualties, however., re-

•moved the necessity of hauling large numbers of patients over- long',

distances, the reby creating a compensating effect upon what would have
otherwise, proved to be a critical situation. .

With the advent of warm spring weather, a polioy was adopted which..

provided that hospitals would set up for operation in the field. :This

facilitated movement and decreased the time required to open in a new
site.

The major diffioulty encountered :during the period cocured toward..
the middle, of the month when Third U. S. Army changed direction iand

proceeded southward. The, subsequent change in Army boundaries. left

the 32d, 34th, 35th, 107th,: 120th, and 121st Evacuation-Hospitals in

First U. S..Army Zonej with:the result that it was necessary for these-

units to move. The 10.1st Evacuation Hospital at.KRONACH (0-58) was

.just outside the Army area, but the location-was deemed satisfactory

.for short period. Most of the evacuation hospitals were closed, pen-

ding: movement .to the south, and on 22 April, only four hospitals were

open, including the 12th Evacuation Hospital at FRANKFURT (E-66), which

was operating general* as a. "station hospital". The 106th and 109th

Evacuation Hospitals were open.in the new Army. area, and the .101st

Evacuation.Hspital was open just outside the, Army area.

The change in Army boundary also resulted in the, shift of VIII

•:orps to First U. S. Army and the assignment ofIII Corps to Third
I S. 'Army.

On 23 April, the .35th Evaouation Hospital. moved.to SCHC5BRUE":

(0-91); the 39th Evacuation.Hospital moved to WEIDEl .(P-12), while

the 107th and 121st Evacuation Hospitals planned to move to bivouac.

sites in: the. same. vicinity as the 39th Evacuation Hospital. The104th

Evacuation Hospital opened at BAIERSDORF (0-32).

The. 34th Evacuation Hospital began to:move into III. Corps Zone,

and on 29 April opened at SANDERSDORF (T-84). The,107th Evacuation.'

'Hospital moved.into XX Corps .Zone at BURGLENGENFELD (U-17).prior to
.setting up north of REGENSBURG (U-15).

An unusual incident occurred on 14 April when the 32d Evacuation
Hospital was strafed by a singie German plane attacking a convoy on

the nearby autobahn. One officer of an ambulance.platoon,:stationed
at the hospital, was wounded in the attack. "

'At-the close of the month, another temporary change in boundary
left the 35th, 39th, and 110th Evacuation Hospitals in the new First
.U. S..Army Zone. The 110th Evacuation Hospital closed then, but the

other two remained open, pending establishment of First U. S. Army

hospitals in the area.

In view of transportation shortages and frequent moves over long

distances, the G-4 Transportation Section provided three truck com-.

..panies, one on each of three separate occasions, for movements of the

evacuation hospitals.. This represented the .largest number :of vehicles

required during any similar period, in addition to the resoUrces of

the various hospitals.

The 6th Convalescent Hospital, which had remained at MOULINS-LES-
.$TZ (U-U5) throughout March, had been closed since 22 March. Non-

availability of transportation immobilized the unit, except for tbe

Venereal Disease Section. On 8 April, the unit.was moved by rail to

MALNZ (M-35), and from there to a field site east of EISENACH (L-13),
where it opened with 1,000 beds on 16 April. Uninterrupted treatment

was administered to 117 patients who moved to-the mew site, even

though a large percentage of the patients were receiving penicillin

therapy.

On 21 April, the hospital was closed in preparation for movement
southward, the Venereal Disease Section having moved to the 104th L

rEvaouation Hospital at BAIERSDORF (0-32), where it opened on 20. April.

Toward the end of the month, reconnaissance was made in the vicin-

ity of NURNBURG (0-40) ; although, due to lack of transportation, the.

unit was again immobile. owever, rail transportation was expected
-to be available within ten days. There were 200 tons of the unit
equipment at .MAINZ (M-35) and the same amount at EISENACH (L-13),'to
be moved.

Locations of Third U. S. Army hospitals during the month of April

willbe found -in Annex XXXV to the Medical Section report.

An analysis of wounded hospitalized in April is shown below,

a. Number of wounded admitted to medical installations "direct"

(ie., not by transfer);s
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SE:C R E T

.covered in German military or civilian hospitals, a. s:tay put" policy*
was to befollowed, the taotioal situation permitting. At such time as

the latter individuals were ready fordischarge from the hospital,
evaouation to a prisoner of war enclosure was to be permitted. Con-
solidation of German patients in military or civilian hospitals was
t0 be accomplished wherever possible, and maximum use of German Medical

Department personnel, equipment, and supplies was to be made.

With regard to sick. and injured Allied ;prisoners of war which were
being uncovered, the directive established a "stay put" polioy, with
the exception of United States and Britishprisoner of war patients,
which patients were to be transferred to a U. S. hospital and evaoua-
ted normally as rapidly as the chain of evacuation load would permit.

Other instructions contained in the directive referred to the
policies to be -followed in-regard to captured German Medioal Depart-

ment personnel, and specific instructions to the Commanding Officers
.. of. .the 66th and 69th Medical Groups, which were responsible in the
.forward and intermediate Army area, respectively.

The job of the 6bth Medical Group included responsibility for
provision of rations and medical supplies which, where possible, were

. obtained from captured stocks. Necessary fuel was also provided.- The,.
German installations were checked frequently to assure proper sanita-
tion, correct triage of the patients, and evacuation of*the wel pri-.
soners of war to prisoner of war enclosures. Where the situation
permitted, smaller hospitals were closed and the patients transferred

.to other hospitals with available space. By decreasing the number
of installations, better control could be maintained.

During this period, it was established that no German patients
in these hospitals would be evacuated out of the Army area; only those
German wounded uncovered on the field of battle could be evacuated
through normal U. S. Army medical channels. Even these patients were.
sent to German hospitals if their condition permitted and the hospitals
were available.

.  
an15 April, Advance Section, Communications Zone, assumed respon-

sibility for twenty-two of the rearmost German hospitals, and estab-
lished a Medical Center at. BAD NAUHEIM (M-69). Two days later, the
69th Medical Group took over the'German hospitals in an intermediate

.. zone between the 66th Medical Group and Advance Section, Commrunica-
tions Zone. A total of twenty-six hospitals were taken over by the

69th Medical Group at that time.

The notorious concentration camp (Camp BUCHEYWALD) was uncovered
-at ETTERSBERG (J-47) during April. Approximately 21,000-persons were
in. the camp when it was overrun, living under most. horrible conditions.
The 120th Evacuation Hospital, .newly arrived in the-Army area, was..
dispatched on 15 April to this camp to.provide medical service for. the
large number of sick, estimated to be 5,000.-This unit, plus a clear-
ing platoon, operated for about ten days until relieved by First U.S.
Army units. During this time, :the hospital did outstanding work in
caring for the sick and improving the sanitation of the camp. The
120th Evacuation Hospital was attached to the 66th Medical Group dur-

ing this period, which attachment continued throughout the month. At,
the close of the month, the 120th Evacuation Hospital was moving to
the vicinity of CHAM (U-68) to care for a large number of displaced
persons there.

Chs the last day of the month, a camp was overrun at MOOSBUrG.
(0-19). This camp was reported to contain approximately 30,000:Allied
military personnel, with many thousands of them sick. The 130th
Evacuation Hospital, which had recently arrived, was immediately dis-
patched to MOOSBURG (Z-19) to take over the situation.'

Section 3 Professional Services

1 . General
The type of afard waged during themonth of"April was.definite-.

ly reflected in a change in emphasis with the category of professional
services renderea. With the uncovering of captured German hospitals,
displaced persons camps, and Allied prisoner of war enclosures in
large numbers, the medical services, as distinct from the surgical,
became 'of greater relative importance.

2. Surgery

With the crumbling of German resistance, the number of. casual-
ties in Third U. S. Army dropped to less than half of the number re-
ported during the previous month., Of a grand total of 5,362 wounded
and processed, through Army medical installations, 4,071 were minor.
injuries, leaving only 1,291 seriously wounded cases. There were 152

: deaths, and of this number, fiftyrthree were suffering from abdominal.

wounds, thirty-eight from thoracic. wounds and thirtyseven- from
• 
wounds,

of the head. About one-third of these casualties received multiple
wounds.

The' character of t se frighting is further reflected in thetypes '
of casualties, in that, for the first time during this campaign, the
number of casualties resulting from smallarms •fire (rifle,, pistol-, or.
machine gun) outnumbered those which were incurred as a result of
shell fragments. There was considerable sniping, ambushing along the
roads, and road block skirmishes*where small arms were employed. Small
arms fire accounted. for 2,86 casualties. and eighty .deaths, while,
1,912 casualties and fifty-one deaths resulted from shell fragment.
.wounds. In previous months of this campaign, this ratio -had been- be-
tween three and .four casualties from shell fragment s to one from smll

arms fire.

2a Medical Services

General medical probleme among Third U. S. Army troops, presented,.
:.little change when compared with those: encountered during the previous

month.*,. There was an overall ratio.of medical admissions to. surgical
admissions of approximately sixty-five to thirty-five, favoring the
latter. Medical admissions were largely composed of the.type indi-
viduals seen in stajion.hospitals and on daily sick call, there being
very few of.a type to present distinct and difficult diagnostic.prob-•
lema among.U. S. Army personnel. Careful and-exhaustive study of -the
latter cases was required.

The most serious problem :confronted by the Medical Service was
in the form of scattered outbreaks of typhus fever among Allied pri-
:soners of war and displaced persons. This illness appeared in several.
•camps and increased rapidly until adequate sanitary measures were
Initiated and all personnel, buildings, and clothing were deloused.
Within a very short period after the delousing procedures were insti-
tuted and made constant regimen,. the incidence of the disease began to
wane . In addition, malnutrition was .very pronounced among the per-..
sonnel of these categories. To meet the malnutrition malady, small
feedings of high caloric and high protein content were given these
patients. •In these groups also there was a high incidence of open
..Oases of pulmonary tuberculosis,,which required expert medical and
nursing care and early evacuation to proper hospital facilities. Prob-,
ably the greatest problem in this group was that of educating the
patients in proper sanitation and of preventing them from expectorating
wherever they might choose, thereby spreading the disease. As a rule,
camps were initially dirty beyond description, and the police nd
institution of proper and adequate sanitation was time-consuming, as
well as difficult. The large numbers of individuals of various nation-
alities in these camps complicated the problems.

During the month of April, a'survey of all field artillery liai-
son pilots was accomplished to determine those suffering from flight
fatigue and to make such recommendations as deemed necessary for the.,
adequate conservation of personnel in this group. It was found that
out of .290 pilots, only four were suffering from marked fatigue and
fourteen from moderate fatigue. These men were recommended for leaves
to rest areas, and it was the opinion of the surveying officers that
all would be salvaged. The only recommendations forthcoming from this
survey Was that pilots receive their yearly examinations at Air Corps
dispensaries, and that rest and recreation centers be established in
the Army Zone for men in this group so that some degree of rotation
could be carried out.

Contagious diseases were not prevalent to any appreciable degree
.during the period. Scattered cases of diphtheria and mumps made their
appearance throughout the command; but, in no instance, was anything
approaching an epidemic found in any single organization. There were
three diphtheria deaths during the month, all of which were of an.
extremely virulent type, and which resulted from complications rather
than the disease itself.

3. Neuropayhiatry

Rapid a4dvances by troops of Third'U. S. Army in the face of. light
resistance' was the prime factor In elevating the morale of combat
troops to a degree which was probably unapproached at any time since
D-Day, with the possible exception of the period which involved the
dash across FRANCE in August,

Records of past performances prove that high morale and low neuro-
psychiatric casualties go hand in hand, and the relationship between
these two factors during April, with its light resistance, rapid ad-
vances, and consequent high morale, is emphasized more than ever. Out
•of a total of 21,314 direct admissions during this period, 706 were
diagnosed as neuropsyohiatrilo casualties. This marked an all-time
low in Third U. S. Army from a percentage standpoint. Seventy-eight
and. six-tenths percent (78.6%) of the neuropsychiatric casualties were
returned to duty, which left an accumulation during the month of only

151 non-effective neuropsyohiatrio individuals out of the total direct-admissions.

With-the low record of neuropsyohiatric oases, a relativelynew 
"

problem, arose--that of rendering neuropsychiatric opinions on. n in-
creased -number of-administrative and disciplinary cases. In general,
these.were admitted from combat units for further neuropsyohiatrio
opinion;.end, in many instances, with the-request that administrative
and disciplinary oases be evacuated through medical-channelso There,,
was also an increase in the number .suffering from chronic alcoholism..
-This type of individual was, of neoessity, returned to a parent unit
for administrative or disciplinaryaction.

h.Dental.

The.month of-April found the. Army Dental Surgeon again faced with
the necessity of providing dental service to combat units which had
driven far in advance of most:units. where provision of dental -facil-
ities was normally available..The laboratory facilities provided in
the. two'medical depot companies and in most of the evacuation hospi-
tale were rendered. ineffective because of their inability to follow
closely behind the Army's forward elements. Their mission became.that
of servicing supply and service echelons behind the combat divisions.*
The extreme value of the mobile type of prosthetic unit was proved
beyond all question, once the lines had become extended beyond the
point at which semi-fixed installations were effective. Mobile pros-
thetic teams were sent forward with the combat divisions to insure
Sthat dentures would be constructed or repaired without the necessity,
for evacuating men from the division area.

In the interest of mobility and economyof transportation, the
Army Dental Surgeon directed that evacuation hospitals rid themselves
of all heavy dental equipment in excess, of the Tables of Basic Allow-
ances, retaining.only the items necessary to provide an efficient den-
tal service.. Hydraulic chairs, dental cabinets, and .units whioh .had
.been used during the winter months when the hospitals operated in
buildings were stored with the medical depot companies, to be heldun-
til such time as the hospitals could again function in fixed accommo-
dations.. The elimination of this heavy equipment expedited movement
without impairing the service rendered in the field.

By.14 April, four dental operative trucks whioh had been. attaohed
to Third U. S. Amy were completely equipped and manned so that they
'could begin operation at-their respective corps headquarters to work
with the medical clearing companies assigned to corps headquarters.
The operative teams worked in conjunction with the mobile prosthetic
units which had previously been assigned to the medical clearing com-
panies. It was found that this combination permitted complete pro-
paration of all patients for prosthetic appliances, thus accomplish-
ing a most efficient service. The fourth truck was attached to Head-
quarters Third U.. S.:Army (Rear) to provide dental service for.per-
sonnel of headquarters and attached units. No dental officer is pro-
vided for in Tables of Organization to service troops of the Army
Rear Echelon.

Units which had received captured German field equipment were
found, upon inspection, to be employing it to its maximum advantage.
Of particular value was the combination electric and foot engine and
the electric operating light contained in Chest Number 2.. Distribu-
tion was made chiefly to evacuation hospitals where generators were
available for the employment of electrical equipment.

Interest in the newly devised acrylic anti-conoussion device,
which had been produced under the direction of the Third U. S. Army
Dental Service increased to the point that the Artillery Section,
Headquarters Third U. S. Army, submitted a request to the Army Dental
Surgeon for information relative to the fabrication, use, and results
of this invention.

Statistical information relative to dental treatments in Third
U. S. Army for the month of April is shown below:

Strength (Reported)------------309947
Admissions, Routine--------- 15277
Admissions, Emergency------------ 4205
sittings --------------------. 26273
Officer Personnel---------------7-:417
Enlisted Personnel--------------- 4-..
Restorations -------------------- 19087
Dentures-----------------------1330
Gingivitis--------------------- 1100
Gingivitis Treatments----------1167
Stomatitis, Vincent's---. ----- 482
Stomatitis, Vincent's Treatments 580

5. Veterinary,
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The absence of ra In sod 'the abundance of ,sunshine during April
assisted !in the maintaining of excellent sanitation at the :Quarter-
master. Class I Supply Points. Ideal weather conditions made the con-
-plete utilization of old stocks possible. The. greatest losses were
sustained in fruits and vegetables,. These losses were attributed
.partially to the extreme perishability of such items as oranges,, po-
tatoes etc., and partially to the fact that the packing and handling
procedure was not up to the desired standards.

S .The captured enemy materiel team was notified of numerous newly
.discovered. stockpiles of captured enemy materiel. included in these.

>:stores'were two cold storage plants, .well filled. One.plant, located
at FRANKFURT (M-66), contained considerable quantities of tub butter,
cheese, frozen beef, pork, veal, -and fowl. The other, uncovered at
.NURNUR (0-40), was filled with a large supply of frozen1beef, pork,

canned meat, and frozen vegetables. None of this food was issued to
Army troops, but was made available for feeding prisoners of war and
displacedpers-son a the latter through Military Gobvernment ..

Othercaptured stores of less perishable nature, such as canned
beef, canned pork, and dried veg tables, were placed under guard by .

the:officer in charge of the captured enemy materiel team. These food
supplies were issued to prisoners. of war and displaced persons, by
order of the Military Gvernment, and were conveyed to and issued
from six depots, located at FURTH (0-30),. BAMBERG (0-24), WURZBURG
(N-53), REGENSBURG (U-15), LINZ (V-88), and PILSEN (L-04). Condition
-of the items referred to above was generally gdod. About thirty per-

cent (30%) of the butter at FRANKFURT (M-66) was very ranbid, and was
reworked by a local dairy. Fowl in cold storage at NURNBURG (0-4)
was moldy and very badly dressed, but was not otherwise decomposed,

6. Personnel

As the war approached its close, the situation with respect to
availability of Medical Corps officers became more and more untenable.:
New divisions assigned to Third U. S. Army were invariably ten Medical
Corps officers short; new evacuation hospitals were eight Medical Corps
officers short, each.. Accumulation of a number of new divisions and
evacuation hospitals during the month resulted in a shortage of ap-

.proximately 100 Medical Corps officers throughout the Third U.S..
Army. Twenty-five Medical. Corps officers were secured'frcm Headquar-
ters EuropeanTheater of Operations, to help alleviate thel shortage.
This was all that could be furnished.

Fortunately, casualties were relatively light. Had it not been
for this fact, itis possible that there would have been. a serious

:breakdown in the medical service available. In' spite of the handicaps
involved, all operations (divisions were kept up .to full strength in
Medical Co)ps officers.

Previous .shortages in Madical Administrative Corps officers were.
absorbed through completion of appointment as Second Lieutenantsof a
number of applicants whose applications had been pending sinceJan-
uary,,1945.

Section 4- Medical Supply

The rapid advances of third U.S.. Army during April is amply
reflected by the number of moves which were required by the units of
the two medical depot companies, which are outlined as foallows;i

Adv Sec No 2, 32d Medical Depot- from-ST 'WENDEL (Q-59) t oHIEBRSFE Lb
(H-35). on 4 April

Adv Sec No 1, 33d Medical Depot- from MAYEN (L-69) to KASTELLAUN
(L-76) on 8 April

32d Medical Depot- fross ST WIENDEL (q-59) to EISENACH
(H1-76) on 13 April

Ady Sec No 1,: 32d Medical, Depot- fron WTORRSTADT (M-23) to GERA (K-06)
on 17 April

32d Mdical Depot from EISENACH (H-76) to WEIDEN
(P-12) on.26 April

33d Medical Depot- fros KASTELLAUN. (L-76) to FURTSI
(0-30) on 30 April

Mdv Sec No 2, 33d Medical Depot- from KASTELLAUN (L-76).,to FRANKFURT
01-a) on 5 April

I Some difficulty was -encountered in obtaining transportation.
for depot movements. -As a result, .supply lines were sometines stret-"
ched to distances-up to 200 miles or more.* With a comparative short-
age of-available transportation, ths delivery of supplias to the
Advance Sections of the depot compaies becane a taxing problem.. To.
add to :the handicaps:'mentioned above, notification was received from
Ithe Chief Surgeon's Office that, due to the critical nature of air
lie, only ."battle, urgency" supplies, would he flown Across the. RHINE

RHINE, and. an allocatlon or ive :ratA oars per cay (apprwa1maeiy
eilghty'tons)-was made for medical supplies.'

The close "support rendered the combat troops in the face, of long
supply lines and minimum transportation is explained by two. factors;s.,
first, the advance-sections of the depot companies were kept in prox-
imity to the fighting troops; second, the relatively small numbers of
casualties sustained by the combat troops resulted-in.a !reductionin
medical supply :requirements.

Three. large German.medical depots were uncovered during April,
at TREUEN (K-22), KASSEL (C-20), andLAUTERBACH (1H-12), respectively,
with a combined stock of approximately 11,050 tons. The largest .of
these depots, located at TREUEN (K-22), carried a stock of-approxi-
rmately 10,000 •tons. Oa 18 April, arrangements were made with Advance.
Section, Communications Zone whereby they took over all captured med--
ical supplies at FRANKFURT (M-66),. WIESBADEN (M-36)' HSTADT (M-86),
DARISTADT (M-64), -and MUNSTER (1M-8). Throo days later, all other
oaptured medical supplies located in the Army area were released to:
First U. S. Army, as a result .of a change in the Army boundaries,.

In order to meet the increasing demand for captured medical sup-
plies by prisoner of war enclosures, displaced persons camps, and
German hospitals,it was found necessary to establish captured enemy
medical supply dumps. Advance Section Number 2, 33d Medical Depot
Company, was assigned the task of operating these dumps, and it fol-
lowed. that supply dumps were opened at FRANKFURT (m-66), LAUTERBACH

q (H-12), and FURTH (0-30) during the month. The substitution of.cap-;
tured .enemy supplies proved .invaluable, in that it conserved Army

.,supplies in large quantities.

At a conference with the Chief of-the Supply Section, Office of
the Chief Surgeon,. it-was decided to build up the 33d Medical, Depot
Company at FURTH, (0-30)with an additional 1,500 tons of medical -
supplies and have them operate as a Communications Zone medical depot
until such time as a Communications Zone depot could move in, Plans:
• were made for shipment of approximately 300 tons:of-medical supplies
by rail to this depot weekly.

At the end of April, the 32a Medical Depot Company was located
,at WEIDEN (P-12) in support of XII Corps, while the 33d Medical Depot"
Company was at FURTH (0-3u) supporting III and 20XCorps. There.was
an estimated 1,000-ton total of medicalsupplies in Army depots, with
no oritical shortages existing.

Seotion 5 -. Preventive Medicine:,

1 General

Rising temperatures and fair weather were favorable for military
operations, and did not increase preventive medicine problems for
Third U. S. Army troops. However, the uncovering of thousands of
.displaced persons camps, Allied .prisoner 9f .war camps, and German.
military and civilian hospitals gave rise to new and multitudinous

-problems of sanitation, water supply,. lioe infestation, malnutrition,
tuberculosis, scabies, furunoulosis, and avitaminosis. The squalor,
the magnitude-of human misery and the bestiality of planned Nazi
atrocities were appalling and defied adequate description.°Over
:,000 oases of typhus fever were discovered in the Third U..S Army.

..:area -during the. period.

2.! Venereal Disease Control,

A fast-moving tactical situation is invariably ,acompanied by a
low venereal disease rate, and the month of .April, with its. "blitz"
type warfare, was no exception to the rule. :No new prophylactic sta-.
tions (chemical) were established during the month; however, the .supply
of chemical and mechanical prophylactic materials was adequate. There
were only362 .cases of venereal disease reported within the Army, as
compared with 419 for March. Of these, over fifty percent (50%) were•
contracted in PARIS, BRUSSELS, and the RIVIERIA. Fifty-seven cases of
syphilis were reported. A statistical breakdown by weeks on venereal.
disease is shown in Annex XXXVI to theMedicai Section report.

3. Comimniable Diseases

There was a moderate decrease in the weekly rate of these diseases
anong Third U. S. Army troops from the last period, a drop from 473
to .328per 1,000 per annum.: Diarrheal diseases decreased frcm seven-
teen to seven, .and upper respiratory diseases from ninety-two to fiy-
five per 1,000 per annum. Infectious hepatitis, however, rose. slightly

Medical Section report.

4. Medical Records

A total of 371,980 reports were processed, a decrease of approxi-
mately 4,000 reports, when compared to those ofthe month of March.
The decrease was incident to the decrease in total casualties.

5."Non-battle Injuries'

The .average weekly rate remained unchanged 'from the previous
.-period* Non-battle injuries represented eighteen percent (l%) -of
the :total direct admissions for the month..

6. Army Medical Laboratory Service

The 7th Medical Laboratory made no deviation from its polioy of
operating in, two sections. Locations during the month of Apr iwere
a s foilows.

Section I - 1,to 10April -BAD KREUZNACH (0-03)
11 to 3, April - BEBRA (H-46)

Section II I to 3 April - LUXEMBOURG CITY (P-81)
4 to 25 April - FRANKFURT.(M-66)
26 to 30 April -•LAUF (0-50)

The number of tests".performed by the two sections continued to
drop, and there were only 7,953 completed for this period, as compared
with 9,168 for the month of March.

The total work for the month'.,of April is broken do as follcmss

BASE LABOI4TURy. NO OFPRCNT.
SECTICNS -TESTS.: OF TOTAL.

Scrology 4833 60.8
Bacteriology .08 ,13.6
Chemistry 106 .3

Pathology10
Hematology .24" 0.3'
Parasitology 8 0.1

, Sub-total . f . .

MOBILE LABORATORY SECTIONS

Venereal Disease Section. 1606 20.2
(6th Convalescent Hospital),- .. : .

GRAND.TOTAL 953 , 100.0

A breakdown of the above. tests by type of unit requesting them during
'the month of April is shown below;,

PERCENTAGE
TYPE OF UNIT NO OF UNITS NO OF TESTS, OF. ALL TESTS

Evacuation Hospitals 15 .3256 40 .9+' '
Convalescent Hospital 1 2635 33..
Field Hospitals 9 134 1.7
Miscellaneous Medical Installations 265 3.3
Miscellaneous Tactical Installations. I663 21.

TOTAL 705,

7. Sanitation

The prevalence of modrately co eprtrsdrn h ot
of April. precluded any appreciable visitation by. flies and other war.

-weather insects to the extent that they created a menace to the health
orwelfare of the-troops Few oases of lice infestation were reported

S among U. S.troops, and those cases which were, reported were adequate-
ly dealt with by the proper use of DDT Powder.

The completion of organization of additional facilities and per-
sonnel for delousing and disinfestation of the camps of Allied nat-.
ionals, overrun during the month, was effected and work carried out on.
an extensive scale. Diarrheal outbreaks were minor. and only thre6

'such cases were reported during the month. In no case was any def-
inite causative agent, found, but emphasis was continuously placed on
the practical aspects of mess sanitation, personal sanitation, and
water disoipline.

Due to the rapicity of movement and the diffioulty of travel to
the laboratory, there was a great reduction in the number of water

CR
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Isapes from Engineer iter loints examined during this period. The

cobrof-samples dropped -to. sixty-eight,' of which two, or,thre'e per--
cent ,(3%) were found to be non-potable.

8. -Public Health

,With progressive inOrease in.public health problems, 
Twelfth

Army Group directed that the Army be vested with the responsibility

for 611 alpublic health activitieswith the Army_. Acordingly, Public

Health (0-5) moved physically. into the Medical: Sectlon, andthe: .Army

Surgeon assumed direct control over all Public Health-personnel,es-

ta.blishing a separate PUblic Health I.Sub-section..Teams-, 
consisting

of one Medical Corps; officer, one Sanitary Corps officer, 
one British

nurse, and one driver, were organized. and equipped with three-quarter

ton trucks and one-ton.trailers.

Teams were placed under the operational control. of Corps Surgeons.

They made every effort to be in constant touch with civilian public

health problems through Military Government officers and unit surgeons

so thatthey could take immediate action when necessary. Their chief

functions were, as follows, to organize and supervise the medical and

sanitary services of displaced persons cmps, with particular reference

to delousing procedures; to re-establish the German civilian medical

and public health organizations in the larger-towns and districts on-

covered by corps, with emphasis on the care .of displaced persons; to

act as a specialist consultant group on medical and sanitary problems

•encountered by corps, particularly from a civilian public health stand-

point; and to act on divisional or regimental problems of public health"

And sanitation.

With thirty detachments reporting from an area involving a popu-

-- lation ofapproximately 14,00,000 persons, the following. communicable

diseases among civilians were noted, diphtheria 435. scarlet fever 265,

t.berculosis:23l, typhoid fever 27,. dysentery 9, gonorrhea 09, syph-
ilis 101, ohanoroid 7, .cerebrospinal meningitis 6, and typhus fever

617..

Typhus fever continued to be reported in increasing numbers. The

disease..was confined to displaced persons in centers and concentration

amps. L Of particular note were twenty-two cases reported at the' p1-

itioal prison in ROCKENBERG (G-70). These people had been marched,

from prisons at SIEGBURG (F-64)iandat RHEINBACH (F-42).near BONN
(F-53). All attendants werq vaccinated with typhus vaccine and all
inmates. deloused with DDT Insecticide Powder. At Camp.BUCHENWALD

.'(J-47) ,there were sixty cases. A shipment .of 1,500 pounds of DDT Pow-

der was delivered to this camp, and twenty dusting teams were organ-

ized under the supervision of public health officers. The conoentra-
tion camp at FLOSSENBERG (P-33) reporte 176 cases.

A ."oordon sanitaire", for the prevention of the spread of typhus
fever to west side of the RHINE, was established along the east bank.

Teams wer assigned at exit points to delouse Wetern Europeans with
GDT ,Powder before,their movement across the, river end repatriation.
Exit points were established at .. TEL.(t-40) and VWMZ (N-5).

A dusting Iteam, equipped with a power duster, was placed with the
displaced persons transit point at KASTEL (-40), .located on the east

ide oi'f the 'RHINE near.the bridge -All: EasternEuropeans'passed
,,through this camp and were accordingly deloused.

Western Europeans were evacuated by train directly froimW(UROZMR.
(N-53 )toFNAHCE; Therefore. this locality* was considered an exit
points nd, consequently, all displaced persons were.'deloused before
entraining.

There was not much demand upon Amy for medical supplies f or
either displaced persons camps: or oivilians. Necessary supplies were

procured from local sources or captured German med ical supplies.* Or-
-dinarily. German towns or cities had enough medical supplies for about

Tour weeks, which interval was beyond the period of jurisdiction.

There was much demand-forDDT Powder and hand dusters, hoever. These.
demands were met in every instance.

The+ uncovering-of thousands- of displaced persons and political

prisoners presented a severe medical problem. Many of these were ex-
tremely malnourished, ,and many-suffered from tuberculosis and other
ailments. Public health and-Military Government personnel emphasized
to the local Burgermeisters their responsibility in the case of-sick
and wounded displaced persons admitted to their hospitals. They were-
warned that all hospitals would be inspected for proper care of.dis-

placed persons.• Camps, when deficient in doctors and nurses, were 1.

providedwith'this persobnnel through local German medical sources and
from medical personnel among displaced persons.

In special instances, such as in Camp BUCHENWAL (J-47), the Army,
'Surgeon established an evacuation hospital for the care of political
•prisoners .herein. Similarly, an evacuation hospital wasset up at

CHAM (0-68) to care for many sick displaced persons, who lad been
political prisoners and were subsequently scattered in the fzields,
barns, and houses in numerous small towns,.

Wherever possible, special hospitals were set. up for displaced
persons staffed by Allied doctors and nurses. Such hospitals-were
established at EISENACH (H-76), where one hospital was reserved. for

Russians, another at TAUNUSHEIM (M-36") near WIESBADEN (M-36), at FISCH-:
BACH (T-59) near NURNBURG (0-40), and at LEBACH (q-49). Improvised
hospitals were organized at STANSRIED (u-48) ,nd NEIINENG (U-39) for-,:
the same type individuals.

CHAPTER .12:MAY OPERATIONS

" The: problems incidental to the first .eight days of May were simi-
lar- to those which faced Third U. S. Army during April. The. confusing
complexities of simultaneous operational and ooupational considera- '.
tions continuedto arise and exist.

-The uncovering of .even larger numbers of displaced persons, as
well as the capture of additional German hospitals and. provision.of
dispensary and hospital service for prisoner of war enclosures demanded
a maximum of attention.

At the conclusion of hostilities .Third 0. S Army was-approxi-
mately 100 Medical Corps officers short. With the dual functions which :

the Medical Service was forced to assume, such a shortage was fast
approaohing a serious situation.

Section I - Organization of.the Medical Section.

The transfer on the first day of May of the Hospitalization Offi-
cer of the Medical Section, brought the section down to a total streng-
th of twenty:oue. officers (inoluding one Army Nurse Qorps, officer). "

This was in accordance with Staff Memorandum Number 10, Headquarters
Third U. S. Army, dated 14r April 1945.

Section 2 - Operations .

Training

On 8'May,.a conference was held at the G-3.. Section,ThirdU. :...

Army, regarding the Army Education Program -Post Hostilities. The

aims of the program
.
were outlined, and smuch information a. was thenavailable was given to representative Information-education officers.

Instructions were given that all units rust submit compltplans for

this program.not later then 20 May; and, at the same -time, submit

requisitions for the contemplated textbook requirements.

2. Evacuation

The 65th Medical Group continued.,to be resapons ib le for the elvacua-
Stion of all divisions in three cor ps; its ambulances,, the ref ore,,con-

tinued to be scattered-throughout the Army areq., The,134th Medicsl
Group was evacuating-V Corpse. The -69th Medical: Group, in addition to'
its other duties, had one .of its units, the 91th Medical Gas Treatment
Battalic operating the Army air medical evacuation holding.unit.

This..group also was evacuating two of the evacuation hospitals to hold-
ing units.

Nparticular'evacuationProblems presented themselves during:the.

period 1 to 8 May With the war iniEurope very obviously terminating,

iifth athe ass surrender of large bodies ofaGermintroops, a the . re-

sulting'light casualty rate,, evacuation facilities were never. over-
taxed.o A total of only 3s017tpatients wereevaouated fron the Army,

area during the period. Of this totl 1o,684 ware evacuated to Com-

mnications Zone by air, while 1,333 went by ambulance. to Advance Sec-
tion, Chomuniations Zone unitsn.d

Air mdical evacuation holding units were dispersed as followe$

one caompanyof"the 94th Medical Gas Treatment Battalion was. located
at Airf ield R-66, REGENSwBURG (U-103 the other two companies were
still at Airfield R-29, HERZOGENAURACH (0-21) at the beginning of the
month, holding fnon-patient. recovered Allisede maryapersonnelAs
soon as they were cleared, these latter units proceeded to Airfield

.R-66. The 7th Field' Hospitalewn Advance Setion, Comuniations Zone

unit) was located at Airfield R-26, BAYREUJTH (0-75). The: 28th: Field
Hspital (an Advance Section, Comnunications. Zone unit):was functioning

at -Airfield R-29, and the 58th-Field Hospital (also anpAdvance Section.
Commnications Zone unit) was at Airfie d R-73 LADSHUT i(u-)., The

attr the h ounits were.all assignedtoAdvance Sectionj, Cmai ioatiOmn

Zone.

The.as locations of evacutio.n facilities i 'Third U. S.. Army during

the first e ight. days 'of May Will be found in Annex =fvi I to the Medi-
cIa Section report.

3 . iila h Hospitaltio

The field hospitals were employed as previously, operating in caon-
n o n " . .earing co nies of the divisions.

.J: unotion Whte ceri¢cmpaniso hdison+ • :

As the month, opened, the evacuation hospitals, as a whole, were,

dispersed to adequately support.the various 'oorps. The 12th Evacuation
Hospital remained open at FRANKFURT (M-66) in the rear portion of the

Army area where-it furnished. "station hospital" type care f or the
troops in that vicinity.. The 34th Evacuation Hospital at SADERSDMIF

(T-84) and the 106th Evacuation Hospital. which was moving to LA DSNJT
. (-20), were in psition to support III Corps. The 107th Evacuation

Hospital at REGENSBURG (U-15) and the 121st Evacuation Hospital at

SCHOSACH-(u-44) were in support. of XX Corps * The 101st Evacuation
Hospital was at OB-PARKSTETTEN (U-54) in XII Corps Zone. and the 110th
Evacuation Hospitl was moving to TITTLING (Q-13) in that zone. Far-

ther back in the Army area were the 104th Evacuation Hospital at AI-
ERSDORF (0-32) and the 109th Evacuation Hospital at LANGENZENN (0-a)).
The 35th Evacuation Hospital at SCHCMBRUNN (0-91) and the 39th Evacua-
tion Hospital at WEIDEN (P-12) were both still in First U. S. Army area.
Both of these hospitals were closed by2 May.

The III Corps was -pinched out in the first few days of the month.

so that the 106th Evacuation Hospital at LANDSHUT (U-20).would not be

required. When the changb in the tactical situation became apparent,
this hospital had already, moved 'fifty percent (50%) of its equiment
to the .new site. Further movement was halted, and the hospital was
directed to make reconnaissance far to the east in the vicinity of

1tEGEN (U-95) in XII Corps Zone. At the same time, the 32d Evacuation

Hospital which had located a site at EGGENFEUEN (Z-79). was directed
to by-pass that location and move about twenty-five miles directly east
to.the".vicinity of POCKING (V-19).

On4 May, the area occupied by V Corps reverted to Third U. S.
Army from First U. S. Amy, and the 35th and 39th Evacuation Hospitals
.were reopened. The next day, however, the 128th Evacuation Hospital

at GRAENWOUR (P-03), assigned to First U. S. Army,. opened, and the
35th Evacuation Hospital was again closed. The 39th and 128th Evaoua-

tion Hospitals, together with the 106th Evacuation Hospital at BEGEN
(U-95) and the 1OthEvaouation Hospital at TITTLING (Q-l3). prowed
adequate to support the drive into CZECHOSLOVAKIA by the V and XII

Corps. The 109thoEvacuation Hospital was bivouacked at KOTUTING (0-77)

awaiting a move to Pit= M(L-04).
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Gunshot wounds predominated during the
- 
first eight days of May,as they had tended to do in April., Of the total of576 wounded, 265

were classified aos having reoeived gunshot wounds* Another 182 suf-

fered shell wounds; the remainder were from miscellaneous souroeso

The surgical services ewre not particularly hard pressed by re-

ception of Third U. S. Army casualties. The high quality of theser-

vice, however, remained the same.

2a. Medical Services.-

The early days of May presented problems to the Medical Service

which heretofore had not been encuntered. Foremgst amongthseprob

lems was the initiation of physioal Profiles for all, perecnnel. The

profile system wa something entirely new to all medical- offieors and

required considerable study and interpretation :before the actual ex-

aminations could be accomplished. The Medical Consultant, In con-

junction with the Supply Sub-section, formulated equipment lists for

the establishment of a number of Phase IV hospitals for. prisoners of

war. These hospitals were predicated upon the Table of Equipment for

a platoon of., a field hospital, with minimum utilization of equipment.

Coordinating with the Artillery Section, arrangements were comr.-

plated whereby observers in the various liaison squadrons would be

exadned at XIX Tactical Air Force installations to complete require-.

ments for their return to the Zone of the Interior for pilot training.

3 ..Neuropychiatry

The previously established fact that light resistance, favorable

weather conditions, and high morale are all contributing factors to

a&low neuropsychiatriq rate was borne out very conclusively during the

first eight days of May, with the crumpling of the German Armies facing

the combat troops of Third U. S. Army. The all-time low rate for Third

U. S. Army of three and three-tenths percent of total admission during
the month of April was reduced still further in May to the remarkably.

low figure, of two and two-tenths percent. Out of a total of 5,391
I total admissions, 123 were neuropsyohiatric, andeighty-eight, r.

svnyoeand five-tenths percent of the latter nueber wor e returned42
to duty. Throughout the entire operationalperiod from 1 August l9
to 8 May 1945, inclusive, seven percent (7%) of all admissions.wore
neuropsychiatric, and of these seventy-two and four-tenths peroent

(72$) ,wore returned to duty.

h.Dental
Arrangementswere made with- the Surgeon,.Y Corps to provide .

prosthetic service to the corps forward units through the aesipvOnat

of a. mobile prosthetic detachment. The Corps Surgeo made provisions

for the assignment of this truck and team to the medical clearing.

cOMpany supporting the corps, thereby placing the services within
range of all units in the corps area.

The Army Dental Surgeon inspected dental supplies from the Sis-

mien' aFactory, ERL ,GEN (0--3l)with the officer in charge of .capured

medicalsuppliea s. Certain items, such as lathes, x-raye,-transfer-
mrsa, end lathe chucks, were requisitioned for certain units of2 T4rd

U. S., Army which required them. All supplies were placed in stock at

r than burns

nal

(f)

- all 1i.Total



-upon investigat ion, Vroun that tnere were ,1U catise at .na 1aooa-
tiOn inzfe.oted with the disease.I Necessary serum (fifty liters) was,.,
scoured. at NUIBURG (0 40) and*sent to WEIGEIRHOFEN (0-43) for use I

acoinating the infected animals.

An: inspection was made of a. ivilian bakery, located at LANDSHII
(U-20),-for: the Quartermaster. 'This bakery is tobe used to produce
bread for displaced persons ,and prisoners-of war.

6. Pervomnel-----..--. . - ------

As Is indicated in-the preface. to this month's report, '.t he short.
ag ofMedical Corpsoffioers increased considerably This was inott
result of battle-cas=Ilties among MedlcaI Corps officers. Rther it-
was the result of the continued assignment of new diwisions and new
hospital units to Third U. S. Army, which.were'short Medical Corps
officers. It was indeed fortunate that the cessation of hostilities
was imminent. Division were being shipped to the European Theater
of operations from the' UNITED, STATES 'consistently short ten Medical
Corps officers, and evaouation hospitals were being sent short eight.
Medioal Corps officers.

Seotion - Medioal Supply

Demands for supplies destined for displaced persons.camps, pri-
soner of war enclosures,. recovered Allied military- personnel oamps andI
Germa, hospitals continued to increase. Requirements for the treops
of Third U. S. Armywere negligible because of the fact that cuual-
ties were +light, and epidemics were absent from the picture, as faras
the Army troops were concerned*

In order to conserve American medical supplies, special emphasis
'was placed on the oosolidation of captured German medical equipment
and supplies and evacuating them to the depots for reissue With this
plan in mind, :arrangezents were made with the Chief Surgeon's Office
and the Surgeon's Office, Advance Section, Commu niations Zone, where-
by approximately 2,000 tons of captured medical supplies would be
transferred from.the captured German depot.at TRUEN (K-22) to.the
33d Medical Depot Company. Six German officers, formerly attached to
the German depot at TREUEN (-22), were dispatched to-the 33d Medical
Depot Company to work in the Captured Medical Supply Section as assis-
tants in the segregation and inventorying of the German stock.

Coincident with the plan of settig up station-type hospitals at
the, prisoner of war oampe, equipment lists were drawn up, and. the33d
MXedioal Depot Company began assembling this equipment in-unit asem.
blies.

The 24th Regulating Station (an Advance Section, Comonioatbons
Zone unit) informed the Army Surgeon that there were thirty-twa trail
cars. loaded with medical supplies en route from Camnications Zone
depots. However, they were •tied up between the HINE River. and.HANA
(M-87).. A priority was obtained from the AC of 5, ,-4, Third U. S.
Army to have these cars released and moved to the rail siding at.FURTH
(0-30).

Twonewly assigned evacuation hospitals (the 131st 4L4.139th)
reported a shortage o fifteenKVYgenerators. To alleviata this ehort-
age, arrangements Were made with the Army Engineer to release two gen-
erators to each hospital. No 'other, major shortagee of equivlent exis-
ted in those units.

Approximately eighty-six long tons of medical, supplies were re-
ceived from tn Commanioatione Zone during the first eight days of

Locations of Third U. S. Army medloal supply depots during April,
a. the first. tight days -of Maywill, be found ,.inAnnex,=1 tot
medical:sectionreport.

- Prevntive Medicine

will be found in Annex XL to-the Medical.Section report.,r

2. Ven•erea Disease Control

The venereal disease rate for-the first eleven days'of May jumped
from thirteen and ninety-seven one-hundredths per thousand per annum
recorded for the month 'of April to twenty-four and, thiry-oneone-
hundredths per.thousand per annum. The slackening off of operatiqns
during the first days of May, withan accompanying lack of occupation
on the part of the troops, coupled with the L fact thatmoeIpasses were
issued -for- trips : to PARIS (S-Oh) and--other rest areas,acoounted for
the fact that venereal disease.began to take Ia heavier toll among the
troops of Third U. S. Army. Nine new prophylactic stations were set
up in the Army area during this. period .

3.Comunioable Diseases

Commnicable diseases increased from a monthly average of 32 per,
.thousand per annum, in April to 336 Or thousand per annum during the
f irst

i 
eaight days- in May. The increase in the inoid6ne of venereal

disease and infectious hepatitis, accounted for the overall increas
in communicable-diseases during this period. .

4. Medical Records

From 1 through 8 May, a totall of 2,988-Medical Records were pro-
ceased. This represented a decrease when compared with the same period
during -, the previous. month, a fact which was expected, as a consequence
of the wary few battle casualties being reported,, and no epidemics pre-
vailed in the Army area.

5. Non-battle Injuries.

The average weekly rate for non.-battle injuries showed a slight.
..inoreass over the average, weekly rate for April,. and i histype of in-
Juries represented twenty-five .percent (25%)-of the total: direcat ad-
missions for the first eight days. of May.

6. Army Medical Laboratory.Service

During the: period 1 to 8 May, the 7th Msdical Laboratory operated
as .a combined section at LAUF"(0-50). A daily average of 290 tests-
were completed during this period, .as compared with a daily combined
;:average total of 265 completed by the separate sections during April.

The total work for the first eight day. of May is broken down as
follows:

BASE. LABORATORY No OF PERCENTAGE
SECTIONS TESTS OF TOTAL

Serology 61.2 61.7
Bacteriology .. 209 9.0
Chemistry 64 2.8-
Pathology .. 1.2
Hematology. 7 .0
Parasitology 5 .. 02:Su+rb-total T7 Ij i + +++++ +++ i . .

MOBILE LABORATORY SECTIONS

Venereal ,Disease Section.. 574 24.8
(6th Convalescent Hospitalj _ - . .
Grand Total 2 100.0

A breakdown of the above tests by ty of unit requesting then during
the first eight days. of May: is shown below .

TYPE OF UNIT

Evacuation Hospitals
Convalescent Hospital
Fiield Hospitals:Miscellaneous Medical I
MielIaeous Tactical

Total

Arriving at Reception-Area

Dusting Line

NO OF UNITS

151. ..

Closeup of Dusting Operation
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The supervision of delousing progresand control of insect con-
trol supplies was continued. A critical situation developed in louse
:control supplies, due to the unexpected retention of.some, 760,000 pri.
soners. of war in the* Army area. Previous planning had been on the
basis of evacuation of such personnel before deloueing or disinfesta-
tion was -arried out.

Wring the first eight days of the .month, seven .water samples from
Enoineer water points were analysed, and all were found to be potable.,

8. .Public Health

The problems which highlighted the public health phase of the.
Medioal Service concerned themselves with .the continued uncovering of

concentration camps within the Army area. The largest ones included
the camps at EBENSEE (V.-53), NEUBAU (V-77), and MAUTHASEN (W-C8). The

ioed'iate problem was one of medical oars for extremely emaciated in-
dividuals. Evacuation hospitals were sent.to cover all these camps
in the care of approximately 10,000 patients, with medical supplies
prooured from local sources.

uspetuiuo n rDUa rln&g Treatment aduiaeIvr IfiaA4_0111
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CHAPTER 13

LESSONSLEARNED& CONCLUSIONS

1. operationsaMedical Group..

(1).,,Evacuation
(a) There should be a single agency with whichthe

Army Surgeon accomplishes all- evacuation and miscellaneous medical
service. The headquarters and headquarters :detachment, medical group,*."

is an admirable instrument for thispurpose. By-means of headquarters-
and headquarters detachments, medioal .battalions, attached to the med-

icaligroup headquarters, one per corps., all evacuation can be con-

trolled centrally without administrative difficulty and with greater
economy of personnel and ambulances.

(b) In a rapid advance, such as took place in.Aug-
ust and September, 194, it is impossible for Communioations Zon.e to

-evacuate Army hospitals.. Initially, at least, the Army should plan to
evacuate its own hospitals to Communications Zone.: For. this purpose,
the medical group headquarters serves admirably to operate such evaou-,
ation and provide oenral control by the Surgeon.,

(i) A complete kitchen and mess section should be

included inthe T/O and TA for the headquarters and headquarters de-.
tachaot .medical group. It is impraotical for the medical group head-

...quarters to mess with either a hospital or. with one of its attached
units. ,Hospitals are not located where the medioal group headquarters
must be established in a war of movement. Medical group headquarters,
messing with an attached unit unavoidably immobilizes the unit or a.
part thereof. To meet the demands of the tactical situation, the,
medical group headquarters, as currently organized, may often find

itself'.with a choice of non-strategic location or a place with nothing
to eat,. A mess team,."A", T/O and E 8-500 should be added in combat :

to the headquarters. and headquarters detaohment, medical group, and
also to headquarters and headquarters detachment, medical battalion..

(2) Medical Service for Displaced Persons,, Recovered
Allied Military Personnel, and Captured Military Hospitals,

(a) Where an-advancing Army uncovers huge numbers
of political .prisoners and displaced persons in concentration camps,
Allied prisoners of war, and enemy military hospitals, the Army Medi-

oal Servioe is bound to be. everely strained.To provide medical ser-
d .vice for these overrun installations, it is necessary to have a single
:.Army agency make early contact and provide the necessary medical ser-
vloo and supervision. Such an agency is the medical group headquar-
tor with the necessary units and hospitals attached to perform the
mission. Such a task is too complicated and extensive to be combined
with the mission of normal Army evacuation. Thus it is. necessary to
assign this responsibility alone to a single medical group headquar-

.ters when confronted with such a problem.

b. Air Evacuations

(1), Communications Zons must not be expected in a rapid
advance, to provide medical evacuation holding units at airfields with-
in reach of Army hospitals. Army must have at least one such unit
organized and ready. The capacity must be at least 600, and prefera-
bly 1,000 patients.The large capacity is necessary when oommunioa-
tions with hospitals are difficult and flying weather unoertain. Un-"
der such circimtances, the medical air evacuation holding unit must
be provided with surgical facilities such as a field hospital platoon..
.This will provids for surgical emergencies which arise when patients
musttof necessity be held longer.than desirable, due to bad weather

,preoluding air lift. Surgical emergencies also arise in normal evao-
uation, i. e., hemorrhage under a cast, etc. Nursing care for oer.tain

-pationts is almost essential even though patients are perfectly trans-
'portable, e. g., cord transection oases., A complete ambulance company
must be-provided for such a holding unit to permit rapid loading of
planes. Less than this number of ambulances seriously slows the clear-
ing of patients to planes with resulting delay in clearing runways
and loading ramps. Weather and season modify the number of flying
hours in the:day so that rapid loading of planos becomes a very. impor-
tant factor. It is necessary to have eight"Man litter squads available

to load planes. Necessary litter, bearers. should be obtained by attach-

ing the litter bearer platoon of a medical nollecting company. There

should be .a Theater reserve of evaouation aircraft set up whioh will

not be affeoted by supply and tactical demands such as airborne oper-

ations...

(2) The air medical evacuation holding unit must be cap-
able of splitting and sending-a part to the next advanced field while

the remainder of the unit continues to operate. Throughout the .cam-
paig,• there .was no constant system'of cosmunioation with: agencies -

from which planes were dispatched. Radio communications between air-

field and the dispatching agency in Communications Zone is the: only

.practioal method, basing requests on actual patients remaining at the*:
holding unit.

(3) The fundamental lesson of air.'evacuation, which was

..learned early in the campaign, is that patients •must be, transportable,

as with any means of ievacuation. Flying a patient out, of the Army
.area when he is too sick to travel is lethal rather than. life-saving.
Under the stress of large numbers of battle casualty admission to....;

hospitals, a very careful check on transportability of each patient

must be made prior to his trip to an-air medical evacuation holding
.

unit.

.c Medical:Collecting Companies:

(1)The Army has no use-for the medical oollecting oom-

pany.as a whole,..Thia does not mean such a unit should be diScon-

.tinued; however, until such time as a litter bearer platoon is in-

cluded in the T/o for the : evacuation hospital (SM), the litter. bearer

platoons of collecting companies should be attached' to evacuation

hospitals', One per hospital:. The company headquarters and the station

platoon provide the source of medical officers and technicians neoes-"

'sary for medical holding. units-for field hospital platoons employed

as surgical hospitals at division clearing stations .to treat non-
.transportable patients.

.(2) The field hospital platoon was of no continued use,

to the division after the clearing station displaced-forward, since:

it had to remain with the non-transportable patients on hand. The

use. of the' headquarters and.station platoon of a collecting company
a6 a holding unit to retain the non-transportable patients madeIt

possible to free the field hospital platoon for movement with the

clearing station for continuous support.

d. Clearing Companies:

(1 ) In rapidly advancing open warfare with a limited

u number of Army clearing companies available, it is inexpedient to es-

tablish.Army clearing stations for Army troops. The distance.Army

troops must evacuite in, such situations to obtain second or third

echelon medical service is not great enough to warrant the dispersion

.of Army medical. service. Evacuation hospitals must, on the other hand,

be augmented to handle unpredictably large influxes of. casualties.

This is best accomplished by attaching platoons of clearing companies

to the hospitals. The clearing platoon may function as a separate

unit-in conjunction with the hospital,, receiving only slightly wounded

and. sick. 'le personnel and equipment .of. the platoon may, on the

other hand, be incorporated in the hospital giving it additional ca-

paoity for such oases.

(2) The clearing company, as'a unit, proved very val-

uablein the provision of hospitalization for' recaptured Allied pri-

soner of war enclosures and displaced persons camps. When an airborne

divisionwas employed as an infantry division, it was found that the

second echelon medical service was inadequate. It was necessary to

attach a clearing platoon or clearing company to such a division.

0. Evacuation Hospital SA2:

(1. The 400-bed evacuation hospital is not semi-mobile•.
Given only the organic equipment, this unit could not-move the entire

T0 and T/E personnel and equipment with its organic transportation

by shuttling the organic transportation in two echelons. It was nec-

aessary to augment the T/O and T/E with additional equipment, and'addi-

...tional personnel were also required to handle the load when such a

hospital was supporting a division. This was due. to the fact that, in

a war of movement, approximately.half of the available evacuation hos-

pitals'had to be constantly closed and in movement in order to main-,

tain any close support of dombat troops. Thus, an evacuation hospital

had to be prepared to expand to at least fifty peroeht above its rated

capacity. The additional transportation required to move such an aug-

mented unit complete at one time was approximately twice its organic

motor transport. Only in rare instances was it possible in this type

of warfare to expect transportation from the Army G-. It was die-

covered that the application of available transportationof other

evacuation hospitals, or the medical gas treatment battalion,-was the
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.only means by which this type hospital could.be moved,. An important,,
factor, which had to be considered in regard to the availability of
transportation from other hospitals to move one of their number, was. "

,the hospital's requirements for normal housekeeping and supply func-
tions Such necessities as hauling of Class I, II, and III supplies,
bodies to Graves Registration Section, shifting of surgical teams to,
other hospitals, -returning'patients to duty, motor maintenance,.eto.
often reduced, the availability twenty-five to seventy-five percent.
ll 1 these'transportation requirements involved the factor of distance,

. which was consistently great. The factor of.returning.to duty of pa-,
tients .remained a fairly constant one, averaging about'twenty persent
of admissions. It was found that the difficulties of procuring trans-
port of these Oases forced hospitals to use their organic transporta-
tion in returning personnel to reinforcement installations.

() It was proved conclusively that the T/O authoriza- .
tion of skilled surgical personnel was inadequate to handle either
the constant volume.of surgery or the peak loads. Hence, it was nec-
essary, to provide attached -surgical teams which might be shifted from:
hospital to hospital to cope with the demands. This was met by the
use. oftheauxiliary surgical group. During peak load periods, us..
ually immediately after opening of a hospital as the most forward -in a
sector, the minimum.requirement of such teams was two general surgical
and two shook teams.

(3) When faced with the -necessity for forward displace-
ment the disposition of non-transportable patients Iresented a. prob-
lem, since the hospital had insufficient personnel and equipment to
leave behind as a holding unit for a week or:more and still carry
.on at oapaoity in.the forward location. This required the attachment.,
of a platoon of a clearing company as a holding unit. It was neces-
sary to leave little or no organic personnel or equipment with such a
unit, particularly if the unit had been attached and was working. with
the hospital to gain familiarity with.the type or patient and required

(4) Close contact had to be maintained *ith the Corps
Surgeon when an evacuation hospital made reconnaissance for a new site.,
The evacuation hospital reconnaissance party had to be sent to the

S Corps Surgeon to obtain or confirm a suggested location, the aim .being.
bto'get the-evacuation.hospital within ten miles or less of the front
.line in offense. This insured evacuation hospitals being placed well',
forward within adequate support of divisions. Th Army-levelview
could not very often locate an evacuation hospital as far forward as
necessary.

f' Field Hospitals:

.i) The field hospital hadmost valus Inthe employment
of individual platoons with each division clearing station giving ads-
quate surgical and nursing care for non-transportablecasualties.- The
early surgical care thus provided saved'many which would not have sur-.
S vived the .longer. trip to an evacuat-on hospital. Here, as-in the
evacuation hospital (SM). the unit required augmentation of .surgical
personnel by surgical teams.from the auxiliary surgical group. The
minimumn number of teams to provide round-the-clock operation was.two
general'surgioal and two shook! teams. .

o (2) The field hospital platoon is not a mobile unit,,
unfortunatel and must be attached to the division which must util-
ize medical battalion transportation and/or quartermaster truck oom-
pany transportation to move it. Minimum additional transportation
was twelve trucks, 2*j*.ton. A completely mobile surgical hospital 'of
this general type, but with additional surgical staff; was a necessity
for the support of a division. -To keep the field hospital with the
division clearing station in forward displacement, it was necessary
to attach the headquarters and station platoon of a medical collecting
company as a holding unit for the post-operative patients. This type
of emergency should be provided for in the T/O of such a surgical unit
to support the division by a two-platoon organization which would per-
mit leap-frog movement of the. platoons or forward displacement of one
while the second retained the post-operative oases until they become
transportable.

(3) It is absolutely essential that this type unit be. 7

trained under tactical or.ground feroe supervision rather than by Army
Service borces to insure field and maneuver training. The field hos-
pitals assigned for this operation were trained for operation m eta-
tion hospital type units and not prepared for field operation.

(4) With field hospital platoons attached to corps and/
or divisions, the life-saving value of them was soon apparent. KInow-
ing this, the corps or division kept the field hospital platoon olose
to division clearing station with no urging on the part of the Army
Surgeon. Division Surgeons know better than the Army Surgeon could

...ever know what his present and future needs are.

S::i
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g B.Evacuation Sospital(750-Obed):

(1) Thistype unit has little or-no place in a field "
Army in-a war of rapid and extreme movements, especially when the axis
of advauce of-the Army is frequentlyIand violently changed. The evac-
uation hospital (750-bed), as presently organized, has barely suffi-
cient transportation to maintain its own housekeeping. .In stati
or semi-static conditions of warfare, and where casualties are heavy,
this .mit has distinct advantages and can well be utilized by the
field Army.

h. Convalesoent Hospital:.

(1) The convalescent hospital, large and immobile though

it :may be, was a highly .important institution for an Army when well
trained replacements were not .available from the rear. The size and
amount of transportation required to move the unit required that a site.:
be chosen, and movementthereto initiated, which was as far advanced
as the most forward evacuation hospital in a rapid advance.: The hos-

pital must be closed prior to the time that the evacuation hospitals
have out-distanced it to the extent that the ambulanoe trip reaches
the fifty-mile mark. To allow the convalescent hospital to remain
.open .longer, unnecessarily delayed the forward displacement of a por-
tion of the hospital and hence the reopening. In a rapid advance, it'
was essential that the hospitalbe closed prior to attaining full a-
pacity in order that one or more sections of the hospital might die-

place quickly to a forward .site".

(2) Prior to initial opening, arrangements must be made.
to provide transportation through G-1 for return of patients to re-

uinforoement installations as soonas the first increment of such pa-
tients become ready for discharge. This transportation should be.
allowed to remain at the hospital throughout its period of operatiou.
Failure of such transportation not only causes the hospital'to become
quickly filled, due.to inability to clear space for more admissions,
but render the hosnital less mobile sinoe it must clear some patieuts
,before any section man move.

(3) Shortage of qualified medical personnel for'diagnosis
'

of syphilis made it necessary to establish acenter for diagnosis and
.treatment of the disease. This is best located at the convalescent
hospital. Here sulfa-resistant or chronic gonorrhea is also treated
by specialized.personnel. This was expedient to lighten the census of
evacuation hospitals and also prevent evacuation of. such oases to Coin-
munictions Zone.

() Comeanding Officers of convalescent companies within

the convalescent hospital should be combat veterans of the line, who
have been reclassified for .such work as the result of. physical dis-
ability incurred in combat. The type of patient handled in.the con-
vale scent hospital, men fresh from combat, dmands the leadership of
combat trained line officers, rather than'non-oombat trained medical
administrative officers of junior grade. Personnel fresh from the
battle field resent the leadership of the latter typi of. officer.

I. Rail Evacuation:

(1) Rail evacuation is only practical when a medical
evacuation holding unit can be established within a short distance, not
to exceed five miles, of the rail siding to be used. Sufficient am-

bulances are not likely to be available for rapid loading if the hold-
ing unit is more distant or if trains are loaded directly from several
distant. hospitals. The holding unit must have a capacity of approxi-
mately two hospital trainloads. A lesser capacity inevitably results
in overcrowding and repeated interruption of the normal flow of evaca-
tion. Here, as in air evaouationi. patients must be carefully Acreened
for. transportability before transfer from evacuation hospitals lest
the holding unit become clogged with non-transportable cases which it
will be'obliged to hold. Like the holding unit for air evacuation,
surgioal facilities must exist.

J. Covered Aooommodationss

(1) When weather conditions became suffioiently rigorous
to require hospitals such as-evaouation hospitals and field hospitals
to abandon tentage and occupy buildings, a number of problems arose.
The procurement of such accommodations itself became a complicated

administrative procedure and one whioh retarded the prompt opening of
the hospital in a new location. To speed up the procurement of the
necessary approval by the Army authorities, it was imperative that all
conoerned be thoroughly acquainted with the administrative procedure
and a .uniform system adopted. The reconnaissance of an evacuation hos-

pital for a building site had to be c9ordinated directly with the corps
in which conducted. It was most expedient to have the reconnaissance
party secure the approval of the division controlling the area. Next,
clearance of the site had to-be obtained from oorps. The final Army
approval was then obtained in writing by sending the necessary papers

to the'Surgeon. ll thisOts handled th.osgh medicl channels, with.,
"the Surgeon at:each -level obtaining the 'clearance from

'
his proper geon

eral staff section.

k. Evacuation:

(1), The old concept that the higher echelon will evacuate
the lower "on call" proved completely incompatible with open warfare
and rapid movement' *Communications are too poor and distances too
-great: to:permit any such system to work. -It is necessary for each

echelon of medical service to.place the necessary evacuation with the
next lower echelon so that a system of constant coontact and constant
evacuation remains in effect throughout operations. It was found that,

-the Army must provide a minimum of ten ambulances for evacuation of
infantry division olearing stations at all times. This increased dur-
ing certain operations to as much as thirty ambulances. An armored
division requires an entire. ambulance company of thirty ambulances at
all times when operational. As soon as a new division enters the Army.-
area, contact must be made by evacuation agencies and some'ambulances.
allowed to ramain at division clearing station to cover'the lag be-
tweeninitiation of operations and the provision of the full ambulance
requirement, which is a function of communications. To wait until the
clearing station has received battle casualties before requesting am-

'
'.

bulanoe .evacuation would result in overloading that installation,
thereby jeopardizing the patients awaiting evacuation.

(2) This same concept of constant evacuation carried down

to the first and second echelon'medioal service. Collecting company
ambulances were kept at or'near battalion aid stations where possible.

o 0othe one-quarter-ton truck ambulance was used. Litter bearers of the
medical detachments were kept available near company CP's and aid sta-
tions, rather than waiting for someone to locate the aid stations prior.
to sending up litter bearers.

(3) When an airborne division was employed with a field
Army asan infantry division, it was necessary to attach ambulances
from Army for use in second echelon evacuation within the division.

The T/O and T/ for such an organization provides only one-quarter-ton,
4 x 4 trucks for this purpose which are unsuitable for winter• or for
anything but short distance evacuation in fair weather.. As many as
thirty ambulances may be required in certain situations.

(4) Evacuation of evacuation hospitals or clearing sta-
tions by ambulance convoy is obsolete. It is impossible for such 'in-

stallations in combat to retain patients a long enough period to make.
up ambulance convoys.-Patients must beevacuated as rapidly as nee-
essary and as ambulance loads are-ready for evacuation.

.2. Medical Supply:,

a. PharmacySection.InMedical Depotas During the first part

of November,. a pharmacy was established at each Army medical depot for
compounding, storing, and issuing of a limited number of pharmaceuti-
cals. ,This servioe was intended for and made available to units, par-
ticularly divisions and small medical detachments who were not author-
ized either personnel or equipment to prepare such pharmaceutials..
Units obtained these by presenting a prescription, signed by a medical
officer, to the pharmacy. A few of the more common preparations stock-
ed were paragoric and bismuth, elexir of terpin hydrate with oodiene,
Brown's mixture, one percent ephedrine sulfate, tincture of green soap,
Whitfield's ointment, and calamine solution. The pharmacy sections of
the depots proved most popular and beneficial to these units, as can
readily be seen by the number of prescriptions filled the first three
months; an average of approximately 1,550 prescriptions were filled
during the months of.November, December, and January.

b. Fmploy ent of Advance Sections of Medical Depots: During
a fast-moving operation, ,it was found advantageous to have two and
sometimes three advance sections well forward of the base depot. In
this type of warfare, transportation was usually very critical and
sufficient trucks were seldom available to move the base depot. 'Lo-
cations of advance sections were always coordinated with the corps
headquarters, and continuous liaison was maintained between the Corps
Surgeon's Office, the depot, and the Medical Seotion of the Army Head-
quarters. This resulted in the advance sections always being located
where they could service the maximum number of troops. When picking
out or selecting'a site for an advance section, a large enough place
to accommodate the base depot was invariably sought. By so doing, a
location was readily available for the base section to move into if
the tactical situation demanded.

c. Purchasing and Contraotings A purchasing and contracting

section was estblished'at each depot for procuring supplies not avail-
able through normal channels, and for payment of civilian personnel
hired by hospitals of Third.U. S. Army. Each section was made up or
one officer andt two enlisted men, one of whom could speak the native
language fluently. Such needs jaust be anticipated by having available

in the company, ,personnel familiar with this type of work, and lin-
guists who can perform in this.oapaoity.

.d. Prosthetic Dental laboratories in.Medioal Depots -A
prosthetic dental laboratory and clinic was established at each medi-
cal depot. It was found through several months' experience, that a
laboratory of this type and mechanism had facilities which'would bet-
ter service Corps and Army troops, than mobile dental laboratory-
trucks. During the period 29 October to 31 December, 1944,approx-
imately 900 prosthetic jobs were completed, which indicates that this
section of the depot performed more work with limited personnel than
could have been accomplished under mobile oonditions.

e..Captured Supplies: Since a field Army is faced with the.
problem of ool lecting,.olassifying, sorting, and disposing of large
quantities of. captured enemy materiel, it was found necessary to or -
ganize a captured enemy materiel platoon, consisting of one officer and,
fifteen enlisted men. This team investigated, guarded, and evacuated,
captured medical supplies. In addition, it -was later found necessary
to set up a captured materiel section in the depot to take charge of
sorting and issuing these supplies to displaced persons camps, prisoner
of war enclosures, and captured German hospitals..This .proved of great
value, in that large amounts of American supplies were conserved by the
substitution:of this captured materiel.

f. Maintenanoe Teams: A maintenance team .consisting of one.
officer and two enlisted men, was attached to each medical depot. These
teams visited all hospitals bi-monthly to check the maintenance :of
equipment and status of supply. In addition, they made minor repairs
•and instructed the personnel in the units on methods of repair and
maintenance of their equipment.. First and. seoond eohelon preventive
maintenance in the units is most important in combat when equipment is
used to the maximum and replacements of equipment are not always avail-
able. Teams of this nature can help..immeasurably in keeping equipment
in the hospitals in good condition and at the same time keep the Army
-Surgeon and the medioal depots informed as to spare parts and.replaoe-
ment requirements.

g. hkintenanoe Factors: Depot stock record cards were pre-
.pared, which in addition to indicating amounts received, issued and
balance remaining, indicated what were issued and amounts issued to all
type units.: This, in turn, was compiled in a report whioh indicated
the amount of each item that was issued to each different type of unit
over a monthly period. From this report and from items authorized by
T/E, T/BA etc., and from the recommendations of the Army Medical Lab-
oratory, Consultant Sub-seotion and Dental Sub-seotion, a list-of es-
sential items to be stocked in Army- depots was determined. Therefore,
only essential items in required amounts were stocked in depots: which,
in turn, rendered these installations much more mobile. Mobility is
of extreme importance in this type warfare.'

3. Professional Services:

.. . .a ... Surgerys " .. .. . ... .

(1) Early skilled surgioal care of the wounded proved its
worth. Close-up support with trained surgical teams working in the
;!platoon of a field hospital at the same level as the division clearing
station was a big. faotor in lowering mortality and morbidity in battle
casualties in this campaign.

(2) The best support for armored division' casualties was
achieved through the use of two surgical teams and two shook teams
equipped with a PROCO unit, i. e., (sufficient tentage, surgical in-
struments, and supplies in two trucks) which could move along with and
set up next to the collecto-clearing company of the armored combat com-
mand. A field hospital platoon then followed to take over the casual-
ties that had been operated upon and the teams were free to move for-
ward again.,

(3) Surgical teams were also .found to be of value in
bridgeheads, across rivers where the wounded could not be readily evac-
uated. With troops on the offensive, it was found-that definitive

,surgery could be accomplished by surgical teams much farther forward
than previously realized.

(4) Adequate shook therapy, using stored whole blood,. was
one of the most important factors in lowering mortality and morbidity
in battle casualties. Blood plasma was of value as a temporary exped-
ient, but was not a substitute for whole blood.'

(5) Shook, if not treated early and vigorously, soon be-
comes irreversible. Some oases whioh did not respond readily to shook
therapy developed anuria and subsequently died. In a series of as-
ualties which developed anuria, deep shoqk seemed to be the one con-
stant factor. Transfusion reactions seemed to be of no particular
importance as a cause of anuria in these oases..Alkalinization was not
found to be of value in the prevention or treatment of anuria.
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(6)' Injuries to the extremities 'comprised..sixty percent

of all battle casualties.,These Injuries were -often very mutilating

in: haraoter. A policy of extreme conservatism.in regard to amputa-

tions was followed,. Sympathetic blocks were performed routinely in

those cases where the blood supply had been interfered with. In the.

:majority of oases, this procedure was not found to .be of a great deal

of value as often the collateral circulation had also been interrupted

by the injury. Sixty-five percent of the amputations were traumatic

in type, with mutilation often involving the bone, blood vessels,

nerves, and muscles. Fifteen percent of the amputations were due

to gas gangrene, and twenty percent to major blood vessel injuries. .

.(7) The repair of major blood vessels was encouraged.and

various materials for anastomosis, inolucing Blakemore tubes, glass

tubing, and plastic tubing,.were used. None of these methods were

found to be universally applicable in the field. However, the inci-

:dence of gangrene was twenty percent less in those cases in whioh vas-
+cular repair was attempted than those in which ligation of the injured.,

vessel was practiced.

(8)* Surgical measures such as sympathetic block, sympa-

thectomy or injection of.heparin preparations seemed to be of no par-

ticular value and contributed little toward lowering the morbidityin

Oases of cold injuries to the extremities (frostbite and trench foot).

(9) The use.of sulfanilomide crystals in battle wounds

was found to be of little value andin fact contra-indicated where the

drug was being administered by mouthor.. vein. it was felt that wound
healing was delayed in those oases where the crystals were used, in
:some cases the wounds broke down when activitywas resumed,and re-

actions were not uncommon.

'(10) Ihe incidence of infection in wounds was-very low.

The routine use of penicillin by injection ooupledL with early.adequate.

"debridement is felt to be the most important :contributing factors.

b. Medical Services:

(I) Penicillin proved effective in the treatment of cer

tain spirochetal infections; namely, syphilis and Leptospiral Jaundice

(Weils Disease). Shile it was known.before the onset of the campaign
thatpenicillin was a specificfor'treatment of syphilis, it was during

the campaign that the drug was found to cure 'Leptospiral Jaundioe.,-

(2) A well established blood bank is essential in treat-.

Ing any large numbers of battle casualties. . There is no. substitute,
..for fresh whole blood in treating the severe sho.ok seen in the wounds

of.modern warfare. Blood• banks •should be near enough to the combat-I.

zone, to assure delivery of blood with an expiration date of at least

seven and.preferably ten. days. All units hospitalizing patients should.

have a small refrigerator, so that fresh blood can be available at all.
times in the most forward areas.

(3) The treatment of venereal disease, other than acute

gonorrhea, is best carried out in the detention section of the conva-

lesoent hospital. This centralizes patients and conserves personnel

and supplies.

a. Nuropsychiatryt

(1) All of the measures which can be instituted to-pre-
vent neouropsychiatric, casualties are command prerogatives. First and
foremost, the psychotic, mentally deficient, severe psychoneurotica.
epileptic, and. those with chronic progressive'neurological diseases:
not only are incapable of fighting, but require the time and inter-
est of others who should be in combat.: These are unsatisfactory for
any form of mi litary service and should not be retained in service in
the interest of manpowrer conservation.. When such individuals reach
foreign duty-and combat units,,they constitute a severe liability in
their respective units and on the medical evacuation system.

(2) It isa. necessary for'line officers to exercoise. judg-
ment in evacuating men through medical channels. ,Soldiers should not
be-evacuated unless, to the line officer, the medical aspects are
clear and unmisatakable and.,not transient In character. The avoidance
of indisuriminate'evacuation and the selection of proper treatment..,
on the spot is considered imperative.

(3) Beuropsychiatric casualties which can be returned to
duty in a period'of* twelve hours should not be evacuated from the bt-
talo aid station. Those who can be returned to duty wlth an addi-,
tional thirty-six hours of rest and treatment should be handled at
t he regi Imetal aid station. Only those which* require a longer period
of treatment should be evacuated to clearing station level.

(i)Beause of the nature of their assignment, division.

-neuropsychiatrists are in a position to disseminate pertinent infor-
mation to officers of the line and act in a consultant capacityto

Battalion Surgeons. Che.division neuropsyohiatrists must be provided

the transportation which they require. In view of the fact that he -

personally treats .from five to thirty percent.of total admissions to

the clearing* station, it is necessary that an adequate T/0 and E be

provided. Supplies, personnel,. and equipment necessary to the psychi-.

atrist were obtained at the expense of the division clearing company,,

which has an adequate. T/O and E for its .own needs, but none for others,

including the neuropsychiatrists.

(5)The importance of assigning well trained neuropsy-

ohiatri ts, to the divisions, cannot be Over-emphasized. Those : divisiona

have such men assigned continually exhibited a lower neuropsychiatric

incidence and, a4higher :return to duty rate thanthose in which. an Indi-
vidual without such training aws arbitrarily assigned as neuropsychi-
atriste.

(6) On:becoming operational, several divisions attempted.

to treat all neuropsyohiatric pr
d
blemsat division rear. It.was the

.
'

invariable-experience that the more men sent to the rear 'the more it

was neoessary to return to.the rear. All. divisicons eventually insti-

tuted therapy in forward areas and found that.the fewer.evacuated, the..

smaller the nmber.necessary to evacuate. This was graphically dem-

,onstrated particularly in those divisions which first set up an exhaus-

tion Center inthe division rear and then changed the therapeutic pol-

icy. to the treating of such patients at battalion aid station level.

(7) It was notable that every effort to prevent trench

foot.and to provide warm clothing contributed to a low neuropsychiatric

incidencee.

..(8) rmored* divisions are so constituted that it was.at

times difficult and sometimes impossible to handle neuropsyohiatrio

oasualties at aid station-level. This was particularly true in rapidly.

moving tactical situations. It was necessary to set up a clearing

element in each armored division in which the 'division neuropsyohiatrist

oold treat all neuropsyohiatric casualties evacuated from the aid' sta-'

tion. The neuropsychiatric incidence rose in armored divisions when

the men felt that their objectives were 1ot essentially armored objeo-

tivei and when they developed a feeling that they were "crack troops".

and would therefore be used for the duration without a rest. For every

.such case among the tankers., there were six in the armored infantry.

The rate pyramided among the tankers on one occasion when it was-neo-,
e ssary for them to function as foot troops.

(9) Rumors were found to contribute to peaks in the in-

cidence of neuropsychiatric casualties.

(10) Terrain, climatic conditions,.type of enemy opposi-

tion,.and quality of leadership were all found to influence the neuro-

psychiatric incidenoe. Those divisions whioh rotated units whenever

the tactical situation permitted had a lower incidence than those which.

could not or did not.

(11) It was found that after 120 days 'of continuous com-

bat, riflemen and particularly key noncommissioned officers,-through

the process of normal wear and tear began to exhibit less initiative,

-lower efficiency, and decreased ability to lead troops into battle.

This was even more marked at the end of six months of combat. Several

divisions found that only three percent of the riflemen who had been

in combat for 180 days still remained in the division. Those who did

remain were key men and in general repeatedly decorated. These divi-

sions estimated that half of this group had become useless for combat

in the same manner that equipment may be worn out to the extent that

it is of no further service. These.individuals, although nu merically
present.,represented liabilities.,

(12) Although many neuropsychiatrio cases to all intents.

and purposes were well when returned to duty, there was, in many. in-

.stances, lack of confidence, which returned only after the 'individual

had again engaged in combat .Many of these after return earnedawards.

..for heroism, some received battlefield commissions, and a..high peroen-,'

tagewere promoted.

(13) Soldiers whohad been woundedand who had been re-

.turned to duty were more apt to become neuropsyhiatrio casualties when.

returned to duty than those who'had not been wounded, or those who had

been wounded and not returned to combat duty because of the severity of
the wound.

(1-) Neuropsychiatric patients who were ready for return

to combat when sent directly to combat, in general, did not recur.

Among those retained for several days in replacement areas a high per-

oentage tended to recur.

(15) Adivisional increase in neuropsychiatrio qasualtiee

can usually be traced to .one regiment and. ordinarily to one battalion.As a rule, the increase occurs in the unit which.iA i erienocIng the.
most severe combat...

(16) .If the individual needs positive command.or onecur-
agement, the line offier should give it to him without evacuation
through medical channels. If he needs rest, his commanding officer
should provide it..

(17) L It was found :necessary to perdt neuropsychiatrists
in all echelons to have facilitiesforr the praotise of mediin-. L. At .

division olearingL station level the psychiatrist lad an opportunity.
for mutual consultation with other doctors and access to x-ray service
in the field hospital platoon assigned to his division.-A psychiatrist
functioned-at each evacuation hospital. As a result, neuropsyohiatro. ia
casualties did not cross normal channels of ewaouation. On leaving the
division, they went directly to the nearest evacuation hospitals. Here
the neuropsyhiatrist was called inconsultation on a minimnu of five
percent of all admissions Lother than neuropsychiatric. He had at hand
every facility for x-ray-and laboratory diagnosis and consultation with
other speoialists. This contributed to more, accurate diagnosis and
therefore a .higher rate of return:to duty.

(18) Because of the fairly frequent moves of the evac.ua-.L
: tion hospitailis,"and the Army evacuation policy. neuropsychiatric cas-
ualties could be +retained in the evacuation hospitals an average of six
days.. At the end of this time,-ueuropsychiatric cases were found to.
fall roughly into four groups:

(a) Those which had other medical or surgicosk-,on- .

ditions and in whom there was little or no evidence of nervous or men-

tal disease.

-(b) Those cases which could be .returned to duty
Swithin the six-day period.

(o) .Thosewho in the opinion of the;'psyohiatrist
.
.

were incapable of further duty because of psychosis, :epilepsy, mental
deficiency, severe prolonged psychoneurosis.

S(d) Those who could be returned to duty with two or :

three weeks of additional therapy.

.The first group was transferred to other hospital services. The second

was returned to duty. The third was evacuated to Communisations Zone.

If the fourth group had been evacuated out of.the Army area, many of
''the individuals would have been lost if they had .been transferred to, L
Communications -one hospitals. It was found necessary to provide an*
additional echelon of therapy for this group. Three bompetent neoo-

psychiatrists and eighteen trained enlisted men were placed in the
convalescent hospital for the practice of good olinioal medicine.
There were facilities for mutual consultation with other specialists
and for x-ray and laboratory diagnosis, as well as intensive individ-
ual'and group physiotherapy, recreational and.occupational therapy and.
a graded intensive physical training program. Eighty-five percent 'of
.this-group returned to duty of all. types within the Army, and-fifty:
percent to full combat duty.

(19) The necessary echelons of therapy were found to:be. .

(a) The lne. .

(b) Bttalion•• aid:station.

(a) Regimental aid station.

(d)-Division clearing. station,.

(e) Rvaouation hospital.:,

(f) Convalescent hospital. •

d. Dental:

(1) Dental officers assigned to field hospitals have the

opportunity to do very little professional work in the combat zons.

The T/. of field hospitals. should be changed to include only one den-

tal officer assigned to the headquarters of the field hospital. By
rotation among the platoons of the hospital, one dental officer can

provide dental care for all hospital personnel. Patients are hold:.

in field hospitals for too short a time to permit definitive dentistry.

(2) Convalescent hospitals offer the opportunity for

Sestablishinglarge dental installations. Convalescent hospitals move
lees frequently than evacuation hospitals, hence the dental service
is operative for longer periods of time without interruption..The T/O
should be changed to include eight dental officers and fourteen on-

S
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listed technicians to provide operative', 'Surgioal, and prosthetic, ser-vice.for patients'and'.out-patients' Experience in the Third U. S. Army
proved:that this inorease in personnel and. the augmentation ofMD ..
Chests No 61 and 62 is required to elininate -the.. necessity of holding
patients in 'excess of the .normal convalescentperiod.

T().The assignment of :dental officers to group.headquar-
ters (i. e.., uartermaster, Engineer, Ordnance,Field Artillery,-etc.)
proved unsatisfactory.:Due to a constant change in the nunbei

1 
of. bat-

talions assigned to groups, the' great distances between-battalions and
laokiof close oontact, .dental -officers assigned to,-group headquarters
were unabb": to fulfill their mission of providing adequa,te .treatment._
for' the troops of the oommand.- Mobile dentdl teams,;assigned to Army
or Corps headluart'ers wouldprovide more adequate treatment for Corps.
and Army troopsf._

(4) exicellent prosthetic facilities -maybe ectablished:
in Army medical. depots.

- 
Army-medical depotd, .because.of' their loa-... he Army ares',on and the

tion in th"eAr aea, and thenecessity -for all units- to send trans-
portation for supplies, bffered the most, ideal 1ocation for dental.
prosthetic service. The deputs movedswith the Army's advance..remain-
ing accessible to combat units. Transportation .used forsupplies.was
used:also for carrying patients to and from troop areas. Prosthetic
fsoilities .can usullybe provided:'from'a fixed medical depot for.
Corps, and Army"trdops, with 'divisions being serviced by mobile .units.

'(5) : Field units authorized an electric generator%should'
be furnished electrical dental equipment... Field dental dispensary
equipment lacks electrical appliances (operating lights, dental en-
gines, and sterilizers). It was found that-a combination electric
iand/or foot engine is "desirable for use. with combat -troops* .,The
efficiency of dental service with field units was impaired by the ab-.
sence of a field operating light as a standard item o" equipment...

(6) Infantry division dental officers were. best employed
.with the division medical clearing company during combat,. In combat,
one dental

: :
officer could render emergency dental-treatment at the regi-

mental aid station. The second of-the two regimental dental officers.
should operate with the division medioal- olearing company todo de-

.finitive dentistry during commitment to action. This employment of
denatl personnel periits those troops who are not committed to action
to receive dental attention.

'(7)Bxperience has shown that a aental surgeon is re-
quired, on the staff, of a Corps, Surgeon.o ' The employment of such, large
nunbers: of organizations within the Army prevents"the Army Dental".
.,Surgeon! from, keeping in close oontact. with, and, inspecting, : all dental
facilities .throuxghout the .command. Ihe Army Dental Surgeon could
coordinate the .dental service muoh more efficiently if .a Corps .Dental
Surgeon were provid'ed.

(8) A greater: number of mobile dental, laboratories and.
operative teams are required in.w.arfare involving rapidmovement. It
'is found~ that mobile dental units (prosthetic and operative teams)

offer the maximum servioe .to'.forward units. .These- trucks, whenat-
tached to division medical battalions, provide uninterrupted, dental
care and eliminate the evacuation of troops .from .divisional areas.

(9) Field Dental Prosthetio. Chests,-MD No 61 and 62 re-
quire supplemental equipment. Additional denture flasks are required.
since only a limited number of cases can be processed in.the three
flasks contained in MD Chest No 61.' An electric dental.lathe is essen-,' tial to prosthetic dent.istry,.The hand-lathe contained in MD Chest No
62 requires an additional man for operation', thus preventing his em-
ployment for other work. ..A.Coleman, gasoline, two burner,. stove is re-
quired for the processing of acrylic dentires,

(10) Replacement troops arrived at combat units from re-.
inforomment depots in need of Class" Idental -treatmient. Many combat
,hours lost because of the necessity for providing reinforcements with
dentures or emergency dental treatment, would have been saved.if this:
work had been done on all troops before assignment to combat'units,
from reinforcement depots.

:%e. Vterinary:

(1) During the later phass.4. of the p .mpain and partic.
ular-ly during. the last, two-, months,. trans.prtation .was at ata premimun,
ad4t wasfrequently not: pp.ssble to peoure. transpor:tion for.al
personnel requiring- it. Eah yterinary ...lrps offrieer sho ld be as-
sig,.nuedv oa,,sine-his work must b done.in the ield,.

(2 ) .Peehable,.prodcts,.such as freqh eggs, oranges, all
fresh- vsget..bles,,,o , wer.e,. parti cularl.y ,4uring the winter .and .durng
wet 'pors. ,_'p06,nitonuon rrv i~th r okarea

A~szwim tht 'oueprudctesep. prchsei. but ,have doteoated,
thwy "should,,e'ro:!sp*teo.bowed if.n~pqessaryp befor i~~gfowre

Use.

vs Medicines-

That Az
se th

() The.present-,day V. packette contains a picrio acid
compound thatirritates and is painful to ,the urethra and because of

this, soldiers"do not use :them afterthe first experience.

(5) MUch 'of our merourial.ointments-have a lanclin or '

wax base which will,'not 'spread in cold weather,.. ll ointment bases
should be similar to bases of our better ,cold ,creams.

(6) Each 
:
prophylactic station"team should be equipped

with a small generator and .a two-burner stove for: setting up. stations.
in areas where heat and i ght are not. available. Light. metal oollap-.

sible equipment isnecessary for: setting up aprophylactia.station-in
any place where needed.

(7) Re-emphasis should be made on oartoons,.posters, and,
training films as a part ofthe venereal disease control program.

b'. Immunizations, t ield experience-proved that the .US.

.Army policies and procedures are without equal.in the world .today.

However, typhus fever immunization should be given in the late fall or,

early winter .rather than'L at other times of theyear. This insures
ai imum protection during months when troops. are apt to be. more.lousy
or 'come in' oontaot with louse-,infested. civilians..

o.- Personal Hygiene:. During combat personal hygiene, change.

of clothing and bathing werealays"far below Army standards. This..
was- espedially-true during the win-erl months. This can be remedied to
a great extent by providing. ample numbers of ,one and two burner stoves.

in forward echelons on the basis- of one gas, stove (one or tWo burner)
ter four -officers or men.

do. Food supplies and the nutrition oftroops during this per-

iod were adequate. Monotony of idiet..is,one of-the .vicissitudes, of war.

However,' the need for.-hot .drinks (coffee and bouillon) in aid stations
must :be emphasized. .In addition .to hot drink, ample supplies, of whis-,
ky are needed in aid stations during the winter :months for use. by pa-

ti ents passing through such. installations. A small drink helps to re-
lieve tension, and is useful in combatting shook..

e. Trarsportation: The MedicalInspector of each division

must h&ve transportation twenty"four. hours per, day, to. Aceomplish his
job- in combat.

f Sanitary Crps Officers: There isa definite need. of

Sanitary Corps officers--one per division as AssistantDivision Medi-.-

cal Inspector, and two per, Corps as members of the Corps Surgeon's

staff.'These officers are-essential, for the handling of. sanitary
pr'blbms,-thus relieving- the.Medical Inspector for medical activities

alone.s

g. Preventive Medicine and Public.Healths Every line offi.-.

oer, regardless of rank, in command of troops should have formal pras-

tioal eduAtion in publio health medical problemsr :The G-5 and Iili-
tary Government' of fioers.of all, categories. should especially r#oeive .
ad'equite instruotibn.in these matters,.

h, Trench Foot (Cold Type Injuries):.

" .: .:: .... . . F FeyquGPV. 2SPOOZIoue -(t l east,-onpe .weeay) or ifeet. and foot gear of.the command. Necessary oorreotive aoion, inso-
far as possible, being taken on the spot.

(2): eaks of cold type injuies oocured in very 
:
instance

when the tactical situation was most:acute - units'.making river.oross-

ings against opposition, units pinned down by'fire before fort ifca-
tions, where both the supply of equipment and the normal disoiplinary
care was difficult to maintain.

(3) New divisions' in combat invariably had higher rates,
of, cold .injuries for the first few.. weeks. This was due to the neg-1:

ligence of ordinary personal hygiene with a lack of udertand~ng of
the seriousness of the results.

(4) A way of'preventing a breakdown in individual foot

cars and.t.ther'efore ' mass development:.ofcold Injury at suoh a time,.
is rotation of smll groups (ten.to twenty) to rear areas daily for
short periods of 'time to allow change of soks, massage, and 'other
.methods of warming the feet..

(5) Trench foot oontrolteams at Army and Division levels

are worthwhile and necessary in combat during-the" winter months.

(6) Recommendations:.

(a) :That a more thorough, cunpreshensive training
program in cdold type injury prevention be instituted at 'al command

levels, augmnted by the use of actual photographs and training filwm

of the results of cold type injuries to the feet and. hands.

(b) That all shoepaos be manufactured:with steel.
arch supports, regular heels. and hightoes

()That,;continuall1y increasing emphasisa be pl voe"d
upon %the oomsand. responsibility, for:oold, type injury-prevention.

i. "Army Medioal-ILbratory:

(1) Field laboratory exp riencesin the+European-cam-
paigns

' 
19L4,45, have shown "certain* operati onal problems; whioh were not

anticipated' in the T/O :and E training -manuals. Some of these problems
and their improvised solutions are presented below.

. 2). The medical-lsboratory-as organized and equipped ii

limited"in the scope and of necessity had-.to be augmented in. personnel
and equipment to perform satisfactorily.

(3) Mission:

:(a) ;.-The general, mission. of the laboratory is to per-

form eaoh investi gations "as will protect the healthof the' Army, deter-
min6 the. cause 'of: epidemca, and provide, such laboratory service to
medical isdtallAtions as will aid in rapid 

'
diagnosis, inimze eva ua-

tion, "and'.epeed .up restitution of perannel. to duty.

(b) It is not possible to provide research facil-

itiesand to perform tests which areof
°
theoretical:rather than prac-
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arily closed for movement to new locations without imped

I operations; so these sections were not duplicated. Th

a located near the center of each flank, one'thirty to f
advance of the other. As the front advanced, .the rear s

sed and reopened on the new location ahead of the other

ing the period of movement, the open section carried-on

k for the Army without interruption.- This two-section a

possible by addition of extra equipment and clerical pe

alternate solution in stable situations was to have the

ts send their specimens to the evacuation hospitals.. Th

turn, sent the specimens to the base laboratory, through

group couriers." This procedure minimizedtransportatic
-.the units, but produced a delay in 

getting the soecimec

)oratory and the. reports to the units.

(5)Added Technical Procedures,

(b) Many accidental'deaths.and medico-legal cases
required toxilogical, examinations; and, as a result, the chemistry.
section had to be expanded to 'meet these needs. This was essential,
since in combat areas board actions could not be delayed while avaiting
reports from the medical general laboratories. A similar limited ser-
vice had to be provided for the Criminal Investigation Department,.
since no: other facilities were available. Personnel trained in tox-
ioology and certain minimal equipment should be an integral part of the
medical laboratory.

(6) Venereal Disease Sections In order to expedite the
early diagnosis of syphilis by traiqed personnel, a detachment con-, "

sisting of one officer, two teshnicians, and one olerk was detailed
to the 6th Convalescent Hospital. This group more than justified its

existance. Its duties called for doing darkfields (as many as, fifty
a day) urethral smears, and drawing blood for serology.

(7) :Personnels

(a) Additional clerks were essential to maintain

the records and send out the reports. Three additional clerks were,
added, including one for the Venereal Disease Section.

(b) No provisions have been made in the T/O for
trained personnel qualified to do medical supply and maintenance work..''
The highly specialized and complicated apparatus and chemicals required
skilled individuals for their classification and maintenance. Often,
unless repairs could be made at the laboratory, technical sections
would be paralyzed while the equipment was sent to the Medical Depot
for repairs, which usually-required several weeks. One. sergeant and

one assistant were assigned to do this work, which also included ster-
ilization and maintenance of generators.

(s) bus to the fact that water outlets were not.

numerous, central washing facilities were established under the super-
vision of one man. This was augmented, byohring civilian help to do
the actual work.

(8) Mobile Seotions:

(a) -'ith the use of ammonia-alun as .currently prac-
contact period of at least two hours is considered
infection of the water. The normal .thirty minute per-
ontact has been found insufficient toproduce potable
tcteriological examination of samples.

(f) Consideration should:be given to the use of po-
the coagulant in view of the reduced chloramine for-
er disinfecting value of the residual chlorine content,
se orthotolidin test.

(g) The use of the sodiun arsenite-orthotolidin
sining effective residual chlorine should be considered
Army water treatment control.

(h) Daily residual chlorine tests of the water sup-
of consumption (spot-checks)' should be.carried out

o of unit surgeons and records of the results of such

AZoneItabletsare not completelY effective
tion 'of Water supplies. Bursoline should be

cops. "

i water for military personnel uqed for drink

should be obtained fromgnineer water point

treated byceiling nr with halazone or hypo-

m(2) ess Sanitation,

(a) Greater emphasis on, personal and mess san'
necessary under adverse weather and combat conditions-to

e all too frequent breakoown in sAnitation leading to spoi

n epidemic diarrheal outbreaks. Responsibility for such
and,. but can only be carried out, by frequent and forceful
the essentials of sanitary practices, even under the rig,

Ire -sterilizing dipat the entrance o the mess serving line is con-.3idered . the most important single point for carrying out sterilization
)f mess gear. Army regulations should be amended to.require such
;reatment and an additional immersion type heating unit should be in-
luded in T/9 and E's for each 200 men-or fraction thereof., "'

J(3) Inseot and Pest Controls

(a) DDT-insecticides, judiciously used, proved effec-

tive in treatment and control of insect infestations.

(b) In the delousing and disinfecting .of.personnel

in camps, particularly Allied prisoner of war and displaced personw.
camps, the use of insecticide powder alone was not effective in erad-
ioating licewfrom the camps. Reinfestations occurred in periods as
short as eight days. 'House oleaning" and treatment of blankets, bunks,
and bedding with a DDT .insecticide (liquid) should be included in the
delousing program..for persons who are not to be immediately evacuated.

(4) In the Army Surgeon'sOffice, there' should be at
least two Sanitary.Corps officers with wide experience in military
sanitation, sanitary engineering, and administrative work relative
thereto. Liaison and supervisory functions of the Army SaUnitary Engi-
neer should ,be facilitatedin the field while one Sanitary Corps offi-
cer devotes most of his time to the large volume of routine work.

5. Public Health:

a. Personnel for the performance of Public Health field oper-

ations was not freely available because they were pin-pointed with
Civil Affairs/Military Government detachments. There was considerable
difficulty of transfer of personnel where the need was greatest, and
there was no security in personnel, especially when Army boundaries
Shifted. The number of Pqblic Health officers were also inadequate.

b. Indigenous medical personnel and facilities were not able

to cope with the problem of the care of civilian sick and wounded. The

Civil %ffairs/Military Government directives were dependent upon local.
-medical services to handle this problem.

c. There was no organic transportati,?n for the use of Public

Health officers in their field operations. Transportation was procured
only by request from Military Government detachments, who were them-
selves deficient in transport, or by accompanying other officers on
missions, which limited the Public Health officers' activities. i ith-
out transportation, Public Health officers' value is almost entirely
nullified.

d. A.R. B. basic medical units were 'too bulky, ,and break-
down for issue, which was necessary many times, was difficult.• They
were not well balanced units. Many items included were not desired

by civilian health officials. They could not meet the demand of dis-
placed persons camps or small institutions.

a. Public Health personnel should be attached to Army Head-
quarters in adequate nunbers in the form of a Public Health Group, to

'be deployed.when the need anises. They should be attachbd to the Med-,
ical Section for better coordination of all military and civilian prob-
lems., :

f.o Civil AffairsAAilitary Government planning should have
made medical units available by Army for specific .purposes of oaring
for aivilian emergencies when the situation warranted it.

g. Adequate organic transportation for P ubliclHelIth officers
with drivers should be available to.carry out field operations.'

h. Smaller emergency medical units should be provided for

distribution to civilian institution and displaced.persons camps.
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The changes and further details-concerning certain of the surgical
procedures are summarized below:,

.1. Debridement of-ounds: Emphasiswas again placed on the wide
excision of all damaged muscle, the thoroughmeohaioal cleansing of
wounds and the removal of minimal amounts of skin with particular
stress on forbidding the excision of circular sections of skin around.

:small wounds, which results in prolonged convalescence and difficulty
in:making secondary closure.

2. Fraotures:s Field and evacuation hospitals are. responsible
for the debridement of oompound fractures, and the preparation of the
patient for early-evaouation in comfort and safety..

a. Fractures of-the Femur: It was recommended that these be
immobilized in a double ctroular plaster of paris spics bandage from
the toes of-the affected leg and from the knee of the sound leg; this:.
should be reinforced by a strut plaoed'posteriorlyswith legs spread,.no more than litter width, with knee slightly flexed. The use of the
Toubruksplint for selected fractures of the femur will be permitted.

b. Fractures of the'Tibia and Fibula were to be immobilized.
in the circular plaster of paris bandage from toes to groin.

. Fractures of the Humerus were to be immobilized by a
plaster of paris spica bandage with arm held forward and medially ro-.
tated so that the forearm rested in front of the. body, with elbow

.flexion no less than ninety degrees. A plaster of paris. velpesu ban-l
dage ws considered a less satisfactory substitute for the spicas-
Hanging casts were prohibited.

d. Fractures of the Arm, Wrist and Hand were to be immobil-,
izedby circular plaster of paris, extending to the mid-brachial re-
gion.

e. For Fractures of the Feet and Ankles a circular plaster of
parisboot .was to be used, extending from the toes to just below the
knee. All plaster dressings were to be split to the skin and spread. ',

f. Compression Fractures of the Spine were tobereduced by
,hyper-extension, and a plaster of.paris jacket applied with the patient
!in this position.. For fractures of the lumbar or lower dorsal verte-
brae. the jaoket must extend from the symphysis pubis to the sternal
notch, with an extension of the jacket to and Including the head, in
the case of cervical and upper dorsal spinefractures.

he neurosurgeon and ortnop4
ed to a genral hospital a:

re, of the Spine and Involvement
a with neurologie involvement
Vaouation hospital for ex#mina-..
t. If the patient oould be
at/ surgery could be aocomplished

hi!Thomas Splints: Thomas full or half-ring splintswere
tobe used oily in emergenoies by .forward medioal installations and
replaced as soon as possible by plaster of paris oircular splints .

i. Metallio External Fixation of Fracturess The use of
Steinman pins incorporated-in-plaster of paris bone plates and metallic
external fixation splints were. prohibited.

3. WoundsInvolving Major Joints: The earliest possible olosure-
of woundsby secondary suture or skin graft was recommended. The
synovia was to be closed at time of debridement, with removal of all
foreign bodies in the Joints effected. Penicillin solution was to be
plaoed in the Joint following closure of the capsule...

. putations Circular amputation, as described in Circular
Letter 101,Off ioeof the Chief Surgeon., dated-30 July 1944 was dir-
ected with skin traction applied to effeot closure of all stomps.

5. Injuries to the Hands:

. Danger of prolonged immobilization was stresed. Their
treatment as soft tissue .injuries with effort directed toward closure,
of the wound by suture or skin graft, and early active motion .was in-

.sisted upon. In oases where tendons and bone fragments were exposed,'
transfer to toe nearest plasticcenter was directed. In'.seleoted
oases, where skeletal traction was required to secure reduction and
immobilization of the metacarpal fractures, its application was to
be made. through the proximal phalanges, with emphasis on early active
motionj this procedure to be.employed for a maximum: of two weeks'and
: remaining phalangeal or metaoarpo-phalangealjoints left free.
Pulp traction was prohibited.

b. Amputation of hands or fingers were to be performed only
in-extreme oases and then-at the most. distal point possible.

o, In the case of compound. fracture of the digital portion.
of one finger accompanied bydestruction of the flexor and extensor
tendons, a prompt amputation of this digit and early aotive :motion of

.
.

the rest of the hand and fingers were recommended.,

6. Neurosurgical Problems:

a. Pe al Nerve In uriess A close neurologic examination
of all oases in, hich there arelaceations, no'matter how small, of
the Lextremities, was stressed.,The ultimate end to be attained was
'early repair of nerves at special treatment hospitals for neurosurgery.
When there was evidence ,of a nerve injury, the nerve ends were to be
.proximated as soon as possible and where loss of tissue made this im-
possible, the ends were to be marked with silk and the patient evaou-
ated promptly to the special treatment hospital in the Comimunications
Zone.

7,. Care of the Bladder in Patients .'with InJury of the Spine
l

Su prapubic .Cystosty was .rec

hanges ofon. .

a. :.In facial woundswhere the missile possibly
. 
penetrated

the nasal mucosa, a complete preliminary examination was dirooted,
to determine :possible mucosal, damage. : If found, the cavity must be'
packed with gauze strips impregnated with sulfa ointment at the slte
of injury, to insure healing on-both surfaces of. the mucosa, and not
across the airway at the site.. Protusion of the gauze from the nose
was recommended, andreplacement at least every five days to ten days.

b. Prior to discharge, transfer,* or evacuation fromthe hos-
pital of any patient with facial injury which could have penetrated
the nasal muoosa, a complete nasal examination for adhesions was dir-..
ected; any adhesions to be severed and gauze placed to prevent re-
f orming.o

9. Management of Colostomiess

a. Performanoe of Colostomys Immobilization of the large
intestine, when possible, to permit approximation of two. and one -
half to three inches of bowel within the peritoneal cavity in the..
formatkion of thedouble-barrelled colostomy, was directed.

b. -Initial opening in the loop typ of o lot , not ex-
ceeding one inch in length and-made throughtherion o the prergo -
senting tenia, parallel to the ,long axis of the presentin g bowel,
was reoommended. Stress was. placed on the necessity of a severance
of the bowel to completely interrupt the fecal stream in injuries of
the rectum or sigmoid below the oolostomy site.

10. Litter oases were not to be evacuated to the convalescent:
hospital.

11 Ail-o l sas of elective surgery iere to be sent to Comunica-
tosZonle hospitals.
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SUMMARY OF WEEKLY STATISTICAL REPORTS. FOR PERI(D 5 THROUGH 26 JAN 1945

____ _ i .... Admission RatePer 1000 Per Anum.
_________

Cerebro-
spinal
Feve r Influenza"

measles.
All. Types Mwsps Frostbite Trenoh Foot

Psyoho-
neurosis Malaria:

ALL TROOPS ________ Cases Rate- Case s Rate.s CasesaRateate ases Rate Cases Rate Casees Rate' Ctses
w ending5Jan 5 345599 0 0 20 3 1 .15 2 .30 .591 89 52 7 874 131 0 0 11

2,wke nding12dJan-45 338502 0 0 25,4 3 .o46 -1 15, 1835 281 656 100 6033 97 4 1 8
lk ending 19 Jan 45 349860 2 .30 20 3 1 .15 2 .30 1712 253 476 70 490 73 1 .15 11

4wenin~2 Jo ean45 3585 1 .015 16 2 2 .29 9.1 75 .106 .554 1 400 58 9 0 2

Average f or ,Period 3495 .5 11 20 3 2 *26 4 .4 11 82.552 82.59911 .9 1

Lae

2
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22 63 I
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ANNEX:NO. XVI

Anal Is of 6A 89 U. .Btle C auatieJ rae nTidU
Medcal st- l.t i 6hs-lA oFe

Anatomical Location %of.Total No., of Mortality for,
anjN. f ach ype Battle Casualties eah'ep ru

Head & Spine
..505-eases 8% 9e4%

Face & Neck
37,70 cases 5% ~ 1 ~*.

Chest,
5877 cases 1%8%,

Abdomen
*2907 cases 5%..

Buttocks
3745 cases6%2%

9. ~~~~Upper Extreity*__________
16327 cases

Lower Extremity
23273 cases ,35% 1%

Total E remities * * *

~* ** ** ** *39600,cases *60%
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. . . ... . . . - . • .• . ... - .. . v . -,,w ' :•I ~ ~ e

' ,, 
-

Injury

- I

Battle
.. s.. ie

Res pratory.
Diseases,

SVenereal

Disase

I B.4 urn

ALL TROOPS:CaesRaeCasesRate C 6aes Rateuases Rau, '9*5@5 Ka v

I wk ending ' 2 Feb 45 3 2:14427 7266 - 11614 . 3991 639 1: 22 228 ' 1853 ..297.1.1... -,. ..89 .

2wk ending 9 Feb 45 299837 8649 1500 4636 804 1107 .19 0 6 50k 1151 20 96 16.6 290 5t 35o 5s.

3 kend Ing 16Feb.45 2991j186k13el 0 91 18271k4 471 .. 959r 166- 105182 27 39 35

4 ending 23 Feb 45-1 298 7380 1288 3667 640 772 5 2941 53 591 -103 120 20.94 283 4 66

5 l nding 2 Mar 45 288609 987 .167238 0 5 3 41386 6519 125 2.2 132 1

Average for Period 302056 8169 h1412416k 718 9 170 3011522 891152 107
.. ....:....9.. ..1..
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Adission Rate Per 1000 Pe r' Annum______ _____

Mean spinal ~Measles Fyh-Eie
THIRD U. S.ARY Stren Fever Influena All Types Mumps .Frostbite. Trench Foot ne . ep

...ALL. .... ...Cases.Rate Oae Rt aCases Rate Cases Rate.Cases Ra. e Cases Rate Case ..Rate .C

wk.ending 2.Feb'..45..37 0 0 .12 2 1 ..16 15 2 660 ...106 1^2 W 68246 3 0.

2wk ending9?Feb 45 1299837. 0 0 13 2, 3 .52 7 1s 286 50.143 6 76 35 61 1.7 2
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23 Fe b 452 329v7..k 170g-.317 32 6 4 704 .70 28. 5 334 58'..50 87 0 0 4

wk, .. ..... .2 .M.ar 6 1... . ....

- i .l e 5
l  . i4 ] 65 288609 0l0 13 2 65 1 17 3- 503 9 570 __ 57
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sionRate Per 1(

Battle.
Casual tiels

Di

kr 45z 322540 5772 930 2' 23 391 797
*r : 45 302829 472 o814 209 0 663

L29

Respiratory
Diseases..

DiarrhelDiseases, .

Rate

Casea Rilae Cases Rate, Cates Rate, ICases I Rate .sllo Ha,

3269 :559:. 698 119 19 8.6 3 17j32 61 0
Li5LI

.. .. .. .~~~~~~~... ,,....... .. .. ,•_ , ,2552- I.411150118 1 901.14.651 4 ___:1b361 Ol

-2040 350 I 331 58 I 99117'0 35*.-
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Admission Rate, Per. 1000'Per Annum
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All Types Mumps. Frostbite, Trench Foot, ne

ALL TROOPS. Cae i Rate CasesRate Cases. Rate, Cases RateC me Rate aseo RateCases Rate Case Rate Cases R
1wk ending9 I r45 301419140 0-23 4 1 *17 10 :-2 33 6 34 62 -477 82 1 .7 8

2wke ding'16Mr.45o 38668 1 17 .15 3 4 1: 5 1 4 1. .163 27 .312 5 2 .3 67 3
3wkending23Mar 45 32254o 0 0 9 1 6 97 4 .6 0 0 .60 10 157 .81 97 3
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Masea
Inlurv

1000 PerAnum
C omnon:

Battle Respiratory
Casualties. *D: iseases-

- .L -- ~ ~ ~ ________

ALL TROOPS Rate Cas Rate Cases t Rate
-- 4:"-. -4.. ---.-- 4 . 1 " * - "

CssIRate Rate Cases Rate
Cases

Rate I

1wk ending 6 April 1945 113 432 673 1666 273 I7 129 1592 266- 353 59 j 65 10.86i39 7 608

2 k ending13.April1945 317859 46.46 76 1989 325 8 137 .1820 28 349 57 9 89 14.56 o 7

3wk enin 2pril14 926 3723 66 2084 367. 818 .144 821 15 32 5817339 4

wk ending 27 April 1945 :377720o 616 240 795 109 1200 165 3:29 45 12 1.07 40 6 1087

Average.for Period 325544 4220 767 205b 328 806 10 1358 219 341 55 89

SUWAY -OF 'WEEKLY: STAT IS TICAL REPORTS FOR --PERIOD.:6,APRIL :THROUGH 27, APRIL 1945

Admission Rate Per 1000 Per, Annum,
Cerebro-

Mean' spinalMeaslesP

THIRD U. S.ARMY Strength Fever Influenza1 All Type Mps Frostbite Trenohfot neurosis Maaria H

ALLTROOPS Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases' Rate Cases. Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate Cases Rate Cas

wk.endingp6 0 0 12 2 .50 2 3171 . 1 2 1 .
........4 0 .1 2 93 : .. ...- •-3, . . .. " ...o '2"

2 wk endin 31..AprIil.1945 3175.9 5 0 0 .6 1 .8 132 22 3 .4

3.:wlcending 2O-&pril .1945 295236 2 .35 6 1 8.1 6 1 0 0 2 0.35805 4 .01

.4.wk ending.27.April 1945 377720 .2 1.28 11 14 9 1 9 1'431 18

Average for Period -3255%4: 1.16 1 2,4-.57. 6 .83 3 .29:12 2
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0.35
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SECTION-II

.ADMINIST TICN SUB-SECTION

The Ordnance Section, Third U. S. Ar y, arrived in the UNITED KING-
DOM with complete authorized strength of eighteen officers, two warrant
officers (junior grade), and thirty-three enlisted men., The entire see-
tion was in the rear echelon. zThe section was located at TOFT CAMP near
KNUTSFORD, CHESHIREi ENGLAND, with other service sections of the head-
quarters and was housed in three small frame buildings.

Immediately upon arrival in the UNITED KINGDOM files were started
on all Ordnance officer personnel assigned and attached to Third U. S.
Army. As officers of the headquarters visited Ordnance units, pertinent
statements were made on the units concerned in order that the ArMv Ord-
nance Officer would be familiar with their capabilities,

All sub-sections began toperations on 24 March. .Instructions were
issued directing them to maintain telephonic records intheir respective
sub-sections. These would be periodically forwarded to the Administra-
tion Setion for consolidation. A weekly report was required from each
sub-section which was consolidated by the Administration Section into a
diary.

On 14 April, a bomb disposal officer wa attached to the section
from the theater headquarters for the purpose of passive air defense or-
Sgacizingand planning of schools for training of personnel in same.

Staff Memorandum 37, this headquarters, dated 6 May, reduced-Ord-
cance Section authorized enlisted personnel to twenty-eight men and one
warrant officer; increased officer strength to nineteen. Five enlisted
men were transferred to other staff sections in accordance with thib
directive.

At the request of the Chief Ordnance Officer, European Theater of
Oprations, a weekly inforral letter was prepared emphasizing various
technical problems with which the Ordnance Section had dealt during
that week. This letter proved to be very valuable since it kept the
Chief Ordnance, Officer constantly familiar with, current problems of,
supply and maintenance of Ordnance materiel.

Headquarters, 178th Ordnance Battallon and 317th Ordnance Pattalion
were reorganized az the First and Second Ordnance Provisional Group
Headquarters respectively on 20 !ay* The complete battalion personnel
was placed on detached service with the provisional groups and the bal-
ance of Group T/Ob rought up to authorized strength by augmnenatin from
attached units.

S An operating .ournal was started and an operations logas s et up
for reoording telephonic conversations and the results of conferences.
This log was used as a source of information: for the compilation of the
historical record.

The location of Ordnance units was spotted on a map in order to de-
termine their geographical location with respect to each:other. As a
result of this study, recommendation was made to G-3 to attach Ordnance
companies to Ordnance battalions for administrative control on a geo-
graphidal basis.

A study was made to determine if Ordnance units were located to
provide Ordnance service to tactical and other service units. It was
found that the Ordnance units were not located with respect to the rain.-'
tenance and supply load but apparently had been placed where billets
were available. Recoramendations were submitted to the 0-3 Section for
immediate movement of these units in order to insure Ordnance service to
all units, New units arriving in the UNITED KINGD0M were immediately
notified of their supporting Ordnance unit..

Upon completion of a study of the administrative requirements of:,
Ordnance units, a request was submitted to the 'rommading General, Euro-
pean Theater of Operations, for the assignment or authority to activate
two Headquarters .and Headquarters Detachments, Ordnance Groups .(T/O & r
9-12, 15 April 1914) in order to expedite the organization, administrat-
ion, training, and operations of Ordnance battalions. Authority was
received to organize two' Provisional+Group Headquarters. This ws ac -
complished by reorganiting the Headquarters 178th Ordnance Battalion and
317th Ordnance Battalion as the First and Second Provisional Groups, re-
spectively. These Provisional Groups were later disbanded by General
Order No. 35, dated 3 July 19104, and then activated as Ordnance Groups,
peI T/o & S 9-12, .15 Apri 1914. The 69th Ordnance Group which was ac-
tivated on 23 June was given the mission of operating all forward
battallons in direct support of Corpse The 70th Ordnance Group which
was activated on 26 June was given the mission of supply for the entire
Third U. S. Army, as well as maintenance support to the 69th Ordnance
Group and any other Army troops assigned, The 70th Ordnance oGroup Head-
quarters was to be the only contacting- agency for .supply and maintenance
with the Advance Section, Coeumications Zone.

The-Ansy Ordnance Officer attended a conference at Headquarters
First Uo S. Army'Group with reference to the number of Ordnarce units
that would be neoessary to support Third U. S. Army, by type, and the.
required phasing of these Ordnance units with -the ta toicatomits,. For
this necessary support, a shortage vas found to exist of depot compan-
ie, evacuation companies, ammunition: companies, heavv maintenance tank.
companies, and-ammunition battalion headquarters. .

The Chief -Ordnance Officer, European. Theater of Operations, oalled
a meeting of Army Ordnance Officers,• representatives of Headquarters
European Theater of Operations, and First U. S. Army Group, and Ordnance
units were assigned based on availability. This list was later revised
since units expected from the states had not arrived, The final
ordnance troop list is shown in Annex VI,

Ammition battalion, headquarteresShortages were eliminated by tak-
it three Ordnance battalion headquarters and making ammunition battal-
ion headquarters out of them.

It % was planned that the Ordnance companies being lifted to the Com-
tinent during the period up to D /41 for the Continental operation
would take with them vehicles and towed artillery to establish a re-
placement pool for the tactical units then ashore. Therefore, a driver
triining program was immediately drafted for the purpose of training
ordnance personnel to drive half-track and track-laying vehicles.

:.The Ordnance Section, Cormznications Zone, was contacted and arran-
gements were rade for ordnance personnel to attend training courses fo.
waterproofing of armored vehicles and artillery at Ordnance Depot 0-617,.
l~oated at BIDDEFORD. Training courses for general purpose vehicles at
Ordnance Depot -o616 was located at WALIESLEY.

quotas for trainipn in Waterproofing at Ordnance Depot 0-616 and
0-617 were not in sufficient quantity to complete training prior to
movemnt dater, Therefore, a school was established at CGLETWI by
Third U.', S. Army. This school was first placed under the operatiom of
VIII Corps to train students in waterproofing of all types of general
purpose vehicles.. Students who had completed training at the Comesni-
cations Zone Ordnance depots were. selected from units within, the Corps
t.o act. as instructors in-this school, Upon completion of training of
the VilI Corps,this school was then placed under control of the Army.
Training courses were then allocated to Army units* Corps instructors
were relieved as Army instructors were trained.

As more armored units were assigned to Third U. S. ArMy, it was noe
cessary to immediately establish another school to trainLthe necessary
number of instructors in the waterproofing of combat vehicles and ar-
.tillery before the movement date of the Army units.

The Ordnanceectoion, Communications Zone, was contacted *ith re-
feene to.0 waterproofing of vehicles and the availability of materials
to be used for .training..- A training program was drafted. whereby all
drivers and their assistant drivers would be taught the correct.method
of waerproofing. This plan was submitted to the AC of S. 0,-3 for
approval together with a plan for the establishment of a waterproofing
school, Communioations Zone agreed to provide a limited nmeber of ewe-+
bat vehicle instructors and the waterproofing material for instruction-
al purposes, Communiations Zone instructors 4ould be used until such
tine as Army instructors could be trained* This school was established'
in.the vioinity of LBOU and placed under XX Corps foroperation.
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This school trained instructors for"Arw units: in combat. and gener-

al purpose vehicles and artillery. As instructors were developed, they
were returned to their units and the units in turn established water-

:.proofing schools for their drivers, By this pyremid method all drivers-

and their assistants. were instructed in waterproofing within .a period of

two months.

Considerable trouble had been reported from other combat areas on

vehicles. becoming disabled..duringbeach .landings.' S:ubsequently, in-

structions were drafted, for..trouble-shooting vehicles which stalledon

the beach due to mechanical troubles, These .instructions were distri-

buted to students and proved valuable as a trainin aid since similar

troubles developed as a result of wading during waterproofing te.sts.

A memorandum was submitted to the Chief of Staff 'for the. reorgani-
zation.under T/O& H 9-7,-.dated 28 February 1944, with Change 1, dated

28 February' 1944,- of allOrdnance" Mediun mintenance, Companies under
contro1 of.Third ,U.. S. Army. All! Ordnance Bomb Disposal Squads (Separ-

ate) were reorganized under T/O &t 9-500..

It was recommended that all Ordnance units be attached to Corps.-for

movement to the Continent and, to revert to.Army control upon arrival.
Furthermore, Third U. S ,Army units that had been .attached to First U.

.8,:Amy.were likewise to revert. to Third U, S. Any control. One.unit
,was excepted, the "th Ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenance: C ompany,
..which was attached .to Headquarters Special Troops for administration
and supply.

A list. ofThird U. S Armymaintenance. and. depot companies which

were,. in Iacatual, operat ion' in the 1NITED KINGDOM was submitted to the. Ord-
nance Officer, Southern'Base Sector, so that they could be placed in-the
Sane tupply priority asCommunications Zone shops for-spare'parts.. The.
344th, 837th, and 984th Ordnance Depot Companies were designated as the.
mainedepot companies.

A copy of ThirdnU. S. Army troop. priority list, dated 5 h June 19r14,
as forwardedto Western Base Sector, Services o Supply, for use. in the
distribution of waterproofing materials to Third Uo. S. Army units in or-
der uof priority.

SECTION IV

SUPPLY SUB-SECTION

Upon arrivalL in the UNITED1)KINGDOM, the.'Supply Sub-ection issoed-
iately Initiated an intensive study. of Services of-Supply adinistrative
orders, and policies currently in effect in the European Thenae of, Oer-
ations.

The supply porticn of the Ordnance Annex to Administrative Order
Number 1 was immediately reard Policies. were set forth as indicated

in FM 9-5,11.July1942, Ordnance Service In The Field, And coordinated.

with those already set up by the Services of Supply' for. the UNITED. KING-:
DOM.

The supply of miajor items of T and TA equplment to units upon+
arrival in the UNITED KINGDOM were issuedi+automatically by the Servies
:of !upply. "at" items listed in the pertinent Standard Nomenclature
Lidts were shipped with the major items to which they pertained First
echelon' tools and spare parts kite for general purpose vehicles were
issued with the vehicles. Likewise,' organizational spare parts, tools,
And equipment for combat vehicles-ere issued with the vehicle.

Units dealt directly with the Services of %upply base section eon-
cermed regarding the availability eOf Initial issue of T/1 and T/B4A
equipment. 'When trouble was experienced by the units in obtaining cri-

tica itms o T'and I/BAe quipet they contacted the supply sec-
tion of Anmy who in turn contacted. Headquarters Services of Supply as, to
'the avilability, and at times specified priority'of units to-be equip-
ped on critical items of supply.

The supply of material other than the initial TA and 'MB was. made

through the following ohinnels

1. Divisions were supplied through their ordnance companies.

2.Awagad: Corps: troops were supplied through the ordnance
the frni ngordnanc .

-depot - o..ft',battalio. . ... ,e s..v.c

3.Uite without organio ordnsuve suppot o ithout Ansy or
Corps ordnance units to provide supply, submittied their requisitions to
the nearest Servioes of Supply ordnance installations.,

Three.Army depot companies were put in operation-in the UNITED
KINGDOM. All other depot companies were completely involved in the task
of setting up their vans and requisitioning basic loads.

Tactical units were instructed to submit requisitions for. organi-
zational spare parts and accessories direct to Services of Supply depot.
installations rather than to Army depots first for consolidation* This
method 11was, found to be-more satisf atory as units were being moved dur-.
ing this period to the concentration area, and trouble had .been exper-
ionoed', because of lack of. omsmnioationsby Armydepots. in contaoting
,tactical units when their,- requisitiens were filledo . Services of Supply
experienced the same diffioulty ona reduced scale therefore ArmV lik--
ison officers and enlisted men were placed in -all Services of Supply de-
pots for.the purpose of notifyingi-nits when their requisitions were
filled.

. orms that were furnished to Army by Services of Supply to be used
in the requisitioning of organizational spare parts and accessories by
taotlcal :units were found to be incomplete and, Outdated and were dis-
continued+after being used'a shot period of time

1equisitions for controlled expendable items were .submitted through
Corps Ordnance Officer (or Army Ordnance. Officer in, case of Army.troops)-.-
approved and forwarded to the-Chief Ordnance Officer, Headquarters. Ser-.'
vices ,of Supply, for action.

2equisitions for controlled non-expendable items were submitted
through the Army Ordnance Officer after approval :by the .Corps Ordnance
Officer (for Corps troops) and after approval and consolidation by the,:
Division Ordnance Officer (for Divisional troops). 'Army+ troops sub-
mitted such requisitions to the Chief Ordnance Officer, Services of
Supply, through the Army Ordnance Officer,

.Imediately before. the shipment of Army to the Continent, arrange-
monte were made by the.Army Ordnance Officer with Headquarters Services',
of Supply to simplify the requisition channels so that troops remaininF
in the UNITED KINGDOM could continue to be supplied without so much
paper work coming through the "" Echelon of Army.

Instructions for the preparation of requisitions were also included
in'the Ordnance Annex to Administrative Order Number 1, and complete in-
formation was" given as to the form and stock nmbers necessary to expe-
dite these requisitions through Services of Supply depots.

.All units in the, Army were required to submit to the Army' Ordnanoe
Officer as of the twentieth of each month a "Special Material.Status .Re-
port" of all authorized and on hand major items. A card system was set
.up by the supply section for the purpose of recording these figures-so
that information as to the-status of equipment of units in the Army
would be available. Between .reports, items released by Services of
Supply on shipping orders were posted on these cards so as to keep this
information ourrent.

Shortly before Army left. for the.Continent this form was changed to
the "Ordnance Material In The. Hands of Troops and Combat Lose Report"
and rade to include additional information necessary for combat operat-
ions.

A project to provide items above TA necessary for the efficient
.operation of ordnance companies was completed and submitted for approv

-
,

al, Approval was not obtained in time for the items to be issued to the
ordnance units while in the UNITED KINGDOM.

Wo rk was started on the requirements of all ordnance items for:Con-
tinental operation. An extensive study was made of requirements sub-,
mitted-by other Armies in previous operations.

Requirements for vehicles and towed artillery for Phase II (D /29
to D /'142) were set up by First U. S' Army Group based on fourteen days
of maintenance .with a reserve of seven days. Thse msajor items were
phased in by days for transportatim to the Continent. The supply see-

tion in turn phased these items in aocordanoe with ordnance ..units abil-
ity to carrythem to the Continent during this period. Requirements
were not put in. or Phase III (D /12 to D./ 90) as Headquarters Servi-
ce.s of Supply informed Aray that depots would-be in operation on the
Continent to handle requirements ,during this period. In copnetion with
thi la letter was written to the Coum nding General, European Theater of
Operations, Uhited States Armv, a copy of which is reproduced as follows,

AG 475 (Ord) 15 may 19h4

Subjects Ordnance Suplies, Operation "Overlord".

To Comanding' General, European Theater of Operations, United
States Army, APO '887u. s .. Ar.y.

1.' References."

a Letter, AG 475 (Ordnance), Headquarters Third United States
Army, APO ay 1j, Subject. "Ordnance Class IT Operational
Supply Requirements.(Phase III)"

b. Joint Administrative -Plan for Operation "Overlord" to Ac-.
company, Joint Operations Plan, United Forces, 19 April-.191,4, Paragraph
1. General, a(h) and (6); Paragraph Supply, a. G' eneral,j()(b)I and

c. "Neptune" Initial Joint Plan, JC 1004, 1 February 1940
Section I, Paragraph 2, Supply, a. General (M)(c).

2. It is the understanding- of this. headquarters that the Comm
a
nd-

ing General, COmmunioations Zone, for Operation, "Overlord" is prepared
to assume normal :supply functions for all types of Ordnance Supply by
D /41.'

3. Based on this assumption, only tonnage was bid in for the.main-
tenanoe requirements and a.seven (7)*day reserve-for the Third U. S.
.Army units ashore as of D 41 (inclusive). First U. S. Army was re-
sponsible for bidding in tonnage for the VIII Corps for the sane period.
In addition, the major items ashore'by specific periods was furnished in.
letter referred to in paragraph 1 a* from D /42 to D/.90. HNo ordnance
tonnage has been bid in for the period D / L2 to D / 90 for any Third U.
S.I Armyunits. The assumption is that the Comanding General, Advance
Section, Commnications Zone, or Communications Zone,:will bid in the
necessary tonnage for maintenance requirements and the establishment of
a, seven day reserve forThird U, S. Ary. units ashore as of D /90o
This reserve to be in addition to any reserve to be established by the
Commanding General, Communications Zone, to support the Ground' Forces.

" . To confirm the above assumption, it is requested that the
following. question be answered&

a. Will - he Advance Section-of the Communications Zone or the
Communioations Zone be prepared to meet the maintenance and.Third U. S.
Army operational reserve demands including the replacement of major
items for Class II, Class IV, and Class V1Ordnance Supply for all'Third
U. -S. Any troops ashore after D / 1?

For the Commanding Generali

-/ LsH M, ossoN, .JMR-
Capt., A.GD.,.

Aest..Adj. Gem.
AG 75 (Ordnance) let ,Id. 7 June 1914

Headquarters European Theater of Operations, APO 887, U. S. Any.

To Is.,Commnding General, Third United States ArmyAP 403, U.S.Army.

f. For the period of contemplated operations D plus 42 to.D plus
90, calculations of maintenance and. reserve. supply requirements were
made on the basis .of all troops ashore and not broken down into supplies
for any one command.

'. However,..the Ordnance Service has advised that its provision of
supplies for all troops ashore beginning at D plus 1 is adequate to
meet the maintenance and authorized reserve demands of the Third U. s.

By command of General KISMNOHEHI

Capt.A.G.D.
Asst. Adj. Gen.

Requirements for major items other than rolling stoc)- were set up

in chart form based on modified War Department replacement factors for a
fifteen day supply for all ordnance maintenance and depot units in-the
Army* A chart was prepared allocating these items to the various.tps
of ordnance companies as basic loads.



Authorized.spare parts basiq loads for. divisional ordnance Compan-
ies were in-aoordance-with the appropriate Standard Nomenclature Lists.
.Because' of the oritieal nature of mupply,.basic loads of major items, as
listed in appropriate Standard Nomenclature Lists for divisional ord-.
nance-units, were not authorized.

..,.Basic load'basis for spare parts for non-divisional ordnance main-
-tenanoe companies was compiled. A chart was produced showing the nuber

.of eaoh type major'item to be supported by the various types of mainten-.
anoe companies. These figures were arrived at by taking the total num-'
bar -of each type major item in the Army and dividing by:the number of,
maintefance 'units, that could support these items. This gave each main-
tenance company a percentage share of .each type major item they would
support and meant that each company would have a balanced stock of part*s
for everything they could support. A fifteen day supply was requisit-
ioned in accordance with pertinent Standard Nomenclature Lists Addendas-.
Restrictions were added. by the Army Ordnance Officer that basic loads''

.must be mobile. and ordnance units were authorized to vary basic loads to

.:comply with this requirement.

Basic load basis for spare parts for depot companies was. 'compiled.
In: Coordination with this project, the., depot companies were. divided into
'two distinct classes : eForard and Main Depots.. The forward depots were
:in turn divided into two types, Forward eneral and Forward Armored .
The forward general depots to carry a preponderance of general purpose
parts, for the .support of infantry divisions, Theforvmrd armored depots
to carry a stock of combat vehicle and general purpose parts in order to
support armored units. The main depots were in turn divided into three
types: Main General Purpose, Main Combat Vehicle, and Main Armament.
•These depots were to stock parts as their titles indicate. The main de-
pots, were also to operate the main Army vehicle and towed artillery
pool.

The basic load basis for spare parts for forward depot companies
was based on a fifteen day supply in accordance with the quantities of
various. type major items. to be supported which was figured :on the same.

-basis as for the maintenance companies. The main depot companies were
• to. oarry.a thirty day'supply based on the total number of each type of

item that they would support in the Army.
lestrictions were again added that forward depot loads must be mo-

bile and units were authorized0to vary basio loads to complywith this-
requirement. The main depots were to transport reserve pool vehicles
and were to load these vehicles with parts. Additional transportation.
was to be o

4
ained by use of Ordnance Evacuatibn Companies, to carry a

.portion of their load to the Continent.

A cleaning and preserving requirement chart was reproduced and dis-
tributed to all tactical units and ordnance.units to be used in the re-
quisitioning of fast moving cleaning and preserving materials, This
chart was based on figures compiled by the Ordnance Board, Aberdeen
Proving Ground.

Basic load charts for the stookage of-tiresand: tubes were compiled
and submitted to Headquarters Services. of Supply for automatic issue to
ordnance units. No figures were available-as to replacement factors on
these items and the only limiting factor was space needed to carry them.
Consequently only a small part of these needs of the Army were. carried
to. the far shore by ordnance units*

Basic loads for the stookage of tools for replacement purposes were
compiled end submitted to Headquarters Services .of Supply for automatic
issue to the main general purpose depot. No figures were available as
to replacement factors on these items and again the limiting factor was
space to carry these ,items.

Requirements for artillery tubes, recoil mechaniems, equilibrators,
and gas check pads were prepared apd submitted to Headquarters Services
of Supplyr for shipment :to the Continent, The figures used as a basis'
were obtaIned from'those developed by other Armies in previ s Campaigns.
(See Artillery Tube Chart on Page 118 of OVERLOD PLAN)

The supply secotion prepared, for the use of ordnance maintenanceand depot Compnanies in requisitioning spare parts loads, a special.re-
quisition f orm. for each Stan dard 'Noenlature Lists sub-group. A' crew
of onesoff cer 'and twelve enlisted men, all parts specialists,' were
brought into the Army supply section for this purpos * To thousand'
stencils were prepared in two weeks time for the produotion of these

.special formi

•SECTION V

M&INTEMkbCE SUB-SECTION.

The Maintendnce -chapter :of the Ordnance Annex to Third U. SoArmy
IAdninistrative Order Number 1 was completed on 7 April.

Ordnance units having been located where billets mere, available re-.
sulted mostly in using units being too far rmoved from proper support-
ing maintenance units' . A study was made to determilne the feasibility
of relocating the maintenance units so they could stpport the same using
units :in the UNITED KiNGDOM as planned- for Continental. operations. Such
a rearrangement was found to-be too impracticable because tactical units

,.of different Corps were so intermingled that separate maintenance to
each Corps could not ,be irnished in any given area. Another plan,
which' was:also feasible,'was finally adopted and put into'use. In this,
the UNITED KINGDOM was divided intomaintenance areas and a maintenance
battalion was assigned to each with the responsibility of contacting a11

:Third U, S. Army troops within it and arranging for ordnance service.

The prepared requisition forms reduced, by a large percentage', the
san hours normally necessary for the preparatiyn of basic load requisi-
tions. All available interchangeability information: ws. listed with
each item on the face of the requisition. Cross-reference between the
many ordnance parts numbers was included with each item listed. Co-

late nomenclature description, and where applicable, size information

was given. On sub-groups, such as GMC, requisitions were broken.down.
into many separate requisitions. :For example, GE. Number I- requisition
was for parts that are common to all GM vehicles.. Numbers 2 to 10 in-
clusive were requisitions for parts peouliar to the various models of
CME vehicles. Separate requisitions were prepared for Auto-Lite and
Delco-eRainy electrical parts and anti-friction bearings'using the unit
manufacturer's number and interchanging into all the various ordnance.-
numbers that- might be used.

Use of the prepared requisition forns did not stop with the requi-
sitioning of a basic.load,. A.retained copy was used by the- ordnance.
unit as follows:

1. Teference list of items'stocked by main depots..

.2. Quick reference interchangeability list.

3. Cross-reference of various ordnance part nmbers.

4.. Check list in the editing of requisitions.

5.1 Parts numbers used for -the..stocking of all groups.

6. Items stocked in parts common under Federal stock numbers.

Favorable comment was made by Services of Supply depots in regard
to these requisitions because much time was saved in the filling of
basic loads-. Copies were sent to Services of Supply depots to be used
in -extraoting requisitions. to other .depots. Request was made by the
Chief Ordnance Off ioer, Washington, D. C., for a copy of the

s
e requisi-

tions so that they could be studied for use in other theaters.

'The supply section interchangeability personnel compiled interchan-
geability charts on anti-friction bearings, Auto-Lite and Delco-Remy
.electrical parts. These charts were distributnd to all ordnpnce main-
tenance and depot companies.

upon completion of all-basic load charts, a meeting was held with

battalion .supply officers, depot comanders, and depot officers in or-
der to disseminate this information. The general supply layout.was dis-
cussed showing channels of supply and naming decot companies designated
as, forward general, forward armored,-main general purpose, main. ombat
..vehicle, and main armament. A complete explanation was given as to the
use of the specially prepared requisition forms. A simplified and stan-
dardized method of depot operation was set forth for use by Third U. S.
"Army. depots. . • .. . . .. • . .

From thistime until the movement of Army to the Continent, the'
supply.section efforts were devoted to expediting critical items of TA
and T/BA, equipment and spare parts loads.

The*XV Corps at this time was .loated in the MOSB IRULAND Base
ando ig according tothe desired plan of having upportin

maintenance units within their area.

At this time Ordnance maintenance units did not have sufficient
equipment or material to adequately maintain all theequipen in the
respective areas * Arrangements were made for the maintenance units to i
do as much of the work as was possible and to refer any overflow to the
proper S4ervices of Supply installations.

A.standard operating procedure for spot inspeotions as compiled
and check forms prepared in order to .facilitate and standardizeall.
maintenance inspections,.

Interchangeability. charts for automotive soare parts,.bearings,
starters, generators,-etc., were prepared and distributed to all Third
U. S. Army Ordnance units. These charts, in many instances, enabled
units. to consolidate their stockages of spare parts and conserve val-
uable, storage space, as well as their initial intent of showing what
.Parts were interchangeable.

During the latter part.of April, instructions were prepared on.
aterproofing. vehicles for an amphibious landing on the Continent. This

program was so arranged that all drivers and assistant drivers-would re-
ceive adequate training in the waterproofing and de-waterproofing of ve-
hicles., It was necessary to construct ading pools for. testing water-
procfed vehicles and. this was accomplished with the assistance of the
.Third U. S. Army Engineer.Section.

A series of check charts, for required modifications throughout the
Army were prepared and distributed to all Ordnanee maintenance units.
With the charts as a guide, the.units checked the status of modifiant-
-ions on all Ordnance equipment of the using units and in turn, accompli-
shed thenecessary requisitions for modification kits. This method ,of
requisitioning kits was decided upon as •it enabled the maintenance sec--
tion to keep a constant check on the status of modifications.

In practically all cases units that were authorized 14-ton and
4-'ton trucks with 12-Volt Ignition systems were issued trucks" with

6-Volt ignition systens in lieu thereof. A project had been approved..
authorizing additional radios in Third U. S. Army in connection with anartillery net. The radio sets required 12-Volt ignition systems and the
supply of the required modification kits for conversion of these vehi-
cles was critical. It was found neoessary for the Army Ordnance Officer
to control the release of these kits on a .priority basis.

'Early in June, the 2nd French Armored Division was assigned to the
Third U. S. Army. This organization presented many maintenance problems
as the type of equipment it had was different from that issued in theSUNITED KINGDOM. Due to the unavailability of a heavy maintenance tank
company, the 7th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Company was assigned in
direct support .of the division to facilitate maintenance and supply and

+ to -acquaint the division .with the Third U. S. Army maintenance and sup-
ply channels. Later this company was aumented .by qombat vehicle repair
teams from a heavy maintenance tank.company and by supply teams from a
depot company.

A survey of the equipment in the division disclosed that a great
percentage of its combat vehicles had'been driven over many miles. of de-
sert and considerable maintenance was necessary. Difficulty had been
experienced with its W-670 Engines in the M3A3 Light Tanks, and with the
final drives of the Motor Carriage, V8. The MSdeficiencies, were cor-
rected by maintenance personnel-of the division and 105 model W-670
Light Tank. Engines were ordered from the UNITED STATES. All 2 1/2-ton
trucks requiring'fourth and fifth echelon repairs were turned in to
Services of Supply and were repaired or replaced. In general, the div-
ision was able to supply its own maintenance, and the supporting medium"
maintenance company then acted primarily as a supply'agency.

In order to insure a standard procedure for the keeping of maint-:
enance,. as well as. supply and evacuation records, a system was devised1+.
sAd forwarded to all Ordnance maintenance companies,., A copy of subject
i letter, which is self-explanatory, is shown in Annex VIII,

Reports from the Continent indioated that the enemy was stringing
wire across the roads. at about a height of four'feet,. This actionre-
-sulted in wrecking a number of 1/4-ton and 3/4-ton vehicles. Istruot-
ions wer immediately prepared for mounting a.wire cutter on the front
of these types of vehicles.

0



mmatically . lustratedO by

licies and procedures in the supply or", armunition.

The initial problem was to suppl5. training ammunition to meet cur-
rent requirements of units assi-ned-to the "Third U. S. Army. As no. Army
ammunition supply points were in existence, it was necessary to make
arrangements with the Ordnance Office, Headquarters Services of Supply,
to effect supply of ammunition from their installations until such time
as Army. installations, could be. established.

As units of the ThirdT. S. Army moved into areas originallyoccu-
pied by First U. S. Ar troops, ammunition installations .formerly oper-
ated by-the latter-were taken over. At the same time .new installations
were established in strategic locations. The three principal installa-
tions were located near CAANTHEN (WALES), BEUDLEY and BUCKLAND.

After the supply procedure for ammunition had been firmly establi-
shed, work was started on the preparation of basic load data to serve as
the basis for conbat loading of Third U. S . Army units. Conferences

-were held with representatives of various type units and with general
and special staff sections in order to obtain a sound basis of combat
loading. Upon approval by the interested staff sections, this basic
load data was incorporated into basic load charts which were published
asa directive to all troops. Third U. S.A rmy units then submitted re-
quisitions to the Ordnance Officer and necessary steps were taken to
furnish-required amounts and types fromArmy or Services of Supply in-
stallations.

Concurrently with the supply of basic loadammunition, Itwas ne-
cessary to prepare and submit estimates of operational requirements on
the Contineit, These estimates were to include the ammunition necessary
to ,build up an authorized reserve in addition to current maintenance re-
quiresents at such tine as the Third U. S. Army became operational on
the Continent. These estimated requirements were broken downinto two
phases, D /29 to D /142, and D /142 to D /90. As these estimated re-
quirements were limited within tonnage allocations to the Third U. S.
Army, several revisions were necessary. Basis of requirements was the
unit of fire prescribed by the European Theater of Operations in a let-

ter of 10 December 1943. A reserve of seven utnits of fire for units on

the Continent by D 41 was planned and a maintenance requirement of

one-third unit of fire per day was estimated from D / 29 toD / 90 bro-
ken. down in two phases as indicated above.

Several weeks after the submission of these pre-scheduled supply

requirements, new information was.received concerning consumption of
ammunition as experienced in other theaters; hence, requirements were

revised and extended-to include D / 104. These requirements submitted

on 25 May were subsequently revised again on 22 Jme with respect to
.anti-aircraft ammunition in view of additional new information received

regarding oonsunption of'that type of ammunition. (pee chart - Annex

VIII).

Ammunition 'Companies of unkno ability were arriving in the UNITED

.KINGDOM from time to time. In order to insure that these companies were

properly trained, theArmy Ordnance Officer caused frequentvisits and

inspections to be made. Arrangements were made whereby those companies

not, operating Army: installations ware placed on duty in Servlces of

Supply amunition depots in order that they might become thoroughly
f Mailiar with handling of service types of ausnition. The training of

thee units was closely supervised in order that they might operate more

efficiently upon arrival in the combat area.

As only one ammunition,battalion headquarters was, available in the

Third U. S. Army, it was'necessary for the ArmyOrdnance Officer to con-
vert-maintenance battalion headquarters into ammunition battalion head-

quarters for Continental operations. Courses of instruction were pro-
vided by a representative of the Ordnance Section to assist the battal-

ion cosmanders in training their detaohments for their new functions,

A study was made -of existing WarDepartment pblications and of direct-
Ives rwhich ware published by various theaters of operation then active.

On the baois of this study, a standard operating procedure for Ordnance

ammunitiongroups, battalions, and oompanies was prescribed.,

ron beiremes

thenate

In .mid-June, as this headquarters was making final, prepartions for
the supply of ammunition to those Army. uts.still remaining in the

UNITED KlNGDO4, the Ordnance Offioer, XII Corps, vms chergmed with the re

sponsibility of maintaining this supply until all such. units departed

-for the Continent. In order to avoid leaving excess stocks of ammuni-

tion in -supply points when Army ammunitio comoanies were moved to the
Continent, only minimumIamounts ofammmunition to m eet basic.load re.

quirements of small units were stocked. Arrangements were made whereby
large units would be authorized to draw basic load requirements direct

from Services of Supply depots on the basis of transportation orders
approved by XII Corps.

lished

* Echelon arrived on the Contin(This made the section comple"
cers: and two enlisted men

July, disembarking at.the Continent except
Ion) :remaining at . EL-

Plans were, drawn up to divide the Ordnance Section into two eche-
Ions, forward and rear. The original plan called for a small forward
conrand group consisting of the Ordnance Officer, the operations sub-
section complete, and one officer and one enlisted man from the ammuni-
tion sub-section. The Executive Officer, together with the adminis-
tration, supply, maintenance, and the balance of the ammunition sub-
sections were to be contained in the rear echelon. This plan was later
modified (as shown in Chapter III) during operations since the rapid
movement of the Army prevented adequate communications between the two
echelons.

During this pre-operational period of 6 July to 1 August, it was
,necessary to augment the Ordnance Section with attached personnel con-
sisting of six officers and six .enlisted men to assist meeting operat- ,
ional requirements.

SECTION III
OPEPATIONS SUB-SECTION

After arriving on the Continent contactsware mare with Ordnance
units that were to be under Third U. S. Armycontrol andas additional

units arrived on the Continent they were assigned bivmi areas. Com-

panies were assigned t9 battalions and battalions to groups in accord-

ance with the general maintenance and ammunition plan for Third U. S.

Army.

At this time the VIII Corps was operational under the First U. S.

Army and supported by Headquarters and Headquarters Detaohment, 24th
Ordnance Battalion with the following Ordnance companies:

839th Ordnance Depot Company,

ich would
This pla



SECREj

ifBth OrdnanceoEvacuation Compny.
.501st Ordnance Hea.yMaintenance.Company.(Tank).
531st Ordnance Heavy MaintenanceCompany (Tank).
3525th Ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenance Company.
3530th Ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenance Company.
16th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Company.
3146th Ordnance Medium Maintenance fompanye.
300th Ordnance Maintenance Company (AA).

As.a rdsult of a conference between the Ordnance OfficOers of the
First and Third U. S. Armies, the Ordnance Officer of the latter agreed
to. frnish.Ordnance support to the tactical units loaned to the First
U. So Army. In general this support consisted.of one: medium mainten-.
ane company for each Infantry Division and one heavy maintenance com-
pany (tank) for each.Armored Divisions

Ordnance troops of the Third U. S. Armyv were Organized into three
groups.. Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 69th Ordnance Group
headed the forward maintenance and supply battalions and their attached-:
oqmpanies, while the rear maintenance and supply battalions were con-
trolled by Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 70th Ordnance
Group. The 313th Ordnance Battalion acted as a .provisional group head-
quarters, controlling amunition and bomb disposal'activities,

Aboutthe last of Julya cheek list was received for Ordnance ob-
servers which 'included questions pertaining to information which was
desired bythe Military Training Division, Office of the Chiaf of Ord-
nance, and .the Ordnance School,• Aberdeen Proving Ground. The -purpose.
of this.,questionnaire was to collect information which could be -used. to
train replacements of both officers and enlisted men from the Ordnance
schools in the UNITED STATES.

A situation map and maps showing locations of Ordnance unitswere
•prepared and plans were made for the support of :tactical units in ac-
cordance with various tactical plans then being considered. Many chan-
.ges in the plans and utilization of Ordnance units were discussed.
These changes .were .made necessary because many of.the units .were not as
yet present on the Continent, land their .avalability mas more or less
indefinitely postponed. Furthermore, since the Order of Battle was
changed completely before the Army became operational and frequently
thereafter, regrouping of Ordnance units to furnish adequate support.
was a continuous problem. .

On 26 July, in anticipation of the-rapid' chanes in the dispositi-
on of Ordnance troops, a daily station list-was established and'distri-
buted to all'umits. This list gave the coordinates, road location, and
attachment*. On 31 July, fragmentary changes of administrative orders
were also published after beingsubmitted to AC of S. G-4, by 1800,
daily.

At the close of this period the personnel status was as follows t

Personnel assigned, and present on the Continent

Officers Warrant Officers Enlisted Men
500 50'59

Personnel assigned but not yet arrived

Officers ,. arrantOfficers .%listed Men

(The above figures include those of the units attached to.
the First U. S. Amy.)

SECTION III

:SUPPLY SIB-SEITION

The supply section, after arriral on the Continent,: qade numerous
visits to the. Ordnance Section, First'U. S. Army, and .the Advance Sec-
tich, Oomunications Zone, for the purpose of discussinr supply proce-
dure.s. Since First U. S. Army controlled Advance Section Communicat-
ions Zone and' all ordnance supply: during the initial stages of our pre-
operational period, it was necessary to go through that office to ob-
tain urgently needed items whioh our depot companies were unable to
supply from the stock. brought over. Arrangements were uade with Ad-
vance Seotion Communications Zone and First U. S. Army for certain of
their depots to support Third U. S. Army unti" Communications Zone ar-
rived on the Continent and took over supply responsibility. These con-
ferenoes and visits continued throughout' the month of July. The method
used by the First U. 3. Army of controlling issues of major items and

and certain critical items was studied, but it was decided, that the
-'procedure for theThir4, U ,S Ary -would be'as outlined .in Ordnance
Annex to Adninistrative Orderubr 3, i.e,,itmswould be obtained
on properly authentioated'requisition, oertificate of combat loss, or
direct wehanga.

During the pro-operational period much difficulty as expes'ieneed
.. because umits arrived on the Continent short initial T/i! equsipentand

organisational spare parts'and &acessories. Individual requisitions
.for the shortages were approved and forwarded to-Cosasnications Zone
for action through Advance Section Commuica tions Zone. During a visit
to 'the Ordnance Section, Comuniations Zone Hadquarters at a later
date, a, representative of the supply section was advised that it ws
impossible for Cosmunications Zone to handle the, requisitions on am in-
dividual. basis and requested.that they be consolidated ror T/s short-
ages and one requisition submitted to coverl all shortages regardless of
jhether -theywere initial issue :or replacement. This was acomplished
and its were Instructed to submit new requisitions for shortages on
supporting ordnance umits.

Many ordnance emits arrived on the Continent with shortages-of
major items such as shop trucks, tool sets, and shortages in basic load +
of spare parts. 'hese shortages were relieved to a great extent by the.
:action taken by the representative of the Army Ordnance Officer in
CHULTENHAM who was able to obtain releases for most of the shortages
which were lifted to the Continent by ordnance units arriving at later
dates. The evacuation companies were used to good advantage in this
respect. Several truck companies were utilized to deliver spare parts
to the Continent for the Second French Armored Division and Third Army
Ordnance depots and maintenance companies.

During the month of July the Army Ordnance Ofricer made two visits
.

to the UNITED KINGDOM .o further expedite the supply of tools and equip-
ment to ordnance units remaining there, and to-expedite equipping of

..the Second French Armored Division inasmuch as plans had been formulated
to ocommit this division earlier then. originally anticipated. +

'Ordnance units were assigned to support specific. tactical organi-
s ations both in supply and maintenance. Divisions were authorized to,
/contact depot companies through their respective maintenance battalions
or companies, whereas other tactical organizations were supported by
the proper type maintenance unit which was responsible for.their supply
and maintenance.

At, the request of the. Ordnanoe Officer, Twelfth U. S. Army roup,
figures were ocompiled on majorassemblies and major item reserves re-,
quired to fill the Army "pipelinee, t.e. within army maintenance and
supply units, and that which the Army Ornance Officer considered ne-
cessary for the Comunications Zone to saintain earmarked for the Third
U. S. Army in order to give proper support.

Much or the time of the supply section was spent on reports, the
responsibility for the preparation: of which was charged to that sec-
tion. The most important-of these reports were$

1. -Consolidated Monthly Status Report .on major ordnance
items showing "Authorized" and "On Hand" quantities, compiled from "Ord-+
nance Materlel in the Hands of .Troops and Combat Loss Reports" received.
from units as of the 20th of each month. Units submitted reports in
quintuplicate for distribution, one each to Chief Ordnance Officer,
Communications Zone; Ordnance Officer, Twelfth U. S. Army Group; Army
Ordnance Officer; AC of S .G4Io and supply file. The same distribution
was made on the consolidated report except that three additional copies
:were furnished AC of 5, 0-4, for forwarding,; two to AC of -. -4, Com-
munications Zone; and one to AC of S,. -4, Twelfth U. S. ArmyGroup.,

2. Weekly Ordnance Supply Activity.Report to.Army Ordnance
Officer.,based on reports from forward and rear Ordnance groups listing:
major items and tonnage received and issued.

3. A Daily Report on the Status of Stocks inoludA . only
those items of'a critical nature and was rendered to AC ofS, G-4, for
consolidation and.-submission to Twelfth U. 8. Army Gr7 oup.

SUCTION V
..... " ;::-MAINTU.... CU 8 ISB-SUCTION:' i

Asn ainteAee units arrived en the Continent they were assigned
toeither the forward (69th) Group or the rear (70th) Group. The for-
ward Group.was to be composed of rersard and Intermediate bmttalions,
with the forward battalions in direct support of on.ht units@ edlfm
.mintenance companies wereto be in support of infantry divisions and
heavy maintenanoe tank companies for armored divisions. The intermed-,
iate battalions .-were to .receive the overflow of work from the forward
battalions and would either repair the-materiel or evacuate it to %the
rear Group, depending upon the tactical situation and the tine eeme.nt
involved. The intermediate.battalions would also be responsible for
the evaouation of unserviceable equipment from the forward oollecting.
-points operatedaby the maintenance companies of the forward battalions.
.The rear Group having mainly heavy maintenance companies was to evacuate
from the forward Group. Mjor items, major and minor assemblies, and-
parts were repaired and returqed to depot stock., Unrepairable materiel
was stripped of 'serviceable accessories.

During the latter part of July, the hedgerow outter, to-be placed.
on medium tanks, light tanks, and self-propelled 105m Howitzers, was.
developed and tested, The Commanding General witnessed the tests end
directed that all tank units be-equipped with this device.

he first target was one per platoon aud wham this target bad bee
accomplished, thentwo per platoon*. Some of the steel was procured at
the beaches from tetrahedrons that had been placed there bythe Germs:
as beach blocks. Onewrecker was.los.t during-this operation as are-
suit of a land mine .exploding.

The Navy was approached and asked to procure welding rod and oxyg
from ENGLAND as' all -available stocks on the Continent .were exhausted,

-The Navy cooperated .fully in this situation and also obtained from
their own stocks many bottles of o3ygen and acetylene In addition to
tons of welding rod. This material was delivered by them to OCMUBOURG
for'.the Third U. S. Army. Upon completion of this fabricating mission.
1147 hedgerow.cutters had been constructed.

SUCTION VI

MMITION SUB-SUCTION

Upon arrival on the Continent .it mas realised that even though all
Units arriving should have complete basic load of armunition in. their
possession and :that all personnel should have been qualified in the use
of their personal arm. there would be many calls for ammunition to fill

-shortages in'basic loads, The Ammunition sub-seotion of the Advance
Section Commnications Zone was contacted in order to learn the source
of supply to meet these anticipated demands,

s..As Advance Section Communications Zone had not yet become oper-
ational, First U. 8. Army controlled all armunition supply points on
the NORMANDY Peninsula, and it was therefore necessary to obtain approv-
al from the Ordnance Olficer, First U, S. Army,..for any issues wade to
Third U, S. Army units. First U. S. Army Ordnance agreed to Third U.
S. Army units being supplied from ammunition depot #101 until this
headquarer became operational.

In most instances the quantities of ammunition requested from De-
pot #101 were negligible, the only major issues being to the 6th Armor-
ed Division. This division obtained ,permission to turn in the-basic
load of anti-tank mines and to displace tonnage space on vehicles with'
other types of ammunition, principally small arms. Due to hedgerow
fighting it. was-alsopermitted to draw a considerable amount of 37m
canister ammunition in excess of its basic load.

As no ammunition supply points or.depots were required dur'ing the
month of July, ammunition companies were assigned the duties of collect-
ingL abandoned United States asmnition and storing e"=7m asmsunition lo-
cated in the Army area. After collection and segrotationthis ammsts-
tiont was delivered to Csmunieations Zone depots.

.von though the Army was'non-operational, bomb disposal 4qsm4
were indispensible, as unexploded bombs, artillery duds, and booby.

L traps were plentiful.
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,2.There is attached hereto a list of ammunition, arked Inclo-
sure #1, which it is desired be placdd: north of the probable area of
entry into combat of the Third Army. It is suggested that the area inthe vicinity of BRICQUEBEC is highly desirable.for this purpose. This
list does not include sufficient scsonition to charge the entire "pipe
line" of the Third Army but includes that which based on present fore-
c Ioast willbe sufficient to charge the "pipe line" of the troops en-
gaged .in initial Third Army operations. The amount of artillery am-
munition is. definitely .predicated, on the probable cission and the anti-
cipated expenditure rate. Suoh additional ammnition should also be
available in Advance Section Communications Zone-hands to maintain a.
level of the quantities listed on the attached chart so as to replace.,
daily expenditures. .In this connection, for initial operation, the,
.Army Ordnance Ammunition Group (313th Ammunition Battalion) will be the.
sole agent of the army -in drawing such ammsnition..

. There is inclosed herewith-a list of amunition, marked as
Inolosure #2. The ammunition.listed on this inclosure has a weight of
approximately 7,000 tons. It is requestedthat imediate releases be
given for this ammunition so that Third Army may-place it in a static,.
dump to be immediately available to form an Advance ASP when Third Army
becomes operative. Upon receipt of approval of .this-request, infor-' ,

mation will be furnished as to the location to which delivery of ammun-
ition should be made.

. It is requested that.this headquarters be informed at the ear-
liest practicable date when Third Army may start drawing ammnition
against these requirments..

For the Commanding Generals

2 nclosures .
#1:" "- A ition List (for area north of cobat)
#2 - Ammunition List (for static dump)

Ammunition companies of Third U. S... Armvwere loaned to Advance
Section Communications Zone for the purpose of giving them field train-
ing. in the handling of ammunition. and also to help the Ordnance Officer:,
Advanoe Section Communications Zone, handle the large quantities of
amunition being moved from the beaches to depots.

The Army Ordnance Officer and the' Ordnance Officer, VIII Corps,
agreed to expandV1II Corps ASPs in orderto: have a small Army reserve,
of mmuition properly located when operations commenced, Arnq uni-
tion companies were loaned to the-VIII Corps in order to. handle this

The Third U,-S. Army became ,operational at noon on lAugust l9l .
Its rate--ofadvance was considerably faster thanX had' bpn% antioipated
and a great deal of adjustment was necessary in order to maintain close
ordnance. support. A good e xamplo of this was tbe placing of heavy.
maintenance tankcopanies-in support of armored divisions In-such a-
rapidly moving situation it was almost impossible for this *type bf unit
with its heavy equipment to keep pace with :the division and still per-
form its primary mission. Subsequently, coopanies of this type .were
attached to• ordnance collacting' points, which arrangement proved 'more..
satisfactory to all concerned.

The supply of amunition was a major problen at this.time And a
considerable amount ,of. transportation was:.needed.. To this end the
Army OrdnanceOfficer had tank transporters u tilized as auxiliary tran-
sporik.tion.

A standard system of requesting transportation from the AC ofrS,
0-l. for transporting ammunition was attempted but failed because
trucks wore not always available. atthe moment they were needed. There-
fojre. eight Quatermaster Truck Companies were attached to the Ordnanoe
Section for this purpose, andIin addition all Evacuation Companies were
made available.

Movement of units and supplies during this period was very diffi-
cult. The long nain supply roads were heavily-loaded with traffic and
we.re bottle-necked at AVRWCHES where:the fighting was heaviest. This
exceedingly rapid movement of the Army necessitated equally rapid dis-
.plaesment of' Ordnance maintenance and supply in order to maintain close

SECTIT III

ADMINISTRATION SUB-SECTION

Upon becoming operational the Ordnance Section comenced function-
log in two echelons, with the fonvard echelon moving to a new location..
near BEAUCHAMPS (T-22)*. The forward echelon consisted of the Ordnance
Officer,: the-.Operations Section, and part of the Arsunition Section.
later it became necessary to augment the officer, personnel of this for-
ward.group with three officers from the rear group. These included.an
exeoutive for the forward echelon and two officers for the Ammunition
.sub-section. On 3 AuustN.he rear echelon moved to a new location..at
BEAUCHAMPS (T-22)..-On 8 August, the forward echelon mov-d .to a loca-
tion west of POILLEY (Y-39), one mile off Highway 1798 on Gr15. On 11.
August, the rear echelon-moved to-'a location two miles east of'POILIY
(Y-30).

On 12 August, an Ordnance Teohnical Intellience Unit assigned to
Headquarters European Theater of Operations, and attached to Headquar-
ters Twelfth U. r. Army Group: was further attached to the Ordnance" Se c-
tion,:Third U. I .Army. This intelligence unit, consisting of fcuir
officers. and four enlisted men, sent one copy of its reports directly
to the followings .eadquarter .European Theater of Operations, Head-

quartersSupreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, and Read-
quarters Twelfth TT. S. Army Groun. Two opies were sent to the Army
Ordnance Officer, one orwhich in turnwas sent to the. AC of 1, G12.
All information available to the Army Ordnance Officer as.to enemy in-
stallations, enemy equipment, and other technical data of interest was
furnished to the intellience group.

The forward echelon moved to a location approxira'toly five miles
northof I.E 1IS (;-30) on. 15 August and the rear echelon noved to a
location north of L. MNS (Z-30) at'ST. SABIH+ (-32) on 17 August . On
20 August,. the forward echelon moved to a location northwest of BROU
(W-13) on0,15. On 25 August, the forward echelon moved to a location,
n C(W-85 and on 27 August, the rear echelon moved to the
same location. On 30 Assust,"the forward echelon moved to a location'
five miles northeast of SENS (X-62) onOC , 5near THORIGNY (X-77).

r h15 in'ormatci
Lties for the pr
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as correoted by

3'.,hth Ordnance Depot Company. (Rain Armament TOepot) - three
.miles-southwest of BRICQUEBEC (Q-l0) on.Highway. H .802.

984*th-Ordnance Depot Company (Main GenralPurpose Depot)
three miles southwest of BEICQUEBEC (Q-10) onHighway 1802.

037thOrdnance.Depot-Company (Main Combat.Vehicle Depot)
one mile southwest of road junction 1802 and OC50.

839th OrdnanceDepot Company' (Advance Depot) 1 mile south-
west of ST'. SUVEUR LE VICOMPTE (T-19) off Highway, 1100 near CATTEVILLE9.

The Group Commanders submitted plans for the operation of their
organizations, and after discussion with'the Army Ordnance Officer,-in
the light of the current.tactical situation, were adopted.. These plans
resulted in-rearrangement of units within the Groups.

Personnel of the:Maintenance Section implemented the Supply Sect-.
ion. LThis'was nade necessary since the rapid movement of the Army dur-
inr this period required that emphasis be placed on supply of major..
items rather than maintenance work. This personnel.was..employ d par-
ti.cularly to expedite critical supply. items.

As in previous nonths, it was necessary to auigment the. number o
personnel in the variouis sub-sections to assist in meeting operational
requirements. At..a.entswere.made to the extentof..thirteen officers

,And sixteen enlisted men. .The.'specific needs for this personnel were
as follows

Officers

Li-Ordnance Technical Intellirence Unit
1.- Liaison, fro Ninth U. . .A.rmy
1-LAson, from Twelfth U. S. Ar •Grou
1 - Liaison, 'ronsFrench Forces.ne
2 - Attached and then-assigned to comp lete T/ strhirengt, arh.
4i Assist in sub-sections.

enlisted Men

4i - Ordnance Technical.Intelligence Unit.
12 - Assist, in sub-sections.

D.ring this period the following awards were given to personnel of

Third U .S.Army Ordnance unitest

Purpleeart..... ..... . 32

First casualties (killedand wounded,)among personnl in Army.Ord-
..anoe units due to enemy action occurred during this peri .and totaled



The Operations Section at this time asued theA duttes more nearly
conforming to itsnorml function. Furthermore, constant liaison with

- wasestablished to maintain situation maps indicating the-disposi.

tion of tactical and. servioe troops*

To move the large amount of tonnage carried by the Main Depot Cos-
panies, Quartermaster Truck Compmies were used.-A portion of a depot

was moved forward to a.. now area and set up. before the remaining'porteios .

left the old area, thus continuous.operationwas maintained.

The 24th, 314to, and 193rd Once Btalions were placedin di-
.recte upport of VIII Corps s XV Corps,.and X Corps, respectively.
.These were the ."Formrd BattalionsM, supported in turn by the.: Iterme-
diate Battdlions,-and t+he'70th Ordnance Group.

The total number of Army Ordnnee troops under the comand of the

ArmyOrdnance-Officer at this time, .n.FRANCE, weres

Officers ,Enlisted Men

.717 14,3

The number of troops assigned but not yet arrived were:

Officers Enlisted Men

.88 2,028

During the second week of August the combat loading of vehicles

was begun. This was accomplished by certain units. in. the:70th 'Ord-
nanoe Group. This procedure was according to the Ordnance :Plan for.
operations on the continent.

:Various and rapid changes of the tactical situation made it neces-
..sary to keep the organization of battalions in the 69th Ordnance Group
very flexible. As a result, .no using .unit was without adequate ord-
nence support at any time.

Following is a-copy of the, Opertions Report as of. 26 August:. .

1.. In the MEST.area,.one battalion, with attached companies, is

providing maintenance and supply for the VIII Corps. The BRITTANY Base
Section supplements this battalion with maintenance and supply, and,
as the situation develops will take over all collecting points, cap-.

tured depots, ammunition dumps, and other similar installations. BRIT-
TANY-Base Section is providing maintenance'to the VIII Corps to the

.maximum of their ability. After the reduction of BMST and WRIEST,
Ammunition Depot #13, and any other Third Amy ASPe, will immediately
revert to the BRITTANY Base Section, and all Third Army Ordnance Troops
will be withdrawn from this area.

2. It was necessary to again move the 70th Ordnance Group, with
its three heavy depots, further east to the FOUNTAINEBLEAU FOIMST. Be-.
cause of widely separated operations, the responsibility for mainten-

ane and supply has been divided as follows.

(a) The area between.the N and S line through STE CAIAIS and
the N and S line through ORLEANS has been made the responsibility of
the.70th Ordnance Group.

(b) The 69th Ordnance Group is responsible for.the area for-,,
ward of the N and S line through BLEMS.

(o) The area ,from the N and Sline through' .STE CALISwest
of the'support battalion of VIII Corps, is now the responsibility of-

the Advance Section Cormunioations Zone or BRITTANY Base Section.

3. Group Commanders have been charged with providing the follow-'
ing, in their respective areas:

1. Manitenance. and supply of all troops within the area.
• 2. Maintenance and supply of all troops passing through the

area.
3 . Prdviion of Ordnance Road Patrols.

4.: In' oonjunction with Corps, where applicable, provision of
Collecting Points.

5. Salvage of useable Ordnance materiel- either repair or

evacuate to the rear echelon "

o (8th
Co

.te rapic movemenm orbually took place- furt

ry. effortwas. made to

Cc (5th Inf Dv)
int Co C()
Co (Tk), (7th Armd .Div)

.. TEIBiEDIATE BATTALIONS.

314sthordaie Battlion lthOrdn2 5 e Battalion 316th Ordnan e .

534thOrdBM Cc(Tk) 52YstrdEM Cc (FA) 305th Ord MaintCo
841lsttOrdDep 1Co . 3450th Ord M Co • AA)

(M Trk) .20thOrdEM Ct (FA)
3514th Ord A ' c 853rd Ord BAM Co
3519th Ord MWCo - 3146th.Ord MA Co
3463 Ord Od Co . 3515th. Ord MA Co

loth Ordnance Battalion. EVACUATION
.1 Ord Bep Co1 h Ordnance Battalion,

tOrd Mt o (AA)(38th AA B d 464th Ord Rvac Co*
537th Ord U[.Co (FA) " 471st Ord Evac Co
902nd Ord SAM Co 472hnd Ord Evac Co
3 42nd Ord MAN Co 182nd Ord Nmo Co
3525th Ord MAM Cc 488th Ord 2vao Co

5. The. 70th Ordnance Group is now constituted as follows:

12h O n t tnane Battalion
3532nd Ord MAC7 o 

r
3 Coh M Co

26th Ord WCo 8"- 689th Ord HAM Co
547th Ord M Co(FA) 465th Ord Rye Co ,
985th Ord Dep o. 837th Ord DepCo•

9 84th Ord Dep Co
3. th Ord Dep. Co

OrnneB~a talion 66th Ordnance Battalion
5Oth Ord HM Co (FA) , .. 3rd Or!.HYco (TkT.
464th Ord- Eva Co 510th Ord HM Co (FA)
904th Ord HAM Cc 2B6th Ord M Co

.381st Ord Mt Co (AA) 3510th Ord MAN Co "
501st Ord M CO (Tk) 3537th Ord MA Co

312th OrdnanceBattalion " 317%h Ordnance Battalion
9lOthOrdBM!Co -. "016thOrd MCo.
,9thOrd- A Co XC3508th Ord N Co
447th

.
Ord SAMCo .

851st Ord AM co
911th Ord HM Co "

6. ASP and Amnition Depots are still being kept well forar .
Reconnaissance is made well in advance so that the installations are
et up immediately as needed. The following installations are now
opens:

inP.005. ASP #14 ASP16
-ASP ASP #8 ASP #11
Armo Dep #13 AmmoDep.#19 Ammo Dep -17
ASP 18

7, Personnel and vehloles present on the Continent are as follow:

Offioers: 717

Enlisted Man: 1 4,836
T Vehicles : 3,328
T otal Vehiles : 39790

rye them.

At , a conference held by the Chief .Ordnance Officer, Comuications
,ons about the middle of August, arrangements were made whereby major
items and major unit assemblies would be supplied to the.Third :U. S.
Armyrbased upon a daily status report furnished by the Third, U.S. Arm.
Replenishment requisitions for spare parts stockage were:to, be submitt-
ad three times a month: on the fifth, fifteenth, and twenty-fifth.. Any...
energency requisitions would be filled by Advance Section, Commnicat-"
ions Zone. This basis was agreed to providing that the Third U. S.
Arny pipeline would be filled with parts since the Army was still'not
fully equipped with initial issue of second echelon parts.

In response to a request from the Communications Zone'for reports
of battle losses of materials, the following reports were submitted i

Consolidated-Report, 1to 14 August.
Consolidated Report, 15 to 20 August.
Daily. Report, beginning 21 August.

The Daily Report on the Status :of Stocks was. discontinued and AC
of S, G-4 Periodic R+eport substituted therefor. This lreport was sub-.
mitted each Sunday"for the preceding week and included the following'
supply.information:

Critical-Items.
Battle tosses of Vehicles and Artillery.
Adequacy of Artillery, Srm alArms.,andCombit Vehicle.Replace-

ment'.
'Enemy Equipment Releasedi.
Tonnage received in Amy Area.

The Daily Ordnance Status Supply Report oompiled'from daily ire-
ports received from each Ordnance battalion was. revised to include the
fgllowing information:

.Authorized Nesorve.
Available.
Repairable but not ready for issue..-

.. Backorder (Main battalions only).
Shortage-of .established level.
Battle losses previous 24 hours.

As of 8 August, axes of supply from the FOUGES area extendedin
several directions: to the .BEST Peninsula. to ST. NAZAIRE, to ST.
MALO, and to AL=NCON through ZAVAL and LE MANS. Bythe end-of August,
the latter axis had 'been extended eastward and branched to IMS,
:CHALONS, and VITRY-LE-FRANCOIS.

On 21 August, the BRITTANY Base Section*was charged by'the Communi-
cations Zone with the supply of all units operating on the BRITTANY Pe-
ninsula. Thus-the VIII Corps, which was in action on the peninsula,
was authorized to deal directly with the base section depots at RENS.
since the Main ArrY Supply Battalions had been moved tot-he east and
supply from that source was impracticable.

Battle losses at this time were considerable, particularly of )
Armored Cars and Medium Tanks, mch diffioulty was encountered in the
•replacement of this equipment since great distances were involved and
tank transporters had to be used In order to conserve track. Lacko
rail transportation, and heavy traffic on the mainsupply roads, further
aggravated the situation.

Ordnance units continued to lift to the Continent major items,
tools, spare parts and rolling reserve. The release of these items had
been obtained by the representative of the Army Ordnance 9fficer at
CHE N to fill shortages in units already on the Continent .
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of expedi ting and controlling maintev
as directed to establish a Control P
a battalion 'within the grqup wias do

As. all equipment and materiel, .tht was meant formaintenance, re-
.exchange or salvage, was direoted to this point, the flovwof work

ea maintenance companies inthe.battalionwas ocontrolled and regu

* In this way a large volume of work was systematically, and effi-

ly handled ItY was found that by looating maintenance oompanies:

to the control point .theamount of work that could be. handled was

er: increased..

To assist in salvagingr, sorting, end distributing the .work to the

us.maintenance units, .a unber of quallified mechanics were taken
the- companies and. stationed a% tthec,ontrol point.

Durint the first half of August, hedgerow cutter were- still being

:moted. Up to It Andust, te " 2nd French Armored'..Division had re-
d a total of forty-nine of these devices. The cutters had not

produced in sufflciend quantities to meet the total requiremens'
e 5th Armored.Division-bst production was'continued on a twenty-:.

,hour basis and all requirements were eventially met. By the endI

gust, the mission 'Of-fabricati. the cutters was completed and the

wing totals had been construoteds for Light Tanks - 23O for "

Tanks 874h for Self-Propelled 105.Hoitzers, M7 , 43.

A851hOrdnance Battal1

N of R. GC127-GCl.,2
.:ST JAMES "

SE LAVAL
E BOJIAIT1
SE 14% COLOMBE
H~COMLE

SW FOM.AIHEBLEAU

"19rd Ordnance Battall

He r IS ALDECIE
iistv of STISAR.TIN

66th Ordnance Battalion

Near LES PEMIQES
SW of IAHDEAH
W of ST, SABI,"
SW of F(ENTAINEBLEAU

79t h 'rdnance Battalion

Near LE PENQUES
ff of LAMDhN .
.of ST, SABI

W ofFOUNTAINEBL&U

112th Ordnance Battalion

Wear tES PREWES
Syf of LAXDRAX
Tr of St.RABIE
W of COMRTAtAIN

317th Ordnance Battalion

'H-StilE



ISECTION VI

ANMUNITION SUB-SECTION

As the Third U. S. Army became operational'it immediately assumed
control of four amunition su8ply pointswhich had been previously es-
tablished by the VIII Corps. s three of these installations were too
far to the rear to adequately serve'the using units they were turned'
overto Advance SectionCommunications Zone on 5 August.." In-one re-.
tained installation, nanely, Ammunition Supply Point 805, in the vi-
cinity of B16E (T-20). storage was built up to 3000 tons and continued
to.serve V1II Corps. At the same time Army Ammunition Depotl#1 was es-
tablished- in,-the vicinity of F0LLIN_ (T-22). The. original target le-.
vel of this depot as established .by previous.y .prepar.d charts was
.10,000 tons, predicated .on:serving three Corps. As Sthe tactical sit-

uation developed, it became impracticable to serve more than two Corps
from this installation so the target was reduced to 7,00 .ons of bal--
ance stock.'

Asmanition Supply Points were stocked by Army without amy refer-.
ence to Corps because of lack of cosnications and transportation re-
sulting fram the rapid rate of advance. However, these were later ad-

Justed to meet the Corps requirements...Hear depots were used to good
/advantage at this time for completing and replenishing 'basic loads.+

On the night of 6 August, the Army aiunition units- received their.
first real comba't experience as Depot Number 1 was heavily bombed by
theenemy. Approximately 600 tons of amnrunition was destroyod (about
8%), principally .y direct- hits and as a result of fires caused by nu-
merous incendiary bombs* Little ammnition was lost by sympathetic
detonation; however, to insure against .possible future losses, the Army,
Ordnance Officer prescribed that safety distances would be increased
to the extent that it would be uneconomicalfor the enemy to attack
other.installations. The following safety distances were established
on. 7 August

1. Maximum of six tons per stack and minimum of.'ten yards be-
tween stacks.

2. Maximum of thirty tons per group (groups contain s~acks)
and minimum of thirty vards between groups..

3. Maximum.of 100 tons per bay .(bays contain groups) and a
minimum, of 150 .yards' between, bays.e The bay. is defined* as a single line
of ammmition, i.e., along a road.

4. Maximm of 1,000 tons per area and minlsmm of l/ mile,
between areas. •

As a result of cool-headed leadership and many instances of indi-.
vidual heroism, the personnel in and near this area 4were -.evacuated.. withonly a small number of sasualties, .No lives were lost and only four

..men were seriously injured.

About.22 August, roadside storage. of ammunition was tried and
found to be'an efficient method for a.rapidly moving Army. Furthermore,
it proved to be a comparatively safe method inasmuch as it was stored-
according to the safety regiiations set up by the Ordnance Officer,
'and enemy aircraft activity was cot very prevalent.

At times it became necessary to augment the ammunition companies
for the purpose of transporting ammunition., This was accomplishQdby
utilizing personnel and vehicles ,from Ordnance maintenance companies
and organising special provisional companies. MWinterance during such
periods was sacrificed as all available transportation had to be used,
including tank transporters.

As Advance Section Cowmunioations Zone was responsible for the
hauling of ammunition to Army depots only, lit as necessary when seleo-
ting sites for amunition supply points that appropriate sites be cho-
sen in anticipation of their eventual expansion into Amy depots.

For the month of August 'the Third U. S. Army ammunition install-ations were as followas

Installation M Olosed Serving Location
Dept ,2 August 15 August ASPe FOLLIGY W ..)
Depot 2 12 August 17 August • ASPs NE FOJERES ( J-37);
ASP 805 12 August 29 August VII Corps EBRE (T-20)
ASP 3 112 August 17 August XV Corps SST JAMES (Y-39)
ASP 5 13 August 17 August XX Corps E.VAIGE (Y-84)
ASP 6 13 As guitl 23 August XX Corps N MARANS (1-50)
Depot7 14August 23 August ASP. E SAVEGNE (V-46)
ASP 8 15 August 29 August VII Corps 3 ST SAES (X-70)

ia tClosed Sering. Lo ation .
xur -Kugust 2 Augut t XXCorps . CIWIPTM TfATINE(R-

ASP. 10 18 August 22 Augus XV Corps W CHATEAUhELIF:(-li):
ASP 11 19 August 29 August. XII Corps SW ECMOUN (W-14)
ASP12 19. August 22 AugustProv.Corpse S SEES (V-4 2)

AP13 22 Anuut 24 August VII Corps .N LNDIVISIAU-(R-121)
ASP 14 23 August 29. August XII Corps N ORLEAS v.D
AN. 15 23 August 27 August XV Corps S LOUGHES (-55)
ASP 16 23 August 29 August.X lCorps -S .BOHILLT (X6O)
Depot 17.- 23August 29 August Ss! .- N BNJDJHim LLx (...)
ASP 18. 27 August X I corps N .SALIGNY (X-76)."
Depot. 19 27August. ASPs E DONEMARIE (X-69).
Depbt: 22 31 August XII Corps.- SW CHALON (T-54)

..e-tolon g supply i nes, shortages.of transportation, =traffio.

conge9ston, and the speed with which the Army was moving forrd,, there

were times, when truck convoys of emunition were diverted to points ten
to twentymiles in advance of theiroriginal destination. i ASPs and am-.

munition depots were kept well forward. Reconnaissance for .suitable.
sites was made well in. advance and. often. close behind combat units so
that installations could be immediately set up as needed. On several
• occasions .armunition convoys were tenporarily halted hile .a partioular-
,area was being cleared of remaining enemy troops. In other instances,
because of. sinilar situations, the initial stockae torforward ammuni-.
tion supply points remained on wheels for a .period of-three to four
days.

There.was one instance during the month when stocks in foraard .
ammunition supply points dropped to a dangerously low level due to :a

,four:day period when practically all Army transportation wasinmobil-
.iced because of a serious Fasoline shortage. However, from an assuni-
tion standpoint, this shortage of &asollne did not effect the combat
efficiency of-the fighting troops as long supply lines had been anti-
oipated and troops had been previously authorized to carryammunition
Sin excess of prescribed basic loads* The cnly limitation placed on the
amount of amunition to be carried was the capacity of the unit to
transport the quantities on hand without shuttling. The quantity han-'
.dled in this month totaled 105s183 tons, and the mileage traveled by
the Quartermaster Truck Companies in transporting it'totaled approxi-
mately 1,000,000 miles.

On 27 August the greater portion of Army ammunition supply was
established in Depot Number 19 in'the FONTAINEBILAU Forest (X-25),

-By forseeing a possible curtailment of ammunitLon supply from the r ear,
this depot was stocked to take care of the Armj requirements during the'
time supply lines.from the beaches would .be overloaded.

SECTION- I

GENERAL

-The rapid-advance -of -the Arm_'caused mapply -line.s: to-be -stretched-
frcm a distance approximating fifty -miles on 1Aungust to more than.400
miles .by. 1. September* The proble'of supply became increasingly more
!difficult as the troops-moved forward., By id-September the forward.,

Selements were meeting stiff resistance: along the MOSELLE.eIVE6. At
this time, Army ordnance maintenance. units were grounded and their or-

,ganio transportation, together with evacuation companies,. were used'
to bring asunition forward to.the Army area. As a result Class 11
and IV supplies became, extremely critical and the Armored Divisions
and Corps furnished both drivers and transportation to move these

classes of supplies from the beaches. The lack of replacement.units
and major assemblies caused maintenance units to perform many major,
repairs that normally would have been evacuated.

During this period a new plan 'of maintenance was evolved to iguar-
antee continuous .and efficient maintenance support -tcthe forwardun.-
its. The Advance Section Comwunications Zone stationed at least one
maintenance company in each of-the control points of the 70th Ordnance'
Group to assist in the work and to take over the operation of the
points when the Group moved forward. Likewise, the 70th Ordnance Group,
maintained at least one maintenance company at each of the collecting -

points of the.69th Ordnance Group. When the forward group (69th) es-.
tablished a new collecting point, then the company which had been op- .
erating the 70th Ordnance Group. Control Point in conjunction with the
Advance Section Communications Zone, was leap-frogged to the most for-
ward collecting point. In this manner,: companie.s were able. towork
on.the control point stock .piles of materials for the longest possible
tine.

SECTION II

ADMINISTRATION SUB-SECTION

The forward echelon of the Ordnance Section'moved to*a location
twelve miles southeast of CHALOWS SUR MAWNE (T_54) near LEPINF (T6)
on. September. The rear echelon joined the forward at this location
nn 6 September, but nontinued to function separately as in the past.

On 15 September,the forward echelon moved to a location south of.
ETAIN(U-47) near S)IUVRES (U-57). The forward echelon moved into

permanent buildings in Etain (U-47) on 22Septemb~r for-the first
occupation of buildings by the Ordnance Section since arrival on the
Continent.

Ofn '25,September, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 82nd
Ordnance Group was activated per General Order Wo. 64. this headquart-
ers, under T/O & E 1-12. This unit was designated to function as the
amnitton group headquarters which previously had been a provisional,
operation carried on by Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment,
313th Ordnance Battalion., Personnel for this newly activated group

was transferred from Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment,"313th
Ordnanoe Battalion and supporting ammmition companies.. Sufficient
personnel to formA nucleus for reorganizing the 313th Ordnance+ Battal-
.ion Headquarters was transferred in from other ammunition companies.

The following priority list for the issue of winter clothingand:,
equipment to Ordnance units was recommended to 'the Quartermaster on
30 septembeir.

Ammunition Companies.
Evacuation Companies.
Maintenance Companies.
Depot Compniies,

A ,k Battalion Headquarters.
S Group Hedquarters.

0
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SECTION III

OPnklt OS SB'-SECTIle

As a.eans of controlling the movement of Ordnance troops into,
new .areas the following procedure as' used ifter a thorough r'seo ' on-

.,.aissance by Group Comenders: or their representativs,.recomi endations
as to, the displacement of units forward. ere submitted to. the Are
Ordnance Officer. Upo hisapproval it was then .necessary toreceive

.the further approval of the desired areas from .the Ton .Major (if in
a town), from each AC of 5, G:, of the aJor tactical units controll-
ing the areas, and : finally the*approval of the AC. of'S, 0-3, Accom0-
dations Section. After.completion of the move, the"Ordnance Operat-...
ions 'Sub-Section furnished fragmentary orders to be published as emend-:
ments to the current administrative orders.

Due to the loss of so many units to the First :and inth U. S.Armies, complete, reorganization of the 69th and 70th Ordnance Groups
was necessary. Companies were transferredbetwen Groups, and" Group
themselves reorganized their battalions as follows,

.. .. . :: -.. its of _ Ordna ce .. Gr "o. ..... ..... .

1W i 1anc9Battalion 3Ord Ordnance Battalion
7th Ord M Co 15th Ord .Co:

4th Ord MN o 16th Ord 110ICO
129th.'Ord NM Co 256th Ord NM Co
501t Ord N M Co m(), 556th Ord JIM Co (Ti)
838th Ord ,p..Co C .... 846thqrd .Dep Co

3147th"OrdNAXN-Co 3145th Ord MN CO
3148th Ord MAN .0 " 3511th Ord N Co.

3l1thOrddnee asBat atlion .. th Ordnance B ttalion
29thOrdt C.A8,t. Ord.Dsp lt
520th Ord*181 Co (PA)- 275th.Ord Nt.Co (CM)'

3144th.Ord NAN Co 537th *Ord 181 Co'(PA)*
3515th Ord MAN Co 382ndOrd MCo

3525th ,Ord NAN C.o'
31t Ordnan ce Btain jg BattallOn

l3th OdMrCo 26.4tOldrd Co7 FAA .
32nd Ord, W..Co. 3463rdOrd ,MWTCo

:5th Ord.. MUCo .(T) 514th Ord.MAN C ,o

519 rd ,MAR r,.

841st Ord Dep CO. 351thOrMltC

3524tho OrddaMe' I Co

h.Ordnance Bttlion . rdna e attalon 6th Ordnanc i.n.
1i lth:Qrd eo 88th ... rd.Nt Co 837thOrdD.po-I471t Ord Ewsac00,o 904thDrd HAN Co 984thOrd Dsp';Co
472nd .yc Co 911+th Ord.NAN Co 34.4th Ord Sep o
1082nd Ord va Co 902nd7trdOAN Co ..hrd ..epCo
.:8th:sOrd Dc Co 91-th Ord nN o . U40%t Ordwf t Co .
6th OrdZvaCo 853r4. OrdNRANCo
48th Ord NVicCo 1t r Co

300th Ord It Co (AA) 547thl Ord; T Co (PA).
545th. Ord EM Co (FA) ,'553rd Ord HM Co (TOc839th Ord Pep Co, 1985th Or dsp Co . i
91st Ord BDsq-3ad .657th ord A o
599th.OrdAm Co "570th Ord Am Co
665th Ord.Am.Co .6th Ord. W,.o.
104th Ord 1 N o 1" Or28th Ord JM Co
293rd Ord INCo . 3468th Ord. ICo . .

The responsibility for maintenanme and supply was designated as
followst east of the North and South line through CHALMIS-SUR-MAMB.I.
-69th OrdnanceGroup. The area west of the North and South line
through CHAT S-SUR.,AM&IM (T-54) -70th OrdnanceGroup.

It was projected to M ve the 70th Ordnance Group and its three
swin depots forward to an-area in the vicinity of VEEDUN (P-26). This
was necessary because of the Ars'os rapid advance.

Troops and vehicles then present on the 'Continent were as follows:,

Officers 984
.. listed .len 18 ,.555
T: Vehicles 4,449
Total Vehicles 5,111

SECTION IV,

SUPPLY-SUB-SECTION'

.Instructions were issued by the Army Ordnance Officer that the
70th Ordnance •Group would have. complete. ontrol -over the technical,operation of all depot. companies In the Third U. S. Army.. The 26th
Ordnance Battalion (Supply Battalion in the 70th Ordnance Group) was
authorized by the 70th Ordnance Croup to balance and transfer stocks,or take any other action necessary to accomplish control of the tech-
nical functions of.the depot companies. The Armored divisiors were
authorized to draw replaement of parts an. major.items from the 70th
Ordnance Group (26th Ordnance Battalion and 317th' Ordnance Battalion)
by-passing the forward-supporting Ordnance Battalions. This was con-
sidered desirable for two 'reasons in particular. 'First, th 'mobiledepots in the forward group could not carry the large volume of sup-
plies required by Armored divisions, and second, the armored divisions
could supply their own transportation for hquling, the heavy units
peculiar to their organization, Forward ordnance battalions had insuf-
ficient transportation to perform this function. However, the Armored
units were allowed to draw small' amounts of supplies from these forwarddepots.

Instructions were received from the Twelfth U. S, Army Group that.whenever there was. a transfer between armies, divisions or other organ-
izations all battle losse.s of materiel and equiptent would be replaced-to the extent practicable -prior to the effective date of 'transfer.
TheseInstructions would not act to delay the effective date of trans-far,

In addition to the usual reports, AC o.f.S, G-4, wasadvis.ed dailyas to the tonnage of .Ilss I and IV supplies receivd In the Armyare%
and the method of.delivery, i.e., air, Co muniations Zone tranapqrta-tion or Third. U. S. Armytransportatlon.

Set . s,T rack,. gn. .Tank.,.

The pool was established, but it was only possible to supply a f
of these. itemstdue to ove6rall shortage( in.the Arrmy.,

Medu. tacks were in short supply during this.period principally
because of the hea vylosses inflioted in two divisions, Every effortwas made to obtain replacements for these two. cobat organizations.
:As a result when .they left. Thi rd U.' S. .Army,'s control. practically alltheir shortages had been replaced.

Further replacement of battle losses on medium tanks for amored,units -of the XII, XV, and IXX Corps, dvring the.week ending 16 September
completely depleted the reserve at that time in the Third U., S. Amy.

Maximum use-of transportation was made byutilizing replacement
vehicles: released by Comunications Zone to transport spare parts: and.,
major items destined to Third U. S. Army Ordnance depots. Extra track
was strapped to tanks being delivered to the'replacement pool. Evacu-ation units, due totheir'large.carryingcapacity, were of great assis-
tance when transportation was at a premium.

A request wasmade on the Twelfth U.o S. Army Group for various.types of' equip ent, which it as anti-cipated wmtld be required forcrossing rivers and making attacks on fortified positions..It s con-templated.,-that approxirately 150 Assault Tanks. .M AW21, 400 Cargo Car-riers N9,-and 200 tandino Vehicles, Vracked, would be required.

Instructions were received from Headquarters Cromunications Zone.
that it would -be unnecessary for the Third T. S. Arp' to go west of
PARIS to secure replacement combat vehicles. Comanications .Zone
would make the transfer to Arytransportation at Depot 0-6h4in.the
vicinity_ of PARIS.

For, the. period of September the totalreeipts and issuesof..the
following major items wares

Received Issued!
Light Tanks N~
Me dium IT anks 1501 143,
C ombats Vehiceleas 387 -392
Artill.rye(over S!inm) 21 -30
Genieral Purpose VeiclsA,66 1550

E3Y the end of the oth the three main .ripply axs esof th e ..pre-
vious month were changed andextended as followis.

.... IMIIS (T-38),.:NH (T.95)
and VIMN(U264

WinSUElv R d o.22.TJITWU -P&NCOIS (T.61)t ST.
U1.Rk-0,LINT U2) TOCIL (U.60), and NANCY (U-81).

Ifi y ta:ej TIIYBS (Y 27),' JODNVILLE (Z-08),NFWCHATHA'UP-43and..PINAL (V-0l).

lIn-order to keep supply abreaot of-the rapid changes in the tact-
ical situation it was necessary for the three main suonly depots to.
smove frequently during this .period as followas

Vicinity of CIALOS-$NJI-LAMM (T-515), 13 Septesuber.,Vicinity of AIVE (T..75), 19 September.-
Vicinity of TNIAC0Uf (U-63), 215 S~pieiibere



had qualified mechanics equipped with.hand"tools" and" mny on-the-spot
repairs were made, This system was quite :successful, both in reducing
the time lost on repairs and in keeping-maTy minor maintenance jobs
out- of the Ordnance shops.

Al arge German Ordnance depet was captured -at SAMPIGKY and was,
found to contain-ahuge quantity ofball and roller bearings. A de-.
tail from the maintenance section was sent to classify; these bearings
and to:list interchangeability withAmerisan stock nmbers. Approxi-

mately thirty tons of bearings alued at-two hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars were boxed and turned' over to the 70th: Ordnance Group for
stock in Army depots.

During September several interesting maintenance problems arose.
In one instance, much trouble was experienoed with the over-riding

,clutch on the Tractor, High Speed, 114. As replaoement assemblies :were
not available at this time,;several methods of field repair were tried.
One successful+ method was finally developed and inforMation regarding
it was disseminated-to all other Ordnance troops.. A considerable num-
ber of the captured German bearings were used in this repair, as well

some materials that had been locally procured.

Reports of voltage deficiencies on the M7 Generator were investi-
gated and it as found that installation of the Silverstat Voltage Re-

gulator (FSM1O F-226-V2). only partly corrected the condition. The
chief cause of low voltages was discovered to be the lack of compress-
ion in the Hercules WXL Engine. No parts or..nit replacements were
available for this type of engine. However, ,parts were obtained
through local purchase and by the modification of captured enemy equip-
menit...

Because of the-lack of replacement units it became necessary to.

rebuild all types of engines. An arrangementwas made through the
Comessniostions Zone, Ordnanoe Section, for all radial type engines to

be rebuilt commercially while general purpose engines were rebuilt
by Coznincations Zone Ordnance installations. Commercial contracts

resulted in an average of twelve rebuiltJobs per day. In many in-
stances, of necessit y, engines were rebuilt in the field.*+

The maintenance report on certain reconditioned major Ordnance
items was as follows:

Total, General Purpose Vehicles paired. 4,631

Total Combat Vehicles Repaired........,........472
Total Artillery RepaLired.......... ............ 630
TotalSall Arms Repaired*..9 .. .0...........04M97
Total Instruments Repaired....................1,750

By"8 September the axes of maintenance responsibility were as
follows,

East of the"North and South line through CHAL(NSS-U7-AMT
(T-55) to the 69th Ordnance Group. The area west of. the North and
South line. through CH&LNS-SMR-MMM1 (T-55) to the 70th Ordnance Group.

During the week-ending. 16 September the above axes changed as
follows-

West of the North-South' line through VMTDUH (U.26) was the

responsibility of the 70th.Ordnance Group.,

East ,of theTWorth-outh line , through ]"MN (U-26) was the
responsibility of the 69th Ord aMee Gro'.

General locations of the, headquarters of maintenanoe battalions
weeasn bos

'...hth Ordnance.Battalion.

5 Miles N VITUH.XXE
6 Miles s WASSY
.5 Miles N MIRECOf

-Vicinity of BAYCU

316th Ordnanoe Battalion'

Vicinity of SEISESOUS
6' Miles H VERDUN

590th OrdnanceBattalon

Vicinity of ROZY-EIT-BRIE

70th OrdnaneeGroap

,Vicinity of AUVE
:Vicinity of BEHEY

19th Ordnance Battalion

Vicinity of FOJNTAINEBLEAU
Vicinity of HARVILLE

66th Ordnance Battalion

vicinity of ST. MIHIPL

79th Ordnance- Bat+alion

Vicinity of AINE
Vicinity of HARVILLE

f178th OrdnanceBatalion

Iricinity of FOMUNAINEBLFAU

through replacement. depots and thereby furnished transportation forpersonnel replacements going to the front line units.

Durin the ranid movement across e.RN(Texuenditures of small
arms, tank, and light artillery mmunition were relatively high. At
the same time it was necessary to move al Imedium and heavy artillery
amnition forward to insure a supply of these items being available
when the tactical situation dictated their use.

As the supply lines became extended the amount of-tonnage authdr-
ized to be moved to the. Ary area from the CoOninicat-ions-Zone was

v'
-m
e-
-

strited. Ordnance supplies were allocated a total of 1,280 tons perw
day, all of' which was used for -avunitIon supply. This small tonnage,
together with the fact that the supply of most artillery types of*am-
munition, partioularly 105mm Howitzer, had become critical, made it
evident that restrictions on the amounts authorized for expenditure
would be necessary.

In September the rationing of critical types of smmonition.was
put into effect. However, thetonnage allocation authorized for amm-
unition supply was not adequate to bring into theArmy area the entire-
amount of 'critical types authorized for expenditure. 'As a fairly large
stock of nqn-critical items had previously been established, it was ne-
cessary to move forward only those items which had become critical.
By. careful planning .only minimum quantities of these critical items
were requested within, the authorized tonnage allocation. :ail-trans-
portation was augmented by Ordnance truck transp6rtation thus keeping
up the flow of supplies..

The attack on.the MOOELLE River line was Imninent and requests.
were .submitted to the Twelfth U, S. Army Group by the Army Ordnance
Officer indicating the-ammunition requirements for. the XX Corps and to
carry out. the. mission assigned.

Throughout the month of September, the ammnition siuation re-
naned critical. It was necessary to establish a system whereby Corps
reported daily on the status of' critical types in the basic load of
units. Ijith this informaion,. the Army Ordnance Officer was able to,
control the flow of amunition in such a manner to, insure that avail-
able supplies were placed in the most*strategic place. In many instan-
ces battle emergencies necessitated the transfer of ammmtion from
trucks hauling into the ammunition supply points direct to those of the
using units.

During the rapid advance of theA.rmy, careful consideration was
given to the use of mobile aaunition supply points, or rolling reser-
ves. However, this plan could not be. carried out due to the limited
amount of truck transportation available. In one instance, during the
advance of the XX Corps from DONRNMkRIE (X-65) to DOBALE (Ue70) a
rolling reserve ofapproximately 500 tons was maintained behind the.
Corps. This reserve was accompanied by an ammunition company; the
personnel riding with the asmunition. After four intexwediate stops
were made, at which time units were resupplied, the reeining! rolling
reservW4;was unloaded at.DOMBLE (U.90) and provided the initial stock-
ae for Amranition Supply Point Number 23.

For the month of September Third -f. S. Army ammunition inst*llat-
-,,ions were as follows:

Installation .e i -Closed • Srvln. Location-:-
ASP.19 - 27 August 13,S epember XII Corps N of SALIMY {Z=76).
.Depot 19 27 August 20 September ASs N LA CPRLLH (X-lA)
Depot 00 29 August 7. September X! Corps ?I DOfUl RIE (X-61)
''!Depot 22 31 August ,20 September XTTCorps SW CHALWS (T-)
ASP 21 2 September 10 September XI Corps WB H(SISSHNT (T-32)
A. P 23 4 September 20 Sqptember XX Corps DOMBASIE (Y-16)"•
ASP 24 4 September' XII Corp' XII Corps SK COHM.RCY (U-41)
Deot 25 9 September ASPs ., V9VSIC N (U-.6)
ASP,26 1.4 September30 September XV Corps Si ODRCs(E(8)
ASP 27 ." 15 September XX Corps H HLJVILL. (U..S)
ASP28. 2n September XVrCorps H BAIILLS B..q5)

:AS? 9 25, ,September. XII Corps NANCY (Z-98)
Depot 30 29 September A 3S H TOUtL (U, 70)

During this period 12,228, tons of ammunition were handled and
the mileage traveled.by the Quartermaster Truck Companies in trans-
po.in& this tonnage totaled 75,000 miles.
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class V supply.wse extremely short and rationing of artillery
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poe of supporting any .possible operation on either of the two Corps
fronts. Frther oonoe, resulted wilhin the line mnits by seif-rit e-

ing h n thetotal availability of uinition ws. made known to t*im.

A deoision to equip, all nedim tanks -with ,extended end connector$

reolted In a huge programof local purchasing. The eitended end

.onneotors.also knone as duck feet"
. 

provided greater :flotation for

tanks enabling them to.negotiate muddy terrain.

The rear echelon of the Ordmnoe Section moved to the city cf
NNCY (U81)on 5October. The forward echelon moved to thecity of
NANCY (. ..81) on 11 October.

Vwelfth V.8S. Ary Group informed.. thisheadquarters that upo r.
quest of the Army Ordnance Officer qualified- personnel, would be supt'
plied forany special problems or difficulties that would.arise*.

By direction of the OrdnanceOfficer, Twelfth.U. S. 0AS' Group,
• requisitions were forwarded to his office for five recent graduate
of West Point in the grade of Second Lieutenant to be assiged to the
69th Ordnanoe ,"roup.

Casulties (killed and wounded) due toeneW action durlng this
period totaled sevn, thusmaking the acmmulative total to date
igthty-two."""- •. .

The status of amardsby the elose of the month wee as follosic

Current Accumlative to DaLte

1
1 1
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ice Unit 14
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During aOctober _any items of equipment :were obtained from various.
captured, enen 'Anstallations. Materiel deemed usable included jack ks.
ints and brushes, floor cranes,motorcycle parts, engine blocks, and

other itema, 'This materiel ,we turned.in to Army.depots 'for isme..

Battlefield recovery' of small arms was :emphasised and a colleob-
ion drive throughout the. Army .wsinstigated. All units were instruct-
ed to turn in excess weapons. Unit connanders were. held. responsi.ile
that unauthorised weapons were not retained by personnel mder their
control.. 'Recovery squads wore designated by osaders of all ogM-

Jonies,"the duties of these squads being to.o01lect and turn' in el.I
abandoned sall arms. Periodic visits, by Ordnance personnelwer
nade to all aid stations, hospitals, collection points, and cemeter ies

for the purpose of collecting weapons. Wxoess reserves of. mall ise
in Army depots were tunned in to Camunications Zone depots.

The overall supply picture in. the Amy ndicate. that local pur-

chase would be necessary. A representative of the Army Ordnance O.ffi-
or visited the Advance Section, Coemunications Zone, 'the Twelfth 1,T.08.
Army Group, and the Cossmications Zone to enlist their servioes inen
development of local purchases.

The ArW representative obtained the concurrence of the above-
mentionedagencies and arrangements were .made for the Cowenicationa
Zone, Orftanoe PurhasIng Seotlon, to let.contracts for a number o.
item. of critical supply for the Third U. S. Army. These firt items
were of stple construction and therefore easy to anuftaoture. If

wthese wre successfully procured then more.di.fieult items were te be
,added at a later date.

Ordnance Class 1I and ITV supply had been a decided hand to .nuth

existence since the Army beane operational', with steady loss of ground
amoung certain critical Items. Infantry automatc wapons. and ftre
control .equipment were in extrenely short supply*. By the end of. Oot.
aber the supply situation had greatly tmproved although there were a
few remining chronlo shortages. Comparative figures of sme. of the
oriticalItems for the month of October are shom inthe table belms

Itemf t Deok Order Gf Deck Order
6Otober" & of October

a5 e .... n Gun "., 7M and)
Pal .30 Wahine M ' 800 .90

C61l0s3 BA.P. 75015
CastSPstol .1500 None. (1957on hand)

10 0end M13 Binoculars 10

811110 Mortar 60,
• o meas , 61N. 366 1f+ .90Tanks+++ ::8 . Medium t a O + -+ _ 10+ . ... ++

By the end ~of the. month: the status.of. tires, and tubes bad bseow'.oritioal. C: iuonications2one informed the Arm that ,theywould re-

lease. to- them, a proportionate she" s of an anticipated shipment. which-.vas ldequate to supply current needs. Other than this issus, th :
p poo: for future: deliveries as not bri.g.It, wae-not:expeoted

that tires and tubes would be resived In- quantity beforei sixty dars.

.. S.Army registration numbers.wore asosigned an releases .wit..
tei foro257 aptured

. 
enemy vehicles during the month.".

For the period of Otiober the total receipts and tsues ofr the

following mjor items'.were$

Received Issued
LightTanks
Medinou -Tanks 116 5

ombat.Vehiols.53 .. 1i
Artillery .(over 57) . 127- . 1.06
general Purpose .. Vhioles. 2 . 433 .

The ohngesln. the taotioal situation aused. he supply lins
to bellmw.edmor.to.theNorth so that the supply axes by the olo "
of this period. were as follow|s

a lON!, 0(..21) .T.OG!.(7.6 ) .to .U SC ( . ..

b. A1.LN.!XC (To-12)* ST. NH 0-4(..4 3)* to PMSTA.U*NJC

MM (... , .- 26)to (V6).

d. . W . .N.(U 2 6 ) * SU TA IN . 0 .4 7 ) . IN C U M ( . ) . . . .R i

VILLE (U.9)

The threes-main suppl es weerelocated bW-7GOtober to
C(UAINRCT(U4b2), anid SAMIGW ( U-32) . the 0."4th Ordeanos Depot Ca.0
pamy (general Purpose) beingloated at the lUtter.*

SICTICKO .V -

During October the matntenanoe section wes pr imrily .e Ae
routine Inspections of maintenance Installations and. collecting po q,
No mJor deficiencies were noted and minor on the spot oreotions ee
made. The principal problem ws to oorroot minor dislocations in se'.
vioeland operating methods inoident to movement fiom field eanditim..
into billets "

The maintenance officer contacted the Ordnance Offloer, the 41-.
vision , mmition officer and the -4 of the.26th Infantry Divisui,

..newly arrived in the Theater,. and explained to them the principal ta-

trsof Third U, S. Army Ordnance support.

Arre gements were made to. bring additional tank and hea wy a .
motive maltenance oompales forward to support the II Corps ed .
nerd Colleting Pointl No. 2. This move eliminated the neoess:ty o
evacuating heavy ojor units for epair and salvage.

.. A16 October the 70th (rear) Ordnance Group put a new plan ofr

matntenanoe in effect for the rear Army area, A copy of the plan toh
is self-explanatory, is attached as Annex Nc. XIIIo

Many item of Ordnance equipment being In short supply it b .

increasinglyi mportant for Ordnanoe mintenance units.to develop
rsources at hand.Several Instance& of ingemui ty and 4iligent =Or
inntation on the part ofOrdnaoe personnel are given belows

a.. (IC transfer cases were on deadline for lack ofhb"
low range shifting forks. The mintennce Section instructed'&*L *tf
,to build up the worn surfaces with weld and achine them doa to *0e
corre t sis. This method worked satisfactorily and the infomnatin
aes disseminated to Ordnance maintaonce troops.

b . rimente oonducted by the, 69th Ordeaue Group polo

that-medium toak brake linin n cn be used as a stisiactory ube
for light tank brake lining with a mintma of modfteation
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26th Ordne Batalion

th rda eo Battalion.

No thaIngeH atta io

511 Niey of-ANGNSIn MAMB-4U4-VAI8 ..

lordm..oe Battalion
In CRA

26th a og Battalion- 0 ntiy of Cc - :

66th O aeBtain

ZM Ordma oee;Battalion

:No change

"_Ith g dnance Batt~e~
In ETAMI - -

326th ORtbanco eBattalion
5Miles-aff of NAOMM -
In COM~MECY

3L!;u0 Odna__e Battaliton
In Third U So ArW---
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AISEJNTICK SUB-SCTON.
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Seter was preparea to tne uronance urficer of.that headquarters.ad-.
vising him of. the situation. Immediate steps were takenby all con-
cerned to improve the condition and in a short time great improvement
was in evidence.

Further .dvantage vae taken of this relative lull to review
past methods of operation for the purpose of instituting any changes .-which would improve the supply of asmunition to combat troops. One of
the principal developments resulting from the study was the establish-
menit of a, system whereby all ammunition on credit to the Armycould be
accounted for from the time requisitions were .submitted .itil it was
actually received at the ammunition supply points or depots.o

For the month of October Third U.S. Army ammunition install-
ations.were as .follows:.

Installation Open Closed Serving Location
ASP 4 Se-ember 8 d os feF XWlCT s. 5 m WME.MY(u-41)
Pepot 425 9 September.A s 5 n NN(-6• 2ASP 7 15 September XX-Corps , e WAILL 9 (U-5)AS. :# 22 September 7October XV Corps tR&INVLLIZ(2-98) .ASP #29 25 September 'XII Corps W NANCY (-71) -Depot 0 2.9 September 3 October ASPs I TOUL (U-70)
Depot #31 3 October ASPs .0-4 mi S N (U-80)

During this period 124,361 tons of ammunition were handled and•the mileage traveled'by the quartermaster ToruckCompanies in trans-
porting

'
this tonnase totaled 450,000 miles.

'On 12 October a very critical situation in ammunition supply de-
vloped as allocations from the Twelfth U. S. Army Group for.the period

5 October to 13 October .were .cancelled and expendiure authorizations
for that period .were rescinded. In lieu of these allocations, revised
amounts were authorized for the period .5 October to 7 Novamber 'In
several instances the amounts authorized for .the new period of thirty-
three days were less than those authorized for the original "eighf day
period. This unfortunate situation caused practically all field art-illery weapons to be silenced immediately.

Plans were made for the possible future curtailment in the
authorized expenditures of ammunition for field artillery weapons by
building up relatively large stocks of ammunition for the 75mm, 76mm,

-
.

, and 90mm tank and anti-tank guns. Thus, when the supply of amlni-
tion for field artillery weapons became critical, it was possible to
employ tank and anti-tank weapons in their secondary role as artillery.
The use of the latter weapons as supporting artillery proved very val-
uable as the Army continued its advance and took-limited objectivesde-
spite curtailed expenditures of ammunition for field artillery, weapons.Meanwhile, to insure that enough ammunition for tank and anti-tankweapons was on hand at all times to permit their use in their primarymission, minimum Army reserve levels were established. These reserve
levels served to maintain a minimum of an estimated three day supply, in
Army installations.

The accumulation of captured enemy weapons and ammunition of major
calibers had been encouraged and as a result a fairly large stock of
these items were available to the combat troops. This supply of weapons
and ammunition proved valuable as it we very effectively employed
against the enemy during the time our own supplies were curtailed. In,
addition +o causing enemy casualties, the employment of his own weapons
against him was of great morals value to our troops.

Immediately following the drastic reduction in expenditure auth-
orizations, several conferences were hold by representatives of the
T'welfth V, 5. Army Group, Commmications Zone,and the Armies..The
primary purpose of those meetings vas to develop a supply procedure
which would prevent future recurrences of the situation that theLArmies-
had just faed.

SOn 21 October, the credit system of amunition allocations was
put into effect by th Twelfth U. S. Army Group. - Under thls,••eystonm
allocations would be made to the Armies on the basis of overall avail-
ability; and the missions assigned the Armies. Only ammunition.on. and44 Advace'oSection, aemunication8 Zone, depots would be available to
the Armieson credits established by Comuanications Zone.

.9
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receipts and Issues.of the- f4

The formard andrear echelon 'of. the Ordnance Section remained tin
t)~e city *of . ANCY '(9-81). during thiis entire period.

Two officers assigned Ordnance Teehnical Intelligenoe Unit were re
lieved fre, attached to the headquarters thereby reducing to three the
number of officers attached. The augmentation of enlisted personnel
amounting to fifteen remained the same as In the previous month.

Ordnance Bulletin Nunber 5 was published and distributed. (See
Appendix 14)

Casualties (Killed and wounded) due to enemy action during this
period totaled six, thus making the accumilative total to dete eighty-
eight.

The status of awards by the close of .the month were as .followes

Current Acocumlative to Date

Silver Star 1
Soldiers Medal 1 2
BronseStar Mdal 20 30
Purple' Heart, 7 56

.,nen unmoeor oorars reonc~uau~v rznse rne vot Aisa q cut J misnZ
time. Sinces no'imediate relief 'was in sight, the Chief of the Supply
Section contacted the Supply Officer of the COmuniations Zone and r,-
quested that the possibilitieas be investigated of purchasing alcohol
for use as an anti-freeze pending the. receipt of Prostone. This was
successfully .accomplished. but the problem of transporting it arose as.
tank cars were not avallable. This was overcome, however, .by the Ord-
nance Section by use of 200 fifty-gallon metal containers transported
by trucks. By the close of the month an additional :5,000igallons of
alcohol were received. Prestone was still in *short. supply and only
38,500 gallons had been received while back-orders totaled 68,000
gallons.

Tires and tubes of all sizes had by this time been placed on the
crittl list for a long period and the situation was steadily getting
worse. In order to help alleviate this condition the Comanding Offi.
-eer of the,70th Ordnance Group wa Instructed that all spare tires and
tubes, sizes 7:0 x 20 and 6%00:x 16, on replacement vehicles in the
317th Ordnance Battalion, and all spare tires and tubes of the sams
size. on.Ordnence Shop trucks..should be removed and placed in depot'
stock foreissue against baeck-orders. Weplacoment vehicles equipped

•with 6.00 x 16 and 7.5O.x 20 tires would be. issued less spare tires
and tubes as long as-those items remained critical. Information wa
received from the Comuntoations Zone that-it.wa expected' that' 7,#50
x 20 .tires would be available within a short period of time in suffl-

ieint*quantities to fill all existing back-orders but it was not ex-
pected that issues of total requirements (approximately 4,500) could
be mat .for sixty days,

e The shortage of hot patches mwa
L 
another Item of, concernduring

this periodL By the tiddle of the month all back-orders had been'fill-
e& and the situationswe no longer critical but before the end of the
month, they -were back on the critical list again and the back-orders.
continued to increase in number.,

lign type connectors. The current status or oeliverec conneetors .y
type is given below,

Light Wedium

Advance Section, dComunt-

cation Zone Contracts 0 , •100,000

Third e. S. Army-Contracts M 15,000000

TOTAL 15,000 105,00

Due to the complete lack of certain types of spare partesand
equipment, it was necessary once again for the maintenanceesection to.
resort to local purchase and improvisation. Several examples of this
.condition are :given below.

a. There were no spare parts of any kind for the Chevrolet
,Truck. 1-1/ ton, w/earth borer, used by the Signal Construction
Battalions. A number of these vehicles were on deadline for lack of
rear axles .when some BUglish Bedford axles were located and found"to
fit after being turned down on a lathe. Local contracts were let for
the manufacture of pinions and shafts for the earth borer on these
trucks,

be A quantity-of blank engine valves and piston rings were
supplied to ordnance maintenance units for the repair of W-7 Generators
currently on deadline. The only source of supply for thes.e Generators
wee from baptured materials or local purchase.

Operational needs for tanks were quite high during this period, and
in 'an attempt to alleviate this condition the following method of tank
resupply was followed: The 552nd Ordnance Heavy .hintenance Tank Com-
pany was set up in NANCY. MN (-81). an ideally located city in
view of the current tactical situation, and operated as a provisional
base tank repair shop. All tanks brought into this compny were re-,
paired and placed in the Army pool. When a using unit turned in a tank
for repair they were issued a tally whieh authorised them to pick up a
new or repaired tank from the pool. In this manner the tatical units
were kept up to TA qn tanks with scarcely any loss of time.

The
by, this

Pomi 1le

that cou
status 0
Advance

sed auno
and ona
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sentative from-t he-Office of

Section, Twelfth. S. 90Army

rNalnvuenance uopany wnere ney witnesse maint
ks . They further visited the collecting point I
(U-81) where they noted the character of battle
aunce Depot Company in the vicinity of TOUL (u-6
the tremendous quantities of parts-required I to
hiles of the army. The party was aeompanied
Officer, the Army Maintenance Officer, CommandI
rdnanoe .Group, and the Executive Officer of the

They observed several tanks being repaired by cutting out sections
of the hull or turret and inserting similar sections out from salvaged
tanks. They also were very much interested in the home made extended
end connectors which were welded on so .many of our medium tanks before
local manufacture of them. as begun... At the 837th Ordnance Depot. Cc,-
pamy,. they watched the installation of new typo end connectors on med-
iu tank track by the use of an inclined roller table and some extem-
porised pneumatic equipment.

aJor items repaired during the month.of November were as.followsi

Total .General Purpose Vehicles...,............9,147
'Total Combat Vehicles................,...........3,018
Total Artillery..,.......,. ...... ... ... ,1"13o ... .. 1413
Total Inall Arms...........................14,654
Total..,. t. ................... 3364

The axes of Ordnance aintenance for November was unchanged.

The general locations of theHeadquarters of Maintenance Battal-
ions were as followq "

• Date Location Coordinates

10 t Ordnance Group

No change
10th Ord e" Battalion

No change.
+ -+ 14th Ordnance Battalion ,

24th Ordnance Battalion
n PETQECSXJPT

In DAWIN

193rd Ordnance Battalion
In HATANGE

314th:Ordnanoe Battalion
InNMC

S In PITTONWSP. .

•316th Ordname Battalion
+ - 36hOrdnance Bataio

No change
W s .. . . . .

q,02.

Coordlites

toc Battalion

•ce Battalion

By early November the. flow of ammunition from the C ommoations
Zone had increased and .the critical. shortage in the Army area was re-
lieved to a 14%,ted extent.COn the first day of-the month an informl.
compilation of the status of critical items was prepared and furnished.-*
to Co rpsCoanders to be used as a guide in the formulationof .plans
r future operations. This informal information was followed on 5

November by a formal letter to each Corps Commander specifying the max-
inm .number of rounds per weapon per day that could be expended during*
the period 8,November to 17November, inclusive. The amounts author-
ized. were based on the.status ofammunition in the Army area and on
anticipated receipt at.that time.

On 15 November a similar letter for the period' 18- 30 November.
us prepared and forwarded to the Corps Commanders. The amounts ape-
cified-for this period were considerably .less than -for the preceding
period. The amounts of ammunition which theArmy Ordnance Officerob,-
ligated as in. excess of that physically present .in the Army area, but
suffient, oredits had been established by the Twelfth U, S. Army Group
to meet this obligation. This procedure necessitated the expeditious
calling'forward -of amunition from Advance Section, ComunicationsZone depots as soon as credits were established by the Communications
Zone.

In order to provide close support to the XII Corps forthe inpend

ing attack to the last, it was deoided to establish an ASP well forward
in the Corps area. The site selected was East of the MOSELLE Siver be-
tweenNANCY (U-81) and CH&TE&U SALINS (q-12). This entire area was ex-
tremely difficult for operations due to promiscuous and patterned mine
fields which had been planted by the enemy before retreating. In addi-
tion to the hazard of mines, the ASP was subjected to enemy artillery.
counter battery fire directed at Corps artillery batteries located

within ,the. ASP boundaries..In spite of these unusual hazards this ASP,
No. 33, opened asscheduled, on 8 November.

Based on the disposition of troops and the tactical situation, the
Army Ordnance Officer decided to establish a second ASP East of the
MOSS, River to support XII Corps and specific X. Corps units located
on the south flank of the. latter Corps. This Installation ASP No. .3,

,with an initial stookage of 1,195tons, opened on 8 November. Resupply
to the ASP was suspended for approximately 24 hours due to the flooding
of all main supply.routes leading to the site.. However. alternate
routes wre located and supply was resumed on 10 November. This ASP 

'

was used for a period of approximately three weeks and during this tine
had the greatestrate of turnover of stocks.

As the XX Corps advanced the Army Ordnance Officer ordered the
establishment of a new ASP for the Corps last of the MOSELL liver.
This was done in order to eliminate the necessity for using units to

corse the river to obtain. their resupply, , In-keeping with the Ar,.policy this ASP, No. *35, was located well forward in the Corps area.
As in the case of other installations East of the MOSELL Iver exten-
,sive mine fields were encountered. InIaddition to the removal of mines,
:it was7necessary for the ASP commander to call on the Graves Eegstr*t-.
ion section of the 90th Infantry Division to remove numerous enemy ded
from some areas before emmunition could be placed on the ground.

During the month of November a total of approximately 117.863 ten'
of ammunition were handled by ASP persomel. This'tonnage repreisenoad
the greatest turnover of ammunition for any similar period of timb
since the Army became operational, The mileage traveled by, the attach-",
ed Quartermaster Truck Companies in transportin thin tonnage toti1ed
lC81,468miles.

(Above) Ordnance
crew in, first.
stage' of replac-
ing track on ,1-7
Motor Carriage, 105m
.Uowitzer. This self-
propelled weapon is
better known as "The
Priest.

(Night) 'Crewonm.ple-
tes operation by
pulling tread over
idler wheel.::•

Cole

month of -November
are, as followes

Open Closed

15' Sp 25 Nov
25 Sep 16 wov29

31

33
34.

3110OTank Destroyer being to
I'5 Tank Transporter,1.
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2nd Ordnance
275th Ordnano
837th Ordnanc
984th Ordnanc

An enaem break-through, of the front.-line. in the First U.S. Army
area on 16December caused many changes in the tactical situation, pro-
posed plans, use and method of issue of Orduance materiel of the Third
U., S. Army. Amsunition that had been located .in preparation for an
attack by the Army.had to be immediately re-located to the northern
flank of the Army boundary. Special ammunition that was scheduled to
be used on acertain date Mas used ahead of time. Formal letters auth-
orising specific amounts of ammunition that could be expended were dis-
,continued and informal letters issued as expenditure .guides. Ammuni-
tion depots that were'about to be placed under control of the Advance
Section, Communications Zone, were re-stocked and again became very

.active installations. In order to maintain close support, mobile rail
distribution points were necessary. As another expedinnt, ammunition
from the Advance Section, Communications Zone depots was issued-re-
gardless of existing credits. Such a deviation from the usual channels-
was in cooperation with the efforts being made to expedite supplies in
the existing. emergency.

Due to the extreme shortage of spare parts and replacement assem-
blies, the maintenance section resorted to all manner of procurement
with emphasis on systematic salvage and local purchase. As a result,
many items of ordnance were speedily returned to the using units. ..

Manpower shortage vas alleviated in many instances by the employ-
Ment of civilians to supplement military per-onnel. This arrangement.
proved to be helpful but necessitated additional tools and equipment
for, the units concerned with this labor.

SECTION I1

ADMINISTETIOW SUB-SECTION

'The forward .and rear echelon of the Ordnance Section remained in.
NANCY (U-81) during the entire month, except that on 28 December per-

-sonnel consisting of two officers and one enlisted man, to function..
as a forward liaison group, moved north with the command echelon of the
headquarters to the city-of WIIXMBOUG (P-81). Another officer was
added to this group on 30 December. The balance of the Ordnance Section
remained in NANCY (U-81) with the. rear echelon whioh consisted ofAC of
S, G-, "and other supply services.

Two quotas for transfer of enlisted men to Infantry units were
accomplished .and resulted in losses in personnel from Army Ordnance
units totaling 998. Two enlisted men from the Ordnance Section wre
also lost to the 'Infantry as part of the headquarters quota.

One officer from the Ordnance Section and each group headquarters
attended aone week coourse of instruction for' Information-Education
Officers at the CiteUniversitaire in PARIS. This school was for-the
purpose of postwar plannifg and activities.

Staff Memorandum Number. 73, this headquarters, 16, December 19g1t,
increased the number of enlisted personnel authorised the Ordnance
Section to thirty. A requisition as immediately placed with AC of s,
0-1,' to increase assigned personnel to equal this amount. The augmen-
tation of personnel in the Ordnance Section remained as reported pre-
viously.

Casualties (killed and wounded) due to.enemy action during this
period totaled sixteen, thus .making the accumulative total to date
104.

The tatus of awards by the close of the month were as followes

SECTION I.I

OPERATIONS UB-SUCTIO

Due to the rapidly changing tactial situation, the 69th Ordnance
Group was.reorganized as. follows;

VIII CORPS III CORPS XII:COWS
590th-Ordnance Bn 24th-orduane Bn 3l4th-ME'Wn Bn
• lth Ord 1%-p Co 98 th UM' Dep to0 , 41st. IMF&.Dep Coc" ... .:

274th: Ord MM Co 3463rd. Ord MM Co 2nd Ord MW Co
256th Ord WM Co 129th.Ord MM Co 4t Ord MM Go
553rd Ord-HM;Co. (Tk) 562nd Ord SM Co (Tk) 501st Ord HM. Co (Tk)
3424th.Ord MA ,Go 3524th OrdNAN Co 32nd Ord MN Co
8/th Ord Coll Co. 3447th Ord MAN Go

306th OrdiMt (AA) Co. 314th Ord MAN Co

l4th Ordnance Sn 316th Ordnance Bn
151st Ord SM Co (FA)-557th r'd6MFoiFA)
•.520th Ord SM Co (FA) 281st Ord Mt Co (A)
299th 0rd Mt Co (AA) .275th Ord. Mt Co (Aft)
3534th Ord M&M Co 3482nd Ord MN Co
3519th-Ord MN Co

193rd Ordnance S n
8:t hhOrd Dep Co.
15th Ord MM Co
3U444th Ord-IN Co
556th Ord SM Co (T ")
116th Ord MM Co
3515th Ord MAN Co

351hOrd MAN Co0

Personnel and vehicles present on the Continent wa as follow,;

Officers 564
Enlisted Men 10,176
:-T/ Vehicles 2,474
Total Vehicles 4.097:

SECTION IV

SUPPLY SUB-SECTION

The supply picture for the first half of the month was mostly one
of expediting and coordinating shipment of lass II and IV supplies.,IIn addition, necessary reports were submitted which provided the basis
of re-supply, from the Communications Zone, of stocks in the Army de-, .
pots and replenishment 'of theater'stocks in the Communications Zone,
from the Zone of the Interior.

The break-through of the enemy caused many First U. S. Army tacti-
cal and service troops to'become separated from their co.mmands. As. a
temporary solution to the situation, these units'.were placed under the
command of the Third U. S. Army with the Ordnance units being placed
directly under control of the Army Ordnance Officer, Battle losses of
these organisations were such that with additional losses resulting
from accidents caused by toy and snow covered roads the problem of re-
supply beoame great.. Army reserves of stock were soon depleted but
wifh the cooperation of the Supply Section, Communications Zone, ur-
gently needed items were forwarded and the critical situation was eased.
The supply of combat vehicles became favorable once again but General
Purpose Vehicles continued to remain .critical; more so than at any
other time in the entire campaign.

To expedite re-sUpply at this time, two officers from the Ordnance
Section were dispatched to the III and VIII .Corps to

. 
get all -possible:information on troops, installations, shortages, and any other data

deemed necessary.:

As. a result of the-counter :offensive, traffic circulation was dir-m
ected northward .and the main supply roads. became as follows

a. TCUL (u-61) to wACQ (U46) to STAI.(U.47) to ARLM
(P-62).

b.TOL (U-61) to ST. BENOIT (U5),. to CEANIY (U.-6.5),to
CONFLA S (-66), to AUIIETZ (U-79), to (7) o (P-7O),+to LWXZMBIG (P-Si),
to TTELBIYCK (P-84) to EZINERSCUZID (p-5).

c. NANCY (U-81) to PONT-A-VOUSSO 3 (U-73), to AAVILU(U-71¢)

to METZ (U-85). to FISANGE (P-80), to WIXMBNOJG (P81), toEETNCH.
(1-03), to.BITBM R (L-15).

By 17 December the three main supply depots had moved to WTZ

SECTION V

3KI ANCN SUB-SECTION •

Local purchasing and the placing of contracts had beome a veryi; :
large:Part of the maintenance picture at% this time.' It was necessary,
to maintain almost daily contact with.local manufacturers in the NANCY
(U-81) region in order to expedite production. In addition to the con-
Strac s placed for the manufacture of extended light end connectors,
,,production of which was urrently running about 3,500 per day, many
other items of a critical nature were being turned out for the Third
U. S. Army Ordnance Section.

The increase in deadlined equipment in Ordnance shops was attri.-
butable to the extreme shortage of replacement parts and major unit
assemblies. Thus, the maintenance section resorted t0 all manner' of
.procurement in order to get ordnance equipment off the deadline and
back into the hands of the troops. Representatives of this section
were dispatched to LYONS (X-98) and PARIS .(S-04) where they procured
fan belts from the Goodrich Tire and Rubber Company. These belts were
urgently needed in order to get medium tanks and tank destroyer..'units
back into aotion, An officer of the section flew to the UNITED KINGDOM
to obtain releases on other vitally needed spare parts andassemblies.

...A magnetic road sweep ws designed with the cooperation of the
Engineer Section, and was completed in less than one month. This de-.•
vice was tested and found to be highly successful in sweeping shrapnel
.and nails from the highways. The plans and specifications were for-.
warded to Comunications Zone. with a request that a number of these.
:units be made available to Third U. s. Army for the purpose of sweeping
all main roads in the Army area. The great reduction in tire trouble.
,that waa noted by the use of this device wa sufficient to wrrant itslmanufacture. In many Instances there was evidence that the enemy had
Sdeliberately thrown nails upon some of the main roads.

The maintenance-section conducted:a demonstration of a "Cox Sub-
..merged Bolt Driving and Punching" gun (also known-as the "Dynamite"
gun), which.had been obtained from the BRITISN Royal Navy salvage,
crew.at. TOUON, FRANCE. This weapon was to be used to seal up the..
doors on captured enemy pill boxes to prevent the reoccupation of them
by the :Germans after our first wave of troops had passed. Twenty much
guns with sufficient ammunition were kept available in the Third U. S.
Army depots.

.Approximately 40,000 extended end connectorsfor medima tanks were
given to the Southern Line of Communications for the Seventh U. S.
Army. In return, that headquarters made available from their stocks
many items of supply that were extremely short in this section of the
.theater.

Many tanks had been rendered hors de combat in the battles raging
in the BELGIAN bulge and ordnance maintenance shops were overloaded
with tank repair jobs. Through an arrangement with Advance Section,.
Communications Zone. one of their Ordnance Maintenance Battalions was
made available for tank repairs, and to give direct support to our re-
serve troops along the IMYSE River line* All tanks repaired by this
battalion were returned to Army for the replacement pool. Maximum
capacity of the battalion shops was fourteen major tank repair Jobsat.
any, one time.

.9
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The enemy break-through in the north necessitated exceptionally
'fast-movement of Ordnance Mintenance Battalions in order to maintain
ordnance servioe.in.the new taotical situation. This was accomplished.

-with no major interruptions of.servie :to the troops..

The maintenance axes for l:Deocember through 16 December "s as+
.followss -The area West of the SELE-JWERTHE River to :the 70th (rear)
'Ordnance Group*. The area Nast of:the 'River to the 69th (forward)- Ord-.\
nance.Group,. 1hen the Third U. S. ,ArMwy was .committed.on the sAthern.
flank of. the BELGIAN bulge, the -axes of maintenance was changed, as.
follows, Area West. of the VOR.-MERT3l .ivar .end South of the line,
through -SCH-ER-ALZETTS (P-70), JXWBOU(TRG, to the 70th: Ordnance Gro0.
Road patrolu were maintained on all principal roads in these areas..
b.adio repair teams were attachbd to Ordnance Control Points for thein-
stallation. and repair of radi o

.GenerLl locations of the headquarters of Ordnance Maintenance
Battalions--for -he-month were as follows.

:penln$Date .. Location ,.•Coordinates
Deosmbsr .. :.. . " . • . . : . "

69th. .Ordnance Grou.
29 I ZWN-U-98

0 l4th Ordnance Battdaion Q2

20 ~In UINAN.SQ2

24th Ordnance Battalion
11 .5 miles Nf of SkMR UNITN Q-1h4
19 'Vicinity of TRITTERLING Q1
25 In. ATUS .P-6

193rd Ordnance Battalion
2 . :i n.KW. .NE-97'

-14th Ordnnoe Battalion...
8 In WEANGE Q-23

20 In IN (3D HiEMS
24 In 1IDELANGE U-89
26 In LUEBOURG P-81

316th Ordnance Battalion
4 In HMOAJS U-78

590t Ordnance Battalion
22•InSEDAN 0-92

19th Ordnancoe Battalion
No Cange

26th ordnance Battalion
16 InN-ETCE-45:

66th ordnance Battalion
17, inN MaP

79th Ordnance Battalion,
No Change

317th Ordnance Battalion
19:. ' nt. - -85,

326th Ordnance Bettalion
No CHag

332nd Ordnance Battalion,
22 inNTP5

The number Qf majgr Items repaired In ordnance shops for the month
ofDecember was as follows.

Total General Purpose Vehicles Repaired...........901
Total Combat Vehicles Repaired.............. . 1,*719
Total Artillery. ..
Total..IllAms Repaired....................22,013
Total Instruments ..epaired................ ..4,

S TION: VI

AI95ITION 5GB-SECTION

\During the early part of December 1944, emphasis was plac d on the
establishment Of.a large.wiell balanced supply of ammunition in. AP No.
36to.provide close'and adequate. support for the proposed attac -of
the: SIEGFRIED Line by the'II .Corps. By 15 December this ASP contain- ,
ed 7,W. tors of well balanced stock. In-addition to this suppl ,on "
the ground, the."pipe line" between the Advance Sect n ommuniations
Zone Depots,.and the Ar* area was filled with an approximately equal.
=uantity to provide the necessary Ire-supply as the attack-progressed.
Included in the. stockage of this ASP was a large.amount of speoially., i
prepared'high explosive shell with .a red oolored smoke mixture for-,
90mm anti-aircraft guns*. This special ammunition was intended to pro-
videLa -"flak-line" which could be-easily identified-by aircraft in a--:
closely coordinated ground and air attack..As the requirement for such
special ammunition..was not known until a few .days before-the anticipat-
ed use,, a special request .was made to the Comanding General, Advance,
-Section, Communications Zone, to expedite the. shipment of this item.

The ohange-in the tactical situation on 16 December necessitated a..omplete revampment of the ammunition supply plan*. To meet this radical
change, all incoming shipments were diverted to the northern-flank of.
the Amy boundary. In addition, a large amount of amnunition already
on the ground was ordered moved to more appropriate looations. Advan-.
tage was taken of every ponceivabla means of transportation to move
ammunition to the new front. As an expedient, 'an e*tire maintenance
battalion headquarters and headquarters detabhment was utilized to help
,coordinate intra-Arey rail shipments of ammunition.

..By 19 December ammunition was.readily available not' only to Third
U. S. Ar troops,but to any and all units that had-been c ut 'off fromin
.their previous sources of supply by the enemy counter offinsive. 'The:

'focal point.in the *new a ition plan was DepotTNo 32, located near
.AP50N-L-RO0N. (7-69). iThi Installation, subsequent. to the counter
offensive, was scheduled to turned over to the Advance Section,
Commnications Tone,.but was \immediately restocked and.again beceme .a
very large and very activei teallationo As Depot No. *32 would nct
provide: close enough support . o all:troops engaged in haltIng the. een....I

drive, mobile rail distributt points were. established at ATM$5 (P60),
FOUCHES (P-52), and FLORENVILL (P-22), As the situation at. the for-
ward part of the enemy drive wa "unstable, it was deemed advisable to..'.

-move the ammunition at the latt r point:to VINTON (P-41). The exact:
composition of the troops .which ad beoche dependent on Third AIry for
support.wasunknown and it was -t erefore necessary to provide l, types
of ammunition at as many points-a possible, In addition to these new
installations, re-supply ias main ined to ASP. 35 and :38, in direct
support..of the XX, III, and XII Co pS. To meet this sudden increase in
demwands, arrangements were cade with Advance section,' Comunications,
Zone, Depot 0-611 to make issues .to-the Amy, regardless of existing
-credits,*-- Through full cooperation of Depot0-611 personnel, .it was
possible to establish this procedure and. then .later make all necessary,
adjustments of records to re-establish the credit system.

On 20 December a recommended air lift was prepared and submitted
to the Army G-,4 This air liftwas provided to supply amunition, as-
well as other classes of supplies, to the troops that were out off fJm.
the BASTONE (P-55) area. The timely arrival of these supplies played
an important part in the ability of the troops in.the BASTOOM (p-5)
area to not only survive, but to defeat the enemy,

An outstanding development, the "Posit' fuze,-was introduced to
the.Army during the month of December. ..On 9 and 10 December, demon-
strations of field artillery firing, using "Posit" fused ammunition,
were conducted for the.XII and XX CorpsR. epresentatives of the Office
of the Chief of Ordnance were on hand to advise and to aid in technical
instructions during and after these demonstrations, This entirely new
and revolutionary fuse was well received by, Commanders and gun crews
alike, The original plans provided for this new fuse to be first used
on. 25 December, however, this date was changed to 17 December in order
to take full advantage of its ohracteristics as an aid in.stopping
the enemy counter offensive. .

.Theonly change in ammunition supply policyintroduced during the
month was the discontinuance of formal letters authorizing specific
amounts of ammunition per weapon that could be expended, -In lieu of:
these letters, an:informalstatus.of critical ammnition items was.pre-.
pared and furnished Corps Commanders, the Army.Artillery Officer, 'and,
Corps Ordnance Officers. as an expenditure guide for planning future
operations. The initial study was prepared on 1 Deoember and was based
on physical quantities of ammunition in the Army area, allocations of
credit currently on hand,,and amounts of aWmmunition predicted by the
Twelfth U. S Army Group to be available in the future, Revised studies
were prepared every ten days, or at such time that. there was a radical
change in the predicted f tUre.supplyttatus.

I or the month of Deoember the ThiraU. S. Army ammition in- -stalla&tious were as followsI.

Inst-allation. Open. Closed Serving ' Location
Depot . 31" 3Oct Dec A P S NC -
Depot 32 7 Nov ASPs AUDW (U-68).,

ASP 33 .8 Nov 27 Dec XII Corps BO$NEVIM (Q-l)
ASP 34 8 Nov 4 Dc XII Corps S RET-A-OYSB (U-83)
ASP 35 21 Nov - UX Corps DISTRCFF (U-"8)
ASP 37 3 Dec X Corps ArB AI (4-16)
ASP 38 -26 Dec .111 & XII MA31ER (P-71)

Corps

During this period 151,705 tons of ammunition were handled and
the mileage traveled by the attached quartermaster Truck Companies
in transporting this tonnage totaled 1,183.090miles ,.

Loading 75mm Amunition from roadside ASP.

9.



Service Unit

sadquart

bive total to0 date..........12 oel l

remely vital as It'was a means !of obtain
eolamAion and repair of major units and

rolume of issues of ammunition were still
rt of the - month and it, was necessary to4

lead for direct issue to using units.

SECTIO •ii

AtuSII.ISTRTIOE SUB-SeTIeff

The rdnance Section moved from the city of WAWCY 04-1) to metK
(P-70), GRAID7WCHY of- L' 1301TRG on 7 January-1945. The'liaison group.
of three officers- and one enlisted man' rem d on duty with the osmain
echelon In the city of MBOURG (P ) t this tine the -French'
liaison officer on duty with the Ordnance.Section was relieved from
attached, A Belgian liaison officer later reported for duty with the
Section on 26 January and was ,imediately assigned to the Maintenanee
Sub-Seotton to assist i purchasin end contracting funotions being
carried on with Belgian firms. Other augmentation of' personnel in the

,:Ordnance Section remained the same as previously reported.'

On 8 January the 6937th:Corps Fuse Team (Provisional). eonsisting
of two officers and8 sienlisted men, were placed on temporary duty
wlth :the section from Headquarters. European Theater of Operations.
for the purpose f0 instruction, in an advisory capacity, to troops in
the use of "MCIT" fuses.

During this period three officers and three enlisted men were
added: to the Ordnance Technical Tatelligence Team,. attached to the
section,: thereby :completing authorized strength of five offioers and.
seven enlisted men in the unit..

Officers from Arwy Ordnance units attended courses at the Army In-
formation-Education Staff School at Cite Univeritaire inIPARIS (S-14)

EducationalA. ..
Info matio -Edaton...... ....... 4
Instructor Triining..,.. ..... ,,. .....

-quotas for thirty day furloughs in the UNITED STATES for rehabili-
tation, recuperation, and recovery, under the provisions of European

'Theater Of Operations Circular 124. 24 December 1
.

914,were allotted to_
Anm Ordnance uitsasu follo''a

69t ... n.nGroup.............5
70th Ordnance Group..,. ... ..... 5
82nd Ordnance Group..... ........ 2

Casualties (ktilled and 'wounded) due to enemy aotion during this

period totaled eleven, thus'maklng the accumulative total to date 115,

The tatu of rds by the cloe of the month were a :follow$s

The rapidly cdhanging tactical situation and -the interchanging ,ofr
isions within-Corps, made, three reorganizations of the 6th .Ordn ee

,up necessary during the month, At the close of the period the 69th
nanoe Group was as ollowas .

h Ordnance o th Ordn a e En. 3%thOrdnne n 193rdOrd-
nancenft,

th OrdDep Co 2nd OrdWUKCo : 32nd Ord *.Co 47th Ord W
3rd Ord' M Cc: 7th Ord NI Cc 129thOrd la Co Co

4th Ord"NIXo l5thOrdW Co 841st Ord Dep'Co 116th Ord
306th Ord Mt CO (A)34. Ord MWa CO S.0 Co
%124th Ord MAM Co.3.1,thOrd MN Co 81,0th Ord'
31. 4th Ord NK Cc 257th Ord WCo Dep Co
3515th-Ord MA. co 3511th.. . Ord

MAN Co

:14th Ordnance -En 316th.'Ordnance En

184th Ord Dep c . 275th Ord Mint Co (AA)- 297th Ord ENCo (PA) 21st Ord Maint co (AA)
299t Ord Miknt Co (AL) 501st Ord'XHI Co,(fTk)
510th Ord H "C(PA) 520th Ord HE Co,(PA) .
553rd Ord HEMCo (Tk) 537th Ord mCo(PA)

:.562d Ord EMN C
0

c L(Tk)' 382nd Ord M CO
351 4th Ord MO. Co
3519th OrdMANCo.

The loss of Ordnance units to Third Armyws. as follows

Hq,& Hq Dto, 19th Ordnance Battalion
472nd Ordnance Evacuation Company
35266h ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenance Company
256th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Company
131st Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Company (PA)
657th ordnance. Ammunition Company

Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 10th Ordnance ,Battalion.
sned .in LIBRAdMT(r-34) on 27 January and'was placed on temporary
by wvith the 82nd Ordnance Group as a. railroad battalion operating
.sunition, trains 'into, Third U. S.' Army Depots, and Ammunition supply

AS~s and Assounition Depots are now locateda.&s follows

a. Aummuition Depot Nfo. 32- In AUDIIE.LEI-RCMAR On IC 156
(1.663872) - Oprated by 583rd Ordnance Amuition
Compay.

b. ASP No. 35- In DISTROFF (1-930826) on GC 73 0 Oprated
by:574th and 576th Ordnance Ammntion Cmais er7
ving XE orps.

corvIng, VIII Corps*

as ASP Too.46 -In Dma on N34,(P.626559) Opematad.by
570th Ordnance Amattion Company.-Serving I Corps.

f. ASP No. 411 In EuR m(P.708)ofHgwyN.1
Operated by 575th, I581thvand 2Oth On e Amamfitio
Companies. Serving VIII Corps*.

ursonnel. and V.ehcle. present on the Co, ti.e nt is.s folo a

UnistedMn=...........1 2,J51
T h 0ie *...........,.2,668
Totall-Vehioles..*........29

otal Quartermaster personnel and vehicles attached are as follow

Officers..7..............7
Unlisted Men........ , ....015
v 78ehcles........ ....70

Lvilians employed with Third'.Ara Ordnance is as fellas

-Machinists and Mechanis... 153
lborrs-*..............1450

o change in Quartermaster units attached to the 82nd Ordnance

O n 5 January a TM was received fro m Eropean Theater. of Operat-
ions requesting a report on the status of tanks as of the 5th, 12th,
20th. and 28th of eaoh month. This report was to be dispatched prior
to 240 of the suceeeding day and to be Uarked to the attention of the.
"Armored Fighting Vehicles andWeapons Section". The report was to
Include the following informations

a . The designation of all armored divisions, tank battalions,
and armored field artillery battalions under thejurisdiction of the
Arw.

be. The number of serviceable Mediua Tanks (with the 75s=.
.and 76mm uns) on hand.

., The numaber of unserviceable but repairable tanks (with
75m up 76sc unsMonhand.

d. The number of serviceable Medium Tanks (with 105.Howit-
zer) on-hand.

e. The number of unserviceable but repairable Medium Tanks
(with 105 Howitzer) on hand.-

f. The nuaber of battle losses on Mediumn Tank (with 75m,
and 76=m Guns) during the last period.

g. .The number of battle losses for Mediv* Tanks (with 105
Howliter) during the last period.

h. All types of Medim Tanks including DD' are to'be in-
cluded. , """" ' " 

1
"

ly and snow covered roads, as in the latter part.of the previousmonth, continued to be the main cause ofmany accidents., particularlyamo enerl purpose vehicles. This greatly aggravated the already

critical supply of these vehicles.

Except for a nuaber of critical najor items and unit assemblies,9
supply aotlvities during this period were normal and constited mostly
of expditing and coordinating shipment of 'Clss 1I and, IV supplies.
Some of the more critical items were as follows,

Light Machine-Guns Fire (ontrol Equipment
Pistols eneral Purpose Vehicles
Grenade Launchers Tire and Tubes
Rocket launchers Hot Patches

0
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remained the same-as tl

b.
to EJ

ed

•P-l4 *to LISN,-. L(P-), to'- ...ALIZE

-20), to FLONEVLIE (P-22), to UTT
5), to NOMFALIZE (P-67)9
r49) to LONGIWY (P-50), to 'ANLO (P.62), to
JNID (P-77), 'to GFLANSG (P8),
), to AUEMTZ (u 49 to VuM G (P-el), -to
TAUX (P-56), to P (L-07).

to FRISANGE (P-80), to XEnOUnG (P-81), to
.TWP.RG (L-15).

to THIONVILL (TI-), to SUTALUTEIN (Q-2).

three main. supply depots at this time remain-
'evicus + month.

The facilities of ordnance. maintenance shops:were severely taxed
as a result of the large scale eneq counter-attack in the BELGIA .
bulgee. The addition of the 607th Ordnance Sase Armament Maintenance
Battalion to Third U. S. Army Ordnancedid much to relieve this strain.
This battalion, located in NANCY, FRANCE (U-81) had considerable ex-
perience inprevious campaigns, and was a very valuable'*dditn to the
Ordnance at this particular time. They were given the responsibility.
of maintaining and supplying all Third U. S. Army-using units in thearea south of METZ (U-85) and west of the MOSLIE River. The battalion
turned over all their major items and unit assemblies to companies of
the 70th Ordnance Group who were currently engaged in repairing ord-

.nance equipient in the collection point in NANCY (U-81). In addition
to alleviating a serious shortage of+ spare parts and unit assemblies,
the presence of this organization enabled the 70th Ordnance Group to
move several companies from the areas of PONT-A-MO(SSON (U-83), NANCY(U-81), and TOUL (U-6d) to-the north where they were needed to assist
in the great .amount of work engendered by the break-through.

Maintenance units and collection points were carefully inspected
to insure proper handling and care of repairable equipment. Ordnance
troops were instructed to thoroughly check for salvage all unrepair.
able Items in order that the maximum amount of. critical materiels be
made available for reclavation and repair of major units and assemblies.
Instructions were Issued to promptly evacuate and classify all ord-
nance materiel uncovered in the BASTOGNE (P-55) area and to.report all
cases of mneoessary annibalization to this headquarters..

An artillery .calibration team was assigned to check over all con-
demned major artillery tubes here time and the tactical situation
permitted., Their findings enabled Ordnance to better analyse artillery
tubes and allow maximum use of the tubes before being condened.

A 1track-like vehicles were in danger of being ireobilized due

eral iduring

Location

69th.Ordnance Group.
24th. Ordnance attalion

In NIEDFRCOLPACK

193rd OrdnanceBattalion

In BASSE YUfTZ

In CNARLEVILLE

.InS-nJUFCHAYTAU

In LIBRAMONT

dnance Group

chance Battalic

of )mz

SECTION VI

AMMITION SOS-SECTION

• first of January, the enemy counter-offensive had been
tly contained to permit the establishment of a formal ASP

t the railhead distributing points which had been servinga., Even though the Corps would not concur in the establish-
U ASP close to the front lines, the. Army Ordnance Officer
SP No. 39 to. be. opened at NEUFCHATAU (P-3i) on .4 January.
emely close support contributed much-to the restoration of
• in the troops that had previously been forced to withdraw
e enemy attacks. In one instance, armored units passed
his ASP enroute to the active front lines.

lne of Issues at ASP No, 38 (P-71) serving both III and
, was so large. during the early part of the. month that.: it
sary to oontinue the use of the ATNUT railhead (P.67) ,to
the support of using units, During the first week of Jan-

oxlmately,65% of the ammunition reoeived at this railhead
d directly to using units, the remainder being, placed in

Two Armored Divisions held in Army reserve, the 8th and 9th, re-
quired special assistance during the middle of the'month. Since they
had .no ASP.to service them nearby., action was taken to increase thebasic load of each division, by 400 tons. Thus, in the event of en-

!ency, each unit could enter, into combat with a comfortable margin
of safety pendin establishment by Arq of an ASP behind them.

Another unit requiring special assistance during January was the
.101st Airborne Division. Upon being relieved after its epic stand

at BASTOGNE, it was attached to the Seventh U. S. Army. Consistent
with the policy of having troops leaving Third Army being.well suppl-
ied, the Arm Ordnance Officer directed that this division be furnish-
ed 200 tone of ammnition over and above their basic load. This was
acoomplished 19 January 1945.

During the month there were two serious mishaps. On 2 January
several tons of explosives in Depot No. 31 detonated, resulting in
some casualties and damage. Investigation revealed the probable
cause to have been "action by enemy aircraft.. On 10 January forty-
four rail cars loaded With ammunition for ASP.Wo..39"were involved
in a train. wreck at MESSANY (P-6Y). Mo st of the ammunition either
exploded or burned, and all but thirteen cars were destroyed. The
Army Ordnance Officer visited the scene of the wreck shortly after it.
occurred and instructed that every effort be exerted to salvage maxi-
mum amounts of ammunition. Four bomb disposal squads, one provisional
collecting squad, one ammunition company, and a platoon of a Quarter-
master truck oompany worked.forty-eight hours removing unserviceable
asmunition and salvage, thereby enabling the railroad maintenanoe
crews to immediately repair-the damaged tracks.

The First U. S. ArM ASP No. 128, which had been overrun by the
Germansduring their offensive, was recaptured by Third U. S ,Army
during the' latter part of January. Its stacks were prepared for de-
molition by the Germans, but only a small portion was actuallyde-.stroyed. In order to protect using units from unnecessary danger due

to the probability of anti-personnel and anti-tank miies having been
left by the Germans, this ASP was not reopened. Instead, an Lnmuni-
tion company and three bomb disposal squads were assigned to clear
the area, inventory the ammunition, and incorporate it in ASP Ito, 1.

Another reclamation Job, that of gathering. up ammmition left un-
used by .the 101st Airborne Division in the vicinity of BASTOaNS (P-66)
was given to ammunition collecting squads. This ammunition had been
previously supplied to that unit bv "air lift"..

i A n Supply Point.P oadsidoeArmun



82nd: Ordnance Group was operatlof the month as followes

Afunition Depot No+ . 32 . In
by 576th-Ordnance Amunition C;

ASP No. 35 - In DISTROFP on G
Ammunition Company. Serving M

ASP No. 38 - In MNkiI on No.

end, 596th. and 626th Ordmnac

tereby singng the ordnnce sexoncopi c ma
first tim-since the ert of operationsin Augua
Ordnance Section remained the same as in. previousenlisted men being attached from Army Ordnance unt
teems remaining as previously reported.

Officers from Army Ordnance units attended 04
Information Staff School .at Cite Universitaire: in

Information-Education ..... ......... 1• 4 I

1 'Eduoational Advancement ....... ..... 1.
Instructor Training................1

" On-The-Job-Training •....... ........ 2

Qpotas for thirty days furlough in the UNITE
tation, recuperation, and recovery., under the pro
Theater ,of Operations Circular 124, 24 December 1
Army Ordnance onits as nfollowas

69th Ordnance Group.., .........
70th Ordnance Group................ 8
82nd Ordnance GrouP,.,,--.........1a *4

as Service. Unit Plaques were aW

IL50th Ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenay
550th Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Company (
129th Ordnance Mediu6mMaintenanoe Company
88th Ordnance Bomb Disposal Squad
Detachments MV and C. 158th Ordnance Tii

mulative totals i of ths'award to dale were:

Group Headquarters. "............None
.Battalion Headquarters.............1
SCo mpauzes .. -... ";''................... 13+

Detaohment, Ti .epair......... ... 1
Bomb"Dsposal Squa 8s...............P

Total to aq

Ordnance Bom Disposal Squad.Ordnance Bomb Disposal Squai
Ordnance Service Detachment

ing units were relieved from

Headquarters and Headquarters. Detachment, 19th OrdnanceBattalion
.472nd Ordnance Evacuation Company
3526th Ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenance Company
7th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Company
553rd Ordnance Heavy.Maintenance Company (Tard)
583rd Ordnance Ammunition Company
853rd Ordnance .Heavy Automotive Maintenance Company

The 607th Ordnance Bess Armament Maintenance Battalion was re-
lieved from attached to Third U..S. Army and returned to control of
Communications Zone.

The rear vehicle replacement pool of the.70th Ordnance Broup,
operated by the 317th Ordnance Ba"ttalion, wsmoved from ETAIN (U-147),
to MrVZ (tT-85) due to the fact that the rear. Army boundarv. was moved
forward and ast of EAIN (u-47)"

Then the III Corps was lost to First IT. I. Army, the 214th Ord-
nance Battalion., which.was supporting III Corps, 7noved back as an in-
termediate battalion supporting the .lth Ordnance Battalion, wich
in turn was supporting XII.Corps.

At the. close of the month, Ordnance Groups providing supply and

maintenance -to the .Army were organized as follows:

69th Ordnance Group

10th .Ord Bn 314th Ord Bn 193rd Ord Bn

15th Ord DA, Co 129th Ord M Co ll6th Ord MM Co
l1th Ord Dep Co 257th Ora M Co 256th Ord W Co
.3424th Ord M MCo 8lst Ord D p Co 840th Ord Dsp Coe

3444h Od NA Co 3147th Ord MO 00C 3511th Ord N 00C
3515th Ord MAN! Co .8th Ord MAM Co 3 2 Ath OrdY AM Co

3.6.3rd Ord WC co

ASP No.. 39 -Closed 27120. February 1945.,

ASP Ho. *40- In BRAS on. N314 (P-626559) * Operated by 571
5th"Ordnance Ammunition Companies, and 30 76th Ordnance
istributing Company. Serving VIII Corps.

ASP No. Il - In wEILER off Highway We. 12 (P-720689).
20th Ordnance Ammmition Company. Serving VIII Corps.

ASP No., 2 - In .STEGN off No. 14 (P-875380), Operated

nanoe Ammunition Company. Serving XlI Corps.

following Ordnance units were reorganized during, themc

Ordnance Mediun Maintenance Companies under T/P'& L.
30 September 194.

Ordnance Bomb Disposal Squads under T/O & ', 9-500. C
1B., 14 etober 1944.

connel and vehicles present on the Continent at the clo:
Lcd were as followss

Officers........................ 626
nlisted Mn.................. 11.,768
T/ Vehicles................ees259-4
Total Vehicles................. 2,906

to the increasing demands for Ordnance Service, it was

to employ the following civilian personnel in Army Ordn

anica......

with add
suesewis

anks wit

from the Ci'ty
ebrary. 1945.

to th

,g Ordnance units
of+ FeTbruary:



medixsm
mounte

on. due t
nemndin,

ives were saved by t
s of this modificati

gh equipped with addl
M gun. In order too
program.was initiate,76ne. gun tubes were
the: salvage of mediun

Further action was taken on the conversion of all separ
Reconnaissance Squadrons from M59 to M24 Light Tshks. This
faster, more maneuverable tank mounting a 75rm Gun instead 0
Svehicle mounting a 37nm Gun.

The previous shorta'ge of all light machinegunes wasre
receipts from Communications Zone in sufficient quantities. t
existing back :orders.

Requirements for brake parts and brake fluid were heaU
generally poor road. conditions throughout the Army. Comuni
Zone was requested to expedite requisitions _on these Witems
'been placed by main Army supply .depots.

A survey of procurement activities in which the procure
tion of Army Ordnance and 70th Ordnance Group were engaged,
that contracts for over 300 items, ranging from automotive t
arms, artillery, combat vehicle, fire control, and other sue
had been negotiated within Third U.S. Army Ordnance Service
extensive program was necessary in order to fill requirement
materiel in critical supply throughout the Army.

The. situation on 2i1ton, 
6

x6, trucks continued .critica.
-this month, except 2 ton domp trucks which was critical duz
early stages but wasrelieved near the close of the month.

The supply'of combat vehilcles was in excellent conditic

h, of the three7main supply
and were located ,in MTZ

enance personnel.

An .Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Comparm (Fi
Lon, Ccommunications Zone, was assigned to
Ordnance units in.the collection point oj
ne Maintenance Battalion in ESCH (P-70).
unit was the disassembly of salvage mater
.l1assemblies and spare parts critically n

•ities

at all

approvec ano instructions given to proceed with the modification.

Army Ordnance personnel were, assigned the task of removing armor.
plate from wrecked tanks in collection points and in the field. Many.!
suoh'..tanks were.found in the area-of BASTOGNE (P-55)'and elsewherein
the Belgian bulge. Contracts were made with three local factories for,
•the modification as the eighty-five man hours required. per tank would
.have seriously hampered normal Army Ordnance maintenance. The actual
modification consisted of welding an additional two and. one half- inches
of armor on the' front hull of all MLA3 and I A3E8 medium tanks in the
hands of the troops. The tanks in three Armored Divisions were modifi-

ed in three weeks time with an estimated average of thirty-six tanks
per division*. The rapid procurement of extra supplies of oxygen,
acetylene, and welding rod by Third 'U. S. Army Ordnance enabled the
local contractors -to maintain a- schedule of ten tanks per day.

Light Tanks.Medium Tanks '".

Combat Vehicles
Artillery (over 57mm)

,The equipment of Tank Destroyer Battalions .was converted from the
Carriage. otor, 3" Oun mIO, toCarriage, Motor, 90m. 136, in order
to supply.MlO equipment to Sixth U. S." Arm Group as' per instructions
of Twelfth U. S. Army Group.

A limited stock of 7&s guns was received for the purpose of modi-
fying medium tanks equipped with the 75mm gun, Thiswas deemed desir-
able since the tank equipped with 75mm gun was not. considered by the
using omits to have suffioient fire power to perform assigned missions.

Action wAs taken to obtain 200,000 stock record cards that were'
in critical supply and were affecting the operation of Third U. 'S. Army
Ordiance Depots. Contact was made with U. K. Base Sotor nad they' hip'
pod va air express 50,000 of these stock record cards immediately.,
Wire was also dispatched to Headquarters Communications Zone regarding ,
this critical shortage and action is being taken to supply the total
amount required.

A critical shortage of hot patches continued to exist In third
, Army units. Requirements due'out to using units were approxi-

mately 20.000 boxes.. Total receipts during this period amounted to.' "
6,00 boxes,which was highly inadequate to cover requirnts.

The chronic shortage of all fire ootrol and sighting equipment
'was mprovedsoq! a b a reeipts durin the month, but ueirous items
'of this type continued in critical short. supply,.

Mediums Tank, w6e Gn,MWodified w/additional
4 hull, Center section received direct hit by
s separated from tank faich continued attack sut

Closeup of for-
ward' hull of -
modified mdim
tan shIng
results of di-
rect hit by
Gersan 75mm Go



This 'rajlhead method
as :being very satisfac

ad conditions, it prem

'Work in Army installations maS further complicated by the fact
hat approximately 50% ot-all ammunition which had been stacked on
now and frozen ground.toppled over as the snow and ground thawed. A
are amount of:personnel were used to restack this ammunition, thereby"
eduoing the ! amount of personnel available for .issuing and receiving
umnrition in .installations and railheads, -During this period of time
Lt was determined that available storage spacewas so limited to justify
he-change in existing safety distances.-The size- of stacks-was-in-
•reased from 6. tons to 8 tons in order to obtain maxinmum storage on the
inited.ground and road space available.

By the i4th of the month, strategically located dumps and in-
stallations had been built up to provide adequate supplies for the:
seault of the Siegfried Line. The penetration of this line completed,

the Arm was ready to resume :its advance to the PHINE. During the last
two weeks of February, expenditures of artellery aunition exceeded
mounts expended during any previous similar period since the Arvy be-

ame operational.

Many requests for training amunition were processed during toe
.early part of the month toprovide training for reinforcements and
for units that had no opportunity to fire for several months.. Another.
unusual requirement mas the increased-demand by the Psychological War-

'fare Section• for 105 mm Howitzer l HC Smoke.Shell for reloading with
propaganda leaflets. In order to eliminate the day to day basisfor
supplying this type of ammunition, a request was.submitted to Twelfth
u. S:. Army Group for 3ooo0rounds for the exclusive use of Psycholo-
gioal Warfare. This request .was approved and the smmunition placed
.in Army..installations earmarked for that purpose.

Total ammunition reoeived from Advanoe Section, Communications,
Zone, during this periodI amounted to 39,767 long tons. T otal amm un1 - ii-.
tion handled'by all Third U. S, Army installations amounted to 137,179

age,:by, trucks u.der, ArayOrdnance control
Accurulative totalto date since 18 Hovem-

nanoe

,SECTIGN

During the month of February asonition supply was faced with
situiainshat at, first appeared to be impossible 'to overcom e. As the
frozen ground began to thaw may roads became impassible due to the
heavy trafficnecessary to move ,troops and supportin4 supplies. As all
railydrds had beeneither partially or completely, destroyed by the re-
treating enemy these facilities were not immediately available for use.
'The most seriously affected area was the.WILTZ. -(P-75)-BASTOGNE (P-55)-'.
ST 'tTH (P-88) sedtor occupied by the VIIICorps.

In ordor to place ammunition in locations accessible to using
units, anew areaEast of the ST VITH (P-88)-BASTO0ME (P-55) road mas
opened ,in ASP, No. 41 and stocked from the. railhead at BASTOGNE (P,5).
even thobgh a large stock of the same items were on hand but not access-
Ible.

The Army Ordnance Officer, faced with the possibility of road
conditions becoming more scute, ordered the establishment of an Army
reserve of approximately 1,000 tons of carefully selected items east.
of ST VET (P-88). This reserve was to be used only in an emergency
and in the event that itLwas impossible for using units to reach other
supply installations. Toward the latter part-.of the month, the tact-
ical situation had progressed satisfactorily and road conditions had
Improved somewhat sothis reserve supply was opened to using units for
normal issues.

SECTION: I GENEM L

Activities in Third Army Ordnance Servioe durlng the month of.'
March were headlined bya continual forward movement in the wake of.the
highly successful combat troops of the Army. The problem of trans-
portation of supplies and ammunition once again became paramount and

mas highly comparable with operations during the, liberation of FRANCE.
However, through the .utilisation of all available means of transportat-
ion, which included M Tank Transporters, M25 Trailers and provisional
trucking companies composed of other organic vehicles of Army Ordnance
units, this problem was successfully coped with and the vital supplies
moved forward,

The movement of the main army supply depots into GEME and.,
across the 'IRiE to the vicinity of FRANME rT was initiated in the
latter part of the month to further shorten Ordnance supply lines of
the Army..

,pply under the fast-
t the SM necessits

rward In support of
t of this vital item
I previous reoords w

Foros Reinforoement System: for theprpose instructing onthoper-
ation, care and maintenance of the MC.CargoCarrier, wre distributed
as follows in order to locate them with proper unit to carry out their
primary missions

4 Teams- 69th Ordnance Group
STeam - 70th.-Ordnance .Group

A liaison group consisting of-two officers and the Operations Sub-',
seotion._ complete moved forward with the Tactical Echelon from WLXM-
BOUTRG CITY (81): to OERTEIN (L-72). GEMANY on* 27 .Mrch..

S . a for a a
A quot " seven day leaves of absence at the UNITED STATES

RIVI A Recreational Area, CANNES, FRAJCE,for. personnel of Army Ord-
nance units was received on 28 March andallocated as follows,

Officers Enlisted Men!L

69th Ordnance Group 2 20
70th Ordnance .Group 2 20
82nd Ordnance Group. 10.

On 29 March, the Ordnance Officer and Forward Armmunition Sub-.
section moved from LUDXR G CITY (P-81) to ONNESTEIN (L-72) GM
to 'Join the forward tactical echelon. On this same date the Assistant

Ordnance Officer, Supply, Maintenance, Administration, and-rear Ammuni-
tion. Sub-sections moved with the rear supply echelon to the city of
TRIER (L-12), GERMANY. This resulted in the Ordnance .Section being,..
again divided into two echelons similar to the setup used in operations
across FRANCE. .

Personnel in the Ordnance Section.remained the'same as In previous
months, with five enlisted men being attached from Army Ordnance units,
and attached teams remaining as previous*y reported.

Officers from Army Ordnance units attended courses at the Army In-
formation Staff School at Cite Universitaire in.PARIS.as followesJ

Information-Education.... .........
Instructor Training...............3

Quotas .for thirty (30) day. furloughs in the UNITED STATES for re-
habilitation, recuperation, and recovery, under the provisions of

Eurbpean:Theater of Operations Circular 124, 24December 194, were

allotted to ArW Ordnance units as follows .

Current. Accuulative TotAl'

69th Ordnance Group 7 20
70th Ordnance Group . 619
82 nd Ordnance Group :3 9

Casualties due to enemy action durin this period were as follows,

Current Accunulative Total
Kille-ounded Killed-Wounded

Officers 0 2 3 4
EnitdMen .1 8. 35., 74

Service Unit Plaques were awarded

mance Ba
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'On 10.March 1945, .the 283rd Ordnance Ballistic and Technical .Ser-"
vice Detachment was activated at DUDELANG .(U-89), L EMBUIRG per
Sauthority .received from Headquarters, European-Theater •of lOperations,
tihrough. Headquarters, Twelfth.Army Group. The unit was attached to
Third U. S. Army from Headquarters, Communications .Zone and: further-.
attached to the 69th Ordnance Group for operatios and ai t i:control. Personnel for this unit was derived from a provisional
ballistic teem which was operating in the Army area.

The great volume of Prisoners' of War captured by advancing troops
at this time presented the Provost Marshal with a serious transportation
problem and arrangements were sade whereby all trucks from Army Ordnance
units returning from forward installations, would pick up prisoners
from the Division and Corps concentration areas and return them to-Pri-
soner of War enclosures in the rear Army area.

Movement of the 26th Ordnance Battallon, which incorporates the
three Main Arm Supply Depots, and has been located in METz (T-85),
was started during this period in order to shorten supply lines to the-
rapidly advancing combat troops of the Army. It was originally planned
to locate these depots in the city of.31Z (M-.35, ).MalY, but due.
to the highly, successful forward movement of the Ary, and to further
shorten the supply ,lines, it was decided to advance even further.to.
the City of FRAKPW' (M-67) Nm , It was. anticipated that, at,
last two weeks would be required to complete the movement of these
:large depot installations which were stocked with approximately 22,000
tons of Ordnance materiel*

Forward movement of the vehicle replacement pool, operated by'the
,317th Ordnance Battalion, from TETZ (U..85) to ALSEY (M-22) was also
started during the latter part of the month. Relocation of this in-
SIstallation, consisting of approximately 2,200 general purpose vehicles,
presented a major *taskdue. to the distance of 125 miles to be traveled,
.plus the exceedingly lheavy traffic already placed, on highways by: the
forward movement of the Army. Combat vehicles were given priority'.in
this movement as they were currently needed for replacement of battle,
losses. .

Ordnance units were assigned to Thirdl ,

Ird I Co -(FA) 163rd Ord Tin
rd TI~M o 164thOrd i

Ird HAM Co 44hOrd Eva cCo
Ird TIM Co (Tic) 21s WOd -Tco

rd Am o087t Ord Depot Co

b- U A kE A . : I. - , ..

70th. Ordnance. Group

326th Ordnance Bn 66th Ordnance Tn 26th Ordnance Bn
305th Ord Mt Co A () 465th O1 vac o 3Li4h Ord Dep Co
531st.Ord FM .Co (Tk) . 471st-Ord Evac Cc 347th Ord Dep Co
550th Ord ME ICo (Fa) .485th Ord Evan Co 837th .Ord'Dep o851st Ord HAM Co 489th Ord Evac Co "984th.Ord:.Dep ;Co.
904th Ord HA Co .889th Ord.HA14 Co :Det. B, 158th fire'
3437th Ord MA Co l- .877th Ord .HA C , C o Repair Co

914th Ord HAM Co . Dt. C, 158th Tire'
Repair Co

317th Ordnance Bn 352nd Ordnance Tin 164th Ordnance T n
26th ,Ord mm. Co M. o attached. Eunits hUF H r

AS Ho.- 35 In DI 'STRMOF on .0C 73 (u-930826.) Operated by
576th, 619th Ord An Coo Serving JOX Corps,

ASP Ho. 38 In NAMER on No, 6 (P-763155) -Operated by•573rd,
575th, .592nd. Ord -Am COs Serving XII Corps.

ASP Ho. 45 In MTSTRMIFELDon Highway L-262:(L-73383l). -
Operated by 675th OrdlAm CO - Serving XII and VIIiT
'Corps.

Amn Dsp IWoo 46" In WOLLSTEIN on Highway.L-118 (M-1 .60350) -. Operstedby, 57th, 626th Ord iAm -Cos -Serin XI ors

FM A-8 In MORF 0-169920) .Operatedby.6M0th Ord Anm.
Serving XII Corps.

ASP Ho. 48- In HOLLRICH off Highway 3271 (L-823639) o- Operatedby 570th Ord Am Co- Serving VIII Corps.

Personnel and vehicles present on the Continent at thm close ofi period were as follows,
Ofc....... . .....6.1

Enlisted Mone.0*069 12,697
T/9•Vehicles . .. .... ..2,678
.Total Vehicles... , 00

Due to the increasing demands for Ordnance. Service, i+, was neess-
to eaploy the following civilian personnel in Army Ordnance unites

S.. :Machinists and Mechanics;.3.
l
....86

l Laborers..,............,0142
l .. .4...

The critical shortages of tires (all sizes), tubso(allsizes).,
hot patohes, brake parts, and brake fluid from the previous month were
relieved during this period as. the result of IncominE shipments

, 
from

Conunleations ,.Zone.

-In anticipation of .future fast-moving operations, requirements:
were placed on Comunications Zone fora reserve supply of 200 sets of
medium tank track and 500 -bogie wsheel assemblies for. medium tanks.

Ars y Ordnance procurement activities were curtailed durine this
period due to* the limitation placed on procurement at Army levels by
The general Purchasing Agent, Ruropesn Theater of Operations. This
permitted only contracts which were not in excess of.*1,000 to be ne-
gotiated by Army Ordnance personnel. However, the Chief OrdnanceOffioer, European Theater of Operations, granted special permission to
the Army Ordnance Officer to negotiate contracts at the Army level notto exceed.$2,000. Contracts in excess of that amount were to be sub-.
mitted to the Chief Ordnance Officer for approval and possibla consol-
idation with total requirements for similar items in. the. entire theater.

Supply. of f1ire control and sighting equipment, which had previous-
ly been critical, showed improvement and continued to do' so durlng the
remainder of the month due to receipts of Items' on back order.-

The. situation on 2j.ton trucks was critical at times during the
month but was relieved by receipts from Communications Zone to meet •
necessary requirements.

Two Carriages,. Motor, T-41, were issued to the 6th:Cavalry-Group,
in excess. of authorized allowances-'for the purpose of testing to de-.
termine desirability for.reconnaissance work with the Cavalry. Forty
of these motor carriages-were ailcoated by Twelfth Army Group for .
issue to, TankDestroyer Battalions. (Towed) equipped with 3". Guns.

The conversion of seven separate cavalry squadrons and the re-
connaissance squadrons of three armored divisions from M5Al to M24
.Light Tanks was completed. This provided a faster, more maneuverable
tank mounting a, 75mm Gun instead of the former vehicle mounting a
37mGun.

Total .receipts and issues of the following major items during. themonth weres

Received Issued

Light Tanks .109 162
Medipm Tanks.' 311 345'.
Combat iVehicles 36939
Artillery. (over.5mm 17100

Movement of the main armv sutply depots. from METZ (U-85), FRARCE
to MAINZ (M-35), GETW -was started in' the latter part of the month.The vehicle replacement pool was also placed In the process of beingmoved forward from METZ (u-s8) to a new location ins ALE"(1-22),
GETIMAY at this time,.

SEOTIONT V

TW!INITIACE SUB-SCCTIOH

rdnance maintenance units were moved into' RMUNT with
Ae company which was scheduled to move at an %early
ing month. This unit. has been assigned to set up a
control and collection point east of the. HITH -River.
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L of Ithe Chief of Staff, a survey of Approxi
both American and German, was completed, .T
i, Survey were those that had been damaged

The final reportas suhoitted containeds3
of American versus German tanks rendered in
ojeotiles causing damage, and the angle of i

received on local contracts, placed by the
, 146,000 brass .alve caps,400..Electrical
ocket launchers and 150 adapter platesl for

The project of installing 76cms guns in lieu -of 75mm gunsin mediun
tanks, MWE2, was continued with a total of forty-five tanks being
. ompletelymodified. The added weight due. to the longer, heavier 70*
gun tube made it necessary to placea counterbalance, on the rear of the
gun and on the outside rear ofthe turret. Lead for .the counterbalance
on the rear of the.gun was obtained from salvage storage batteries,.,
while the counterbalance on the rear of theturret wayaffected by means
of heavy- steelplate procured from civilian sources. Gun tubes were
supplied through normal channels of supply and from salvage tanks..
Sighting equipment for the 7

6
mm Gun was not available, therefore 3" gun

telescopic sights were substituted to eliminate this problem. The main
-difficulties encountered were the modification and rearrangement o the
ammunition rack and the relocation of the radio which was removed from
the turret and placed in the drivers compartment. The bustle in the
turret in which the radio was originally located was converted to pro-
vide storage for seven, "ready rounds" of ammunition. Approximately
seventy-five man hours were required to complete 'the modification.

MARCH, ACCWULATIVE T

General-Purpose Vehicles 
L
11437, 609330

Combat Vehicles* . 3,491 14W 2
Artillery 1,882 10,236
Small Arms 36a,758 14,091
Instruments 3926 2655~7

Maintenance reeponsibility was divided as follows,

East of the. MI".E River t9 the 69th Ordnance Grc
he RHIM to the 70th Ordnance Group. Road patrols and
as were available In all areas.

*4A3E2 Medium TanR complete
7

6
won gun. wote the ocimplel

showing comparison between.
shells.

26th Ordnance Bn

Vicinity of MAINZ..

79th Ordnance Sn

In NETZ

-164th Ordnance Bn

In METZ
In ISLLACH

317th Ordnance Bn

No Change

326th Ordnance Bn

No Change

332nd Ordnance Bn

No Change

lose
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this river. However, to. relieve the combat troops of-the burden of
transporting.supplies over almost impassible roads, two temporary ASPs
•oe. 3 and 44, were established in Close support of the troops north
of the MOSELE.

The next ammunition problem confronted was that of providing support
for a crossing of the MOSELLE for X11,Corps which would attaok up the
west bank of the 1MINE River to .out off the eneny boween the German
border and that water .arrier. In order, to provide this. support, ASP

o 4 e was established a short distance northwest of the confluence of
the HINE and MOSELLI Rivers. This installation while only' short lived,
proved very valuable as it adequately supported this highly successful
drive up the WHINE. Also, it later provided a source of supply for the
VII Corps when-that Corps crossed the RMINE.

The fast-moving taotioal situation, plus the statu .of rail lines
inthe fbrward Army area, presented the.Arsoj Ordnance Officer with

problems highlyreminiscent of the August campaign in ,ERCE. Tank,
transporters, -23 Trailers and additional provisional truck oompanies, .
.formed from organic transportation of Army Ordnance units, were di-
verted to hauling Class V supplies to ASPs No. 46 and 08, which were
newly established -close to the WHINE River. One othqr ASP, Noe.47,
was started west of the 1HINE, however, after approximtely 2C0 tons
of *munitton had been installed, the Arn .boundary was-changed and
this ASP never opened;all ammunition enroute Was diverted to ASP No.
.-460

h i 3 April the forward echelon of the Ordnance Section moved from .-
OSEESTEIW (L-72)*to.FRANMXPUNI (Mi-56), OGMIWY. (hi6 April the rear.
echelon moved from .TRIE (L-12) to FRMA UT .(1-56), OISI Y r 

and set,
up in .a caserne located about one mile from the forward-echelon, The
forward moved again on the l1th to MSFELID (H-35) and thence to E-

LAiGHN (0-31) on the 22nd. On 26 April the rear echelon moved to
ZLMANGi (0-31) where, they were set up with the supply services about
one half mile from the caserne housing-the now combined forward and
tactical sohelons.

Personnel in the Ordnance Section remained the same as in previous
months. with five enlisted men being attached from Army Ordnanoe units,
and attached tomes renaiing as previously reported.

Officers from ArM I Ordnanoo units attended7 courses attheArmy In-
formation Staff School at .Cite Uniersitaire in PARIS, FORNCE, as
followss

Infoation-Nducaticn............1

quotas for thirty day furloughs in the .NITED STATES for rehabili-
tation, recuperation and. recovery,.under. the provisions of European.
Theater of Operations Circular 124, 24. Deember i94, were allotted to
Army Ordnance units as follows,

Current Accumulative Total

69th Ordnance.Group 3 23

70th Ordnance Group . 2 21
82nd Ordnance Group 2 11

e ox 0as or FrOnon ceooratlOns:

Lon of Honor..,. •-',4 1
Lx do Guerre'•*, ,.,.,..L 

,
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Dus ServiceUnit Plaques were awi

3th -Orfanoo'Mediom Automotive Mai
h Ordnance Heavy Automotive Mint
h Ordnance Hoay Automotive aint

bive, totals of this award to date
ap Headqurter........,.......
ruton Headquarters.........

ceeMnt, Tire Repair..."...0,,•,,
b Disposal Squads............

TOTAL

SECTIlg III

The 26th Ordnance Battalion, operating the three 'ain army depots,.
still engaged In making the'move fronFRAK (i-6) to a new.
tiop in the vicinity of ISENACH ('-76) when the tactioal plan of
Army was changed. The new direotion of attack oused the entire
to execute a ninety degree turn to the southeast. The forward

onto of the Army moved so swiftly that it was again neoaeary to re-
te the depots and the main.ArW.combat vehiole pool* The depots
set up at TURT. (0-30) and the main vehicle pool, operated b the

h)Ordnance Battalion, was established in the vioinity of rNBISRB
9)

During' the month of April all Third U. S. oArm aumunition Of-
as were roorganised under T/O& H 9-17. dated 17 FobruaMr LI.

Personnel and vehicles present on the Continent at the close of
period were as follows$



nanos units were

Hq. & Eq. Det. *161st Ordnance Battalion
134th Ordnance Medium .Maintenance Company,
1,S8tIk Ordnance Evacuation Company.
699th Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Company (Tk)
9 th Ordnance Heavy Automotive Maintenance Company

Civilian employees working for Third U. S. Army Ordnance
sed Considerably due to the shifting of Ordnanoe .units int
totalemployed at the end of April was as follows

I Mchinistsand Mechanics 94
Laborers 250

At the lose of AprillASPes were located"as follow
"

ASP NO. 35 - * 4mi SW KIJIJIBACE(o-64,0731) off Ewy 85 OP
h, Aand 5)96th Ord Am-Cos - Serving XII Corps'.

ASP No. 56 -3AI mi SN EAIESEDONK on EwBy 4 (0-390320)-
h,.592nd, 619th, and 674th Ord Am Co.s.Serving XX and i3

ASP
I 
No. 57 - In HILPOLSTN.:off Ewy A3 (T-516713).- Opes

h and 575th Ord Am Cos - Serving III Corps- Open.

ASP No. 58 -In N07ThO .A Doff ES.85, (U-374935) -Opeu
Ih Ord Am Co and.3076th OrdMD ow - Srin I Crs

At the close of the month, .Ordnance Groups providing supply and
maintenance to the Army were organised as ,follows,

69TH ORNANCE. Gp."

1 Ordnance Battalion 31Bt Onance Bttalion 193rd rdnanoe EBn

l4th OrdDepCc5WOrd W Co.2nd Ord. M Co
271st Ord M3 Co 32nd Ord 1 Co 116th Od WCo
31hOrdW Co 7thOrdW Co . . 1thOrdMMtC0o"

31,63rdod MA Co . 8t st OrdDep Co 80thOrd.,Dep Co
3515th Ord'.M Co 3.:.7,47th Ord .M Co? 3.511th Ord MNCo
351th OrdMAN Co 341th Ord MAMCo . 5.24th Ord MAM Co

163rd Ordnance Battalion l4th Ordnance Battalion 316th Ordnance Bn

125th Ord M Co (Tk) 131t Ord HM.!Coc(PA) 275th Ord Mt Co
257th Ord 1 Co 299th Ord Mt Co (AL) (AA)
.297th Ord EM. Co (FA) 5Olst OrdEMCo(Tk) 2lst Ord Mt Co
306th Ord .t Co (AA). 520th Ord EM Co (A) (AA)
562nd Ord EM Co (Tk) 838th Ord Dep co 510th Ord Eco
886th Ord EL Co 343th Ord 1W Co (FA)

3 5th Ord AN Co 537th Ord EM Co
3562nd Ord 1AN Co (PA)

565th Ord 5 co
(Tk)

847th Ord Dep Co
3433rdOd NAN Co
34,82nd OrdYAM Co

" 70IT omWCE GRO

326th Ordnance Battalion 66th Ordnance Battalion 26th Ordnance Bn

305th Ord M tCo (A) 8'th Ord EX co (rA) 34th Ord Dep Co
531st Ord EM Co.(Tk) 24th Ord Evao Co 37th Ord Dep Co
550th Ord M Co. (PA) 465th Ord vac Co 837th.Ord Dop Co
851st Ord AN Co 471st Ord -ao-Co 984th Ord Dep Co
904th Ord HAM Co 485th Ord Evao Co Det R &'C, 158th
3537th Ord MAN Co i 18th Ord ftac Co Ord Tire Repair

49th Ord Ne Co Co
521st Ord NWM Co (PA)
552nd Ord EM Co (Tk)
889th Ord HO Co
902nd Ord HAN Co
914;th Ord HM Co

317th Ordnance Battalion 332nd Ordnance Battaliosi

86h Ord MM Co No attached units.!
556thOrd M Co (Tk) Working with 70th Ord group
560th CdEM Co (Tk)

depot companies bypassing the new location of. the -vehicle pool then
being established at "NKBERG (T-39), Thus using units were enabled
to dr.awreplacement vehicles with a minimum of time and. travel.

The..assignment of the III Corps tothe Ar* neoessitated a.long.
road march.as this Corps had previously been engaged in the .-,H.R.
Henoe,many III Corps units were suffering from a serious shortage, of
tank track and bogie wheels upon arrival in the Third T.. S. Army zone..
Some relief was obtained by shipments from the Couunicstions Zone
and by stripping salvaged tanks in the collection points. However,
these-items were still in short supply at the close of the month.

A number of M24 light tanks were issued to replace losses on the
lio-tank 5Al.-and-as. replacement on battle losses of the ,V4 vhere
suchissues would not"jeopardize the minimum required reserve levels.

Ninety heavy tanks, the new T26EZ3 (Pershing), were released to
the Third U. S. Army at this time,. On the orders of the Chief of Staff,
forty of these were delivered to the -1lth Armored. Division and the re-
uminder held in the main army combat vehicle pool. Ten modified tank
transporters, for hauling the T26EL tank, were also released at, this
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.The unprecedented number of enamr ordnance installations, overrun
in the rapid'advance of the Army, presented mang complex problems.
Sufficient persounel were not available to handle all the details in-
'volved in processing, investigating, and guarding such captured enemy
ordnance as factories, ammunition dumps, abandoned weapons, and large
warehouses. Such items of abandoned equipment that presented a threat
to security were reported to the 82nd Ordnance Group for Immediate
artion. Arrangements were completed at the end of the month for the
assignment of an Ordnance Battalion to assume control of all captured
enemy ordnance materiel.

The status of GW trucks and major unit assemblies, already cri-
tical, was further aggravated by. the great distances traveled by Army
vehicles due to the long supply lines and the constantly shifting Army
boundaries.e Back orders on GIC trucks had reached the total of 700 -by
the end of April.

. Total receipts and issues of major items for the month were as
follows$

Received Issued

Light Tanks 61 72
Mediu eTanks 12 235
Combat Vehicles .41 845
Artillery (over 571) 1,4
General Purpose Vehicles 3,377 *5
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Army could a lano remie n zmL £ t"., wn .no ner- suppiy erv-

thirty day furlough. in the UWITD STATUS .for rehabil-
,ration.. and recovery, under the provisions of ur.opean
atione Circular 121 , 2 .December 196,, were allotted
ye units as follows.•

f orward ASPS.

April found Third U. S.. Army Ordnance per
tion installations-atany. one time than .
perational, This was caused by the fast i
ips, the constantly. shifting Army boundarie
mid the fact that. AdvanceSection Comminics
g amukition installations in eJ OMy. A
ned and operated during the month,.+ "

the. ASPo in operation at the. end
: 
of April

tation III Corps XII Corps IXX

1.6

5557, 58

On thefirst day of April, ASP No. 49, -,which was. operated by the
620th Ord ano. Amunition Company and situated near a 1,arge pocket of
enew troops, was overrun by the enemy. when they attempted to escape
to the. aUto' The enemy troops -made prisoner the one officer and-seventy
enlisted men-who were operating the ASP and, continued to.hold the In-
stallations until the following day when a task force was sent in to
clear the pooket. -The. ammunition n the ASP*was not tampered .with nor
bothered In any manner while under enemy control, but two stacks were
damaged by artillery fire during the'activities. Losses to Ordnance
personnel as a result of this action amounted toa total of eleven
enlisted men killed and wounded.

As the Arly continued the rapid advance into the heart of G1'ANY
the problem of supporting .the combat units over long supply lines was
:accentuated. In the first week of April no railhead had been establ-
ished east of the UHIIIE The policy of establishing small ASPa well'.

forward and leapfrogging these installations was continued. The most
forward railhead was at GAIT ALGESHEIN (M-25) west of the MMNU and.,
from this point all -ammnition was hauled by trucks. Road and bridge
:conditions did not permit the use of heavy tank transporters across
the Tai115.

.ail service up to the 1511115 was adequate but ammunition was
arriving at the forward railhead Sn quatities that could not be hand-:
led by the available trucking, This was :partly due to.-the long turn
around time in. hauling to forord 1BPs. To relieve the rail situation
and to havea balanced stock of amunition In the Army rear area, De-
pot No, 1 at W LUSI (V.13) was built .p fron the overflow at the
railhead. This depot p rove d.extl Y valuable as a source of supply
for sjpcific items sa were neededto supplement the normal stocks, of

On,10 Apil..ASP ,o, 50 at X . (5-2) near HHJHpiLD (-35)

- OURAL

supplies and conbat vehicles. Hoever, min depo+ units in the pr-
cess •of advancng were continued in movement. aintenance units con-

tinued to be very active in furishing.Ordnance s cn generl-pur-
pose vehicles.

Un.m Ordnance installations and materiel continued to. be a ser-
ious problim which required utilisation of Ordnance troops for security
purposes.

The rapid .disentegration and final defeat ofthe, Wermaoht was re-
flected in the eoeptionally low figures on reoelpts, qsus, and hand-
-,g of sunitisn during this fi peri4.o.

Total 8100
addition, two enlisted men+ were reported as missing in anticn

• totals for decorations awarded Ordnance personnel during tb
X wer.-a follos

Decoration Officers nllited Man

Silver Star 0
Soldiers Medal 0 5.
BronzeStar 77 , 118
Purple Heart 7 " 14

ritorious Ssrvioe Ulsit Plaques were awarded to Ordnance units
the cmpamgn as follows.

Group Headquartes. ... ..... .. onIwo
Battalion Headquarters.....,.......1-
Coapenie.. ............... ".......16
Detachaemt9 Tire Repair..........1
Baab Disposal Squads............2

Total 20

tal French decorations for servioes renderea In the liberatt
Mx were awarded Ordnanoe personnel during the campaign as rol

Legion ft Honor.............1000
Croix de o29err..................29

m authorized srength under whioh the Ordnance. Saticn wa
ng st the close of hostilities mass

Officers 19"
Warrant Officers 1 •• "

nlisted Men 30

ton.fIve enlisted mn were attached frm Ax "rtano wait'

duance
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noe pereonnel and vhicles present onthe continent at
n of operationswsre as follows:

Officere 777
lilistedlen ,5952
TA'Vehicles . 354 :
T1ta Vehicles. 38p%6:

Alan emiploysee in Third hrWy Ordnance Service we're as f(

Maehlnists and Mechanlo-- 9
Laboreres2

ations under Third A=W Ordnance Serveo ,at the cessat
Les were-organised as follows.

1Oth Ordnance Battalion 14th Ordnance Battalion

:14th Ord Dep co 131st Ord I Co :(PA)
2710t -Ord ICco 299th Ord Mt cocAA
31thOrd U Cc .501st Ord Co ().
31.63rd Ord W Co - 520thOrd I -Cc (PA
3515%hOrd NX Cc 838th Ord Depco
3519th Ord IA Co 14381th Ord IN Co

3514t dd NAM Co
3562nd'Ord IAN Co

86th Ordnance Battalion

304th t t Co ()
526th Ord'=I eo Th)
51.th Ord H Co (?A)
557th Orc MCo (Tk)
897th dud H9N CO

177th Ordnanoe Battalion

12th OddW Co
.202nd Ord Dop co
252nd tddfMlCo293rd dud U Co '
463rd Ord .Co

10 ft~lMo "
_ v d= Co

314th ordnance Battalion

15th rd wIco,

16rd Ordnance Battalion

1225fthOrd Ill co (Tk)Mth Ord w Co (A)
306th Ord It Co (AA)
56ndOrd HK co (Tk).
86t OrdEmw 

193rd Ordnance Battalion,

.2ndOrdUCo -
116th Octd31 Co
129th Octd3w Co
810th Ord Dsp Co
3511th Or N Co

.3521th Ord MW Co

336th Ordnance Batt alion

275th Ord Mt co CAL)
281st Oct MtCo0CW)
51th Oct H09Co CP)
5 &ROrd0. Co (A)A
56"thaOrd* o (k)

8 Ot rdSup Co
3433rd .Ordq HW: Co
"1244d Ord 1No C0

Ion

657th Ord Am 'Co
16th Ord ED) Squad17th OrdBD Squad
19th Ord BD Squad
29th OddBD Squad,
.54th Ord BD Squad
88th Ord BD Squad

313th. Ordnance Battalion'

592nd Ord Am Co
619th Ord Am Co
626th Ord Am Co
674th odd AuCo
5th Ird SD Squad
18th dOrdD Squad
890th Od ~SDSquad
9thOrd BD Squad
113th dOrd SD Squad'

mnce work on. gneral purpose vehicles s extres
xtentive use.of truk transportation over'extend
C -the final wsks of the cmpaign..

kr of Ordnance materiel repaired y: Ammy Ordnance
Period 1 August 1914 - 8 My 19n45 sshom .

ijor Items Repaired

moral Purpose Vehicles '99,14
.bat Vehioles ."21,761
tille vPieces 11,613
Mall ArM 125,03
stronients 32,70

Units, attached to 82.

N40h O .ANCo
231st Ord BD Platoon
267th OrdlNess Detach

W.II.

SPPLY S1YB-SUTIOW

'he, rapid disentegration and final defeat of the German Ars dur-
Ing this ooncluding period of. operationswas arked by eonsiderably
light combat losses of Ordnance materiel thereby decreasing replace-
went requirements and subsequent forward movement of general .supplies
a ond cmbat vehicles, However, emain depot units in the process ofMovement were oontinued forward to the general vicinity of MITNASNE
(T n9) ad PUMI, (o.30).

Po the purpose of portraying the tremendous task involved in
Ordnance general supply to the AwyI the following figures representng
the lsue of mjor !items for the period 1 Augustr 191. to 8 May 1945arsopresenteds i.

Total Issuedllkjlor Itemu

General purpose Vohiloes.
Comat Vehicles
Artillery Pieces
WVallArms

Spare Parts (long -tone)

tio transferred to ft
wes replaced by a now
hauling distance In si

hird ., S. Army O rdnaneI
f Anmition Supply Point.
viate 'this situation as ti
and 55 were closed out and
stallations. The.ZLL (I.
[ IIWGM (T-49) which

mamunition to the forward

During, this period operational control of V Corps we asnd by.
Third T. S. Army. ASP o. 62,0 stocked by' First T, Se. Army .ith approx-
inately 750 tons of smmunition, supported this new.Corps for the rem
mainder of the ampaign. Units, located in the southern sector of : +
V Corps were permitted to draw 'frcm ASP No. 58, which improved smumtn-

tion suply for, these.troops.

Two new Class V Installations, ASP los. 60 nd 61, opened on
ay ls t to support the III and XII. Corps in the final stages of thke

oapaign. The assigment of heavy artillery units to police details
and the light resistanoe being offered by the. enem resulted in an
,extraordinarily lowexpenditure rate.

At the time of cessation of hostilitles, the following Is,a r-',
sume of Ordnance Class V Installations .n operations

CORPS
INSTALLATION LOCATION, COONINATES

ASP,. "BAIHD 0-3902,
ASP HILPOLTRIN T-52113
ASP 1111U-V37%35
ASP TITBLING U..21d505
ASP UNMMTR-WANGRACK. T-99067
ASP TITLIRG q-15O300
AS P nn TS " "P-007282

! T 'Ii .xx ,

a following sanition statistics are offered in closim
io of the mission accomplished by Ordnance POIroonel In'
of ThirdU.86-S.j wduring• the period 1 Aut 191

Lon +1OlTlone Received,............. .3825.
Long Tons Mud.............. 82,3 5

Tons Handled..e............l.1.49993
Totae ruk ilosge40 ..... .. 41097

56
.57

591

61:
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CHAPTER13
LESSONS LEARNED & CONCLUSIONS

1. conTELMP A ROUAJCE WITS.

a. Sine the best planning information-is available in the
Army Hldquarters for. any operation, It is necessary that all non-
divisional Ordmanoe troop remin under the control of. the Army Ord-
nance Officer so that the greatest efficiency can be derived from
Ordnance Maintennce, Supplyl,.and Aimition troops. The Aro.. Ordnance

.Officer's staff. hich comprises the-Arm Ordn-menoeSection, isin-
. .adeqato handle the. atual operation and administrtion of the'large
nmber of troops required to maintan and .supply a Field Ary . It-is
therefore necessary thatat least three-Group Hedquarters be furnished
as followst (a) OnoGroup Headqurters to operate and administer those
Maintenance and Supply units in direct support. of the forward combat.
elemental (b)'One group to operate and administer the Main Army Supply..
andhigher eohelon maintanance Installations;I (c) One Group to admin-
later all of the, Army A nition Supply.

b..That at loest three Ordnance Groups, TOi 9-12 be furnish-
ed o administer and oprate directly under the OrdnanceOfficer, In
control of the -Ordname troops assigned to a Field Army.

2. MOENUT CF OMUNNCE SWUPPIS.

a. Secaas of the great bulk of Ordnance supplies required.
to maintain a Field Army, It.is necessary that they be.moved as infre-
quently as possible and. that they be placed in a strategic position
along the maln- xis of the advence at all tims sothat no reverse
movoments will be required to place thm In position to support combat
troops.

b . The Ordnance officer should be constantly advised ae .far
In advancesas possible of the main axis of advance and any anticipated
changes of direction.

3.LCALPRCR T OF CRITICAL ITIMW.

a. Numerous items of Ordnance Class II. and IV are always' .in
short supply. Supply of these items can often beobtained by direct'
purchase on local indstry

b. It'is necessary that the personnel of the Group Head-
q
i
arters charged with operating and. administering the main supplyin.-

stallations be supplemented with a Purohasing Section approximtely the

sie of a Battalion Headquarters, under TO/N 9-76,for the purpose of
procuring locally those items vhich are not imediately available

'through normal supply channels.

.D.ICTSPPL TO COCMBAT ITS.

a. Ordnance Depot Compnies in direct support of combst units
ust becompletely mobile.

be TO/i 9-57 should be amended to provide four 5-ton Trucks,
tractor, for each 6-10 ton van, in order that the entire company can
move without shuttling.

5. TRANSPORTATION -ORDNANCo E DEPOT COANIS..

a. Equipoent authorized by TO/ 9-57 is.inadequate for Depot
Companies operating ai Army Depots.

:b. Ordnance Depot Companies operatingM ain Army Depots should
each be equipped with twenty additional semi-trallors, 10-ton, Animal

-and Cargo, and twenty additional 4-5.ton, Truck, tracors.. Also re-
qutred are two each heavy engineer type cranes for use in handling
heavy materiel.

6.CMEICATIONSZONEDEPOS.

a. Communiations Zone Depots must be advanced as the ArMy,
moves fcreard.

be. ounicationsons Depots at ports should be used only as
bulk. ditribution points and the majorportionofc _"munt-ation- zone
Class.... 1an CIVsupplies should be kept in Dpots radiately In the
rer ofthe Army "boudaries,

:7 .SWTTLE SERVCE- CC&O.CTIONS ZONE TO .eN

a. Theroutine system of delivery of Class ,II and,1V supplies
to Army by C1 tnications Zone is not dopondable or satisfactory for
insuring quick receipt of critical its."

b. Authority must be. granted and transportation.fturnishod " to,
.he Main Army Depot to maintainoontinuous shuttle service between.
itself and Comuniations.Zone Depots for the purpose of delivering .
urgently needed items.

8. LIAISCO FFICER IN CCMMUNICATIONS ZONE DEPOTS.:

a. The. best servicefor. Army. can be had only
. 
f a commissioned

Army representative or liaison officer is placed in each Cmniations
ZoneDepot serving the Army.

b . Main Army Depots should be 
.
athoriz

o
d toplace one, offioer

and the necessary enlisted assistants in each Communications 'Zone. depot
serving Army for the purpose of expoditing Army requisitions, establish-
Ing. priority for movement of Army supplies and arranging for movement
in Army transportation.&f oritical items .

9. MOV-N.T-F.MAIN.AW.DPOT.

a. Movement of Main Army Depot must be held to the minimum.

b. Due to the time required to pack, transport, and set up
the large-"stock of supplies carried by the Main Army Depot, movements
.of less than 50-75 miles should not .be made. Much better service nan.
.be rendered by a depot well established than.by one continually upset
by c4hanging location. The more efficient service rendered.offsetl the
advantage of a shorter turn around distance to supported organizations.

10. MVuwN C0F MAINTENANCE CMPANIES.

a. Maintenance Companies cannot.operatoofficiently when
moving frequently.

be Movement must be held to the minimum,, dependent upon the
tactical situation. Maintenance units operating fourth and fifth
echelon shops and not in direct support of using units should not move.
unless they are 75 miles or farther behind forward maintenaneo unitse.

11. n, RTION. OF.COLLECTION POINTS,.

a. Army rear collection points are most effloently operated.
Sby a heavy maintenance company and the number of collection points are
kept to a minimum.

b. Army collection points should beoperated by a heavy
--maintenance oompany because they have tho personnel and equipment.r.-.

quired.toproperly inspect, classify, preserve, and guard and perform
all salvage operations in connection with unserviceable ordnance

,materiel evauated to Army collection points. One centrally located
forward collection point is operated in each Corps by a Medium Main-
tonance Company. The .Corps collection point is moved forward-as the

%,forward maintenanoo companies advances. Intermediate Corps collection
points are discouraged. As Corps collisotn points move forward they
are taken over by a rear maintenance battalion and evacuated to the
central points Two maintenance battallons in the rear are designated'
as colleotion point battalions. This permits "leap-frogging* bat-.
talions and more completely worhing each point to derive the most from
it.

.SHORTAGE CFEQUIPMENT IN EVACUATION COMANIES.

a. . Ordnance Emouation Companies do not have sufficient
light mobile equipment needed for the evacuation of general -purpose.
vahales major units, and assemblies.

b. Ordnance Evacuation Companies should have 4-5 ton tractors.
and suitable low flat bed trailers for hauling unserviceable generAl "
purpose vehicles, engines, power train units, tires, eto The only
.ource of such equipment at present is from Army reserve.

13. CANNIBALIING.

a. Unserviceablo but repairable and salvage ordnance materiel
was found to be wastefully annibalised by using units.

be Troops.must be trained and eduoated that repairable ord-.
nanooequipment must not be cannibalised and tht .annibelisatio of
salvage material muSt'be kept to anabeolute-minimum. U henever
canniballsation is resorted to, unserviceable Item(s)-removed must be-
replaced by unservioable like .item(s) "The greatest wmate. caused by.•
oannibalesation is not the'removing of a serviceabloItem, but the
failure to replace it with the unserviceable Item.A salvage-truck
from vhioh the oarburetor hap been removed end not replaced results in
exposing the inernal-pas .of the engine -o. the elements end in all

probability rendering a serviceable or repairable eingine complete sal-
wage.

... OILIYC AINTEANCECOPANIM.

A. All maintenance companies must bel mobile.'

be Heavy maintenance. companies should be Issued a tractor
for each authorised van.0 In order to provide sufficient tractors to0

Lmake the ompainies mobile the e quipment must, be teken from Army reserve.

15. DIRECTSuWomT OF AWMORED DIVISIONS.

a.Armored divisions do not require directsot of Army
maintmance or supply units.

be No Army Ordnance units should be placed In direct support
of Armored divisicse

1.SMRTppOPr INFANTRYDIVISIONS.

A. The organic maintenance .of Infantry divisions is inade-
quate to furnish the required maintemenci end su-pply support.

be An Ordnance Medium MVaintenance Company should be placed.
In direct support, of 'each. Infantry division to'liure adequate Ordnance
support of Its elmsints.

1.COOROBATIOIN WITH COWPS ORNNCE OFFICER.

a. Movsent of forward ordnance maintenne troops must be
closely coordinated with the Corps'Ordnance Officer.l

be Close liaison mst be maintained between formlard ain-
tenace units and the. Corps Ordnance Officer* . The Corps Ordnance
Officer Is always abreast of the ioosdiate tactical'situation and his
recommendation as to the deployment of ordnance troops directly support-
ing the Corps is very closely followed. generally two ordnance main-
tenance battalions are in support of each Corps*.

18. MERltHM An FOUIW CHLONOEtTO

a. Rear Ordnance th ird and fourth echelon can be eofficiently
operated em a production basis.

b. Controlled salvage and recamation operations provide
lucrative sources of supply and makes for efficient and complete salvage
and. prompt evacuation to base shops of unserviceable but repairable
items. A large number~ of civiiaen laborers, can be used In this. oper-
ations. Specific ordnance mainteniance companies are designated for re-,
pair of ordnance epecialised equipment (tank transporters,, etc.),P high-
mortality vehicleis (21-ton trucks.* etc.),* and unit assembliess.&all

Larms sections 8 as an example, from a number of maintenance compenies,
are pooled to make a sizeable working unit.

19.REPORTIN OFPNIS HCPERIEINE.

a. The combat eone is the beet proving ground for ordnanceo

be Ordnance maintenance personnel Must be alert to observ
end report' deficisncieoo which develop In the field. Any, field ex-,
pediencies used to overcome deficiencies and reccimendatins should
accompany all reports.-

20. AMMMITON DEPOT CCUP~EY.

a. One ammsunition company per Army should be trained as em
ammnition. depot company to serve as a nucleus In the operation of
depots or large ASPe. One such company is capable of operating two
large Installations when supplemented by additional ordnance and
quartermaster service troops.

be A unit of this type should be provided, to accomplih
this mission.
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25. ROADSID1 STO&ON (F AMMNITION.

a. Roadside storage .is preferable to area.storage.

be Roadside storage should be utilised due to the fo
iffers a less profitabletarget to enemy.airattacks, permil
rations, prevents bogging dow in mud, and prosens fewer th
sty.

26. STOCKAGH OF AMMITIOW SUPPLY POINTS.

a. Stockages and priorities in stooking of ASP sho'
rmined by Army, after a study of recommendations by Corps.

b. It is essential that this be done to insure'maxh
Limited transportation over long supply lines and prompt ari
essary Items to combat.units.

27. LT NUSU'R ssGHSGATICT..

a. Lot number segregation of amunition is impracti
Army area.

be If issues to usnng units are to'be made in separ
pqmnts into the armyarqa must be in large, unbroken lots.
bes. records cannot practicably be kept in forward Army ASPs
importanice ofreceipt of segregated ammunition which will
rage and issue by soparate lots.

28. HANDLING OF Y ARTILLEY AMUNITION.

a. The use of mechanical devices for lifting, heavy
-

Lie Is highly desirable.

SOMEL FOR RILHEAD ACTIVITIS.

Sufficient Ordnance personnel have not
of a Class V railhead,

In training ordnance personnel in the
should be placed on all phases of the

sad* This is a very important step in
more consideration in training programa

OCATIOWS BELOW ARW LEVEL.

Allocations below the Army lovel are I
and involve too much paper work. They
ar items become critical.

Ordinary supply should have as itsguIupplyl.to combat units to maintain their

ally short supply' exists relative-to de
miting the number of rounds fired to vs

t AM ITION REPORTS.

a. In general.: the Army Ordnance Office requires no reports
from Corps or from Army units. *Reports on basic load status of selec-
ed .itemsmay'be required at times, but-can be called for as necessary.
Artillery and other tactical sections of the Army Headquarters may re-.-
quire expenditure reports for specificpurposes, but can obtain such
reports through their oin channels. For Ordnance purposes, with.
ammunition resupply based on maintenance of basic loads, ASP issues
to combat units may be considered equivalent to expenditures.

b For efficient control of ammunition supply, reports
should be'kept .to a minimum as outlined above.
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1. INTIIONYTION TO THE THIRD ARMY ORDNANCE BULLETINs

a. The Third.Army Ordnanoe Bulletin will be periodically pub-
lished by the Ar Ordnance Officer for the dissemination of Ordnance
Technical information ,and instructions to Ordnance units and perstonel.

b. (1)The Bulletin will be jdivided and indexed into the
special sectionsb6law noted 1

I- . ADMINISTRATION

I-OPERATION:.
III - MAINTENANCE

IV -SUPPLY
V -AI4IUNITION

c 12).For convenient reference, each section will bear its
em. sequence of paragraph numbers; reference to a subject will be. by
those numbers.

c. Changes, deletions, and cross-references will bepublished
as..additional paragraphs: in'the usual'manner and will have reference "to
the previous paragrph which is ,to be changed, deleted, or modified.,
Certain paragraphs will make timely reference ,to other directives of
inportance to. Ordnance units. Changes and deletions so 

"
indioated will

:be immediately posted.

do An index will be published at intervals with the bulletin.

SECTION II

Operations

SECTIONIII.

maintenance

1. C .INGCS,,,,-AZ .CAM. To enable use of both Jerri-Can and
Amen.-C .in present: carrying rcks on vhicle it will be necessarto install in the bottom of each .rack,, A woodenbar 'fabou3l "
in thicknestofit. secu.ely. These boards should be painted 0D,•
color.

2. PERTINENT DIRECTIVES, Attention Is directed to- the. following,
ordnance technical bulletins as published by Haadquarters_8SS ETClISA,

petnn t r modification and maintenance of ordnane- material.
copies of .which Pay be obtained by requisition upon publica tion se.tion
of SOS'Depot, 0-25, while'units are stationed withintea.K

a.TB No, 112 dtd19 April 1943, Abuse of Motor',Vehicle XHa-.

be TB No. 1 dated 3 January, 19L4, Adjustment.1of Shock.Absorb-
erq for IS armored car.

0
73 NoL9 2,doae aurr14 pertaining to modification of

_43Janary19

571M GunaSipaS ri ker (Firin) Case Assemblies.

d. TB Noe 7 daLtqd 3 Pebsuary 194, Pre-starting Inspectioncof
ghtTanks ..Aand Crriare. motor, Howidterce3o5,

• . TB No. 14 dated 13 March19 4 covering correot wiring on
Turrot Fan, FsWO -O -Y88of Medium"Tank*.

h. TBNo. 16 dated 16 March 1944. Modification of.Left Aux-

iliary Shield on 105m.lHowitzer Carriage M2A2, to prevent interferenceof shieldwith line of sightwhen sightng on aning staes to the-,

front.
'i. TB No. 18 dated '2 March-,191.4and :C he I-da4-ed 8 May .

19144 pertaining to Modification of Handle Latchl5O9j4)on Gun, Nacdh:-Ine, Cal. ,30', M19194, and M1919A5, to prevent diffioulty in retracting
the cover latch on subject gums when mounted in li'ht. andmedium tanks
and armored carlIS .

jo TB No. 17 dated'25 March 1944. 'Pre-starting instructions
for Vehicle with adial Engines ehioh cannot be hand-cranked,

k TB No, 20 dated 29 March 191,4 pertaining to repair of car-
risges, Howitzer'105,, U2, on which the weld of bracket:C72460 and bodyD3673" of Support D36740 has failed; also 'lubrication of Swivel Nut on
traversing mechanism on Carriage Gun 3", Ml, and Carriage Howitzer,
105mm, D522, equipped with enclosed screw traverses,

1 1 TB No. 22 dated 30 March 19144. Moification of launcher,
'Rocket, AT, 2.36"p MlA, to prevent shearing of wire ,A313621-D by sharp
edges of battery ompartment Hasp, B261129.

.m B No. 21 dated 31 March 19 4 pertaining to Test Firing of
Ball Arms weapons after repair.;, Ammunition for' Third Army units :will.
be obtained in the. same mnner as training ammunition.

no1TB Nc. 25 dated 7 April .1944.Modification ofChute, Mer-
tallic Belt Linik (63 for Gun, Machine, Cal.-,50, Brownng, 2H(Fixed and Flexible) to prevent diffioulty in assembling' the ohote, me-
tallic belt, lin to the .gu

o. TB No., 26 dated 8 April 19414. Prescribing American Wheel
Bearing Isbricants and outline procedure for repaoking heel bearings.

p.:TB No- 31 dated+ 17 April 1944. instructions for installing
Elevating Quadrant N9, on 3" Gun U7, 9Mount M5, on MlO and M1Al Motor
Carriages.

q.' TB N.: 33 dated. 22 April 1944 meetaining to correct markingof Gage, Low and Reverse Transfer Unit Band Adjusting for Tank, Lights i
M5AI and .Carriage Motor Howitzer M., "Cages properly marked show the.
upper mark .for Low Series and the lower-mark for ,he Reverse.

r, TB No. 34 dated 27 April 1944. .Correct tire pressure for
14.00 x 21 .20 ply tires as used on truck trailer 40-ton Tank Recovery
M25 ts 75 lbs. per square inch.

TB No. 35 dated 28 April 1944 oovers'the Installation of
Armor Plate in the driver compartnent of the US and M20.armored ears,

to: TB No. 39 dat
4 

4 may 1944. modification of Crriage Gm57zzm, M1A2 and LA3t ' install a firing handgrip bracket to.provide a
moans of e"sqeezing" instead of pulling.the firing leIer to overoomedifficulty in holding firmly on target while firing.

u, TB No. 40 dated 3 May 1944. Pertaining to. W) -Ordnance.
C36_-w4 of Gun, 57m, Ml, pertaining to firing pIkn (e2P6315).

v TB No. 43 dated 6 May 1914. Modificationof Mount,
6

.mm .
Mortar, M2, to reduce backlash In-traversingmechanism.

w . TB No. 45 dated 11 May 1944 pertaining-to correction in,.procedure of transmission band adjustment of Light Tank. MAI and Gun
Motor.CariAage W5 as shown. in TM 9-732 dated 27. November, lC) and T11
9-732Bdated 31 January1914.

SEC0TION IV

Supply

1$ BASIC LOADS FOR ORDNANCE WMTEANCH COMPANIESt

a, oAttention: of all Ordnance Mintenane units is directed to

Annex 1 to this section, listing basis for basic load of spare parts forOrdnance Maintenance units. (See OVERLORD PLAN, Page 110) Prepared. re-quisition. forms will be supplied .by the.Army Ordnance Offier. Ismed-
iate action will be instituted to requisition 15 days supply of spare
Sparts when.prepared forms are made available.

b . he alert order to units specifies the number of vehicles..
which the units will haveavailable to transport equi.ment. The vehio_
les specified in the -alert order include TA vehiclesaddltion to TAvehicles, and TUTA reserve vehicles. If it .is found impossible to carry
15days basic load for vehicles assigned in the*alert order, then one.,requisition will be made up for the parts that can be carried, and an

.

additional osme be prepared for later presertation to CON. Z. for imme-
diate action, so- that basic load of 15 day..supply will be available forcombat. In: case vehicles are not made availableas .specified in thealert order, the unit will imediately contact 'the Army Ordnance Officerand request instructions, P riority will -be given in'requisitioning
Parts for the basic loads in the U.K. as follows,

(1)..Major ite m
s.

(2) .innedP arts.

(3) Large and/or heavy unit assemblies.

2, BASIC LOADS FOR.ORDNCE DEPOT COMPANIES,

a. Attention of Ordnance Depot Companies is directed .to Annex11 to this seotion. (See OVERLORD PLAN, Page 111)

. b. Action outlined for Maintenance Companies in paragraph Isaabove will be followed for the number of days supply noted .in the annex
for. typeDepot Company. As in lb above, as much of this loadas possib-
le will be carried inall available transport.

3. PRARED REQUISITION FORMS:

a., The Ordnance Section,. TUSA, has prepared, for use of Ord-
nance Maintenance and Depot Companies in .requesting spare parts and sup-
Ply-loads, a speclally prepared requisition form for each SNL sub-group.

b. The prepared requisition forms will reduce by a .large per-
centae the man hours normally neessary for the preparation of basic
load requisitions. All available interchangeability information. has
been liated with each term on the face of the requisition. Cross-refer-
ence between the many ordnance parts numbers has been included with each
item listed. -Complete nomenclature description and where, applicable
size information has been given.

c. On sub-groups such as GMC, the requisitions have been brok-
on down into many separate requisitions. Fr Example, (C No. I re-_
•quisition is for parts that are common to all WC vehicles. Numbers II
to-X inclusta are requisitions for pars peouliar -tothe variousmo-!dels of GMC vehicles. Separate requisitions have been prepared for.
Autolite and Delco Remy electrical parts-and anti-friction bearings
using the unit manufacturer's number and interchanging into all the
various ordnance numbers.that might be used.

d. Use of the vrepared requisition forms will not stop with
,he requisitioning of a basic boad. The retained copy'can beused-by:,
the Ordnance unit as follows,,

(1.) Reforence list of items stocked by main depots.
(2) Quick reference Interchangeability list. •
(3) Cross-referenceof various Ordnance part numbers.
(4) Check list in the'editint of requlsitions.
(5) Parts numbers used for the stooking of all groups.
(6),Items stocked in parts comuon under Federal Stock.

Number.

e Supplementary requisitions on Porm 400.will be submitted
,for basic loadrequirements where prepared requisition forms are not
furnished,as for tires, cleaning and preservingt. tc

f. Distribution of prepared requisition forms will be made
acording to the'unit's priority. Units will be notified by Army.Ord-i
nanoe.Officer when forms are available.

4. MAJOR ITEM REPLACW TS, •

Listing of Major Item Replacements .o be carried by type Ord-
nanoe Unit is published in Annex 3 to this section for the information
and guidance of all concerned, These Maor Items will be made. available.to units on automatic issue as current stocks -rmit ano action by or-,
gansation Is necessary.



carrier,

(2) Substitutions in vehicle a
;ac ent Ordnance Battalion. are one (1) tinrI
neo (1) truck, 3A-ton,: l-4 weapons carrier;
on, two wheel cargo,. for one..(1),tiailer, I wbeen experien ced, with -the 217ton truck, dump..

d.. Is aky excessive*trouble being experienced with the
ing shackle assemblies on the 1/ ton, x[W, TrIcvs?::;.

e. 'epoits are still.being: received that the:;. NU jto;
kre subiect .o frame saeig due to their-nartioular ust

'S UNITS" -

-SECTION II

Operations

SECTION III

Maintenance
I : TOwBAR FOR 'TAMKL 11,,AD A.R MOTOR_, 

H w -

ITEER, ;
A.tow bar has been designed for use with the subject vehicles

for towing As unition Trailer, MO,.which does not givem rmp. interfer-..
eance in onnectlon with loading or unloading on LCT's. Drawings of this
tow bar are available upon request from the Army Ordnance Officer.

. ENGINE FAILURE - ARNORED..CAR, . ".

Engine filure in Armored Car, V, is in mtany cases cause by
failute ofthe: gasket which seals the passageway for th.oil returing

from the filter. to crankcase: and the water pssage from ahe en ine water
Jacket to the water pump. Failure of this g asket allows the pump to,
ipull the oil from the oil passageway and thus :eventually pumping all of
the oil into the cooling s/stem. This condition can be corrected by in-
stallIng a new oil filter.- mounting gasiet (PartNo. M-4 8 ). t en-

Singthe mounting bolts; and periodioally checking. to ascertain that the.
bolts aremain tight.: "we gaskets (used ma one) may 'be requxired if the
moontingh aswarped. References Letter, 902nd Ordnance .BAN Company,
AP 403,' dated 13May 194, Subjects, Defect in;Engines in ArmoredCar,
MR," and 2nd IndorseentHeadquarters SOS, TSSA, APO .971, dated 2
May 1914, MAG 451P. i

5.TECHNICAL INFC5AT16IOLETTEN NO.'11 FROM OFFICE CHIEF OR0D-'

f. _hat failures are:belng experienced with'the differential
.of.Truok, 3A1 ton, 4w

1
"L

g.Are failures being experienced with the new repairable type
shook abs.orbers on Truck, I .tn, 4 (Willys)?R::How does the.percentage
of failurescompare with the non-repirable .type!

h. ,-Is the spring breakage on the Trucks,, ton, x,' consider-
ed above normal?

SW i. hat failures havebeen experienced in the front ,flexible
'brake hose on the trucks, ton. 3/1 ton and eton, and 11 ton?

J, Scattered reports of failure have been cece.ved from thea-
ters conocerning the hubs on the.T28-eovery.Trailer, 30 ton. This hub
has been changed from cast iron to cast steel and information is desired..
on any further-.reports of failure, as to whether he latest tne cast..

steel hub has been involved.

6. BOMB DISPOSAL VEHICLES,

Paragraph. ,' from Ordnance Weekly Lettr :No. 23, dated 3. June
1944, Hq. ETQUSA, quoted as follows,-

Bomb Disosal Vehicles. All Ordnance Offic-ers should.call to.
the tntlono heir Bomb Disposal Officers the, theater regulations
on: themaintenance, use and operation of military motor vehicles. Due
to the red paint on parts of their vehicles, Bomb.Disposal.organizations
now operate the most conspicuous vehicles in 4he U. S. Army. Since
their vehicles are so conspicuous and since they are Ordnanceetroops.,
Bomb Disposal organizations must .set, the exanple. to other U. S. :troops

by proper carea-nd operation of. their vehicles."

SECTION IV

supply

6. COMMI'SHARY ROLL FOR HQ &HBQ 0ET., ORTDN(,!RB&TTALIONs Ddec
Headqua~rt'ers are- auhoried in l.addition +:o W ;- E 9.. ::-6.,' 6e -(1) ;

'Roll, Cosissary. Subject equipment may be. o tained by. submitting pro-
perly authentisted requistion on Chief quartermaster, APO 871, citing
as a asi

l
s .3rd indorsenent, Hq. ETOUSA, film A,3.3 OpOD, dated. 20

May 1944 to letter 24th Ordnance Battalion, dated 16 .April 194, sub-

P issued automa
will not be re

S FOR BaSIC LOAD

COmPAIES

p.

a
U

H

.s.N :SIZE T~oePiPl

T '"6()0x20 'RCe 6 8"'

~EI7~ C L 2 2 8 1
T-2995 750x16 Re 8,2 8 16

T-286 l1400x20 RC 16 2 2 6T-2880 1400%24 RC 16 .68

T-3200 825x20 C _12 4, .6 16 32T-3250 900x20 Ms 12 .4 4 16-32

T-8588 7 ox18 F ..10
1-8978 

6
0046

6  
AS864841632 32 60

T-9060 750-20 Ms 8 8 4 1632 32 60
T-9062 750-20 : MS , 10 22 24 48.
1-9094 900x20 IMB 10 2 2 -8

T-9105 975 x2 S1 2 8
9T-105. o100*22 M 12 :j 1 1

T-9123 1100*20 Ns 12' 2 21 8
'-9150, 1200*2 0 MS 14 ~1
T-13650 400*18 MC 4 ;2' 2 8. 16.400x.12 2 i 1

.NOTEs These tires will be issued automatically to.9
Unite and 'will not be :requisitioned.



-emovaA
fuze.

7. STANDARDS O , SERVICEABILITY: Standards of serviceability for
shipment of equipment overseas will be as prescribed:in O BSB '4 17,
dated February 1943, and changes thereto,: for combat serviceability.
In addition, the following standards will .apply.-;

a. Vehicles&- After engine tune up or servicing vehicles
must sat'sfasct1Toyeet the" conditions .outlined below before being
considered serviceable for overseas operation,

(1) At idling speed with engine at normal operating
Stemperature, the intake-manifold pressure must'equal
or exceed.16" of mercury. This vacuum must be steady
and show no great fluctuation-between maximum and
minimum.

(2) Compression pressure of each cylinder shall not differ
from that of any other cylinder by more than 10 lbs.
per square inch. This test will be made immediately
after the engine-has operated from 20 to 30 minutes,
andis still at normal operating temperature. The
test will :be made with all spark plugs. removed and
the throttle fully opened. The engine crankshaft
shall be rotated at least six revolutions per reading.

(3) At a road test including operation' in all gear
rations:
(a) ie apparent engine overheating'must be experi-

ened.
(b)Clutches must function without slipping, grab-

bing, chattering, or binding.
(0). .There must be no unussal noises that cannot be

.,readily corrected.
(4) Wheel and Brake Inspection,

l (a) Tire rims .that'.revolve free of the ground must
be concentric- to the axle or hub center line
within../4s" per 10" :of radius, and must not
.have a, sidewise run qut greater than 3/16" per
10" radius.

(b) heel, wheel rims,and wheel ring flanges must
be free :of indentations and oracks.

(c) Wheel, bearings and wheel bearinggreseseals

837th - Main combat vehicles
984th - Main general purpose
3.. h -. Main armament

All, depot companies designated as to type will.immediately
necessary steps to requisition basic load and prepare personnel
the, operation o' type depot desIgnated.

SECTION V

Ammunition

1. Ordnance Technical Bulletin.No. 5,4,1 Hq. ComZ,. ETOUSA, is
ed in its lentirety for information on FUZE, NOSE, CONCRETE PIERCIMG,

.Corps and Division Ordnance Officers wi.I brng1the character-
0s and usages of this type fuse to the attention of comanders and
fs involved:

". PURPOSE. This bulletin is intended to furnish all con-
cerned, especLay Artillery Personnel, with information concern-
ing the design, construction and tactical purpose of the fuse,
nose, C.P., T1O5. it includes all available information includ-ing ballistics and instructions for assembly to the particular
shell required.

"2. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. Considerable' developnot work
has been done during the past year in the Zone of Interior onmethods of effectively destroying concrete structures and forti-
figations. The tests included firings of all types of field wea-pens. from .50 caliber thru the 240am Howitzer. Important con-
olusions resulting, from these tests were made:

a..,E." shells fired with standard type P., fuzes were
effective in concrete -destructioo because with fuse
set at, delay they shattered on impact against the
hard Sirface. On super-quick setting only surface
damage resulted.

b. S.A.P., ' A *and A.P.C. type "projectiles wereeffective against reinforced concrete becaue of
thieir penecrating qulities but' lacked sufficient
explosive punhbto o uc6 esrutinother than.

momrica.i-ion the. loaded snell, and Is interchangeable with any
standard contour fuze (O3, 8, M5,l M54,55, and 1167).

116@ For all'HE projectiles which contain the standard booster
(fixed and semi-fixed ammunition), the standard'booster must be
replaced by the.T1 booster. Thi.s isaaccomplished by removing the
booster retaining set screw on the nose end of the shell and.re-
placing the standard booster with the Ti. The Ti booster iS
screwed into the shell body as far as it will go handItight, and
the T105 fuze is then screwed in on top of it. thefuzeiiist ,be.
securely tightened so that its shoulder is flush against the nose
of the shell. It should be noted that both the fuze TIO and
the boosterTl engage the nose threads-of the shell.

"7. HE. shells with fuze C.P. T105 are effective against
earth or sandbags as well as concrete. ' Most earthen: cover must
be removed before good effect is obtained against reinfoced con-
crete. Shells wi th fuze T105 are. superior to. standard AP projeo
tiles in removing' reinforcing bars and debris from the impact
area. Experience has indicated that embrasures are the most vul-
nerable parts of pillboxes and should be selected as targets in
preference to exposed or covered walls. When it is impracticable,,or unnecessary to obtain direct hits on embrasures, fire should
be directed at the edges of the structure. Shells of 105mm cali-
ber and larger which strike the earth in front of an embrasure
will pile sufficient earth in the line of fire to interfere with
operation oftenemy gun. In order to obtain complete penetration
with the least number.of rounds, it is essential that repeated
hits be obtained against the .same impact area. Each such-hit
weakens the'wall progressively, enabling each successive shell
to obtain greater penetration than the preceding round.

"T. BALLISTIC CONCEPTS OF FUZE, NOSE, C. P.. T105. Effec-
tiveness of fire against' reinforced concrete indreas.s with
(1) higher striking velocity, (2) larger size of H.E. shell, and
(3) greater accuracy of fire. The large shell has several ad-
vantages in addition to affording a higher detonating effect,
its greater stability, within the gun and thru the air in general
results in smaller dispersion and consequently greater accuracy
of fire. Table I J s a suipmary of pertinent Information on weapors
effective against concrete installations together with actual dta
obtained at Aberdeen Proving Ground on the number of successive
hits (same impact area) of ... shell with fuze C.P. T105 required
to penetrate reinforced concrete walls. The concrete used in these

tests is estimated to be of greater strength than will be found
'in enemy structures.

*. ,:



TABLE I

MUZZLE PROJ. ROJ. .E.A
WEAPON VELOC. -,HE UT. CON-,

ITY LBS TENT
f/s .B

Gun, 75mm, M3
Gun. 3" M 5 or
76mm. MILA2
Gun, 90mm M.

How. 105mm

un .4-.5" 1

Gun 15 m' +

M1918G u n 1 5 5m m. =

Gun 155mm MI

How. 0m MY

i.How, 240mm MY,

700

1556

I875

2I8W

2800

210P

248

- Al

147l

Ml~f

TW

14.6

12.8

55.0'

950

95.

95.0

1.5.

.15.-

37

. .~~

5
7
5
7
5
7
5
7-
5

7

-7

7
,5

7

7

16 100016
15

2"00

1 1000'

2 1000

2

4

2
1 840,

• 9 . In destroying' concrete struotures, direct fire at short-... -

range. is the .most desirable .method because of accuracy and.high
striking velocity. However, if this .cannotbe accomplished because
of rugged terrain or harassing enemyfire, longer ranges can be

used in 'which case the larger weapons, ioe. 8, .howitser, Ml, 8"
GunM1, .and240: How. .Ml are best to use .to take advantage of the
heavy shells employed,

"10. Penetration depends.on .striking velocity... For. effec-
tivepeetration a striking velocity-of, at least'1400 f/s.has
been recommended on. an emperlcal ba.sis:wlth 1000 f/s as an abso-.
lute minimum. All projectiles .in flight losevelocity rapidly
dueto gravity pull (in ascending trajectory) and air resistance.
Thus ther is' a range (especially.for the smaller weapons)'
beyond which the strikclg velocity is too low for effective

hits. Table II shows the maximum effective range .of certain
weapons at .which the limiting striking velocities of'"1400 f/s and
and 1000 f/s are-reached, Also shown !n Table II is an indication

of accuracy of fire. .Maximum ranges are-shown at which the pro-.
".-bability of hitting three targets of different size is . (slightly
less than 1 hit per 3 rounds fired). Ranges greater than the

values shown in.Table II for the weapons listed will result in
greatly decreasedaccurady and perhaps impractically large. ammuii-
tion requirements.

TABLE II

Z, - MAX. RANGE MAXIMUM RANGE (YDS) FOR
WEAPON ZLE PROJ.. (DS) FOR " .PROBABILITY.OF .3HITFING

VELO- STRIKING AGAIN ST FOLLOWING'TAR0STS
CITY VELOCITY OF, .5 FT 15 N 30" "
P" J. .SQ.AND SQ.AND SQ#AND

f/s 1400f/s8' Of/ 45FT10NT 100
HIGH* HIGH* .HIGH*

75m= 3 & M4 1975 Mp 2500 5000 2000, 4000 5000
90mmMlor T7 2700 M71 6000 9000 2000 5000. 5000
4.5"Ml 2275 M65 6000 2000 5000 .6000
155mm Gun MI 2800 M101 9 000 " c 2000 3000 5000
8". owMl. 1950 M106 .4000 * 6oo0 9000 12000

adjustment :
ls left in.de
fuse.

i'

rMli
gshell

a-m

Gun Ml and the

-GENERAL

read the ar

CI. taken as front edge of target at ground level.

cc Striking velooity remains above 1000 f/s.

"11. On the basis of overall effectiveness, t
with shell HE 31106 and charge VII,'or the 155mm Gus

vation for most.guns In wnicn oehe-T0 fruze is usec wiz se.
greater than when using the ligphter,-longer,,. standard fuzes.
Thi's effect of the T105 fuze is greater whenused with.the lighter
projecti'le, (4.5" and smaller) and becomes progressively less as

,.projectile size increases. - For 8" projectiles. and larger, the
Sballistic effect of T105 fuze becomes negligible and firing tables
prepared for the standard fuzes may be. used directly without
appreciable error.

"14. Until more
-
adequate data is issued, the following ruleg. ... .... rouh computing,.

and :Tsble.III will provide a roughworkin th or computing
quadrant: elevation for the T105 fuze.

TABLE III

"RULE. From the appropriate firing tabledevisedfor a standard
fuT but which is replaced by the T105.fuze,,.compute the quadrant
elevation allowing for the effect.of an -increase in projectile
eight and an increase of air density a.s l stedbelowbeond that
which.would be used for the standard fuze. For all practicable pn
elevations, both of these corrections are applied to.:derease rarge.
(iee, fora given range,, a higher quadrant elevation will result
from using the T105 fuze than from using the standard fuze).

CALIBER PROJ. WT. IN SQUARES AIR DENSITY %

75mm Gun 2.5 32
90mimGun 2.0 19 .
105mm How, 1.0 14
4-..5",Gun1.5 12
155mm How.- Gun 105
8" How.' or Gun & Larger 0 0

"15. SUMMARY. The foregoing informat ior. is summa rized for
convenience

a. The: fuze, nose., C.P. T105 is a hardened steel body
fuze containing a.point detonating delay action
assembly. When assembled with special booster Ti
a standard H.E. shell is converted into an effective
destroyer of reinforced concrete structures.

b. The T105 fuze is effective when used in weapons
ranging from 75mm gun thru the 240mm Howitser Ml.
It is most. effective when used in direct fire at
longear ranges.,

Sc. Foreffectiveness and accuracy at short and moderate:
ranges ,. the 8" Howitze r Ml..i'sideal. For mobility
'of w eapon and effective fire power in direct fire
at.sh.rt.range, the 90mm and 4.5" guns preferably,
on motor mounts are most suitable. For accuracy
and destroying effect at longranges, the 240.mm
How., MI and 8" Gun Ml are recommerded.

do Ballistics pf the, projectile are changed when the
T105 fuze. replaces the standard fuze. The great-
estchange ocours with the small projectiles; the
effect with projectiles 8" and. larger" is negl.i.iblx,
A rocgh correction table is proxided herein; use
'of te T105 fuse generally will cause,a, decrease
iinrnge from that expected when vsin g th~ standard

later than 1200 on. the 23rd day of each month. Reference
"Instructionto Ordnance Units". paragraph 6& (9).

:FomN o. 2s1. "Status of .Awsitton' Third Army Ordnance Form No., 1 (se-
produced on Pages 107-109 of OVERLORD FL .) submitted.,
daily as of 1800, to reach Army Headquarters not later than
0800 hours the following dav.. fe.ence, ."instructions .to
Ordnance Unts" paragraph 6 (4)6:

Form NO..2v."Status of Aunition" Third Army OrdnanceForm No. 1,1
(Reproduced on paIm n107-109 of OVERML1D PLAN) submited
monthly as of 0600 the 20th day. to .reach Arr Ordnance
Office not later tha:the 23rd day. ',Reference, "Instruct-
ions to Ordnance Units". paragraph 6b (5).

Forn No. *3 "Captured wne7y I teriel Report", Third Army Ordnance Form
No. 3. (Reproduced -a page 109 of OVERLORD. PLAN). sumitted

e. eekly by designated Ordnsnce battalions as of 1800 hours,
Saturday. to reach Asmy Ordnance Offiee not later than
0800 the following Mondays.. Reference, "Instructions to:
Ordnance Units", paragraph. 30.-

Form Ho. hi "Ordnance, aJor Item Supply 'Report". Third Army Ordnance
..Form Ho . 4, sublitted'daily by all Ordnance M.intenance and
Depot Companies as of 1800, to arrive, at Army Ordnance. Off-
ice not later than 08001 the following day.

FormNo. .5s:. "Ordnance Wintenanoe Report". Third Arss Ordnance Form
Ho. 5, submitted weekly by Ordnance Miitenance Companies
as of 1800 Saturday, to arrive at Army Ordnance Office not
later than 0800, the.following day. Column 1 is self-ex-
planatory and pictures the maintenance situ&tton for the
unit reporting.. Sheet No. 1 of this report, vertical.co1-
n s Ho, 2 to No. 7, inclusive, is a reneral report show-,

ing the maintenance status for general types of equipment.
Additional sheets with -vertical columns from No. 8 to num-

'bar required will report on. individual major items which
are classed as critical by'the Army Ordnance Officer. Ex-
amples in oolumns 8,9, 110 are indicated. When items are
reported :upon they will be listed in sequence as they ap-
pear on the critical item list published by the Army Ord-
nance Officer. At the bottom of sheet, l or on additional
sheets, will be shown items deadlined with the information
furnished as indicated.

ro m No. 6, "supply Battalion Report". Third ArV Ordnance Form No. 6.
subhitted weekly by:Ordnance Supply Battalions as of 1800,
Saturday, to arrive, at ,the. Army Ordnance Office not later

S than '0800 of the following Monday. Under column IFindicate
requisition number of the unit requisitiontng or the Supply
Biattalion' 8, requisition number on Con. . Under colvm2
entqr unit designation.. Under..'colum 3 enter total days
requisition.has been outstanding seven (7) days or ovet.
Under column 4 enter quentitiss of items on hand in the
supply battalion. Unhder column 5 listttes on requisition
ot" "filled. If'over.:five i(5)tems remain unfilled on WW
one reuisition. furnish copy .of requisition and donot
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ANNEX NO. 6

SCHEDULE OF ORDNANCE UNITS LIFTED TO TIE. CONTINENT

GP NAM MWMAM HNNI M EF 1EiTMM B-
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will be the means of keeping records of maintenance , supply and evacuat-
ion operations.

2. One, binderwill be used to record all job order requisitions"
and requisitions for parts. This book wil be divided.into sections
by branch or service... There -will also be a. section. for each Division
served bythe company. There are the necessary tab sheets furnished
for dividing sthe binder into sections. *Each unit coming to the main-
tnennoe company..for- service will have an individual sheet on which will
be re'orded the date, work ordernumber, job order request number or.
requisition number, description.of work to be done (including vehicle
or gun registration number) or parts requisitioned, whether Farts re- "
quired for repair work or issue are on hand or must be requisitioned
(if requisitioned, list.requisition number), and remarks, which should..
contain such information as when work is completed, carts shipped, or
if work was evacuated (give evacuation point).- On items requiring eva-..
ouation, if .replacement is made to the using unit from the coppanypool,.
in the column marked "parts on hand or on requisition", write "pool",
The sheets which are. furnished for use in the binder have columns pro-
vided for recording, the above information.

3. The second binder will be divided Into t.wo sections, one see-
tion to'be used'for keeping a record of evacuations and:the other sec-
tion a record of requisitions forwarded by the company.

a. Items which are evacuated will be classifiedaccording to

type; that is, a scotion will be provided for trucks, tanks and tank-.
like:vehicles, half-tracks, small arms, artillery and miscellaneous,.
Under the section for trucks, for example, there will be a sheet for
eachtype truck, that is, 1/-ton, 3/t-ton, lj-ton, 2-ton, etc. The-
same.sheets as used in the first binder are used for recording this
work. Ignore .the headings on the columns and list the following infer-.
mation systetically: date of evacuation, work order number imder which
the item was received, requisition number listed in the colum marked
"customerts requisition number" (cross out the word customer's), unit
for whom the item is being evacuated .(including registration number),.
point to which evacuated; and when item has been replaced or repaired
and returned to the maintenance company, list under remarks date receiv-
ed and if .to be Dlaced in company pool, write,.pool in carenthesix in the
remarks column when evacuation is effected, and .when received post the..'
date received* in the remarks column. When.any sheet. becomes filled, a.
new sheet will be inserted. The old sheet will not be removed, however,
until all-items .are conpietedor two weeks after starting the new sheet,.
whichever is the. later.

b. The requisition section of his binder will list all main-
tenance -company requisitions.! Parts, vehicles, etc., will, be drawn fssm
several supply points. In view of the supply procedure,"this *ill, for
the most part, olassify your requisitions into general.pu-pose, combat,
and armament. The same sheets Used for recordin the other Information"
,:on work orders and evacuation will be used for-keepinr this record.
.Date of requisition, work order number if parts are for any one work
order, requisition number listed in colism marked "Customer's Requisi-
tion Number". (Cross out the word customer's), type of material on re-
quisition, and date requisition is.filled will be listed, po not forgeo
the requisition number is.posted in the work order binder if-the requi-
sition covers parts,,etc., other than for stock, The same procedure
on replacement of sheets when the old sheet has been filled will apply
as outlined previously.

L responsobe for keeping the recora. Tne same .enemAs apply to 1n-•
Lg requiditions, Job' request orders,. and tally-ins.' The procedure
extraoting the-necessary information for the record is a matter'to
orked.out in detail by company comnanders.

5. The advantage and purpose of keeping these records .is to faoi-
tte compiling .reports which will be required as a namber of work or- :
,ompleted. per week, number of eiacuations effected, amount of equip-
on deadline. and reason therefor, status. ofrequisitions, and av ail-

Lity of materials. This letter. is not to be interpreted as the auth-
y for making. the above reports.

. a.. There are no objections to using, nese binders -for mpil-
additional data+ such as records of inspections, etc.

6. At such time as a unit is moved from one sector to another or
hdrawn from the.line, the individualsheet which is in. the work -or-

binder,' will be withdrawn and. forwarded to the Army Ordnance Officer
the Ordnance Company. The Army :Ordnance Officer will be responsible*
forwarding+ the sheet on to the.battalion which .will be maintaining
•unit-in the future. In this way the record of the using unit will
low.it-and the equipment and supplies it has on order can be gotten
the. unit.. This procedure will be follored whethec or not theta are
n items on the sheet.- No sheets are withdrawn from the.evacuation
.requisitions

-binder at any time for forwarding.

Inolosure No* 1
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action,

other movement s will be directly by Arm:

ortc (accompanied by overlays and giving
of." installations) of all movements of Orc
ocations will, be forwarded immediately t(
- through Ordnance channels,

e closest possible contact (both as to:ti
ervice requirements) will be maintained
appropriate officers of supported linec
nit (battalion and company) will be giver
and specific Instructions regarding its

.SECTION II -,SUPPLY

a. All.units will arrive on the Continent with a minimum
ly of ammunition eg shown i.n basic load charts.

b. Maintenances-. The estimated rate of expenditure will be
Lable from Con, Z on demand.. Estimated requirements by periods
been transmitted to Coin Z.

3e. Responsibility.

a. Unit commanders are responsible that their organizations
completely equipped with ordnance material (major items,.basic load
pare parts asprescribed in pertinent T/O & E's, T/BA's, SiLs)N
basic load of ammunition. After.being alerted, these will be. ob.
sd as prescribed in Administrative instructions Preliminary to
ting, Third Army,-dated 2bApril 1944.

b. Supply-Discipline - Supply Discipline will be enforced
particular-attent.ion to the following:

(1) Stocking eo excess quantities of materiel and sup.
a beyond estimated or anticipated current requirements.

3- In case a unit requires a mLIor item which
cannof be supplied from stocks on hand, the unser-
viceable item will, be tallied in or the certificate
in 4 a (1) (a) 2 above will-be. accepted. Replacement
will 1be procure from the depot 'company in the normal
manner..

(b) Ordnance'companies will report, to the Army Ord-
nanceOfficer all major items issued troops of other nation's, showing
designation-of organization to which issue is made.

(2) Sparc.Parts and. Cleaning and Preserving Material
Other Than.Basic Loads. Normally except for bulkrequisition spare
part'sand C.P., material will be issued by Ordnance Maintenance dom-
panies to.the troops whom'they support, Bulk requisitions will be
filled by depot companies.

(3) Combat Loading.

(a) All vehicles delivered to units will be 'combat
loaded" and made complete with all accessories as listed in appropriate
SI-L's and Technical Manuals, by the Ordnance unit making the delivery.
"Combat Loading" requires that the vehicle or weapon be complete and.
ready to enter combat.

1. All 'must items', basic ammunition -load,
mines- OWS, supplies., decontaminating apparatus, fire
control equipment, radio,.medical supplies, and QM
items including rations, will be drawn and .properly
stowed in the vehicle.

2. All vehicles will be fully serviced with
gasolTne, oil and water, ready for operation. ,*Stan.
dard U. S. (or French, if applicable) ground force :
identification marking will be accomplished before
making delivery.

(b),All weapons. delivered to units in. combat-must be
complete with all accessories. Special attention, will be givne to
artillery pieces to insure that all "Must items" and fire control equip-
ment are present.

(o) Prior to ,issue, each weapon or-vehcle.will be
.inspected by the Issuing company which will prepare "emergency" requi-
sitions for direct delivery to the unit' receiving the materiel.covering
the items that are short at time o1 delivery. A copyof requisitions
which .shows action taken and shortages, will accompany vehicle or wea-
pon. Copies will also be sent to the supporting ordnance organi zation.

s.p
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i not repairable.- to t

reports
showni

authorizat i: will be given.

of major Ordnance-Itemse
nt or upon reverting -To-
made on form No. 2 (Re-
n). "Ordnanoe ateriel

b. mmunition..
(1) All units in.the Amy will secure replacement of

expended basic load Class V ammunition on Presentation of a 'request.

or transportation order to the nearest ASP or Army depot. This request
will contain a certificate to the effect that the ammunition required

is to replace expenditure from basic load. No ammunition in excess

of basic load will be issued except on specific authority of the Army.

(2) Unit of fire will be sent that prescribed' by Eq.

ETOUSA Ltr., dated 10 December 1943, AG 471 EGG.

(3) Unserviceable ammunition with its location clearly
defined will be reported to the nearest Ordnance Officer for disposi-
tion. U. S. Artillery ammunition unserviceable only by reason of
dented cartridge cases will.be evacuated to the nea res, Class V Supply
Point. Malfunctions of ammunition will be reported immediately to
the Army Ordnance Officer through channels. Reportes will include all
available details.

(4) A monthly ammunition supply report will be submitted

by all combat and service cits,, as of 0600 the 20th'oday, to reach
Army Headquarters not later than 0800 of the 23rd day. Army units
will submit reports direct to Army Headquarters, reports frm units
assigned or attached to Corps will be consolidated Ir. Corps before
fowarding to Army. This report will be consolidated by Corps before

forwarding to Army.. This report will include for each item (a)Balance

on Hand (b) Expended in Combat (o) Expended for training (d) Loss due

to enemy action.

5-. Supply from Com. Z.-

a. When Corps are operating separately, to be made in accord-'

ance with instructions issued by Ordnance. Officer on staff of senior .
ground commander.

b. When Corps are operating under Army oontrol, to be made

available on demand of Army Ordnance Officer or Commanding Officers of
Army supply or rear maintenance battalions. Delivery to be made as
indicated on the supply request.

SECTION III - Maintenance

reot reepor

organization-in its new location.

9. Records:

a.The following records will be-kept:

(1) Duty Roster - D, AGO Form Number 6.
( ) Preventive :Maintenance Serviceand Technical Inspec-tion Work Sheet #I - WD, AGOForm Number 461.
(3) Preventive Maintenance Service and Technical Inspec-

tion Work Sheet #1 - WD. AGO Form Number 462.
(4) Preventive Maintenance Service and Technical Inspec-tion.Work Sheet #1- WD AGO Form Number .463.

. All' vehicles will be properly dispatched and records
maintained on daily dispatching Reoord of Motor Vehicles, 'ND, AGO
Form 7361 (old WD, QMC FormNumber 754)0.

c. Drivers of motor vehicles will havethe following in their
possession:

(1). :Drivers' Trip Ticket and Preventive Maintenance
Service Record,'WD, ACO Form Number 48 (old WD, QM.C Form Number 37)-

(2) o rmy Motor Vehicle Operator's Permit, WD, 00 Form
Number 7360 (old WD, QMC Form Number'228).

(3): Drivers' Accident Report, Standard Form Number 2b.

10. Artillery Tubes: Ordnance units supporting artillery will
report when 755 of the life of a tube has been shortLaway. Appendix II
(Chart: "Expected Life of Artillery Tubes" as shown on page 118 of
Overlord Plan) will be referred to for the expected life of a tube.
The report will be forwarded to the Army Ordnance Officer for action.

11. Signal Repair Teams: Signal-repair teams will be attached
to designated Ordnance companies for the purpose of repair and salvage
or radio sets.

SECTiON IV - Evacuation and Salvage

12. Evacuation.

a. The purpose of evacuation is to, conserve critical. equi'p-
ment by recovering unserviceable Ordnance materiel for repair or sal..
vag e purposes in the shortest possible time. Evacuation is the res-
poneibility of all commanders.

b. Tactical units are responsible for evacuation to desig-
nated collecting points, generally in the vicinity of an ordnance main-
tenance or supply organization. Collecting axis may be designated if
the situation warrants, and will coincide with the maintenance axis.

:The evacuation service of the tactical units will be augmented by
organic Ordnance units.

o. Evacuation fran tactioal unit collecting points to Amy
ulleoting points will be accomplished by Army Ordnance units. ArmyL
collecting points normally will be located near depot oompaniese

d. General Policy for Ordnance Units. Prompt evacuation of
repairable equipment'which Is beyond the repair facilities, avilable
spare parts, and 'available time of the organization, will be to the
next rear maintenance unit. I (This will include tires, tubes, engines,
transmissions, axles, generators, starters, carburetors, fuel pumps,
and similar items.) Materiel being evacuated will have attached a tag
showing nature of repairs required, unit initiating the evacuation, and
the signature of an ordnance officer.

e. Army Ordnance will promptly evacuate to the Base equip-
ment beyond repair Within the 'policy annunciated, in sub-paragraph a.,

b. Competent. personnel from the .Rear Maintenance battalions
wi1 make daily visits to Quartermaster Salvage Yards withinithe Army
area to recover usable or recoverable ordnance materiel which may
have been delivered direct to the salvage yards. .

c. Salvageable ammunition components wi 11 be collected and
turned in to appropriate ASP's or depots.

(1) Small Arms, cartridge cases and packing materil3s
(i.e. bandoleers, sling, cartons, metallic links, fabric belts, boxes
and their tin liners). These will be packed by types in-boxes or
bags. Each box or bag, must bear a certificate showing that the. con-
tents are "CERTIFIED FREE FROM EXPLOSIVES" and signed by an officer

of the unit concerne'd.

(2) Artillery Ammunition: Cartridge cases and packing
material (i.e., fiber containers, cloverleaf packs, wooden boxes and.

containers) will be packed by types and, where practicable, in the
boxes or cartons from which the material is removed. Fired.cartridge
cases may be shipped loose if containers.are not available. Other
components will be sorted, packed, and marked "Certified Free from
Explosives" and signed by an officer of the unit concerned.

SECTION V - Bomb Disposal

14. Location. It is the repponsibility of unit commanders to
make reconnaissance, mark the location, establish safety precautions

and report all unexploded bombs and "duds" wherever found to the
Corps or Army Ordnance Officer by the fastest means available.
Reports will specify -exact location of the bomb or "dud" in terms of
six (6) number coordinates of sn easily recognized terrain feature.
The location of the bab or "dud" will be given as a definite distance
on a given azimuth from the terrain feature given as a reference. The

report will state whether or not the unexploded bomb or 'dud" is ham-
pering operations or endangering important facilities and give name of

officer and organization originating the report.

15. Disposal. Disposal of unexploded bombs'and 'duds" (except

land and AP mines) is an Ordnanoe responsibility. Bomb Disposal units
(Ordnance) will be employed for this purpose. When necessary, the
appropriate Ordnance Officer will request the cooperation and assis-
tance of Engineers. Bomb Disposal units will be attached to Corps
until the disposal problem irdicates other attachments are desirable.

16. Bomb emetertes. All disposal will be carried out in place,

except where personnel or property that it is desirable to preserve,
will be endangered. Bombs and other unexploded missiles that cannot

be disposed of in place will be taken to.bomb cemeteries for disposal.

Bomb cemeteries will be located in cooperation with G-4. Cemeteries

will be located a minimum of LOOy ards from main highways, railroads,
habitable areas, and important installations.

17. Souvenirs. The inerting of anything of an explosive nature
for souvsniers Is strictly forbidden.

18. Priorities. Priorities for handling unexploded bombs will
be established by the Army.Bomb Disposal Officer.

SECTION'VIDe-Waterproofn

19. De-Waterprooflng. Unit commanders are responsible for de-
waterproofing. De-Waterproofing of "must" items will be accomplished
as soon as the vehicle is landed over the beach..

ae "Must items - De-Waterproofing'.

(1) Completely unseal booster cylinder intake, or com-
pressor (Air Brakes) air intake.

(2) Replace air cleaner unit if removed and refill'with
prpper oil.

ce depots
ompanie s

mail



Aical.. Ordnance companies. will aid in de
contact parties who will collect the wal
rt must be made to keep waterproofing mat
reduces its effeotivene ss for re-use.

SECTION VIi -Inspection

xeneral: Inspection of Ordnance equipmer
Lity of all commanders. Equipment detern

of inspection, will. be turned in for re
rdnance battalion commanders will furnisi

equipment. TI

Command Insp

Performance of adequate and correct first and
second echelon maintenance by using personnel.

Availability and proper utilization -of third
echelon divisional and Army Ordnance main-
tenande.

Availability and proper utilization of fourth
echelon Ordnance maintenance.

Execution of authorized modifications in accor-
dance with: current Field Service Modification
Work.Orders.

Determinai:on'.of any unauthorized modificatios,

Lability of spare parts and prompt ir

servioeable equipment.

SECTION VIII--.Captured-Ordnance Materiel

22. Captured Enemy Ordnance Materiel.- Corps and Division :com-
manders are responsible that all captured enemy ordnance materiel,
other than ammunition, is turned in to the nearest ordnance maintenance
or depot company which will apply temporary preservative measures
and will evacuate the materiel through ordnance channels to ordnance
battalions. All commanders will exercise the closest supervision to
prevent collecting of souvenirs at the expense of possible future use
by ourselves or our allies. Care will be takenthat captured materiel
.Is not damaged in.any manner or stripped of anyparts or accessories,..
with special attention being paid to preserving complete all optical
instruments, sightin. and

. 
fire control equipment,. etc.

23. Location. When Captured enemy materiel cannot be'moved to
areas under ordbance supervision, the Army Ordnance Officer will be
notified promptly of the lOcation, by coordinates and position relative
to towns, roads., or other landmarks, together with a brief description
of types and quantities of materiel at that point.

2'. Ammunition. Captured enemy ammunition, except toxic chemi-
oals, found in original containers showing no evidence of tampering,
artillery projectiles, and powder, will be evacuated through ammuni-
tion companies to specified enemy ammunition duips. All loose small
arms amrunition, grenades, mines, etc., except toxic chemicals, will
be-destroyed in-place under supervision of qualified ordnance personnel,
or engineer personnel. Toxic chemical ammunition will not -be handled.,
.by ordnance personnel, but will be turned over to .CWS. Personnel not
especially trained will, not.move, disturb, fire, or discharge loose
and scattered enemy munitions.

25. Grenades. Under no circumstances will enemy grenades in any
condition be mved.

26. MinesBooby Traps and Sabotagejits., Enemy mines, booby
traps, and sabotage kits, wh~er loose or-n-original containers,
will not be evacuated to A$P'a or Depots, but will be. disposed of or
destroyed as d're'cted by the appropriate engineer offioer.

27. Reports. Designated battalions will submit weekly reports
as of 18C0 hours each Saturday coveri'ng the. period since last report
to reach the Amy Ordnance Officer by 0800 each Monday, showing Infor-
mation called for on Form #3. (Reproduced on Page 109 of Overlord

ligence. When new o' unusual items of enemy
Ftured, report will be rendered by the most
Army Ordnence Officer wiho will cause the:,
by Ordrance Intelligence personnel,.

.tidered necessary by the unit com.ander,
enemy, materielI and annunition. , Repo.rt will1
noe Officer of' all enemy materiel usad
purposes.

SECTION II

'Operations

-SECTION III

Maintenance

8. PROVISIONAL YEAt CHACTEMISTICS OF G(.NS: The following data is quoted
from Headquarters fEropean Theater of Operations,-Ordnance Sections,

"1. The table shown below was compiled by Colonel Leslie .l imon based
on extensive Proving Ground records and certain records which he has, reviewed in
the field. It should be understood that it is not the final word from the Chief
of Ordnance, but it will serve as an index for use until more exact data becomes
availables

PROVISIONAL M AR CHAACTEISTICS OF GUS

Velocity Drop/ Advance of Initial
Weapon Units Given Remarks ForcinE Gone .MY.
40ram .-n M. 17.5 f.s.1000 rds. Direct Fire Wpn 0.4" J 5000 rds.. 2870
**57mm IGunMl 8.5 f.s.lOO0 rds. Direct Fire Wpn 13"A 1000 rds. 2975
75 M. run Ml 18977.3f.s./000 rds. 0.22" 8 7000 rds. 1950
*e76m Gun Il 7.5 f.s./p00 rds. No information 2600
**3"( un M3 9.0 f.s./100 rds . 0.1" 8 0O Ords, o2800*90mm Gun M 9.2 f.s./lo rds. .70" 8 2000 rds, 2700

105mm How tEAl 2.0 f.s.AOOO rds. Miso, charges fired 0.07" a 5000 rds. 1550
4i120cm M
(4.7" .Gun) 20 f s.AOO'rds. 27" 8 1000 rds,. 125
*155mm Gun-M141 7.5 f.s./lOO rds, Misc, charges fired No information 2800
15r1mHow Ml . 3 f.s,/1000 rde. Misc.. charges fired No information 1850
8" Row Ml 1 No' appreciable drop

in 2000 rounds. Misc. -charges fired 0.15" 8 1600 rds. 1950
#8 Gun Ml 33 f.s./1O0 rds " 36" 8 450 rds. 2850
*240amm How.Ml 3. f.s./100 rds Misc. charges fired No information 2300

. Guns:which should be calibrated periodically.
** Direct fire weapons which should be calibrated if, and only if, used as fteld

"artillery. " ... • ..

:0 5upon-
on teams to
If a unit

y Ordnance
,Ordnance
ms for.



a gun is calibrated approximately twice during 11
d apply well during the interim, pust as one seti
Ily, while tolerating a slight degree of inaccurac

hnies assigmei
5within the I

SETIONV

Cantued- New Enemy Enuinnents The following information
arking of new enem equipment is quoted from letter,. Hq.
une 19•44:

red enemy equipment of new type end/or design will be sa-
Equipment Intelligence Service Tenams for technical, exam-,
earch study by theservice concerned. All such captured
will be uniformly and distinctively markedby such-teams

"R. Consistent with the size of the equipment, a 5" circle sten-
cilled in Signal yellow will be prominently displayed, In addition, the
serial, number of the tag required by sub-paragraph q below, will be sten-
cilled in black in the center of the Signal yellow cirole.

W Ehen the size of the equipment prevents its identification
as required by sub-paragraph A above, a signal yellow cardboard tag, 50
in diameter, will be attached to it by the Intelligence. team selecting.
it for evaouation.

" ". In addition to the markings required by sub-paragraphs a and
k above, each pieoe of captured new type enem equipment will have firmly.
attaohed thereto. the First US, Arm Group .(Fl Sa) tags, or a similar type
tag to hfuinishoed by this hequarters. These tag will be cometp ety
addresed to eqpedite shipennt to final destinatione

apt that marked by
be marked as i

1. Effective immediately, the following plan will govern main-
tenanceeassignments and procedure. All other directives previously
issued .by this headquarters which.are at variance with instructions
contained herein are rescinded.

2. Attached. hereto. is a map sketch showing area over-which 70th
Ordnance Group exercises maintenance jurisdiction. This area Is sub-
divided into three azfes which -for purposes of. easier definition, will
be referred to as North Zone Central Zone, a t Zone.

30. tach Zone I's bounded- as follows I

A. North Zone
Bounmded. on the North. by Ar left boundary. ( PP!-
LOKGYCN)

Bounded on the asot by XX corps' rear boundary. (L.U .YNa -
SPINCGJR'f-1AIN-fFRZSUH)

Bounded on the South by Highway N3 (VdaN-UTZ)
Boundedon the West .by Army rear, boundary ( ON-IEI"N)

(ITSE liver),

B. Central Zone
Boundedon the-North by Highway "3 (VEUN-.)
Bounded on the hetby Corps rear boundary (PUNHES-)

, t1ICoWneT.S-_ICOTN .- PAMMSFiARYTCIJL I
Bounded on the'South

•
by Highways1 66,and N1 ( Bw4 AIt-I t "JC

LIGNY-VQID-TOUL-NANCY)
Bounded on the Westh by ArmyVrear boundary (VERN- ,VILLY.-

CHAUXONT-SUB-AIRE - BRIZE-SY DIZIBR-BAN-LN-DUC-LIGNY)

C. South Zone
Bounded on the North by HightY-114 (LION-VOID-TOUL-

NOCY)
Bounded on the kEt by X1I Corps rear boundar (TJU-.

Bounded on.the South by Army right boundary (NEIUTHAU-
CCHUZS)

Bounded on the West by Arn rear boundary (BAR-LIRIC -
OMGCRHC(IB-UX-NMICHATH&U)

4 The following battallns are assigned sones as follows,

Norti Zone - 19th Ordnance Battalion
Central Zone - 79th Ordnance Battalion
South Zone - 326th Ordnance Battalion

5 U. pon receipt of this correspondence,, eah battalion assigned
to sons per paragraph 4, above, will further subdivide the mone to
which it has been assigned into sub-sones. assignin-eachm aintenanee
company within the battalion .to a sub-sone. A report of sub-sone-divi-
sions and assignments,.acoompanied by overlay showing boundarles-of sub-
mones will be forwarded to thts headquarters without delay.,

6. Upon assignmnt of a compan to a. sub-sone, the oompany will
Soanvass the sub-mone, contacting* all using uidts located therein, and
Informing them of the location of the waintenance company. Using units
thus, ontacted will bo "picked up" by the wintemance company for per-
manent waintenance assigement.

7. A list of using units within the sub-sons will be submitted
by the ompany to the battalion, where the lst will be consolidatedand forwarded to this headqartars.

So Using units which are stationed along snme boundaries (para-
graph 3., above) and which might conceivably be oonsidered to be In
either of two sones, will be servioedby the nearest or most easily
accessible 01ITIGw.

-11N
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AN'NEX NO*'14::

M ADVACBMTRItbt UNITE ,STA'MS AM. ~~

ORWANC& Musf1N) it 6, Novemnber 194.~

BIN- 5) f

Adinistration

- - - Operations

~1ntnance
9. The following Information f.o Ordnance Weekly Letter No. 39.

Neadquarters Comeunloatlonu Zone, European Theater of Operations,
Office of the Chief Ordnance Officer. in published for your Informations

'4. The suggestion of the Ordnance Officer,, VI Corps, for
Sheavier shield for anti-tan k gus to ;prevent penetrat im by sniper
bulets was referred to the Chief ctOdao, uohsrepida
followag I'Over the past yeracrfully. coordinat ed ballistic programi
has baen fired at Aberdeen Proving' Ground with'the result, that 5A~b
armor has been indicated for suoh front'lineiapplications. The 3*
anti-tank gm v6 shield ununted bracket (5Xuith the new shield),
was designed to take' heavieir armor* The structural design of the
shield on this gun is msh as to give amop , te, lhi 4lding as possible
with maniiu efficiency. Exoept under rare conditions, this oblique
-shield of 5/3 %roor will defeat mall1 arms firs up through *50 ealibet.
]L similar obliquity shield has, been" developed for the 37m *11 anti-

-- tank gun.1 It is not knoow how soon these modified carriages mill-bo
available in this theater.

-' "~12. It has been determined experimentally by this ofc
that the barrel of the-Nl99A14 mohine gun can be used err success-
fulWl in the 11919A6 mochine gun.

p 2.A Standard Operating, Procedure will be Issued by- the
fhief Sagineer covering the procurent. of Industrial gases in ?ras
extracts from uhich are quoted belows

.*The French authorities will assume aill cost's in cnneot-
Ion with any geses obtained.

OTsquisitions In the format oQPA ITO Form 106, or demasnd
OPA'STO Form 101, or any other form+ of requisition which In effect wll
comply with Standard Operating Procedure No. lOFt *Field Procurement by
U, 89 Forces In Frane*

5
, mill be- presented to the uanuftoturer.

'u1nits W2ttin the Base Seotiops and Advance. Sect ions
should be Instructed to pael requisitions for, gases through thei
Bass or Aftinee Section kgIneer ftpply Of fioer, who will approve-thea
and.*u direot the unit to. iiohever. Industrial gas plant (or Itigineer

"S60 *A& 266'i 'h hlua pl60 thp WAS.
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IZEZ

1. Receive reports on serious
crmes and incidents and in-..
vestigate these crimes.

2. Apprehend offenders.
3. Record and file all-reports

of crimes.
4. Liaison with civil authori-

•ties, G-5, Judge Advocate,
Inspector General and Mili-
tary Police Units.

5. :Prepare and, submit reports
.on completed investigations
toloWer and higher Head-
quarters.

Supply Military Police Units
with Traffic Control Equip-
ment.
Reconnaissance of road net.
Control all convoy movements.
Coordinate with Civilian A-
gencie.

1. ..Supervise enforcement of
rules,, regulations and. poli-.
cies ofconduct, discipline,.
law and order.

2. Apprehend and dispose of
AWOLS and stragglers.

3. Supervise and maintain Army
General Prisoner Stockade.

4. Supervise sand operate Army
4 Summary Courts.

5. Coordinate with Civilian
Authoritiest', G-2, Counter In-
telligence Corps and other
Agencles.

6. Process disciplinary reports.

-

)RSNR-OF WAR- INTERNMENT CAMPS P.W
l... !Locates administer and oper- I* Maintain files and records t ,Tk hrg foernAle

. ate -Army Prisoner of War En- pertaining to war criminalsog i Pioer fa.
.. cl'sure, .enemy agents and'suspects.Be .. . 2,Administer. and ope rate A llied

2. .-Handle and evacuate prison- . 2. L6'te nyInterment Csomps. " rsnro a ap ni

o re of war and escapers lnd 3,,. ' Administer. and Operate..Airmy • .Cmunications'Zone assumes
Sevaders fromDivision Collect-... interm'ontCampse control*. ''
S.ing Points$ through Corve En- 4,, vacuats individual intern- .1.vacuato Allied prisoners of.

closur .tq my,]t ' .meant camp cases, . ..- .. watr Hqatrhen so required ... Vy hilgh-..

3.. Adkznioster and operate Corps. .- ....

LIN ES, COMMUNICATION SIGNALCOMMUNICATIOI

1. Supervise, control and guard 1. Supervise operation of Mili-
vital ,installations in the tary Police. Traffic and Lines
Army Area--highway bridges,, ofComunication'Road Net..
railroad'bridges, signal can- 2. Coordinate and disseminate all
tars, etc, Signal Instructions to Mili-

2. Prepare and maintain current taryPolice Unite.
plan for security of. Lines of

COMMAND POST.

1. Prepare and maintain current
plans;-for interior security
and defense of the Command
Post.

2. Supervise operation of interi-
or security.

3.. Maintain emergency force a-
gainet enemy attack.
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SECTION I-CENERAL*

tary!Police Battalion were ~aseiigned to"Corps as foll owe 9

Company 'A" - VIII Corps
Company."B" XX Corps
Company "C" - XII Corps

Headquarters. and Headquarters Detacbment, 511th Military 'Police
aBat i 11 April at.Third U. S.-Army and reported for duty

to the Provost Marshal. It was contemplated that the Provost MarshalSection be organized as follows a

Provost"Marshai ,Section.
a,. Provost Marshal

"b. .Executive.Officer
c. Adjutant:."
d..;*Chief Clerk

Sub-Sectionas-
a. Maintenance of Law and Order
b -Traffic,
c. Prisoner. of War andRefugee
d. Crimina. Investigation

The Provost Marshal Offices were established with.the Forward
Echelon at Camp PEOVER and the Rear Echelon at Camp TOFT.,"

Planning for the distribution of Ihe Military Police Units as-
signed to Third U. S. Amy resulted in the following&

511thL.Military Police Battalion - Provost Marshal Section,
VIIIXX and XII Corps.

, 03rd Military Police Battalion - Third U. S. eArmy.
512th Military Police Battalion - Third U. S.key.*' -

:217th Military Police Company (Corps).- Assigned XV Corps.

Operational Plans were formulated which warranted a request for
the following allotments of Military Police Units 'to Third U. S. key .

6 Military Police Battalions'
10 Escort Guard Companies
1 Processing Company
I Criminal Investigating Detckment.

Visits were made by several members of the Provost Marshal Sec-
tion to Headquarters, European. Theater of Operations, Headquarters,.
First U. S. Army Group, Headquarters, First U. S. Amy and other Head-
quarters for the purpose of conferring and discussing Provost Marshal

affairs and functions.

The following strength and orgnnization of the Provost Marshal:
Sectinn, Third U. S. eAmy was authorized by Staff Memorandum Number 37,
Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, dated 6 May 1944.a

12 Officers
1 Warrant Officer ,
34 Enlisted Men

ORGA IZATIONa

Provost.Marshal Headquarters
Traffic Sub-Section
Maintenance of Law and Order Sub-Section
Prisoner of War and Refugee Sub-Section
Investigation Sub-Section

The Provost Marshal Plan, Annex Number 19 to Third U. S. keAy
Outline Plan, was prepared, approved by the Army Commander, andpub
lished. Operational Memorandums were published to implement Provost:
Marshal Plan Annex Number 19 and consisted of the followings.L

Stragglera.

Maintenance of. Law and Order.

.At this :time a study of,.training exercises in Traffic Control
.showed clearly: the drastic need for additional equipment, especially
motorcycles, 1/4 ton trucks, radios, srens, watches,: compassee, in-
dividual stoves for diepersed.traffic personnel, and additional traffic
control equinet. To alleviate this situation action was taken in the
form of a request to Headquarters, European Theater of Operations, U.
S. Army, through command channels to secure all items of additional..,-..
equipment necessary for Military Police Units.The letter wan approved
by all sections and-the Army Comander, Third U. S. Amy, and forwarded
.to Headquarter,, European Theater of Operations, U. S. key for:consid,
-eration, where on17 June-,it was approved. (See Annex.3).

'An Executive Officer was assigned.

It was planned that the VIII Corps ould take. part with.the Firnt
U. S. Amyin the invasion of the Continent anda liaison officer fram

.503rd Military Police Battalion was detailed between this section and
VIII Corps...

The Provost Marshal Section was formally announced as a Special
-Staff Section by General Orders Number 30, Headquartern, Third U.S.,
Army, dated8. June. (SeeAnnex 4). The most important advantage of
:this General Oider was direct communication between Provost Marshals of
Corps and Divisions and-the Provost Marshal, Third U. S. Army, was auth-
orized on all Provost Marshal and Military Police matters.

A Provont Marshal Planning Conference was held on 13 June with
representatives from all Corps, Divisions, Military Police'Battalions
and Military Police Companies of the Third U. S. Amy present. (6e.
Annex .5). The Army Commander addr)essed the meeting, discussing the im-
portance of traffic control, handling of prisoners of war, appearance
of Military Police, aggressiveness on the part of Military Police, and
that they should be distinctly marked. He gave his assurance that
Military Police in the execution of their-duties would be given his full
support.

Staff Memorandum Number 47, Headquarters, Third. U. S. key, dat-
d June, announced that the Headquarters of the Third U. S. Amy

would be divided into three groupss

Group "X" .- Forward Operational Echelon
Group "Y", -Rear Operational Echelon
Group "Z -Group remaining after departure of "X"'. and "Y,

Echelons for the Continmnt.

"X" Echelon of Third U. S. Army Headquarters with vehiclesenum-
bering over 600, departed from TOFT and PEOVER Camps for BRAEMORE,
EnglandI on 29 June 1944. The entire movement consisted of four seri--
.ale proceeding on two.different routes controlled by the Provost Mar-

shal.- The first serial left at 0500, followed hourly by the other
.serials. (See Annex 6). Y" Echelon consisting of two (2) officers
and six (6) enlisted men remained at Camp TOFT to carry on such duties
as might be required. Upon arrival at SALISBURY on the way to BRAEMORE.
an advance detachment from the 503rd Military Police Battalion escort-
ed the various sections to their areas. Headquarters for the Provost
Marshal Section was at Whitabury House, WHITSBURY, England.

One offier and two enlisted men departed from WHITSBURY on 4
July to SOUTHAMPTON for movement to the Continent, Company A, 503rd
Military Police Battalion also departed for movement to the Continent,

At 0100 July 5, Third U. S. Army Headquarters moved to
SOUTHAMPTON by motor convoy for embarkation to the Continent.

ThisHeadquarters departed from SOUTHAMPTON, England, at 0800
July. 6, and arrived at-UTAH BEACH, France, by LST, at 2300 of the. same
day.

Departed at 0400 July 7,-for de-waterproofing area. Marched
.from transit area 22 miles and arrived at BLANDAMOUR (T1799) at.1300
,hours of .the same day. This section located its Headquarters on Road,
IC22 northeast of BLANDAMOUR (T1799).

SECTION III- TRAFFICB-SUCTION

cSub-Section was organized on 15 Aprbl 1944 with the
Lear Echelon at Camp TOFT.:

Let *Maintenance and Operation of Motor Vehicleje •Head
n Theater of Operati oneU. S.Amy, dated 24 January,
e, was the publication upon which all rules and rag
tually based.

4umber-10, Headquarters, Third U.6S. Army, dated 4 May
this Headquarters for the operation of Motor Vehic.lee

British traffic .control equipment was designated as the traffic.,
control equipment to be used by all Allied .Forces in the European
Theater of Operations, and consisted of France plates and discs, di-
rectional. .-France platesp metal or wooden material, 15. inches by 17
inches or 17- inches by 30 inches, with white letters on black back-
ground would be aed: for unit, installation or route signs. Discs,
directional would be .used as follows.

a. Directional discs, white with'black arrow pointed toward
12 o'clock indicating main routes forward to thefront.

S b. Directional discs, white with black arrow and bar per-
pendicular to the base of the shaft indicating lateral.routes.

c., Directional discs, white with black arrow pointed toward
six o'clock indicating main down-routes .to. the rear areas.

d Directional discs, red with white arrowsindicating de-
tours from main or lateral routes.

a.,Directional discs or equivalent, white with.red arrow
indicating local routes,

Other traffic:control .equipment consisted of traffic lampsire-
flectorized batona, lamps-flasher type, and sleeves, traffic.

The extreme need for training in British traffic control signs....
and :equipment was evident, and such training-was initiated in the 503rd
and 512-th Military Police Battalions. Observations were.made of the
progress of training and exercises were to be repeated on numerous
occasions continually stressing signs, main road and lateral road; sign
postings, traffic control points, pointemen, detours, and the making
and repairing of all types of signs.

Public' address systems were procured from the Signal Section
and installed on traffic control vehicles. This equipment proved in-.
valuable in controlling both convoys. and individual vehicles on the
highays.

The 512th Military Police Battalion was directed to follow a.
special training program with the primary .object of preparing the unit
f citraffic control duties on the Continent. nphanis in training was
placed on physical condition, traffic control, and..special techniques
which would be required, on the Continent. This program was emplified
by the.assigment of companies to the Provost Marshal of UVII "Dis-•
trict at LIVERPOOL, for duty at. the LIVERPOOL Docks and City proper.

On I May orders-were received from Headquarters, European
Theater of Operatione, U. S. Army, -attaching the Battalion to Southern
Base Section for duty. The unit was assigned sectors in Devon and
.Cornwall, with the battalion headquarters stationed at TRURO, Cornwall.
For a period of eight weeks the organization worked day and night con-
trolling traffic for troops moving into the marshalling areas, thence
•to points of embarkation, prior to movement to the.Continent.'

The experience in-escort and traffic control better enabled the
battalion to execute its primary mission (traffic control) on the .
Continent.

The 512th Military.Police Battalion was relieved frm assign-
ment with Southern Base Section on 17 June. A detail of one officer
and twenty-one enlisted men of the 512th Military Police Battalion was
relieved from duty in LONDONand reported to Camp TCT for duty."after
the 503rd Military Police Battalion had departed for BRA E.. •.

SECTION III - PRISONER OF WAR SUB-SECTION

Inasmuch as the materiel available concerning Prisoners of War
was negligiblo, excellent use was made of Field Manual 27-10, Rules of
Land Warfare, and reportsfrom the African, Sicilian and Italiam

0



Plans were.made for the evacuation and processing of Prisoners

of 'War and incorporated intothe Provost Marshal Plan, Annex Number 191

dated-11 May.

Visits were made by Chief ofPrisoner of War Sub-Section to con-

ferences conducted by:other headquarters pertaining to Prisonersof War

and valuable information was gained therefrom.

Requisitions for Prisoner of War tagsand Prisoner of:War effects

bags were made to Headquarters, European Theater of Operations, U.S.

Army. It was contemplated that this Army would receive 30,000 prison-
ers of war for the first-month of actual operations.

SECTION IV MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER SUB-SECTION

The Maintenance of Law and: Order Sub-Section was established and

preparations were made for the employment of Military Police for .the..
maintenance of law and order on the Continent.

When this Headquarters was stationed at KNUTSFORD, :the personnel

of the 503rd Military Police Battalion worked in conjunction..with the

Service of Supply Military Police and Civil Police in the towns. of.
KNUTSFORD, CREWE, MACCLESFIELD, MANCHESTER, and -ALTRINGHAM,

' One company of the 503rd .Military Police Battalion was utilized
•as the Command Post Guard. A restricted area was established in the
forward Echelon at Camp PEOVER, and divided into Restric ted rea North
and Restricted Area South., Five types of passes were issued, any one

of which would admit the proper:hol
d
er to the Restricted Areas. These

were:

a. Third U. S. Army "Coplete' Knowledge Pass (a blue letter

C" superimposed on awhite card).

b. Third U. S.S ArmyLimited" Knowledge Pass (a red letter
'L* superimposed on a bluecard).

c. , ThirdU. Army permanent Restricted Area Pass (a pink
card).

di. Third U. S. Army: temporary Restricted Area Pass (a buff
card following the pattern of (c) above).

a . -A Third U. S. Army visitor's Classification Pass (a
green card on• which is superimposed theletter C in blue or *L" in
red).

All passes were issued and controlled by the Provost Marshal

under-regulations. prescribed by him.

SECTION V,- INVESTIGATION SUB-SECTION

The Investigation Sub-Section was established and the strength.
of this section consisted of one officer and six enlisted meno. The pri-
maryduty of this section was the investigation of .crimes reported.

The types of crimes investigated while stationed in Englandcon-
.sisted of rape, attempted rape, theft, and motor vehicle accidents.
Requeat was made to Headquarters, European.Theater of Operations~q. U.S.:
Army,, for one Criminal Investigation Section which was vitally needed

q in order to. operate successfully on the Continent.

CHAPTER.2
PRE-OPERATIONAL -ON CONTINENT

SECTION I - GENERAL

Preparation and planning were continuous*. A plan for. defense off
Third U. S, Army Headcuarters was inaugurated uponarrival in France,

.*" Echelon departed Cmp TOFT by-motor 0730 July 8. Arrived
NINE YEWS, (BRAEMORE Area) 1700 July 8. Itdeparted NINE YEWS by motor.

1900 July 15, for SOUTHAMPTON, embarked on a Liberty ship for the Con-,
tinent and. arrived on UTAHBEACH 0500 July 17. It disembarked 0900
July 18 and moved by motor to join OXO Echelon in vicinity of BLANDA-
MOUN (T1799)"France.

The Forward Echelon moved 'fram BLANDAMUR (T1799), France. via
ST. SAUVEUR I, VICCM7E (T1995), LA HAYS DU PUITS (T1884), LqSSAY (TX87Q
to BEAUCHAMPS(T2732) on 31 July.

SECTION II - TRAFFIC SUB-SECTION

on 6 J y the Traffic SO-Section moed fru the beach through

503rd Military Folice Battalion was osmaief cor crarooc contros

'All traffic control at the tine, in France,.was under the First'.
oS. Army.-While at BLANDAMOUR (T1799) the Corps ano: Division unite of
Third.U.S. Army * arriving fra .the United, Kingdom were escorted from
points of debarkation at the UTAH and CNAHA BEAGHFS to.Third U.S. Army
Concentration Areas." The plan for circulation. and movement of traffic,
was coordinated through Traffic Control Headouarters, First U.S. Army.
and:the 0-3.Section, Third .U.S. Army.

An officer from-the Traffic. Sub-.Section, working incooperation
with representatlves of the: G-3 .and. G-4 Sections,. Third: U.S. Army,was.
assigned to coordinate the movement of all Third-U.S. Army units .from
the transitt areas at the Beaches to.their concentration areas :on the
Normandy. Coast-Peninsula. Tesms of Military Police escorts were as-
signed-to this work from the 503rd Military Police Battalion.

The process of receiving and esoorting Third. U.S. Amy units to
their' espective concentration areas .was continued until the Army be-
ceme operational.

Approximately:800 units were escorted frem the Beaches in the
above manner,

The- 512th Military Police Battalion arrive6 in France .frem the
United Kingdom on 18 July. This battalion relieved the .503rd Military
Police Battalion in traffic control,

Company "C, of the 503rd Military-Police Battalion was attached
to: the' Firs t.U.S. Amy for. a special mission in traffic control, on' 20
July, for the attackat 'ST.L0 (T4963)

The supply of British traffic' control equipment was low. It was
anticipated that when the Third U.S. Army beceme operational a large
supply of this' equipment would be necessary, and requests were made .to
European Theater ofOperations, U.S. Ary to supply ;it.

Because of the, density of traffic moving over all roads in the
CUTENTINPeninsula, little attempt was made to. enforce 60-yards inter-
valbetween vehicles. This resulted in traffic conflicts in villages,
at crossroads and road junctions. Traffic control personnel performed,
their duties in an excellent manner, working long hours to keep the .
traffic moving despite-the density of traffic, and the condition of
roads.

. The convoys coming from the :Beaches to. the Third. U.S. Army Con-_
.centration Areas were passing through the First U.S. Army, and Communica-
tions Zones Areas which necessitated coordination.."The cooperation
.received was excellent*.

SECTION III - PRISONER OF WAR SUB-SECTION

Upon arrival in France, efforts were made to secure the services
of Military Police Escort Guard cmpanies. None were'available in the
Theater, and it was recosmended that abattalion unit of appoximately
750.personnel be utilized for the mission of escorting, guarding, and
processing prisoners.of .war. As a temporary measure Field Artillery
Battalions with low priority were .to be used. The 693rd Field Artilley.
Battalion was attached to the Provost Marshal Section forescort guard
work, Training was conducted in all phases of prisoner of war work..
The 693rd Field Artillery Battalion-was assigeed to.its primary duty
,before the Army beceme. operationall and the 244th Field Artillery Batta-'
lion replaced it in prisoner of war work. This new battalion was o-
riented and given instructions in all phases of prisoner of war duties.

Visits were made to the Advance Section Communications Zone and
First UoSI Army prisoner of war Enclosures by the personnel of the:
Prisoner of War Sub-Section. Valuable information concernfng the oper-
ation of a prisoner of war enclosure was gained

• 
from these visits. Per-

sonnel of thls. Sub-Section were also allowed to actually work at one
of these enclosures, thereby gaining experience in this type of work.,

One of the main planning functions accomplished by the Prisoner
of War Sub-Section was the-publication of Circular 37. on Prisoners of
War., dated 26 July. (See Annex 7).,

SECTION IV - MAINTENANCE.OF LAW AND ORDER'.SUB-SECTION

Upon arrival on the. Continent there were no available troops.for...
defense of the Amy Compand Post.,other than the Headquarters Sections
and the 503rd Military Police Battalion. During the first week.each.
section was instructed to set up its own interior guard including a
perimeter defense where exposed boundaries existed. Data regarding.

personnel and .weapons of eachsection was compile. Each section was
instructed to, appoint defense officers, oneof whom would 'be available .
at all times. A warning system of a long siren blast was provided in
event of enemy activity, and each section was instructed to send a.
liais.on.officer and two runners to the Provost Marshal Section .in the
.event that an alearm was •sounded. The Provost Marshal was designated
.Defense Commander. One platoon of.the 503rd Military Police .Battalion
was.-designated as an "alert* platoon, armed and completely mobile,.,to
be on call twenty-four hours a day. " In.addition to the alert: platoon,
the 503rd Military Police:Battalion furnished twb roving-patrols on- ,
circling. the Army. Command Post, and traffic posts were doubled duri-
the hours of darkness.

The defense of the'. Army Command Post was taken over by the 6th
Cavalry Group. and Ithe 546th Anti-Aircraft Artillery. Automtic Weapons.,
Battal and their plans for defensewere coordinated through the
Provost Marshal Section.

All.towns in France ..were initially placed off limits until clear-
ed of mines by engineers,, inspected by the surgeon for sanitation, and
the civil affairs system in order. Many individual French: houses were
found to be selling liquor to soldiers and were in effect barrooms.
These establishments were also placed off limits, enforcament being
made by posting signs, and by having roving patrols circulating
throughout the area.

Because the proiscuous firing of weapons was prevalent, notice
was published in:Circular No. 34, Headouarters, Third U.S. Amy, dated
19 July,•

• 
stating that 'All personnel of all units assignedor attached

-to Third:U.S. Army were forbidden to fire weapons. except when.actually."
engaged with-the enemy, or on an.authorized range, or in the perform-

•ance of guard duty., Any officer. or enlisted man who violated. these.
instructions would be tried by Courts Martial.."

Patrols, were maintained in all towns surrounding the Command

Postfor-the .enforcement of all rules and regulations.

SECTION.V -. ,INESTIGATION SUB-SECTION

During-the month of July in France, there were relatively few

crimes cosmitted in the Third U.S. Army Area.

CHAPTER. 3
AUGUST OPERATIONS,

SECTION I- GENERAL
When the Third U.S. Army becomeoperational, -the following units

were moved over, the roadnets of the Army Area:

90th Infantry Division
5th Armored.:Division

83rd Infantry:Division
200 rmy2 Troop Units and Service:.Units.

The Forward Echelon"Third U.S. Army Headquarters was further
divided into Groups "A" and ."B'. Forward "B" departed BEAUCHAMPS
(T2732) at 0700 hours 8 August, and arrived vicinity of POILLEY (Y3592)
0840 hours.

Forward "B" Echelon, Headquarters Third U.S. Army departed POLL-
LEV (Y3592) 1130 hours 12 August. arrived. vicinity 'of ST.ODEN DES. TOUTS.
.(Y5854) 1300 hours. Forward *A" Echelon, Headquarters Third U.S. Army
departed POILLEY (Y3592) 1300 hours, arrived vicinity ST OUEN DES TOUTS
(Y5854) 1500 hours.

Forward"B" Echelon, Headquarters Third.U.S. Army moved by in-
filtration from ST OUEN DES TOUTS (Y5854) on 14 August, departed 1115'.
hours and arrived at IA.BAZOGE (Z3452) 1500 hours.

Forward "A"Advance arrived LA BAZOGE (Z3452) 0900 hours on15

August.

Rear Echelon arrived at ST. SABINE (Z3352) 1300 hours on18

August.

The 13th Military Police Criminal Investigation Section reported,
for.duty. The section consisted of one officer and tenenlisted men.
The section was equipped with two 1/4-ton vehicles and two 1/4-ton
trailers. The section was.asigned to duty in the Rear Echelon with
the Investigation Sub-Section.

Forward "A" departed LA BAZOGK (Z3452) at 1030 hours on 20 Au-
gust, arrived vicinity of BROU (W1278)'1300 hours.

Forward"B" departed LA BAZOGE (Z3452) at 1300 hours on 20 August,



mnd used until a Class 40 two way bridge wa1

temporary Army boundary was established as

Rear Echelon, Third U. S. Armyj arrived vicinity of CCURCY
.(19255) PITHIVIERS (W9367) on. GC 109, on: 27 August.

Forward "B", Third U.S. Amy, departed COURCY (W9255) 0830.
hours on 30 August, arrived vicinity of COUROENAY (X8477) 1230:hours.

Forward "A, Third U.: S. Army, departed COURCY .(W9255) 1300

hourson 30 August, arrived Vicinity of. COURGENAY (X8477) 1630 hours-

SECTION II - TRAFFIC SUB-SECTION -

Main Supply Routes.were-established on I August as follows:

(1) BRICQUEBEC (01304) to LSSAY (T1876).N8OO,.-.LESSAY:(T1876)
to COUTANCES (T2357) GC29,COUTANCES (T2357), to GRANVILLE (T1134) to
AVRANCHES (T2817) N173.

(2)"Aray Rear. Boundary to PERIERS (T2772) 024, PERIERS, (T '77
to. coUTANEs (T2357) Nl71, COUTANCES (T2357) to AVWNCHES (T2811)_,007.

Traffic Headquarters operating-under Transportation Section, G-4
established Traffic.Control Posts as follows:

-.(1) ST SAUVEUR LE: VICOTE (T1995).
(2). PONT L'ABBE (T2693)
(3). LA AYE DU PUITS (T1884)
(4), PERIERS. (T2772:

)

(5),COUTANCES (T9357)

Traffic.Control, the primary function of the Provost Marshal.
Section, reached its peak load when Third U.S. Amy become operational,
on 1 August and continued to be a most aggravated problem through 7
August. The 83rd Infantry Division, 90th Infantry Division and the 5th
Armored Division were moved through the Amy Area to meet new tactical

,dispositions. The traffic density was' greatest initially in the.
COUTANCES (T2357).- AVRANCHES (T2817) areas because of road .and bridge
bottlenecks. oEngineer crews working day and night completed by-passes
and constructed bridges which with unremitting Military Police traffic
control finally placed the problem in hand. 'It is. doubtful if in the
history of our Amies to date' agreater traffic problem ever existed
than that confronting the Third U.S. Army from LESSAY (T1876) through
COUTANCES (T2357) to AVRANCHES (T2817) from 1 August to 7 August.

In the city of GRANVILLE (T1134) the streets had been blocked
with concrete blocks at street intersections.' This road-block necessi-
tated the use of very crooked and narrow connecting streets togolsouth
and east from the: city. A by-pass was placed in effect which connected
the north-south highway from the north of the city with highway N124 to
the east and N173 to the south. All traffic was diverted over this.
,highway and relieved the congestion in GRANVILLE (T1134).

q At AVRANCHES (T2817), which had been heavily bombed and at which
place great destruction occurred, highways N173, N811, G .. and N176:
converged from the north. There was no road available to by-pass the
city.. This caused a high traffic density through the town as the only
highway to the south was N176 to PONTAUBAULT (T2810). Many .traffic
.conflicts occurred in this- city, and for days a steady streem of. traf-
fic moved through to the south carrying troops, equipment and supplies.

A bridge at PONTS ST. SENIER, (T2918) northeast of AVRANCHES,
(T2817), had been blown by. the enemy and replaced with a timber bridge
by_ the engineers. This bridge was at the junction of highways 0C7 and
'N176 and east-west highway Nell. One member of. the 512th Military
PoliceBattalion on traffic control duty. at the bridge was killed by
the.bmbing at this point, and some vehicles were disabled by bombing
in AVRANCHES (T2817) during this period.

-Company'"C" 503rdMilitary Police Battalion, was relieved-fran
sepecial duty with" theI First U.S .6Amy and reverted to Battalion contrOL
This company was designated as the traffic control cacpany of the .

Tha fellew'ing Tre
Augut:

osts were established on 4

All traffic .regulating posts north of GC44 - COU
are closed as of 041200 August.

Army. Rear Boundary. was established on 5. -August a

Road 0044-PASSUS (T1256) COUTANLES (T2357) rin
DES (T2357) to Army Boundaries.

The following Units of the XX Corps. were moved oto the vicinity of VITRE (Y3653) on 8 August:

35th Infantry Divislon
.5th Infantry Division
'2nd French Armored Division

The 80th Infantry Division-also moved to its new

In accordance with TWX, Headquarters,. Twelfth-U.S., Army Group
Rear BoundIry. of Third U.S. Army was-established as followe&: (All. to

:_Camuncations Zone).- "

:Highway N776 LE MONT ST. MICHRL (T1611) .PONTCRSON (T1602)
Highway N176 PONTORSON (T1602) - PONTAUBAULT (T2810)i Highway N807.
PONTAUBAULT (T28i0) - ST. HILAIRE DU HARCOUET (T4703) - Road N177 ST.
HILAIRE DU HARCOUNT (T4703) to First U. S. Army Boundary.'

The front was extending to the :south, :the southeast and to the
...west towards the BREST PENINSULA. This required extension of. supply
routes and traffic control personnel,.

The.city of LAVAL (Y6846) presented a complicated traffic pro-
blem.. The enemy had blown out the bridges across the MAYENNE River'
in this city. A Class 40 bridge was placed, by the engineers, at the
south edge of the city. The approach to thisbridge fram the west was
very crooked and tank retrievers could not make the turn onto. the
-bridge. A Class 70 bridge was. constructed by engineers the following
day and relieved the situation.

Great difficulty was encountered in that many vehicles become
lost. TheMilitary Police assisted many of the drivers of these ve-.
hicles in locating their units.

'One thousand wood signs, sine. 15 inches by 17 inches, painted..
black were ordered from the Engineer Section, in lieu of Franco plates,
to'be delivered in lots'of three hundred-commencing 20 August.

A traffic circulation plan for thecity of FOUGER.S (Y3878) was
approved and provided for two separate north-south routes through the
city with connecting routes for east-west traffic.

One bridge was left intact in the city of LE MANS (Z4037), and
highways from the west, north and east converged at this city, causing.,
traffic conflicts. To offset this condition a by-pass was put into
effect for traffic going south and east of LE MANS (Z4037) by routing--
this traffic from N157 to 0C37 to CHEVILLE (z0831), thence east and
.south over roads to re-enter N157 via C2 at ST.CALAIS (V7849). This
by-pass afforded somae relief, but the city of LE MANS (Z4037) remained,
a traffic problem while inthe Army Area, and required the constant
attention of all traffic and Military Police personnel.:

The 80th Infantry Division.started movement on 15 August fran
the vicinity of JUBLAINS (Y8965) to 'an area in the'vicinity of
MOW IRAIL (V846d). Route was assigned as follows, IP to N23,' east

-1of 019 - 04, northeast on N805 to RJ N155 southeast on N155 to G041,
0041 to destination. .All sensitive points along this route were posted
with Army or'Corps Military Police for control of the movementin their
respective areas.

Signs .One, LaneTraffic, No Paseing, by order ,of the Amy
Coomander,' were placed at critical points, entrances to towns and,,'

LE MANS (Z4037), to Third .U. S. Army, open. to First U. S.
Army traffic. BONNETABL.. (V577.9) to First U. S., .Ary, NOGENT LE
ROTROU (V892), to First U. S. Army, open to.Third :U..S.Army traffic.
.COURVILLE SUR EURE (R2003), to First U. S. Army, DRUX. (R3235) road on,
west bank of .URCE River to,-its junction with the SEINE River, all. in-
clusive. to Third U. S. Army. Third U. S.' Army to have-running rights,
.on theNOGENT LZ ROTROU.(V6892) -.DREUX (R3235) road until Third U. ..
Army dumps in the vicinity were Closed.

On 23 August the 80th. Infantry Division moved over".road net to
new assembly ares .without traffic conflict. .

Company "C", 503rd Military. Police Battalion, took over.traffic
control in .HARTRES (R3602) from XX Corps Military Police, on 23 August.
That. afternoon General DeGaulle of the.French Army was given .a welccme
in CHARTRES (R3802). The traffic problem created by tiiei French !civil-
ians crowding the.streets to welcame him was-tremendous. All sorts of
parades, vehicles.and individuals interfered with the free flow of mili-
tary -vehicles through the, city streets.

The Main.Supply Routes-were established on 23 August as follows.

(1) N23 L MN (Z4037)to NOGENT L ROTR oU (V8892), 9 2
to COBRES (10692) , .015 to CHAMPROND (10700), N23 to, COURVILLE SUR
lURE (R2004), GC23. to THIMERT (R2219), GC26. to LE PEAGE (R3618), N154 "
to DREUX (R3236)9 N12 to HOUDAN (R5040).

(2) N23 L. MANS (Z4037) to CONNKRE (V6266),:N827 toBROU
(W1278), GC27 to BONNEVAL (W2873),'0l17 to VOVES (4683),to OUARVILLE .
(W5890) to TAMPES (w8897).

(3)' N157' LE MANS (Z4037) to ST. CALAIS (V7849) to RJ.N820
to: MORK- (W1544) to OUZCUER, (3743) to, ORMS (15845),' N155 to ORLEANS
(F6623).

Improvement in the standardization. of signing was made as well
as in. road discipline and traffic control. !The. continuous enforcement
by all Military Police in stressing the following restrictions helped
in no small way toImprove the situations

(1) Interval between vehicles, on the highways, including
.halts - 60 yards.

(2) Double banking of-convoys prohibited..
(3). One convoy would not overtake or pass another without: authority from a Traffic Regulating.Post or the Military Police.

Traffic Regulating Posts were established on 23 August :as.
follows:

(1) BIELLE: AIRPORT
(2) CHATEAUDUN (W2361)
(3) CIRTRES (R3802)
(4) DREUX (R3235)
(5) BROU (W1278)
(6) SANCHVILLE (14374)
(7).ORLEANS (F6623)
(8) ARTENAY (W6459)
(9) ETAMPES (W8897).

On 24 August' the bridge at CLOYES (11555), on N0O was out, end
traffic was diverted between CHATEAUDUN (12361)- and N826. It was re-
placed by a Class 40 Bailey.bridge.

The. Provost Marshal, Twelfth U. S. Ary Group, visited thisl section on 24 August and discussed traffic problems and traffic controlequipment. ". . . . • • . - . . .

The 90th Infantry Division was moved on 26 August from vicinity
of LA FRT BERNARD (V7479)-via 0049, N827 to PITHIVIERS (19367)-where
it was delivered to XX Corps.

The 80th Infantry Division was moved on.26 August via 03?, 0023,
0O0, N823, N817G, 010, N155to ORLEANS (F6623).

BROU
255)

0

0I



d out at CLSLES (I was made at this

(3) N826 ST. CALAIS (V7849) to ORMES (5845), N55 to
ORLEANS-(F6623), 8152 to CHTEAUNEUF (9118),.N60 toSENS (12965), all
two wayo.

Traffic Regulating Posts were stablished as follows on 27
Augusts

(1) CHATEAUDUN, (W2361).
(2) SANCHYILLE (14374)
(3) ORLEANS.(F6623)
(4) ARTENY (16459).
(5) PITHIVIERS (W9367).
(6)% ORLEANS: (F6623) BRICY AIRPORT (16623)
(7) NEMOURS (X2675)
(8):: MONTARIS (12845)''

Rear boundaries were established asfollows on 27 Augusta

(1) Corpsl.

(a) XII Corps: PITHIVIERS (-9367) along 8721 to
COURCY (18956), thence along OC109 to-CHILLEURS (18357), thence along
=5C to NWVILLE (11757), to ARTENAY (16459), to SOUGY (W5757) to PATAY
(w5057), thence along N835. toST. PERAVY LA COLORBE (W5052), thence
along C3 to ST. SIGISMOND (W4849), to GEMIONY (W4907). to ROZIERRES
(5045), to south lateral boundary, all inclusive to Corps.

(b) XX:Crps: ETAMPES (W8896) along N721 to
PITHIVIERS (19367), all inclusive to Corps.

Oni 28 August the 106th Cavalry,.Group, was, moved, through the Army
:Areas

"Vehicle Corrals" were 'established and announcement was made in.
Circular 48, Headquarters. Third U. S. Army, dated.29 August, (See

Annex Number 6) that the following violations would result in detention
in these corrals:

Speeding, double banking, light violations, reckless driving
while under the influenc.e of intoxicating liquore, failure to maintain
the prescribed 60 yard distance between vehicles when moving or at a,

ihalt, dsobedience of Military Police traffic directions, and any.of
the'following vehicles passing any other moving vehicle or halted Con*
voy, except by direction of Military Police:

Trucks, *3/4 ton weapons carriers.
Trucksp 1-1/2 ton cargo.
Trucks,.2-1/2 ton cargo.
All other wheeled or track vehicles .over 3/4 ton caps-,
city.

Large 4 feet by 4 feet signs to prevent double banking, and
passing wre constructed and placed conspicuously on the mainsupply
routes .

XV Corps departed IP Route Junction 8338 and 0021 on 30 Aukust
and moved via 0C21, N837, D27 and D15 to vicinity of LA FERTE GAUCHER

' "Red Ball" express route (for priority gasoline, mmunition
and othr vital .ater'tel) was established fros Advance Sectio, Com-.

munications Zone -via 8378 to FONTAINEBIEAU (X2991), D10, 8375. N304,
N51, N33 to CHALONS (T5445),

sIt wa necessary to establish one way traffic In many areas
because of the poor'condition of the roads.

The. following roestrictions were published in Adainistrative

Orders as follows$,

(1) Blackout ea'rker (oat eye) lights would be ueed forward

Over 400traffic clearances were processed through this Head-
quarters during the month of August.

SECTION III PRISONER OF:WAR SUB-SECTION

The first prisoner of war enclosure was opened 1.August in the
vicinity of ST. JORES (T2785). This enclosure was taken over from the
482nd.Military Police Escort Guerd Copany ,First U. S. Army, and' con-
tained thirty-four prisoners of war. The 244th Field Artillery.Bat-
talion operated this. enclosure.

The prisoner of.war enclosure in the.vicinity of ST. JCRES
(T2785) was closed 2359 August 3, 6,352 prisoners of war having been
evacuated through it.

A prisoner of war enclosure was established .at MARCEY. (T2517)

4-August, .1-1/2 miles northwest of AVRANCHES"(T2817) .
Au u t 1-1. (1.. .28.. .1.. . .7)

The 437th and 472nd Prisoner of War Escort Guard Companies re-
-ported to the enclosure at MARCEY (T2517). on 5 August for duty per.
paragraph 2, TA Number 4, Headquarters, Twelfth U. 8 Army Group,
dated 3 August. One platoon from each of the 647th and 442nd Quarter-
.master Truck Companies was utilized for transporting prisoners from the.
Division collecting points to the enclosure..

Weekly report of prisoners of warfrom 011200 August to 052359
August$

Captured8..6........... . .8806
Others .. ...... ...... ..... .... .None

TOTAL, , , .... 8806
.Evacuated. ...,,...o...8052

BALANCE ON HAND. . 754

Dring. the night ,of7 - 8 August,. the enclosure at MARCEY:(T2511)
near.AVRANCHES (T2817), was subjected by the enemy to a combined bomb-
ing and strafing attack

o  
Aperimeter guard was established as* quickly

as possible, and as a matter of safe-guarding prisoners of war from the
devastating attack they were permitted to leave the enclosure and seek

protection in the surrounding area. Twenty-one prisoners of war were
killed and sixty-two wounded. Two enlisted men of the 244th Field
Artillery Battalion (operating:personnel of the enclosure) were killed'
and -several were.wounde

Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 1, AVRANCHES (T2817), was
closed on 8.August, 5,157. prisoners of war having been handled during
the period 4 to 7 August inclusive.

Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 2, at SINS DE BRTAGNE (1377),
was opened on 8 August.

The 2nd Platoon of the 443rd Prisoner of War Processing Company
reported for 'duty at Priwoner of War Enclosure Number 2 at SUNS.DE
BRETAGNE (1377) on 9 August.

Weekly report of prisoners of war from 060001 August to 122359
Augusts

On hand from previous week,. • • " 754.
,Received. .......... •. ..

TOTAL e....... 1889
facuated...... o.... ... . .. .....11651

BALANCE ONH4ND. . 6638

Total from1 August to 12 August 26341

On 13 August a 1 Wwas, received frcm Twelfth Ue, S .rmyGroup in-

forming all keadquartera that prisoners of warin tho hands or the

French Forces of the 'Interior were.to be released to the appropriate
Arm, Cinander for oeaouation.

was establish

'The 738th Field Artillery Battalion was relieved from duty atthe BRULON Pris'oner of War Enclosure (K0936) .on 2 August and assigned
to its primary mission.

The 734th Field Artillery Battalion reported to COURTALAIN .
(W0964) Enclosure on 22 August for prisoner .of war escort duty.

A.new-.system for evacuation of prisoners of war was established

at this time: asfollows.

Responsibility for Evacuations: .

(a), Corps and Divisions were responsible for evacuation of
,prisoners of war from Division Collecting Points to a Collecting Point..
located at the Class I Supply Point. of the Corpse Army would supply
operating personnel for the above Collecting Point and would be re-
sponsible forevacuation of prisoners of war from the Collecting Point

located at the Class I Supply Point to the Army Prisoner of War En-
closure.

(b)Army.Units -• To .the nearest Collecting Point located at
a Class I Supply Point at a"Corps.,

(c) Locations- Corps G-1's.and Provost Marshals would.co-
ordinate with Corps G-4's to locate CollectingPoints mentioned above

,near traffic routes to the supply points,.

The Prisoner of War Sub-Section Chief left for tour of inspec-
tion of BRITTANY PENINSULA on 22 August tomake arrangements on dispo-
sition of prisoners of war captured by VIII Corpse.

2nd Platoon, 441st Prisoner of War Processing Conpany, reported
for duty at COURTALAIN (W0964) on 24 August.

Prisoner of War Enclosure Nmber 4, located vicinity of BRULON:
,(K0936), two miles south of.JOUE EN CHARNIE (K0936),,was closed on 25
August, 8,77,1 prisoners of war being handled from 14 to 25, August .

Prisoner of WarEnclosure Number: 6 was established three miles
east. of NENOURS (X2675) on D225 on 26 August.

Weekly report of prisoners of war from 200001 August to 262359

Augut;

On hand from previous week...........1941
Received...".•.•....... .•... . 9188

TOTAL...... ........ 11
Evacuated.,. ... , ...... ... 5904

BALANCE ON HAND. 5. . 5

Total received to date.. .. ... .. 54003,

The 2nd Platoon, 441st Prisoner oftWar Processing Company was

lishee

016 NEU
75 to NIMOURS Suppi

liaison was doure Nunber 2*..



re and evaders evacuated through T
is during the month of,.August were

ION IV MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND OR

wne +in vicinity of Army Coammand Po

gence Corps, who set up personnel at both ends of the Army Command Pos%
for that purpose. This was set up as a Standing Operating.Procedure In
all. -future Command Post Areas'.

On 8 August roving patrols frcm the 503rd Military Police Bat-_
'talion were established in POILLKY (Y3592) end nearby towns to enforce

qOff Limits" regulations.

The Army Straggler Collecting Point was locatedin close vlclnity
o6x•the Coamand Post of the 503rd Military Police Battalion. Stragglers
apprehended werereturned to their units or to the replacement depot.'

An Army guardhouse was established also In close vicinity of the
503rd Military Police Battalion.

Twenty-six stragglers were apprehended frem the period 1 to 5
Augusta

During the period '6 to 12 August, thirty-three stragglers were
apprehended Two of these were French and were turned over to a French:
Troop Replacement Center at PONTAUBAULT: (T2810)0' of, the remainder,
sixteen went to 48th Replacement Battalion, four to 53rd Replacement
Battalion, three to the 318th Replacement Company end eight to the
319thReplacement Company,

Delinquency reports for .the period 6 to 12 August wereas
rollowea

Drunken driving..... , ..... 4...
Uniform violation.......,., .•...17

-r ni an di nd' V-.,ba A d , A..u + _ .. : - ." " .

vehicles
tio4... -

eny-o

SECTION V "- IrVESTIGATION SUB-SNCTION

Inanlts cons

opeeoang........ ................
Unauthorizedtuse of vehicle , . 13
Overloading. . ...... ... 4
Improper blackout 2. ........ 2
Pass violations.........,... ..17
Indiscriminate firing,....,..,...
Off Limits va-lations......."*."20
Drunk and disorderly.......... :0 ..
Reckless driving........i......19
Alleged rape............. ... ... .2
Uniform violations. ..... . ... 9
Insubordination....•... ..... 1
Others.............. .......... 2

TOTAL. o'. 218

following citle and towns, were placed "On.Limite" toei-l

PITkIIVIRRS (W9367) .ANVILL9 (116572)
BONNEVAL (12873), ORLIANS (36623)
.MiRtVLLI (W6284) . .R.ONS (W5067)
CHATXAUDUN (W2361) VENDOME (FO411)

Army Coamander ennounced on 26 August that henceforth all
town within Third U. S. Army Area would be ,on Limits'" to.

town were being patrolled by 503rd Military Police 'Battalii
nnel of the 741st Field Artillery:Battalion being used to'a.

aggler :collecting points were opened and closed as .follol

V ,99 dS(F0411) ' closed 281200Ags
CHATAUDUN' (2361) - closed 291200 Augus 't

MISRVILLIN'6(8284) :closed 301200 Auguet

rape

,, ., 9

Investi

•Serious incidents or crimes reported for the period 6 to 12
were as follows$

Rape and murder.......W.......
Rape.................• • 4
Attempted rapse . .. . ., . 1
Larceny*......o.............2

TOTAL.........8

the 13th Military Police Criminal Investigation Section,-co n-
g of one officer and ten -enlisted menreported for dutywith this
n ?on. the 18th ,of August. This, Section' had organically two
so which were considered inadequate. Arrangements were made .for
additional vehicles,, to be used by the oCriminal Investigation

The following ceases were reported for investigation during the
13 to 19 Augusts

.Rap 0andattempted.murder. ., 1

Hamicide............a.....1
Assault and battery...e.....'. .
Unlawful. isecharge of fireams -

.

Murder......................

TO. AL...,. 10

1 were;
aliong

5e period 20 tl
aollows.,

old



CHAPTER 4
SEPTEMBER OPERATIONS,

SECTION I- GENERAL
A conference was held 1 September: with ;representatives from the:

Traffic.Sub-Section, Military Police Battalions and Field Artillery'
Battalions present for the purpose of discussing employment of radio
communications in the functions of Traffic, Maintenance of Law and
Order and Prisoner*of .War Sub-Sections under supervision of the ProvostMarshal,

Forward Echelon 'B" departed vicinity of.,COURGENAY :(8477)
040830'Septembero Arrived one mile north of MARSON on 00le (T6541)
041300 September.

Forward Echelon "A" departed viclnity of COURGENAY (18477)
.041300 September. Arrived*one mile north of ...S. on Cl e (T654 )
041630 September.

Rear Echelon departed COURCY (W9255) 060820 September. Arrived
five miles south of L'EPINE, vicinity of' MARSON, (T6541).

Forward Echelon "B"departed vicinity of MARSON (T6541),150830
September.-Arrived vicinity of BRAQUIS'(U4664) four miles south of
ETAIN (U4770) on route N408, 151200 September.

...Forward Echelon 'A'departed vicinity of MARSON (T6541) 151300
September. Arrived.. vicinity of BRAQUIS (U4664), four miles south of
ETAIN .(U47?O),on route N408, 5115 September.

Rear Echelon departed MARSON"(T6541) 181145 September. :Arrived
seven miles northeast of ETAIN (U4770) at ROUVRES (U517i) 181600
September'.

Forward Echelon departed BRAQUIS (U4664) and arrived in:billets
in town of ETAIN,(U4770) 22'September.

A standing Escort of Honor was provided for General.EIS NHOWER
during his visit on 29 September to Third U..S..Army Headquarters at
ETAIN (04770). This escort was provided from personnel of the-503rd
Military Police Battalions and consisted of two platoons of one officer
and thirty enlisted men, each.,

SECTION II - TRAFFIC SUB-SECTION

As the tactical situation become stabilized, the Army Zone be-.
come confined and the traffic logistics became that ,of density, rather
than ofr distance.

Major troop apvemento were of two kindsg those.,coming :forward
into and through Army Ares along or - parallel to .Main Supply Routes* and
those moving laterally or perpendicular, to Main Supply Routes,. Ad-
ditional posts and strengthening of existing posts and patrols were
necessary to expedite these moves,- In addition to major troop moves,
many unite of battalion size or maller were moving daily,

Traffic control on Maim Supply Routes changed .little during the
month, Company C, 503rd MilitaryPolice Battalion, CPpany A, 512th
Military Police Battalion and CompanyBs 512th Military Police ,Bate
talion covered Maim Supply Routes 1, I and 3 respectively,: with .Cmpeny
C, 512th Military Pollca Bttalion covering lateral: routes and towns.'

calities along the Main Supply Routes and.tried 415 cases involving
traffic violations during the month. An appreciable restraint on
speeding and reckless driving was noticeable .on all. roads after news
of. these courts was circulated.

:Supply of traffic control. equipment remained critical' and re-
quests to 'higher Headquarters (Twelfth U. S. Army Group) were madeto
get action. The Engineers' supply channel for this equipment dwindled
in Advanci, Section, Coamunications Zone where the Transportation Corps
was the supply agency for the needed items.

, 
Captured sheet metal. was

utilized as a "stop-gap
5 
measure with the Ordnance cutting and. shaping

discs, directional, and, Franca plates, and the..Nngineers. painting them.
This substitute supply measure, the reclamation of signs on Main Supply
Routes no longer Used, and more judicial use of signs averted a break-

down of..signing inte Army Area. The supply of batons,.reflectorized,..
was' the only item of night traffic control equipment that remained
,adequate.

A reconnaissance element consistingof one officer from the
Traffic- Sub-Section, one officer. from the Maintenance of Law and Order.
..Sub-Section, 'one French liaison officer, one non-commissioned officer,
from the 512th Military Police Battalion, and two. drivers with 1/4 ton
vehicles .and other equipment was formed and put into operation with
mission.of contacting Corps and Division Provost Marshals, civil auth-

orities, Civil Affairs officers and othersin the zones ahead of the
Army Service areato discuss Military Police problems, secure necessary
billete and. office space in advance, secure first hand information of.
conditions affecting traffic and serve as general coordinators for..
:liaison with related agencies. This unit greatly increased our scope
of operations and. efficiency..

Much additional road' reconnaissance data was provided by advance,
details of the 512th Military Police Battalion, which made a thorough
check of.-the Army road net. Daily .-conferences with the Army Ingideers

•emplified and clarified the traffic and road net-picture.

A systematic procedure for traffic control was established, and.
closer liaison and .greater exchange of information with the .512th Mili-.
tary Polic,e Battalion, the Engineer Section, the 0-4 Transportation.Section, and the 0-3 Section (Troop Movements) began to secure results.

The use of radio communication between Headquarters and outlying key
localities increased the mobility of the traffic police and tightened
control of the Army Area.

S Bridges were reported out at BRAY (04119), 1 Sept.ember..- All
main roads leading to the town weresigned indicating this condition.

A b blown out bridge at CHALONS (T5445) was replaced on. 2
September by a two way Class 40 bridge.

Main Supply Routes were established on 2 September as follows.

(1) EASTa 00 24, to MALESHERBE6S (20579), N51 to
FONTAIN&BLEAU (12991), two way. D27 to CR N5, GC12 to NANGIS (35107),

0C56 to GASTINS (55314) .D15 to MONTMIRAIL (V8468), N3 to NJGCll,
0011 .to VINAY (T2354), one way, N51 to REIMS (T3080), N380 to
TOUNOVgLLESCHAUMONT (T7293)9 N46 to NJ.N47, N47.to.ANION (P6129), two
way.

WEST: 0G24 to MALESHERBES (X0579), N51 to
FONTAINEBLEAU (12991), two way,. 0039 to NJ 0C47 to.LE ChTEJET (83502).
D13 to 'LESECRNES (S4001), D27 to ROZAY (84920), N304, to CR D9 to.
CHAILLY (S6132), N34to-CR C55, 0C55 to PUBAIS (37037), '6 to
VIEL4MAISONS (S8242), N33 to CR C20 to DORMANS (TO161), N3 to NJ 0022,.
0C22.to SERMIERS (T2969), 0C26 to CR.N51, one way. 'N51 to*REIMS
(T3080), H380 to TOURCSLLSCHAUMONT (T7293),.N46 to NJ N47, 147 to
ARLON (P6129), two way.

(2) AST: s026 to PUISEAUI (X0969), 9 ? to CR 375, 4375
to MONTREAU. (X4688),0018 to LI ISRIOT (X8399.), IC40 to RJ N51 to
SiZAN (T0522), one way. N34 to VITRY LE FRANCOIS (T6819), N4 to ST.
AUBIN.S-A (U3115), 158 to PONT A MOUSSON (U7735), two way.

WEST: ,450 to BARVILLE (10460), 0087 and D6 to
BEAUMONT (10962), 0043 to CHATAU-LANDON (X2663), 0040 to NDIOURS
(26 5), 4375 to, CR 092 to RJ O0103, 00103 toMIST (X5684), 9 75 to
CR N51, 151 to RCMILLY (YO499),N440 to, ANGLURE (T1107), 05 = to RJ
00931, to 009-to9R18 C HPENOIa (T54), all one way. N34 to VITRY LX
FRANCOIS (T6819), N4 to ST. AUBIN S-A (U3,15), N58 to PONT A MOUSSON
(07735), two way.

(T5445), N3 to VERDUN (U2865) toMETZ (U8557). Two way through route.

Additional and revised Traffic Regulations were incorporated-in
Circular Number 51, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, dated 3 September.
-(See Annex.10).

Requestwas initiated to the Engineer .Section for 500 disco,
directional, on 5 September for traffic control usei-II Crpsr.e-
quested a supply of.this equipment, and ninety-five discs, directional,
and fifty flashers, electric, were withdrawn from the 503rd Military.
Police 'Battalion Supply and issued to the XII Corps. .

The Express Main Supply. Route was marked with *Red Ball Express'
signs.

Movement of the 79th .Infantry Division on6September wasto be
made'to a new assembly area southeast of TROYS (Y2972), and elements
of the Division moved on7. 7September.

The. 2nd French Armored Division camenced movement 8 September,
from the vicinity of COULOMMIERS (85835) and ROZAY (84920) to:an.as-
sembly area southeast: of TROYES .(Y2972). The 35th Infantry Division
and the79th Infantry Division were also moving.at this time and con-
flicts were: reported between elements of these divisionsaat BRIENNE:
(Y6283) and east of TROYES (.Y2972). This difficulty was corrected in
ia short period of time and the movement closed without further con-
flict.

The following restriction was placed in-effect :on8 September:

Blackout marker (cat eye) lights would be used forward of
Corps Rear Boundary. Blackout driving lights would be used in rear of
Corps Rear Boundary.

A.Radio Net was established 9 September with.radio sets at 512th
Military Police Battalion, CHALONS (T5445) and ST, MENCHOULD (T9359)..
:The net was to be expanded s fast as equipmentand operating personnel.
were madeavailable . .

"The Provost Marshal of Advance Section, Cmmunications Zone, took
over traffic control in REIMS (T3080) 092400 September. *An air rec.on-
naissance was made for the purpose of observing traffic circulation
and control in CHALONS (T5445), TROYES (Y2972), JOINVILLE (10887), ST.
DIZIER (T9509), VITRY LE FRANCOIS (T6819) and CHANMES (Z9476)..

.A representative from the Provost Marshal's OfficesTwelfth U.
S. Army Group, visited this Sub-Section 10 September and reported that
his Headquarters was taking steps to insure that a supply of traffic
control- equipment was made available to this Headquarters. :

Radio comunication was established between 512th Military Po-
.lice Battalion, 503rd Military Police Battalion, ST. MENWOULD (T9359),
REVIGNY (T9829) and VITRY LE FRANCOIS (T6919), Communication between
these stations proved satisfactory and afforded rapid transmission of
pertinent traffic and maintenance of law and order data...

Advance Section, Communications Zonestook over traffic control'
in CHALONS (T5445) 11 September, relieving Army MilitaryPolice.

'Road reconnaissance was made 12 September over highway N3 frm
CRA1014 (T5445) toa point five miles east of VERDUN (U2865) and it
was learned that additional traffic control personnel were needed to
assure the rapid free flow of traffic*

The radio communication personnel from the 141st Field Artillery
Battalion were relieved from duty 13 September and replaced by person-.
nel from the 734th Field Artillery Battalion.

A higher frequency for the Radio Net was requested from the
Signal Officer, Third U. S. Army, 13 September, to increase the range



reporlncerns

The c ivilian traff ic on .the main highways was c onstantly in-.
creasing and .interfered withthefree flow ofmilitary traffic. This
.problem was taken up with Civil Affairs and Counter Intelligence Corps
:with the request that this traffic be controlled and routed over sec-

ondary routes....

A ltange retriever broke down,.on'a hill five miles east of VERDUN,
(02865).on highway N3 on 17: September, blocking ,traffic. Military
Police* took charge of'the situation *and ,routed traffic: over the road

'shoulders on each side, until a wrecker moed the- -vehicle "Into afield
and cleared the road.

The large number of vehicles serving the Third U,. S.Army rail-
head.in VERDUN (U2865), in addition to those supply vehicles using
highway N3, created a high traffic density inthe city. IThe temporary

'a afhih to i e ns ... . ..y. .....

bridge also slowed traffic to sme extent. Constant vigilance:and .x-
,pert:performance of duty"by Military Police kept traffic moving, and me
conflicts ensued.

Traffic CourtNumber 2 moved to ST. DIZIER (T9509), 19,September.

Because of the numerous Air Corps personnel in the vicinity con-
tact was made with the commanding officers' of the Air Corps units re-
garding traffic regulations. These Air Corps units assured this office
that they would cooperate in curbing the violaLtion of traffic regula-
tions in that area.

Main Supply Routes were established. 19 September as follows,

(1)3 : VRDUN (U2865) to METZ (8557), OClI to V04 vicinity
FMISTROFF (Q2477), V04 to N418, N418 to SAARLAUTERN (Q2880).

. (2) N58 ST. AUBIN (U3115).to PONT A MOUSSON (U7735), N410
to Ri N39 N410vicinity ST. AVOLD (Q2556), NZ to 'SAARBRUCKEN (Q4570).

t3)N4 ST. AUBIN (U3115) to NANCY'(U8511), N14 to
SARRIGUMIINSS (Q5157).

(4) N60 TROTES (Y2972)to BONNET (Z3095), IC38 (41): to
.GONDRECOURT (Z3493), 'N66 -through NBUOHATICAU Z4975). to UIRPCOURT
(18169), N413 to TANTONVILL" (:8287), D6 to BAYON (Z9588), D9 to
LUiNVILIE.(Q001), N4 to SARBORO (Ql5015).

Representatives from Traffic and Maintenance of Law and'Order
Sub-Sections with a French liaison officer as interpreter departed 19'
September for road reconnaissance of the Army and Forward Areas'.

A tour of inspection was made 20 September of VERDUN (U2865),
BARLE DUC (U1223), St. DIZIER (T9509), JOINVILLE (ZO887), VOID;(U4412),

CCMMZ CY (U4220)'and ST*.MIHIL (U3935). The town of CWMIERCY (U4220)
with highways N58 and N64 .crossing the center of town was a bottleneck.
The approaches to the crossroad were through narrow and crookd :streets
and no bypass was available. Despite this bottleneck, traffic control:
personnel kept traff icmoving in an orderly. manner.

The highway frcm CCMMERCY (04220) to ST. MIHIEL (03935), an In-

portant lateral route, N64, had a railroad overpass and a river bridge
blown. The railroad overpass was bypassed.by a temporary read and

.

grado crossing 1/4 mile north of blown bridge. A. two way timbor bridge
was placed in at the river..This bridge would: eventually be replaced

as the approaches were faulty and the bridge was not high enough above

83rd loft to the

25 .September the 7th Armored Divisi' on moved thr
was delivered to the First.U6 S. Army.

,a following instructions as announced in.Circula
are, Third U. S.Army, dated 25 September, were -

my Light Line:coincided with Corps hea-r Boundari

uld be used as follows:

(a): Full head lights In rear of.Army LightL

(b) Blackout drivinglemps. (d0mout lights),

ed, from Army.Light Line to Division.Rear Bounds

(c) For ,:vehicles not equipped with blackout
ights), marker (cat, eye) lights :from Army Light
Boundaries.

(d) Marker (cat eye) lights for all. vehicles
Rear boundaries.

,hicles would not be left: unattended unless under
nce of 'guards or Military Police.

(a) United States Army vehicles would not.be
novel of rotors or other vital parts by military

Officers would-drive

During

(d) In any case of life or death.:

(e) In any special cases, when directed in-writing by the
Installatien Comander (or Unit Comander for separated units) where
the need is urgent, and is for the good of the 0overoment.-However,
in no case.would this be used as an excuse for an officer to drive for
personal satisfaction.

Movement of the,7th Ar mred Division 26September was controlled
by Army Military Police from PiT N18 and'1067 to LONGOYON (U4596), where
First U..S. Army assume control.

: The 83rd Infantry Division moved through the Army Area. :An a- -
munition truck in an element of this Division exploded on highway N401
just northeast of ST. DIZIf R (T9509) at CHANCENAY (T9311). Ammunition
was scattered on the highway and adjacent fields.

Traffic. conflict was reported at OLLEY (U5665) in the XX Corps
s.Xome- resulting from oaroed vehicles which were disabled. Ordnance,
was infomed and assisted in removing all die bled vehicles.

The Ninth U. S. Army aonvoyecm=enced to move 29 September
through the Amy Area to aseably area.in. the vtinity of t4B ' IOURO
(P844). Comas d Post was to be establised at ARLON (P6122).

risited this office for observation of .rovost arenai acv-.-oo. -
SECTION III PRISONER OF WAR SUB-SECTION

'Prisoner of WarEnclosure Nomber 5 at COURTALAIN :(N964) was
closed 1 September, 3,784 prisoners of war having been evacuated

through this enclosure during the period 22 August tol"September.

Weekly report of prisoners of war frm 270001 August to 022359

September, 'inclusive.:

On hand f rom -previous week. . . - 5225

Received..e............12440
1TTJ........17665

Evacuated. ., . ......... 15698
BALANCE ON HAND. 1967.

Total number.prisoners' of: war

.from August to2 September. . 66443.

]Prisoner of War Enclosure Number'7, two miles west of.-RFtVIONY
(Y9829) on GC14. opened 3 September. This enclosure- we operated by the

734th Field :Artillery Battalion.,

Plane liaison with Prisoner of War Enclosure lNumber 6 at NEMOURS

(X2675) wasscheduled for one trip daily. cmencing 4 September.:

Prisoner. of War Enclosure Number- 3, located vicinity of MUR DE

BRETAGNE (0569),- was closed 5 September, 1,-572 prisoners of war having

been evacuated'through this enclosure during the period from. 19 August

Sto 5 September inclusive., Battery B9 244th Field Artillery Battalion,

.was withdrawn from this enclosure and. rejoined the Battalion at

Prisoner of. War Enclosure Number 6, NMOCURS (2675).

Notification was received 6 September from Advance SectionsCam-

munications' Zone, that all prisoners of.war would be eVacuated to

CHARTRES (R3802).,

A site for new Prisoner of War Enclosure Number8 was selected

8 September in.the vicinity of FRESNES.EN OEVRE (U4657).

TEXreceived from Twelfth U. S. Army Group dated 9 September

Iadvising thatAir:Force Escapers and Evaders, would be evacuated ,to

Hotel Maurice, .Rue-de RivoliqPARIS (SO140) Intelligence School,

Western European Area.,

Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 6 at NEMOURS .(12675), closed

9 September, 11,136 prisoners of war. having been evacuated from'this

enclosure during the period frm n25 August to 9 September. -

Weekly report of prisoners of war from 030001 'September to

092359 September, inclusive,

Received.............. .... ..5571
TOTAL..7538

Evacuated.......-..............4791
BALANCEON. HAN . D . 747

Total mumber pri sondes of war
received from. 1 August to
9 September........ .. . .72014.

lPrisoner of War Enclosure .umber , vicinity of FRESNESEN
WOEIRE (04657), twelve-miles east of VERDUN (U2865) on N408, one half

mile'south of N3 (U4658), opened 10 September.

Prisoner of War Enclosures were instructed to make full use of

all captured German equipment for clothing-the prisoners during cold

weather,

The problem of civilians other than TODT workers evacuated':

through prisoner of war channels become acute*

The 244th Field' Artillery Battalion, located at Prisoner of ar

Enclosure Number 6, at NEMOURS (-2675), moved 11 September to Prisoner

of War Enclosure Number 8, at FRESNES'EN WOEVRE (U4657). The followini

units al s moved 'to the new enclosure at FRESNES EN WOEVIE (04657),

,472ndi Military Police Escort Guard Company;, 467th Quartermaster Truc, k

OCapany; .498th- Medical Collecting Company, 305th Military, Police, Usqor

Quard Company; 2nd Platoon, 443rd Prisoner of War Processing Coapny:

and Counter Intellig4noe Corpp,W1ecepera and Evaderes, .Intrrogetion of
Prisoners of War and Publicity and Psychological Warfare Detacbente.



ces with civilian stat
CzechSewould be dealt

Id be eent to the G-5'
istance would. beeent

Pnte would be sent to,

Notice was, received 17 September from Advance Section, Communi-
•cations Zone (24th Regulating Station) that prisoners. -of,; war would be
evacuated by train daily from VERDUN (U2865) and REVIGNY (Y9829)-to the
rear areas.

Report was received frem VIII Corpsl8 September that 5141 pris-
oners.of war were evacuated from Prisoner of•War Enclosure Number .3,
MUR DE BRETAGNE (X0569), directly to Advance Section,i Communications
Zone, during the period23 August to 5 September, inclusive.,

.Received allocation of prisoner of war serial numbers from
Provost Marshal

L 
European Theater of Operations, U. S. Army (310

900001- 31G 950000). The problem of supplying prisoner of warIlabor.
on a.permanent basis appeared solved, as the allocation of numbers
enabled Third U. S. Army to process prisoners for work details at the
hospitals.

All Indian escapers, and-evaders would be-evacuated to Special
Counter Intelligence unit in PARIS (80140) in accordance with letter
from Intelligence School Nmber. 9, Western European Areas Merican
.Headquarters Command, Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force,
dated 13 September.

Prisoner of war Enclosure Number 7 at REVIGNY (Y9829).was closed
21 September, 12,298 prisonersof war having beenhandled in. this en-
closure, during the period from 3 September to 21 September, inclusive.

'Prisoner of War.Enclosure Number 9, two miles west'of TOUL (U6401) on.
.IC 112 opened with.I the 7 34th Field Artillery Battalion as the operating.
unit.

The 2nd Platoon, 443rd Prisoner of War.Processing Company can-,
menced to process prisoners of war"22 September -at the hospitals.'

The 498th Medical Collecting Company was relieved from duty at
Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 8.and was .replaced by the 437th Medi-
cal Collecting Company,.

Weekly report prisoners of war from '170001 September to 2.32359
September, inclusives

On hand from previous week -. . 3645.
Received...° .. .......... 7588

TOTAL......., 1233
Evacuated............e 82... ...

BALANCE ON HAND.S.0. 2704,

Total number prisoners of war from
.1 August to 23 September inclusive, 86,826

T y Surgeon was informed with reference to the employment.
of prisoners ,of war in hospitals that Convalescent Hospital.s would be
allowed. a quota of eighty processed prisoners, and all other hospitals
would be -allowed a quota ef forty prisoners.

'The use of*War Department Provost Marshal eneral Form eber 1,
Prisoner of ar Identification Tag, wa discontinued 25 September.

Notice was received 27 September f rem Advance Section,

planning -in regard to Maintenance of Law anO urder.. o oroer to more
.efficiently employ Military Police, the Army Service.Areawas divided
into sub-areas which corresponded with extensions of Corps boundaries

insofar as was practicable. An officer was assigned to each. sub-area

with direct responsibility for all maintenance of. law and order prob-

lems within the area and was given personnel who were distributed

throughout.the area as particular situations required. Upon the as-

sigment of.XV Corps to the Seventh U.'S. Army, the sub-areas were:
readjusted to correspond with extensions of XII .and .XX Corps areas.

Although the. functions of Army Military Police.were technically

limited to.the boundaries of the Army Service Area, police of outside
areas has been undertaken in the following instances:..

In towns at or near the Amy Headquarters when :the Amy

Headuairters ass located, within a Corps area.

In towns within aCorps area when Corps Military Polic e were-
inadequate and where a request or clearance was made by or 'through ths
C orps.

In towns within the Advance Section, Communications Zonal
which were temporarily left without Military Police-becauseof the

advance of the Army boundary.

At 061030 September the .465th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion

advised this office through -the Q-2 Section, Third U,. S. Army, that
there'were sixty-five armed SS ,Troops, in woods south of REIMS (T3080),

'The 6th .CaveHry Group Headquarters was apprised of this matter and 'took
actions.

The* stockade for U. S. Amy General Prisoners was established..

adjacent..to the 503rd Military PoliceBattalion Bivouac Area 8

,September.

During the month all towns and.cities in the Army Area were.

=.placed and kept "On Limits" to troops. To maintain law and. order.

Military Police personnel.were augmented by the assig nent of person-
'nel frem the 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion in sufficient number to

provide adequate patrols in towns and'cities frequented by troops.

Mine officers and 183 'enlisted men from the 631st Tank Destroyer Bat-

talion were given three days special Military Police training prior to
ase0igomnt to provisional Military Police Platoon organized by the
503rd Military Police Battalion.

During the month walking and/or road patrols were operating in

the following towns.

BRAY (04119) NEMOURS (2675)
BAR LW +DUC (Ul23) - +RU TCHTEAU (7.4970)

KBQVB (J534) ,, NANCY (04611)
RH~OY (4)A ORLEANS (16623)

NOGENT (J2540)

During the month the following delinquency reports originated

in the' Sub-Section.

Unattended vehicles................101
Uniform violations.......... ..... 119
Speeding.... ....................208
Double banking.....,.. .'.0.......76

Pass violations...................68
Carrying civilianse...... ......... 42

Reckless driving..................32
Drunk and disorderly................29

.Unauthorized use of weapon s , 17
.Drunken. driving...... ... .. ...... 7
Officer driving&...................8
Refusal 'to obey Military Police. 5

Resisting arrest...... ............ 4
Accidents. •.............

'Damage to civilian property.*- 2 - 2
Selling rations.................. 3

Top up on vehicle. ...................2

S... AWOL . 0 • 0• • . 0 ,: 0 o0 0 0 0 3 : ++ /AWOL......... ..... ........ .... .

Stolen Goverment property o . ..

Blackout violation o..........e......3
Robbery........•.............. . 2
Overloading vehicle, o. s. ,...___

TOTAL. ..... ....736

In addition to the delinquencies above listed, this Sub-Section

forwarded ninety-nine delinquency reports by indorsement and, received

356 information copies of delinquency reports originated by other

Provost Marshals.

Summary Courts;a Two roadeide courts with Summary Courts Martial

Jurisdiction commenced operation in the Army Area; Number 1 at .TROYES

.(Y2972), and Number 2 at CHALONS (T5445). The purpos e 
of these courts

.,was to bring swift'justice and immediate punishment to traffic.-vio-

.lators and other offenders*. Offenses beyond the jurisdiction of the
courts were investigated and charges were preferred, signed and. for-
warded to units concerned for investigation and trial.

The operation of.the courts has effected markednimprovement in

.the observance of traffic and other regulations. During the month the

courts operated at the following locationss TROYES (Y2972), VITRY LE

FRANCOIS .(TO819).,CHALONS (T5445), STE. MENEHOULD (T9359), ST. DIZIER

.(T9509), CCLMERCY (U4220) and VERDUN (U2865).

A.summary of cases tried by the Summary Courts for the month
was as follows:

Court Court
Number 1 Number 2 TOT

Speeding..................... ......... 42. 124 16
Passing convoys.:....... ,......... 0 27 27
Transporting civilians.... ....... .6 21 2?

Uniform violations....s...........89 62 ,15

Unattended vehicles 1.9.... ... 19 8

Suspects an

Evacuate(

or prisonera o30September,

B)
(37530)



few in all townseand cities, time to be announce
ude the hours of darkness-:and would be strictly
ary and civilian personnel.

iAson With French Authoritie.

officers of- the French Army were attached 'to th
These officers ware eamployed for the purpose ofo
ining a liaison with French Police and Civil Aut
ch..liaison, which functi.oned alsa through local
lose cooperation from Civil Authorities was obta
ion was taken.in operation of joint French and A
e patrols. Increased observance of curfew regul
through enforcement by Civil Police materiallyla
nance of law and order by closing bars, restaura
ents whose operation•after.curfew hours seriousl
e of law and-order aong military personnel. Ci
valuable information concerning AWOLs and strag
n breaking up such practices as the bartering of
*nd the frequentingby military personnel of hous
on operated by women known to have associated wi

-SICTION V - INVESTIGATION SUB-SECTION

AV Corps.. .
2I91th Disciplinary Training
Center, Englande, .e.. . . .... 6

Seine Base Section.... .. ,1.....

TOTAL.........50

General prisoners on hand in Third U.
S. Amy. stockade, 30 Septembers. * 71

Enlisted man, drivers of vehicles, were apprehended for leaving
ehicles unattended with ams in the vehicles. If the, drivers
e. vehiclee were not located the vehicles were driven by t*Ie
•y Police to a Vehicle Corral. Disciplinary action was taken
all drivers for these violations.

Captured clothing, (such as fur coats, Jackets, and fur hats)
)rn as outer gaments would be-in violation of-current uniform
ions. In every case involving such an. offense the Provost

would confiscate such articles of wearing'apparel and turn
I to Quartermaster Captured Stores or Prisoner of War Enclosures
iby German prisoners of war.

Civil Affairereported on 18 September that a Military Police-'
was needed in the town of VITTL (Z6657), south of NEUFqH%'±AU.
•VITTCL (46657) being in XV Corps Area, the Provost Marshal

forps was notified of the situation.

Civil Affairs reported that the Cafe de Globe in -ETAIN (U4770)-l
rated by alleged collaborationiats who were catering tosoldiere
urfew, Counter Intelligence Corps and Military Police were ad.
and investigation conducted,

XV Corps requested that Amy take over the police of the town
EL (z6657) on'21 September.

subjects Troops Assignment Number 43* "

Six additional 1/4 ton 4x4 vehiclea were assigned on 15 September
9th and 13th Criminal Investigation Sections, 3 vehicles per

n.

Criminal -cases reported and investigated during week ending 16
ber were as follows..

Rape..............21
Murder..............1
Attempted murder.........._
'Fatal shooting. ..........1

Larceny...............

V nuporz, covering periou .rreinou August to-ju oeptamt
ted to the Provost Marshals Twelfth U. S. Army Group.

During the month of September forty cases were report
for investigation, of which thirty-aix were completed
ompiled and forwarded. A total of nine cases were ca
ugust making a total of forty-nine cases under investi
rfice during the month of September.

The following cases were pending3

Rana 4:



be' was published and dlstriouted. (ee annex 4 *- Tis-crcuu con-.
taned all current Traffic Regulations and superseded the provisions of

zircular' Number 10, Hedquarters, Third U. S. army, dated 4 May.

Third U. S. Amy Military Police. took over control of NANGY,
(U8511) 6 October. Amy traffic control personnel had been functioning

in NANCY (U8511) for .ten days prior to this: date assieting the. Provost,

Marshal of the X11 Corps. Check points on all highways leading into

town were established to prevent unnecessary traffic entering the town.

Company "A', 512th Military Police Battalion, was stationed in NANCY
(U8511) for. traffic control duties.

Civilian.-traffic was heaviest along highway N4, a Main Supply

Route. 'At TOUL (6401) civilians were prohibited fron using the main

bridge and were directed to use a.bypass bridge one milesouth along

the MOSELLE River. Civilian traffic between NANCY (U8511) and TOUL

(U6401) was. kept to a mninmun. by forbidding the use ok N4 between
GONDREVILLE (U6912) and TOUL (U6401)' Civilian traffic was extremely
dense in NANCY (U8511) proper.

Reconnaissance of CHALIGNY "(U804) was made and.Military Police

were stationed in PONT ST VINCENT (U7902) to patrol CHALIGNY (U'1804)

and-NEUVES MAISONS'(U7903)e.

Road patrols operated on 10 October between VIGNULLES (U5144),

FRCSNES EN WO6VE (U465l), DONCOURT (U6963), -TOUL (U6401) e VOID (u4412),

LIGNY(02113) and BAR.LE DUG (U1223,).

A large volume of traffic for the Ninth U. S. Amy was-routed

finn-VERDUN (U2865) through ETAIN.(U4'7'0) to LONGUYON (U4596).

Four special patrols were dispatched 'to handle special convoys
-carrying explosives from UTAH BFACH to FOUG (U5612) for the,88th Engi-

neer Battalion.

Supply Echelon, Third U. So Army noved 12 October. fran ETAIN
0U4770) to NANCY,(UB5ll).

Canpany:"A,9Sl1th Military Police Battalion arrived at ETAIN

(U4770) 26-October from Ninth U. 'S. Amy for assigment to III Corps.

Major:Troop Movements through the Amy Area during the: month:
were asfollowe$

5th Infantry Division frca FLIREY (U6133) to SPINCOURT (U4984)
via N404 .N408, and N18.0

N?4.

44th Infantry Dvieionfra oCiERCY (U42 ) and BAR LE DUG

(Ul2) to BAtON (958) , (Seventh U.S Army) viaN64,N669 16Q9 D4

end N404e.

95thInfantry Division fran SPINCOURT (U4984) to FLIREY
(U613B ) via N1 N40a end NI N6l.

9th Armored Division, (to Ninth U Sq Army) fromnVERDUN (U 865)
to L oNGUYON (U4596) via N649, eN405 5, 006yand NN

19th Amored Division fro rVERDUN (U2o65) thrnngh AmyArea

to Ex Corps.

SECTION 111II PRISONER OF WAR, SUB-SECTION

Letter, subject, *Prisoner of ar.Laborq, Headquarters European
Theater of operations, U. S.Army, dated 21 September was received and.
distributed to all? Medical Units employing processed prisoners of war*

The .Surgeon, Third U. S. Army was notified that all hospitals
locatedwithin the twelve Mile sone of the nearest organied enemy
activity would, return all processed prisoners of war to the prisoner of'
war Enclosure. The 103rd Evacuation Hospital returned thirty processed
prisoners of war to the Prisoner of War Enclosure at TOUL (U6401) be-
cause the location of this hospital was within twelve miles of the
nearest organized enemy activity.

In accordance 'with request of Provost.Marshal, Twelfth Army
Group a cmplete. roster of all processed prisoners of war employed at
Third U. S. Army hospitals was forwarded to theProvost Marshali,
Advance SectionwCamnunications Zone.

During. the month clearances for over 60 convoys involving over
8,000 vehicles wiere processed through this section.

Main Supply Routes were established 9October.as follows&

NB, .VEDUN (U2865) to M TZ, (USS1)7 00G11to R.t418 to

SAARLAUTERN (Q2860).

Highway Voie Sacree,.BAR:LE DUC (Ull2i) toRJ N401 toST
MIHIEL, (03955)N40 to AMBUOURTI (U5529).N58to PONT A MOUSSONI.
(Uf55) N410 to ST AVOW, (Q2556) N3 to SAABBRUCKEN (Q45'0).

.14,, LION (U2lls) to NANCY, (U5511) N74 to SAAROUEMINES (q515)

-.N408 was closed to traffic between GIRONVILLE (U4823) and B8JCQ.
.(U5418) for.aaintenance purposes.

The Third U. S. Amy Engineer. received from Comitnications Zone,
traffic control equipment consisting of 200*batons, reflectorized and
400 lemps, electric flasher type.

Conference waa held with Topographic and Operations ,Sections of
the Army Engineer Office 22 October regarding, printingof a new road
map of Germany, scales l,250,000.

A letter was drafted on Vehicle Markings and Current Traffic
Regulations, translated into French and made available for distribution.
to the French Troops stationed in the area. "

Drivers of motor vehicles were required to have the following
in their possessions

Driver'. trip ticket and preventivemaintenances.ervic re..

ord UD, Form6 Number 48, (old ND, QUO Fain 23?).
imy Motor Vehicle Operator's Permit, , 00Fo 1360, (01d

WD, QXC Yom 228).

Driver's Accident Report, Standard Form Number 26 or 26A
I

.

Rear Boundaries were established 21 October as follows:

XII Corps: Fran intersection of N5? with south latiral
.boundary 'on NS to RICHARDMENIL (U8501), IC15 to CHALIGNY (U903),
thence on .N409 to ,VILLE LW SEC (U00819 thence northwest on unnumber-
edroad to ONDRIVILLE (U6912), thence on VO road. to VILLEY ST ITIENNE

.(7006), thene on I10,4 to MANONGOURT (U6?22), thence northwest on
unnubered road to MINORVILL (U6426), thenoe on I1O. 15 to NOVIANT AE
PRSe en iceon N40 to BRNICOURT (U06129) gthenes north on N404 to Ste
intersection with north lateral boundaryq all to Amy.

Notification wasmade to the Provost'Marshals of ,the ElIIand
XE Corps advising them that prisoners of war would not be retained in
the forward areas but would be evacuated to the rear at the first op-

portunity.

Four processed prisoners of war escaped 14 .October from the 35th
Evacuation Hospital. One of the escaped prisoners of war was apprehend-
ed on the streets of MANCY (U851). _

A Geman spy suspect, dressed in an American field Jackets cross-
ed the MOSELIE River through our lines, was captured and evacuated by
air to the United Kingdom, seriously wounded.

Two German prisoners of war escaped 12 October fram Prisoner of
,ar Enclosure Number 8, at FRESN EIN W!IRE (U4658), were apprehended

by U1 Corps and returned to the Prisoner of War Wnclosure.



Prisoner of War Enclosure Number S, sF MSNS EN WOMVRE (U4658)
closed 170600 October. All units stationed at this: Enclosure ,were
transferred to Prisoner of War EnclosureNumbr9,at I TOUL(U6209).
Th e Enclosure atTOUL u6209)continued to operate under the 734th
Field Artillery Battalion. 4,351 prisoners, of 'war were: evacuated
through Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 8 during the period from 10
September to 16 October.

Notification was received from Advance Section Communications
Zone that prisoners of war would-be evacuated to the Central Enclosure
at COMPIRGNE (N4403) Instead of to SUIPPES(T6664).

Letter, subject, fnemy Prot.cted Personnel,* Headquarters
E1 uropean Theater of Operations, United States'Army, dated 6 October was.
forwarded to Prisoner of War" Enclosure Number 9, at TOUL (U6209).:

Directivefor the Procedure and Censorship of Mail. of enemy.prism
oners of-war on the continent, Headquarters, European Theater of Opera-
tions, .U.S. Army, Office of the Theater Censor, dated 24 September was
received and distributed 23 October to all. Medical unitseamploying pro.
eased prisoners of ware.

A Prisoner of War Exchange Officer from Supreme Headquarters
Allied Expeditionary Forces was attached to this office for duty, 23
.October.

A Guard Detail was furnished by the 244th Field Artillery Bat-
talion ,for the Civil Affalrs (0-5) Displaced Persons Center at.VEPDUN
(U2865)0

The Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force, Escapers
and Evaders Detachment attached to Prisoner of War Enclosurs Number 9,
at TOUL (U6209)was. requested by G-1 to submit a report to the Adjutant:
General, Casualty'Section, Third U. S. Army on all American Escapers
and Evaderse.

Statistical report, of prisoners of war for week ending 7 Oetober:

On hnd from previous, week....... ...... 749
Received......... .................. 625

TOTAL*..........1374,
Evacuated.... ....................... 089.

BALANCEVON HAND..........265

Statisticalreport -of prisoners of war for week ending. 14 October:

'On hand from previous week.......... .,. 285

Received....................

TOTAL .9...... .308
Evscuated..................29

BALANCE ON. HAND............295

Total prisoners of war from 1 August to 14 October: 92,368.

Statistical report of prisoners of war for week ending 21 Octoban

On hsnd from previous week........ ,.. 295
Received.............................

TOTAL4..........458
Evacuated.. .. .......... .. 105

BALANCE: OQN HAND........33.

Total prisonersof.war from 1 August to21 ,October: 2,531.

Statistical report of prisoners of war for week ending 28Octobers

on hand from previous week. .. .... 3.3......
Received..............................'..

TOTAL..........72
Eygcuated.................

BAL.ANCE ON HAND........39

escaper

Number.64, Headquarters, Third U. S.' Army, dated 6 October, all, in-
dividual detachments and organizatione would enter NANCY (U8511), only
on official'ordere from competent Iauthority. Curfew 2000 hours to 0600
hours would be obeyed by all military personnel and civilians. .

Under the direction of the Commanding ,Officer, 631st Tank Do-
stroyer Battalion, Assistant Provost Marshal, Third U.. S. Army the ef-.
fortts of the Military Police, Civil Affairs, Counter Intelligence Corps
and the local law enforcing agencies in NANCY (U8511) was placed "ON
LIMITS

5 
on arestricted basis. MilitaryPolice Detachments in TOUL

(U6401)9 VERDUN (U2865), COAMERCY (U4220)9 and. BAR LE DUC _(U1122) wereably assisted during the period by personnel detailed to .temporary mi.

-tary police duty. by unitss both white and colored, stationed in and
around those cities. .

Circular Number 67, Headquarters, Third U. S.eArmy, dated 12
October announced the Pass Policy for NANCY (U8511), France, as follows:

1. Section II, Circular 64, this headquarters, dated 6 October
1944 is rescinded.

2* The following pass? policy for military personnel visiting
NANCY.(U8511) is announced effective 13 October .1944.

a. The City of NANCY (U8511) is off limits to military per-
sonnel except as follows

(1), Five (5) percent only of the Table of Organization
strength of units mentioned below may.visit NANCY (U8511)on ay.one
day,.

(a) III Corps including all attached:and support-
ing 'Units.

(b) All troops stationed and/or billeted within
the city limits of :NANCY (U811).

(c) Troops stationed in the area west of NANCY
(U8511) bounded as follows: MOSELLE River from iteIunction with the
MEURTHE'River west to -ONDREVILLI (U6912) (inclusive), sooth along.
unnumbered highway (inclusive)to'FORT VILLEY L SEC (U7008) on the
MOSELLE River (inclusive) thence east southeast along the, MOSELIE River
to Third U..,S. Army south boundary..'

(2) Paspes will not be made effective earlier than
1200 hours and will expire not later than 2000 hours.

(3) Individual passa will be issued. Attention is,
invited to- the fact that identificationcards showing .that the holder
is stationed or billeted in NANCY (U8511) are not passes.

(4) No twenty four (24) hour passes will beissued,

(3) Curfew 2000 hours to 0600 hours .will be obeyed by
military personnel below the grade of field officer including those
stationed and/or billeted in NANCY (U851). "

The Pass Policy for NANCY (U8511) was mended by CircularNumber
71, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, dated 20 October, as followss

Paragraph 2a (2), Section II, Circular 67, this headquarters,
dated 12 October 1944, is emended to read'as follows#

"ia (2)(a) Pea will not be made effective earlier than.
1000 hours and will expire not laterthan 1800 hours for personnel net
stationed add/or bil;eted within the city limits of NANCY (U8511).

I Officers who were detailed to patrol the city from 1300
000 hours daily, comencing 19 October, for the purpose of
iscipline, conduct and appearance of dfficers and enlisted
0city.s

282000A/October an intensive drive was' conductedin NANCY
1 cooperation with the Counter Intelligence Corps to enforce

Pervance of curfew -regulations by both military. and civilian
i Between 282000A and 290300A 108 soldiers and some 400
were apprehended. The former were booked by the Military
I the latter were screened by Counter Inte;igence Corps.

Members of the French Gendarmerie were utilized in-aseisting
Military Police at TOUL (U6401) to enforce blackout regulations.

A Refresher School for all Military Police was held 24 October
in NANCY (U8511), LIONY (U2213), and TOUL (U6401)* Subjecte presented
were Provost Marshal Policies, technique of arrest, criminal investiga-
tion, maintenance of law and. order, traffic technique and preparation
of reports and general orieotation.

Summary Courts: Although at the time of. their inception the
Roadside Summary. Courts were established to deal primarily with traffic
.violations and other delinquencies of. a less serious nature, the courts
not only fulfilled this function but have also broadened their scope of
activity.

S On many occasions incidents involving assault with a dangerous
weapon, attempted rape, robbery, and misappropriation of goverment
property were referred to these courts. In some cases they made pre-
liminary inquiries which laid the groundwork for a complete inveatiga-
tion by the Criminal Investigation Section In other cases they.se-
cured evidence, statements from witnesses, and even prepared charges
for the higher courts which must try the offenders.

Summary Court Number 2 was moved 6 October from CMERY' (U4220)
to TOUL (U6401).

During the month Summary' Courts. were in operation at CGOGWCY.
(U4220), TOUL (U6401), and VERDUN (U2865).

S A.summary of cases tried by the Susmary Courte.for the month
was as follows:

Court No.1' Court No.2
No Pass..............43 174 217
Speeding. ........... .. 39 135 174
Double banking........... .. 45 55 100
Uniform violations ......... 24 45 69
Curfewviolations..............0 87 57
Unattended vehicle.............1 44 55
Drunk and disorderly... ........ 36 14 80
Transporting civillans, . 28 33

.9i
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VPDUN" ; (U2865)
VIO LI s (uas6, ).

vC-IT6 (657)
Von (u4412)

ols wereoestablished in
9 MASONS (U7903), and PONT ST.
II Corps Provost Marshal.

Lee -n
fol"o

the Army

tueu cos peUhe CorpsMili

isotions................
violations.........
iod vehicles............

•'med use of vehicle.
A disorderly.......
ticket..,............

akins... .................
i driving*... .......
to obey Military Police

led: vehicle.........
'ised firing ... ".... ..

ng Points

cal caees investigatedand completed during week
ere as follows$

Lack market......... .,....-...."...0.2
nduct unbeomting of an officer...........1
kceny.......... .. . .. .6
leged rape.... . . . . i
eappropriaton of Military property. 1
Lpected theft .. ....................... 1
pe....................•..,.... .... 3

bbery....................e...
eult and battery,....................1
Leappropriation of ailitary property,
(captured enemy equipsent)...J........ 1

TOTALS .,18

nel caes .investigated and completed during week
ere as follows:

Leappropriation of Military property.
raud.... ...... .........irceny... . ,...... ,....................
li~t...'.. o,. 

+
.................. 3+1

legd assault...... ....... .1
ack rkot............................
Ps.......... .....-............ :....1

TOTAL.. .
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the mouth wRO as follow$s

39

TPUXN'PJLM s wesnor. x ns- , oy uwI-mv -u .sue •JJCSO JAW A. TU vmaa
eorrel.s, whichwere etablihed' for. such purpseee at various places
along the Main Supply Routes.

Parades and services sponsored by civilian* were held.in IMNGy

(U85i1) VARDUM (U2865), and..LIONY (U211S) on .1 Novenber, ineceossitat-
-ing additionaltraffic poets nd •patrols. for controls snd in VIMDUN
(U?865) the Main Supply Route wa detoured for two hours.'

Niaeious reports were received of the Geman Amy foreing refu-
gees into our lines to clog up'triffic. Civil Affsirs plao raed ro
patrols with Military Poliee and cleared the refugee.s fr=, , the main
roads. " " . ."

Traffic Military Police moved into STRY (PI503). LORUO .
(U4596) and MO D (805i), (in First U.S. Army area) to control
Third UoS. rmy' trffice

Cempany -.3R3!0412t4 Military Police Bttalion moved forward: In
the wy arca t. _* y (u"l)6. Army Military Police, took over poests
in advance Army+ d.r e1 101300.

SFrench eeeof .10th*. Lesion relieved Inglisers guazding
highway bri es t ST NI' hUL (A}5), VOID 0(U4412), T U (9640) an
PONIT ST VINCENfT(u, O*)t.....401 and

Majo taeopaevm 9sdrin h mnhware as foallowsn.
- op- m,. - me . 41i 'Is' th, .-.

The. 10,, W. 'A. $4 evision moved .from .T oUN (926to
CAOtl avie MlIenT M jm lRo. Reed -and dJriver discipliae LWas excellent.Route and doti*ation of .pe unit were ehanged while the division iwas,
enreute. RMilitrFelice were-etatened en boh routes, and contacted

* the divisionin Adv e . .i.etian,. muicatiess Zone.end directed tbem-
over the new routes throughhird0 U. Amy none, closing at&IX Corps

The. 131 'Armored Division moved over the road net frem LION!
(Usl3) to R UCOURT (U5529)aon 29 November.

.Duringhe month clearances for over 130 conveys involving over
8,50 .vehicles were processed through tUs eseti "o

Lt-
and
to
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to observe at a distance onr
from the Engineers for road

the

.were dlstributed tothe 512th Military Police Battalion for marking
roads in-forward areas.

The Light Line was moved up with XII Corps rear boundary to
MEURTHE River, 12 November-, alowing *se of lights In NANCY (UB511).
A new light line for XII Corps Zone -was.recmended. at line along high-
way N55,effective 191800.

Light Line was changed by Section I, Circular 83, Headquarters,
:Third U.S. Army, dated 26 November, as fo1lows:

a. Army Light Line coincides withDivision Rear Boundary.

b, Vehicle lights will be,.used.asf-ollows

(1) Full headlights.in. rear of Amy Light Line. .

o (2) Marker (cat -eyes) iights for all vehicles in front

of Army Light Line.

(3) Red-Light Flashers
5
' on special vehicles are author-

ized in addition to.the above.

c. All obstacles such as trophies:, gas cans, cemouflage nets,
signs, etc., will-be removed from the front and rear of vehicles where
they obstruct the full benefits of the head and tail lights.

:SECTION III.- PRISONER OF WAR SUB-SECTION

'The location of Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 10, was select-.:
ed at FLORANGE (U8281) on 7 November and :opened 11. November.-Priso ner
of War Enclosure Number 9 continued operation at TOUL (U6401).

'',-The 244th Field Artillery Battalion received its primary mission
on .5 November and was 'relieved 'from assigment, with the Provost Marshal,
Third U.S. Army. The police, guard, and postal details :furnished by the
"734th.Field Artillery Battalion reverted to their organization so. that
a1l personnel would-be available forduty in the event two Army Prisoner
of Wsr Enclosures would be operated by the 734th Field- Artillery -Batta-
lion.

At Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 10, FLORANGE (U8281), 11
officers, and 175 enlisted men of the 734th Field Artillery Battalion,
the 437th Military Police Escort Guard-Company, the 301st. Military
Police Escort Guard-Company, (Advance SectionsCommunications Zone.) a
section of 'the 437th Medical Collecting Company, one platoon. of the
647th Quartermaster Truck. Cmpany, and Interrogation of Prisoner of .War
and Counter Intelligence-Corps Teems, reported for duty on 11 November.

The 24th Regulating Station ascertained on 10 November thatfacilities for train evacuation from Third U. S. Army Prisoner of War-Enclosure Number 10, would be available.

Because of the overcrowded'conditions at the Continental Central
Prisoner of War Enclosure at STENAY (P1503), the Advance Section, Com-munications Zone Provost Marshal on 20 November ordered prisoner of war
evacuations routed to the"Communications Zone Central. Enclosure at
COMPAI0NE (N4403). This was done until 26 November. when this headquart-
ers was advised to route evacuations back to Advance Section, Communica-
.tions Zone Central Prisoner of War Enclosure. at STENAY (P1503).

.The responsibility of supplying food and water to the prisoners
of war evacuated by train from Army Prisoner of War Enclosures was
placed upon the 301st and 305th Military Police Escort Guard Companies,
Advance Section, Communications Zone, by. the Commanding General, Advance
Section, Communications Zone. The 305th Military Police EscortGuard
;Company was able to draw sufficient five gallon water can. and. rations
:to facilitate the train evacuation of prisoners of war.

Letter, Headquarters. Third U. S Amsy, file AG 383.6 GNMCY,
dated 14 November 1944, subject, "Retention-of. Prisoners of War by:
Forward Unite," was published and given distribution "A" and ",'. See
annex 16).

Steps were initiated during this period for the withorawal of
all processed prisoner of war labor assoon !as-.using medical units
crossed the German border. Plane were also inaugurated for the illa-
ination of future .prisoners of war Enclosures located in Germany.

Letter, Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Forces, AG
383.16 GAP-A2, dated 20 November 1944, subject,'Treatment-of Prison-
era of War," was distributed to

: 
all

-
Division and Corps Headquartere.i

Letter, Headquarters, Third U.S. Amy, file AG 383.6 GNMCY, dat-
ed 12 November 1944, subject. "Procedure at Prisoner of. War Enclosures,
with Respect to Enemy Soldiers Taken Captive -in-Civilian Clothing,' was.
published.

It wasobserved on 13 November that divisions were sending.
through Prisoner of War Channels, civilians, who, .after. having been,
screened.by Army-Counter Intelligence Corps, were classified as .Die.
placed Persons. With the cooperation of the'Assistant Chief of Staff.,

G-5, these Displaced Persons were evacuated to the Civil.Affairs Center.
at 'VERDUN(U286

5
),

Twofemale German Red Cross workers were' evacuated 29 November
to AdvanceSection, CommunicationsZone from Army Prisoner ofWar zn.
closure Number 9. Under the Articles of the Geneva Convention they
.were treated as Protected Personnel.

.On 23 November,G.eneral ANTON DUNCKERN, Storm Trooper, Commander
of the METZ (U8557) end-SAAR (Q4070) area,'and Colonel CONSTANTIN MEYER,
Commandant of METZ (U8557), after having been interrogated by the Army
Commander, were evacuated to Twelfth Army Group fkom Prisoner of War
SEnclosure Number 9.

This headquarters approved a command letter to be distributed by
:

the Army Surgeon which required Army Hospitals to comply with Third U.
S. Army Outline Plan, Annex 19 (The Provost Marshal Plan) dated 11 May
1944, namely to submit daily a roster of enemy wounded, admitted and
deceased. If necessary a negative report would be submitted.

On 30 November the Army Medical Section submitted to this office
.the figures of admissions of wounded prisoners of.war to Army Hospitals,
.for the period 1 November to 27 November inclusive. As some Third U. S.Army Hospitals did not comply with Annex 19, paragraph 4, of11 Mwy
1944, sthe Surgeon's total exceeded by .801 the total .of admissions re-
ported by the individual hospitals to this section during the .same
period. This difference was incorporated in the accumulative total.
.of prisoners of war received for the entire period of operations.

Prisoner' of War statistics for the month of November,

On hand at Enclosures as of 31 October........ . .::..142
Received' during month at Prisoner-of War Enclosures. .* .24133

TOTAL...............24275
Evacuated.22107......... ... ".....21

On hand at Prisoner of War Enclosures, :30 November.'" 2168

Received during month at Prisoner of War Enclosures. , 24133
Admitted during month at Third.U.S. Army Hospitals . 1779;

'Total prisoners of war handled during November. 25912

Total number of Prisoners of War from 1 August to 30 November 1944
inclusive: 128,252. (See annex 17).

Total number.of escapers and evaders during Novembers 32..

SECTION IV - MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER SUB-SEPTIUN

* Battery "A" 9734th Field.Artillery Battalion, arrived in NANCY
(U8511) 2 November for training in preparation for duty on security
check points around NANCY (us511), An orientation School was conducted
for the 734th Field Artillery .Battalion on 3 and 4 November, and the,,

'

Battalion began duty on security screening posts as of 050800 November,and was relieved on the 10th November.

III Corps Military Police assumed responsibility for.Maintenanoe
of Law and Orderiin ETAIN (U4770)5 November.

Maintenance of Law and Order patrols were placed inPONT A
MOUSSON (U?735) at the request of XII Corps provost .arshal,

Military Police were posted at a bridge in VERDUN (U2865) as a
security measure.. during hours of darkness at the request. of the Twelfth
U.S. Army Group Provost Marshal.

Circular 77, Headquarters,- Third U.,s Be Army, dated 13 -November
1944, announced that all' unauthorized enclosures on 1/4 ton . 3/4, ton,
4-x 4, trucks were unadthorized and would be removed Jieediately.

Circular Number 781, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, 16November,
concerning carrying civilians in Military Transportation was published
as follows:

IV. CARRYING CIVILIANS IN MILITARY TRANSPORTATION..

1. Paragraph 2, Sectidn VI, Circular 63, this headquarters, 1944,.
series, is rescinded andtthe following substituted therefor in accord-..
ance with letter, Headquarters Twelfth Army Groups file 230-(PM)," sub-
j!ect as above,dated 5 Noveqber 19,44.

a. :Civilians may be carried in United States Military vehi-"
cles Ion. official business* Written authority will.be' provided by, the,
responsible officer to the -vehicle driver in all cases where: carrying
civilians in individual military vehicles is permitted in accordance.
with Section VI, European-Theater of Operations, U.S. Army pamphlet,
AG 451/2 PUB CC, 24 January 1944, 'Maintenance and Operation of Motor
Vehicles,",or to the officer in charge in all cases where displaced per-
sons orirefugees are carried. in convoy under Civil Affairs military
government auspices. In addition to the written authority prescribed
herein, convoys .of refugees or displaced persons will carry on the lead
vehicle a placard "Displaced Persons The written authority will.in-
clude date, names of passengers, nature of official business, destina-
tion, and organization of the authorizing officer.

b. Military Police will halt all individual vehicles carrying
civilians and all convoys carrying displaced persons and check to in-
sure the presence of the written authority, a required in paragraph
a above. In the case of displaced persons' convoys the letter of
,authority carried by the officer in charge will be deemed sufficient
authentic.ation for all vehicles of the convoy unless special doubt
exists with reference to the passengers involved*. In case no proper
authorization exists the Military Police will conduct the .person in
charge of the vehicle or vehicles, as the case may be, "o tohe nearest
Summary Courtfor trial or preferment .of charges as is appropriate*
The civilians involved will be turned over to the nearest Civil Affairs
detachment for check-up.

Circular Number 81, Headquartera, Third:U. S. Army, 22 November,
1944,- was published and Section III announced that 'any fraternizing'with prisoners of war or selling or bartering of various articles of,personal property would be severely dealt with.

Circular Number 82, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, dated 23
November 1944, announced the policy in regard to individual purchases-,
of-food, industrial products, as followsl

I. INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES.

1. In order to prevent inflation and to avoid hardship to the:
civilian population, sthe purchase of all rationed or controlled goods
and commodities by personnel of this coemand for their personal use
is prohibited.

2 . To accommodate troops on pass.and by special arrangement with
the Commissioner of the French Republic, Region of NANCY, restrictions.
as to purchase of meals in restaurants, cafes and hotels are relaxed
in that portion of the Region of NANCY lying within the. Third U.S.
Army Zone. Restaurants meeting the sanitary regulations will be pro-
vided with a notice, "Authorized for UeS. Military Personnel, which
will be posted in-a conspicuous place near the entrance.

3. Water in NANCY and numerous cities in the area is grossly con-,
tamtated at the present time. Signs'indicating "Water is not potable"
will be posted in conspicuous places in restaurants where applicable,
and such water will not be consumed byU.S. Military personnela

4. The following products indicate the type of articles that may
be purchased by U. S Military personnels

Alcoholic and: non'-alcoholic bevragesl certain textile products,
leather, goods and footwearl all paper produotsl perfumel pipes ash
trays! cigarette ligntere; photographic equipmentl musical instrumentes&.

CRlET
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During the month, 2,370 gallona of ga0iine, 230 pounds.'of cof-.
180 pounds of lard, seventy pounds of "augar, fifty pounds of flour,
)0 rounds of .30 caliber amunition, four carbines,- thirty :blankets,
ty-one cases of soap, and a quantity of miscellaneous rations and
ing were recovered aa a result of searchea made.

Absent Without Leaves The large nuober of AWOLs on the Conti-
prmpted action by this Sub-Section to intensify efforts of all
tary Police for apprehension of such absentees.

It was previously the policy of this Sub-Section toreturn
gglers and AWOLs oto their units through the Replacement System:
ever it was Impractical to transport them directly to their units.
instances of .stragglers and AWOLs being 'apprehended'two and thro
s'when handled inthis manner evidenced a. need of change inpolicy
rder to-effectively.reduce the number-of outstanding AWOLs.

Late in the month instructions were issued to all Military Pe-
to detain under arrest all persons apprehended who were AWOL. for a
od ,of four days or more. Such persons were either at the nearest
tary.Police Headquarters or at the Third U. S. Army stockade pend-
arrival of guards frn the unit concerned to return the AWOL under
st. Men who had been-absent from their organizations lese then
days were sent to the nearest Replacement installations as strag-

B.

In NANCY (U8511), prisoner of war trucks were used to return,
to XII Corps unite, and further utilization of any such available

sportation is contemplated.

As an additional measure to reduce the number of outstanding
.A a special roving patrol was put into operation which had tho
ary mission ofspot checking locations throughout the Third U...
area for 'thd apprehension of"AWOLs.':

During the last week of the month, twouty~two aggravated canes'
WOL, ranging fram32 to110 days were apprehended as a result of
osified efforts' by Military Police.

ly.... o.......

unauthorized passenge
anking..........
ticket. .... ..
driving.........
use of Government ve

n vehicle... ,....•.
to obey Military Polic
carrying of civilians
driving.........
while drunk.

ig criminal cases wer
*g the week ending 25

aughter.......
,lt.•.........

market...........
ed murder. .
of medical supply.

crimina]

ragglersa Straggler collecting points were-in oper.atioc
ionth at the following locations •

BAR LR DUO" (Ul122) "N$UCIHATRAU .(z4 75)
GOCMMCY (U422 0) NEUVES IISONS. (U703).
.SCH - (P7301) -PONT.AMOSSON (Un35)
FRBSNES WN WOBRV0(ut5s) 'fOUL (U4401)
LIONY (U2113) VERDUN (U2865)
NANCY . (u8511)

Lsoosition of stragglersduring the month was as follows

To Units...2..... ................ 9
To Seine BaseoSection.... . .. ..... 56
To Normandy Base Section2......... .. •..
Broke confinement,.......................

and battery......................,.....
ghter. ..............................

0 . . .0 . . . . . , . . . ; . , , .
ed murder. .......... ... e...
hooting... ...... ..... ... 2
murder*..... .o.,"............2
arket.....a. ,..............

TOM.........1

month of November .forty criminaal cases werereported
of which thirty-eight .were completed, reports. om-

Leoners
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DECEMBER OPERATIONS

SECTION I- GENERAL

On 4 December a plan was initiated and approVeddividing-the
Army Service Zone into two areas, assigning one Military Police. Battal-
ion to each.Zone, with complete responsibility for all Provost Marshal
activities in that Zones. :This new method.was affected before. entering
Germany in order that responsibility be definite and fixed. for the,
security of the Amy.

The Military Police Zone was shifted northward 27December with
the 503rd Military Police Battalion assuming responsibility of all area
south of and including route N3 and METZ (u557) with the 5i2th Mili-
tary Police Battalion north thereof.

Two convicted German spies sentenced to be shot by musketry were
executed at the TOUL (U6401) Prisoner of War Enclosure on 14 December.
The sentence was carried out under the supervision of the Army Provost
Marshal:with the firing squad composed of twelve selected men from the.
472nd Military Police Escort Guard Company.

On 28 December the Third U. S. Army Forward Echelon Headquarters
moved from NANCY (U8511) to LUXMOURG (P8414).

SECTION II- TRAFFIC SUB-SECTION

During the month of December the general condition of the roads

was fair, but because of continued rains the shoulders were soft and,
muddy. Slippery spots were created wherever a vehicle pulled onto the
surface from either the-shoulders or from a side road. High waters.
covered roads and.bridges in several locations..This necessitated de-.
tours and extra traffic -control.

Recommendations were made for the lifting of restrictions on
civilian traffic west of the MEURTHS-MOSELLE River on 2 December. Bow-
ever, travel restrictions remained in effect east of this line. Con-
ference was held with civilian authorities relative to the restoring of
the tramway system in NANCY (U8511), which relieved a large amount of
civilian traffic on the main. roads leading into the city and operation
commenced on:4 December.

Because of an accident on the Main Supply Route in the west side .
of NANCY (U8511),on 7 December wherein a tank retriever went out of.con-
trol on a steep hill and crashed into a cafesdemolishing the building,.
setting it afire, killing the crew and several others, the Main Supply
Route was changed to afford a more gradual descent into town.

The fall of the remaining forts at METZ (U8557) on 13 December
removed the last major obstacles to uninterrupted use of the road. net
'in that area. N3. was not yet open west of METZ (U8557). Engineers.
cleared mines, removed road blocke, and repaired the road. The majori-.
ty of 'bridge and road maintenance problems were in Corps and .Division"
areas. Minor alterations were made on north 'and Main Supply.Route-
bridges in NANCY (U8511) to lay gas and water.lines across the river
on these bridges. This caused no change in the traffic situation. An
overpass at PONT A MOUSSON (U7735) was declared usable (Class 70) by
the Engineers.

Plans were-made for local regional.French Police to take ove r
traffic duties in NANCY (U8511) other than on the Main Supply Route.
Civilians on roads continued to be a minor problem. Military Police*
road patrols picked them up and delivered them to Civil Affairs Dis-
placed Persons Center.

On 17 December, after receipt of information of the German
breakthrough .in the First U. 5S Army area, special officer couriers
were dispatched to. each MilitaryPolice Battalion with four troop move-
ment routes. Routes A, B,C and D were initiated and posted. All
Military Police personnel with the exception ofa amall battalion over-
head were concentrated on traffic duty at this critical time. (See
annex 19). The III Corps moved at once from ETZ (U8557) to LONWY
(P5805) and became operational in that sector. The 4th Amored Divi-
sion was alerted to move at once rom its concentration area near
F"ETRANGE (Q4728), and at 180200 Combat Command B was enroute using
Route A, destination. LONGWY (P5805). All these moves crossed at .
BARONVILLE (Q1738) at 180330, the 4th Armored Division having priority.
Notraffic tie-up Iensued, Military police pointemen and patrols .had
been stationed in BARONVILLE (Q1738) and had been alerted as to this

situation. Combat Comiand R and Combat Command A,. 4th Armored Division
followed Combat ,cmmand..B on Route A. 80th Infantry Division moved
fron PUTELANE (U9499). to LONGWY.(P5805) on Route C followed: by the

S26th Infantry Division. In addition, eighteen Field Artillery Battal-
ions, eleven Engineer Battalions, two Corps Headquarters, and other
special units were moved. Traffic to' the north continued unabated.
Several detours were.necessitated for variousereasons; landslide' a
weakened bridge, bombing and strafing and several wrecks. On,22.Decem-

ber the 35th Infantry Division commenced movement -to the north,- An-
additional bridge.(Bailey) was constructed across the canal at METZ
(U8b57) to alleviate the heavy traffic flow tdrough that city. The
bridge at MARANGE (Q1257) was temporarily out'during the night necessi.
tating the detour of 35th Infantry Division movement. This detour was
also changed because of bombing of BOULAY (Q0965)*the same evening.
The roads continued to beoccupied by the 35th.Infantry Division- and
Engineer units on 23:December. XII Corps Headquarters moved north with
:,attached troops following. The remainder of the 42nd Infantry Division

closed.

One .officer and thirty-five enlisted men of the 512th Military

Police Battalion were rushed to BASTCGN (P5557) during the night of
28 December to handle the critical traffic situationin the.101st Air-
borne Division area.

During the month clearances for over 200.cqnvoys involving over.
28,000 vehicles were processed through theTraffic Sub-Section.

:A recommendation was made that the Main Supply Route Nmber.2 be
divided between CONFLANS (U6465), JARNY (U6564) and PONTPIERRE (Q2049)
to make. original route one way southbound and.make the other route.
.N52b, .N406, D60, N52., 0C65 and 13, one way, northbound, This change
was recommended because of the width and conditions of-road net at these
places.

A group of enemy planes bombed and strafed a convoy of reinforce-
ments and incidental traffic on highway N53, 10,miles south of
LU3EBOURG (P8414)..No direct bomb hits .ere scored on the road, but
the highway was blocked by burning trucks and debris. A bypass through
MONSDORFF (P9402) was immediately placed in effect, and highway N53
was reopened to traffic in two hours..

Becauseof the expansion of theArmy. Service Area, and also the
support-of XX, III and VIII Corps in their service areasqsigning of
road intersections and junctions became extremely important. Hundreds
of signs were posted, and extra signing crews were detailed to complete-
ly cover the Army area for route numbering and markings

Electric flasher lamps that had been used in the Army area were
collected and delivered to. the Corps Provost Marshals for use on
bridges and defiles in the Division areas. 3,000 blank route marking,
signs,-and 5,000 numbered" route .marking signs were received on 8 Decem-
ber from Engineers and distributed to Corps Provost Marshals and Army.
Military Police Battalions.

Rear boundaries were established on 2 December as follows$

XII Corps: .North along highway N414 from intersection south,
lateral boundary .(QO807) to MOYENVIC (Ql1421); highway N55 through
-CHATEAU SALINS (Ql225) to intersection with north later4l boundary
(U9443), all to Amy..

.,XX Corps. North along MOSELLE River from intersection with
south lateral boundary vicinity (U7734) to ARNAVILLE (U7647); highway
N52b through CHAMBLEY (U6651); JTARNY (U6564* toBRIRY (U6973); N406,
through AUDUN (U6787) to AUMETZ (U7092); G64 to .ESCH (P7301);"N4 to
intersection north lateral' boundary vicinity (P7302), all to Army.

SECTION'III,- PRISONER OFWAR, SUB-SECTION.

Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 9. TOUL (U6401) closed 17 Decem.
benr, 21,191 prisonerseof war were evacuated through this Enclosure dur-
ing the period f rom 21 September to 17 Dqcember 1944.

Third U. S. Army Prisoner of War Enclosure'Numberll,
FOLSCHV.ILLER (Q2254) which opened on 19 December was closed 20 December,
No prisoners of war were evacuated through this Enclosure as military.
,expediency necessitated the early closing.

On 21 December reconnaissance was made for, a suitable location
of an Amy. Prisoner of War Enclosure in the area-of FLOPANGS (U8281)%,
STENAY (P1503).

Prisoner of War enclosure Mumber 12, :St. Jean Caserne, MARVILLE

ments made with 24th Regulating Station, Advance Section, Communica-
tions .Zone Liaison organization.

Two additional Military Police Escort Guard Companies were.at-..
tached :to Provost Marshal, Third U' S... Arm 0.on 29 December;. 483rd
,Military Police Escort Guard Company reported at Prisoner. of.War In-
closure Number 10, FLORANGE (U8281) .and .430th Military Police Escort
Guard Company at Prisoner of WarEnclosure Nmber 12, MARVILLEST JEAN
(U3596).

VIII Corps .Prisoner of War Collecting Point was manned byper-
sonnel of the 734th Field Artillery Battalion as this Cbrps was at-
tached to Third U. S. Amy.

Seven German Nationals held at Prisoner of War Enclosure. Number
9, TOUL(U6401), were evacuated to the French Interanent Camp at
ECROLVES (U5911). Sixteen of the..nineteen German Nationals ,held-at.
Ptisoner of War Enclosure Number 10, FLORANGE (U8281), were-evacuated.
to the Displaced Person's Camp' at ECROUVES (U5911)1 as ,they ware German.
Nationals living in France; 'the remainder were German Nationals who,
resided in Germ-ny and these people were interned on 17 December.

Several Divisions requested additional War Department provost
Marshal General.Forms Number l . The Theater Provost Marshal Officer
was contacted, but it was learned that. there were no more forms availa-
ble in this theaters.

On 12 becember, letter, Headquarters, European Theater of.Opera-
tions, U. S. Army, file 383.6 OpGA, subject, Prisoner .of War Labor,

5
%"

dated 27 November. 1944 was distributed.

Circular 90, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, published l7Decem-
i.ber, rescinded the sections of Circulars 9 ano 38, Headquarters, Third
U. S. Army governing the-procedures in the dispoeition-:of the effects
of enemy dead, and. adopted the recommendations as set forth in thememo-
randum of this office to the Graves Registration .Officer,s namely that
the effects be sent directly to the Effects Quartermaster, Communica-
tions Zone, instead of to the nearest Prisoner-of War Enclosure.

Prisoner of war statistics for the month of December:

.On hand at Enclosures as.of 30 November2...... .......... 2168
Received during month at Prisoner of War'Enclosures. " 1707

TOTAL@.o....,......... 19247
Evacuated... .. G............ . ..... 18767

On hand at Prisoner of War Enclosures, 31 December . . . 480

Received during month at Prisoner .of War Enclosures.. . 17079
Admitted during-month at Third UoS. Army Hospitals1. . 1341

Total prieoners of war handled during December s .,. 18420

Total number of prisoners ,of war from 1 August to.31 December 1944 •
146,672. (See annex 20).

.Total number of escapers and evaders during December& 3.

SECTION IV - MAINTENANCE OF' LAW AND ORDER NOB-SECTION

In accordance with advice from the Theater Provost Marshal a
neworigorous policy in returning AWOLs to Military Control was inaugu-
rated .December, The program entailed the followingfour points;

• ,1. A coaplete list of current'Third U.S. Army AWOLs was
obtained from the Machine Records Unit and distributed to all Military
Police Detacheents. .

2. ' 1 men absent fram their organizations without .passes
.and not on duty status were taken to Military Police Headquarters and
checked-against these lists.

3. AWOLs were then held for release in arrest to their or--
ganinstion or for delivery to the Reinforcement System if distance

RE.T
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three men accusedof serious crimes were reeasec to tne-r unAT o-
manders pending completion of investigation and trial.

On 10 December, -Circular Number 88, Headquarters, Third U. S.

Army, dated 10 December1944, pertaining to Unauthorized Enclosures on.

Vehicles and Restrictions as to Top of'Vehicles was published as fol-

lows and given distribution-A0 and 'C.

I* UNAUTHGIIZED ENCLOSURES O1W 14 TON AND 314 TON 4 1 4 TRUCKS.

Section IV, Circular 77, this headquarters, dited, 13 November
1944, relative to enclosing 1/4 ton and 3/4 ton truckais emended as
foll1ows - .. ..

'Flaps attached to the windshields of. /4 ton trucks.for.pro-
tection against wind and mud are permissible provided they do not ex-

tend back beyond the front seat, do not obstruct frontaseatvVisioni and

do not interfere with the quick exit of the occupantsl of thetruck 
,

-

Ile RESTRICTION AS TO TOPS OF VEHICLES.

Paragraph 1, Section VI, Circular 63, this headquarters, dated 4:

October 1944, which-reads as follows: 'The tops on trucks, 1/4.ton,

and trucks, 3/4 ton C and R,- will be downatall times except during

heavy rains' is rescinded.

Circular 89, Headquarters, Third U. S. Armyannounced on.14..

December the emended pass policy and 2100 hours curfew-inNANCY (US511)..

The rapidly changing tactical situation and the consequent

threat to rear areas made the Military Police organization a primary

force in the maintenance of security and the apprehension of suspicious

individuals. To meet this need• an emergency issue Of 1,200 fragsenta-

tion hand grenades was made to the 512th Military Police Battalion,

Ifforts were made to disseminate all pertinent information to

Military Police units as quickly as possible so as to keep the man on

post advised of the latest happenings in order that..he might be more

i.able to cope with situations as they .arise.

Security patrols and the operation of check points and road

blocks at key road Junctions placed a heavj strain on personnel availa-

ble for normal Law and Order functions, Town patrol forces were skele-.'

tonized to provide. the additional security forces, in an effort to

avoid drawing upon traffic personnel at a time when heavy and important

,traffic movements continued. Gaps In Law and Order-enforcement-were'

filled -in many places by auxiliary police and greater vigilance on the

part of unit consanders, wI!o were contacted
. 

on the. ground and asked to

,cooperate.

motor and/or walking patrols operated during the mi
ng towns and-citiess. .

.AVRIL (U111 .ARNY
BAINVILLE " (Q0905) :KAYL
BETT72OURO (P8103) LANDRES
BRINY . (U6973) LONOWY

CHALI N " (U7804) MoCHANGE
CHAMSLEY (16651) NOYENVIC.
CHATSAU SALINS (Q025) . MTZ
CHAVIGNY (U8304) IARS LA TOUR
CLOUANG (U81i75) NANCY
C0ONECY (1U4220) NEUVES MAISONS
CONFLANS (U6465)- N EUFCHIF.
DONCCURT (16963)' PAONY

DINUxE (Q25
2

4) OME
DUDELANG .18 099) PONTA MOUSSON

SCH (P7-301) PONT ST. VINCENT
STAIN. (147) ST.MAUIC
FRESNES (U4659) ST. NICHOLAS
FALQUEMONT (Q849) ST. AVOLD
FLAVIGNY (17156) THUILLEY
FLCRANGE (U8382) THIACCURT
FOUG (5812) TOUL
HAYANOGE (17882)- VANDIERIES
HANNCNVILLE (U4851) VIGNEULLES

Delinquency reports for the'month were as follows:

Pass violationa...................
Unattended vehicle.........."...
Uniform violations......•
No trip ticket........ ......

Double banking,.. .•.............,
Carrying unauthorized passengers....,,...•

Drunk
Winterized vehicle. . .... .
Selling ratione...........................

litary

Ang

a following criminal cases were completed and re
rded during"the"week ending 9 December:

Black Market....... "...............
Rape ......................

TOTAL .

a following criminal cases were completed and rt
rded during the week ending 16:DecemberI

Larceny.. .... ....................

Drunk and disorderly

Shooting. ...... .............
Assault with intent to commait rape......

Assault with intent to do bodily harm.
Robbery.*... ................
Misappropriation of U. S. property........
Confidential investigation,......-.......

Rape................
Careless discharge of weapon. .........

TOTAL •

me following criminal cases were copleted and r

%rded during the week ending.23 December:

Fraud........ .. ..........

Larceny of U. 5. Army rations.... .......

Murder............ .... .......
Attempted murder ..•..., .,...... ..

Alleged looting...........................
Black market. ... ..............
Statutory rape. . ........
fatal shooting.........................
Narcotic case •. . .
Alleged housebreaking................

.1A

.1I



RCTION VI - PRISONER OF WAR EXECUTIVE SUB-SECTION

ad Prisoner of War Canpeasa followa were overrun by Third
Johannes Bannburg, vicinity of BOULAY (Q1264) on 1 December .
Q2468) on 3 December;, SARREGUERdINES ( 5l57) on 10 December.

I Decomber a detachment.of one officer' and fifteen enlisted
734th Field Artillery-Battalion was sent . to handle the ad-
B matters at the overrun German .Priaoner of War Cenp at
(2468) which contained approximately 800 Allied prisoners
D overrun Allied Prisoner of War Camp at SARREGUEMINES ,
evacuated by XII Corps to CREUTZWALD (Q2468). ,On 21,Dece- " . -7
nately500 Allied prisoners of war-were evacuated from
54) .to TOUL (U6401) and after conference with the Army.Sur-
Ilied prisoner of war remaining at BOULAY (QI -4)owere

T O U L ( U 6 4- ).

e were four ContactOfficeres, Majors, from Prisoner of War
ffice, Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Forces,
d to Third U. S. Army. One was assigned to. each of the
the latest arrival-was stationed at Johannes Bannburg Camp
(Q1264) under XX Corps attachment,.and engaged in document-, . . ,

prisonerseof war.

7 December the 267th Field Artillery Battalion was assigned
Marshal ,Third U. S. Army. The Battalion wasordered to
p Johannes Bannburg, near BOUIAY (Q1264), to take over the
ion of the Allied Prisoner of War Cmp. "

8 December a report of the handling of the Allied prisoners
submitted by the Prisoner of War.Executive Liaison Officer,
Army, and forwarded to 0-1, Twelfth'.Army Groupsfor trans-
Prisoner of War Executive, SupremeHeadquarters, Allied
ry. Forcee,-

SECTION VII - INTERNMENT.CAMP SUB-SECTION

9, December the Interment Camn Subh-Oection nP.,. .



Third '-U. S. Army Rear _Echelon moved- frem:NANOT Uii)., France,
to ESCH (P7 301),9Luxembourg, on .January.

.

*.:.The-ever increasing responsibilities of the :Provost Marshal in

the present operations made it necessary that the Provost Marshal Sec-

tion he.increased by adding Sub-Sgctions and.personnel to properly su-

pervise and administer the 190 officers and approximately 3550 enlisted.

men operating:directly under his oontrol,. Following are listed the

major items for which the Army Provost Marshal was held responsible:

1.Criminal Investigation,.
2w. Maintenance of ;Law and :Order, including:

a. Army.General Prisoner Stockade.

-b. Army and Battalion Zons AWOL Stockades..
c .Summary Courts.

S . Traffic Control.

.4. Prisoners of War...
5. Ovesrun Allied: Prisoners-of War*.

.6. -German.InterementCamps .
7.. Aid to Civil Affairs -in handling Refugees.,.
' .- S'Zecurity.:of all Lines :of Comunication :.inthe Army'area.

9.-Command Post Defense, including Cordon Defense.'

10. Maintenance of an Bergency Force.

.'At approximately 1650 January 14 a shell of unkno*n.'caliber and

origin struck an Apartment House at 3-5-7-9 Avenue Pasteur, LUXEMBOURG

(P8414)-,..causing considerable damage to the building, '. killing one ci-

vilians, injuring six.other civilians and two unknown American soldier:,

who werewalking along the street.

The Provost Marshal, Fifteenth: U.- S." Army visited- this section

17 January to obtain de tails' on organization.-andoperation of 'the "

Provost.Marshal Office.

SECTION II - TRAFFIC SUB-SECTION

A survey was-made of LUXEMBOURG (P8414) on 4 -January for possible
installation of a tramway system, but because tracks were located on
main and essential military highways it was deemed advisable not to
start the tramway system at that time.

Advance elements ofThird U. S. Army:Rear Echeion moved fr

NANCY (U8511) to .ESCH (P7301) on 5 January.

Troop Movements were'as follows 90th Infantry Division.(three:
Combat Teams) from THIONVILLE (U8687) to SASUL:(P7427) . '94th Infantry
Division from REIMS (T3080) to UCKANGE (U8579).

Report was received-from Executive Officerof Company "C, 512th
Military Police-Battalion on road reconnaissance of area north and west
of ARLON (P6122), where snow conditions had blocked some roads and re-
stricted traffic to one-way on others, signing of.these roads was poor.

..Extensive and comprehensive .corrective measures were taken. "Roads were
sanded and cindered by patrols, and-signs posted by the Military Police.

IExtensive road reconnaissance was made in'conjunction with the
:Engineers, to inspect roads., bridges and'traffic 'conditions - route -

LUFAMBOURG (P8414), THIONVILLE (U8687), METZ (U8557), MOYEUVRE (U7474),
BRIEY (U6973),9AUDUN (U6688), LONGWY (P5805), ARLON (P6122), and
LU2EMBOURG (P8414). Conferred enroute with the Engineers, Provost

.Mrshal .Corpa,.. Givilian Engineers ,at METZ-(U855),-Commanding Off i-
caersof the 503rd and. 512th Military Police Battalions, .and"1303rd Enti.
near General Service Regiment. Excellent maintenance was observed en
all roads vicinity of ARLON (P6122).

The balance of. the 90th Infantry Division moved from :THIONVILLE

(U868l) to SABUL (P7427), on. 7 January, The 94th Intantry"Division
(one Cmbat Teem) moved. from REIMS (T3080) to UCKANGE (U8579)., Cmpany.

"A, 61st Tank Destroyer Battalion moved north for defense.

A tripwas m 1ade to VIII Corps t"clarifyadministrative 'and'
op oraioal bo undaries between VIII Corps and Advance Section 'Ccoknudica-

tions Zone .as a report bad been received frem omthb- 713 hMilitary
' 
Plice

Battalion tbat 4VfI lC orps wa's admii.ef i ng
- 
th ei r gul-a tions i.n

:Advance Section Communications Zone.

Enie rswr contac'ted '17 Januery 'to, build a big onRed

la.Floraison, which would -enable vehicl'es .to bypaassILUXEMBOdURG (P8414)
with alltraf fic between routesa .number 7 -and 11,'and nmber 1."

A new prearranged messa ge, coos was prepared-and sent t o- the 503id
and 512th Military Police Battalions on 18 Janumry*

A clonference was held-19 January with:10-4, G0-,antd, Engineers
with reference. to: troop m ovements and road conditions. 'Troop movement
routes : We:Ire de signaefted as such and, ef fo0rts made to. avoid crossing sup-
ply traf fic with troop'movements.'

PFraIm the Seine Base Section.,600. batons, ref lectorized, 12 box
signs,. 64 ,lamps', electric flasher were rteceived. Distribution of these
items was made to thie'Corps isd Military; Police_ Battalions.*-

Road reconnaissance was made of' the- route frem -BASTOGNE '(F5 557)

to WILTZ (P7154), HEIDICRSCHE.IDERGUND (P47, 9NIEDER I(P7864k)
ETT.ELBRUOK (P8339) and DIEKIROH (P8643),'s on 24,January.

A- conference was held- with. Engineers as to road' pri ori ty. on
maintenance of roads. irst priority,.w as . given to troop. movement roads
and. second priority to Main Supply Routes..

Administ ra tive Order Nuber 26 dostablie had. Rear''Boundaries on
25 Ja nuary as foll ows:x

Army Rear Boundarys 'Beginning At intersection of roadN52B
with south, lateral boundary,* vicinity, ARNAVILLE (U7646)' along road
N52B, to CAMBLEY (U6651) - MAAS LA TOUR (U6557)- JARNY (U6563); road
N3 90 to- CONFLANS (U6465) - ETAIN (U4770)1 road N18 to:LONGUYON .(U4696);
road N47 to. MARVILLE (U3598)-- MONTMEDY'(P2905);: road: N381 to CARIGNAN

(P1518) to junction with road IC.29, vicinity. WE (P1419); road 1029 to
junction with 1019, vicinity MESSINCOURT .(P1423);, road 1019 -to MUNO
(P1527) to junction with road N44 Q1l532); road N44 to junction with
ro ad N47 (P0834); mead N47 to BOUILLON (P0836) - BIEVRE (P0553) -

BEAURAING (P0172)-to intersection with north lateral b oundar (P007 3),
(all to Third U. Army).

Corps'Rear Boundaries,&

XX Corps: Beginning with intersection of N55 with south
la1 teral boundary vicinityCHESNY (U9252), thence. northwest on NSS to
METZ, (U8658)9 thence'north along MOSELLE River *to junction-with lateral
boundary to XX and XII Corps vicinity THIONVILLE (08767)-9 all to 'XX
Corps except MOSELLE River to Amy.

XII Corps: Beginning, with intersection of lateral boundary

between -XII and AX Corps with 153,vicinity THIONVILLF. (U8787)9, thence.
northionsN53 and number 3 toLUXEMBOURG (P841p thence west on number
6 :and N4 to intersection, with lateral boundary between XII. and III
Corps east of ARLON (P6122)9 all to Amy except THIONVILLE to XX Corps.

III Corps: BeginningWith intersection of N44 with lateral

boundary between III and XII Corps east of ARLON (P6221)9 thence west,
on N4 to ARLON (P6122) N48 to. intersection with lateralboundary be-
twein II and VIII Corps east of NEUFCHATEAU o(P3540)c, all to.Army, ex-

capt ARLON to III Corps.

VIII Corps: Beginning with intersection of N48 with , ateral
boundary between VIII and III -Corps east of NEUPCHATnAU (P3540) thence

:.northwest on N48 to CR148 - N49 (P1860), thence north onN49, to inter-

section with north.'lateral boundary (P2169)., all to Army except

NEUFCHATEAU to Corps.

A meeting of Provost Marshal and Sub-Section Chiefs wi th C orps
Provost Marshals to discuss policies Was held4on31 January. The Light.
Line waso fixed at Divisio Rear. In Coomand Post towns behind the Army
Linht Line through traffic was permitted full headlights.

During themonth over 200 convoy clearances -involving over

41,000 vehicles were processed through this, office.

C-rps. Military Polie in.the movement .t 5e _--I nent ry uuviso ao. .-
January by. patrollinvgN4 .- 'ARLON (P6122.) and BASTOGNE (P-557).

Major Troop Movements 'during theaonth w.re asf! .ollows.:..

The 8th and 9th Armrac -:, Divisions moved to PO -T .A IOUS$ON (U7,35)

and TMIONVILLE (u8687) respectivelyt on 12.January. Combat :Command aB,.

.0th AAmored Division and :elements- of -- the 90th. Infantry Divis ion moved

-16 January. E lements .;of the .87th Infantry. Division moved •15: January.

without-.d:iffi-culties. The' 35th. Infantry ,Division, (Cobat.Coamand B)

10th Arored Division, 101st Airborne Division, 76th Infantry Divisiqn

and other units moved 19. January. The 35th Infantry Division and. 101st

Airborne Division moved through Army area. in food order. .01st Air-,

borne Division moved slowly through -!the Army area because-of icy rod..

conditions. I-Movement of the -.101st Airborne Division was .completed 16-

January.. 4th Armored Division moved 23 January through the.city of

LUXMOURG (-P8414), using: routes 3,4.•and 5. Movement, of ,ithe 76th

.Infantry Division cemmenced and passed through the city ofLUXEMBOURG

(P8414) during the night'of 24 January.76
.
th and87th Infantry Divi-

sions- moved smoothly 26 .January. -G-4 Transportationt-clearance. for. the

movement of the 75th Infantry'Division was .received.-.; Movement: of. the:

4thI Infantry. Division :on 28 January in BASTOGNE (P5557)- was very slow.'

because of heavy traffic in that area.

SECTION; In .. PRISONER OF WAR- SUB-SECTION.

lLetter, Twelfth Amy Group, file 290 (0-2), dated 28 December
1944, subjec t, ic!E" nemy Soldiers " Apprehended in ,C ivilian Clothings was

disseminated 4 January to all units under the control :of this section.

This Office contacted the.Quartermaster Field Service Officer,

Third U. S. Army, in an attempt to replenish the. stocks .of captured.

enemy clothing on hand at the Enclosures.

A definite policy was established :by Headquarters, Third U.,S.

Army on the handling of Allied. Nationals-whocollaborated or served.

with the enemy, Circular 3, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, q7. January

1945.. Cumbat Commanders are not'authorized to accept the parole of

French, Belgian, Netherlands, or Luxembourg Nationals who have served

with the German Forces. All Allied -Nationals who have-collaborated or

served with the enemy and who are captured as prisoners of war. will be

handled and processed as, prisoners of war within this command. Dis-

position of exceptional. cases will
. 

be made by the Army Provost Marshal

in accordance with instructions received frem higher.Headquarters,.s

One thousand prisoner of war personal effects bags. Provost

Marshal Service-of Supply Form number 4, were sent to the Provost

Marshal of III-Corps partly filling their requisition for 10,000 bags,

The investigation of the death of a German Prisoner of War at.

Third-U. S. Army Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 12 on 5 January was

completed. An autopsy was performed by .the 7th Medical Laboratory.

Results of the autopsy showed that the prisoner of war died of natural,

but undetermined-causes. A' report of the caopleted investigation was

forwarded to the Theater Provost Marshal, Prisoner of War Information
Bureau, through Provost Marshal, Twelfth Army Group.

Two German soldiers, who escaped frm the Prisoner of War Camp

near VERDUN (U2865)9 were apprehended by Military.Police and Counter..

Intelligence Corps and taken to Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 12 at

MARVILLE (U3394) after capture at COSNE (M4464)..

Because of the small number of Escapers and Evaders who had been

returned 'to United States Military control during a period of. several

months,.the Escapers and, Evaders :Detaclnent (Intelligence School West-

ern European Area 9. Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces)

discussed with the Provost Marshal, Third U. S. Army, .the possibility.

of withdrawing ,the detachment toPAIS (30140)f rum its location at'

Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 10, FLORANGE (U8281). Under the new..

plan not only Allied Air Force Escapers and Evadera,, but also all

Allied Ground Force Escapers and Evaders would be sent to PARIS (50140).

An escaped prisoner of war, found to be a deserter from the

German Army, was taken'to Prisoner of War Enclosure Numbqr 10 on 11:

January after interrogation by Counter Intelligence Corps, at ES

(P73S01). ",.'
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Azeault with deadly weapon.. ............
Black market...o............. .
Accidental ahooting.. ....... ., ..

_ '. Murder..
,

...... ,........... ...........

Theft* (mail)-".. ....................
Robbery
'Misappropriation Qf U. S. Government property.

TOTAL.......

:The following qrminal cases were completed, repor
forwarded during the week ending 27 January:.

.Larceny... ..................
Assault...................... .. .. .

ant p

31.•32.
•

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.&9-
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An inspection -trip was made by Traffic personnel checking.sign-
.ng.and.road conditions and Memoranda'were sent to units concerned for'correction of deficiencies.

Selection of a site for Practice Bmbing and Rocket Range in the
Army area made necesssry extra precautions on traffic moves on D6 north-
east of AVRIL (U1178)after 5 February.,

Traffic and Maintenance of-Law and Order peraonnel were moved
forward because of change In Army:Rear BoundaryI effective 062400 Feb-
ruary.

The boundary between Military, Police Battalions changed at
102400 hours. 503rd Mili.tary Police.Battalion relieved the 512th Mili-
tary Police Battalion -in the following townsx:

PETANGE (P6409)_ . ATHUS (P6309)
AUBANGE (P6009) RO (P6802)

New Rear Boundaries for the III and VIIi Corps were established
and Army Military Police weremoved forward.

.Air reconnaissance was-made on 14 February by the TrafficChief,
of CLERVAUX (P7763), ST VITH (P8688), VEILSAiM (P6989), HOUFFALIZE
(P6172), BASTOGNE(P5557), and ARLON (P6122).

The supply officer of the 765th Milta]ry Police Battalion con-
ferred .with this-section, as to the supply of Traffic Control equipment
:and authorization of excess equipment so that they could fulfill their
mission. 

.
.A letter was prepared and sent through proper channels for

..authorization of equipment in excess of Table of Organization and Equip-
.ment needed by the 785th Military. Police Battalion.

Route.N53 was opened on 15 February. This road had been under
water for several days and now the water had-receded. Continued main-
tenance of road net was necessary,.

The 503rd and 512th Military- Police Battalions .were informed on
17. February that strict-enforcement was necessary on restriction of Use
of ientification panelsbehind Corps Rear Boundary.

-Anextensive road,.reconnaissance was made by the. Military Police
Pattalions. and officers of this section:on 19 February. The Military

.-Police Battalions submitted .their. reports to this office and all aug-:
:gestions andrecmendations made by them were taken up with the Engi-:"nears and.G-4 Transportation. ,Rood..raconnaissances were made by an
officer of

• 
the Traffic Sub-Section of BASTOGN, (P5557), ST VITH (P8688),

and HOUBPALIZE (P61172) on 20 February,"and of roads and bridges, in'the
.'area between'VIANDEN (P$455).and"BITBORG (L1353).

Three. hundred plates, frenco, l. x 30", and 500 plates,- francoa,':
3.j x , wes4e issued. .. t.- VIII Crpa 1#921-February. 3,990 lemps,~ U~W oweive at he dpot.

-on 26 February. Headquarter.,512 th Military• Police Battalion
.ioed to.,L UBO.RGJ(0804)

During the.. mont of February overZ30.oevoy .clearances pivolvig
over 22,000 vehicles were processed through the.'Traffic Sub-Section.

SECTIONIII. PRISONR OF WAR SUB-SECTION

Reconnaissance for an Army prisoner of war Enclosure was made ip
order to relieve the.-transportation. difficulties experienced in evac-
uatingprisoners of war to.Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 12,
MARVILL (03394)..

The Army Surgeon approved the use of Jesuit College, ARLON,
(P6122) Belgium., as Prisoner of War Enclosure Number .13 as soon as the
accommodations were vacated by the 101st Evacuation Hospital.

.On 3 February the 430th Military'Poice Escort Guard Company was
assigned duties at Third "U..'$ Army Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 12,

-
'

.MARVILLE(U3394), and. the 437th Military Police Escort Guard onpany
was assigned duties at Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 10, FLORANGE
(U8281), The 483rd Military Police Escort Guard Coapany, reinforced
by two officers of the 734th Field Artillery Battalion, was assigned
the operation of all Corps Prisoner of War Enclosures under Third U. S.
Army*.

'The 472nd Military Police Escort Guard Company. cleared the.AsMy

area and aeparten .mor the Ninth U. S. Army, where it had been assigned
on 4 February.

Prisoner of War Enclosure Nunber 11, MARVILLE (U3394), was closed%
on 8 February after handling 16,454 prisonersof war.

Prisoner of War.Enclosure Number 13, Jesuit:College, ARLON:
(P6122), Belgium, was opened 9 February*. All units attached were trans-
ferred fram Prisoner of War Snclosure Number 12 to this new Enclosure.

Reconnaissance was made for a.new Army Prisoner of War, Enclosure
on 11,February to be established in the northern half of the Army area.
The towns of WILTZ.(P7154)* and DIXKIRCH- (P8643).were considered possible
locations.

The cnzmanding eneral, Advance Sec tion, Communications Zone,
authorized this headquarters to use the 305th Military Police Escort
Guard Coapan y as guards on the road. rebuilding. details on 11 February.*Between 500 and 600 prisoners of war were supplied from Third-U. S.
Army Prisoner *of.War Enclosure Number 13, ARLON, (P6122) Belgium.

:In order to facilitate -the evacuation of prisoners of war from.
VIII Corps Enclosure. to Army Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 13, ARLON*
(P6122),9 a new route of evacuation was established. Permission was
secured, by this office through G-4, ThirdUO. S.Army' to use a certain
.portion of a -new route which was also the Main Supply Route of the 6th
Armored Division.

The escape of four processed prisoners- of war was reported to._this,'headquarters by the using unit, the :17th Re inf orc eme nt Depot,. on,1February. One of these four prisoners was apprehended wearing a.complete United States Army unif orm except for German shes.

The Provost MarshalsXX Corps, requested. that a second Corps
Prisoner of Ear Enclosure to established for the Corps. Personnel who.were, op rating the .III Corps Prisoner, of War Enclosure were shifted to
YXXCorps for the operation of the second XX Corps Prisoner of War En-
closure on 21 February.

A conference was held 22.February regarding the replacement of.
Headquarters and Service Batteries, 734th Field Artillery Battalion at
Army Prisoner. of War Enclosures. Generally the plan called for- thesubstitution of.Headquarters Company, 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion;
for the Headquarters and.Service Batteries, 734th Field Artillery Bat-talion. It would be necessary to augment the Headquarters Company,
631st Tank Destroyer Battalion with certain commissioned and enlisted
personnel and equipment from the .267th Field. Artillery Battalion and
the Army Military Police Escort Guard, Companies to compensate for the
difference in strength, organization and equipment in the Headquartars
Company of the 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion and that of the Head-
quarters and Service Batteries of the 734th Field Artillery Battalin*

One -of the- two XX Corps. Prisoner of War.1-nolosures wee closed, in,
o rder to facilitate- the rapid evacuation of Prisoners of War- fromtha'
Ccos, two trucks with necessary guards were attached. to one of i-ts
divisions.

TeXII Corps Prisoner of War Enclosure moved'from the City of
LUXEMBOURG (P8414) to unMERCH08228), on 27 February.

The XX Corp Prisoner of War Enclosure m oved from the town of
PETITE HETTANGE (U9691), France, to FREUDECNBERG (11305), Ge;am any, on
28.February.

Prisoner of War statistics f or. the m oth- of Februr were as
frollows, (See annex 27).

On hand as of31 January 1945 ... ..........
Received. duriopg February at Prisoner of War Enclosures. . 23il06

TOTAL...... .23664
Evacuated.... . .. 545
Onhand at Prisoner of War Enclosures . 28 February .

Received at Prisonerof War Enclosures during February. e 23,O6
Admitted at Third U. S. Army Hospitals during February. . .F1 .055
TOTAL prisoners of war handled by Third, U.SArm for month. 4,161.

Accumutiver tal for entire periodof o prations 1 Auguftr1944- to 28 February 194,i nclsive...................187,4 .8

:i . red i45e9ninc"l"us.ve .18'7.• 458

.. phasis was placed particularly on law and, order and conduct oftroops in the City of LUXMOURG (P8414). during the month. Militry

.Police, were instructed to.make on- the-spot correctiohs wherever .the
delinquency was of such a nature that it could be completely corrected .

..-by the ilitary Policeman himself,. These on-the-spolt, corrections in-.
cluded such delinquencies as jacket or overcoat unbuttoned, three per-'sons

• 
riding in the cab of a vehicle and failure to wear steel helmet

when the same was readily available.When the ,Military Policeman made
an on the spot correction no delinquency report was made. •

AWOLs. continued :to be handled entirely through Provost Marshal
,and Military Police channels.; Every AWOL apprehended or received byThird U. S.AlAry Military Police was placed under.guard andevacuated

to his unit :under guard. AOLs from First and Ninth U. S. Armies who
were apprehended in.. the' Third U. So Army area were delivered to the
First Us. S. Army Provost Marshal and AWOLe from, Seventh U.'. So.Army units:..were delivered to the Seventh U. S. Army Provost Marshal. AWOLs. from
other. Armies, Air Force, and Communications Zone Units were evacuated
to the A'OL Collecting Center, PARIS (S0140).

During the, monthnumerous' civilians were.apprehended between, the
hours of. 2100 and 2400 for curfew violation in the Army area, and were
fined by the civilian Police.

Gasoli'ne,:grease, oil, and other military supplies were confis-
cated in Black Larket raids .in ATHUS (P6309),: MANCIEULLES (U6678), dur -
iing the month., Other .confiscations of lesser emount of Government prop-
erty were also made during the month in many towns in-the Army .area.
'The civilian offenders, in most casest

.
were prosecuted by the civilian..

Police, and where U'. S. soldiers were involved the cases were investi-
gated by the Criminal-Investigation Detachnents.-

Information was received that during.the night of 3 February,
nine enemy agents. parachuted behind our lines apparently headed for.
LUNEVILLC ( 0801), METZ (U8557), REIMS (T3080), and NANCY (U8511)o A-
vailable descriptions -were dispatched to all Military Police for ap-
iprehension.

Traffic and Maintenance of Law and Order personnel were moved
forward because of change In Army Rear Boundary, effective 2400 hours
6 February.

-"Staff -Officer Patrols commenced daily in :the City.of LUXEI4 UR
(P6414) on 7 February, for the purpose of improving 6o'nduct of' .trope.,
and reporting conditions to the Chief of Staff through ohe Provost
Marshal in accordance with Staff-Memorandum Number 3, dated 7 February,
thi headquarters.

A three day drive'was instituted on 8 February to improve..th.e
conduct of all troops in the City of LUXEMBOURG (P8414), andl Military
Police activity was .supplemented by nightly officer patrols from vari-
.ous Sub-Sections of the Provost Marshal Section, The results were
noted Improvement in appearance of all personnel.

..Curfew in the Third U. S. Army area was extended to 2100 to.0600
hours for civilian personnel and 2200 to 0600 hours for military per-
sonnel by Circular Number 11, dated 11 February, this headquarters*..
it A special pass policy for the City of LUXOMBURG (P.8414) wentinto effect in accordance with Circular Number 12, dated 13 February, :
this headquarters.

Section 11, Circular Number 15, dated 16 February, this head-
quarters, announced that the following would.be in effec t with reference
to guarding of U." S. vehicles&

"U. S. Military vehicles would not be left unattended in
Third U. S. Army area unless under the immediate surveillance of guard.
or in authorized guarded military parking lots*"



-. AnnexNumber.21to.Plan.for Defense of Cosmand poet,odted 3
iwing criminal cases were completed end reports compiled January 1945, this headquarters was published'11 February. (See Onnex
rir.g the week

• 
ending 10February; 26). "

1 Reconnaissance of, railway. line was completed on..12 February, f rom

A with intent to commit rape..... ......... 1 LIBRAMONT (P3148) to BOURCY '(P664) forpurpose of catingIbriges and

ropriation of U. Be property.,* . ......... 3 tunnels to be guarded.
lyeU, 2

market4.. .... . ...... . The llthg elgian Fusilier Battalion arrived in Army area at ESCh

, (P301), 131630 February, for .guarding Lines of Cuication installa-

t without leave......."....... ..... ,. .1 tione. The 10th Belgian Fusilier Battalion, arrived in Army area 142100

Lt .,.. .•.... .. . .,.. .. 1 . . .• .. February, for use by the Provost Marshal for guarding Lines of COMMuni-

cation installations. The Headquarters and Headquarters Coampany and

TOTAL..............14 the let Company were located at SCH CNFL5 (P8226).and the 2nd and 3rd
Comspanies at SCHUTTRANB (9414). The 4th and 5th Companies of the

owingcriminal investigation cases were capleted and 10th"Belgian Fusilier Battalion were attached to the llthBelgisn

rwarded during the week ending 17 Februarys Fuailier Battalion for administration and training.

1 The 631st Tank Destroyer Battaliop assumed responsibIlity for

tion of police restrictions. . .. . .1 operation of security check pointson highways number 19 79 and ll, in

plication of U. S. property'.... .the vicinity of 'LUXEMBCURG (P8414) on 23 February.

ad run driver ........

y The following installations in-the Am y area ware guarded in

Lt......................... 2connection With 'security of, Lines of Cosaunication. during the month of*
,shooting... .. .. .. . . . .. .1 Fob uarys

ry.............. .................. ....

deyconduct'........................135 Railway bridgses end 'tunnels,
market... .. . . . . ....... . . .16 Highway bridjes

Thir. U.S. Amy Rdio: Center, LUIM1BURG (81)
TO~w .. ~ ,. 12SHAWF Mi0siont LU IOURO (06414)e

Radio vLuxebourg, 2 UAI1BOURG (P8414).

,owing criminal caseas were completed' and reports, compiled Repeater 'Station,. AUBRANO (P6009).
uring the week endIng 24 February; Twelfth Army Group Radio, ROMAIN (P5505).

- Twel'f th'Army.:Group Rad io, KAPILLINBRO (P891.

Ip n 3 Post Telephone and Telegraphic Buildings located in the

ng while drunk .. ........... 1 following towns and cities,

lt......................... 2 LUXgUBCAjRG(PS414), BITTWMOURG (P8103)
market. ...... . .......... , • . RODOGIO,  (P69o6) DUDSLANGX (u81099)

BS"I..UD (P6804) iC AY (p)700)
DIFFEIDANON (1P6604) ASCHARAGE (P6709)



734th

The fIol

ry Battalion (loss twenty-eignt enlisted
Lor security of Third U. S. Amy. Forward .

Headquarters and Service Batteries under
Lsaner of War Sub-Section).
r Battalion (Companies "B" and C"). "
r Battalion plus two Companies (4th:and
gian Fusilier Battalion attached for ad-.-
and training.

)ry Battalion was relieved from tactical
in the Armyarea-on 24. February. The
)n took over guarding of all installations
Lions cannot be used -in France. The 11th
3 used for. guarding installations in the
n exclusive of the City of LUXEMBOURG
two companies from 631st Tank-Destroyer

e used fo d Post

Reserve for Defense of Command Post:

Light Tank Platoon, Headquarters, 8th Armored. Group.
:Company "A", 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion.
Two Reconnaissance Platoons, 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion.

In the process of relieving the 734th Field Artillery Battalion
from duty with the Provost Marshal, Third U. S. Army the Executive Offl.-
car of the 267th Field Artillery Battalion took over commandIof Third
U. S. Army Prisoner of War Enclosure. Number 13, ARLON (P6l22).,. Assist-
inghim .were officers and enlisted men of the 267th Field .Artillry. ;
Battalion and 631st Tank-Destroyer Battalion. The officers of the
734th Field Artillery Battalions in command of the VIII Gorpe and XX
Corps' Prisoner of War Enclosures, were relieved by officers of.the
631st Tank, Destroyer Battalion and 8th ArmoredIGroup respectively..

SECTION

)st Marsnal. -

,ward 3chelon departed'vicinity of: LUAMJ BOURG: (P8414),-
and arrived vicinity,"of IDAR-OBERSTSIN (L7124). Germany.

...A Troopa Liaison Sub-Section was organized 27 march for the pur-
pose of maintaining liaison with AssistantChief of Staff, G-4, and
Assistant Chief of Staff G-5, for employment of troops assigned to the
Provost Marshal. :These troops would be used for. safeguarding captured
war materilal of G-4 and guarding Displaced Persons Camps for G-5.,

The Rear Eche n departed vicinity of LUMBOURG,(P8414),
290830A March, .and arrcved vicinity of TRIER (L2229), Germany, 291000A
March.

Because of the multiplicity of the duties of the Prisoner of War
Sub-Section which was handling prisoners of war, German military. hospi-
tale, Allied, prisoners of war,. and.Interoment Camps; an Allied Pris-
oner of ,War and Internment Camp* Sub-Section was. established to relieve,
the Prisoner of War Sub-Section of these duties.

The .Defense Sub-Section become known as the Security Sub-Section,
thereby clarifying its'duties, -Security of Lines of:Communication and
Command Post.

An increase in the number of violations-of traffic and uniform
regulations was prevalent.durlng the month. The critical condition of
roads in the- Army area,- tire shortage and mechanical failure of vehicles
made it. imperative that speeding and other traffic violations were
curbed.as.a measure of conservation and discipline. Recommendations
iwere made and approved as follows,

1. An intensive signing program utilizing signs constructed
by the Engineers in accordance- with Provost Marshal designs were placed
by Military Police at appropriate locations. Tnese signs four feet-by:
six feetwere simply worded soas to be quickly read and contained traf-
fic speed limits and other .vehicle regulations. Maintenance of Law and
Order signs stating curfew, uniform, and pass regulations were also,
posted. These signs eliminated any ignorance on the part of personnel
for-failure to.comply with existing regulations.

2. Battalion Commanders performing Military.,Police duty were
authorized to try. as a. Summary Court all offenders of existing regula-
tions. These Summary Courts followed the procedure and policies carried
out in the operation of the Army Summary Courts.

The Investigation Sub-Section was combined with the Maintenance
of Law and Order 3ub-Section and revised operational procedure was put
into. effect providing for a central criminal -investigation office lo-
cated in the Provost Marshal Section (Rear Echelon) and field offices
at the Forward Echelon Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, Headquarters of
theVIII, XII', and XX Corpa, and at the Headquarters of the 503rd, 512th,,
and 785th'Military Police Battalions. The establishment of field of-..• fices made it possible to quickly investigate' a greater number of.seri-.
ous crimes.

SECTION II - TRAFFIC SUB-SECTION

bhe rapid expansion of tne Army area required, that thr
:established as followa,

Area number 1.-From the 1939 Geman bordqr to an a
awn frm north to south, approximately ten kilmetersI

a number 2 - Frao the above mentioned.arbitr
anks of the RHINE River. .This territory was
Efantry Division with headquarters in BADKR

division was given canplete control of the
across the RHINE.River, and Maintenance of i

a number 3 -.Entire Army area from the eastI
orward to corps Rear Boundaries.

)ad net in Germany appeared ample for support
'ond the RHINE River, although many of the ro
the autobahns had steep :grades. and. sharp cur
erous, streams were traffic *bottlenecks" bec
Limited nuober of bridges.

o6blem of road and town signing was-a major o
g Procedure was published and distributed to."
ions. The shortage of. signs was critical, a
e utilized to produce the quantity of signs

Letter, Headquarters,: Third.U. S. Army,. file AG 415 GNMCY, sub-
ject, "Town andRoute Markings in Germanys,'"dated 9 March 1945, .was
published.,(See annex 29).;

Approximately seventy-five percent Of veniculartraffic in theArmy. Service areas during the latter part ofthe onth was on the auto-

bahns, A6 and A4. Extensive road reconnaissances were conducted by,this section and the.Military Police Battalions. Much of this recon-
naissance was made in the forward areas so that conditions might be
remedied by the tiw'q the Army Service area took over, ..

During the month clearances for over 367 convoys involving over
42,075 vehicles were processed-through the Traffic SubSection,.

SECTIONIII - PRISONR OF WAR SUB-STCTION

During the month of March a record nurber-of prisoners
.
of war

were evacuated. through Third U.. S..Army Enclosures. A total of 142,000
prisoners'of war were captured during that'time, On 24 March-alone, a
total of 18,818 prisoners of war were received at the Army Enclasurese.
On 31 March the daily average since the beginning of operations was
1',357. On 7 March the 200,000th prisoner of war was received at ThirdU. S. Army Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 13, ARLON (P6122), while on
the 230th day of operations of Third U. S. Army, 18 March, the 230,000th
prisoner of war was evacuated to Third U. S. Army Prisoner of-War En-
closura Number 14, TRIER (L2229).

With the advance of Third U. S. Army deeper into Germanyqnumer-
ous Allied Prisoner of War Camps were overrun. The Provost Marshal un-
der the direct supervision, of a Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expedition-
ary Forces, Prisoner of War Executive Officer, established the first
Allied Prisoner of War Camp at TRIER, (L2229), Germany.,Allied pris-
oners of war who initially were-evacuated through Displaced Persons
.channels wers transferred to this Camp, where they were screened, nom-.
:inal rolls prepared, and thus were started on the right direction to
their homelands.

A temporary Internment Camp was opened as an annex to the Pris-
oner. of War Enclosure at TRIER (L2229), The fir.st. Intermaent-Camp c.ases
such as Security Threats and 'Ear Criminals were received for interment.

-The Standing Operating Procedure for Army and Corps Prisoner of
War Enclosures prepared by the Provost Marshal, Third U. S. Army die-
tribbuted on the 13rd of March'to the Provost Marshals of, Corps.assigned
Third U. S. Army, and Corpe Prisoner of War Enclosure Cmmanders for
their guidance and information.

The 734th Field Artillery Battalion was relieved frm duty with
the Provost Marshel, Third U. S. Army, and assigned to its primary,
mission. Since 26 August 1944 this battalion handled over 100,00
prisoners of war, The prisoner of war duties performed by thil bat'
falion were assumed by elements of the 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion

.and the 267th Field Artillary Battalion.

POLICEMAN DIRMTING TRAFFIC IN ARLON, BELBIUM.
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dad vehicles.
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E*acuated............
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SECTION IV MAINTXNAN(

The extension of the Army boundaries during.the month resulted
in dispersion of Military Police over.a.wide area. Maintenance of Law
and Order patrols.in France, Luxembourg and .Belgiumwqre reduced to a
minimum in order to provide maximum personnel for all localities in

ermany. Maintenance of Lawand-Order personnel beceme particularly..
concerned with.the circulation and control of displaced persons and
civilians. During the latter part of the month numerous disorders wore
handled by Military Police in the vicinity of the Displaced .Persons,
Center in Germany. All displaced persons wers corralled by Military
Police and placed in Displaced Persons Capse.Civilian curfew.was-,
strictly enforced and all violators were turned over to military. gov-
erment for appropriate action.

M phasis was placed on control of military personnel in Germany
and current regulations providing for movement ofmilitary personnel*

.

outside of their bilets or bivouac area
+ 
only on official busiaesewas

enforced.- Unit.commanders were contacted wherever possibe, were in-
.formed. of current regulations and'ere orequested to exercise wcler-
superviion over personnel of their cemman ,Relatively few violations

of the non-fraternization policy were encoutered.

Section III# Circular Number 28, Headquarters, Third U. S. krmy,
announced the following Pass and Curfew Policy:.

*III*' PASS.ANDCURFEWPOLICY..

1. For troops in Frances Belgium, and Luxembourg:

The provisions of Sections I and II, Circular No.-

6, this headquarters, dated 26 .January 1945, will remain in-effect.

2.. For troops in Germany:

'a. Military personnel will circulate outside of

billets or bivouac areas only on official business*..

S b.. No passes will be issued to troops to visit
any city, town or area in.Germany."

Patrols ,were in operation during the month in the following
locations:, . "

1. ALZ9Y (K(5906) 140.. BOLLENORF (10041)
2. RLON (P6122) 15. BOPPARD'(K5619)
3. . AtHUS (P6309) 16. 

. 
BOUZONVILLE (Q1374).

4. AUDUN (U6980) Ile, BRINY -(U6973)
'

5. AUHMTE (U7594) 180 . BR ONBAC (K5216)
6. BAD BURTRICH (K(5214) 19. CLERVAUX (P7261).,
7. BAD KREUZNAIR'(K5904) 20, COCHEM (t5471)
8. :BASTOONE (P5557) 21 . CONSDORF (.0536)
9. Bl-RKASTEL (K5806) 22. DASBURGO(P8362)

10.- BETTBOURO (P8103) 23. DI KIRK (P8242)
11. BICKINDORF (L1160) 24, DUDELANE (U6099)
12. B- RNE (951064) 25. EOH'1U R 4 

. 
(o535)

13, BITBURO (L1253) 236. ES0N ()P301)

Summary Courts: "Details of cases tried by Summary Court Numbing the month were as follows&

Pass violations. . ..... ............ ..... .10
Drunk..0..........................-....17
Speeding................................16
Uniform violations . 00........... "16

Unattended vehicle........•.... .. .. . . . 9
Curfew violationa....... •....... ..... ..... '1
Three in front seat of cab., ....... .. 6
Double banking................. ...... 5
Unauthorized firing of weapon........... ..,5.....
Trip ticket violations............ .-......... 4,
No driver's permit.... aa......... *........
Parking. violation........0........... ......1
Overloading vehicle.o......................-1

TOTAL..a..............158

Straggler Collecting, Poin"soperated during the month in the

wing locations •

1. BAD UREUMsACH (MO938) e. ESCH (P1301)'
2. BICKRNDCRF (1160 9. KIRN (8032) ,
3. BIRKENFELD (L5312) 10. KIESELBACH (H6253)
4. B.ITBURO (L1253) 11.o LUJIDBOURO.(P8414)
5. COCHEU (L5471) 12. OBERWMSEL (L9366)..
6. . ECHTERNAC. (10535) .. 13. SAARBURG (L1212)
I1. ,DIER (LS5) . 14. TRIM (L2229)

Disposition of stroglers'for the-month was as follow

To Units...........epots., ... ................ 26
To Reiforcement Depots .................. .3

A-lar
Ssye 

t
eo

|rning t(

60.
61.

62.
63.



g crimin
g the pe

used for guardlo

Anowledge.. ....
nt of stealing oil..........

shooting. ...............

I unbeconing an officer.

avior before the enemy.
ropriation of U. S. property
: without leave. ... ......
ul disposal of U. S. property,

TOTAL.

)wing criminal cases were cumplete(
ring th.e week ending 17 March,

market...... .........
t and battery............

orea civision. so camp sites were overrun except stockades or
orking commandos. Military Governent Agencies handled these
as Displaced Persons.

On 18 March Allied Prisoner of War Camp Number 1, Camp Petriaberg
L2229)9 was opened. Overrun Allied prisoners of war at this
re cared for initially and documented before evacuation to Con-
Lions Zone

Allied Prisoner of War Executive Officer was directed to eastab-
Llied Prisoner of War Camp Number 1, Camp Petrisberg, TRIER
1, as a permanent installation. Assistant Chief of Staff,.G-4,
Led all possible facilities.

A report was received 24 March that in the zone of advance of
Lrd U. S. Army, two Gezman PrIsoner of War Camps were overrun;-
the vicinity of BAUMIOLDER (L113) and the other in the vicinity
WENDEL (Q5997). Allied Prisoner of War Executive Officers made
spot investigations and submitted detailed reports to higher
irters.

Nominal rolls. on recovered Allied prisoners of war were pre-
and sent to1G-1, Twelfth Army Group, on 24 March, for forwarding
reme Headquarters,. Allied Expeditionary Forces*

int;nt to cit a felony.
ono o U. s.:vehicle..• •

st Tank Destroyer Battalion (less Company ," relieved
frm duty with XX Corps as assigned mission ofsecn
.ty of Prisoner of War !Enclosure Number 14, TRIER
•(L2229)).

llowing troops were used for defense of Coumand Postsa

Arior securitys

Company 
5
A", 503rd Military Police Battalion.

erve for defense of Command Postes

Light.Tank Platoon, Headquarters, 8th Armored Group.
Company "A", 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion.

•

Two Reconnaissance Platoons, 631st Tank Destroyer Bat-
talion.

th Battalion Chaussere (French) were utilized for tact!
natallations in France and Luxembourg but were relievec
ties ,upon entering into Germany,

March the 270th- Field Artillery Battalion was-attached
Earshal Office for duty with the Security Sub-Section.

SECTION VII - TROOP LIAISON SUB-SECTION

• ops ,Liaison Sub-Section was organized 27 March for the
intaining liaison with 0-4:and 0-5 for use of troops am
Provost Marshal.

lly the 558th Field Artillery Battalion was attached t,
ferehal Section on 27 March for use by"G-5 for 'the guarm
Persons Camps.

March the Chief-of the Troops Liaison Sub-Section had
th ExecutiveOfficer, G-4 Section, ano withG-4 Cfficei
h the handling of captured war materiel. The followln

1



b.
aptured

woulo Police

Headquarters and ,Headquarters Company, 4th Tank Destroyer Group
was attached to the Provost Marshal Section.

On 31 March,. Headquarters, and Headquarters Conpany, 4th Tank
Destroyer Group .was made available to G-4 for use in connection with
the handling of captured enemy materiel.

During the week ending 31 March the 558th Field Artillery Bat-
talion was employed as .guards at Displaced-Persons Camps as follows,

UNIT LOCATION

Headquarters and Service Batteries TRIE (L2229),
Battery "Ap, and two sections of Battery *Bs LEBACH (Q4690)
Battery "B

5
, minus two sections BAUMHOLDER (11113)

One half of Battery OC" WITTLICH (L3913)
One half of Battery 

5
Co BITBURG (L1353)

Headquarters eand Service Batteries were instructed to move .to
vicinity of WEISBADEN. (M3564) on 3rd and 4th April 1945.

The 558th Field Artillery Battalion was instructed to move Bat-
tery "B". from BAUMHOLDER (L113) to vicinity of WEISBADEN (M3564).

The Supreme Headquarters, Allied.Expeditionary Forces estimate
of displaced personsin zone of Allied Expeditionary Forces as of 1:
January was 6,500,000 and in zone of Russian Amy, 4,500,000. This
enomous number of Displaced Persons was expected to require considera-
ble preparation on the part of G-5 and was of vital interest to Provost
Marshal operations.

HERS

243rd Field Artillery Battalion loi
atrol of the 195th Field Artillery
three Main Supply Routes only. Ar

mentioned arbitrary line to the wee
srritory was turned over to the 70t
rein BAD KREUZNACH (M1938). The D
of the entire road net, bridges ac
nance of law and order in all towns

Third U. S. Army Headquarters move
LD (H3954) on' 11 April.

twice the
troop move
or 17 -. 25.

k points for non-military vehicles were operated at HERSFELD
MUNDEN (H4165), MEININGEN (H8922), HUNFELD .(H4433), ALSFELD

FRANKFURT (M6868).

9 check points resulted in. approximately 400 vehicles-being

military personnel not possessing authorization or registra-
ch vehicles, and also from displaced persons.

f icviolations for the week ending 21 April weres.

entry Division
on was placed
he RHINE Rive

TOTAL.-...•....•.425

Most of the main roads in the Army area during the latter part
of-. the month.were Class B-lj, with.many defiles, one-way bridges, and

bypasses. The road net was inadequate for handling the heavy traffic
on army supplies and troop movementes, and roads were badly overcrowded.

Roads were signed well into Corps areas. Special efforts were made to
sign NURNBERG (T4299) and to bypass traffic around the city on the auto-

bahns, A3 and A43. Traffic plan for the city of NURNBERG (T4299) was
approved by the Army Engineer and placed in effect, utilizing an inner

traffic "ring" to keep traffic out of the center of the city.

Military Police Battalions zones of responsibility were changed
three times and extended to enable them to furnish greater assistance

to the Corps., The 70th Infantry Division assuned control and reepon-
sibility of a larger area (including WURZBURGO(N5935)), relieving

Army Military Police in that zone. Check points for impounding vehicles
(civilian) operated at ERLANGEN (03616), WURZBURG (N5935), NEUSTADT
'(M9337 ), BAMBERG (02749), and BAYREUTH (07657). Additional. check points

operated at SCHWABACH (T9387), NURNBERG (T4299), SULZBACH (08908),
AMBERG area (09802), and ANSBACH (T0783). Civilians were ordered

through the Burgmeisters to keep military routes clean and free of

debris end trash. Traffic. violations weres

Speeding. . ................. 29
Double banking....................57
Trip ticket violations,.......... .....- 4
Unattended vehicles. ........... 3.... 3

Officer driving., .................. 3
Reckless driving.:.....• ............... 5
Carrying of civilians,.................
.Unregistered captured vehicles..............2

TOTAL. .. ... 104

Major troop movements. during the month of Apiril were,

let Infantry Division 97th Infantry Division
5th Infantry Division 99th Infantry Division
28th Infantry Division
65th Infantry Division 101st Airborne Division

70th Infantry Division
76th Infantry Division 13th Armored Division
86th Infantry Division 16th Armored Division
94th Infantry Division 20th Armored Division

During the month traffic clearances for over 365 convoys.involv-
ing over'50,964 vehicles were processed through the traffic sub-section.

.SECTION II -

As Corps rear boundaries continued-to advance quite rapidly the
deployment of the Military Police Battalions required constont atten-
tion in order to assure proper control of traffic on Main Supply Routes.

The situation was alleviated to some extent by making use of the.
autobahns. These super-highways, i.n good condition, were capable of
handling two lane traffic both ways. Intersections were at a minimum
and the usual small town *bottlenecks" were almost entirely eliminated.

A number of bridges over the autobahns, and in surrounding towns
were blown, and the Engineers cleared away the-debris and constructed
new bridges. Constant attention was given to all secondary and *feeder*
roads which proved to be necessary to the Army road net and the ex-
pediting of traffic.

Speeding on the autobahns was a major problem. The Military
Police Battalions were alerted and concentrated their efforts on proper
control. More than 150 arrests for traffic violations were made daily ...
on these routes.

Constant road and bridge reconnaissance of the forward areas
was made by personnel of this office, The information secured aided
materially in prior planning and enabled this office to remain conver-
sant with pending traffic problems.

Bridging was still a major problem:for the Engineers who con-
tinued to do an excellent job.

A traffic count made in the Amy area showed that approximately
seventy-five percent of the Army traffic travelled via the autobahns.

The establishment of Quartermaster Petrol, oil end Lubricant
Dumps along A4 east and ,west of ALSFELD (H0900) reduced that route to
two lane traffic for two ,stretches of approximately five miles each,

Traffic routes in HERSFELD (H3959) were changed twice during the
period to block off certain areas in which were located vital installa-

ire stopped, checked for authorixatop
q, and impounded if such authorisatioo
were turned over to Ordnance. .
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The 27othField Artillery Battalionreported to the Provost
Marshal, Third U. S. Army and was assigned duties under 'the Prisoner of

War Siub-Section.one Detacbent of this battalion,wasdispatched at

once to the VIII Corpa Prisoner of War Enclosure.

Prisoner of War Enclosure Number 17, OBERURSEL (M6079)was opee-
ad 2 April. With the advance of Third U. S. Army deeper into Germany,

many German Military Hospitals were uncovered. .A 'stay. pute. policy was-

applied immediately and -these hospitals were guarded under the super-.

vision of the Provost.Marshal, ThirdU. S. Army through the Army Surgeon.

The patients found in these hospitals, if they belonged to the German..
Amed Forces, ,were classified as "prisoners:of war', and the hospital,

a Prisoner of War Cemp...The Military Medical Staff. of these hospitals
..were classified as *protectedpersonnel"and- were permitted to perform

their services under the supervision of the Army Surgeon, Atotal of

fifty-eight German Military Hospitals were reported to this office.,

These hospitals contained approximately 20,000 prisoner of war patients.,

The 277th Field Artillery Battalion reported for duty'to the

Provost Marshal, Third U..S. Army and was assigned duties under the

Prisoner of War Sub-Section. It was planned to utilize this Battalion

as guard personnel for overrun German Military Hospitals.

The 302nd French Truck Company consisting of' forty-eight trucks,

was attached this section for the evacuation of prisoners of warl on 13

April .

The Comnanding Officerp 483rd Military Police Escort Guard Cam.

pany, operating the Corps Prisoner of War Enclosures, was directed to

make-a tour of the Corps Prisoner of War Enclosures instructing them
not to accept civilians or enemyprisoners of.war in: civilian clothes

.if 'they. had. no identity documents or Arrest Reportestablishing their
military status.

In accordance with instructions published in Counter Intelligence

Dire ctive for Gemany, Headquarters Twelfth Arqy Group, dated 10 April

1945, TODT Workers ware no longer classified as prisoners of warp-.but

would be turned over to Military Government. .

A new system for guarding German Military Hospitals was. initiated
15 April.

Three teas consisting of a representative frem the Provost.

Marshal Office, a Medical Administrative Officer frn.the 66th Medical

Group and a representative from the Army G-2 Section were organized.

These tams were given the responsibility of placing the security of..

German Military Hospitals in the..hands of the*town Burgemaister and the'
Comandant of the hospitals.

Instructions were received from Provost Marshal, Advance Section,

Camounications Zone to evacuate. German Officers along regular prisoner

of war channels. General Officers, if requested by Twelfth Army Group

would.be 'sent there, otherwise no distinction would be made.

Memorandum Number 3, Headquarters, Third U. S. Army, dated 18

April 1945, subject, 'Captured German Military Hoapitmls was published.

(See annex 33)..
Units of the Seventh U. S. Army guarding hospitals in Third U. ,

Army area were relieved and the responsibility for the safeguarding of

these prisoners of war was placed upon the'local Burgomeister.

Two additional Advance Section, oCmnunications.Zone Military

.Police Escort Guard Canpanies, the 467th and 491st were placed on duty

with this section 25 April for the evwcuation of prisoners of war fra

Army.cags8 to Advance Section, Cq unications Zone Transient Enclosures.

At a conference on 27 April. representatives of the Amy Provost
Marshal Section and theArmy Surgeon discussed the question of .releasing
low .value prisonersof war after screening by G-2 personnel.. This cate-
gory o prisoners of war would includemembers of theVolkaesturmthe.
extreme aged and youthful members .of the army as well .as, disabled 'veter-

ans and enemy deserters found ,behind front' lines.

A communication net was established between all Prisoner of War

eages in the AMY area e

The 600,000th prisoner of war captured by troops of the Third

U, 34, Army, 28 Aprl eeea uated to -Army- prisoner of Waor Enclosure

sixPrisoner of War Enclosures were operated by Third U. S. Army
during April 1945,as follows,.

Number 16, ECKELSHEIM (M1732)

Number 17,9(WER URSEL (16079)
Number-18, HATTENBACH (H2950)

Number 19, LAUCHA.(H9761).. :

Numbe.r .20,.U.MBACH'(.657..)
'Number 21, LANGENZENN (02003).

A total of 236.,.724-prisoners of war were received during the

month-at Third U. S. Army: Enclosures. This tremendous.influx of pris-

oners of war in comparison with the months.previous, the.rapid advance

of Third U. S. Army into Germany and the changes in direction of: ad-

vance created a serious'problem- of evacuation. The opening of an -

Advance Section, Communications Zone Prisoner of War Transient Enclosure

atBAD KREUZNACH (M1938) and another at HEIDERSHEIM (M25) vicinity MAINZ

(M35) alleviated the condition somewhat.'

With the large number of prisoners of war in the Army Enclosure

and with the shortage of operational rations,-the problem of securing

sufficient rations became acute. Captured German rations, were used to

the gratest extent possible and plans were made to feed the prisoners

of war by Bulk Rations.

.Prisoner of war statistics for the month of April weres

on hand as of 31 March................ .. . .... ...... 5,021

Received during month of April at Prisoner of War Enclosures . 236.724

TOTAL ..... ......... .241,.45

Evacuated.....1...86............... . . . . 176

On hand* at Prisoner of War Enclosures as of 30 April.........55,569

Received at Prisoner of War Enclosures during April.,,.,..2369724
Admitted at Third U. S. Army Hospitals during Aprili

including -overrun German Military Hospitals*.............96.180

TOTAL prisoners of'war handled by Third U. S. Army during April 332,904 ,

(See annex 31)

.Accumulative total for entire period of operations, 1 Augue,t,

1944 to 30April 1945, inclusives :6629579.

SECTION.IV - MAINTENANGE OF LAW AND ORDER SUB-SECTION

A concentrated drive was made at TRIER (L2229) on 3April to
clear the 'town of abandoned jerricans and 937 jerricans ware recovered.

The Third U. S.Army stockade was moved from TRIER (L2229)"5
April to FRANKFURT (M6868).

.Rifles, shotguns and other weapons in a quantity sufficient to,
fill two one-fourth ton trailers were picked up in various towns from
the Burganeisters thereof and turned into 851st Ordnance Heavy'Automo-
tive Maintenance 

.C
ompany, ALSFELD (H04),by members of Company B, 512th

Military Police Battalion.,

At approximately 200500BApril, .three Military Policemen of Comm
pany C, 503rd Military Police Battalion, while proceeding east .on A4,'
five miles west of ALSFELD (H0840), Germany, stopped to offer assistance
to a 1/4 ton, 4 x 4.vehicle parked on the highway. They noticed German
.equipment and followed the vehicle whereupon the aocupants-fired on the..
Military, Police. OneSS trooper was killed and the rest escaped into.
the woods. Visibility was poor and the Military Police returned to
the Command Post for a searching party.

An advance General Prisoner Stockade for the handling ofgeneral
prioners wasestablished 23 April at ERLANGEN (03616).

57)
IBOGEL (MO576). BOPPARD (K5619)
BREITENBACH (H2543)
H HST: (M5767)
HOMBURG (H1772)
HUNFELD (H4432).
IDSTEIN (M3583)--i
JENA (177065)

- KARLSTADT (N4643)
KALTKNBRUNN (027)
KASTELLAUN. (K5611)
KATZENPORT (L7980)
KILCGHBERG (14891)
KIRN (K5206)
KISSELBACH (K5416).

KULMBACH (06674)
LANGEN (M6754)

LAJJTERBACH (H1828)
MEINENGEN (H18922)

A summary of the delinquenc
during the month was as followsa

Away from billet or .bivou
Pass violations ..
Fraternization. ".0

,.Uniform violations... 0' .
Looting............6..1
Drunk.......... .. ... 0
Careless discharge of fir
Curfew violations .
Disorderly*... .•...

Details. of cases tried bySummary Court Number 1 duringwere as follows. "

Passing vehicles.. . . . ..........
pass violations... ... .....

Speeding... .. ,.', .. ...... .....
Uniform violations•...................
Fraternization. . ....... .
Vehicles.not registered........... .. ".

Drunk

Looting............. ............. ........ ....
TOL..... .......

Straggler .Collecting Points operated during the month.i
-following locations:

BAD KISSINGEN (N67.80) . .IEDRIHRODA (W.9755)
..BAD NCEUSTADT (N7694) HAAU (M8471)
BAMBERG (02749) HUN FELD (N4432)
BEBRA (H4565) KARILSTADT (N4643)
BIRKENVELD (K1504) KUIBMiAH (06674)
BO0L (10476) MsINL.-US (06173)
DIN EB (14(12K096)"MERBCH (022.4)

.IA. .GEN (03817)OBRSESEL (L9366)
FASSELSUOF (08973) WESIBSADEN (M3563)
FRANKFURT (X6770)_ WU BRO(N5935)
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ed and reported for duty. on 15. April, and the 304th French
any was attached to augunent our transportation. Later, as.
ude of the job increased, the 116th, 770th, and 775th Fiel
Battalions were likewise attached,, In addition, nineteen
rom Supreme Headquarters, Allied Rxpeditibnary Forces were
o Third U. S. Armyto. assist as Allied Prisoner of War. Con

.General pris
DB April: 222.

"I nveestiatio:

piled

Rape. . .. .•. •
Murder .... .....
Alleged rape.....
Murder.and assault with i

.Murder and slleged rape
Shooting .. .....
Shooting German civilian

The following criminal cases were inves
piled and forwarded during week ending 14:Apri

Rape..........a...... ........
-Assault with deadly weapon . •
Alleged rape....................
:Fraternization........... .....
Fraternization and AWOL..........,
.Murder........................
Fraternization and raps.. ,.'.

..Attempted rape and fraternization
Neglect of duty.. ... •...
Murder and rape.............
:Alleged rape and looting... ... "
Alleged.rape. and robbery.... ...
Alleged rape and assault with deadly
'Alleged murder...............,

TOr.AL.

The, following criminal cases were inve.
piled sod forwarded during, week ending 21 Apri

Theft of U.' S. supplies . ,
Rape.. .............. ....... ,
Sale of poison liquor ,. v . ,0

" . Murder , 0. . • Q -•41 . 0 0"0• * .:4Mudr........ .......

Rape and robbery. .......
Assault with deadly weapon ..

Ilowing cr1
during we:

It was estimated by Supreme Headquarters,.Allied.Expeditionary
Forces that between 300,000and 500,000 Allied prisoners of war were in

the zone of the Third U. S. Army advance. Until: it became impracticable

to continue the practice, the Germans moved their prisoners to their. .
rear areas as the Third U. S. Army advanced, .with the result that com-
paratively few Allied prisoners of war were. recovered. On 22 April,
the German government agreed to leave all Allied military prisoners in-
.their cmpse on condition that they were :not employed against them in.
this theater. Fram 8April to the present date, the weekly totals, of
released Allied military prisoners increased as follows, 8 - 14 April,
5,565 (in seven cumps); 15,- 21 Aprilq 11,652 (in twenty-nine camps);
21- 28 April, 36,955 (in nineteen cemps)*

On 29 April, Stalag VII A at MOOSBURG (Z1095), the largest Allied
Prisoner of."War Camp, yet overrun, 'was taken by the III Corps. First
.estimates placed.the population of Stalog VII A at approximately.100,000.
.Reports immediately following the release of the cap listed: a total of,
28,913 Allied prisoners of war of all nationalities - Aerican, British,
French, Dutch, Russian, Yugoslavian, Italian, Serbian, Bulgarian,
Brazilian, Greek, Rumanian and Norwegian. Of' these 15,568 were
Americans and 8,562 British. In addition to the Allied prisQoAW of.
war in the Stalag itself, an estimated 75,000 to 100,000 are in the.
immediate vicinity brought in by the Germans and left in the small towns.

Cbviously, .the overrunning of such a large concentration of Allied
prisoners of war entailed problems of supply, 1.adminis tration, medical
care and evacuation, but the cap did not present the.difficulties an-
ticipated. With full knowledge of the existence of the camp, the Third
U. S. Amy had anticipated the-need for four usbulance companies, had
air reconnaissance of an evacuation strip close to the cusp, and .had
three battalions of artillery attached to the Allied Prisoner of War
Sub-Section. The camp proved to be excellently. organized internAlly,
however, end no drastic emergency measures were necessary.

On a emall-scale, each Allied Prisoner of War" Camp was handled
-in the same way as MOOSBURG (Z1095). Contact Officers with the Corps
headquarters were in constant touch with the situation at the front,
prepared'. togo to Allied .Prisoner of War Camps as soon as they.were.
overrun and rendered a report on conditions and population and-took.
charge till.an Allied Prisoner ofWar Teem arrived and assumed control.
The Allied Prisoner of War Team docuasnted and disinfected the Allied
prisoners of war for evacuation .by air,rail-or truck, as the "situation..
required.

During the period.7 April to 30 April, 15,132 Allied prisoners
of war •have:been evacuated from Germany by air, rail, truck and smbu-'.
lance. Thousands more have been moved'to camps with better facilities
for their care, until they can be evacuated to .the Eastern European
countries.

Internment Camp. ub-Section.

The Internment Cusp Sub-Section, charged with the supervision
and-operation of interment camps for war criminals, security threats
and other civilian persons whose freedom might endanger the success of
the Army, was formed from the 3S2. Section of the 195th Field Artillery
Group Headquarters.

During the month, of pril, the Internment Camp Sub-Section oper-

ated fourcumps. The first of these at TRISR (L2229), was turned ovor
* to Fifteenth U. S. Amy on 10 Aril, with a population of 674 male and

trialf

LIry con trOf the
Crop Sub-

During the: period 1. April,. to 30.April..the Security Sub-Section,
Provoat MarshalSection,.Third U. S. Amy .was engaged In. the Defense of
the Army Comand Post and.in guarding installations along :the Lines of

Comunication. The latter' included 144 highway' bridges, fifty, railway

'bridges' and/or tunnels, thirty-three signal installations, end the
.following special installations..:

Storage roan for rare books, NURNBURG (040). :

. lectric.Power Plant, TRIER, (L2229).

Lensfactory, BAD KREUZNACH (K5904)

SHANF.Mission, LUXMBOURG, (P8414)
14th Liaison Air strip
Counter Intelligence Corps Taem
Naval archives
Military Police Interpreters (ten enlisted smen).

The following troops were used for defense of the Army Comand

Post:

Interior security:

Company A, 503rdMilitary Police Battalion.
631st Tank-Destroyer Battalion.
474th: Infantry Regiment.

Reserve for Defense of the Amy Command Posts

Light Tank platoon, 8th Armored Group.

631st Tank Destroyer Battalion.

,.Two Reconnaissance platoons, 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion.

.474th Infantry Regiment.

The troops used in the guarding of the Lines of Communication
and Signal Installations consisted oft

10th Belgian Fusilier Battalion..
llth Belgian Fusilier Battalion.
26th Field Artillery Battalion.
631st Tank Destroyer Battalion
174th Field Artillery Battalion..
270th Field Artillery Battalion
70th Infantry Division
13th Armored Division
195th Field Artillery Group.

During the period 1 April to 9 April the 195th Field Artillery

Group operated under this section in connection with the administration

and control of. the 10th Belgian Fusilier Battalion. On 9 April the

195th Field Artillery Group assumed responsibility for operation of

'Allied Prisoner of War Sub-Section. The 70th Infantry.Division operat-.
ed with this section beginning on 2 Aprill and as the. Army.area ex-

tended that Division assmed responsibility for security in rear areas.

'On 3 April the 13th Amored Division took over. the guarding of installs-

tions designated by this section but were relieved two days later, haw-

ig been assigned subject to being relieved from this section ,on forty-

eight hours notice. The 10th Belgian Fusilier Battalion was relieved

of assignment to the Third U. S. Army on 10 April and reassigned to

XXIII Corps of the Fifteenth U. S. Army. The 267th Field Artillery
Battalion was relieved frem assignment to this section on 10 April and

assigned to Fifteenth. U; S. Amy; but on18 April it was reassigned to

the Security Sub-Section for security of Lines of Communication, The

174th Field Artillery Battalion was assigned to this section en 20 April.,

The l1th Belgian Fusilier Battalion was relieved of assigment to the
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During the period close support was given to the Corps; the rear
1/3 to l/2. of Corps Service areas were policed by Amy Battalions. It
was necessary to establish six Zones of Responsibility. These Zones of
Responsibility 'were assigned as followes Rear areas were under the
Jurisdiction of the 70th Infantry Division, the 4th Infantry Divisiont
and the-38th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade; the Forward areas were
controlled by the Amy Military Police"Battalionsa,-mely; 503rd 512th
and 785th Military, Police Battalions.

As the 38th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade.and the 4th Infantry
Division.were. assigned Areas of Responsibility and oriented in Military
Police.duties, the Army Military Police Battalions were.able :to rotate
a portion of their personnel between rest camp and duty.

Lack of comunication to the Military Police Battalions.greatly
hampered the Military Police operations. The only meane of.conmunica-
tion were messenger, (slow) and radio (uncertain). I The contemplated
use of voice radio would greatly increase the mobility and. efficiency
of Military Police.'

The majority of the Main Supply Routes in the Army area were
class B lj at best, with many narrow spots and one way bridges. The
road net was entirely inadequateto handle the heavy troop and supply-
movements although the roads were well signed and patrolled by the
Military Police units-.

Staff Officer Patrols were inaugurated .detailing four ,Staff,
Officers daily to inspect Third U, S. Amy area for any violation of
traffic unifora, or civilian vehicle violation.•.

.Liaison was.established with V Corps Provost Marshal and re-
connaissape was initiated preparatory to shifting' the 503rd Military
Police.Battalion to assist the V Corps,,

On 7. UayMilitary Police patrols were dispatched to augnent..
movement of 18,000 to 20,000 Allied prisoners . .of.warf rothe MOOSBURo
Camp (zl) to airstrips located in INGOLSTADT (T7125), LANDSHUT (U2603)
and 8TRAUBINO (T9839),

Main convoy qovementa during the first eight days of May wares

'99th. Infantry Division;, 4th Ipofantry Division$ 5th Infantry Division;
16th Armored Division; 4th Armored Division; and III Corp .(with at-

aary Court Number 2 was established at RIGENSBU
e patrol teams, each consisting of one officer
aen were assigned areas. throughout BMGSNSBURG (U
any proriscuous firing of weapons and to .arrest
ols operated from.2000to 2400.

tinquency reports from 1 through 8 May,.werea

Uniform violations
Away from billet or bivouac without authority
Fraternization...•.. . ..........
Drunk .a aa ' ' 0 a
Drutn................ ". ................Di:sorderly

Speeding.....................
Drunk.........................

TOTAL. . . . . 34

neteen stragglers were returned to their units

La apprehended during the period

0htrd U, 5. Army unite.e .....
ther units.

ery Battalions.w
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liowing troops were used foresecurit

nregulations promulgated by.variou

tfferencee in the degree of enforce

fences in the degree of enforcement

I* The use of a force of Mechanized Cavalry,Tank Det

ar unit is essential for the security of the Conand Pom

II* Transportation-for evacuation of prisoners of war a

ting rations-and water was insufficient Coordination.'

nwith 0-4 Transportation, Ordnance, and Quartermaster. 5

are essential in arranging transportation for Prisoner

r security.

serve for security of Army Comman

Light Tank platoon, 8th Armored
631st Tank Destroyer Battalion,

troops used in guarding Lines of.
as were&

The. Provost Marshal Staff Section, of Army, Corps, and D

auld be large enough to properly supervise and control all

es for which the Provost Marehal is responsible.

1. The closest coordination and cooperation with G-3 Troop

e, G-4 Transportation, G-5, 0-2 (Counter Intelligence) and

Karshals of higher and lower' echelons is essential prior to

perations.

1I. Military Police in the field require direct cooperatic

from local unit commanders and mil-itary and civil. officials

II1. The solution of crimes, andl the discoverysapprecenal

shoent of criminals requires.prompt reporting of.all crime.

ith imediately available facts, circumstances, end the- pr

krise. The -issue of traf-

Provost Marshal Sec tion.



clearance
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b. To familiarizeU. S. Military personnel
c rules to befollowed tomeet operationl tri

c. This circular is designed to.regulate m
troops andwill not be considered applicable

mations engaged in combat operations.

DEFINITIONS:

a. Road Traffics All aspects of the movem

roops over roads. Its operation consists of i
and road traffic control.

b. Road Traffic Regulations: The measures

r movement of road traffic-as to priorities,

...c., Road Traffic Control: .The means taken.to insure the
proper movement of road traffic and-to insure that it meets the opera-
tional requirements. It is effected by compliance with'.instructione
issued, and by control agencies used by commands within their areas.

d. Main Routes A principal supply or tactical route running
generally from the rear forward,designated by the senior commander
ashore. It will be marked by a black arrow on white disc.

a. Lateral Route: A principal supply or tactical route,
running generally parallel to the front, designated by the seniorcom-
mander ashore. It will be marked by a black arrow with bar at base of
shaft on a white disc.

f. Thru Route: A route normally running throughtwo or
more sub-areas of an area, designated by thei commander of the latter
for the purpose of placing under his own direct command the regulation
.and control of road traffic thereon.- Such routes when designated by
the senior commander ashore will be'selected from Main or Lateral
Routes,

3. BASIC PRINCIPALS,

a. Comnand Rsonsibilities: Each Corps and Division Com-'
mander will be responsible for the designation, marking, maintenance
and control of roads within his area inconformity with the plan of the
next higher commander.

b. OrSanization: To accomplish this. traffic' control, the

ipt, correlation, and dissemination of. road -

traffic

publication of road traffic r

control of Road Traffic Regul

tarsConvo
Move*

and white, the upper half being white

,such messenger personnel will wear 4"

the upper half being white, the.lower

r exceptional tactical reasons,.unitsu

r all roads with written authority and
rio control agencies to be immediately
eption.

Blackout-,Markers. ("C
esignated by Army. .;
im-out" lights) will

b. ol aDivisions: Corps and Division Commanderswill
be such additional restrictions within their respective areas
tactical situation requires.

4. SPEEDS: The following speed limits-will1 be observed except .
hose circumstances where operational traffic conditions or ex-
al tactical situations dictate otherwise.

a. Davlight: The leading vehicle of a convoy will not ex-.
iMPH on highway outside of .cities and15 MPH in-cities-or towns.
vehicles will not exceed 35 MPH on highways and 15 MPH through

b. Night: The leading'vehicle of a convoy will not-exceed
on bpen highway and10 MPH through towns. Single. vehicles will
:ed 20:MPH on highway and 15 MPH through towns. All night drv-.
conform to conditions of roads and lights and not to exceed
aximus.

5. DENSITY: The following vehicle density will be.standard,
where modified by a commander to meet the requirements of a
L: tactical situation:

a. March unit will :not exceed 30 vehicles.:

b, Serial will not exceed 5 march unite.

c. Serials and unite will conform to road time allotted
ad will maintain approximately 75 yards between vehicles and a
nterval: of 3 minutes between units and 8 minutes between serials.,

d, All traffic on the Continent-will drive on the richt

a. Nothing in these inetructions will beoconstrued as re-
convoy commander of his responsibility for proper convoy die-

(8) Heaviest type venicr le.n oin sumn,.(9) Present location-of unit.

(10) Destination. -
(11) Time and date movement desired'.
(12) Route desired.

2. -CONVOY COMANDER "

a. The Convoy Commander will be responsible that&

(1). The movement number of the convoy is clearly marked

on the front and rear of the lead vehicle of each March unit.

(2), The-lead vehicle ..of the convoy (not to include. Con-

voy Commander's vehicle), or of each column, if convoy is moving in

more than one column, is' marked with a blue flag 'and the tail vehicle

with a'green flag, or if at night, with blue and green lights.,

(3). All drivers are informed of the convoy number, the

destination, and the route to be followed.

(4) While at the halt that march interval is maintained;

that vehiclesare moved to the right of the road, using due precaution
in mined.areas, .and that assistant drivers or drivers are stationed in
such manner as to assist passing traffic by appropriate signals.

(5) Disabled vehicles are moved off the road and that

an attendant is posted to guard the vehicle and assist all traffic past

tie vehicle. He. will report to the nearest traffic control point or::

Military Police the location of the disabled vehicle and any other ob-

struction.or road damage, which requires attention.

b. A representative of the convoy ccmmander will precede

the convoy by at least ten (10) minutes to coordinate with Traffic Con-
trol points enroute.

3 PASSING: A convoy will not normally -pass a preceding convoy

unless same is at the halt. ,At all times, passing will be accomplished

only on proper clearance from the caomander of the convoy being over-

-taken. Every assistance, by appropriate signals, will be given command

and staff cars and single vehicles in passing.

4. MILITARY POLICE: The Provost Marshal, within the Army,
Corps, and Division areas, will insure that adequate sign posting is

made and maintained and will enforce traffic regulations for both civi-

lian and military traffic by maintaining Traffic Control Points, road

patrols, end providing convoy escorts when necessary. .

-By command of Lieutenant General FATTON:.



(1) Regulatory -Stop, Speed, Movement, Parking, etc. -(3) ,Trailers, 1/4 ton, 2-wheel cargo

(2) Warning - Slow, Caution, Railroads, etc. (1) Trucks, 1/4 ton, 4 x 4 , 6 volt

(3) Guide -Routes, Destination, :Location, Infomation. (2) .-Trucks,, 1/4 ton, 4 x 4, 12 vol t

c. All-such signe can be made fran the British Traffic(2) Kits, linemane" . .
1 equipmentissued to-each Military Police unit in the U. K. Re-
ry Land Warning .signs, may :be painted on Franco. blank signs. Guide (2) Photographic Set PH 261
for routes are furnished, the black arrow on white disc for main
1, the black arrow with bar on tail on white disc for lateral (2) Title board PH 273
k and white arrow on red disc for diversions (detours)'. For local
lother than aain routes a sign nay be i mprovised, a a red, arrow on (1) Watch, wrist, 7 jewel
e square. The bottaa of a four (4). gallon oil, or gasoline tin
used for this purpose.

2. POSTING SIGNS.

a, In posting roade with guide signs, locations and die-
0 will be shown, viz; "Cannes. - 5 ailes""with an arrow pointing
trections., These signscan be painted on Francosigns, The en-
R to towns, villages and cities will also be posted with Franco
such ae "Entering Cannes". Such signe will materially help con- ANNEXNO. 4

muanders and drivers in orienting, their units and maintaining.ANNEX NO. ".-
lee. .. " ADQUARTERS

3. .TRAFFIC. LAMPS. THIRD UNITED STATES ARA
APO 403

a. The Traff ic Linp will, be used at night to. illuminate
ileaigne at road1junctions, route turns and at other points GENERAL ORDERS
traffic may.go oastray. UBR 3

4. TRAINING.
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a), searching and segregation

(7) Notation :showing whether or not an impounded bag orLope Is inthe custody of the escorting guard.

6. Forms. WD-PUG Form No 1 (white cloth tag),.if available,
be attached to .each prisoner. This tag is presently in use in
J U.S. Army Area by Corps and Divisions. Time permitting, the tag
show the following essential informations

(1) Name

(2) Rank-
.(3) Nationality.
(4) Serial number
(5) Notation showing'whether or not an impounded bag or

lope is in the custody of the escorting guard.

WD-PUG Form No. 6, (pink "Card of Capture" in duplicate),-
beused only when prisoners are detained for one week or longer
the purpose of labor or any other reason.. By the time prisoners .
hArmy, or- a higher echelon, the following two (2) basic records
have been completeds

(1) The ncninal roll, (referred to in Par. 5),.
(2) The record showing the grand total of prisoners of war

ate arriving through all channels, including medical.

Report will be submitted to the Amy Provost Marshal by each
ilon and Corps Provost Marshal as of 2359 B Hrs. each Saturday, and.
include. the following information covering the preceding weeks-

" (1) Number of prisoners of war on hand.as shown in preced-
report.

(2) Number of prisoners of war captured during the preceding

(3) Number.of prisoners of war gained, other than. captured,
Lcating source,

(4) Number of prisoners of war lost, indicating cause..
(5) Balance of prisoners og war on hand.

.Report will also specify,

(I. ) Number of military personel

(2), Civilian Personnel,(3) .Spies.
(4) War Criminals

rahal, each Corps
rshal,:each Divisi
Officer, each Mi]
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CIRCULAR.NUBER 3? 8 July 1944

(Semple Searching instruc1ions)

TRUCTIONS FOR PERSONNEL IN CHARGE0 OF SEARCH TABLeS

'LB LETTER: _ ___

cee t io beexanined and handed.back to prisoner of warm

Gold and other valuables; watches,- rings, cigarette cases,
kets, fountain pens, gold or silver pencils, ,and other per-

Lcles of aasmilar nature having intrinsic or personal value.

.Medals, decorations or certificates of same and identity

3. Toilet requisites EXCEPT razors, manicure

cigars or tobacco.

Balance on hand as
of preceding report

2. Cai ne:

A. By capture.

b. By other sources.

C. Gains frca Gas-
ands other- than TUSA

3. Total,
(No*-.1 and No. 2),

4. -Losses:
a. By evacuation to

Amay Enclosure.

be By evacuation' .to
hospitals

. Other louses

5. Total losses

6. Belance on.hand as
of this report. d (No
3 less No. -5).

Icers !NCOs!L'v to M ±TI2M F.I m F i I-1 ,

Marshal:

I toremove from the .hlghways those venicles
ig a menace to the controlled flow of. traffi.

. The following violations will warrant de

. Speeding, double-banking, light. Violati
while under the Influence of intoxicating I
a the prescribed 60 yard distance between ve
halt, disobedience ofMilitary Folice traff
the, following vehicles passing any other mci
ay, except, by direction of Military Police:

Trucks, 3/4-ton'weapons carriers-,
.Trucks, 1-1/2-tan cargo
Trucks, .2-1/2-ton cargo
.All other wheeled or track vehicles oae
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ANNEX NO.: 10
HEADQUARTC, ft

THIRD UNITED STATES AFMY
APO 403

CIRCULAR ) 3 September 1944

NUMBER 51
EXTRACT EXTRACT

SECTION II - raffic.Regulations.

II. Traffic Regulations.

The following traffic regulations in addition to the provisions
of Circular No, 10, this headquarters, dated 4,May 1944-are effective
and will be strictly enforced in order to insure the uninterrupted flow
and efficient control of road traffic on the continent.

1. a. The following speed limits will be obeyed during day-
Sht"shours:

(1) 25 MPHs: All convoys.

(2) 30 MPH: &All.individual trucks(inclujing 3/4 ton
weapons carriers and over, wheeled or

. track).,

(3) 40 MPH: assenger cars, 1/4 ton trucks.(peeps) and
trucks 3/4 ton C & R (jeeps)., and motor-
cycles.

(4) In t .own and citie all-ve hiclesnt to t exceed

- ." The: llowing speed limits will be obeyed during darknss

nd be

.6. a. Trucks, 1/4 ton (peepa)will not be overloaded. Not
han. four persons .will be carried except in operational emergen-
t or near the front lines.

b, Drivers will not smoke while driving.

7. The topson trucks, 1/4ton..(peeps) and trucks, 3/4 ton
(jeepa) will be down at all times except during heavy rains.

8. Civilians will not be carried in U.S..Military vehiclesex-
a indicated hereinafter, Counter Intelligence Corps personnel,
ry Police,.and Civil Affairs personnel are authorized to carry.
an personnel when necessary on official business.

9. On military highways voluntary halting, stopping or parking-
y purpose is forbidden unless all wheels of the Vehicle are clear,
..normally travelled road surface.

10. Disabled vehicles will be towed or pushed off.the road our-
noediately.

11. Double banking of halted vehicles or moving vehicles on: U
i by 3/4 ton weapons carriers and allother heavier.wheeled or
vehicles is fforbidden at any time.

12. Motorcycles, passenger cars, trucks, 1/4 ton (peeps)"and,
3/4 ton C &R (jeeps) may pas other halted or moving vehicles

ighway provided there is a 60 yard gap. into which the.passing
0may rejoin the traffic column.

33. a. All vehicles in convoys will habitually maintain 60
istance frcm the vehicle ahead,'both, while moving and at A
,.Vehicles authorised to overtake will do soonly where there is

ANNEX NO.11

PRIhONER OF WAR REPORT-
FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER 1944

BY' ENCLOSURES.

PERIOD OF ON HAND
OSURE OPERATION 31 AUG. RECEIVED

No. 3
de
agne Closed• 5 Sept • '.388 199

.Brit- I ' . et ,. 6.67,Base "Closed 6 Sept 0 O: -1867

MWE No. 5
Courtslain

PWE No. 6
Nemours

PWE No.
Revigny.

PWE No. 8

Closed 11 Sept

Closed 9 Sept

::Sept 3 . 21

S:•0.

1:I;

resnesen
Woevre J Opened 11 Sept 0 -3936 37.94... 142.

PWE No.9
oul J Opened 21 Sept 0 3386 2780 606

TOTALS 1212 25571 26034 749

edical. admissions 2501

OTAL RECEIVED 28072

ecapers and Evaders 11 390- 400 1

PRISONERS OF WAR RECEIVED FRAC 1 AUGUST THROUGH 30 SEPTDIBER

REEVDAT ENCLOSURES RECEIVED AT MEDICAL UNITS, TOTAL
.u ast •63369 6677 7 0046

eptember " .25571 2501 28072

'66679811 
8
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REGULATIONS)

LATIONS.

ed clothing (such as. fur co
ar .arments are in violatio

By cc

WITH RESPECT TO TOWNS AND CITIES I

Section VI, Circular 45, this heac
eacinded.

Amy or the Corps Comander concerned

.towns and cities, time to be announc
hours .of darkness, and will be stric
and. civilian, personnel*.

of lieutenant General PTTON,

frormatio engaged in combat operations.

2. DEFINITIONS:

a. Road Traffics All"aspects of the movement of vehicles-

st troop.s over roads.. Its operation conseists of road'traffic re-
ons and road traffic control.

b.- Road Traffic Regulations& The measures taken to assure
.oper movement of road traffic as. to priorities,-routes, time and
nation.

c. Road Traffic Controls The means taken to insure the
rmovement of road traffic and to.insure that it meets. the opera-
I requirements. It is. effectedby.compliance. with instructions
dI and by control agencies used b.y cosmands within their. areas.

d. Main Routes. Aprincipal supply or tactical route run-
generally from the rear forward, designated by the senior caomand-

(l) Directlonal discs, white with black-arrow pointed
d.twelve o'clock will be used to indicatemain routes forward ,to.
ront.

(2) Directional dibce, white with black arrow pointed
d si o'clock will be used to indicate main down routes to the
areas. "

e. Lateral Routes A principal supply or tactical route
ng generally parallel to the front, designated by the senior'oem-
r. Directional discs, white with black arrow end bar .perpendicular
e base of the shaft will 'be used to indicate lateral routes.

f. Detours: Directional discs, red with white arrow will
ed to indicate.detours frm main or lateral routes.

g. Local Routes: Directional discs, or equivalent., white
red arrow *ill be-used to indicate local routes.

hp Through'Routes A route normally running through two .or.
aiv1-nv-&nan? A saaft- dilt a 5., +hi ... 5.. r oS' the.latter

SIC PR]

olowi.ng priorities willherwise directeds

Priority care somarked
..Messenger Caro
Troop.Movement
Ambulances
Staff Cars.
Wire construction crews
Supply convoys in. this pz
All other traffic.

S
caommanders may designate
ove priorities and such ex

se, painted horisontally blue and white, the upper half-being white
dothe iower hal blue. Also, such messengerpersonnel will wear4

de brassards above left elbow, the upper half being white,, the lower
if blue.

c. For exceptional tactical reasons, units may be moved
tb priority over all roads with written authority and adequate MP
Corts, all traffic control agencies to be immediately informed of
ch priority exception.

3. LIGHTS:u

a. Army-Licht Line coincides with Corps rear boundary.

.b. Vehicle lights will be. used as follows:,

(1) Full headlights in rear of Army Light Line.

,(2) Blackout driving lamps (dimout) for vehiales .so

uipped .from Army Light Line to-Division rear.boundary.

(3) Fqr vehicles not equipped with blackout driving
mp' (dimouts), marker ("CAT. &US")lights from Amy Light Line to
vision rear boundary.

(4) Marker (aCAT NYESr) lights for all vehicles in
'ent of Division rear boundary.

(5) Red Light'Flashers" on speciLalvehicles are auth-
rlsed in addition to the above.

c, All obstacles such: a.- trophies,gas cans, camouflage
eta:' signs, etc., wil be,,removed from .the front and rear of vehicles
here they obstruct the full benefits of -the head and tail lights.

-4. SPEEDS: .The following speed limits will be observed exccept
ndesrthose cirdumstancea where oprational 'traffic conditions or OX-L.
sotional tactical situations dictate otherwise.

orn as

libe



C & R9,ad -mtorcycloe.
• (4) In towns and cities no vehicle to exceed 25 FH.

b. Night (blackout)
(1) 15 PH A ll .0eeled .and tracked vehicles includi

weapons carriersand over, and all convoys.
.(2) 20 MPH: -Passenger care, 1/4 ton trucks, nd tru

C &.A and motorcycles.
(3) At night, with standard headlights daylight ape

rill. prevail behind Army light lines.

i DENSITYi The following vehicle density will be:standard.
here notified by a comander to meet therequirements of a

'tactical situations,

a. March unit will not. exceed 30.vehicles,

b, Serial will not exceed
•
5 march units.

All' traf t will

ese instructions will be construed as re-
of his responsibility for proper comwoy

IV. ROAD-TRAFFIC COTROL:

1. CLASSIFICATION AND MARKINGS:

m ea. British road, bridge and vehicleoclassification and
marking system will.be used. Under this system, a vehicle may cross
only bridges. bearing classification numbers vhich are the sane or
'greater than the vehicle's classification.

b . (1)
. 
Franco plates, metal or wooden material$, 15" x. 170

or. 170 x s30, with white letters on black background will be used for
unit, installation or route signs. No other size, type, or.colored
signswillbe used except Medical Corps signs: as prescri ed in Letter,
Headquarters Third United States Army,.AG 415 GNMCN-4 dated 16 June.
.1944, subject& Signs for Medical Units, and-as authorized by the Army
Comander.

(2) AFor location of administrative and tactical head-
quarters of Command Posts: Unit. insignia for Army,Corps and Divisions;.
unit. designations for other units. 'Telephone code nemes will.not be
used. .'

V. CONVOYS:

1.. CLARANs ".

a. Intry into Third Army Area:-,All units or dstachments
(erican or Allied) will secure pemission frem Army Headquarters

:prior to entering Third Amr. Area.

b .All convoys of 10 or more vehicles will secure clear-
ance through Traffic HeadquartersI of convoy. origin as soon as the :no.
cessity for the move is determined.

c. Request for clearance will include the following in-
for tion :

(1) Headquarters requiring clearance.
2 ft Ma of Convoy Commander*

()Unit to move.
(4) Authority tbmove.
I (5) Total number ofvehiclee.
(6) Total number. of march unit..
(7) Total numnber of aerials.,
(6) B Eeaviest type vehicle in column.,
(9) Present loation of unit.
(10) Deetinatio'n
(11) Timnsd .date movement desirsd,

s The. convoy cmmander will be responsible that:

(1). The convoy cemmander will ride in that position
in his convoy that will insure close supervision of his .convoy at all.
times.

(2) The movement number of the convoy is c learly marked
on the front and rear of.the lead vehicle of each March unit.

(3).Thelead vehicle*of the convoy (not to include.
Convoy Coumandirs vehicles) or of each column, if Convoy is moving in
more than one column, is marked with a blue flag and the. tail vehicle
with: a green.flag,, or if.at night, with blue and green lights.

(4) All drivers are informed of the convoy number, de-
stination, and the route to be followed. A strip map of-the route will

be. furnished each driver when practicable, sand, ifin cases not practic-
able, the route numbers and principal-towns along the designated route.

(5), While at thelhalt that march interval (60 yds)
is maintained; that vehicles are moved to the right of (and off) the
normally travelled surface of the roads using-due.precaution in mined.

areas, and that assistant drivers,or drivers are stationed in such man-
nor as to assist passing traffic by appropriate signals.

(6) Disabled vehicles are moved off the road and that
•an attendant is posted to guard. he vehicle and assist all traffic .pact
.the vehicle. *He wiIl report.. to. the nearest .traffic control post or
Military Police. the location of the disabled v ehicle and any other
obstruction or road damage which requires attention.

. . A representative. of the convoy cander will precede
the convoy by at least ten minutes to coordinate with the Traffid.-Con-
trol points enroute. ".

3. PASSING, All vehicles in convoys*will habitually maintain

60 yards distance from the vehicle ahead, both, while moving and at a
halt. Vehicles. authorized to overtake will do so only.where there is
a full60 yard gap available ahead,

VI. RESTRICTIONS:

1. The tops on trucks, 1/4 ton, and trucks, 3/4 ton C ,Aft

will be down at all times.except during heavy rains.

2. Civilians will not be carried in U. S, military vehicles.*

except as indicated hereinafter, Counter-intelligence Corps personnel,.:

Military Police, and Civil Affairs personnel are authorized to carry.
civilian personnel when necessary on-official business..

3. Drivers will notsmoke whiledrvin .

4 . Trucks, 1/4 ton, will not carry more than four persons ex-

cept .in operational emergencies at or near the front lines.

5.... Not more than one person beside the driver will ride in the

cabs or front seats of any -vehicles.

60. :Halting of vehicles,

a. On military highways voluntary halting, stopping, :or
parking for any purpose is forbidden unless. all wheels of the vehcile
are clear of the normally travelled road surface.

b. Disabled vehicles will be towed or pushed off the road' '
surface inmediately .

c. Double banking of halted -vehicles or moving vehicles

on hihways by 3/4 ton weapons carriers and .all other heavier wheeled

or trcked vehicles is forbidden at any tine.

d. The halting of vehicles on military highways in towns

is forbidden.

.. Motorcycles, passenger cars, trucks 1/4 ton, and trucks 3/4
ton C ±J, may pass other halted or moving vehicles on a highway pro-.
vided there is a 60 yard gap into which the passing vehicle may rejoin
the traffic column.

8. All individual vehicles, ae well aa convoys, will maintain
the 60,yard distance between vehicleswhen entering towns or cities
or approaching heavy traffic intersections.

9. Rear viaion mirrors. will be so adjusted as to be usable, ,in

watching. for traffic approaching frem the rear.

e11. Vehicles will not be. left unattanded unless'under Immediate
surveillance ofguards or in. authorised guarded parking lots.

.12. S. Military vehicles will tat e ImobilLsed. byths re-
moval of rotors or other vital parts ymilit ry or. civilian personoel*

13. 'All officers will 'assume the responsibi ity forapprehending
violators of the above.regulations and conducting tb to thesnearest
military police post, "Vehicle Corral,

5 
or Ssry •C r

14. Vehicle Corrals• .

a. Vehicle Corralr will be established at once under ,the
supervision of. he Army .Provost Marshal for thedetention of. violators..
of traffic rules and regulations.. Vehicles and drivers impounoded in
*VehicleCorrals

* 
will be held from one .(1) to, twelve (12) hoursfor

,booking, and to remove frai"the -highways those vehicles and drivers
constituting c menace to the controlled flow of traffic.

b. The following violations will warrant detention in Ve-
hicle Corrals: speeding, double-banking, light violations, reckless
driving, driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquors,:
failure to maintain the prescribed 60 yard distance-between vehicles.
when moving or at a halt, disobedienc of Military Police traffic -
rectione, and any of the following vehicles passing'any other moving
vehicle or halted convoysexcept by direction .of Military. Polices

Trucks, 3/4 ton weapons carriers
Trucks, 1-1/2 ton cargo
Trucksp2-.1/2 ton cargo
All other wheeled or tracked vehicles over 3/4 ton capacity.

15. iSumary Courts. Summary Courts will be established under
the supervision of the Army Provost Marshal to bringswift-justice and
imediate punishment to. traffic violators and other offenders. Thne
courts will be moved to. critical points as required,, and will be set up
dd try offenders on the spot. Offetos beyond the jurisdiction of the
courts will be investigated and referred to appropriate commander for
necessary action.

By command of Lieutenant General PATTONs

R. No CUMINGS,
Colonel, Adjutant General's Departnent.

Adjutant General.

DISTRIBUTIONa
&

'HUME Jo. AFFET
Major General, U. S. my.

Chief of 'Staff
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TOTALS, ,749 3915 4521 142

TOTAL 4222

AMN * HMA .. 40 41 -',0.

PWLI SORS0 ER BRECEVED FROM-1.AUGUST: 194 " THOUGH31 ,OCTOBER 194

1RCIVED AT RECIVED BY

ENCLOSURES MICAL UNITS TOTAL

AUGUST 6396671. 70046

1325571 2501 28072

OCTOBE 31 37 4222

TO5 9 9485. 1023W

"ANNEX'NO. 16

T l 9DUNPU STAMS T
M,040

AG'3836SCWT 14, November. 1944

SUEJETa Retention of. Privemere of wgr by Yowad Units.

TO a See Distribution.,

1. It hasbeeon brooglt to the attention ,of:thsee. b artere
that forward elemets are retanigIapardemypsonlfr labor

proewihnthou Wuate.

-In 8nosy iastaaeea these.,piso ogofwar are, fromkeyeNemy:
isitsj,and iueh valuable 'inionrceo muutien isg lostby their re-

S,:,ANNEX NO. 17

PRISO: OFyLMR RPORT
roa THE M4ONTH -OFP-NOVMBER1944

-BY ENLOSUR

PERID OF ON HAND
LOSUE OPERATION 31 OCT RECEVMD EAGUAUS ON HM

I Number9
IL 142 10686 .9919 .909

:

9 Number 10 Opened
DRANGE 11 al 0 44 0 134 12188 1259.

TOTALS 142 I 24133 22107 26

MEDICAL AWISSIONS :1: 1 1 79 ____ ___

TOTAL- j j259.12

AND. EVADE 0 32 32 0

PRISONES OP VAR RECIVEDROIR 1AUGUST144THROUGH 30 NOVXWMR 19414

RCIV EDiAT WRE=EIVED BY 1
__ ,_ _, ENLOSURE .,i" MDICAL UNITS TOTALS

1 AUGUSTI 944 to
SOCTO BM 1944 .92,855

24,1X33

116,988

9,485- i126340
1,779 J25,912.

11,264 128,252
- "I i

L"

ner eoaiate control or f1is neadquartors will sulmit roport cirectly
to the Army oPrvost Marshal.

a. Theft of U. SB Goverment property, including vehicles,
-subsistence storess firearms, smunition, drugsp, etc.

b. Disorders. or Incidents of physical violence between U.sB.
troops, Allied and U. S. troops, and/or c-ivilians.

C. U.So Army motor vehicle accidents involving death or
serious injury.

d. Any ether serious incident involving U. S. lmilitary per-

sonnol with ivlia or military personnel.

e. -Escape fre custody or conflnement by, U. S. military.

k. Housebreaking*.

:1. P orgery.-

. Larceny (where the value is more than $50.00).

n. Robbery.

M Manslaughter.

p. Mayhem.

In addition to the above a brief description of the crime or
charged or suspected will be reported and will include,

a. Nme, rank, serial number and organization of offender.

b. Crime charged or suspectedg or a brief description of the
being reported.

c. 48ne(s) and description of the victim(s).

d. Time, date, and place of the of fense or ,incidet being

e nActionTtaken.

By coanO of Lieutenant'General PATTON&

L-
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Lieutenant.General'PATTONs

Responsibility- for cordon defense. and
L remain a8-at present.Existing plans
the Third U. S. Army will be carefully
prompt and decisive action, the effect
a whole, and the elimination .of confues
those charged with their execution. Tb
to take over all. defense responsibiliti
p when called upon to do so*

Curfews Civilian curfew will be fro

in.ueo in

The City of LUAWOURG is off limits .to other M:
pt that five (5).percent only of the T/O strengti
w may visit LUMBOURG on any one day.

(1) XII Corps, including all attached and supp

:.(2) All troops stationed and/or billeted within the
3 of LUXMOURG.

.(3) Army Troops, Third United States Army.located with-

adaries of .the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

b. No twenty-four (24) hour passes will be issued.

Existing regulations regarding 'the use of the prescribed

will be-atrictly adhered to.and enforced by'all concerned.

United States military vehicles will not te left unattended

rd United States Army area unless under the immediate suP.

of guards or in :authorized military'parking lots (Circular

eadquartera, 10 December 1944).

9, An~uniform,

ne a

a. flee annexes.

b. Anti-aircraft Artillery gun positions located on the
r te -of the Command Post Area have the primary mLssion of defense
t air attack and secondary mission of warning and defense against
attack.

c. Company A, 503rd Military Police Battalion provines, an
or guard for the defense of the Command Post proper. This guard
primary mission of restricting entrance to Command -Post to auth-.
personnel and a secondary mission.of invvestigating and reporting

1 occurrences and evidences of hostile activity in. the immediate
f the Command Post.

de Headquarters Company, Third U. S. Army, provides an
onal force for the close-in protection of the Command Post .proper.
orce will, normally operate under the, Commanding Officer, Company
rd Military Police Battalion and will require not more than one
o be assembled from its several primary duties.

4t. PROCEDUREs

a. Report of hotile activity'will be made by fastest a-
le means of communication to the Provost. Marshal (LUCKY 27 or
Such reports will give the, VHO 'iHAT, WHEN, WHERE , HOW of the
Le activity reported.

b. Upon.receipt of reports indicating possible activity
t. the Command Post Area, the Prb-vost Marshal will order the :f-
in charge of cqmmand post security to execute the plan of defense.

c. The officer in charge of command post security will keep
fovost-Marshal=informed at all times as to the progrees of the

of hostile

SUBJECT, Admissionto Lucky Forward Headquarters..
To . All General and Special Staff Sections, Forward Headquarters,

Third U.,S..Army.

1. Thisletter superaedeseletter dated 29 December'1944, Head-

quarters, Third U. S. Army, subject, "Admission to Lucky Forward Head-

cuarters." Instructions contained herein are effective this date.

2. To insure greater security, the following additional inetruc-.
tions to letter, Comnand Post Security, dated 23 December 1944, this
headquarters, will be complied with. Certain portions of the area

occupied by this headquarters or its installations will be designated
as "Restricted Areas."

a. The interior and exterior of Headquarters buildinge, bil-
lets, and messes are hereby designated as 'Restricted Areas.".

o3. ffices and Quartersa All entrances to the building occupied
,by Lucky Forward Schelon except those under guard will be blocked.

4. Dismount'Points A dismount point for all personnel below the
grade of General Officer is established at the.main entrance gates

a. Only the following vehiclea, in addition to those of
.General Officers, will be allowed to enter the enclosures

(1) One passenger vehicle per staff saection. (Identi-
fied by new type windshield eticker).

(2) Signal, utilities, mail and supply service trucks.

..5. Liaison officers and military personnelregularly on dutywitb
in a "Reetricted Area,

5 
or whose official duties necessitate visiting

su ch areas, will be issued a special pass provided by the Provost

4Marsha'sOffice. Thia pacs will be presented to UPs at entrances: to

Heedouarters, billets, and messes.

a. The pass will be a card printed in a characteristic oelor
scheme with the signature of the holder. Each pass will have ,anuember
which will beon file-in the office of the Provost Marshal and this huem
ber will not be chnged,. Each pass will bear initialsof'the Provost
Mrshal,. ach SectionChief will be responsible for issUin passes.to

ANMY



Section will notify the Provost Marshal of.any oeletions-or auis o..
its section roster. -

b. The-meaning and use of this pass will be treated as Secret,

information by all personnel. The ass will be carried on the person at-

aU. times and-must be presented to Military Police for entrance to the
'Restricted Ares' only in conjunction with AGO Form 65-1 for officers,
or with identification tags.for enlisted men.

c. Loss or compromise of the pass will be immediately report-
ed to the ProvostMarshal with a statement of the circumstances.

d. At irregular intervals the- Provost Marshal will issue new
cards with a new characteristic color scheme and design, at which time
the old:cards willbe recalled and will no longer be valid foradmission
to the *Restricted Areas.'"

6. Persons desiring admission to 'Restricted Areas
5
'who do not

have the pass designated above will be considered visitors and will be
admitted by the .following procedures

a. Each section will submit a complete roster of. enlisted
men and officer personnel working in the Command Post to Provost Marshal.
Unless known by the MP on duty, all officer AGO cards and enlisted men
.dog tags

* 
will be checked against this list by the:MP on duty at desk.

In event an officer desiring entrance is not on the list, interested
,Section will be called by phone and an officer will come to the entrance
desk and vouch for the visitor. A special colored identification pass
card for visitors will .be .givensuch officer, who will .surrender some..
on leaving the building.

b. Civilian personnel:- Civilians will be admitted to a
"Restricted Area" only on official business. The visitor will be es-
corted to reception desk where his. credentials will be examined and he
will be required to state the nature of his business.. The officer he
disires to visit will becontacted by telephone and with his approval
only, the visitor will be escorted by -an officer of section concerned
to his office,after his name, address, nationality, time of.arrival
and name, of the officer to be contacted have been entered in a register
prepared and maintained by the Provost Marshal at the reception desk.
At the completion of the visit it will be the responsibility of the
officer contacted to insure that the visitor is escorted from the
4Restricted Area, checking out at the reception desk as he leaves.
The time of departure.will be entered in the register. Military Police
will intercept all civilians who are found unescorted within a 'Re-
stricted Areas

. 
or who attempt to leave one without properly checking

ou to

c. I ncoming Articles and Packages, All packages, other than
US mail, brought into buildings occupied by the Head4uarters will .be
:inspected for hidden explosives. In event of suspicion on the part of
Military Police on duty, the package and bearer will be -referred lm-
mediately-.to CIC or Engineer Technical Intelligence.

do Any officer having a special pass accompanied by a visi.t-
or on official business may secure the visitor's admission to a "Re-
stricted Area

" 
by personally vouching for him;, he will, however, be

responsible that the visitor confines his activities to the official:
.'business on which he came and that he leaves promptly upon-its comple-
tion. Civilians admitted under this procedure will be recorded in the,
register as described in Paragreph6b above.

7. Admission to areas and installatione of this headquarterse
other than those designated as "Restricted Areas' will be in accordance
with existing regulations.

By commend: of Lieutenant .General PATTON:

-PERIOD OF
.. .. OPERATION.

4210 4184
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PRISONERS OF WAR CAPTURED IN THE SAIR

2 Reconnaissance platoons, 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion.

2 Officers, 42 enlisted men
4 cars, armored MB with amament. .
8 trucks, + ton, with-machine guns, caliber-.30.
Individual Weapons.

Light Tank Platoon, Headquarters 8th Armored Group

1 Officer, 36 enlisted men.
3 tanks, light, M5Al, with armament.
3 half-tracks, M3, with machine guns, caliber .50.
Individual weapons.

Headquarters Company, Third United States Army

2 Officers, 100 enlisted men (approximately).
Individual weapons

Company A, 631st Tank Destroyer Battalion

5 Officers, 165 enlisted men.
14 trucks, 4ton.
3 trucks, 1+ ton.
2 cars, armored utility, with armament.

12 half-tracks, M3A3, with armament.
1 truck, 2j ton cargo.

13 guns, machine, caliber .30.
9 guns, machine, caliber .50o
12 guns, 3' Ml (towed),
15 Launchers, rocket.

2. MISSIONS:

a. Company A, 503rdMilitary Police Battalion (CP Guard).,

. (I) Interior 'Security of Camand Post.
(2) Protection of. the Comanding General's Quarters.*
(3) Protection of War Room and Commanding General's

b. 1 -A -units -'Normal.

c._', The Reconnaissance Platoons, 63st Tank Destroyer Bat-
m and the. Tank Platoon,-Headquarters, 8th Armored-Group will con-
ta the initial striking force to meet ground attack.

d. oWhen-ordered by the officer in charge of Command Poet
Lty, the Headquarters Commandant will assemble the Headquarters
Ny, Third United States Army. After the unit is formed, the
pyC mmander will report to the officer in charge of Command Post
Lty with the strength and location of the unit.

PWS Number 12 -
.WARVw TT "

TOTALS AT Pla 4 60 15008 . 14930 558

MEDICAL ADMISSIONS 1817:

TOTAL 16625.

ESCAPEES AND EVADERS 0 1 1 0

'PRISONERS OF WAR RECEIVED FRCM I AUGUST 1944 THROUGH 31JANUARY 1945

RECEIVED AT RECEIVED BY
ENCLOSURES MEDICAL UNITS TOTALS

1 AUGUST 1944 TO
31:DECEMBER 1944 134,067 12,605 146,672

JANUARY 1945 15,008 1,617 16,625

TOTALS 149,075. 14,222 163,297

. n : I
I nqAA

. .aAn ,- - , I
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ny A, 503rd Military Police Battalion

fficer, 60 enlisted 'men (approximiately
ividual weapons.

uarters Coapany, Third U. S. Army (Rea

fficera, 100 enlistedmen.
ividual weapons.

s assigned mission of Protection ofiLt
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Closed
6-Feb: 45

1 13841 12956

360 " 2502 2862

1083

mber 13 Opened . .- .1
9 Feb 45 - 0 6763 • 5727 1036• . .. . . . -i

TOTALS AT PMs 558 23106: 215451 2119

DICAL -ADMISSIONS 1055

TOTAL 24161

CAPERS AND .VADERS o 3 3 0

PRISONERS IOf iAR R.GEIVID FROM IAGUT' " 'TH ..... 8-RBRU" "19 "

•Nj§VM; MEDICAL UNITS' TOTL

AUGUST 1044 TO ' ' " " k '

1:JANUAR 19.5 1.49075', • 14;222, :•163,997

ZRuARY 1945 . . .. 23,106• . , 25 4,l6l
TbTALS ... 172481 ': 159277 1879458

.able means to nis neadquarters.
4. When one of the subject crimes is reported to. this

ore all available infomation will be-.given, including the no
personnel.involved, the place and time and any action already
the unit reporting the crime.

5, Necessary action will be taken to protect material
available at the ecene of the crime until the arrival ,of ager
Criminal Investigation Section. The unnecessary handling or
bance of such ei1dence wll be avoided.. In appropriate caees
will-be posted to prevent destruction of evidence.

By.command of Lieutenant General PATTONs

Police A

oplee I:u
r Security of C .uand 'PoastBuildings

duty will be used to double all pot

Coapany, Third United States Army.
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lion of Protection at
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rg of highways with these arbitrary nunbers is teI

the Provost Marshal. "'

d.- Highways marked on the nap with letters "A* an'

triangle (e aple ) are Autobahns (4 lane hi
mbenarked with arbItrary numbers.

a. The Corps Provost Marshals-will mark highways

marking and town designation signs in conformity' w

Road Map. In order to eliminate confusion and exp

sand towns will be marked at the earliest possible

sing to our control. Supplemental signing will be

Army Provost Marshal.

b. 'Signing)41 1 be eacospliehed as..follows..

(1) 8 x 170 black on white signs will be use

Closed,
9 Mar.45

1945

MO.S

funber 18, Opened 5 Apr
NBACH Closed 19 Apr

Rumber 19, Opened 14 Apr
A Closed. 22 Apr

lsber. 20,
BACH - Opened.22 Apr

icuber 21,
ENSMN opened 24 Apr

TOTALS at-mes 5,

CAL ADMISSIONS -including
run..German Military Hospitals 960

TOTAL 332,904

ERS AND EVADERS 0 41 37:

RS OF WAR RICEIVED FROM 1 AUGUST 1944 TIROUOM 30 APRIL 1945

RECEIVED AT,
ENCLOSURES

TO
309,107

236,724 '

5459851

RECEIYRD 
BY

SRECEIVED BYMEDICAL UNITS

20,568

116,748

TOTALS,:

, 332, 904

'20,568

(1) 8 x 3Q5 black on white



screen a

tag and

transmit
and to,

. The Corps.Cmmander will form the necessary number, of
teemsto immediately proceed to the captured hospitals and.institute
measures, asoutlined below. Each teem'Will .consist of one representa-
tive fran the Corps G-2 Section for screening purposes and:one officer.
representing the Corps Provost Marshal.-The Ccmmanding Officer',: 66th-"

Medical Group, will coordinate with the Corps Cbmander to furnish one
medical officer for each tem. These teemsIwill contact :the Military
Goverrment Detachment nearest-to the hospital to be taken over, and
arrange for an of ficer-of that detachment to accompany. them.

d. The Camanding Officer,66.th Medical Group, will admin-
ister.these hospitals, to include supervising medical care, screening,
thspatients to be sent to prisoner of war enclosures, supplying-the
hospitals.with food,9 medical supplies, etc...,He will also be respon-.
.ible for consolidatin patientsand captured German madical. personnel

of these"hospitals. into other captured German hospitals to the limitof
-facilities and time, available.

s. The duties of the teems will be:

'. To proceed to -the hospital overrun.

2.' Prepare a roster of all.Geman military personnel in
the hospital,and deliver copies to. the Amy Surgeon, Coomanding- Of-m
ficer, 66th Medical Group, Corps Provost Marshal, Town Burgoneister and
the Geman Ceamnding Officer of the hospital,

S.3, Definitely place responsibility for the operation and
guarding of-the hospital and the detention of all Geman militaryper-,
sonnel therein on the local Burgumeister and the hospital Ceanding
Officer, -This responsibility will be jointly assumed,.

4. Cause the local.Burgemeister. to furnish necessary

Prepare necessary. regulation for control.of ti

primary duties of the various members ofithe ti

The Military Goverment Represetative will,

(a) Make th o neessary contacts, with the Town
meister and any other Geman authorities

(b) Arrange for necessary gards through theI

equont inspections of. the.hospital
at checks, on the Burgaeister,

Officer will,

terest, identity of such
•
other personnel of

.present orfuture operational intelligence value,
such as, technicians,together with.a brief, sum-
mary of the interrogation.

(d) A rrange *with the Medical Officer for the concen-
tration of ,S.S,, personnel that cannot be evac-
uated due to physical condition.

4. The Provost Marshal Representative will':

(a) Arrange to receive into .prisoner!of war channels
all patients tobe evacuated Immediately and
others to be evacuated as they becooe convalecent.

(b) Insure that all "S.S,
" 

personnel are evacuated
with proper tagp or, if not to be evacuated, con-
centrated in special groups..

(c) Make a thorough' search of :the buildingsand p rem-
:ises for arms and other weapons,.contraband:
articles and. radio transmitters, paying particu-

.. lar attention to A-Ray roams' and installations of
:a suspicious nature.

S (d) Seize and turn in all articles enumerated in par-
agraph (c) above.

(e) Search all patients' i naccordance with -letter
Office of the Provost Marshals, Third U.S. Army,..
"Instructions for

L
Personnel in Charge 'of Search-

ing Prisoners of War".* All items listed.in col-
san two of that directive will be confiscated and

:proper disposal made thereof.

(f)DeteMine the number of guards necessary and their
locations.

(g) Institute a pass system for entry'and exit.

g. The Corps Provost Marshal will be responsible'.that visit-.
patrols check the German military hospitals at frequent and irreg,.
intervals. Health conditions, sanitation, meals and

: 
cooking

lities will be. ohecked. A check will be made of supplies on hand.onsuedm, Bed checks will be made. Copies of. inspections reportsbe forwarded to the.Comanding Officer, 66th Medical GroupS andto
Provost Marshal, Third U.S. Army:, for his information.

II. In the Army Area,

a. When Corps rear boundaries move up and the ArMy takee overin Military Hospitals in former Corps territory, the Army Probost
lal will immediately'assume responsibility for them in conjunction
the. Army Surgeon and G-5. The Provost Marshal will act in accord-with Section I, paragraph g, above,

b. Should it become nceesary to take over German Militarybary Hospitals that have not been proceassed: by Corps as directed In
on I above, the procedur'e will be the seme as directed in Section I,executed.by..Amy personnel instead of Corps personnel,

TO A See Distribution*

AS.ERT PLAN FOR DEFENSE OF HEADQUARTERS AREA
(Forward'Echelon)

1 . The following plan will go into effect upon a warning signal
sounded by a siren inside the Kaserne area, during the hours :of dark-
-ness,or If.the Kaserne is attacked.

2i. All enlisted personnel will smdiately assembl, with- ms,
pistol or rifle belts and eamunition in front,of. the building in which
-they are quartered under catmand of the- following officers,

Building.A- One of the G-2 Duty Officers.
BuildingB - One of the Artillery Duty Officers.
Building C-One of the Provost Marshal's Duty Officers.
Building D - A Headquarters Cempany Officer, sassisted by in

.officer from the"502d QM Car Company.
Building.F'- An officer from the Headquarters Comandant's

-Section.

3. It- is" the.responsibility of each of the sections mentioned
in paragraph 2 to:assure that officers on duty are 'femiliar' with this

plan.

4. When the troops are formed, thetroops caemander will report
immediately with a runner to the Provost Marshal's Section in Building
C for instructionse.

5. The Duty officer in tha Offic of the Provost Marshal will
isaediately telephone the following officers, in the priority'indi-
cated, stating that the headquarters hasbeen, alerted for a ground

at teck a
Day Night

officer PhonePhn
Provost Marshal 27 " 4?
Chief, of Staff 5 106
Deputy Chief of Staff 107 146.
A C ofsGSi s . 3 22W
Signal Officer 10 1. 7
Headquarters Camandant 115
ACofS,-2 2 145

By cemand of Lieutenant .eneral PATTON#



1. Unnmbered.memorandum., this headquarters, subject, "Alert
Defense of Headquarters Area (Forward Echelon)e dated 11 April

ill be effective between the hours .of 1800 and 0800 daily.

2. This memorandum preecribes the defense plan which will be
.ye between the hours of 0800 and 1800 daily.-

3. The daylight alert (0800- 1800 hours) plan will go into,
upon the* sounding of sirens, inside the Kaserne areapor if the
i is attacked.

4. a. Each section of the headquarters proper: will designatei
ton force of officers andenlisted men to remain on duty in the
I to man telephones and-protect records.,

b. The remaining personnel will Immediately assemble, with
pistol or'rifle belts, and ball ammunition in front of the build-
which they are ouartered under the command of officers from the
Lug sections

Building A - A field grade officer from the 0-3 Section.
Building B - A field grade officer from the Engr. Section.
BuildingC - A field.;grade officer from the PM Section.
Building D - A field grade officer frm the Arty Section.
Building'F - An officer frm the Headquarters Comandant's

Section.

5. Itis the responsibility of each of the sections mentioned
agraph 4 to assure that officere on duty. are familiar with. this

6. Mhn the troops are fo'rmod, the troop cqOnander will report.,
atiely with a unner to' the. Provost Mishalla Section in Building
, inetruct .404

4. Staff.Sectione ield grade officer, One of the 
'
PM

therein PM Section . Duty officers.

6. Staff Sections Field grade officer, One of the 0-2

therein 0-3.Section. Duty officers.-

8. All Engr Trps CO, 1092d ED . CO, 1092d IUD

9. MP company MP Compqny Officer. MP Company Off.

J0& 502d QM Car Co QM Car Co Officer QM Car. Co officer.
3457 Ord MAM Co.

b. When the troops are formed, the commanders will report

ately, with a-runnerj to the Provost Marshal' Section in Building

for instructions.

5. a. Ammunition DP - Headquarters Supply, Basemnent, south

ilding eNo 1.

b . Aid Station Building No, 2.

6. a. Messages t0 the Provost Marshal, Building No, 4.

b. The .Provos t Marshall a. Officewill immediately ..telephone
Llowing officers, in the priority indicated, stating that the
arters has been alerted for a ground attack.% -

OFFIC-.R OFFIC&PHON_ RESIDENT PHONN

(1) Members of the Volkseturm..

(2) Enemy deserters and discharged enemy soldiers, sail-

ors, and airmen apprehended in rear of the' front, out of uniform.

b. The following procedure will be employed'in Army'andCorps

Prisoner of War Enclosures to effect the, releases

(1) After screening, prisoners of war of 'the above class-

es will be segregated.

.(2) Military Government passes without -exemptions will be
prepared for each prisoner +of war showing as his address the town to

which he is to be transported.

(3) These prisoners of war will then be transported to

towns within -the Army area in accordance-. with a priority to be deter-'

mined by the Assistant Chief of Staff G-59 Third U. S. Army and turned

over to the Burgermeister.

,(4). Burgermeieters will be directed to provide useful
employment for these persons, preference to farming. ".

c. All Military Goverment, Military Police, CIC and other

agencies involved In the apprehension of prisoners of war will be in-

formed of this procedure in order to'minimise the rearrest of. released
prisoners of war.

2. German Military patients in captured Oerman.Hospitals who, if

they were U. S..patients would be sent to duty, will be evacuated to
the nearest Amy'Prisoner of War Enclosure.

By Commend Of General"PATTOM .

0-5, TUSA -

TUSAStaff
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CHAPTER 1
PLANNING IN UNITED KINGDOM.

* Section I - General

The Public Relation .'Section. Third US Army, developed in the
field. in .France and was molded by the conditions of operating.in:a cam,-
paign.of ektremely "rapid movements

.riginating as a branch of Publicity and Psychological Warfare,$
Third US Arn, Vpending organization of the section later. .to be known as
G-6, the G-2 Section coordinated basic administration matters. Its
roots were in the Publicity: and Psychological Warfare Detachment of the.
First US Army Group-which was charged by Supreme,Headquarters Allied
.Expeditionary Force with the mission of conducting public relations and
psychological warfare activities for the First and Third .US Armies in.
the liberation of.western Europe.

Third US Army was to fulfill its Publicity and.Psychological War-
fare mission through the operation of detachments of personnel from
First US Army Group working under the direction of the Third US Army
"Headquarters staff.

These detachments were to .be .made up from the Publicity'and Psyhdo-
logical Warfare Detachment, and the 72d Publicity Service Battaliont
First US #m Group, and attached or assigned to the Third US Army as
-the situation required.

Ca 27 April, two officers reported to the Army Coemander$ Third US
Army, for duty from First US .Arm Group. After discussing public relat-
ions and psychological warfare with him, the Chief of Staff, and. Assist-
ant Chief of Staff, the ranking officer was instructed to set up a Pub-
licity and Psychological Warfare Section for the: Third US Army.

During May and June, plans, including the T/O and T/E, (see Annex
:II) were drawn for the Public Relations Branch. During this organizat-
ional period, an officer arrived from the United States 26 Hey and was
appointed Third US Army Public Relations Officer, :He took charge of
airangements for public relations and for the creation of a press camp

-for .war correspondents who were to be assigned to the Third US Army dur-
ing combat operations in Frances

During this time, psychological warfare and the 72d.Publicity Ser-.
vice Battalion remained at Group level at CLEVEDGK (T89),:Somerset.
Zagland.:

Organization and operations plans *for the Public Relations Branch
were completed by 7 June.

Generally, Public Relations was charged with themission of ful-
filling requirements of accredited'War Correspondents in the. Third US
Army operat ions.

Basically, the task of providing facilities-enabling: the corresp-.
ondents towork during operations on the Continent involved, three funda-
r mental provisionsa

These were foodand shelter; transportation to combat:areas; cen-

sorship facilities .and transmission facilities for news copy, and an
' 'information service by.which the correspondents could be briefed on*
combat developments,

The Public Relations Officer was to be assisted in this mission by
four subsections.

The function of the Press Section was-to provide the world press
with an'accurate and timely information service of Third US Army activ-
ities6

-The function of. the Radio Section was to assist broadcasters in ob-
taining Complete Third US Army radio coverage such as would not Violate
security or impede military operations.

The function of the.Pictorial Section was to assist pictoriar corr.
.spondents in obtaining the type of photographs to accomplish their
missions and to transmit pictures in negative form to designated higher
headquarters for processing and clearance.

The Inormition Section weeas to, maintain adeqat situation caps of
the Third, US Ar Sector: to enable accredited warcorrespondents to
plan: their activities in advance. _The section was to keep the. corresp -
ondents informed on hours of briefing by the Aru Commander and staff
officers and to supply the correspondents and drivers with maps of the
cosbat zones.

S in addition, the:plan contemplated the assignment of conducting
officers who were to. uide the correspondents to the front.

In addition to the foregoing section, an administrative sectionwas set up to provide transportation, messingg. billeting and other ser-
vices.

:With the'appointment of a general. Staff Corms officer: as Chief .of

Section on 1 Tune. Publicity and Psychological Warfare inThird US Army
-became aGeneral Staff Section. G-69 At that time, it was the only "-6

section in the Armies of the United States,.

A pool of eight conducting officers was created, including the
Press., Radio andPhoto Officers plus five others. AnAssistant Pub.ic

Relations Officer was appointed-,

During June, the procurement of personnel. ad the requisitioning
of equipment (see .annex 2) continuedo

It was directed by uropean Theatre Operations .United.States A "sV
.thaz the military public relations system-be extended .downward from .
AAW level to insure adequate coverage. To realize this program, the.

.Army Comnander directed Corps and Divisions assigned to Third US Ars to
name public relations officers, The Public Relations function was to be
-carried on down to-lower echelons with the appointment of public relat-

ions non-comissioned officers in battalions, companies and special de-

tachm nts. To coordinate this program,Corps and Division Public Relat-

ions Officers were called into conference at Third US Army Headquarters,

The conference between the Public Relations Officer, Third US Army,
-and the Public Relations Officers of the XII, XV, and XX Corps; the 4th,.
5th, .6th and 7th Armored Divisions and, the 5th, 8th and 35th Infantry
Divisions was held lu and 11 une at TOIT C&W (K29) for briefing, plan-
ning and discussion.,

The Public Relations officers assembled at 090010 June and were•1,
,,-,taken to PEOVIR LCUT (K29) where the Army Commander personally outlined
the objectives he -hoped. to attain through their efforts and the cooper-
ation of the Corps and Division Commanders.

The Army Conzander stressed the need of obtaining accurate and t'ap--,
id home town news. coverage of the activities of the 'little men* of'
Third US &rn from a morale standpoint, Liberal recognition should be
given acts of bravery by. the prompt awerA of appropriate citations and,
decorations. Corps, Division and Separate Unit comeanders-should recog-nize the importance of the public relations function and The desirabil-
ity of adequate personnel and equipment to accomplish it.

Following this interview, the Public Relations officers were ac-
quainted with the functional plan of the c-6 Section 'and its object-
ives..

.: 11 June, an open forum session was held at which all of the Pub-
lic Relations Officers were requested to iist their operations within
their own commands. These reports indicated a lack of experienced per-
sonnel and equipment. The Public Relations Officers were also instruct-
ed to submit reports when public relations plans in their units devel-
oped."

On1 12+ une, the Public Relations Officer was notified-by Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force that a total of forty-four news,
radio maaaine, Army and Allied correspondents were to be phased-into
the G0- Sectione,Working-on this basis, the Section hastened the om- .
pletion of requisitioning equipment and personnel.

The initial task of Public Relations Branch in the operations of a
-military public relations program .was-the assembly of biographical and.
historical information from Third US Army Corps and.Divisions.

The task of gathering this information was initiated and supervised
by virtually all officers of the Section. Following.the Public Relat-
,ions Officers Conference, unit Public Relations Officers were instructed
to submit the biographical material and photos as well as the unit his-
tories.

Copies of this infoimation were made as it was received and sub-
'mitted to Public Relations Division, supreme Headquarters Allied Exped-

tiopy Force, and.-the First US Army Group,

With its equipment,,and its personnel assembled, the 0-6-sectionpreefo r oveent to France. The administrative branch
snd the Public Relations Branch of the Section arrived at BROOKHE&TH
S (U053), the staging area, 28 une. There it was JinedIby the Pky-.

chological Warfare Branch, the 72d PublicityService Battalion'sSecond
Service Team*and forty-three war correspondents cn 3 July.

r herent in the organization of Publicity and Psychological.War-
fare at.that- time were dual functions which, from an operational stand-

...point, were not related. Publicity eisted to inform ithe world of Third
US 4rm. activities via' civilian. and military reports. Psychological,. -
Warfare existed to influence the minds and undermine the will of the en-
amy, to boost the morale of subjectcivilian populations and to deter-, "
mine. the attitude .and trend of thought of the enemyand of subject eiv-
i.liains.. Its objective was the preparation. distribution and control of
propaganda,9 with the goal* of Convincing.the enemy that his cmse.was.
lost and'of instilling into the minds of. friendly. civilians confidence
in the Allied 'ause.

Section II- Press

Personnel of the Press.Sub-Section.consiated of one officer and one
enlisted-man.

During the pre-operational period, the section devoted its- activit-
ies almost exclusively to the compilation and filing of biographial' and
historical information received from Corps and Divisions, Copies of -
these datawere made and forwarded to the Public Relations Division,
Supreme Headquarters Allied xeditionary Force, and First US Armyr
Group.

The section.. also cleared and forwarded toSupreme .Headquarters All-
ied Expeditionary Force 130 news. items and photographs received from::
units.

In addition tothe biographical data' filedo photos of key unit off-
icers were filed as received,.

To keep a daily record of news and photographic material received
from the Corps and Division.Public Relations Officers, a Copy Register.
ands. a Photographic Register were set up. These registers. recorded the
Oate, the news item or photo was received, the origin and the identify-
ing9suge.

It-became standard order of proceedure in the.section to register .L and forward. L isediately al copy and photographs received.

Section III -LRadio

P. ersonnel of the radio section consisted of one officer and one en-

listed mane

Radio.correspondents were. to handle straight news coverege and com-mentary in nuch the same manner as the press correspondents. This cover-
age involved live broadcasts, emanating from rear areas. and under theL
direction of First US Army.Group. In this instance, the main concern'of
the Radio Section was to be adequate transportation for the broadcasters
between Headquarters, Third US Army, and the transmitter.

-Primarily, however, the Radio Section was to be concerned with a
second type of coverage which included outside broadcasts and interview
programs,

Front line recordings were to be made by magnetic wire recorders,
By close contact with-the AC of S, G-2, and the AC of So G-3, theLRadio
Section was to advise radio correspondents of actions suitablefor such
recordings and'to suggest'possible slants and methods. of coverage. -

Scripted live programs were to be developed for direct transmission
from the field to the United Kingdom or the United States, The Section
was to be ready to clear and facilitate requests for personnel to be used
on these programs and to supply ideas and suggestions for .programs of
this nature dealing with Third US Army operations and personnel,

Small stations recordings were also to be made. These were to be
designed for small United States radio stations without correspondentrepresentation. They were to serve to give personal publicity in home
districts to men of the Third US' Arqr, A portable recording unit was to-.,be taken into divisions to make as many interviews as possib~e with men



In My., an agreemnt was reached between the Public Relations Off.ricr, First US Arn Group ,: end the 2British Broadcasting Corporation- that
British Broadcasting Compeny portable recording geer should be installed
in a Third-US AirW vehicle and used on a pool-*basis by all broadcasters.

This equipment became available early. in Pune. It was shock, ount--
ed in a quarter ton. trailer which was. converted into a miniature record-

the p
Luipse

M,, .Detroit News.
M., London News C

-nneth, Newsweek
Chicago Tribune

AL, New York Tires
Associated. Press
7,, New York Herald

-Pool
twork

LEvenig Standa.,d
as and .Stripes.It was eventually established that live broado

m .Ar level via the Sign:l Corps Radio 399.

Sec86tion' o1ly •the British BroadcastinI Coopeny
womik. Since the network broadsters est :have
this equipment, there- seaed! to be little, likeli-
the hometo reording progrm Would be very ex-.
a limited number of discs weresecured and set
!or this purpose.

Section IV - Pictorial Section

Personnel of the Pictorial Section consisted of one officer, w o
reported late in Pune on temporary duty from First US Army.Group. No..
enlisted men ware asiged to this section which did not-become operat-
ional during the planning phase of Third US, Aray. The Pictorial Offier:

worked-with other officers to perfect the plans of, the entire Publi :Re.
la tions Branch and assisted in the assembly of biographioal, historical.
and photographic records for the:Preas Section.

Section V - Inforsation Section

Personnelof..theIormatio. .section .included.one;officer. attached
to av-6 from First US Army Group, eand one enlisted man attached from the
72d Publicity'Service Battalion.

During the planning phase ina the United Kingdom#, the world's war
fronts were plotted on smallascale reps. fe the invasion, progress
of the Contineztal operation was plotted on overlqrs on large-scale. maps.and keptup to date,'. During. this , a s
inform.ation. room operations.

SectionVI - tensorsh

Prior to the ebarkation of the Third US.Ar .for; p Press
Censrsoeipwas ontrolled and.toperated in the Ministry of Infration,
LCEDQC, under First US Anre Group.

-Censorship tees were ma p au end assigned anto the vareous A ts
GroupsendtArmisses. But rather then have the teamsphysicallwoved.to.-
the l.3ocations of the respective units end so lose touch with the urn
picture, they coutinue4 to operate at Supreme NsIbadquartere Allied Erped..
itionery Force until such tum, as their respective unite embrmd

The .Section disemsarlud at-]UTAH BEACH (T49)on the; afterion of.7
July nd proceeded Imediazealy to theiThird US Army bivouac area in the,
vicinity of NEHOU, FR CE (Tl9), where the press camp began operating
the following day.

Since the Third US Arm. was not operational, facilities for censor-
ship and transmission of war correspondents' copy were not available...during the month. ''It was .necessary therefore, to dispatch correspond-•ents' copy. to First US Ary Wby officer. oavier for censorship and trans-
mission or via Air Delivery Letter Service to supreme Headquarters All-
ied Erpeditionary Force, Ministry of Informtion, LCNDCN.

Correspondents' coy was logged as it was received and marked for
courier to First US Army.censors or Air Delivery Letter ServicesLOICN,

During this period, the physical set.up of-the camp was, housed .in
squad and pyramidal tents in the. half-acre apple orchard.

• Te war correapundents werehoused in three squad tentsPublic!
Relations operations were conducted in a fourth squad tent. In a fifth
was the, informtion 'room end brief ings ware held There twice daily.

TWO pyramidal tent se..red as an orderly room for the 72d Publicity
Service, Battalion's Second Service Team and administration headquarters..
In addition to two mess9 tents, one for the officers' and correspondente'"
sass and the second for the enlisted men, a correspondents' dining room
Was set up in a sixth squad tents

Transportation wee dispatched as requested and no priority was giv-
en to news services or agencies, Since there were only seventeen quart-'
er ton vehicles available to cover all transportation requirements at
the outset of opera tions, a'ruling that jeeps would not proceed on news
missicce with less then three correspondente had,.to be fornelated,

Later In Tulyg three additional quarter ton vehicles were added.,
Msntis the correspoadents themselves assisted in easing the trans-
po rtation shortaesby bringing back to camp, more or less* in Usable -cc-
Adtion, four Gersan Volkswagons found abazqdoced at the front. These ve-.
hicles, however, were not'generally available to-the section until Aug-
ust since it was n-eoessary'for Ordnance to check and paint them.,

It was'from this camp that,'thel correspyondents covered the historic
battles of the IAHAYSDU PUIlS (T18), PLSY (T17)9 PWIEIS(T27). end
ST. LO T46) sectors.

During Tuly, an approximate total of 305,055 words werelogged end,
dispatched,

Following the break-thrqugh in NKormandy, the Section prepared to
wove in-order to bring the correspondente within driving distance of the

Oearsopondents • who reported huy to the BROOeN enO (U53)
stagin area were as followsef

Littell, :Robert, Reader's- Digest
Loveland,. R,A., Cleveland Plain Dealer
Manning,. aul , Maaught Syndicate
Nkynes, SeP., Reuters
MduaaidR. BJ. .Chicago Daily News
R:Mecklin, Poho, Chicago Sun
Miller, R.C.,. UP
aresRlph, Still Pool
Priestley, T, .NewsreellPool
Prince,W.Pw,., London Times
Reusswig ., King Features
Ryan, .PGO.,aLondon Daily Telegraph
Shadell, W.F., 9BS
'Shoop,,Duke, Kansas City Star
Stokes, RL*, St. Louis.Post-Dispatch_ .
Treanor, Tom, Los Angeles Times
Wellard, P.. , Chicago Times
Whitney, P., Sn Francisco Chronicle .

Wingert, RT., Stars and Stripes
Wolf, T.H., NF.
WolfertoIra., NA

Additional correspondents joining the Press Camp during Puly were,
Ernest Hemingway of Colliers, D.E.. .ckenzie of, the New.York Daily News.
-D.R. McNicoll of the. Australian Consolidated Press arrived on 22 August
and Larry Maier of the Mutual Broadcasting System arrived on 23 August..

Section 11 -Press

Operating as a clearance agenry for copy-received from 'Corps and
Division Public Relations.Officers the Press Section cleared end for-.

...warded forcenscri. and distribution 177 news itere and eightphoto..
graphs. Of this total, saeventeen news and featiure stories and two
photos emanated from the Section itself.

Unite which submitted news items and the type of items received
are broken down as follows,1

4.thAAABn 9 .-9
.PROUS 3 14..17 2
Ilihvac Noop 4, 3 3, 10 1
4th Arad Div 13 9 22.
6thkAmdiDiv 23 23 65', 111l 3
166 cavycmt 7 7

Totals, o . 7 . 177 .

The m•. ..pera.tional status of Third US Ary during this period -..
counted for the scarcity of ow.

ftograpically, the'news materiel received covered the activities.
ofmen from the Seabomadand Paddle Atlantic states preponderantly.

Midwestern states Rett of the Mississippi were particularly well re-

presnt..., .



States AIm and Chief9, Public Relatlons. u ivison, n-upreme . equarters
A.lied Expeditionary Force, was used - or even whethorit wasreased
by censorship during themnth - was never determinedo. It was.presumed
that the bulk of news materiel submitted wuld beheld until *.Third US
Army was announced as operating .on,.the _Continent.,

In sany instances, the lower echelons passed on' news tips which.
Pero h -nel of: the Press Section brought to the attention of he war corr.
Viajondentse

During this pro-operational period' on the Continento it wee desir-
able on numerous occasions.to coordinate more closely the activities ofs
the Unit Public Relations Officers and to give guidance to several Unit

organizations whos personnel had little newspaperbackground..... n i one.. . . . . .. . . .. . .

.- Copy was logged by slug, correspondnt's bname and' orqi ization,
approximate number of words time, r6ceived end:time dispatched via cour-.
ieraswell.as destination for tra nmission - First US A rm or Supreme
i• dquarters Allied Expeditionary Force, The following table .is de-.
signed to give a weekly picture of.the copy loge

Army' Prewix Total1 Total

8-4July 120 83' 203' 10,995.
15.21 .3uly 5 8 84 140 j6,225,
22-3 1. u .77.. 42 1.30 249' 7,835

Totals 253 50 297 .5929 305.055

Oth253 items logged ADLI 6 were photos and sketches and,:13
were recordings,

Section III- Radio

Upon arrival' In France, when it was learned tha t the Third: Us Army
would. not become operational for some, time,, radio correspiondents',(sees
annex 5) therefore- were included in the agremenht, that WUee reached with
Firsat US Army Public Relations Seotion for transmission of Third USAXmy
copy. The correspondents made their broadcasts to LONDON and to NEW
YOMS via ESq, the First US Army transmitter.

During thin period, the portable re corder in the quarter-ton trail-
er was put to extensive useo.:Due to itesiize end extreme mobility, re-,
cordings ware made closer to the front line than had ever before been
possible. In several instances, the vehiole6 was: moved to within30
Yards of the, infantry line which. wee then south of L& lHASE DU PIJllS.

As had; been anticipated, 'there was little time left for its use in
hometown recordings. Some hometown'recordings ware made. and these *were
released -through the Pub.Lio Relations Officer, .First US -Axso Group.

When it became known that the Third US Army would soon become op-
eirational end the radio silen~ce accordingly lifted,: the Radio officer
visited the Public Relations Officer, 21st Army Group (British), and
arranged for the -assignment, of f requencies to be; usled for live broad-'
casts,9the. Signal Corps Radio. 399 having arrived in the meantime,
There remained only. the necessary'tests to determine whether it would
be osible to reach'LCNDCN. These would fiave to wait until the radio

silence wee lifted-.

Seton -iformation Room

The Informtion Officer set up his map.boards Ina squad tent enA
assisted by. an enlisted. m,.plotted the Normandy situation daily. The-
disposition of Allied and enemy troops. as reported daily by AC of 

5

0-2 and AC of 50-:3 ,wee marked onoverley on whihalso. was recorded
the movement.of battle.

The briefing periods were at.1030 hours and at 2030 hours. The
briefing fficer,. acting as liaison officer with AC of. 39i 0-2 andAC of
s o, narrated develomens for the. corresp0ndentMs e indatoed
chaln esinthe situatioAon

' 
the nip

n
oard

Following the briefing, correspondents questioned. he briefing.
off iper, eu, subltted, to.himrequests for su h other information As
co '6..a.avai.able.

'. "trd the end of the mth, h it .was .found 'epeient ito set p the
briefingand* Information Room in a wall tent, leaving thesad tent
solely as a correspondents' work room*.,

guarzdweemaintained' twentyfor ous l iyitpheIniormation

Room and was doubled after dark ,,.

sectio I-Amnsrto

The Administration Section consisted of two of fioer's, one acting
-as . .co.m..anent and theother as adaiistrativeofficer., and four
enlisted men.

CHAPTER 3,
AUGUST OPERATIONS

$sotion, - Goner&a

Mhen the Third US Army became operational 1 August, the Press.
Can-p moved to a.b ivouac .area.,in.-the vicinity of OAVRAY (T .6* et-,
ting up operations there 3 August in three hedgerowed fields.

The Army, Comunications unit an4l Mackay, Radio had joined thes
canp two days prior to departure from, EHOU (T19). Due to, the radio'
silence imhposed, before ArM becane, operational, radio.,could not be
operated there,. The, cens orship returned ,from, First USAryo1
August.

It was not until.4 August at GAYRAY (T34) that: the SignalOrp
OQW tr ansmitter,. 399 Radio Voice. transmitter,., avid the Mackay Radio
.went into. operation. , With ithe ceneors present,'it then became
"pasaiblO. for. the first time to 'utilize All "planned facilities ad ~
flash the news of.Third USArmy operations in Frande o 'the press
of the 'world.

The..poasi.ility that the.. ould e radio sigalp as

ft% a AAs 'AA%4nc-ad a• i.: f 'n r ,

This .change. mrked .%,disbandent of.PublicityanP
W. far.s as a *single ution t had beenprovedin" fied oet
thatfnaantiohllytand ope .. onalr Publicity andPs yho"'gioaL*i r-
fai'e hAlitti ns oeaion a we ban had operated soparately since
arriving in France.

From ST. JAJIS. (Y39), --the Section moved into a chateau in the
vicinity of PORT BRILLET (Y55) 13 August. Mess for correspondents
was. held: ini the buildingI for the- first: time,' but s'leeping! quarters
and administrative. funotions were housed under, canvas; on -the grounids.o
The Public Relations operation ae well ae the Information Rom and
Work Room'oooupied the basement of the ohateau.

.15. Augst. the Section moved t-oa ohteau-neii'IAQUI!TE'(224)
in the vioinity of.-:L MS'(Z43),

To :lkeep:.within a reasonable distance of 'the.. rapidly moving froiit
the Press Camp, moved to a ohatsaat' MOTIERMU-(14O) 19 AugdOtad
then to a chateau at PITIVIERS.(196),23 August..

On 24 August, on the eve of the liberation of PARIS, a small -
group. of'Third ,US Army.Publio -Relailonspersonnel.was ordered into
the oity to assist US Army correspondents and Twelfth US Army:Group.

his force -6nsisted.'oftwo 'offioers, one enlisted, sen and t .O
vehicles.

The force proceeded with correspondents"t RABOUILLT (R 2), .
about twentymiles from PARIS.* There the force-as"wellWas cr'o spon-
dentsand-.militryprneofirstnUS Army and :Telft'US Army
Group wre forced to wait, pending.the oessation'9f hostilities:in ;the
capital.*

A copy desk for the logging of coroespondentel oopy wasseot tp
in the main salon of the Hotel Le Grand Veneur, RAXBOUILLET (RI6)o,.
which had been taken over by Group for news. operations.

N.. .arly 400:pieces of copy.and. servioe;messages 'describing the. 0:
.PAR iAtuation were logged.! that day and disp' tohed to kokay at
Third, US Army and F.,roesWireless at First US Army fo transmisin

.During, the afternoon of 214 AUgust, ocorrespondents waited rps t-
lessly for some indication as to when they could be able to 'procesdinto theci . The.Twelfth US Army Group Public RelationsOffier

advised them in a briefing that the Germans, after starting to evacu-
ate the city under terms of a truce with the Free French Interior,
were bringing armor back into the city. to make a s tand. The truce
had-been broken.

It was'planned to setup press-headquarters at the Hotel Scribe.
inPARIS as soon as it was.,possible-to enter the city.. Allmilir
pereon el-remained alerted throughout the night in readiness to m1ve.

As the newepaper representatives of the press of the Allied
nations - the United States, Great Britain, France, Russia oCanada
and Australia -- paced the floors and grounds of the hotel, French
tanks rumbled throughthe: atreetA of. RABOUILLET (R6.) esroute ,to the,
capital.

On 25,August,.it was ,dedided to;start for PARIS . O reaoh.ng
'the suburb of LOXGJUMEAU.(502), -this pSrt halted while it was deter-,
mined what the situation was within the city itself.

.Meantime,"Jeeploads of correspondents passed and oontinued on
into PARIS, but soon returned reporting that they could not cross,
the SEINE River because of:the .ighting on theright bank.

looking, for a1 place, in whiqh•
e to ontinua on as planned,
as a temporary 6nopy room., hi
and shop for this purpode.
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The. '.Third .US..Army force .;returned to 'PIFVT-IERS: (* 6) 30 August.
The follwvingay, the Prose Camp moved to :the CHATUU DE VALUISANT.

eantimeUe .production o copy from military. sources was stimu-
latedby the announcement-of Third.US Army as operational and during ,

-August, the first-operational month of' the Army, 861. news items were,
received by the -.Press Section and forwarded to EuropeanThea.tre
Operations ,US Army- and. Supreme. Headquarters .Allied Expeditionary
Force for distribution,.... compared to 177 in July.

On 31.August, Gneral ,Order Number-50 'announced the disbandment
of the:Publicity: and Psychological Warfare Section,

.Stressing the importance and desirability of hometown news of
the individual soldier, the Army Commander was sympathetic toward all
reasonable requests of the Section, and during his press conferences,,
repeatedly called attention to. his :personal :desire that, the personnel
of Third US Army receive :the recognition they so rightly deserved.

The following, correspondents were assigned alid operated. from the
Press Camp' as.of 1 August: -

Ball, .Da., Asso'iated Press.
Belden, .J.,;Life
Bockhurst, J.A., Newsreel Pool
-ro~eriok, N.J.,,:Still Pool.
Carlisle, J;M., Detroit News
Clark, NM.,'Tho London News Chronicle
Cooper, F.J. BB.C
Qrawford, K., Newsweek
Cromie,.ReA, Chicago Tribune .
Currivan, EA., New York Times
Dodd,-E.R., Jr., .Associated Press-
Driscoll, J.F., New.York Herald-Tribune
Duff, Robin, BBC
Gosset,,Pierre, AFI
.Gottlieb, S.S,, Still Pool
Grant, Donald, Look Magazine
Grune, :Philip, London Evening Standard
Hemingway, E., Colliers
Hogs,-T. (Pvt), Stars adStripes
Hues, P.J., INS

Marcel: Wallenstein replaced Duke Shoop for the KNAS
.CITY. Star on 17 August.

Gordon Frazier, Blue Network, arrived. 20 August to
replace Tom Grandin.

D.G. Monick, API, arrived 17 August
T .R. Wilhelm, .Reuters,,a-rrived 20 August. to replace

Taylor.
William-Randolph.Hearst, Jr., arrived 21 August for IM
Andrew Tlly, BOSTON Traveler, replaced Gordon Gaskill

22 August.
W.A. Douglas arrived 25 August to replace JohnMecklin

for the CHICAGO Sun.. Mecklin replaced-Douglas 4 September.
-Austinlake, INS arrived 31 August:
Lawrence W. Youngman, OMAHA World Herald, arrived 22

August land was attached to the 35th Infantry Division.

With €ommuications. facilities operational at thistime, 'wordage
of the war correspondents increased from 305,055 in July to 518,505
in"August. The following table' .is desigued 'to show the'volume of ,copy
and method transmitted:

Date Mackay ADISArmy Voice 'Prewi . Total Words
Comm .(SA i  Items (Estimated)

1-7 ug 193 52 .46 18 52 381 129,140
8-14 Aug 186 '90. 4 8 352 105,423
15-21 4ug 231.. 171 . 103 8 .513 159,755
22-31 Aug 388 124 11 2 526 124,185

TOTAL 998 437 '224 3 52 1752 518,§05

_Of the. 518,505 wordatransmitted, 9700 were broadcast by the
Signal Corps Radio 3996.'

'Of the 437 items sent ADIS, forty-'threewere packages of phot0.
negatives and eighteen were-recordings for radio broadcasts.

Items included both news copy and service messages-.

Press Wireless (PREWI) was used by Third US Army correspondents
if. filing copy from RAMBOUILIIT (R62) and PARIS. Similarly, many-.
correspondents assigned to First US Army dispatched copy via ,Makay
Radio,-the transmitter at Third US Amy.

unit:

Section III"- Radio,

TheSignal Corps Radio 399 went into operation 4 August and during
that day, continued efforts were made to: contact LONDON. The British:
Broadcasting Company sonitors finally were reached at 1830, thirty
minutes before the first scheduled broadcast,

In the days-that followed, the readability of the 399. signal-did
not improve until the.Press Camp reached the vicinity .of IAVAL (Y64)..
It was estimated that at best there was-a fifty per cent chance of
the broadcast being received intelligibly in L01MON...

For the most part, radio commentators were forced to work either
with recordings or with CW transmission of their stories. The Signal
Corps Radio 399 had not proved satipfactory for long distance trans-.
mission.

As .soon as Twelfth US Army Group had established its headquarters
in France,• the Radio Officer asked that the Group.transmitter., a .3 K,
be made available to Third US Army as a relay. It finally was agreed
that this cou]d be done, but this transmitter was not in operation
by the end of August,

I.The second week in August, Twelfth US Army Group requested that
Third US Army furnish a combat report for the Army Hour broadcast.

The radio officer accordingly took wire recording equipment to
ST. MAW0 (S81) and succeeded in getting two recordings, both from a
forward observation post overlooking the .CITADEL where a force of
Germans continued to resist,

One of these recorded the voices of infantrymen who were parti-
cipating in the assault on the fortress. The other was a straight
narrative describing its actual surrender.,

'Upon returning to Amy Group with these recordings, it was
established that Third US Army would henceforward have its weekly
spot on the Army Hour.

Two other trips were made during the month for this purpose. One
involved three days of travel with the 7th Armored Division. on its.
drive from DR= (233) to.NM (S20).

The recording was made in this case from the IP and at H-hour of
the attack on MELON (S20). .

The second recording was made from the American Memorial at
ZZMAU WOOD (576). Its theme was a comparison between the battle

there in July, 1918, and the present drive.

During the month .the disc recording gear was not available to
the Seoction for hometown recordings.
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Sgt, Stars and Stripes, arrive
,New York Time, arrived 4 Spt,

Lton,*'Anerioan Legion Magazine, i
gnment to 83d Division.

'Rio de Janiero "Anoite" arri'
i-day basis.
Lt., Stars and Stripes, arrived
,-NBC,arrived 24 September on s
',, United Press, arrived 22

The Information Room-and Work Room became the center of corres-,
pondents'. activities, Twice daily briefings were continued by .the
Briefing, Officer who maintainedclose liaison with AC of:-S,G-2 and
AC of 5, 0-3.- ""

10Of G4

The progress of the ThirdUS Army through France was shown daily
on the large scale maps as well as dispositions of Allied and-enemy
troops..

Seictio VI Ainistration

Admi nistrative and Public -Relati ons functions:,were co n solidatead
under the. Chief.Clerk. The Administrative. Officera the Camp Comm-

mandant ooridinated their activities more closely to improve 'the
efficiency of PreissCamp'servicing.e

Section VII -Comunications

The Signal Corps CM (ContinuousWwave) transmitter and 399 (Radio
Voice). became operational.4 August,

The comamunicoat ions. platuun consisted of one officer and eighteen
.elisted men.

It was, originally planned to handle press copy, operational1
massages'and orrespondenits' broadcasts,,but experience with. this type
of transmisifon at First; US AX my du ring Tuly-indicate Id tha t CV opera-
tion was not rapid enough to handle 'war correspondents' copy without
high"peed facilities andpetsonnel to handle highpee transmission.
which the unit lacked.

Since press copyohad no priority and was subject to delay
because of operational priorityon the Signal Corps channel and
since no separate channel was allocated for preas coy,.it wasnece-
ssary to handle practically all press copy via Mackay. This included
British correspondents' opywhiohreached LONDON via NN YORK.

The 399 voice transmission was not atisfactory.because it was
nessary to broadcasta greater distancexthan the transmitter was:
designed to cover. A orelayWasneeded and this, tsuelf, had to be
reasonably mobile but durng the month the relay point, was not set

up. osprt canlwsalcae o rs op,.twsee

Section I - General

Press Camp operations continued at. SOMME-VESLE (T74)"until 11.

September when the camp moved, to PUll (056) .-in French Lorraine, in the
.BAIN (U47) -C0O S (U66) area.

During the month six-new correspondents were assigned to the Press
Camp and eighteen departed.

;The cai continued operations atPUWE (86) during the remainder
of the month. Correspondents assigned as of .30 September were.: .

* Ball, Edward D,, Associated Press "
Belden, T., Life
•Bockhurst, John A., Newrsreel Pool
Broderick, J.H., Still Pool
Carlisle, John M., Detroit News
Clark, Norman.M., The London News Chronicle
Crawford, Kenneth, Newsweek
Cromie, Robert A., Chicago Tribune
Despouey, Arturo, NBC
Dorwtp n, Eric, Reuters
DrisoOll, J.F., New York Herald-Tribune
Gallagher, Was, Associated Press
Grad, Jules, Sgt,, Stars and Stripes
Graham, fred, New York Times
Grant, Donald, Look Magazine
Greene, Hamilton,. American Legion Magazine
Grune, Philip, Londqn Evening Standard.
R 1ss, Pierre ,, XINS
Levitt, Saul, Yank Magazine
Loveland, RoA. Cleveland Plain Dealer
Incas, emo C, Rio de Janiero "Aoite" '
Mackenzie. D.K.. New York Daily News

Pool

Departures for: the month of September: -
Beattie, Edward W., Jr., United Press, captured by

Germans on 12 September.
Bryan, Wright , N]B, aptured-by Germans 12 .Sptember.

- Currivan, E.A, New York Times, left on 4 September.
He was replaced by Fred Graham.- -

.....Dixon, Randy, Pittsburgh Courier, .reaccredited to Co"muni-
-cations-Zone, left on 21 September.

Dodd, Howell ,,.-r., Associated Press artist, left
* 

on,
6 September.

Douglas, William A., Chicago Sun, reencredited to Coduni-
cations Zone, left on 4 September.

Dunbar, .Rudolph, Associated Negro Press, reaccredited ,to
Comsunications Zone, left on 21 September.

Frazier, Gordon, Blue Network, dropped from rolls 28
September, Assigned to First US Army.

Gosset, Pierre, AFI, reacoredited to Coamunications Zone,.
left on 4 September.

Hearst,. Willim Ran~olph. Ir. INS, dropped from.rolls
28- September. His status became that of Distinguished Visitor,

Hoge, Thomas A,. Pvt., Stars and Stripes, dropped from
rolls 28 September.,

-- Lake, Austin, Boston American, dropped from rolls 28
September.

Littell Robert, Reader's Digest, departed 4 September
Mecklin, John M., Chicago.Sun, left for-England 23 Sept-

ember.
Miller, R.C., UnitedPress, evacuated. to England 4 Septem-

ber.
onick, D.G*, AFI, reacoredited to Comunications. Zone on

4 September.
Steward, Ollie, Baltimbre Afro-American* reancredited to

Comsunlications Zone on21 .September.
Toles, Edward, Chicago Defender, reacoredited to

Communications Zon on 21 September.
Whitney, P.,, San Francisco Chronile, left 4 Septembere
Wolfert, Ira, N. , reacoredited.to First US Army, left

24 September.

Items logged at the Press Camp during September totalled 2218.
Copy was dispatched via Mackay Radio, the Press Camp's transmitter,
Arm Communications, and Air Delivery Letter Service as follows:

~~~Mackay .................. 1289 "

ADL.6...................130
ArmyConmminications.*.... •93

L

Total..............211.2

'In addition, six itema were routed to Twelfth US Amy Group,-
bringing the total number of iteme to 2118. Estimated wordage was
445.208. :--" " . ..

Radio Corporation records, a total of
4tt4d during Auus't operations.

Section II - Press
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Armies were shown down to and including regiments. .

As the situation became somewhiat •static .on the Third US Army :
front, a 0SS map of 1:100,000 scale was posted and Third USArmy
units dowf to and including battalions were shown. For the first tie
since the Americanbreak-through on the Normandy front it became .possi-
ble to show acohesive front line.,

Since the BRITTANY' Peninsulawa.s the scene of onlyone"lanortant..

The September total of 7755 itemswas nices f 84oe h
August total of 861 items. The 'July.. total was 1'7,.' Total number of
items cleared ;at this headquarters during the two months of .Third USArmy operations on theContinent was- 8616. Thegrand total of all
items. cleared and forwa rded during pre-operational and-operational
periods.to date (30September),was 8793,

In.addition to forwarding news:items and photos for general
release, general and. humen interest stories were forwarded to the
editor., Stars and. Stripes, and to the editor,: Yank Magazine. :All
material was made .available to war-correspondents.

At the request of the AC of.S, G-2, an investigation"was made of
the origin of. stories which appeared in the British Press and in the.
Army newspaper, Stars and Strifes, alleging. tha.t troops of .the First.US Army had burned-WALLNORF, a Germanvillage.northwest of TRIERs
in reprisal.for sniping., A .retraction published in .:Stars andStripes

...19 September charged that the story had emanated from a Third USArmy,.
.correspondent. It quoted-First US Army authorities as stating that
the village had been set aflame by artillery fire to reduce it asan
enemy stronghold and had not been put to the. torch. - The investigation:
showed that a. flash sent by an Associated Press correspondent with the
Third US Army Press Camp, which referred to previous copy describing
artillery action in the vicinity of the village, had been ambiguously
worded so that when read alone it gave the impression that the village
had been put to the torch. The investigation showed also that. at no
time was the word *reprisal" used in connection with the reduction of•
the village. The conclusion that the idea "reprisal ,had bes inferred
by cable desks inLONDON and ,by Stars and Stripes and injected into
the story seemed reasonable,

Section III - Radio

Durixg the first week of September Third US Army's spot for the
ArwyHour was recorded at CHATEAU THIERRY (S85) and E LZAU 'WOOD (876)..,
Later a second Army Hour spot was made with. the 43d 'Cavalry fReconnais-

S sanoe Squadron, a Third US Army unit moving on Germany.

It was established that ETOUSA Radio was servicing hometown'
recordings made with. the magnetic wire recorder. The recorder was
then usod :for stories and interviews featuring Third US Army personnel,.

A recorded description of the fortification- system ofMETI CUB5),
and.areportOf.fthestiffening-Carmen resistance..alo entire line
wa. ad.1W h m . t. . . . .. . ..

.wasmede.. Two home townrecordings were made with personnel :of forward
units and sent to ETOUSA for prpoessing.

At the- month Rs; end no radio corresaponxdents were' assigned to. Third.-

action large-scale map of that area was not
ces enga "ed' in the action were shownon

a- 1:4,000,000 map. of Europe, the :Russo-
ttle lines were 'showne. G-2 Section
tenance -of a very clear picture:- oft the
western front.'

SectionVI - Censorship

An estimated total of 450,005 :words were cleared by censors during
th month in .216 submissions. Submissions and wordage by week follows:

Week. Ending Submissions 'Wordage (stimated)

9 September. 458 111,267
16 September 618 124,870
23 September 718 123,188.
30 September 367 .. 0,680.

TQTAIS 2161 450,005

.. SectionVII-Comaunications

The Mackay Radic Corporation transmitter,: .direct outlet to NEW..
YORK from the'Third US Army frcnt along the NOSELI SRiver for war
correspondents, set what is believed to. be a European Theater of.
Operations record in transmitting a message frm a correspondent to a'*
client in NEW YORK in .seventeen minutes. Another message reached a
NEW YORK client in. twenty-one minutes.

Accerding.to B.coly records at the Press Camp a.. total of 491,617
words : were. transmitted during September,

Difficulties in finding spare parts for thetransmitt U
ment were solved temporarily by the; discovery of a Germen transmitter
,which was disassembled for pars,.

breakdowns in transmission occurred auring the month, and
ion was not blacked out. by, atmospherip conditionS for long-
al hours at.a time',

as of Signal Corps radio and teletype tranasssion"had an
to fifteen nassages daily. Approximately fifteen mess-
sived 4aily.

had, been' in service only a short time and wan used as a
of transmittal for radio.

4z was made via EVA .(Third US AaW'n ress Caum radio. to
autes duration, Interrerence was so bad that,.the broad.
received. It was rebroadcast the.following 4ay and a re-

to sAke a r
It vas tri be

ps a...... .........s.ontinued at PUXtU58), In tie
ETAIN-CONFLANS, area,

.,Press Camp moved-to outskirts -of city of NANCY (U81), 12. October.
.Several buildings were-obtained for the use. of the section and for the
firsttime since arriving, on. the ,Continent all .personnel as well as.operations were housed indoors.

Press Camp functioned at NANCY'(Ual)o During the month ten

correspondents arrived at the camp and. seventeen departed&

Correspondents assigned as of- 31 October: were:"

Bockhurst, John, Newsreel-Pool.Broderick, Hugh J.. Still Pool:-
Clark,'Norman M, News Chronicle
Crawford, Kenneth, Newsweek.
Cromie, Robert A., Chicago Tribune
Currivan, E.A., New York Times
Donton, Eric, Reuters
Driscoll, J.F., New York Herald-Tribune
Gallagher, Wes, Associated Press
..Grad, Jules (Sgt), Stars'and Stripes
Grune, Phillip, Evening utandard.
Hawkins, Lewis, Associated Press
Hues, P.J. INS
Levitt, Saul,Yank Magazine'
Mazo.Earl (Lt), Stars and Stripes.
, cNiccol, D.R., Consolidated.Australian Press
MeklinJohn M., Chicago Sun
Morse, Ralph, Still Pool,
Oldham, Jack, Rotha Films (131 Evac Hosp)
Priestley, T.A., Newsreel. Pool
Prirce, .. ,, london Times
R.ay, Cyril,. BBC

eus-wig, W, King Features
Richards, Robert W., United -Press
Rollins, Byron H., Stili Pool
Ryan, Cornelius, London Daily Telegraph
Sheahan, JG. Chicago Tribune (artist)
SmalIl,. Wilson.C., UnitedPress
Stokee, Richard L., St. Louis Post Dispatch
Unwin, Stanley, BBC. Engineer
A-ellard, James H., C.hicago Times
.ilhelm, John R., Reuters*
Youn&san, L.W., Oaha World Telegram (asgd 35th lfDiv).

Arrivalp for month of October were:

Currivan, EA., New York Times, on 26 October..
Fowler, Wick, Dallas News, on 25 October-for tempora d

with 90th Infantry Division.
Hawkins, Lewis, Associated Press, on 12 October.
Hearst, Wiliam Randolph, Jr.-, on13 Octber. "
Meckln, John M., Chicago Sun, on 13 October.
Oldham. Jack, Rotha Films. on 24 October, for temporery duty

with 101st Evacuation Hospital." L
Ray, Cyril, BBC, on,24 October.
Sheahan,. J.G., Chicago Tribune artist, on 11 October,.
Stokes, R.L., St. LouisPost Dispatch, on 11 October.
Unwin, Stanley, BBC engineer, on 28 October.

Departures for month of October wer e s..

Ball, Edwara D., Associated Press, for United Kingdom 16L

Oc tober.'
Beldin, J., Time and Life, for Twelfth Army Group 18 October.
Carlisle, John U., Detroit News, for USA on 2 October.,
Despouey, Arturo, NBC, for Twelfth. Army Group on 2 October.
Fowler, dick, allas News, for Sixt .Army Group 31 ,October.
Graham, Fred. New York Times, for Ninth Arm 31 October..
Grant, Donald, .Look Magazine, for USA on 2 October.
Greene, Hamilton, American Legion Magazine, for Twelfth US

Army Group on 19 October.
Hearst, WilitemRandolph, Jr., for Ninth Air Force on, 16



d, Roelit, Clevel and Plain Dealer, for USA on 23

Nem G. R1d d .anirO noiefor Twelfth US Army
ober.e
zie,: Donald K., New York Daily News, for Paris 30

d, B.J., Chicago Daily News, for SecondBritish Amy

#.John, NBC, for Twelfth US Army Group 2 October,:.
Andrew, Boston Traveler, for Ninth -US:Army21 Odtob

stein, :Marcel, Kansas City Star, for Ninth US Army

T.H,, ewspaper Enterprise Alliance, to Comunictic
ber.

plo t

Mackay....... .............. 1055
Ar.y Comui~i cations-.. . . 1261
ADLS.0 ............ ,,... .53
'AirM ail................

Total 1272

Etimated wordage was 192,274..

Section' II-Prs

A total of .6220:items, including thirty-one photos, :were received
from twenty-one organizations in Third. US Army and forwarded:to Press
Section, 1ROi, Headquarters Communications Zone (Forward) for clearance
and distribution during October. This total isbroken down as follows:

Promotions.............580
Awards and.Citations. 1923
General Interest.,.......3686
Photos.... . .......... .

Total. 6220

Units submitting material included: 4th Armored Division, 5th
Infantry Division, 6th Armored Division, XII. Corps, XIICorps Engineer,
12th Evacuation Hospital, 1ith Liaison Squadron, 17th Armored Group,
XX. Corps, 26th Infantry. Division, 35th Infantry Division, 80th Infantry
Division, 86th Chemical Battalion, 90th Infantry.Division, 106th
Cavalry Reconnaissance'Squadron, 128thAAA Battalion, 248th.Combat
Engineer Battalion, 514th Quartermaster Group, 739th Field Artillery,

• !Army Nurse Corps, and Public Relations Office, Third US Army..

The October total of 6220items was a decrease of1535 from the
September total :of 7755. The August"'total was 861, a. the 'July .total
177. 'Grantotal of items forwrded after clearance, at 'this headquart-
ers.during thethree months of Third US Army operations on the :.Continent
was 4,836, and for all items cleare4. and forwarded during pre-opera-
tional.and operatioral periods 15,013.

"In addition'to.forwarding news items andlphotos to P'W Uom uni-
cations Zone for release, duplicates of Igeneral 4andhuman interest
stories were-forwardedto Stars and Stripes and to Yank,. All material
was made available to war ,'correspondents.

Section III - Radio

ure of'. both the wire recorder and its portable
in Ithe. procurement of a new recorder and .a
).14). The new power unit was of a different type
used'inth liection,6ingmuch morecompact and
' in weight. In combination with the new wire

'Using radio newsasts as the source of i
prepared showing the progress of the American
the:PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.'

":-Section VI Censorshi

For the mon th..of October,. total itemq su

Censorship at Army level Were 1329, with -a t
Photographs sUbmitted totaled 5119.

Section VII - Commurncations

Mackay Radio Corporation's transmitter handled 207,213 words
'during the month. There were no .major breakdowns in transmi-on,

Radio and teletype operations by Army Communications group aver-
aged approximately the same as in September, ranging from ten to
fifteen messages•(about 1000 groups)-per .day, Messages received aver-
aged aboutfifteen daily.•

Teletype service was facilitated by means of an excellent tie-up
with 'TVhird5Army Headquarters Signal teletype board.:_ During .the
latterhalf' of -the month more than the''usual amount of-British: press.
copy was- handled'by teletype.

On the last three days of October voice tests to LONDON were.,
made with the 399 transmitter. On the 30th of October a test:ws

' 
made

to Twelfth US Army Group.

CHAPTER., 6,
NOVEMBER OPERATIONS

General'

continued at, NANC..(U8).o During.
arrived at the asp a ..ndtwenty-

rresopndents assigned as ,of .30

JJ.2, MISgStr and Stripes
M. (Facility Ivisit) P hiladelphi.a veni
1.M., London News Chronicle
R.A., Chicago Tribune
1, N., New York:. Ti es
Brio,.Ruters

Il, 3'.?. New York Herald-Tribne

-six -Arrivals, for the month of Nov4
J.A., Jr., vioe-president"of IN

November,.
, J.J.,i Stars and Stripes, on 271
tAr Iris (Miss) Lndon Daily He

Diquelou, 5R., Parisien mumants, for'. acialby V~51, .LVNovember.
Dixon K,' Associated Press, 9 November
Eiger, J, France-PresseAgencys 1 November.
Haacker, C.T., Still Pool,-10 Nove.ber

Levitt, Saul, -Yank M1agazine, 125 November.
-Loxton, Barbara, South African "Naweek," for. facility

visit .with Third US Army medical units, 26 November..
Mackenzie, D.K., New. York Daily .News, 17- November,-". .
MannA, Mutual Broadcasting, forfacility visit, 32

November.
Martin, .R.G.,, S/Sgt',: Stars and Stripes,.for- divisional

coverage, 23 November.
Moarde:l, L., Baltimore Sun, 3 November.
Pr estley, T.A.,. Newsree Pool, 11 November.

ReusawigNW. , King Featiures,2Noebr
Cromie' R., Chicag Tribune, 2 November

ichaRds R..,, .United Press, 10 November. .
Robinson, .. , New York Her ld Tribune,.for- faility- visit-

25 Novedmber.-
Rollins, .BH., Still Pool, 4, November
stawart, 0., Baltimore. Afro-American, for facility.visit

"with 761st Tank Destroyer Battalion, on. 8 November..-- .
Stirling, Monica (Miss), Atlantic Monthly,- for: facility..

visit with-Third US Army medical units,: 26. Novemberr.,
Tully,. A.,,Boston Traveler, 11 November..
Wellard, .H., Chicago Times, 27 November.
Wererr, O.A., Associated Press, for facility visit 26

November,

Departures for November, totalling' tenty-eight, were&

,Ball, .D., .Associated Press, for USA, 12--November.:
.- ekhurst, J.A, Newsreel:Pool, ..for United. Statep-, via Pa,

24' November. .
Brderick, H.J., Still Pool, for USA via Paris, 29 November.
Brogan, J.A., Jr.,-vice-presidentINSS ,-19November...
Carpenter, Iris (Miss), London-Daily e0a4.w, 2Q,,N4oveq.,.,,
Cook, Z.D., Newaweek, to Sixth.US Army Group,. 9 v.mbqr,.
Crawford, K., Newsweek, 10 November.
Davis,:F.M., Life, 23 November.
Diquelou, R., Parisien Humanite, 23 November.
Dixon, K., Associated ,Press, for Nin t , ,.Army,9:.qvqmaber,
.Gallagher, .W., Assciated Presq,. 5 November.
Grad, J, Stars, and Stripes, .5.November.
-Lxton, Barbara. South 4frican " .aw.,' 28 .oves.. , .
Mackenzie, D.K., New York Daily.News, 10 November.
M, A.-, Mutual Broadcasting, i18 oveber.

S MoNiccol, D.R., Consolidated Australian Press for 4
Paris, 24 November.

Me klin, J.M., Chicago Sun, •12 November.
-Morse, R., Still Pool, 21 November.
Oldham, J., Rotha Films, 7 November,
Robinson, W., New York Herald Tribune, 28 November.
Stewart, 0., Baltimore'Afro-Amerigaza, 14 November.
Stirling, Monica (Ms), .Atlaniaonthly, 28 November._

RLkee. , St. 1,ouis Post Dispatch, for WA via Paris,

TlyA.,0oto raveerto'- Ninth I hrV 'fteA0
a N3rdJ.H., 'J ao*X aTiiaeas 5 Novbft r.

WererO.A.,. Associated Press, .29 November.



ipy logged'at the Press-, Camp during. Rovember
net October's 1272. These were dispatched !
smsunications, Air Delivery Letter Service a
following table-:,

Section V --In

• . ' .+ • +i i~Section.Ii.- Press " . . •

A total of 3925 items, including eighty photos, was received from
-

eighteen organizationslin Third US Army and forwarded to Press Section,
PRO, Headquarters, COmmunications Zone (Forward) IEOUSA, for clearance
.snd distribution during November. -This total is

.
broken down as

follows:

Promotions......,........385
Awards andCitations,,...'3022:
General Interest..........4A+38
Photo................ .

.Total 3925

Units submitting material included 4th Armored Division, 4th .
.Special Service Company, 5thInfantry Division, 6th Armored Division,
XII Corps, 12th Evacuation Hospital, XX Corps, 26th Infantry Division,
35th Infantry Division, 77th.Finance Disbursing Section, 80th Infantry
Division, 90th Infantry Division, 95th. Infantry Division, 106th..
Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, 166t. Signal Photo Company, 187th
Signal Replacement Company and 514th Quartermaster Group,

The Public Relations Section, Third US Army, submitted sixty-
+
..

+three items, pthirty of which were ::phctos,. These items originated
with this headquarters.

The+November total of 3925 items is a decrease of 2295 from the
October total of 6220. The:September total was 7755, August 861, and
July 177, Total number of. items forwarded after clearance at this
:headquarters during the four months of Third US Army operations on the.
..Continent is 18,761. Grand total of all items cleared during the pre-
operational and operational periods to date is 18,938.

In addition to forwarding news items and photos to PRO, Comuni-
cations Zone (Forward), for release, duplicates of general and human
interest stories were forwarded to Stars and Stripes and to Yank., All
material was made available to war correspondents.

Saecton III - Rdio

Radio correspondent Cyril Bay, BBCO and Stanley,Cowi, 550B
engineer,, wer e at the Press.Camp during the entire month. Arthur Mann,
of-Mutual Broadicasting System, ,spent several days at the. Ca mp
arranging a special series of recordings dealing with Third US Army's
Psychological Warfare Section, "Red", Mueller,. National: Broadcasting
Company, attached to PRO, Twelfth US Army Group, made several broad-
casts from JEVA.

Standby ArMy Hour spots were made firom the 26th Infantry Division

eports made possible the maintenance of a.very
emy situation on Germany's western front..

L:100,000 maps emphasizing terrain features, prc
e opening of the November drive was indicatedb

.:25OOO maps, the German defensive plan from L
tely to-SAABBRUCKEN was shown.

Section VII - Communications . .

Mackay Radio handled 46,999 words during November, with no :major:
breakdowns in transmission.

Transmission via Army.Communications, by both radio and teletype,
averaged thirty'to, forty messages per day (7000 to 8000 groups). In-
comink messages averaged twenty-five daily (1500.to 2000 groups).

Although there was still some difficulty with -relay service at
Army Group level, teletype handled the bulk of the traffic. On the
whole, the teletype service was much more satisfactory than was ex-
Spected. . .

The radio was open twenty-four hours a day but because of a very
crowded frequency after 1700 hours it did not prove to be a satis-
factory means'of clearing traffic should the teletype fail during a
rush period.

Tests to LONDON using JMLG at Twelfth US Army Group as a relay,
proved satisfactory. Some recordings were broadcast to BBC and were
received satisfactorily, although reception was impossible after 1700
hours.

Tests to PARIS direct proved very satisfactory. With the Army
station-in PARIS acting as a relay, one broadcast directto MC. in:
SNEW.YCR was originated with very good results.

angements for an tenliete
icipqte in a broadcast

Picard, Marcel, Agence FrAncalse Presse
Priestley, .A., Newsreel-Pool
'Ray, Cyril, BBC
Richards, RiW., United Press:Roll.ns, Byron H., StillPool
RyanG.J., London-Daily Telegraph
Schuck, Hugh J., New York DailyNews
Sheahan, J.G.,,Chicago Tribune (artist).
Small,-Wilson C., United Press
Unwin, Stanley, BBC engineer
Wellard, James H., Chicago Times
Weston,Joseph, Pvt, Stars and Stripes
White, Samuel, .Cons6lidat ed Australian Press
'Wiant, Toby, Associated Press

The twenty-five arrivals for the month of December were:

Samn, Leslie B., MeNaught Syndicate, arrived .15..December
for facility-visit.

Berson, Roger, French Photo Presse, arrived 9 December.
for facility visit.

Calmer, Ned, Columbia Broadcasting System, arrived 3
December for facility visit.

Cape, Robert, Life and Time Magazine Photographer, arrived
12 December.

Droit, Michel, Radio Diffusion Francaise. :arrived 24
.December for facility visit.

Folliard,: Edward, pWashington Post, arrived 23 December. for
facility visit.

Hauser, Ernest, Saturday Evening Post, arrived 21 December,
for facility'visit.

Johnston, R.J., New York Times, arrived 30 December.
Erueger, Jes, Chicago Herald American, arrived 14 December

for facility visit.
Lang, Will, Time Magazine, arrived 27 December,.
Lee, Jack, INS, arrived 28 December.
Lower, Elmer, Life Magazine, arrived.3 December for

facility visit.
Martin, H.G., Lt. General, British Army, Retired, Military

Advisor, London Daily Telegraph, arrived 8 December for
facility visit.

MoDowall, James, Kemaley Newspapers, arrived 12 December for
facility visit.

McCarthy, Joseph W., M/Sgt, Yank agazine, arrived 29
December for facility visit.

Peterman, Ivan H., Philadelphia Inquirer, arrived 7 December%
for facility visit.

Peteuil, Andre, Radio Diffusion Francais. arrived 24
December for facility visit.

.Picard,
+ 
Marcel, Agence Francaise. Press, arrived 30

December,
Scherman, David, Life Magazine, arrived 3 December for.

facility visit.
Schuck, Hugh J., New York Daily News, arrived15 Decamber.
Stead, Ronald,. Christian Science Monitor, arrived 15 Decem-

ber for facility visit.
Stokes, Richard L., St. Louis Post Dispatch, arrived 9

December for facility visit,
Van Lee, Loys, Radio Diffusion Francaise, arrived 24

December for facility visit.
: , Werner,. Oscar A,, Associated Press., arrived 10 December, for
facility visit.

Weston, Joseph, Pvt., Stars and Stripes, arrived 29
December for facility visit.

White, Samuel, Consolidated Australian Press, arrived 28
December.

The thirty departures for the month of December were:

B noLsleS., Moiaught Syndicate, 18 December.
BersonRoger, French Photo Presee. 16 December...
Calmer, Ned, Columbia Broadcasting System, 5 December.

RTM- Tin



on 1d

taser, iaeuaaz.9 .c ceoer
iesDL, for USAvia Paris, 16 December. New York
H.G., Lt. General, British Army, Retired, Military

don Daily Telegraph, "U" Dem .. .
Ralph G., Stars and Stripes, returned to Twelfth U
December.

Wrl, (Lt),: Star.a. iStripes,. for Paris. 22 December.,

a combined potation AOD-JEVAwas open.MWpnty-four ho
required ersonnel ondutyw.:as oe tp .span. to m

a, radio, cdead .,messe nger servie,

CHAPERIN8
JANUARY' OPERATIONS

ir USA via Paris 18:December,
15 December.
' Initor,. 18 December. .

Christmas BroadcaatN to the United States 'on Massachusetts
per. sona 1ties, 19.December.

Van Lee, Loys,. Radio Diffusion 'Francaise, 29 December.
#erer,. oar A., Associated Press, 29 .December:,..:

Copy logged at.the PressCamp during December totaled 2901 items

as against November's 3426,' "These were dispatched ia MackeyRadio,
ArMy Communcations and AirDispatchLetter Service 

accordng to'the

following tale

Mackay....... 0.,...2310 .

Army, Communications.. .2

. A• .. .. ... .. .. . ....

Total 2901

T1he estimated wordage for December-totaled 453,795, The November

total was 56'39O,

A total of ,7780 items,-including sixty-six photos, wer.received.,
from twenty-nine organizations in ThirdW U Army-and forwarded to

-Press Section, PRO Headquarters Communications Zone (Forward) ETOUSAS,g December, . . T.i totalisboe
for cleirance and distribution during December. This ta is broke
down as folows: "

Promotions.............862
Awards•anditations... 5683
General Interest. ll,.:,169
Photos....... . 66

Total 7780

Units subAtting .matrial included 4th Armored Division, 5th
InfantryDivision, 6th Armored:Division, 9th Armored Division, 10th
A.mored Division, 12th 'Evacuation..Hospital, XII Corps, XX Corps, 26th
Infantry Division, 33rd Field Artillery Brigpde, 35th Infantry Divi-
sion, 80th Infantry Division,87th Infantry Division, 90th .Infantry
Division, 93rd Signal Battalion,. 94th Medical Gas Treatment.Battalion,
95th Infantry Division, s145th Engineer Combat -Battalion, 179th Field
Artillery Battalion, 273rd Field Artillery Battalion, 275th Ordnance
Maintemance Company, 404th Field Artillery Group, 696th Field Artil-
lery :Battalion, 738th Field Artillery Battalion,. 739th Field Artil-.
lery Battalion,

.
775th Field, Artillery. Battalion, .lll7th Engineer

Combat Group, and Surgery, Third US Army,.
The:PublioRelations Section, Third US Army, submitted.:forty-mix

items, eighteen of which were photos. These items originated this

TWO st I ll qod one newsr
US "yisPress Camp od :war
Officer., Close liaison was"

S8ection V: - Information Room "

During December the Information Section maintained a.G-2, G -3'
situation map,: scale 1:250,000, of the western front showing disPosi-
tions of both Allied and enemy troops by division and higher units.
A -map : of LO00,00 Scale of the Third U, S Arlysector was maintained
showing locationso of- Third : US Army .andw- sectors of the Third i ."Ar.my
and the Seventh US Army was maintained to"show progress of the t o
armies'offensives..Units down to regiment, and sometimes down to
battalion, were shown,

During the battles for tMZ (U85), SAAFJLUTN (Q28), and SAAR-
GUEMINES (Q55), maps of 1,250,000 were maintained which showed exact
locations and types of fixed enemy defenses.

Progress week by week of the Third USTArmy's offensive which be-
: gan 8 November, .wer shown on a 1:100,000 map shaded to emphasize..

terrain features.

With the beginning of the German Army's counter-offensive on the
western front against the First US.Army's VIII Corps, a 11100,000
.scale map of this-area was posted and units down to regiment were
-shown. in their proper positions.

Section VI - Censorshin. .

For the month of December, total items submitted to field press
censorship at Army level was 3801 with a total wordage of 700,652.
Total releases and hometown mailers was 554. 'Photographs submitted
totaled 4.85.

Section VIII - O C u iis
I

handled 343,443 words during December, with no
in transmission.

n of both the radio and teletype, with-the latte

Bohrod, Aaron,
i 

Time andLife.
Bryson, John, .,Blue Network
Busch,, Noel, Time and Life
Cannon, James J., U/Sgt, Starsand Stripes
i. lark, Norman M., London-News' Chronicle
Coffey, Pat, Yank Photographer
Cromie, Robert A., Chioaio Tribune
Currivan,. Gene, New York Times
Dowoton, Eric,. Reuters
Driscoll, .Joseph F., New York Herald-Tribune
" Edinger, Jacques, Agence Francaise Presse .
Florea,!John T., Time and Life Photographer
Grifffin, Bulkley S., Worcester, Telegram Gazette i n, .

Hartford Times... .
.:-Haacker, Charles T., Still .Pool Photograer
Hawkins, Lewis, Associated Press.
.Levitt, Saul, Yank. Magazine
McCardell, Lee,. Baltimore*Sun .
McNulty, Anthony J., Stars and Stripes Photographer,

Muirray Edwabrd J.,s United, Press'
Newman, Lary,. International News Se vice
Penn, David, Office of War Information
Priestley, T.A., Newsreel Pool Cameraman
Prince,' W.J. ,' London Times •
Reid,. Robert, :BritishBroadcasting Company."
Richards, Robert. W., United Press
Rollins, Byron H., StillPool Photograph r
Ryan, Cornelius J:., London Daily Telegraph
Sheean, James Vincent, North America Newspaper. Alliance
Tully, Andrew, Boston Traveler
Unwin, Stanley, British Broadcasting Company Engineer
White, .E., Melbourne' Herald
Wiant, Thoburn, Associated Press

The thirty arrivals for the month of January were:.

Bohrod, Aaron, Time and Life, arrived 25 January
Blanchard, ClaudA, France-Soir, arrived 1 January for

facility visit.
Brysoni John, Blu .Network,' arrived 27 January
Busch, Noel, .Time and Life, arrived 25. January
Clark, Norman M, :London News Chronicle, returned from.",.,

leave in London, 6 January
Coffey, Pat, Yank Photographer, arrived 6 January
Grenesse, Pierre, adio. Diffusion Francaise, arrived 23

-January, for facility visit.
Currivan, Gene, New York Times, arrived 6 Janx ..ry ,
Dearing, Joseph, Colliers, arrived 1 January for facility

-visit.
Edtnger, JacquesA, gence Francaise Presse, arrive0d6-:

January.-
Farr, -Walter*, London Daily al!, v arrived 5 Jan.ary .
..Florea, John T., Time and Life, arrived'29.January

Griffin, Bulkley S., Worcester Telegram Gazette podHatfor
Times, 'arrived 18 Januear.

Hutton, Geoffrey W., lbourne Argus, arrived '23 Janury "
for facility visit.

Mitchell, Patrick C., Stars and Stripes,.. arrived, 1 Jani" .
Mrrison,'Allan M.' Stars and Stripes, arrived 2 J , ,

for fa.cility visit..

Dai
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. e. n nArry Interatioal News Service, arrived 2j.anuary.
pen, David, Office c. tWar Ijformation,arrived 28 january.
perront, PaulRadio-Diffusion Francaise, arrived 1 january

for facility visit.

prince, W. j,, London Times, arrived 6 january from leave In-

United Kingdom.
Reid, Robert,. British

. 
Broadcasting Corporation, arrived 31

January.

Roland., jacques, Perlus Ce Soir, arrived 2. January. .r
facility visit.

Sartres, Andres- France-Soir, arrived 2 januaryl for facility
i , .": v isit. , : : i : ' .. : : .' < . .

Sheasnajems Vincent, North. Arica. Newspapeor Alliance,
.. arrived 22 -january.

Tha npen, Reild W., .Londn Sunday Tiesarrived 17

January, for facility. visit.

Tully, Andrew, Boston Traveler, retua'ed from Paris 3j.anuary.

.Whites 0. N, Melbourne ,Herald, arrived 23 january.

Wiant, Toby,Associated. Press, arrived 2 january.
Zaleusk IMuriess Journal 'Liber, Sir'o , arrived.1 anay

for facility vist. .

he twenty-five departures fcr the month of January were:

Ball, Edward"D,, Associated Press, 3 January..,

Blanchard Claude, yrance-Soir, :8 January,

Crenosse, Pierre, .Radio Diffusion Francaise 1 27 january.

Deaing. Joseph, Colliers, 22 January.
Farr, Walter, London Daily Mail, 25 janua I, on leave to

Paris*
Hutton , eoffreyW. "MelbourneArgues,26january*.

J ohnston, Richard jq, New York Times, 6 january.
Lang ,: Will, Time and Life. 24a snuary .
Lee, Jack,.International News Service, 6 january,-.
McCarthy, joseph W. 9yank, 11january.

Mitchell Patrick C., stare and Stris, .26january, on leave
to Paris,

Morrison, Allan N., Stares and Stripes, 6 January.
perronet, Paul, Radio Diffusion Frencaise, 18 January,.

.. ,..picard, Marcel, Agence Franaise Presse, 8 janary. "

Ray, .Cyril, British'Broadast ingCorporation, 6 january,

suspended for illegal broadcast.

olland,9 JacquesI, Paris, CeoSoir, 18 January.
sartres, Andre, Frse-Soir.,8 January.

Schuck, Hug j•,, New York Daily News, 22 january, on leave
to England.

Sheahan, joseph G., Chicae Tribunes , 25 anuary, on leave to
Paris.

Sl 1, Wilson C,. *oUted Press, 15 January.
Thompson, Reginald.', London Sunday Times, 26 january.],

.Welard, James H• * Chicago Tize.s, 16-january, on leave to
United Kingdom.

Weston, joseph, Stare and Stripes, U1 January.

" White, Seiel, Consolidated Australian Press. O.10 Januaryq
on leave to United Kingdom.

Zalewski, Maurice, Journal 0'Liber-Soiro a 27 januaryk.

Copy logged at the Press Camp durig january totaled 3246 items
as against December's 2901. These ware dispatched via Mackay Radio,
Amy Cosmunications and Air Dispatch Lotter Service according to the

following table:

Mack....... ... .. 409..• ..A. Co fmu icatm ons . 657
.DS400*6046*00180

The estimated wordage for j anuaytotaled 501,540. The December

section II- Press

tees, includirg llO photos, were received from
;tons in Thrd Amy and forwarded to Pross Sea-
atione Zone (Forward) ETFUSA, for clearance and
nuary. This total In b oken down as follows:

motin..... ....... .1615
Interest....,......,.1344'

J01st AirborneDiv, 456th2AASA Snl,.68ow A aMs. GV-I BDJ o,
ngr.OS ReOgt, 3120th Sig Serv Bn, 3255th Sig ser- Co Hq AUnits.

AG Third U S Amy and 0-3 Third U S A=y..

-The Pu blic Relate ...ions Section this Headquarters submitted sixteen

items. Thsse It ems. originated thin Headquarters.

The. anuary total is an is-rease of 5780over the December total
....- ... . totaled 8 8 <

of 7780, havin "totaled 8358. The November totalwas 3925..The
October total was 6220. The September totalwas 7755. The August
total was 861 and the july total 177..Thtal number. of items forwarded
after clearance at this Headquarters durirg the six months of Third.
United ,Staps Am operatIons on the Continent:was 34899. .Grand total..
of all i ts cleared and forwarded during the pre-onrational ald
operational periods to date was 35076.

In addition to forwarding items,-both news and photos, to PRO,
Comunications Zoe (Forward),ETOUSA,:for release, duplicates of :gen-
eral and human interest staries were ,forwarded to Editor, 'Stars end
Stripes," and Editor, iYank.' All material was mde available to war
correspondents..

Section III - Radio

There were seven combat diary reports duri ngJanuarY.,Therewre
four Amy Hour recordings and three Army Service Forces rordi g s,
There were 107;recordingsreleased' after ,censship fr. hometow...
consumption, TheSection. also assisted with five recordings for
Radio Francais.

Section Iv-. pictorial

Two still, one newsreel and a 'Yank' photographer were assigned
to Third U S Amy's PressCamp and ware assisted in their work by the
pictorial Officer. Close liaison was maintained 'with Army Pictial
Service.

Section V-,Information Room

During january, the Information Section provided two dalily
briefings for correspondents: assigned to the Third U S Amy and one
daily briefing for the General and Special. Staff Off iers of Head-
quarters, Third U S Aro.

A world map showing the Russian and western.battle front was

maintained from combined G-2, G-3 and radio news reports,.

on a mapof 1:250,000scale, tha western-front picture was shown
down to and Including units of.division size along the Allied front in
western Europe. Both Allied and enemy units were shown.

Third and First U S Armies were shon on a ap of 1:100,000 scale.
Allied and enemsy units down to and: including Regiment ware shown In
their proper positions.

During the month of january, the Informatlon Section mainitalmed
G-2'and G-3 situation maps of the entire western froit The situation
on the western front was kept current through use.of a map of
1:100,000 scale.

Section VI- Censorship

or the month.of ;anuary, total-It ems submittedto field press
oeimorship at am level was 3371 with a total o

censorship at army levelwas 3371
'
with a total wordage of 932,375.

Total releaso and hometown mailers was 1550. Photographs submitted

totaled 1153,

Mackay Radioh-bandled 410,266 words ..during jeeuary with no majorbreakdownin transmissaon,

The operations of both the radio and teletype had an-average out-
put of 8,000 to 9,000 groups daily for the first two weeks and 5,000
to:6,000 for the last two. weeks. •These groups represented aproxi-.
matelytwenty-five to thirty mesages daily. .Messages received were.
about the same as December and averaged about twenty-five with a
fluctuating group-count of 2,000 to-2,500 daily.

Teletype difficulties increased greatly.and at .timesIt was
almost impossible to get a proper connection through to our relay:

:station at Twelfth U S Army Group.

The voice cant-cironit to LIDON,- British. Broadcasting Crpor-
ation, was nntained, throughout the month.

• : / . ... ":: ....C H A PTER 9 . : :: , : . .. .
FEBRUARY OPERATIONS

SECTION I -. General.

Press Camp operations were conducted at WIX9KBDUB CITY ( 1),9
LUXEMURO, during the month DurIng .February., sixteen oorrespon-.
dents arrived and fifteen departed.* The 1firty-two correspondents
assigned as of 28 February were:.

Balls ,Z dward: Do ..Bryson, John
Cannon, james j., M/Sgt
Clarks Norman M.
Costello, Uilliam
Cromie, Robert A.
Currivan, Gone
Downton, Eric

.Driscoll, .F.
Edinger, jacques

Foucherand, Louis
Griffin, Bulkley-S.,

Haacker, Charles T.
McBrinn, Robert j.

McCardell, Lee
McNulty, Anthony !.

Meyer, Robert
Mitchell, Patrick C.

Newman, Larry

Penn, David
Priestley, T. A.
Prince, W..,
Reid, Robert.
Richards, Robert W.
Rollins., Byron H.
:Ryan, Cornelius J,

Shadel. W.F.
Sheahan, Joseph Gary.
Sheean, Jameas Vincent

Tully, Andrew

Wear, j.R.
Wiant, Toby

.Associated Press •" "Blue Network

.Stare andStripes
London News Chronicle
British Broadcasting Corperati on
Chicago Tribune
New York Times
Reuters
New.Yrk Herald..Tribmne-
Agence France Press
Marseilles Press
Worcester Telegram & Hartford Time
Still Pool

Yank
Balt imore Sun
Stars and Stripes

United Press
Stars and Stripes.

Internation l News Service•

Office of War Information .
.:newsreel Pool

London Times
,British Broadcasting'Corporation
United Press
still Pool
Lomdon Doaily Telegraph
Columbia Broadcasting Corporation
Chicago Tribne .(Artist)
Redbook (NAA)
Boston Traveler

.Fort Worth Star Telegram
Associated Press

The.sixteen arrivals for,the month of February were:
Abramson,.Robert'., Yank, arrived 8 February for facility ,

visit,
Alexander, Arthur.H, Yank, arrived 8 February for facility

visit.,
Ball, Ed ard, Associated:Press, arrived. 1 February,.
Boat, Jacques, Paris Combat, arrived 15 February fr facill-"

ty visit.s
Costello, William, British Broadcasting Corporation Engineer:"

arrived 23 February.1
Epstein, Clifford, Detroit News, arrived 9 February for fa-

c0ility visit.
Foucherand, Louis, mares

Foucherand, Louis, Marseilles Press, errived 12 February for

facility visit.
Lachin, Maurice, Paris Mondial, arrived 12 February forfa-

cility visit.
McBrimn, Robert J.,.Yank, arrived 28 February*



3, both news and phcne (orward), f or r
s human interest stc

s,3 and Editor, ,Ya
spondent s.nea u gnu n j B ME M J

February.
Shadel, W.F.-, Columbia Brc

ruary for facility v:
S heban, oseph. G.,.Chicaj

February* .
Ter, P.Re, Fort Worth StE

Wellad, .Pes H., ChicgH

Sect ion III, - Radio

tures for the month of February were:,.

n,. Robert ., Yank, 12 .February,.
er, Arthur H., Yank, 12 February.
Aaron, Time and Life, 2 4Februarye,.

Lachin, Maurice,, Paris.Mondial,17 February.

Levitt, Saul, Yank, 2 February.
Murray, Edward. ., United Press., 1February,

Schuck, Hugh, New York Daily News, 16 Febu.ary.

Unwin, Stanley, British Broadcasting Corporation, 12 Februa
-

Wellard James H., Chicago Times, 23 February.

White, O.., .Melbourn Herald, 6 February..

Tere were 1821 -items locged at the Press Camp during February as

against 3426 for the month of. january. These were dispatched v.ia

Mackay Radio, Army ComunLcations and Air Dispatch Letter service to

the folloaaig gtable:

Ma.ck.y........ 1398

Army Comunications,. 371

ADIS..................... ...52

The estimated-wordage.far the month of February totaled 337,990.

The January total. Was 501,4:.

Section II -. Press

A total 6f 4997items, includiing 95photos, were received, from
thirty nine organizations in Third United States Army and..forwarded .to:

Press Section, PRO, Headquarters, Communications Zore .(Forward) E.uro-
pean Theater operations United States .Army, fer release and distribu-

tion after clearance, during February. This total is broken down as
follos:. . -- ." . : .i- . .

Promotions.772.
Awards & Cit. 3367
GenInterest. 763
PhOtos..............95

Total 4997..

Units submitting' materiel included 3d Cav Gp, III Corps, 4th Inf
Div, 4th Arm. Div, 5th Inf Div, 6th Armd Div, 6th Cay Gp, VIII Corps,

9th TD Op. 9th Armd Div, 10th Armd Div, l1th Armd:: Div. 12th Evac Hosp,
XII Corps, 13th Chem Bn, IV Corps, 17th.Airborne.Inf, XX Corps, 26th
IW Div, 35th Inf Div, 42d. Ca Sq, 43d Cav Sq, 76th Inf Div" 80th Inf
Div, 87th Inf Div 90th 1sf Div, 91st Chem Bn,. 94th Inf Div, 94th Mad
'Gas Bn, 95th Isf Div, 16let FABn, 206th Hngr Com n, 248th Hgr Cam
Bn, 275th Ord Maint Co, 276th Armd FA Bn, 803d TD Sn, 974th FAB n and.
ll3?th Rngr 0Co Gp. "

The Public Relations Section, Third United States Army, submitted
forty four items. These originated this Headquarters."

was

During the month the sect ion .assisted the British Broadcastirg
Corporation correspondent in filing dispatchs via Paris :on the wire
recorder.Blue Network correspondent broadcast to United States four
times weekly via Twelfth U S Army. Group transmitter and Mackay Radio
transmitter.

New equipment obtained by the. sectionthAis.month now mekes it
possible to send complete recording units to three sectors of the.
Third..U S Army front sieltaneously. A complete recordingIunit, in-

cluding the power Unit, can be placed .in a jeep with three. correspond-

antsand units are available to radio correspondents at all times.'

Section IV - Pictorial

Two still and one newsreel photographer were assigned to Third
UT S Arm's Press Cemp and were assisted in their work by the Pictorial
Officer..cloSe liaison was maintained with Army Pictorial.Service.

.. Section V - Information Room,

During February, the.Infbrmation Section maintained situation .
maps ofthe wetern font showing diaspositions. of both Allied and

enemy:troops by division and higher units. The offensive surge of.the

Russians also proapted an additional map of the eastern front.

A detailed 1:50,000 map was maintained of the entire Third U S
Army front and late in the period a l:25,O00 scale was introduced,
covering the main spots of activity on the. wastern front., 1:250,000.
and 1:1ooo000 scale maps were kept on Allied and. an, y troops on diff.-
erent sectors of the western front-

Briefings for the correspondents were conducted twice daily with
0-2, 0-3.liaison, Corps and Division Public Relations officers as the,

.main sdur e of infolrmation,.

Section VI-Cansorsh p

Total: items:subm titted for the month CC February to 'field presse
cansorship at army level was 3183 with a total wordage of 914,050.
Total releases and hometown milers was 1439. There were-1243' photo-
graphs submitted.

section vII - comunitiolns

Mackay Radio handled 304,521 words during the month of Februys .
with no major breakdown in transmission.

The combined radio and teletype had an outgoirg 6500 groups which
represented approximately. thirty to thirty-five mssages daily. Tele-
type handled the bulk of the traffic, Radio acted as an emergency means
of. a counications with Twelfth U S Army Group. nccming-traffic ranged

froa twenty, to twenty-five messages with a group average of 2500 words
daily." . .

A daily report was made on outgoing traffic and a weekly report
submitted for more accurate checking on ligures,

Radio hun~led several voloecasts. They were received satisfact-
-orily during 'the day,

ng SAR-MOSELL-RHINS Triangle operations. During ntc monthUnited States Army troops crosed the Rhine in strength uhil*a
ropt east and north. in spectacular gains, The spectacular move-

of Third United States Army durig-tire month were considered.as

the greatest operations in military history.

rhirty correspondents arrived and. nineteen departed during Merch

hirty four- correspondents assigned as of 31 March were:

BallsE dward D. Associated Press
Bryson, Pohn Blue :Network
Cannon, James P.* ./Sgt Stars. and Stripes

Clark, Norem an London News Chronicle
Coffey. Pat Yank (Photographer)
Costello, William British Broadcasting Corporation

Cronia, Robert A. Chicago Tribune
'Currivan, .A . New:York Times

.Derochb, Louis Agence .France. Press

Drisooll T.F. New York Herald Tribune

Griffi,. -Bulkley S. Worcester- Telegra &.Hartford Ti=

Haacker, Charles T. Still Pool
Kerr, McFee Reuters
Lake, Austen Boston American
Levitt Saul. Yank

Mcardell,.Lee Baltimore:Sum
Meyer, Robert United Pre sa
Mitchell, Patrick C.. Stars andiStripes
Neuman,-Larry International News Service

Packard, Reynolds United Press
Priestley, T.A. . Newreel Pool . -

Prince, W.j London Times
Reid, Robert British Broadcasting.Cosporation
Richards, Robert H. United Press

Rollins, Byron H. Still Pool
Ryan, Cornelius P. London Daily Telegraph

Schermen, David still pool
Sheahan, Joseph Gary Chicago Tribune-. (Artist).

Tully. Andrew Boston Traveler
Wear, P.R . Fort Worth Star Telegram.

White, 0.e. Melbourne Herald

whitesSamuel Consolidated Australi-en Pres .

" iat, Toby -Associated Press
Wilkinson,Laurence . London Daily xpress

The thirty arrivals for the month of March were:

Berson, Roger, arrived 20 March for facility visit.

Coffey, Pat, Yank, returned from Paris 25 March,

Deroche, Louis, arrived 31 March.
Ed, Maurice, arrived21 March for facility visit,

Fleisher. Jack, arrived 27 March for facility visit.

Franootte, Robert, arrived 30 March for facility visit.

Hall, John, arrived 27 March for facility visit.

Russ .. J. arrived 25 March for facility visit,
Pordan, Max, arrived 12,March for facility visit.

Kerr, MFee, arrived 7 Mard for facility visit.

Lake, Austen, arrived 7 March for facility visit.

Lee, Pack, :arrived 16 March, .

Levitt, Saul. arrived 25 March.
Lewis y, od, arrived 16 March for facility visit.

Mejat, Francois. arrived..5 March.
Morse, Ralph, arrived 7 March for facility visit.

O'Connell, John, arrived 10 brch for facility visit,.
Olsen, Sidney, arrived.28.March for facility visit,.

Packard, Reynolds, arrived 28 March for facility visit.

Plambeck, Herbert, arrived,9 March for facility visit,

Schenman, David, arrived 26 March for facility visit..

Small, Wilson C., arrived.8 March for facilitv visit.o

Warth, Douglas, arrived 6 March for facility Visit,.

Webb, Clifford. arrived 31 March for facility visit.

Werner, Oscar A., arrived 15 March for facility visit.

W1hite., 0.3., arrived 5 March.
White, Samuel, arrived 4 March. "

,Wilhelm, John Re, arrived 21 March for- facility v isIt.

Wilkinson, Lourenoe, arrived 23 March.
S.Zaleweki, Maurice, arrived 5 March for fac1ity visit,
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The estimatedwdae for the month, of March"was 526,695 as
against, 37990 for themonth of February .

sectionII - Press

A total of 6246 items, includ ig 107 photos, were received from
thirty five organizations in Third United States Arny end forwarded to
Press Section, PR0, Headquarters, Comunications Zone (Forward) Europe-
am Theater Operations United States Army, for release and distribution
after clearance, during March. This total is broken"down as follows:

Awarde &.Cit....3905
Can.Interest. 79...
Promortions. 1515
photos,.., 107

Sotal 6246

W Units subitting material'inluded 3d Caf Gp, III Corps, 4th AxedDiv, th Inf Div'5v, 6 d iv, I C Ard Div

lth Ard Div, XII: Corps, XX Corps, 926th Inf Div, 65th 1nf Div$' 76thInf
Div 80thInf Div, 87th Inf Div,- 89th Inf Div, 90th --Inf ibiv, 91st Chain

, . .92d Med Gas, 94th Inf Div.9 126th AM Br, 191st FA Bn, 275th Ord
Maint Co, 286th FA B, 482d:AM B, 571st cCo, 635th A B, 736th FA
En, 748th Tk Bn, 785th P Bn, 811th TD Ba, 961st Engr Maint.Co and the
1303d ,ngr Serv Regt.

The Public Relations Section this Headquarters'subitted 88,items.
These items originated this Headquarters.,

The March total of 6246 items showed an increase of.1749 over the
February total of 4497. Total number of items forwarded after 'clear-
eance at thin Headquatrters -during. the, eight months'-of Third United
Btates Arey operations on the Continent was 46142. Grand total of all
ttems. cleeed and forwarded during the pre-operatio'nal and operational
,periods to date was 46319,.
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Section VII- Comunications

Idackay Rad io handled :468,9469 words during.,the mnth of March with
no najor breakoown-in transnission,

.The combined radio anc teletype, with the latter.handling the.,
bulk of traffic and the former servi g as tbe only means of oonmuni-"
cations at the endof March with Twelfth United' States AnW Group, bad
an outgoing average of.9,000 groups daily, representing approximately
forty to fifty messages. The incoming traffic .comprised about thirty
messages with an aerage of 3,000 groups daily,.

A daily report was made on outgoing traffic and a weekly'report
was submitted for more accurate ,checking on figures."

Radio handled several voicecasts which. werereceived satisfactor-
ily during the day..

CHAPTER 11.
APRIL OPERATIONS
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ixteen correspondents artive4 and twenty six' departed during the
The thrty five correspo ents assined as of 30 April wre:

Bel,4ward. , AssgocisiedTress
ysoiT, John 3.. Blue et Xk

Cl e ork, WoanM. ' onN ews Chronicle

ry 'racilJtTribune

gram &,.Hart
otographel)
casting Cox

deasting •S

meramm

castIG

Tully, Andrew Boston -Traveler..
Wiant, Toby Associated Press
: Wilhelm,: John R. Reuters-,
Wilklnson. Laurence London Daily Express

The sixteen arrivals.for the" month of April were:

Bodin, Paul, ConbatsParis, arrived .12 April fr facility
visit.

Corkidi, Marc, Toulouse Press, arrived 12 April for facility.
visit.

Davenport, R'ussell, American Mercury, arrived 29 April for
facility visit.

Foust, Hal, Chicago Tribune, arrived 15 April.
Fyfe, George, London Daily Tlegraph, arrived 13 April.,

.Haaker, EdL.,.:National Broadcasting Corporation, arrived
.15 April.

Jordan, Max, National Broadcasting Corporation,,* arrived
3 April for facility visit.

Katzander, Howard L., Yank, arrived 26 April.
Lasueur, Larry, Columbia Broadcasting System, arrived 20

.April.
Maynes, S. ., Reuters, arrived 6 April.
Mejat, Francois, Newsreel Pool, returned from Paris 8 April.
Penn,.David, Office War Information, arrived 4 April,.

.Shadel, W.F. , Columbia Broadcasting System, arrived 1 April.
Small, Wilson C.9 Saturday Evening Post, arrived 6 April

for.facility visit.
Stoneman, William.H.. Chicago. Daily News, arrived 29 April."
Terrell, John, Newsweek, arrived 3April.

The twenry six departures for the month of-April were:

Berson, Roger, French Photo Press, 2 April.
Bodin, Paul, Combat,. Paris,-20 April,.
Corkidi, Mare, Toulouse Press, 21,April.
Cannon, James T., Stars and Stripes, 20 April,.on leave to

Paris,
Deroche, Louis, Agence France Press, 2.9 April, on leave to

Paris.
Ede, Maurice, Combat, 2:April.
Francotte, Robert, Belgian Radio, 2 April.
Fyfe, George, London Daily Telegraph, 21 April.
Hall , John, London Daily Mail, 25 April.

ugss, Pierre, International News:SerTice, 20 April.
Jordan, Max, National Broadcasting Corporation, 1 9April,
Kerr, McFee, Reuters, 9 April,
Lake, Austen, Boston American, 24 April.
Levitt, Saul, Yank, 20 April.
Meyer, Robert, United Press, 1 ZApril.
Olson, Sidney, Life and Time, 3 April.
Philippet, Jacques, Belgian Radio, 5 April,
Penn, David, Office of'War InfGrmation, 25 April,
Shadel, W.F., Columbia Broadcasting System, 20 April,

Smllj Wil.sonC.,0..Saturday Evening Post . 24 April,
Cromie, Robert, Chicago Tribune, 20 April,
Wear, T.&., Fort Worth Star Tp egrem, 21 April.
Webb,:.Clifford, London-Daily Herald, 25 April,



item logged at the Press Cam
month tX March. Those were d

%tions and Air Dispatch Letter

ITi estimated Wordage. for the'oth or April was 608,550 as-

against 526,695 for tbw month of,,March.

Section II- Press

'A total of 4143 items, Including 134photos, were received from
thirty seven o.rgani zations .in Third United States Army and forwarded to
PressSetion, PROIHeadqurters, Communications Zone (Forward) Europe-
an Theater Operations United States Army, for-release and distribution
after clearance, during April. This total is broken down' as .follows:

Awards & Cit........2666r
Gen Interest..........748..
Promlaotins o.........395
Phot os.....,.....,.134

Tot al -4143

Units submitting material included 2d Cay Op, III Corps, 4th Armd
Div, 5th Ilf -Div$ 6th Ar dDiv. VIII Corps, 9th TD p, lth Armd Div,
13th Aral Div,II Corps, XX Corps, 26th lof Div, 32d ed Depot , .
65th mt .Div, 70thInfDiv, 71st Inf Div, 76th Inf Div, 80th In Div,

86th Inf Dlv, 87th Int Dlv, 89th Inf Div, .90th, lof Div, 93d Sig Sn,
94th Inf Div, 94th Med Gas Bn, 97thmluf Div, 99thInf Div, 115th A
Bn, 133d Engr Bn, 183d Engr Bn, 233 FA Bn, 390th AAA Bn, 738th FA Bn,
811th TD Bn, 974th FA Bn, 1123d Engr Op, 1303d Engr. Serv Regt.

The Public Relations Section this Headquartetssubmitted 28 items
Which . all originated fron this .Headquar ters.

The'April total of 4143 showed a decrease of 2103 over the March
-total of 6246.. Total number" of items- forwarded after clearance at this
Headquarters during the nine months of Third United States Army opera-
tions on the Continent was 50285. 'Grand total of -all items cleared and
forwarded during the pre-operational and operational periods to date was
50462.

In addition to forwarding itm , both nows and photos, to-Public.
•Relations Officer, Comunications Zone (Forward) for release,+ duplicate
items of general interest as well as human interest stories, were for-:
warded to Editor, 'stars and Stripes,' and zditrs 'yank.* All mater-
lal was ade available to war correspondents.

:Section III- Radio.

Radio operations for the month of April Included four Army
recordi, .fifteen Combat Diary recordings, and fifteen.recordirgsfor
'hometown'

, 
releases. The Section assisted Third United States Amy'

radio correspondents with sixteen recordings.'.

he Section also assisted Blue Network, PHILADELPHIA and IES
MCI=5radio correspondents with onthe spot reoor dngs .by supply1n
required gear Inthe field,

SPi torial

briefings for the war correspondents' infbration,

Section VI- Censorship

Total submissions for the month of April to field press censors at
:army level was 5531 for a total wordage of-1,119,395, There' were 1636
photographs submitted .

Section VII-Commmunications

There were no major breakdowns in transmission during April
during which time Mackay Radio handled 608,550 words,

The. -combined-radio ,and teletype had an outgoing average of 3000
groups daily, representing approximately tweity to twenty five mes-
sages*. Physical wire means presented difficulties this past month.
Urgent, operational priority5nd priorlty massages weregiv n, preI
ference at all times,

Weekly reports were sublitted for more accurate,checklng on.
outgoing traffic and severa voiccasts were ha ed satisfactrily.

CHAPTER 12.
MAY OPERATIONS'

SECTION I General.
Press Camp Operations moved to REGENSBURG (U15)n 2-ay and was

at that iooation whenVictory in Europe Day was announced. Although
officially the war was brought to a sucoessful conolusion, on 8 Hay,
action continued on the Third. United States Army sector as isolated
roups of the eneny continued to resist in CZECHOSLOVAKIA. The Third

United 'States Army rerained as the last ar.y to see action on the West-
ern Front. It was estimated that since operations .began 1August l914"
Third United States Army could acoount for a million prisoners in their
sweep through .FRA1CE, swing through LUXE1BOURG and BELGIUM and smashing
offensives across GEMANY, AUSTRIA and CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

Up to. and including 8 May, a+ total of three oorrespondent arrived
and five departed. The thirty three correspondents assigned as of 8
May.wre,.

Ball, Edward D, Associated Press
Boat,

• 
Jacques Paris Combat:

Brysoni John Blue Network
Clark, Norman M. London News Chronicle
Costello. William British.Broadcasting Corporation
Currivan, Gene New York Times
Deroohe, Louis Agence Prance Pres

* Driscol,. J. F . New York Herald Iibune..
Fost, HIf Chicago Tribune
Giffin,' Bulkley 5, .. Woroester"Iblegram & Hartford Timeas
Haacker,Charles T. Still Pool Photographer
Haaker, Ed L. National Broadcasting Corporation

, Katzander, Howard L. Yank
La.ueur, Larry Columbia Broadcasting System
Haynes, S. "J Reuters
Mo ardell, Lee . altimore Sun
Mitehell, Patrick C. Stars and Stripes
Newman, Larry International Hews Service
S Packard, Reynolds Utited Press
Penn, David Office Wr Information

Priestley, mas A.. Newreel Pool Cameraman
Prino, .Wi J. The London Times
R04eid4 'oet British Broadcasting .Qorporation
.. oh rds, Robert "J.i f United Press

The five-departures including 8 ay were:

Coffey, Pat, Yank Photographer, 2 Way f6r Paris.
Davenport, Russell, American Mercury, 7-May.
Mejat, Prancois, Hewsreel Pool, 2 May for Paris on leave.
Stokes,. Richard. L., St. Louis Pos t Dispateh, 2 May for Paris.
Tully, Andrew, Boston Traveler, 4 Hay for Paris

There were .1101 items :lgged at the Press Camp up 'to and in luding
8 May. ,These. were dispatehed.viaMackay Radio,Army Communicationsa nd
Air Dispateh Letter Service to the following table.

Mack..ey.......... .1052
Army Casaunications.,o 8

The estimated wordage for the eight days of operation in Nay was

An overAll 'total of.27,909 items were logged at the Press Camp
since Third United States Army operations began 1 August 1944 up to andincluding 8.May 1945 with te. following log table showing t1he disposit-
'ion.

Mackay.. ..... 23184
Armycosi catione . .3146ADL . . 0 . 0.....7:.. . ADIE....o........... ,...

An estimated wordage for the entire Third United States Armycam-

paign was'4,246,506.'
Section Ir- Press

A total of 2212 items, including 107 photos, were received from

twenty three organizations. in Third United States Army and fowarded
to Press Section, PRO,. Headquarters, Communioations Zone.(Forward
European Theater Operations United States Army, for clearance and dis-
tribution up to and including 8 May. This total is broken down as
follow:.

Awards & Cit..........1623
Promotions a.6.20.....207
Gen Interest,.. . . 275
Photos.... .. ... 107

Dlv, Units submitting material i
no
luded III Corps,3d Cav Op, 4th Armd

:

Div,"V Corps, t Zof Div, 9thTDO Gp, 9th Armd Div, l1th Armd Diva XII
C,0orps,: 13th Armd. Div, l4th Amd Div, 16th Armd Div, XX Corps. 26thInt
Div, 65th Inf Div, 70th Inf Div, 80th f Div, 86th Inf Div, 89th .In
Div, 90th luf .Div, :97th -nf Div* and 99th Inf Div,

The Public Relations .Section this Headquarters submitted thirty
:five items which all originated this Headquarters.

The abbreviated May total of 2212 submissions boosted the total
,number oi- items for the ten month and 8 days of Third United States
Army: operations. to 52,497. Grand total of all items cleared and for-s
warded during the pre-operational and operational periods to date was
5,674.

In addition to forwarding items, both news and photos, to Public
Relations Officer, Communications Zone (Forward) for release, duplic-
ates of general interest as well as human interest stories, were for
warded to Editor, Stars and Stripes," and Editor, "Yank." Allmar-,
ial was made available to war correspondents.
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been used with varying success.e moved to both Parisand London
Led correspondents assigned here.
as In securing a circuit for the
n It was necessary to use .tactlc

. . .....W&V . ... .... V -1... ... ... ~bW - - . E - -, . .
t. for a brief period in Northern Francethe CR-399
or voice or C. comanications, The difficulties in

on were due to the fact that no adequate frequency c
able and the low power of-the set proved inadequate

engthened. ,W transmission,, in general, got through
igh speed transmitter could be procured it proved tc
;or the handling of press copy.,

ews from
the warn o

w as.. .
Cormmnioations

had an. outgoi
epresents.15 mess
ming traffic rang
approximately 200

The weekly report 'provided more acourate cheoking and inol
ber of voiebasts. Teletype" faeilities were limited,. "

" Sine Third United States Armoperations began on I Augus
ii its culmination on B May 1945. it is estimated that the
ups totaled. 1,250,000 .while -the incoming groups totaled 500,

eld have demonstrated that the Public Relat-
Up in thq Third United States Armyis adequate
)Ximately forty (40) correspondents and can::'
Thia oranization has'proven sufficient to -

tation, mss, briefing, censorship and comm-

and periodically accurate, operations of the.Army could be presented so
that stress was placed upon the Items of news Interest which the Army
was most anxious to convey to the publio, -xperience has demonstrated

that the briefing officer'must'have cemplete access to all' information
available to G-2 and G-5, and he must seoure this information promptly.

The fact that. this information was always available from these
• 
two se-

tions made possible a Coaplete and detailed presentation of Third Unit-
ed StatesOArmy's operations.

Briefing on forthcoming operations has always been a difficult

Sproblem,. The policy in general has been to tell. the correspondents of
forthcoming operations at the latest possible moment,: but sufficiently

in advance of the operation to permit the correspondents to make their
own arrangements for coverage There has never been a security viola-

tion in the handling of any of this information. It is felt that app-

rising the .correspondents of forthcoming operationsobviates dangerous
speculation on theirL part and at the sane time makes it possible for:
intelligent coverage.

Itris vitally important that the Public Relations Section be ad-

vised i mediately of-any piece of information which the Army desires
to withhold from publication either temporarily or permanently. With-L.

out this specific advice the Public Relations Section may authorize,

.the publication of what appears.to be a routine item of news interest
without realizing some larger implication with mhioh the Section may
not be femiliar.

::,CENSORSHIP: 'The desirability of withholding information regard-

ingoperational units untilthe enemy was believed to have that, know-
ledge Is best determined at army level. The primary responsibility
for aensorship should be 'an army function and the fie ld pressI censors

should be ,under control of the Army Con ander rather thanhigher head-

quarters.

CORPS ANDLDIVISION PUBLIC REATIONS; It has been amply demon-
atreted that 'Corps and Division Headquarters haveneed for.a Public

Relations organizations. Although there is, no Table of Organization
provision for such. personnel, every'such unit has had to provide a Pub-

licRelations Section by taking grades and ratings from other sources.

Without the materialsupplied.by Corps and Division Public Relations..
Officers the Coverage which the Third United states Army was given in

the world press could not have been accomplished. Within Corps and

Divisions it was noticeable during operations that favorable publioity.
had good effect on the morale. of the troope ,tile unfavorable publicity

had the .reveree effect. It is strongly recommended that a revised Table-
of Organization. for Corps Headquarters and Infantry and Amored Divis-
ions should make, provisions for a Public RelationslSection.
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SECTION.
an... Fu

EXECUTIVE

VES, ;REGISTRATION i

for evacuation from.
for identif ication and

d, and. enemy -dead; also
as and for all other Gra
of :the:Army..

Responsible fox' administrative functions within
Quartenaster .Section, for Qua ermaster Purchasing
and Contracting.activities of the. Army and for super-
.vision of personnel and administrative matters of the

Army Quartermaster Service...

SUPPILY

CLASS I.CLASS IH&N CL. ASSm
Responsible for supply of all

.

Iting :Responsible for.a s l of Quartermaster Class II and IVI: 1 uP lY of R.... IsI . ... .. sup.. ....
it~ove- . all rations'and gratuitous. supplies to the Army, includ-
Army Post, Exchange supplies to ingoperation of sales stores all POL products and. solid

ain- h A .and distribution of Post Ex-i :fuel.to the Army.
change sales items and 'Red:
Cross supplies.1

Exercises general ,supervision, over all Quarter-
master troop units- through Group and Battalion.Com-
manders. Responsible. for operation and. assigment of
Quartermaster labor units, of all Quartermaster laun-
dry, fumigation and bath, salvage,, and

+., 
Quartermaster

equipment repair.. facilities; also for collection andL
disposition of captured enemy.Quartermaster supplies.

'ECTION

S CHAPTERI
.... PLANNING IN UNITED. KI N,"0"DOM

SECTION I - ORNERAL

The Quartermaster Section began. oerating. in the Uited indm on..
23 a rch. Initially efforts were devtedto stUdying the conditions of
supply.in the. United Kingdom in relation to the equipying of trops.:

The Quartermaster supply system (except for Class III. suppliis) in
the United Kingdom was cctrolled and operated by the Services.of Sup-
ply, European Theater of Operations,. U.S..Arm., through Base Saction
Quartermasters Gasoline. was norm.a. delive.rd.io bulk to c"€s rcial
.tanka andpumps, wh h were so red rum British sources .and operated byusing units. Other Class I .1 dcts-"n ,oil aduricets
were distributed in packaged form. Quartermast supply.plans fortunits
WhilA:thqy wverestill in theUnited kingdom wefe'-set forth 'in Quarter-
master Annexes to two administrative orders: Adminftrativ- Order Num-
ber.1, published on 15,. April;- and Administrative Order Number 2,. which
applied only to the 2d Fro'ch: Armored Divis6n, 'published on 24 May
These plans servqd to coordinate the supply of. units assigned an a at
tached tothe'Third U, 5, Ar iV." ' '.

Concurrently, plans were. being developed: for preping units for
embarkation. Work was begun on 28 March on the Quartermaster Annex to
"Adsinistrative Instructions . Preliminary to Mounting"' (Alert Instruc-
tions) The draft was completed on 15 April and the annex was publishedunder the'. date 26 April. This, set of instructions, furnished complete
information to troop commanders. concerning the special equipping oftheir .units prior to embarking for the. far shore.,- Separate instructions
were prepared for the 2d French Armored Division. The Quartermaster An-
nex to "Administrative Instructions Preliminary to Mounting for the*2d
French Armored Division"' was published on 16 June.

The chief task of the Section was planning for the coming opera-
tion. From the beginning, considerable effort was devoted to the study
of plans and directives of higher headquarters for the operation "Over.-
lord". 

"
Data were assembled and tabulated for 'se as the bases for the

planning work. Continual liaison and coordihation with higher headquar-
ters and other staff sections were required before the final plan evolv-
ed. The Quartermaster supply plan for Continental operations was begun
on 16 April,' completedon 10 May, and published on 15 May'as Anhex Num-
ber 15 to "Third U.S. Army Outline. Plan, Operation 'Overlord"'. The
Quartermaster plan 'defined the responsibility of the Army Quartermaster
and acquainted Quartermasters and supply officers of lower echelons with
the special conditions pertaining to supply in the prpjected Continental
operation.:

The Office of the Army Quartermaster had the. following division:

, , Armwy Quartermaster.
SExecuive Officer
Adinistrative Division
SuAppjLy Divisio n
Graves Registration Division.

. ield Service Division

Por se urity control, because of the high classificatioh of the plns, 'asmall plania"ng d liaison group was.organ ed, consisting of oneof'-i

cer, one- wart- 'officer, and three enlisted, men "Thi group .wqrked
dire:ctly under the supervision of the Ar' m uartermaster' asi thq xeoqu-

.Preparations for themovemnt of the Headqurters- to the Continent
sre made during the! latter.part: of June.' The Section- was divided into.
four groups for the7movement:

Advance Group
"X" Group
Y",, Group

I GZ. Group.

WARRANT -ENLISTED ARRIVED ON
OFFICERS. OFFICERS -MEN CONTINENT

4 0 : ' .3. 26J une .

8 1 23 6 Jiuly.
3 0 16 lJuly

3 .21 4. 18/26 August

SECTION II -. ADMINISTRAT .DIVISION

The Administrative Division performed ,aS nor tasks . during this
period,:.

-:SECTION III SUPPLY DIVISION

The Supply..Division performed three: major functionsdrn h

peidspent in the United Eingdom. First, it assisted in writing the
plans for.Continental operations. Secondly, it prepared pro-schedue

-. . . . .. . . 0 . 1 .s

requisitions for' supplies to beshipped to the , Continent -for the Third
U. S. Army. 'These requisitions for supplies were broken down' by'days
firea D / 24 through D6 l 41 in accordance with tonnage allocations from
higher.headquartere.. Contact was maintairod.with the Servilces of SUpplyto ascertain the..status of shipents. And, finally, it tperformed he

necesseary work incident to equipping troop units prior to their depar-
ture.for the Continent.

SECTION IV C LASS. I SECTION

The Classa .Sect ion .i~s not active in the supply of troops. in the
Uited Kingdos. This function was perforwd by the Services of Suppl
:*stablishments .,Its activities Were. confined to -drafting plans, prope'r-

ispi-scheduled requisitions, and standardizing:'proc Iedures,

0 0 0.0



SECTION

S. Army Circular Number

s registration compani
A on 25 MaY. Both
as sent tothe. Cambridge
experience until meved t
Dvided:with extra equipse
r gloves, and embossing

)N 'VIII

ntrolled by .the Servlces or Supply and employeo in .the o;
sepots and other Service.s of Supply establishments. Many v
rrived from the .United States at the time the Army Headquar
for Ithe Continent. Such units as were assigned were inspe
r effort was made toprepare them for the coming operation.
e placed under battalion and group supervision.

following is a list of Quartermaster units with the estim
quired, the:number assigned .by DL10, and the.final ni

Hq & Hq Bet, & Group
Hq & Hq Det, QM Battalion, Mobile.
Hq & Hq Det, QM Battalion
QI Depot Company,. Supply
QM Gasoline Supply Company
QM Graves Registration Company
QM Laundry Company
.QM Railhead Company,
QV Salvage Collecting Company.
.QM Service Company
QM Bakery Company, Special
QM Salvage Repair Company
( Fumigation. and Bath Company

QI MRefrigeration Company, Mobile
Qg Sales aCompany
K Base Petroleum Supply Company.

QM Petroleum Products Laboratory
(Mobile Section)

SECTION IX -FIELD SERVICE SEC

The Field Service Section was charged with:
with salvage collecting, salvage repair, field ra
endpetroleum testing. Tt also had control of
operated the labor pool. .Its duties in the Unite
to preparing the assigned technical units for the

This chapter covers the period from 6 July, when the 11X' Group. ar-
ed, to 01U200 B August, when the Third U. S. Army became 'operational,
i first few' days were limited to becoming acquainted- with:the supply
uation on the Continent. Thereafter operations were devoted .to .es-.,;
)lishing Quarterpmater, serviqe for Third U.-S. Army troops being con-
itrated in the north-central'part of the CHERBOURG Peninsula.

SECTION II.-.ADMINISTRATIVE bIVISION

The Administrative Division, in addition to performing its normal
ictions, made preparations for submitting the required operational re-
rts to. higher heAdquarters.

SECTION'III -. SUPPLY DIVISION

,Supplies on the Continent were all under the control of the" First
S. Army. A rear boundary had not been-established, ..Since, a major
t. had. not been opened, supplies requested on. pre-scheduled requisi-

ons had not been shipped to the Third U. S. Army; but .sufficient Quar-
master supplies were available in the beach dumps. The Advance Sec-
on Communications Zone was operational only during the last third of
ly. Initially, all supplies for the Third U. S. Army units on the
ntinent. were drawn from First U. S. Army supply points-and beach
ps -The Advance. Section Communications Zone. was given control over

6 supplies at "UTAH" Beach during the lat er part of July,$after which
me this agency furnished supplies to the Third U. S. Army.'

hed to completion :and began discharging at the latter place on 3uY. This was most fortunate and timely.

SECTIONVII - GRAVES REGISTRATION DIVISION

The personnel of the Graves Registration Division gaiped valuable
srience .duringthis period fros frequent visits to collecting points
cemeteries of the First U. S. Army. No cemeteries were in operation

the Third U..S. Army.."

Two graves registration units had arrived on the Continent, the
2d Quartermaster

' 
Graves Registration Company (less one platoon) and

3043d Quartermaster. Graves Registration Company. The former was at-
hed to. the VIII Corps and the latter to the XV Corps.. Both units
e placed at First U. S.,.Army cemeteries to gain experience.

SECTION VIII - QUARTERMASTER-TROOP SECTION

A bivouac area for arriving Quartermaster units was selected in the
inity of 'BRICQUEBEC (010).- A beach party of one officer -and one en-
ted manwas appointed to receive incoming .Quartermaster units at the.
Lch. As the units arrived they were met at. the beach,* conducted to
bivouac area, and placed under group and battalion control.

The following Quartermaster units were available when the Third
S, Army became operational at 011200 B August:

Hq & Hq Det, QM Group 1
Hq 4 Hq Get, QM Battalion, Mobile 2
Hq&. Hq Det, QM Battalion 3.

QM Gasoline Supply Companyt Depot Company, Supply
QM Salvage Collecting Company
QM Salvage Repair Company (Loaned

U .Bakery Company (One Loaned by
.Fumigation and Bath- Compan

Q19 Graves Registration Company
QM Laundry. Company

SECTION. IX.- ,F1W



collecting, :and'salvage rep-airccompanies, were put t okuonarvl
SLauhdry units were attached to each rmy hospital and to ith medical de-
pot.: The graves registration companies were turned over o the Graves
Registration Division; railhead companies, to the Clss I Section; and
gasoline supply companies, to the Class III Section...

SECTIONX - SALVAGE SECTION
Salvage operatlons were intiated on 19 uly inan area ,adjaent o

Class II andIV Depot Number 1. The salvage- ,point was'.o"rated by the
following units: -.one salvage collecting compaY and one section each,

,froma fumigation a bath company, a laundry. company, L and sa salvage re-
pair company.. The last-named -unit was , loaned by the :Advance 'Section
Communications Zone.. Unrepairable articles ',wereevacuated to the sal-,
vage dump at "UTAH" Beach. Everything that could be saved was fumi-
gated, laundered, and,-if necessary, repaired, and placed: in stock at
-the depot for reissue, This set-up was: so effective that the decision
was made ,to continue it during the .coming operations.

Field range repairswere initiated at Class II and IV Depot Number
SOn-19 July. The repair section-was comprised'of a •selected group ,from
" the 3234th Quartermaster Service Company. They had received special
schooling before leaving the United Kingdom. Tools and spare parts had
been shipped to the Continent' with-the organization. This smalIl group
repaired and returned to troop units .approximately:500 separate pieces.
of equipment before 1 August.

,CHAPTER.3
AUGUST OPERATIONS

SECTION I - GENERAL.,

The ThirdU. S. Army became operational at ST JACQUES DE NEHOU, in
Normandy (T19), at 011200'B August.

TheArmy' Headquarters occupied the followin g successive loctions
during the month of August:

DISTANCE OF
PLACE (Vicinity) DATES

ST JACQUS GE NEHOU (T19). (6 July). -1 Auguat.
BEAUCHAMS(T23) 1 - 8 August .45
ST JAMES(Y39) 8 -.12 August • 0
LAVAL(Y64) 1 - 14, August. . 35.
LE MANS(Z34) - 20August -64
BMOU(') 20'-25,August ' . 60
PITHIVIERS-(W95) 25 -'30 August . 68
THORIGNY (07) 30 -August'.- 4,September! ',

TOTAL: 379'

C.
the

ortermasterDepot 
Num-

sr 'potion of Class I
Army transportation

imately seventy miles.

Advance Section Communications Zone opened Quartermaster Depot Num-,!.
ber llo, in the vicinity of LE MANS (V46), on 20 August. No change was
-made in the method 6f distribution to forward supply points,

-Advance Section Communications Zone opened Quartermaster.Depot Num-
ber 120, in the vicinity of ABLIS (R60), .on 26-August. :The previous
distribution arrangements were continued.

Airplane deliveries commenced on 18"August to LEMANS (V46): and
continued, for several .days. Deliveries were restricted to -gasoline.,

.Airplane deliveries were initiated to-the BRICY (W55) airstrip, ten
4miles northof ORLEANS (F62), on 27 August and continued for'three days.
Approximately 100,000 gallons of gasoline and 200 tons of rations were
received at this location.

Railway deliveries began at LE MANS .(V46) -on 17 August, at. BROIl
(W17).on 23 August,. and at CHARTRES (R30) on 25 August. The. service wasirregular because. of track conditions; however, a very -considerable
quantity of supplies was received..

the greater Part of the. Section with the forward'echelon. Two officers
of the -Supply. Division, augmented -by officers from a battalion hequar-
ters, ,A emained.in the rear'areas to c6ntrol the movement.-of supplies ;,tothe 'forwaid :supply points. Other .officers were secured to guide convos
to these4 frequently changed forward points..

The problem of getting essential :.combat..supplies . stufficie
quantities- and at the proper. times, to the forward :elemehts became in-
creasingly complicated and: difficult. as the advance: continued. -After
the' fall of AVRANCNES (T21):,'- the VIII Corps movedwestward through' the
.Brittany Peninsula.- : The remainder of the force, which before the end,:of
SAugust included ' the XV, XX, and :XII Corps, moved- southeast, and east in

' tion-of AT (R30).IThis situation reqaired .that sparate
supply. arrangements,.be ,made for'the

• 
two forces., which were moving in ,op-

posite'directions.. -

-It was clearly establied, in the early -,-,days of the, - operation,
that the conventional methods f supply prescribed "by the field, manuale
had but little application to the immediate problem. ., There: were veryfew expedients that were not .employed. The problem was met through the
combined efforts of .the Advance Section Communications Zone, the Army,
and the forward elements working togetheras a team.

SECTION II -ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION:

The Administrative Division performed its normal duties during thisl
period,

SECTION III -ISUPPLY DIVISION

The plan of supply required that. dail telegramsbe submitted for
Class I and Clas III-supplies forty-eight hours in advance,". Initially,

:the telegrams..were sent by liaison officer direct to the Advance Section
Communications Zone; later the 24th Regulating Station assumed. this:
function.

,..The delivery' of supplies was to be accomplished by the Advance Sec-tion Communications Zone direct to designated supply points within the
Army area. This plan required modification from time to time, because
of the constantly increasing distances; and lack .of adequate transporta-
tion facilities. A large portion of the .supplies was delivered by theAdvance -Section Communications Zone to ,"base", supply points and advance
depots, from which Army trUcks made distribution to supply points in the
.rear of corps&.

Army supply 'points were maintained generally on the basis of one
Class I and one Class III point. per corps., and one or more for Army
troops 'in the rear part of the Army area. Corps and..Army troops ob-
tained.their supplies from the nearest supply point. It was not possi-
ble, under thet strained conditions, to keep supply points as close to.
the .troops as is prescribed in the field manuals or in the numbers rec-ommended by them. Annex Number 1 indicates the locations, designations,
and times of opening and closing of supply points for the period I to31
August.

The VIII Corps having moved westward through the Brittany Penin-
sula, a separate supply plan was required. During the initial stages,
supplies were delivered direct to-the Army supply points in the. rear of
the corps. It was arranged on 10 August that all supplies for the VIII
Corps would be delivered -by Advance Section Communications Zone to Army
Supply Point Number 12, in the vicinity of DOL. (S90). The Corps was .to
arrange for distribution from that point to the forward elements 'in thevicinity *of.LORIENT (G72), VANNES (J!O)X RENNES (Y05), and BREST (V99)..This arrangement. continued until the Brittany Base Section opened at
RENNES "at 211200 B August, The Base Section then became .the medium of.
supply.-for the VIII Corps,, -Responsibility for supply. remained 'with
Army. The Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 543d Quartermaster
Group, was sent to-the ,BREST area to represent the Army uartermaster.
Separate daily telegrams 

:
were.initiated by the Group Commander on .18

August./.The;: i.supply,, problem :wa .-considerably alleviated when iiianding
craft began unloading,-. across. the beaches in the. vicinity 'of-MORLAIX
(R4l) about 20- Augst Train service was established a few days later.
The supply of this Corps was-succaessfully accomplished.,-

The eastern force, consisting of the, XV," XX, and XII. Corps and the
grater porton of Army trpm, was .supplied 'principally bytrck.'.trainand, to..a.. lesardegree, by railway and:f airplane. Tefollowing
graph s give, in general, the successive steps in supplying the eastern
force.

Wes~wad o LVAL(~6),Advance Sect onmosuications Zone trucktroiia ,is ieeI
ie  

Class I ad Class i IiI supplies direct to Army supply
points,. Amytrucks supplmente4 these shiInts by hauling supplies
from -the Aryrese rVe st oks :in the vicinity-of ST JACQUES GE NEHOU,(T19) and fri m th pipe-line terminus at LA RAT DU PUITS (T18).

Army.reserve stocks, consisting of 1,500,000 rations and 1,500,000
gallons of gasoline, had been accumulated in the vicinity of ST JACQUES
DENEHOU (T19) and LA HAYE DU PUITS (TIS) prior to 1 August. Because of
short shipments from Advance Section Communications Zone, these reserves
had to be drawn upon from the very beginning of the advance. The Class
III reserves were depleted on 7 August; for the remainder of. the month,
supply was on an'uncertain basis. Receipts were somewhat erratic and
there were:many anxious moments.

SECTION IV - CLASS I SECTION

Food and other Class I supplies were issued in sufficient quanti-
ties throughout- the month of August. A critical period developed be-
tween 10 and 12 August, when shipments to the Army were short approxi-
mately 350,000 rations. The difference was made up .by exhausting the
remainder of the Army reserve and a portion of the unit reserves held by
troops. During the remainder of the month the daily average deliveries
to the Army were sufficient for maintenance and for reconstituting unit
reserves. The Army reserve, however, remained in a precarious condi-
tion.

The following types and quantities of rations were issued:

."B" ration None ,
. .. in 1 ration .5 .O

."C" ration 23.5%
"OK" ration 25.0% '
-5 in ,ration.0.5g:

100.0%I ".. " ration (Additional) 6.7%

Averago strenoth-over a.ten-day, period (LepsVIII Corps) 212,745
Average'dal,isaeqsfor same period

Difference l12,601,

3



The ove-issue can be expained by considering prisoners ,of war., casuals
in the Army area., and ssues to replace unit reserves.

Gratuitous Post Exchange rations were isued on a weekly-basis.
Slight delays were unavoidable in some instances, because of transporta-
tion limitations.

Bakeries operated continuously during the month, with .the exception
of one or two days when the supply of flour was exhausted. E ach Class1I
supply point was furnished a bakery company. This proved to be a highly
successfularrangement.- Fresh bread was supplied to all, tropsand'didSimuch to reduce the monotony of the operational-type ration, particularly
the "C" ration, which was least popular.

'Refrigerated supplies were initiated.on 8 August.-
, 
when the. 85th

Qua rermaster :Refrigeration.-Company, Mobile, began.. operating. under the
,Class I Section.. This company performed'an important service in an out-

standing manner.- Until 25 August, on which date cold. 'stores became.
available in-IE MANS (V46X, the source of 0supply was CHERBOUG.(012),
Deliveries to troops were made at the Class I supply points.

Captured stocks of frozen meats and vegetables, aounting to 150
tons, were reported on 17 :August in the vicinity ,of ST MALO (S71). The-
enemy had cut off the refrigeration machinery.. The Class I:Ofticer im-

mediately dispatched a sufficient number -of refrigerator vans to secure.
the supplies.. All were saved and issued to front-line ,troops. Thirteen
carloads of potatoes, consigned to points in Germany, were captured in
the vicinity of ST'MAW0 (S71).on 13 August and issued to troops of the
VIII Corps.

Fresh eggs and oranges were issued to:troopa on several occasonsi.

-Priority was. given to hospitals.

SECTION .V -CLASS II ANDIV SECTION

A shortage of clothing and equipment developed during the month of.
August. The advance of the Army was s. rapid that depots could not be
kept within close supporting distance of the troopa. 'Transportation was
not available, because, of the necessity 'for hauling rations and gaso-
line.

Maximum use was made of salvage material, a considerable ''quantity
of which wasrenovated and reissued.

Army Quartermaster Depot Number.1, operated by-the 250th Quarter-
master Depot Company, .Supply, :remained in operation at: ST JACQUES DE
NEHOU ,(T9)until 171200 B August. This depot issued approximately 600
tons of supplies. from 1 August until it closed..

Army Quartermaster Depot Number 2, operated by the 618th Quarter-
'master Depot Company, Supply, opened 131200 B August at ST JEAN SUR
MATENNE (Y75), four -miles northwest . of. LAVAL (Y64)., and closed 301200 B.
August. Approximately 200tons of supplies were issued, .eighty per cent
of which were renovated salvaged material..

Army Quartermaster Depot Number 3, operated by the 250th Quarter-

master Depot Company, Supply, opened 241200 B August at the junction. of
Highways 0031 and GC23, two and one-half miles, west of CHATEAUDUN (W26)-.'
and- remained open until after: the end of the month The issues from
tAhis depot included a considerable quantity of captured material, con-
sisting of such itema as buckets, galvanized cans, water'cans, toilet
paper, and grit soap.

SECTION VI CLASS III SECION

It: ws planned, initially, that the 1,500,000 gallons of gasoline
in reserve would be held for emergency use. But shipments., from the
beach dumps against daily telegram requests were short of zrequirements.

"It was necessary, therefore, to. start draining the reserve stock on 1
August, and this supply was exhausted on 7 August. Daily issues during
this period were considerably heavier than had been anticipated., Supply
of Class III products during the entire month of Agust was on a day-to-
day basis. The movement was so rapid and the demands so great that no
reserve could be accumulated.

The pipe line to LA HAYS DU PJITS (TIS) was comPleted and began
oprations on 30 July. The line was operating at ALENCON (Z38)osmenc-
ing 24 August...

Gasoline was brought to the Army supply points both in bulk and in
packas. Untiltrains began arriving at 'LE MANS (V46)on 17 August,

all. shipments were by truck. The railway was unreliable during the
mo nth .of Augst and'the quantity received by this means of transportonl y tilly filled the daily requirements.

ThesMost Lcritial'.period of the .ith develoed between O and 31,
August, The fOllowing'table sets forth. the daily telegam reuetsandM

the receipts:

DATE . DAILY T1LEGRAK REQUEST . RECEIPTS
(Gallons) '(Gallons) .

23:August 260,000 :216,280
24 Augustg 250ooo. 285,555
25 August 250,000 197,450
26 August .450,000 315,550

27 August :375,000.,4029635
28 August 4-50,000 .352, 490 .
29 August 325,00 143,480
30 August ::. 400,000 31.,975
31 August 775.000 2941.280

TOTAL 3,535,000. . 2,239,695

.1 ..The essential needs of the, .Army were 5 satisfied regrless of the

'difficulties imposed by long distances, inadequate 'transportation facil-
ities', and short 'receipts on. certain days.

SECTION VII .- GRAVES REGISTRATION DIVISION

The Graves Registration Division started operationsat 011200 B

Augut.

U. S. Military- Cemetery Number1, BLOSVILLE (T39), was talenover
from. the-First -U. S. Army at 010001B .August . The" oprating.unit-was
•the 3043d Quarermster Graves Registration Compay, .attached to the
VIII Corps. This cemetery'" was closed at 082400 B August. A total of
4,926 burials was made in.the cemetery,, of which 4,670 were made" :while
it was under First U. S. Army control and 256 after it was taken over -by
the, Third U. S. Army. 'O the 256 buried by Third U-,S. Army, 244 were
identified and twelve were unidentified. All were American. No data

are
. 
available concerning the :nationality of those buried 'by the First

U. S. Army. 'Enemy dead were evacuated to the German Military Cemetery
at OROLADES'(T29).

U. S. Military Cemetery Number.1, ST JAMES (Y29), and an. adjacent

:Army were made -in tki cemetery ::until, the opening r . t _emetery'at* ST
cCMtnUE (V56) i.after. which thesST; JAMES cemetery was'-used;- principally
by the VIII. orps.

U. S. MlitaryCemetery Number 1,-STCERNEILLE (V56), opened 161200

B August and closed 291200 BAugust. Burials totaled 679,,of which412
w ere American, twenty-Ine Allied, a d 238 enemy., Of the 412. Americans,
eighteen were unidentified.

The German Military Cemetery, LBSNEVEN (Rll), . in :the vicinity: of
BREST (V99)., opened 241200 ,B August. -This cemetery remained.. open beyond
the period covered by this-chapter.

U.. S. Military- Cemetery Nuber 1, VILLNUVE-SUR-AU1VER,(1R0), And
an adjacent' German, cemetery opened 251200 B August and remained open be-
yond period covered- by this .chapter.'

ThirdU u. S:Army burials :for. the-month.9f.August totaled 4,291,of
which .:. 2,684:. (including 102 unidentified) were American,. eighty-one were
Allied, and 1,526 were :German.

.The procedure .for -collecting the dead, evacuating them- o cem ter-
iesa, and processing papere and personal effects was as prescribed:%n the
Third U. S. Army Circular Number 9, 25 May 1944.

SECTION VIII - QUARTHWASTER TROOP SECTION

The following Quartermaster troop unite ere assigned or attached
to the Third U. S. Army as of 31 August:- .

Hq &qDet, LGroup 4
Hq & Hq Det, $Q Battalion, Mobile 2
ll q & Hq Det,: .Battalion .., 8

Q Depot Company , Supply 2
Q. Gasoline Supply Company-.A': .
.... .Graves -Registration Comp -4

LaundryC ompany .
QM ai ad Company 6
Q S-lvage Collecting'Comp 

-

Q. Service. 2Compa 21
Q)L Bakery Company, Special 6
:" .Salvage Repair: Company 3
-: Fmigation and Bath Company 3
.. Refrigeration Comany, Mobile 1

S Company. 0

QVJL .Base PTetr-ole'umSuppy ompany0Q Petroleum Products LaboratOry (iobile. Sectio) I

SECTION IX- FIELD SERVICE SECTION

T f T . S rmy laundry c awere employedinthe
following.manner.:

One section with each-of fourteen evacuation hospitals.
One platoon with each of, two medical depots.
One.platoon with XII .Corps.
One platoon with XV Corps.
Two platoons with: X Corps.
Three platoons with salvage points.

Fui gation and bath units were operated with each, corps.

SECTION X - SALVAGE SECTION - "

IDuring this period .the folowing salvaged articles were processed:

Class B 13294
Class c 43,667

Class X5,0
Miscellaneous Items 18,083
Emty Gasoline CansW .20.000. .
Gas.Masks

TOTAL :2,713:":

The renovation of clothing, shoes, and equipment was'stressedL'be
-

cause of the difficulty: in transporting new supplies from the rear
eas-. D:urihg the.-,month, 179,961 items of Quartermaster L clothing d

equipment were fumigated, laundered, repaired, if necessary, and return-
ed tothe Class :II and ,IV depots for reissue to troops.

Field rsngerepair ,:crewe pperated at-the Class- II depots. Produc-
tion.was reduced byinability-to keep the:depots: close.,to the troops; .
Showever., 450 repair, Jobs were completed during the month of August'.
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.-CHAPTER 4

SEPTEMBER OPERATIONS

SECTION I -. GENERAL

Headquarters 'Third U. S. Army, on 1 September, was located -in the
vicinity of THORIGNY (X87),, approximately ten :miles northeast of. SENS

"(X66). The .Headquarters. occupied the following successive locations
during the month of September:

PLACE (Vicinity)

THORIGNY (X$7)

DATES

(30,August) - ISeptember

DISTANCE _OF
MOVE (iles)

* CHALONS-SU-MANE (T54) . 4 - 15 September ,.85
ETAIN (047) - 15 - 30 September

TOTAL 148

The Army, on 1 September,. was far ahead of schedule. It had ad-
vanced so far from its base of supplies that any failure to satisfy thedai:y telegram requests,.obviously, would have a serious effect. It .had
not been possible to accumulate'. Army reserves, nor had the Communica-
tions .Zone been able to establish intermediate depots,.

Critical periods in the supply. situation affected the Arnmy as a
whole.' First, the gasoline supply was so critical through 1 to .4 Sep-
tember that the -Army, for all practical purposes, was immobilized.
Secondly, ration receipts were short of daily telegram requests during
8 to 13 September, necessitating the reduction of unit reserves. Cap-

tured stocks were utilized to the extent available to make up deficien-
cies. Thirdly, gasoline again became short on 20 September and a system
of rationing was inaugurated. Tonnage allocations, which were control-

led by higher headquarters, were .sufficient only for maintenance and
,operations on a reduced scale.

Winter clothing and equipment, including the replacement of battle

losses, presented a major problem. It was not until the forward pro-

gress of the Any had slowed down that a solution was found. The Army
received splendid cooperation from the Communications Zone and a consid-

er Iable quantity-of supplies began arriving by truck, railway, and air-
plane before the end of the month.

The Army included the following major elements on 1 September:

VIII Corps: .4th Armored. Division, 2d Infantry Division, 8th
Infantry Division, 29th Infantry Division, 83d
Infantry.Division, and CorpsTroops'.

XII Corps: 4th Armored.Division, 35th Infantry Division,
80 h Inantryfa DivIson, and Corps Troops.

V "Corps:. Corps Troops -only,'
XX Corps: 7th Armored Division, .5th Infantry Division, 9Oh

Infantry Division, and Corps Troops.

SECTION III- SUPPLY DIVISION

The Quartermaster supply -situation within .the Army on 1 September
was unsound, especially as to Class III supplies. The supply line was
extremely long ahd transportation facilities had not kept pace with the
increasing distance. Class I supplies on hand at the start of September
were adequate for maintenance plus a small reserve. The. Class III posi-
tion had taken a bad turn around 23 August and became steadily worse.
The situation as to gasoline remained extremely critical until 5 Septem-
ber, when it started to improve. The Class I situation was not good

from 8 to 13 September, because of short receipts from the Communica-
tions Zone.

The most advanced Army supply points on 1 September were in the
general. vicinity of CHALONS (T54). The most advanced Comunications
Zone depot was Quartermaster Depot Number 120, at ABLIS (60). The bulk
of Quartermaster supplies for the Army was delivered by the Communica-

tions Zone to two points: Quartermaster Depot Number 120 and Army Sup-

ply Point Number 28B, at FONTAINEBLEAU (X29). The approximate distances
from these two points to Army supply points in the vicinity of CHALONS
(T54) were 157 and 100 miles, respectively.

During the month telephone connections were installed for the first
time to all supply points and railheads. ,The rapid advance and movement
of :supply points had never permitted this in the past. Communications
are highly essential in the coordination of the-supply of an Army.

Railway deliveries from the beach were initiated to the following,

points during the' month .by Advance Section Communications Zone trains:

SEZANNE (T02) 7 September. (Class.III)
. " M ISOU.(T42) -7 September •(Classes I, II and IV, III)
VERDUN (U26) 14 September (Classes I: IIland IV, III)
EPERNAY (T25) 6 September. (Class III)
LEROUVILLE (U32) 14 September (Classes I,III).
TOUL.(061) ' 23 September (Class II and IV)
CONFLANS (066) 23 September (Class II and IV)

, Airplane deliveries were initiated to-the ' following places:.

REINS (T37) 5September (Class: III)
R.NNEVILLU (042) 6 September (Class! III)
ST OIlzER (TO) 13 September (Class III)
.T0AIN (047) 1 September (Classes 0Z and IV, III)
TOOL(U61) 29 September (Classes IIandIV, III)

iany

qpany

UPWa

to 26 September.
pned 26 September

it Advance Section
at the base depot
Lhe Army took over
ported:them, using

direct to Army supply points.).

lowing tonnage allocat ions- (long tons) were.ipse

OTHER TOTAL ALLOTMENT TO-,DATE ..-Q ALLOCATION SERVICES ARMY FOR ALL SERVICES

1 September 1,200 . .2,000
5 September. 2,090* 1,410 3,500

25 September 2,070 1,430". 3,500

27 September- 1,833 1,267 3,100

*From 11 to 24 September, 500 tons of the Quartermaster allotment

were given to Ordnance on alternate days; and from 17 to 24 Septem-
ber, twenty tons were given to Chemical Warfare Service.

The tonnage requirements for, Quartermaster supplies varied someihat
because of ,the changes of major elements. The following represents a

general estimate of the daily tonnage for Quartermaster supplies .re-
quired for full operations for the Army during September:

Class I 900 long tons
Class II and IV "-1125.long tons
Class III .400Olong tons

TOTAL 2,425 long tons

The problem of forwarding supplies to Army supply points was con-
siderably reduced after the advance slowed down...The supply pointswere

advanced close. behind the troops, and. the Class. II and IV depots were.
moved forward to VERDUN (U26) and TOOL (U6l), .within easy. hauling range
of the troops.

Railway service improved greatly during the month. Advance Section

Comiunications Zone truck convoys no longer came to the Army area, but
transferred their loads to railwaycars at S MESOUS (T42). Two rail-

heads, VERDUN (U26) on the north: side and LISOUVILLE (032) - later ad-
vanced to' TOUL (U61) on the south flank, served for the supply of the
Army, except for supplies delivered by air.

Army supply points in operation during September are shown in Annex

Number 2 to this report.
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Advance Section Communications.Zone took over Army Supply Point
Number 28B. near FONTAINEB.EAU (12), on 8 September as a deanting
pant f tanktrucksoper g beten that ot e p
U eiaii' at. CHART]ES (R30)(advanedtoDOURDAN (R70) on 22 September).

Ax•i& the packaged gasoline from Supply Point mber R8 o
trains operated by the Third U. .S. :;Armiy betweenST GMAN(4), SM-
SOLS (T42), VERDR (U26),and LEROUVILE! (U32).

ThIe rail ,.hed4 .-for .. the bulk of Qarteratrs swas-.shiedtU. g.ole .

from LEOUVILIE (U32) to TOUL (U6i) on 24 September. Bulk gasoline in
ta'nk cars began arriving at .'TOUL (U61) on 24. iSeptember,but this was
discontinued after three days because all tank. cars were required:for

aviation fuel,. Thereafter, allgasoline'receivedwas in packages. The
Class III railhead was shifted, from TOL (U61). to DCMGERMAIN (U50),•
three miles southwest of TOUL, on 27 September, in order tO relieve the
congestion at the, latter place. At the end of7t he. month a;ll, gasoline
deliveriesto .he Army area were by railway to VERDUN (026) and. DLaER-
MAiN: (50)',except for small deliveries by airplane to ETAIN (U47) ad
.. .. i. . . .... ( 47 : .
TOUL 061).

Gasoline a. gain :becae Short of. requirements on: 20'September, be-
causeof. tonnage limitations... The following table shows the daily tele-
gram requests and the receipts from 21 to 30 September:

DATE DAILY TELEGRAMREQUEST RECEIPTS
(Gallons) 

"  
(Gallons)

21September 388,944 167,475:
22 September 405,152 281,450
23 September 235,680 258,755

.. 4.2 September :-284,400 294,075.....'

-25,September .. '35.6,288 274,010
26.September 308,192 451, 490

27, September... 281,664 219,635
28 September 231,456. 238,085
29 September 243,520 181,360
30 September . 438,656 346,785

Rationing was again employed. .Limitations. were placed on allowances to
divisions, as well as to corps and Army troops., Every gallon that could
be saved was .placed in reserve in specified Army supply points to pro-

vYide against emergencies and to be prepared to take full advantage of
.tactical opportunities. The front was relatively static at this period.,

Emapty cans became critical at the Communications Zone refilling
points. The mortality rate for cans had exceeded expectations. The
.Ary made strong efforts to collect and evacuate as many empties as pos-
sible,' and the slowing of the advance provided the opportunity to give
this matter close supervision. 'During the latter part of the month,
more cans were returned than were received.

SECTION VII" GRAVES REGISTRATION DIVISION

The personnel of the Graves Registration Division. was dividedbbe-
tween the. forward and rear echelons of the Army Headquarters. One offi-
car and nine enlisted men were located with the rear echelon to work in
cooperation with the Adjutant General Casualty Section in processing
burial records. Toe-remainder of the division, consisting of one offi-
cer and one enlisted man, -remained with the forward echelon to supervise
the location aid-operation of cemeteries.

It was planned, originally, to operate one cemetery for each corps,under corps supervision,. It was for this reason that a graves registra-
tion company. and.a service company were attached to each corps. "It was
.discovered that this was not a 'workable plan. Cemeteries, from the

L start, had been under Any supervision. Except for very brief periods,
not more than one cemetery had beehi in operation at the same time. All
corps had found it possible to evacuate to the. one place.. It is worthy

L of remark that the VIIi Corps evacuated its Aerican Ldead to the .ST,
JAMS (Y29) Cemetery duringL the entire campaign inthe Britt.any Penin-

sua.

Thmostdifficult problems are "those incident, toidqntification
and'paper work. At the start,, the dead were brought"to corps collecting
pints in trailere. The loaded trailers were. excha'ged for empty trail-
ers and-the boes were tkento the ce wtery without unloding. This
S mtem proved' unsatisfactry 'roi mthe idenatificatiOn stMndpoint. 'The
bodies later were' unloaded atLthe corps collecting p6nts and identifi-
c Oations :were carefullychecked. This materially added !to, the labor in-
volved, but it reduced the -number.,of unidentified to a low figure,.

The officers and nan of the Quarteraster graves registration con-

609th CDLGraves Regiartion Company
304.1st C. L Graves Registration Copany
3042d CD Graves Registration Company
...3043d QC Graves Registration Company.

During. Ue third week, supplies of mattress :covers,, personalefb-.
fects bags, and crosses were very I low. Only 985 mattress covers and.850
e personal effects bags had been received on requisitions since 1 Septem-
ber and substituted 'captured stores were nearly exhausted., As none of
-these items were available through normal supply channels, trucks .were
dispatched.:to the beach, a distance of 300 miles, to secure the items.

"B the:end of September the necessary suppliesa Oereavailable in suffi-I
cient quantity and:.through normal channels.. TheQuartermaster depots.*.
for.. Class II-supplies. were keeping a reserve stock specifically ear-
marked for cemetery use.

Prisoner of war labor was found to be the best suited. for work at
the cemeteries, but the graves-registration companies with their limited
transportion" were unable to transpot the prisoners to and from.the

cemeteries. . Quartermaster service troops, ::although less efficient than
prisoners,.:had .to be-relied upon. .,Civilian laborers worked hard only
the first .few days; when.they were well fed and then *paid they lost all
• interest in their work...

The total burials for September were 4,l92. Of these, 2,668 were

American, forty-six were Allied, and 1,478 were German..

The following cemeteries were in operation:,

" •U..S. .Military Cemetery Number 1, ST.JAMES (Y29),.and the
German Military Cemetery adjacent thereto, which 'had. opened,
(71200.B August, were. transferred to the Ninth U. S. Army at
051200%B September.

The German-Military Cemetery, LESNEVEN (Rl), near, BLEST
(V99),hich had opened 241200 B"August, was alsottransferred
to the Ninth U..S. Army at 051200 B September.

U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1, VILLENEUVE-SUR-AUVES
(R90), and the German Military Cemetery. •'adjacent thereto,
Which .had opened 251200 B August, were .closed for burials to
.the ,'.Third U. S, Army at 060100 B September and turned over to
Advance Section Communications Zone.

.- U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1,, CHAMPIGNEUL (T44), and
the German Military Cemetery adjacent thereto opened Oll200: B
September and'were closed for Third U. S. Army burials at
-201200 A September and turned over toAdvance Section Commmi-
cations Zone.

S. Military Cemetery Number 1, ANDILLY
ilitary Cemetery adjacent .thereto opened
These cemeteries remained open beyon

by this: chapter.

SECTION VIII.-_QUARTF.MTER TROOP SECTION

The following Quartermaster-troop',units Wers assigned or attached
to the-Third U. S. Arm* as of 30 September:

Hq & Hq Dot, GI Group 2
Hq&Hq Det) CD: Battalion, :Mobile 3

Hq& HqDet,C QVBattalion 6
QM- Depot Company, Supply 2

V Gasoline Supply. Company -- 8
QM.Graves-Registration Compd.y 3

. Launy Company- .. 4
QV 11Railhead Company 6
QMNSalvage Collecting Cumpau 3
W .Service Company 17
QM Bakery Company, Special.:, 5
QM Salvage Repair Company 3
NQ Fumigation and Bath 'Copany' 2
I QRefrigeration Company,.Mobile - . 1

QULSales Platoon .

GIN .Tank, Truck Company 2
G. Petroleum Products Laboratory (Mobile Section) 1

' The quality 'of s'ervice/troops vaied; however, the fact remains
that they got :the job done:. The officers., amost without exception,.
gave their very.best efforts.

SECTION IX -FIELDFSERVICE SECTION

Laundry units. were- kept in close support, of all'Army hospitals.
These- units performed-well.. Laundry uits. notrequired for hospital
service and bath -units were'located close behind the front-line troops.
More bath units were required than were, available. This. is- one: of the
best morale features of the Quartermaster Corps; but,. unfortunately, the
nits were. not to be had.

The Quartermaster. Petroleum Products Laboratory (Mobile Section)
ran'208 tests, sampling 182,750 gallons of gasoline. As a result ..of
these tests, 10,000 gallons were found suitable for Army use, It should
be noted that this was not ,the entire amount of captured gasoline used."
during the month.

A detail consisting -of one.warrant officer and fourteen enlisted
men was organized on 20.September for the purpose.of checking, guarding,
and warehousing captured supplies.

The movement of laundry. and salvage repair units was found.to be
difficult with the reduced number of tractors :currently allowed. Six
.additional tractors were loaned to the-Army Quartermaster by the Commu-
nications Zone *on 26 September to supplement the organi ationaltrac-
tors.

SECTION X - SALVAGE SECION

The salvage plan was. reorganized after the tactical situation be,
came more stable. A complete salvage point, consisting of repair, fumi-a
gation, salvage collecting,.and laundry facilities,

• 
was established

close in the rear of each corps. Direct support was given -to combat.
units in repairing and renovating clothing and equipment. The volume of
salvage in Army installations during -the month was lower than expected.
Front-line units salvaged and reissued everything :possible, because of
the scarcity of new supplies in the. depots. Salvage handled-during the
month included:,

Class B 204,701

Class.C 45,190

Class, "137"262

TOTAL38,5

All Class B'and Class C items were processed and returned to depots for
reissue.

The stove repair *units, operating with the ClassII and IV depots,
mde repairs to the following items:

Fire units. .942
Lanterns, Coleman,. 601
Stoves, cooking, one and two-burner 385
Heaters, immersion type 24
Pumps, hnd •89.

Toed ck of parts continued to, hamper operations.; ..Those repair units
worked with good spirit,: and -they: improved great ly in te-chnique and 1in-m
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XX Corps: -1oth Armored ,Division, 5th Infantry Division,
90th Infantry Division,95th Infantry Division,.
and Corps Troops..

III Corps: Corps Troops only.

The aggregate strength of assigned units, on 31 October was' 252,524.
There were. additional troops in or adjacent to the Arm area for which
the Army assumed supply responsibility. These .included, in approximate.
numbers: 30,706 Communications Zone troops, 17,405 Ninth Air Force
troops,1, 604 French troops,and 2,631 miscellaneous troops. The ap-

proximate grand total of all troops ,was 304,870.

SECTION II - ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION,_

The, Administrative Division, in addition to its normal. functions,
became somewhat more active, in matters concerning purchases :and:requiSi-
.tions for locAl .war material. Fifteen thousand intrenching tools were
requisitioned from French manufacturers.,

An officer of the Quartermaster 'Section -was awarded the Bronze Star
.Medal for. meritorious service. by General Orders Number 72, 24 October
1944., Headquarters Third U. S. Army.,

SECTION III- SUPPLY DIVISION

The.Quartermaster supply situation in. the Army on 1 October in
--general, was sound, .except in regard to Class III supplies. Prospects
were good. except for certain critical items which were in snort supply
on the Continent,

. 
Railway service was showing" daily iraprovement, and,

as the month progressed, many of the supply problems that had been expe-
rienced in the past began to disappear.

Communications Zone sent supplies into the Army area almost entire..
ly by railway. Airplanes, •loaded in the United. Kingdom, delivered a
considerable tonnage of Classes II II aid IV, and III. supplies during
the first part: .of the month, to ETAIN (U47), TOOL (U61), and STDIZIER
(TW0). The bulk of supplies of all classes was delivered by railway to
TOUL (U61).

Delivery of supplies by the Communications Zone direct to Amysup-

ply. points, which, in general, were located along the western bank of
the MOSELLE River and as.far back as ST .MIHIEL (U34),.: was ,impracticable
because of the long line of communications and the non-existence of ad-
vance or intermediate depots. Responsibility for receiving, classify-
ing, and making final delivery of supplies rested-with

•
7the Army.

Class-I supplies were unloaded at TOUL (U61) .transported to a-

Class I situation wa
roughiout the month
ipuents of 'rations
,taled 24,139.0 ton
Nearly all .rations

. ... . . I :

27 OCT..1944

CLASS I

CLASSIFICATION
YARD AND DEPOT

AT TOUL

During October' efforts were made to accumulate a special reserve
k iof Class I supplies. By the end of the month 1,855,028 rations
been accuinulated in the Army depot at TOUL (061).

The daily issues of rations averaged 323,731 and. certified strength
)rts averaged 303,444. The over-issue of six and seven-tenths per
enabled units to replace unit reserves. The Army assigned strength

irts averaged approximately 239,000;, but attachments from the Ninth
Force, the Advance Section Cormunications Zone, French, and miscel-

Ous units accounted for .the difference.: : "

Reqeipts'of , "B"rations were short toward.the end of the month. Itimpossible to meet normal requests f or this typ f fration on9sever-

hays. During the month, seventy-seven and three-tenths per cent of.
issues were ofI the 'i' type;nine and eight-tenths per1cent ,c 1n0.

- I n
.

five and six-tenths per cent, 'C ;11and seven and three-tehths Per

rations consumed. Supplies on hand were adequate for the entire--month.

SECTION V . CLASS II AND IV SECTION

The clothing and equipment situatidn -pn 1 October was showing -
proven .t ard'it continued.to. grrbetterd the month. Considbr-sbli more transportation was allotted to this clas of-supplies

October than had. been the preceding month.

Winter clothing and equipment received primary consideration;Wool
underwear, overshoes, sleeping bags, blankets, and groundL sheetswere.
furnished in ever-increasing quantities. The majority of the ;shipments.came by rail; twenty-five per cent of tie total of 4,550.7 long tons ,ar-.
rived by air. .Critical shortages at the end of *the month iincluded leg-
gings, overshoes, raincLoajts,. one and two-burner stoves,*and mess gear.

All-Class II and IV activities were concentrated inLDepot' Number .6,
which' had.opened at TOUL (61) on20 September.. Depot Number 5, locatedtwo and one-half miles northeast of. VERDUN 3 (036, closed on 2 October
and .moved: to TOUL (U61). Depot Number, 6 utilized two."L large buildings
for closed -storage. Because of the great volume of business, the opera-.
tionsL were divided between two. depot companies - the 618th Quartermaster
Depot Company, Supply, handled clothing: and the.250th Quartermaster. De-
pot Company, Supply, handled equipment, Red Cross supplies, and !ost Ex-can-:geitems.

SECTION VI -"CLASS IIISECTION

'Receipts of V80. Lgasoline for the month amounted to 7,346,755 .gal-
lons, whichPapproximated sixty-sevenpr. cent, ol:the daily telegram reo-
quests.

Gasoline rationing was inaugurated, at. the beginning ;of October.
Allocations were made hy! the Army, Quartermaster to. divisions and non-
divisional units based .on their minimum essential needs under the rela-
tively static tactical situation, Special needs were provided-for by
making additional issues when and as required.: The following schedule
was arrived at after considerable planning and experience, and repre-sents rhe rAnimum daily requirements, in gallons, of the Army in a fair-
Lly static situation:

Arm Troops 105,030
Corps Troops (XX .Corps) 17,500
Corps Troops (XII Corps) 15,475,
Infantry Divisions (Six- 6 ,500 each) 39,000.,
Armored Divisions (Three 12,500 each) 37,500.
Air. Force, Units-(Attached) -33,930
communications. Zone Troops (Attached) 11,000
Other.Miscellaneous Troops (Attached): . 7255 ...

TOTAL :266,690

The goal set for Army reserve was 2,500,000 gallons. It was con-
sidered desirable-to accutulate this amount before the start of the next
offensive. Gasoline received in excess of the rationing allocations .was
placed in Anm reserve poiqts. The reserve ..amounted to 840,330 gallons
on 15 October, but was reduced to 638,235 gallons on 31 October..

The. outlook for coal was not reassuring.j Coal was not available in:
ti-e.CommLuications Zone for shilnient to the Army. Local stocks were,
.limited. Sixteen hundred tons 'of German coal and 1,192 tons of Frenchcoal, the latter procured by requisition, were collected during the
aodnth.L Issues .'of 1,569 tons 'were made to: hospitals, bakeries, shower
units, and various headquarters. It was estimated that the monthly re-
quirements during the winter, would approximate 22,000 tons. At the. end
of the onth the total coal resources were 5,0o0 tons, which, included
1,22) tens on hand and.3,777 tons that could be made available..

SECTION VII - GRAVES REGISTRATION DIVISION

The. personnel of the Graves Reistration Division, which heretofore
had been Livided between the foWard *and. rear echelons of the Arm-y.Head-
quarters, ws.consolidated 'on 11 October with the.rear echelon. This
proved to be a better working arrangement, since close cooperation'm t
be maintained with .the Casualty Section of the Adjutant General's.Office
in processing reports.'

A nu nber' of specialists in thie division had, by this time, dev l-
opedgreat Skill in the .identification of unknowns. They were justly
prgud oftheir accoiplisnmants.

The total.burials f or the month- were"2,261,, of whicn .l,56Owere
American, .fifteen •were Allied, and 686 were enemy. There :were onlysixteen unidentified American dead for the month, one per cent of the
burials.

0
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SECTION IX FELD SERVICE SECTION

A' warehouse was secured in NACY (081) forthe purpose of consoli-
dating all captu'red enemy materiel... At this place all types of captured
•eemy SUpples wer received, inventoried, -andissued. During October
approximately 44. truckloads of captured materiel were transferred. to
this point. 

.

'Bad weather during October made it desirable to place troop units

and installations Lunder cover.L This "s esecially important in. the.

case of the latter, which require hard standings for efficient opera-
tionse After much effort, suitable covered accommodations were secured
for both men and installations,

Early inL October, when an adoitional company became available, a
complete fumigation and bath company was operated by Army Lfor each
corps. Three companies were in operation •within the Army.

D During the month 106,823 men werebathed in divisional areas. This
number does not- include men who were bathed by Engineer and Llocally
operated units.'

SECTION X - SALVAGE SECTION

With the improved' Class II supply ;situation,.many soldiers could
turn in unserviceable garments for. replacement and the salvage program
was accelerated over the previous month..

The followingitems or salvage were handled during this.-period:

Class. B 336 l 
.

Class .C48, 697
Class A* 79.i957L

TOTAL 465,565:

All. ass B and Class C items of clothing were ftuigated,, laun-
dered, and, when necessary, repaired and sent to the Class II and IV

L potforreissue, Salvage repair compaies repaired 52,635 items dur-

ing the month,
Fiel, Lrange" rep"irL uits and typewrite repir tea operated at

-base shops at ' the Class II and IV depts -and at .:salvage repair point.S'
During the month repairs were made to 'the following items: .

?#re units2,6
Neatrm, ssseeiontype, ,39

Lanters. maol4e391:60

CHAPTER:6,
NOVEMBER OPERATIQNS.

'SECTION 1 -GENERAL

Army Headquarters remained atz NANCY (U81) throughout the month of

November.

Plan :for the coming offensive were.. nearing completion'at the be-
ginning of the month. The principal efforts of : the Office of the Army
Quartermaster were directed toward .meeting this situation. Itwas
planned to place reserves of rations and gasoline in strategic locations
east of the MOSELLE River, This proved to be a sound measure'.because
the river was rising and at the start of the offensive had reached flood
stage. ,Many of . the temporary bridges were mnusable for several days.
Sites had been selected, but the stocking of the supply points was de-
layeduntil the last moment for- reasons of 'secrecy. The Third U.t S.
Army offensive began on 8 November. Reserve supplies were adequate. A.
total of 2,246,841rations was in the Army area at supply points, mobile
reserve-polnts, and storage points; 1,926,235 gallons of gasoline were

likewise strategically located. .The_ divisions averaged four days of
Class I and five days of Class III Supplies on hand, the accumulation of
these reserves .having begun in October. Army ration stocks had been
built up to the prescribed level by the middle of Octooer, but it was,

not until 7 November that a sufficient reserve of gasoline had been ac-.
cumulated. By' the twentieth of -the month, gasoline on hand had been
built up to five and one-half million gallons. Quartermaster activities
proceeded according to plan.

.The composition of. the Army remained, substantially the same during
the month. The following were the major elements:

III Corps: Corps Troops only,

XII Corps: 4th Armored .Division bt. h Armored Division,'26th
Infantry Division, 35th ,Infantry 0Divisio, 8th
Infantry. Division, and CorpsTroops,.

XX Corps: 3- 10th Armored Division, 5th InfantryDivision, 90th
Inantry. 'Division, 95th Infantry.' Division, and
Corps Troops..

The strength of assigned .units w as 249,889- on 30 November. The
tt'l namber of. troops: supplied by the. Ar y was311,306, including Coin-

'uniationS :Zne, Ninth. Air Force, French,. and,-miscellaneous troops.

SECTIONI -O ' ADM.INISTRATIV& DIVISIN

i':ghtFrench- railway wine tanks,. each ith a capacity of 5,000 gal-
lons, were requisitioned for use-.as water reservoirs. ,These were filled

with water mnd placed at Class TII raiheads for fire.-fighting purposes.,

A project of printing 40,000 ten-pagei booklets'non"The LRules of
Lad6 warfare" w6a undertanl ud accomplished tor: the Judge AdvocateL

S tion. Captured enemy paper was used an th pinting done, by '

Requisitioning of war. material and services from civilian sources.
increased in voluie. .. A highlight. was the initial Use 'of: .civilian dry-
cleaning :facilities. Five thousand salvaged:, overcoats and:: 3,000 sal-
vaged blouses were processed through this arrangement.

On 5 November, the Office of the Army Quarter*master was reorganized,,
,by adding an Operations Section to the Supply Division. The Operations
Section had been in actual operation since early in August. The princi-
pal functions of this section were to supervise and.control all Quarter-

master supply operations in the rield, including the receipt, classifi-.
cation, and forwarding of supplies to Army supply points, and to antici-
pate and-make arrangements for meeting tne requirements of the changing
tactical situation.

During November three officers and four enlisted men .of the Quar-
termaster Section re'ceived the Bronze Star Medal !for meritorious ser-
vice,,by Peneral Orders published by, Headquarters Third U. S. Army. In
Quartermaster units one officer was awarded the Silver Star ad one of-;
ficer and four enlisted men were awarded the Bronze "Star Medal, by Gen-
eral Orders, Headquarters Third U. S. Army.

SECTION III-- SUPPLY "DIVISION,

An allocation- of 2,950 long tons daily was available to the Army
Quartermaster during November. The supply situation was greatly in-
proved over previlous months. Only Class II and IVI gave cause -for anxi-
ety. "uch progress was made toward completion of the winterization pro-
gram; however, serious shortages -of several critical. items existed.

Railways., both- in the Communcations .Zone and in the Army area,
were now operating in good volume and on reliable schedules. The cele-
brated "Red Ball. Express" truck convoys-in the rear area were discontin-
ued. Practically all supplies were transported from tne Communications
Zone to the Army! receiving points by railway. One emergency shipment of
diesel was lifted by air direct from the United Kingdom to airfields at
6T DIZIER (T90) and VERDUN (U26)'. Truck shipments from the :Conmunica-
tions',one were minor except forda considerable quantity of gasoline
delivered by tank trucks. 'Within the Army area, railway trains, under:
AriV control, were used for distributing Class I and Class III supplies
to all su;ply points:. that could be' located on lines ,then in operation.
Supply points not accessible to railways :were supplied by Army trucks or
a combination of railway and truck. A railway bridge across the MCSELLE
River imediately north of NANCY (U81) was completed on lO November, en-
abling trains. to proceed to CHATEAU StLINS (Q12), HAMPONT (Q12), and
HABOUMO4FG (Q13). This was the .only railway line in operation east .of
the MtSELLE during the month.

Cass I dClass III supply points.were maintained in close sup-
port of combat units. At least two supply points for both Class I and

.,Class III supplies for each corps were in ,_.opdration throughout the
month, and aditional supply points were maintained-west of the .OSELLE
River for Army troops. The first Class III supply point was opened for
issues east of tne MOSELLE River on 14 November: the first Class I point
opened on 19 November.

ClassI supplies. for the period 1 to-24.November, inclusive, were
delivered* by the Communications Zone to the Army Class I depot at TOUL
(U61). The Army Quartermaster. classified the supplies at this point and,
reshipped by railway and/or truck to the'Army

. 
supply points.. The,'Ad-

vance Section Communications Zone for some time had been building up a
Class I intermediate depot at VERDUN (U26). This depot, Q-178,. opened

Jon 25 November and, took over the, function of sending .daily trains to
designated Army supply points. The new procedure .was. a great .improve-
ment and, for the first time since the start of the campaign, estab-
lished a system of Class I supply in close agreement with the field man-
uals. The Army depot.at TOUL (U61) was retained..as a reserve point for
operational-type rations. The daily trains from VFRDUN, (026) were dis-
patched to Army railleads located, for the most part, along the MOSELLE
River at NaNCY (U81), CHAPIGNEULLES (.081), ,CHAMBLEY (065), AUJLN (068),
CHATEAU. SALINS (Q12), and HA..ONT (412). The last two points were east
of the MOSEL E River in the southern part of the Armyzone. Arm trucks
transported suppies, from the raiilheads to such :supply points as were
not located on operating railway lines.

Cla ss II and IV supplies continued, to be delivered to the Army
ClassTI and.IV depot at TOuL (P61).

j'.Clas' ,III supplies, in bulk, were delive ed to the, Army at the

Athree. principal, decanting pit -D.~BAR(50),NNY(01,and
AC3EOJS (067).. Packaged gasoline shipped from'the COMPkiwications

Zone. wap. re ceived. at LEROUVILLE (032)j, from. which point the trainswr
dispatched to the various supply points. Uailway facilities. enabled
distribution to be made to BELLEVILLE (72), TRIEUX ('068), FONTOY (078),
DUDELANGE (89), CHATEAU SALINS (12.), a.nd ABOUDANG (Q13), The last
tw'o points were. east lof the. MO.EL., Rver,..i ." ii... .,, ,, '

: •::.Coincident iwith the 'change in Class I 'supply of the ;iArmy,tedal



anksgiving dinner had been the subject .of special pla
ere made to insure that every man, including those
would be provided with the traditional dinner. On
pounds of turkey were delivered by refrigerator va

points from the HOMECOURT (U17) cold storage plant.
was approximately one and one-third pounds per man.
lete as could be arranged and included cranberries,
resh apples, raisins, and cocoa.

le ',K',-ration stocks were in short supply. This rat:
above all others by attacking troOps because it can
nviniently. On 22 November, all "K rations were rx
o front-line troops.
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near TOUL :(U61), remaind :.the sole Army Class II
The base 'for supply remained kt Depot Q-lO, at

by the "Communications Zone

SECTICN VI - CLASS III SECTIN
The gasoline situation was satisfactory on 1 November, and improved

steadily-throughout the month. There.was a shortage of diesel, hewever,
an4 it was necessary to arrange for an emergency shipment of.400 tons by

air direct from the United Kingdom and a like amount by railway from

,CHERBOURG (012). The air shipment, scheduled'to be completed before 7
November, was accomplished in part when a total of 287 tons was received

on1O and 11 November. Rail shipments of diesel, however, began soon

. afterwards in quantities thatpermitted the accumulation of a reserve of

approximately 32,000 galons by 16 November.- Almost 2,000,000 :gallons .

of gasoline.were on hand at the start of the offensive on .8 November,.

excluding'.-unit loads. The month closed with 3,604,565 gallons in Army
supply points and reserve points.

During previous months the policy of the. Communications Zone had •

been to supply package1ea asoline to the Army as far as practicable.As.

.the cans had been emptiegthey had been shipped to the rear for refil-

ling. The turn around, because of the long distances, had required so

much time that a critical shortage of cans had resulted. It was de-

cided, therefore, that the Army should be furnished 1,000 net tons of

bulk gasoline daily, which would be decanted by the Army. This program

was initiated on 2-November, when 298,650 gallons of bulk gasoline

(796.4 
: 

net tons) arrived at DOUGEBMAIN (USO). Any additional amount

required was to be furnished in packages, provided that the cans were,

available. Most of the decanting, as explained above, was carried out

at three places.-It was possible to decant 1,000 net tons (375,000 gal-

lons) daily, but an amount in excess of this figure would have required

more equipment. Receipts for the month were forty per cent bulk and

sixty per cent packaged.

In.preparation for th offensive,,two'i reserve points were estab -.
lished on 6 and 7 November east of the MOSELE River and stocked with
420,350 gallons of V-40 gasoline: 'one point was two miles east of NANCY
(U81) *and the other .at ATTCN (73).( _10 November, an :additional
219,750Ogallons. were loaded aboard cars and held as a mobile reserve at

.MONCEL (QOl). When the supply points became congested, 1,198,730 gal-.
lons of V-8O gasoline were turned over to the Advance Section Communica-
tioneZone to be held in the vicinity of VERDUN (U26).

Twobulk storage plants in NANCY (U81), with a capacity of 310,00
gallons,. and another in- IANEUVEVILLE (USO), with a capacity of 800,000

gallons, were taken over during November. These contained 600, gal-
.lons at the end of the month.

Receipts of gasoline. totaled 12,137,026 gallons for-the month.
This was ten per cent.in excess of the daily t.elegram requests. Daily

issuesi averaged 303,921 .allons of V-80 gasoline and 10,,2881gallons' ,*of
diesel. Consumption was much lower than anticipatea.The. daily con"
sumption 'of liquid fuel was approximately eight, and twenty-three one-
hundredths pounds (net),per man per day; for oils..and greases the amount
was twd-tenths of one pound. In this .connection it must, be remembered
thatthe troops advanced over relativelyshort distances-and.that supply
distances were relatively short. Higher headquarters had prescribed
that overall Class-III requirements be calculated on the basis of fjf-
teen and forty-seven one-hundredths pounds (gross) perman per day. ,In-

the light of experience, thislis considered to represent the'amount that :
is required in a fast-moving, long-distance operation such as prevailed
during the month of-August.

Two fires :at decanting points resulted in a loss of 16,000 gallons
!

of gasoline, 10,266 cans,-and. one 100-gallon-per-minute .dispenser. The
first fire, at DCUGEMAIN (U50) on7 November, was-caused by. hot coals:
from a switching engine; the second, at NANCY (61) on'16 November,. re-

sulted from the backfire of a dispenser engine.,-The loss in, cans was
offset by 13,000 German cans recovered from a factory in. BASSE YUTZ.
(Us),near THIONVILLE (U88).

The coal situation improved greatly. Between 19 and 21 November,

235 cars were received from the Communications Zone. Total receipts for
the month were 8,678 tons. Sufficient' coal was: available to fill all

requests.

The Theater Commander, accompanied'by the Army Commander, visited
Supply, Point Number 50, at NANCY (U81), on 16 November.

SECTION VII -GRAVES REGISTRATION DIVISICN.

A marked increase in the-number of isolated burials had become ap-
parent by 1 November. - This presented a serious problem with respect to

establishing identity. There *as instituted on the second of this, month

.:a comprehensive check list for the identification of bodies interred in
isolated localities. Upon locating a body, graves registration person-
nel consulted the civil authorities of the nearest •village and other
local civilian and military personnel prior to disinterment. An overlay

was then made, tieing. in the location of the grave with permanent land-
marks. All available circumstances were noted for example, whether
the body was buried by the enemy or by civilians, on what date the bur-

ial occurred, who handled the personal effects, and what records were
available. It was found by following this system that absence of iden-
tification tags or other positive identification was no barrier to defi-
nite identification in ninety-five per cent of the cases.

Much progress was made in improving the technique incident to the

identification of unknowns. By arrangement, Ordnance units retrieving
tanks with bodies charred beyond immediate identification called in a

representativa of the Graves Registration Division before .moving the
tanks. This resulted in early identification of remains, since all per-
tinent data as to position of the bodies in the tanks, personal effects,

and immediate surroundings often accomplished recognition of the bodies
by members of their organizations. Six cases of potential unknowns were.
solved during the month through this new method.

The system of evacuating bodigs from the divisions to the.cemetery
was modified on 4 November. A separate collecting point manned by Army
graves registration personnel was established to operate with each divi-

sion, and in cooperation with the division graves registration officer.
In addition, twelve tems, each consisting of three men, a driver, and a
weapons carrier, were placed in a central pool at the cemetery for emer-
gency assistance where needed. Corps graves registration officers ren-

Sdered valuable service in coordinating operations within the divisions.
Under the earlier system, several collecting points were operated to

serve each corps.. The localizing of. collecting points simplified iden-

tification procedure and proved to be much more efficient than the pre-
vous system.,

On 27 November, an understanding was reached with the Ninth 'Air
Force regarding the identification of Air Force personnel not previously

reported to this Division but buried in. the Army area. Prompt identfi-cationwwas made of ten out of the sixteen unknowns.

During the :three days beginning on 21 November, itwas found neoes-.
sary to call on 550 prisoners of war to handle the large volume of .o*k.
Portablearc lights secured through the Engineer Section wereuse for
the first .time. for night burial activity.

U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1 at.ANDILLY.(U61), which had oss
at 121200 B September, closed for American burials at .050800 A-Novber,"
but remained open for Allied burials. Amarican burials here totAled
3,307; Allied, sixty-three..The adjacent Germancemeteryremained open.
U.S. ilitary Cemetery Number 1 at LIMEY (W2) opened at 050800 A
November.

Burials during the month .totaled 5,676, of-which 3,672 were Amri-
can, eight were- Allied, and 1,996 were enemy.

A commemorative service was held on Armistice Day at the LMM;
(U62) cemetery.

SECTICN VIII - QUARTERMASTER TROOP SECTION .

The following Quartermaster troop -units were assigned-or attached
to the Third U. S. Army as of 30 November:

Hq& Hq Detq Q Group 2 "
Hq &Hq Det, QM Battalion, Mobile 3
Hq & Hq Det, QM Battalion 6. .
01 %Bakery Company, Special 5

W) Depot Company,. Supply2
0)1 Fumigation and Bath Company 3
0)1 Gsoline Supply Company7
,0M Graves Registration Company 3
'.. Laundry Company 5
Q Railhead Company 5.
Q0 Refrigeration Company, Mobile 1

QM Sales Platoon 2
* Salvage Collecting Company 3

0)1 Salvage Repair Company..
QV Service Company 24
Q. Service Detachment 1

(Petroleum Products Laboratory).
(Mobile Detachment).

Higher authority.'directed that, with the entry of the Army into
Germany, prisoners of war could not be utilized for labor detaile,;To
meet this situation, five additional service companies were assigned to
the Army. Two companies were allocated to the Army Medical'Section for
use with the evacuation hospitals, whiph had throughout the entire cam-
paign utilized: prisoner-of-war labor only.

The Army Commander awarded a unit commendation to the 485th Quar-
termaster Refrigeration Company, Mobile, published in Section III, Gen-
eral Orders Number 100, 30 November 1944, for outstanding performance. of

duty from 10 August to 25 September. Elements of this company entered
HOMECOUTL (U77) on 9 September on the heels of the combat troops and,
before the town was reported clear of the enemy, secured and protected
2,600,000 pounds of beef, property of the German Wehrmacht.
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against:'theFirstU. S.: Army .in Belgium and Lux9mbourg was des
have a far-reaching effect on the Third U. S. Army tactical ar
quent supply ope rations.

By'18 December the German counter-offensive' on the First U.

front had reached .a critical stage. As a : result the tactica]

the Third U., S. Aimy was changed to counter thisthrust. in

proceeding with the offensive':ito the east,in the direction c

BRUCKEN (.Q7), the Army directed its. power toward' he.: north.

Luxembourg and eastern Belgium. The new tactical plan requirec
and XII. Corps to move quickly to the vicinity of ARLON'(P62) a

BOURG (P81), respectively. The, VIII . Corps came under Third U.

control in the +area of BASTOGNE (P55). The XX Corps remaimec
current front east and south of the MOSELLE.River. The right.(g

boundary of the Army-was changed and the zones of action. of tht

XII Corps* were taken over by the Seventh U. S..Army.

The supply plan 'of the Army was necessarily changed.. Quart
supply points and- reserves of rations and gasolinei that had be

east of the MOSELLE : River were shifted to the north and we.
MosELLE. Stocks of rations .and gasoline were loaded aboard rai

and'. held as mobile reserve so. that rapid. movement. could beef

the :military situation developed and clarified itself. The sup

ation had in general been sound since the first of the month,
te reserves of-, rations and gasoline at supply points an

points. On 19 December .1, 120,652: rations 'and 4,071,074 gallon

gasoline were on hand in the, Army area; and an additional 660,0
tional-type. rations were held in .reserve for the Army at. the

Section. Communications. Zone depot: at. VERDUN :(U26), Q-178. The

had an average of-three and Itwo-tenths days of Class I and-,

eight-tenths days of Class III supplies on hand.

The composition of the Army changed frequently and radical

the month. On 16 December the 10th Armored Division was attach

First U. S. Army. with the change: in the tactical plans the VI

including the 9th Armored Division, 10th Armored Division, 4th
.Division, 28th Infantry Division, and. 101st Airborne Divis

transferred to the Third U. S. Army..The 87th Infantry Divisic
lieved from assignment.to the Third U. S. -Army and. passed to: t

of the Seventh U. S. Army on 21 December. 'Later in the month

Infantry Division returned to the Third U. S. Army and the lit

Division and 17th*Airborne Division came under. its control.

.December to the end of the month,, the strength of the Army was
abruptly from approximately 255,000 to approximately 350,000.•

tional troops supplied-by the Army increased also from a dai]
of 50,000 to an average of 70, ,0

The bfollcwing were the major elements ,of the Army on1

III.Corpe: Corps Troops only.

XII Corps: 4th ArmoredDivision, 6th :Armored Divis

Infantry Division, 35th Infantry Divi,
Infantry Division, and Corps Troops....

XX Corps: 10th Armored DivisiOn, ,5th Infantry Divi
Infantry Division, 95th Infantry Divis

Corps,'Troops.

The strength of the Army was 249,889, and.with the addition of

cations Zone, Air Force, French, and mis cellaneous troops, the

which the Army was responsible for' supply amounted to 311,306.:

The following were the major elements of the Army on'31

III Corps: 6th Armored Division, 26th Infantry

35th Infantry Division, and Corps Troop

VIII Corps: 9thArmored Division, 11th Armored Divi
Infantry Division, 87th Infantry Divia

Airborn Division, 101st Airborne Divia
Corps Troops.
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..XII Corps:- 4th Armored, Division, 4th. I-ftry Division,. 5th
Infantry_ Division,.80th ',,Infantry Division.and.
Corps Troops.

XX Corps: 10th Armored Division,.90th Infantry -Division,
.95th Infantry Division, and Corps Troops.

-The strength. of the Army. on 31 December was. 351,291...The Army also-was
supplying 27,,114 Communications Zone,. 38,015: .Ninth Air Force, 2,749

French. and 2,063 miscellaneous troops, which brought the total number
of troops .supplied to 421,232.

SECTION II - ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

A new table of personnel .allotments for Headquarters Third U.S.
Army -was published in .Staff Memorandum Number 73, dated , 16 .December* .
.The allotment -for enlisted men of the Quartermaster Section was de.'

creased by eight men. .The.Section's. authorization was. nineteen off i-
cers,:three warrant officers, and forty" enlisted men.

A plan for the training of-infantry rifleihen was announced on 7

December.. Five per cent of the assigned strength of Army, corps, and

division headquarters and.of the assigned white service units were to be

.sent to an: infantry training center established atMETZ-(U85). The Com-

manding Officer, 519th Quartermaster Group, was directed to effect .the

transfer of enlisted -men from Quartermaster organizations concern.

Later in the month an additional five per cent were called. As apart

ofthis program two enlisted men from the Quartermaster Section were

transferred to the 87th Infantry Divisionand three were transferred to

the 95th Infantry Division..- One hundred and twenty-four enlisted men.

from ten Quartermaster unitswere transferred to the Infantry Training
Center at METZ (U85).

During the month the Bronze Star. *Medal, for meitorious service, :

was awarded to eight officers and warrant officers and four enlisted men

of Quartermaster uits by General Orders published by Headquarters Third..
:Us. S. Army.

"The Administrative Division continued to be: active in making.pur-

chases and requisitioning local services and material., To meet ,an urg-
ent operational necessity, 2,185 yards of white cloth were requisitioned
from a French wholesale establishment on 24 December,. to be used for,

making tunics for snow camouflage. Local printing ..facilities were ex-

tensively used for the printing of certain forms that 'were in short sup-

ply.

SECTIONIII- SUPPLY DIVISION

-The :overall Quartermaster supply situation in the Army: continued .to

be favorable,. The status of certain Class II items, however, was, ex-

tremely: critical. This situation was aggravated when, on 19 December

the supply of the VIII Corps became a Third. U..S. Army responsibility.
Battle losses of clothing and equipment includeditems that were already

in short supply. Extended efforts were made to reequip .all units having
sustained, battle losses. The Supply Division promptly reacted to. the

problems incident to the abrupt increase in the strength of the Army.

During the early part of the month the chief concern of the Supply
Division was to supply the attacking.forces to the east. Supply points
were located well forward in support of the combat troops and reserves
.of rations and gasoline were strategically located east of the MOSELLE

River. In addition to the Class II and IV Depot Number 7, established
at METZ, (U85) on 8 December for troops of the XX Corps and later also

for III Corps troops, another depot was opened for the troops of the. XII

Corps. It was established at SARRALBE (44) as Depot Number 8 on 17
December,

The development of the enemy counter-offensive, however, on" the

.First U. S. Army front resulted in a change of the direction of the
Third U. S. Army's advance. The III and XII Corps moved quickly north-.

ward to ARLON (P62) and LUXEMBOURG (P81), respectively, and the, VIII

Corps ,came under Third U. S. Army control in the area of BASTOGNE (P55.,

Arrangements were made on the evening of 18 December to establish Class

I and Class III supply points for units of the III and VIII Corps at
LONGVY (P50) and LIBRAMONT (P34)., which were to open on the following

day. The Operations Officer of the :Quartermaster Section arrived at
LONGWY (P5O) early on 19 December to complete arrangements for the open-
ing of supply points in'the new area and to coordinate all Quartermaster

activities on the new front.. LONeY (P50), formerly at the rear of the
northern flank of the Army area but now in the center of the direction
ofmovement,was selected as a railhead and regulating point.

A special train loaded with rations, arrangements for which had

been made -the previous evening, was dispatched from the Advafnce Section

Communications-Zone Depot. Q-178, at ,VERDUN (U26), to Class aI Supply
PointsNumber 66, at LONONY (P50), andiNumber 67, at LIBRAMONT (P34).

At 1000 A hours.on.19,December 85,000 rations from VERDUN (U26) had ar-
rived, A transfer of 100,000 gallons of gasoline: and .allied products,

by 'truck transports from . Army. Class III Supply Points Number 43B, at
MANCiEULLES (U67), and Number 57, at ELZANGE (U98), hadbeencompleted.
These- shipments arrived and issues were. initiated within twelve hours
after: preliminary arrangements had been made. Class I. andClass III
Supply-:Points Number 66 -actually opened at 191000 A December.

A shift of Quartermaster supply points and reserve points was-begun
immediately.'- Four Class I and four Class III supply points, all of them
east of the MOSELLE River, were closed. Only one Class I and one Class

III supply point, then in support of the XX Corps, remained east of the
river. A portion, of the supplies in ..these'- points was loaded aboard
railway cars and held as amobile reserve and the remainder was trans-
ferred to new points opening to the north and west of the MOSELLE River.
The shift of supply points is graphically illustrated in Annex Number 5B.
to this report.

In accordance with a.previous agreement between the Quartermaster,
Seventh.U. S. Army, and the Army Quartermaster on the matter 6fsupply.
responsibilities resulting from changes in Army.areas, Class I Supply

Point Number 58,.at HAMPONT (Q12), and Class III Supply Point Number58,
at HABOUDANGE (Q13),were released to the Seventh U. S. Army at 241400 A
December. A stock of 97,750 rations and additional miscellaneous items

was turned over with the .Class I :supply point..and 152,137 gallons of

V-80 gasoline and additional allied products were transferred with the.

Class III supply point'. Also, thirty-two cars of coke- and 514 tons of
coal were included in the supplies that were transferred.

..As a result of a change in the Communications-Zone supply procedure
in support of the Army, the daily tonnage allocation of.2,950 long tons

for Quartermaster supplies was no longer in effect. This daily allot-

ment of tonnage imposed by higher headquarters had been in effect since.

25 October. Distribution of all .classes of supplies from.the Communica-,
tions Zone to the Army was, for the first time in the campaign, in con-
frmity with. procedures outlined in field manuals.

Under this system the Army-Quartermaster submitted requests for

Class I and Class-III (POL) requirements by daily telegram through the
24th Regulating Station to Advance Section Communications Zone Depot
Q-178, at VERDUN (U26).1 Supplies were shipped by the Advance Section
Communications Zone to Army supply points and railheads designated in
the daily telegram. This system was already in effect for Class I sup-

plies, beginning on 24 November. It was not until 11 December, however,,
that Class III (POL) supplies were requested and distributed as out-.-

lined.

''Army requirements for Class II and IV supplies were requisitioned,
for ten-day periods and were submitted direct to the Advance Section
Communications Zone Depot Q-180, at REIMS (T37). Class IIand IVsup-

plies, with some exceptions, were forwarded to Army supply points by
Communications Zone train or truck transport. The first such request
was submitted for ten-day requirements beginning on 7 December.

. Requests for Class III (Solid Fuels) based-on thirty-day require-
ments covering the three succeeding months were submitted.. by the Army

Quartermaster to the Quartermaster, Advance Section Communications Zone.
Dependent on final allocation based on requirements of the Army and
availability, solid fuel was shipped forward to the : Army supply points

direct frc. mines or from, Advance-Section Communications Zone depots• in
the forward area..

The railroads, continued to be the chief meansof transporting sup-

" plies. 'With the .exception of-small quantities of supplies arriving by.

airplane and by truck, all supplies cams into the Army area on Comuni-
cations Zone trains. Only in an emergency were Army trucks dispatched
to Communications Zone depots to bring forward supplies.

The Army Quartermaster Operations Officer continued to supervise
the activities at, the Army Class I and Class III railhead and control
points, which were, in effect, Army regulating stations. Points in op-.:

eration until 18 December included BRIEY (U77) on the northern flank and.
CHATEAU SALINS (Ql2), east of the MOSELLE River, on the southern flank.
The :latter point was :relocated. on 10 December at LENING (Q33). On 19

December an additional regulating point was established at.LOENGNY(P50)
to 'serve the new. front and on'22 December '.LENING (Q33) was closed.

TheArmy supply points in operation during the month" are shown in.

Annex 5A to this report.,

SECTION IV CLASS I SECTION

SClass Isupply continued to function with efficiency during Decem.-

ber. Total: receipts for the month were .29,085.1 long tons -and total.
issues were. 26,921.0 long tons, or 11,788,505 rations, an average. daily'

issue of 380,274. Eighty-four.and four-tenths per cent of. the issues
went to Army units and fifteen and.six-tenths per cent to units not as-
signed or-attached .to the Army but operating in or adjacent to the Army.

area. Seventy-six per cent of the month's issues were "B" rations; ten

and three-tenths per'cent, .lO-in-l.; five and seven-tenths per cent,

"C"; and eight .per cent, "K". Rations on hand in the Army area at the
beginning of the- month totaled 1,263,671; at the end of the month,.

1,544,466. In addition 660,000 operational-type rations were held for
the Third U. S. Army at Advance Section Communications Zone Depot Q-178,
at VERDUN (U26).

It had become necessary to carefully conserve operational-type.

rations because of the short supply. To permit increased issues of "B"-

type rations to units for. emergencies,-a, portion of the. operational-type:

ration reserves normally held at each Class I supply point was replaced
by 25,000 B"-type rations. Type-".K" rations, especially, werein short

supply in the. Army Class I reserve, and during the last week.-of the

month stocks of this type of ration were exhausted at the Advance Sec-

tion Communications Zone Depot Q-178, at. VERDUN (U26). The demand from

the.combat troops, for type.-"K" rations increased sharply the, last third

of the month. The percentage increase amounted to approximately twenty-
four per cent.

A special Christmas dinner was provided for all troops of the Army.
The menu furnished about one and one-half pounds of turkey per. man, and
included cranberries, fresh apples, and raisin bread. In addition,, a

gratuitous issue of 350,000 cigars and 700,000 bars . of candy was dis-

tributed to the troops. It was necessary to dispatch five ten-ton.;

trucks to LE HAVRE (142) to .pick up :these gratuitous items to insure
. their. issue on Christmas Day. At the request :of the VIII Corps,' because

of the fluid tactical situation, the issue of the Christmas menu to that

corps was delayed until 29 December.

-Anew policy was .inaugurated for the distribution of operational-
type rations. The availability of "K" rations'to front-line troope was

increased to a maximum of. fifty per cent of the.total operational-type.
rations Issued. The availability of "K" rations to service troope in

rear areas was decreased to a maximum of ten per cent of the total nom-
ber of operational-type rations requested. Special authorization from

this headquarters was required for requests in excess of allowances pre-
scribed above.

With the advent of cold weather, difficulty was encountered with
vegetables and canned goods freezing. Such. measures as were possible
were taken to alleviate this condition. .Dehydrated vegetables were not

available in sufficiently large quantities to be used as a substitute

for canned components, and supplies of powdered milk were insufficient
to replace the canned product.

A highlight in bakery operations during the month was the produc-
tion by five bakery companies of. 1,056,428 pounds of bread in one week.

This represented a production of fifty per cent above rated capacity.

Bread continued to be issued daily with all rations. The supply of
canned coffee remained critical, which necessitated an increase in the

issue of fresh coffee. The coffee-roasting facilities operated by the

Army bakery units were inadequate to provide roasted and ground coffee
in quantities required. To supplement Army facilities, the Advance Sec-

tion Communications Zone Depot Q-178, at VERDUN (U26), shipped daily,
beginning on 21 December, 13,000 pounds of fresh roasted coffee to the

'Third U. S. Army. At no time, however, did the troops suffer from a
shortage of coffee.

QM1!3
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Considerable efforts were made to increase -the number of issues of-.
fresh meats and' other perishables which were substituted.for canned com-.
ponents ,of. the ',B,,-type ration. Issues during the month included the
following items:.

ISSUES POUNDStPER 100 RATIONS

Beef, Roasting andFrying 8 42
Beef, Ground .6 30 .
Beef, Boiling and Stewing 6. 35
Pork Loins 4 42
Frankfurters 2 " 30
Cold Cuts 1 28
Chicken 3 75
Turkey .1 150
Bacon 1 12
Butter, Fresh 23 7

Weekly issues
, 
of Post Exchange. items continued to be made gratui-

tously to the troops.: Although cigarettes and. certain toilet articles
.remained in short supply, the situation in regardto comfort items was
satisfactory,

After the shift of supply points to the northern front had been
effected, Class- I Supply Point Number 51, at. CHAMPIGNEULIES. (U81), re-
mained the only Army Class I point.: in the:southern part of the Army
zone. To effect a saving -in rail transportation, this point was.sup-
plied., beginning on 22 December,-from the Atlanta Depot, at TOUL (U61),

* instead of the Advance Section Communications Zone Depot Q-178, at VER-
DUN (126). The Atlanta Depot, a ClassI depot operated by the Advance
Section Communications Zone, opened 180600. A December one-half mile west
of TOUL (u61) and served as a supply point for Advance Section Communi-
cations Zone troops and Army troops in the vicinity...

Class I daily trains from the Advance SectionCommunications Zone

depot at VERDUN (U26), with few exceptions, arrived on. satisfactory
schedules at Army railheads and supply points, Railway cars were com-
modity-loaded, which facilitated the handling and issue of rations at
Army points.

SECTION V - CLASS II AND IV.SECTION

S :The clothing and equipment situation was in general satisfactory,
but several shortages of a critical nature persisted.- The abrupt in-
crease in the troop strength, when the'VIII Corps became a part of the

., ,Army,.materially affected- the Class II supply situation. In addition,
the combat losses sustained by many units of that corps intensified the
problem of supply of certain critical items.' Class II and IV supplies
totaling 4,480.3 long tons were received during December at all depots,
an average of 14.53 long tons per day. On 31 December 2,800 long tons
of supplies were on hand in the depots. Requisitions processed totaled
10,299, anaverage of 332 per day, four per cent more than in November.

The major problem in December was the replacement, during the lat-
.ter part of the month, of combat losses sustained by certain units of
the VIII Corps prior to the attachment, of the CQrps to the Third U. S.
Army, Included in the estimated losses were 55,000 sets of wool trou-
sers, shirts, and underwear, 55,000 wool overcoats, 55,000 field Jack-
ete, 12,000 combat jackets, 16,000 pairs of overshoes, 55,000 raincoats,
330,000 pairs 'of wool socks, 12,673 meat cans, 42,618 shelter halves,
and 96,000 blankets. A special requisition was sent to the Communica-

Stionxs Zore and all available supplies were dispatched to the Army depots
through the Advance Section Communications Zone Depot Q-180, at REIMS
(T37). Reequipment of these units had first priority and it was accom-
plished, except for items that were not available, within ten days.

Although certain items required for the winter comfort and welfare.
of the individual soldier had become available in varying quantities,

Sithe situation was not entirely alleviated. The immediate outlook for
the availability of special winter clothing for armored-vehicle person-
nel and parka-type-overcoats was not reassuring." Sufficient numbers of
sweaters, however, had been received to complete an initial issue to all
units. Meat cans, canteen cups, small and medium-sisa raincoats, sleep-
ing bags, shelter halves, mufflers, overshoes, and field jackets were•
the items most urgently needed. Although the shortage of mess gear by
the end of the month was alleviated, all demands, for this item had not
been met. Overshoes in considerable quantity, particularly in large.
sizes,.were required to complete the initial issue to all, troops, A
large shipment of overshoes was received, but it was necessary to issue
them to replace combat losses.

Experience gained as a result of depot personnel applying water-
iesistapt material to shoes, indicated that the highest degree of water
resistance could be obtained by first applying dubbing, thoroughly work-
ing it into the leather, and then applying impregnite. Both dubbing and
impregnite were on hand at Class II and IV depots in sufficient quanti-
ties for issue to all troops.

Additional snow camouflageI in. the combat area '-became an urgent ne-
cessity. Four hundred and fifty snow suits were released to the Army on
27 December- at Communications Zone Depot Number Q-177, at PARIS (04),
by the Twelfth U. S. Army Group and arrangements completed for shipment
to Army Depot Number 9, at LONGWY (P50), for ismediate issue to forward
patrols. One thousand two hundred gallons of white paint- and an equal
amount of linseed oil weresecured' from the Communications Zone for.
spraying helmets, raincoats, and leggings. Information received from
the Communications Zone was that no white cloth was immediately avail-
able on the Continent. As an expedient, 5,000 mattress covers, from.
which 10,000suits could be made, were secured at Advance Section Commu-
nications Zone Depot Q-180, at REIMS (T37). The 300th Quartermaster
Salvage Repair Company began the manufacture of tunics from these mat-
tress covers.

Depot Number 6, near TOUL (U61), remained in operation throughout
the month and' was in reality the base Quartermaster Class II and IV Army
depot. From this depot shipments to the other depots were made both by
truck and by rail. It served all troops at the beginning of the month;
but after the opening'of Depots 7, 8, and 9, it served only Army troops
in the general vicinity. The officers' sales store at this depot closed
on 9 December and reopened at the METZ (U85) Depot on 11 December.

Depot Number 7, at METZ (U85), opened 081200 A December and re-
mained open throughout the remainder of the month. It served XII and XX
:Corps troops and Army troops in the vicinity. Supplies for this depot
had been, until 19 December, transported entirely by truck,.as there was
no operating rai! line into METZ (185). Subsequent to this date, ship-
ments for this depot were made by rail to MARS LA TOUR (U65), where they
were transferred by depot personnel t.o trucks and hauled to the depot.

Depot Number 8, at SARRALBE (Q44), which opened 171200 A December
and closed 211000 A December, served XII Corps troops and Army troops in
the vicinity. It was closed in anticipation of the opening of another
depot on the new front to the north.

i ;: iIIn order to better serve units of the VIII Corps refitting.' in the
vicinity, Depot Number 9, at: LONIWY (P50), was opened 231200 A December.
It remained open throughout the remainder of the: month and served:III
and VIII Corps troops and Army troops in the vicinity.

The base for Class II and IV supply continued to' be .Depot Q-180, at
.REIMS (T37), operated by the Advance Section Communications Zone. To
coordinate delivery of Quartqrmaster.. supplies, the Army Quartermaster
was -represented by a liaison officer who was stationed at the depot.

Because of a shortage of stocks, it was decided to establish Ameri-
can Red Cross, Post Exchange, and office supplies at a single depot cen-
trally • located in the Army area... During i the month all these types of
supplies were moved to Army Depot Number. 7,at METZ (U85).

Combat uniforms, wool, olive drab, for officer personnel, received
in small quantity at the.Class II and IV depot at TO (U61), were,

.allocated to.division, corps, and Army '.headquarters and corps and Army
troops. They were I placed on sale at the officers' sales stores in METZ
(U85) andNANCY (U81) land'the mobile sales stores serving the corps and
divisions.

SECTION VI - CLASS .IIISECTION

The gasoline situation remained satisfactory throughout the month.
The shortage of allied Class 'III products, which was critical at the be-
ginning of the month,.was completely corrected by 17 December. Gasoline
receipts, totaled. 36,553.4 *long tons, or 10,577,491 gallons,: fifty-five
per cent over requests. In the Army area. on 1 December were 3,558,056
gallons of ..V-80 gasoline and on 31 December were 2,789,993 gallons.

On U 1December a chanige in the method of Class III supply to the.
Army was inaugurated. The Advance Section Communications Zone Depot.
Q-178$ at.VEBDUN (126), became the base for Class III supplies for the
Third U. S. Army., Before this date the Army had submitted the daily
telegram through the 24th Regulating Station to the Advance Section.Com-.
munications Zone for full requirements,. including-bulk. Beginning on
this dat, bulk shipments of 1,000 tons were to be shipped automatically
to the Army direct from the Communications Zone. No telegram, or other.
request was necessary. Requests for packaged gasoline and allied pro-
ducts required in addition'to the bulk allocation were to be placed, be-
ginning on this date,,. on a daily telegram and submitted directly to Ad-.

.vance Section Coemunications Zone Depot.Q-1781, at VERDUN (U126).

.Three decanting points were in operation during the greater part of
December. Two., at NANCY (U181) and MANCIEULIES (167), operated continu-
ously throughout the month. A third point, at DCGMAIN (U50), which.
closed on. 7 December, was reopened on 23.December.. Another, was estab-.
lished at.Supply' Point 58., at HABOUDANGE (Q13), on 17 December and
operated until 24 December,' when the Seventh U. S. Army took over this
point. After the change in the tactical situation, the- daily receipt
and decanting of 1,000 tons of bulk gasoline became too great a respon-
sibility for the Army. As the result, of a conference between the Army
0-4, Army Quarteimaster, and 0-4, Advance Section Commuications.Zone,
on 20 December, bulk gasoline shipped to the' Army was reduced to 500 net
tons daily. Shipments of bulk gasoline., however, continued* to arrive.
spasmodically., which did not allow full utilization of: the Army decant-
ing facilities.

From 22 November until 7 December the Advance Section Communica-
tions Zone had held 228 cars of packaged gasoline on sidings at LANDRES
(U68) in support of the Army. n 7 and 8 December these care were um-

.loadedat Army supply and reserve points. There was then no mobilere-
serve until 21 December., when loaded cars, were placed at DCMGERMAIN
(Uo50). To eliminate concentration of the mobile Class III rese.e rve held

eaboard rail carsit was decided on 23 December to distribute cars to
several points. Seven railhea4s for the storage of this mobile reserve

-were selected - VALLEROY (166) FONTOY (178), OtVDECOURT (U57). MARN
(U70), P0 T(151), DNCGERMAIN (U150), and SORCY (U41) - and the maximum
amount to be stored at each point, except DCMGERMAIN (50), was set at

200,000 gallons. BOUIANGE (1178) was chosen as an additional 'holding
'point on 30 December.,

A loss of Class III supplies by fire resulting from enemy action
occurred when Supply Point Number 43B.at. MANCIULLES (167)e, was at-
tacked by enemy aircraft on the night of 22 December. Part of the in-

stallation was damaged and decanting operationm suspended, but repairs,
were made and decanting resumed within three days. Losses included
100,00 d gallons of gasoline, a quantity of allied products, and 30,000
gasoline cans.

December was the first full, month during which coalwas issued to
all troops. In October and November coal had been, iued only to hospi-
tals, to Army, corps, and division headquarters, and to miscellaneous
users such as coffee-roasting units, skhwer installations, and rest can-
ters.d it was not until 28 November that coal was available for issue to
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increase of the troop strength

SECTICON VII GRAVES ERR

rnges i n the tactical. situation, .cemteries .a. ,tozone of. operations. The following ope.ningsand
reflected the-shift tO a new front:*

an Military Cemetery at ANDILLY (U61) closed at-
)mber and was turned over to the Advance Section
sI Zone at

' 
20800 A December. Atotal of '4,838'

i had been made at this cemetery since, its opening:

The Army railhead and decanting point at MANCIEULLES
(U67), which had opened. on .11 November, was in operation
throughout December. The Advance Section Communications Zone
constructed at this point a gasoline bulk storage and decant-
ing tank, with a capacity of 210,000 gallons, the, project
being completed on 4 .December. Gasoline was pumped from tank

.cars into 'this tank and then decanted by ,gravity into cans on
the rail siding. From here the packaged -+gasoline +was trans-
ported by rail to Armmy supply points. "

German Military Cemetery Number 1 at DORVILLER (Q15)
opened at 200800 A December, closed at 230800 A Deceaber , .and
was turned over to the Seventh U. S. Army at 240800 A Decem-
ber. Twenty-two enemy burials were made in this cemetery.

U. S.. Military Cemetery Number 1 at IMEY (U62) closed at
300800 A December and was turned over to the Advance Section
Communications Zone at 310800 A December. A total of 5,611

.American burials had been made at this..cemetery since its
opening on 5 November,.

U.S. Military +Cemetery Number I at GRAND FAILLY (U39)
and an adjacent German cemetery opened at 230800 A December.

U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1 at HAMM, Luxembourg
-.(P81). and an adjacent Germancemetery opened 2at 290800 A

December..

During: December 4,924 burials were. made, of which 3,021 were Ameri-
,can., one was Allied, and 1,902 were enemy. Of the American dead, twen-
ty-rive were unknown, .eight-tenths of one per cent.

in adcltlon to mobile officers' sales stores operating in
divisional areas, stationary stores for officers' and- nurses'
clothing were *maintained at Class II and IV depots and in

various strategically located cities. During December offi-
cers' stores were located at Depot Number 6, at -TOUL (U61),
until 9 December, at Depot Number 7, at METZ (U85), beginning

on 11 December, and in NANCY (U81) throughout the month; and a

nurses' store was located at Depot Number 6.

SECTICK VIII- QUARTERASTERI TROOP SECTION

The following types and numbers of Quartermaster tr
assigne4 or attached to the.Third U. S. Army'as. Of 31 Dec

Nq & Hq Det,, QM Group,
iHq& HqDet, QV Battalion, Mobile

Hq & Hq Det, lQMBattalion
QM .Bakery Company, Special
QM Depot Company, Supply.
QK Fumigation and Bath Company
QM Gasoline Supply Company
(jX Graves Registration Company
QM, Laundry Company
QM Railhead Company,
Q Refrigeration Company, .Mobile
QM Sals.Platoon
QM Salvage Collecting Company
.:L salvage Repair Company
,QM Service Company
QJL service Detachment

(Petroleum Products Laboratory)
Mobile Detachment)•-

a,, however,
Army area

rease inco
he Third U.
re colder.
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Lon., Mobile

were.



A SERIES OF PICTURES SHOWING. LAUNDRY OPERATIONS

WASHING

• The Meritorious Service Unit Plaque was awarded to the 250th Quar-
termaster Depot Company, Supply, for meritorious service between 17 July
1944 and 31 October 1944. The award was published in General OrdersNumber102, HeadquartersThird U. S. Army, dated 3 December 1944. .. This
unit established the first Third U. S. Army Quartermaster 'Class and
IV depot on the Continent.-. .

The following. Quartermaster units which supported the Third U. S.
Army.early in the campaign .were.commendedbytheAry Commander-for out-
standingperformance 'of duty end high efficiency duringthe periods in-
dicated:

3631st QM Tank"Truck Company (750 Gallon)
1 August 1944:to 12 September 1944

4003d QM Tank Truck Company(750 Gallon)
2 August 1944 to 12 September 1944

Operating dayend: night without regular ,rest or regular meals, themen
of these ..units .delivered more than 2,600,000 gallons of gasoline .during
the period -named and' traveled approximately 775,000 vehicular miles.

:The ccmmendation was published in General Orders. Number 110, Headquar-
"ters Third U. S. Army, dated16 .December 1944.

SECTICI IX - FIELDSERVICE SECTION

The Captured Enemy Materiel 'Detachment had operated. in METZ (U85)
since 22 November, Among the huge quantities of captured German sup-.
plies: which it. located and collected in METZ (U85) was. alarge amount. of
bridge equipment and other Engineer supplies found at a German warehouse
at ARS SUR MOSELLE (U075). These supplies were released to.Army Engineer

SSection representatives.

The ptroleumproducts laboratory began to make more frequent' tests.
.of incoming shipments of .gasoline and allied products at. all. Army supply
points, Recent tests had determined that in some instances water and
other foreign elements were present in petroleum containers..

Despite the cold weather and the fact that the change of the Third
U. S. Army front required 

.
the movement of -all bath installations, during

the month ll8,857 men were bathed. Divisional troops had first priority
on bath service. Fortunately, it. was possible, in alnost every case, to
locate bath installations in the forward area under cover in buildings
which could be readily heated. The exchange of underclothing continued
at -all points.

The. normal procedure at bath points was to issue clean clothing to
bathers after bathing. Soiled clothing would be laundered, .fumigated,
sized, and subsequently reissued. Sufficient stocks of insecticide pow-
der, delousing, had become available to permit its use 'atall bath
points. By the direct application of the powder.to bathers and to their'
clothing, considerably less time and effort were required. As a result,
.fumigation chambers at bathing points were no longer required. All fu-
migation chambers, except two per company, which were used at the sal-
vage points, were returned to the Communications Zone.

Early in the month a standardization of tentage was made, and extra
equipment was provided for all fumigation'and bath companies. Each pla-
toon was issued six squad tents in lieu of storage tents, two booster'
pumps, and an additional 200 feet of hone. Tent stoves for heating the
dressing tents had been issued previously*

Maintenance of shower bath units became .a problem. ..This was. espe-.
cially true of two fumigation and bath Icompanies equipped with obsolete
and non-standard .units.. Parts for these particular units were not.
available. and considerable improvisation was necessary to keep them in
operation. Spare parts for bath units were, generally, in critical sup-
ply.

Frequent- requests were received ',from troop units for additional.
laundry service. Only Six, andone-qu er companies (fifty sections)
were: available and were employed as follows:

Fifteen.sections to Medical: installations.
Twenty-four sections to troops..
Eleven sections to Quartermaster salvage installations.

-The majority of laundry units had operated throughout the campaign
without serious maintenance difficulties; however, the. short supply. of
spare parts and operating supplies, though -improved, had been a' handicap
to operations andI proper maintenance of laundries. During December,,
generators from. five. power plants were repaired by local civilian con-
cerns., Nevertheless.,. laundries, operating at. almost full oapacity, pro--
cessed 3,646,214 pounds during the month.

SECTION X - SALVAGE SECTION

The policy of maintaining a complete-salvage repair set-up in close
support of each corps was continued. Each .of these installations in-,
cluded one- salvage repair company, one salvage collecting company, three
sections of a laundry company, and fumigation facilities consisting of
two fumigation chambers. Considerable difficulty was encountered in
finding locations with .suitable cover and hard standing for such. instal-
lations and yet in close proximity to a source of. water necessary for
the laundry operations..

Salvage coliecting points operated by small detachments from the
salvage collecting companies' were maintained. at each Class I supply
point. Salvage brought to these points was separated and sorted into
.genetal classifications by these teams. 'Salvage was evacuated further
by.returning empty ration trucks or by salvage collecting vehicles :.to.

:the salvage repair installations, where classification was completed by
the remainder of the salvage collection personnel. All repairable arti-
.cles, within the capability of the repair companies, were fumigated or
laundered, then repaired and returned to Army Class II depots for reis-
sue.. The salvage collecting personnel, in addition to classification of
salvage, assisted in painting helmets and intrenching tools, repairing,
mess gear, and cleaning overshoes and other equipment.

Throughout the campaign, up to this time, only those items that
could not be repaired by Army Quartermaster repair units had been evacu-
ated to the Communications Zone., These had included scrap items classi-
fied as ,Class ....X',. -During.this month, however,. because of-.the shift of
'the Third U. S. Army front and the unprecedented amount of salvage col-
lected, it was necessary to ship a considerable quantity to the rear.
Almust twenty-eight per cent of the total salvaged items collected,or
316,091 unclassified items, were -shipped to the Advance Section Communi-
cations Zone Depot; Q-180," at REIM :(T37). Of the :total of 1,141,049
items collected during the. month,: 824,958items were classified.,Ihis
was an increase of twenty-three per cent over the; preceding month. The
items were classified as-follows:

Class B 524,469
Class C 745.5
Class X. 226,9034

Items of clothing and equipment amounting to 113,219 were repaired
during *the month, representing a fifty-five-,per cent increase over the
preceding month. These were... delivered either to Class II depots or to
.bath installations for reissue.

The fumigation of all clothing at salvage repair points:was discon-
tinued. The Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, advised that

laundering was slfficient to render clothing iand, equipment clean and
sanitary. Fumigation was continued, however, for, allitems which were
notlaundered. .

Field range repair units: nd typewriter repair teams maderepairs
to the following items:

Fire units- 3,185
Heaters, immersion- type ::55
Lanterns, gasoline 2,988
Stoves, cooking, one and two burner 1,769
Typewriters, portable 193
Typewriters, non-portable. 171
Pumps,.. hand •141
Machines, mimeograph 2
Machines., miscellaneous. .9

The supply of spare parts for field ranges, one and two-burner
Sstoves, gasoline lanterns, and immersion-type water heaters, which had
been unsatisfactory for some time, was considerably improved by the end
of the month. Typewriter parts' and special tools for repair of noise-
less typewriters were particularly critical.

The 2,185 yards of white cloth which had been.requisitiond by the
Quartermaster Purchasing and Contracting Officer on. 24 December from
local French civilian sources, were delivered to the 300th Quartermaster
.:Salvage Repair. Company. This unit completed approximately 700 impro-
vised snow tunics in less than twenty-four hours, and made immediate de-
livery to Army Class II and IV Depot Number 7, at METZ (U85). The suits
were allocated to the XII and.XX Corps for, issue to-patrols.
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EC R E T

.CHAPTER 8
JANUARY OPERATIONS

SECTION I:- GENERAL

The Quartermaster Section was with the rear echelon of Army Head-
quarters throughout '.the month, at NANC.Y (U81) until 7 January and at
ESCH (P70), in Luxembourg, beginning on that. date.

The-Army continued its attack to the north against the German sali-
ent through Luxembourg and eastern Belgium. Contact was made with the
First .U.. S..Army on 15 January in the vicinity of HOUFFALIZE (P57),
Belgium, The direction of the major attack was then shifted to the
northeast, north of the MOSELLE River, toward the Siegfried Line :de-
fenses. Since the tactical situation did not move rapidly, the physical
problems confronting the Army Quartermaster were .not so great as those..
.which had prevailed during the preceding two months. •The more static

situation permitted the: maintenance of supply points and Quartermaster
service installations in close support of the troops, In the area of
the current operations the limited road net imposed continued transpor- •

.tation'problems, particularly during the latter part of the month, when
the advance-neared the German border.,

Composition-of the Army and status of its major units changed fre-
quently during the month. The 17th Airborne Division was attached to
the Third U. S. Army on l January, remaining assigned to the XVIII Corps
(Airb.rne). The 94th Infantry Division was assigned to the. Army on 6Janu . The 9th Armored Division and 28th Infantry Division were re-,
lieved from assignment to the Third U. S. IArmy and assigned .. to the Fif-
teenth U. S.- Army on 8 January. The 8th and 9th Armored Divisions were
attached to the Third U. S. Army for supply and administration onll
January, but remained assigned to the Fifteenth. U. S. Army. The 10th
Armored Division passed to the control of the Commanding General, Sixth
U. S. Army Group, on! 17 January. The 76th Infantry Division was re-
lieved from assignment to the Fifteenth U.:S. Army and assigned to the
Third U. S. Army on 18 January. The 101st Airborne Division was re-
lieved of attachment to the Third U. S. Army and the Twelfth U. S. Army
Group and attached' to the Sixth U. S. Army Group, remaining assigned to
the XVIII Corps. (Airborne), on 20 January. The 35th Infantry Division
(less the 134th Regimental Combat Team) passed to the control of the
Sixth U. S. Army Group on 22.January.

The following were the major elements of the Army on 31 January:

III Corps: 6th Armored Division,: 35th. Infantry Division
(134th.Regimental CombatTeam.only), 17th Air-
borne Division, and CorpsTroops.

VIII Corpe: llth Armored Division, 4th Ifantry Division,

87th Infantry Division, 90th Infantry Division,
95th Infantry Division, and Corps Troops.

XII Corps: .th Armored Division, 5th Infantry Division,
76th Infantry Division, 80th Infantry Division,
and Corps Troops,

XX Corps: .26th Infantry Division, 94th Infantry Division,
and Corps. Troops.

Army Reserve: 8th Armored Division and 9th Armored'. Division.

The following tahle shows the total number of troops the Amy had
the* responsibiity of .supplying. at the beginning and the end, of the
month:

1 JANUARY 31 JANUARY

Assigned Strength of the Army 353,655 362,937,
Advance Section Communications 25,336 27,305

Zone Units
Ninth Air Forc Units 37,33. 23,755
French Units 2,271 3,179
Miscellaneous Troops .. . 2.34 1.325

TOTAL 420,639 418,501

!In addition there were considerable and varying numbers of prisoners of
war, civilian laborers, and civilian mine technicians who were supplied
with rations.

.,During January the Bronze Star Medal, for. meritorious service, was
awarded' to seven officers and eighteen" enlisted :men of Quartermaster
units by.General Orders published'by Headquarters. Third, U. S.'Army.

SECTION III- SUPPLY DIVISION

.:,The Quartermaster. supply situation in the Army remained generally
satisfactory. Several Class II and IV items were still critically
short,, but others :that had been. on the critical list were received in:
sufficient quantity during the month. Shortages' that had occurred in
general were.not such that they hampered. operations. The solid-fuel
shortage was serious, but had improved considerably by the end of the
month.

.As a result of the change in the tactical situation and the conse-
quent change in Army boundaries, shifts in supply installations were
made..Class I Supply Point Number 51, at CHAMPIGNEULLES (U81), and
Class III Supply Point Number 50, at NANCY (U81), were turned over to
the Seventh U. S. ..Army on 23"and 27 January, respectively. The Third
U. S. Army, however, continued to supply these points through daily
telegram requests for stockage of the Class I supply point including 31
January and the Class III supply point through 2 February. Class II and
IV Depot Number 6, at TOUL (U61), was closed, although it remained as a
reconsignment point until its supplies could be moved to depots to the
north. Gasoline decanting was discontinued at NANCY (U81) and at DON-1

.GERMAIN (USO). After the change of the Army's southern boundary all the
above installations were in the Seventh U. S. Army area.

Because of the tactical situation on the front of the XX Corps
early in the month, Class I and Class III Supply Points Number 65, at.
FREISTROFF (Q07) andat PIBLANGE .(QO7), were somewhat critically lo-
cated. Stocks at those .points-were, held down: to a one-day supply.
Stock levels at Class II and'IV Depot*Number 7, at METZ (U85), also were
reduced, Before the end of the month, however, the improved tactical
situation permitted unrestricted operation at these installations.

All classes ofQuartermaster supplies were requested by and.deliv-
ered to the Army under the same .system that had been in effect during
December. The great majority .of the supplies were transported to Army
supply points by railway direct from the Communications Zone., No Quar-
termaster .supplies .were received in the .Army area.by airplane, and only
approximately one-third of the Class II and IV supplies arrived by truck
transport.

With the completion of a railroad bridge over the MOSELLE River at
THIONVILLE (U88) on 3 January, rail facilities were available to all.
Class I and Class IIIsupply points. The Class. II and IV Depot at METZ
(U8S)., Number 7, could not be reached by train; consequently, supply
trains for that point were dispatched to MARS LA TOUR (U65) and NAGON-
DANGM (U87), from which Army trucks transported the supplies to the
depot. Every effort was made to insure -maximum use of existing oper-
ating railroad facilities to serve Quartermaster supply installations.
During the latter part of the month, however, it became necessary to use
more truck transport to supply newly established supply points in north-
ern Luxembourg and eastern Belgium.

In continuance of the policy of maintaining a mobile, reserve of
rations and gasoline to support the attack against the German.salient
established in December, a considerable quantity was held .aboard railway
cars. Mobile reserve holding points were established along the MEUSE
River to the north .of VERDUN (U26) including the following points: .. DUN
(u1g), MOUZON (P1), SAULMORY (U195, CARIGNAN (Pll), MARGUT (POI), and
STENAY (PlO). Other holding points west of the MOSELLE River and north
of. METZ (U85) were established at FONTOY (U78), BOULANGE (U78), AUNETZ
(179), and VALLEROY (U66)..

Later in the month a rail-car shortage developed in the Communica-
tion Zone, as the result of which the greater part of the reserves were
unloaded.

The Army Quartermaster Operations Division. continued to function at
the Class I and Class III railhead and regulating points. Points in
operation during the month included BRIEY (777) and LONGWY (P50).. The

-Operations Officer was located at LONOWY (P50), through which point
practically-all Quartermaster Class I and Class III supplies were rout-
ed. BASTOGNE (P55) became a rail forwarding point on 30 January.

The Army Quartermaster supply points in operation during the month
are shown in Annex Number 6 to this report,.

SECTION IV - CLASS I SECTION

Class I supply was very satisfactory during January. Total re-
ceipts for the month were 36,138.5 long tons and total issues were
34,8004 , long tons, or. 15,399,831 rations, an average daily issue of
496,769. Army units received eighty-four and six-tenths per cent of the,

issues and units attached for rations received fifteen and'four-tenths
per cent. Eighty-four' and four-tenths per cent of -the moth's. issues
were ."A"-type (or ',B,-type) rations; six and five-tenths per cent were
.10-in-1-type; three and nine-tenths per cent were "C"-type; and five
and two-tenths per cent were "K,-type.. Rations on hand in the Army-area
at the beginning of the month totaled 1,134,964, and at the end of the.

"month,• 1,393,090.. An additional 660,000 operational-type rations were
.held in reserve for the' Army. at Advance Section Communications Zone.
Depot' Number Q-178, at VERDUN (U26).

•.A shortage of ",K,,-type _rations had.: developed during the last week
of December. Since 11 December the issue of this:. ration to combat.*
troops had been restricted to. fifty per cent-of the operational-type
rations requested, but: on. 22 January an increase. in -receipts permitted
the lifting of this restriction. Issues, however, were still-limited to
combat troops..

Following instructions from the Chief Quartermaster, .European Thea-
ter of Operations, a change in the designation of "B,,-type rations went
into effect. The ration containing fresh meats and vegetables which was
currently being:issued daily was designated as the-"A"-type ration in-
stead of the " .B"-type. Perishable components were being issued .regu-'
larly as substitutes for canned. components of the "B"'-type ration. The
designation of the "B"-type ration held as reserve, having canned-meat
components, was not changed...

Condiment issues heretofore had been made semi-monthly, .on the'
first and fifteenth. This basis having proved inadequate, it-was ar-
ranged to make three issues per month, on the seventh, .seventeenth, and
twenty-seventh..

Gratuitous issues of toilet articles, candy, and cigarettes'were
generally-satisfactory. Razors and. razor blades,.however, were in short

.supply.* Effective with the :issue on 28 January, the allotment of ciga-
rettes was seven. packages per man per. week instead of five packages.

During the first part of the month fresh meat and butter were in
short supply, because of delays in the arrival of reefer vessels from
the United States. This situation was relieved during the latter part..
of the month; but weekly issues on the basis of ten meals. per week,
authorized by the Communications Zone, were not possible.

.Fresh oranges, shelled eggs, and fresh vegetables were issued on
several occasions during January. Losses due to freezing were not con-
siderable, because of the extra precautions taken.

SECTION V - CLASS II AND IV SECTI .

'TheClass II and IV supply situation was generally favorable; how-
ever, the abrupt increase in troop strength that had occurred.during the

.preceding month and the. larger number of battle losses 'needing replace-
ment still affected this class of. supply...Clothing and equipment re-

:.ceived during January totaled 5,973.75 long tons, an average of 192.7
long tons per day. On 31 January 4,707.5 long tons of supplies were on
hand in the depots, an increase. of sixty-eight per cent over 31 Decem-
ber.: Requisitions processed totaled 12,975, an average of 419 per-day,
twenty-six per cent more than in December.

Several items that had long been seriously short were removed from
the critical list. Sufficient gasoline lanterns, canteen cups, and
field jackets were received to meet most demands. With the issue of
shoe pace •the overall footgear situation in all units 'was considered
very satisfactory. Overshoes had been short in supply in sizes eleven
and above prior to this time. Cleaning. and preserving materials re-
mained critically short. Among the principal items in short supply at
the end of the month were ordinary issue sodp, tufted brushes,, scrubbing
brushes, corrugated cans, one-burner stoves, office supplies and equip-,
ment, and barber kits.

-Seven hundred tons of special winter clothing for the Army were de-
livered by Communications Zone trucks and trains to Army Depot Number 9,
at LONGWY (P50). The. shipment consisted of shoe pace, insoles, arctic
and ski socks, ponchos, trigger-finger shell mittens, trigger-finger
insert mittens, wool mufflers, cotton field caps, cotton trousers, and
trouser suspenders. The items were allocated to combat units and no
maintenance stocks were retained in Army depots. Infantry, divisions
each received 6,600 pairs of shoe pace and armored divisions, 4,000
pairs. Each pair of: shoe pace was issued with two pairs of insoles and
two pairs of socks, either arctic or ski. In anticipation of calls for
replacement of insoles, a large quantity of felt was purchased in the
local markets.
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A schedule was arranged for units to draw supplies at, Army Class-
I IV-depots and published in. Admii strative Order Number 25, this

headquarters, dated 5 January.- Units were to be sered .only at. desig-
nate depots and on days assigned. Requisitions were to be submitted on
an assigned day for the troops concerned, and issues were to be made.on
the next assigned day.

A. difficult supply.problem was the equipping of reinforcements and
casuals coming into the Army area.. This task necessitated almost a com-
plete .initial -issue of individual equipment. Since stock levels in the
depots were based on maintenance factors only, a heavy burden was placed
on the Army Class II and IV supply. At 'a conference at the Office- of
the Chief Quartermaster .on 29 January, a new procedure for the Class fl
and IV supply of the 17th'Reinforcement Depot was developed. Under this
.'system the 17th Reinforcement Depot would submit to. the Army Quarter-
master twenty-day requisitions for full requirements of all Quarter-

.master Class 1 and IV items, and the Army. Quartermaster, safter indi- .
ating the destination desired for the supplies, would forward the req-

, uisitions to the Communications Zone. Reinforcement requisitions were
not to be consolidated with the Army periodic maintenance requisitions.
This plan would go into effect after the current requisition period..

Depot Number 6, near TOUL, (U61), which had' opened .on 20 September,
closed for- issues at,. 121800 A -January, but " continued. to. operate as. a.

:storage and reconsignment point., until its supplies could be moved.•

,Depot Number 7, at METZ (U85), remained in operation throughout the.
month and served the troops of XII and XX Corps-andArmy troops inthe
vicinity.

Depot Number 7A, near
. 
CNFLANS (U66), opened on 12 January -as-a

storage depot and remained-in .operation throughout the remainder of the
month. Clothing.and equipment over immediate requirements for issue to...
the troops being served at Depot Number 7 were shipped there because, of
the prevailing. tactical situation..

Depot Number 9, at LONGWY (P50), remained in operation throughout
the mpnth., It served the troops of III and VIII Corps and Army troops.•
in thevicinity. O0ing to the lack of suitable buildings, •this. depot
operated in the open, exposed to: severe winter conditions. Although
handicapped by weather and transportation difficulties, this depot func-
.tioned with high efficiency. It was through Depot Number 9 that the
battle losses of the VIII Corps, which resulted from the German break-
through, :were replaced and maintenance furnished toa large.: percentage
of the troops engaged in the BASTOME (P55) area.

SECTION VI- CLASS III SECTIC.

The gasoline supply situation was favorable during January. V-80
gasoline received totaled. 14,299,524:gallons, .seventy-ai per- cent over
requests, Issues of V-80 were 14,230,799 gallons, an average of 459,058
gallons per day, the highest of the campaign upto that time. In the
Army'area on 1 January were 3,247,876 .gallons' of V-80gdsoline-and on.31
January were 2,598,006 gallons.

The gasoline decanting point at MANCIEULLES (U67) operated continu-
ously throughout the month# The point •at NANCY (08l) closed and a nsw
point opened at STENAY (PlO) on 6 January, remaining open until -31 Jan-
uary. Decanting at DCMIER1.AN (USO) ended on 25 January. The Advance
Section: Communications Zone was continuing the plan to ship 500 tons of-
bulk gasoline daily to the Army, but shipments did not arrive regularly.

' Recause of the cold weather, V-80 gasoline,, which throughout the
campaign had been used in artilery liaison planes as a substitute for
73-octane aviation fuel, became unsatisfactory for that purpose. Stocks
of the 73-octane. gasoline were non-existent on the Continent. White
gasolinewas tested by, the Petroleum Products Laboratory, but was found
unfit for use in the engines of these planes. Information was received
from the Communications Zone on 16 January that 1204 tons of 73-octane
• gasoline were shipped from .ROUEN (M21) to CHARLEROI (J60) on .15 January,
and later information was that this was to be allocated by the Twelfth,
•U. S. Army Group. In the future 250,000. gallons per month were. to be.
shipped to the Continent by'air lift, turned over to the Advance Section
Communications Zone, and then shipped a allocated'by the Twelfth U. S.
Army Group. Although repeated, attempts to procure this item had been.
made, none had been received by the end of the month.

.The coal supply situation at the beginning of, the month was crit-
ical. An increase in the- Consumption of coal, resulting from' the in-
creased strength of the Army and from the colder weather encountered in
the Army area of operations, had depleted the coal reserve. Issues were
being made directly from receipts. On. 14 January coal supply points
were notified to reduce the coal ration from four'totwo pounds per man
per day. Army and corps headquarters were requested to reduce coal con-
sumption by fifty per cent. The supply for hospitals, however, remained
unchanged.

Sevefal measures were employed to remedy, the coal situation. The
cooperation of Civil Affairs Detachments was secured. They reported. to
the Class III Section all coal supplies discovered. A representative. of

.the Section went to NANCY (U81) and the vicinity to negotiate for coal
and coke in that area. Reports indicated that a sufficient quantity of
coal for the Army's needs was in the mining area, but that power to move

-it was inadequate and that other supplies had a higher priority. On 21
iJanuary one officer and two enlisted men of the Quartermaster .Section
and three enlisted men from a gasoline supply company departed for DOUAI
(H60), located in a mining region. of France, to expedite shipments of

coal to. the Army. This mission, although attended by considerable ad-
venture and negotiations, accomplished its purpose. By the end of the
month, the coal situation was less critical than it had been. All coal
supply points had one day's supply on hand. During.the month 16,925
tons of coal and coke were obtained for issue, of which 11,260 tons were
from local civilian sources and 5,665 tons were from the Communications.
Zone.

SECTION VII ,- GRAVES REGISTRATION DIVISION

A form letter, "Location of Remains .of ----------- , had been de-
.vised to aid in locating the bodies of deceased personnel buried in iso-
.lated graves..Numerous isolated burials were located by this means, and

-the remains disinterred and reburied in American military cemeteries.

When the 1olet Airborne Division was -isolated in BASTOGNE (P55),
176 American dead were buried in the civilian cemetery at that place.
The 3042d Quartermaster Graves Registration Company disinterred all
these bodies and reburied them:in U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1 at
-GRAND FAILLY (U39).

No cemeteries opened or closed during the month. Two Aerican cem-
eteries, at GRAND FAILLY (U39) and at HAMM (P81), Luxembourg, and adja-
cent German cemeteries at each place were in operation throughout the
month.

During January 6,597 burials were made, of. which 4,254, were Ameri-
can,, seventeen were Allied, and 2,326 were enemy. Of the American dead,
twenty were unknown, less than one-hblf of one per cent.

SECTIN VIII -QUARTERMASTER TROOP.SECTICN

The following types and. numbers of Quartermaster troop units were
assigned .Orattached to the Third U. S. Army as of 31.January:

Nq &Hq Dts 91Group 2
Hq &Hq Det, 31 Battalion, Mobile 2
S H& NqDet, Q Battalion.
(1 Bakery Company, Special .7
(31 Depot Company, Supply 2,
(1 'Fumigation and Bath- Com.pany.5
X3 Gasoline Supply Company. 7

.1 Graves:Registration Company 4
QM laundry Ccmpany 6*
( Railbead Company 6

QM Refrigeration.ocmpany, Mobile 1
(31 Sales Platoon 2
QM Salvage Collecting Company 3
(31 Salvage Repair Company 3
Q Service Company, 26
(31 Service Detachment 1

.(Petroleum Products Laboratory)
(Mobile Detachment).4

" The.following Quartermaster units were attached to the Sixth.U. S.
Army Group, for duty with the Seventh U. S. Army -on A temporary basis:

Nq & Hq'Det, 9 Ut (1Battalion, Mobile.
303d X1 Railhead Company
3933d ( Gasoline Supply Company

.3936th (3 Gasoline Supply Company
959th (X3Service Company

4130th: Q Service Company

The Meritorious Service Unit Plaque was -awarded to the tollowing
units by General Orders, Headquarters Third U. S. Arzy,. for. service be-
tween the dates indicated:.

4 85th Q Refrigeration Company, 10 August 1944 to 13 October 19441
L . Mobile

955th (3 Service Company .16 October 1944 to 17 December 1944
308th (31 Service CompanyA August 1944 to 31.September 1944
3215th (31 Service Company. .6 October 1944 to 7 December 1944

SECTICN I X FIED SERVICE SECTION

:Bath installations operated in the. forward areas to insure maxi-
mum service to divisional troops. Men bathed during the.month totaled
:182,647, an increase of fifty-four per cent over December. This in-" crease was due largely to the more static tactical situation.-The ex-
-change of underclothing continued at all shower points.

.. Laur processed during, the. month aggregated 4,429,100 pounds, an
increase, of twenty-one per cent over the nreceding month.
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An enemy shell of an unidentified type landed in the area of the
semi-mobile laundry operated by the let Section, 4th: Platoon, of the
452d Quartermaster : Laundry Company, located with the 104th Evacuation
Hospital in the City.of LUXEMBOURG (P81), at 121910 AJanury. The
shell did considerable damage to two mobile laundry vans, which were
replaced, and one tractor, which was repaired. :Seven men were injured,
three seriously.

Thesupply. of spare parts for Quartermaster. general and special
,purpose equipment, .although improved, was not entirely satisfactory .

Replacement parts, particularly for bath units, continued to be crit-.
ical. Nearly all equipent had received long, hard usage and mainten-
ance was becoming an increasing problem.

Because of a change in Army boundaries, the Captured Enemy Materiel-
Depot at NANCY (U81) was closed andthe'supplies moved to the Captured'>
Enemy Materiel Depot at METZ (U85)..

SECTICK X -SALVAGE SECTICE

Again this month, 
:
as in December, it was'found impossible.toclass-

' ify all of the huge amount of salvage collected. Of the I,473,269 items
collected during the month, however, 1,432,269 were classified, an in-
crease of seventy-four per cent over the preceding month, 'and only
41,000 were shipped without classification directly to -the Communica-,:
tions Zone. The-items were classified as follows::

Class B .707,221
Class C 111,797
Class X 6113.251.

Salvage repair: companies repaired 69,8Wl. items of clothing and
equipment during the month. These were delivered either to. Army Class
II and .IVdepots or to bath installations for reissue.'

'Field range repair units and typewriter repair teams continued-
operitions at base shops located at the Class II :and IV depots, and at.
salvage repair points. During the month repairs were made , to the fol-

'lowing special purpose items:

Fire units 21,813
Heaters , water., immersion type 100
Lanterns, gasoline 2,387
Stoves, cooking, one. and two burner. 2,133
Typewriters, portable.. 210
Typewritere, non-portable 249

Parts for gasoline lanterns
Parts for one. and two-burner stoves
Parts for fire units for field ranges, M-1937
Parts for imersion-type water heaters

Salvage repair units were responsible for stocking and issuing tent-
patching cement and material.

In addition to the normal repair operations, all Quartermaster sal-
vage repair uIr4ts assisted in the manufacture of opecial items, includ-
ing 3,198 snow-camouflage suits and a, large nupber of felt insoles for
.shoe pace, and the modification of 15 000 identification panels for the

Army Signal Officer.

SECTION.I -GENERAL

The Quartermaster Section was. with the rear echelonof Army Head-
quarters throughout the month, at. ESCH-ALZETTE (P70), in Luxembourg,
until 6 February and at LUXEMBOURG CITY .(P81) beginning-on. thatdate.

..The majoroffensive continued, in the sector north of-the MOSELL.
River to the east through the Siegfried Line defenses. :PRUM (L07),
Germany, fell to troops of the VIII Corps on 12 February; and BITBURG
(L15)", Germany,. was captured, later in the month by troope of the XII
Corp.. A secondary drive in the XX Corps sector between the MOSELLE .and...
SAUERRivers toward TRIER (L22) had gained considerable headway by the
end of the month. The tactical operations throughout the month were
such that Quartermaster activities were normal and"no difficulties, ex-
cept for problems of transportation, were experienced. Warmer weather,
causing the snow and ice to melt, and the heavy military traffic on the
existing limited road net resulted in extremely bad road conditions,
which adversely affected truck transport, particularly in the VIII Corpa.
zone., Despite impaired:transportation facilities, however, it was pos-
sible to maintain adequately: at all times supply points in the forward,
areas.

Frequent changes occurred in the composition of the Army during- the
month. Reassignment to other commands resulted in a decrease of one
corps headquarters, three divisions, and one regimental combat team.,
The 134th Regimental Combat Team of the 35th Infantry Division was re-
"lieved from attachment to the III Corps-and the entire division was as-
signed to the Ninth U. S. Army. The 8th Armored Division was relieved
frcm attachment to the Third U.,S. Army. (It was relieved from assign-
Ment to the Fifteenth U. S..Army and assigned to the Ninth U.S. Army.)
The 95th Infantry Division was relieved from assignment .to the Third
U. S. Army and assigned to the Ninth U. S. Army. The 17th Airborne,
Division was relieved from attachment to the Third U. S. Army and the
Twelfth U. S. Army Group and attached to the First Allied Airborne Army
"(U. S. Increment), remaining assigned to the XVIII Corps :(Airborne).
Headquarters III Corps was relieved from assignment to the Third U. S.:

'Army on 11 February and assigned.to the. First U. S. Army., The 10th.
Armored Division was relieved, of attachment to the Sixth U..S. Army
Group, remaining assigned to the Third U. S. Army-' and the 9th Armored.
Division was relieved of attachment to the Third U. S. Army, relieved of
assignment to the Fifteenth U. S. Army, and assigned to the First U. S.

Army.

The following were the major.units ,of the Armyon 28.February:•

VIII'Corpa: 6th Armored Division,. 1th ArmoredDivision,.4th
Infantry Division, 87th* Infantry Division, 90th
Infantry.Division, and Corpe Troops.

XII Corps: 4thArmored Division, 5th InfantryDivision, 76th,
Infantry Division, 80th Infantry Division, and.
Corps Troops. .

XX Corps: 10th Armored Division, 26th Infantry Division,
94th.Infantry. Division, and CorpsTroops,.

The following table. shows the total number of troops the Army had
...the responsibility

' 
of supplying at the beginning and the end of the

month:.

1 FEBRUARY' 28 FEBRUARY

Assigned Strength of the Army " ..353,635 304,348
Advance Section Communications 25,864 24, 058

Zone Units
Ninth Air Force Units 27.,290 27,l58
French Units 1,794 2,514
Miscellaneous Troops . 2,871 1.920

TOTAL 411,454 359,998 .

SECTION II -ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

During February the Legion of Merit, for exceptionally meritorious
conduct in the performance of outstanding services, was awarded to one
officer of the Quartermaster Section through General Orders published by
Headquarters, European Theater of Operations; and the Bronze Star Medal,
for meritorious service, was awarded to seven officers and six enlisted
men of Quartermaster units through General Orders published by Headquar-
tare Third U. S. Ara.

SECTION III - SUPPLY DIVIC9.

The general supply statue remained sound duringthe month. The.
shortages of both solid fuel and 73-octane gasoline were relieved. -The
supply of clothing and equipment improved steadily and the critical list
of Class II and IV itemswas further reduced..-

A new supply. procedure for'the Continent went into effect during.
February. This plan was set forth in Standing Operating Procedure Num-.
bar 7, Headquarters European Theater of Operations, dated 2 February.
Armies were to be supplied from advance depots through daily telegrams
and requisitions submitted to regulating stations. For Class I and
Class III supplies daily telegrams would be submitted by each army to
the appropriate regulating station, which would forward them to the des-
ignated issuing depot. For Class II and IV supplies twenty-day requisi-

'tions would. be sent to the regulating station and forwarded from there
to the issuing depot. The depot was to be responsible for shipping re-
Squirements through the appropriate regulating -.station to thearmy. The

.regulating stations were to expedite and maintain, by close' coordination:
with the issue depots .and the armies,. the flow. of supplies to the rail-
heads and supply points designated by the armies within their areas.
Essentially the new. procedure placed more responsibility on the ,regu-

lating stations..

The above procedure had previously been .in effect for i Class Iand
Class III supply in the Third U.. S. Army., but it was.:a change from the
former Class II and.IV procedure of submitting requisitio's directly to
a designated depot. The first requisition under the new system was for
the period:from 21 February to' 0 March.

The method of supply to the Army from the rear-continued to ap-
proach more. nearly the procedure as outlined in field manuals. Practi-
cally all supplies came into the Army area by rail, although a consider-.
able quantityof Class II and:IV items arrived-by truck and a very small.
portion of all classes came by air lift. The base for Class I and Cass.
III supplies was the Advance Section Communications Zone Depot Number
Q-178, at VERDUN(U26); for Class II and IV, the Communications' Zone

.Depot Number Q-180, at REIMS (T37). The. Army service area remained rel-
atively-constant in size throughout the period, being roughly from ten
to fifteen miles deep and eighty-five miles wide.. Generally two or

.. three Class I. and Class. III supply .points in this area served Army
"troops, From the. corpe.rear boundary to the front lines the distance

was approximately.twenty-five miles.
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The VIII. Corps zone, on tne -nornI zLanz, a ragu E-ru .w± ,
twenty-five miles. in width. Upon the release of the III Corps to the
First U. S. Army on 11 February, the zones. of the two corps were joined
under the control of- the VIII Corps. In this zone the terrain and the
limited road -and rail net did not allow ease of movement of supplies.
As.a result -of the thawing weather; some-roads became almost impassable
after the tenth of the, month; and only. during the last several days,
because of drying weather, did road conditions improve.: Railways were
used to the greatest extent possible,. dependent, of course,on the speed

of rehabilitation, A number of rail off-loading points - GOUVY (P77),
ETTELRUCK (P83), BOURCY '(P66), MERSCH (P82), and DIEKIRCH (P84) - were
established, where supplies were

. 
transferred to. Army trucks for. trans-

portation to forward supply points. The stocking of Class I Supply
Point .Number 80, at BLEIALF (P98),I and Class III Supply. Point Number 80,
at WIRTERSCHEID (P98), the first supply points in Germany, was particu-
larly difficult because of the road conditions. On three occasions
packaged gasoline was dropped by parachute "from C47 planes to the Class
III point, and one parachute delivery of operational-type rations was
made-to the Class I point. Because of the near-mountainous terrain, it
was. necessary to maintain for the VIII Corps more supply points than
were normal: Class I points in operation averaged four and Class'III
.points averaged five during the month.. These were .established from
eight to thirty miles to the rear of the front-lines.

The zone of operations of the XII Corps, immediately to the south
of the VIII Corps, was approximately of the same* width as that of the
latter corps. Except for-the period of thawing weather, when roads. were
in. poor condition, the supply of the XII Corps presented no particular
problems. Throughout the month .two supply points each for Class I and
Class III supplies "were maintained for this corps, both approximately
fiften to twenty-five miles from the front. All supply points for this
corps were served by rail transportation.

The XX Corps front generally.represented the SAAR River line front
from TRIER (L22).to ..SAARLAUTEN -(Q72) to the Army's southern boundary,.
Its zone was the largest, averaging from thirty to thirty-five miles in
width. 'For the most-part two supply points on rail-for Class I and two
for Class III supplies were maintained from approximately fifteen to
twenty miles to the rear of the front-line troops,.

Quartermaster supply points in operation during the month.' are
graphically. illustrated in. Annex 7.to this. report.

SECTION IV,- CLASS ISECTION

Class. i supply: activity proceeded smoothly during February. Ration
receipts for the: month totaled 12,478,135 and issues totaled 12.,636,621, ..
an average of 451,308 per day. Eighty-six and eight-tenths per cent of
the issuas went to Army units and thirteen and two tenths per cent to
unassigned units. Eighty-three and seven-tenths per cent of the :month's
issues .were"A,,-type rations and sixteen: and three-tenths per cent were
operational type. Rations on hand at .the end of' the month totaled
1,859,995, including the 660,000 operational-type rations held for the
Army at the Advance Section Communications Zone Depot Number Q-178, at
VE.DUN(.26)...

M,,

.............

34.

MORE RATIONS VIA :PARACHUTE

A ar Department circular prohibited the issue of ,D"-type rations
as a supplement. This type of ration, if ordered on the daily.telegram,
was to-be considered a full ration in lieu of either "A,,-type or opera-
tional-type rations. It could, however, be substituted for cocoa or tea.
on'the "A" menu,

S The "A"-type ration continued to improve and was well received by
the troops.' During the month forty-one .issues of fresh meat, twenty-

.four issues of fresh butter, and regular issues of fresh potatoes, cab-
bage, ,turnips, beets, apples, oranges, shelled eggs, coffee,: and bread

.were made.

Gratuitous issues of the following items were made weekly:..

ITEM ,UNIT FACTOR PER 100 INDIVIDUAIS.

Cigarettes Package 700
Smoking Tobacco Package .56
Chewing Tobacco Each 7
Matches Each 28,000
'Tooth Paste Each 24.5
Tooth Brushes Each '10.5
Shaving Cream Each. ,56
Razor Blades Each 305.
Razors Each 3,5

...Soap Bar !98
Gum .Each 700
Candy, hard . Each 700

SECTION V -CLASS II.AND IV SECTION

The..Class II and IV supply status.. showed steady improvement'an.
with few exceptions the supply of all items was adequate.'Receipts.of
clothing and equipment during.February. totaled 5,814.0 long tons, an

:average of 207.6 long tons per day..At- the end of the:month 7,963 lo9g
tons of supplies were on hand in the depots, an increase of sixty-Wno
per cent over 31 January. Requisitions processed totaled .10,635, ea
average of ,379 per day.

Considerable quantities of several seriously needed items -arrived
during the month. Sufficient numbers of raincoats of all sizes were re-
ceived to fill demands.. Overshoes in large quantity were received, many
in Ithe large sizes that had been critically short. Shipments of. office.,
supplies, particularly typewriter ribbons., alleviated to a great extent
the.: shortage of these supplies... Expendable 'items, except steel wool -
a: large. shipmsent of this item arrived: on 25 February - and scrubbing
brushes, were on hand in sufficient quantities to meet demands. Items
:.in short supply at the end of the month included barber. ,kits, one and
two-burner stoves, and duplicating machines,

A close survey of current requirements was made in the '.Army and
unseasonable or excess items in the .Class II and.IV depots were returned
-to Communications Zone depots. Rqceipts of. special winter clothing- and.
equipment'had over-taxed the storage facilities of the Army.. In this
connection the Chief Quartermaster, European Theater of Operations, was
requested to suspend until further notice, shipments .of such %items as
shoe pacs and accessories, snow shoes, creepers,. and ski poles.

'A test was begun, of different types of winter. combat clothing in
the 4th Armored Division and the 26th Infantry Division. .The uniform
assemblies being tested were the following:

Pile Jacket Uniform. Jacket, field, M1943; jacket, fields
pile, -olive. drab; trouserswfield, cotton,.:olive. drab; cap,
field, cotton, olive drab, with visor; and trousers, field,
wool, olive drab, twenty-ounce.

Wool Jacket Uniform. Jacket, field,.M1943; Jacket, feld,
wool (ETO type); : trousers, field, .cotton, olive,-,drab; cap,
cotton, field, olive drab,,with visor; and trousers, field,
wool, olive drab, twenty-ounce."

Combat Uniform. Helmet, combat, winter; '.:jacket, combat, win-
.ter; and trousers, combat, winter., Although these items were
not specifically being issued for the test, commentb from com-
bat troops wearing. thistype of uniform were-being solicited.

This test was being conducted to determine the relative merit of each
type of assembly. .in regard to such qualities as general suitability for
combat, water repellency, wind resistance, warmth and comfort, adapta-

!..bility to changing climatic conditions, suitability for street wear,
adequacy of pocket .capacity,. and suitability for laundering.

.::.Depot Number 7, at METZ (U85), .remained in operation throughout the
month, serving the troops of the XII and XX Corps and Army troops in the,
vicinity. .Depot Number. 9, at LONOWY (P50), which, had opened on 23
December, :closed on .4 February. -Depot Number 10, at.LUXEMBOURG (P81),
opened on 5 February, serving troops of the III Corps (until 11 Febru-
ary) and XII Corps and Army troops in the vicinity. Depot Number 77, at
DEYFELDT (P77), opened on 5 February as an advance supply point for VIII.
Corps troops. This depot was in effect an advance truckhead for.pro-
cessing requisitions and making delivery of daily shipments received
from Depot Number 10.

SECT ION VI- CLASS III SECTIC "

The Class III supply situation, which had been generally satisfac-
tory since October, was stable and adequate for current operations.
Receipts of V-80, gasoline totaled 11,889,105 gallons, an average of
424,611 gallons per day; and issues were 1,846,287, gallons, an average
of 423,082 gallons per day. On 1 February 2,666,393 gallons of V-80
gasoline were .in the Army area; on 28 February, 2,412,975 gallons.

At the beginning of the month two decanting points were in opera-
tion by-the Army, at MANCI ULLES (u67). and at LONGLIER (P34), the latter
point opening on 1 February. The railhead and decanting point at MAN-
CIEUIJES (U67) was turned over to the Advance Section Communications
Zone on 16 February, and decanting ended at LONGLIER (P34). on 17 Febru-
ary. In accordance with a plan adopted earlier in the month, no further

., decantng was done by the Army; hereafter, decanting operations within
the Army area were carried on by the Advance Section Communications Zone
pending developments in the tactical situation.

.Sipce the beginning of the campaign, attempts had been made to se-.-
cure 73-octane aircraft fuel for use in artillery liaison planes. On 15
February the.first shipment of 73-octane .gasoline arrived at Class III
Supply!.Point Number 69, at BETTEMBOURG (P80). This stock of gasoline,
totaling 25,850 gallonss,l was distributed to supply points in accordance
with a suggested percentage allocation prepared by the Artillery Sec-
tion..suggeste
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undry tests were 'conducted on samples of new, types!,

g. As a result .of the tests,.it was concluded that th
Le ck, wool, olive drab; trousers, wool, olive drab, twel
ket,. wool, ::olive drab, ETO, were unsuitable for laund
be dry cleaned. The jacket, field, M1943; trousers, f

d jacket, field, pile, Could be successfully laundered
i study were to be incorporated in the, recommendatio
: winter uniform considered desirable in this theater.

SECTION X. -SALVAGE SECTION

the 1,594,678 items of salvage collected during Februa
Le to classify 1,296,097'items, eighty-one perIcent of
remaining 298,581 unclassified items were shipped d
nmunications Zone Depot Number.Q-180, at RE0IS (T37).
repairable scrap items were also evacuated to the rear.
lassified as follows:

Class B 769,542

Class G 1 . 51,l31
Class X 375,439
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CHAPTER *10
MARCH OPERATIONS

SECTION I -. GENERAL

The Quartermaster Section was with the rear echelon of Army Head-
quarters at LUXEMBOURG (P81) until 29 March and at TRIER (122), Germany,
after that date.

During- the month the tacticalloperations of the Third U. S. Army
progressed with .increasing speed.i At first the major effort was north
of the MOSELLE River. A bridgehead was. .established across the KYLL
River bytroops of. the XII*Corps early on 3 March and another drive by
the. XX Corps effected the capture of TRlER (L22) on.2 March. iromthe
KYLL River line the advance continued aggressively; the XII Corp and,
VIII Corps breakthrough resulted in a-drive to the RHINE River. :The XII
Corps then swung south and established a bridgehead across the lower,
MOSELLE River on 13March. The advance of this corps continued rapidly:
WORMS (M41).was taken on 20 March and ',MAINZ (935) was captured on 22
March. COBLENZ (L89) was cleared on.19 March by troops -of the VIII
corps.

Meanwhile the XX Corps, attacking from the SAAR River bridgeheads,
drove throughand met forces of the XII Corps on 20 March, this junc-
ture resulting in the encirclement of large enemy-forces south of the
MOSELLE.

A bridgehead. across the RHINE Riverwas established.on the night of.
22-23 March.: Thedevelopment to thenorth and east of-this and other
crossings had by the end of the month effected further spectacular gains
by the Third U. S. Army* By 31 March armored spearheads had crossed the
FULDA River and were nearing KASSEL (C20).

As in themonth of February, the chief problemof: the Army Quarter-
master was one-of transportation. The relatively.warm and dry weather:
resulted . in rapid improvement of road conditions., which had been +very
bad during the previous month. Dry roads, and also a network of well-
paved roads in the large overrun area, particularly .south of the MOSELLE'
and east of theRHINE, favored both tactical and supply operations;'how-

S,: everi incident to the fast-moving situation, the long distances imposed
transportation problems of no small magnitude., By cooperation and team-
.work between the Army and the Advance Section Communications Zonet, he
essential Quartermaster supplies were transported the long distances
from the Army railheads, which were established generally along a north-
south-line through TRIER (L22) and west of the KYLL-and SAAR Rivers, to
forward.Army supply points...

The composition of the Army changed often during'March. .By the.end
of the month the Army had lost. the 10th.Armored Division, 4th': Infantry
Division, and 94th Infantry Division and gained.the 65th Infantry Divi-
sion, 71st Infantry Division, and 89th Infantry Division. The followirig
were the major units of the Army on 31 March.

VIII Corps: 76th Infantry Division, 87th Infantry .Division,
89th Infantry .Division, and Corps Troops.

XII-Corps: 14th Armored Division, 11th Armored Division, 26th
Infantry Division, 71st Infantry. Division, 90th
Infantry Division, and Corps Troops.

XX Corps: '6th Armored Division, 5th Infantry Division, 05th
Infantry Division, 80th Infantry Divisio n.and
Corps Troops.,

The Army had the. responsibility of supplying the foliowing troope
at the beginning.and the end of .the month:.

The Legion of Merit, for. exceptionally: meritorious conduct in the,
performance of outstanding services, was awarded to one officer of the
Quartermaster Section through General Orders published by. Headquarters
European Theater of Operations; and the Bronze Star Medal, for meritori-
ous service, was awarded to one officer of the Quartermaster Section.and
.two enlisted men of Quartermaster. units through General Orders published
by Headquarters Third U. S. Army during the month.

SECTICN III* .SUPPLY DIVISION .

The Quartermaster supply situation remained in the generally satis-
factory state that had. existed during the preceding two months. Ade-
quate stocks of all classes •'of supplies were on hand.-in the Army area.

Because of .rapid advances, .only a few supply points remained situ-
ated on operating railway lines. Most points were, stocked 'by truck

transport .hauling from railheads, which were. located at ETTELBRUCK
(P83), DIEKIRCH (P84), BLEIALF. (P98),:WALFERDANGE (P81), WASSERBILLIG:
(L12), and.WALDWISSE (Q19). Early in the month the Advance Section Com-
munications Zone began operating railheads in the Army. area, taking over
the Army. railheads at ETTELBRUCK. (P83) and DIEKIRCH (P84) on .9 March and
later, on 18 March, imoving to EHRANG (L23), north of TRIER (L22), after
-the rail line :to'that point had been placed in operation. Movement of
Class I and .Class III supplies from the railheads by.truck transport to
forward supply points was 'under the supervision of the Quartermaster,
Operations Officer. The dispatch of the. necessary .supply •trains re-
quired overall.coordination and exacted the utmost use of the available.
truck transportation, both that provided by the Advance Section Communi-
cations Zone and Army transport not required for tactical operations,,

-The chief difficulty in regard to transportation, was the rapidly
extended :supply ,lines. Prom TRIER (L22)0to the RHINE River the distance
was approximately sixty airline miles; and Class III Supply Point, Number
109, .at HANAU (M87), .was approxim ately forty-five. airline miles farther

Strength of the Army 304,690 312,205
.o. .Zone Units 26,680 18,719
Force Units 29,625':.. 7,793.
its 1,920, 0
eous Troops 3.216 43

TOTAL 366,131 339,148

SECTICN II - ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISICO

rch efforts of the Qurtermaster Purchasing and Cont:
re particularlydevoted to purchasing office supplies
facilities for the printing of certain blank fc

Priority was given to the rehabilitation of the railroads .frce thO
.M ZIG (Q29) and: TRIER (L22) areato MAINZ (M35) and railway servi6e1Wa
scheduled to be..inoperation early-in April. With the inauguratiop op
rail service considerable truck transport could be relieved for use for-
ward and east of the RHINE River, hauling from proposed railheads id the.
vicinity of MAINZ (M35).

An air lift was.arranged and deliveries of considerable quantities
of gasoline were made to- forward' airfields -beginning on 30 March. To
-supervise the receipt of the :airlift and to coordinate the distribution
of supplieseast of the-river, the Army Quartermaster Operations :Officer
moved to the RHINE: River crossing area. In view of ..liited bridge
facilities at the RHINE River ,crossing andthe: extended supply lines,
the.,air deliveries of- gasoline were timely and materially assisted in -
stocking forward supply points.

The fast-moving tactical situation was reflected in the shift of
supply points .to the east. On. 1 March .only.two -Class I-and one Class
III pointswerp located in Germany, and on 26 March 'all Class I :and 'L
ClasS III points , were in.Germany. .On 28 March the Lfirst supply.points
ope eLned-to the east 'of the RHINE River, Clss I and Class III Number. 108,
at GROS GERAU (M54) and in the vicinity of DARMSTADT (M64), respect-
ively; on.31:March two more points, one for each class of supply, opened
across the river.

Annex:Number 8 shows the.Quartermaster supply points in operation

during March.

SECTICN IV-CLASS I SECTIC ,

Class I supply again functioned efficiently during March. The fol-
lowing table gives pertinent statistics on Class I activity:

Receipts for Month 14.,929,459 Rations
Issues for Month 14,,199,255 :Rations
Average Daily Issue 458,040 Rations
'Issues to ArmyUnits, 89.7 Per Cent
Issuesto Unassigned, Units 10.3 Per Cent
Issues of "A".Type Rations 69.7 Per Cent
Issuesof perational-TypeeRations 30.3 Per CentIssi s .Mntht 30.3 e.Cn
On Hand at End of Month ,995,360

Because:of the speed of the advance, it was not Lfeasible to issue
1"A",-type rations 'to combat troops., Effective with the arrival of ship-
ments. on 28 March, no "A"-type rations were delivered to supply points
other than Number 94, at TRIER (L22). Operational-type rations issued
were supplementedwith fresh bread, coffee, milk,and sugar; and..by
authorization of the European Theater" of Operations, one-half of one.:fresh meat meal daily was issued'as a supplement with "C"and ",K"ra-
tions., The record-breaking capture of prisoners was reflected in. heavy
issues of "C"-type rations.

'The demand by combat"troope for "K",-type rations became very: heavy
during March. In order tocon.ervethis type of ration, it was directed
that issues be limitedtothe fol ingmximumper cents of the total.
operational-typ. rations issued:

UNITS. PER CET

Non-Combat Units ,25
Hos ,pitalS.,50
Combat Units 100

During March issues of fresh meat and butter were made frequently.
The following issues were made from Army supply points:

NUMBER LFACTOR.,.
TYPE OF ISSUES PER 100 MEN

Beef., Roasting- and Frying 6 45 pounds
Beef,, Boiling and Stewing 8 35 poundsBeef, Ground 7 30 pounds
Pork, Boneless 5 42 pounds .
Ham, Smoked 1.45 pounds
Chicken 6 60 pounds
Cold Cuts (Salami and Bologna)- 2 14 pounds

:Frankfurters 630 pounds

TOAL 41

Butter 31 7 pounds

All condiment items had been extremely critical at various tines
throughout the entire campaign. For about two months, during December
and January, no shipments had been received; and reduced shipments had
arrived since that tine. Local contracts, for procurement in Europe had
not been successful. Issues during the latter part of March were coim-
plete, hcwever, and it was anticipated that future requirements would be

,- " ' •m et. : . . • " . - • •" "
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SEIIC V - CLASS II AND IV SECrION

Tesupplycof -Quartermster Class II and IV iteme continued: to We
generally satisfactory.. Total receipts of clothing and equipment r.i
= h were 2,862.9 long tons, less than half thereceipts in .Febr
Ti decrease was du tothe largestocks c. hand in th Am depot
alo reduced requirements for winter clothing and equipment. Requisi-t
tions processed totaled. ,784. At the end or the month 4,84 lnto
.of supplies were on hand in the depots.

The list of critical. shortages was further reduced At the end of
the month'items short in supply included barber kits, twenty-four and
thirty-two gallon corrugated nesting cans, :one-burner stoves, wire-
staple machines, tufted brushes, and duplicating machines..

A major problem of the. month was moving Class II and: IV supply fa-
.cilities forward to serve front-line troops. Originally it was planned
.to open a depot at 2TRIER (22); but because of the rapid advances of the
Army,.it was. dcided to establish a depot farther forward. In the mean-
'time Class .II and IV supplies that had been consigned to TRIER (L22)
were unloaded and. held temporarily at that point.. A site for Supply
Point Number, 3. was chosen in the vicinity of BAD KREUZNACH (M03), butthe opening of the depot was delayed because of the unavailabilitv of

truck transportation for the.transfer of supplies from the TRIER (L22),.
off-loading point. Pending, the opening of the depot, this new installs-
tion serVed as an advance supply point for forward combat troops, where
requisitions were processed and delivery made by.Army trucks from the

ailhead at TRIER (L22) or from Depot Number 10, at LUXEMBOURG (P81).,
he establishing of advance points for processing' requisitions and mak-

delivery of supplies was found to be a workable method of.supplyig
.orward troops with clothing and equipment. The following advance. .sup-
l points,8-all at Class I points, also :were in operation during Variots
eriods:: . . .. " . . : . ".J..i:

NUMBER .... :LAT OEND CLOSED

77 DEE IDTL(P77) 00 A February 071200 A.March
80 L BLEIApI(P98) 070800 A March' 101200,A March
89 PERL (Q09) '01080OA Mach 1 A March96 •MUENBORN (L18) 100800 A March 121800 A March
98 .KLBURG (48) 120800 A March 251800 A March

Depot Number 7, at METZ (U85), which had opened on 8.December, closed on
potNm r , at LUXEMBOURG (P81), was open throughout.

he month.

.A test 'of three typesof winter combat clothing had been conducted
i the 4th Armored Division and 26th Infantry, Division from 10Februa
to 25 February. A report based on observations in. these divisions *as
made to the Twelfth U. S.,Army Group, recommending a uniform incliding
a jacket, combat, winter (modified); -jacket, field, wool, •olive drab
(Class A uniform); trousers, field, wool, twenty-four to twenty-six.ounce; trousers, combat, winter (modified); and helmet, combat, winter

(modified) . It was further recommended that the trend be toward simpli-
fication of the combat uniform, a reduction in the number of composite
items, less weight, and more warmth, durability, water repellency, and
wind resistance.

The Army Quartermaster and the Class-II and. IVOfficer attended a,
conference held at the Office of the Chief Quartermaster, European Thea-ter of Operations, from 17:to 19 March,. on the subject of winter-cloth-
ing requirements for 1945-1946. In attendance were representatives of
the Office of the Quartermaster General, Washington, D. C, and of all
U..S. army groups and armies on the Continent., At this, the second such
meeting, various items of winter clothing' and equipment were discussed,
the results of certain tests reviewed, and final recommendations made to
the:War Department. The following items were recomaended for the winter.
combat.uniform:

Jacketfield, M1943 :
Jacket,.field, pile, olive drab, or Jacket, field, wool .(ETO type)

(Availability to. determine: which of these to be issued)
Shoe pace (for part of Army strength)
Overshoes (for part of Army strength not issued shoe pace),
Cap, cotton, field.
Trousers, cotton, winter
Trousers, wool, olive drab, twenty-two ounce

SECTION VI - CLASS III SECTION

Gagoline:and allied products were furnished the troops .in ad
quantities to- support fullythe military operations:.: Receipts. s
sues of V-80 gasoline and allied products were, higher than- in rany I7
month since the. beginning of the campaign, The following table pr eits•
statistics on V-80 gasoline (in gallons):

Receipts forlMonth 17i,080, 580.
Issues for Month 16,82099"W4
Average .Daily Issue -542,63
Largest Day's Issue 733,375
On Hand at Beginning of.Month .223,100,
On Hand at End of Month. 2,894,041

As the :advance developed and supply lines beyond operating raiI.-
roads became extended, the prolem of gasoline supply, became increasing-
ly difficult. In order to utilize fully truck transport in the Army for
use forward of the railheads, bulk shipments were. requested. 11ost de-
canting operations in. the Army area were carried on under the supervi-
sion of the 53d Quartermaster Base Depot, an Advance Section Communica-
tions Zone unit, at " points at ERDORF (LOS), WITTLICH' (L35), ARGENTHAL
(L95), and WEINSHEIM (MD3), When the lines of supply increased i4.n
length and transportation became critical, however, the, Advance .Section
Communications Zone began shipments of bulk gasoline by tank truc.Cto
forward Army supply points not on operating railway lines, making nes4sary the resumption of decanting by the Army. Throughout the month !cb.-4
tinued efforts'were made to secure the maximum use of equipment an .fa-
cilities at hand. A spirit of cooperation existed between the Communi'
cations Zone and the Army in endeavoring to provide this vital fuel for
the advancing troops..

The delivery of gasoline by airplane, beginning on 30 March,: was,
.opportune and effectively contributed to the support of combat units 4
The following table shows receipts of V-80 gasoline in gallons: at, ai.
fields on 30 and 31 March:

AIRFIELD LOCATION .. 3 0 MARCH 31MARCH

Y-64 BER OLi (M34)' 162,500 " ,O00.
Y-72 BUTTELBCHN (M54) 5,500 54,000
Y-74 FRANKFUT-ESCHBORN. (M57). 96,000
Y-81 AILE R HEN (012) .3,00
Y "83 LIMBURG (M29)4 000 2 35,000

TOTAL 216,000 435,000

QM
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SECTICN VII - GRAVES REGISTRATIC( DIVISIC"

A letter from the Office ,of the Chief Quartermaster, European Thea-
ter of Operations, outlined the followingGraves Registration Service
policy in regard to .deceased German military. personnel ,in occupied Ger
many:

1. Isolated graves were not to be disturbed. unless re-
burial was made necessary by military operations,

. Unburied remainst were to be buried by local civilian.
- agencies or by graves registration personnel in either estab'
lished German cemeteries (military or civilian) or German
plots established by the U. S.. Army. The method was to depend
on local conditions.

Quartermaster Graves Registraion Division personnel:continued to
improve in technique in identifying the remains of unknown soldiers. By
2 March the identity of 100 unknowns had been established, and by the
end of the month the number identified had reached 143.

In order to facilitate the control of evacuation over long dis-
tances, the Army established two collecting points in March,,at WITTLICH
(L35) and MAYEN (L69). The Army continued, as it had throughout the
campaign, to evacuate the dead from divimion collecting points to Army
cemeteries.

U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1 at HAMM (P81), Luxembourg, and the
adjacent German Military Cemetery remained in operation throughout the
month., U. S. Military Cemetery Number 1 at STROMBERG (M05), Germany,
and an adjacent German Military. Cemetery opened on 26 March. The Ameri-
can and German cemeteries at FOY (P56), Belgium, which had opened on 4February, closed on 16 March and were turned over to the Advance Section
Communications Zone. Burials in the FOY cemeteries totaled 2,217 "Ameri-
can, twenty-six Allied, and 3,396 enemy.

on18 March, a memorial service was held by civilians of HAME
(P81), Luxembourg, for American :soldiers buried at U. S. Military Ceme-
tery Number 1 at HAMM. A high mass was celebrated in the local church
in the morning and a ceremony was held at the cemetery in the afternoon,

The following bu6ials were made at all cemeteries in Ma-rc:

American' 3,585,
Allied
Enemy 3,101

TOFAL 6, 69

QM Service u tachment . .
(Petroleum Products Laboratory)
(Mobile Detachment)

The following Quartermaster units were released by the
-
Third.U. S.

Army to the Seventh U. S.Army for temporary duty:

.867th Q Fumigation .and Bath Company
.3936th QM Gasoline Supply Company
899h Q' Laundry Company(3d and 4th Platoons)

The following Quartermaster units were assigned during the month to
the Third U. S. Army:.

"Hq&Hq et, 224th QMBattalion
434let QM Service Company
.. .5th QM Service. Company
4416th QM Service Company

"The 3933d Quartermaster Gasoline Supply Company, having been on
temporary duty with the Seventh U. S. Army, returned to the Third .U.S.
Army.

The Meritorious Service. Unit Plaque was awarded* to the' following
units by General Orders, Headquarters Third U. S.. Arm, for service be-
tween the dates indicated:.

UNIT DATE

300th QM Salvage RepairCompany 28 March 1944 to 30 June 1944
900th Q. Laundry Company .5 October 1944 to 30 December 1944

SECTICR: IX.-FIELD SERVICE SECTICN

Bath and laundry units, which moved forward close behind the ccssabe
troops, both served more troops than they had in any previous mcnt.
Men bathed during the month totaled 212,346; laundry processed totaled
5,827,952-pounds.

A complete assortment of spare parts for. fire. units, lanterns, a
stoves became available to the'Army at Communications Zone Depot .Number
Q-256, at .REIkS (T37). This was the* :first time in several'months that
the supply of parts for these items had been adequate.

SECTICN X.- SALVAGE SECTIN"

A schedule for turning ini items of winterlfclothing was published
during the ,aonth, but.the change in the tactic situation mad it im-
tpossible for combat units to" follow a schedule -These units were per-
mitted to turn in to salvage collecting personnel at Class.I supply
points all items of equipment not /currently recuired, including speci~l
items of winter clothing and equipment. Becaus of the relatively low
priority for transportation to evacuate this s lvage to salvage points,
a sizable, backlog developed, in spite of incre4sed efforts to evacuate
the salvage as quickly as possible. At the en' of the month, however,
there

• 
remained only 105 tons of uncounted salvage in the Army. area.

A record total of 1,822,834 items of salvage was collected during
March. Of these items, 1,802,934 were classified and the remaining
19,900, together with an additional 102 tons of unprocessed salvage,
were shipped to the Communications Zone Depot Number Q-256, at REIMS
.(T37). All Class X items were evacuated'to the rear. The items were
classified as follows:

Class B 1,156,580
Class C .154 ,474
Class X 491,880

In order.to meet heavy denands for clothing liberated Allied pris-
oners of war authorized. Class B items, the maximum reclamation of blan-
kets,. items of outer clothing, towels, handkerchiefs, shoes, and mess
gear was instituted. Salvage repair companies repaired 128,456 items of
clothing and. equipment, seventy-seven per cent more than in February,
and these items were delivered to Class II and IV depots for reissue.

The following special-purpose items were repaired by .field range
repair units and semi-mobile salvage repair companies:

Fire units .3,184:
.,Heaters, immersion type 124

Lanterns, gasoline 2,634
Stoves, c9oking, one and two burner 2,283
Typewriters, portable -257
Typewriters, non-portable 370
Pumps, hand .1S
Machines, adding .I
Machines, miscellaneous office"3

TOTPAL 8,971
In addition to repair activit es, savage rear companies me f4p.-

tured 16,654 identification panels for the Aryy Signal Officor.arc- 400
soap pockets for use at bath installations."
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CHAPTER 11
APRIL OPERATIONS

SECTION I -GENERAL

The Quartermaster.section ,remained throughout April with the rear
echelon of Army Headquarters at the following locations:

TRIER (122) Germany (29 March).to 6 April
FRANKFURT A MAIN (M67),Germany . 6 April to 26 April
ERLANGEN (031), :Germany 26 April to ______ i

During April the Army advanced irapidly-across Germany, from a short
distance east of the RHINE River to points inside Czechoslovakia and

Austria. Early in the month the Army continued its advance northfrom,
the -FRANKFURT (M67)area, seized KASSEL (C20) on .4April, and then.. moved
east toward.CHEMNITZ (K66) and DRESDEN (F29) and neared the Czechoslo-.
vakian-border. .On22. April a new tactical plan went into effect. The

..III and XXCorps, which had-taken over a portion of the Seventh U. S..
Army area.in the vicinity. ofWURBURG (N53), BAMBERG (024), andNUNE-'"
BERG (0405, advanced southeast toward REGENSBURG (UlS), PASSAU (Q21),
and LINZ (V88)along the DANUBE River. The XII Corps, continued its ad-
vance to the Czechoslovakian .border and then swung southward along.the
border on the Army left flank.

The .shift of the Army frontpresented a logistical problemof dis-
tances comparable to that of the month of August 1944, duringthe Third
U. S. Army's dash across .France. The distance'from the MAINZ (M35)area
to the most forward supply point in the direction-of the northeastern
front was approximately 190 miles; and after the shift had been made,
the distance to :the most forward supply point toward the southeast at
the. end of the month was approximately225 miles. Also, the transfer of
Quartermaster. supply: and service. installations was handicapped because
it was dependent entirely on the already:. strained truck transport and

.communications. In spite of.these difficulties,, essential Quartermaster.
service was provided for the Army.

'The order of battle
i 
changed radically, during the month. The VIII

Corps wastransferred to the First. U. S. 'Army, continuing to operate ..in
its current area; and the II Corps .was acquired, moving :to the right
flank of the new Army front. Only eight divisions -that had been with
the Army on 31 March remained on 30 April., The following were the major
units on the latter date:

III Corps: 14th Armored Division, 86th Infantry Divisiong
99th Infantry Division, and Corps Troops.

XII Corps: 4th Armored D 1ivision,.1th Armored Division,

5th Infantry Division, 26th .Infantry Division,
90th Infantry Division, and Corps Troops.'

XX Corps:L 13th Armored Division, 65th Infantry Division,
7lt Infantry Division,80th Infantry Division,
and Corps Troops.

Army Reserve: 16th Armored Division and 70th Infantryo Divi-
sion.,

The Army had the responsibility of supplying the following troops

at the beginning and at the end of the month:.

1 APRIL, 30,APRI

Assigned Strength of. the Army 315,336;: 346,839
Comunications Zone Units 15,394 11,492
SNinth. Air Force Units 8.. ,690 •16,528
Miscellaneous Troops 292,1344..

TOrAL 341,554 377,843

The delivery by C47 planes of considerable quentities or rations and
SV-80 gasoline at airfields, particularly in the forward areas, enabled.
the Army to move on despite strained surface transport., Approximately
ten and three-tenths per cent of the total rations and twenty-two. and
two-tenths per cent of the total V-80 gasoline'received dUring the month
were delivered by. air transport.

With the .change in the tactical plan, the axis of supply during:the
last one-third of the month had shifted abruptly frcm the northeast to.
the southeast, the base remaining in the area of MAINZ (M35) and FRANK-
FRT (M67), Despite strained transportation and communications facili-
ties., the shift of supply points to the. new .front was effected quickly
and efficiently. Within an hour after receiving the ,official directive

'concerning the new tactical plan, the.. Quartermaster Operations, Officer
began diverting Advance Section Communications Zone trucks from ISENACH-.
(H86) to the .new transfer: points at BAMBER (024) and .IWURZBURG (N53),
and soon moved to BANBERG himself. In Order to support: the .military
operation, .the Army Quartermaster moved more..than 1,000,000 rations.and
1,,000,000 gallons of gasoline to the base points before the roads became

.overly congested with troop movements.

The rehabilitation of railway lines did not keep pace with the rap-,.
idly advancing Army. A railway bridge:across the. 'RHINE River at, MAINZ
(M35) was completed on 14 April, and:shortly thereafter a railhead for
Class III supplies was established at KAHL (M96). On 25 April, when
rail facilities had opened as far as WURZBURG (N53), the Army transfer
point was moved.to NURNBERGO(031).

TWenty-three supply points for Class I and, the same number for
Class III opened.in April. Supply points.in operationduring-the month
are shown in Annex-Number.9.-

SECTION IV- CLASS I SECTICN_

Receipts of rations were spasmodic but adequate during the 'month
and issues were heavier* thanin any preceding month of the campaign.
The following are statistics on Class

: 
I supply:

Total Receipts for the Month 14,809,721" Rations
.'Receipts by Air .for the Month 1,4531,600* Rations
Issues for -the Month"13,725,531 Rations:
Average Daily Issue 457,518 Rations
Issues of. "A"-Type Rations 19.4 Per Cent
Issues of Operational-Type Rations 80.6 Per Cent,
On Hand at End of the Month 2,381,110 Rations

Because of the extremely long supply lines and congested transport,
the problem of distributing balanced "A",-type rations. to. the troops was.
very difficult. Greater use of operational-type rations was necessary;
in fact, in per cent of total rationsissued, the increase over the pre-
ceding month was' from thirty and ,three-tenths per cent to eighty and
six-tenths per cent. Operational-type rations were supplemented with
fresh bread, coffee, and small quantities of fresh meat. The Army, how-
ever, made every effort to utilize "A"-type rations to the maximum ex-
tent practicable."

As a result of the critical supply of.rations late in the month,
higher headquarters directed that German food supplies be used for Al-
lied prisoners of war, Allied displaced persons, German. prisoners: of
war, and German civilians, and that the Army conserve United States
ration stocks and restrict the ,use of such rations toAllied Forces,
United ,States and British prisoners of war, and United States and Brit-
ish civilian internees. Inthe event that it was necessary, to issue
operational-type rations to prisoners of war,.the European Theater. of.
Operations authorized the following scale:

Type "l0-in-1. 1/2 Ration per Man per Day
Type 'C" 2/3 Ration per Man per Day
Type"K" 2/3 Ration per Man per Dy

Whenever possible, excess items of the"A,'-type, ration were to be-issued
for:prisoners instead of the operational-type.

Forty-three issues of fresh meat and. twenty-fourissues. of fresh
butter, all hauled to supply points by Army refrigeration vans, were-
made during the month. In addition, such items as bacon, shelled eggs,
..cheese,. and oranges were. received from the Advance Section Communica-
tions Zone and issued to all troops subsisting on the "A"-type ration.

Refrigeration plants in good condition were taken over by the Army
in FRANKFURT AM MAIN (M67) and NURNBERG (040) and were later turned over.
to the Advence Section Communications Zone to be stocked ano operated.
The Army mobile refrigeration unit hauled perishable supplies from the
• FRANKF IT plant to all Army supply points, and the unit was moved to

:NUREBMG when the plant there had been stocked,

am
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The supply of the Army from the rear was by successive stages,.an
arrangement which essentially included delivery by Advance Section Com-
munications Zone truck, transport from .railheads .to designated. Army
transfer ,or base points, from. where Army transportation made delivery to
supply points. The Quartermaster Operations Officer continued .to super-
vise and coordinate the movement of Class I and Class III supplies by
truck transport from the transfer points to forward Army supply points.,
Two Army railheads, at HEIDESHEIM (125) for Class I and at NIEDER INGEL-
HEIM (M25) for Class III supplies, opened, the first train arriving with.
rations at HEIDESHEIM on 4 April. The Advance Section took over the.
operation of these railheads on 8 April, while on the same date the Army
established a forward transfer point at AISFEID (HO4); and the Advance
Section forwarded' by truck Army Class I and Class III requirements to.
AISELD, a ninety-mile haul. Because of the continuing rapid advances
by the troops, the Army transfer point was moved fifty miles farther to'
the east, to EISENACH (H86), on 13.April.

Frequently Army supply points were forty to eighty miles beyond
transfer points and the front lines often were equally as far from the
-supply points. Although supply points were not so close to the troops
as desired, the primary consideration was the maximum use of all trans-
portation, of that available to divisions, corps, the Army, and the Com-
munications Zone. The turn-around time imposed by the increasing dis-

• tances for all links in. the supply chain became very long. The. Advance
Section was able, however, to make deliveries to certain.rear Army sup-
ply points. In the. forward areas transportation was conserved by locat-
ing Class III supply points in the vicinity of airfields and by having
units, when it was convenient, draw supplies directly from the fields.
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and IV supply situation was critical at theend of
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TYPE OF UNIT'

Hq & Hq Det;, QM.Battalion,
Mobile

Hq & Hq Det,- 01 Battalion
QV- Bakery Company, S pecial
QM Depot Company, Supply
QM .Fumigation and Bath

Company
QM Gasoline Supply. Company

QM Graves Registration
Company.

.V Laundry Company:
QM Railhead Company-,:.
IQM Refrigeration Company,

Mobile
-QM Salvage Collecting!

Company
QM Salvage Repair Company
QM Sales Platoon

Service Detachment
(Petroleum Products
:.'Laboratory)

(Mobile Detachment)
QM Service Company

The Army Graves Registration Service supervised the establishment
of a cemetery on a prominent hill overlooking the town.of 'OHRDRUF (J15)
for the 150 dead-inmates found'. at the ONEDRUF concentration camp," A
thorough investigation revvaled that no United' States personnel were.among, the deceased. The labor was performed by German civilians of
ONRDRUF,. and the burgomaster of the town was made responsible for the
maintenance of the cemetery.

Burials for the month, which, because of the speed of the advance.
.and lessening resistance, were fewer than in the past.five months ofSThird U. S. Army operations, included 1,690 American, of.which forty-one
were unidentified, 130 Allied, and 964 enemy, making a total of 2,704.

SECTION VIII , QUARTERMASTER TROOP SECTION

Under the control-of the Army Quartermaster were two group head-
quarters. One of them, the Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment,
553d Quartermaster Group, was currently performing military government
duties under supervision of the G-5 Section, 'this headquarters. All re-
.maining Quartermaster units were 'attached to the Headquarters and Head-
quarters Detachment, 519th Quartermaster Group. The battalion headquar-
ters - with the exception of the 496th, •which continued to operate di-
rectly under the supervilion of the Quartermaster Operations Officer
all had. administrative control of varying numbers of service units. The
aggregate personnel strength of these units, as authorized by Tables of.
Organization/ was 360 officers, twenty-two warrant officers, and 12,646,
enlisted men. The following chart shows the number, type, and attach-
ment of Quartermaster units:

NUMBER ATTACHMENT (Type of

.. 5-19th W....Group.2

9 519th QM; Group . 9
7 553d QM Battalion 7
2 519th QU Group 2"5 :21st 0)1Battalion 5

7 5th QM. Battalion, 7
Mobile.

4 537th
! 
0 Battalion 4

7 304th"0) Battalion 7
6 307th QM Battalion 6
1 307th 0) Battalion 1

3 273d QUBattalion. 3

3 273d 0)1 Battalion 3
2 519th Q Group ' 2
1 5th.QX Battalion, 1

Mobile.

2 5th QV -Battalion,
Mobile

5 588th QM Battalion,
Mobile

3 95th Q)1 Battalion
8 224th QM Battalion

.271st) QMBattalion
3 273d QM Battalion
3 537th QM Battalion .26

All Quartermaster units previously attached to the Third U. S. Army
but. assigned to the Communications Zone, except the, two sales platoons
and the detachment of the petroleum products laboratory, were relieved
from assignment to the Communications Zone and assigned by Twelfth U. S.
Army Group orders, on 27 April, to the Third U. S. Army. Efforts had.
been made since the beginning of the campaign to secure the assignment
of all units to the command, in the interest of facilitating administra-
tion and control, and improving morale. The desire to wear the Third
U. S. Army shoulder insignia was universal.-

The foliowing Quartermaster units were released'by the Third U. S.
Army to other ccmmands: .

571st lt ailhead Company
3936th QV Gasoline Supply Company.
680th Of .Laundry Company (3d Platoon)

The following Quartermaster units were assigned to the Third U. S.

Railhead Company
Gasoline Supply Compa
Laundry Company

During April" 152,557 men were bathed by Quartermaster fumigation
and bath units, :and 3,807,468 pounds of laundry were processed by Quar-
termaster, laundry companies. Owing to the extremely mobile situation,
production. figures of both the bath and -the.. laundry units were -oer

'than for the past several months.

SECTION. X -SALVAGE SECTION

The following are the salvage figures for April:

Salvage Collected*during'Month
Salvage Classified - Total

Class B
Class C
Class X

,Unclassified Salvage Shipped to
Communications Zone

NUMBER OF ITENB

1, 640, 897
1#249,765

855,9767
95,708

298,290
391,132

Salvage repair units, repaired 64,619 items of clothing and equip-
ment for reissue to troops, and also 5,401special-purpose items, in-
cluding fire units, immersion-type heaters, gasoline lanterns, i ne and
two-burner stoves, and typewriters. The figures are smaller than those
for several previous months largely because of the highly mobile tacti-
cal situation.

Because of a lack of transport, it was impossible to evacuate sal-vage from all collecting points in former Army areas. The Advance Sec-
tion Communications Zone was requested to take over approximately 700
tons of salvage, at a salvage point at EISENACH (H86) and fifty .tons at
Class I Supply point Number 121, at ROTHENSTEIN (J75), and. relieve Army
guard details at these points.

Instruction
9 regarding

blankets,
ad States
lied dis--
bit fully
Division
company.

f assort-
could be
Swas. used i

(H8 6),

NU RO (OO)s
Germany

NURNBG oa40),
Germany

*Total bur



Army Reserve: (70th nflJantryDiv•sio..CTHE.RESCUE!

Supply operations were characterizedefrcm the.beginning of the cam-
* by rapid movements, long distances, frequently inadequate truck
port, lack of telephone communications' withDr supply points during Dung the campaign 1,597,200 rations, 3
ore rapid phases,and several changes of the Armyfront. .Railways pounds of Class II and IV items,, and 7,700,000
systematically incapacitated bythe retreating enemy and of gasoline were delivered by airplane - ale
ionnecessarily lagged ,behind the -.advancing troops. These condi- during the rapid phases and consequent critics
lare inherent in .an Ioperation .ofIthe.type, in which the,.Army.w .as e n- periods.
i. Enemy air activity., was almost completely lacking throughout the
.ign as far as'supply operations were concerned.

SECTION II- ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

Throughout the. campaign the Administrative Division was active*in
ng small purchases in France, Luxembourg, elgium, and Germany and
isitioning local material and services. One hundred and twenty pin- At the end of the campaign the Ccmmanding Gene
Bs .. amounting to, $1,237.30 were" made, and in addition seven pur- Army, sent the following commendation to the personnel
9s, totaling $112.05, were made from firms in the United States.
by-eeven demands and fifteen requisitions placed, on .local. civil r.
orities for merchandise and.services were processed, some involving
amounts of material.

"HEADQUARTERS
The organization of the .Quartermaster Section remained essentially THIRD UNITD STATES ARMY

same throughout the period of operations, An allotment of. personnel APO 403
orized by a..staff memorandum, this headquarters, dated 6 May 1944.,
initially nineteen officers, .three warrant officers, and 'forty-eight AG 330.13
sted men. On 16 December 1944 a-second allotment by a staff memo-.
um ':reduced 'the total enlisted- men ,to forty. The following table SJT C md.
a the allotment-of personnel to sub-divisions of the section:
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The-Class .I-situation was complicated inearly May by the great
number: of enemy prisoners ofIwar . and of Allied :displaced persons the
Army had the responsibility of supplying. Although sizable stocks of
captured food continued .to be uncovered.,sufficieht food for all of
these persons for.any great length of time was not immediately avail-
able, Civilian facilities were exploited. Surveys were -conducted inthe Army area-for bakery plants and flour mills that might be placed in
operation-to relieve the strained Army food situation. A civilian ba-

Jery in ABERG (090),was taken over by. the Army and put into operation
with a German prisoner-of-war staff,- using captured ingredients, to pro-
duce bread. for German prisoners. Before hostilities had ceased, this
installation produced 105,264 pounds of bread.

At 082400 B May 1,505,194 rations were on hand at supply points and.
reserve points in the Army area.

Adequate quantities of rations were issued tothe troopsthroughout
the campaign, although shortages of operational-type rations developed
at various times. Issues of operational-type rations were heaviest dur-.
ing August and April, when the tactical situationi was highly mobile and
supply lines became greatly extended. The distribution of-specially.
packed "25-in-l" hospital supplements for medical clearing.stations and
"All-type ration hospital supplements for all hospitals proved highly

.

satisfactory throughout the campaign. The following graph shows types
of rations by per cent of total rations issued monthly during the period
1 August to 8 May, inclusive:

.A refrigeration company performed efficiently and accomplished the,
delivery of perishables to Army supply points often under difficult road
conditions and over great %distances. For the period 8 August I944
through 8 May 1945 this unit transported a total of 42,000,000 pounds of,
.perishable items, traveling during this time over 513,000 miles, This
type of unit is essential to the maintenance of a field army. One. com-
pany per armyls i adequate in temperate zones and under normal condi-
tio n s . , ., , . . , " i . .. . -

SECTICN V - CLASS II AND"IV SECTION

SThe quantity .ofClass II and IV supplies arriving in the Army'area
was-insufficient because of the inability of the railways to handle any
great amount of tonnage above the essential combat supplies. At 082400
B May approximately 6,500 long tons of clothing (poorly balanced) and
equipment were in the Army depot and on rail in the Army area*.

Blankets were badly needed for Allied prisoners of war and captured
stocks.were inadequate to meet the demand. During this period a ship-
ment of 51,340 United States blankets arrived from the Comunications
Zone by air lift for issue to liberated Allied prisoners.,

Throughout the campaign reclaimed clothing and equipment was an im-.
portant c€ontribution to depot stocks.- A total of 3,151 long tons of
serviceable items was returned to use, equalling more than ten per cent
of receipts of Class II and IV from the Communications Zone. Approxi-
mately 300 long tons of captured stationery and office supplies and
other expendable items were issued through the Army'depots.

PER -GENT ISSUES. BY TYPE OF RATION
BY MONTHS

TYPE OF RATIONS

-10 IN I

IIV-t I I IVW - TOTAL
73 li.,B,505 1 5,399,B31 .1.12636,621 14199,2513,7251531 I4T704,523 ITIN

Sales stores, under the supervision of the Class TL and IV Officer,
made: sales which amounted to well over a million dollars. Two mobile
sales stores. each consisting of one platoon of a sales company, began
opdratingin October and served divisions and corps on scheduled itiner-
aries; and static stores operated at Quartermaster Class II and'IV de.-
pots and in the large cities in the Army area. The 'following table"
gives statistics for the entire campaign:

MOBILE STORES STATIC STCRES

Number of Number of
:Customers Sales Customere Sales

Served
:  

(In Dollars) Served (In Dollars)

July ---- 3,ll19 18.,613.32
Agust -- - -- 2,009 "15,",1.60

September 3...3 .§ .. . . 10,072.21
October 7,618 136,590.32 .10,200 . 134,056.14
November " 7,257 499,435. 5,457 '76,615.24
December 3,665 56,712.56 8,36 . 91,990.16

January 3j,075. 41,704.17' 7,740 96,285.70.
February 2,86 2,9.5 6,359 74,462.92
March 2,188 -'23,899,26 7,380 78,543.19
April. 3,495 49,610.20 2,356 31,372.00
May (To, 33 11,023.55 2,027 32,,424.5
082400)________ ___

TOAL 30,77 446,770.55 56,129 659,579.73

Total Customers 86,8461".
Total Sales $1,106,350.28

3KS IN -WAITING LINE (ABOVE)
SUE LINE (BELOW), CLASS I
OINT NUMBER 128, NURNBERG,

PER CENT
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U. S. MILITARY CEMTERY., BLSVILIE, FRANCE
iu, s'xm) + :rr ! IssST. JAMES. ~ .+-

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMEERIE3S, T AlR FRANCE

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CETIES, ST. CORILLE, FRANCE

GERM MILITARY CMETERY, LmEm, FRANCE

U. S. AND GEMAN MILITARY CEMETEIES, VILLENE-SURAUYERS4

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMTRIES, .CHAMPICEUL.,FRANCE

U. S. AND GEM MILITARY CEMIS, ANDILLY, FRANCE

U. S. MILITARY CEMETE, LIMY, FRANCE

GER MILITARY CEMETER, DaVILEoR, FRANCE

U. S. GERMAN MILITARY M ,E GRAND FAILLY, FRANCE

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMETMEIES, FOY# BELGIUM,

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMETERIES, THAM'LUXEMBOURG

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMETERIES STRCMEG, GERMANY

S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMEEIES, BUIZEACH, GERMANY

U. S. AND GERMAN MILITARY CEMETERIES, ISENACH, GERMANY

U. S. AND GEWM .ILITARY CEMETER2IS, NUNBERG, GERMANY

TOrAIS.
* Total , Air Force. personnel. known and unknown,.included in thi figure. -

21
+

,36

680

Exchange Items,..

I 6171 o
8 0 8 172

28 1.22 35 27,M i 5 i59 
.

I5968

64
57

.39

" " HI 3,094

It should be stated that large quantities of clothing and equip-ment, items' for which the Class II and IV depots had no need, were re-
-leased directly to the G-5 Section for use of Civil Affairs or Military.
Goveront authoities. All usable items not required by the Army were

4turned over to the Advance Section Comunications Zone. Captured sal.-
vage' and scrap materiale, not included in the above figures, Were :ms-
diately released to the Advance Section.

Although priority for bath service was always given to divisional
unites, the demand for this service was never fully met. Bath units were
almost entirely allocated to corps for movement and control of service
schedules for divisions.

ifigures in
differences
ion and re-
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e And numbers of Quartermaster. u
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cluded in the total are miscellaneous items.
ounting to 43,.552,

othing and equipment returned to the Clas IIend
0 3,151 long tons. All Class. Xand.unclassified ite
the rear to-Communications Zone depots.

ad by month by Quartermaster repair companies are shc

SPECIAL
*NUMIBER OF REGULAR PURPOSE

C(NPANIES SUPPLIES I TE T T' )

2 0 175 -450 20,
333,010 :2,P041 35v(

3 52,635 -4,109 56,
721,539 1,057 83,.
.13, 8,513 :21,

380469,804 8,022 77
3 .72,638 8,484 81,:

3 128,456 8,971 137,,
364,619 5,401 70,(

31 22,502 1015 23.,

6 9,597 58,063 707,I

Lf company shoniwas the.one platoon of a service
trained as afield range repair unit.

consist of, clothing, individual equipment,, and fc
ial purpose item. include office machines and equipse
rsion heaters, and lanterns .It is noteworthy'that A
ial period 3,373 typewriters, 22,608 :fire unite,
lanterns were repaired., Lack of parts often hinde
Bs, these units performed an indispensable service
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10. The daily telegram-s
suitable for a fast-moving operz
supplies. It is- only -in fair.
requisitioning has proved relial

be .l. Supply discipline of
highly beeficial.

GENERAL

1, When a landing is made on a hostile shore, .an operations group,

of Quartermaster officers. of the Advance Section, Communications Zone,
should' be attached to the staff of the Commander of tactical troues.
This group, operating under the tactical commander until a rear boundary
is, designated,. should begin. .operations' immediately upon landing. It
should organize the beach dumps and be charged with the distribution of
supplies from the very beginning. As the beachhead is expanded, this
group, should remain in charge. of the beac dumpe and thus gradua'

l
lyde-

vevlop the 'beginning of a. communications zone. The Army Qua termaster
should'perform only his primary functions in regard to tactical troops.

.This would insure, a well-organized, smoothly operating supply system be-
fore.the first army rear boundary is designated and before the situation
becomes mobile.

2. The regulating station is organized to operate in connection
with a well-developed railway system. It is not well adapted toea fast-.
moving situation with the major., dependence on truck transport. It
should operate in close proximity to the source depots rather than in..*
the army service area.

3. Divisions, both armored and infantry, have inadequate Quarter-
master facilities.

SUPPLY

4. The impeus of supply should be from the rear; however,, during
-rapidly changing situationthe. supply ag.encies in rear of the Amy do
not alwaya possess a sufficiently complete picture to insure- quickred
jutment. The movement .. these elements and.. installations should be
c losely synchronized with the army they are support.-'ng,

5. Quartermasters of all echelons are not equipped to carry out
their supply missions unless they have sufficient transportation under
their own control or under an. organization of subordinate status.

6. Supplypoints for. Class I and Class III supplies, under mobile
conditions, normally were maintained on the basis -of one for each corps
and from one to three for Army troope * The distances from supply points
to using units varied from a few miles to as much as fifty or more

ortation of using units
sions universally pre-
Units emaller than a

In a rapidly changing
it is not practicable,

.13.: Operational-type rations, when used for mores than three days,
require a supplemental issue of bread and coffee.. An occasional issue
of meat, butter, and fresh fruit is highly necessary,

14. Bakeries are best- operated under the"Class:I officer and or- .
ganized under a single battalion headquarters. The British-type equip-
ment..is excellent and.can keep up even durlng fast movements. Critical
bakery supplies*are best handled.by pooling themunder control,'of the
battalion commander.

15. The most practical method of issue is to permit units to draw
from the nearest supply point,, submitting ration requests direct to-the
supply point commander..Thesupply.point commander submits. his record
of.issues and his.dailyinventory report direct to thearmy Class I.
officer. a of a specified hour. usually 1400. The Class I officer main-
tains a status card for each unit on which is recorded itsTable Of
Organization strength, actual strength, and a, record of daily -ration
issues and weekly Post Exchange issues.. dThe system has demonstrated
its Value under the conditions peculiar to this campaign. The Machine
Records Unit cannot ..be depended upon .to furnish the correct ration
strength; usually from 50,000 to 60,000.additional troops are inside the
army area.

16. The gratuitous issue of'Post Exchange,'itema when sales facili-
ties are not available is essential to health and morale. Units mst
r~egister at the supply point 'three days in advance of drawing., The
available stock is then prorated among all units.

17. The railhead company should be, redesignated as a "'ration sup-
ply company. ". This should be its 'only function. Present strength *is
adequate and enables it to "#leap-frog. This unit'should be organized
to enable it to fun ction under mobile conditions and in locations not on
operating railway lines., Except in a purely static situation it seldom
operates a "railhead."1 The-unit should have sufficient organic trans-
portation to ,enable it to assist in maintaining its stock and to in-
crease its mobility.

18. 'The supply of Class II and IVina highly mobile situation
overgrt distances is, extremely dif ficult. These classes receive,
lowest priority in allotting available transportation..

20. The duffle bag is a source of waste in a war of movement. The
bags usually must be storedin an inaccessible place far to therear.
The soldier must be given issues of new items direct frcm ,the depots.

:21. 
I  

An uninterrupted flow of POL supplies is the .most important.
and most difficult of all Quartermaster supply functions in...a ,.mobile
situation. A temporary .failure can.have more disastrous and far- Ireach-
ing effects than the failure-of any other class of supplies. The situa-
tin: becomes extremely. critical when Army rseIrves have been exhausted
and the flow from the Coemunications Zone is even temporarily suspended..
Thegasoline supply company is too small and should have additional
,organic vehicles to assist.in maintainingits operation..

FIELD SERVICE

,22. Quartermaster troop units are best handled by assigni them
to battalions on a functional rather than a geographical basis: o. g,,
,railhead companies under, one battalion and gasoline supply companies
under :another. Although all battalions were attached to a single group
headquarters, two might have been. better.,

23.- The basic training of Quartermaster troopsand troop officers
has highly important effects -over results. The best units are :those
that. have been trained realistically

24. The allocation of laundry units to field armies is inadequate.'
'The present-type company is too large. Small,. self-sustaining units
with two or four trailers would be more. suitable. Each. medical depot
and hospital and each division should have a laundry section of appro-"
priate capacity as a part of its organic equipment. Tractors are re-
quired on the basis of one per trailer.

25., The fumigation and bath companies are inadequate in number.
and equipment.. These units do much for morale. :The exchange of cloth-
ing has proved highly beneficial. Divisions should have their own bath
units.

26. Captured enemy materiel is of great importance. It can be
handled proprly only under a. special organization for which no provi-.
sion is made under the present Tables of Organization. This organiza-
tion must function close behind the assault troops. Unlessthis 'is
done, much valuable property is lost or needlessly destroyed.

27. Quartermaster officers should be selected as far as possible
!-from those who have had experience with combat troops and whose effi-
ciency ratings are excellent or higher. It is, extremely important .that
the officer possess the -correct point of view. The training*of officer
candidates should, instill a high sense of discipline and personal re,
sponsibility and should include effective instruction in company admin-
istration.

28. Group and battalion headquarters enlisted personnel shoid be
selected from the types whose background fits them for this specialized
work. There are too many headquarters in which the officers must of
necessity perform practically all the clerical work.

GRAVES RGISTRATION

29.i The graves registration company cannot perform its required
functions as now organized and equipped..This has been the subject of
separate reports.

30. Cemeteries are best operated under an army rather thacorpe
or divisions. One cemetery for an army is adequate in most situations.
Evacuation up to 100 miles is entirely practicable under suitable-road..
conditions and when casualties are low.,

31. Graves registration is best handled by a separate section in
the Office of the Army Quartermaster. The section obtains best results
when it works intimately with the Adjutant General's Casualty Section
and the Army Machine Records Unit.

32. Collecting teams under Army control composed of,.fivegraves
registration men and two three-quarter ton trucks with one-ton trailers
are required for divisions. The division and smaller units evacuate:the
dead to the division and/or corps collecting .points. Identification
:must be carefully checked and established at the collecting: point,
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ONLSON S - 13. The depot company, supply, shoud hv fryegttoad1 ahcmaisd o edte fmgto nt.Telte

one~~o thei orgnin equisasorancentpmnt

0 ~ ~~~~14. The means ifor insuring adequate n nnerptdPLsple
from the communications zone to the armn rawrat otne n

1. The Advance Section, Communications Zone., should be repre- -epr td.1 Cpue aeilScin srcmeddfrec i

sented on the stiff of the Army- Commander when a landing is made on hoe-clse 
ofupyofalteupysrve.

tile shores. This operating group should play a major role in estab-,
lishing and operating the beach dumps.

15. In the training of Quartermaser nt n ffcr oee

- ~~~~phasis should be given to field traininaculfntoawokses19 Tegae rgirton omny srcaseed orpc

of personal responsibility,, and company amnsrto.A usadn td ihave oadcagn t raiainadeupet

weakness has been the failure to developjuirofeeannn-mi

2. The regulating station should be organised, trained, and prac- sioned officers.
ticed to enabla it to adapt its operations to fast-moving and improvised
conditions.

16. Launidry companies should be reraidinos lse-up

3.* The Quartermaster organization for armored and infantry divi- porting units. Laundry units should ~e icue nte ognceup

sions should be made the subject of special study. Each division should sent of the following: divisions, medicaldpteauto n ov

have a laundry platoon, a bath unit for each, regimental combat team., a lescent hospitala, and salvage repair comais
shoe and 1textile repair section, and a battalion headquarters. The
armored division needs more transportation.

4. The supply agencies of the Advance Section,- Communications
Zone, in support of a field army in a mobile operation should be under
the control of the Army Commander.

5. The quartermasters of all echelons should have sufficient
transportation uAnder their own control to accomplish their missions.* As
a general rula., there are fewer trucks available for*Quartermaster sup-
ply in a mobile situation than in static periods, whereas the reverse
should be the case.

6. Supply discipline should receive careful consideration during
basio training. It is recommended that the vital importance of con-
serving supplies be given the prominence it deserves. All ranks should
be included.

7. Orational-type rations, are.excellently adapted to mobile QM CLASS I
warfare. :Provision should be made-for 'supplementary issues of coffee,
bread,meat, butter., and frui When :the: operational ration is used for4 1
more than a few days.,

8. The British-type bakery equipment with coffee roaster added is
excellent for mobile anid/or static situations.

9. It is recommended that the railhead company be redesignated as
a "ration supply company." 'Its organio equipment should include forty-
eight two and one-halfston trucks.
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1. Supervision and coordination of activities of Signal Section Staff, Army

signal troops and signal section staff s .ind troops of subordinate echelons.

ADMINISTRATION* AND PERSONNEL SUB-SECTION .
1 aintenance. of Signal Section files. 2. Procurement and assignment of

signal reinforcements and, procurement, assignment and transfer of Signal

Corps Officers. 3. Reproduction and distribution of SCI items and other,

signal documents, 4. Suprvision of all rear echelon commic nations..

COMMUNICATIONS SUB-SECTION
1. Planning, dtreotion and supervisionof the tatical employment of Sig-

nal Operation and Signal Construction Battalios of the Army Signal Service.

2 . Obtaininginfor=tion concerning signal systems of corps and lower units

and commercial and other signal facilities in ThirdUS, Army area. 3-. Prep

aration and provisions for extending Army .signal system to relieve corps and
divisions of operating and maintaining rear installations, thus permitting

those' units to push their systems forward. This inaludes preparation and

continuous revtsion of Line Route Map, Circuit Diagram, Radio et Diagram;

and VF Radio,,RelayDiagram. ,4. Studying traffip ho.idling in all Army

uinita, and.,on this basis recommending changes in construtiuon operation
endi saintoance' procedures and equlpnt toexpedite or improve such h

.. . . .,,,.. : :P ;..M , to x • ite o.:. .,, s chan-

lno,5..Coordinti.onofaction with' training. , -seation for changes in

establissed SOP and with Supply. su-secition for, propurement of s uitable

equipssin. 6. Preparation of items of SOI dealing wi th frequency and call

sign al ooat irowo egioter index, air warning broadcastir-gound vis-

ual code, identification ppal codesyrtechnic code and telo necd

Am*$* 7. Preparation of signal oircaularq qovering .operation of Army

with c

vision or:sectin ncu.niz sn sszo opiv stiain 9  ssiam izpec

tion of billeting spaces and. bivouac areas ,and receptionof visitors.

'PHOTO SUB-SECTION

1. Keeping signal Officer inf-ormed on all photographic mtters. 2. Coordi-

nation of activities of Photo AssIgnmunt Off ierandaComnanding Officer of

Signal Photo Company in order to provide necessary and adequate coverage for

.,news, tactical and historical purposes. 3.., Control and, approval of all
orders for photographic prints needed for tactical ajd historioalp

4. Responsibility for supervision and expediting transmittalofWar Depart-

ment filmto Army Pictorial service laboratories.

SSIGNALSECTION TABLE OF ORGANIZATION '
:SUB-SECTION ' :BRIG

GEN
HEADQUARTERS I

ADMIN B PERS

PLANS O:oPER,
COMMUNICATIONS
SIGNAL INT SRV
SuPPLY
PHOTO

OFFICERS
COL LT MAJ CAPT LT

COL

I,.

;: iI :?: : :3

EM

7 i:i:! i:i:i :: iii:!:i '
!ili i : 5 :
! ! : ? :!? : ! I :

...
I . ..II

I I

SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE..SERVICE SUB-SECT;ON
1. aintenance of liaisonwith Army G-2 on all signal intelligence matters.

2. Supervision of all operational activities of Army and corps radio Intel-

ligence companies. 3, Radio counter measures. 4. signal counter intelli-

genoe. 5. Solution of special codes and ciphers, 6. Examination and re-

production of captured signal intelligence and comunication documents' and-

dissemination.to units and sections concerned. 7. Interrogation of special

Pff's and- dissemination of information thus gained, 8. Maintenance of cryp-

tographic, transmission and physical seourity In the Army.: 9. Distribution

of codes andciphers. 10., Preparation of Army codeand cipher SO items.

11. Supervision-ofArmy SIAM Company-Army Signal Pigeon Company and the

Army.Weather Detachment. 12. Supervision. of all Army messenger and message.

center activities. 13. Supervision of wire,. radio and messenger facilities

for signal intelligence purposes.

ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE.
1. Collection, evaluation and disposition of captured exemy signal equip-

sent. 2. Providing high authorities with detailed technical reports and

suitable specimens"of£ "newenemy equipment".in order that the meximm ex-

ploitation-of this type of Intelligence may be achieved. 3. Assisting

Arny- Signal Service in determining availability and capability of enom

0!qipment for utilization .

SUPPLY SUB-SECTION

1.. Procurement, storage and issue'of signal equipment and maintenamow of

records pertainlg thereto, 2. Supervision of. operation of Arm Sigal

Depot and AM Signal Repair. 3,. Procurement of. non-standard items from

captured Onemy signal equipment for utiliation. 4. , aintenance of records

pertaining to allowances of signal supplies for subordinate units. 5. Colleo-

tion, reclawkton and sslvage of equi pment, and reports of all losses of

s.. gnal Zequipment. .. . : .. .,, . . ' "

tITY.



CHAPTER. 1.
PLANNING IN UNITED KINGDOM

Section I - General

'The time prior to 26 arch was occupied primarily with the-follow-

Ing matters:

a. Clarification of administrative principles to be observed.

b. Policies and methods to be followed on inspection trips.

S O. outline for communication orientation talks.

d', Maintaining by sections of a log of daily activities..

During this same period Signal.Supply channels were established and

brief courses in Signal Supply procedures were Initiated for officers

of battalion level and higher, in order to smooth. out combat operation

Sprocedure.

Approximately on 25 March all personnel of the. Signal Section had

reported for duty. ;A conference was held onSignal Corps.procedure.,

and the status of Signal units. The exact locations of assigned and

attached Signal Corps -Units-were determined and. arrangements were made

to bring. the 16th Signal Photo Company to England from its station in

North Ireland and to include the 33d Signal Construction Battalion in

the scheduled messenger route.

.During this.same period, the Army Signal Service.was streamlined

with a view to complete operational efficiency and liaison was estab-
lished with higher headquarters. The status of the 4th*Armored Signal

Battalion was reviewed and it was agreed with the G-3 Section that the*
.best policy would be to retain control of this unit for the possible

reinforcement of one of the corps. Shortly thereafter arrangesants

were completed with the Western Base Section's 102d Signal Inspection

and Maintenance Team for the inspection and repair of the damaged
equipment of this Battalion. The 2d, 3d, and 4th Signal Liaison Teams
.were relieved from Third U.S. Army while the 7th Signal Liaison Team

remained for possible use with the 2d French Armored Division. A

request was made that the 118th Signal Radio Intelligence Company be

assigned to Third U.S. Army. Finally, an officer representative of the

Signal Section was diqpatched .to the First U.S. Army Group to assist
in planning the forthcoming operations.

At the same time over-all policy changes were being assimilated

into Third U.S. Army procedure. The Theater Signal Officer advised
that Top Secret messages could be encoded in normal cryptographic.
.systems on the .condition that the words TOP SEC .were buried in the

text., Message centers down to and including corps, were directed to
use a rubber stamp giving instructions for paraphrasing on.all regis-

tered classified messages. The ,ar Department furnished information
-that 15 December 1945 replacement factors were to be used in forth-

coming operations and it was directed that figures based on actual
Consumption of field wire and similar Signal Supplies to show the'.

,average replenishment rate per day, per unit, of each maj6r type would

be included in the final report to the ,Oar Department.

By 15 April, operational plans led reached a tangible state. The

First U.S. Army Group's Signal Outline Plan, which could not be pub
-

lished until the Group became operational, was received with a request
for comments and return. It was also requested that Third U.S. Army
Signal planning follow this outline as closely as possible in order
that differences could be kept to a minimum..

Frequent conferences were hell with the. Signal sal communiations
Officers of the lower echelonsto acquaint them with "the functions of

:the. Signal Section, outline changes in procedure and policy, and to
discuss the forthcoming operations from a Signal aspect, Instances
were encountered where it was considered unneoessary, for. unit Signal

Officers to possess oomplete knowledge of the operation, although.

.usually the very nature of their responsibilities required such

knowledge if they were to serve their commanders effeciently..

At one of these meetings the proposed operation "J" or SIAM was
disoussed. This Service (Signal Information and-Monitoring) monitors
friendly radio nets at division levels deciphers the message and

immediately transmits information of value directly to Army by radio,

Thi speeds the transmission of vital information direct to Army Head-

quarters. "J" Service is the British counterpart of this .system., The
Signal Officer was notified that "J" Service personnel would have to
be drawn from the troops at ourdisposal. It was decided that until
more -permanent arrangements could be made,. the' bth Cavalry Group would
.act as the Army Information Service.

Signal Officers were also instructed that Signal.troops would have
to be prepared to clear their own path through minefields during the,
construction of wire lines. In view of this, it-was stressed that it
:would be necessary to familiarize all personnel concerned with the
operation of the SCR-625 and. that a sufficient quanti ty of. these mine
detectors would have -to -be made avai lab le to .do the job.

.,..One of the most far-reaching. Sigrl changes at the.time, ws the
adoption of a new type radio call-up procedure. Representatives of
the Signal Section, First U.S. Army Group,, visited the Third U.S. Army
for the purpose of acquainting responsible officers with Link Sign
.Procedure. Differences between-this method and the old double call
sign system were outlined. Particular emphasis was placed on the fact
that, -to a large degree, transmission security depended ..upon the under-
standing Staff and Signal Officers had of correct radio procedure.,

In addition to the installation and coordination of the wire
system required within and without the headquarters, Signal troops
received further training experience by assisting the-General Post:
Office. with lseveral telephone construction projects, Clearancefrom
higher headquarters, required before a unit could be assigned a mission
of this type, was received and the 33d Signal Construction Battalion
completed its assigned projects in commendatory fashion.

At:about this: time a communicatloi link was proposedbetween
European Theater of OperationS U.S., Army: and Allied Forces Headquarters
ALGIERS. The. following.:information was furnished concerning estimated
requirements of the Third U.S., Army,

a. Amount of traffic for: Allied Forces feadquarters through
European Theater of Operations U.S. Army, if any: 1000 groups per day.

b. Precedence of messages: 25% OperationalI riority, 257o
Priority, 50% Routine.

c. Average groups per message: 50.

d. Number of messages per twenty-four hour period: 20.

e. Security:.. 10% Top Secret, 90% Secret.

Subordinate units, in the meantime, were aligning their Signal
policies to conform to those outlined by the Signal Section. In some
cases, requests for changes in policy or permission to vary from
standard procedures were forwarded by these units. After discussion
and consideration, certain of these requests were granted; others were
not. The let Tank Destroyer Brigade, for. example, proposed that Third
U.S. Army Signal policy allow all Tank Destroyer Brigade Group
Cososanders EE-8 telephones and test clips., This was to permit the
respective Commanding Officers to call in on any line available in the
combat area in case of emergency. The request was disapproved and
strict orders were issued against any tapping of wire lines. It was
felt that any benefits gained by wire tapping were more than offset by
the possible interruption oi priority calls.

Planning had now reached the point where it was particularly
necessary to guard 'against breaches of security and to insure proper
security precautions at all times. Messages were frequently being
sent regarding the forthcoming operations and maps, plans, diagrams.
and appendices to the master plan were in the process of preparation.
It was of great importance to insure the integrity of all-intelligence
contained in documents of Top Secret and Bigot classifications. At
a conference held by the Chief of Staff, Third U.S. Army, the 'following
points were brought out:

S a. Each Section Chief would make a complete inventory of Tep
Secret matter in his, possession and make sure that-all was registered.

* b." Necessary orders be given, to prevent unauthorized personnel
..from entering restricted parts of the message center.

c. A check be made to insure that storage facilities in all
.essage centers provided adequate security. Top Secret. material would
always be kept locked in the safe when not in use.

By the first week of June attention had been directed.to' the Sit-
mel problems which would arise when the Third U.. Army commenced is,

movement towards and on to the Continent. It was estimated, that
minimum needs in the eVent of a displacement in the United ingdom,
were 20 trunks' and 150 locals. The,150 locals could be field 'phones,
and we could use our own switchboards. :Further, in a conferencewith
the Chief of Staff, Third U.S. Army, it was directed that a study be
made of communications between forward and rear echelons %hen on
different sides of thelchannel, with details to be shown in diagram--Im
atic form,(See Annex 1

The Signal Officer was requested to prepare a simple code indica-
ting types of units, for short messages to be used between Commanding

Generals of forward and rear echelons..

Toprovide full Signal operating strength for Army Meadquarters,
European Theater of Operations U.S..Army was requested to furnish
additional : personnel to operate facilities in the rear echelon. :he

request was approved by the Signal Officer, European Theater of Oper-

ations U.S. Army and the personnel made available until D plus forty•-
five. The Signal Officer, X. Corps, was informed that in compliance

with instructions for preparation for Overseas bMovement, all Army

detachments attached to corps become corps responsibilities.

A conference was held by the Commanding General, Third U.S. Army,
and the following Signal matters were taken up directly with the

Commanding. General, Communications .Zone:

a. ,The necessity for one additional Signal Operation Battalion
and' one additional Signal Construation Battalion was emphasized., These
additional units had been approved, but were not yet available in.the

..Theater. It was requested that, even-though they could notimediately
be made available, they be.-activated and furnished as soon as possible.-

The point was brought out that the lackof these battalions might hold.

upi the advance of- the Third Ut.S. Armsy.

be The 'matter. of the return of Signal Corps.equipment-projects

to Third U.S. Army through routine channels was discussed, - Certain.
of these projects werereturned-for revision downward, although they

were similar to those of the First U.S. :Army which had been approved.-
It wau requested that in future eases of th:is sort, proper representa-
..tives from this Headquarters. be asked to visit LOIJON or elsewhere to
sake necessary adjustments..

By15 June, two cross-chanel. air dispatch services had been

arranged .for. The first wasIa straight air dispatch letter service
already put in operation by the Ninth U.S. Air Force. The second was

:a special service by. the 10th Photo Group to provide a connecting link
between advance and. rear echelons of the photo center serving the "
Third U. S. Army and the XIX Tactical Air Conand,.

On 29 June, displacement was made to the larshalling Area at NIlE
YEWS (U 43) and Braemore House, preliminary to embarkation for the

Continent. The. communication network at the new command post.site was
tesperary, utilizing the General Post Office switchboard at Braemore

House and a field switchboard at NINE YEWS (U 43). Cosmnunication was
available by direct line to the rear echelon at. Toft Camp and to.
Southern .ase Section. Ten trunks were operating between Braemore
House and NINE YEWS (U 43).

The Chief of Staff, Third U.S. Army, directed forward echelon
"'" loaded on vehicles on a two-hour alert basis from '1800, 2 July,
and the 301St Signal Operation Battalion, .33d Signal Construction.

Battalion, and lobth Signal Photo Company were phased for movement
immediately thereafter.

'The Deputy Chief of Staff stated that. on his visit to the.target
area, all supplies, except ammunition and Signal, seemed adequate.. The

shortage of Signal supplies had -not yet hampered operations due to,
capture of many commercial installations and because the distances
involved within the beachhead area were not great. .

The advance party of the Signal Section departed for the Continent
at 04OL45 July. The Signal Officer, XII Corps, arrived and was
oriented on the status of. administrative and personnel matters to be

handled for Third U.S. Army in his capacity as Signal Officer, rear
echelon, Third U.S. "Army. The Signal Sectionloaded 4 July, departed.

-.for the embarkation area, and embarked on military transport, John G.

Whittier.* The vessel cleared her moorings at 042015 and dropped
anchor at UTAH BlACH at 052200, July. Unloadinf was opapleted at

061230 and the LCT beached at 061400, July.
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on the,.19th of April negotiations were started for the Air Trans-
port Command to assist in getting supplies to Signal unitslocated in
VNorth Ireland. This plan later materialized and the action was of the
utmost importance to Signal Supply.'

Corps submitted lists of current Signal Officershortages exist-
ing in their units.

It was necessary to: shift personnel between various signal Units
to fill urgently needed requirements. Replacements of high-speed
radio operators were expected about 15 Y,..

Signal. Units assigned or attached-to the Third U.S. Army and,
located in North Ireland were moved to Lngland to facilitate control,
operation and, preparation for the operational period.

The Air Force District Personnel fficer was asked to make avail-
able any excess Air Corps personnel with Signal Corps training.
Emuropean Theater of Operations promised to supprt the proposed trade
of basics for this personnel. Several replacements -were acquired
in this manner.

Great numbers of routine personnel assignments for training and
many reports were handled.

Section II - Signal Intelligence Service

The major responsibilities of Signal Intelligence Service during

the period in the .United Kingdom wereg

a. Supervising the training of radio intelligence comaies,

b. Supplying .cryptographic devices, doouments and instructions.

a. -lintaining signal security through inspection, monitoring
and instruction,..-

d.: Supervising counter-signal -intelligence plansi n Third T.S,

-Army in conformity With the overall plans of -uropean Theater of p
er
'-

ations U.S. Army.

e, Planning for signal intelligence, cryptographic and signal
security activities during operations.

Four Signal Service Companies (RI) were activated, equipped and,

iven intensive training, +including operational experience +in• South-
eastern England after D-Day, for: their functions as radio ,intellignce

companies for Third U.S. Army's corps.! Their training, like that of
the 'Army Signal Radio Intelligence Company, was coordinated closely
with Sig~l tOperations U.S.

Army, to 'insure uniform radio eintellgene training throughout the
Theater of Operations.

security. A etta1.of.,ovu iaxswsiso nTwTwo Shools wer e conucted to train officers, o Third U. S. Army Staff
and or subordinate units in the use of this device.

A monitoring team at Army Headquarters made periodic checks to
insure maintenance of telephone, security. Radio monitoring was accom-
plished by European Theater of Operations U.S. Armyduring this period,
but it was anticipated that this function would be carried out later-
by a SIAM Company scheduled to be assigned to Third U.S. Army for

0orations. When word was receivedfrom Ruropean Theater of Operations
U.S. Army, however, that the SIAM Company could not be trained in time
for initial combat, -plans were made, to make security monitoring a
function of radio intelligence companies. Complete Signal Operation
:Instructions of Army units were furnished the Army Signa l Radio.Iii-.
telligence Company for this purpose.

Although, teletype lines in the United Kingdom were classified as
secure for secret messages in the clear, Third U.S. Army still re-
quired. all:secretimessages to be enoryptographed.. This-gave valuable

pre-operational training to.code room personnel, accustomed the staff

to writing messages for encryptographing, and brought to light many
difficulties in paraphrasing, stereotyped phraseology and other factors

rinherent in encryptographing messages. They were corrected as they
.arose. From the adoption of this policy between 12 April and 30 June,
the Third-U.S. Army CodeRoom handled 223,869 code groups.

Throughout the United Kingdom the volume-of-all radio traffic was.
regulated from week to week in such a manner as to thwart enemy signal

intelligence agencies. Regulation of training traffic in Third U.S.
Army for this purpose was controlled through Signal Intelligence
Service in accordance with the plans.of higher headquarters. Assist-

asice also was given by Signal Intelligence Service to certain special-
ized counter-signal intelligence units operating under higher head-
quarters'direction in the Third U.S. Army zone.

Vhen Signal Intelligence Service was made responsible for Detach-
ment Y,-.21st. eather Squadron, arrangements wmere made for twice daily
weather forecasts for the staff,, plus special weather -data for
Artillery and Anti.-aircraft Artillery" firing,

To establish proper 'security control over reproduction of secret
and top secretwar maps and highly classified signal intelligence'
docume s, a small photographic detachment was added te Signal Intelli-
genes Service on 15May.

Section II Communications

During the planning period-in the United Kingdom,_: the Communi-
cation Subsection supervised the operation of communication facilities
then in use, and worked on plans for the operational period after '

D-Day. Wire trunk facilities were all obtained from the British Gen-
eral Post Office and consisted of General Postoffioe circuits made
available. through the various base sections. Wire plans and possible
routes were studied and used as a-basis for personnel, equipment, and
material requirements. The number of circuits necessary, to various.

installations within and beyond our headquarters, were established.
A study was made of British Multi-Airline open wire construction and
the, necessary information disseminated to the construction companies.
o..Of Army and Corps. The same procedure was. followed with French.open
wire and cable.

Close liaison with higher Signal echelons was maintained and
every effort was made to bring the Army*Signal Units 'and those. of
lower echelons into complete agreement on operational procedure. Sig-
nal0peration Instructions, and procedure in the form of Signal Cir-
oulars,.were compiled and issued as part of the Third U.S. Army Plan.
Signal Operation instructions were exchanged with the*XIX Tactical Air
Cormcand f or mutual benefit. To meet the demand for speedy trans-

mission of-messages by other than electrical means between Headquarters
Third U.S. Army, subordinate unit headquarters and supply installations,
it beoame' necessary to establish an air messenger service. This
operatedto all parts of England and to units in Borthern Ireland.

corps and Army troops using radiowere instructed to submit month-
ly reports of detected violations of radio transmission security.

These reports were compiled and forwarded to Signal Intelligence
Servicefur ;study and corrective action.

The procurement of special equipment allotted to us was a constant
prob e;n, espeqially .as reards radio link, carrier, endfie.ldscram
blers'. A procedure for using CF.1 nd 2 equipmnet i conJunction- wit

the SCR-399 for teletype was developed by this seotionand"put 'in
operation by the 301st Signal Operation Battalion. The speech channels
plusfour teletype channels worked very well.

To insure a minimum of interference in Frequency Modulation radio
operation a system of channel allocation was designed and put in-oper-
ation. :This replaced the old method of turning. -loose all FM channels
to organizations authorized this equipment. The Third U.S. Army re-
ceived twenty-nine radio frequencies for Army circuits and Army troops.
The SCR-5L, 4 536 .511 and the 300. 500 and 600 series were allowed ,to
operate on all ohannels and.Third U.S. Army allotted them under the

above plan..

It was found that the code block assignment made to Third, U.S.
Army was notapplicable to the French language. Ak request was cadeto.
European Theater.of Operations U.S. Army for a block assignment, to-:
meet this specific problem in order to provide for the:needs of the

2d French Armored Division.

Toprovide necessary information on mine fields to our construc-
tion Battalions, it was arranged with i the G-2 Section that the Signal
Section receive distributionof G-2 mine field maps. Three copies.
were. furnished, one for each Construction Battalion and. one for the

Communication Subsection which was made available to the Signal Oper-
ation Battalion.

.Section I - .Plans & Operations

In many respects, the Plans and Operations Subsection continued
the work originally started by them in the States'. This consisted of
arranging for training facilities, checking the. training programs in
use, and arranging ,for the. testing tof the various Signal Units. The
new equipment involved made it necessary for special schools to be

set up and a rigid control exercised on the facilities available..

Classes were conducted for representatives of each staff section
in- the useof Slidex, radio telepnone procedure, Signal Operation
..Instructions and mesi&e writing, and in the correct use of:the

message center..

A radio test team was formed and.conducted tests in radio-pro- :
cedure and security prior to releasing Third: U.S. Army units. from the..
radio silence imposed by European Theater of Operations U.S. Army.

Section II - Supply

.:The Signal Supply Subsection was assembled by 26 arch and. work
on the planning; phase for coming operations was started. the next day.
Arrangements,'and plans .to equip Third U.S. Army units with Table of
Basic.Allowances equipment and supplies were made immediately.

Equipping of units was the responsibility of the Services of
Supply in the United Kingdom. Due to the number of organizations, the
frequency of arrivals, the difficulty of movements within England,
coupled with the current overloads on the English transport system, it
became necessary for the Army Signal Supply Section to arrange' for its

own truck and air transport from all Service of Supply Depots to Third

U.S. Army units. Truck transport was organized from-Third U.S. Army
units to handle group loads from depots within travel spheres ,estab-

lished after consideration of the geographical location of the organ-
izations to be supplied, Air transport was provided by the Transport

Command for all Signal equipment and supplies to those organizations
based in Northern Ireland., Sea transport was also requested, but was

not available,

After a study of the plans for the coming operations the

necessityfor reviewing equipment and supplies of the units of Third
U.S. Army became apparent. These studies by all elements of the,
Signal Service of the Army, from separate company to battalion, were
made from an operational viewpoint. The resulting summary was sub-

'"mitted to Headquarters European Theater of Operations, for approval
as an operational requirement for all Army units. The resulting,

project'was'verbally approvedhby Headquarters-European Theater of
Operations on 1 June.

The supply in the Army areawas set at a seven-day level by the
Theater, Summaries of all equipment in the hands of Third U.S. Army

organizations, based on the latest Troop List, were made. Stocks
required for the depot operation were determined by 'applying the War

Deprtaent Maintenance Factors to the equipment in the hands of the

• Army.+ A thirtyday level .of expendable iteme was obtained in the sase

S+ manner, ...
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a. A daily conference, for the exchange of Intellignce, was

held at the G-2 -Se6tidn with.representatives of the. signal Intelligence

Ser*ioe and 118th ignal Radio Intelligence Company.

b.!- To provide office space and. coimnication facilities for Sig-

nal Intelligence Oper.tions- and- Army Information Service a six-ton van

was outfitted and located inthe.G-2, 0-3 area.

c. Arrangments weresadewith prisoner 9f war end.document
examination-teams .. to forward items of interest toSignal 1ntelligence

Service.

d. Radio Intelligence and Radio..Security Monitoring Directives.

were drafted for:distributioni.

e. Detiled plane -weremade for :coordinating signal intelligence,

with higher, lower and .lateral headquarters.

f. Although Third ,U.S.e Army not :operational,ji interception of

enemytraffic was begun,and the intelligence 'derived therefrom was,.

reported to G-2.

A ,change to Signal Circular 122-1was distributed permitting the

majority of messages-of secret or lower classification to be sent. in

the dlear byteletype-over Army wire lines.

A change of Signal Circular 44-1 was distributed aking the -Army

Signal 'Office the "office of record for all medium cryptographic

material. Formerly, Corps had been sub-offices of record for tsuch

material. Under the change they were relieved of this.responsibility

and became only distribution agencies for such.material. Signal

Intelligence-Service transferred :records from Corps signal Offices to

its cev=files

The Signal Intelligence, Service was reorganized into the following

subsectioms for operational. purposes:

A. Signal Intelligence Operations (to coordinate the- activities

of Signal Intelligence
' 
agenies).-

bo., Documents and Research (to assist the Army Radio Intelligence

Company and Corps Signal Service Companies (RI) by.obtaining, con-

densing and disseminating technical data from captured documents and,
by oondouting long-term research).

c. Security AMdAdministration (to handle code and cipher 4ie-

tribution,. signal security and.administrative duties). .

Section II - Communioations.

Prior to becoming operational an open wire-axis, running gener-

allynorth and south, was pushed south nearly to LESSAY (T 17). A .

former German naval wire installation was-used after the cross arms

and wire had been removed. U.S. type arms, wire and transposition

were employed., The BRICQUEBEC (0 10) -- CHERBOURG (0-12) seotion was.

constructed .by the Advance Section, Communication Zone*.. This build:-

provided ten circuits south from CHELRBOURG (0 12). and insured oommu-

nications between 'the Army Comnd Post, CHERBOURG (0 12) and cross-

channel to the United Kingdom via submarine cable or radio-link,.

One spiral-four cable installed by the First U.S. r to VIII. +

Corps was extended by the Third U.S. Army as the Corps displaced.

Waterial ws. furni shed by the First U.S, Army and a supply dumpwas
operated by the 33d Sigl 'Construction Battalion,

During; a heavyrain, trouble developed on several telephone. cir-

cuits and. 1vestigation revealed the followng points

a. Spiral-four connectors were lying in water,. ..

b. S :st points were unprotected from the elements. ,

a* Improper clearance had been allowed for vehicular traffic,

The seqpnts, 
t

and the fact that trouble teas istopped workingon the

circuits,,at dark, oreulted in circuits being out 'of srvie for to
long a priod. jastruotione were imdiatel isiued4 to correct the se

=00OU4T 19) TEST-.
ERI-TqUEBEC (0O10)

1?6.e FairE ng Ckt terminateat mire tCh-itf Mster Rear;

lbrathon Switch; Lucky.,

TUA 10 Pnso1- Group Lucky-
Monarch

Pins 7-10 1 Group Lucky-
Comet (also for Forward

:-Displacement Lucky CP)

Sins 11-14 1. Ginup IX 'AF-I
IXTACPins 17-20 1 Group XIX TAC-

IX TAC
Pins-6 1 pair Anaconda-
Lucky;7-Luoky-Actor

Pins- 15-16 1 pair Anaconda-
Actor. ' 

.

TUSA - 10 To be allocated between
Advance Se ctio n "Communi ca-.

tions. Zone and Third U.S.

.'-:.Army asIrequired --:no con-
flict .in .requi rements at

present 'or forseen.-

'Section II - Supply

On 31'July the following'equipment and supplies' comprised the
total stock in the hands of the Signal Supply Officer, Third U.S.Army,

Wi re W-ll0 6000miles
Rad Set SCR-300 1

. Rad Set SCR-508 1
Rad Set SCR.510 . 1
Rad Set SCR-511 8.
Standard Pole Line 10 miles

.BML -80 miles
Spiral-four Cable 80 miles.
31 Miso items in very small quantities.

The Commanding General, Advance Section Communications Zone, was
inormed 'of the following Signal supply difficulties encountered by
Third U.S. Army, .

a, Long hauls for all ofrour supplies (pole line material,
EAL, etc)..

b." Labor had to be sent with the trucks to load the supplies.

ca Signal Depots closed after1800, without officers or top. no;-
commissioned officers.

d, Delays in paper work occurred at the depots. our personnel
often had waited hours for tho depots to open for business.

e, Errors in depot paper work-once had resulted in sixty trucks
out of 164.being returned empty .in one day.

All of the above resulted in an excessive delay to Third U.S.

Army. -Corrective measures were taken impediately.

The following releases were obtained:

• . t .. . ;

CHAPTER 3AUOUST OPERATIONS

section I- General

The SignalOffri0er assembled:.offfioers of the Comunication -Sub-
section and discussed"the Impending. Third :U.S.-Army :drive to the east,
with three oorps abreast, and the probable Corps axesp with--the -XII..
Corps on the right, the XX Corps in the center ..and the XVCorps on
the left. It:was predicted ,that -the Third. U.S. Army axis. would
probably-follow that of the XX Corps in the .center, since an elaborate
-under-ground cable system followed this route towards; .PARIS (S 04).
The shortage of Signal equipment and Signal Construction troops pre-
cluded the. simultaneous build in divergent-directions-..of Third-U.S.
Army wire axis behind each .of-the three Corps. The. under-ground cable
was planned to be opened at points along the Army axis, and rehabil-_
itated open wire, spiral-four,,or rapid pole line construction in-
stalled to .successive Comand ,Post locations of the XII and XV Corps.

.The Third U.S. Army moved rapidly eastward soon after becoming
operational. The seleation and establishment of command.posts was a
coltinuous process. The distances /involved, and the-rapidity of
comnd post displacements of divisions, corps and the Army, at times
made radio our primary means of communication. Practically over night
the Signal troops, .by necessity, became veterans. Close liaison with
corps. was maintained., Thi enabled .the' Third U.S. Army Signal Service
to keep abreast of contemplated command post displacements and. of the
associated wire line .changes,

Existing open wire facilities were exploited.to the maximum, but
frequently it was found mere expeditious ;.to lay new circuits.

The :axis of Signal communication in effect on 6 August was as
follow s: ,..

a. THIRD ARMY:-LE REPAS (T 23) ,- FILLF.Y (T 30),- CHATEAU
GONTIER (J.71)" DISSAY SOUS COURCILLON (P 59) -CTEAUDN (W.26) -
DOURDAW (R 70).

b. VIII CORPS: VERGONCEY (T.20) - DOL(S o). -

SXI CORPS: SARTILLY (T 22)

d XV CORPS: LES CHERIS (T 31) ST PIERRE LA COUR (Y 45) (at
5251, halfway.between VITE (Y.35) and. LAVAL (Y 64)- 'LIVAL (Y 64).-
LR MARs.(v46).

e. XX CORPS: STARTIN DE LANDELLE .(T 40) VITR. (Y 35) -

SEGRE (J 50) CHATAUNEUF SUR SARTHE (J 80) - BAUGE (P18).

Information of Importance to the Enemy Equipment Intelligence
Service (EEIS) that divisions uncovered as acted upon as soon as re-.
ceived. In the .early stages of the advance the best sources of enemy
equipment were block houses, dugouts, fortifications and oommnd posts,
"1hen these fixed defense posts were passed, small scattered supply
points and immobilized railroad trains were the most important oollec-
tion points. One train located at VILLENEUVE SUR YONNE(X 65) yielded
five cars of Signal equipment, including radio pack sets, carrier
equipment. teletype, spare parts, etc. Items having an intelligence
value were studied and reports submitted. Specimens were shipped to
G-2, Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces for further
study and distribution. All other items were either utilised by the
Third U.S. Army if"needed or released to the Communications Zone.

The two Signal Battalions (Operation and Construction) previously
requested by Third U.S. Army and approved b' the Higher Headquarters.
were not avkilable at this time. In order to assisteus, the Twelfth



U.S. 3,Army Group attached one-half of the 246th Signal Operation Com-
pany to the Third U.S. Army..

The Signal Troops of the XIX Tactical Air. Co
m

and (TAC) were
unable to provide operational' circuits fast enough to keep pace with
the Command Post displacements of the Third U.S. Army, Instructions
were given that circuits between'forward and rear echelons of the

Third U.S. Army would be allocated as'follows:

1st and third circuits. - common user.
2d and fourth circuits , XIX Tactical Air Command.
All circuits in excess of four - cozison user.

To graphically illustrate the c0mmunication problem, photographs
have been inserted to show the status of communication agencies prior
to each displacement of.the Command Pbst. (See.Annexes 4 through 18)

-It was emphasized that link radio equipment would be vital to the,
maintenance of Signal communication between Third U.S. Army and its
three Corps in a rapidly moving situation. XV Corps was directed to
retain its.present l!ink equipment. The next link equipment received
was allocated to the XII and XX Corps in that order.

The following policy was announoed by the Chief of Staff, Third
U.S. Army: Wire will always be installed., ren physically possible,
telephone will be considered as the most important wire means of
communication. The Chief of Staff emphasized that this did not Imean
that he was against teletype, but that his personal contacts over the
phone to-the Corps Commaxders could not be adequately replaced by any -

.other form of comunication.

Another construction company was requested for the temporary use
of Third U.S. Army. . The ,267th Signal Construction Company was
attached.

Signal Officers of the XV and XX Corps.were informed of the
following matters:

a "A" Company of the 33d Signal:Construction BattalIon and the,
267th Signal Construction Company would support the XX and XV Corps:
respectively.

b. The principal mission of these companies was to. insure rapid
establishment of communications with ArmyHeadquarters, and that when
this was accomplished they could be used by the Corps Signal Officer
as he desired.

ova, The company supporting XV Corps was responsible for main-
•taining a pool of100 miles of spiral-four. The company supporting
..XX Corps had the same responsibility for 150 miles of spiral-four.

'The predicted Command Post locations on our present axis, ex
tended, wire announced as follows,

ANILLE (W 67)
PIHIVIERS I(W 9)
SENS (X 66)

The approved procedure for opening toll cableswasoutlined by
Twelfth U.S. Army Group as follows:

a. Requests for necessary work would be made to the Twelfth U.S,

Army Group liaison officers.

b. Opening of cables to be done by their crews.

Twelfth U.S. Army Group advised that we 'would shortly receive a
100-mile radio link system, with. operating personnel and trucks..'This
would*include two terminal and three relay stations,. The remaining
systems requested would be delivered as soon as possible.

On 31 August, wire communication was not established promptly
after a conmand post displacement of the XX Corps. Upon investigation
it developed that the reasons for slow installation were as followst:

a, The long move of the Corps Command Post from MS)NTlIRAIL
(4 93) to LOUVOIS (T J 36) was made with insufficient prior warning to
the Corps SgIal Officer.

b. XX Corps Headquarters vehicles were delayed in crossing the
,EINE RIVER because of the destruction of many bridges.

.c Non-receipt of warning orders sent by XX Corps to the Exec-,
utive Officer of Army Signal Service. who was forward with the advance
echelon at thetime. The measured distanoefrom Third U.S, Army

•omand Post to the xX Corps Command Post over the shortest practi-
oable route was 81.90miles. The Signal iOfficer, XX Corps, telephoned
soon after the Executive Officer returned to.Third U.S. Army.Head-
quarters and announced that the XX :Corps Command Post would ismmdiate-
ly displace again directly east to apoint some-fifty miles beyond its
planned looation.

•A method was worked out to install a radio link station to span
the gap of 120 miles between Command Posts of the Third U.S. Arny and
.XX Corps.

Section II - Administration and Personnel

Moves of Rear Echelonforthe month of August were as follows:

1... EHOU (T 19)-EAUCHAMPS (T 23) 3 Au 1944 59 miles
B.UCHAMPS., (T23.)-iPILIEY (T 30) 10-11 Aug 1944 32 miles
POILLEY (T:,30)-LA SZOG (T 51) 17-18Aug 14 102 miles
L ABAZOGE (T 51)-COURCY AR LOGES (W 85)25 Aug.194 139 miles

2. Averagenumber of telephones installed per displacement: 70

3. Average cable and wire.installed per displacement:

Field Wire .- 11miles
5-Pair Cable .- 2,000 feet
10-Pair Cable - 18,000 feet

Section II - Signal Intelligence Service

The Security and Administrative Subsection of Signsl Intelligence
Servic was moved from the rear to the forward* echelon when it was 
found oodes and ciphers could not be distributed effectively from the
rear echelon.

Due to the expansion of the Army Information Service detaohment at
Third U.S. Army Headquarters, the detachment moved from the Signal

.Intelligenoe Operations van and set up a separate Installation at G-3.

On 23 August, Signal Intelligence Service assumed responsibility
for direction of the message center. Until that date its only respon-,
sibility in connection with the message center was through the code..,
rooms, Third U.S. Army Code Rooms handled an average- of 10,000 code
groups per day during August.,

The following Signal Intelligence communications network was es-
tablished:,

a. Direct teletype circuits from the Army Radio Intelligence
Company to each Corps Signal: Service 'Company (RI)..

b. A parallel radio net for use when teletype circuits were
inoperative.

c. A direct teletype and direct telephone line from the Army
Radio Intelligence Company to Signal Intelligence Operations.

Signal intelligence initially was passed by teletype along from
the Army Radio Intelligence Company to Signal Intelligence Operations
-for delivery to G-2. Late in August, however, increased realization
of the importance of signal intelligence led to extension of the direct
telephone line to the G-2. situation section. The Radio Intelligence
Company reported spot intelligence on this wire simultaneously to Sig-

,nal Intelligence Service and 0-2.
' 

Telephone reports were followed by
teletype reports in greater detail.

(Note, Due to seourity restrictions prescribed by higher head-
quarters, results of Signal Intelligence may not be included in this

report).

Section II . Communications

The drive of the Third U.S. Army developed so rapidly thatlit was
Impossible to establish the wire comunication system outlined during
the planning phase.- Time usually prohibited laying more than one
spiral-four to each Corps,

The openwire build completed to LESSAY (T 17) was extended by
spiral-four circuits to the new ocmand post location in the vicinity

by Third U.S. Army at COUTANCES (T 25). The construction personne iwas used to continue the Army axis with spiral-four cable, and to
establish wire communications with the corps.

..,Spiral-four was only available in.limited quantities for training.
Problems in handling this cable correctly, became evident. eConstruc-

.tion teams were instructed in the characteristics of this particular
cable. It was emphasized that care must be taken to prevent breaking
the inner insulation; connectors must be clean and dry; and eash
quarter mile section must be tested as. layed.

Two.EE-89 Repeaters worked satisfactorily overa fifty-five mile
length of spiral-four. It was found -that on a combination open wire
spiral-four installation, this type of repeater would not give satis-
,factory results.

The Third U.S. Army received its first radio link equipment five
days after becoming operational. . During the month of August a total
of four 100-mile systems were received. Due to the tactical situation
radio link provided the most dependable means of communication between
Army echelons and from Army to the Corps. Twenty-eight separate i
radio link circuits were installed'and operated over distances total-

-ing 1,175 miles.

Maximum use was made of all the equipment and it frequently was

operated point to point without a relay over distances up to seventy-
eight miles, Telephone carrier terminals were used in-conjunction
with radio link. Channels two and four were connected to the switoh-
board and two teletype circuits were placed on channel three. Channel
one was used by the radio operators for engineering purposes. The
radio stations were. connected to the carrier terminals-with spiral-
four cable.

L During August the Third U.S. Army received twenty-four, trained
radio link personnel from the Advance Section Communications Zone.,
Forty additioal men from various Army Signal units were trained and
used for the operation of radio link.

The Conlunication Subsection of the Army Signal Service :s
directly responsible for the installation and operation of this equip-
ment. This action was necessary because the T/O of the Signal Oper-
ations Battalion fails to provide for radio link operators, or for

frequency modulation repairmen. Using this method the Radio Officer
of the Communication Subsection exercised direct supervision and was
charged with full responsibility.

During the month of.August the Army Command Post displaced eight
times., The displacement distances involved were from. twenty-three to
eighty miles each. The average mileage was forty-eight miles.

On I August, CW (Continuous'Wave) radio nets were opened to higher
headquarters, all major subordinate units, and to the First U.S. Army.

A shortage of radio equipment and operating personnel made it
necessary to put more stations into nets than was desirable. At times
as. many as five stations were netted which resulted in the following
problems:

a. Units frequently became widely separated putting them beyond
effective ground wave reception, yet too close for twenty-four hour
sky wave operation.

b. It wasalso difficult for an NCS (Net Control Station). to use
special antennas in all of-the directions required by-some nets. How-
ever, half wave doublets were used to an advantage.

Initially, several point to point radio nets were used. However,
with the frequent moves of the Command-Post, and with the time element
keeping wire communication to a minimum, it became necessary to usea
complete set of radio equipment and operating personnel for each
Command Post displacement to insure continuous oommunication with
other units.

. essage centers routed a number of 1000 group messages via radio
in the early stages of the operation. Most of these messages could
have arrived at their destination sooner if they had been sent by
motor messenger.

on 13 August the LAVAL (Y 64) Wirehead was opened and operated by
personnel of the 34th Signal Construction Battalion, a photograph of
which is showVn on page 7.



Section I - Supply

Four truck companies arrived from the: United Kingdom loaded with
Signal equipment including considerable quantities, of spare .parts
packed in. BC-5- ohe sts. Approximately 300 miles of German spiral-four
waVs found in a cave 'near. CHARTRES (R 30). Two-thirds of the wire was
:brought to our Depot immediately and the balance- secured within thirty-
six hours.

The 579th Signal Depot Company-operated the Third U.S.. Army'~Signal
Depot. One depot was established in the vicinity of SORTOSYILLE EN
SBEAUVONT (T09) and subsequent. l6cations were at ST JORES .(T-28),
FONT&AUBOULT (T 31), DOMPIERRE.DU CHEMIN (Y 46), LE ,iNS (v 46), DAN-
GEAU (W 27) and NNORS, (X. 27). -Using transportation furnished by the
0,G-4 Section, the Signal storage and issue sections made the moves by,
leap-frogging.

Supplies were.furnished from.beach dumps and- hauled, to Third U.S.
Army Signal Depots in transportation. provided by Advance Section
Communications Zone and Third U.S. Army. Requisitions were forwarded.
by telephone, teletype and messenger direct to the Signal Officer of
the'Advance Section Communications Zone. Close liaison maintained
during this period between Signal, Supply Sections of the Third U.S.
Army and Advance. Section Communioations Zone, proved particularly
effective in bringing forward the urgently needed items. Initial
table :of basic allowance shortages and combat replacements could only
be partially filled. No spare parts for either radio or wire repair
were received*

Signal Supply, excluding wire and spiral-four, was built up from
one-half ton to approximately 3000 tons during the month, Fifty per-
cent of this increase was made by Third U.S. Army Signal Supply
shipping equipment and supplies direct from base depots in England

.'through our own supply channels, using Third U.S. Army Truck Companies.
.The balance was furnished by Communications Zone depots on the Con-
tinent. The 187th Signal Repair Company was retained at the Signal
Depot during the first half of the month because of the lack of parts
and supplies necessary for the performance of their mission. During
this time, captured enemy equipment was cannibalized, Sufficient
spare parts were obtained from this and from cannibalization of our
own Signal equipment to provide a minimum quantity for the operation
of the Repair.Company. The 188th Signal Repair Company was attached,
from Advance Section Communications Zone. and .with the 187th Signal.
i Repair Company was attached throughout the-Third U.S. Army as follows:

a..Thirteen radio repair sections were assigned to Ordnance
1intenance Battalions,

b. Two radio and one wire section were attached to VII Corps
for operation in the Brittany Peninsula,

c*. One radio section was attached tothe 6th Cavalry' Squadron
for SIAM Service.

d. One radio and two wire sections were used to operate and:
maintain radio link. telephone systems within Third U.S. Army.

5. Two radio and three wire sections were stationed at the
Signal Depot to repair, rehabilitate, cannibalize, and salvage .
American and German Signal equipment.

During the first thirty'days of operation, the following repair
Jobs were handled:

187 minor repair and adjustments.
459 major. repair jobs
4Q0 cannibalization of equipment (American)

19 6aannibalization of equipment, (German)
14 salvage of equipment (American)

.85 installations in armored vehicles

During August, approximately 2000 pieces of captured Signal
equipment ere processed. Disposition m%ce of t his equipment was
cannibalization, salvage, or shipment to Communications Zone Depots.
All this work was handled by toe Repair Company.

Transportationwas very-oritical. Difficulties encountered in
maintaining depot instatlations within the ravidly advancing Army
area were further increased by the necessity of providing transporta-
tion for hauling supplies from the Cosmuhications Zone Depots.,
Approxiately 30% of all supplies received from the Communications
Zone ws handled by Third U.S. Army transport.

IZATION G&SOLIN

,Army Signal re-
truokompaniesa
W:e

BPER: DAY

301st Big Opo Sn :1500
33d Sig Cons Bn 650
-34th Sig Cons Bn 1125
118th Sig Rad Int Co' 52•
3254th.Big. Barv Co 175
Weather.Detachment (ZY) 68
166th SigThoto Co 165
EES 30
267th Sig Cons Co 500
Army Signal $dotion 100

TOTAL 4838 Gallons per day.

The rapid displacement of command posts, distances involved and
terrain features encountered, resulted in the dispersion of trained per-
sonnel for Radio Link operation. (See Annexes 19 .through 23) Teams that
-ware normally composed of six.technicians were forced toL oprate with
two. The Twelfth U.S. Army Group was. informed of nOr urgent need for
more personnel.

A directive was issued by the Signal Off icer, Third U.S. Army to.
the Signalofficer, -XX Corps-that four circuits be builtor rehabil-
itated forward along their axis. Two circuits were to be used for the
Army axis and two for successive displacements of Corps Rear Echelon.
Army. and Corps Signal Construction troops were utilized for this pur-l
pose. When four circuits could not be made available, due to the
rapid displacement of command posts, arrangements were made-for oorps:
to have switching connections to their rear echelon over Army circuits.

The G-3 Section directed that Corps Headquarters would not dis-
place to new locations until at least one talking circuit, either wire,
or. radio link,, had been installed' and was working to Army.."'

There were two Army command post displacements, involving.long,.
.-distances, during the month of September and one additionl move by the
forward echelon from the field to winter quarters in ETAIN (U 47). The
first move was to the vicinity of CHALONS-SUR-6RNE (T 54), a distance
of ninety miles. The second was to the vicinity of ETAIN (U 47, a
distance of fifty-five miles. (See Annexes 24 through 26)

The proposed axis of :the Third U.S. Army was: ETAIN (U 47) -
NANCY (U 81)- SAARBRUCKEN (Q 57) FRANKFURT (M 77).

The Army Signal Officer directed that open wire would be used as:
far. as the supply situation permitted. With the advance slowing down
it was-possible to install a more permanent oomunication system,

Enemy Equipment Intelligence Service had considerable difficulty
securing captured enemy equipment, particularly at depots, and trains.
Either guards were not placed by the capturing units, or if placed,
were not instructed as to what constituted proper authority for the
removal of equipment. During the month of September sixty-nine cars
of enemy Signal equipment and several large'dumps and depots were.lo-
cated. Twenty-two items were shipped to G-25 for Supreme Headquarters.
Allied Expeditionary Force disposition and five items shipped to
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, Military Intelligence Branch.. One
hundred and thirty-five items were sent to the Air Technical Intelli-
genoe. Sixty-one items, 4,413 radio tubes, 1000 telephone poles, 1200/-
orossarms and several thousand miles of various types of wire were
classified for utilization by the Third U.S. Army..Tselve hundred and
fifty-nine additional items of equipment were classified for utiliza-.
tion and released to Communications Zone.

The SCR-160 has been put in production. This artillery set re-
places the SCR-600 and SCR-610. The basic difference, between this
new set and those it replaces, was that wet cells have been used and
it was designed to use a new battery charger.- The packaged:weight of
the SCR-160 is approximately forty-three pounds.

In order to speedthe delivery of official war photographs to the
rear, advantage was taken of the ADLS,. Air Delivery Letter Service.
Two flights to PARIS (S 04) at 1015A and 1545A assured fast service.
The. 101A. plane made connections with the LONDON plane in PARIS (a 04).

The Signal Officer, XX Corps, suggested the use of a coded map,
similar to that used by the Commanding General. to enable Corps and
Army Signal Officers to talk more freely over the phone. It Was feltL

that the RC-58, facsimile equipment, might be used for this purpose
over a simplex circuit..

Section II - Administration and Personmel

At CHALONS-StR-M&RNE (T 54) the rear echelon was located about..
seven wiles from the forward.

Due to'the volume of encoded traffic, fourteen additional SIG BA
(Converter M-134) Code Clerks for the 301st Signal-Operation Battalion
were requested from Twelfth U.S. Army Group, This request was based
on twelve-hour.shift for the men. The Twelfth U.S. Army Group informed
us. that the additional personnel were not available. It was recoinn-
ded that a command channel letter be initiated requesting a Table of
Organization increase. to handle this need. This would be based on
statistics of this campaign to date and Twelfth U.S. Army Group would
'favorably indorse such a letter.

A clarification was made regarding responsibility for the relay
of teletype traffic. Several instances were reported where relay
traffic was not accepted by Twelfth U.S. Army Group for the Commn-
cations Zone, even though our direct line was net operative. The
responsibility of Twelfth U.S. Arry Group to relay this traffic was
accepted.
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- SignalIntelligence Service

Increased attention-was paid to radio security. -Twenty-six
friendly radio nets were monitored for periods of twelve hours to three
days. Signal Intelligence Service analyzed the monitoring logs, made
reports of-violations to the units concerned and kept G-2 informed of

:.the status of radio security and of corrective action taken.

During September the message center cleared 4529,incoming and
5706.outgoing messages, exclusive of official wail. The precedence
of the messages was as follows:

Incoming Outgoing

Uge 738 45
Operational-Priority 975 3097
Priority 141 1477
Routine 1775 674
Deferred 0 0

It was found that the. code room at forward echelon could not be
operated at maximum effioienoyin an HO-17 due to lack of working.
space. Consequently, the forward echelon code room was moved to a six-:
ton.,van. Two additional SIGABAS were obtained from Twelfth Army Group
on 30 September and installed in the forward echelon code room. This
gave four SIGABAS to forward echelon and two to-rear echelon, The.
code rooms.cleared a total of 486,486 groups during the month,....

The 277th Signal Pigeon Company arrived on 16 September to pro-
vide pigeon communication to Third U.S. Army.. The Signal Intelligence
Service was made responsible for its activities. Advance lofts were

established near the Command Posts of XII and XX Corps, but•birds had
notbeen settled sufficiently by the end of the monthto begin tacti-,
can communication.

Arrangements were made with Seventh U.S. Army for exchange of
Signal Intelligence by ridio between lit and Third U.S. Army,.Daily
exchange by liaison officers of technical, intelligence data and G-2
Periodic Reports also were arranged,

signal Intelligence derived in September was particularly fruit-
ful. Details of results obtained may nct be reported at this time

-due to security restrictions.

tSecionIII- Communications

On 4 September the command'post of the Third U.S.:Army moved from
the FORET-DE-LANCY to a woods about eight miles east of CHALONS-SUR-
MARNE (T 54). Wire. communications between the old and new command
posts consisted of two combination systems. The first was composed of
rehabilitated French open wire, and spiral-four through TROYES (Y'27)
then underground cable .from that point to CHALONS-SUR-ARNE (T 54) and
spiral-four to the command post. The second was .rehabilitated French
open wire direct from the FCRET-DE-4ANCY to CHALONS-SUR-HARNE (T 54).
A switching central was established at what remained of the commercial
repeater station at CHALONS-SUR-1%RNE (T 54). after demolition had
been carried out by the enemy. Alternate routes were employed in
routing the spiral-four cables from LUCKY. CHARLIE (switching central
at CHALONS-SUR-MARNE (T 54) to the command post.

Plans were made to displace to the vicinity of VERDUN (U 26) as
as wire circuits could be established. Spiral-four cable was

laid to VERDUN (U 26) via VAIAY (T 85) -. CLERMONT (U 05) and French
open wire was rehabilitated along the same route. A repeater station
at-VALMY (T 85) provided terminals for underground cable from VERDUN

.(U'26) and from REIMS (T.37). Open wire was rehabilitated between
CHALONS-SUR-MARNE (T 54) via VALMY (T 85) and REIMS (T 37). On 15
September the new command post of the Third U.S. Army opened in a woods
south of ETAIN (U 47) about twelve miles east'of VERDUN (U 26). The
command post of the rear echelon moved to a location about five miles.
north of ETAIN4(U 47),. Communications between the two echelons was
maintained by two spiral-four cables with carrier on one of the cables.
Tfhen the forward echelon moved to a quarters in the town of ETAIN
(U 4,7) two spiral-four cables provided: eight voice and one teletype
circuit to Rear Echelon. This was accomplished in-the following manner,

a. FIRST CABLE,

Circuits one and two phantomed--two circuits.
Teletype simplexed on the phantom--teletype.
Phantom connected to German carrier equipment
TFB-l and TFB-2--two carrier and one phantom circuit,

b. SECONDCABLE:. Circuits one and two phantomed--three circuits,

Rehabilitated French open wire lines were extended south through
COMERCY(U 42) to a new :switching central in FOUG (U 51) and serviced
our southern Corps, the XII and XV. The XX Corps, in the vicinity of.,
COFLANS (U 66), was reached by eight rehabilitated French "open wire
oircuits and two spiral-four cables.

On the VERDUN-FOUG (U 26-U 51) open wire line constant maintenance
was necessary., Other Signal units,: working on the same pole line, were.
cons'tantly interfering with working circuits. Close coordination with.
the Advance Section Communications Zone and the Twelfth U.S. Army
Group finally eliminated this trouble.,

Early in September a CW radio'circuit was established with the.
Seventh U.S. Army which was coming-up on our south flank. Complete-
plans were made- to establish a radio link circuit between the two
armies and thus provide telephone and teletype communication. Shortly
after the initial patrol contact had been made, radio link and carrier
terminal equipment was transported to the Headquarters, SeventhU.S.
Army and the circuits' established. This was the first telephone or
teletype communication between any of the units of the two armies.
It also'provided' lateral communication between*the Sixth and Twelfth
U.S. Army Groups,.

A CFradio circuit was also established between the Third U.S.
Army and Headquarters. Eighth Atrforce in LONDON.- A total, of.4,20

8

code groups were transmitted and received, by CW Radio during.the month
and fifteen radio link relay circuits were installed ando perated over
922 miles.,

Section II- Supply

Third U.S.. Army Signal Depot Number 3, at DOMPIERRE (Y 46), was
in operation at the start of the month. Subsequent depots were opened
andI operated at LE MANS (V 46), BROU (W 17, NEMOURS, (X 27), and STE.
JENEHOULD (T 95).

Total tonnage received from Communications Zone.Depots during the
month was as follows•

Requisitioned
Received - By ComZ Truck 422 Tons

By Third U.S. Army Truck 380 Tons

Total Tonnage: 802 Tons

1557 Tons

Continued difficulties of transport and no stock in'the Communi-
cationa C.one: Depots of the fast moving items, created serious shortages
in the units Inthe line. Delays in transport often built up the're-
quirements of the organizations to a point where waiting units immedi-
ately took all of the incoming load off trucks. Confusion throughout
all.supply'channels was evident and increased by the rapid consumptioni
.of wire, batteries, radio losses, and the assumption of supply

functions by the Communications Zone fromthe Advance Section Communi-
cations-Zone.

On 8 September, -Communications Zone cancelled or suspended all
current and pending requisitions of the Armies in the field. The loss
created by this suspension was never recovered during the month,
Shortages became serious and only through the continued assistance and.
forced. operation of the Advance Section Communications Zone Supply,-
Agencies were the Armies supplied.

Repairs to all Signal equipment were continued by the 187th Signal
Repair Company. Radio Teams of this unit were attached to Divisions.,
and Ordnance Maintenanoe Units. Cannibalization and salvage of equip-
ment was continued in order to maintain the equipment .in service. Ho

spare parts were .received during the month. During the month, the
following repair jobs were completed:

389 ea " inor Repairsand Adjustments
459 ea • Jor Repair Jobs

30 ea Cannibalization of Equipment (American)
5 ea Salvage

57 ea Installation in: Combat Vehicles
1537 ea Captured Equipment Processed''
1357 ea Captured Equipment Evacuated to Communications Zone

37. e Captured Equipment Cannibalized for Parts
100 ea Captured Equipment held for Utilization or Parts
457 miles Spiral-Four Cable Repaired.
721 miles Field Wire, W-,110 Serviced

The.entire operation during the month was conducted in constant
rain and mud, The Depot and. Repair.Company areas were usually a sea "
of mud, yet the. production of both organizations increased and kept

up with the tempo of the Third U.S. Army.

0



With the di.splacement of the Third U.S. Army cosmand post from
TAIN (U 47) (see Annex.29).toNANCY (U 81) existing comeroial tele-

phone facilitie .were utilized to supplement the normal Army communi-.
cation network., The Postes Telephones Telegraphes. system at NANCY •

(U 81) was composed of a Strowger dial office .and a complete under-i
ground cable network. '"

During this month extensive work was carried .out on proposed T/0
and E changes based ,on battle experience. All types of Signal units
were canvassed for comments and recommendations. It was felt that
only a complete expression of opinion by the actual using organizations.
would give a true indication as to the adequacy of our T/O's and Ets-
and the changes necessary for operational improvement. Most of the
com;ents of similar organizations were basically in agreementland,

recommended changes are currently being consolidated for the informs-
tion and action of higher headquarters.

It wasdecided that telephone circuits of the VHF Radio Link
channels would continue to be plugged out of service except for emer-
gency use when wire circuits were not available. However, the oir-

cuits would be tested periodically and shown on our logs as being in
service. This would prevent a possible communication channel from"
being overlooked in an emergency.

The Third U.S. Army Signal. Service instituted a weekly informa-
tion letter. This letter was confined tosignal .comunioation and
supply.items of an administrative nature, and was distributed directly

.to Corps and.Division Signal Officers. and Commanders of Third U.S.
ArmySignal troops.

The-Signal Officer of the Communications Zone advised this head-
quarters that a Film and:Equipment Exchange Detachment would be made
available to Third"U.S. Army., This detachment was composed of one
officer and six enlisted men. Their primary mission would be to oper-
ate a class "B" film library, and a repair and issue service forl6mm
and 35mm projectors..The need for a service of. this type had become
increasingly apparent, The stable .situation-of our lines has in-

creased the demand for training films and projectors, Our only source
of films had -been the Communications Zone Film, Library in PARIS (S 010:
and the time, distance, and transportation elements involved had
materially reduced its value.

*During the period I October to 31 October the Enemy Equipment
Intelligence Service obtained very little captured enemy equipment as
no important enemy communication centers were taken by our troops.

However, the following items were located and turned over to the Third
U.S. Army for utilization:

S 1000 ea. Reels of field wire (single strand, black).

: 180 ea. Rolls of open wire #l0 or #12 (iron), approximately
1000 ft. per roll.

50 'a. Reels of cable (lead covered) 12 conductor,
approximately #18 wire.

e100 ea. Reels for field wire paok units (empty spools).
6500 ea. Telephone poles located at ST. FLRENTIN (YO), France,
44 ea. Carloads of #6 steel messenger wire.

Section II- Signal Intelligence Service

BY I October.the birds of .the 277th Signal Pigeon Company were

settledat. the loftsof platoons in XII. and XX Corps areas. Pigeon
communication was handled initially as follows:

,,a. Birds were supplied to using units through message center..

b.M hen messages were received at the loft they were telephoned'

to message center, where they were deciphered and delivered.

. T he originel copy of the message was forwarded to message

center by scheduled messenger,

he messe, center handled 8982 messages by electrical means,
These were broken down as followe:

.. he code room handled 1699 messages. .On an average it required
one hour per message in the code room.:'. A. total of 406,983 groups
cleared 'the code room. These were divided into 183,142 incoming groups
and 223,841 outgoing groups.

Radio nets of Army Information Service were monitored extensively,
•since the G-3 information passed on the:Arq Information Service nets
would provide a concentrated source of.information to enemy signal.
intelligence. When some weaknesses were noted, the Commanding Officer
of the 6th Cavalry Group (which operated Army, Information-Service) was
approached directly and the following program was worked out:..

a. Army Information Service set up its own monitoring stations
to maintain a constant check. on security.

b. Signal Intelligence Service loaned one traffic analyst to
6th Cavalry Groupto assist in setting up its monitoring system and to
explain need for security to operators.

o.. Signal Intelligence Servicedeoryptographed a week's -209
traffic of Army rnformation Service and pointed out cryptographic
violations"found.

d. Army Information Service instituted intensive training of
personnel on seouirity,.

Almost immediate improvement in security was noticed;, and by the
end of October the Army Information Service nets were rated as very
secure.

In all, Signal.Intelligenoe Service analyzed logs obtained from
the monitoring of fifty-four radio nets in Third U.S. ArmyIzone.
Violations were reported to the responsible organizations for correc-
tive action and nets with frequent violations were re-monitored to,
insure that proper corre6tive action was being taken.

Due to the more static type of operations the detachment "A" of
Signal Intelligence Service at the Army Radio Intelligence Company was
consolidated with the remainder of Signal Intelligence Service when
Third. U.S. Army moved to NANCY (U 81). This arrangement permitted .
better coordination of activities of Signal Intelligence Service under
the tactical conditions that prevailed.

Signal Intelligence Division, Communications Zone, made two
SIGOUM cryptographic machines (for automatic and direct encipherment
and decipherment of teletype traffic to higher headquarters') available.
A six-ton van was obtained for the 301st Signal Operation Bttalion
and the machines Were installed in this. The SIGCUM's were expected
to speed up secret text traffic and remove some'of the heavy load'of
traffic from the code room.

Due to tactical.conditions, more signal intelligence was derived
during the first half Of October than during the second half. .Details
of the month's signal intelligence will be given in a subsequent
chapter, after security restrictions have-been relaxed.

Section II Communications
pat of the Third U.S. Army displaced to NANCY (U 81)

,r4rto that time two construotion centerswere in-;
(U 81) and were known as the EAST and WEST wireheads.,

were also used as dispatch points for maintenance tea.ms.

Arrangements had.been made to use the facilities of the Postei,
Telephones Telegraphes. The commercial telephone system in NANCY (U 81)
consisted of a "Strowger, Step by Step" 7000-line dial office. The

.Germans had isolated a 1000-line group for their own use, during the
occupation of NANCY (U 81). This group was thoroughly checked to in-

sure complete segregation from the rest of the circuits and then put

into service for the military installations. The local telephone

system had a complete underground cable distribution system that was.

in fairly good condition with the exception of two sections across the

CANAL DE LA MARNE AU RHIN and LA MERTHE RIVIERE which had been blown
out. These cables were repaired and an additional.3000' of 224-pair

cable was laid from the command post to a nearby commercial underground
cable run. The 224-pair comrcial cable, which ran from the Postes
Telephones Telegraphes office to the west wirehead at IAXOU (U 81),
was .intercepted and split between Lucky and Lucky Rear comand posts.

This provided 112-pair in each direction to each command post. All

the material needed for ihis project and also the dial subsets needed

were furnished by the Postes Telephones Telegraphes.

Third U.S. Army Signal personnel handled the work in connection
with the installation and maintenance of all dial lines used for mil-

itary purposes including those used by the XIX Tactical Air Command,,."
XII Corps and miscellaneous Army and Corps troops. A POstes. Telephones

Telegraphes employee was assigned to each installation team during the
initial phase of this work to assist in locating cable terminals and
cross-connect boxes and to familiarize the army personnel with the
French cable systems. These teams completed 202 work orders during the

period. 1 October to 8 November. The maintenance of the dial central
office equipment serving the military 1000-line group was taken-over by
Third U.S. Army Signal personnel in mid-October. Army maintenance per-

sonnel, dispatchers and an interpreter were kept on duty at all times

in the equipment room of the Postes Telephones Telegrapnes building,

In this particular office,' individual line message registers were
the only method available for recording calls handled by the dial
equipment. Sines these registers only reoord.the completed outgoing
-calls on each line the totals given below cannot be directly compared"
with, peg counts which also'consider "Busy lines" and "Don't answer',.

TOTAL COMPLETED CALL. .

ALL MILITARY.LINES 1 October to 6 November, 52,240

TOTAL OUTGOING COMPLETED CALLS

on LUCKY TRUNKS I October to 6 November 10,104

On LUCKY REAR TRUNKS 1 October to 6 November, 5,140

In addition to the automatic .exchange the headquarters of the Third.

U.S. Army was served by a four-position TC-1O switchboard which handled

local calls and a three-position TC-10 switching central called LUCKY
TOLL for switohing.trunk calls.'

s During the months of September and .October 1,375 miles of W-110B
and 742 miles of spiral-four were laid by. Headquarters Third U.S. Army
Signal troops.

'ew changes were made in VHF Radio Link circuits during the month
due to the stable 'situation. (See Annexes 30 and 31) Five new oir-

ouits were installed and operated over 204 miles.'"

CW radios at Army transmitted and received a total of.40,191 code
groups during the month. All stations at Army Headquarters were re-
moted from a central point and up to five.transmitters were operated
by one power unit. The practice was developed of running a PE-75 for
four hours and then'switching to another power unit. This has net
only extended the life of the unit, but also made sets available for
emergency use. Another result attained by central, point remoting was
the closer grouping of transmitters.with no interference from key
clicks.

Section II- Plans and Operations

A definite shortage becam evident in communiation personnel, re-
placements for All branches, and of those received manyL-usre not fully
qualified in their particular specialty. A conference was held with
offichers of the.Personnel Division, signal Section, Communications
Zone to determine their policy&Aed the existing facilities available
for technical training, It was learned that the only radio operators
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school on the Continent was a small one operated by the Ground Force

Replacement System. As far as known there'were no school in operation

for training linemen.

comand channel letter was initiated by this headquarters to.

European Theater of Operations U.S. Army requetirng a quota at this

school for 4ntrained men already assigned to the7Third U.S. Army. It

was further requested thatprovisions be made for training linemen and
radio operators to fill our estimated monthly, shortages.

Sectio .II - Supply

Third U.S. Army Signal Depot Number 6,0 at:STE. NMENENOUWD (T 95),
was in operation at the'start of the month. Subsequent depot locations

were at JE&NDELIZE (U 56) and. TOUL (U 61).

STonnage received from Communications Zone Depots during the month
as follows:

Requisitioned 2100 Tons
Received - By Com Z ransportation 2189

.,By Third U.S Army Trucks 498

Total, Tonnage: 2687

.,The above, tonnage figures.include pole line hardware and bulk

shipments of wire, G.I., and copper, for -line work.. Operational

supplies for troop units, such as radio tubes, batteries, spare parts,

east-seotions, etc., were seventy-five percent back ordered. The em-

phasis placed on the tonnage delivered to the Army, completely dis-

torted the Signal Supply picture in the Communications Zone, inasmuch

as one ton of radio spare parts were on occasion, worth 2000 tons of

pole line hardware. The use of tonnage figures for Signal Supply,.

Statements of Delivery and Status of Stocks oonstituted an erroneous

picture of the Army status of Signal Supply.

Inadequate stocks of fast moving items and the supply of these

items on a day-to-day basis proved entir'ely inadequate, on four

occasions during the month, we held but a one-day level on items of

this nature and at no time did we reach a ten-day level.

Transportation difficulties continued to harass the supply opera-

tion. Tonnages allocated for the delivery of Signal supplies confused

the picture and rail transport became uncertain.

Repairs to all Signal equipment were continued in the field by

the Signal Repair Company. At the end of the first week we lost the

services of the. 188th Signal Repair Company. when it was assigned to

the Ninth U.S. Army. Radio Repair Teams of the 187th Signal Repair
Company were attached to Divisions and Ordnance Maintenance Units in

the field and stationed at the Signal Depot. No spare parts were re-.

ceived during the month. Salvage and cannibalization continued to

produceIthe necessary items for repair work. The repair activity for
the month is as follows.:,

401 ea minor Repairs and Adjustments
.288 ea Major Repair Jobs
45 ea Cannibalization ofEquipment (American).

31 ea salvageation ..n.Co ...t.Vehicles,
• . 21 ea Installation in Combat Vehicles.. : .:

CHAPTER 6
NOVEMBER OPERATIONS

sectionI - General

The offensive"-drive of the Third: U.S. Army which started 8
November, was supported .-by the best wire.conmunication network avail-
able since the opening of the campaign in August. During the month
of October the Section had utilized all .time available in strengthen-
ing communication, planning, and in training Signal troops. During
.this., time open wire leads had been constructed and. oarrier circuits
were in operation to each corps,. As the troops advanced during the
month of November 142 miles of field wire and 226 miles of spiral-four
cable were laid by Third U.S. Army 'Signal troops.. Nine hundred sixty-
six wire iles of open wire were placed. It may be said that during

the month of November communications facilities were working at their,

highest peak. of efficiency since the opening of the campaign in August.

The Signal supply situation continued to be a major problem. Of
3100 tons of essential equipment requisitioned, 2382 tons were received..
Nearly one-half of the tonnage released to us from the Comunnications
Zone Depots was transported in Third U.S. Army vehicles. Items of
radio equipment were in critical supply, but the shortages of these
items were partially, and in some instances, completely overcome by
modification of other items on hand, and by manufacturing done by our
Signal Repair Company. These manufacturers, together with spare parts
received from the Spare Parts Depot vhich had been established in
PARIS (S 04), considerably eased the supply problem.,

Enemy Equipment Intelligence Service reported that it had been
found generally: throughout the territory liberated during the November
offensive that no equipment of value, either for utilization or in-
telligence, had been left behind. The enemy, hile engaged largely in.

'defensive operations to provide time for withdrawal of troops into
Germany, had removed all Signal Equipment that might possibly have
been of value to us.*

'The.166th Signal Photo Company was mentioned in a message from
Supreme Headquarters Allied xpeditiqnary Force, Public Relations __

Division, and was congratulated for its excellent still picture and
newsreel coverage of the launching of the November drive,

Section IT -Signal.Intelligence' Service

On l1November the following requirements were established for
teletype lines over which secret messages could be sent in the clear:

a. Printer circuits must be worked over CF-2, which, in turn,
would be working on channels 2, 3 or 4 of the CF-.6

b. Lines mustbe patrolled frequently at irregular intervals and

checked thoroughly for evidences of tapping.

a. Terminal points must be operated by Allied military personnel.

d. Main frames, repeater stations and other such points must be

kept under constant military supervision. .•

Early in November the Signal Intelligence Officer inspected the
3325th Staff Information and onitoring Company (SIAM), which had just
arrived in the United Kingdom for training before taking over the.
functions of Army'Information Service'in Third U.S. Army.' It was found
that there were virtually no radio operators in the Company, and that

-it would require at least three months of training before the unit
could be put into the field. Following is a resume of events leading
up to the presence of the 3325th SIAM Company in the United Kingdom:

SI M Service was first used in the Seventh Army in Sicily. Al-
though it was improvised, it was very successful. For the past twelve

.months efforts had been made in the European Theater of Operations to
develop an authorized SIAM Service for each field army. After much
discussion regarding an appropriate //O .and T/K the War Department on
25 May 194 approved a T/O and T/R hich was similar to the Fifth Army
SIAM Company, though somewhat modified. At this time the European
Theater of Operations was advised that-personnel for these companies
could be available only if certain other troop listings of an equal

.number of troops were removed from the troop list. Twelfth U.S. Army

Group ohose to strike off oertain Cavalry units., The four SIAM Com-.
panies for use in this theater were aotivated from two Cavalry QtouPs.
Inasuoh as First U.S. Army and Third U.S. Army desired their companies
as soon as possible, request was made by the Theater to the War.Depart-
ment to send two of these companies over to the United Kingdom ismedi.-_
ately. This was done and the personnel of the SIAM companies in the
United Kingdom consisted for the most part of tank drivers, and gunners.
A very small percentage of radio operators existed against a total re-
quirement based upon a company consisting of four corps platoons.
eight division platoons, and four armored division platoons. Four
hundred radio operators and forty code clerks were required.

As Third U.S. Army approached Germany and also began to use..
French comercial telephone facilities, telephone security became of
greater importance. Signal Intelligence Service began recording tele-
phone conversations in the headquarters-and made reports of security
violations to the Chief of Staff and G-2.

Sixty-eight radio nets were monitored, but due to the tactioal
situation 'only twelve were active enough for complete checks of their
security. Violation reports were made on six of these.

.- The code room required an approximate time of forty-five ninutes
per message .to handle 1785 messages, which include.458,355 code groups,
There were h46 outgoing messages, hich required. 114 589 code groups,
1337 incoming messages which required 343,766 code groups.

Due to general radio silence during early November radio intelli-
gene was not active with the exception of ,one. special mission, but
toward. the end of the month a more active tactical situation brought
about intelligence of importance.

Detachment "ZY" of the 21st Feather Squadron began making monthly
climatical studies to be published in the G-2 Periodic report. The.
purpose of this study was to furnish commanders with data on weather
conditions for long range planning.

The 277th Signal Pigeon Company made ita first displacements of
lofts since beginning operations. Lofts were moved on 18 November
from TOUL (U 61) to MORHANGE (Q 24), and on 23 November from a point
west of NANCY (U 81) to THIONVILLE (U 88). ,After these moves it was
ascertained that lofts could be displaced and birds settled, ready for
use, in approximately one week.

During the month of November, Third U.S. Army Nessage Center
handled a total of 8230 messages by electrical means. The precedence
of these was as follows:

Precedence , Outgoing. Incoming. Total

Urgent 307 482 789
Operational Priority 264: 1035 3729

'Priority .1056 96 2016
Routine 547 1149 1696, ..
Deferred 0 .O 0

Total: .04 3626 8230

Of these, 3255 inooming and 4525 outgoing were handled by teletype.

Radio was Used for 371 iooncing and seventy-ninoutgoing messages,.

Section II - Communications

Headquarters Third U.S. Army remained in NANCY (U 81) during
November. Advance SectiOn Communications -Zone was building an open
wire lead from NANCY (U 81) north to CONFIABS (U 66) through FUEVILBS
'(U 80), AUGANGE (P 61), ARLON (P 52), then to LIEGE (K,42), Belgium.
The 33d Signal Construction, Battalion, part of Third U.S. Army Signal
troops, assisted in the building of this lead by.placing the second
arm from NANCY (U 81), to CONFIANS (U 66)'to FLEVILLE (U 80). This ten-
circuit lead was shared by Advance Section Communications Zone, XIX
Tactical Air Force, Twelfth Army Group and Third U.S. Army. Third U.S.
Army used the pin positions seventeen to twenty as far as MARS LA TOUR
(U 65). Between RS LA TOUR (U 6) and FLEiVILLE (U 80) the entire
second arm was available for Third U.S. Army use. On these two cir-
cuits (seventeen to twenty), two carrier systems were operated with
the use of two CF-7 hybrid coils at the terminal in NANCY (T 46) and
two CF-7 hybrid coils at a new switch established at CONFLANS (U 66)
called LUCKY CHARLEY, LUCKY CHARLEY switch was established in order
that a good system of wire communicatign could be had from NANCY (U 81)
to the III Corps located in LTAIN (U47) and the XX Corps which,

although located in CONFLANS (u,66)at the time, was to move northeast
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which 276 cryptographic violations were found. These-consisted chief-
ly of stereotyped beginnings and endings. Units were notified of the
violations and directed to train cryptographic technicians more-
thoroughly in writing messages.

Capture of prisoners of war ho had served in-the German Signal
Intelligence organization gave interrogators from Signal Intelligence
Service an opportunity to learn of the organization which opposed it.,

The "Regiment West", it was learned, had an extensive organization for
intercepting, analyzing and evaluating Allied traffic. A full report
on this organization was made to higher headquarters.

Two officers of the Signal Intelligence Service, and one officer
and one enlisted man of the 118th Signal Radio Intelligence Company
were awarded the Bronze Star on 3 December for work on one outstanding
signal intelligence mission. The 118th Signal Radio Intelligence Coi.-
pany was awarded the lritorious Service Plaque on 3 December for its
consistently excellent performance in producing signal intelligence.,

The German counter-offensive late in December caused a period of
rapid planning. A request was made for the attachment of one extra
pigeon platoon to the 277th Signal Pigeon Company; 3000 additional
birds were requested for expected heavy-demands on pigeon communication.
Requests were also made for the following: A high priority for.bring-.
ing-the 3259th Signal Service Company to France for III Corps; the'
addition of another messenger team for the message center, and stepped-
up training of the Signal SIAM Company in England to replace the Army
Information Service, which was disbanded when Sixth Cavalry Group was
employed tactically.'

Due to increased tactical traffic as Third U.S. Army met the Ger-
man counter-offensive, and the reduction in classification of wire
lines due'to enemy agents operating behind our lines, .the codeeroom!on
25 December handled its heaviest load since Third U.S. Army became
operational. On that day the code room handled 174 messages. Code
groups totaled 45,615. The average time a message was in the code room
was. sixty-one minutes.

The code room record for the month was as follows,

Incoming .-Outgoing Total

Number, of messages

Number Of Code Groups

The message center record

Nbans

Radio
Teletype:;
$Ibsenger

Totals
Precedence

Urgent
'Operational Priority
Priority
Routine
Deferred

Total:

2278 547 2825'

570290 103755. .674o45

for the month was as follow.s:

Outgoing Incoming Total

46 516 562
5581 6473 12054

62 18 80

5689 7007 126.96"

Outgoing Incoming Total

324 839 1163
3317 2248 5565
1361 2124 3485

685 1793 2478
H 3 . 5

56839 .7007 -12696

* Represents only messages prepared for possible electrical trans-
mission, but delivered by messenger for various reasons. Does
not include packages and official mail.

Section Ii - Comunications

On 1 Deoember the LUCKY DOG switehing central was placed in op6r-
ationin IETZ (U 85). This switohing central was taken over by the
III Corps and renamed CENTURY on 7 December, at ihich time the III
Corps oomnd post opened in METZ (U 85) and closed in ETAIN (U 47).

During this period the Headquarters Third U.S. Army was located at
ANY((U 81). A special "Red Line" wire telephone system was set up by
the Twelfth U.S., Army Group which functioned as a ooand network.. The
jPrpose of this network was to establish quick telephone communication
between the Comamders of the Twelfth U.S. Arw Group and the Coman-
dere 1of the subordinate a es, e3 between Ar m Coeceeere. Calls
to end from this network received olear the line" precedence,

The two-arm open wire pole line projected northeast from.NANCY
(U 81) was extended to ST., AVOD (Q 25) and was to extend farther
forward along .the army axis consistent with the tactical situation.
The installation ofcommunications fora Third U.S. "Army advance
command post in ST. AVOD (Q.25) was begun on 16 December. Twelfth
U.S. Army Group was also extending a two-arm open wire pole line from
VERDUN (U 26) to ST. AVOLD (Q 25). This lead was to connect with the
East-West open wire pole line that existed between VERDUN (U 26) and
a point west of ETI (U 85). The final juncture of these two leads
could not be effected because the area just west of NETI (U 85) was

-not cleared of German resistance. Some German fortifications were
still occupied in this area in the early part of December. Wire
communication to the advance Third U.S. Army command post at ST. AVOID
(Q 25) was constructed rapidly. By mid-Deoember there existed the
NANCY :(U 81) -ST. AVOLD (Q 25) two-arm open wire lead, the NANCY
(U 81).-.MRLEMBACH (Q 36) open wirelead, the .ETZ (U 85) - ST. AVOID
(Q 25) two-arm open wire Eagle lead (approximately 50% complete), a
COIDFLANS (U 66) - THIONVILLE (U 88) - BOUZONVILLE (Q 17) one-arm open
wire pole line and sixteen underground cable pairs, METZ (U 85)- ST.

AVOID (Q 25). The internal telephone system of the proposed command
post at ST. AVOW (Q 25) had been practically complected. Wire oommuni-
cations had been established between the advance command post and all
corps; the XII Corps Headquarters located at SAARALBEN .(Q 44), the XX
Corps Headquarters located at THIONVILLE (U 88), and the III Corps
Headquarters located at NETZ (U 85).

A major German oounter-offensive was launched on the First:U.S.
Army front which extended eventually to include the following salient:

NA[LEDY (K 80) - STAVELOT (K 60) LAROCHE (P 47) MARCHE (P28)
- ROCHEFORT (P 27) - BEAURAINBG (P 07) - ST. HUBERT (P 36)-
BASTOGNE' (P 55)- ECHTERNACH (L 03).

On19 December the advance party and communication troops oper-
ating at the advance command post in ST. AVOLD (Q 25) were recalled.
On 20 December a small command group, which included a limited-number
of Signal Staff and operating personnel, left NANCY (U 81) to establish
a LUCKY TAC command post in the city of LUXEMBOURG (P 81). Initial
circuits to this new command post were quickly established by the use
of existing facilities furnished by'Twelfth U.S. Army Group. Under-
ground cable circuits were extensively used to connect LUCKY TAC Head-.
quarters with LUCKY CHARLEY switeh at CONFLANS (U 66) and extended
from there to NANCY (U 81) via carrier. Other circuits were rerouted
through XX Corps at THIONVILLE (U 88), then to LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81)
via underground cable. Two additional open wire circuits were obtained
from Advance Section Communications Zone for use from NANCY (U 81) to
AUBANGE (P 61).to include a complete CF-l carrier system. This made
available three additional talking circuits from NANCY (U 81) to
AUBANGE (P 61) and then to LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) via undergrouno
cables. The other channel was used for CF-2 teletype carrier terminals
which were located at NANCY (U 81) and LUX MOURG CITY (P 81) respect-
ively. Twelfth U.S. Army Group Tactical Headquarters, located in
LUXENBOURG CITY (P 81), established a switching central called
Bastille Switch in the Postes Telephones Telegraphes building in LUX-
EMBOURG 'CITY (P.81) in order to handle the overflow of circuits which
were rapidly being routed to this city. It was apparent that the
communication system was growing rapidly and that the small force of
Signal personnel operating at LUCKY TAC would be unable to efficiently
handle this new situation. Therefore, on21 December the remainder of
the Communication Section moved to LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) leaving an

.officer and one enlisted man in NANCY (U 81) to coordinate the work at
this point. The communication installation at ST. AVOLD (Q 25) was
not used.. The personnel and equipment were moved to LUXEMBOURG CITY
(P 81).

LUCKY TAG was located in a school building on the north side of
the 'city of LUXEMBOURG (P 81). Preparations were immediately effected
for the establishment of a Third U.S. Army Command Post in larger
quarters. The underground cable within the city was used extensively
for. local, long local, and trunk circuits. One hundred fifty pairs of
an underground cable leading from a point close to the command post
to the Postes Telephones Telegraphes building were used. From the
Postes Telephones Telegraphes building underground circuits radiated
in all directions and in many cases to the outskirts of the city where

-they were connected to rehabilitated open wire or field wire circuits
serving various units. The wirehead was located in the basement of
the building from which point many spiral-four cables and other field
wire circuits wers constructed on suspension wire supported by poles
to a test point called Rend Point Test" located on the northwest
corner of the command post site, From there these cables radiated in
three major directions to the outskirts of the city and were also sus-
pended on messenger wire. Local telephone service to establishments
within the city were serviced by underground cable pairs terminating
in the Postes Telephones Telegraphes building and thence connected to
pairs of the one hundred fifty pair cable terminating in the wirehead.
LUCKY TAG closed on 28 December and the main command post of LUCKY

olosed at NANCY (U 81) and opened on the sa date in the new-head.
quarters building in LUKBWOURG CITY (P81). Corps Headquarters as
serviced by spiral-four cable, using carrier. Third U,. Amy's drive
was to the north with the VIII Corps at the extreme west, the III Corps
in the center, the XII Corps in the northeast and-the XE Corps on the
southeast protecting the southeast flank. The VIII Corps ms isasned
to Third U.S. Army. Its headquarters was located at FLORUVILU (P 22).
III Corps Headquarters was located at ARION (P 52), the XII 7W Bead-
quarters was located in LIEMBOURG CITY (P 81), and the XX Corps Head-
quarters remained in THIONVILI. (U 88). A signal construction platoon
of the 33d Signal Construction Battalion was attached to each corps
for the purpose of establishing and maintaining the respective Army%.
Corps axes, as the tactical situation permitted. . The new tactical
problem was studied and plans were made for the extension of the
possible amy sxis.

During the month of Decenber two hundred seventy-four miles of
field wire and six hundred thirty-six miles of spiral-four cable were
laid by Third U.S. Army Signil troops. For the same period four
hundred fifty-five miles of. field. wire and sixty-two milesof'spiral-
.four cable were recovered by Third*U.S. Army troops. Three hundred
and six wire miles .of open wire were placed,

Thirty-four radio relay circuits were installed, covering a total
distance of 1045 miles. VIII Corps had eight VHF terminals in opera-
tion to divisions, XII Corps four, and XX Corps two. VHF comnunioa-
tions were maintained through the month with III, XII and XX Corps.
On 22.December, contact was established and maintained with VIII Corps
for the remainder of the month. (See Annexes 34 through 36).

Continuous Wave radio communication was maintained throughout the
month with XII and XX Corps, Twelfth U.S. Army Grcup, Twelfth U.,S,
Army (roup:TAC, Eighth Air Force,, First French "Army, First, Ninth,
Seventh U.S. Armies and Advance Section Communications Zone. Contact
was further established and maintained from 28 December on, with III
and VII Corps and Third U.S. Army Rear. Ehelon. Total code groups,
handled for the month was 97,767.

Section II Supply

Third U.S. Army Signal Depots Number 8, at TOUL (U 61), Number 9,
at VAUCOULEURS (U 40), Number 10, at FWRANGE (U 88), Number .1, at
NORHANGE (Q 24) were in operation during the month. All four depots
were in operation at one time, an unusual disposition for only one
depot company, and a distribution of supplies was made through all
depots to the troops in that area.

The extensive front of Third U.S. Army required supply coverage.
This was met by spreading Vese depots over the area and using Depot
Number 9, at VAUCOULEURS (U 40), as a receiving and storage point to
serve the installations forward. This procedure proved its value in
the operations Under way and no forward depot was left with unbalanced
stocks of any supplies that were available.

Teletype communication was inaugurated during the month in the
Signal Supply system, Teletype channels were established between the
Army Signal Supply Office, Depot Number 8, Depot Number 10 and Depot
Number 11. This system was used to distribute and balance stocks as
the tactical picture changed. Rail transportation was available to all
depots. Through the medium of rail and teletype communication it was
possible to shift critical items of supply and equipment to the areas
needed on short notice.

Receipt of supplies from the Communications Zone during the month
totaled 3329 tons against 3800 tons requisitioned. The shortages of
fast moving expendable items became acute as transportation delays be-
came frequent. Truck transportation was held to a minimum due to a
tire shortage and only the eme'rgency requirements available at Communi-
cations Zone Depots were handled by Third U.S, Army truck transport.

There were many items in critical supply during the month. Nun-
ufacturing undertaken by the 187th Signal Repair Company and the
arrangement of contracts with local French industries enabled us to-
overcome serious deficiencies in mast sections, certain type radio
tubes, slip ring brushes for radar.sets, adapters for 500 and 600
series radios, batteries for flame throwers and rocket launchers and
many small items that were not available from other supply sources.
The following were produced through the efforts and abilities of the
personnel of the 187th Signal Repair Company. .
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During the month, the general level of Class II items was estima-
ted at two days. Class IV items were estimated at five days. Receipts
of substantial shipments from Conuniations Zone.Depots duringthe,

last half'of the month stabilized our position and increased our-levels

byone to two days. However, shortages of operational-items increased

and in order that equal distribution be zkide to all the:Armies from

the limited quantities on the Continent, Twelfth ,U.S. Army Group

assumed the responsibility of allocating thirty-eight of these critical

items between the Armies. At the end of the month, this plan was in
operation and materially'aided in balancing certain stocks.,

A new spare parts service was started. The Cosmunications Zone

established a Spare Parts Depot s-891",at PARIS (s 0). An officer:
from the kaintenance Branch, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, was

named as the Liaison Officer for this work.- Requisitions were deliv-

ered to this office weekly and the items available were delivered to
.the Army the following week. The procedure operated well. Third U.S.

Army received approximatel. sixty percent of all items requisitioned.

A separate Radar Supply Section was organized. All radar parts

were divorced from other ,supply items. An officer was placed in chargeT

of this unit and given full responsibility to operate the section.

Five enlisted men, all radar technicians, were assigned from the per-
sonnel-of the Depot Company. Contacts were made direct with the Anti-.

Aircraft Artillery Battalion and requisitions were made direct upon the,

Spare Parts Depot in PARIS (S 04). All radar spare parts were handled

by personnel properly trained in recognizine and handling these items.
The radar 'spare parts situation improved rapidly.

Radar repair work increased during the month. The 179th Signal

Repair Company was attached to Third U.S. Army and further attached to

,the 187th Signal Repair Company. Sixteen radio repair units worked

directly with Infantry and Armored divisions and Ordnance tor Vain-

tenance units in the forward areas. The remaining units were stationed

at the Signal Depot.. The followingwork was completed:

691 Minor Repairsand Adjustments

1598 aJor Repair Jobs

85. Cannibalization of Equipment, (American)
221 Installations in Combat Vehicles

21 Salvage of Equipment

1450 Wire miles Serviced for Stock

Transportationof supplies .from the Communications. Zone to the

Armies remained a problem. Continued use of Third U.,S. Army truck

transportation was necessary for all critical items.

*/

(ST. VITE - P 88) and with the Advance Section Communioations Zone
communication lines in. the south (CONFLANS - U66). *The northern arm
of this axis was built first •from LUKEIBOURG CITY (P 81) to ETTELBRUCK
(P,83).and thence to BASTOGNE (P 55) while the BASTOGNE-ARDENNES bulge
was being reduced. hen the tactical situation permitted, steps were
:taken to extend the axis north through CLERVAUX (P 76) to ST. VITH
(P 88); however, construction of this project could not be completed
as fighting was still in progressin this area. For the southern arm
of the north-south axis, wire circuits 'were established between LUI-
EIBOURG CITY (P 81), thropgh ESCH (P 74) to ANGEVILIERS (U 78). (See,
AAex 42)

The Rear Echelon of Third U.S. Army moved from NANCY (U 81) to
ESC (P 74)during the early part of the month. oommunications between
forWard,and rear echelons were established.

It was impossible to project afirm axis of Signal communications
by the end of the month. There was a tendency, however, to favor a
curving axis towards KOBLENZ (L 89), as follows:"

LUXEMBOURG (P 81) - ETTEIBRUCK (P 83)- - ILTZ (P 75) - CLERVAUX
(P 76)- PROM (L 07)- KEIBERG (L 48).-:MAYENR(L 69) - KOBLENZ
(L 89).

During the BASTOGNE (P 55) Battle Signal Intelligence activities
were at their peak. Much valuable .information was gained during this
p;eriod. Due to unfavorable weather conditions, however, pigeon oommu-
nication was reduced 'to a minimum.

In spite of intensification of the wire recovery program the re-
sults obtained during the month were not up to expectations. Wire re-
covert was bandicapped by heavy snowfall and snow drifts. Thawing,
rain, and freezing caused central portions of long spans to be weighted
down -to--_te ground where the wire soon became buried under heavy layers
of ice and snow. In many instances the same conditions applied to
existing wire circuits. The additional weight of snow and ice .and
swaying of the wires caused large numbers of shorts where the insula-
tion had broken down.• Snow plows further aggravated the situation by
cutting the wires.

The supply situation in general was improving during the month of
January. This' was largely due to increased tonnages of Signal equip-

•ment being unloaded at the port of ANTWERP (J 79).

Signal.Supply depots 'and repair companies were confronted with'
unusually heavy demands for replacement. maintenance, repair and re-
plenishment of Signal equipment lost as a result of the German break-
through in LUXEMBOURG and BELGIUM. Approximately 85% of all battle
'losses sustained by 'elements of the First and Third 'U.S. Armies, which
were estimated at 90% of the total Signal equipment oarried by these
units, were replaced by 15 January.,

Section II - Signal Intelligence Service

A pigeon platoon of the 285th Signal Pigeon Company arrived on
January, in. response to. the Army Signal Offioer' s request in December .

for additional. pigeon personnel and equipment., This platoon was
attached to the- 277th Signal Pigeon Company, giving the company a com-
bat. platoon for each of Third U.S. Army's four corps. In order to
provide pigeon communication for all echelons, a platoon was placed.,
at, the disposal of each Corps Signal Officer for use by the oorps an4
its divisions. One section of each platoon, however, was left at the
Company.Headquarters at Army to provide Army communication and birds
for breedine.

Due to extremely unfavorable weather conditions and a tacticalsituation where other means ofcommunication were .adequate, the tacti-
cal use of pigeons was reduced

• 
to a minimum* Birds trained while snow

was on the ground had to be retrained as 'if for a new loftwhen.the
snow melted. Similarly, birds which were trained before snow fell had
to be. retrained after the earth was covered with snow. "

Radio intelligence was at a higher level during the battle around
BASTOGNE (P 55) ,than at any period in France. To increase the tactical
effectiveness of radio intelligence, the 3256th Signal Service Com- '
pany was.temporarily attached to III Corps, but it reverted :to XX Corps
after the intense activity in the III Corps zone had abated.. Details
of the intelligence *ained during this period*will be reported at a
subsequent date.

Representatives of the 3325th SIAM ompany visited Third U.S.
Army for orientation that was believed would enable them to adapt the
final phases of the company's training progran to actual combat needs.
Tentative plans for the employment of the company were discussed.
further during the visit. It was estimated that at least another
month would elapse before. the company would be ready for action.

Radio security showed improvement during the month, despite.the
heavy tactical use of radio. under conditions of great pressure.

Monitoring logs analyzed by Signal Intelligence Service showed that
obvious violations had been eliminated in all but low echelon nets.
During the month the Third U.S. Army Monitoring Team covered the AM
nets of approximately two and one-half corps and the FM detachment of
the team covered the nets of almost six divisions. Towards the close
of the month, a security analyst of Signal Intelligence Service spent
tventy-four hours at the Net Control Station of one net, correcting
violations as they occurred and showing operators how such violations
would help enemy signal intelligence.

Three photographers attached to Signal Intelligence Service for
reproducing-captured signal doouments and photographing G-2 andG-3
war maps were awarded the Bronze Star Medal on 12 January for superior.
performance and for developing new photographic teshniques in the.per-
formance of their duties.

.On 27 anuary the responsibility of supervising the.Army message
center was transferred from Signal Intelligence Service to the Communi-
ttiona Intelligene Service continued to be

respon sub-eton. Signal t e room.
• responsible for operation .of the oode room. .. . "".

The. code room record for the'month was as follows:

Inoomin Outdoing, Total

Number of messages. 25 4 613 .3177 ,

Number 'of Code Groups. 564911 .126423 '6910 4

The message oenter record for the month was as follows:

Neans Outi i. Inooming Total

::Radio 39 875 914*
Toletype 6449 6404 12853.

Total3 64 729 13767

Precedence

Urgent
Operatiqnal Priority
Priority

Rouftin
Deferred

847 '11881968 6059
2364 38332077 M677

8 1 0'

72913767,:

Lon.



On 1 January the 29th'Signal Construction
Third U.S. Army by Advance Section Communioatio
struction of a two-arm, ten circuit, open wire:
L MBOCR (P 81) to. ETTEIBRUCK-(P 83). The t,
vague and although

-.
the axis of Signal Communic,

LUXEMBOURG CITY .(P.81) - ST.- VITH (P 88);"this
change.-However, it. was felt :that the buildinE

•as far north as -possible, would provide the moa
along which to construct a spur, leading east at
tactical developments would so justify.

The. construction. platoons of the 33d Signal Construction Battalion,
that were :attached to the. corps, extended the .Army-Corps axes as the
ocrps ,advanced. In general, two spiral-four. cables were .laid between

Third U.S. Army and each corps. One spiral-four cable was used for
direct communication while the other had carrier equipment :superimposed
:hpon it. Teletypewriter service was furnished each corps by CF-2
,carrie'r. " .

Third U.S. Army Rear Echelon Headquarters moved from iNCY (U81)
to ESCH (P 74) during the early part of the month. Two spiral-four.
cables were laid between the forward echelon and the rear echelon, In
addition, eight underground cable trunks were "placed in-operation be-

tween the two echelons. The Rear Echelon Headquarters was also,

furnitshed direct channels of communication'with other major- headquar-
ters and installations by means of'underground and spiral-four cables.
this included two..circuits to.the Advance Section Communications .Zone.
eadquarters and four circuits to Twelfth. Army Group Headquarters. The

policy-s aadopted of:providing the Rear Echelon switchboardwith,

direct trunks to suchirstallations as are essentially associated with

the. Rear ' elon Headquarters. This improved the service -considerably,

as the necessity for switching through the switchboard of the Forward

Echelon was eliminated.

'Third US. Army had a one-arm open wire lead between CONFANSr
(U 66) and THIONVILLE (U 88) and Advance. Section Communications Zone

had an open wire build south from CONFLNS (U 66). Therefore it was

desirable. to providean open wire lead between LUXEBOURG CITY (P'.81)

and this build,: Construction of a two-arm open wire lead was under--

taken from: LIUXMBORG CITY (P 81) through ESCH (P 74), to:a point here

the east-west lead between CONFLNS (U 66) and THIONILLE (U 88) was
intercepted, the point of interception being ANGEVILLERS (U 78).. There
the east-4 st. lead was cut and connected with: the- one arm of the north-

south 'build leadingitowards CONFIANS (U 66) and with the other arm

leading in the'direction of THIONVILIE (U 88)..

On 20 January the open wire build to ETTELBRUCK (P 83) was oom-
pleted, :at which time Advance ection Communications Zone recalled the.
2th Signal .Construction Battalion, *It thenbecame necessary to, ex-
tend this wire lead north through CIERVAUK (P 76), to ST. PITH (P 88).
The 34th Signal Construction Battalion was directed to proceed with
this work. At the. same time First U.S. Army was building +an open wire.
ead south to join the Third U.S. Army lead at ST. VITH (P.88).

Twospiral-four cables were laid from LUXMBOURG CITY (P 81).to
ETTELBRUCK (P 83) as an alternate route parallelling the open wire lead.

Four .spiral-four cables were constructed between ETTLEBRUCK (P 83) and
BASTOGNE (P 55) in anticipation of Corps Headquarters movement to the

east. All spiral-four cableswere constructed on messenger strand.
The cables betweep ETTELBRUCK (P 83) and' BASTOGNE. (P 55) were under.
construction while therb was still considerable artillery fire in the
viinity, 'As a result much of' this cable had to, be replaced. 'fch
trouble occurred on these cables spasmodically, due to shell fragments
that penetrated the rubber. but could not be seen.

At the end of the month the Rear Echelon of Third US Army

planned to'mve to LUXEMBOURG CITY. (P 81). Preparations were-under

way to reoeive the 'Rear Echelon, and to reestablish-a duplicate conuni-

cation network that was at this tim in existene at lION (P 74).

miles of field wire, 550
o of open wire walaid
me period 279 miles of,

On 30 January, a new air messenger run was stted by Twelfth Army
Stops were made daily at the LWENBOURG(P 81) airfield,

Fifty-eight radio relay nircuits were installed during the month
inga total of 1144 sles. III Corps hd four ter#p Is in oper-
to divisions, VIII Corps ten, XII Corps- six, and XX Corps two.
contact was maintained between-Third U.S. Army and C6rps through-

he month. (See. Annex 38)

Contiduous Wave Radio /communi cation was maintained throughout the

of January with all stations in the following radio nets:

F AlNT so-h NET,

First U. S. Army First French Army
I nth U.S., Army. 'Seventh U.S. Army
C0MZ Advance Section

FG-33-NET FG-16 NET

Twelfth.Army Group Tsef th -.Army Group TAG

EIGHTH AF NET FA-15 NET

Eighth Air Force Third. U.S. Army Rear

FA-.T12 NET FA-17 NET

III Corps.
VIII Corps
XII Corps
XE Corps

III.Corps Artillery.
VIII Corps Artillery
XII Corps Artillery
Third U.S. Army Photo.

Total. codegroupshandled for the month'of Janua

Section II Supply.

Following the German.breakthrough in Luxembourg and Belgium
during the latter part of:December, three of the four Third U.S. Army
Signal Depots were olosed, Depot Number 8, at TOUL (U 61), jNumber 9 at.
VAUCOULIKRS (U 140), and Number 11 at. IOPHANCH (Q 24). All Third US.

.Army-.Signal Supply operations were centralized in Third U.S..Army
Signal Depot Nunber 10 at FLORANUR (U 88) and at Advance ,Section Commu-
nications Zone Signal Depot S-857, located at STEINFORT (P 61),-Lux-,
embourg. In acoordane with agreement reached with the Signal Officer,
Advance Section CommunicationsZqne,, the latter depot was operated as,
Third U.S. Army Signal Depot Number 12, under joint management by Third
U.S. Army and Advance Section Communications Zone. Signal Depot Numbe.r
10 at FLORANGE (U 88) (See illustration Page 11) carried approximately
sixty-five percent of Third U.S. Army Signal stocks and was located in
a most advantageous position to support the new front .of Third US.,
Army. Stocks were moved from the three closed depots to Signal Depot
Number '10, an operation which required only eight days.

Heavy demands were made on Signal Suppliee as the German counter-
offensive caused severe losses. to units then operating in the invaded
area., It is estimated that-as much as 90% of their Signal equipment

.was turned in by these units for salvage, repair and replaoement. Due
'to the haste with which troops-of divisions and all other units moved
into the area, it was not possible for these units to recover wire,
replenish equipment, etc., from their former locations. any units
picked:up the necessary Signal Supplies as they passed the Signal Depot
on the LUXEMBOURG (P'81) road.

All battle losses sustained by the elements from First U.S. Army,
including the VIII Corps, consisting of three divisions,.fifteen
artillery battalions, :seven engineer battalions: and miscellaneous ,uits,
were replaced to approximately eighty-five percent of their total re--
quirements before 15 ,January. During this same period two additional
armored divi sions, two -airborne divisions: and two additional infantry
divisions were' assigned, to Third U.S, Army for operations and supply.
In all,. a total of seventeen divisions were supplied through Signal
Depots Number ten andNumber 12 and a replacement of etghty-five per-
cent of'all battle losses was made during the period.

ation as regards spare p
t. he operation of the
o special expediting. ser
is Zone, proved-, highlysuA Sfor

An extensive campaign. to recover and service allfield wire had
been under way.. Approximatel 5100 milesof field wire*were returned
to the Signal Depots for servioing and" salvage, of which-approximately
3000 miles-were reclaimed during 'the month..

Radio repair work increased during the month, 'The burden was
: somevhat relieved by the attachment of elements of the 179th-Signal Re-
pair Company and one radio team of the 189th Signal Repair Company.
-Eighteen radio repair. units worked directly.with Infantry Armored
divisions and Ordnanoe, M% units in the forward area. The remaining
units were stationed at.Si*gnal Depot Number 10. The following.work'
was, completed:

-000 Minor Repairs and Adjustments.
2179 Major Repair Jobs

98 ,.Cannibalization of Equipment (American)
103.- Installations in Combat Vehicles,
12: Salvageeof .quipment -

3000 Wire-Miles Serviced for Stock,

.The month was characterized by extensive replacement.Of: equipment
for units involved' in the German counter-attack, as well-as.-by the re-
pair,' maintenance and replenishment.Of Sigal .equipment for eighteen
divisions and the large number of field artillery battalions, tank
destroyer battalions, engineer battalions, anti-aircraft battalions,.
etc., .employed by.Third U.S. Army.

Allocations of thirty-eight operational critical items Were ade.
,by Twelfth Army Group. The issue of sixteen items'in short supply.was
controlled through the Signal depots. Field wire consumption for the
month amounted to 16,928 miles.

To meet pressing requirements for vehicular mine detectors, 123
detectors AN/NES-lwere requisitioned fromCommunications Zone 'through
Twelfth Army Group. The release of these items in this Theater•was
.expected in the near future.
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Section.I -"General

long range planning for iArmy comunications necessarily concerned
itself with future: RHINE RIVER crossings. Information was obtained
r regarding specifications: for special submarine telephone cable which.
First U.S. Army was planning to use for the crossing of the'RHINE RIVER.
There were under manufacture in Belgium at. the Atelier De Construction,
CHAR[EROI ( 71), three 600-meter lengths of Ififteen-quad armored cable
for which First U.S. Army furnished approximately 30,000 pounds of
copper, 50,000 pounds of lead and 400 tons of coal. The copper and
lead-were obtained from the Eupen Cable Works in EUFEN (K83) Belgium.
It was further learned that a similar cable was to be manufactured for
Nlnth U.S. Army upon the completion of the;First U.S. Army cable. As

the availability of copper and lead in sufficient .quantities was doubt-
ful, Twelfth Army Group was investigating the possibility of securing
standard seven-quad armored cable from Communications Zone for use by

Third U.S. Army. In the meantime Twelfth Army Group suggested that

Third U.S. Army consider the advisability of recovering certain seo-
tions of P0stes Telephones Telegraphes underground cable. existing be-

tween LU EBOURG CITY (P 81) and ECHYRRNACH (L 03.). As a communication
link-between LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81), and ECHTERNACH (L 03),this cable
was -no longer suitablel because long lengths of it had been severely
damaged or were missing altogether.

During.the month technical experts representing commercial firms
visited Third U.S. Army for observation and advice on Signal Corps

matters. These visits from technical observers were beneficial in that

much assistance and information was obtained specifically with regard
to facsimile equipment and its operation.

A request was made by certain divisions for a four-lineteletype
switchboard suitable for field use. Members of the-Enemy Equipment
Intelligence Service designed and built such a switchboard which re-
ceived highly favorable comments .from users,.

Section. 11-signalIntelligence Service

An event unique in the:cryptographio history of Third U.S. Army
took place on 7 February when all high grade oryptographic systems were
simultaneously compromised, due to the loss of an entire code room of
a unit in another army. This compromise virtually halted the enrypto-
graphing of messages from division level through corps, army and higher
headquarters. Classified teletype lines and messengers had to be
utilized exclusively for oommunicationi with the exception of messages
which could be enciphered in a system that had just been distributed
through the chain of .command as far down as corps and which .was put
into erect on an emergency basis in advance of its effective date.
Reserve cipher systems were idmediately obtained from Twelfth Army
•Group and these were quickly distributed throughout Third U.S. Army

7 by special messenger. Cryptographic operations had returned to almost
normal within twenty-four hours after the compromise was reported.

Toward the end of February pigeon communication came into greater
tactical use as weather and tactical dispositions made the use of'.
pigeons feasible and advisable.. A total of twenty-three tactical
messages was delivered by pigeon during the month, most of these being
delivered during the last two weeks of February. A "trap loft" was et
up on an experimental basis near LUXENBOURG CITY. (P ,81). to ascertain
if birds used by enemy agents could be lured into it by the attraction
of birds settled in such a loft.' Several U.S. Army pigeons and one
pigeon, possibly German, (carrying no message) were "trapped". A.
report was made' to Twelfth Army Group that a "trap loft" would be
feasible in areas where use of pigeons by the enemy was anticipated.
It was pointe out that an Army pigeon company does not have enough
men and birds.to maintain "trap .lofts" and communiations, simultaneous.
ly,.and recommendation was made that an Army Group pigeon companyoe
detailed for this activity. At the end of February the "trap loft"
was closed. to release more birds for communication.

Analysis,'of monitoring logs by Signal Intelligence Service didring
February revealed better radio transmlison seouriby, and a sharp de..

in exceseie nmissions. FM nets were monitored extensively

due to the infrequent use of Cw nets in the :stable: taotical situation.
Thechief seourity threat on FM.nets was the passage of s eas in the
clear by Artillery Fire Control nets. During the last seven days of.
February Army NP nets were monitored on a 24-hour basis at the request
of Twelfth Army Group. Only minor security violations were found.

The Exeovctive Officer-and two other officers of the SIAM Company
visited Third U.S.. Army on an orientation tour of the front preaatory
to the movement of the company to France for its operational role with
Third U.S. Army.

Motion picture films of' radio intelligence activities were taken
to LONDON for development under proper supervision in accordane wLith
their security restrictions. Motion pictures of pigeon activities were
developed at the same time.

'Radio intelligence activity was intensive .at the beginning of Feb-
ruary, but declined toward the end of the month.

Monitoring of headquarters telephone conversations by Signal In-
telligenoe Service was suspended temporarily 21 February 1945, since
telephone security had improved to such an extent that continuous mon-
itoring was no.longer necessary. Monitoring equipment was left in
place, however, for subsequent spot checks of telephone security.

During the month the Third U.S. Army code room record was as
follows$:

Number of Nssage

Number of Groups

Incoming Outgoing To tal

2816 972 3788

569779 ' 224938 794717

In addition to the• enoryptographed traffic handled in the oode
.room systems. 244,messages. omprising,23,156 groups were handled by
8I GCUM equipment.

The message oenter•record for the month was as follows:

Precedence Outgoing Inooming Total

'Urgent .459 56 1027
Operational Priority 3978 1652, 5630
Priority 246 1669 .4075
Routine 1352 1923 M 75
Deferred 7 1 8

Total. 8202 5813 4015..,

Nuber of messagel, and groups handled by electrical means:

Iba4sages Outgoing Incoming Total

Radio 124 795 91
T lqtype 7362 7541 14903

Total messages handled:. 7486 8336 15822

Groups

Radio 16305 -129516. 145821
Toletype 1398435 .1118834 '2517269

Total groups handled: 1414740 1248350 .2663090-

Messenger service:

Pouches transmitted by motor smasenger 3229
Piecestransmitted by motor messenger 120
,Total number motor messenger miles travelled.457P20
Total number of pouches by air abesenger 3

Section: II -Comunicoati ons

Thse forwird echelon of Headquarters Third U3. Army mintained its
ccmimd post In the cijty of WCEIOoO (P 81) during the month. On 7
February -the. repr'echelon movedi from its location In USCH (P 74) to
L=MXUNBOO CTY'*(P 81). Theiq swidtchboard included circuits to supply
install1 atios.and-trunks 'to maorinstallations, Including Issadquators

Advance Section Comunications Zone and Headquarters Twelfth 'Army.Group.
Advantage was taken extensively of existing underground cable facil-
i. ties of the Postes Telephones Telegraphes to furnish .communioation
service to military installations within the city of LMEMBOURG (P 81).

-The switching central at ESCE (P 74) was maintained and operated by

Third U.S. Army troops.

On about 12 February III Corps was relieved from the oommnd of
Third U.S. -Army and was attached to First U.S. Army. At the timeof
this transfer, III Corps maintained its headquarters .at MARTELNGE
(P53). As the switchboard operated by III Corps serviced many other
Third U.S.-Army units, this change in status necessitated the installa-
tion of .another secondary switohboard north of MARTELANGE (P 53), .at
BASTOGNE. (P 55), which.was connected with Headquarters Third U.S. Army
by means of spiral-four cable to'LXENBOURG-CITY (P 81), and by a radio
link circuit,, During the month Third U.S. Army maintained and. operated
the following switching centrals: "Lucky Fox" at BASTOGNE (P 55),.1
"Lucky Easy" at ESCH (P 74), "Lucky Dog" at ARLON (P 52). The switch-
ing central in CONFLANS (U 66), named ',Lucky Charlie" was taken over by
Advance Section Communications Zone on 7 February and renamed "Conflans
Switch". However, Third U.S. Army maintained a carrier terminal and
wirehead personnel at this.point.

The tactical situation throughout the month did not offer any
definite clues as to where the breakthrough of the Siegfried Line. would
materialize. Wherever penetrations into .the enemy lines resulted in
consolidated gains of territory, communication axes were extended as
quickly as possible to such points. It remained therefore essentially
.a matter of conjecture where, the main armyoomunioation'axis was to be
projected. It was realized that violent action would soon erupt at one
or several points on the otherwise stagnant front which might quickly
result in deep thrusts into Germany followed by enveloping flanking
.maneuvers, quite possibly involving a wide area, With this. possibility
in mind, the tactical situation was under continuous study and analysis.

During the month every effort was made to plan, project, and con-
struct tentative axes and to prepare a hypothetical network of communi-
cations whose tentacles might one day carry the basic flow of command
communications necessary to successfully conduct operations in an
easterly direction. As the emphasis was thus placed on the' West-East
trend toward the RHINE River, six comaunication axes leading east-were
projected during the month. They were either extended from previously

...built leads, or newly constructed, with some still in the stage of. de-
velopment until the tactical situation would justify their completion.
These six axes were linked up with the firmly established North-South
axis and coordinated with communication demands imposed by Twelfth Army
Group supply installations (Advance Section Communications Zone) and.
flanking armies. From Third U.S..Army point of view, the center of
this network was in LUEMBOURG CITY (P 81) with its converging under-
ground cable network of the Postes Telephones Telegraphes. .

The North-South axis was developed asfollows:

Prior to the month of February there existed leads and underground
cables, from NACY (U 81) in the south (former Third U.S. Army Command.
fost), through ETZ (U 85), THIONVILLE (U 88) (Mhere XX Corps was lo-'
oated) to LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81). *North of LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) the
existing two-arm ten-circuit open wire lead to ETTELBRUCK (P 83) was
extended further to HOSCHEID (P 75), during the month. This construc-
tion was undertaken by the 34th Signal Construction Battalion. A
further extension north from HOSCHEID (P 75) was made to a point where
the West-East highway passing through CLERVAUX (P 76) was Areaohed. In
accordance with the general plan to have a continuous two-arm open wire
lead from LUXEMB0URG CITY (P 81) to ST. VITH (P 88),. Twelfth Army GrOuP
assigned to one of their Signal units, the 36th Signal lonstruotion
Battalion, the construction of the portion beginning with the point on:
the CLERVAUX (P 76) West-East highway to ST, VITH (P 88). Difficulties
were encountered in the construction of this lead from H3SCHEID (P 75)
on north and temporary, delays caused due to the bad oondition of the
road and artillery fire, the area in question-being at that time in a
division zone. The road itself was particularly exposed to enemy
observation, earning the name of "sky-line drive" due to its high lo-

cation. ,hile the portion LUXEMBOURG'CITY (P 81) to HOSCEID (P 75)
was completed on 17 February, the remainder of the lead was not ready
at the end of the month, During the month Headquarters VIII Corps dis-
placed to TROIS VIERGES (P 77). Communication between this Corps and

Third US. Army Headquarters was established by taking advantage of the
above mentioned open wire lead to MOSCHEID (P 75), from which point two
spiral-four cables were laid north and west to TROIS VIERGES (P 77).

The six eastern communication axes mentioned in the above were
roughly as follows:



Duringthe month-of February Third U.S. Army Signal troops'laid a
botal of 150.miles of -l1 field wire, 278 miles of spiral-four cable,
and 383 wire miles of open wire. For the sams period a total of. 265
miles of field wire and 209 miles of spiral-four cable was recovered.'

Fifty-four radio relay circuits were installed during the month,
covering a total distance of 809 miles. III Corps had four terminalsin operation to divisions, XII Corps six, XX Corps four, and VIII. Corps
-,ten to divisions, rear echelon headquarters. and switches. (See Annex 39)
Continuous wave radio communication was maintained with all higher,,
lateral and subordinate units.

CF Radio Communiation was maintained throughout the month of Feb..

ruary with all stations in the following nets;

FZA-l NET SG-3 NET

First U.S. Army First French Army
Ninth U. S. Army Seventh. U.S. Army
CONE Adv Sec

Sig
16

Section II - Supply

TirdU.S. Army Signal Depots Number 10, at FLRANGE..(U 88), and
Number 12 at STEINFORT (P 61),Luxembourg were.in operation during the
month .

.
Re

c e
ipt of all supplies coming from Communications Zone and

Advance Seotion Communications Zone, with the exception of S-857, were
received by Signal Depot Number 10. All shipments from Advance Section

Communications Zone'S-857 were received at Depot Number 12. The volum

of operations was handled by Depot Number 10,

'The Signal Supply situation during the month improved greatly and
Third U.S. Army was able to replace nearly all battle losses encountered

during the month, and in addition, could move all remaining shortages
of-battle losses suffered during the December-January German break-
through. The critical items of Third U.S. Army were on the decline all

during the month and although it was still necessary to ration many

items, the situation.was.generally.relieved.. At the end of the month
there remained only approximately forty items on the critical item list.

Field Wire, W-ll0-B, continued to be the greatest source of diffi-
culty for Signal Supply. A total of 13866 miles was issued during the

month and this figure was only kept to such a low level by strict

rationing. This rationing did not, hoever, impair the communication

efficiency of any combat unit, asit was intended rather to insure to
those units actually engaged in combat a preference of issue over those

units not so engaged. During the month of February there were nine.

The campaign on the recovery of all field wire and spiral four
cable oeontinudd, approximately 3968 miles of wire

-
being picked up

during the month. 'The. good results of last month decreased somewlwt
because of greater combat commitments of our diviaions.. "

S , E E

0;
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CHAPTER 10
MARCH OPERATIONS

Setion I -Genral.

Third U.S. Army Headquarters moved from LM EMBOURG CITY (P 81) to
OBERSTEIN (L 72) on 27 March to follow as closely as ppossible the rapid-
ly :advancing divisions and oorps.' By the end of the month the increas-
ing rate of advance and the swift crossing of the RHINE augured a

''possible breakthrough into Germany to rival the historic dash through
,France last summer.

The three corps displaced directly eastward during the first week
of March. * The two-arm standard open wire lead from LUXEMBOURG CITY .
'(P,81) through-ECHTERNACH (L.03) to BITBTRG (L 15)wasused to maintain
communication with XII and XX Corps, while the two-arm ten-wire open
lead fromLUXMBOURG CITY (P,81) to ST. VITH (P 88) served the.VIII*
Corps. A four-wire one-arm open wire lead-was extended from LUXEMBOURG
CITY (P 81) east to SAARBURG (L 11) to further serve the XX Corps. In
each case the open wire leads extended by spiral-four cable and repeat-
er stations.

The proposed displacement of the Third U.S. Army Command Post to
TRIIM (L 22), Germany, required that LEMBOURG CITY -(P 81). and TRIER

(L 22) be connected by carrier over spiral-four cable. The rapid

advance, however, made this move unfeasible and the Forward Eohelon

displaced directly to OBERSTEIN (L 72), while the. rear echelon moved

toTRIER (L 22) on 21 March..(See Annex 50) The. entire communication

network left behind in LUEMBOURG CITY (P 81) was taken over by Twelfth
Army Group TAC.

The supply situation was more favorable than at any other time in

the campaign. Seventy-five percent of all requisitionswere available

at Advance Section-Comunications Zone Depots.- To make these supplies

accessible to advancing units, forward dumps were set up along the

'entire line, supplemented by a Mobile Signal Depot mounted in seven i
K-36 trailers,.

The rapid movement increased the tactical use of radio. To permit

complete coverage by monitoring personnel it was necessary to procure

one additional radio mobiitoring team from Twelfth Army Group. By the

end of the month radio nets of all corps and divisions had been on-

itored, showing a decrease in transmission security. Violations were
brought to the attention of all concerned.

Among the thousands of German prisoners enveloped in the Saar tri-

angle were a large nusber of W's from the 953d Short Range Intercept

Company. Interrogation of these prisoners lead to a confirmation of

wthe auspicion that radio-telephone transmissions employing Slidex were
furnishing the enemy with much tactical information.

Section iI - signal Intelligence Servioe

Rapid advance, into ermany and wide-flung disposition of Third

U.S. Army troops resultedin inOreased tactical useof radio coMeut-
cation. Additional radio monitoring personnel and equipment to a" nt'

the radio monitoring team already in use was necessaryif transmission

security was to be maintained. Upon request, Twelfth Army Group pro-
vided an additional radio monitoring team which arrived on 17 March.

I Whthe, additional penionnel and equipment, nets of all corps and
divisions of ThirdU.S. M ware monitored during the month. Analysis
of monitored radio traffic by Signal Intelligence Service revealed a

deqided decrease in the level of transmission-seocurity over the pre-

vious month due primarily to the fast moving situation andthe need for
L.

speed.

The need for pigeon replacements was riticl during the first

week of March and request was made to Communications Zone for birds to

be shipped either from lofts in the United Kingdom or other lofts on

-the Oontinent. ComCuniatons ,Zone advised that pigeon replacemnts

from the United Kinom were being held up due to the four-week quar-

antine .placed on young birds after pox vacination. To relieve- the

shortage, 1200bird! were obtainedtfrom Tlfth Army Group lofts, and

on, 25 March500 youngpigeonswere received via air shipment. from the
United Kingdom. The total strength of the Army Pigeon Companyon 31
March :was 3468, 1332 birds below(/E

• 
strength. A t.t.l "ofseventeen

tactical messages was flown by pigeons- of ,the 277th Si6al Pigeon .

Company during the month, all.of whichwere to divisional lofts..

Interrogation of German: prisoners of war proved espeoially.fruit-...
ful during March due to the capture of a large number of German PN'.s

•frbm the 953d Short Range Intercept Company (Radio Intelligence).
Statements of four.IW',s from this. company considered to be reasonably
reliable, confirmedthe belief that the use of SLIDEX for. encoding ra-

dio-telephone transmissions was furnishing the enemy with much intelli-
genoe.., Also, the policy of maintaining the same frequencies throughout
long periods was allowing .the ::enemy to maintain complete continuity on
all'Third U.S. Army units.

Processing of captured German film reached an all time level when
over. 600 reels were processe'd during the month. All reels were screened
for immediate tactical intelligence and then evacuated to European
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army for further.study.

iOn 30 Mrch the advanoe detachment of the 3325th SIAM Company. con-
"rsistingof eight officers, arrived at Headquarters Third U.S. Army.

This detachment began planning for the immediate operational use of the
company upon its arrival on or about 15 April.

The movement throughout March of all Third U.S. Army units into
SGermany, ad finally that of Headquarters itself, to OBERSTEIN (L 72),
brought ever-increaaing demands on :our code roompersonnel,. In +
accordance with a Twelfth Army Group directive, all teletype circuits

...crossing or terminating ,in 'Germany were unclassified and all traffic
passing over such circuits was cryptographed unless specifically auth-
orized to be sent in the clear. Due to this fact, a total of 1,079,286
groups was handled-by the code room, an increase of 35% over the pre-
ceding month. Detailed code room recordsfor March follow:

Nuber of Mssages

Number of Groups

Incoming Outgoing Total

4,215 754 4,969
853,'533 190,761 1,044,2941

In addition to the enoryptographed traffic handled in the code
room systema, 257 messages comprising 34,992 groups were handled by

SIOCUM equipment.

Section II - Communications

Although front line troops were making substantial gains through
the Siegfried Line and the forward displacement of the'three corps
headquarters resulted in extremely lohtg communication lines, Third U.S.
Army Headquarters remained in LUXEMBOUJRG CITY (P 81) since. no suitable
location could be found between LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) and'TRIER .(L 22)
Germany. (See Ansexes 43 through 46)

on 1- arch the TRIER (L2)- SAARBURG (L 11) undeoun lead
cable-was located by the 10th'Armored Division as it sliced frward.
the cable 'was believed to be in use by the enemy at this time and was
severed by the' 10th Armored Division at NIEDER EF (L 21). Head-
quarters VIII Corps moved from TROIS VIERGES (P 77) to BLEIAI F (P 98)
5.March. Headquarteris XX Corps, moved from THIONVILLE (U 88) to SAAR-
BURG (L 11) 7-March. Headquarters*.XII Corps moved from LUXEMBOURG CITY
(P 81) to ECHTERNWC (L 03) 4 March. The two-arm standard.-open wire
lead from.LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) through EGHTERNACH (L 03) to BITBuRG
(L 15) was being constructed as rapidly aa possible. Wire communica-'
tion'to the XII and VIII Corps was obtained by this-lead with exten-
Sions of spiral-four cable. As an alternate route to these two corps
spiral-four was laid from the corps to the closest point of intercep-
tion of the LU)EMBOUFG CITY (P. 81)-ST. VITH (P 88) open wire lead.A
one-arm rapid pole line lead was under construction from LUXEMBOURG
CbITY (P 81) through SAARBUIRG,(L 11) to TRIER (L 22). The communication
to the XE Corps was obtained by means of this rapid pole line lead to
SAAB'URG (L, 11). One company of the 448th Slignal Construction Bat-
talion built'the section of the rapid pole line between SAARBURG (L 11)
aad TRIER,(L 22). However, due to the rapid moving situation, this
lead was not used for mainli Ine communiations,*but was later used for
connecting units between LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) and TRIER (L 22).

On 9 March.Headquarters XII Corps moved to BITBRG (L 15). On
8. MarechHead quarters VIII Corps moved to SCHONECKEN (L 07). Each oorps.
was connected to Army by at least two spiral-four cables. Carrier re-
peaters were established at PRUM (L 07) which served the carrier cir-
cuits to the VIII and XII Corps.- On 10 March Headquarters VIII Corps
moved to ADENAPU (L49). On 12 March Headquarters XII Corps moved to
•MAYEN (L 69). As the Corps moved forward the wire lines were extended
for great distances. On 13 March it was proposed that Headquarters
Third U.S. Army move to TRIER (L 22) and immediately plans for an ad-
vance commnd post installation were under way. Twelfth Army Group com-
pleted their two-arm open wire lead plus four spiral-four cables between
LUXEMBOURG CITy .(P 81) and TRIER (L 22). Eight carrier systema were
placed on the open wire lead by the use of hybrids CF-7 and four carrier
systems were placed on the spiral-four cables. This .resulted in a total
of twelve carrier systems between LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81)' and TRIER
(L 22). Existing underground cable was plentiful in, and radiating
from, LUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81). The first cable company, provisional,..
was already rehabilitating underground cable radiating east from TRIER
(L 22). However, no underground cable existed between LUXEMBOURG CITY
(P 81) and TRIER (L 22)-and therefore the twelve carrier systems
spanned this gap of non-existent facilities.

A switching central designated as Lucky George was established in
the basement of the telephone exchange building in TRIER .(L 22). iThis
switchboard served all units in the immediate vicinity, Theswitch at
ARLON (P 52), known as Lucky Dog, was discontinued on 19 March.

Headquarters XII Corps movedto SIMMERN (L 85)" 19March. CF-3
Carrier Repeaters were operating at OBER STADTFELD (L 37) and MAYBN
(L 69). Headquarters XX Corps moved from SAARBURG.(L 11) to STWEODRL
(Q-59) 20 March, and on the following day moved to KAISERSLAUTERN
(R 09). On 22 March.this Corps moved to WELHERHOF (M 21). On 22 March
Headquarters VIII Corps moved to SIMMRN (L 85) and Headquarters XII.
Corps moved to BAD KREUZNACH (M 03). On the wire circuits to XII Corps,
repeaters wqre operating at PRUM (L 07) and MAYEN (L 69). On the XII
Corps wire oircuits repeaters were in operation at OBER STADTFELD
(L 37), MAYE (L 69).and SIMMERN' (L 85). On the XX Corps wire.circuit
repeaters were operating at SAARBURG (L 11), ST 8 ENDEL (Q 59) and,
KAISERSLAUTERN (R 09). These wire circuits to the corps were the
longest wire lines Third U.S. Army has operated to date. The circuit
to the XII Corps was approximately 130 miles long. Thirty-four miles
of this was open wire and the remainder was spiral-four cable. All +
spiral-four cable was suspended on #9 iron wire and the quality of the
talking circuit! was excellent.

Third U.S. Army Headquarters did not move to TRIER (L 22) but on
27 March opened at OBERSTEIN (L 72). The rear echelon omimand post
moved to TRIER (L 22) 31 March. The same day Lucky Easy, the switc "
at ESCH (P74). 'was closed. Five spiral-four cables were constructed
betweenLUXEMBOURG CITY (P 81) and OBERSTEIN (L 72), two for the use of
XIX Tactical Air Command, and carrier systems were applied to the three
remaining cables which operated between Lucky Rear and Lucky. Twelfth
Army Group did not initially furnish communication of their own by wirs
to OBIRSTEIN (L 72). Two talking channels and one teletype channel were
furnished Twelfth Army Group Headquarters by Third U.S. Army.' Three
teletype ohaniels were also furnished Twelfth.Army Group Main. These
channels were part of the carrier systems and operated on the three
spiral-four cables between TRIER (L 22) and OBERSTEIN (L 72).! Twelfth
Army Group was, however, rehabilitating underground cable between TRIER.,
..(L 22)-and OBERSTEIN (L 72) via WITTLICH (L 35). (see Annex 50).Two
circuits in this .undergrgund cable were later established between Head-
quarters.Third U.S. Army and Headquarters Twelfth Army Group Main. The
entire installation left behind in LUXEMBO1RG CITY (P 81) was-taken
over by Twelfth Army Group TAC.

During the operations of March, Third U.S. Army Signal troops laid
314 miles of W-ll0 field wire, 2086 miles of spiral-four cable and 720
miles of open wire. These troops also recovered eighty-one miles of
WlI 'L0 field wire, and 14 4le ofpi'l4-four cable.

The record number of at least 123 Radio Relay Circuits, covering
a total'of 3325 miles, was installed during the month. Each of the
three corps, VIII, XII and XX, had ten terminals to division level.
Communication was maintained between each of the -corps and First, U.$.'
Army'over Third U.S. Army Radio Link. Two terminals of radio /relay
and carrier equipment, plus necessary operating personnel, were
furnished theq4th Armored Division, for the purpose of maintaining
communication to its Combat Comand on the breakthrough to -the RHINE.
(See Annex 40 and 41)

Continuous wave radio communication was maintained throughout the
.month with all stations in the following nets.



nomy by advancing east to tne RHILS from E:W1.1'UMNhe Moselle to KOBLENZ (L 89) and east to the RHINE
(Q47), the entire line was supplied by.the tactic
t of Forward -Signal -Dumps. To augment this souroe
bilo Signal Dump was inaugurated. ,Seven trailers,
d with small parts and supplies and employed in th
eries were maintained at the dump.ona daily basi
being replaoed the following day by Signal Depot
kily level was, maintained and successfully served

THIRD U.S. ARMY MDICAL NET

65th Medioal Group
66th Medical Group
92..dical.Gas Sn
qth Mdi cal Gas Bn

The, breakdown iof traffic han
month of :March follows:

Total:

Number of messages and grou

messages

Radio
Teletype

Total messages handled

Groups

Radio
Teletype-

'Total groups handled:

Mbesenger service:

306th Enginee
Regiment

by the messag

Inoing Total

840 '1036

7779 .16236

8619 17272

143941 180786

1420800 357536

1564741 3438322,

..205
7.6840

Section II Supply

1 supply picture was better during the month of
rtime in Third U.S. Anm's Signal history.
nion of the Army line as, its 

l
troops raced beyond

panied by increased supply requirements, gratify-
ted in the availability of all signal equlpment
a Section Communications 

I 
Zone Depots. Approx-

Uisitions vwere made available. Shipment of items

,nal Depots through the 24th Regulating Station
livery time was reduced to an average of ten to

Third U.S. Ary Signal Depot Nuzber 10, at FLORAN( (U 88), and
Nubr. 12, at STINFORT (P 61), were in operation throughout the month.
Sinal Dumps 13.3and 14, at KAIBS ,S (L 58) and KIROCBEROG(L 74) ,

pectivelywereo peed to... sUppothe XlI Cor .drive. along the
RHI N River, from the Waseli

e
. tO KOS.ENZ (L 89).

The radio and radar spare parts stock continued to be good-as a
result of deliveries from the Communications Zone* Depots. The exchange
of unrepairable equipment by the Signal Repair Company with the Spare
Parts Depot in PARIS (S oh):has proven fruitful. Approximately sixty
percent of the exchanges requested were made, Serious delays in re-
s Itoring.equipment to troops were averted by the exchange of power units
.during this: period.

Manufacturing and conversion .work by the Repair Company has been
reduced to, a minimum, Supplies of sparparts being made available
from Cpmmunications Zone Depots have reduced shortages and eliminated
the neesity of thistype, work.

Allocation of thirty-Oight items in short supply is still being
made by Twelfth Army Group. Thisallocation has proven most valuable
and is, in.avery large measure, responsible for the balanoing. of
''stocks of these items in Third U. S. Army Signal Depots.

Repair and rehabilitation work increased during the month. The
nees reoverin r cable became a priority assignment.neesity of rcoe ispira-fou

Six wire pick-up teams from Twelfth Army Group-assisted in recovery of
the cable. These teams were attached to the 'Signal Supply Office for
operations and the responsibility of recovery of all field.wire and.
spiral-four cable in the Army areas was also assigned,' The following
units were engaged in servicing Third U.S. Army and its units during
the months

579thSignal Depot-Company ,
187th Signal Repair Company
179th Signal Repair Company (less two platoons)
189th Signal Repair Company Platoon
3172d Signal Service Battalion Detachment (six officers and

sixty-five enlisted men)
577th Signal Depot: Company Detachment (Radar Section)

Repair and maintenance work completed as follows:

ENQUIPMENT:

549 Minor Repairs and Adjustments
2718. Major Repair Jobs:

23 Cannibalization of EqUipment (Amsrican)
.187 Installations in Combat Vehicles

4- Salvage of Equipment (American).
259 Technical Inspections

WIRE:

2180. Miles Field wire turned in by units

5617 Miles serviced during period
1380 Miles, returned to Depot stock-
4237 Iles returned to Communications Zone for sa

SPIRAL-FOUR CABLE:

1020 Iles Spiral-Four turned in by units

1264 Miles serviced and returned to stock

635 Balance on hand to be serviced

imatelIy 22, 500 miles of Fie ld W re, W 110, ad290'
,cable were issued during the month. -Recovery was a
d advance of the, Army.

vIII Corps
XII" Corps
,X Corps

PG-51

Twelfth Ar:

heart. of Germany, rapioy fil apart as Trdra ., .- ,j ,V -oforward for the final blow. Maintenance of comunications during this,
period of rapid tactical maneuver provided problems greater than at any
time in the campaign. The month of April -was featured by three oommnd
post displacements and a. change of Army boundaries whioh required a
rapid change in Signal plans. In this period, it was also neoessary
toprovide communications across the RHINE River. If ever the forti-
tude, resiliency, and ability o

f. 
the-Signal troops was proven in.the

field, it was during this month.

Third U.S. Army deadquarters moved from OBERSTEIN (L 72) to FRANK-
FURT (M .67) on 1 April, and displaced further east to .ERSFELD (H 35)
on 11 April.' When the Army axis was changed, installations at the con-
templated command post site at WEIMAR (J 57) were halted and communi-
cations were hastily installed at ERIANGEN (0 31), where the commnd

.,post opened 22 April. The displacement to FRANKFJRT (M 67) from IDAR-
OBERSTEIN (L 72)-required communications across the RHINE.River. (See
Annexes 51 througn 53)

Early in" he month, preparations were made for the expected meet-
ing with the Russian Forces oppositeIthe Third U.S. Army fronI t..
Largely, these.preparations consisted of providing photographic per-
sonnel with all Iarmored spearheads in order to insure ismediate and
complete coverage..

The rapidity of the advance through an area heavily populated by
large industrial concerns, provided the Signal Section with some of its
richest supply'targets of the campaign. Among these were the Zeiss
Optical works at JENA (J 66) and the Schneider plant in BAD KREUZNACH
(M 03). During the, same period Third U.S. Army captured Dr. Holan,
the German radar specialist, in the vicinity of ORDRUF (J 15), where
two of his laboratories remained intact. Dr. Engles, also captured by
Third U.S. Army during this rapid sweep, was the. General Manager of the
Telefunken Division for all Germany. These men were interrogated,
speoifically in regards to possible targets within the Third U.S. Arqmy
area. They could provide no information ooncerningoooperation between
the Germans and the Japanese in electronics or affiliated fields, and
all indications pointed to individual research and;development.

When the Army Axis was changed, Prisoners of Wat active in signal
work in the German Army were questioned for possible information con-
oerning signalinstallations in the National Redoubt Area and the'
supposed or intended locations of Staff eadquarters. Diagrams were
made and furnished to interested offices. The Executive Officer of
the Signal Section questioned the Inspector of Communications Troops
of the German War Ministry regarding,the possible use of German signal
persosel for rehabilitation purposes. The informationgained was con-
sidered both reliable and useful.

:.Section II - Signal Inteigt ence Service

On 10 April the 3325th SIAM (Staff Information & Monitoring)
Company arrived in Third U.S. Army area. The advanced detachment of.,
the company had, under the supervision of Signal Intelligence Service,
arranged the administrative and operational details necessary to enable
its immediate operational use, and by 15 April SIAM reports from Corps
and Division levels were being furnished the Army 0-3 regularly. In

.addition to furnishing Army G-3 with tactical information from mon-
itored friendly traffic, violations of security noted in this traffic
were reported on the spot to the units concerned.

Numerous. and rapid displacements of Division and Corps Command
Psts during the month of April prevented considerably the settling,

%raining and offering for operational use the Army pigeons of the 277th
Signal ioeon Company. However, German civilian and Whrmaoht birds
were confiscated, trained and made available to all units for communi-
cation purposes. A total of eleven tactical messages and two hundred
and eight non-taotical messages were flownduring the month of. April,
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a large -majority of whioh were to divisional lofts.

In spite of the large area, of German territory occupied and the
great number of SW's captured, very few signal documents of intelligence-

value were processed through signal intelligence channels during the

month of April, evidenoing the almost total disorganization of the

German Army. However, a large number of captured (orman oipher machines

and devices were evacuated through signal intelhgenoe channels.

Wilth the change in the Army mission .on 16 April, a need was

realized for additional radio intelligence troops and equipment to cover.

the exposed left flank of the Armyj. and, upon request, the 3263d Sig-
cal Service Company was attached to Third U.S. Army-for operational use.

.Details of signal intelligence reported during the month of•April will

be published at a later date when security-regulations may be lifted.

During the month of April the number of code groups handled in the

Third Army code rooms reaohed the peak total of 1,424,177 code groups.

Detailed code room records for April follows

Incoming Outgoing Total

Nmber of Nssages 4, 943 1,045 5,98

• umber : of Groups 1,145,197 270,065. 1,415,262:

In addition to the encryptographed traffic handled in the code

room.systems, 68 messages oompri sing 8,915 groups were handled by SIGOUM

Sequipment. This indicated a, decided..decrease in the use of SIGCUM

equipment.

An almosi complete monitoring coverage of radio nets in Third U.S.

Army for security purposes was accomplished during the first two weeks

of April, but it was necessary to employ a large number of the personnel

and equipment for monitoring the SIAM nets when this company became''....

operational, thereby leading to a decrease in this activity during the

latter part of April., As in March analysis of monitored radio traffic

by Signal Intelligence-Servioe revealed a decrease in the level of

transmiasion seourity over previous months due to a great extent to theL

L fast moving situation and the need for. speed.

Section II - Communiations 
•

Headquarters Third U.S. Army was still located at IDAR-OBERSTEIN

(L 72) on I April. The next command post location was to be FRANKFURT
( 67), Germany, which required - a orossing of the RHINE River. As far
back as five months previous to the actual crossing of the.RHINE,: plans
were under way to construct wire circuits across the RHINE River. Data
was obtained regarding the width of the river, the speed of flow of the:
water, the depth, etc., at various possible points of crossing that
might be used by Third U.S. Army. One plan for the crossing required..
cooperation of the Engineers with the Signal Corps. This plan called
for building a standard two-arm open wire lead across the river with
poles spaced at the normal 150' spans and mounted on structures con-
sisting of forty-foot pilings driven below the river bed. These
structures, consisting of four pilings, were to furnish the foundations
upon which standard poles could be attached in a manner that would,
afford a wire clearance of twenty-one feet above the mean water level
of the river. The Engineers prepared drawings for these structures.
Another plan was to span the river with submarine armored lead cable.

The laying of this cable was studied thoroughly because it was believed
that the swift currents in the river would present problems which would
create great strain on the cable while it was being laid. The actual
river. crossing was made at MAINZ (M 35) and the difficulties that were
expected were not encountered. Eight spiral-four cables were laid
across the river, four of hioh were laid across a partially destroyed.
bridge which offered sufficient support for these cables. The remain-
ing four cables were laid directly on the river bottom with no partic-
ular difficulties. The four spiral-four cables supported by t .par-
tially destroyed bridge.were the ones used for the carrier circuits
between IDAR-OSERSTEIN (L 72) and FRANKFURT: ( 67).. The four cables

laid on the river bottom were to be used as spare .cables in case of
failure of theother four,. These were tested regularly and were found'
to be in good condition. In addition to the spiral-four cables, ten-

quad lead covered armored cable was also laid on the river bottom with-
out any 'special difficulties. This armored cable was a portion of an

aerial self-suspended civilian cable lead that was partially destroyed
and which existed between LIDaIOURG CITY (P 81) and TRIER (L 22),
Germany. Six thousand feet in three two-thousand foot lengths were re-
covered in anticipation of the RHINE crossing during the month of

February. However, after this cable was laid across the RHINE River L

it was used for long local circuits which, of necessity, had to cross
the RHI)E.

0@i

The Third U.S., Army Command Post.opened at FRANKFMRT (N 67) on-
April and at that time the tactical situation was one of rapid movement.
The corps displaced frequently and in many cases displaced each day or
every other day, while communication to these corps was maintained by

the extension of. one spiral-four cable along the Army-Corps axes. As
the cables increased in length, carrier repeater stations were estab-
lished at intervals of from thirty to forty-five miles. It was not un-
common to have three repeater stations in these circuits, Some trouble
was encountered with saboteurs cutting corps lines and army wire cir-
cults. •Tne trouble was, however, rapidly cleared since a construotion
maintenance team was stationed at each repeater to maintain the circuits
operating through the resapotive repeaters. (See Annexes 54. through 56)

On 6 April the oommand post of.Luoky Rear moved from TRIER (L 22)
to FRANKFURT (N' 67). At that time all circuits that remained on the
Lucky Rear .switchboard at TRIER (L 22) were out over to Lucky George
Switch in TRIER (L.22). , n 9 April Lucky How Switch, which was operat-
ing at MINZ (M 35), was taken over by Advance Section Communications
Zone and renemed MAINZ SWITCH.:

The Third U.S. Army command post opened at NERSXED•
' 
(N-35) on 11

April and closed FRANKFURT. (M 67) at the same time. Wire communication
between FRANKFURT (M 67) and NERSFELD (H 35) was obtained by spiral-four
carrier circuits. Four spiral-four cables were constructed between
these points on number 9 iron messenger wire. Two of these cables were
for Third U.S. Army's use andtwo for XIX Tactical Air Cosmand. This

construction was in accordance with a policy established between XIX
Tactical Air Command and Third U.S. Army of a joint build. The Army-
Corps lines were extended until such time as a forward Army wire axis
was established or the Army command post moved forward. At this time
the corps were tied into the Advance Army irehead or into the new Army-
command-post.

The next move of Headquarters Third U.S. Army was to be to ISIMAR
(J 57). This move was contemplated to be made about the 17th of April.
However, a change in the Third U.S. Army Zone of Operations shifted the -
communication axis starting from FRANKFURT (M 67) and proceeding south-,

i.east through WURZBURG (N 53) - NURNBERG (0 40) - REGENSBURG (U 15) and
STRAUBING (U 54). On 16 April work was discontinued on the installation
of Signal requirements at WEIMAR (J 57), although four spiral-four ca-
bles had already been constructed on messenger, wire to that point.

,-(See Annex 52) All efforts were imediately transferred to obtaining
circuits as quickly as possible between FRANKFURT (M 67).and ERIANGEN
(0 31). (See'Annex 53)-Twenty quads in an underground lead cable be-

.tween FRANKFURT (m 67) and IPHOFEN (N 82) were rehabilitated. From
IPHOFEN (N 82) to ERLANGEN (0 31) four spiral-four circuits were oon-

structed on messenger wire. Although the underground cable extended-,
through IPHOFEN (N 82) to NURNBMG (0 40), it was'thought that the re-
habilitation of this section would require more time than was allowed
to obtain working circuits. Therefore, the underground cable and four

spiral-four' cables were used jointly by Third U.S. Army and XIX Tactical
Air Command. Four wire repeaters were placed on sixteen quads at
FRANKFURT (M 67) by Third U.S. Army. XIX Tactical Air Command placed
sixteen repeaters at IPHOFEN (N 82). CF-l Carrier Equipment was placed
in operation on the four spiral-four 'cables between IPHOFEN (N 82) and
ERLANGEN (0 31). Eight of the underground repeatered circuits were
cross connected to.eight carrier channels at IPHOFEN (N 82) to furnish.
communication between Lucky Rear at FRANKFURT (M. 67) and Lucky at
ERLANGEN (0 31). The remaining eight circuits were used by XIX Tactical
Air Command.

On 22 April,, Headquarters Third U.S. Army opened at ERIANGEN (0 31)
and closed at HERSFEID (H 35)..

Lucky Rear closed at FRANKFURT (M 67) and moved to ERIANEN (0 31)
on 25 April. Circuits to FRANKFURT(M 67) were.still needed to serve

Army troops in that area.' Advance Section Comnunications Zone took

over the switch in FRANKFURT (M 67) and named it FRANKFURT SWITCH.

* Unerground cable was made good between WURNBERG (0 40) 'and BAN-
BERG (0 24). This was a 98-pair cable and circuits were assigned to
units requiring service. A switch was established at RAMBING (0 24)
named Lucky King which served units in that vicinity. From NURNBERG
(0 40) to ERLANGEN (0 31) a local cable consisting of one hundred pairs

was also made good. This cable served units in the vicinity of NURN-
S BERG (0 40), directly from the Lucky switchboard and also provided
cross-connected circuits at NURNBERG (0 40) to BAMBERG (0 24). In the
meantime Twelfth Army Group was in the process of rehabilitating under-
ground cable from FFANKFURT (M 67) through FULDA (H 31) through IPHOFEN
(N 82) to BANBERG (0 24). Some of these circuits were cross-connected.
at BAMBEG (0 24) to Luoky via the underground cable passing through
NURNBERG (0 40). (See Annex 57)

During the month of April Army Signal troops-placed 459 miles of
".W110 field wire, 2,394 miles of spiral-four oablo, and 295 miles of-

open-wire,. One, hundred and twenty-one miles of W-1l0 field wire and
eighty miles of spiral-four cable was recovered by these Army troops.

The nmber of VHF Radio Relay circuits installed within Third U.S.-Army during the month' of April was 156, covering .a total of 5,476 miles.
Each of the corps in Third U.S. Army had tez" terminals-to division level

Communication was maintained between each of the corps and the First

U.S. Army over Third U.S. Army radio link. (See Annexes "47 through 49)

CW Radio Communication was maintained throughout the month of April

with all the •stations in the following nets:

FG-33 F~

Twelfth Army Group Avance Section Com Z-

24th Regulating Station

FA-12 1 01-3

. III Corps . First French Army

XIICorps ,Seventh U. S. Army

XX Corps

.FG-51 -16

Twe ifthArmy. GrouP Main TwelfthArmy.Group TAC

FA-15 *F-.17

TUBA Rear. III Corps-Arty

65th Ned Gp XII Corps Arty

66th Mod Gp XX Corps Arty

92 Ned ed GasBn TUBA Photo 0enter

94th Med- Gas Bn
FA-16

70th Tnf Div

1306th Engr Gen Serv Regt

The breakdown of-traffic handled for the month of April follows,

Precedence, -Outgoing Incoming "Total

Urgent 1292- 907 2199
operational Priority' 4650. 2464 7134'

Priority . 5011 40651 9076

Routine . 15229 7230 259

Deferred ,, 3 29 32

Total: 26185 14695, 488

Number of messagesa groups handled by electrical ans:,

N1essages Outgoing, Incoming Total

Radio 640 1402 2042

Teletype 8784 7255 16039
Total messages handledz .944 867 18081.

Groups

Radio, 829 49 204179 287128
Tletype 2002512 1500332 3502814

To tal gro.ups handled,2085461 1704511 3789972

Messenger service a

Total number of pouches by air messenger 337

.Total number of motor messenger miles travelled 97436

Section I '-Supply

The month of March saw our combat forces advance -from the--KYLL

River line to the RHINE, thence south along the*RHINE for a Junction

.with Seventh U.S. Army.' On 23 March, our forces crossed the RHINE

River, thus throwing another fast advance on an already strained supply

system. The advances of March and early April forced into operation

all trucks that could be mustered to keep depots and dumps within reach

of the combat forces. The rail was rushed to completion to the RHINE

River at.MAINZ-(M 35) and priorities were set up to move all .classes of

supply forward to the fullest extent possible. The bulk of rail trans-

portation was necessarily thrown to the movement of Class I, III, and V

which left Class II and IV with only a small rail movement. Truck

transportation was therefore the only means for the fast movement of

19,
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Signal supplies in the early prt of the month. During the month how-
ever, bulkshipmnts were madeby, rail:. It was also necessary during
the month to oall for air shipment onwire, spiral-four, and some
battesies. " . - . . . . . . • • . -

Third U.S. Army Signal Depots Number 10, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19,

and 20 were in operation during Ithe month. At the beginning of the

month,- Depots Number 10, at' FWDRANGE (U 88', Franos and Number14. at

KIRCBmG ( 74), Germany were in operation. Depot Number 10 was the

main depot and it beosme imperative to move it forward immediately.

Depot Number 15 was therefore established at MAINZ (M 35) for a main

depot and shipments were started iimediately, Initially 6nly one .itruok

ooupany was available for this move, but as the rail became continuous,
shipments were made by rail. Ab were also supported on this move with
a bulk lift of.300 tons per day for a six-day period to be shipped by

ten-ton trucks.- Thus, we accomplished this movement of main depots in

little more than two weeks. With the rapid advance made after the

crossing of the RHINE River, it was again necessary to establish advance

depots in the rear of the advancing forces. Depot Number 16 was then

established at KIRCHEIM (8 20) and later Number 17 south of ERFURT.

(J 36). In the establishment and re-supply of these -depots, the RHIN

River, with its few bridges, proved to be an extremel bottleneck.Re-

connissance showed that at OFFENBACH (M 76) a depot could be estab-
lished which afforded excellent rail off-load and truok loading facili-

ties. Depot Number 18 was then established at this point and all oars

enroute to Number 15 were reconsigned, thus alleviating duplicate

handling of supplies. Number 18, although opened as a General Depot,
did not do the volume business as is generally done at the maindepots.

In the middle of the month, the mission of Third U.S.Army was changed
from an easterly drive toward DRESDEN (F.29) toa southeasterly drive

along the Czech border. After the troops had assembled and moved into

their new positions, another Advance Depot, Number 19, was established.

in their immediate rear,. at BAIERSDORF (0 32), Germany to eliminate the

NURNBERG (0 40) traffio bottleneck .and to afford more space for the

establishment of a.main depot. During the month, DepotsNumber 10, 14
• 15, 16. and 17 were closed when forward depots were set up to replace
them.

Signal supplies, although available within -the- Army area in good
quantity, were not available to the troops because of transportation
back-logs. However, the fast advances made battle losses on equipment,
small and the troops suffered little. Wire and spiral-four bqoame so
critical at one time that 4000 miles of wire and 400 miles of spiral-
four were flown to an advance air strip for ismediate issue.

The Mobile Advance Depot set-up, was continued in use and improve-
ments were made through experience. There is conclusive evidence to
show that during a rapid advance it is much more efficient to use these
mobile *depots rather than to attempt to maintain main depots far for-

ward. There is little call for items other than wire, cable, and ex-
pendables and these items can be moved up much more rapidly when there
is no movement of bulk equipment.

Repair and rehabilitation work continued on a scale comparable
with March. Spiral-four cable piok-up' remained at the top of the. pri-
ority list and outstanding work was performed by the pick-up and ser-
vice teams. Of the 20,000 reels used during the month, .one-half was
cable whigh had been picked up and serviced. The same units were en-
gaged in servicing Third U.S. Army and the following repair data is
their accomplishment:

EQUIPMENT.

975 Minor Repairs and AdjustmOnts
2608 MaWjor. Repair Jobs

4 ',Cannibalization of Rquipment
158 Installations in Combat Vehicles
0 Salvage of Equipment (Amerioan).

218 Technical Inspections

SPIRAL-POUR ALE.

872 Miles Spiral-Four Turned in by Units
1357 Miles serviced an Returned to Stook

0 Balanoe onHand to.be Serviced.

llocation of the thirty-eight most critical items of supplywas
nued by Twelfth U.S. Army Group.

A total of 19,560 miles of Wire, ,W-ll0-Bwas issued during the'
for a daily average Of 652 miles. ,Spiral-four cable issues- were,
iles.

section I - eneral

Third U.S. Army forward troops pushed further into the National
Redoubt Area in the first few days_ of :May, and Third, U. S. army Head-,
quarters displaced rapidly forward'behind themi• Enemy., opposition oon-
tinued to be 1ight and sporadic and with the-capture of SALZBURG (Z 90),
BERCHTESGADEN (Z 90) and LINZ (V 88), Austria, the mission of the Third-
U,S. Army appeared to be' completed. However, a further mission of
liquidating the last remaining pockets of resistance in Czechoslavakia
was announced and Third U.S. Army troops continued operations until the
unconditional surrender was announced on 8 May.

On 2. May the -Command Post moved from ERIANGEN (0 31) to REGENSBURG
(U 15)-. (See Annex ,60) This displacement -was made with two days notice,
a factor which, of necessity, limited the signal facilities of the head-

-quarters. Wire trunks were in operation toXX Corps, and Radio Relay
was used for communications with. Lucky Rear, Lucky Baker, .XII Corps and
XE Corps Advance. Ninety-seven locals were installed within the command
post at the time of-opening. Within the next twenty-four hours, how-
ever, other trunks and locals were installed and within forty-eight"-
hours after the opening of the Command ost, nornal communications had
been installed.. This confirmed previous estimates that a total of four
dayswas required for the installation of communications for a new
command post under covered aoconmodations.

Headquarters Third U.S. Army remained at REGENSBURG (U 15) until
the cessation of hostilities.

V Corps was transferred from the First U.S. Armyto Third. U.S. Army
on 4*ay and communication was established to its headquarters at

iAFEN.OHR. (P 03). by means of a spiral-four cable. between ERLANGEN
(0 31) and GWAFENWOHR (P 03), abandoned earlier byXII Corps., hen the
V Corps displaced to PILSEN (L 04), Czeohslvakia, communications were,
established by means of spiral-four, cable between REGENSBURG (U 15) and

that city.,

The Army Communications Axis'was being extended in the direction!
of PILSEN (L 04),-which was to be the next corned post of Third U.S.
Army.- Four spiral-four cables were under construction to the proposed
site and had reached as far as CRAM (U 58), when the announcement was.
• made that the war was.over.,

Section II"-.Signal Intelligence Service,

During the period 1 May to 9 May, the 277th Signal Pigeon'Company
continued to furnish pigeons to all units within Third U.S.. Army de-
siring them for communication purposes from confiscated German civilian
and YOhrmaoht lofts. This method proved to be most suooessful during
a fast armored. operation when there was not sufficient time for,
settling and training Army pigeons.

The Army SIAM Company had succeeded to a great extent in working
out a majority of the difficulties conwn to initial operations, and
were beginning to prove their value as an informational service tothe
Army.Commander and Army -3 when the war ended on Q May1945. "

Code room records for the. period follow:

Incoming.-Outgoing Total

Number. of Mesasages 18,601 350 1,951

Nuber of Groups ' 323,815- 91,603 415,518

.. message were encryptographed by SIGCUM equipment during this.

period.'

Analysis of radio traffic of Third U.S. Army nets monitored during
the first eight days of May continued to indicate a decided decrease in

+

the level of transmission security over that of previous traffic mon-
itored during more static periods, SIAM traffic monitored during this
period revealed a high level of transmission seourity.within the

Section II- Communications
On 1May Headquarters Third U.S. Army was still at ERIANGEN (0 31).

The *ire axis consisting of four spiral-four: cables was extended from
ERL&NN(0 31) to REGSBURG (U 15),'two of which were to be used by
Third U.S. Army and two by XIX Tactical Air Command. Simultaneously,
twentyquads of the underground cable between NURNBERG (0 40).and
REGENSBURG (U 15) were also rehabilitated. Lucky moved toREGENSBURG
(U 15) on 2 May. - The corps were served by repeatered spiral-four.
carrier circuits from REGENSBURG (U 15) (one spiral-four cable per
corps). At this time Army consisted of the III, XII, and XX Corps.
The V Corps was transferred from First US.. Army-to.- Third U.S. Army on
4 May. Initially this Corps was located at GRAFEN03HR (P 03). Wire'
•communioation was established to V Corps by the use of an abandoned XII
Corps spiral-four cable which existed between ERLNGN (0 31) and

GAFEINOHR (P 03). .Service was established to Lucky Rear.. (See Annex 60)

On 5,May Company "A" of the 66th Signal Battalion waslassigned tto
Third U.S. Army. . One platoon of this 'company was imnediately attached
to the V Corps to provide Army-Corps communication.

The nextmove of this Corps was to PILSEN (L 64), Czechoslovakia at
whichplace the Corps was served by a spiral-four cable constructed be-
tween REGENSBURG (U 15) and PILSEN (L 04) and operating from the Lucky
Switchboard (Carrier). The wire axis consisting of four spiral-four
cables was extended from REGENSBURG (U 15) to STRAUNING (U 54). It was
completed to STRAUBING (U 54). on4 may.

The Army axis was again changed; this time to the northeast. Four
spiral-four cables were under construction through CRAM (U 58) to PILS.N
(L 04),-which was to be the next command post of Third U.S. Army. These

.cables were completed to CRAM (U 58) when word was.reoeived of a possi-

ble German surrender.

On 7 May unconfirmed radio reports were that Germany had surren-.
dered unconditionally and this surreader would be effective 09001B May

194540

In the period 1 May to8 May, Army Signal troops placed 301miles
of W-10 Field Wire, 449 miles of spiral-four cable, and forty-nine.*
miles of open wire. Eleven miles of spiral-four cable was recoveredfor.
this same period.

The numberof VHF Radio Relay circuits installed within Third U.S.
Army during the early part'of May was thirty-eight,.covering a total of
1310 miles. During this period each of the corps inth.e Arhmyad ten

terminals to division level. Communication was maintained to each of
the oorps and the First U.S. Army by Third U.S. Army Radio Link circuits.
(See Annexes 58 & 61),

Continuous'wave radio communication was maintained during the per-.
iod in the following nets (See Annex 59):

Twelfth Army.Group Main Advance Sec Coin Z
24th Regulating Station

FA- 12, SG-3

III Corps First French ArmySCorps Seventh U.S. Army

II corps
XXK Corps FG-16

FO-51 Twelfth Army* Group TAG

Twelfth Army Group Main FA-17

FA-15 III Corps ArtyXII Corps Arty
ird U. S. Army Rear XE Corps Arty

65th. Mdioa Op [.ird .S. Army -hoto Center

66th Medidal O
92d' Mod Gas Bun
94th od G Fsn



onal

Total: 7972 4754-

Number of messages amd groups handled by eleotrical

Messages Outgoig Incoming

Radio 251 387
Teletype 2597 2531

Total messages handled: 
.
: 2848 2918.

Groups

Radio
Teletype

h0504 . 52203 92707
5580 511689 106499

Total groups. handled: 5913.14 563892 1155:

Messenger services,.

Total number of pouches by air messenger 66..
Total number of motor messenger miles travelled .27182

5O6

Seotion II - Supply

At the beginning of may Third U.S. Army. Signal Depot Number 18 was
located at OFFEBACH (M 76), Germany and'Number 20 at FISCHBACH (T.31),
The combat forces had driven southeast along the Czech border to LINZ "
(V 88),Austria and beyond. The mission of Third U.S. Army finally
appeared to be over. It was then that a permanent depot for occupation
operation was planned. This was to be placed in the NORNBERG (0 o)
Area and a suitable location was found at SCHWABACH (T 38), Germany

.which was to be established as Number 22. However, before shipment,
could be made to this occupation depot, Third U.S. Army was given the.
additional mission of driving into Czeohloslovakia into the last remain-
ing German force. It was then found necessary to establish an advance
depot on the Czech-German border at POSCHE1RIED (U 95), Germany, This
was to be. Depot Number.21. This depot was established and before it
oould be resupplied the unconditional surrender-was announced.

The War in Erope was now over and the supplies and equipment on
hand were to be collected into the occupation depots. All advance
.depots and rear depots were immediately closed out and shipped into the.

two depots in the NORNBERG (0 40) area, Numbers 20 and 22. There was
still a sizeable backlog of some 200*rail oars outstanding and had the
war not ended when it did, additional air shipments of wire and spiral-
four would have been necessary.

During the first eight days"of May, the Signal.Repir Compnies.
were in the process of setting up for operation in SCHW&BACH,(T 38).
The wire pick-up teams wereengaged in oleaning up the 'northern Army, -
and Corps axis and a sizeable quantity of spiral-four cable was picked
up. and serviced.

Captured w armaterial dumps'were being guardsd and inspeted as

they ',were found, No inventory was taken because the primary mission
was the supply of our troops and o' personnel could be .pared for such
iqventoriese. However, plans ere being made for an invotory and
collection of all Orman war material in the days following the cessa-
tion of hostilities.

During this eight-day period, a total of 3038 miles of wire, W-1O-.
B was consumed for a daily average of 380 miles. Spiral-four issues.
totalled, 879. mIles

1.. Throughout the operation eighteen officers were on duty in the
Signal Section with:from one to three officers attached during short
periods. These numbers yere inadequate as evidenced by the long work-
ing hours necessary for:the proper completion of assigned tasks, This
was especially true in the Administrative, Communicatiop, Signal In-
telligence, and Supply Subsections. During a fast-moving operation, the
.signal Section must operate on a tvwnty-four hour basis.

2. Signal communication planning and maintenance of records pro-
vide only a portion of the duties of officers .of the Army SignalSec-3 

I
-tion.,, All Signal Staff Officers must make frequent visits to various
subordinate units and installations to check upon the execution of
:assigned tasks. These visits cannot be delegated to officers of
assigned Signal' Corps units.

3. All enlisted members of the Army Signal Section must possess,
knowledge and techniques far in excess of normal clerical and adminis-
trative requirements. They must often function as junior officers and
must be familiar with all operational details of the Signal Corps.
troops operating under the Army Signal Officer..

4. Under fast-moving combat ;conditions which result in a shortage
of rail and motor transport, field wire and cable is often in short
supply in forward areas, due to low transportation' priorities. As e
result, wire and cable recovery and rehabilitation must be stressed.,
This recovery is often impossible when wire teams are being worked to
full capacity to extend wire axes in rear of advancing troops.,
Additional wire recovery and wire servicing teams are required under
such conditions.

5. The guarding of VHF radio relay terminals and repeater sites,
" wire repeater stations, CW radio center locations, and overrun enemy
signal installations provided a major problem throughout the campaign,
Neoessary guards were usually difficult, if not impossible to obtain
since the Military Police and other security units were committed in
many places over an extensive area.

6. ,During periods of long and frequent Signal Depot displacements,
aminimum of one uartermaster Truck Company.was always needed by the
Signal Supply Officer.- The Signal Depot frequently moved to points in
advance of railroad rehabilitation and motor trucks provided the only
means for movement of signal supplies and equipment. In addition trucks
were needed for the establishment of advance signal distribution points
and for the colleotion of captured signal supplies and equipment.

7. In theestablishment of initial command post installations,
.some confusion resulted, due to lack of olearly-defined functions and
Jurisdiction of the operation and-construction troops. This confusion'
was eliminated by the issuance ofa signal circular which outlined the
functions and duties of the Chief Switchboard Operator, the Wire Chief,
the Wirehead Chief, and Maintenance Team Chiefs. All of this :personnel
was placed under a Wire Operation Officer in the signal Center for
'oordination and supervision.

.. One signal operation battalion and two signal construction
battalions, indicated in T/O & E 200-1 as normal organic troops, are

:.inadequate to meet the demands of the Army Signal Servioe during a.
rapid advance. .In order to maintain a minimum level of wire oommuni-
cation facilities, these troops must be employed far beyond normal work-
ing hours.

9. 'The principles set forth in P 24-5 are-sound and must be
applied forcefully during.the training period. This applies even to
a'greater degree to reinforcements who join Signal Corps units during
.ombat During the later phases of combat, there were numeros in-
standes where troops failed to apply such fundamental techniques in
maki.ngfield wire splices, servicing messages for transmission, tuning
radio transmitters, giving first echelon maintenance to power units,
etc.,

10. As the Army advanoed, the wore system constructed by Third.
Army troops was-taken over in whole or in part, by the Army Group or the
Advanoe.Section Communications Zone. This, to a large extent, was sim-
ilar to!the method by whioh-the Army took over the Corps comuniotiona
systems as the , Corps moved forward, However, Army assisted in the coos-

1. The associated Tactical Air Comand did not possess. signal
troops of the proper quantity and type to maintain a wire axis of its
own behind a rapidly advancing Army. Therefore the Army had to usually
provide wire channels to supporting Air units from the limited number
available..

12. A pool of trained OW radio, VHF radio relay, switchboard oper-
ation, cable splicing, and wire construction teams, as organized and,
equipped by T0 & E 11-500 must be available and under the direct'
command of the Army Signal Officer. Yen the need'for such teams de-
velops, there is insufficient time to assemble the required personnel,

-3quipment, and vehicles from other sources.

13. Signal Corps troops do not possess as organic equipment weap-
ons of the proper type for anti-aircraft defense and close-in defense
of bivouacs and installations. As a result it was necessary to-acquire
machine guns and mounts on a project or loan basis after entry into':
combat.

1I., During initial combat operations, wire oommunication service
was often disrupted-by sudden displacements: of'Corps Command Posts to
points where no wire circuits had been installed. , Displacements were
also made: to_-areas before VHF radio. relay equipment had been moved and
placed in operation.

15. Training received by signal troops in the United States was
largely concernedwith commnication networks for use at division level,
Personnel were not familiar with the installation, rehabilitation,-
maintenance, and operation of large fixed installations and comnercial
equipment. Army signal troops require a high degree of technical skill
and commercial communications experience in special fields.

16. In general, T/BA and/or T/E equipment'of the, operation and,
construction battalions is inadequate for their mission as Army troops.
It is necessary to supplement such equipment with project material and
sloe. The project equipment is rarely available at the outset of the
o~empaign in which it is to be used. This imposes undue hardships on
the Signal troops, and materially curtails communioations.

17. In order to plan 'and construct communications forward along
.the Army axis, and to be prepared for CP displacements, it is imper-
ative, that a1 officers of the Communication Subsection be kept fully
informed regarding proposed tactical operations and probable locations
of CP's. .

18. Full exploitation of existing facilities was impossible be-
cause wire reconnaissance personnel were not available in the Communi-
cation Section. A minimum of two wire reconnaissance officers is
necessary in order to properly plan the re-use of such military or
commercial lines as are available.

19. All wire lines must be installed so as to require the least
possible maintenance. All wire should be kept off the ground and sub-
stantially supported. Spiral-four cable cannot be treated like field
wire. , It must be carefully handled and should never be laid on the
ground. Spiral-four should be suspended on messenger wire. Each see-
tion should be tested for continuity and electrical characteristics as
it is placed. Couplings should be supported so as to be readily access-
ibhe for test. Cable should be supported in such a manner as to
eiiminate tune possoo.Lity or abrasion against trees and buildings. It
is important that cable. connectors be kept clean and dry. The proper
construction of spiral-four circuits requires time. They cannot be
hastily installed and expected to stay in service. Trouble-free cir-
cuits are attained only through careful installation. initial readings
of capacitance and resistance should be made when the circuit is eom-
pleted. These will prove valuable for future maintenance of the cir-
cuits.

cu. At least one wire team should be stationed at repeater sta-
tions on wire or cale routes to maintain the circuits passing through'
the station. Repeater stations should also be provided ivith an ER-65
test set to locate troubles. A standard operating procedure is neces-
sary for the installation, operation and maintenance of carrier and re-
peatered circuits.

21. The attachment of Army Construction troops to each Corps to
extend the Army-Corps axis results in more rapid establishment and more
effective maintenance of such circuits. In past operations a oonstruo.
tion platoon was attached to each Corps. This proved inadequate in

fast moving tactical situations.

2. All Signal and Communication personnel must be trained and
equipped to perform mine detection and removal.
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23. Army Signal Construction troops must be responsible for the
construction and maintenane of trunk lines. This requires that per-
sonnel of the oonstruotion battalions be trained to operate constru'-
tion centers and test equipment. Local testing is handled-by the Oper-
ation Battalion Wire Chief. Toll testing is handled by the personnel
at the .Construction Cnter, often called the wirehead.,

&24. The TC-10 Switchboard is an inadequate substitute for a rugged,
van-mounted multiple switchboard of. oomeroial design. A switchboard
similar to the estern Electric company's Number 12M, arranged for 300
local-trunk circuits on a fcur-panel.multiple basis and capable of ex-
pansion to six, eight.or ten positions would greatly improve Army
!cosmunioations.

25. Liaison Officers from the Army Signal Service to eachoorps
are a vitally important link in the communication system. Platoon

oleders crCompany Commanders of Army constructiontroops attached to.
each corps performed this function in an outstanding manner. It is
felt, however, that the officer assigned to such duty should be of f ield
grade.. H could .supervise the activities of. all.Army Signal troops
working with corps,. such as radio relay teams, carrier teams and con--
struction personnel.

26. Construotion Liaison Officers from Army Group and Communication
Zone should be furnished to Army, together.with Army Group or CommunI-
cation Zone Construction personnel, in order to extend Army Group - -Army
circuits.

27. The Air Liaison Squadron should normally be assigned to the-..
Army Signal Officer as a part of his operating persponnel. Air Messenger
Service is-an essential'part of the Army communication system and should
not be divorced from it. It is necessary, however, to.have an Air Oper-.
ation Officer assigned to the Communication Subsection in order to
supervise the.allocation of planes,.

8. A Radio CW Net is not oapable of handling large amounts of
traffic. All CW Radio Circuits between Army and Corps Headquarters
should be.point to point.

29. The available CW Radio frequencies are so few that shifts of
frequencies within units are almost impossible. Under such conditions
the employment of daily changing code signs is of little or no security
value. The, employment of such da$ ly changing code signs with their
attendant limited distribution of column sequence charts, code sign
books and row registers make it impossible for message center routing.
clerks and radio operators to relay traffic without deciphering it in
order to determine the proper addressee.

30. At least six vehicuiar radio sets and operators should be kept
available at all times for dispatch on special missions. "

31.. All CW Radio operators should be treined in the .selection of
desirable transmitting and receiving sites and must understand the

.theory and construction of antennae.

32. The selection and allocation of radio and radar sites within
the Army area must be controlled by the Army Signal Officer.,

33, The use of an Army S01 item to. assign frequencies is entirely.
too slow. Assignments and changes should be made by the use of messages
dispatched by teletype or messenger, with cofirmation by the usual
SOl item.

34.
, 
'There are too many different types and sizes of radio-sets,

which materially complicates supply, repair and frequency allocation.
It is felt that standardization of FM and AM Radio Sets into three or
four groups would materially reduce supply and maintenance problems,

35. The present number of messenger personnel, in the Signal Oper-
ation Battalion is inadequate. Personnel equivalent to a motor messen-
ger company is necessary in order to perform the gruelling twenty-four
hour'a day, seven day a week stint required by the modern field army in
a rapid advance.

36. The provision of.direct tape relay full duplex teletypewriter
circuits between Army and each corps, in addition to circuits on the
w letype switchbqard, facilitates he harslling of traffic. This is tru
.particularly

i 
in multiple address and'bcok messages. Standard Aoan Tape

Relay Procedure is employed.

37. The most stable teletypewriter circuits were found to be those
operating on carrier channels.

38. The CF-l carrier system has proven to be rugged and adaptable
'for corps and army use, Providing exoellentspeech circuits on both
epiral-fcur cable and VHF equipment. Ample provision'should be mde. in
projects so that carrier terminals 'ma, be prov ided down toanicldg

39., The rear echelon has signal ommuncation problems just as
pressing and sometimes even more complex than those of the forward.ech-
elon. It is imperative that additional communication cffioers. andmen
be provided from the Communication Subsection to adequately meet the
communications 'requirements .Of the rear echelon. The Communication
Subsection in general is undermanned to perform the important task of
directing the Army communication system. All of the officers of the
section have generally operated on a seven-day week and sixteen-hour
day throughout this operation. The -Table of Organization should pro-
vide for additional personnel tosupervise communication on a tventy-
four hour basis..

40. Radio Intelligence agencies should be centralized under one
headquarters, preferrably at. Army Group,.and units detached to Arm vand
Corpsfor operational use.

41. G-2 personnel should receive training in'signail intelligence
or an officer. from Signal Intelligence Service should be in the0-2.

-Secion.,

.42. Direction Finding equipment should be more sensitive and aoc-
urate than that now'in use. All direction finding personnel should be
trained for radio control of direction finding.

43. , Call signs and Irequenoy. changes' should take place simulta-
neously. Changing one without changing the other decreases signal
security.

L 4. 'Acentral agency should be created in the War Departent .
.charged with the responsibilities and equipped to execute the functions..
enumerated below:

a. Standardization, unification, and thorough dissemination
of security and procedure regulations which are adequate for employment
by both high echelon and combat unit radio nets, to include investiga-
tion and employment of the opinions.of radio operators who have..oper-.
ated in 'combat units.

b. NMonitoring of one-fourth of the radio nets of the units in
its command simultaneously, including analysis of logs and submission
of detailed reports of both transmission security and net operating
efficiency to the units concerned.•.

c. Thorough investigation of all infractions of.regulations.."

d. Thoroughly acquainting operators with the capabilities and
limitations of, signal intelligence agencies, to include-oryptanalysis,
traffic analysis, and direction finding.

e. Establishment of unit self-monitoring, to include checking
of the'units' reports and the effectiveness of corrective action taken
by :the unit to prevent recurrence of violations.

f. Liaison with unit G-3's and S-3's to coordinate operations
and security for future plans and operations..

g. Direct contact with local radio counter-measure organiza-
tions for mutual exchange of information and close coordination of
operatlons.

45. Without a central, authoritative agency to direct and maintain
security, transmission security will be so inconsistent as to be more a
hindrance, than an asset to operations.

46. Captured signal documents must be handled with utmost speed at
all echelons in order to obtain maximum results, A channel must be set
up for their expedient handling, preferably special messenger .service
furnished by signal intelligence agencies at Corps, Army and Army Group
levels.

47. Interrogation of P's can be very helpful with regard to
3ounter-signal intelligence, in obtaining intelligeneof value re-
garding enemy codes and ciphers, and in helping to identify.otherwise
meaningless captured documents..

.8. Army headquarters requires a minimum of .eight SIGiB's.

:49. Operators require intensive training in SIGABA operation with-
Au training areas in the States or operational theater before entering
combat, with emphasis placed on the breaking of garbles.

50. The SIGABA should be redesigned to permit the cutting of tape
simultaneously with the printing operation.

51. Each signal organization charged with the operation of SIGIBA's
must have at least one qualified SIGABA maintenance man as a member of
the organization before entering combat.

52. IMobile.SIGABA repair teams should-be readily available to Corpsand Divisions, and should-work from Army level, rather than from Army...
Group level.

5 3.. Armored Divisions should be supplied with a suitable convey-
ance for the transportation of the SIGABA. to avoid rough handling dur-
ing displaoemets..

54. There is'an excessive number of special purpose SIGABA systems
sand tand-by and emergency systems, including strips. The .majority .f

these systems should be withdrawn, as they only increase accountability
records, and take up much-needed space in code'rooms..-.

.55. The principles for preserving- physical security of cryptograph-
io s3rstems are sound and should be continued in effect.

56. Signal-Corps personnel have been'adequately trained in the pro-.
visions of oryptographic security,

57. There is definite need for further training in basic cryptog-
raphy-and security principles for code clerks in Artillery,:Engine..r,
an Anti-Aircraft units, as well as in units within divisions.

58. Suitable and practical map coordinate and low grade codes
should be made available to lower-echelon units, and should beunif rm
throughout the Theater command.

59-. Thepertinent security principles and operating procedures for
.the M-209 Converter should appear in one single publication, which
should be made available to all, units holding this device. Thispub-
lication •should not be changed unle'ss current regulations are prover.
insecure.

.60. The responsibility for. avoiding stereotypes should be vested
in the cryptographic personnel rather than in the originator of the
.message..These should be avoided by. bisection, rather thin by changing
the message.

61. The:Army Operations Battalion should include teams equipped to,
instruct units in combat in cryptographic and transmission security.

62. ignal-units' of this Army suffered continuously-from a shortage
of personnel with thefollowing SS~s:

039'! -Cable Splicer, Telephone and Telegraph
097 - Installer-Repairman, Telephone and Telegraph
187 - Repeaterman, Telephone
237 - Teletypewriter Operator
238- Lineman, Telephone and Telegraph
641 - Field Lineman
650 - Switchboard Operator, Local Battery
766- Radio' Operator, Ligh Speed

776 - Radio Operator, low Speed

.:fO these, the Lineman, Telephone and Telegraph; FieldLineman; Radio
Operator, High Speed; and Radio Operator, Low Speed, were the most
critical specialties. It w9s seldom that the Army and. Corps signal.
units of this Army had their authorized number of these personnel, which'
hindered these units in the performance of their missions.

63. Even though many non-battle casualties were returned to their
parent organizations, many were deferred to other units thereby causxng
training and readjustment problems. This practice resulted In an
additional loss of time which could have been prevented if personnel had
been returned to the organizations from which they were evacuated.

64. All signal units in this Army have received many reinforcements
whose records showed themto be Lineman,. Telephone Land Telegraph; Radio
Operators, High Speed; Radio Operators,. Low Speed, etc,, but who were
not, qualified in these specialties. This condition resulted in the'unit
having to conduct a training program while engaged in operations. If
this training program had been conducted in the C6munication Lone, tio
could have been saved.

65. mny qualified radio operators, high and low speed, were re-
ceived by the signal units of this Army. However, a number of these
men were trained in the Infantry end could not operate the radio sets
SCR-399 and SCR-193. These operatorswere qualified in code speed only.
Personnel who are ear-marked as radio operator reinforcements must .be
trained to operate more than one type of radio.

66. The level of signal -personnel in depots supporting the Third
.U.S. Army during the past operation was not sufficient to meet emer-
genoies. This was especially apparent during the campaign of the.Third
U.S. Army in Germany. Few reinforcements were available during this
period and many units were under-strength. This shortage Qf personnel
seriously hampered the installation and maintenance of communiation
systems.



67. AnEpenyEquipment Intelligqnce Servioe (EEIS)Detachment
should. be assigned or attached to the Army Headquarters during the or-
,ganization and planning stage to insure that EELS activities are prop-
erly understood and provided fos prior to the start of operations, and
to enable the Detachment to establish proper contact with the Army Staff
and units expected to serve under the Army. (EEIS Detachment No.; 8
joined Third U.S. Army in Normandy just prior to the Army's becoming
operational, 25 July 19 4, and while contacts were made as promptly as.
possible, valuable time and equipment was lost-in the early stages)

68. a. EKIS Detachments should include general service personnel
espeoially a stenographer, and a platoon for guards and drivers..

b. Also, a source of additional personnel should exist at--
higher headquarters to be called upon during times of.increasedactivity.

o. In general, at least one forward team consisting of an
officer and enlisted man should be on duty with each corps..

69. a. Throughout most of the campaign on the Continent, no
additional personnel was available to the EEIS Detachment and it was "
necessary for technicians to serve as clerical personnel and drivers.
Further, the olly available guards for equipment was from combat per-
sonnel, which was extremely difficult to obtain.

70. The value of captured enemy equipment to the Service should be
brought home to all troops during the training. period. All personnel
should be taught to report immediately the existence of such equipment
when found. (Much valuable equipment was. lost to the'Service either
because it was not promptly reported to the EEIS or because it was
destroyed-prior to. our arrival).

71. A suitable channel for prompt evacuation of enemy equipment
-having intelligence value should be well established by higher head-
quarters prior to operations. (During.the earlypart of operations on
the Continent, definite channels for the evacuation of enemy equipment
having intelligence value were not'fully understood. The EElS Detach-
ment actually made contact with Advance -Section Communications Zone
and Army depots, outlining the mission of EEIS and explained to them
their mission concerning the evacuation of equipment. In many cases,
such shipments were eithei delayed or lost in transit. In March 1945
a system was set up by SHAEF, directing evacuation by express train to
Paris. This system of evacuation has proven very satisfactory).

72-. The EEIS Detachment should not be expected .to handle large
quantities of captured equipment classified for utilization, but should
locate and report such equipment to Signal Supply. (In the early stages
of the campaign the ENTS evacuated all captured signal equipment, but
as time progressed It became apparent that the task was too large for
the Detachment, and interfered with the primary mission .of locating and
reporting on new types of equipment).

73. Each Army needs two Signal Repair:Companies.

74.. Signal:Depot Companies need an additional Storage and Issue
section,

.75. ,ASignal Depot Company must have practical training before
entering into.operations.

76. C0mmanding officers and officer personnel must have thorough
training in supply .operations in the field; not .simply training in.ASP
fixed installation operations, ReConmend training in Post, Camp, or
Station Signal Supply Offices where the activity is great,

77. Equipment allocations made by higher headquarters of items
that-are critical in supply must be made throughout the entire operation.

..This issue must bekequitable, with full consideration of the tactical
situation.

78. A requisition made on a.ten-day basiq is satisfactory only
wnen time delay in delivery of supplies to Army is ten days or less.

79. Erroneous or incomplete information must not be furnished
Armies .on supply matters.

80.,The line of' supply from the port to the army passes through
too many hands. It is neoessary that deliveries be ade as directly
as possible, Every effort must be made to reducethe number of inter.
mediate handlings.

81. The Army Signal Supply Section should set up a simple 'set of

catteries, :tubes, spiral-fous-, wire tags as. s~o, aitems are all that.have proven necessaryin forwardduaps.

83. ,VHF and CF carrier equipment, if in adequate supply, should

be issueddown to and including corps, with a basic setup being made

for Army and Corps. Corps changing armies should keep this basic al-

lowance. Additionsto th"s-basic allowance should .be made by army

when necessary and alldwances should be made in Army pool to have,

enough for these issues. However, these additional issues should be

withdrawn when no longer needed or when a Corps leaves Army .

84. Requests for excess communication equipment for tactical units,

i.e., divisions, tank battalions, FA battalions, etc,, are not adequate-

ly screened. All requests, whether necessary or debired items ultii

ately end in the Signal Supply Office for action and determination of

the issue. Analysis of 'the basic nets, employment and proposed use,

limitations of the equipment, and adaptability of other equipment are

nearly always made by the Signal-Supply Officer. This campaign has.,-''

seen the Signal Supply Officer acting as assistant -engineer and research

agent on all communication problems of divisions and lower units which

are accompanied With requests for additional and excess equipment.

85. Transportation, as much asthe availability of equipment, has

been the bottleneck of signal supply, At least one Quartermaster:Truck

Company should be assigned for the exclusive use of the Signl supply

.ffice. .

86. The Sigml Depot Company should have three each Crane, Vehiou-

lar, (Engineer Equipment) on T/O and E.

87. Ten each Trailers, C-2(Ordnance)_ 12ton capacity, with five

each tractors, 4.x 5, are needed for the"Signal Depot Companies.

88. Recommend the elimination of the radio and-radar repair seo-

tions of:the Signl Depot Company and the reinforcement of the Signal
Repair Company by the same personnel.

89, Radar supply and spare parts must be removed from the re-sponsi-

bility of the Signal Depot Company. It has been foundnecessary to

establish a separate section for these under
•
the supervision and !oper-

ation of trained personnel of-the .Signal Repair Company.

90.Army signal depots should not be required.to carry pole line

material, but arrangements should be made to have an adequate amount

to meet any Army needs in Communications Zone depots, near the Army.'

rear, to be made available on call of Army.

91. Army should be set up with at least one construction company

for the sole purpose of picking up spiral-four cable and field wire in

the Army rear areas. This organization Should have messing facilities
for at least three groups.

92. The Army Signal Supply Section doe not have sufficient of-

ficer personnelto efficiently handle the personal attention to Corps

and Divisions on requirements., Signal.Supply Section should be aug..
mented by two officers.

93. The Signal Depot Company should be provided with fifteen each

K-35 trailers or semi-vans for transporting small items, used in setting
up advanced mobile depots..

"9I.. oess authorization should be made and approved by the theater,
and issued to all units prior. to theirL assignment to the Army. Any

_additional excess for specific operations should be made when necessary

by the Army, but should be withdrawn when no longer needed or when the

unit leaves that particular Army.,

95. The Army Signal Section, as organized in the latest edition of

T/O &E 200-1, provides sufficient officer personnel for normal opera-
tions. Special types of operations will require:augmentation. as
recommended by the Signal officer.

96. The present T/O, dated 26 October 1944, of the Army Signal

1ection provides only forty-six enlisted men, This numifer is insuffi-.

aient. It is recommended that six additional enlisted men be included

in the Army Signal Section.

97. One wire recovery battalion, consisting of one wire servioipg

company and two wire recovery.companies should be included among the

signal troops organically assigned to an Army.

98. One guard company should be assigned to the' signal troops of

an Army to guard VHF'radio relay terminals, radio-and wire repeater

stations, :and overrun enemy signal installations.

attalion Headquarters should be assigned te an Army to handle simiLaPratters for-the numerous separate companies.

100. One Quartermaster Truck Company should be assigned to duty with
he Army Signal Section.at '.all times.

101.Two Signal Operation Battalions and three Signal Construction
attalions should be assigned to the Army:as normal organic troops,.
his willl insure the availability of required troops without the con-
tant danger of having these troops removed, from the Army on short
iotice by higher:echelons.

102. Signal Corps enlisted reinforcements who join signal units
uringcombat must have completed a minimum of twenty-six weeks of in-
Lividual and -specialist training. The completion of.this training could
ie accomplished in the theater provided a proper administrative and
raining organization were set up for this purpose.

.103. Both the Army Group ani Communications Zone should be .repre-
sented at Army Headquarters by competent signal liaison officers. of
wide experience and technical background.

1040. A minimum of Signal Construction Company should-be maintained
Ln the vicinity of Army Forward Echelon at all times by the Army Group
.n order :to extend the Army Group wire axis forward behind successive
lisplacements of the Army Forward Echelon Command Post.

105. One Composite Signal Battalion, containing cellular teams as
listed in T E & 11-500,.Should be. assigned to the Army as an organic
mm. This battalion should contain CW radio, VHF radio relay, switch-,
oard operating, cable splicing, and wire construction teams.

106. All Army signal troops should possess as organical equipment a
suitable number of machine "guns and associated mounts to permit proper
AA defense and close in defense of bivouacs' and other'installations.

07. Boards of officers consisting of experienced officers of signal
operation and construction battalions, should be convened in each the-
ater with the mission of preparing fully adequate T/6& E's for their
respective units. The recommendations for each theater should then be
studied and consolidated by the War Department in order to prepare T/O
& N's which are fully adequate to meet normal operating conditions.

108. A chapter covering the approved methods of installing spiral-
four cable circuits should be included'in the next revision of F-25,
"Signal communication".

109. A technical-manual covering the operation of construction cen,
ters and associated test equipment should be prepared and issued by the
-ar Department.

110. A rugged multiple switchboard of commercial design, similar to
Western Electio Company No. 12-, and arranged for 300 local-trunk cir-
cuit s on a four-panel1 multiple basis, and capable of operation to 6, 0,
r 10 :positions should be designed and. adopted as stadard equipment
for the Signal Operation Battalion.

l.l One Air Liaison Squadron should be assigned under the juris-
diction of the Army Signal -officer as a part of the Army signal oommuni-
cation troops.

1 12. The procedure for changing radio call signs and shifting radio
frequencies for security purposes should be revised in order to insure
simplicityin its design.

113. The number and types of radio sets allotted to ground force.
units should be reduced and sets •should be so designed as .'to permit
their use by several different arms cio the service.
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Master of. ceremonies of 'M.I. Jamboree", 3rd
Special Service Company's soldier show entertains
several hundred soldiers "Somewhere in France".
Acts and routines were changed completely when
the majority of the troops being serviced by the
.company had seen the performance.

,Movies: In the UNITED KINGDOM. Third U.S. Army troops were
..erviced for movies by the 35th Special Service Company, which sent out
twenty movie teams. This company was used also as-a medium of film
exchange for troops..

Day Rooms: Recreation centers or day rooms were set up for
officers and enlisted man in areas down to. and including division. 4Day
rooms provided the soldier with facilities for reading, writing, listm-
ing to radio and playing small games.

Expeditionary Force Messages: The Special Service Sections
down to and including regiments and separate battalions handled. Expedi-

. tionary Force Messages, pre-composed cablegrams to United States.

Recreation In Towns and Cities: American Red Cross Clubs
were organized in localities near Army camps and usually consisted of a

reading room, game room, snack bar, radio and showers. Due to the
rationing of food and the type of service received in local restau- :-

rants, the clubs provided the only place where a soldier on pass or fur-
lough could secure food.

Supply:.. Throughout the Third U.S. Army.'s ,stay in the UNITE)
•KINGDOM, -the Special Service Section distributed ,,000 "A" (Athletic.
supplies) and "B" (Radio, phonograph, books) Kits plus bulk athletic

equipment. All units were supplied including the divisions .that had.
to be re-equipped after being stripped of all athletic and recreational
equipment before leaving UNITED STATES.

CHAPTER 2
PRE-OPERATIONAL ON CONTINENT

Movies: A film library of 365films was set up, with 'troops
abletb dra j s at nine points - Army and Corps Special. 7Service
Headquarters and the Special Service Companies attached to these head-
quarters.,

Red ross Suvlies: Red Cross Field Directors drew- their
initial supplies from the Army Quartermaster and surplus post exchange.
supplies., These included, such items as comfort articles, stationery
and cigarettes. Resupply was arranged through Quartermaster depots.

special erviceSuplies: The. :30-day initialsupolyo the
Special Service Division was phased-in four'iections.- Motion picture'

'pro .j 6ectors, 2* KW. generators end blocks ,,of twenty films every. seven
days . orthe- first four.weeks were received without loss by tts s acticn.
The.eqipment was turned over'to Corps for service to Divisions....With.
the establishment of the filalibrary and the distribution of Supplies,
.Special Service of Third.U. S. ArMy was capable of showing 200mo.vies
simultaneously.

Special Service Companies: Before Third U.. S. Army became.

operational on the Continent, three. Special Service Companiesa were.
attached to Corps. The 35th Special Service Company was attached to

VIII Corps, 26th Special Service Company to XV.Corps, 4th Special Serv-.
ice Company to XII Corps and. 30th Special Service Company to XX Corps,

The, companies .are composed of four platoons with a personnel of five
..officers -and one-hundred and nine enlisted men complete with.. self-
sustaining household facilities., Planned operations called for use of
the companies in two phases: First, to service field and.evacuation.
hospitals with movie, amateur shows and orchestra concets in the after-,

.... noons ; - second, to. furnish the. same service for troops of this command
.:in the rear and rest areas in the evenings.,

.General:' American Red CrossField Directors,'working in con-
junction with Special Service Officers and Red.Cross women hospital.
workers, were already functioning before actual-operations and-per-.
formingtheir. duties in an excellent'manner.

CHAPTER 3
AUGUST OPERATIONS

During. August, the Special Service Section adapted its activ-
ities ,to the demands of a wide and fluid front.. Pick-up of supplieswas
kept at a minitm because of rapid and constant-movemnt of headquarters
and because there was no great demand for bulky equipment.

Movie service to all units constituted one of the chiet activ-
ities for this period. The 3rd Special Service Company was attached to
Third U. S. Army Special Service" Section and with the other companies
already in the Army provided all troops with a steady flow of pictures.

. Early in August this section received three prints of the film "Casa-
nova Brown,, and immediately distributed them to Corps. for a world pre-

miere -showing. *Weekly issues of new films were received and placed in
existing libraries.

Two emergency situations, typical of the type ofcampai
which arose and were successfully handled were as follows:

'(1) The 79th Infantry Division was pulled out of the line

for a short. time and received prompt entertainment service from the
26th Special Service Company.. This company sent all four platoons and

every projector to the Division. Pictures were shown from 0800 to mid-
night, and in one day the entire Division had the opportunity to see a
msovie., During one showing the barn being used as a .theater came under
enemy shell-fire.

(2) A Ge man hospital at 5( 5) containing over 500
wounded American soldiers was captured and the patients turned over to
the 35th Evacuation Hospital. This section dispatched a group to the

hospital to service these soldiers, many of whom had been captured on
D-Day, *with "Stars and'Stripes", books, cigarettes andmovies. Many of.
the divisions then on the Continent and the Air Force were'.represented

in this group.. The 35th Evacuation Hospital had on hand radios, small
games, council books and 3,000 cartons of cigarettes supplied it by
Special Service Section with which to meet this. emergency.

Late in August, Red Cross Clubmobiles and Cinemobiles were.

attached to. Corps and ThirdU. S' Army Special Service Sections. The
_Clubmobiles went immediately to work servicing the troops with dough-
nuts and coffee. Cinemobiles showed movies in the field.

On 31 August 45s, all Corps and attached Special Service Com-

panies were directed to submit weekly reports of their activities with
particular.emphasis on-envies,

CHAPTER 4SEPTEMBER OPERATIONS

ptember, an extensive program:of United Service Organis-
ertainment, prevented by the speed and mobility of the
August,-was undertaken for Third U.S, Arm. troops. The
by this office* and :sent immdiately to frontline troops

a" (B

Third U. S. Army Special. Service policy in regard toUnitedService Organization shows was -to send "big name" stars directly to 0-
bat divisions,, including Combat Engineers and. Field Artillery. Rear,
area troops were given shows at the completion of the tour only if time

permitted.
In this period the Army Exchange Officer began stockingQuar-

termaster resale supplies for-issue to Combat units. The Army Eachenge
.SerVice also supervised -the campaign for Christmas.Gift Orders of all
Third U. S. Army units on the Continent.

To insure coverage of all troops with the outstandinglypop-
ular publications "Stars and Stripes" and "Yank", the ThirdU.S. A-SoArmy
Special Service Officer instituted the following plan with the cooper-
ation of.the publishing officials:

(1) Copies of "Stars and Stripes" were delivered to Corps
Special Service offices and there picked up by Divisions,0:-. The balance

of Corps troops received the paper through their Army Post Office.

(2) Army troops, with the exception of Army Headquarters,
received ."Stars and Stripes" through their Army Post Office. Headquar-
ters copies were delivered diredt to the Special Service Section.

(3) Sixytouad"ank" magazines* were picked up at Paris.

and ,distributed to.'Corpss, then picked. up by Divisions.. Later issues
were distributed in the same6 manner as "Stars and Stripes".

In the last half of September. the 3rd Special Service Com-.
pany accomplished two emergency missions.

From 14th to 16th .September, six movie teams ,and the company,
orchestra, accompanied by two officers, bivouaced I with Combat.Command
"B", 6th Armored Division, ion its way to a new sector. The teams shomed
several films daily,, and the orchestra provided live entertaiment

The
.
sa

me 
service was rendered to the 83rd Infantry Division

on its move from the Brittany Peninsula to the Western Front during .the
period 25 September to 3 October.

The first large shipment of: radios was received by: this office
on'17-September.:, Seven hundred sets were distributed to Divisions,

Corps and Armyunits. Every hospital received from five to eight radich
for use 'in the wards.

3rd Special Service Company' s "Jive Bombers".
provide some fast music between acts at a U.SO.
show, Similar "swing" .units in-each Special Serv-
ice Company played with company and U.SO. shows
throughout the campaign and proved very popular

with troops,



TIONS

Typical of the installations set up for entertainment was the

"Garrison Theatre", seating capacity 12D0, in the Rear. Echelon areao
f:

Am Headquarters.%Both moviea nd.live. entertainment-were shown here. -

To meet increased requirements, twoallocations of. athletic

a Indrecreational supliese were :hauled from REIMS and LONGUEVILLE to

Amy Headquarters, 'This equipment. including such items as playing

cards, council. books, "A i and- "B" Kits,- bulk athletic •-goods, records

and phonographs, was broken dan.to Corps and distributed to.troops.

An additional 54 oSpecial Service radios were picked up in
Paris and given the usual distribution.-:.

On. 17 Octobr, Malene Dietrich arrived -for a* nine week- tour.

am.ngArmy troops. .MIs Dietrich was sent immediately to f.ront-line
Diviaions.

From24 October to I-November"45, six movie teams froma3rd

special Service Company,: complete with supplies of athletic equipment,

booke and games, were sent to the 79th Infantry Division, pulled back
for a rest period.

On 25 October .a Red Cross "Donut Dugout" was opened in:. NANCY

(U 81),through the combined cooperation of the Thitd U.S Army Special
Service Office ,' -III Corps Special Service Officer, Clubobile "K" and

.Clubebile "L" , The recreational equipment for thisclub was furnished
by the Special ervice Sections of XII Corps and Third U, S. 4my.

,CHAPTER 6
NOVEMBER OPERATIONS

Distributing supplies, routing.USO Camp Shows and .insuring
steady supply of entertainment film were the chief activities of the
section during Novieaber.

Radios, gams, athletic eqipment and books and magaines
were distributed to Army troops through both the section and the 3rd
Special Service Company supply rooe .

The following USO Camp Shows were obtained and released to tim
units indicated during the month: Ruth Aarones world champion-ping-pong
player(XII Corps);."Evans Faily" (1 CcrpsS; "Fve.Pipe a" A. Drip"

(Third U. S. Ary)., Shows presented at the Garrison Theatre throughout.
the month were Marlene Dietrich., "Evans Family"., and "Revue of the -
'Century.

In addtion to the regular supply of films, three prints of

the picture "Conflict", starring Humphrey Bogartwere obtained to be
shown as world premieres. These prints were loanedto the 5th Infantry

Division, 6th. Arnred, Divieion and 35th Infantry Division Special Se rv-.
ice Sections .who.shod thea to. enthusiastic audiences a short distance
behind the front lines. Film supply was satisfactory during the snoth.

Onp 24 N"ovebr, the 328rd Signal -Service 4 Detachment set up
with this Hesdqar .ter$ for the purpose of servicing, repairing a=n ex-

changing 0tion' pi0ture projotorse Alibr of training films :waa
m .... Omin4".e.. ee"otint-leened.. theload

inal p~ans for aetting up-similar installations'in' macn u orps ofthae1Ay wee temporarily suspended by the change in the tactical ,ituation ;
llater in the mnth.

The Center .was .. opened..on 5 December ith the assistance 6nd

supervision :of theSpecial-ServiceSection, ThirdU. So Army. During

the month '1064, enlisted men and 89 officers enjoyed .the. advantages of

the Centers. Men were- brought+ directly from combat for .a'*fourd
period,; given •showers and. a. complete .change of clothi#g d a pass. to

town daily. There was no work .. or training for-any e of thje soldiers.
The NANCY Thermal Baths and Swimming Pool, adjoining the! :Rest Center
building were given "over to the returning troops.-

Entertainment conducted directly1,by this section..included the

operation of. the -Bspire Teat er ,(next dcor to NANCY Red.CrossCu)
diyevies tth aso Theatre and presentation of,*the following

USC Camp Shows .at the Garrison Theatre t "Five. Pips ndA Drip"f(1 ec)
and big league baseball. players Kel Ott, .Dutch"LendFrank Friach.

and "Bucky" Walters (24 Dc).u Both shows werelater sent to.Xi Corps

TheGrace Drysdale show wassent to III Corps on 15 Dcer. .Ashows

which played at Headquarters weare alsopresented at the NANCY Red Cross

Club.

A new entertainment feature, "Jeep Shows"consisting of three

man s "oldierlteams 2wasrecei.ved andthree teams were sent to each Corps.

,The unitsawere attached-for a perid of :a onth. Theywere made up of

the -most talented soldiers available in the United States nd. were

designedto get entertainment to small units thatwere notolargeqenough
,to warrant the scheduling of USO Shows

The teams were equipped witha jeepand, trailer and for the

teat part had singers and musiciansforeintertainers. General reaction
to the shows wasexcellent.

Film-supply during the mennth-was satisfactory and one world:

premiere., "Saratoga Trunk",, starring Gary Ccoper was presekited to the

4th. Armored and.90th Infantry Divisions$

Two surveys were initiated by. the section todetermine the

number of motion picture films and projectors in the Third Ue S. Army

and to.,ascertain the availability of 35M theaters in the months to-.
,come.

.,The 3rd Special Service Company sent :out" 14 vie teamto.

Army divisions in the week, 11-18 December to supplement service already
being given: by Corps. The teams went to the 26thInfantry Division
andp'the 4th and.6thoArered Divisaiona showin to approximately, 60,00

troops.

.:To meet an emergency caused by the change inthe tactical
situation in rthe middle of the m snth, fifteen tons of supplies were

irequiitioned and shipped to Third U.S. Amy Diviions operating in the

"Boatogne Bulge" area. The supplies were to make up battle losses and

to meet the extra demandson Special Service caused by the aituation.

..On 2? December,. the 3rd Special Service Companyattached to

Third U. s. Army Headquarters was reattachad to m.Corps

A system of service 'by geographical locations was set up,
pepitting any, unit to. go to the nearest Corps Special, Service Company
to arrange envieu d oshows.

Throughoutthe o th perontel , this section arranged we.
erous shows and other f9rma of entertainment at the NANCY Red.Cross
Clu* T one of the outatandina evensse was the rec n. Cof a program, In

los by si"' USO- 0

to thenearest,.CorpsSpecial servie.. e.ion.. scn.euu o -p, ,. ;.Shows" or USO entertainment. Thisarrangement was made -to obtainm
-

xi
MUM.m. u ofIthe tourSpecial ServicenCompanesat.tached to Corps. Army
troops continued to draw their supplies at Army Hadqarters.

A total f approximately 1,500, trops saw emvies during

theMonth..' One third of this.. number saw pictures shown.by-teams from

the Special. Service Companies. The. balance 'Were sokwn enviesa through
the 1-use :of unit-owned projectors and films.borrowed from. libraries
operated by Corps and Army Headquarters.

On ll January front-line troope. :of the 4thand'35th Infantry

Divisions .saw the" fourth world premiere received by Third U. S. Army:
"Rhapsody In Blue".' Inboth units, shwing

s . 
were held 

-
far enough for-

ward to be within range of enemy artillery. :rly in -the month theaters
operated by the Army Special Service Section at TOUL (U 6]),;NANCY
(U 81 and PONT-A-MUSSON (U 73) were closed, and the fleines Thoate4

ESM..(P 70 ), WIMBOUG opened .forall troops inthe area.

TWo allocations of recreational supplies were received in

January, including such items as public, address syatems, batteri-type
radi., magasines, small amaical instruments, i.phonographe and records.

The supplies were distributed to Corps with instructions to give top
pririty to infantry divisions, particularly on.the battery radios.

On 27 January approximately 20,000 maps of the Pacific and

European battle areas were received from the Information and Educa-
tion Branch of Special and Information Services, 'Eropean Theaterof

Operations. Distribution of these maps was begun immediately, These

colored maps were waterproof making them well suited to tf ld conditions

that had made.previous issues impracticable.,

Coordinating with G-3, the Special Service Section began

•distribution of.-the film "SubJect.Germany"dealing with* the Armyl's

non-fraternization policies. Prints of the fil were loaned out .through

Corps and Ari
p
y libraries starting 28 January. By theend-of the month

.the-schedule was well under way.

One of the most popular entertainment features ever presented

through Special'Service, the "Jeep Shows", left Third.U.S. Armny on 17.

:January • for duty with the First U. S. Army. These two and three man
.units of soldier entertainers played to approximately 100,000 troops in.
isolated areas in the period 31 December. to 17 January. They went to

relief camps, gun positions and reserve positions with attendance at

the performances varying from 100 to 700 and in all cases received an

..enthusiastic reception. With few exceptions, the shows were given for-
'ward of regimental command posts and in a'few instances in towns not

completely taken by our troops. The success of these shows prompted a
recommndation from the Army Special Service Officer to Special and

Information Services, European Theater of Operations that four of the

teams be attached to each Special Service.Company.

The rest center operated by 90th Infantry Division outside of

BIIONVILISE( U 88 ) was turned. over to the 94th Infantry Division with
the approvel of the Army Special Service Officer. XX Corps special-
Service Section opened a Corps Artillery rest center in MET ( 85),
with a capacity of 400 on 24 January,

from the Special Service Section, XII Corps, showed4 man and 171 officers from 18 different combat units
In Corps Rest Center, NANCY ( U 81) during the month.



ATIONS.

The opening of several'facilities .for .the entertainment and-,
recreation of troops inthe Luxembourg area was among the outstanding
activities of the Special Serce Section, Third U.S.' Army.

On 5 Febru ray4a large American Red Cross Club wa installed ,
in the former "Casino" in IEBOURG CITY (P-l). Capable of handling.

4,,000 troops dail, the club was, fully equipped by this section with
.radios, phonographs, book,.. maazines and msklgames. A movieteam.
was installed and showed twice daily.

Three weeks later an Officers' Red Cross Club was opened in
the city'and- was similarly equipped with the exception of the. movie'
team. Both clubs gained immediate-popularity with visiting troops.

On ll February a program of movies and USO entertainment was
set up in the Municipal Theater, LUXEBOURG CITY (P41) for all troops.
in or visiting the city. All. arrangements were made Jointly by the

:-Special Service Sectionsof Third U. S. Army and XII'Corps. The ovie
tems operating in the theater were supplied alternately by the 3rd and
4th Special Service Companies.

During the week 21-28 1February, this section opened theBains.-Municipale in LXEIBOURG CITY (P41) This installation had forty eight
.modern shower baths and a 75-foot heated swimming pool and proved an.
outstanding success,

:
. Civilian employees operated the pool and sanitary

conditions were checked by two oldiers su=pped the Medical Setion.
The.. poolandshqwerswere "open aix days.a wek and serviced hundreds of
soldiers daily.

FollowingLthe movement of III Corps to First U.S., Army in the
middle of the month, the 3rd SpecialService Company, formerly attached
to that unit, .was 1 attached to VIII.Corps. This, attachment was - for
administrative-purposes only. The company was used to service.Army
troops. The following week, .however., the company was attached .to First
U.S. Army.

:On 10 February the XII Corps Rest Cnter was moved from NANCY
(U-81) to i160 (P-70), after having served-504 enlisted men and 47 off-
icers inthe first nine days of the month. The center went into opera-
tion again • on 15 February and.ended the month with a total of 1883
enlisted men. and 138 officers having been served. The purpose of the
RestCenter as stated. by a XII Corps letter embodied the principles of
all such installations conducted by units of Third U.S. Army: "The

Rest.Center is intended to provide. rehabilitation, rest and rec-
reation to specially selected personnel of combat units. Preference
will be given to men and officers who, have been actively engaged-in
actual combat, to those most. physically exhausted., and to those hose
mental conditions indicate need for. .release from battle tension. The
Center is not intended to serve as a recreation center for service
troops or troops in rear areas. It isnot'to serve as a substitute.for
medical evacuation although it is felt that timely selection of border-.
line personnel may prevent later evacuation".

inally allocateto it.

The Adjutant General, Third U. S. Armysforwarded:toComand-
ing General, ropean Theater of Operations the plan for showing the
War ..Departnemt film "One Down And Two To Go"previously submitted by
the Special ServiceOfficer... The Ninth Air Force- submitted to this
Headquarters talist of :.their.units for whom service ,was requested in
showin of- this film. when 'releasd.

The.Special.Service Officer. ooniferred during the. month With
two represntatives-of the :War Departments Colonel Frederick 'Warburg
and Dr.Daniel ' A. Poling., prominent t.Protestant- churchman. These_ oon-'
ferecee covered the status of morale within this command.

The chief item of supply received during the month was public
address systems, nine of which were distributed to Corps,

On 26 February, enlisted athletic. technicians from the-4th,
30th and 35th Special Service.Companies ware sent to the Am Athletic
Staff.School'in' PARIS.i for one month's training -in anticipation of the
post-war- athletic. program.

Reports submitted by Special Service Companies andby the
film. library of this section showed that, an average of about' 2,000,000
men a month saw movies in Third U. *S Army. Typical reports, those for.-
the week ending 3 February showed that in four Corps movies were shown
to approximately 146,5O0 troops. Approximately 179,000 saw films bor-
rowed from Special 'Service Companies, 1ibraries. Between 150,000' and
175,,000 saw pictures borrowed. from. the. library of this section. The
grand total for the week approached the 500,000 mark.

i M:arc, the- Special Service Seetion continued: to increame
and. develop existing recreational facilities for the ma.hundreda.of
troops passing through .IAJXBWRG CITY (P-81) on pass. Assisted by
Special Service and Army Exchange, : a mobile exchange unit of Advance
-Section, I Communications Zone established a "G.I. Beer Gardens in the
city. Soldiers stationed outside the city were provided with free, food
iand entertaimant .and beer and soft drinks at a nominal price, This
section furnished magazines, playing cards phonographs,, "Stars and
Stripes" and.. other items, as well as transportation to haul the beer.

To meet the needs of over 500 comIat troops using the LXD-
BOURG ralUroad, station on .pass to PARIS.,. the +seption installed a movie

'projector ,and a public address system in the station. -Alsosupplied
were magazines, books and , newspapers.. Other facilities- continuing m-
cessfully were +the Municipal Shower and Swimming Pool. and the Ameri-
canl Red Cross -Club.

Troop Assignment No. 57, Headquaters- Twlfth: Army' Group*
7 March, attached the..2nd Platoon, 3rd.:Special Service Company to:-this
Headquarters. .This addition made pssible a full programof Special
Service,,in the city and provided more movie service for Amy. units not
possessing projectors,

The fifth moving.picture world premiers shown to.Third U. S.
Army troops, "My Reputation" starring .Barara Stanwyck, was. preseoted
to the-6th Armored, 80th and 90th Infantry Divisions. As in previous
instances, .the premieres were shown-to front-line troops, as far

+ 
for-

ward as military conditions permitted,.

As requested by Headquarters European Theater of Operations,.the Special Service Officer reported that Third U.S. Army: troope had on

hand one hundred (100) 16 millimeter movie projectors. Based on-the
Army strength at that time (4:March). sixty four (64).machineswere re--
quired-and a request .was made for an issue of that number.

In anticipation of thegreat program of athletics to be.begun
after cessation of hostilities int rope, the Special Service Officer-,
of XX Corps was chosen to represent Third U.S. Army"at the first class
of. the-Army Athletic Staff School in Paris.

An. inspecting officer, A, +reported from Headquarters, En-
pean Theater of Operations .on 6. March for an inspection,.tour of Third
U. S. Army' rest and. recreation centers. Among the units visited were,-
the XII and XX Corps Rest Centers, the '5th Infantry and 4th Armpored
Divisions.

On 9 March, a large supply of recreational equipment was
hauled from PARIS and distributed to Corps and Divisions. i-Among the
outstanding items were musical instruments, playing cards, phonograph
records, small games and radios.

The USO Show, "Capers of 1945" reported on 10 March and was
sent to XX Corps. The "Keep 'E Rolling" Show was.. returned from XX
Corps for a short schedule with Army troops before returning to the.
United States. The-Roscoe Ates Show finished its tour with Third U. S,
Armny nd left for Italy.

Reports from Army and Corps Special Service units showed that,
in the last 'three weeks of March, approximately 1,253,000 troops saw.
movies. This was accomplished in 6,049 showings.

Tnwopration of swiigpol wevr ,1be
was an iuotant funqtion of Tird U. S. Ary ,Special
Service ,throughout the campaign. Vernon Grant, famous
illustrator on tour for USO -Camp Shows gives his i.
pression-of a soldier Preparing for a plu e. ..

The American soldier wants his sports anytim ansi
anywhere. Vernon Grant, USO illustrator catches the
spirit "of do or die for old Siwash" in one of the.
sumoroua sketches for which he ie f amus.



The radio..repair section Ho eadquarters was not in a positionto ud.,
any repair Work on these radios.

Upon request of ,the 4th Armored Division, j he Army Special
Service o Officer took immediate steps on8 April to obtain 100 Russian
language guides 'for the use of the Division.. The books were eventually
fflo fromn England and delivered to 4th Armored Division on 21 April.

A large warehouse -full of enemy special service. and post
exchange supplies ,was captured. at WEIMAR -(CO) 'early in April. and
turned. over tb Army by XX Corps A mmg the items found, were musical
instruments , writing paper, souvenirs, phonographs, .needles, ping-pong
equipment, toilet articles and glassware. Larqe amounts' of the sup-

plies were given to -,the Army Exohange Servioe and American Red Cross ,,
and the balance -distributed to l6wer units through.Third U.. S. Army,
Speoial Service Section.

UO Camp Show'activity showed an increase during the month of
April. Marlene Dietrich reported to the Army on 15April and began a..
series of personal appearances in Army Hospitals. Vernon Grant, famous
-artist,. also began a tour of hospitals on 20 April. The "Hocus Pocus

"

revue reported on 28 April and was sent to XII Corps. Notification of
assignment of the "Covert and Reed"

. 
show was received on 25 April. On

an emergency call from the 4th.Armored 1Division, 1 April, the "show
"Capers of 1545" was borrowed fiom XXCorps and sent immediately to* the
Division* * .+.On30 April, the Special Service Officertwrote, Headquarters
European Theater of Operations requesting five (5) additional US0
variety shows for Third U.S. Ary..

On'18 April, the Special, Service Section was notified byd-
vanoe Section, Comimuoation Zone that the May requisition for athletic
and recreational supplies had .been approved and would be forWarded'by.
rdil.,

•On 27 April the Commanding. Officer of theXII Corps' Rest Cen-
ter reoeived a oomendation from the Corps Commander for the operation
and results ofthe qenter.

The Army: Athle tic Staff School_ at: PARIS (SO4) notified. the
Third U.S. Army Special. Service Officer, that 23 officers 'fron this .on-,

sand had successfully completed the course during, the month.

Reports fro Army and, Corps c inema s.ections showed that
1,387,500 troops, saw movies during the. month. This was acomtplished in
4,876 showings.

CHAPTER 12
M.AY OPERATIONS'

n the final week of the mr Third U.S Army: Special Service con-,
Shiefly of the regular. movie USO and soldier-show entertainment.
Lpid movement of all troops prevented the undertaking of any other
anment or reoreational programs. Requisitioned .athletio equip-
'or the- month of May was still enroute from Paris by rail.

:n this period movies were shown to approximately. 600,000 troops.
was aomplished in 698 showings by movie teams of Corps Special
e Companiesand by films loaned to units having their own projeo-

Three (3) new USO Camp Shows reported to the Army between I lay and
A total of fifteen (15) shows were given to approximately 6500

Soldier-show tem from Corps Speoial Service Compaoies played to

imtoeIl11!,000 troops in40 shows.

movies snd Projectors

1. Initial filmsupply: of seventeen. (17) feature for Spec-
ial Service Companies did not take into consideration filmin transit.
The compay .libraries should be increased to thirty four (34) files to
get the'ma

+ :
dmunumber of shows daily.

2. Projector repair kits and spare sets of projector and ex-
citerlawps should. be issued with every projector.

3.Al .Army and Corps Special Seice Sections shouldbe
equipped with their oan projector-repair teams. The present arrange-
ment, with one repair teams for the entire Army is not sufficient,

4. As far as practicable,'combat divisions should be equip-
ped with thesame.make projectors to simplify repair and parts supply.•

5. All projectionists in all units should be licensed after
a technical.test in operation, care and maintenance .of machines, Un--
skilled operation-resulted in too muchdamage to projectors and films.

Special Service Companies

1. Transportation for Special Service Companies proved inad-
equate.: T/E should give a company two (2) additional 2J ton trucks forl.

kitchen and ration requirements. "

2. Skilled personnel of co,(panies were often kept from best
use of their abilities by guard and fatigue details. T/O of a Special
"Servie Company should be incieased by twenty four (24) man to handle.
these details.

3. "Jeep howe", groups of three or four soldier-entestainers,
proved to be the most successful -type of entertainment becauseof
mbility and &ae with hich :they were handled, .These shows should be
Sattached to .companies for operation.-

1. During combat the quickest and moat efficient way of, dis-
tribu~ing supplies to Divisions and Corps troops was thro .ugh Special
Service:Companiese.*

2.Athletic equipment should be issued according to seasonal
conditions to avoid wastage.

3. Supplying uits' with reading material by mailwano
Satisfactory owing-to difficulties with mail during combat. It should
be distributedL through regular supply channes

4. Couunications. Zone base of, Supply was at too great.a
distance as the Amiss moved forward., It should be as near to ArMy

.boundaries as possible. one liaison 'offier from the base of supply
should be with each Army during combat.

5. Buk Special Service splieswrent handled through

Quartermaster Class LE and IV Depots until. after combat. They should
have been-handled through these depots from the start of opertions.

1.Great difficulty was encountered in tryVing to service.
ioated units. Mobile Special aer4ice Sections, should' be established

by patentL organiwations t bring these isolated- tro omvies, th
leticseupplias and libraries.

2. Uise of Special: Service Copeies as housekeeping troop
for rest cen ters negates their purpose. Unskilled troops, should be
used for this detail.

3. Corps and Division Special Service Sections functioned
best when they operated from their forward echelons. Division Special

4. Many emergencies arose duringlulls in combat for. div-
isions. T/0 of Division Special Service Section should be increased to
include four (4) movie teams to. meet these emergencies.

5. Hospitals-cona.stituted a large and important problem for
Special Service. A Special Service Section exclusively for the 30 to
35 hospitals should be set up in each Army to include film librwries,
radio repair, magazines and books, and crafte hobbles.'

6., Reenforemnt Depots had difficulty in keeping contact
with their supplybs,bes. T hey shouldcome iunder Army Special Service
for supplies, live shows aand similar items. Army allotments should be
increased accordingly.

7... Aiding the prevention ofbatle fatigue am theinfn-

try during combat, particularly in the inter-months wa the most im-
portant function of the :Special. Service Section. Provision should be
madE to include in. the Army Special Service Section a sub-section nuo-
lous for the expansion of rest centers under. all conditions.

S . To obtain maridm efficiency, all AOF and Division ases-
+tras should be placed under Special Service for supply. of inetruments
and orchestrations. National anthems of 'all allied nations should be
iasued on V-Discs.

9. Live
. 
shows and'"big-name" stars should not be brought in

-unless the same allotment of timeis -given to all.major,.comeseds

.10., For an exact and widespread knowledg e of the special.
Service program, all TKen and guides .'should be distributed down to
compnies..

ll. Reductions in T/0 of Special. Service Sections (eegi.360-
10, Oct.1.4) during combat hinder the proper operation of the Special
Service program..

12. The Army. Special Service Section should be operational'as
well as administrative.

13.. T/ of Division Special Service Sections should include
one skilled technician for the preparation of soldier shows..
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CHAPTER* I
.:PLANNING IN. UNITEDKINGDOM

Introducti: When.Third United States Arayr began forming in England,
no. Tank Destroyer Special tff Section was included in the staff or-
ganization. Realizing the great :potential combat value of tank-destroy-
ers and the obstacles which this comparatively new organization would
have to surmount,, the Ary- Commander decided to attach the 1st Tank,
Destroyer Brigade Headquarters and. Headquarters Company to Third 'Army
Headquarters. Shortly-after the Brigade joined Army Headquarters,
Operations -Memorandum Number 6, 22 May 1944, directed that the Brigade,
in addition to other. duties, :be :designated as the Ara-Tank Destroyer
Section. The Commanding General was "given the dual role, of Army staff
officer and Commander of. tank' destroyer units assigned to Third United
States Army and not otherwise attached.

Txgns: During the period of planning and organization the following
tank destroyer units were assigned to the Aray and arrived in the United
Kingdom:

Advance detachmes
battalionsI also re

kg... Many
and, were undergol
being -assigned tc
of indirect fire i
of reinforcing a
was made to pro
which arrived in
ties were provid
fire in order t

:603 630 705 802
607 644. 771 813
610 -'654. ,773 814
628 .704 774 818

825

8th.- Group, 602, 614, 63]
ray during, this. period.

0on had been in England fc
dining under Brigade super

important to tank destroyers. -.Tnhe Army tank dAestroyer training direct-
ive established the following objectives:.

Draw- axd prepare equipment for battle.,
Maintqin.proficiency inprimary .miaio.

-Stress.development of: tank'destroyer' units'-for
scnaymission as reinforcling artillery.

.Cobinedtraining with infantry--artillery-
tanks.

Thq ank.,Detr or Section partcipated actively in ths training
securin'I" training, areas, ranges for both .direct and indirect firing,
training aides, field artillery instructors for tank destroyer units
and, coordinating the training of all battalions attached to 'the.ra asr
wll as lowerw unite.

g: Depots were. widely scattered- and the.enormous amoun
and-speci1l equipment which tank destroyer,- battaion h
te introduced"difficul"tproblems for the isupply officers,
the Brigade S - 4. '.solved totheutual benefit of the mu
enil the .nits

ivities ofr-a .. purely, staff aiture

gotakdeotroyar r os

ision

*ever range
"refresher"
nmnery which :al

CHAPTER 2 ..
PRE,'OPERATIONAL ON CONTINENT

The Commnding General, let Tank Destroyer Brigade, with a small
officer end enlisted detachment:accompanied the Forward Echelon of Third
fa Headquarters to the Continent 6 July and establishedIa Command Post
with the other special staff sections.at the ,Arny Command. Post near
Blendamour, France,-. The remainder:of the Brigade Headquarters..crossed
the Channel 10 July and joined the advance detachment...

The period prior to 1. August when the Aray became-operational was
principally taken up with receiving and bivouacking tank destroyer units
..'arriving at Utah and Omaha beaches. Suitable areas, were selected within
the fra area for incoming units and ,.a liaison officer from the Tank
Destroyer Section was maintained at the beach to orient these units. :It
was during this period that a general regrouping of arriving troops took
place and many units originally assigned to Third Army passed to control
"of other headquarters.

'The Commanding General and a few members of his staff were enabled
.tQ visit -.tank destroyer units which had already been in combat for
several weeks and obtain, first hand 'information as to the problems of
tactics,, supply, equipment and most important the technique of close
support which-was being employed, The lessons' learned were quickly
passed on to the new units not yet tested under fire.

The Brigade, being a tactical unit in addition to its status.as the
.. fAray Tank Destroyer Section, was engaged in readying itself for possible

combat missions, preparin~tentative plans for possible tactical use and
completing multitudinous details which appear prior to combat."

On 30 July the Army Commander approved, in general, a plan prepared
by,,the S - 3 under direction of the Commanding General for operation of
a 'armored Task Force in Brittany Peninsula, in which the Brigadeas
Headquarters, Task Force"A", subsequently participated..

As a .result 'of this operation the Brigade was absent from fray
Co.. and Post during months of August and September and Tank Destroyer
Staff functions were handled by the Artillery Section, a tank destroyer
field officer being placed on temporary duty with that Section,

Maintaining reao ord
items of tank dest
personnel matters.,
str9er battalions
and personnel for.
Other duties normal Ii.

EXECUTIVE. ::O.FFICER,
Normal duties.

TA

ar
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CHAPTER 5
OCTOBER OPERATIONSNOEBRPRTNS

As of 1 October., the organization icr combat of the tank destroyer.A 
f1Rvnetets etoe 0t sgsdt h

units of Third US Army is shown in the following table:Aryeroraidfrcmbts 
dc'edithflowntbe

UNI T TYPE DIVISION OR GROUP CORPS TP ::ioO ou OP

1st IDB~gTidD ry-t TO Brig Third US A rmy~.

8th TO. Gp Third'US Army -ClT nToe PDpTid11Am

631 TD On Towsed l1P Duty Third US A my tTOpXICop
817 TO On T owe d Coos Z Duty Ad Sec Con Z
Oth ID Op XII Corps 60T nO 06 t ~ I op

602 TD On Sp (0.-18) 9th TO) Op XII Corps -64T)O 
p(-0 S- r i I op

603 TD On SP (M-18) 6th Armd Div XII Corps 61I nlvd1t o i I op
610,TO On OP (M-18) 9hTO Op XII Corps -iO~ 0 DS p( 8 &h1f~ op
654 TD Bn O(-1) 35th Inf Div XII Corps-74T n5 01)4t rdD I op

691 TO, On Towed 4th Arad Div XII Corps SST nTwdcs fD op

704 TD Bn OP (M-18) 4th- Arnid Div . - II Corps tT pCos

808 TO On Towed 80thi lot Div XI I Corps -

TDB oe 0hIfDvXX Corps " 0 DO oe.4hT op

609, Or n OP (18 th TO Op (74 TO9CTwdorhpOOpsCop
67 TO On Towed 9th In Div XX Corps,
02TO On Towed 8,th Inf Div XX Corps.

807 TO On Towed 83rd Iof Div XX Corps
018 TD On OP (0-10)) 5th Is-f Div X_ Corps

Throughout the month of October, the absence of a serious arm ored eEruef oouiaii oe

threat in the Army Aone,, coupled with the acute ammunition rationing,
resulted in the rank destroyers being employed on their secondary 

00 te is~ie fNvmetmlc oofnieatvt

mission of reinforcing field artillery fires almoost exclusively, except 
toeso ohCrs otne ofr a tneso nietfr

for a small ameount of direct fire against pillboxes, gun positions, andmsninofaltp.Thsacsosbttaedyteflowgr-
in support of limited objective attacks. During, the month, tank, des-

troyer units of Third, OS Army expended b7,464 rounds on indirect fire 
cr orud ie noet D~o

and, 3,194 rounds on direct fire missions. Becatose of the relative
absence of enemy armor, only 8 tanks and 1 self-propelled gun were des-
troyed. Hlowever, numerous pillboxes, maphine Gun nests, and targets of
opportunity were either neutralized or destroyed. 

1Cop

Representatives of the Tarnk Destroyer Section visited all units xedtrso tre-nh -iiissoersrcedated-

weekly, and, at the close of the period, all units were in excellentretono'heAmdutohotesate 
siinuplpit.

condition as to personnel and materiel. The employment of' the units on Te-nrlepomn fO o'r 'oerscnaymsimo

their secondary mission permitted a continuous program for rotation ofresfci tetrsoftetlda lr 0 siidbyheat

platoons within companies, companies within battalions, and also baths-..Oatteewr54tskdtoer-i soorlgrclbr

lions., in some casebs in both Corps cones. This resulted in completion .i teAry Thscniuedasidrby lgrcierhnal

of an excellent maintenance program and some rest and recreation for 
.ak n asutgn ic idT f0 ittepc ob

offesisoopratons

The Tank Destroyer S;ection prepared plans for converting five tow-

ed battalions and one self-propelled (11-10) battalion to self-propelled sr niaie o h urn foieeiortss tta ie n

(14-36, 90mm gun) battalions as rapidly as , Thrd OS Army's pro-rats a - ietfr osin uigti eidctse edta ol h

share of this equipment became available. The status of tank destroyer
units at the cooe of the month is shown by the followin table: auiinue o nietfr noooeesmr hnti n

S L9'-PROPELLED TO .0 TOTAL Idet Drs

AkTTACIMhINT M-10 9-18 0-36



igned indirect..period 19 De
Army expended
Lre missions.

bulated in

4th5th

Dei.,

apable

ior to thedestroyer
tank guns,
a serious

Indirect. fire mi
phically ,borne out

.o me in tactical reserve i
Reports indicated the -movess
,serve positions inthe Nin
timated total of 600 -tan
be committed against the

I.Corps, tank destroyers-in small units (company or plato
a direct ..fire support to. infantry, and1 armored regiments. 6

in the crossing of the SAARE River in the-vicinity of SAB]
45751).. In the XX.. Corps small tank destroyer units g
dt fire support to infantry attacks which won the bridgehet
,ARLAUTERN (Q2880),area. The hasmmering tank destroyers gt
tifications is- brought home by the 27,289 rounds used J
re in a three-week period. Enemy materiel and installati(
in Third US Army zone*during this period were:

Tanks 34,
Self-Propell6d Guns I1
Anti-Tank Guns 12
Artillery Pieces 13
Pillboxes 243
Machine Guns 25
.,Miscellaneous Vehicles 62

;he end of the above period III Corps became operational w
;h Tank Destroyer Group and the 603rd Tank Destroyer Battal
formerly attached to XII Corps.,

19 December, tank destroyer.activities began to *reflect
rmy's. reaction to the German ARDENNES counteroffensive w1v
'December. Tank. destroyers dropped -their-assault gun :rc
long distances. to. new zones of action, and resumed tb

uissloyl of destroying tanks. During the entire period ti
4ant contact with tanks, much of it at ranges of 150 'to,
here- were few indirect fire missions and fewer actions aga3
bions, The above statements are best illustrated by the er
and installations destroyed:

tracks. Shell, . , Z .ill nailng, .Mark2 4, Navy kModel I) was used inThird'US Army for the first time. Tank destroyer guns fired the shell
as a harassing agent and to illuminate targets for infantry and artil-
lery observers. Considerable success was obtained with ,.this new

illuminating agent and its increased use was foreseen&. VAP amunition

was used against tanks for the first time* Excellent results were.ob..

tained and it was felt another powerful weapon had'been added to our,

tools for destroying -tanks.

.The Brigade Commander was ordered to temporary duty with the 4th

Armored DiVision, 2 December, and the Communications Officer was order-

ed to temporary duty with the 4th Armored Division on 11 December.

At the close of the period the bulk of.the enemy armor on the

Western Front had"been om, itted in the German counteroffensive

"bulge". Within the "bulge" the 130 Panzer, 1 SS Panier,. 2 SS Panzer,

3. . Panzer Grenadier, and 15 Panzer Grenadier Divisions, totalling 190

tanks and assault guns were committed against the Third US Army; and

the 12 SS Panzer, 9 SS Panzer, 116 Panzer,.2 Panzer and 9 Panzer Divi..

sions,: totalling 200 tanks and assault guns, were ocomitted against

First US Army. The 21 Panzer, 25 Panzer Grenadier, and 17 SS Panzer

Grenadior Divisions, .totalling 65 tanks and assault guns, were out of

contact but in immediate reserve in Seventh US-Army zone. The 10-35

Panzer and 11 Panzer Divisions-, totalling 110 tanks and assault guns,

were out of contact and unlocated. The 11 Panzer was believed to be in

reserve in the north, portion of. the"Seventh US Army zone and the 10 3S

Panzer was believed to. be in reserve .in vicinity of the-penetration

are a,.

opelled Guns
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CHAPTER 8 At the close of the period the status of tank'etoe atlosTe60hTo etoerBtainls 2twdgn n bu 0

JANUARY OPERATIONS ~ ~~~~~~~~~~assigned to Third US Army was; e.Te81hTn etoe atainls 85-O n bu 5

M10 M-.18 M4-36 ToedTTme.Rsploftedg55orte6thTokDsryrBtainr-

Third US Army 1 1safspriinadcodnto.cl 
n eurdmc

III Corps1

VIII Corps 1 3 2 6"Sfiin esne enocmn o h bv atloswr

As, of 1 January 1945,. tank destroyer units assigned to Third US XII Corps 13 4ntaalbei hr SAm hog Sn enbcmn hnes

Army were organised for combat as follows: XX Corps 1 11 3Inodrtbrnth60h d81hTaDtrerBtlisbcko

Totals 2 nefcieoeaigsrngh n ~ srnt fT0srnt

UNIT. TYPE DIVISION OR GROUP .CORPS 
-

io ih pronl i xes o / im ~ wr eurdt e

1st D Brg Thrd U Arm all~Repcsenaties o theTankDestoyerSecton cntiued o viitreminun1atwaseet frfaltThrd U Arm tac desroye unis.tBtta

itTBrgTidUAryalunits frequently and maintained close check o esnwmtre es hsecs esne o rnfrt h 3t n 1t 55

Third US Army and equipnent. Particularly close contact was mainine ihte60hpoiaeyaohr7 rmnra ononn hues hs 0

631 TO Bss Towed III Corps and 811th Tank Destroyer Battalions, VIII Corps unit: hc a eni enocmnswr ufcett rn hs nt pt / sne1%
St DG rdDvIICrsthe, path of the December German attack. Teaoepa a prvdb h ryCoadradteeeuino

603 TO Sn SP (1118) 65 Ard Div III Corps
654 TO Bn Sp (M410) 35IfDvIII Corps

7TO Sn SP (5118) 4 AradDiv III CorpsthplnueridbteTakDsoyrSco.
818 TO Bot SP (1410) 26 Inf Div . IICop

7th TO Opv VIII Corps

602 1TO Sn SP (1418) 11 Armd.Div VICop

630 TO Sn Towed 28 Isef Div VIII Corps,

691lTD n T owe d 87 Inf Div ViIICorps
705 TO Sn Sp (511) 101 AS Div VIII ' Corps 

Etmt fEeyAmr
TheI latweCfoaurritepdtesia eucino h

811 TD Sn SP (1418) 9 Armd Div VIII Corps
;th TD Gp XII Corps 

AIEIE ug.Tn etoesfgrdhaiyi ohtecekn

605 TO Sn SP (5118) XII 1 CorpsofteADNScone-fesvanthrduinofheble*O
610 TO Sn S'M6 80 Inf Div 

te80eeytnsadasutgn l ddsrydfo l ore

802 TO S n Towed 4 Inf Div XII Corns

803 TO Sn Sp (5110) '5 Inof Div XII Corps
808 TO Sn Towed 2d Cay OpXICop

4th TO 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~XX Corps 
O h lvnPne-yedvsoscoitdi h ugol

607 TD Sn 9P(16 5 lof Div stent oftiCiisooarstmtdtpbs0tns.O h e
67 TO Sn SP (5110) 90 Inf Div XX Corps

773 TD Bn SP (M10)XXCop

774 TO Snr- Towed 90 lof Div Y CorpsmaneofTidUAryfotth11PcrDvsowthne-
807 TO, Sn. Towed 95 Inf DivXXCrstmtdtnstegho40tss*raioinctctnteSAR

During the period 1 January to*,31 January 1945, tank destroyer tns eerpre oto otc"o h etr rn.Teewr

battalion activities reflected the mission of the particular corps inFrnbtheeweohridcaostataptonfteedv-

which the battalion was employed.*in 
eebigrognzdbhndteSefidln.Tu h nm

In III Corps, which made the main effort to reduce the ARDENNES 
Ale eerto fteWs al

bulge, tank destroyer units ware constantly engaged with counter-attack-

ing enemy armore., Thirtymeight enemy tanks and 14 self-propelled guns

were destroyed during January. There were a few.,indirect fire missions.

Early in the. month, as Vf II Corps attacked the nose of the ARDENNES

bulge, tank 4estreyer units had dai ly contact with enemny tanks, destroy-AiOPficrorTnDetyrBaalns

ing 20 tanks.:and.4 self-propelled guns. The latter-part of the month,anDrgthpeidheueoatokesoyrbtlonffcrs
as teGermans.' withdrew rapidly, tank destroyers were. not often-engaged

with' armore. There were no indirect fire missions during the entireaiobevritdvsonfldrilrywsdpedysvel

period. 
TidU rytn etoe atlos hshtainArO fie

XII Corps was on the defensive for first three weeks of January and 
tesn ieh a akdsryrofcrfyn vrhsbta

tank destroyer units expended large quantities of ammunition on indirectlosbaigesctrHewsptcuryueflnexndgth

fire, harassing missions. The Corps was on the offensive during thebatlnreoaisceacitstogvwrecuaeifrmin
last ten days of the month and tank, destroyer units gave direct, fire
support to attacking infantry-forces'and also'had numerous encounters

with enemy armor, destroying 27 tanks and 4 self-uproapelled :guns. 
eas h akdsryrArOPofcri ujc otesn

XX Corps had a defensive mission during all of January, and, tanktoereto&- 
btie omniot lceoeofcrprbta

destroyer units executed indirect, harassing fires daily. There. were 
lo nfyn a o uhpros stebtaini naencn

Amounition~~ exene in Thr US#,- Army duin the peio wa
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Duri ng the latter part of January. and -throughout the month of Feb-
ruary the. enemy shifted the m.jor portion of his armored strength frm

the Third US Army zone to the .Eastern Front and to other sectors of the

Western Front. The .116 and130 Panzer and 15 Panzer Grenadier Divisions

moved north to the First Canadian Army zone. The :9 Panzer and elements

of 11 Panzer Divisions were contacted on the Ninth US. Army front, and

the 3 Panzer .Grenadier, Division was in contact on the First , US=Army
front. The 1 SS, 2 SS, 9 S5, 10 10,SS 12 SS, and :21 Panzer Divisions,
and 25 Panzer Grenadier Division were reliably reported to have moved

to the Eastern Front. The -17 SS Panzer Grenadier Division remained in
contact on the Seventh US Army front.

At the- close of the month.the 2 Panzer Division and elements of,11
.Panzer' Division. were the :only Imajor armored units in contact on the

.,Third US Army front. The 11 Panzer Division was: reportod to have moved

north, but the identifications of elements of the division in the TRIER

..(L2129) area indicated the movement. was'. not completed. The total,. enemy

tank strength. in the Third US Army zone7was estimated, tolbe 60 .ttanks.

CHAPTER 10.
MARCH: OPERATIONS

As of 1 March 1945, tank destroyer units assigned to Third USArmy
were organized for- combat as follows:-

,•UNIT•

1st TD Brig
631 TD Bn
7thTD Gp
602 I Bn
603 ID n
607 TD Sn
610 TD Bn
705 TD Sn
773, DBn
9th ID Gp
691 TD Bn
803 TD Bn
808 TDBn:
811 TD Bn
4th I Op
609 TD Bn
704 TD Bn

774 TD Sn.
818 ID Rn.

TYPE :•. DIVISION :OR GROUP .

Towed

M-18 (SP) . 7 D Gp: :
m18. (SP) 6 Arad Div

W-36 (Sli) 87 Inf 'Div
M-36 (SP) 4.Inf Div.
M-18(SP) 11 Amd Div
N-10 (sP) 90 I'f Div

2 Cay OGp
Towed :2 CV Gp

-36 1(SP) 5 I f Div
-36 (S) 76 Inf Div
-18(SP). 0 oInf Div

M"18 .(SP) 10 Amd Div
•-18 +(SF). 94Inf Div

Towed .94 Inf'Div

N1-3d (SP), 28 If Div'

COR S

Third US Army
TVIII Corps"
VIII Corps

. VIII Corps.
VIII Corps
VII Corps
VIII Corps
VIII Corps
XII Corps,
XII Corps
XII Corps
XII Corps
XII Corps
X Corps
301 Corps.
XX.Corps
XX Corps
X Corps

....During the period 1 March to 31 March 1945 Third US Army broku
,through the last of the SIEGFRIED.'LINE defenses and drove to the RHINE

north of the MOSELLE, turned south,'orossed the MOSEU and dashed to
the RHINE in the -vicinity of. MINZ. (N 3856); forced, a crossing of the
RHINE and MAIN Rivers and pushed on some 100 miles farther to the noth-:.

east to the EASSEL (C 2203).area. Tank destroyers supported the entire

oporation, working olosely with infantry and amored-units.

Early in March. VIII Corpa tankdestroyers delivered assault fire

on pillboxos. towns and field fortifications in the Corps zone of opera,-

tion from PRUM (L 0679) to the'RHINE. There were .scattered contacts

with tank sand self-propelled guns*,In the middle of the month there

was little. activity in VIICorps and the Corps-tank destroyer strength

dropped frn six
. to.twobattalion. Lato in the month an additional

battalion was. givels the Corps and the three tank destroyer u1nit sup-

en fro10 of I
been

ported the Corps o rossing of the-RHINE. with direstl fire.. 607th -Tank
Destroyer Battalion Headquarters-oozmanaded a task frorce ofa osbined arms

which spearheaded the '87th Infantry Division attackeast of the RHIRE.

XII Corps played the most spectacular part of the Army's March
operations and tank destroyers were very active in supporting the Corps'

sweeping advanceso* XI! Corps began the month by daehing to the RHINE.

nor th of I the MOSELE. Tank, destroyer activity in this phase oonsisted
of frequent engagements with,.hostile tanks and self-propelled guns and
of placing direct fire o pillboxss, field fortifications and road.

blcsthat impeded the advance ofinfantry'and armored unitse.

The middle of themonth saw XII Corps cross the MOSELIE, sweep to

the :s. outhast. and'on tolthe RHINE in the MAIrZ ( 3856) - WORMS (M 4010) .

area.. For this- operation the Corps tank destroyer strength was in-

creased by twobattalions. XII Corps advance was so rapid and the enemy

so. disorganized.that tank destroyer employment was light. However, all

tank destroyer ! battalions took quantities of enemy equipment and. cap-

tured large numbers of prisoners .773d-Tank Destroyer Battalion Head-

quarters Iwas in command of a task force of combined ams that spear-
headed'the 90th Infantry:Division drive to the RHINE.

During the last week of March, XII Corps orossed the RHINE and ,the

-MAIN Rivers and. drove to HERSFELD (H i3854)o. There wasonly ons tank..

engagement, but tank destroyers were kept busy placing direct fire on

the Self-propelled gunsa anti-tank guns and machine guns With whioh. the

enemy attempted to slow our drive. All tank destroyers units took, le

numbers of prisoners.

:For the first three weeks of Idch Xl Corpswas fighting through

the SIEGFRIED LINE from TRIER(L..-2128) to SAARLAUTER. (Q 6028) Tank

destroyers placed direct fire on •pillboxes. and" field fortifications of

the SIEGFRIED LIKE to neutralize them for. infantry and cavalry assault.

Tank destroyers also-executed indireot fire missions to harass enesaw .

.;rear areas.

During the ,last ten days of the month, U0 Corps broke out of the

SIEGMRIED LI1'E, drove to 'the RHINE, crossed the river and advanced

rapidly to the KASSEL (C 2203) area. XX Corps tank destroyer battalions.

supported infantry, and armored -. units., placing direct fire on self-

propelled guns, anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns and machine guns which

sought to oppose our forces.

During March, Third US Army tank destroyers expended 14,775rounds

direct fire and 5,994. rounds indirect fire. Enemy materiel and instal-

lations destroyed by tatk destroyer units. in Third US Army during-the
month were:3

'Tanks . 56
Self-Propelled Guns 21 .

Anti-Tank Guns 89

Artillery Pieoes 44

Machis Guns 85

Pillboxe s 129Miscellaneous Vehicles 250

Representatives of the TankDestroyer. Section.visited'all units

frequently and maintained close check on personnel, materiel and equip-

menit. Fom the equipment. point of view, the March highlight was the

conversion of the 774th Tank Destroyer Battalion from a 3-inch towed.

unit ,to a 90sm self-propelled unit.

The ;period olosed with the.
• 

tatus of-tank destroyer battalions

assignd to Third USArMas folloms'

Ui-10 U-18 -M-36 Towed TOTAL

Third US Army 1 1

. ICorp , • "
.

2 3
XTICorps .,. 1 1 .
XK.Corps2 1 1 4

TOTaL
During the month of March all Panzer Divisions on the Western Front

were seriously mauled in a futile attempt, to halt the Allied advances.

The remnants of all the Panzer.Divisions that were salvaged, fm-the

west side of the RHINE River were omitted against the Allied bridge-

heAs on the east bank. At the. close of the month the l5th. Panzer
Grenadier Division was oorsitted*against the Second British Army fronts

the. 116th Panzer Division against the Ninth US Army fronts the 9th.
130th, elements of 11th Panzer Divisions -andthe 3d Panzer Grenadier

.Division against the First U& Army fronts the 2d and elements of the

11th Panzer Divisions against the Third US Army fronts and the 17th SS
in the Seventh US Army zone. .The total enemy tank strength in the Third

US Arm one as of 31 March was estimated to be 70 tanks and/or assault

guns. +: + . : " ' " i : . . .• " " 
+ .

. i
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1st.TD Brig, Third:US Army
4th TD p .. Third US Army'
631 TD Bn Towed Third US. Army

TD 7 T).Op VIII Corpe
602. TDI En -18 -OP)(..89..f.Div V iCorps
607TID) n ' -M36 (SP) I87 .nf:Div . III Corps.
808 TD.Bn 5:. --36 (9P)l " 76 InflDiv VIII Corps
9th TDGp G-5 XII Corps
635-TD Bn Towed 71 1fDiv XII Corp704 TDIBn .M_18, (SP) . 4 Armd Div XII .Corps
708TD En -1M48S0) ; 11 Arod Div. XIICorps -

.773 TDBn M-10(SP) 90 IntDiv XII Corps
818 TD Bn 516 (SP) 26 lnf Div XII Corps
603 TD En. .M-18 (SP) A6 d Div ... Corps
691.TDBn Towed 65oIn Div XX Corps-,
032T)Bn "M-36 (SP) 5 Inf.Div , XX Corps
811 :TD En M-18 (sP) 80oInstDiv -] - Corps

SDuring.the period: April to 30, April_ 1945 Third Us..Army drove
east to the CZECHOSLOVAKIA border, turned south, crossed the DAUBE and
ISAR RIVERS and entered AUSTRI . Tank destroyers supported't the A .
advance by delivering direct fire on ene y yinstallations and by destroy-
ing enemy tanks and self-propelled guns that were. oommitted against our
forces.. Indirect fire missions were. almost nson-existent.

III Corps came under. Third US Army .control the.latter part of:the
month and brought with it the 8th Tank Destroyer Group, 629th, 648th
and 807th Tank Destroyer"Battalions* These units implemented the Corps
drive across the DANUBE and ISA RIVERS by knooking out road blocks
strong points, and machine guns with direct.fire. Tank: destroyer units.'--,
took numbers of prisoners.

Early in April in the VIII Corps zone there was a heavy fight at-
STRUTH (H 7994) and eight enemy assault gums were destroyed' in a single
engagement .by the '808th,Tank Destroyer Battalion. As .the Corps then
drove east to ZWICKAU (K 3040) resistncp was light and the only.tank
destroyer activity was had in deliverihg assault fire on strong points

-and-enemy installations in villages. The latter part of the month VIII,
.Corps passed to First US Army control-and with-it went the 7th Tank
Destroyer Group, 602d,. 603d,. 607th, 691st and .704th Tank Destroyer
Battalions.

XII Corps drove rapidly to the CZECH border and then pushed south-
east into AUSTRIA. Tank destroyers supported these operations by de-
stroying tanks and self-propelled guns that counterattacked our infantry
and armored forces. Tank destroyers .also eliminated anti-tank guns,
Wsahine guns and strong points that sought to slow the Corps advance and..
placed fire on houses containing enemy personnel. Large numbers-of
Allied prisoners were liberated and Germans were taken prisoner by the
hundreds. There w's considerable enemy harassing activity in the Corps
rear areas and tank destroyer reconnaissance companies were employed to
wipe out enmy pockets and convoy division supply trains. In the middle,
of the month the 820th Tank Destroyer. Batkalion was assigned to XII

::Corps; the battalion-passed to First US Army control at the end of the
montho At the end of the period the 803d Tank Destroyer Battalion was
assigned to XII Corps.

, In the first week of the ,month XX Corps took KASEL (L 5020) and
uhe tank destroyers had daily engagements with the largest numbers of
tanks and self-propelled guns encountered east of the SIEGFRIED LINEO-
-Ten tanks and thirty-seven self-propelled guns were destroyed. The
.Corps next advanced to CHDONITZ (K,6060), turned south and drove across
the DANUBE and ISAN RIVERS, Tank destroyers in the Corps supported.
'hese' advances with direct fire on oenters of repistance in small towns.
and the destruction of anti-tank guns. machine suns, and small numbers

..of hostile tanks.

During April, Third US Army tank destroyers expended 8819 rounds
direct fire and 28 rounds indirect fires E maeriel and instal-la
tie destroyed by to desroyer units in d Aryduri the
mouth weres

During the month. of April, the enemy was unable'to cope with- ourdeep armoredpenetrations which subsequently developed into battles of
pockets. Enemy armorsuffered heavily in these pockets,, particularly in''
the RUBE .In this pocket alone, the 9th, 116th, 13 th PanZier. Divisiona,

dthe 3dPanzer .Grenadier Division, and. the 106th. Panzer-Brigade were de-
stroyed. All the other Panzer Divisions oamitted on: theWestern Front
also suffered heav losses.

The history-making Juncture during. the .latter part of the 'month of
the. Russian and'American forcesnorth of DRESDEN (F 2090) created two
tremendous pocketso This juncture made the characteristic north-spouth'.shuttling of - enemy armor impossible. However, as the distane between
'Easterm and Westerm Fronts grew ever smaller the enemy's capability of
shuttling armor from his Eastern Front gained currenoy. This became
increasingly evident by-the identification during the latter part of the.
month of. elements of the 2d SS Panzer Division, forerly ocomitted as
part of the Sixth Panzer Army in the VIENNA M (X 4095) area, on the south-
eastportion of the Third US Army zone.

The enem's lack. of available armored reserves for the Westerm
/

Front was demonstrated by the commitment during the month of an .impotent
"named" .anz.er Division and miscellaneous armored units, most of which
were virtumlly destroyed upon ocmmitment.

The Paner Order of Battle at the end of the month was as follows:

21ST ARMY GROUP Remnants .15 Panzer Grenadier Division

12TH AMt GROUPs
NinthUS-rmys .Panzer.Division CIAUSEITZ
First US Armys No major arsored unit
Third US Armys 11 Panzer Division

Remnants 2 Panzer Division
Elements. 2, SSPanzer Divisions',
17 SS Panzer Grenadier Division

6TH ARM1Y GROUP No major amored unit

The total enemy tank strength in the West at the close of the..
period was estimated to be 200 tanks.and/or assault guns 100 of which
were believed to be in Third US ArM zone of advance.
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•  
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70.I n 51 s) 11 Ar5!Id Div XII. Corps
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.During the period 1 My to 8. May' 1945 Third US Army drove to LIN
(V 85888), AUSTRIA nd to PILSN(L.0642), c.EC1S Aik

here was no .tank destroyer action. The 86th Inrantry Division, with
the 807th Tank Destroyer Battalion attaohed, s. relieved or assimnt
Sto III Corps and passed to Seventh US Armycontro; the 4th Infantry

ivision with the. 610th Tank Destroyer iBattalon a-ttached, was assined:

Sto III Corps. : .
• 

. ..

w akeIn the middltteofthe period k t V C urps wadas ."ied d to uThird U

Army and with. it ass' the 3d Tank Destroyer Group, the 612th, 634th.656h and 820th Tank Destroyer Battalions. The 16th : Armored Division
with the 633d Tank Destroyer Battalion attached, was then assigned to
V Corps. At the endp of the period the Corps m adaotr ing rapidn into
CZECHOSLOVAKI against little Opposition. Tank destroyers in the Corps
ha their only activity in taking large nubere of prisoners...

XII Corps. drove south .to LII (V 888 andeast into CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
Tank destroyers Were very active, dei erin assaulth fire in-support of
infantry and armored units. Noubers of maohis oos, strong points, and
generalpurposevehicles were knocked, out; therewere twoitank engage,

e nts; andaprisoners were taken in.large quantities.one

XX Corps-crossed-the.to RIVE .8and5puuhed ea to the south. Con-
sderable resistance was met and tank destroyers were kept busy destroy-:
ig machine gun nests and anti-tank guns There were two engagents

with tanks, .Prisoners surrendered by the hundreds.

During the period Third US Army tank destrosro. expended. 986rounds
direct fire..Enemy material and installations- destroyed by.tank de-,
:stroyer units in Third USArmy were:

Tanks 6
AntiTank.Guns . .7
'Artillery Pieces 3
Machine. Guns
Miscellaneous Vehicles 15.

T he period closed with the '.statusof tack destroyer battalions
assigned to Third US Anmy as. followss I

.-10.1 -18 1&36,18 6 wd TOTAL

III Corps 2 3
VCorps 1 3 1 5
ICCorpes 2 2 5

r O Corps .2 1 4

TOTAL 2 7 6 3 1
Prior to the dramatic close of the.period n" 8 May, enemy tank

activityIn the Third US Army zone m limitedt0 minor, but brisk,
defenisive action bygop o w o he ans sosghout the. period

,the ever-closing' gap between the Russianand AlliedQrces. caused a masa
mgainof enemy units, including armor, tcvard8(r U rmy lins.

This resultedr in the. identificaticn, alcong Third 19 Akfmy frswet dewing
the olosizg days, of the period, of the PeFnzer* Di tiihp . ,ORING, the
$4, 3 S5, 9 SSO 10 SS, 2, end 11 Panger Dvisi onus'xcept for move

macs ;of units into assembly areas, all eemy tar*IQAivity ceasd upon

the .declaation of the unconditional .srnier of aT jhe German. forces,
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2. Tank destroyer gun companies and reconnaissance platoons. when
head to infantry and armoared units, : have' frequently been separated
battalion headquarters by large distances, and have' been without.

ate means to comguncate with tank destroyer battalion headquar-
A. 506 radio 'is needed for each tank destroyer gun companyland

tank destroyer reconnaissance platoon.

3.. Tank destroyers habitually work closely with infantry or armor-.
ita, but have 'no means of communicating with these other.arms. -In
ion to the .6o0 .series radios now organic with each tank destroyer
lion, there should be three 508 and twelve 510 radios issued to,:
tank destroyer battalion operating with- an armored .divllon: and
re 300 series radios issued to eachtank -destroyer battalion with an

%try division.

). Tank destroyer gun and reconnalssance platoons frequently were
ed in fire fights with eneW Infantry and had no high.angle of'fire
) to -drive.the enemy from emplaced positions. In add1tion, tank
'eyers have , no means, of sending .up illuminating flares to detect.
r•patrols or enemy tanks at night. Bach tank destroyer platoon,
gun and reconnaissance, nees one 60m mortar-as a support weapon
Lt enemy Infantry by day and as a means of illvnination at night.

5 The Car, Armored, Light, N - S, and the Car. Armored, Utility,
5,.. have-proved.entirely unsatisfactory for the pupose :for which
were provided. A half-track or a light full-track vehicle is need-
),replace the M- 8 and the N - 20.
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